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PREFACE.

A principal object in the arrangement of the following

Work has. been, to bring* the technicals and phraseology of

Medicine and Surgery, with those of the collateral branches

of these Sciences, and the requisite explanation on each

subject, into a more connected and condensed point of view,

by disburdening them of all irrelevant lumber and opposite

disquisition that might tend to increase the bulk of the book,

and augment the price, without adding any thing to its

value or utility, either as a guide or a medium of reference

to professional research; but, wherever it has been found

expedient to dilate on any particular topic, beyond the ordi-

nary space allotted to each article, less essential matter has

invariably given way to more important detail. A brief his-

tory accompanies each word after its explanation ; cases are

occasionally given, and works generally referred to, to illus-

trate approved Medical or Surgical practice. The most

esteemed modern authors in Surgery, Medicine, Mid-

wifery, Pharmacy, Botany, Chymistry, &c. have been

consulted and compared ; their writings, with the date of

publication, &c. quoted ; and, though many respectable autho-

rities are necessarily here omitted, to prevent this feature

from transgressing its proportionate degree of interest, we

have preferred, nevertheless, to be select rather than diffuse.

a3



VI PREFACE.

The etymologies, generally faulty, many of them harsh and

unfeasible, have been either corrected, or entirely omitted.

Thus far we have been enabled to profit by several im-

portant errata and deficiencies, hitherto neglected or over-

looked, in Medical Lexicography ; and, to keep pace with the

many improvements in Medical and Philosophical Science,

a multiplicity of words, things, and subjects, of high import to

the student and general practitioner, are introduced ; which,

on reference, will not be met with in any similar work.

In a preliminary form, a Synoptical view of Latin Syntax-

is laid down ; intended as much to revive the memory, apt

to flag amidst the energy of professional pursuits, and the

bustle of professional practice, as to lay down, in a simplified

form, the ground-work of a more finished system of Latin

study. As regards this subject, our plan has been limited

to the terminations of the different declensions of nouns,

their varieties in the formation of the genitive case, par-

ticularly those of the third declension. A Table of Declensions

in the Greek form has also been given ; and, in the arrange-

ment of nouns, in alphabetical order, to which the gender, &c.

is annexed, those most frequently met with in medical phra-

seology have been selected. A Classical Index of Latin

Verbs follows, shewing how to form their Preterperfects and

pines.

in the Appendix, some equally useful and appropriate

Tables are exhibited :

J. The new French Weights and Measures; (Torres-



PREFACE. Vii

PONDENCE OF ENGLISH WEIGHTS AND MEASURES with

those used in France ; and between English and other

i Foreign Weights and Measures, &c.

II. Correspondence of ^Thermometers of Fahrenheit

and Reaumur, and that of Celsius, or the Centigrade

Thermometer of the modern French Chymists.
m

III. The Elastic Force of the Vapour of Water in inches

\< of mercury.

IV. The Elastic Forces of the Vapours of Alcohol, Ether,

Oil of Turpentine, and Petroleum, or Naphtha.

V. & VI. A collective View of all the Frigorific Mixtures,

with or without Ice, contained in Mr. Walker's publication,

1808.

VII. Frigorific Mixtures selected from the foregoing

Tables, and combined so as to increase or extend Cold to

the extremest Degree.

i VIII. The Solubility of some Solids in Water.

The usefulness of such Tables to the professional philo-

sopher, need scarcely be alluded to.

Throughout the body of the Work, every attention has been

paid to brevity with efficiency and perspicuity. In the

respective branches of Medical and Surgical Science, we

have extracted and illustrated from every standard authority,

and embodied much respectable opinion on various interest-

ing points of general practice.

I In endeavouring to avoid erroneous redundancy, by ob-

serving something like an intermediate course, we run no
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risk, it is hoped, of interfering- with the private library either

of the student or the practitioner, to which, it is scrupulously

presumed, the one and the other will more implicitly trust,

than to superfluous extracts from the very works which ought

necessarily to comprise it,—works, indeed, they are already

familiarly acquainted with, and with which they cannot

prudently dispense.

The most recent improvements and inventions of surgical

apparatus, &c. &c. at home and abroad, have met with their

due share of notice ; without, therefore, particularizing every

novel feature in the New London Medical and Surgical

Dictionary, taken as a whole, we beg leave at once to

refer our readers, generally, to an impartial investigation of

comparative merits.

THE AUTHOR.
20, Devonshire-street, TFesty

Mile-End,

EXPLANATION OF THE SEVERAL CONTRACTIONS USED IN

THIS WORK.

Anat. Anatomy, or Anatomically.

Arab. Arabian.

Bot. Botany, or Botanic-ally.

c g. Common gender.

Chym . Chym icall y.

d. g. Doubtful gender.

ft Feminine.

Fr. French.

Gal, Galen.

Gr% Greek.

Hipp. Hippocrates.

Htb. Hebrew.
Ital. Italian.

Med. Medically, or Medicinally.

m. Masculine.

?i. Neuter.
Pkarm. Pharmacy, or Pharmaceu-

tical^.

Surg. Surgery, or Surgically,

&c. &c.



TABLE OF THE LATIN DECLENSIONS.

There are in Latin five regular Declensions of Substantives, distinguished

by the ending of the genitive case.

Declensions. Genitive singular. (lenitive plural.

1. ae arum.

2.
•

i orum.
3. is um & ium.

4. us uum.
5. ei erum.

They go through their different cases according to the following table :

N. G. D. A. V. A.

] . Sing. a ae ae am a a musa, ae
; f.

Plural. ae arum is as ae is musae.

2. Sing. us i o um e o dominus, i ; m.
r i o um r o magister, ri ; m.
um i o um um o regnum, i ; n.

Plural. i orum is OS
•

is domini, magistri.

a orum is a a is, n. regna.

3. Sing. is is i
• •

em is e
f lapis, idis ; ?n.

J nubes, is ; f.
US IS 1 us us e

(^opus, eris ; n.

Plural.
Turn 1 .,

es < . >ibus
\ium J

es es ibus
flapides.

1 nubes.

a um ibus a a ibus, n, (^ opera.

A. Sing. us us ui um us u gradus, us ; m.

u u u u u u cornu, u j n.

Plural. us uum ibus us us ibus gradus.

ua uum ibus ua ua ibus, n, , cornua.

5. Sing. es ei ei em es e facies, ei
; /.

Plural. es erum ebus es es ebus facies.

TABLE OF DECLENSIONS IN THE GREEK FORM.
N. G. D. A. V • A.

1 . Sing. as ae a?
Tarn

\ an *}• a jEneas, ae ; m.

es ae ae
Tern

\en *}: *}-
f Anchises, ae ; m.

\ Cometa&Cometes,/.
Plural. ae arum is as ae is Cometae, pi.

2. Sing.
fei & 1 eo &

eus < > •

\eos Jei

~) eum
jea

>eu eo Orpheus, ei ; m.

os i o on e o logos, i ; vi.

on i o on on o llion, i ; n.

Plural. i orum is os
•

i is logi.

a orum is a a \s,n . Ilia.

3. Sing.
fanis &1

an < - > am
( anos J

ana an ane Titan, anis ; ut.

fonis Scl
o < * > oni

\us J
onem o one Dido, onis

; f.

is idis ldi
fida

tin
&}i ide Daphnis, idis; m.

Plural. es um ibus
f es

1 as
>es ibus Titanes.



On the preceding scale, any of the following nouns usually occurring
in medical translation, may be declined according to the termination of
their genitive case, the greater number of which are of the third declension.

Varieties in the Formation of the Genitive of Nouns, and
principally those of the third Declension.

Genitive,Nominative,

abies

acetum
adeps
adolescens

aes

aetas

balneum
bipes

bubo
calor

calx

caput
caro
cataplasma
charta

cochleare

collum
collyrium

congium
cor
crus

«rystallus

cyathus
dens
duplex
electUarium

embrocatio
faex

fel

femur
flos

forceps

frigus

frons

gargarisma
genus
glans

glottis

haustus

hcpar
homo
index

infans

lac

lapis

latus

lex

liquor

abietis, f. 3.

aceti, n. 2.

adipisy d. g. 3.

adolescentis, c. g. 3.

cerisy n. 3.

cetatis, f. 3.

balneiy n. 2.

bipedis, adj.

bubonisy d. g. 3.

caloris, m. & n. 3.

calcisy f. 3.

capitis y n. 3.

carms, f. 3.

cataplasmatis , n. 3.

charta , f. 1.

cochlearisy n. 3.

colli , n. 2.

coltyriiy n. 2.

conga
^

n. 2.

cordis y n. 3.

cruris, n. 3.

crystalti, f. &. m. 2.

cyathi, m. 2.

dmtisy m. 3.

dupliciSy adj.

electuarii, n. 2.

embrocationis , f. 3.

facisy f. 3.

fellis, n. 3.

femoris, n. 3.

fioris, m. 3.

forciptSy d. g. 3.

frigarisy n. 3.

frontisy f. & m. 3.

gargarisinattSy n. 3.

gencrisy n. 3.

glandiSy f. 3.

glottidiSy f. 3.

haustus , m. 4.

hepatisy n. 3.

hnminisy c. g. 3.

indicisy c. g. 3.

infautiSy C. g. 3.

lactisy n. 3.

lapidis, m. 3.

lateris, n. 3.

legiSy f. 3.

Honoris, in. 3.

a fir tree

vinegar

fat

a young man
brass

age
a bath
two-legged
a bubo
heat
lime
the head
flesh

a poultice

paper
a table-spoonful

the neck
a lotion for the eyes

a gallon

the heart

the leg

crystal

a tea-cup

a tooth

double
an electuary

an embrocation
dregs

gall

the thigh

a flower

forceps

cold

the forehead

a gargle

kind, or genus
a gland

the glottis

a draught
the liver

man
index

an infant

milk
a stone

the side

a law
liquor, or solution
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Nominative,

mel
mortftriura

nox
mix
ordo
OS
OS
pectus

pecten

pes
pilula

pix
plus

pollex

pondus
pubes
pubes et puber
pulvis

pus
quies

radix

receptaculum
ren
retorta

rex
sal

sanguis

simplex

Genitive.

sinciput sincipitis-,

spiritus

tcmpus
thorax
triceps

ulcus

vetus

vis

viscus

vulnus

meMs, n. 3.

mortarii, n. 2.

nnctis, f. 3.

nucis, f. 3.

ordinis, m. 3.

oris, n. 3.

ossis, n. 3.

pectoris, n. 3.

pectinis, ra. & n, 3.

pedis, ra. 3.

pilulce, f. 1.

picis, f. 3.

pluris, adj. n.

pollicis, m. 3.

ponderis, n. 3.

pubis, f. 3.

puberis, adj.

pulveris, d. g. 3.

puris, n. 3.

quietis, f. 3.

radicis, f . 3.

receptaculi, n. 2.

renis, m. 3.

retortce, f. 1.

regis, m. 3.

«<&, m. et rar. n. 3.

sanguinis, m. 3.

simplicis, adj.

sijicipitis; n. 3. >

spiritus, m. 4.

temporis, n. 3.

thoracis,, ra. 3.

tricipitis, adj.

ulceris, n. 3.

veteris, adj.

w, pi. vires, f. 3.

visceris, n, 3.

vulneris, n. 3.

honey
a mortar
night

a nut
order
the mouth
a bone
the breast

a comb
a foot

a pill

pitch

more
the thumb
weight
the groin

full grown
powder
pus
quiet

a root

a receptacle

the kidney
a retort

a king
salt

blood
simple

the sinciput, or

fore part of the

head
spirit

time
the breast

three-headed

a sore, an ulcer

old

strength

bowel, or viscus

a wound

ADJECTIVES.
Adjectives and participles vary their terminations, and agree in gender,

number and case, with the nouns which they accompany ; e. g. bonus, for

the masculine j bona, for the feminine ; and bonum, for the neuter.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

M. F. N. M. F. N.
N. Bonus bona bonum N. Boni bonse bona
G.

•

-l -ae
*

-l G. -orum -arum -orum
D. » -o -ae -o D. -is -is -is

Ac* -urn -am -um Ac. -OS -as -a
V. -e -a •urn V.

•

-l -83 -a
Ab. -o -a -0 Ab. -is -id -is
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SINGULAR.

N. Tener tenera tenerum N.
G. -eri -erae -eri G.

D. -ero -erae -ero D.
Ac. -erum -eram -erum Ac
V. like the nominative. V.

Ab. -ero -era -ero Ab.

PLURAL.

Teneri tenerae tenera
-erorum -erarum -erorum
-eris -eris -eris

-eros -eras -era
like the nominative,

-eris -eris -eris

*
#* The termination of the masculine and neuter is the same as that of

nouns of the second declension ; and the termination of the feminine is the

same as that of nouns of the first declension.

Some adjectives, and the participle of the present tense (that which in

English ends in ing, and in Latin in ans or ens), are declined like nouns
of the third declension.

Among adjectives some have three different terminations in their nomi-
native, as acer, sharp or violent; some two, as levis, light ; and some have

only one termination, as/e/ur, happy. Thus :

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

M. F. N. M. F. N.
N. Acer acris acre acres * acria

G. -ris * * -rium * *

D. -ri * * -ribus *

Ac. -rem * -re -res * -rh

V. like the nominative.

Ab. -ri * • -ribus » «

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

N. Levis * leve leves levia

G. -is * * -ium • •

D. -i * * -ibus • *

Ac. -em * -e -es * #

V. like the nominative.

Ab. -i * * -ibus « #

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

N. Felix * • felices • icia

G. icis * • icium * #

D. 1CI * # icibus * *

Ac. icem * ix ices # icia

V. like the nominative

Ab. ice, or i * • icibus * •

The feminine or neuter termination, where supplied by an*, is the same

as the masculine.

The adjective Duo, two, on account of its extreme irregularity, is here

declined at full length.

F. N.
duae duo
duarum duorum
duabus duobus

duas duo

N.
G.
D.
Ac.
V.
Ab.

M.
duo
duorum
duobus
duos, or duo

like the nominative,

duobus duabus duobus
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Modelfor the Declension ofParticiples of the Present Tense.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.
M. F. N. M. F. N.

N. Amans, loving * * amantes * -tia

G. -tis
* * -tium # *

D. -ti
* *

• -tibus * *

Ac. -tern * -mans -tes * -tia

V. like the nominative.

Ab. -te, or -ti * * -tibus # *

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES.

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

durus, hard durior durissimus

fortis, strong fortior fortissimus

Comparison of adverbs derived from adjectives.

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

dure, or duriter durius durissime

fortiter fortius fortissime

Remark 1st. The superlative has three terminations, and is declined like

bonus.

2nd. The comparative has two terminations in the nominative, as durior

for the masculine and feminine, and durius for the neuter, and is thus

declined :

SINGULAR. PLURAL.
M. F. N.

N. Durior * durius

G. -is * *

D. -i
* *

Ac. -em * durius

V. like the nominative.

Ab. -re, or i * * -ibus * *

Remark 1st. Sometimes the adjective in Latin is found after the sub-
>tantive, and sometimes before.

2nd. When adjectives and participles refer to several substantives, they
ought to be in the plural number.

3rd. Sometimes the substantive is understood, as in the formula for con-

fectio opii
y and then the adjective is put in the neuter gender.

M. F. N.
duriores # duriora
urn * *

-ibus * *

-es * duriora

ADJECTIVES OF NUMBER.
Cardinal. Ordinal.

1. unus, una, unum 1st. primus, prima, primum, and
so on with all the rest.

2. duo, duae, duo 2nd. secundus
3. tres, tres, tria 3rd. tertius

4. quatuor, indeclinable, and sol . ,

. • / • i 4in. ciuarcus
on to centum, inclusive y l

5. quinque 5th. quintus

(>* sex 6th. sextus

7. septem 7th. Septimus
8. octo 8th. octavus
9. novem 9th. nonus

10. decern 10th. decimus
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Cardinal.

11. undecim 11th.

12. duodecim 12th.

13. tredecim 13th.

14. quatuordecim 14th.

15. quindecim loth.

16. sexdecim, or sedecim 16th.

17. septemdecim 17th.

18. octodecim 18th.

19. novemdecim 19th.

20. viginti 20th.

21. viginti unus, or unus et viginti 21st.

30. triginta 30th.

40. quadraginta 40th.

50. quinquaginta 50th.

60. sexaginta 60th.

70. septuaginta 70th.

HO. octoginta 80th.

90. nonaginta 90th.

100. centum 100th.

200. ducenti, -ae, -a, 200th.

300. trecenti, -ae, -a, 300th.

400. quadringenti, -ae, -a, 400th.

500. quingenti, -ae, a, 500th.

<)00. sexcenti, -ae, -a, 600th.

700. septingenti, -ae, -a, 700th.

800. octingenti, -ae, -a, 800th.

900. nongenti, -ae, -a, 900th.

1000. mille 1000th.

Ordinal.

undecimus
duodecimus
decimus tertius

decimus quartus

decimus quintus

decimus sextus

decimus septimus
decimus octavus
decimus nonus
vigesimus, or vicesimus.
vigesimus primus
trigesimus, or tricesimus

quadragesimus
quinquagesimus
sexagesimus
septuagesimus
octogesimus
nonagesimus
centessimus

ducentesimus
trecentesimus

quadringentesimus
quingentesimus

sexcentesimus
septingentesimus

octingentesimus

noningentesimus
millesimus

PRONOUNS.
There are in all languages three subjects of discourse—the person that

speaks—the person spoken to—and the person spoken of. The person that

speaks is the first person, and called ego, I ; the person spoken to, the se-

cond person, and called tu9
thou ; the person spoken of, the third, and

called, ille, he. The signs of these three persons are called personal pro-

nouns. As the subject of discourse may be more than one person, each

personal pronoun has a plural number. The first and second persons, ego,

tu, with their plurals, nos and vos, express male and female, without any
distinction of gender ; while ille, the third, expresses the three genders by
three different terminations.

Mas. ille he,

Fern. ilia she,

Neu. illud it,

Ille is also considered as

will be found declined.

The primitive or personal pronouns are ego, I ; tu, thou ; and sui, of

himself, herself, or themselves ; these being substitutes for nouns, are of

the nature of nouns, and are thus declined :

illi they, for masculine nouns.
ilia they, for feminine nouns.
ilia they, for neuter nouns,

a demonstrative pronoun, among which class it

Sing. Plu ral.

N. Ego tu Nos vos

G. rnei tui sui Nostrum, or i vestrum, or i sui

D. mini tibi sibi Nobis vobis sibi

Ac. me te se Nos vos se

Ab. me te se Nobis Vobis se
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The properties of personal pronouns, like those of nouns, are gender,
number, and case.

All other pronouns, as qualifying nouns, expressed or implied, have the

nature of adjectives.

SINGULAR. PLURAL. -

M. F. N. M. F. N.
N. Ipse ipsa ipsum ipsi ipsae ipsa

G. -sius * # -sorum -sarum -sorum
D. -si * * -sis * *

Ac. -sum -sam -sum -sos -sas -sa

Ab. -so -sa -so -sis * *

Ipse is sometimes joined to personal pronouns, and also to substan-

tives.

—

E. g. Balneum aquosum fit, ubi res quaelibet aut aquce ipsi ferventi

aut ejus vapori exponitur, ut incalescat.—(Here ipsi is used to point out
more emphatically the word aquce) .—In impetu ipso efFervescentiae sumendus.

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

These always require to be united to a noun, and are formed from
the genitive of the personal pronouns, as meus, mine, from mei, of me ; and
so with tuus, thine; suus, his, hers, or its; noster, ours; vester, yours.

Mens, tuus, and suus, are declined like bonus ; noster and vester like

tener ; and all agree, like adjectives, with the substantives to which they re-

fer.

—

E. g, suo vase contenta— concretum sui geiieris.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.
M. F. N.
Hie* ^ Haec

"J
1

Hoc ^
Ille ( he , thisy Ilia 1[ she', this, Illud ( it, this,

Iste ( or that. Ista |f
or that. Istud ( or that.

Is J Ea J1 Id J
* Hie is sometimes termed the article.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

M. F. N. M. F. N.
N. Hie haec hoc Hi hae haec

G. hujus * # horum harum horum
D. huic * • his * *

Ac. hunc hanc hoc hos has haec

Ab. hoc hac

SINGULAR.

hoc his *

PLURAL,

*

M. F. N. M. F. N.
N. ille ilia illud nil ilia ilia

G. -ius * * -orum -arum* -orum
D.

•

-l * * -is # *

Ac. -um -am -ud -OS -as -a
Ab. -0 -a -0 -is * m

b 2
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SINGULAR. PLURAL.

1ft. F. N. If. F. X.
X. Iste ista Istud Isti ista? ista

G. -ius * * -orum -arum -orum
D. -i

# * -is • *

Ac. -um -am -ud -OS -as -a

Ab. -o -a

SINGULAR.

-o -is *

PLURAL.

*

M. F. N. M. F. N.
N. Is ea id Ii eae ea
G. ejus # * eorum earum eorum
D. ei # *

iis, veleis * *

Ac. emu earn id eos eas ea
Ab. eo ea eo iis, iff/eis * #

Remark 1st. The conjunction que is often joined to pronouns, so as
r^ appear but one word :

—

E. g. eamque toties cola—toque adjice ferrum.

2nd. Idem, eadem, idem, the same, is declined like is, ea, id—E. g.
eandera mensuram—ad eundem gradnni calefactum.

3rd. Hie and We are often employed together, to signify this and that, or
the latter and the former. Thus— dein tincturani et decoctum separating

cola, et hoc consumatur, ilia distillet, donee utrumque spissescat.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

Qui, who or which.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Iff. F. N. M. F. N.
\\ Qui quae quod qui quae quae

G. cujus * # quorum quarum quorum
D. cui * # quibus, 1

or queis J
* *

Ac. quem quam quod quos quas quae

lb. quo qua quo, or qui quibus, 1

or queis f

* «



INDEX OF VERBS, &c.

The following Index will probablv be found of great utility to refta

the memory of students for the formation of the Latin verbs: the only merit

of which, perhaps, above the At in prcpsenti, which may by many be

thought sufficient for the purpose, is the alphabetical arrangement.

N. B. The figures 1, 2, 3, 4, show the conjugation in each verb.

/ iinitice ac' Infinitive pas±i\:>

Ittj end> in a! ari

2d, ends in ere long cri

en in ere short i

4 th, ea in ire
•

in

A CLASS CAL INDEX.

SHEWING HOW TO FORM THE I'RLTERPERFECTS AND BUPJIN

Of Till 1 ATIN VERBS.

Pn M nt. /' :t. Supine,

ABDO - abdidi abditom

Abscond*' - condi - J
' absconditum A

htOOnsum
ieoem 3. - BT1 acccraUiun
\< id - accidi

Adipiscor - :us sum adeptum
-co 3. - agnovi agnitum

\_-.> 3. - - nn
Alli( io - allcxi allectum
Alo 3. - - alui alitum & altum

». - r% t cart t

Amicio 1. - amicui <& amixi - amictum
An_ - anxi

Aperio i- - aperui apcrtum
Apixui - .rn aptum

Applico 1

.

f applicui & appli-

1

applicitum & ap

| cavi -
j plicatmn

\rceo - arcui cnrit

Araaw 3. - arcessivi arcessitum

Ardeo - - arsi irn

Atoando 3. - ascendi ascensum
Audeo 2. - ausus sum aasum
Am- - auxi auctum
Avco 2. - car< t ret

BIHO 3. bibi bibitum
( ADO 3. cecidi im
C'aedo 3. - cecidi caesura

b 3

Mi
I

}
tend t

hnjjj

'ttain

acknou
flo

y
}>rrf'

allien.

be in d<

clothe

open

j
nPPh

callJ
bum

• g° "P
dar>

incrr

1 1 h

dm.
fall

bent



XVlll

Present. Preterperfect. Supine, Meaning,
Caleo 2. • calui - calitum to be hot

Calefacio 3. - calefeci - calefactum - make hot

Calvo 3. - calvi -
' caret - deceive

Calveo 2. - calvi - caret - be bald

Calvesco 3. - calvi - caret - grew bald

Cambio 4. - campsi - campsum - exchange
Cano 3. - cecini - cantum - sing

Capesso 3.
f capessi & capes

" \ sivi

- Ccapessum & ca- 7 t *

i pessitum .J
««*»««*»

Capio 3. cepi - captum - take

Careo 2.
fcaruiand cassus 1 caritum & cas-?

- < > > want
\ sum -J sum -3

Carpo 3. - carpsi - carpturn - gather
Caveo 2. - cavi - cautum - beware
Cedo 3. - cessi - cessum yield

Cello 3. obsolete ceculi & cellui - culsum & eelsum break

Censeo 2. - censui - censum think

Cerno 3. - crevi - cretum - perceive

Cieo 2. - civi - - citum - incite

Cio 4. - civi - - citum - stir up
Circumpango 3. circumpegi - circumpactum set round
Glaudo 3. - clausi - clausum - shut

Cluo 3. caret - caret befamous

Cceno 1.
( coenavi&ccenatus ")

- < > ccenatum
( sum

- sup

ccepi, defect. - cceptum - begin

Coerceo 2. - coercui - coercitum restrain

Cognosco 3. - cognovi - cognitum - know
Cogo 3. - coegi - coactum - force

Cohibeo 2. • cohibui - cohibitum restrain

Collido 3. - collisi - coliisum dash together

Colo 3. - colui - cultum worship

Comedo 3. - comedi
f coraestum & coO

- < > eat up
\ mesum -J

r

Commiruscor 3. commentus sum commentum invent

Como 3. - compsi - comptum comb
Compatior 3. - compassus sum - compassum - P*ty
Comperio 4. - comperi - compertum - find out

Compesco 3. - compescui caret - pasture togcti

Complaceo 2. - complacui - complacitum - please well

Complico 1.
fcomplicui&com-l complicitum & I ,. , , .-< i- • > v * > fold tosctner
\ phcavi comphcatum

Concino 3. concinui - concentum sing together

Conditio 3. - concussi - concussum shake

Condemno 1. - condemnavi - condemnatum condemn
Condo 3. - condidi - conditum lay up
Confcrcio 4. - confersi - confertum - fill up
Confiteor 2. - confessus sum - confessum confess

Conjicio 3. - conjeci - conjectum cast together

Conniveo 2. - connivi&connixi connicjtum wink at

Consulo 3. - consului - consultum consult

Coqno 3. - coxi - coctum cook

Corrigo 3. correxi - correctum correct

Corripio 3» - corripui - correptum snatch

( orruo 3. - conui - coriutum » tumble down.



XIX

Present.

Credo 3.

Crepo 1.

Cubo 1.

Cumbo 3.

Cupio 3.

Curro 3.

DAMNO 1.

Decerpo 3.

Decipio 3.

Dedo 3.

DefervTeseo 3,

Defetiscor 3.

Dego 3.

Deleo 2.

Deliteo 2.

Demo 3.

Depango 3.

Deposco 3.

Desilio 4.

Detrecto 1.

Dico 3.

Dio I.

Diffiteor 2.

Digredior 3.

Diligo 3.

Diluo 3.

Disco 3.

Dispergo 3.

Dispesco 3.

Displiceo 2.

Divido 3.

Do 1.

Doceo 2.

Doleo 2.

Domo 1.

Duco 3.

EDISCO 3.

Edo3.
Edo 3.

Edoceo 2.

Egeo 2.

Preterperfect,

credidi

crepui

cubui
cubui

cupivi

cucurri

damnavi
decerpsi

decepi

dedidi

defervi & deferbui

defessus sum
degi

delevi

delitui

dempsi

Supine,

creditum
crepitum
cubitum
eubitum
cupitum
cursum
damnatum
decerptum
deceptum
deditum
caret

defessum
caret

deletum
caret

demptum

Emineo 2.

Emo 3.

Eo4.

The

\ I »eo

Adeo
Circumco
Coeo
Exeo
I neo
Introeo
I Mjco

depegi & depanxi depactum
depoposci - caret

fdesilii, dcsilivi & ^desilitum & de

\ dcsilui

dctrectavi

dixi

dieavi

diffessus sum
di^ressus sum
dilexi

dilui

didici

dispersi

dispescui

displicui

divisi

dedi

docui

dolui

domui
duxi

edidici

edi

edidi

edocui

egui

eminui
- emi
- 1V1

J sultum
detrectatum
dictum
dicatum
dilfessum

digressu'u

dilectum

dilutum
caret

dispersum
caret

displicitum

divisum
datum
doctiim

dolitum
domitum

- dnctom
caret

esum & estum
editum
edoctum
caret

caret

- emptum
- itum

Meaning,
to believe

creak

lie in bed
- lie down

covet

run
condemn

• pluck off
deceive

- give up
grow cool

be weary
inhabit

blot out

- lie hid

take off
- fasten down

require earnestly

down> leap

slander

say

dedicate

deny
step aside

Ion'

wash off

learn

scatter

drive out of pasture

displease

divide

give

teach

grieve

tame
lead

learn perfectly

eat

publish

teach perfectly

want
excel

buy

g°

compounds of eo areformed after the same manner—as

:

abivi

adivi

circumivi

coivi

exivi

inivi

introivi

obivi

abitum
aditum
cireumitum
coitum
exitum
initum
introitum

obitum

to go away
- go to

- go round
- meet together

go out

go in

enter in

- undergo



XX

Present, Preterperfect, Supine, Meaning,
Pereo - perivi peritum to perish

Depereo - deperivi deperitum languish

Dispereo - disperivi - - disperitum be ruined

Prodeo - prodivi proditum comeforth
Prseeo - prseivi prseitum - go before

Praetereo - praeterivi pragteritum - pass by

Redeo - redivi reditura return

Subeo - subivi subitum - go under
Transeo - transivi transitum go beyond

These compound* ofeo, take rather ii than ivi, hi the preterperfect

for abivi, adii for adivi, &c.
as, abii

Epasco 3.

Eripio 3.

Esurio 4.

Excludo 3.

Exculpo 3.

Excurro 3.

Excutio 3.

Exedo 3.

Exigo 3.

Exoleo 2.

Expergiscor 3. -

Experior 4.

Explico 1.

Exuo 3.

FACESSO 3. -

Facio 3.

Fallo 3.

Farcio 4.

Fateor 2.

Fatisco 3.

Fatiscor 3.

Faveo 2.

Ferio 4.

Fero 3.

Ferveo 2.

Fervesco 3.

Fido 3.

Figo 3.

Findo 3.

Fingo 3.

Fio, fieri, irreg,

Flavco, 2.

Flecto 3.

Fleo 2.

Flo 1.

Fluo 3.

Fodio 3.

Frango 3.

Frico 1.

Frigeo 2.

i

epavi

eripui

esurivi & esurii

exclusi

exculpsi

Cexcurri & excu

£ curri

excussi

exedi

exegi

exolui & exolevi

experrectus sum
expertus sum -

explicui

epastum
ereptum
esuritum
exclusum
exculptum

excursum

to eat up
• snatch off

be hungry
- shut out

carve

- run about

•I \
exui

facessi & ivi

feci

fefelli

farsi

fassus sum
caret

fessus sum
favi

percussi

tuli

ferbui & fervi -

fervi

fidi & fisus sum
fixi

fidi

finxi

factus sum
flavi

flexi

flevi

flavi

fluxi

fodi

frcgi

friciii

frixi

excussum
exesum
exactum • -

exoletum
experrectum
expertum
explicitum & ex-

plicatum

exutum
facessitum

factum
falsum
fartum
fassum
caret

caret

fautum
percussum
latum
caret

caret

fisum

fixuin

fissum

fictum

factum
caret

flexum
fletum

llatum

fluxum
fossum
fractum -

frictum & fricatum rub

frictum • - be told

shake off
consume
require

grow out of use

awake
try

declare

put off

execute

do, make
deceive

stuff

confess

gape, leak

be weary
favour
strike

bear, sujj

be hot

grow hot

trust

fasten
cleave

pretend

be done

be yellow

bend

weep
blow

flow

dig
break



XXI

Present.

Fruor 3.

Fugio 3.

Fulcio 4.

Fundo 3.

Furo 3.

Fuo, obsolete, 3.

GAUDEO 2. -

Gero 3.

Gigno 3.

Glisco 3.

Gradior 3.

HABEO 2.

Haereo 2.

Haurio 4.

ICO 3.

Immineo 2.

Impertio 4.

Impingo 3.

Incesso 3.

lncido 3.

Incipio 3.

Inculco 1.

Indigeo 2.

Indo 3.

Indulgeo 2.

Inficio 3.

Ingruo 3.

Insanio 4.

Insero 3.

Insero 3.

Jntelligo 3.

Irascor 3.

JACEO 2.

Jacio 3.

Jubeo 2.

Jungo 3.

Juro 1.

Juvo 1.

LABOR 3.

Lacesso 3.

Lacio 3.

Lacto 1.

Laedo 3.

Lambo 3.

Lateo 2.

Lavo 1.

Lego 3.

Lego 1.

Leo 2.

Libet, impers. 2.

Preterperfect. Supine. Meaning
{fruitus & fructus^ fruitum&fruc- 1 ^ ^.

sum -J turn -J * -

•{

fugi

falsi

fudi

furui

fui

gavisus sum
gessi

genui
care/

gressus sum
habui
haesi

hausi

ici

imminui
impertivi

impegi
incessivi

incidi

incepi

inculcavi

indigui

indidi

indulsi

infeci

ingrui

insanivi

insevi

inserui

intcllexi

iratus sum
jacui

jeci

jussi

junxi

fugitum - - avoid

fultum - support, prop
fusum - - pour out

caret - be mad
futum, obsolete - be, exist

rejoicegavisum -

gestum
• genitum -

caret

• gressum -

. habitum
- haesum
- haustum

ictum
caret

impertitum
impactum
incessitum

caret

inceptum
inculcatum
caret

inditum
findultum & in-

(^ dulsum
infectum
caret

insanitum
insitum

inscrtum
intellectum

iratum
jacitum -

jactum
jussum
junctum

carry

beget

increase

go on
possess

stick

draw
strike

hang over

bestow

dash against

provoke

happen
begin

drive into

want
set in

}<indulge

stain, tingi

invade

grow mad
graft

insert

understand

be angry
lie down
throw, cast

command
join

swear
juravi & juratusj

.

.
sum -J

J

juvi - - jutum
lapsus sum - lapsum

, . . , . flacessitum & la^
lacessivi&lacessi<

\ cessum
lexi - lectum - allure

lactavi - lactatum - suckle

laesi - laesum - hurt

Iambi - caret - lick

latui - latitum - lie hid

:}

help

slide

provoke

lavi

legi

legavi

levi

libuit

{lautum, lotum,! ,

lavatum - j
1

lectum
- legatum

letum
- libitum

read, gather
send, dispatch

anoint

it. pleases.



xxu

Present.

Licet, wipers. 2.

Lingo 3.

Lino 3.

Linquo 3.

Liquefio 3.

Liveo 2.

Loquor 3.

Luceo 2.

Ludo 3.

Lugeo 2.

Luo 3.

MALO, malle,

irreg. 3.

Mando 3.

Mando 1.

Maneo 3.

Medeor 2.

Medicor 1.

Meio 3.

Mereor 2.

Preterperfect.

licuit

linxi

lini, livi & levi

- liqui

Supine.

licitum

linctum
litum

lictum
- liquefactus sum liqucfactum

i

caret

locutus sum
luxi

lusi

luxi

lui

malui

Metior 4.

Meto 3.

Metuo 3.

Mico 1.

Mingo 3.

Misceo 2.

Misereor 2.

Mitto 3.

Moereo 2.

Mordeo 2.

Morior 3.

Mulceo 2.

mandi
- mandavi
- mansi
- medicatus sum
- medicatus sum
- minxi

meritus sum
_ Cmensus sum
\ metitus

- messui
- metui
- micui
- minxi
- miscui
- misertus sum
- misi
- mcestus sum
- momordi
- mortuus sum
- mulsi

&
i

caret

locutum
caret

lusum
luctum
luitum

caret

mansum
mandatum
mansum
medicatum
medicatum
mictum
meritum

mensum

messum
caret

caret

mictum
mistum
misertum
missum
caret

morsum
caret

mulsum

Meaning,
it is lawful
to lick, lap

daub, cover

leave

be melted
- be black and blue

• speak
- shine

- play
lament

atonefor

- have rather

chew
command
stay, tarry

- heal

cure

- make water
deserve

measure

- reap
- fear
- glitter

- make water
- mingle

- 9*9
- send

mourn
bite

- die

appease

Mulgeo 2.

Multiplico 1.

NANC1SCOR3.
Nascor 3.

Neco 1.

Necto 3.

Neo 2.

Nexo 1.

Nideo 2.

Nigreo 2.

Ningo 3.

Niteo 2.

Nitor 3.

Niveo 2.

No 1.

Noceo 2.

Nolo, nolle,

irreg.

Nosco 3.

Nubo 3.

- mulsi & mulxi

multiplicavi

nactus sum
natus sum
necui

nexui & nexi

nevi

nexui

caret

nigrui

ninxi and nixi

nitui

Cnisus &
\ sum
nivi

navi

5 mulsum & mule- 1 .,,

'

I turn ym
- muitiplicatum - increase

- nactum

nixus?

natum
nectum
nexum
netum
nexum
caret

caret

caret

caret

obtain

be bom
kill

knit

spilt

knit

shine

be black

snow
shine

nisum & nixum endeavour

\

nocui

nolui

caret

natum
nocitum

caret

- novi

- nupsi

notum
nuptum

wink
stvim

hurt

be unwilling

know
be married



xxm

Present, Preterperfect. Supine, Meaning*

OBDO 3. - obdidi - obditum - to bolt

Obliviscor 3. - oblitus sum - oblitum - - forget

Occido 3. - occidi - occisum - kill

Occido 3. - occidi • occasum - - fall

Occludo 3. - occlusi - occlusum shut up

Occulo 3. - occului - occultum - hide

Oleo 2. - oliri - olitum smell

Olfacio 3. - olfeci - olfactum - sce?it

Operio 4. - operui - opertum - cover

Oppango 3. - oppegi - oppactum - join to

Ordior 4. - orsus sum - orsum begin

Ordior 4. - orditus sum - orditum weave

Orior 4. - ortus sum - ortum rise

PACISCOR 3. - pactus sum - pactum - agree upon

Pando 3. - pandi - passum open

Pango 3. - pepigi - pactum bargain

Pango 3. - pegi
t

- pactum - settle

Pango 3.
rpanxi, pegi, &

\ pepigi
1> pactum - fasten

Pango 3. - panxi - pactum sing

Parco 3. - peperci caret - spare

Parco 2. - parol - paritum obey

Partio 4. - partivi - partitum - divide

Parturio 4. - parturivi - parturitum - produce

Pasco 3. - pavi - pastum - feed
Pateo 2. - patui caret be evident

Patior 3. - passus sum - passum - suffer

Patro 1. - patravi - patratum commit
Pavco 2. pavi caret - far
Pecto 3. - pexi & pexui - pexum comb
Pedo 3. - pepedi - pod i turn rumble
Pedo 3. - pepuli - pulsum drive away
Pendco 2. - pependi - pensum hang
Pendo 3. - pependi - pensum weigh
Pcrago 3. - perogi - peractum - finish

Percutio 3. - percussi - percussum - strike

Perdo 3. - perdidi - pcrditum lose

Pergo 3. - perrexi - perrectum " goforward
Perimo 3. - peremi - peremptum destroy

Perlcgo 3. - perlegi - perlectum read thoroughly
Permaneo 2. - permansi - pennansum tarry

Pernosco 3. - pernovi - pernotum know perfectly

Perpetior 3. - perpessus sum - perpessum suffer much
Perplacco 2. - perplacui - perplacitum - please much
Persisto 3. - perstiti - perstitum - persist

Persto 1. - perstiti - perstatum abide patiently
Pertingo 3. - pertigi - pertaetum touch widely
Pertundo 3. - pertudi - pertusum beat soundly
Pessundo 1. - pessundedi - pessundatum destroy
Peto 3. - petivi & petii - petitum ask, go
Pi get, impers,, 2. piguit - pigitum be grievous
Pingo 3. - pinxi - pictum - paint
Pinso 3. - pinsui - pistum bake
Placeo 2. - placui - placitum - please
Plaudo 3. - plausi - plausum applaud



XXiV

Present, Preferperfect. Supine. Meaning.
iPlecto 3. - plexi plexum to punish
Pleo 2. - plevi pletum - jiu

Plico 1. - plicavi & plicui
fplicatum &
\ citum

pli-}>w
Pluo 3. - plui & pluvi pluitum rain

Polleo 2. - caret caret be able

Pono 3. - posui positum - put, place

Posco - poposci caret - require

Poto 1.
f potavi & potus

\ sum
> potatum et potum drink

Praecurro 3. - praecucurri prSecursum run before

Praelego 3. - praelegi praelectum read before

Praemineo 2. - praeminui caret excel

Praesto 1. - praestiti praestitum - perform

Prandeo 2.
fprandi& pransus

\ sum
> pransum - dine

Premo 3. - pressi pressum - press

Prodo 3. - prodidi proditum betray

Pronciscor 3. - profectus sum - profectum depart

Proluo 3. - prolui prolutum wash
Proraineo 2. - prominui caret hang out

Promo 3. - prompsi promptum draw out

Psallo 3. - psalli caret - sing

Pudet, impers. 2. puduit puditum be shameful
Pungo 3. - pupugi & punxi punctum sting

QUiERO 3. - quaesivi quaesitum seek

Quatio 3. - quassi quassum - shake

Queror 3. - questus sum questum - complain

Quinisco 3. - quexi caret - nod
RADO 3. - rasi rasum shave

Rapio 3. - rapui raptum s?iatch

Raucio 4. - rausi rausura be hoarse

Recido 3. - rccidi recasum - fall hack

Reddo 3. - reddidi redditum render

Redoleo 2. - redolui redolitum - smell of
Refello 2. - refelli refalsum refute

Refringo 3. - refregi refractum break open

Rego 3. - rexi rectum rule

Rejicio 3. - rejeci rejectum reject

Relego 3. - relegi relectum read again

Relcgo 1. - relegavi relegatum send away
Reminiscor 3. recordatus sum recordatum remember

Renuo 3. - renui caret - deny

Reor 2. - ratus sum ratum imagine

Repango 3. - repegi repactum - fasten agaih

Reperio 4. - reperi repertum - find

Replico 1.
f replicui & rcpli-

"^ cavi

replicitum &
plicatum

re " > reply

Rcprimo 3. - reprcssi rcprcssum - restrain

Repungo 3. - repupugi&repunxi rcpunctum - sting again

Respicio 3. - rcspexi respectum consider

Rcspondeo 2. rcspondi rcsponsum answer

Rcspuo 3. - respui resputum - refuse

Resumo 3. - resurapsi rcsumptum resume

Rcticeo 2. - reticui caret - be siUnt



XXV

Present, Preferperfect. Supine. Meaning-.

Retineo 2. - retinui - retentum to retain

Rideo 2. - risi - risum - laugh

Ringo 3. - 'rinxi - rictum - fret

Rodo 3. * rosi - rosum - gnaw
Rudo 3. - nidi caret - bray

Rumpo 3. • rupi - ruptum - break

Ruo 3. * rui - ruitum - rush

SACRO 1. - sacravT
i - sacratura - dedicate

Salio 4.
- fsalui, salii,

\ salivi
>saltum - leap

Salio & Sallio 4 f salii, salivi,
' \ sallivi

Isalsum - season with salt

Salto 1. - saltavi - saltatum - dance

Sancio 4.
. . . f saneitum&

- sancivi & sanxi < .

sanc-
> establish

Sapio 3. - sapui & sapivii caret - know
Sarcio 4. - sarsi - sartura - patch

Satago 3. - sategi caret - endeavour

Scabo 3. - scabi - caret - scratch

Scalpo 3. - scalpsi - scalptum « scratch, enyrave

Scando 3. - scandi - scansum - climb, scan

Scindo 3. - scidi - scissura - cut

Scio 4. - scivi - scitum • know
Scribo 3. - scripsi - scriptum - write

Seco 1. • secui - sectum - cut

Sedeo 2. - sedi - sessum m sit

Scntio 4. - sensi - sensum - feel

Sepelio 4. - sepelivi - sepultum - bury
Sepio 4. - sepsi - septum - hedge
Sequor 3. - secutus sum - seeutum * follow
Sero 3. - sevi - latum * sow
Sero 3. - serui - sertum m set in order

Serpo 3. - serpsi - serptum - creep

Sido 3. - sedi & sidi - sessum - settle, sink

Singultio 4. - singultivi - singultum • sob

Sino 3. - sivi - situm - permit
Sisto 3. - stiti - statum - stand
Soleo 2. - solitus sura - solitum M be accustomed
Solvo 3. - solvi - solutum - loose

Sono 1. - sonui - sonitum - sound
Sorbeo 2. - sorbui & sorpsi sorptum - sip

Spargo 3. - spars

i

- sparsum - spread
Specio 3. - spexi - spectum - behold

Sperno 3. - sprevi - spretum - despise

Spondeo 2. - spopondi - sponsum - bail

Statuo 3. - statui - statutum - resolve

Sterno 3. - stravi - stratum - spread
Sterto 3. • stertui - caret m snore

Sto 1. - steti - statum - stand
Strepo 3. - strepui - strepitum - resound
Strideo 2. - stridi caret - creak
Stringo 3. - strinxi - strictum - holdfast
Struo 3. - struxi - structum • build

Suadeo 2. - suasi - suasum • persuade
Sublego 3. - sublegi - sublectum

c

• read cursorily
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Present. Preterpeifect. Supine. Meaning.
Suboleo 2. subolui - subolitum to suspect

Suesco 3. suevi & suetus sum suetum - accustom
Suffero 3. sustuli - sublatum - suffer

Sugo 3. suxi - suetum - suck

Sum verb, subst. 3. fui caret - be, exist

Sumo 3. sumpsi - sumptum - take

Supplico 1. supplicavi - supplicatum - beseech

Surgo 3. surrexi - surrectum - arise

TACEO 2. taeui - taciturn - be silent

Teedet, impers. tseclnit - perteesum it wearies

Tango 3. tetigi - tactum to touch

Tern no 3.' tempsi - temptum - despise

Tendo 3. tetendi & tendi - tensum - stretch

Teneo 2. tenui - tentum - hold

Tepeo 2. tepui caret - be ivarm

Tepesco 3. tepui - caret - grow warm
Tergeo 2. tersi - tersum - wipe
Tero 3. trivi - tritum - wear off

Texo 3. texui & texi - textum - weave
Timeo 2, timui caret - fear
Tollo 3. sustuii - sublatum - lift up

Tondeo 2. totondi - tonsum - s Itcar

Tono 1. tonui - tonitum - thunder

Torqueo 2. torsi - tortum & iorsum twist

Torreo 2. torrui - tostum - roast

Trado 3. tradidi - traditum - deliver

Traho 3. traxi - tractum - draw
Tremo 3. tremui caret - tremble

Trado 3. trusi - trusum - thrust

Tueor 2. tuitus sum - tuitum & tutum protect

Tuor 2. tuitus sum - tuitum & tutum look at

Tulo, obsolete, 3. tuli - latum - bear

Turaeo 2. tumui caret - swell

Tundo 3. tutudi - tunsum - beat hard

ULCISCOR 3. - ultus sum - ultum - nvengc
Urgeo 2. ursi - ursum - press

Uro 3. ussi - ustum - burn

I Jtor 3. usus sum - usuin - make use of

VAPO 3. vasi - vasum ,- go move
Valeo 2. valui - valitum - be strong

Velio 3. vulsi - vulsum - pluck off

Vendo 3. vendidi - venditum - sell

. cnco 4. venii & venivi - venn

m

- be sold

Venio 4. veni - ventum - come

Yenundo 1. venundedi - venundatum - tet to sale

Vergo 3. versi - versum - dccliiK

V "rro 3. verri & versi - versum - sweep

Verto 3. verti - versum - turn

Vescor 3. pastus sum - pastum - eat

Vctol. vetui - vetituin - forbid

Video 2. vidi - visum - see

Vico 2. vievi - victum - bind

Yincio 4. vinxi - vinctum - tic up

Vinco 3. vici - victum - (•lll(j:(< f

Viso 3. \ isi - visum - vi*it
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Present, Preterperfect. Supine.

Vivo 3. - vixi - victum
V

r
olo,velle^Vreg-.3.volui - caret

Volo 1. - volayi - volatum
Volvo 3. - volvi - volutum
Vomo 3. - vomui - vomitum

Some verbs, when they are compound, change
verbs into other vowels.

The following compounds change, in all their

of their simple verbs into e ; as

—

- condemno
- allecto

- cons<?cro

- rcfello

ccerceo
- detrecto

- defetiscor

- dejecto

- perpetior

congredeor
- imp'Ttio
- decrrpo
- perpetro

ascendo
- dispergo
- reptrio

J)amno 1. - / condemn ;

L«cto 1. - suckle

;

Sacro 1. • dedicate

;

Fallo 3. - deceive ;

^rceo 2. - drive away

;

Trr/cto 1. - handle

;

Frttiscor 3. - be weary ;

JrtCtO 1. - throw

;

IV.tior 3. - suffer ;

Grftdior 3. - step ;

Portio 4. - divide

,

(;<vrpo 3. - crop

;

Patrb 1. - commit

;

Scando 3. climb ;

Spr/rgo 3. spread

;

Parip - bringforth t

The foilowing compounds c

the simple verbs
iInto i; as

—

Habeo 2. / have

;

Lateo 2. - lie hid

;

SrdlO 4. - leap

;

S/atuo 3. - resolve ;

Cr/do 3. - fall;

I,<rdo 3, - hurt

;

(Vmo 3. - sing;

Ou^to 3. - seek

;

Ccedo 3. - cut ;

Tango 3. - touch ;

Ageo 2. - want

;

r

iVneo 2. - hold ;

Trtceo 2. - am silent ;

Sr/pio 3. - know ;

Rr/pio 3. - sjiatch
;

Meaning,
to live

,

be willing

- fly
roll

vomit

the vowels of their simple

tenses, the first vowel a

I convict

allure

consecrate

refute

restrain

slander

be over-tired

throw down
suffer much
step together

bestow
- pluck off

commit rashly

ascend

disperse

- find out

change, in all their tenses, the fir3t vowel of

colwbco - / restrain

del/teo - lurk

restlio - leap back

const /tuo - appoint

occulo - die

COll /do - hit together

coneino - sing together

requtro - require

occ/do - kill

pertmgo - extend, reach

indtgeo - want greatly

ret/nco - retain

ret/ceo - keep a secret

destpio - play the fool

corn'pio, er/pio take by violence

Some other compounds change the first vowel of their present tense,

(and of the tenses derived from it) into i ; but not of the preterperfect tense,
and seldom of the supine ; as

—

f-'/go 3. - egi - actum to do

\ Ex2go 3. - cxcgi - exactuni - require

( Emo 3. - emi - emptum - buy

( IVrimo 3. - peremi - peremptum - destroy
leo 2. - sedi - sessura - sit

(( onsj'deo 2. - consedi - consessum - sit together
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Present,

fRfgo3.
| Corn'go 3.

Frango 3.

Refnngo 3.

Capio 3.

Incipio 3.

{Jacio 3.

Conjtcio 3.

{Lcrcio 3.

Alh'cio 3.

{Specio 3.

Resptcio 3.

Premo 3.

Repnmo 3.

Pango 3.

Impingo 3.

Preterperfeet.
rexi

correxi

fregi

refregi

cepi

incepi

jeci^

conjeci

lexi

allexi

spexi

respexi

pressi

repressi

pegi

impegi

Supine,

rectum
correctum
fractum
refractum
captum
inceptum

jactum
conjectum
lectum
allectum

spectum
respectum
pressum
repressum
pactum
impactum

Slighter irregularities are left to practice, and a
translations and exercises.

Meaning,
to rule

- correct

break
- break open

take

begin

throw
* cast together

- ensnare

allure

behold

look back
- press
- repress

- join

dash against

regular course of Latin

<jT

9

ERRATA.

Page 3. Right hand col. 2d art. from bottom, for ASINTHIUM, read ABSINTHIUM.
13. After ADENOUS ABSCESS, for Abcessus adensvs, read Abscessus adenosus.

100. Right hand col 2d line from top, for mulibre, read muliebre.
279. Left hand col. 7th line from the top, after inflammatory, read fever.

288. Right hand col. 3d line from bottom of art. FILTER, for bolulous, read
bibulous.

368. Left hand col. 24th line from top, for patiative, read palliative.

Right hand col. 3d line from top. for Esperer, read Especes.

373. Left hand col. 4th line from the bottom, for deliquim, read deliquium.

416. Left hand col. last word in art. K.ERATONYXIS, for rectonation, read recti-

nation.

445. Right hand col. 15th line from top, for Dr. Gmelion, read Dr- Ginclin.

453. Left haud col. hfter LUNG, transpose -omit. f. after Pulmo.
474. Left hand col. 27th line from top, for See also detire, read delire.

407. Left hand col. 28th line from bottom, after form, read of.

556. Left hand col. last word in art. Not/ius, for nothce, read notha.

573. Left hand col. 22d & 23d line from top. dele of the transverse.

Right hand col. ait. CESTREUM VENEREUM, 3d line, for agitate?, read
irritates.

606. Left haud col. 27th line from the bottom, for eighth, read right. 2d line

from the bottom, for indigitaticus. read indigitations.

853. Left hand col. art. Tinctura THEBAICA, for Verum. read Vinvm.
1>C6. Right hand col. last word after vine, for Vitus, read Vitis-
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UtwlJOH jsteirical att& Surgical

DICTIONARY.

ABA
•*• Aa. Ana. (From avv y

which
signifies of each) . A term in phar-

macy, used after two or more ingre-

dients, implying that equal quanti-

ties of each ought to be taken ; e. g.

Iji Mucilaginis G. Acacia?: Syntpi

Simplicity aa *^ij, i, e. An equal

quantity of mucilage of gum acacia*,

and simple syrup, is to be taken.

A'abam. An old chymical term
for lead.

Aba'ctls. Abigcatus. A term used

by the ancient physicians, for a mis-

carriage ; in contradistinction to abor-

tus, which meant a natural abortion.

A'bacus. (From a Hebrew word,
signifying dust). A table for prepa-

rations, so termed from the custom
adopted by mathematicians, of draw-
ing their figures upon tables sprink-

led with dust.

Abai'ser. Abasia. Spodium Ara-
hvm. Ivory-black. Calcareous powder.

Xrai.iena'tio. A decay, or ca-

chectic state of the body, or mind.
Abauena'tus. Corrupted. A part

so far destroyed as to require imme-
diate removal. Faulty, or total loss

of the senses, external or internal.

A'banet (Heb. The girdle worn
by the Jewish priests). A girdle-like

bandage.

Aba'nga. Ady. The palm of the
island of St. Thomas ; the principal

ingredient in Thernal's restorative.

ABD
Abapti'sta or Abafti'ston. (From

a, priv. and /3a7r7w, to plunge) . The
crown of the old trephine. This term
is used by Galen, Fabricius ab Aqua-
pendente, Scultetus, and others, to

denote the conical saw with a circu-

lar edge (modiolus or terebraj, for-

merly used by surgeons in perforat-

ing the cranium.
Abarnahas. Ovumruffum. An old

chemical term used in the transmu-
tation of metals, signifying luna

plf/ia, magnes, ox magnesia.

Aba'rtamen. Lead.
Aba'rticulation. (From ab, and

articulus, a joint) . That species of

articulation which has evident mo-
tion. See Diarthrosis.

A'bas. (Arab.) The scald head
;

also epilepsy.

Abas'is. See Abaisir.

Abbreviation. Medicinal abbre-

viations are principally used in pre-

scribing by physicians, for dispatch

and conveniency; e. g. Jjk stands for

recipe ; P. L. Pharmacopoeia Londi-

nensis ; p. T. n. pro re nata; Tinct

.

for Tinctura, &c.
%* Compound medicines, with

their several ingredients, are fre-

quently written up only to their first,

second, or third syllable. A point

placed at the end of such syllable,

shews the word to be incomplete.

Abdo'men. (Abdomen
}
inis. n. from

B
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abtlo, I hide, because it confines or
conceals the viscera. Also from ab-

it ere, to hide, and omentum, the

caul) . The belly.—Surgically speak-
ing, the cavity of the abdomen is

confined to the space included in the

peritoneal sac. Consequently, nei-

ther the kidneys nor the pelvic vis-

cera, are, properly, parts of the

abdomen ; which, by anatomists, is

distinguished into different regions
;

r . w. hypochondriac, epigastric, um-
bilical, pubic, &c. Sec Body.
Abdominal hernia. See Hernia ab-

tloniinalis.

Abdominal ring. See Annulus ab-

dominis.

^Abdominal regions. See Body.
Abdu'cens. See Abductor.

Abdu'cens labio'rum. See Leva-
tor anguli oris.

Abducent nerves. See A'ervi abdu-
> nips.

Abducent mvscUs. See Abductor.

Abdi/ctor. (From abducrre, to

draw away). Abducens. A muscle,

whose office is to draw or carry the

member to widen it is affixed from
some other. Its antagonist is called

adductor.

+ lbduitor auricularis. See Poste-

rior auris.

Abductor aur is. See Posterior auris.

Abductor brevis alter. See Abductor

pollicis man iis.

Abdu'ctor i'ndicis ma'ncs. An
internal interosseous muscle of the

fore-finger. Abductor of Douglas.

Scmi-intcrosseus indicis of Winsiow.
. tbductor indicis of Cowper.
Abdu'ctor i'ndicis te'dis. An in-

ternal interosseous muscle of the

fore-toe.

Abductor longus pollicis manus. See

tl.vtensor ossis mctacarpi pollicis ma-
il /'is.

Abdu'ctor me'dii di'giti rr/nis.

\n interosseous muscle of the foot.

Abdu'ctor mi'mmi di'giti ma-

nus. A muscle of the little finger,

situated on the hand. Carpo-phu-

langirn du petit doigt of Dumas. JC.v-

tcfisor trrtii intrrnodii minimi digiti

of Douglas, ffypofhenar minor of

Winsiow.
Aurn/i iou .mi'mmi Dl'dTl Pfifrl9.

A muscle of the little toe. Cafcmmeo-
phalangien du petit doigt of Duma/*,
Adductor of Douglas. Parathenar
maj'tr Of Winsiow, by whom this

muscle is divided into two, parathr-
nar major, and metatarseus. Ad-
ductor minimi digiti of Cowper.
Abdi/ctor o'cui.i. See Pectus

extern us oculi.

Abdi/ctor po'llicis ma'nus. A
muscle of the thumb, situated on tl;e

hand. Scaphosus-phalangien du poure.

of Dumas. Adductor pollicis manus,
and Adductor brevis alter of Albinus.

Adductor thenar liiolani of Douglas.
(The Adductor brevis alter of Albinus
is the inner portion of this muscle;

.

Adductor pollicis of Cowper.
Abdu'ctor follic'is tt/dis. A

muscle of the great toe, situated on
the foot. Calcaneo - phalmigien du
pouce of Dumas. Abductor of Dou-
glas. Thenar of Winsiow. Abduc-
tor pollicis of Cowper.
Abdu'ctor te'rtii di'giti tedin.

An interrosseous muscle of the foot

;

used to pull the third toe inwards.

Abeb.*:'os. (From a, neg. and

fteGawc,, firm). Abebaus. Weak, in-

firm, unsteady. Used by Hippocra-
tes. J)e sign is 7norborum.

Abelmo'schus. (Arab.' Abelmoscb.
abelmusk. The seeds of the Hibiscus

Abclmoschus. See Hibiscus.

Abekka'i'Io. (From ab, and crr^rr,

to wander from) . Lusus naturcr. Dis-

location.

Abf/sS!. (Arab/) Filth. The alvine

evacuations.

A'besi m. Ouirk-lime.

Abevacua'iio. (From ab, dim.

and cranio, 1 pour out 1

. A par r

or complete evacuation of the pec-

cant humours, either naturally Of

by art.

A'bies. (Abies, etis, fern, from
ubirc, to proceed, because it rises to

a great height ; or from airioc,* a wild

pear, to the fruit of which it.- cob

are somewhat similar;. The fir. Aa
evergreen tree. Gcqoi Fiaus. l.'<mt.

A'bies Canadensis. See Piim»
lialsamra.

Ahigeaius. See Abactus.
- Abi'otos (From a, neg. and /3t

to live). A name given to hemlock,
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from its deadly qualities. See Co-

ninm.

Aet acta'tjo. From ab, from, and

l-ae. milk;. Ablactation. Weaning; a

child from the breast.

Abla'tion. (
From anferre, to take

away . Removal of any thing useless

or injurious to the body ; reduction

of diet ; the interval betwixt two
paroxysms of fever. ChymicuUy, the

removal of any thing, either finished,

»«r no lonirer necessary in a process.

Ahlll'mia. (Abbtentia, sc. ,mdi-

C4cnr7tta, from abluere, towash away .

Abstergents, abluents. Medicine* sup-

posed formerly to cleanse or purify

the blood.

Am.L'TiON. (From abluere, to wash
off . The washing or cleansimr either

of the body or the intestines, Chen.
the purification of a body by repeated

affusions of a proper liquor.

Abo'it. Arab.; An obsolete term
for white lead.

Abolition. From abofire, to de-

stroy . The destruction or separation

of diseased parts.

\bortion. (Abortio, from ahoriri,

to be stcrilj. Aborsus. .Miscarriage,

or the expulsion of the foKfU from

the uterus before the seventh montli,

after which it is called ]>remature

labour. It occurs for the most part

between the eighth arid eleventh

weeks of pregnancy* but may hap-

pen at a later period. In early gesta-

tions, the ovum sometimes comes otf

entire; the t'evtus is sometimes first

expelled, and the placenta afterwards.

\BORTiVB8. Medicines occasioning
an abortion or miscarriage in preg-

nant women.
\lMt\s\. (From ubrad< f< . to shave

off). Ulcers attended with abrasion
oi' pa*t of the substance.

ABRASION. (Abrasi), from abradere,

t«> tear off . Employed to signify the

u-. si ruction of the natural mucus of
any part, as that of the stomach,
intestines, urinary bladder, &c. Ap-
plicable also to any part slightly

eroded by attrition.

A'brathav A corruption of Abro-
tanunty southernwood, Si\> Arte /nisia.

' A'flUUVl'a. See Hibiscus.

Vanir. (Arab. Sulphur. Obsolete.

Abro'ma. 'rt,neir. and /3pw/*u, food
;

' i. e. not tit to be eaten). A tree of

New South Wales, yielding a gum.
Abro'tamm. , A£uor«eo>', from U,

ncjr. and floorer, mortal ; because it

j

never fades : or from a£ooc, soft, and
tovoc, extension ; from the delicacy

of its texture . Common southern-

wood. See Artemisia.

Abkotanlm mas. See-//7<////.v/f/.

Abrotoni'teS. i
:
ro\i\ abrotanu,uJ.

A wine mentioned by Dioseorido,

impregnated with southernwood, in

the proportion of about 100 oz. of the

dried leaves to about seven gallon*

of must.

Ans< kde'viia. 'From absndn'c, u*

separate The decayed parts of the

body separated from the sound.

Abschss. (From absvedcre, to da*

part; because parts which were ptv

viously in contact, become separatee!,

or depart from each other i . Ahsc*s.\i».

Ab.s( ct.st/.s. Imposthinna. A collection

of pus in the cellular membrane,
viscera, or bones, preceded by in-

flammation.

%* The varieties of abscess are

named according to their seat : as

panaris or paronychia, when in anv

of the tin ire rs ; vomica, in the lun<r> ;

t mpyema, in the cavity of the pleura ;

hypopyon, in the anteriorchamber of
the eye ; urthropuosix, in a joint ; in

the loins, lambar abscess, &£. These
are also divided into two principal

kinds, viz. acute and chronic
Ai.m ission. (Abscissio ; from ah,

and scindere, to cut]

.

Ai'oroer. The removal of som<
morbid or other substance, by means
of a cutting instrument.

AsiMlllLM. \\^ivQiov, from a,

neir. and \ltuGoc, pleasant ; so called

from the disairreeableness of the

taste). A geftUS of plants ranked un-
der Artemisia in the Linnajan sys-

tem : Class, Syngenesis; Order, Po-
lyiramia SuperHua. Wormwood. For
other varieties, see Artemisia,

Absorbents. .Ibsorbentia. 1.Small,

delicate, transparent vessels, which
take up tluids from the surface of tin

body, or any cavity in it, and carry

them to be mixed with the blood. Sc<

I. (u teals and Lymphatics.—£. Th<

8 2
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medicinfes are also termed absorbents,

which, possessing no acrimony them-
selves, neutralize acidities in the sto-

mach and bowels ; e. g. prepared
chalk, oyster-shells, crabs'-claws,

magnesia, &c.
Absorption. (From absorbeo, I

suck up). A function in animals,

arranged by physiologists under the

head of natural actions. The taking
up of substances applied to the mouths
of absorbing vessels : thus the chyle,

or nutritious part of the food, is

absorbed from the intestinal canal

by the lacteals ; mercury, by the

lymphatics of the skin, &c.
Abste'ntio. A word used by Cae-

lius Aurelianus, to express a sup-

pression or retention. Thus, absten-

tio stercorum, a retention of the ex-

crements, which he mentions as a
frequent symptom in satyriasis. In

a sense somewhat different, he ap-

plies the word abstenta to the pleura,

where he seems to mean, that the

humour of the inflamed pleura is

prevented by the neighbouring bones
from extending itself.

Abstergents. (Abstergentia scili-

t-tt medicamenta; from abstergere, to

cleanse away) . Lotions, or other ap-

plications, that cleanse or clear away
foulness. A term seldom used by
modern writers.

Abstraction. (From abstratio, to

draw away) . Chan. The process of

humid distillation, signifying, thatthe

fluid is again drawn off from the solid,

which it had dissolved.

Abstra'ctitius. (From abstrahcre,

to draw away). Native spirit, not

produced by fermentation.

Absus. The Egyptian lotus. Obs.

\bvacu.\'tio. (From abvacucre, to

empty). Local or morbid discharge.

V large evacuation of any fluid, as

of blood from a plethoric person.

Aca'ca.( From a, ncg. and x«xoc,

Ir.id). Diseases rather troublesome

than dangerous.

Aca'cia. (Anojurt, from a*a£<*9 to

sharpen). The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnajan system. The
K^yptian thorn.

Aca'cia CATECHU, A plant afford-

iag* a drug, formerly supposed to be

an earthy substance brought from
Japan, and therefore called terra Jap-
ponica, Japan earth; afterwards it

appeared to be an extract, prepared
in India, and till lately supposed to

be from the juice of the Mimosa Ca-
techu of Linnaeus : the shrub is now
ascertained to be our acacia, and is

termed Acacia Catechu.
*** Where astringents are re-

quired, this is particularly useful in

alvine fluxes.

Aca'cia Germamca. German Aca-
cia, or the German black-thorn or
sloe tree. Fallen into disuse.

Aca'cia Indica. See Tamarind**
Indiea.
Aca'cia Nostras. See Acucia

Germanica,

Aca'cia Vera. A name given by
Wildenow to the Mimosa NUotica of

Linnaeus.—The Egyptian thorn. This
tree yields the true Acacia gum, or

gum Arabic ; called also gum acan-

thi/una, &c.
Aca'ciaVeravel, See Acacia Vera,

Aca'cia Zeylonica. Logwood. Sec-

Hematoxylon campechianum.
Aca'lai. (Arab.) Common salt,

or muriate of soda.

Aca'lclm. Tin.

Aca'matos. (From a, ncg. and

xajjivio, to grow weary).

Aca'nor. (Hebrew). A chemical

furnace.

Aca'ntha. (Axtt»'0tt, from ax/y,

a point). A thorn, or any thing

pointed, as the shin, or spina dor^i.

Acantha'bolus. (From ymavGa, a

thorn, and fiaWo, to cast out 1

. An
instrument, or forceps, for taking

out or removing thorns, or whatever
may stick in the flesh. Paulas &gi-
neta.

AcAMiir. The ancient name of

the artichoke.

AcaSthimm. (From uxavOa, a

thorn). Gum arable was so called,

because it is produced from a thorny

tree.

Aca'ntiiulus. The name of a

surgical instrument to extract thorns

or splinters, or to remove extrane-

ous bodies from wounds.
Acanthi s. ( A xtu'0o<_\ from </x«j'tfa,

a thorn ; so termed from being rout h
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and prickly", . The name of a genus

of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Difli/namia; Order, Aftgtos-

/jtrmia. Bear's-breast. Brank-ursine.

Acanthi.s mollis. \ai>9oc, from
«Kii'9a, a thorn ; so named from its

rough and prickly surface). Bear's-

breast, or Brank-ursine. Acanthus
M+tiit, foliis sinua/is inermibus of

Linnaeus, Brum a- ur.si.na ofthe shops.

%* The leaves and loots abound
with mucilaar, readily extracted by
boiling or infusion. It has fallen

into disuse.

Aca'i'non. From «, priv. and
a <rt'or, smoke] . Common wild mar-
joram. Lnsmokcd honey.

Acarus. fFrom «x;o»/yr, small).

\n insect which breeds in the skin.

( higre, a kind of sand fly, which
proves very troublesome in the West
Indies.

Acatalf/fsia. Prom a, negc and
*araXdfl€av&9 to apprehend;. Un-
certainty in the prognostication or
judgment of diseases.

wa'iai.is. ProfB a, Btfg. and
\uT6io} to want . The juniper ; so

named from the abundance of its

ds.

vcuaVoms. 'From a, neg. and
A.traTrii'f), to swallow ), Difficult de-
glutition.

' i'sYATOS. Pfom <r, neLr . and
* i9t?i)fil, to determine . Incon-
stant. Fevers anomalous in their

app ad irregular in their

paroxysms, are so called. Also
furbid urine without sediment.

Aca'zpir. Tin.

Accelerator ihin?;. Trom «r-
teftr'trr^Xo hasten, or propel) . Ejak u-
i'linr 9tminU. A muscle of the penis.

li*ihn-.\i/7ulvsinrt-cfrvt rnru.t of Dumas.
Kulho-carernoM/s of \\ inslow. J

To eject the urine and semen.
Ac Ci>siov. From accerlo, 1 ap-

i» >aeH). The approach or com-
mencement of a disease. Most ap-
plied to fevers with paroxysms or
exacerbations : thus the accession of
n*v, r, means the commencement or
approach of the pyrexia] period.

Accf.sso'rh Willfsh. (Accesso-
;iV, tc. nervi, from accedo, I ap-
ureack ; having connection, with by

contact or approach : so called irorrj

the course they take).' The name
given by Willis to two nerves, which
ascend, one on each side, from the

second, fourth, and fifth cervical

pairs of nerves, through the great

foramen of the occipital bone, and
pass out again from the cranium
through t\uzforamina laccra, with tl^

par ragnm, to be distributed on lh<-

Trapezius muscle.
A(( esso'rius. Accessory. Con-

nected by contact or approach.
\< < F.SSo'rU S LUMBALI8. A UHMPClc

of the loins. See Sacro-huabalLs.

Accib. Lead. Obs.

Acci'imter. {Yromaccipioy I take .

The hawk ; so named from its vo-

racity. The name of a bandar ,

from its resemblance to a hawk's
eiaw, or from the tightness of ltd

grasp.

Acciritri'na. The herb hawk-
weed, which, according to Pliny,

was so called, because hawks are

accustomed to scratch it, and apply
it to their eyes, to prevent blind -

neat.

Act li'vis. A muscle of the abdo-
men, thus named from the obl'e,

ascent of its fibres. See ohliquiu in*

temirs abdominis.

Accoucheur. French). A man-
midwife.

Accouctimkvf. Lying-in; the pro-

cess of parturition.

Accretion. (From ad, and cm*
cere, to grow or increase). Nutri-

tion, growth. Growing of the fingers

or toes together*. Any unnatural ad-
hesion of parts.

Accuba'tio. (From accumhe.rc* fed

recline). Child-bed. Reclining.

Acf/dia. (From a, priv. and aqcoc,
care). Carelessness, neglect in the

administration of medicines or t'

application of remedies. In his tn

on the glands, Hippocrates son u

time uses this word to signify troubh .

or fatigue.

Acl'phalus. (Axs<pa\or, from a,
priv. and x£0aX/;, a head). Applied
to monsters born without heads.

A'cf.r. (Acer, en's, neut. from
acer, sharp; so called, from i

sharpness of its juice). The mime
1*3
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#f a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system : Class, Polygamia; Order,
Man (re Ia.

A'cer pseudo pla'tamus. The ma-
ple tree, or bastard sycamore. Called

^.Iso Platanus traga. Common in

England, though not much used me-
dicinally.

Ace'ratos. (From a, neg. epaw,
or atpawttfti, to mix). Unmixed,
uncorrupted. Applied sometimes to

the humours of the body by Hippo-
crates. A plaster of the same name
is mentioned by Paulus yEgineta.

Ace'rbitas. Acidity, sourness.

Ace'rides. (From a, priv. and
K//poc, wax). Soft plasters made
without wax.

Vc escest. Substances running
readily into the acid fermentation.

A'cesis. (From aHeopai, to cure).

A remedy or cure. The herb, water-

sage ; so termed from its reputed all-

healing qualities.

Ace'sta. (From autofiat, to cure).

Distempers easily cured.

Ace'stjs. l^orax. See Soda- sub-

bores.

Ace Vi'okis. (From the Greek, to

cure). Signifying a female physi-

cian. A midwife.

Acetabulum. (From acetum
f
vi-

RCgar ; so called from its resem-
blance to the acetabulum, or vinegar

cruet of the ancients). The cup-like

cavity of the os innominatum, which
receives the head of the thigh-bone.

Aceta'uia. Salads or pickles.

Ace'tas. An acetate. The acetates

are salts, formed by the combination
of the acetic acid with alkalis, earths,

«.nd metallic oxides. Those used me-
dicinally, lire the acetates of ammo-
nia, lead, potash, and zinc.

Ace'tas ammonia;. A salt com-
posed of ammonia and acetic acid

;

so deliquescent, that it is always kept
in a liquid state. See Ammonice acc-

tatis liquor.

Ace'ias PLUMB!. Acetate of lead.

A metallic salt, composed of oxide

of lead and acetic acid; of which
there arc two varieties. See Plumbi

s«ptracttvs
9
and plumbi snbacctatis

^4cttas pcttuw. See Pvfasscp acettit.

Ace'tas Zinci. A metallic salt,

composed of zinc and acetic acid.

%.* Used by some as an astrin-

gent against inflammations of the

eyes, urethra, and vagina, diluted in

the same proportion of water as the

sulphate of zinc.

Acetate ofpotash. SeePotassa? act test,

Acetate of ammonia. See Ammonite
acetatis liquor.

Acetate of zinc. See Acetas zinci.

Acetaled vegetable alkali. See Po-
tassce acetas.

Acetic acid. See Acetum.
Acetification. Chymically used

to denote the process by which vine*

gar is formed.

Acetometek. An instrument for

estimating the strength of vinegars.

ACETOSA. (From asccscere, to turn

soar). Sorrel. A genus of plants in

some not very popular systems oi

botany. See Rmmex.
Acetos'ella. (From ace/osa; from

the acid sourness of its leaves' . See
Oxalis.

Acetous acid. Distilled vinegar.

See Acetum.
Acetous fermentation. See /'/•/•-

mentation

.

Acetum. (From am*, sour). Vine-

gar. A sour liquor obtained from
many vegetable substances dissolved

in boiling water, and from fermented
and spirituous liquors ; by exposing

them to heat, and contact with air.

Under these circumstances, they

undergo the acid fermentation, and
aftbrd the well-known liquor called

vinegar—an article of considerable

use in surgery, &c.
Ace'tum AROMa'tiCUM. Aromatic

vinegar.

%* Supposed to be an improve*
ment of the cinaigrede quatre voteur.s

(thieves' vinegar) . P. E.—Its virtues

are antiseptic ; and is an useful pre-

paration to smell at in crowded courN,
thiols, hospital*, and wherever there

is offensive air.

Acetum Culchici. See Colchicum.

\< BT1 M distii.LATU.M. Distilled

vinegar.

ACETl M 8CILLJB. P. L. Vineirar of

squills, Attenuant, expectorant, and

diuretic, Pose xv to lx drop-.
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A'cheir. From a, neg. and x €< P>
hand). Having" no hands.

ACHl'cOLUM. The formix, tholus,

or sudatorium of the ancient baths

—

a hot room where they used to per-

spire. Ccet. Art!. Acut. lib. iii.

tap. 17.

Achille'a. (A^iXXfta, from Achil-

li'S, of which he is said to have
made his tents, or to have cured
Telcphus with it) . The name of a

genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Syagenesia; Order, Po-
lygemia super/tua. Milfoil.

%* Three species of this genus
are employed in medicine ; viz. the

Achillea Ageratum (Maudlin, or

maudlin tansy) ; the Achillea Mille-

folium, the systematic name of the

milfoil; the Achillea Ptarmica, the

systematic name of the sneeze-wort
Pxeudojiyrcthrum, Pyrethrum Sul-
rrstre, tic. Their principal use is as

a sternutatory or masticatory.

Achillea foliii pinnatis. See Or -

nij/ii Vi rum.

tCHl'ixiS TENDO. (Derived from
the well-known fable of Thetis, the

mother of Achilles, who held him by
that part when she dipped him in the

river Styx to make him invulnerable,

<Su\ j The strong and powerful tendon
formed by the junction of the gas-

trocnemius and soleus muscles, ex-
tending- along the posterior part of
the tibia from the calf to the heel.

A'chlys. (AgXvg)« Darkness.
Cloudiaess, generally applied to a

close foggy air, or a mist. Con-
densed air : Hippocrates de Morbis
Mulieruniy lib. ii.—A loss of the

usual lustre and loveliness observed
about the eye during health. Galen.—
\ scar left by an ulcer. The Caligo
Cornea of Cullen.

Achma'dilm. Antimony.
Aciime'lea. See Spilanthus.

A'cfine. Chaff, scum or froth of

the sea. A white mucus in the fauces,

like froth, thrown up from the lungs

;

also, according to Hippocrates, a
whitish mucus in the eyes of those

who .have fevers. It likewise sig-

nifies lint.

A'cholus. Deficient in bile.

Vchor. -a\oip
f
cm, axviopj from

aX l'*h bran. Blanchard says it is

derived from a, priv. and ^cupec

space, as occupying but a small com-
pass) . Lactumen : abas ; acores

:

cenon : favus. Crusta lac tea of au-

thors. The scalled head ; so called

from the branny scales thrown off.

See Willan on the Definition of
Pu.stulcsy &e. Bell's Treatise on

Ulcers. Sec also Crusta Lactea.

Achori'stos. Inseparable. Speak-
ing of accidents, symptoms or signs,

inseparable from other things ; e. g.
pain in a never failing symptom of

inflammation.

Acmsi'oN. Useless. Applied by
Hippocrates to limbs that become
useless through weakness.

ACHROi'A. Paleness.

Aciiyron {a\}'()0Vy bran, chaff, or

straw . A straw, hair, or any thing

that sticks upon a wall.

A'cia. (From era?/, a point). V

threaded needle for surgical opera-

tions.

A'cicys. Weak, infirm, or faint

Hipp, de Morb. lib. iv.

Acids. The most important v\v.»

of chemical compounds. An acid is

that which impresses upon the organs
of taste a sharp or sour sensation,

defined by modern chemists to be a

salt ofa sour taste ; capable of chang-
ing the blue colour of various vege-

table pigments to a red colour.

%* The vegetable pigments usually

employed to ascertain the presence
of acids, are the tincture of tounn -

sol or litmus, and syrup of viole.'s.

Acids readily combine with alkalis,

earths, and metallic oxides, and form
neutral salts. According to the king-

dom of nature in which they are

found, they are divided into mineral,

vegetable, and animal. See Ure*&

Diet, of Chew, at the word Acius.

+ hid, ucrial. See Carbonic Acid.

Acid, acetic. Acidum. Distilled

vinegar. Vinegar.
%* The acid of vinegar deprived

of its water by congelation, becomes
the radical, or concentrated acid of
vinegar. The excellent effects of
vinegar, when immediately applied

to burns and scalds, were particu-

larly noticed by Mr. Cleghorn, a
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brewer in Edinburgh, whose senti-

ments were deemed not unworthy of

publication by Mr. John Hunter.

(See Med. Facts and Obs. vol. ii.

And the word Burns. For other

aeids, see Acidum.
Acidification. The formation of

an acid. The impregnation of any
thing with acid properties.

Acidity. Addiias, f. Sourness.

Acids, animal. Those obtained

from animal substances ; e. g. The
phosphoric, lactic, saccholactic, for-

mic, prussic, boml'/ic, lithic, or uric.

Acids, dulciiied. /Ethers are

now so called.

Acids, imperfect. Those acids

which, in chemical nomenclature,
are not fully saturated with oxygen.
Their Latin names end in osum, and
ill English hy ens ; e.g. acidum ni-

trosum, or nitrons acid.

Acids, mineral. Those acids

found to exist in minerals, as the

sulphuric or vitriolic, nitric, mu-
riatic, carbonic, &c. &c.

Ac ids, perfect. In chemical no-
menclature, an acid is termed per-

fect, when it is completely saturated

with oxygen. Their Latin names end
in icuniy their English in ic; e. gr.

tcidum iiifricuMy or nitric acid.

Acids, vegetable. Those found
in the vegetable kingdom, as the

acetic, malic, citric, &c.
Acidulous waters. Mineral

waters containing so great a quantity

of carbonic acid gas, as to render
them mildly tart to the taste. See
Mineral H (iters.

A'cidum ace'ticum. See tectum.
Vcidum aceto'sum. See Aatnm.
A'cidlm STHBttkl m. The sul-

phuric acid.

A'cidum alumino'sum. The sul-

phuric acid.

A'cidlm catho'licon. The acid

of sulphur.

A'cidlm arsf/mcum. Sec Amu ir

Ac id.

A'cidum benzoh i m. Siv lien zoic

tiid.

A'cidlm dora'cicum. See lioru<

.4rid.

A'cidlm carbo'niclm. See Car-

tonic Acid.

A'cidum citricum. See Citric acid.

A'cidum muriaticum. See Mu-
riatic Acid.

A'cidlm m'triclm. See Nitric
Acid.

A'cidum m'tricum dilutlm. Di-
lute nitric acid, fy Nitric acid J,
Distilled water fix. Mix.

A'cidlm ni'trosum. See Nitrdb
Acid.

A'cidum r:iospno'RicuM. SeePkoe-
phoric Arid,

A'cidum pkimiginum. See Sulphu-
ric Acid.

A'cidum succimcum. See Sm -

cinic Acid.

A'cidum sulphu'reum. See Sul-
phuruus Acid.

A'cidum sulpiiu'ricum. See Sul-

phuric Acid.

A'cidlm sulphuricum diluti m.

Dilute sulphuric acid. VK Sulphu-
ric acid sjss, distilled water ^xivss.

Add the water gradually to the acid.

A'c.dlai tarta'riclm. See Tar-
taric Acid.

A'cidum \rnuo'LicuM. See Vi-
triolic Acid.

A'cidum vitrio'licum DILUTUM.
See Acidum sutpharicuih dilution.

A'ciBS (Lat). Steel.

Aclne'sia. Loss of motion and
strength.

A'ciNl Bll.io'si. (From Aci»ux
y
a

grape-stone). The Small glandiform

bodies of the liver, which septfratH

the bile from the blood, we<-e for-

merly so called ; they are now, how-
ever, more properly termed poucitii.

Aci'NIIOKM TLMC. Tuuicu <ni-

nosa. The coat of the eye, called

the uvea, from its colour being

usually found, in brutes, on dis-

section, to resemble an unripe grape.

Acinus. A grape. Glands growing
together in clusters are by some call . d

acini gtandidusi

.

\( WA'StiCOS. A species of syno-

chus, where the species of beat eon-

Kims of the. same temperature la

the end. .fciuariu\.

A'cmf. (From o;:jtn y a point*.

The height or crisis of a dtaoai

*
#
* The ancients distingui

diseasfefl into four : -1. The
afvhe, tht beginning or lir-t tXh*
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—2. Anabasis, the growth.—3. Acme,
the height.—4. Paracme, or the de-

Wine of the disease.

Acme'lla. See Spilanthus.

A'cne. Acna. {\\kvtj). A small
pimple," or hard tubercle on the face

.

See IVillan on Porrigo, &c.
Acne'stis. (From a, priv. and

\vcojj % to scratch) . That part of the

spine of the back, which reaches from
the metaphrenon, which is the part

betwixt the shoulder blades, to the

loins.—This part seems to have been
called so originally in quadrupeds
only, because they cannot reach it to

scratch.

A'coe. (Axon). The sense of
hearing.

Acoe'lius. (From a, priv\ and
aoi\ia, the belly;. Without belly.

Applied to those who are so wasted,
as to appear as if they had no belly.

Galen,

Acoe'tus. (Axoiroc). An epithet

for honey, mentioned by Pliny.

Acomon. (Axoviov). A particular

form of medicine among the ancient

physicians, made ofpowder levigated,

and, in all probability, like collyria

for the eyes.

Acomtlm. (Various derivations

rue given for this word, which are not
of much consequence, and all equally

incongruous). Aconite. Wolfsbane.
Monk's-hood.—A genus of plants in

the Linnsean system : Class, Polyan-
ttria; Order, Trigynia.

%* Every species of this genus of

plants have powerful effects on the

human body. The acomtlm rltel-
II s, and the ACOMTLM AV1HOKA,
are the two preferred to the rest

for medicinal purposes.

Xcg'mlm. A little mortar.

A'COPON. (From «, priv. and xottoc,

weariness). Originally it implies

whatever is a remedy against weari-

ness, and in this sense it is used by
Hippocrates. (Apk, viii. lib. ii.)

The word, however, in time was
applied to certain ointments.

%* According to Galen and Pau-
Uib^Egineta, theAcopa pharmaca are

remedies for indispositions of body
caused by long or vehement motion.

A'cor. Acidity. Used sometimes

to express that sourness in the sto-

mach, a consequence of indigestion,

whence flatulence and acid eructa-

tions.

Acordina. An obsolete term for

Indian tutty.

Acor'ia. (From a, priv. andxopew,
to satiate). Insatiability. Good ap-

petite and digestion. Hippocrates.

Acorites venum. (Froui axopoi',

galangal). A wine made with ga-

langal, liquorice, &c. infused with

wine. Dioscorides.

Acorn. The fruit of the oak.

See Quercus.

Acortinus. A lupin.

A'corus. (Axopoi', froniKoo//, the*

pupil ; from being esteemed good for

the disorders of the eyes). The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Hexandria;
Order, Dtgynia. Sweet flag. Sweet
rust.—The following species are used

in medicine :

Acorls calamus. The systematic

name of the acorus aromaticus.

Acorus vents. Calamus odoratus. Ca-

lamus vulgaris, &c. Sweet flag, or

acorus.

A'corus PALUSTRis. See Iris pa-

lustr is.

Acorls verus. Sec Acorus ca-

lamus.

Acorls vulgaris. See IrU pu-

lustris.

Acos. (From aatopai, to heal).

A remedy or cure.

Acosmia. (Froma,neg. andno^ior,

beautiful;. Baldness. Ill health. Ir-

regularity, particularity of the critical

days of fevers.

Aco'ste. (From njton/, barley).

An ancient food prepared from barley,

Acoustica. (Acoustica, sc. Medi-
eamenta, uKuwrntci from axono, to

hear). Remedies employed to restore

the sense of hearing, when wanting

or defective.

Acoustic nerves. See Nerve and
Portio Mollis.

AcpvsTfC duct. The external

passage of the ear.

Acoustics. A branch of general

science which treats on the origin,

propagation, and perception ofsound

,

Ac HA. (Arab.; Acrai nymph&m'c--
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tiid. Excessive venereal appetite.

The time of the catameniai dis,-

charge.

Acrai'pala. Acrtppalos. (From a,

neg. and >toai7ra\?j, surfeit). Re-
medies for the effects of a debauch.

Acra'sia. (From a, and ztpaoj,

to mix). Unhealthiness, The same
with Acratia.

Acra'tia. (From a, and tcparoc,

strength). Weakness or intem-

perance.

Acrati'sma. (From a*paTov> un-
mixed wine). A breakfast among the

old Greeks, consisting of a piece of
bread, soaked in pure wine.

Acratomeli. (From anaarov, pure
wine; and fieXi, honey) . Mulsum,
or wine mixed with lionev.

Acre. (From crxooc, extreme).
The tip of the nose.

A'crea. (From axooc, extreme^!.

Acroteria. The extremities ; i. e.

the legs, arms, nose, and ears.

Acr.epalos. See Acrcepala.

Acreibei'a. (From atepdhjg; ac-

curate). An exact and accurate de-

scription and diagnosis, or distinc-

tion, of diseases,

Acrid. Acris. A term employed
In medicine to express a taste, the

characteristic of which is pungency
combined with heat.

Acrimony. Acrhnonia. (From
merit , acrid). A quality in substances
by which they imitate, corrode, or
dissolve others.

A'cms. Any fractured extremity.

Aciti/siA. (From a, priv. and
x'lit'io, to judge or separate]. A
turbulent state of a disease, scarcely

Mitfering any judgment to be formed
of it.

AY'Knrs. i nun u, aeg. and
:<i>wo), to judge). Diseases without

regular cures, whose event it would
be hazardous to prognosticate.

AcRoiiv'sriA. I From afcpoc, ex-

Irene, and p»>w, to cover). The
extremity of the pressure.

A< 'Rocueiri/sim. (From atun

extreme, and \un, a battd). An
rxereise among the aneienls. *

Acrochei'im*. From axpoc, ex-

treme, and Yttp, a hand . The arm
from the elbow to the end- of the

fingers; xh0j signifying the arm,
from the scapula to lingers' end.

Gomeus.

Acrocho'rdon. (From fuftbc,

extreme, and \optrj, a string . A
round excrescence on the skin, with

a slender base, taking its name from
its situation on the surface of the

skin. Galm.—The Greeks call that

excrescence an ttchrockordo/t
y
where

something hard concretes under the

skin, which is rather rough, and of
the same colour as the skin, slender

at the base, and broader above ; the

size of which seldom becomes larger

than the size of an ordinal*)' bean.

Acroco'lia. (From azettg, ex-

treme, and kjjXov, a limb . The
extremities of animals used in food

;

as the feet of calves, swine, sheep,

oxen, or lambs, and of the broths of

which jellies are made. Castcllus

from Budams says, that the internal

parts of animals are also called by
this name.
Achrole'mon. The same, ac-

cording to Castellus, as the ()U<r«*
nan.

Acroma'ma. (From auwv, ex-

treme, and pavia, madness;. Total,

or incurable madness.

Acro'mion. .From «xooe, extre-

mity, and tafiog, the shoulder). A
process of the shoulder-blade. See

Svapltfat,

Acwompha'i.jim. [AHfopfakw,
from axooc, extreme, and OK^orX'oc,

the navel;. Aeramphuion. The ex-

tremity of tfte navel.

Acro'nja. From <:y.o:>v, the ex-

tremity. The amputation of am
extremity.

Acro'pathos. (From axpoc, ex-

treme, and GraQoc, a disease . AlTO-
jHithtt.s. Literally, a dise; -e at the

top, or superior part. Applied by
Hippocrates (Tract, dc Superfaft*-

tionej to the internal orifice of the

uterus ; and to eaneers (Pru-d'ut.

lib. ii.) which appear on the Surface

of the body.

AdRo'PIS. (From axooc, the ex-

tremity, and o^, the voice). Imper-

fect articulation, from a fault in the

tongue.
AcKoroVjiJi'., (from caper, the
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extremity, and iroaQri, the prepuce).

The extremity of the prepuce ; or
that part which is cut off in circum-
cision.

Acro'csilon. (From crxpoc, ex-
treme, and r-fXoc, hlack). The ex-

tremity of the denuded glans penis.

Acro'fselos. Acrcpselus. The
Branus Dioscorides, or wild oat-

jrrr ss; so called, because its ears or
tops are of a blackish colour.

Acrote'ria. (From axpoc, ex-
treme). The extremities of the

body.

Acroteria'smus. (From axporpia,
extremities, and this from ajcpoc,

snmmvs). Amputation of an ex-
tremity.

Acrothy'mion. (From gkooc,

extreme, and &Vftogf
thyme). ~ltro-

thvmia. Avrothumium. A kind of
wart, described by Celsus as hard
and rough ; a narrow basis, and
broad at top. The top is the colour

of thyme ; it easily splits and bleeds :

also called Thymus.
Act a: 'a. (Fromayoi, to break).

Acte. The elder tree. See Sam-

A'CTINE.
Xrtpvs.

Actixoboli'smus. (TrotTi (tyJlV,

a ray, and /3oX\w, to cast out; . Ir-

radiation, it is applied to the spi-

rit-, conveying the inclinations of
the mind to the body : called also

Dcridatio,

A'ction. (From agcre, to act).

Those powers, faculties, and func-

tions of the body, usually divided by
physiologists into vital, animal, or
natural.

Acton WATCH. One of the

strongest purging waters near Lon-
don ; procured from Acton, where
there is a well that affords it. Jt

was considered beneficial in scorbutic

and cutaneous affections, but is not
muMi resorted to at present.

A'cTiJAi.. Any thing possessing

lUe property of acting by an imme-
diate and inherent power. It is the

antithesis of potential.

Actual Cautery. A heated iron,

formerly much used in surgery for

the extirpation and cure of diseases.

The herb Ziunias, or

%* Actual cauteries were Wf
! called, in opposition to other appli-

cations, which, although they were
not really hot, produced the same
effect as fire, and consequently were
named, virtual, or potential cau-
teries. Cautery is still in use among
the French surgeons and English far-

riers. Pouteau, Percy, Dupuytren,
Larrey, Roux, and Maunoir, are all

advocates for the practice (see Mair-
noi/s Observations on the Use of the

Actual Cautery , Med. Chirurg. Trans,
vol. ix. p. 364, &c).

Actla'rius. Originally a title of
dignity bestowed upon physicians at

the Court of Constantinople: it after-

wards became the proper name of a

celebrated Greek physician, John
(the son of Zachary, a Christian

writer) , who flourished there about
the 12th or 13th century.

Acti. a'tion. ( From agcre, to act)

.

That change effected on a medicine,
or any thing taken into the system,
by the vital heat, which is necessary
to its operation and consequences, l>

called by this name.
Acu'itas, tatis. f. Acrimony.
Acit'tio. (From acucre, to sharp-

en . Increasing the power of anv
medicine by the addition of some-
thing that has the same power in a

greater degree. To increase the
acidity of any medicine.

A'culon. (From a, neg. and
xrXow, to roll round : so termed
from its fruit not being enveloped iu

a cup or sheath, like others) . Aculos.

The fruit or acorn of the ilex, or
scarlet oak.

A'cumen. A point. The extre-

mity of a bone.

Acuplnctire. (From acus, a

needle, and jmngere, to prick). The
operation of puncturing certain parts

of the body with a needle, as prac-
tised in Siam, Japan, and other ori-

ental countries, for the cure of head-
achs, lethargies, chronic rheuma-
tism, &c. (see Phil. Trans. No. 148

;

and With. Ten. Ufa/nc, dc Arthri-
tide, mantena Schemativa

y
<yr. Lond.

8vo. 16*83; also Berlioz, Mem. sur
les Maladies Chro7iiquei>

f
cttur I'A/m-

pvneture, p. 305-309, Byo. Paris,
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1816*; Churchill's Treatise, 1823;
Pelletan, &c), where acupuncture
has been introduced with some suc-

cessful results, and in chronic rheu-

matism, &c. and would seem to

warrant a longer trial, before, in

English practice, it be virtually

consigned to the tomb of the Ca-
pulets.

*
#* Berlioz, the author above

quoted, although censured at home,
and rashly, we conceive, abused
abroad, has given some striking

reasons for his practice. He thinks

he punctured the stomach, but, per-

haps, without intending it, in a case

of convulsive hooping cough, in a

patient aged forty years, and where
every other means had failed. His
practice, however, like other des-

perate operations, cannot be too

cautiously recommended.
A'cureb. Plumbum, or lead.

A'clron. (From a, neg. and
xt/paj, to happen). A name of the

AUsma, so called because it pro-

duces no effect when taken in-

wardly.

Acupasto'kis. A name of the

Scandix Anthriscus, the Shepherds'

Needle, or Venus' Comb. See Scan-
dix.

Acu'te. Morbus aeutus. A term
applied to a disease which is attended

with violent symptoms, terminates

in a few days, and is attended with

danger. It is opposed to a chronic

disease, which is slow in its progress,

and not so generally dangerous.

Acutena'culum. (From acus, a

needle, and tenaculum, a handle).

A name given by Heister to the

port-aiguille. The handle for a nee-

dle, to make it penetrate easily when
stitching a wound.

Acy'isis. (From a, ncg. and
x>}io, to conceive). Barrenness; a
defect of conception. VogeVs Nos.

A'cyrus. (From a, priv. and

KVpot, authority: so culled from its

little note in medicine). The Arnica
Montana, or (ierman Leopard's bane.

See Arnica*
%* The i tymology of this word

is worse than none.

Ad*:mo'nia. (From a, priv. and

caifnov, a genius of fortune) . The
restlessness and anxiety of acute fe-

vers.

Adaiges. Sal-ammoniac, or mu-
riate of ammonia. See Murias Am-
monia*.

A'damas. (From a, neg. cafiaio,

to conquer ; as not being easily

broken) . The adamant, or diamond,
supposed, formerly, to possess ex-

traordinary cordial virtues.

Adami'ta. A hard stone in the

bladder.

Adam's Apple. See Pomum
Adami.
Adam's Needle. Yucca Gloriosa

of Linnaeus. A farinaceous root, the

meal of which is converted into

bread by the Indians in times of

scarcity.

Adanso'nia. (From Adanson, who
first described the European sour
gourd, a species of this genus).

Baobab. Bahobab. It grows mostly
on the west coast of Africa, from the

Niger to the kingdom of Benin. The
bark is called lalo. It is powerfully

sudorific, and is highly spoken of as

an equally powerful remedy against

the epidemic fever of the country
that produces these trees.

Ada'rces. (From n, neg. and
Sepaio, to see). A saline concre-

tion found about the reeds and grass

in marshy ground in Galatia, and
so called because it hides them. It

is used in leprosies, tetters, freckles,

&c. Dr. Piatt has given an account

of this production in his Natural
History of Oxfordshire.

Adari'ges. An ammoniaeal salt.

Ada'rneck. Auripigmentum, or

orpiment.
Adarticulation. Sec Artkrodia.

ADDEPHA'OIA. (From afajv, abun-
dantly, and0«y<u, to eat). Insatia-

bility. Voracious appetite. See Bu-
limia.

Additamf/mi m. (From addere,

to add) . A term formerly considered

as synonimous with Epiphysis, but

now applied to distinguish two por-

tions pf sutures of the skull. Ser
J.amdoidal and Squamous sutures.

AdditameViim co'li. See .//>-

pendicula cores J'vrmijormis.
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Addu'ctor. (From ad, to, and

tlticere, to draw) . A drawer or con-

tractor. A name given to several

muscles, whose office is to bring for-

ward, or draw together, those parts of

the body to which they are annexed.

Addi/ctor bre'vis fe'moris. A
muscle, which, with the adductor

longus, and magiius femoris, forms

the triceps adductor femoris. The
adductorfemoris secundus of Douglas.

Triceps secundus of Winslow. See
Triceps adductor femoris.

Addu'ctor fe'moris pri'mus. See
Adductor longusfemoris.

Addu'ctor fe'moris secu'ndus.

See Adductor brevis femoris.

Addu'ctor fe'moris te'rtius. See
Adductor viagnus femoris.

Addu'ctor fe'moris qua'rtus.

Sec Adductor magnusfemoriIt

.

Addu'ctor i'ndicispe'dis. An ex-

ternal interosseous muscle of the fore-

toe.— Use: To pull the fore-toe in-

wards from the rest of the small toes.

Addi/ctor lo'ngus fe'moris. A
muscle situated on the posterior part

of the thigh, which, with the ad-

ductor hrcvis, and magnus femoris,
forms the triceps udductor femoris.

The adductor femoris primus of

Douglas. Triceps minus of Winslow.
See Triceps adductor femoris.

Addu'ctor ma'gnus fe'moris. A
muscle of the thigh, which, with the
adductor brevis femoris, and the ad-

ductor longusfemoris, forms the tri-

ceps adductor femoris. The addw tor

femoris tertius et quartus of Douglas.
Triceps magnus of Winslow. See
Triceps adductor femoris.

Addu'ctor mi'mmi di'giti fe'dis.

An interosseous muscle of the foot.

Addu'ctor o'cui.i. See Rectus
interims oculi.

Addu'ctor po'llicis ma'nus. Ad-
ductor pollicis. Adductor ad minimum
digitum. A muscle of the thumb,
situated in the hand.

—

Use: To pull

the thumb towards the fingers.

Addu'ctor po'llicis pe'dis. A
muscle of the great toe, situated on
the foot.

—

Use: To bring the great
l#e nearer the others.

Addu'ctor prosta't*. Levator
prostata. A name given by Sancto-

rini to a muscle, and which Winslow
calls jrrostaticus superior. Albinus,

from its office, called it compressor
prostata.

Addu'ctor te'rth di'giti petks.
An external interosseous muscle of
the foot.

—

Use: To pull the third toe

outward.
A'dec . Sour milk , or butter-milk

.

Ade'ctos. Adecia. (From a, priv.

and caKvojy to bite). A name given
to those medicines which relieve from
pain, by removing the uneasy sensa-
tion caused by the stimulus of acri-

monious medicines.

Ade'lphia. (A$s\<f>ia, a relation).

Diseases resembling each other. Hip-
pocrates.

Adeno'mia. (From a, priv. and
caifiuv, a genius of divinity or for-

tune). This word is used by Hip-
pocrates for uneasiness, restlessness,

or anxiety, felt in acute diseases,

and some hysteric fits.

A'den. {Acnv, a gland). A gland.
A bubo. See Gland.

Ade'mfohm. (Adcniformis ; from
aden, a gland, and forma , resem-
blance). Resembling a gland. Glan
diform. Applied sometimes to the
prostate gland.

AdendeVies. An epithet applied
to ulcers which corrode and destroy
the glands.

Adeno'grapiiy. (From aStjv, a
gland, and ypa^w, to write). A
treatise on the glands.

Adeno'ides. Resembling a glana
1

.

Applied also to the prostate.

Adeno'logy. (From ac nv, a gland,
and \oyoc, a treatise). The doctrine
of the glands.

Adenous abscess. AbcessicsAden-
sus. (From acnv, a gland). A hard
glandular slowly suppurating ab-
Bcew.

Adepiia'gia. (From aSrjv, abun-
dantly, and (payojy to eat). Insati-
able appetite. Sec Bulimia.

Adeps. (Adeps, ipiSy m. & f.)

An oily secretion from the blood
into the cells of the cellular mem-
brane. See Fat.

A'deps anseri'nus. Goose-grease.
A'deps sui'lla. Hog's-lard.
Adf/pta medici'na. That which
C
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treats of diseases contracted, as for-

merly supposed, by celestial opera-

tions, or communicated from Heaven.
Ade'pta philoso'phia. Adept phi-

losophy. That philosophy, the ob-

ject of which is the transmutation

of metals, and an universal remedv.
Adepts. (From adipiscor, to be

obtained). A name given to the

skilful alchymists, or those who
pretend to some extraordinary skill

in chymistry.

Adfla'tus. A blast or blight ; a
kindof erysipelas.

Adhadto'da. The Malabar nut-

tree, which is a species of Justieia.

It is used in India for expelling the

dead foetus in abortion, which, it is

said, is the meaning of the word in

the Zeylanic language.

Adhe'sion. (From adhcererc, to

stick to). The growing together of

parts.

Adhesive inflammation. That
kind of inflammation which glues,

or makes parts of the body adhere,

or grow together. The process by
which recent incised wounds are

often united without any suppuration.

Frequently synonimous with union

bv the first intention. See Union by

the first intention.

Adhesive plaster. Made ofcom-
mon litharge plaster and resin. It

takes its name from its adhesive

properties.

Adiacnv'ios. (From a, neg. and
ckavvii)

%
to diffuse, scatter, or be

profuse) . Decent in point of dress.

—

Hippocrates thinks foppery in dress

derogatory to the character of a

physician, though he thereby hide

his ignorance, and obtain the good
opinion of his patients.

Aoia'ntuum. (Adianthum, aoiav-
• •>. from «, neg. and aaivio

y to

grow wet ; so called, because its

leaves are not easily wetted). Mai-
den-hair. The name of a genus of

plants iii the Linnrean system : Class,

Cryptogamia; Order, Filiccs.

Vdia'nthum cati'llus ve'keris.

liiden-hair. This is the species

used in medicine. Its properties are

demulcent.—The syrup of capillaire

made from it.

Adia'nthumau'reum. The golden
maiden -hair. See Polytrichum.

Adiapho'rous. A term synoni-
mous with neutral ; and is particu-
larly used when speaking of some
spirits and salts, which are neither of
an acid nor of an alkaline nature.

Adiapneu'stea. (From a, priv.

and c ici7r veo>, perspirare, to perspire)

.

Diminution or obstruction of natural
perspiration, attributed by the an-
cients to be the cause of fevers, &c.

Adiarrho?/a. (From a, priv. and
ciapptco, to flow out, or through)

.

A total suppression of the whole of
the necessary evacuations from the
bowels.

Adiathrorosus. A spirit distilled

from tartar.

A dibat. Mercury.
Adice. (A&xh). A nettle.

Adipocere. (From adeps, fat,

and cera, wax). Animal matter
converted spontaneously into a sub-
stance considerably resembling sper-
maceti.

*#* Although this fact has been
long well known, and is said to have
been mentioned in the works of
Lord Bacon, Fourcroy may neverthe-
less be said to be the scientific dis-

coverer of this peculiar matter, as well

as of the saponaceous ammoniacal
substance contained in bodies aban-
doned, in large masses, to spontane-
ous destruction.— See an excellent

paper on this subject, in the Philos.

Trans, for IB 13, by Sir E. Home
and Mr. Brande.

Adipose membrane. The fat col-

lected in the cells of the cellular

membrane.
Adi'psa. Medicines, &c. so called

by the Greeks, which quench thirst.

Hippocrates applies it to oxymel.
Adi'psia. (From «, neg. and

ci\pa, thirst) i A want of thirst. A
genus of disease in the Class Locales,

and Orderl)yso/{.vice, of Cullen's No-
sology. Symptomatic, for the most
part, of some disease of the brain.

Adi'psos. The palm-tree (so called

by the Greeks) ; the fruit of which
is said to be the viyrobalans. Called

Adip*o$9
because its fruit quencheth

thirst. Theophrastus gives it the
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name of Balanos. Also a name for

liquorice.

Adj'kige. Ammoniacal salt.

Adjuto'rium. (From ad, andju-
care, to help) . A name of the hu-

merus, from its usefulness in lifting

up the fore-arm.

Adjlva'ntia. Whatever assists in

removing disease.

AD

N

a'tA Tu'.MCA. (Adnata , fro

m

adnate, infin. of the verb adnascor,

I grow to, and tunica, a tunic, or

covering). Albuginea oculi; Tunica
albuginea oculi.

*#* This membrane is not unfre-

-fjuently confounded with the con-

junctiva. It is, however, formed in

the following manner : Five of the

muscles which move the globe of the

eye, take their origin from the bot-

tom of the orbit, and the sixth arises

from the edge of it ; these are all

inserted, by a tendinous expansion,

into the anterior part of the tunica

sclerotica; this expansion gives the

whiteness peculiar to the fore-part of

the eye. The tunica adnata lies be-

tween the sclerotica and conjunctiva*

A'doc. Milk.

Ado'mon. (From \i«>vir, the

youth from whose blood it was
feigned to have sprung . Adonium.
Southernwood.

Ano'PTER. Tubus intermedins. A
\ • -v-el with two necks, passed be-

tween a retort and a receiver, and
serving to increase the length of the

neck of the former.

A'dor. A sort of corn; called

also spelta.

A'dos. Water in which red-hot
iron is cooled.

Adpo'ndls o'mnium. The weight
of the whole. Inserted in pharma-
ceutical preparations, or prescrip-

tions, when the last ingredient ought
to weigh as much as the whole put
together.

Adra rhi'za. The name of the root
of the Aristolochia is so called.

JJlaucard.

Adra'cnne. The strawberry bay-
tree. A species of Arbutus.
A'pram. Fossil salt,

Adhara'gb. (Indian,. Garden

Adrobo'lov. (From vdpoc, large,

and /3o>Xoc, a globe, bole, or map).
Indian Bdellium, which is coarser

than the Arabian.

Adstriction. Costiveness.

Adstringents. See Astringents,

Adustion. Inflammation about
the brain and its membranes, ac-

companied with hollowness of the

eyes, pale complexion, and a dry
skin.—In surgery, the same as cau-

terization, meaning the application

of any substance to the body that acts

in a manner similar to fire.

Adventitious. Any thing that

takes place unexpectedly, and not in

the ordinary course of common
causes, yet constitutes a part of an-

other : e.g. the glands, in strumous
cases, are said to be adventitious, m
contradistinction to those naturally

produced. It is also used as the an-

tithesis to hereditary : thus, gout

and scrophula are sometimes here-

ditary, at least it is thought so, bill

more frequently adventitious, from
neither the one nor the other having
been known before in the family

where either the one or the other of

these disorders have occurred. Ad-
ventitious membranes, &c.

Adv. Abanga. The palm-tree-

of the island of St. Thomas.
Adyna'mia. {AcvvafAta ; from a,

priv. and Swafug, power). Defect
of vital power.

Advna'mi.e. (Plur. of Adynamia),
Second order of the class Neuroses

;

comprehending syncope, dyspepsia >

hypochondriasis, and chlorosis. Cullen.

Ady'namon. (From a, neg. and.

cova^w, strength) . Adynamum. With
ancient physicians, a weak kind of'

artificial wine, prepared from must
boiled down with water

; given to

patients where pure wine might be
hurtful.

^Eqoi'a. fFrom aiCoje,, modesty;-
or from a, neg. and ei£oj, to see ; as

not being decent to the sight) , The pu-
denda, or female parts of generation.

jEdopsottiia. (From aivoia, pu-
denda, and xjsctptio, to break wind).
Flatus from the bladder, or womb,
escaping through the vagina, Used
by Sauvages and Sagar^

C2
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iEGAGROPiLUS. (From aiyaypoc, ,

a wild goat, and pila
y a ball) . JEgro-

piia. A ball found in the stomach
of deer, goats, hogs, cattle, &c. con-
sisting of hairs they have swallowed
by licking themselves. They have
no medicinal properties ; although
Hieronymus Velschius wrote a trea-

tise on their virtues. A species of
conferva found in Wallen-fer Moor,
is also so named, from a resemblance
to them.

jE'gias. A white speck in the

pupil of the eye, which occasions a
dimness of sight.

^Egi'des. Aglia. A disorder of
the eyes, mentioned by Hippocrates.

jEgi'dion. A collvrium, or oint-

ment, for inflammations and detiux-

ions of the eyes.

^E'gilops. Wild fescue grass ; so

called from its supposed virtue in

caring the disorder of the same
name. A species of Bromus in the
Linnaean system.

tEgene'tia. Malabrian broom-
rape. A species of Orobanche.

jE'gis. Achlys. A film on the eye.

jEgo'ceras. (From ail,, a goat,

and xepag, a horn ; so called because

the pods were supposed to resemble
the horns of a goat). Fenugreek.
See Trigonetlafenum Gr'tecum.

.Ego'lethron. (From ai£, a

goat, and oXetypog, destruction ; so

named from the opinion of its being

poisonous to goats. According to

Tournefort, it is the chamcero doden-

dron; now the AzeltBa of Linnaeus.

/Ego'nychon. (From ai%, a goat,

and ovv$, a hoof, because of the

hardness of the seed). Gromwell.
See Lethospermum.
jKgopo'dium. (From at£, a goat,

and 7r«c, a foot ; from its resem-
blance to a gout's foot). Goatweed.
A genus of plants in the Linnaean

hvstem : Class, Ptntandria; Order,
Diiryuia.

%* Some of this species were for-

merly much esteemed ; v. g. the

.E»o/>odiu?n podagraria, in relieving

the gout, &c. It is not now employed.
/Egoproso'pon. (From «i£, a

goat> and 7rpoau)7rov, a face ; so called

because goats are subject to defects

in the eyes, or from having in it some
ingredients named after the goat).
A lotion in inflammation of the eyes.

i^E'GYLOPS. (From ai£, a goat,
u)\p, an eye). The name of a disease,
from the supposition that goats were
subject to it. It has been regarded
by the best modern surgeons, as a
stage only of fistula lachrymalis. A
very common term with the old sur-
gical writers, who certainly did not
suspect that obstruction in the la-

chrymal parts of the eye, are so fre-

quently the cause of the sore as it

generally is.

^Egy'ptia muscata. See Hibiscus
abelmoschus,

iEGYPTiACUJVi. A name of differ-

ent ointments of the detergent or
corrosive kind.

^Egy'ptium pha'rmacum ad
au'res. Mentioned by Aetius as ex-
cellent for cleansing fetid ulcers of
the ear, which, he says, it cures,

though the patient were born with it.

Aei'gluces. (From au, always,
and yXvxuc, sweet). A kind of
sweetish wine or must.

Aeipatheia. (From ast, always,
and 7ra6og, a disease) . Any disease

of long continuance.

i^ENEA. (From tes> brass, being for-

merly made of brass) . A catheter.

iEoN. The spinal marrow.
j^Eonesis. Fermentation. Sprink-

ling of the whole body.
.^Eo'neon. The sedum majus, or

common house-leek.

JEo'ra. (From anooeio, to lift up,

to suspend on high). Exercise with-

out muscular action. A species of

exercise used by the ancients.
*
# * Of this kind of exercise,

Aetius gives the following account.

Gestation, while it exercises the

body, the body seems to be at rest.

Of this motion there are several

kinds

—

e.g. swinging in a hammock,,,
beneficial at the decline of a fever

;

being carried in a litter ; riding in a

chariot; sailing in a ship or boat,

&c. These are passive exercises,

and are frequently attended with con-

siderable advantage in various chro-

nic diseases.

jE'oue. Equally. The same as ana.
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A'er. The fluid which surrounds

the globe. See Air and Atmosphere.

JJE'pOS*. An excrescence or pro-

tuberance.

JE'ka. Darnel, or lolium.

jEri'tis. The anagallis, or pim-

pernel.

/Eroix/gia. f \tpo\oyia ; from

«//o, the air, and Xoyoc, a discourse .

Aeroiogice. Aerology. That part

of medicine which treats of the na-

ture and properties of air.

Aero'meli. Honev dew; also a

name for manna.
Aero'ajeter. The name given by

Dr. Hall to an ingenious instrument

of hi; invention, for making the ne-

cessary corrections in pneumatic ex-

periment^, to ascertain the mean hulk

of the teases.

Aerophori. (From «>/», air, and

$o6oc, fear). Ccelius Aurelianus

remarks, that some phrenetic patients

are afraid of a lucid, and others of

an obscure air; hence In' calls the

A( rophobi.

Aeropijo'iiia. Fear of air, or

wind. A symptom of phrcnitis.

Also a name given to J/ydropkmbia.

\ER0S18. The aerial vital spirit

of the ancient.>.

Ar.Kos'i \ noN. A name com-
monlv, though not very correctly,

given to the act of raising heavy bo-

dies into the atmosphere, by the

buoyancy of heated air, or cases of

small specific gravity, enclosed in a

hair, which, from being usually of a

spheroidal form, which is best fitted

for aerostation, is called a balloon.

Aero'm s LAPIS* So Pliny calls

the lapis calaminaris, upon the sup-

position that it was a copper ore.

/Eru'ca. Verdigrise,

vEri co. (AErugO) gtnu9
f. from

*?#, copper). The rust of any metal,
particularly copper. Verdigrise. Suba-
cetas cupri. Prepared verdigrise. Em-
ployed by surgeons as an escharotic.

.jEsCHSOMYTtiB'siS. The obscene
language of the delirious.

yKsctLi s. (From area, food).
Horse-chesnut. The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-
tem : Class, Ihptaudria; Order,
Muftogyiiifl.

/Esculus Hippocastanum. The
systematic name for the Hippocas-

tanum. Castanca equina, pavlna.

Common horse chesnut.

—

Virtues:

Errhine, tonic, astringent, &c.
*
#
* During a scarcity of grain,

attempts were made, with some
success, to obtain starch from the

horse-chesnut.

iEseuLiNE. An alkali found hy
M. Curzoneri, in the AZs cuius Hip-

pocastanum, or /torse chesnut , and

supposed to be febrifuge.

jEseca'mm. Auric/talcum, or

brass.

/Estates. Freckles on the face.

Sunburnt.
/Kstmpuara. Incineration, or

burning of the flesh, &c.
iEsTUARiu.M. A stove for com-

municating heat to all parts of the

body at once. A kind of vapour
bath. The name of an instrument

so called by Ambrose Pare. A con-

trivance of this name, for sweating

the whole body, is given by Palma?
riu.s, ])( Morb. Contag,

vEmla'tio. The boiling up, or
rather fermentation, of liquors when
mixed.

/EVn a VOLA'tICUS. (From testus,

heat, and jtdarty to fly). Synonimous
With phlogosis. Vogtl. Sudden heat
or scorching, soon going off, but
which, for a time, reddens the face.

jE'ther. [.Ether, < ris, m. from
\i0)}o, an imaginary fine blue sub-

tile fluid). Liquor JEtkereus. Ether.

The sulphuric, nitric, muriatic

ethers, according to the acid with

Which it is formed in conjunction
with alcohol. A volatile liquor, ob-
tained by distillation, from a mixture
of alcohol and a concentrated acid.

jEthere'a uerba. The Eryn-
gium was so named.
^Ethereal oil. An animal or

vegetable oil, highly rectified, par-
taking, as it were, of the nature of
ether.

jEtIIER SULPHURICL'S. Naptha,
Vifrioli.

JEther vitriolicns. Sulphuric ether,

jEtiier rectificatus. JEthex
vitriolicns. Rectified ether.

jEtfiiops. A name given to ser

C 3
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veral preparations, from their black
appearance.

jEthiops antimonia'lis. A pre-

paration of antimony and mercury,
once in high repute, but now laid

aside.

/Etiuops mineral. See Hydran-
gyri Sulphuretrum Nigrum.

jEtiina. A chymical furnace.

jEtho'ces. JEthnlices. Superficial

pustules on the skin, raised by heat,

as boils, fiery pustules.

jEthusa. (From a i6f8ca, beggarly)

.

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Peutandria;
Order, Digynia.
vEthusa meum. The systematic

name of the meum of the Pharma-
copoeias. Called also meet, &c.

-Ethya. K mortar.
/E'toi phlf/bes. Eagle veins.

The veins which pass through the

temples to the head. Rnftis EpheOms,
^Etiology. Etiology. (AtroXayife;

from atria, a cause, and \oyog, a

discourse). The doctrine of the

causes of disease.

tEto'cion. AStoUum, Thegramvm
tni&ium

/Eto'nychum. See Lithosperminm*
Affection. [Expressed in Greek

by 7ra9oc' hence patkana, passio).

A term indicating any exciting dis-

order of the whole, or a part of the

body, as 5>ysteria,^colic, leprosy, &c.
Thus by adding a descriptive epithet

to the term affection, most distempers
may he expressed, e.g. febrile affec-

tion, cutaneous affection, &c. using

the word synominously with disease.

Affinity. (Affimiiaa, a natural

proximity;. A term used indiscri-

minately with attraction. See At-
traction.

Affinity of aggregation. See At-
traction.

Affinity of composition. Sec At-
traction.

Affinity, compound. When three

cr more bodies, on account of their

HMtaai affinity, unite and form <

homogeneous body, the affinity is

ihun I compound affinity or

attraction.

Affinity, darllcnt. See Affinity

%f>ii*. • fit.

Affinity, double. Double elective

attraction. When two bodies, each
consisting of two elementary parts,

come into contact, and are decom-
posed, so that their elements become
reciprocally united, and produce two
new compound bodies, the decom-
position is then termed, decomposi-
tion by double affinity : thus, if com-
mon salt, which consists of muriatic

acid and soda, be added to nitrate of
silver, which is composed of nitric

acid and oxide of silver, these two
bodies will be decompounded ; for

the nitric acid unites with the soda ;

and the oxide of silver with the

muriatic acid, and thus mav be oh-

tamed two new bodies. The com-
mon salt and nitrate of silver there-

fore mutually decomposes each other
by what is called double affinity.

Affinity, intermediate. Appro-
priate affinity. Affinity of an inter-

medium is, when two substances of

different kinds, that shew to one
another no component affinity, do,

by the assistance of a third, combine,
and unite into one homogeneous
whole ; e. g. oil and water are sub-

stances of different kinds, which, by

means of an alkali, combine and unite

into one homogeneous substance

:

hence the theory of the lixivia, of

washing, &c.

Affinity, quiescent. This term is

employed by Mr. Kirwan, to mark
that, by virtue of which, the princi-

ples of"each compound, decomposed

by double affinity, adhere to each

other ; and divellent affinity, to dis-

tinguish that by which the principles

of one body unite and change order

with those "of the other ; e. g. sul-

phate of potash is not completely

decomposed by the nitric acid or by

lime, when either of these principles

is separately presented ; but if the

nitric acid be combined with lime,

this nitrate of lime will decompose

the sulphate of potash. In this last

case the affinity of the sulphuric acid

with the alkali is weakened by its

affinity to the lime. The acid, there-

fore, "is subject to two affinities, the

one which retains it to the alknli,

called quiescent ; and the other, which
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attracts it toward the lime, is called

riivellent affinity.

Ajfi.it ity ^ reciprocal ; e.g. when a

compound of two bodies is decom-
posed by a third ; the separated prin-

ciple being in its turn capable of de-

composing the new combination : thus

ammonia and magnesia will separate

each other from muriatic acid.

Affinity, .simple. Simple elective

attraction; e.g. if a body consisting- of

two component parts, be decomposed
on the approach of a third, which
bus a greater affinity with one of

those component parts than they

have for each other, then the de-

composition is termed, decomposi-

tion by simple affinity ; for example,
• if pure potash be added to a com-

bination of nitric acid and lime, the

union which existed between these

two bodies will cease, became the

potash combines with the nitric acid,

and the lime being disengaged^ is

precipitated. The reason is, that

the nitric acid has a greater affinity

tor the pure potash than for the lime,

to combine with the potash. When
two bodies only enter into chemical
union, the affinity, which was the

cause of it, is also termed simple or

ample elective attraction ; thus the

solution ofsugar in water is produced
by simple affinity, because there are

but two bodies.

A'ffion. Affium. An Arabic name
for opium.

Affla'tfs. (From ttd, and /tarr,

toblow). A blast, vapour, or blight.

A paccieooferysipelas, whirh attacks
people suddenly ; so named upon the

erroneous supposition that it was
produced by some unwholesome wind
blowing on the part.

\ ill sio, f. Affusion. Pouring a.

liquor on something; e.j% cold affu-

sion in fever : it is sometimes also

svnommoui with tmtfu*iot a cataract.

Afif.u-birtii. See Placenta.
AY; a cretf/nsilai. The small

Spanish milk thistle.

Agai.actatio. See Agalactia.
Agala'ctia. (AyaXattTia: from a,

priv. and ya\a, milk). Agala.iis.
.Ignlactio. Agalactatio. A defect
**f milk after child-birth.

Agala'ctos. (From «, priv. and
ya\a, miik> An epithet given to

women who have no milk when they
lie in.

Ac at.AX IS. See Agalactia.

Aga'llocui ve'ri li'gnum. See
Leg. AItn.s.

Aga'lllce. Agallugum. A name
of rite agollochum or armomatic aloe.

A<3 utic. See Agaricn.s.

Agark oi'des. A species of agari-

cus or fungus.

Agaricus. (Ayaootoc: fromAga-
ria, a town in Asia; or from Agarus,
ariverinSarmatia, nowMalawoitda .

ALaurie. A species of fungus growing
on the oak, and formerly much cele-

brated for its efficacy in stopping
bleeding. The name of a genus of
plants in the Limueau system . class,
Criftognuii.fi ; Order, Fungi,

\f.\uicis aluls. See Buiettt*

Lav i* is.

\«.\ KI( l >r \v: BSTRI8. (Linnrrus).

Mu>hroom. The only specie- eaten
in this country. See Agarictu /iro-

ttHMlM,

Aga'ricis C!i\m\i:u.i,i ». \

species of fungus, esteemed h deli-

cious iiuiTititn bv the French.
IlGARICI 9 cillM GOV I If. See /i«-

'•
i u ignioritu.

\>. h'ftlCUS C\ MAJIOME1 S. Brown
mushroom. A species of agaricus of
pleasant smell.

Ac.aricls oebuo'sus. This fan-

go*, well seasoned and then broiled,

communicates the flavour of a roasted
muscle.

Aga'jucj s murca'rhjs. Bug aara-

ric, so called from its antipathy to

DUSTS. The agaricus nutrcarins of
Linnaeus.

AeA'ftlCUS PIPBRA'TUft, The pep-
per mushroom, so named \ry Lin-
natus. Pepper agaric.

Aga'rICUS PRATENS1S. The chain .

pignon of Hudson's Flora Anglica.
*** This species has but little

smell, and is rather dry, yet when
broiled and stewed, gives out a good
flavour. Its qualities are similar to
the agaricus enmpestris.

Agaricls mofackus. Violet

mushroom ; of which Hudson's hub
boxus is a varietv.
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'Age. The ancients reckoned six

Stages of life : e. g. puerilia, child-

hood, extending to the fifth year of

our age;— adoloscentia, youth, to

the eighteenth ; and youth, properly

so called, to the twenty-fifth ;

—

-ju-

ventus, from the twenty-fifth to the

thirtv-fifth vear ;

—

virtiis cetas, man-
hood, from the thirty-fifth to the

fiftieth year;

—

senectus, old age,

from fifty to sixty ;

—

crepita (Bias,

decrepid old age, ending in death.

Agenne'sia. (AyevijGia : from

«, neg. and yevvaio, to beget). 1m-
potency in man. Vogel* Synon,

Anaphrodisca and Dytrpermatismus.

Ager. (Lat.) The common
earth, or soil.

ac-

the

Ager naturje. The womb.
Agera'tusla'pis. (Astratus , com-

j

inon). A stone used by cobiers.
|

Pumice-stone.
Agehatum. (Ay rjprop : from a,

j

priv. and ytjpar, senectus, or old; I a lamb, and castus, chaste). The
never old; evergreen; because its

\
Chaste Tree. See 1Itex.

(lowers preserve their beauty a long
I

Ago'ge. The order, state, or te-

time). See Achillea ageratum. i nour, of a disease or body.

Aglacta'tio. Aglazis. Aglac-
tation. Defect of milk.

Aglia. Aglium. A shining tu-

bercle, or pustule, on the face.

White specks on the eye. See
JFlgides.

A'gma. Agme. A fracture.

A'gnacal. A tree, which,
cording to Ray, grows about
isthmus of Daricn, and resembles a

pear-tree, whose fruit is a great

provocative to venery.

Agna'ta. See Adnata tunica.

Agni'na membra'na. (From ag-
nus, a lamb, and memhrana, a mem-
brane). Aetius calls one of the

membranes which involves the foetus

by this name, which he derives from
its tenderness. See Amnios.

Agnoi'a. (From a, priv. and
yivioGxw, to know) . Forgetfulness

;

a symptomatic affection in fevers.

A'gnus ca'stus. (From agrnts,

A'ges. (From ayrjc, wicked ; so

called because it is generally the in-

strument of wicked acts). The
palm or hollow of the hand.

Agglli ina'ntia. Affglutinants.

Agomphi'asis. Looseness of the

teeth.

A'gone. (Ayovrj : from a, neg.

and yovoq. offspring). Hyoscyamus
or Henbane ; so called because it

Adhesive preparations, which heal
j
was supposed to cause barrenness.

by causing the parts to stick to-

gether.

Agglutina'tio. Agglutination.

Adhesive union, or sticking together

of substances.

Aggluti'to. Agglutition. Ob-
struction of the oesophagus, or a

difficulty of swallowing.

Aggregate glands. (From ag-

grrgace, to assemble together). An
assemblage of glands, as those of

the intestines.

Aggregation of Affinity. See .11-

traction.

Agiiei-'stia. (From «, neg. and

yivoLiaiygustare, to taste . „ (g < Ui

Apogeu.stia, Aj>ogfi(sis. Defect, or

loss of taste. A genus of disease in

the Class Localm, and Order Dysces-

thesia' of Cullcn.

A'gis. The femur, or thigh.

Ac ;n ato'ria. Convulsive disease-
,

or tho.se culled clonic.

Acq'ma. Sterility, impotence,

agony.

Agoni'sticlm (Ayo)i'iTi-AOp, from
ayo)viau), to struggle; . Used by
ancient physicians to signify water
extremely cold, directed to be given

in large quantities, in acute erysi-

pelatous fevers, with a view of over-

powering or struggling with the fe-

brile heat of the blood.

A'GONOS. (From a, priv. and

yoi'oe, oryovi], an offspring). Wo-
men who have not children, though

they might have, if the impediment
:« removed. Hippocrates.

AGO'STOS. (From «y<u, to bring,

or lead). That part of the arm from

the elbow to the fingers ; also tin*

pain 01 hollow of the hand.

•n.Via. (

A

ypior, wild). Ver-

i.-, which is made from the wild

pie, The immature fruit of the

vine.
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Agre'sten. A name for the com-
mon tartar.

Agre'stis. An ungovernable ma-
lignity in a disease. Old Writers.

A'gria. A name of the ilex aqui-

folium, or holly. A malignant pus-

tule, of which, the ancient surgeons

describe two sorts.

Agria'mpelos. (From aypiog,

wild, and a^nreXog, a vinej. The
wild vine, or white brvony. See

' mm
liruoniu.

Agriel,e'a. (From aypiog, wild,

and eyaia, the olive-tree). The
oleaster, or wild olive.

Agrifo'lium. (From amg, a

prickle, and <pvyyov, a leaf). Aqui-
folium, or holly tree. It should

rather be called acifolium, from its

prickly leaves.

Agrimo'ma. (From aypog, a

field, and povog, alone : so named
from its being the chief of wild

herbs). Agrimony. The name of

a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system. The pharmacopceial name
of a plant ; the common agrimony.

Agrimoni* Eupatoria of Linnaeus.

*** Jt is common in fields, about
hedges and shady places, flowering

in June and July.

Ac.RIMOMA EUPATORIA. SccAgri-
iHO/tia,

Acrimony. See .l^rimmiia.

Agrimonyy hemp. The Jiidrus

tripartita of Linnaeus.

\<,kioca'ruamim. From aypiog,

wild, and aapcafiov, the nasturtium .

Sciatica cresses, or wild garden crese.

Agrioca'stanu.m. (From aypiog,

wild, and Kizavov, the chesnut .

Earth-nut, or pig-nut.

Agkuk h'NARA. From aypiog,

wild, and y.wapa, artichoke .. See
< iit/u'u.

\<,riococcjme'la. (From aypiog,
wild, HinKog, a berry, and /.ujyta, an

apple-tree). The prunms sylvestris,

Acriomf/la. The crab apple.

VgrioMi AgriopkifUoUt The peu-
1

1-ilanam titan*., or hog's fennel, or
sulphur wort.

Agriophy'llon. See Agriom
Agriopastina'ca. (From aypiog,

wild, and pastiiiaca, a carrot). Wild
carrot, or parsnip.

See Agri-

Agriori'ganlm. (From aypiac,

wild, and opiyavov, marjoram .

Wild marjoram. See Origanum.
Agrioseli'num. (From aypiog,

wild, and vsXivov, parsley). Wild
parsley. See Smmrnium,

Agriosta'ri. (From aypiog, wild,

and raig, wheat). A species of field

corn, called Triticum creticum.

Agripa'lma. (From aypiog, wild,

and 7rayfia, a palm-tree). Agripaltna

gatlis. The herb mother-wort, or
wild palm.

Agripa'lma ga'llis.

palma.
Agri'pps:. Children born with

their feet foremost, are so called,

because that was said to be the caac

with Agrippa the Roman, who was
named ah agro partu, from his dim-
cult birth,

*
# * These births, though reck-

oned preternatural, are often more
safe and easy than the natural.

A'(,riim. An impure sort of na-

tron, or soda. 1 he purer sort was
Called hahny-rhaga.

A'gROM. A disease of the tongue
.peculiar to the Indians, in which it

l)i conies extremely rough and chap-
ped.

\gru'\iiv\. Leeks, wild onions.

\<;ry'p\ia. (From a, priv. and
v-i'og, sleep;. Watchfulness: want
of sleep.

Agr\ I'noco'.ma. (From aypinri'oc,

without Bleep, mu) Kojjjia, a lethargy
|

.

A species of coma. A lethargic

kind of watchfulness, in which the

patient is stupidly drowsy, and yet

cannot sleep.

A(.i k. See Febri* intermittens,

\(.i b CAKE. The once popular
name for a bard tumour on the left

side of the belly, lower than the

false ribs in the region of the

spleen, said to be the effect of inter-

mittent fevers.

Ague drops. Arsenite of potash

in solution in water. Fowler's So-
lution.

Ague- free. A name given by
some to sassafras, on account of its

supposed febrifuge virtue.

Ague-trek. See Laarus.

Agui'a. (From a, priv. and yvtov,9
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a member) . Paralytic debility. De-
fective or lost use of the members.

A'gul. (Arab.) Alhagi. The
Syrian thorn. The leaves are pur-
gative.

Agustine. A new earth disco-

vered in the Saxon Beryl, or Beryl
of Georgien Stadt, a stone greatly

resembling the Bervl of Siberia, bv
Professor Tromsdorff, of Erfurth in

Germany, to which he has given the

name of agustine, on account of the

property of forming salts which are

nearly destitute of taste.

Agutiguepoo'bi Brazjlie'nsis.

(An Indian term) . Arrow-root

:

dartwort. Esculent and vulnerary,

and used by the Indians to cure

wounds made by arrows.

Agyion. See Aguia.
Agy'rtte. (From ayvpig, a crowd

of people, or a mob ; or from aytipw,

to gather together). It formerly
expressed certain strollers who pre-

tended to strange things from super-

natural assistances ; but of late it is

applied to all quack and illiterate

dabblers in medicine.

Ahaloth. The Hebrew name of
lignum aloes.

Ahame'lla. See Achmella.
Aho'vai theveticlush. A ches-

nut-like fruit of Brazil, of a poison-

ous nature.

Ahu'sal. Orpiment.
Ai'lmad. An Arabian name for

antimony.
Aimatei'a. A black bilious and

bloody discharge from the bowels.

Aimo'rriiois. See Ha?morrhois.

Aimorrnoz'a. See Hcemorrhagia.
Aipatiiei'a. (From act, always,

and iraQoc, a disease of long con-

tinuance.

Ai'pl. Aipima co&era. Aipipoca.

Indian words for Cassada. A poi-

sonous root of India.

Air. Atmospherical air, a com-
pound of oxygen and nitrogen. Com-
mon air. The word air appears first

to have been used to denote the at-

mosphere in general ; but philoso-

phers afterwards restricted it to the

elastic fluid, which constitutes the

greatest and the most important part

of the atmosphere, excluding the

water and the other foreign bodies
which are occasionally found mixed
with it. See Atmosphere.

Air is an elastic fluid, invisible,

but easily recognised by its proper-
ties. Its specific gravity, according
to the experiments of Sir George
Shuckburgh, when the barometer is

at 30 inches, and the thermometer
between 50 and 60 deg. is 0.0012,
or 816 times lighter than water.-

100 cubic inches of air weigh 31

grains troy. But as air is an elastic

fluid, and compressed at the surface

of the earth bv the whole weight of
the incumbent atmosphere, its den-
sity diminishes, according to its

height above the surface of the

earth. From the experiments of

Paschal, Deluc, General Roy, &c.
it has been ascertained, that the

density diminishes in the ratio of the

compression. Consequently the den-
sity decreases in a geometrical pro-

gression, while the heights increase

in an arithmetical progression. Bou-
guer had suspected, from his obser-

vations made on the Andes, that at

considerable heights the densitv of
the air is no longer proportional to

the compressing force ; but the ex-

periments of Saussure, junior, made
upon Mount Rose, havre demonstrat-

ed the contrary. See Priestley on

Air, &c.
Air is dilated by heat. Its spe-

cific caloric, according to the expe-

riments of Dr. Crawford, is 1-79,

that of water being reckoned 1

.

The property which air has of

supporting combustion, and the ne-

cessity of it for respiration, are too

well known to require description.

During many ages, it was considered

as an element, or simple substance.

For the knowledge of its component
parts, we are indebted to the Labours

of those philosophers in whose hands

chemistry advanced with such ra-

pid ty during the last forty years of

the eighteenth century.

Airi alkaline. See Ammonia.
Air, atmospherical. See Air.

Air, azotic. See Nitrogen gas.

Air, ji.rcd. See Carbonic acid gas.

Air, fluoric. See fluoric acid gas.
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Air, hepatic. See Hydrogen gas,

sulphuretted.

Air, inflammable. See Hydrogen
gas.

Air, marine. See Muriatic acid

gas.

Air, nitrous. See Nitrous gas.

Air, phlogisticated. Sec Nitrogen
gas.

Air, phosphoric. See Hydrogen
ifas, phosphuretted.

Air, sulphureous. See Sulphurous

acid gas.

Air, vital. See Oxygen gas.

Aisthete'rium. (From cuvOavo-

fiai, to perceive). The sensorium

commune, or seat, or origin of sen-

sation.

Ai'imad. Antimony.
AlX LA Chape'lle. Called Aken

by the Germans. Thvrmce Aauis-

granenriM, A town in the south of

France, where there is a sulphureous

water, the most striking feature of

Which, and what is almost peculiar

to it, is the unusual quantity of sul-

phur it contains ; the whole, how-
ever, is so far united to a gaseous

basis, as to he entirely volatilized by
heat : so that none is left in the re-

siduum after evaporation. In colour

it is pellucid, in smell sulphureous,

and in taste saline, hitterish, and
rather alkaline. The temperature of

these waters varies considerably, ac-

cording to the distance from the

source and the spring itself. In the

well of the hottest hath, it is, ac-

cording to Lucas, 136°; Monet, 146'";

at the fountain where it is drank, it

is 112".

%* This thermal water is much
resorted to on the Continent, for a

variety of complaints. It is found
essentially serviceable in the nu-
merous symptoms of disorders in

the stomach and biliary organs, that

follow a life of high indulgence in

I he luxuries of the table ; in ne-

phritic cases, which produce pain in

the loins, and thick mucous urine,

with difficult micturition.

Aizo'on. (From aei, always, and

sw, to live). Aizoum. An ever-

jrreen aquatic plant, like the aloe,

-u\d to possess antiscorbutic virtues.

Aja'va. (Indian). A seed U3ed
in the East Indies as a remedy for

the colic.

Ajuga. (From a, priv. and c,vyov,

a yoke) . The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system. The
pharmacopoeial name of the creep-

ing bugloss. Called also Consolida

media. Bugula. Upright bugloss.

Middle consound.
*** This plant (Ajuga pyramidalis

of Linnaeus) possesses subadstringent

and bitter qualities, and has been
recommended in phthisis, aphthae,

and cynanche.

Ajlra'rat. Lead.
Al. The Arabian article which

signifies the; it is applied to a word
by way of eminence, as the Greek o

is.

A'la. (Lat.) Awing. The arm-pit,

so called because it answers to the

pit under the wing of a bird.

Ala'baRI. Lead.
A'lacah. Sal ammoniac.
Al/efo'rmis. Any thing like a

wing.

\ i i \i 'kjs\ The upper part of
the external ear.

A/t,iE nasi. Two cartilages of the
nose, which form the outer part of
the nostrils.

Alt. vespertilio'm m. That part

of the ligaments of the worn!),

which lies between the tubes and the
ovaria ; so called from its resemblance
to the wing of a bat.

A'lje imer'n/e mino'res. See
Xyhipha*.

A'lafi. Ala/or. Alafort. Alka*
line.

Alai'a phthi'sis. (From akaioQ,
blind, and (pQiaic,, a wasting). A
consumption from a flux of humours
from the head.

A'i.amai). Alamed. Antimonv.
Ala'mhib. Mercury.
ALANDAHLA. (Arab, bitter). The

bitter apple, or colocynth.

Alantu'ta. (Arab.) A vein be-

tween the chin and lower lip, which
was formerly opened, to prevent
foetid breath.

Aeapoi/li. See Bilimbi.

Ala're externum. A name of
the external pterygoid muscle ; so
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called, because it takes its rise from
the wing-like process of the sphenoid
bone.

Ala'ria o'ssa. The wing-like pro-
cesses of the sphenoid bone.

Ala'ris ve'na. The innermost of
the three veins at the bend of the

arm.
Alasalet. Alaset. Ammoniacum.
Alasi. Ala/or. An alkaline salt.

Ala'strob. Lead.
A'latan. Litharge.

Alate'rnus. A species of rham-
nus.

Ala'ti. Those who have promi-
nent scapulae, like the wings of
birds.

Alau'rat. Nitre.

Albadal. (Arab.) The sesamoid
bone of the first joint of the great

toe.

Albage'nzi. Albagiazi. (Arab.)

The os sacrum.

Albagras nigra. So Avicenna
names the lepra ichthyosis. Others
call it lepra Gracorum,
Albame'n ruM. (From albus, white).

The white of an egg.

Alba'num. Urinous salt.

Alba'ra. (Chald.) The white

leprosy,

Alba r as. Arsenic. A white pustule.

Alba'tio. (From albus, white).

Albificatio. The calcination or whiten-

ing of metals.

A'lberas. (Arab.) White pustules

on the face : also staphisagria, be-

cause its juice was said to remove
these pustules.

Albe'ston. Quick-lime.
A'lbetad. Galbanum.
A'lbi sublima'ti. Muriated mer-

cury.

Albica'ntia co'rpora. (Yromalbi-
care, to grow white). The glands of

a white colour, usually called Willis's

glands, in the brain.

A'lbiMEC Orpiment. See Arsenic.
Albi'num. See Gnaphalium.
A'i.bor. Urine.

A'lbora. A sort of itch ; or ra-

ther of leprosy.

Albo'rea. Quicksilver.

A'i.bot. A crucible.

Albo'tai. Turpentine.
A'i.botar. Turpentine.

A'lbotat. White lead.

A'lbotim. Turpentine.
A'lbotis. A cutaneous phlegmon

or boil.

Albugi'nea o'culi. (From albus y

white) . See Adnata tunica.

Albugi'nea te'stis. Tunica albu-

ginea testis. The innermost coat of
the testicle.

Albu'ginous humour. The aque^
ous humour of the eye.

Albu'go oculo'rum. A white
opacity of the cornea of the eye. A
variety of Cullen's Caligo Cornea.

Albuhar. White lead.

A'lbum ba'lsamum. The balsam
of copaiba.

A'lbum Grsfc um . The white dung
of dogs.

A'lbum o'lus. Lamb's lettuce, or
corn-salad. The Valeriana locusta.

of Linnaeus.

Albu'men. Albumine. Coagulable
lymph. Albumen is very abundant
in the animal kingdom. It is the

principal constituent part of the se-

rum of the blood, and the lymphatic

fluid. It forms the cheese in milk,

and makes up the greater part of the

white of eggs.

Albu'men o'v i. The white of an egg.

A'lcahest. (From the German
words al and geest, i. e. all spirit)

.

An Arabic word, to express an uni-

versal dissolvent, which was pre-

tended to bv Paracelsus and Van
Helmot.

A'lcali. (Arab.) See Alkali.

Alcalization. The impregnation

of any spirituous fluid with an alkali.

Alcanna. (Indian word). See
Anchusa.

A'lcaol. The solvent for the

preparation of the philosopher's

stone.

A'lcea. (From aX*?/, strength).

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Monadelphia;

Order, Polyandria. Hollyhock.

A'lcea ^Egypti'aca villo'sa. See

Hibiscus abelmoschus.

A'lcea Indica. See Hibiscus abc/~

moschus.

A'lcea Ro'sea. Common holly-

hock.
A'lcebar. See Lignum Aloes.
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A'lcebris vi'vum.

vivurn.

A'lchabric.
A'lchachil.
A'lcharith.

See Sulphur

Sulphur vivum.
Rosemary.
Quicksilver.

A'lchien. This word occurs in the

Theatrum Chymicura, and seems to

signify that power in nature, by which
all corruption and generation are

effected.

Alchemi'lla. (So called because

it was celebrated by the old alchy-

mists). The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Tetrandria ; Order, Monogynia. La-
dies' mantle. The pharmacopceial

name of the plant called ladies' man-
tle . Alchemilla tndgaris ; Join's iobatis

of Linneeus ; formerly esteemed as a

powerful astringent in haemorrhages,

fluor albus, &c.
Alchemi'lla vulga'ris. Sec Al-

chemilla.

Alchimelec. (Heb.) The Egyp-
tian melilot.

A'lchemy. Alchernia. That branch
of chymistry which relates to the

transmutation of metals into gold
;

the forming a panacea or universal

remedy ; and manv other absurdities.

A'lchibric. Sulphur.

Alchimi'lla. See Alchemilla.

A'lchitron. Oil of juniper ; also

the name of a dentifrice of Messue.
A'lchute. Sec Morum.
A'lciiymy. Alchemy.
A'lchlys. A speck on the pupil

of the eye, somewhat obscuring vi-

sion.

A'lcimad. Antimony.
A'lcob. Sal-ammoniac, or mu-

riat of ammonia.
Alco'calum. (Perhaps Indian).

Artichoke, or cinara.

A'lcofol. Antimony.
A'lcohol. See Alkohol.

A'lcola. (Heb.) The aphthae, or
thrush.

Alcoli'ta. Urine.

Alco'ne. Brass.

A'lcor. JEs ustum.

A'lcte. The name of a plant

mentioned by Hippocrates, Foesius
thinks it is the elder.

Alcu'brith. Sulphur.
Alcyo'nium. Bastard sponge, a

spongy plant-like substance, which
is met with on the sea-shore : it is

of different shapes and colours. They
are calcined with a little salt, as

dentifrices, and are used to remove
spots on the skin.

Alder tree. See Betula Alnus.
Alder, berry-bearing. SeeRhamnus

Frangula.
Ale. Cerevisia. Liquor cereris.

Vinum hordeaceum. Barley wine. A
fermented liquor made from malt
and hops.

*
#* Ale, when well fermented, is

a wholesome beverage, and seems
only to disagree with those subject

to asthma, or any disorder of the

respiration, or irregularity in the
digestive organs.

Aleara. A cucurbit.

Ale'bria. (From alo, to nourish).
Nourishing foods, or medicines.

A'lec. Alech. Vitriol.

Ale'charith. Mercury.
Alei'mma. (From aXsupw, to a-

noint). An ointment.

Alei'on. ('AXeiov, copious). Hip-
pocrates uses this word as an epi-

thet for water.

Alei'pha. (From a\a0o>, to a-
noint) . Any medicated oil.

Alelai'on. (From a\c, salt, and
tXatov, oil). Oil beat up with salt,

to apply to tumours. Frequently
used by Galen.

Ale'ma. (From a, priv. and Xifiog,

hunger). Meat, food, or any thing
that satisfies the appetite.

Ale'mbic. (Some derive it from
the Arabian particle al, and afiSiZ,
from ajiGaivu), to ascend. Avicenna
declares it to be Arab). Moorshead.
A chymical utensil made of glass,

metal, or earthen-ware, and adapted
to receive volatile products from
retorts.

Ale'mbroth, A Chaldee word,
importing the key of art. A pecu-
liar earth, probably containing a
fixed alkali, found in the island of
Cyprus. A solution of the corrosive
sublimate, to which the muriat of
ammonia has been added, is called

sal alembroth.
Ale'mzadar. Crude sal ammo-

niac, or muriat of ammonia.
D
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' Ale'mzadat. Crude sal ammo-
niac, or muriat of ammonia.

Alepe'nsis. A species of ash tree

which produces manna.
A'les. (From aXg, salt). The

name of a compound salt.

Aleu'ron. (From aXsw, to grind)

.

Meal.
Alexanders, common. This plant,

Smymium olusatrum of Linnaeus,

was formerly cultivated for salads.

Nov/ superseded by celery.

Alexanders, round - leaved
Smymium perfoliatum of Linnaeus.

The blanched stalks of this species

arc much superior to those of com-
mon alexanders, and are esteemed
as stomachic and nervine.

Alexandria. Alexandrina. The
bay-tree, or laurel, of Alexandria.

Alexa'ndrium. Emplastrum vi-

ride. A plaster described by Celsus,

made with wax, alum, &c.
Alexica'ca. (From aXe^oj, to

drive away, and kclkov, evil). Alexi-

cactim. An antidote, or amulet, to

resist poison.

Alexipha'rmics. (Alexipharmica,

sc. medicamenta, from aXflw, to ex-

X>el, and (pappaicov, a poison). Me-
dicines supposed to preserve the

body against the power of poisons,

or to correct or expel those taken.

Alexipyre'ticum. (From aXe^ui,

to drive away, and Trvperog, fever).

A febrifuge. A remedy for fever.

Alexify'retos. Akxipyretum. The
same as alexipyreticum.

Alf/xir. An elixir.

Alexite'ria. Preservatives against

contagion.

Alexite'rium. (From aXe^io, to

expel, and rrjoeo), to preserve). An
antidote against poison or contagion.

Alfa'cta. Distillation.

Alfa'tide. Muriat of ammonia.
Alfa'sra. Alphcsara. Arabic terms

for the vine.

A'lfadas. Alfidcs. Cerusse.

A'lfol. Muriat of ammonia.
A'LFUSA. Tutty.

A'LGALI. A catheter. Also nitre.

A'lgakah. Sec Anchilops.

A'LGAROTH. (So called from Vic-

orius Aigaroth, a physician of Ve-
rona, and its inventor), Algarot,

A term met with in Sam-ages*

Algarothi. Mercurias vita. Pulvu
Algarothi. The antimonial part of
the .butter of antimony, separated
from some.of its acid by washing it

in water. It is violently emetic in
doses of two or three grains, and is

preferred by many for making the
emetic tartar.

_
Alge'do. (From aXyoc, pain) . A

violent pain about the anus, perinae-
um, testes, urethra, and bladder,
arising from the sudden stoppage of
a virulent gonorrhoea. A term sel-

dom used.

Alge'ma. (From aXyecj, to be in

pain). Algemodes. Algematodes. Un-
easiness, pain of any kind.

Algk'rije. Algirie. Lime.
A'lgeroth. See Aigaroth.
A'lgibic. Sulphur vivum.
A'lgor. A sudden dullness or

rigor,

and Sagar's Nosology.
Algosarel. The Daucus sylves-

t?*is
9 or carrot.

Alguada. A white leprous erup-
tion.

Alha'gi. (Arab.) A species of
Hedysarum. The flowers are pur-
gative, the leaves hot and pungent.

Alha'xN'dala. (Arab.) Colocynth,
or bitter apple.

Alha'sef. (Arab.) Alhasaf. A
kind of foetid pustule, called also

Hydroa.
A'lia squi'lla. (From aXioc, be-

longing to the sea, and (wiXXa, a
shrimp). A prawn.

A'lica. (From alare, to nourish).
A grain ; a sort of food admired by
the ancients. It is not, however,
certain whether it is a grain, or a
preparation of some kind thereof.

A'lices. (From aXi%w, to sprin-

kle). Little red spots in the skin,

which precede the eruption of pus-
tules in the small-pox.

Aliena'tio mentis. (From alic-

nare} to estrange). Delirium. Men-
tal derangement.
Alifo'rmes mu'sculi. Muscles so

called, from their supposed resem-
blance to wings. Vide Ptcrigoideus.

Alimentary canal. Alimentary
duct. A name given to the whole
of those passages which the food
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passes through from the mouth to

the anus.

Alimentary duct. See Alimen-
tary canal. The thoracic duct is

sometimes so called.

Alimos. Common liquorice.

A'limu.m. See Arum.
Alinde'sis. ('AXivdnmg, from a-

XivcHfxaiy to be turned about). A
bodily exercise, which seems to be
rolling on the ground, or rather in

the dust, after being anointed with
oil. Hippocrates says it hath nearly

the same effect as wrestling.

Alip/e'nos. (From a, neg. and Xi-

7raivo), to be fat). Alipanium. Ali-

pantos. An external remedy, with-

out fat or moisture.

Alipa'sma. (From aXtifyco, to a-

nointj. An ointment rubbed upon
the body, to prevent sweating.

Alipe. Remedies for wounds in

the cheek, to prevent inflammation.

Alipow. A species of turbith,

found near Mount Ceti, in Langue-
doc. It is a powerful purgative, used

instead of senna, but is much more
active.

Ali'fte. (From aXa^w, to anoint).

Servants who anointed the persons
after bathing.

Alisanders, See Smt/rnii/in.

Ali'sma. (From a\g, the sea).

Water-plantain. The name of a ge-

nus of plants in the Linncean system :

Class, Htxandria ,• Order, Polygyria,
Ali'stelis. (From «Xc;, the sea).

Muriat of ammonia.
A'litt. Alith. Asafoetida.

Alkafi'al. Antimony.
A'lkaiiest. An imaginary uni-

versal menstruum, or solvent. See
Alcahest.

A'lcaiiest Glaube'ri. Alkaline
salts.

A'lkaiiat Glaube'ri. An alkali.

A'lkali. (Alcali, in Arabic, sig-

nifies burnt ; or from al and kali,

i.e. the essence, or the whole of
kali, the plant from which it was
originally prepared, though now de-
rived from plants of every kind).
Alcali) alafi, alafor, alafort

y calcadis.

A term given to substances which
possess the following properties : viz,

incombustible, and soluble in water
j

an acrid, urinous taste; uniting with

another class of bodies called acids,

and forming new compounds, in

which both the acid and alkaline

properties are more or less lost.

They render oils miscible with water.

They change various blue vegetable

pigments to green ; red to violet, or
blue ; and yellow to brown. Blue
pigments, that have been turned red
with acids, are again restored by
alkalis to their primitive colours.

They attract water and carbonic acid

from the atmosphere. They unite to

sulphur by fusion, and by means of
water. They exert a great solvent

power on the cellular membrane and
animal fibre. They also corrode
woollen cloth, and, if sufficiently

concentrated, convert it into a sort

of saponaceous jelly.

There are only three kinds of al-

kalis at present known : 1. The
mineral, called sutla, in the new
chemical nomenclature. (See Soda).

2. The vegetable, called potassa, in

the new chemical nomenclature. (See
Potassa). 3. Ammonia, or the caustic

volatile alkali, is the third. See
. li/imunia.

To these, some chemists add barytes,
and some other earths : which, agree-
ing with alkalis in some respects, are
properly called alkaline earths.

Alkalescent. Slightly alkaline.

Alkali, CAUSTIC. An alkali is so

called when deprived of the carbonic
acid it usually contains, for it then
becomes more caustic, and more
violent in its action.

A'lkali fi'xl.m. Those alkalis

are so called, that emit no character-
istic smell, and cannot be volatilized,

but with the greatest difficulty. Two
kinds of fixed alkalis have only
hitherto been made known, namely,
potash and soda. See Potassa and
Soda.

Alkali
, fossile. See Soda.

Alkali , mineral. (So called be-
cause it forms the basis of marine
salts). See Soda.

Alkali, vegetable, (So called be-
cause it abounds in many vegetables).

See Potassa,

Alkali, volatile, (So called be-

D2
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cause it is volatile, in opposition to

the other alkalis, which are fixed).

See Ammonia.
Alkali'na. A class of substances

described by Cullen as comprehending
the substances otherwise termed an-
tacida. They consist of alkalis, and
other substances which neutralize

acids.

Alkalization. (AlkalizatiOy o?iis y

f ) . Alkalization. The impregnation
of any thing with an alkaline salt, as

spirit of wine, &c.
A'lkanet. (AlkaiwJiy a reed, Arab.)

Radix Anchusae.

Alka'nna. See Anchusa.
Alka'nna ve'ra. See Lawsonia.
Alka'sa. Alksoal. A crucible.

Alka'nthum. Arsenic.

A'lkant. Quicksilver.

Alkeke'ngi. (Alkekengi, Arab.)
The winter-cherry. See Physalis.

Alke'riyies. A term borrowed
from the Arabs, denoting a celebrated

remedy, of the form and consistence

of a confection, whereof the kermes
is the basis. See Kermes.

Alke'rva. (Arab.) Castor oil.

A'lkoiiol. (An Arabian word,
which signifies antimony: so called

from the custom of the Eastern ladies

to paint their eye-brows with this

mineral). Alcohol. Spii'itusvinirecti-

ficatus. Spiritus vini rectijicatissimus.

A highly rectified spirit of wine, freed

from all those aqueous particles which
arc not essential to it, by duly per-

forming rectification, miscible with

water in all proportions. It is not

known to freeze in any degree of

coldness. It is the direct menstruum
or solvent of resins. It dissolves,

also, the natural balsams.

A'lkosor. Camphire.
A'lki plumbi. Supposed to be

acetate of lead.

Alky.mia. Powder of basilisk.

A'llabor. Lead.

Allan ixm'des MEMITOA'na. (Allan-

toiitcs; from a\\ac> a hog's pudding,

and tiioc,, likeness ; because in some
brutal animals, it is long and thick).

A membrane of the foetou, peculiar

to brutes, which contains the urine

discharged from the bladder.

ALLELUl'A. (He!). Praise the LordJ.

The acetosa, or wood-sorrel ; so

named from its many virtues. See
Oralis.

All-good. English mercury. The
vulgar name for the Chenopodium
homes Henricus of Linnaeus ; a plant

which may be boiled for spinach, and
in no degree inferior to it. See
Chenopodium.

All-heal. See Heraclium and
Stachys.

Allia'ria. (From allium, garlick
;

from its smell resembling garlick).

Jack-of-the-hedge. Sauce-alone, or
stinking hedge-mustard. See Ery-
simicm,

A'llicar. Vinegar.

Alli'coa. Petroleum.
Alligatu'ra. A ligature, or

bandage.
Allio'ticum. (From aWiow, to

alter, or vary). An alterative me-
dicine, consisting of various antiscor-

butics. Galen.

A'llium. (From olere, to smell,

because it stinks ; or from a\fo>, to

avoid, as being unpleasant to most
people). Garlick. The name of a

genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Hexandria; Order, J\/o-

nogynia. Garlick. The pharmaco-
pceial name of garlick. Four species

of this genus are used medicinally.

See Allium Sativum.

A'llium ce'pa. The onion. Ctpa.

Allium. Externally, onions are em-
ployed in suppurating poultices, and

suppression of urine in children is

said to be relieved by applying them,

roasted, to the pubes.

A'llium po'rrum. The leek or

porret. Porrum. Allium porrum of

Linnaeus. The expressed juice pos-

sesses diuretic qualities, and is given

in the cure of dropsical diseases, and

calculous complaints.

A'llium sati'vum. Garlick. Al-

lium. A species of garlick, which,

according to Linnaeus, grows spon-

taneously in Sicily; but, as it is

much employed for culinary and

medicinal purposes, it has been long

very generally cultivated in gardens.

Even* part of the plant, but more

especially the root, has a pungent

acrimonious taste, and a peculiarly
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offensive strong smell ; which is so

extremely penetrating and diffusive,

that, on the root being taken into

the stomach, the alliaceous scent im-

pregnates the whole system, and is

discoverable in the various excretions

,

as in the urine, perspiration, milk, &c.

A'llium victoria' i.e. Victortalis

longa, The root, which when dried

loses its alliaceous smell and taste,

is said to be efficacious in allaying

the abdominal spasms of gravid fe-

males.

Allo'choos. (From aWoc, an-

other, and ^fw, to pour). Hippo-
crates uses this word to express de-

lirium.

Ai.loeo'sis. (From aWog, an-

other). Alteration in the state of a

disease.

Alloeo'tica. (From aWog, an-

other). Alteratives. Medicineswhich
change the appearance of the disease.

Allogno'sis. (From aWog, an-

other, and yii'oxTKiOy to know). De-
lirium

;
perversion of the judgment

;

incapabilityof distinguishing persons.

Ai.lo'piiasis. (From aXXot*, an-

other, and</;rto>, toSpeak). According
to Hippocrates, a delirium, where
the patient is not able to distinguish

one thing from another.

Allotriopha'cia. (From aXXJI-

pioc, foreign, and tyayw, to eat). A
synonym of pica. Sec Pica, In Yo-
gel's Nosology it signifies the greedily

eating unusual things for food.

Allov. Chemists and artificers

commonly understand by this word,
any portion of base metal, or metal-
lic mixture, which is added to lower
the more valuable metals, particu-

larly gold and silver ; likewise all

compounds of metals united by fusion

into one seemingly homogeneous
mass, unless mercury be present,

when they arc termed amalgams.
Allspice. See Myrtus Pimento,
A'lma. Water ; and the first

motion of a foetus to free itself from
its confinement.

Almabri. A stone-like amber.

A'lmagra. Bolum cuprum.— 1 . Red
earth, or ochre, used by the ancients

as an astringent.—2. Rulandus says

it is the same as Lotio.—3. In the

Theatrum Chymicum, it is a name
for the white sulphur of the alchy-

mists.

Almara'nda. Almnkis. Litharge.

Alma'nda catha'rtica. A plant

growing on the shores of Cayenne

and Surinam, used by the inhabitants

as a remedy for the colic ; supposed

to be cathartic.

Alm a'rcab. (Arab.) Litharge of

silver.

Almarca'rida. Litharge of silver.

Alma'rgen. Ahnarago. Coral.

Almarkasi'ta. Mercury.
Aoia'rtak. Powder of litharge.

Almata'tica. Copper,
Al:\i ec x'site. Almcc/iasite. Copper.
Ai.meailf/tu. A word used by

Aviecnna, to express a preternatural

heat less than that of fever, and

which may continue after a fever.

Alme'ne. Sal lucidum, or sal

gemmae.
Almi'sa. Musk.
Almiza'dir« Verdigris, ormuriat

of ammonia.
Almiza'dar. Muriat of ammonia.
Almond, bitter. See Amygdalus,
Almond, common. See Amygdalus.
Almond, sweet. See .Imygdalus.

Almonds of the BARS. \ popular
name for the tonsils, which have
been so called from their resemblance
to an almond in shape. See Tonsils.

Almonds opTHE THROAT. A vul-

gar name for the tonsils.

Alnabati. In Avieenna and Se-
rapion, this word means the sHiqua-
dulcis, a gentle laxative.

A'lnec. Stannum, or tin.

A'lneric. Sulphur vivum.
A'lnus. (Alno, Ital.) The alder-

tree.

The pharmacopceial name of two
plants, sometimes used in medicine,
though rarely employed in the pre-
sent practice. 1. Alnus rotundifolia

;

glutinosa ; viridis; the common alder-
tree. See Bctula.—2. Alnus nigra, vel

frangula; the black, or berry-bearing
alder. See Rhamnus Frangula.

A'loe. (From ahlah, a Hebrew
word, signifying growing near the

sea). The Aloe. A genus of plants

of the Linnaean system : Class, Hex-
andria; Order, Monogvnia,
D3
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A' ? C JItna. /"</ Guinensis,

See

A l OB rr. rfon A ra . J \I Socotorina .

Zocotorina. See A<o$$.

Wain '. CIsl ,
<»-. f. Ftl Hfttttr*.

The i i juice of the aloe

A well-known stimulating

purgative, a property which it pos-
- ? ^i\vn internally, or when
ernally applied. Aloes are dis-

tinguished into three species, socoto-

rutat, /,\jntt\\ and cabailittv : of which
the two first are directed for officinal

use in our pharmacopoeias . the last

is employed chiefly by farriers.
*
#
* Aloes is administered eiihersim -

is the :'
. powder, which is

too nauseous ; or else in composition :

— 1. With pnrg s, tfl k si un-

:iv, c ltb • or rhubarb.

—

2. With aromaties. as canelia ginger,

or essentia! oils,— 3. With bitters,

rentian.—I. With. .agogues,

as iron, myrrh, wine, &c.
Aloeda'kia. From aXsafr the

•toe). Co Lrging medicines,

so called from having alo. the

chief ingredient.

Alo: red

emi pf sloes fend aro-
' c>.

\ i bo*. See ./.'
i

A'LOF.S SPiC\ l\£ EXTRVcTOI. An
o^ ;i :;a: preparation of alo

A'loes \t. lga'ris exi tfl 1 1 •:.

See Aloe.

Alof/v! Medicares wherein
aloes i> the dnef or fundamental

,-redient.

Alogotro'fhia.
v
From a\oyoc,

uaie, ;i:ivl roeOu*, to nou-
rish . I .1 noorisnment, as iu

the rickets.

A'lohA::. Arab*) Ahhoc. Mercury.
A i OSSL/Gfu ftf. See /

Alo'\!3\. .:'
. Plum-

bum, or lead.

<>'peces. From c\v^t»j£.

fox . The pso3EMiiii<cle> ar

by Fallopius and Yesalius, beca

they are particularly strong in the fox.

Alopi. V ; | . From t A»t»7ri/£, a fo

because the fox is subject to a dis-

temper that resembles it : or. ;i-

some say, because the fox's uriue

will occasion baldness). Athrix dc-

s. Phalacrotis. Baldness, or the

falling: orf of the hair ; when on the

forehead, calvitie?, cnh'itium.

Alo'sx. From oXiffmr, to take ;

because it is a ravenous fish). The
Shad. See Cli rt

Ai.osu'. AtvsoJ.c. Ouicksilver.

Aloswfih. From a\<;, salt,

and ortW. a flower . A/vsunthum.
Flowers of salt.

ALFHABF.'lTM CUv'.MlCL M. Chy-
jnical alphabet. One was left by
Raymond Lully, but to which pur-

pose is dinieult to say.

AiniANic. AtpLtfue. An Arabian
word signifying tender] for barley-

S ; ar, or sugar-candy.
v li'iiiiA. (Alph it* , the plural of

aXftiW, the meal of barley in gene-
ral . Barley-meal either toasted Of
fried. Hipp.

Airm'riDON. Aiphitid::;n. When
a bone is broken into small fragments

like Alphitai or bra a.

Ai.piio'nsin. The name of an old

instrument for extracting balls, in-

vented by a Neapolitan physician

called Alphonso Ferrier.

A'lpHUS. [AXfOg, from A
.

..

to change ; because it changes the

colour of the skin . Lrpra macm
alba. A species of leprosy, called by
the ancients vitiligo y ami which they

divided into a!phus % mc'as^ and fence.

Produced by a peculiar miasma en-

demial to Arabia. See Lepra.

A'lpim BA'LSARlt «, Balm of Gi-

lcad.

A lrachas. Lead.
A i r a n c \. An Arabic word used

by ARnicasis, to signify a partial or

a total imperfora; the n
Alsa'macu. An Arabic name for

the great hole in Che OS petrosnm.

A i sine. From . a grove ;

<o called becanse it grows in great

mdance in wood- hadyplao

The name of a _ - of plants in the

Linn-van -
i : Class, Paitaudria ;

Order, Ttigynik. Chickweed.

Ain.nf. mkoia. Mnrsus gaUir.cr

centunculits. Chickweed, which, it

boiled tender, may be eaten like

spinach, and forms also au excellent

emollient poultice.

A'ltafok. Camphor.
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& fA - rant^.a, Bene-
fit tomenta : fro:a afcrrwre, to change )

.

arc so called, whic".

a fit re-establish the
.- functions of the animal e

.

-nV:t.

Al • -.. Fro-: I bed ;

so called from its supposed qualities

in healing . Marsh-mallow.—The
name of a ereir:= of plan*.

Linnaean system-. Class, Mono
;. Pa >, jndria. 1

macopceial name of the marsh-mal-
.

ICfKAU
ten;.. marsh-mailow.

</j?<r:

—

ibrutomewtoti*.

Tb I are generally

select* He. The mu
r whiehl

comma
Her. cent qua 1

.

. loarsene- catarrbs,

; and dHner 1 heat

of urine. It rata passages in

nephriv t mplai i which last

rase a decoction t best pre-

paration.

\i An
for a son '

- , such as • -

red m cachectic and leuco-plii

to care,

Hi
this wor

d

arc of a
temper.
Alt 1 1nT . Tli e L asrrpitium of the

ancient . A a.

I D. Arab. Aloe-.

All;, I. How spheres of

. *ss, or earthenware; used in

for the sublimation of
ral substanc

\l< ". - . Ussaen.

.:. \r\,. Astos,

. <ueb, t Sulpha* alumina?
• /. Steper-snipfun

mJMaretpatmttaf. Argillavitrwlata.

A strongly astrir

ic salt formed by the combination
the earth called rdamine, or pure

cla little

potash, or ammonia.

*** T
' hen deprived of it- Lcr

placing it in an earthen pen c

i
till it ceases to bubble,

it is termed burnt alum, ahanen
. and is sometimes em-

ployed by surgeonsto destroy fune/
flesh, anc rincipal i _

most styptic powders. in se-
ll astringent lotions, gargles, in-

jections, and coHyria.
• v. A name

potash. I .::'..- -pecies and
j

paragons, see Alum*:

A nina. Earth
alum. Pure
All 'mp n-
mated with particles of

Manna.
Alvea'rjlm. a

beei i That part of th tus

auu . ternus isso called, which
contains the cerumen of the ear.

ctolus, a
dimin «, a ea

socket : I he teet

npa cc

tfce conamoo duct, or communication
of theamp oila? oftheroeinbranact

ser:. r canals in the inter

ear, bv name.
A irt of
duct conT*yiniT the chyle to

subclarian t

A - ;;elly,

and ducerr, to draft- . Pm
dicines.

'From tdmn, and
Jbtert, to flow \ diarrhoea.

;

A . - . . / . I . f. and some-
times, m. ab alhimdoy qua I'rrdzs al-

. Tbe beflj, Hiwrntj la I

entrails.

A'lv From aXno, to

anx The anxiety attendant on
-

.

Ali'jia. 'From a,: I ~7,
pain . A gentle pnrj i of I

humoors without pai

A lv'n AS. .

;

lypum . A ?peci c 5 of

spurge, so called because it purr-
and without pain.

A' ?m oXrw, to be
restless . Res tlesse*

A; m. From «. neg". and
~>7a, the bite of a mad dec : so
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tailed because itwas foolishly thought
to be a specific in this accident).

Mad-wort. See Marrubium.
Aly'ssum gale'ni. See Marru-

bium verticillatum.

Aly'ssum pli'mi. See Galium
album,

Aly'ssum verticilla'tum. The
marrubium verticillatum.

Alze'mafor. Cinnabar.
A'lzum. Aldum. Aldrum. The

name of the tree which produces gum
bdellium, according to some ancient

authors.

A'ma. (apci, together). A word
used in composition.

Amadou. A variety of the bo-

letus ignarius, found on old ash and
other trees. Spunk or German tin-

der, made by impregnating it with a
solution of nitre, &c.

Ama'lgam. (From ajia, and
yapeiv, to marry). A substance
produced by mixing mercury with a
metal, by which means the two be-
come incorporated.

Amame'lis. (From a\ia, and/x^Xga,
an apple). The bastard medlar of
Hippocrates.

Amani'tie. (From a, priv. and
p.avia, madness ; so called, because
they are eatable and not poisonous,
like some others) . A tribe of fungous
productions, called mushrooms, truf-

fles, morells, champignons, &c.
Ama'ra. (Amara, sc. medicamenta

;

from amarus, bitter). Bitters.

*#* The principal bitters used me-
dicinally are : the pare bitters, gen-
tiana lutea; humulus lupulus ; and
quassia amara: styptic bitters, cin-

thfma officinalis; croton cascarilla;

quassia simarouba: and aromatic
bitters, artemisia absinthium ; anthe-

mis nobilis; hyssopus, &c.
Ama'ra dul'cjs. See Solatium

Dulcamara,
Ama'racus. (From a, neg. and

fiapaivio, to decay; because it keeps
its virtues a longtime). Marjoram.

A'marantii e'sculent. SccAma-
ranthus Oleraceus.

Amara^ntiius. (From a, neg. and
fiapaivcj, to decay). The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnocan
system.

Amara'nthus olera'ceus. Escu-
lent Amaranth. The leaves of this,

and several other species, are eaten

in India the same as cabbage is here.

Amato'ria febris. (From amare s

to love). See Chlorosis.

Amato'ria venefi'cia. (From
amare, to love, andveneficium, witch-

craft). Philters. Love powders.
Amato'rii. (Amatorii, sc. mus-

culi). A term given to the muscles
of the eye, by which that organ is

moved in ogling.

Amatzqui'ti. (Indian.) See Ar-
butus Unedo.

Amaurosis. (Afiavpojcig : from
afiavpeu), to darken or obscure).

Gutta serena. Amblyopia. Fr. L '

'A-

maurose. Germ. Schwurzer Staar,

A genus of disease in the Class Lo-
cales, and Order Dysesthesia? of
Cullen. It arises generally from
compression of the optic nerves,

amaurosis compressionis ; from debi-

lity, amaurosis atonica; from spasm,
amaurosis spasmodica ; or from poi-

sons, amaurosis venenata. A disease

of the eye, attended with a diminu-
tion or total loss of sight, without
any visible injury to the organ, and
arising from a paralytic affection of

the retina and optic nerve. See

Beer's Lehnc von den Augen kranka-

ten, b. ii. p. 420, etscq. ; Hey, in Med,
Obs. and Inquiries, vol. v. &c. &C.
Amber-seed. (See Hibiscus abel-

moschns.

A'mbe. (Afitij, the edge of a

rock; from afiQaivu), to ascend).

An old chirurgical machine for re-

ducing dislocations of the shoulder.

A'mbela. (Arab.) The cornered

hazle-nut, the bark of which is pur-

gative.

Amber. Succinum. A beautiful

bituminous substance, of a yellow or

brown colour, either transparent or

opaque, which takes a good polish,

and, after a slight rubbing, becomes
so electric, as to attract straws and
small bodies ; it was called ij\iktqov
(dvctrum) by the ancients, and hence

the word electricity. An oil is ob-

tained from it, which, as well as its

other preparations, is occasionally

used in medicine against spasmodic
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diseases. See Oleum Succiui, and
Succinic Acid.

Ambergris. (Ambragriseu). A
concrete, bituminous substance, of

a soft and tenacious consistence,

marked with black and yellow spots,

and of an agreeable and strong smell

when heated or rubbed.
*
#
* The medical qualities of am-

bergris are stomachic, cordial, and
antispasmodic. Seldom used in this

country.

Amblo'sis. (AfitXiocrig: from a\i-

€\ooj, to cause abortion). A mis-

carriage.

Amblo'tica. (Amblotica, sc. me-
dicamenta, Ofi&koTOM ; fromaju6\ow,

to cause abortion) . Medicines sup-

posed to cause abortion.

Amblyopia. (From o*€Xmjc.s in-

complete, dull, and wvi/, the eye).

Hippocrates means by this word,
dimness of sight to which old people

are subject. Paul us Actuarius, and
the best modern writers, seem to

think that amblyopia means the

same thing as the incomplete amau-
rosis, or the weakness of sight at-

tending this disorder. Modern If 'ti-

ters ; Wtrdrop's Essays, Sc/unuehcr,

Rickter9
Scarpa, Fravers, Sfc. §c.

Sec Gutta serena, and Amauro
Amblyos'mis. Amblytes. The

same.
A'mbo. (Indian.) The mango.

' A'.MBON. (From ap^anno, to as-

cend). The margin or tip of the

sockets in which the heads of the

large bones are lodged. Cclsus,

A'mbone. See Ambe.
A'.mbra. Amber. Also an aro-

matic gum.
A'mbra cinera'cea. (From ci-

neraceus, of the colour of ashes).

Ambergris and grey amber.
A'mbra gris'ea. Ambergris.
A'mbram. Amber.
Ambre'tte. See Hibiscus abel-

moschus.

Ambulati'va. (From ambulate,
to walk). A species of herpes; from
its walking or creeping, as it were,
about the body.

A'mbii.o. (From a^aWoj, to
cast forth). Flatus Furiosus. A
periodical flatulent disease, caused,

according to Michaelis, by vapours

shooting through various parts of
the body.

Ambu'stio. (From amburare, to

burn). Ambustum. A burn or

scald.

Ame'lla. The same as achmella.

Amenorrhea. (From a, priv.

f.u]v, a month, and pew, to flow).

A partial or total obstruction of the

menses in women, from other causes

than pregnancy and old age. Dr.
Cullen places this genus in the Class

Locales, and Order Episclieses.

Ame'ntia. (From a, priv. and
mens, the mind). Imbecility of in-

tellect, by which the relations of

things are either not perceived, or

not recollected. A disease in the

Class Neuroses, and Order Vesanioc

of Cullen. When it originates at

birth, it is called amentia congenita,

natural stupidity ; when from the

infirmities of age, amentia senilis,

dotage, or cliildishness ; and when
from some accidental cause, amentia
acf/ui.sita.

American balsam. See Myroxy-
Ion Peniiftrum.

America'num TiBERo'si m. The
potatoe. An American tuberose root.

See Solanui/i.

Amkiuv'sta tha'rmaca. (From
a, ncg. and peOe, wine). Medicines
which were said cither to prevent or

remove the effects of wine. Galen.

Amethy'stus. (From a, neg.

and f.itQv<j)i(i), to be inebriated). The
amethyst. A precious stone, so called

because, in former times, according
to Plutarch, it was thought to pre-

vent drunkenness. Jiuland. in Lex,
Chym.
Amianthus. Mountain flax.

AMi'dLLM. A little short cloak.

It is the same as the amnios-, but
anciently meant a covering for the

pubes of boys, when they exercised

in the gymnasium. Rhodius.

Amidine. A substance produced,
according to M. De Saussure, when
the paste of starch is abandoned to

itself, with or without being in con-
tact with air.

A'midum. See Amylum.
Aminje'um, A wine produced in
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Aminaea, formerly a province of

Italy ; called also Salernum, Also
a strong wine vinegar.

A'mmi. (Afifit : from apfiog, sand,

from its likeness to little gravel-

stones). The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnsean system. The
pharmacopceial name of the herb
bishop's weed, of which there are

two sorts ; the ammi verum, and
vulgare.

A'mmi ma'jus. The systematic

name for the ammi vulgare of the

shops. The seeds of this plant, Ammi
maj-its of Linnaeus, are less powerful
than those of the Sison ammi, but
were exhibited with the same views.

A'mmi ve'rum. See Sison ammi.
A'mmi vulga're. SeeAmmimajus.
A'mmion. Ammium. Cinnabar.

Ammocho'sia. (From «ju/xoc, sand,

and xS0J 9 to pour). A remedy for

drying the body, by sprinkling it

with hot sand. Oribasius.

Ammo'nia aceta'ta. See Liquor
acetatis ammonite.

Ammo'nia muria'ta. See Sal am-
moniac.

Ammo'nia prep^era'ta. See Sub-
carbonas ammonia.

Ammo'nia. Ammonia gas. The
substance so called, is an aeriform
or gaseous body. Its chief use in

surgery is as an external discutient

application.

Water of ammonia is very rarely

given internally, although it may be
used in doses of ten or twenty drops,
largely diluted, as a powerful sti-

mulant in asphyxia and similar dis^-

eases. Externally, it is applied to

the skin as a rubefacient, and in the

form of gas to the nostrils, and to the
eyes as a stimulant : in cases of tor-

por, paralysis, rheumatism, syncope,
hysteria, and chronic ophthalmia.

The other preparations of ammonia
in use are,

1

.

The subcarbonatc of ammonia.
See Ammonia? subcarbonas, and Am-
monia* subcarbonatis liquor.

2. The acetate of ammonia. See
Ammonia? acetatis liquor.

3. The muriate of ammonia. See
Sal ammoniac.

4t Ferritin ammoniatum.

5. Several tinctures and spirits,

holding ammonia in solution.

Ammoni'acum. (Afifioviaicov: so
called from Ammonia, whence it was
brought) . Gum-ammoniac. A con-
crete gummy resinous juice, com-
posed of little lumps, or tears, of a
strong and somewhat ungrateful

smell, and nauseous taste, followed
by a bitterness. It is imported from
Turkey, and from the East Indies

;

is principally employed as an expec-
torant, and frequently prescribed in

asthma and chronic catarrh, &c.
Ammoni'je acetatis liquor. So-

lution of acetate of ammonia ; for-

merly called Aqua ammonia? acetai.

*** This preparation was formerly
known in the shops under the name
of spirit of Mindererus. When as-

sisted by a warm regimen, it proves
an excellent and powerful sudorific ;

and, as it operates without quickening
the circulation, or increasing the heat
of the body, it is admissible in febrile

and inflammatory diseases, in which
the use of stimulating sudorifics are

attended with danger. Its action

may likewise be determined to~ the

kidneys, by walking about in the

cool air. The common dose is half

an ounce, either by itself, or along

with other medicines, adapted to the

same intention.

Ammonia? carbonas. See Ammonia?
subcarbonas.

Ammonia? liquor. See Ammonia.
Ammonia? murias. See Sal am-

tnoniac.

Ammo'nije subcarbo'nas. Ammo-
nia? carbonas. Subcarbonatc of am-
monia. This preparation was for-

merly called auunonia pr&parata,

and sal volatilis salis ammoniaci, and
sal volatilis.

*^* This salt possesses nervine

and stimulating powers, and is highly

beneficial in the dose of from two to

eight grains, in nervous affections,

debilities, flatulency, and acidity

from dyspepsia.

Ammo'nia: subcarbona'tis liquor.
Liquor chnmonia? carbouatis. Solu-

tion of subcarbonatc of ammonia.
The aqua ammonia: of the Pliariu.

Lond. 17*7.
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*
#* This preparation possesses

the properties of ammonia in its

action on the human body. See

Ammonice subcarbonas.

Ammo'nion. (From a^x^iog, sand).

A collvrium of great virtue in many
diseases of the eye, which was said

to remove sand or gravel from the

eyes. Aetius.

Ammo'mlm. Berzelius has given

this name to a supposed metal which,

with oxygen, he conceives to form
the alkali called ammonia. See

Ammonia.
Amne'sia. (From a, priv. and

fiv7](jLQ y
memory). Amnestia. For-

getfulness ; mostly a symptomatic
affection.

Amne'stia. See Amnesia.
A'mnios. (From apvog, a lamb,

or lamb's skin). The soft internal

membrane which surrounds the foe-

tus.

Ammo'tic a'cid. A peculiar acid

in the liquor of the amnios of the

cow, to which Vauquelin and Bo-
niva, who discovered it, have given

this name.
Amo'muM. (From an Arabian

word, signifying a pigeon, whose
foot it was thought to resemble .

The name of a genus of plants in

the Linna:an system : I lass, Afonan-
dria; Order, Monogynies
Amo'mlm verlm. True stone

parsley. The seeds have been given

as a carminative.

Amo'mlm cardamo'mlm. The
former systematic name for the car-

damomum minus. See Eltttaria car-

damomum.
Amo'mlm gra'm m paradisi. The

systematic name of the plant which
affords the grains of paradise. They
are angular reddish brown seeds,

smaller than pepper, and resembling
very-much the seeds of the carda-

momum minus. They are extremely
hot, and similar in virtue to pepper.

Amo'mlm zingiber. The former
systematic name of the plant which
affords ginger. See Zingiber oj/icinale.

Amo'rge. See Amurca.
Ampelosa'gria. (From ainrtXoc,

a vine, and aypioc, wild;. See
Bryonia.

Amphemeri'nos. (From a/ui<pt,

about, and t)fiepa, a day). Amphe-
merina. A quotidian fever. A species

of ague.

Amphiarthro'sis. (Aj.i(t)iapQpoj<jig:

from ctfKpi, both, and apOpuxng, an
articulation ; so called from its par-

taking both of diarthrosis and svnar-

throsis). A mixed species of con-
nexion of bones, which admits of an
obscure motion, as is observed in the

metacarpal and metatarsal bones,
and the vertebras.

Amphibious. (From a/i^i, ambo,
and /3ioe, vita). Animals are thus
called, that live on land and in the
water.

Ampniblestro'ides. (From ujx-

<piG\t]rpov
f
a net, and ei?og, a re-

semblance). The retina, or net-like

coat of the eye.

AMiiiiiiRA ifchia. (From a/*6t,

about, and/3pavxtrt> the jaws)
. The

fauces, or parts about the tonsils.

Hippocrates and Foesius.

Amphical'stis. (From a/i^t,

about, and hclvgiq, ripe corn, puden-
dum mulitbrc). A sort of wild bar-

by. Eustachius says it was also to

express the private parts of a wo-
man.
Amphideon. (From «ft£t, on both

sides, and cauo, to divide). Amphi-
dainn. Antpkidium. The os tincce>

or mouth of the womb, which opens
both ways, was so called by the an-
cients.

AMPmniARTiiRo'sis. The same as

amphiarthrosis.

AmpiiIMeri's \. (From cifxrpi, about,
and i)}.itpa, a day). An intermitting

fever of the quotidian kind.

Ampiiime'trion. (From a/x(pi, about,
and finrpajthe womb).A'mphimetrium.
The parts about the womb. Hipp.

A'mphiplex. (From afx^i, about,
and rrXtHTU), to connect). The part
situated between the scrotum and
anus, and which is connected with
the thighs. Rufus Epheshis.

Amphipnel'ma. (From aju0t, about,
and irvtvjia, breath). Difficulty of
breathing. Dyspnoea. Hippocrates.

Amphi'polos. (From a/i<pi, about,
and 7ro\eii>, to attend). Amphipolus.

One who attends the bed of a sick
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person, and administers to liim. Hip-
pocrates,

Amphismi'la. (From a/z$i, on both
sides, and <7/n\?/, an incision-knife).

A dissecting knife, with an edge on
both sides. Galen.

Ampu'lla. (AfxtoXKa : from ava-
€aXka, to swell out). A bottle.

Chym. All bellied vessels are so

called, as bolt-heads, receivers, cu-

curbits, &c.

—

Anat. By Scarpa, to

the dilated portions of the membra-
naceous semicircular canals, just

within the vestibulum of the ear.

Ampulle'scens. (From ampulla,

a bottle) . The most tumid part of

Pecquet's duct is called alveus am-
pullescens.

Amputa'tion. (From amputate,

to cut off). Ectome. A surgical

operation, which consists in the re-

moval of a limb, or other part of

the body ; as a leg, a finger, the

penis, &c.
Amule'tum. (From afipa, a bond

;

because it was tied round the per-

son's neck; or rather from afivvu),

to defend). An amulet, or charm,

worn against diseases, or evil spi-

rits, &c.
Amu'rca. (From apspyu), to press

out). Atnorge. A small herb, whose
expressed juice is used in dying.

Also the sediment of the olive, after

the oil has been pressed from it

;

recommended by Hippocrates and

Galen as an application to ulcers.

Amu'tica. (From ctpvrru), to

scratch). Medicines that, by vel-

licating or scratching, as it were,

the bronchia^ stimulate it to the dis-

charge of whatever is to be thrown
off the lungs.

A'myche. (From ap,v<T<ro), to

scratch) . A superficial laceration or

exulceration of the skin ; a slight

wound. Hipp.—Scarification. Galen.

Amy'ctica. (From apvtrau), to

vellicate) . Medicines which stimulate

and vellicate the skin. Calius Au-
rctianus,

Amy'gdala. The almond. Sec

Amygdalus.
Amy'gdala dulcis. See Amyg-

dalus.

Am y'gdala am a'ra. SccAmygdalus.

Amy'gdala. The tonsils, so called

from a supposed resemblance to al^

monds.
Amy'gdalus. The name of a ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Icosandria; Order, Monogynia.
The almond-tree.

Amy'gdalus commu'nis. The phar-
macopceial name of the common
almond. Amygdalus commwiis of
Linnaeus.

The almond is a native of Bar-
bary. Their medicinal qualities de-
pend upon the oil which they contain-

in the farinaceous matter, and which
they afford on expression, nearly in

the proportion of half their weight.

It is very similar to olive oil, perhaps
rather purer, and is used for the

same purposes. Demulcent in ca-

tarrhal affections, stranguries, &c.
Amy'gdalus pe'rsica. The sys-

tematic name of the common peach-
tree. The fruit is known to be
grateful and wholesome, seldom dis-

agreeing with the stomach, unless

this organ is not in a healthy state,

or the fruit has been eaten to excess,

when effects similar to those of the

other dulco-acid summer fruits may
be produced. However, as the leaves

and flowers of the persica manifest,

in some degree, the quality of those

of the Laurocerasus, they ought to

be used with caution.

A'myxa. (From amylum, starch).

Any sort of chemical faecula, or
highly-pulverized residuum.

Amy'leon. Amylion. Starch.

A'mylum. (AjjivXov: from«,priv.
and p.v\rjy a mill ; because it was
formerly made from wheat, without
the assistance of a mill) . Starch. The
faecula of wheat, or starch of wheat.

The white substance which subsides

from the water that is mixed with
wheaten flour.

%* Milk and starch, with the

addition of suet, finely shred, and
incorporated by boiling, was the

soup employed by Sir John Pringlc,

in dysenteries, where the mucous
membrane of the intestines had been
abraded. Externally, surgeons apply

it as an absorbent in erysipelas.

Amy'ris. (From a, intensive, and
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fivpov, ointment, or balm ; so called

from its use, or smell). The name

of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system, of which two species are

used in medicine.

Amy'ris elemifera. The syste-

matic name of the plant from which

it is supposed the resin called gum-
elemi is obtained. It is only used in

ointments and plasters, and is a

powerful digestive.

Amy'ris opoba'lsamum. The sys-

tematic name of the plant from which

the balsam of Mecca is obtained.

Balsam, or balm of Gilead. A re-

sinous juice, obtained by making
incisions into the bark of the Amyris
Gileadensis of Linnaeus.

A'myum. (From a, priv. and fivg,

muscle). A limb so emaciated that

the muscles scarcely appear.

Ana. a, or aa. In medical pre-

scriptions it means " of each." See^.
Ana'basis. (From ava€atvw, to

ascend). An ascension, augmenta-

tion, or increase of a disease or pa-

roxysm. Galif/t. It also signifies

equisetum.

Anaba'tica. (From ava&aivu, to

ascend) . An epithet formerly applied

to the synochus, or continual fever,

when it increases in malignity.

Anabe'xis. (From avaGijrlu), to

cough up). An expectoration of mat-
ter by coughing.

Anable'psis. (From ava and
'
/3X.£7rw, to see again). The recovery
of sight after it has been lost.

Anablysis. (Fromai/aand/3\i/£o;,

to gush out again). Ebullition or
effervescence.

Ana'bole. (From avataWoj, to

cast up). The discharge of any thing
by vomit ; also dilatation, or exten-
sion. Galen.

Anabroche'sis. (From ava and
Ppo\tb), to resorb). The reabsorp-
tion of matter.

Anabrociii'smos. (From avatpo-
Yjw, to reabsorb), Anabrochismus.
The taking up and removing the hair
on the eyelids, when they become
troublesome. Galen, JEgineta, &c.

Anabro'sis. (From avatpovw, to
devour). A corrosion ofthe solid parts,

by sharp and biting humours. Galen.

Anaca'rdium occidenta'le. (From
ava, without, and xapdia, a heart).

The cashew-nut.

Anaca'rdium orienta'le. Ana-
cardium, or Malacca bean. See

Avicenna.

Anacatha'rsis. (From ava, and
xaQaipopai, to purge up). An ex-

pectoration of pus. A purgation by
spitting, in which sense it stands

contradistinguished from catharsis,

or evacuation downwards. Hippo-
crates and Galen.—Medicines which
operate upwards, as vomiting, &c.
Blancard.

Anacatha'rtica. (From ava*a-
daipofxaiy to purge upwards). Tho-
racia. Medicines which promote
expectoration, or emetics which act

upwards.
Ana'chron. Mineral alkali.

Ana'clasis. (From ava*\a<o, to

bend back). A reflection or recur-

vature of any of the members. Hipp.
Ana'clisis. TFrom avaxKivu), to

recline). A couch, or sick-bed. Id.

Anacozlia'smus. (From ava, and
HoiXia, the bowels). A gentle purge,

which was sometimes used to relieve

the lungs.

Anaco'che. (From avanioxtoj ,

to retard). Delay in the adminis-

tration of medicines ; also slowness
in the progress of a disease. Hipp.

Anacolle'ma. (From ava, and
xoWaw, to glue together). A colly-

rium made of agglutinant substances,

and stuck on the forehead. Galen.

Anaconcholi-'smos. (From ava-
KoyxoXi^w, to sound as a shell).

A gargle so called, because the noiSc

made in the throat is like the sound
of a shell. Galen.

Anacte'sis. (From avaxrao\iai y

to recover). Restoration of strength

;

recovery from sickness. Hipp.
Anacupiii'sma. (From avaxuQtZu),

to lift up). A kind of exercise men-
tioned by Hippocrates, which con-
sists in lifting the body up and
down, like our weigh jolt.

Anacyce'sis. (From avaxvxacj,
to mix). The commixture of sub-
stances, or medicines, by pouring
one upon another.

Anacy'cleon. (From avawnXow,
E
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to wander about). Anacycleus. A
mountebank, or wandering quack.

Anacyri'osis. (From ava, and
xvpog, authority). That gravity and
authority which physicians should
preserve among sick people and their

attendants. Hippocrates.

Anadiplo'sis. (From avadnrXoco,

to reduplicate). A reduplication or
frequent return of a paroxysm or
disease. Galen.

Ana'dosis. (From avto, upwards,
and edtopi, to give). An emetic, or

the distribution of aliment all over
the body ; or digestion.

Ana'drome. (From avto, upwards,
and SpEjALo, to run). A pain run-

ning from the lower extremities to

the upper parts of the body. Hipp.
Anodes. (From a, priv. and

}ii()ojg f
shame). Shameless. Hippo-

crates uses this word metaphorically

for, without restraint, copious ; and
applies it to water rushing into the

aspera arteria.

ANiESTHESlA. (AvcaoOntna : from
a, priv. and aicrOavofiat, to feel).

Loss of the sense of touch. A genus

of disease in the Class Locales, and
Order Dysesthesia*, of Cullen.

Anaga'lus. (From avayeXaco, to

laugh ; because, by curing the spleen,

it disposes persons to be cheerful).

The name of a genus of plants in the

Limiaean system. The pharmaco-
poeial name of the Anagallis arvensis

of Linnaeus, a small and delicately

formed plant, which does not appear

to possess any particular properties.

Anaga'llis arve'nsis. The sys-

tematic name for the anagallis of

the shops. See Anagallis.

Anagargali'ctlm. (From ava,

and yapyanstov, the throat). A gar-

gle or wash for the throat.

Anagargari'stum. The same.

Anagly'piie. (From avayXvipto,

to engrave). A part of the fourth

ventricle of the brain was formerly

thus called, from its resemblance to

a pen, or style.

Ana(.no'sis. From avayiviorrHio,

to know). The persuasion, or cer-

tainty, by which medical men judge

of a disease from its symptoms.

Hippocrates,

Ana'graphe. (From avaypafyio,,
to write). A prescription or recipe.

Anale'psia. (From ava, and
Xaptavto, to take again). A species
of epilepsy, which proceeds from a
disorder of the stomach, and with
which the patient is apt to be seized
very often and suddenly.

Anale'ntia. A fictitious term
used by Paracelsus for epilepsy.

Anale'psis. (From avaXaptavto,
to restore). A recovery of strength
after sickness. Galen.

Anale'ptica. (From avaXaptavto,
to recruit or recover). Analeptics.

Restorative medicines ; medicines,
or food, which recover the strength
which has been lost by sickness.

Analo'sis. (From a voXictkco, to con-
sume) . A consumption, or wasting.

Ana'lysis. (AvaXvtrig : from ava-
Xvco, to resolve). The resolution by
chymistry, of any matter into its

primary and constituent parts. The
opposite of synthesis.

Anamne'sis. (From avapifivncmcj,
to remember). Remembrance, or
recollection of what has been done.
Galen.

Anamne'stica. (Derived from the

same) . Remedies for bad memory.
Ana'nas. Called by the Brazili-

ans yayama. The egg-shaped pine-

apple. See Bromelia Ananas.
Ana'nce. (From avayxa^co, to

compel) . Necessity. It is applied to

any desperate operation. Hipp.
Anaphalanti'asis. (From ava-

cpaXavrog, bald). A thinness of hair

upon the eye-brows. Gorrceus.

Ana'phora. (From avatptpto, to

bring up) . It is applied to a person
who spits blood. Gorr&us.

Anapiiory'xis. (From avacpopvtrtrio,

to grind down) . The reducing of any
thing to dust, or a very fine powder.

Anaphrodi'sia. (From «, priv.

and Aobpodicria, the feast of Venus).

Impotence. A genus of disease in

the Class Locales, and Order Dyso-
rexi(B, of Cullen.

Anapiiro'meli. (From a, neg.

atppog, froth, and piXi, honey). Cla-

rified honey.
Anapla'sis. (From avaizXafftno,

to restore again) . A restoration of
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flesh where it has been lost ; also the

reuniting a fractured bone. Hipp.

Anaplero'sis. (Yromava7r\rjpoco,

to fill again). The restitution, or

tilling up of wasted parts. Galen.

Anaplero'tica. (From the same)

.

.Medicines renewing flesh : incarna-

tives, or such medicines as fill up a

wound so as to restore it to its ori-

ginal shape. Galen.

Anapleu'sis. (From ava7r\svco,

to float upon). The rotting of a

bone, so that it drops off, and lies

upon the flesh ; exfoliation, or sepa-

ration of a bone. Hippocrates, Mgi-
neta, and others.

Anapneu'sis. (From avanvtto, to

restore). Respiration.

Ana'pnoe. The same.

ANAFro'sis. (From avcnrnfloj, to

fall back) . A relapse.

7 Ana'ptysis. The same as Ana-
catharsis.

Anarrhegm'mia. (From ava,

and ())}yvvpi, to break again). Anar-
rheais. A fracture ; the fresh open-

ing of a wound.
Anarrhoea. (From ava, up-

wards, and peu), to flow). A flux

of humours from below upwards.

Schneider de Catarrho.

Anarriio'pia. (From ava, up-

wards, and (jt7TLo, to creep;. The
same. Hippocrates.

A'nas dome'stica. (From veto, to

swim). The tame duck ; difficult of

digestion, requiring warm and sti-

mulating condiments along with it.

Anasa'rca. (From ava, through,

and tjap'i, flesh). A species of dropsy

from a serous humour, spread be-

tween the skin and flesh, or rather a

general accumulation of lymph in

the cellular system. Dr. Cullen

ranks this genus of disease in the

Class Cachexia?, and the Order In-

tumescentice, of which he enumerates
several species.

Anaspa'sis. (From ava, and (nrato,

to draw together). A contraction
of the stomach. Hipp.

Ana'ssytos. (From ava, upwards,
and (T&voucu, to agitate). Anassytus.
Driven forcibly upwards. Hippocrates
applies this epithet to air rushing
violently upwards, as in hysteric fits.

Anasta'ltica. (From ava^eWeo,

to contract) . Styptic or refrigerating

medicines.

Ana'stasis. (From ava^qpt, to

cause to rise). A recovery from

sickness ; a restoration of health.

Migration of humours, when ex-

pelled from one place and obliged to

remove to another. Hipp*

Anastomo'sis, (From ava,

through, and <ropa, a mouth). Com-
munication of vessels with one an-

other.

Anastomotica. (From ava,
through, and <7opa, the mouth).
Medicines which open the pores and
mouths of the vessels, as cathartics,

diuretics, deobstruents, and sudori-

fics.

Ana'tes. (From nates, the but-

tocks). A disease of the anusr

Festus, &c.
Ana'tomv. (Avaropia, or ava-

rofirj : from ava, and rsfj-vco, to cut

up). Ancrotouii/. The dissection of

the human body, to expose the

situation, structure, and function of

every part.

Asviomv, comparative. Zoo-
tomy. The dissection of brute-,

fishes, polypi, plants, &c. to illus-

trate or compare them witli the

structure and functions of the human
body.

Asatre'sis. (From ava, and
rilnaoj, to perforate). A perforation

like that which is made upon the

skull by trepanning. Galen.

Anatri'be. (From avalpi€to, to

rub) . Friction all over the body.

Anatri'psis. The same. Mosehiou
de ]\[<>rb. Mulicb. and Gale it.

Ana'tris. Antaris. Mercury. /?««

land.

Ana'tron. (Arab. A lake in

Egypt, where it was produced).

Soda, or fixed mineral alkali.

Ana'trope. (From avarptiro), to

convert). Analrophe. Anatropha. A
relaxation, or subversion of the sto-

mach, with loss of appetite and nau-

sea. Vomiting. Indigestion. Galen.

Ana'trum. Soda.

Anal'dia. (From a, priv. and
aver), the speech). Dumbness ;

pri-

vation of voice ; catalepsia. Hipp.
E2
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Ana'xyris. (From ava^vpiq , the

sole) . The herb sorrel ; so called

because its leaf is shaped like the
sole of the shoe.

A'ncha. (Arab, to press upon, as
being the support of the body).
The thigh. Aviceima, Forestius, &c.

A'nchilops. (From ayxh near,
and toxp, the eye) . A disease in the
inward corner of the eye, called also

iEgilops. Incipient fistula lachry-

malis.

Anciiora'lis processus. (Ancho-
ralis; from ayniov, the elbow). See
Coracoid process.

Anchovy pear. This fruit, the

produce of the Grias cauliflora of
Linnaeus, is eaten in Jamaica as a
pleasant and refrigerant fruit.

Anchu'sa. (From ayx*w, to

strangle ; from its supposed con-

stringent qualities ; or, as others

say, because it strangles serpents)

.

Alkanet.—The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Pentandria ; Order, Monogynia.—
The name in some pharmacopoeias

for the alkanet root and bugloss.

Anchusa officinalis. The offi-

cinal bugloss. Anchusafolds lanceo-

latis strigosis, sjricis secundis imbri-

<atis, calycibus quinque partitis of
Linnaeus : it was formerly esteemed
as a cordial in melancholic and hy-
pochondriacal diseases. It is seldom
used in modern practice, and then

only as an aperient and refrigerant.

Anchusa tinctoria. The sys-

tematic name for the anchusa or

alkanna of the pharmacopoeias.

A'nchyle. See Ancyle.

Anchylomerisma. (From ctyxv-

Xofiai, to bend). A concretion, or

growing together of the soft parts.

Sagar.
Anchylo'sis. (From ayguXo/iat,

to bend). A stiff joint. An intimate

union of two bones which were na-

turally connected by a moveable

kind of joint.
*
#
* Anchylosis. It is divided into

the true and spurious , according as the

motion is entirely or but partly lost.

This state may arise from various

causes, as tumefaction of the ends of

the bones, caries, fracture, disloca-

tion, &c. ; also dropsy of the joint,
fleshy excrescences, aneurisms, and
other tumours. It may also be owing
to the morbid contraction of the flexor
muscles, induced by the limb being
long kept in a particular position,

as a relief to pain, after burns, me-
chanical injuries, &c. The rickets,

white swellings, gout, rheumatism,
palsy, from lead particularly, and
some other disorders, often lay the
foundation of anchylosis : and the
joints are very apt to become stiff in

advanced life.

A'nci. Those who have a dis-

torted elbow.

Ancirome'le. See Ancylomcle.
A'ncinar. Borax.
A'ncon. (From ay%a^opai y to

embrace ; ano r« ayKeiaOai tTtp(p

ossgj to o<ztov : because the bones
meeting, and there uniting, are fold-

ed one into another) . The elbow.
Anconf/us. (Anconeus , sc. muscu-

lus; from aymo v, the elbow). An-
coneus minor of Winslow. Anconeus
vel cubitalis Riolani of Douglas. A
small triangular muscle, situated on
the back part of the elbow.

Ancone'us exte'rnus. See Tri-

cej)s extensor cubiti.

Ancone'us inte'rnus. Sec Tri-

ceps extensor cubiti.

Ancone'us ma'jor. See Triceps

extensor cubiti.

Ancone'us mi'nor. See Anconeus.

Anconoid process. Processus an-

conoideus. (From ayxuv, the elbow).

A process of the cubit. See Ulna.

A'ncter. (AyxT//p, a bond, or

button). A fibula, or button, by
which the lips of wounds are held

together. Gorrams.

Ancteria'smus. (From ayKlijp, a
button). The. operation of closing

the lips of wounds together by loops,

or buttons. Galen.

Ancu'bitus. A disease of the eyes

with a sensation of sand. Joh. An-
glic Ros. - hig.

A'ncyle. (From ayxiAoc, crooked).

A species of contraction, called a stiff

joint. Galen.

Ancylobi.e'piiaron. (From ay-

KvXrjj a hook, and (5\e<papov, an

eyelid). A disease of the eye, by
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which the eyelids are closed together.

* Jctins.

Ancyloglo'sslm. (FromayxuX?/,

a hook, and yXwcrcra, the tongue;.

Ana/lion of yEgineta. A contraction

ofthe framum ofthe tongue. Tongue-
tied.

Ancylomf/le. (From ctyHvXog,

crooked, and firjXrj, a probe). A
crooked probe, or a probe with a

hook. Galen, &c.

Ancyi.o'sis. See Anchylosis.

Ancylo'tomus. (From ayAvXrj, a

hook, and re/jLvoj t
to cut). A crooked

chimrgical knife, or bistoury. A
knife for loosening the tongue. No
longer in use. JEgineta, &c.

A'ncyka. (AyKvpa, an anchor).

A chirurgical hook. Epicharmus
uses this word for the inenibrum
virile. Gorrams.

Ancyroi'des. (From aynvpa, an
anchor, and aeoc, a likeness). A
process of the scapula was so called,

from its likeness to the beak of an

anchor. It is the coracoid process.

See Scapula.

Ancv rome'le. Sec Aneylomelc.

Andi'ka. A tree of Brazil, the

fruit of which is bitter and astrin-

gent, and used as a vermifuge.
Anoka \ \ io'.mia. Andranatouic.

(From avtjOf a man, and rtpvcj, to

cut . The dissection of the human
body, particularly of the male. M.
Aur. SevcrhtuSy Zootome Dcmocrit.

Andrafodocafe'lus. (From av-
iponocov, a slave, and Kan-qKog, a

dealer). A crimp. The person
whose office it was to anoint and
slightly to wipe the body, to cleanse
the skin from foulness. Galen.

A'ndria. (From avrjp, a man).
An hermaphrodite. Bonnet.

Androcoite'sis. (From avrjp, a
man, and koitoo, to cohabit with).
The venereal act ; or the infamous
act of sodomy. Moschion

y &c.
Andro'gynus. (From avrjp, a

man, and yvvrj, a woman). An ef-

feminate person. Hipp. An herma-
phrodite.

Andro'mon. Andronium. A kind
of plaster used by jEgineta for car-
buncles, invented by Andron.

A.NDR0F0GON SCH^.NANTHUS; Jun-

cus odoratus. Famum camclomm.
Juncus aromaticus. The systematic

name of the Camel -hay, or Sweet

rush.

Andro'tomia. Androtomc. Human
dissection, particularly of the male.

Ane'bium, (From ava€aivio, to

ascend). The herb alkanet, so called

from its quick growth.

Aneile'sis. (Fromava\€o>, to roll

up). Aneilema. An involution of

the guts, such as is caused by flatu-

lence and gripes. Hippocrates.

Ane'mia. (From avi\ioc, wind).

Flatulence.

ANE'MONE. 'From aviyioc, wind;
so named, because it docs not open
its flowers till blown upon by the

wind; . The wind flower.—The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system : Class, Polyandria; Order,
Polygyiiia.

ANEMONE iiefa'tica. The sys-

tematic name for the hepatica uobilis

of the pharmacopoeias. Herba tri-

nitatis. Ilepatica, or herb trinity.

Anemone meadow. See Anemom
pratena is.

ANE'MONE NEMORO'SA* The sys-

tematic name of the ranunculus atbtu

of the pharmacopoeias. The bruii i

leaves and flowers are said to cure

tinea capitis applied to the part.

Ane'mom; I'Kate'nsis. The sys-

tematic name for the pulsatillu ni-

gricans of the pharmacopoeias. This
plant, anemonepedunculoinv to y

petalis apicc reflexis ,foliis bipinnatit,

of Linnneus, lias been received into

the Edinburgh pharmacopoeia upon
the authority of Baron Stoerck, who
recommended it as an effectual re-

medy for most of the chronic dis-

eases affecting' the eye, particularly

amaurosis, cataract, and opacity of
the cornea, proceeding from various

causes. He likewise found it of
great service in venereal nodes, noc-
turnal pains, ulcers, caries, indurated

glands, suppressed menses, serpi-

ginous eruptions, melancholy, <\nu

palsy.

Anence'phalus. (From «, priv.

and tyHt<pa\og
y
the brain). A mon-

ster without brains. Foolish, Gah -

de Mppocrate,
E3
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A'neos. A loss of voice and reason.

Anepithy'mia. (From a, priv.

and £7rt0vjuta, desire). Loss of ap-

petite.

A'neric. Anerit. Sulphur vivum.
A'nesis. (From avirjpi, to relax).

A remission, or relaxation, of a dis-

ease, or symptom. Aetius, &c.
Ane'sum. See Anisum.
Ane'thum. (AvijOov. from avev,

afar, and Sew, to run ; so called be-

cause its roots run out a great way)

.

Fennel, dill, anet.—1. The name of

a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Pentandria; Order,
JDigy?iia.—2. The pharmacopoeial

name of the common dill, or

anet.

Ane'thum fcent'culum. The sys-

tematic name for the fceniculum of
the shops. Sweet fennel.

Ane'thum grave'olens. The sys-

tematic name for the anethum of the

shops.

Ane'tica, (From avirjfxi, to relax)

.

Paregorics ; medicines which assuage

pain, according to Andr. Tiraquell.

Aneuri'sma. {-matis, neut. Avev-
pvvfia, from avEvpww, to dilate).

An aneurism. A pulsating tumour
containing blood, and communicating
with the interior of an artery. There
is one exception to this definition,

namely, where aneurism, as it some-
times happens, takes place in the

heart. A genus of disease ranked by
Cullen in the Class Locales, and Order
Tumores. There are three species

of aneurism:— 1. The true aneurism,

aneurisma verum, which is known by
the presence of a pulsating tumour,
&c. The false or spurious aneurism,

k
aneurisma spnrium. The varicose

aneurism, first described by Dr. W.
Hunter. Aneuritma varicosum. (See

m cond edition of Scarpa's work by
Wishart, with a multitude of others).

Aneuri'sma spu'rium. See Ancu-
riuna.

Aneuri'sma
Aueurisma.

Aneuri'sma ve'rum.
na.

Ane'xis. (From avex***, to project).

A swelling, or protuberance.

Angeiolo'gia. (From ayytiov, a

varico'sum. See

Sec Ancu-

vessel, and Xoyoc, a discourse). A
dissertation, or reasoning, upon the
vessels of the body.

Angeio'tomy. (From ayyuov, a
vessel, and refivu), to cut). The
dissection of the blood-vessels of an
animal body ; also the opening of a

vein, or an artery.

Angeioti'smus. (From ayyuov,
a vessel, and re/ivo), to cut). A
skilful dissector of the vessels.

Ange'lica. (So called from its

supposed angelic virtues). Angelica*

—1. The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean svstem : Class, Pen-
tandria; Order, Digynia.—2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the garden-

angelica.

Ange'lica archange'lica. The
systematic name for the angelica of
the shops. Angelicafoliorum impart

lobato of Linnaeus. A plant, a native

of Lapland, but cultivated in our
gardens.

Angelica, garden. See Angelica.

Ange'lica sati'va. See Angelica

sylvestris.

Ange'lica sylve'stris. Angelica

saliva. Wild angelica. Angelica

foliis epq?ialibus ovato-lanceolatis ser-

ratis, of Linnaeus. Possesses similar

properties to the garden species, but

in a much inferior degree. Only
used when the latter cannot be ob-

tained. The seeds, powdered and

put in the hair, kill lice.

Angelica, wild. See Angelica syl-

vestris.

Angeli'ns: co'rtex. The tree

from which this bark is procured is

a native of Grenada. Anthelmintic

for children.

Angeloca'cos. Myrobalans, or

purging Indian plums.

A'ngi. (From angor, anguish

;

because of their pain). Buboes in

the groin. Fallopius de Morbo Gallico.

Angiglo'ssus. (From ayKvXrj, a

book, and yXioao-a, the tongue). A
person who stammers.

Angi'na. (From «yxw > *° strangle ;

because it is often attended with a

sense of strangulation). A sore

throat. See Cynanche.
Anci'n a maligna. See Cynanche

maligna*
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Angi'na parotide'a. SeeCynanche
parotidea.

Angi'na pe'ctoris. (Syncope an-
ginosa of Dr. Parry). Acute con-
strictory pain at the lower end of the

sternum, inclining rather to the left

side, and extending up into the left

arm, accompanied with great anxiety.

Violent palpitations of the heart,

laborious breathings, and a sense of

suffocation, are the characteristic

symptoms of this disease.—It is found
to attack men.much more frequently

than women, particularly those who
have short necks, who are inclinable

to corpulency, and who, at the same
time, lead an inactive and sedentary
life.

Angi'na tonsillaris. See Cy-
nanche tonsillaris.

Angi'na trache'alis. See Cy-
nanche trachealis.

Angiolo'gia. (From ayyeiov, a
vessel, and Xoyoc, a discourse). The
doctrine of the vessels of the human
body.

A'nglicus su'dor. (From Anglia,
England, and sudor, sweat). The
sweating sickness. Sennertus.

Ango'lam. A very tall tree of Ma-
labar, possessing vermifuge powers.
Ango'ne. (From ayy/«>, to strangle).

A nervous sort of quinsy, or hysteric

suffocation, where the fauces are con-
tracted and stopped up without in-

flammation.

A'ngor. Intense bodily pain. Galen.
A'ngos. (Ayroc, a vessel). A

vessel ; a collection of humours.
Angustu'r.e cortex. Angustura

bark. See Casparia.

Amiela'tio. (From anhelo, to
breathe with difficulty). Anhelitus.
Shortness of breathing.

Anice'ton. (From a, priv. and
viKn, victory). A name of a plaster
invented by Crito, and so called be-
cause it was thought an infallible or
invincible remedy for achores, or
scald-head. It was composed of
litharge, alum, and turpentine, and
is decscribed by Galen.

A'nima. The thinking principle.

A'nima a'loes. Refined aloes.

A'nima articulo'rum. Hermo-
dactylus.

A'nima he'patis. Sal martis.

A'nima pulmo'num. The soul of

the lungs. A name given to saffron,

on account of its use in asthmas.

A'nima rhaba'rbari. The best

rhubarb.

A'nima sati/rni. A preparation

of lead.

A'nima ve'neris. A preparation
of copper.

Animal. An organized body en-

dowed with life and voluntary motion.

Animal actions. Actiones ant-

males. Those actions, or functions,

are so termed, which are performed
through the means of the mind. To
this class belong the external and
interna] senses, the voluntary action

of muscles, voice, speech, watching,
and sleep.

Animal heat. Heat is essentially

necessary to life. That of a man in

health is about 98 of Fahrenheit. It

appears to depend upon the decom-
position of the air in the lungs. See
Respiration.

Animal oil. Oleum animale. An
empyreumatic oil, obtained from the
bones of animals.

A'nime gu'mmi. A resin, the pro-
duce of the Hymeneea courbaril of
Linnaeus.

%* Seldom ordered in the practice

of the present day, and is only to be
met with in the collections of the
curious.

A'ntmi deli'qltum. (From a?iimus
9

the mind, and dclinquere, to leave).

Fainting. See Syncope.

A'nimus. This word is to be dis-

tinguished from anima; the former
expresses the faculty of reasoning,
and the latter the being in which that
faculty resides.

Anin'ga. A root which grows in

the Antilles islands, and is used by
sugar-bakers for refining their sugar.

Amsca'lptor. (From anus, the
breech, and scalpere, to scratch). The
latissimus dorsi is so called, be-
cause it is the muscle chiefly instru-

mental in performing this office.

Bartholin.

Aniso'tachys. (From aviffog, un-
equal, and raxvg, quick). A quick
and unequal pulse. Gorrmts*
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Ani'sum. (From «, neg. and cvcg,

-equal). Anise. See Pimpinella.

Ani'sum sine'nse. )SeeJllicim?i

Ani'sum stellatum. > Anisatum.
Ani'sum vulgare. See Pimpinella.
Annue'ntes. (From annuere, to

nod). Some muscles of the head
were formerly so called, because they
perform the office of nodding", or

bending the head downwards. Cow-
per, &c.

Annular. (Annularis) . Like a

ring ; thus, annular bone, &c.
Annular bone. Circuhcs osseus.

A ring-like bone placed before the

cavity of the tympanum in the foetus.

Annular cartilage. See Cartilago

cricoidea.

Annlla'ris di'gitus. The ring-

finger. The one between the little

and middle fingers.

Annula'ris processus. See Pons
varolii.

A'nnulus abdo'minis. The ab-

dominal ring. An oblong tendinous

opening in each groin, through which
the spermatic chord in men, and the

round ligament of the uterus in wo-
men, pass.

A'no. (Ave*, upwards ; in opposi-

tion to aaroj, downwards). Upwards.
Anocatha'rtica. (From avu,

upwards, and naOaipo), to purge).

Emetics : medicines which purge up-
wards.

Anochei'lon. (Fromaw, upwards,
and xeiXog, the lip). The upper lip.

Ano'dia. (From a, neg. and ocog,

the way) . Inaccuracy and irregularity

in the description and treatment of a
disease. Hipp.
Ano'dyna. See Anodynes.
Anodynes. (Anodyna, sc. medica-

menta. From a, priv. and wdvvyj,

pain). Medicines are thus termed,
which ease pain and procure sleep.

Ano'dynum minera'le. Sal pru-

nella.

Ano'dynum martia'le. Ferrum
ammoniatum precipitated from water
by potash.

Anomalous. A term often ap-

plied to diseases whose symptoms do
not appear with that regularity which
is generally observed in others. A
disease k> also said to be anomalous,

when the symptoms are so varied as

not to bring it under the description
of any known affection.

Ano'mphalos. (From a, priv. and
opcpaXog, the navel). Anomphalus.
Without a navel.

Ano'nymus. (From a, priv. and
ovopa, name) . Nameless. Formerly
applied to the cricoid muscle.

Ano'rchides. (From a, priv. and
opy/c, the testicle). Children who
come into the world without testicles.

Anore'xia. (From a, priv. and
ope%ig, appetite). A want of appe-
tite, without loathing of food. Cul-
len places this genus of disease in the

Class Locales, and Order Dysorexia;.

Ano'smia. (From a, neg. and o£w,
to smell). A loss of the sense of
smelling. This genus of disease is

arranged by Cullen in the Class Lo-
cales, and Order Dys&thesice.

*** When it arises from a disease

of the Schneiderian membrane, it is

termed a?wsmia organ ica; and when
from no manifest cause, ajiosmia

atonica.

A'nser dome'sticus. The tame
goose.

Anseri'na. (From anser, a goose ;

so called, because geese eat it.) See
Potentilla.

Antacids. (Antacida, sc. medieu-

menta. From avri, against, and aci-

dus. acid). Remedies which obviate

acidity in the stomach. Their action

is purely chymical, as they merely
combine with the acid present, and
neutralize it. They are only pallia-

tives, the generation of acidity being

to be prevented by restoring the

tone of the stomach and its vessels.

Dyspepsia and diarrhoea are the dis-

eases in which they are employed.

Antagonist muscles. Counter-

acting muscles, or those muscles

which have opposite functions.

Anta'lgica. (From avri, against,

and a\yog, pain). Anodynes. Reme-
dies which relieve pain.

Anta'lkalines. (From avri, a-

gainst, and alkali, an alkali). Me-
dicines which possess the power of

neutralizing alkalis. All the acids

are of this class.

Antaphrodisi'aca. (From avrt,
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against, and A<ppo£irt] 9
Venus) . Anti-

venereals, or medicines which ex-
tinguish amorous desires. JVedel.

Amen. Med.
Antaphrodi'tica. (The same).

Anti-venereal.

Antapo'dosis. (From avrcnropi-

Ciofiiy to reciprocate). A vicissitude,

or return of the paroxysm of fevers.

Hippocrates. Called by Galen epidosis.

Antaris. Mercury.
Antarthri tica. (From avri, a-

gainst, and apQpirig, the gout). Me-
dicines which relieve or repel the

gout.

Antasthma'tica. (From avri, a-

gainst, and a<r9pa, an asthma). Re-
medies against asthma.

Antatro'phica. (From avri, a-

gainst, and arpocpia, a consumption).
Medicines which relieve consump-
tion.

Anteciie'sis. (From avrsxopai f

to resist]. A violent stoppage in the

bowels, which resists all efforts to

remove it. Hippocrates.

Antela'bilm. (From ante, before,

and labium, a lip) . The extremity of
t UV AILS.

Ante'mbasis. (From avriy mutu-
ally, and tpGaiviOy to enter). A coa-

lescence, or union of bone. Galen.

Anteme'tica. (From avri, against,

and tfieu}, to vomit). Anti-emetics.

Medicines which stop or prevent vo-
miting.

Amenea'smus. (From avri, a-

gainst, and Teiveapog, implacable).

That species of madness in which
the patient endeavours to destroy

himself.

Antephia'ltica. (From avri, a-

gainst, and ttpiaXrijg, the night-

mare). Medicines which prevent the

night-mare.

Antepile'ptica. (From avri, a-

gainst, and nrikq-tyic,, the epilepsy).

Remedies against the epilepsy, and
other convulsive disorders.

Ante'rior auris. One of the

common muscles of the ear, situated

before the external ear.

Anterior intercostal nerve.
Splanchnic nerve. A branch of the
great intercostal that is given off in

the thorax,

Ante'rior ma'llei. See Laxalot
tympani.

Anthe'lix. See Antihelix.

Anthe'lmia. (From avriy against,

and t\/uvc, a worm). The herb In-

dian pink, or worm-grass. See Spi-

gelia Marilandica.

Anthelmintics. fAnthclmintica,

sc. medieanienta ; from avriy against,

and eXpivc
y

a worm). Medicines
which procure the evacuation of
worms from the stomach and intes-

tines.

%* The principal medicines be-
longing to this class, are : calomel,
gamboge, Geoffraea inermis, tanace-

tum, polypodium filix mas, spigelia

Marilandica, artemisia santonica,

olea Europaea, stannum pulverisa-

tum, ferri limaturae, and dolichos

pruriens : which see under their re-

spective heads.

A'nthemis. (Anthemisy midis;

fern. From avBeoj, Jlorco; because
it bears an abundance of flowers).

Chamomile.— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Si/ngenesia; Order, Polyga-
mia suprr/Ua.—2. The name in the
London Pharmacopoeia for chamo-
mile. See Anthemis nobilis.

A'nthemis co'tula. (Cotula, a
dim. of cos, a whetsone ; so called

from its leaves resembling a whet-
stone). The systematic name for

the plant called Cotula fwtida in the

pharmacopoeias. Chamcemelum foe-

tidum, Mayweed. Stinking chamo-
mile. The Anthemis cotula of Lin-
naeus.

A'nthemis no'bilis. Lin. The
systematic name for the cham&mc-
linn of the shops. Chamannelum no-

bile. Kuanthemon of Galen. Anthemis
of the last London Pharmacopoeia,
&c. Common chamomile.
%* The flowers have been found

useful in hysterical affecctions, fla-

tulent or spasmodic colics, and dy-
sentery ; but, from their laxative

quality, Dr. Cullen tells us they
proved hurtful in diarrhoeas. A simple
infusion is frequently taken to ex-
cite vomiting, or for promoting the

operation of emetics. Externally,

they are used in the decoctum pro fo+
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mento, and are an ingredient in the

decoctum malvce co?npositum.

A nthemis pyre'thrum. The plant

from which we obtain the pyrethrum
of the pharmacopoeias. Spanish cha-

momile. Pellitory of Spain. Anthe-
7nis caulibus simplicibus unijloris de-

cumbentibus, foliis pinnato-multijidis

,

of Linnaeus.
*
#* Its qualities are stimulant

;

but it is never used, except as a

masticatory, for relieving tooth-

aches, rheumatic affections of the

face, and paralysis of the tongue,
in which it affords relief, by stimulat-

ing the excretory ducts of the salival

glands.

Anthera. (From av9og, a flower).—1. A compound medicine used by
the ancients ; so called from its florid

colour. Galen. JEgineta.—2. The
male part of the fructification of
plants.

Anthophy'lu. (From avOog, a
flower, and QvXkov, a leaf; so

called from the fragrance of the

flowers and the beauty of the leaves)

.

Cloves are so termed when they have
been suffered to grow to maturity.

G. Bauhin Pin.

A'nthora. fQuasi antithora, av-
riQopa: from avri, against, and
Sropa, monkshood ; so called be-

cause it is said to counteract the

effects of the thora or monkshood).
A species of wolfsbane. See Aco-
nitum,

A'nthos flo'res. The flowers of

the rosmarinus are so termed in some
of the old pharmacopoeias.

Anthra'cia. See Anthrax.
A'nthrax. (From avQpaZ, a burn-

ing coal). Anthratia. Anthrocosia.

Anthrocoma. Carbuncidus. An hard
and circumscribed inflammatory tu-

bercle like a boil, which sometimes
forms on the cheek, neck, or back,
and in a few days becomes highly

gangrenous. It then discharges an
extremely foetid sanies from under
the black core, which, like a burning
coal, continues destroying the sur-

rounding parts. It is supposed to

arise from a peculiar miasma, is most
common in warm climate*, and often

attends the plague. See Carbtmclc.

Anthraco'sis o'culi. A red, livid,

burning, sloughy, very painful tu-

mour, occurring on the eyelids.

JEgineta.

Anthropogra'phia. (From av-
Qpioiroc., a man, and ypcKpcj, to
write). Description of the human
structure.

Anthropolo'gia. (From avQpw-
7roc, a man, andXoyoc, a discourse).

The description of man.
Anthypno'tica. (From avri, a-

gainst, and vttvoq, sleep). Medicines
which prevent sleep or drowsiness.

Anthypochondri'aca. (From av-
ri, against, and viroxovcpia, the hy-
pochondria). Medicines adapted to

cure low-spiritedness, or disorders of
the hypochondria.

Anthyste'rica. (From avri,
against, and v^tpa, the womb).
Uterines, or medicines which relieve

the hysteric passion. Blancard.
A'nti. (Avriy against). There are

many names compounded with this

word, as anti-asthmatics , anti-hyste-

rics, anti-dysenteries , &c. which sig-

nify medicines against the asthma,
hysterics, dysentery, &c.

Anti'ades. (From avriaoj, to

meet). The tonsils are so called,

because they answer one another.

The mumps. Nic. Piso.

Antia'gra. (From avnaq, a ton-

sil, and aypa, a prey). Antiagri. A
tumour of the tonsils. Ulpian, Ro-
land, &c.

Antiarthri'tica. See Antarthri-
tica.

Anticaciie'ctica. (From avri,
against, and ytax^ici, a chachexy).

Medicines against a cachexy, or bad
habit of body.

Antica'rdium. (From avri, a-

gainst, or opposite, and xaaiia, the

heart). The hollow at the bottom of
the breast, commonlv called scrobi-

cuius cordis, or pit of the stomach.
Anticatarriia'i.ia. (From avri,

against, and narappog, a catarrh).

Medicines which relieve a catarrh.

Anticauso'tica. (From avri,

against, and narcroc, a burning fever)

.

Remedies against burning fevers. We
read, in Corp. I'harm. of Junken, of

a syntpus anti-causoticus.
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A'nticheir. (From avrt, against,

and %up, the hand). The thumb.
Galen.

Anticne'mion. (From avri, a-

gainst, or opposite, and Kvrjfirj, the

calf of the leg). That part of the

tibia which is bare of flesh, and op-

posite the calf of the leg. The shin-

bone. Galen.

Antico'lica. (From avri, against,

and xo>aik?7, the colic). Remedies
against the colic.

Antidia'stole. (From avri, a-

gainst, and tVcreWw, to distinguish).

An exact and accurate distinction of

one disease, or symptom, from an-

other.

Antidi'nica. (From avri, against,

and Sivog, circumgyration) . Medi-
cines against a vertigo, or giddiness.

Blancard.

Antidota'rium. (From avriloroq^

an antidote) . Used by former writers,

for what we now call a dispensatory

;

a place where antidotes are prescribed

and prepared. There arc antidotal ks
extant of several authors, as those of
Nicholaus, J/c.vuc, Mlffi-p&usy &C.
Anti'dor n. (From avri, against,

and ii^io/ii, to give). A preservative

against poison or sickness. A remedy.
Galen*

Antidysente'rica. (From avri,

against, and cu(Ttvrtpia
y
a flux). Me-

dicines against a dysentery, or flux.

Antlfbjbb/lja. (From am, a-

gainst, and /r/;/7.v, a fever). A fe-

brifuge, a remedy against fever.

Antihe'ctica. (From avri, a-

gainst, and i/.rr/.0Q, a hectic fever).

Remedies against a hectic fever.

Antihe'cmcim Pote'rii. Anti-
monium diupimrct icum Joviale . A me-
dicine invented by Poterius in hectic

fevers, but now disregarded.

Antiiie'lix. (From avri, against,

and f\i£, the helix). The inner circle

of the auricle; so called, from its

opposition to the outer circuit, called
the helix.

Antniel.min'i ica. See Anthelmin-
tics.

Antihyster'ica. (From avri, a-
gainst, and i^tiuxa, hysterics). Me-
dicines which prevent or relieve hys-
terics.

Antile'psis. (From avriXajitchia,

to take hold of). The securing ofband-
ages or ligatures from slipping. Hipp.

Antilo'bium. (From avri, oppo-
site, and \o£og, the bottom of the
ear). The tragus, or that part of the
ear which is opposite the lobe.

Antjloi'mica. (From avri, against,

and XoifjLog, the plague). Remedies
or preventives against the plague.

Anti'lopus. The antelope. An
African beast resembling a deer,

whose hoofs and horns were for-

merly given in hysteric and epileptic

cases.

Antily'ssus. (From avri, against,

and \voaa, the bite of a mad dog).

A medicine or remedy against the
bite of a mad dog.

Antimonial powder. See Anti-
moniaUs puhtis.

Antimoma'i.e. (From antimonium)

.

An antimonial, or composition in

which antimony is a chief ingredient.

A preparation of antimony.
Antimonia'lis pu'lvis. Antimo-

nial powder. In high esteem as a
febrifuge, sudorific, and antispas-

modic.

Antimo'nii tartarizati liquor.
Solution of tartarized antimony. Vi-
num antimonii tartarizati of the
Pharm. Lond. 1787. Half an ounce
of this solution contains one grain
of the salt ; and may be given in all

cases where the tartar emetic is in-

dicated.

Antimo'nii sui.piiure'tlm pr£-
CII'ITA'tum. Sulphur a/ttimonii pra?-

cipitatinn. Precipitated sulphuret of
antimony. This preparation of an-
timony appears to have rendered
that called Kermes mineral unne-
cessary.

%* As an alterative and sudorific,

it is in high estimation, and given in

diseases of the skin and glands ; and
joined with calomel, it is one of the

most powerful and penetrating alte-

ratives we are in possession of.

An timo'ni um . See Antimony.
Antlmo'nium calcinatum. The

volatile oxyd of antimony.
Antimo'nilm diaphore'ticum. An

old name for the volatile oxyd of
antimony. >
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Antim6'N ium tartar iza'tum . Tar-

tarized antimony. Tartar emetic.

%* This is the most useful of all

the antimonial preparations. Its ac-

tion is not dependent on the state of

the stomach; and being soluble in

water, its dose is easily managed,
while it also operates more spee-

dily.

Antimo'nium vitrifactum. Glass

of antimony. An oxyd of antimony,
with a little sulphuret.

Antimony. (Antimonium, i. n.

Avrifioviov. The origin of this word
is very obscure. The most received

etymology is, from avn, against, and
ftovoc, a monk ; because Basil Va-
lentine, by an injudicious adminis-

tration of it, poisoned his brother
monks). Antimonium Stibium. A
metal found native, but very rarely :

it has, in that state, a metallic lustre,

and is found in masses of different

shapes ; its colour is white, between
those of tin and silver. It generally

contains a small portion of arsenic.

It is likewise met with in the state

of an oxyd, antimonial ochre. The
most abundant ore of it, is that in

which it is combined with sulphur,

the grey ore of antimony, or sul-

phuret of antimony. The colour of

this ore is blueish, or steel-grey,

of a metallic lustre, and often ex-

tremely beautifully variegated. Its

texture is either compact, foliated,

or striated. The striated is found
both crystallized, massive, and dis-

seminated : there are many varieties

of this ore.
*
#* The preparations of antimony

formerly in use were very many

:

those now directed to be kept, are,

1. Sulphuretum antimonii.—2. Oxy-
dum antimonii.—3. Sulphuretum an-

timonii prsecipitatum.—4. Antimoni-
um tartarizatum.—5. Pulvis antimo-
nialis.—6. Liquor antimonii tartari-

zati.

Anti'moris. (From avn, against,

and fiopoQy death, or disease). A
medicine to prolong life.

Antinephri'tjca. (From avn,
against, and vetyping, a disease of
the kidneys). Remedies against dis-

orders of the kidneys. Blancard.

Antiodonta'lgicus. An insect

described by Germi, in a small work
published at Florence, 1794 ; so

called from its property of allaying

the tooth-ache.

Antifaraly'tica. (From avn,
against, and vrapakwig, the palsy).

Medicines against the palsy.

Antipathei'a. (From avn, against,

and-ara^oc, an affection) . Antipathy.
An aversion to particular objects.

Antiperistaltic. (From avn,
against, and GrtpiTsWo), to contract)

.

Whatever obstructs the peristaltic

motion of the intestines.

Antiperi'statis. (From avn,
against, and TreptTTjfii, to press). A
compression on all sides. Theophras-
tus de igne.

Antipha'rmaca. (From avn,
against, and (papfxaxov, a poison).

The same as alexipharmaca. Reme-
dies or preservatives against poison.

Dioscorides.

Antiphlogi'stica. (From avn,
against, and <p\iyw, to burn). Anti-
phlogistics. A term applied to those

medicines, plans of diet, and other

circumstances, which tend to oppose
inflammation, or which, in other

words, weaken the system, by dimi-

nishing the activity of the vital

power.
Antiphthi'sica. From avn, a-

gainst, and <pQimq, consumption).
Remedies against a consumption.

Anti'phthora. (From avn, a-

gainst, and <p9opa, corruption). A
species of wolfsbane which resists

corruption.

Antiphy'sica. (From avn, a-

gainst, and (pvtrab), to blow). Car-

minatives or remedies against wind.

Antipleuri'tica. (From avn,
against, and *ar\tvpflig, pleurisy).

Remedies against a pleurisy.

Antipoda'grica. (From avn,
against, and wodaypa, the gout).

Medicines which relieve or remove
the gout.

Antipra'xia. (From avn, against,

and mpaaauiy to work). A contra-

riety of functions and temperaments
in divers parts. Contrariety of symp-
toms. Celsus.

Antipyre'tica. (From avn, a-
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gainst, and ^vpiloq, fever). Antife-

brile. Remedies against a fever.

Antiquartana'ria. (From avri,

against, and guartana, a quartan

fever). Remedies against quartan

agues.

Antiqua'rticum. The same as

Antiquartanaria.

Antirrhi'num. ( Av1ippivov : from

avri, against, and pic, the nose ; so

called, because it represents the nose

of a calf). Snap-dragon, or calfs-

snout. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnsean system : Class,

Didynamia; Order, Angiospermia.

Antirrhi'num lina'ria. The sys-

tematic name for the linaria of the

pharmacopoeias. Osyris. Urinaria.

Common toad-flax.

Antirrhi'num elatine. The sys-

tematic name of the plant we call

fluellen, or female speedwell. Ela-
tine of the shops.

Antisco'lica. (From avri, against,

(TKioXf]'^, a worm). Remedies against

worms. Anthelmintics.

Antiscorbu'tics. Antiscorbutica.

(From avri, against, and scorbutus,

the scurvy) . Medicines which cure

the scurvy.

Antiseptics. Antiscptica. (From
avri, against, and at]Tru), to putrefy)

.

Those medicines which possess the

power of preventing animal sub-

stances from passing into a state

of putrefaction, and of obviating

putrefaction when already begun.

This class of medicines comprehends
four orders.— 1. Tonic antiseptics.

—

2. Refrigerating antiseptics.—3. Sti-

mulating antiseptics.—4. Antispas-

modic antiseptics.

Anti'spasis. From avri, against,

and airao), to draw.) A revulsion.

The turning the course of the hu-
mours, while they are actually in

motion. Galen,

Antispasmodics. Antispasmodica.
fFrom avri, against, and cnraafioc,
a spasm) . Medicines which possess
the power of allaying, or removing,
inordinate motions in the system,
particularly those involuntary con-
tractions which take place in muscles,
naturally subject to the command of
the will.

*
#
* The principal antispasmodics,

properly so called, are moschus,
castoreum, oleum animale empyreu-
maticum, petroleum, ammonia, asa-

foetida, sagapenum, galbanum, Vale-

riana, crocus, melaleuca leucaden-

dron.—The narcotics, used as anti-

spasmodics, are ether, opium, cam-
phor.—Tonics, used as antispasmo-

dics, are cuprum, zincum, hydrar-
gyrus, cinchona.

Anti'thenar. (From avri, against,

and $evaj>, the palm of the hand) . A
muscle of the foot. See Adductor
pollicis pedis,

Antitra'gicus. Antitragus. One
of the proper muscles of the ear.

Antitragus, i, m. (From avri,
and rpayog, the tragus). An emi-
nence of the outer ear, opposite to

the tragus.

ANTiVENE'REA.(From avri, against,

and venereus, venereal). Medicines
against the lues venerea.

Anto'nii Sa'ncti i'gnis. (So called,

because St. Anthony was supposed to

cure it miraculously. In the Roman
Missal, St. Anthony is implored as

being the preserver from all sorts of
fire). St. Anthony "a fire. See Ery-
sipelas.

Antophy'li.on. (From avri, a-
irainst, a <pv\\ov, a leaf; so called,

because its leaves are opposite).
The male caryophyllus.

A'ntrum of highmorr. (From
the name of an anatomist who gave
the first accurate description of it).

Antrum Highmorianum. Antrum gc-
nop. Sinus maxilluris pituitarius.

Antrum maxilla? superioris. Maxil-
lary sinus. A large cavity in the
middle of each superior maxillary
bone, between the eye and the roof
of the mouth, lined by the mucous
membrane of the nose.

A'ntrum buccino'sum. The coch-
lea of the ear.

A'ntrum pylo'ri. The great con-
cavity of the stomach approaching
the pylorus.

A'ntrum maxilla're. SeeAntrum
of Highmore.

Ants, acid of. See Formic acid.

Anty'lion. (From Antyllus, its

inventor). An astringent applica-
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tioiv, recommended by Paulus JEgi-

neta.

A'nus, e, m. (Quasi onus ; as car-

rying the burden of the bowels) .

—

1. The fundament ; the lower extre-

mity of the great intestine, named
the rectum, is so called ; and its office

is to form an outlet for the faeces.

—

2. The term anus, is also applied

to a small opening of the third

ventricle of the brain, which leads

into the fourth.

Anus, artificial. An accidental

opening in the parietes of the abdo-
men, to which some part of the in-

testinal canal leads, and through
which the faeces are either wholly or

partially discharged.

Any'drion. (From a, priv. and
vdojp, water ; so called, because those

who eat of it become thirsty). A
species of nightshade. Blancard.

Anypel'tiiynus. (From a, neg.

and vTTsvQvvog, b'ameable). Hippo-
crates, m his Precepts, uses this

word to signify an accidental event,

which cannot be charged on the

physician, and for which he is not

accountable.

Ao'rta. (From atjp, air, and r?j-

pjw, to keep; so called, because the

ancients supposed that only air was
contained in it). The great artery

of the body, which arises from the

left ventricle of the heart, forms a

curvature in the chest, and descends

into the abdomen. See Artery.

Apalachi'nega'llis. (From«7ra-

Xaxw, to repel ; because it is sup-

posed to repel infection) . See Ilex

Cassinc.

Apari'ne. (From pivi), a file
;

because its bark is rough, and rasps

like a file) . Goose-grass. See Ga-

lium Apan'ne.

Apartiiro'sis. (From airo and

cipOpov, a joint). Articulation.

Ape'lpa. (From «, priv. and prl-

lis, skin). Shortness of the prepuce.

Galen gives this name to all whose

prepuce, either through disease, sec-

lion, or otherwise, will not cover the

glands.

An 'i ma, <r, f. (ATrtipia ; from a,

priv. and vriTTlo), to digest). Indi-

gestion. Sec Dyspepsia.

Ape'riens palpebrarum re'ctus.
See Levator palpebral superioris.

Aperients. Aperientia, (From
aperiere, to open). Medicines which
gently open the bowels.

Aperi'status. (From a, neg. and
7T8.pizn.iMf to surround). Aperistaton.

An epithet used by Galen, of an
ulcer which is not dangerous, nor
surrounded by inflammation.

Aperi'staton. See Aperistatus.

Ape'rtor o'culi. See Levator pal-
pebral superioris.

Apeuthy'smenus. (From airo and
ev9vg, straight). A name formerly
given to the intestinum rectum, or
straight gut.

A'pex. The extremity of a part

;

as the apex of the tongue, apex of
the nose, &c.

Aphani'smus. (From a^avi^o), to

remove from the sight) . The remo-
val, or gradual decay, of a disorder.

Aph.'e'resis. (From a<paipeio, to

remove). This term was formerly

much used in the schools of surgery,

to signify that part of the art which
consists in taking off any diseased or

preternatural part of the body.

Aphepse'ma. (From airo and e\pto,

to boil) . A decoction.

A'phfsis. (From a(f>Lrjf.u 9
to re-

mit) . The remission or termination

of a disorder.

Aphiste'sis. (From aQizrjpi, to

draw from) . An abscess.

A'phodos. (From airo, and o£oc,

departure) . Excrement. The dejec-

tion of the bodv.
w

Apho'nia. (A(ponna; froma, priv.

and (ptovrjy the voice) . A suppression

of the voice, without either syncope

or coma. A genus of disease in the

Class Locales, and Order Dyseincsia',

of Cullen.

*** When aphonia takes place from
a tumour of the fauces, or about the

glottis, it is termed aphonia guttura-

lis ; when from a disease of the tra-

chea, aphonia trachcalis ; and when
from a paralysis, or want of nervous

energy, aphonia atonica.

A'phorism. (Iphori.s)nus; from
a<popi'C(t), to distinguish). A maxim,
or principle, comprehended in a

short sentence.
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Aphrodi'sia. (From AQpoiiTrj,

Venu.). An immoderate desire of

venery.

Aphrodisiacs. (Aphrodisiaca, sc.

medicamenta, a<ppociaiaKa ; from

rt^pocicta, venery). Medicines which
excite a desire for venery.

Aphrodisia'sticon. (From afypoe,

froth). A troch, so called by Galen,

because it was given in dysenteries,

where the stools were frothy.

Apiirodi'sius mo'rbus. (From
A^poctr?/, Venus). The venereal

disease.

A'PHTHA.
A'pIITIl.E.

to inflame),

sore mouth.

See Aphtha?.

( A<p9ai : from cnrlu),

The thrush. Frog, or

Aphtha lavtuciiiic/i of

Sauvages. Ulcera serpentia oris, or

spcading ulcers in the mouth, of Cel-

sus. Pustula oris. Alcola. Vc.sii trier

gingivctrtcin, Armas. Aphtha injan-

turn. It is ranked by Cullen in the

(lass Pyrexia?, Order Exanthemata.
A disease to which children are very
subject*

Wis melu'fica. The systematic

name of the honey-bee. See lice.

A'piUMi Apt urn, i, n. (From
//Trior, Uoricc cnrioc t mild ; or from
<v/"v, bees ; because they are fond
of it).—l.The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Pentandrim; Order, Digynia.—2.Thc
pharmacopceial name of the herb
small-age.

AVhm gra\f/olens. The syste-

matic name for the apiton of the

pharmacopoeias. Apium, foliolis cau-
Unis, cuncifurmibus, umbellis, sessili-

l>»s, of Linnaeus. The root, seeds,

and fresh plant, are aperient and car-

minative.

A'pium petkoseli'm m. The sys-
tematic name for the petroscliuum of
the pharmacopoeias. Petroselbnim
rulgare. Apium hortensc. Common
parsley. Apium foliis caulinis liitea-

ribis, i?ivolucellis minutis, of Lin-
nams.

*** The roots are said to be ape-
rient and diuretic, and have been
employed in nephritic pains and ob-
structions of urine. The seeds pos-
sess aromatic and carminative pow-
ers, but are seldom prescribed.

Apneu'stia. (From a, and in-vsto,

to breathe). A defect or difficulty of

respiration, such as happens in a

cold, &c. Foesius.

Apnce'a. The same. Galen.

Apocapni'smus. (From airo, and
kcittvoq, smoke). A fumigation.

Apocatha'rsis. (From citto, and
xaOaipio, to purge). An evacuation

of humours ; a discharge downward ;

but sometimes applied, with little

discrimination, to vomiting.

Apocaulize'sis. (From cittcxciv-

Xi'Coj, to break transversely.) A trans-

verse fracture. Hipp.

Apoceno'sis. (From citto,

kevoco, to evacuate). A superabun-
dant flux of blood, or other fluid,

; without pyrexia. The name of an
Order in the Class Locales of Cullen.

Apo'cope. (From citto, and niTrlio,

to cut from). Abscission, or the re-

moval of a part by cutting it off.

Apo'crisis. (From citto and xiino,

to secrete from). A secretion of
superabundant humours. Hipp.

Apoc r u'STl s l m . Ajtocrwsticon.

(From cnroKQstOy to repel). An
astringent or repellent medicine. C

Apockl'sticon. SccApocrustiuiuu.

Aro( \ i.'ms. (From cctto, and -/.no,

to bring forth). Parturition, or the

bringing forth of a child. Gal.

Apodacuy'ika. (From citto, and
foiKpv, a tear). Medicines which, by
exciting tears, remove superfluous

humours from the eyes, as onions,

&C. Pliny.

Apogeu'sia. See Ageuslia.

Apogpi'sis. See Ageuslia.

Apogino.mf/sis. (From cnrcyivo

U€tt'9 to be absent). The remission or
absence of a disease. Hipp.

Apoglauco'sis. (From citto, and
y\a?>>toc, sky-coloured ; so called,

because of its blueish appearance).
Glaucoma. A cataract of the eye.

Dioscorides.

Apo'gonpm. (From citto, and yi-

vofiai, to beget) . A living foetus in

the womb. Hipp.
Apole'psis. (From citto, and \ap-

tavot, to take from). An intercep-
tion, suppression, or retention of
urine, or other natural evacuation.
Hipp.

F2
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Apolino'sis. (From ano, and Xi-

vovy flax) . The method of curing a
fistula, according to jEgineta, by
the application of raw flax.

Apo'lysis. (From onro, and Xvio,

to release) . The solution or termi-
nation of a disease. The removal of
a bandage. Erotianus.

Apoma'gma. (From ano, and
ftariuty to cleanse from). Any thing
used to cleanse and wipe away filth

from sores, as sponge, &c. Hipp.
Apomathe'ma. (From airo, neg.

and fiavQavio, to learn) . Hippocrates,
by this term, expresses a forgetful-

ness of all that has been learnt.

Apo'meu* (From cltto> from, and
/icXi, honey) , An oxymel, or decoc-
tion, made with honey.

Aponeurosis. (From airo, and
vivqov, a nerve ; from an erroneous

supposition of the ancients, that it

was formed by the expansion of a

nerve) . A tendinous expansion. See

Muscle,

Apo'nia. (From a, priv. and aro-

voc, pain) . Freedom from pain.

Apomtro'sis. (From enro, and
virpov, nitre). The sprinkling an
ulcer over with nitre.

Apopalle'sis. (From «7ro7raXXw,

to throw off hastily) . An abortion,

or premature expulsion of a foetus.

Hipp,
Apopeda'sis. (From airo, and mi\-

ficuo, to jump from). A luxation.

Apophjlegma'sia. (From a7ro,and

ifkcyfia, phlegm). A discharge of

phlegm, or mucus.
Apophjlegma'tica. (From airo,

and (pXtypa, phlegm). Apophlegma-
tizantia. Apophlegmatizonta. Medi-
cines which excite the secretion of

mucus from the mouth and nose.

ticatories. Errhines.

APOPHRA'XIS. (From enro, and

ifnrj.(T0u) 9 to interrupt.) A suppres-

sion of the menstrual discharge.

Apophtha'rma. (From airo, and

c:Guou, to corrupt). A medicine to

procure abortion.

Apo'phthora. (From mro^Oeipu),

to be abortive). An abortion.

ApOPHY'ADES, The ramifications

of the veins and arteries. Hipp.

Aio'iiiVAs. (From enrotyvw, to

proceed from). Any thing which
grows or adheres to another, as a
wart to the finger.

Apophysis. (From cnro<pvu), to
proceed from) . A process, projec-
tion, or protuberance, of a bone be-
yond a plane surface ; as the nasal
apophysis of the frontal bone, &c.

Apophthe'gma. (From airo<pQiy~

yopai, to speak eloquently) . A short
maxim, or axiom ; a rule.

Apople'cta. A name formerly ap-
plied to the internal jugular vein

;

so called, because in apoplexies it

appears full and turgid. Bartholin.

Apople'ctica. (From a7ro7rX^4'ta,

an apoplexy) . Medicines against an
apoplexy.

Apople'xia. (From airo, and -nr\//<r-

crio, to strike or knock down ; be-
cause persons, when seized with this

disease, fall down suddenly) . Apo-
plexy. A sudden abolition, in some
degree, of the powers of sense and
motion, the patient lying in a sleep-

like state ; the action of the heart

remaining, as well as the respira-

tion, often with a stertorous noise.

Cullen places it in the Class Neuro-
ses, and Order Comata.

Apopni'xis. (From aTroirviyto, to

suffocate) . A suffocation. Moschion.

Apopsophe'sis. (From airo, and
i//o0£o>, to emit wind). The emission

of wind by the anus or uterus . Hipp.
Apopsy'ciiia. (From ano, from,

and ipvxn, tm3 mind) . The highest

degree of deliquium, or fainting, ac-

cording to Galen.

Apo'ptosis. (From a7ro7ri7rrw, to

fall down). A prolapsus, or falling

down of any part through relaxation.

Erotian.

Apore'xis. (From «7ro, and opfyw,
to stretch out). A play with balls,

in the gymnastic exercises.

Apo'ria. (From a, priv. and -aropor,

a duct). Restlessness, uneasiness,

occasioned by the interruption of

perspiration, or any stoppage of the

natural secretions.

APORRHl'PSIS. (From ct7roppi7TTio,

to cast off). Hippocrates uses this

word, to signify that kind of insanity

where the patient tears off his clothes,

and casts them from him.
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Aposceparm'smus. (From airo,

from, and cxcTrapytfto, to strike as

with a hatchet). Deasciatio. A
species of fracture, when part of a

bone is chipped off. Gorrceus.

Aposcha'sis. Aposchasmus. (From
cnro, and cr^a((u, to scarify). A
scarification. Venesection. Hipp.

Aposi'tia. Apositios. (From cnro,

from, and <riroc> food). A loathing

of food. Galen.

Apospa'sma. (From cnro<T7rau>, to

fear off) . A violent, irregular frac-

ture of a tendon, ligament, &c.
Galen.

Aposphaceli'sis. (From cnro* and
V(f>axe\og, a mortification). Hippo-
crates uses this word to denote a
mortification of the flesh in wounds,
or fractures, caused by too tight a

bandage.
Apo'stasis. (From cnro, and iznpi

y

to recede from).— 1. An abscess, or
collection of matter.—2. The coming
away of a fragment of bone, by frac-

ture.—3. When a distemper passes
away by some outlet, Hippocrates
calls it an apostasis by excretion.—
4. When the morbific matter, by its

own weight, falls and settles on any
part, an apostasis by settlement.—
•"). When one disease turns to another,
an apostasis by metastasis.

Aposta'xis. (From a7ro<r«£w, to
•listil from). Hippocrates uses this

word to express the defluxion or dis-

tillation of any humour, or fluid : as
blood from the nose.

Aposte'ma. Aposteme, or Apos-
tume. (From cupirnpt, to recede).
The term given by the ancients to
abscesses in general. Sec Abscess.

Apostema'tiai. Those who, from
an inward abscess, avoid pus down-
wards, are thus called by Arctaeus.

Aposteri'gma. (From enror npi}oj,
fuicio). Galen uses this word to
denote a rest for a diseased part, a
cushion.

Apostolo'rum ungue'ntum. (From
aTroroXoc, an apostle). Dodccaphar-
macum. The apostles' ointment ; so
called because it has twelve ingre-
dients in it, exclusive of the oil and
vinegar.

Apo'strophe. (From cnro, and

rps(p(t) } to turn from). ThusPaulus
iEgineta expresses an aversion for

food.

Aposyringe'sis. (From airo and
<Tvpiy%, a fistula). The degeneracy
of a sore into a fistula. Hipp.

Aposy'rma. (From airo and gvqlo,

to rub off) . An abrasion or desqua-
mation of the bones or skin. Hipp

Apotaneu'sis. (From cnro an:>

reivoj, to extend) . An extension, or
elongation, of any member or sub-
stance.

Apotelme'sis. (From cnro, and
reXfia, a bog). An expurgation of
filth, or faeces.

Apothe'ca. (ATToOnitn : from
a\o-i9npi, to reposit). A shop, cr
vessel, where medicines arc sold, or
deposited.

Apotheca'rius. (From cnro, and
riOnpi, ponere, to put ; so called from
his employ being to prepare, and
keefi in readiness, the various articles

in the Materia Medica, and to com-
pound them for the physician's use ;

or from airo9i]Krj, a shop) . An apo-
thecary. In every European country,
except Great Britain, the apothecary
is the same as, in England, we name
the druggist and chymist.

Apotherapei'a. (From cnro and
Sepcnri vio, to cure) . A perfect cure,
according to Hippocrates.

Apotiierapel'tica. (From rtrro-

Sspcnrtvio, to heal) . Therapeutics, or
that part of medicine which teaches
the art of curing disorders.

Apothe'rmum. (From airo and
'

S-a)/*?7,heat). An acrimonious pickle,
with mustard, vinegar, and oil.

Galen.

Apo' thesis. (From airo and
riBrjut, to replace). The reduction
of a dislocated bone. Hipp.
Apothli'mma. (From cnro and

SXi&u, to press from). The dregs
or expressed juice of a plant.

Apothrau'sis. (From cnro and
Spavco, to break). Apocope. The
taking away the splinters of a broken
bone.

Apo'tocus. (From airo and natio,
to bring forth). Abortive; prema-
ture. Hippocrates.

Apotre'psis. (From airo and
F3
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rp£7ro>, to turn from). A resolution
or reversion of a suppurating tu-

mour.
Apotropje'a. (From airorpenu),

to avert) . An amulet, or charm, to

avert diseases. Foenus.
A'pozem. Apozema. (FrQm airo

and ^cw, to boil). A decoction.

Apozei/xis. (From airo and
Zivyvvpi, to separate). The sepa-
ration or removal of morbid parts.

Hippocrates.

Apo'zymos. (From airo and (vfirj,

ferment) . Fermented.
Appara'tus. (From apparere, to

appear, or be ready at hand) . This
term is applied to the instruments
and the preparation and arrangement
of every thing necessary in the per-

formance of any operation surgical

o:* chymical.

Appara'tus, chymical. See Chy-
mical apparatus.

Appara'tus, pneumatic. See
F/ieuinatic apparatus,

Apparatus Minor. Apparatus
Major . Apparatus Altus. Three
ways of cutting for the stone. See
Lithotomy.
Appendi'cula c^'ci vermifo'rmis.

A vermicular process, about four

inches In length, and the size of a

goose-quill, which hangs to the in-

testinum caecum of the human body.

Appendtcul.e epiplo'ic;e. Ap-
pendices coli adiposes. The small

appendices of the colon and rectum,

which are filled with adipose sub-

stance. See Omentum.
Apvl?, thorn. See Datura.
Apple, See Pyrus,

Apricot. See Prunus armeniaca.

Apyi?e'x!A, <e 9 f. (From «, priv.

and wupffta, a fever). Apyrcxy.
Without fever. The intermission of

feverish heat.

A'qua. See Water.
A'qua a'eris fi'xi, Water im-

pregnated with fixed air. Water
impregnated with carbonic acid ; it

sparkles in the glass, has a pleasant

acidulous taste, and forms an excel-

lent beverage. It diminishes thirst,

lessens the morbid heat of the body,

and acts as a powerful diuretic. It

;8 also an excellent remedy in in-

creasing irritability of the stomarh,
as in advanced pregnancy, and it i»

one of the best anti-emetics we pos-
sess.

A'qua alu'mims compo'sita. Com-
pound solution of alum, formerly
called aqua aluminosa bateana. See
Liquor aluminis compositus.

A'QUA AMMO'MiE ACETA'T£. See
Ammonia? acetatis liquor,

A'qua ammo'nle pu'rs:. See Am-
monia.

A'qua ane'thi. See Anethum.
A'qua ca'lcis. See Calais liquor,

A'qua cozle'stis. A preparation

of cupper.

A'qua ca'rui. See Carum,
A'qua cinnamo'mi. See Lauvus

cinnamomum.
SeeA'qua cu'pri ammonia'ti.

Cupri ammoniati liquor.

A'qua cu'pri vitriola'ti com-
po'sita. This preparation of the

Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, is used

externally, to stop haemorrhages of

the nose, and other parts. It is

made thus :—]J, Cupri vitriolati
y

Aluminis, si?ig\%SS. Aqua?pura3 , $\y,

Acidi vitriolici, 51J. Boil the salts

in water until they are dissolved ;

then filter the liquor, and add the

acid.'

A'qua distilla'ta. Distilled water.

This is made by distilling water in

clean vessels, until about two-third*

have come over.

A'qua fceni'culi. See Anethum
foeniculum.

A'qua fo'rtis. See Nitric acid.

A'qua ka'li pr^para'ti. See Po-
tassa; suhcarbonatis liquor.

A'qua ka'li pu'ri. See Potassa?

liquor.

A'qua litha'rgyri aceta'tj. See

Plumbi subacetatis liquor.

A'qua litha'rgyri aceta'ti com-
po'sita. See Plumbi subacetatis li-

quor dilutus.

A'qua me'nth^ piperi'tx.

Mentha piperita.

A'qua mf/nth*
Mentha viridis.

A'qua me'ntiije

Mentha viridis.

A'qua i>ime'nt£. Sec Jfyrtu.s j.i-

mentu.

SATl VVT.

MR IDIS.

Sec

See

See
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gold.

A'qua PULe'gii. See Mentha pu-
legium.
A'qua Re'gia. Aqua regalis. The

acid now called the nitro-muriatic,

was formerly called aqua regalis, be-

cause it was. at that time, the only
acid known to be able to dissolve

See Nitro-muriatic acid.

A'qua ro's;e. See Rosa centifolia.

A'qua sty'ptica. A name formerly
given to a combination of powerful
astringents, viz. sulphate of copper,

sulphate of alum, and sulphuric acid.

It has been applied topically to check
haemorrhage, and, largely diluted

with water, as a wash in purulent
ophthalmia. See Aqua cupri vitrio-

lati compoiita.

A'qua zi'nci vitkiola'ti cum
c\'mpiiora. Otherwise named Aqua
••itriolica camphorata. When properlv

diluted, it is an useful collyrium for

inflammations of the eves, in which
there is a weakness of the parts.

Externally, it is applied by surgeons
to scorbutic and phagedenic ulcera-

tions.

A'qu.e distilla't^. Distilled wa-
ters. These arc made by introducing

vegetables, as mint, penny-royal, &c.
into a still with water ; and drawing
off as much as is found to possess
the properties of the plants.

A'qu* minera'les. See Mineral
waters.

A'qu.e stillati'ti*: si'mplices.

Simple distilled waters.

A'ou.e stillati'tui spirituo's.'e.

Spirituous distilled waters, now called

only spiritus, as spiritus pulegii.

Aoujeduct of fallopius. A canal
in the petrous portion of the tem-
poral bone, first accurately described
by Fallopius.

Aquatic ?iut. See Trapa natans.

Aqueous humour of the eve.
The very limpid watery fluid, which
fills both chambers of the eye. See
Eye.

Aque'tta. The name of a liquid

poison, said to kill at stated times,
used by the Roman women, under
the Pontificate of Alexander VII.
It was prepared, and sold in drops,
by Tophania, or Toffania, an infa-
mous woman who resided at Paler-

mo, and afterwards at Naples. From
her, these drops obtained the name
of Aqua Toffania , Aqua di Na-
poli, &c.

Aquifo'lium. (From acus, a

needle, and folium, a leaf; so called

on account of its prickly leaf. See
Ilex.

A'ouila. Chym. A name formerly
used for sal-ammoniac, mercurius
praecipitatus, arsenic, sulphur, and
the philosopher's stone.

A'quila a'lba. One of the names
given to calomel by the ancients.

See Submurias hydrargyri. *

A'quila a'lba philosopho'rum.
Aqua alba ganymedis. Sublimed sal-

ammoniac.
A'ouila cozle'stis. A panacea,

or cure for all diseases ; a preparation

of mercury.
A'quila ve'seris. A preparation

of the ancients, made with vertiigrise

and sublimed sal-ammoniac.
A'ouila, among the ancients, had

many other epithets joined with it,

as rubra, salutifcra, volans, &c.
A'QUiLiE ve'nje. (From aquila, an

eagle). Branches of the jugular
veins, which are particularly pro-

minent in eagles.

A'QUiLiE lignum. Eagle-wood.
Generally sold for the agallochum.

Aquile'gia. (From aqua, water,

and legcre, to gather ; so called from
the shape of its leaves, which retain

water). The herb columbine.

—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Polyan -

dria; Order, Pentagynia.—2. The
name, in the Pharmacopoeias, for the
columbine. See Aquilegia vulgaris.

Aquile'gia vulga'ris. The syste-

matic name of the columbine.
Aquu'la. (Diminutive of aqua).

A small quantity of very fine and
limpid water. This term is applied

to the pellucid water, which distends

the capsule of the crystalline lens,

and the lens itself. Paulus yEgineta
uses it to denote a tumour consisting

of a fatty substance under the skin

of the eyelid.

Arabic gum. See Acacice gummi.
A'racalan. Amulets, or charms.
A'raca mi'ui. (Ind.j A shrub
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growing in the Brazils, whose roots

are diuretic and antidysenteric.

Ara'chne. (From arag. Heb. to

weave; or from apaxvih a spider).

The spider.

Arachnoid membrane. Tunica
vel Membrana Arachnoides, (From
apaxvrji a spider, and sidog, like-

ness ; so named from its resemblance

to a spider's web) . A thin membrane
of the brain, without vessels and
nerves, situated between the dura

and pia mater, and surrounding the

cerebrum, cerebellum, medulla ob-

longata, and medulla spinalis. Also

applied by some writers to the tunic

of the crystalline lens and vitreous

humour of the eye.

Arack. (Ind.) An Indian spiri-

tuous liquor, prepared in a variety of

ways. See Arrack.

A'rados. (From apadeto, to be

turbulent! . A commotion in the sto-

mach, occasioned by the fermentation

of its contents. Hipp.
Arjeo'tica. (From apatoco, to ra-

refy) . Things which rarefy the fluids

of the body.
Ara'lia. (From ara 9 a bank in

the sea ; so called because it grows

upon banks, near the sea). The
berry-bearing angelica. Of the se-

veral species of this tree, the roots

of the nudicaulis, or naked-stalked,

were brought over from North Ame-
rica, where it grows, and sold here

for sarsaparilla.

Ara'nea. (From apau, to knit

together) . The spider.

A'rbor vi'ta. The tree of life.

—

] . The cortical substance of the ce-

rebellum, when cut traversely, ap-

pears ramified like a tree, from
which circumstance it is termed arbor

vita'.—2. The name of a tree for-

merlym high estimation in medicine.

See Thuya occideutalis.

A'rbutls. The name of a genus

of plants in the Linnaean system :

( lass, Deiandria; Order, Monogynia.

The strawberry tree.

A'RBUTUS UNE'DO. Amatzquitl.

Vitrdo papyracca. A decoction of

the bark of the root of this plant is

commended in fevers.

A'rbutus u'va u'rsi, The sys-

tematic name for the officinal trail-

ing arbutus. Bear's berry,, bear's

whortle-berry, bear's whorts, or
bear's bilberries ; called also vaccaria-

vacci?iia.—Arbutus caulibus procum-
bentibus, foliis integerrimis of Lin-
naeus.

A'rca arcano'rum. The mercurv
of the philosophers.

A'rca co'rdis. The pericardium.

Arca'num, i, n. A secret. A medi-
cine, whose preparation, or efficacy,

is kept from the world, to enhance
its value. With the chymists, it is a

thing secret and incorporeal ; it can
only be known by experience, for it

is the virtue of everv tiling-, which
operates a thousand times more than
the thing itself.

Arca'num catho'licum. Bezoar,
plantain, and colchicum.

Arca'num duplex. Arcanum du-
plicaium. A name formerly given to

the combination of potash and sul-

phuric acid, more commonly called

vitriolated tartar, and now sulphate

of potash.

Arca'num ta'rtari. The acetate

of potash.

Arce'rthos. Juniper.

Arch-k'us. The universal archaeus,

or principle of Van Helmont, was
the active principle of the material

world ; it also means good health.

A'rche. (From apx^h tne begin-

ning) . The earliest stage of a disease.

Archf/nda. (Arab.) A powder
made of the leaves of the ligustrum,

to check the foetid odour of the feet.

Detergent.

Arcueo'stis. White briony.

Archima'gia. (From apxili the

chief, and ?naga, Arab, meditation)

.

Chymistry, as being the chief of

sciences.

Arciii'tholus. (From fp^ij, tne

chief, and SoXoc, a chamber) . The
sudatorium, or principal room of

the ancient baths.

A'rchos. (From apxoQ, an arch).

The anus; so called from its shape.

Archofto'ma. (From <(px°C> tne

anus, and art 7r^(o f
to fall down). A

bearing down of the rectum, or pro-

lapsus ani.

Arcta'tio. (Trom u retarc
}
to make
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narrow) . Arctitudo. Narrowness.

—

1. Constipation of the intestines,

from inflammation.—2. Preternatural

straitness of the pudendum muliebre.

A'rctium. (From ctpxlog, a bear
;

so called from its roughness). The
name of a genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Syngenesia

;

Order, Polygamic, a?qualis. The bur-
dock.
A'RCTI UM LA'PPA . (Lappa ; airOTH

\a£uv, from its seizing the garments
of passengers) . The herb clot bur,
or burdock. The systematic name
for the bardana. Arctium. Betonica.

Britannic*. Ilaphis. The plant so
called in the pharmacopoeias, is Arc-
tium lappa.—Foliis eordatis, inermi-
bus, petiolatis, of Linnaeus.

*** Decoctions of them have of
late been used, in rheumatic, gouty,
venereal, and other disorders ; and
are preferred by some to those of
sarsaparilla. Two ounces of the

roots are to be boiled in three pints

of water, to a quart ; to this, two
drachms of sulphate of potash have
been usually added. Of this decoc-
tion, a pint should be taken every
day in scorbutic and rheumatic cases,

and when intended as a diuretic, in a

shorter period.

Arctu'ra. (From arctare, to strait-

en). An inflammation of the finger,

or toe, from a curvature of the nail.

Limi&us.
Arcua'lia. (From arcus, a bow).

Arcualis. The sutura coronalis is so

named, from its bow-like shape

;

and, for the same reason, the bones
of the sinciput are called areualia

ossia. Bartholin.

Arcua'tio. (From arcus, a bow).
A gibbosity of the fore-parts, with a

curvature of the sternum of the ti

bia, or dorsal vertebrae. Avicenna.
A'rculjE. (A dim. of area, a

chest). The orbits or sockets of the

eyes.

A'rdas. (From ap?vu), to defile).

Filth, excrement, or refuse. Hipp.
Ardent Spirit. See Alkohol.

A'rdor febri'lis. Feverish heat.

A'rdor URl'NJB. Dysuria. Scald-
ing of the urine. Difficulty and pain

in making water, attended with a

sense of heat in the urethra. It is a
symptom of gonorrhoea, and some
other affections.

A'rdor ventri'culi. Heartburn.
A'rea. An empty space. That

kind of baldness where the crown of
the head is left naked, like the ton-
sure of a monk.
Are'ca i'ndica. An inferior kind

of nutmeg.
Are'gon. (From apnyio, to help)

.

A resolvent ointment ; so called from
its valuable qualities.

Arema'ros. Cinnabar.
Are'na, ce, f. Sand, or gravel.

Arena'mel. (From arena, sand ;

so called because it was said to be
procured from sandy places) . .ire-

namen. Bole-armenic.
Arena'tion. (From arena, sand).

Saburration, or the sprinkling of hot
sand upon the bodies of patients.

Andr. Baccius de Therm.
Are'ntes. (From arere, to dry

up). A kind of ancient cupping-
glasses, used without scarifying.

Are'ola. (A dim. of area, a void
space). A small brown circle, which
surrounds the nipples of females.

During and after pregnancy, it be-

comes considerably larger.

Aret£NOi'des. See Arytanoides.

A'rete. (Apcrfj, virtue). Hippo-
crates uses this word to signify cor-

poreal or mental vigour.

Are'ls. A pessary, invented by
/Egineta.

A'rfar. Arsag. Arsenic. Ru-
land, &c.

A'rgal. Argol. Crude tartar, in

the state in which it is taken from
the inside of wine-vessels, is known
in the shops by this name.

Argasy'llis. (From apyor, a ser-

pent, which it is said to resemble).

The plant which was supposed to

produce gum ammoniac.
A'rgema. (From apyoc;, white).

Argemon. A small white ulcer of
the globe of the eye. Erotianus. Ga-*

len, &c.
Arge'nti m'tras. Causticum lu-

nare. Argentum nitratum. Nitrate

of silver.

%* Its virtues are corrosive and
astringent. Internally it is exhibited
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in very small quantities, in epilepsy

;

and externally it is employed to de-

stroy fungous excrescences, callous

ulcers, fistulas, &c. In the latter

disease it is employed as an injec-

tion ; from two grains to three be-

ing dissolved in an ounce of distilled

water.

Arge'ntum, ?, n. Silver. See Silver.

Arge'ntum mtra'tum. See Ni-
Xros argenti.

Arge'ntum vi'vum. Quicksilver.

It was formerly, by some, called

argentum mobile, and argentum fu-

sum. See Mercury.
A'rges. (From apyoc, white). A

serpent, with a whitish skin, deemed
by Hippocrates exceedingly venom-
ous.

Argi'lla. (From apyog, white)

.

White clay ; argil ; potters' earth.

Argi'lla vitriola'ta. Alum.
Argvri'tis. (From apyvpog, sil-

ver). Litharge, or spume of silver.

A kind of earth was formerly so

named, which is taken from silver

mines, and is bespangled with many
particles of silver.

Argyro'come. (From «pyupoc,
silver, and ko/jltj, hair). A sort of
cudweed, or gnaphalium, was so
named from its white silvery flos-

cules.

Argyroli'banos. The white oli-

banum.
Argvro'phora. An antidote, in

the composition of which there is

silver.

Argyrotrophe'ma. (From apyoc,
white, and rpotprifja, food). A white
cooling food, made with milk. Milk
<liet. Galen.

Ariieumati'stos. (From a, neg.
and pev/Liart(to, to be afflicted with
rheums). Not being afflicted with
gouty rheums.

Aricy'mon. (From apt, and xuw,
to be quickly impregnated). A wo-
man who conceives quickly and
oi'ton.

Akistalthje'a. (From aptroc,
and a\0aia

y
the althaea) . Altluea, or

common marsh-mallow.
Arstolo'chia. (From apid)oq

y

£nod, and Xoyja, or \o\tia, partu-

rition -

y
no called because it was sup-

posed to be of sovereign use in dis-

orders incident to child-birth).— 1.

The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnsean system : Class, Gynan-
dria ; Order, Hexandria. Birthwort.
1—2. The pharmacopoeial name of
the long-rooted birthwort. See.^m-
tolochia lo?iga.

Aristolo'chia anguici'da. Snake-
killing birthwort. Linn.—The juice

of the root of this plant has the pro-
perty of so stupifying serpents, that

they may be handled with impunity.

One or two drops are sufficient ; and
if more be dropt imo the mouth,
they become convulsed. So ungrate-
ful is the smell of the root to those

reptiles, that it is said they imme-
diately turn from it. The juice is

also esteemed as a preventive against

the effects usually produced by the

bite of venomous serpents.

Aristolo'chia clemati'tis. (Cle-

matitis, from y,\fjfia 9 a tendril ; from
its climbing up trees, or any thing

that it can fasten upon with its ten-

drils). Aristolochia tenuis. The sys-

tematic name of the Aristolochia vul-

garis of some pharmacopoeias. It is

esteemed as possessing antipodagric

virtues.

Aristolo'chia faba'cea. See Fu-
maria bullosa.

Aristolo'chia lo'nga. The sys-

tematic name for the aristolochia of

our pharmacopoeias. The root of
this plant only is in use. The virtues

ascribed to it bv the antients were
very considerable ; and it was fre-

quently employed in various diseases,

but particularly in promoting the

discharge of the lot Ida; hence its

name. It is now very rarely used,

except in gouty affections, as an aro-

matic stimulant.

Aristolo'chia roti'nda. The
root of this species of birthwort is

used indiscriminately with that of
the aristolochia longa. See Aristo-

lochia lo/iga.

Aristolo'chia serpentaria. The
systematic name for the aerpenturim

<virginiana of the pharmacopoeias.

Virginian snake - root.

*** Snake-root lias an aromatic

smell, approaching to that of vale-
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rian, but more agreeable; and a

warm, bitterish, pungent taste. It

possesses tonic and antisceptic vir-

tues, and is generally admitted as a

powerful stimulant and diaphoretic.

It is employed, in the present day,

in some fevers where these effects

are required. A tincture of snahf-

root is directed both by the Lond.
and Edinb. Pharmacopoeias.

Aristolo'chia te'suis. See Aris-

tolochia clematitis.

Aristolo'chia triloba'ta. Linn.

Three-lobed birthwort. The root,

and every part of this plant, is diu-

retic, and is employed in America
against the bite of serpents.

Aristolo'chia yulga'ris. See
Aristolochia clematitis.

Aristophanei'on. (From Aristo-

phanes, its inventor). The name of

an ancient emollient plaster, com-
posed of wax, or pitch. Gorrams.

Araiatl'ka. Harness. The am-
nios, or internal membrane which
surrounds the fnetu-.

A'rme. From aoio, to adapt;. A
junction of the lips of wounds ; al-o

the joining of the sutures of the

head.

Armi'lla. (Dim. of annus, the

arm). The round ligament which
confines the tendons of the carpu -.

Armora'cia. (From Arm<,ri<(t,

the country whence it mm brought).

See Coch/earia Armoracia.
Armora'ci;e ra'dix. Korse-radish

root. See Coch/earia Armorai id.

A'rnica. (Apvutrj: from anc, a

lamb ; because of the likeness of the

leaf of this plant to the coat of the

lamb). Leopard's-bane. Arnica.

—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linna?:in system : Class, Synge-
nesia; Order, Polygarnia ^upvrjlua.

—2. The pharmacopceial name of

the Mountain arnica.

A'rnica monta'na. The systematic

name for the arnica of the pharma-
copoeias. The flowers of this plant

are very generally employed on the

Continent ; and, as a febrifuge and
antiseptic, have been highly extolled

by Dr. Collin, of Vienna. Much
caution is necessary in regulating the

dose, as it is a medicine very apt to

produce vomiting, and much uneasi-

ness of the stomach. See Arnica.

A'rnica suede'nsis. See Inula
dysenterica.

Arxo'tto. (Spanish) . A curious
shrub in Jamaica, the seeds of which
are covered with a kind of wax, from
which is made the Spanish arnotto.

Aro'ma, matis, n. (From apt,

intensely, and o(o>, to smell) . Spi-
ritus rector. Lach plant has its

characteristic smell. This odorant
principle is called, by the moderns,
aroma. Water charged with aroma,
is called the distilled water of the

substance made use of ; thus lavender
and peppermint waters, are water im-
pregnated with the aroma of the

lavender and peppermint.

Aroma'ticls co'rtex. A name
for canella alba.

Aroma'tics. (Aroma tica, sc. me-
di< amenta ; from ctniofia, an odour).
A term applied to all medicines
which have a grateful spicy scent,

and an agreeable pungent taste, as

cinnamon bark, cardamoms, &c.
Aromatopo'la. (From cunopa, an

odour, ladwl

C

i, to sell). A drug-
gist ; a vender of drugs and spicerie^.

Arqueriva'dk. (A French word,
implying goodfor a gun-shot wound)

.

The name of a spirituous water, dis-

tilled from a farrago of aromatic
plants.

Arrv'ck. A spirituous liquor dis-

tilled from rice, and drank, in the

rice countries, as brandy is in this

island. Its effects on the animal eco-
nomy are the same.
A'rraphus. (From a, priv. and

n«0;/, a suture;. Without suture.

It is applied to the cranium when
naturally without sutures.

Arrh/e'a. (From a, neg. and peo>,

to flow) . The suppression of any
natural flux, as the menses, &c.
Arrowhead. The roots of this

plant, Sagittaria sagittifolia of Lin-
naeus, are said to be esculent, but it

must be in times of very great scar-

citv.
a/

Arrow-root. See Maranta.
Arse'nmas. (From Arsenicum, ar-

senic) . An arseniate or arsenical salt.

A salt formed by a combination of
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arsenic acid with different bases, as

arseniate of ammonia, which is pro-

duced by the union of ammonia with

arsenic acid. The only one used in

medicine is the superarseniate of pot-

ash. See Arsenic acid.

A'rsemc. (From the Arabic term
Arsanek, or from apavrj, for apprjv,

masculus; from its strong and deadly

powers. Arsenic is a metal scattered,

in great abundance, over the mineral

kingdom. It is found in black heavy
masses, of little brilliancy, called

native arsenic (testaceous arsenic).

This exists in different parts of Ger-
many. Mineralised by sulphur, it

forms sulphurised arsenic. This mi-

neral is met with in Italy, about

Mount Vesuvius.— There are two
varieties of this ore, which differ

from each other in colour, occasioned

by the different proportions of their

component parts. The one is called

yellow sulphurised arsenic, or orpi-

ment; the other, red sulphurised ar-

senic, or realgar (ruby arsenic) ; both

are met with in Hungary, and differ-

ent parts of Germany. The colour

of the first ore is a lemon-yellow,

inclining sometimes to a green ; the

colour of the latter is a ruby-red ; it

is more transparent than the former,

and found in compact solid masses,

sometimes crystallized in bright nee-

dles. Arsenic united to oxygen, con-

stitutes the ore called native oxide of
arsenic. This ore is scarce ; it is

generally found of an earthy appear-

ance, or as an efflorescence, coating

native, or metallic arsenic ; its colour

is a whitish-grey ; it is rarely met
with crystallized. Arsenic exists like-

wise alloyed with cobalt, antimony,

tin, copper, lead, and various other

metals.
*** Notwithstanding the mischief

it is capable of producing, the arse-

nious acid is a valuable internal re-

medy, in its appropriate dose, viz.

about one-eighteenth part of a grain.

See Arsenicalis liquor. Externally it

is used as a caustic, particularly in

cancer.

Akskmc acid. Arsenic fully oxy-
genated. It is always a product of
art. It is capable of existing in the

solid state. It appears in the form
of a white pulverulent matter. It

attracts humidity from the air. It

is soluble in water. The solution

possesses a considerable acid taste.

It maybe evaporated to dryness, and
even converted into glass. It is de-
composable by all combustible bo-
dies, and by many oxides. It is so-

luble in some acids, but without
change, or intimate combination.

Arse'nical caustic. A species of
caustic said to possess useful pro-
perties, independent of those of de-
stroying morbid parts to which it is

applied. It is composed of two parts

of levigated antimony to one of
white arsenic.

*
#* This is the caustic so exten-

sively employed under the name of
arsenical caustic, by the late Mr.
Justamond, in his treatment of can-
cers.

Arsenic a'lis li'quor. Arsenical

solution. " Take of sublimed oxide

of arsenic, in very fine powder, sub-
carbonate of potash from tartar, of

each 64 grains ; distilled water, a
pint. Boil them together in a glass

vessel, until the arsenic be entirely

dissolved. When the solution is cold,

add compound spirit of lavender,

four fluid drachms. Then add as

much distilled water as may exactly

fill a pint measure." This prepara-

tion is similar to the formula of Dr.
Fowler, of Stafford, who first intro-

duced it in imitation of a celebrated

popular remedy for intermittents,

sold under the name of the tasteless

ague-drop. The compound spirit of

lavender is only intended to give

some colour and taste, without

which it would be more liable to

mistakes. Where the dose is small,

and the effects so powerful, the most
minute attention to its proportion

and preparation become necessary.

Each ounce contains four grains of

the oxide, and each drachm half a

grain : but it will rarely be proper

to aro bevond one-sixteenth of a

grain as a dose.

Arsenical solution. See Arsenicalis

liquor.

Arse'nici o'xydum sublima'tum.
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Arsenici oxydum pr&paratum. This i

ib intended to render the arsenious

acid more pure. It is directed to be

powdered, put into a crucible, and

sublimed, by the application of fire,

into another crucible inverted over

the first.

Arsenici oxydum preparation. See

Arsenici oxydum sublimation.

Arsenici album. White arsenic.

See Arsenious acid, in the article

Arsenic.
Arse'mous acid. White arsenic.

Oxide of arsenic. Rat's-bane.
*
#
* It possesses a weak sub-acid

taste, which slowly manifests itself.

Though of but a feeble acidity, it

sensibly reddens the tincture of cab-

bage and litmus. If placed on burn-

ing coals, or on a red-hot iron, it is

volatilized in the form of a white va-

pour, which has a strong smell of

irarlick. It is slightly soluble in water.

With phosphoric and boracic acid>,

it fuses into glass. It decomposes

the nitrates and the super-oxygenated

muriate of potash. It unites with

many of the earths and alkalies, as

well as metallic oxides, and forms

saline compounds, which are termed

arsenites.

Artemi'sia. (A queen of that

name, who first used it ; or from

Apre/ac, Diana ; because it was

formerly used in the diseases of

women, over whom she preside! .

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Syngencsia

;

Order, Polygamia superflua.

Artemisia alro'tanum. The sys-

tematic name for the abrotanum of

the pharmacopoeias. Abrotanum mas.

Abrathan. Common southern-wood.

Artemisia fruticosa of Linnaeus.

A plant possessed of a strong and (to

most people) an agreeable smell ; a

pungent, bitter, and somewhat nau-

seous taste. It is supposed to stimu-

late the whole system, but more par-

ticularly the uterus. It is very rarely

used, unless by way of fomentation,

with which intention the leaves are

directed.

Artemi'sia absinthium. The sys-

tematic name for the Absirithitim vul-

gate of the pharmacopoeias. Com-

mon wormwood. Falsely called in

our markets Absinthium Romamim,
or Roman wormwood. Absinthium

Ponticum of Dioscorides and Pliny,

according to Murray.
%* This species of wormwood

may be considered the principal of

the herbaeeous bitters. Its virtus,

in the words of Bergius, is antipu-

tredinosa, antacida, anthelmintica,

resolvens, tonica, spasmodica. And,
although it is now chiefly employed
with a view to the two last-men-

tioned qualities, yet we are told

of its good effects in a variety of

diseases ; as intermittent fevers, hy-
pochondriasis, obstructions of the

liver and spleen, gout, calculi, scurvy,

dropsy, worms, &c. See JJ'oodville 's

Medical Botany.—Cullen thinks it

is possessed of a narcotic power, and
that there is in every bitter, when
largely employed, a power of de-

stroying the sensibility and irritabi-

lity of the nervous system. Exter-

nallv, wormwood is used in discuti-

ent and antiseptic fomentations.

Artemi'sia chine'nsis. Moxa Ja-
po n it a . Musia petra? . Moxa . Mug-
wort of 'China. A soft lanuginous

substance, called moxa, is prepared

in Japan, from the young leaves of
this species of inugwort, by beat-

ing them when thoroughly dried,

and rubbing them betwixt the hands,

till only the fine fibres are left.

Moxa is celebrated in the eastern

countries for preventing and curing

many disorders, by being burnt on
the skin ; a little cone of it laid upon
the part, previously moistened, and
set on fire on the top, burns down
with a temperate and glowing heat,

and produces a dark-coloured spot,

the ulceration of which is promoted
by putting a little garlick ; and the

ulcer is either healed up when the

eschar separates, or kept running for

a length of time, as different circum-
stances may require. See Larrey on
Moxa, &c.

Artemi'sia juda'ica. The syste-

matic name for the Santonicum of
the pharmacopoeias, according t>

some botanists. See Artemisia Sar-
toniea.

G
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Artemi'sia mari'tima. The syste-

matic name for the Absinthium ma-
ritimum of the pharmacopoeias. Sea-

wormwood, falsely called in our
markets, Roman wormwood. It is

preferred in those cases where the

artemisia absinthium is supposed to be

too unpleasant for the stomach.

Artemi'sia po'ntica. The syste-

matic name for the Absinthium pon-

ticurn , or Roman wormwood, not

now used medicinally.

Artemi'sia rupe'stris. The syste-

matic name for the genipi album of

the pharmacopoeias. It has a grate-

ful smell, and is used in some coun-

tries in the cure of intermittents and
obstructed catamenia.

Artemi'sia santo'mca. The Tar-

tarian southern-wood, or worm-seed.

The seeds are esteemed to be sto-

machic, emmenagogue, and anthel-

mintic ; but it is especially for the

last-mentioned powers that they are

now administered ; and from their

efficacy in this way, they have ob-

tained the name of worm-seed.
Artemi'sia vulga'ris. Mugwort.

This plant is slightly bitter, and,

although in high esteem in former

clays, is now almost entirely for-

gotten.

Artemo'nium. (From Artemon,

its inventor) . A collyriam, or wash
for the eyes.

Artf/ria. See Artery.

Arteri'aca. (From apri)pia, an

artery). Medicines formerly used

against disorders of the aspera arte-

ria, or trachea.

Arte'ris: adipo's;e. The arteries

which secrete the fat about the kid-

neys are so called. They are branches

of the capsular and diaphragmatic,

renal, and spermatic arteries.

Arte'ri^e VENo'siE. The four pul-

monary veins were so called by the

ancients.

Arteriosus du'ctus. See Ductus

arteriosus.

Arterio'tomy. (From aplijpia, an

artery, and rtpvio, to cut). The
opening of an artery. This opera-

tion is confined to the temporal

artery.

A'RTEftY. (From arjp, air, and

Tijpeo), to keep; so called, because
the ancients supposed that only air

was contained in them). Arteria.

Arteries are membranous pulsating

canals, which gradually become less

as they proceed from the heart. They
are composed of three membranes

;

a common, or external ; a muscular

;

and an internal one, which is very
smooth. They originate from the

heart ; the pulmonary artery from
the right ventricle ; and the aorta

from the left : the other arteries are

all branches of the aorta. Their ter-

mination is either in the veins, or
in capillary exhaling vessels, or they
anastomose with one another. It is

by their means that the blood is car-

ried from the heart to every part of

the body, for nutrition, preservation

of life, generation of heat, and the

secretion of the different fluids. The
action of the arteries, called the

pulse, corresponds with that of the

heart, and is effected by the contrac-

tion of their muscular, and great

elasticity of their outermost coat.

Arthani'ta. (From aplog, bread
;

because it is the food of swine) . The
herb sow-bread. See Cyclamen.
Arthre'mbolus. (From apOpov,

a joint, and efji^aWco, to impel).

An instrument for reducing luxated

bones.

Arthri'tica. (From apBpiric., the

gout) .—1 . The herb ground-pine ;

so called, because it was thought

good against gouty disorders.—2. Re-
medies for the gout.

Arthri'tis, -tidis, f. (From apQpov,

a joint ; because it is commonly
confined to the joints). The gout.

Dr. Cullen, in his Nosology, gives

it the name of podagra, because

he considers the foot to be the

seat of the idiopathic gout. It is

arranged in the Class Pyrexia3
, and

Order Phlegmasia1
, and is divided

into four species, the regular, ato-

nic, retrocedent, and misplaced.

Arthroca'ce. (From apOpov, a

joint, and xa*?j, a disease). An ulcer

of the cavity of the bone.

Arthro'dia. (From" apQpoo), to

articulate). A species of <h arthrosis,

or moveable connection of bones, in
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which the head of one bone is re-

ceived into the superficial cavity of

another, so as to admit of motion

in every direction, as the head of

the humerus with the glenoid cavity

of the scapula.

Arthrody'nia. (From apQpov, a

joint, and ocvvi], pain). Chronic

pains in the joints, without pyrexia,

it is one of the terminations of acute

rheumatism. See Rheumatismus.
Arthropuo'sis. (From apQpov, a

joint, and tsvov, pus). Arthropyosis.

A collection of pus in a joint. It is,

however, frequently applied to other

affections, as lumbago psoadica, &c.

Arthrosis. (From apdpoio, to

articulate, or join together). Articu-

lation.

Artichoke. See Cinara.

Artichoke, French. See Cinara.

Artichoke, Jerusalem. See Ile-

lianthus tuberosum.

Articula'ris. A name given to a

disease which more immediately in-

fests the articuli, or joints. The
morbus articularis is synonymous
with the Greek word arthritis, and
our gout. A branch of tlu* basilic

vein is called articularis vena, be-

cause it passes under the joint of the

shoulder.

Articulation. (From artirulns, n

joint). The skeleton is composed of
a great number of bones, which are

all so admirably constructed, and
with so much affinity to each other,

that the extremity of every bone is

}>erfectly adjusted to the end of the

bone with which it is connected ; and
this connection is termed their ar-

ticulation. Anatomists distinguish

three kinds of articulation : the first

they name Biarthrosis ; the sccc-.d,

Synarthrosis ; and the third, Am-
phiarthrosis ; which see, under their

respective heads.

Arti'scus. (From aprog, bread)

.

A troch ; so called, because they are
made like little loaves.

Arto'creas. (From aprog, bread,
and aptag, flesh). A nourishing food,
made of bread and various meats
boiled together. Galen.

Arto'gala. (From aprog, bread,
and ya\a

} milk) , A cooling food,

made of bread and milk. A poul-

tice.

Arto'meli. (From aproc, bread,

and fxeXi, honey) . A cataplasm made
of bread and honey. Galen.

A'rum. (From the Hebrew word
jaron, which signifies a dart ; so

named, because its leaves are shaped
like a dart ; or from apa, injury).

—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnoean system : Class, Gynan-
dria ; Order, Polyandria. Arum, or

wake-robin.—2. The pharmacopceial

name of the common arum, or wake-
robin.

A'rum dracu'nculus. The syste-

matic name of the plant, called in

English, dragon's-wort, and many-
leaved arum.
%* The roots and leaves of this

plant are extremely acrimonious

;

more so than the arum maculatum,
with which it agrees in medicinal

virtues.

A'rum macula'tum. The syste-

matic name for the arum of the

pharmacopoeias.

Aryt-^'no-epiglottidf/cs. Innes
and Albums. Arytano-Epi^iottici of

Window* A muscle composed of a
Dumber of fibres running between
the arytamoid cartilage and epi-

glottis.

Arytenoid cartilage. CartiUt'^i

arytamoidea. The name of two carti-

lages of the larynx. See Larynx.
Arytnjenoi'des. From apvlaiva,

a funnel, and u£og, shape). The
name of some parts, from their be-
ing funnel-shaped.

Aryt.enoide'us major. See Ary-
tamoideus transversus.

Aryt.enoide'us mi'nor. SeeAry-
tcenoidcus ohliquus.

ArytjENoide'ls obli'ouus. Innes,

Albinus, and Winslow. Arytcenoi-
deus minor of Douglas. A muscle of
the glottis, which arises from the
base of one arytenoid cartilage, and
crossing its fellow, is inserted near
the tip of the other arytsenoid car-

tilage. It is occasionally wanting.
Arytsnoide'us transve'rsus, of

Innes, Albinus, and Winslow. Arytce-
noideus major of Douglas. An azygos,
or single muscle of the glottis.

G2
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Asafoi'tida, -c&, f. (From the He-
brew word asa, to heal). See Fe-
rula.

Asa'phatum. (From a, neg. and
(TaQvg, clear). An intercutaneous
itch, generated in the pores, like

worms with black heads : so called

by reason of their minuteness : they
are hardly visible.

Asa'phia. (From a, neg. and aa-
Qrjg, clear) . A defect in utterance or
pronunciation.

Asarabacca. See Asarum,
A'sari fo'lia. Asarabacca leaves.

The leaves of the Asarum Europaeum.
See Asarum.

A'sarum. ;(From a, neg. and
<r«ipw, to adorn ; because it was not

admitted into the ancient coronal

wreaths) . Asarabacca.—1 . The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Dodecandria; Order,

Monogynia.—2. The pharmacopceial

name of the asarabacca.

A'sarum Europium. The syste-

matic name of the asarabacca of the

shops. It is a native of England,

but not very common. The leaves

of this plant are extremely acrid,

and are occasionally used, when
powdered, as a sternutatory. For
this purpose the leaves, as being less

acrid than the roots, are preferred
;

and in moderate doses, not exceed-

ing a few grains, snuffed up the nose,

for several evenings, produce a

pretty large watery discharge, which

continues for several days together,

by which the head-ache, tooth-ache,

ophthalmia, and some paralytic and

soporific complaints have been effec-

tually relieved.

Ascaloni'tis. A species of onion.

Asca'rides. The plural of ascaris.

See Ascaris.

A'scaris, -idis, n. (From a(TKeoj,to

move about : so called from its con-

tinued troublesome motion). There

are several kinds of worms distin-

guished by tliis term ; but those which

claim a place here, as belonging only

to the human body, are— 1. Ascaris

vermicular is , the thread or maw-
worm, which is very small and slen-

der, not exceeding half an inch in

length : they inhabit the rectum.

—

2. Ascaris lumbricoides, the long and
round worm, which is a foot in length,
and about the breadth of a goose

-

quill.

Asce'ndens obli'ouus. See Ob-
liquus internus abdominis.

A'scia. An axe or chisel. A
simple bandage ; so called from its

shape in position. Galen.

Asci'tes, -a, m. (From ctcntog,

a sack, or bottle ; so called from
its bottle-like protuberancy) . Dropsy
of the belly. A tense, but scarcely

elastic, swelling of the abdomen,
from accumulation of water. Cullen
ranks this genus of disease in the

Class Cachexia?, and Order Jntu-

mescentia?

.

Ascle'pias. (From Asclepias, its

discoverer ; or from JEsculapius, the

god of medicine). The herb swallow-
wort. The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Pen-
tandria; Order, Digynia.

Ascle'pias vinc^to'xicum. The
systematic name for the vincetoxicum

of the pharmacopoeias. It is given

in some countries in the cure of
glandular obstructions.

Ascle'pios. (From Asclepias, its*

inventor.) A dried smegma and col-

lyrium described by Galen.

Asco'ma. (From a<rxoc, a bottle)

.

The eminence of the pubes at the

years of maturity ; so called from its

shape.

A'sef. A pustule like a millet-

seed.

A'segon. Asegen. Asogen. Dra-
gon's-blood.

Ash. See Fraxinus.

Asia'ticum ba'lsamim. Balm of

Gilead.

A'sinus. The ass. Its milk is

much esteemed in medicine. See

Asses' Milk.

Asini'nuim lac. Asses' milk.

Asi'ti. (From a, neg. and (Ttroc,

food). Asitia. Those are so called

who take no food, for want of ap-

petite.

A'sjogam. (Ind.) A tree growing
in Malabar and the East Indies, whose
juice is used against the colic.

Aso'des. (From avio, to nau-

seate). A nausea or loathing, or
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a Fever with much sense of heat and

nausea. Aretceus.

Aspadia'lis. A suppression of

urine from an imperforated urethra.

Aspa'lathum. The aromatic aloe.

Aspa'lathi lignum. See Lignum.
Aloes.

Aspa'ragus. (From Acnrapayog, a

young shoot, before it unfolds its

leaves) .— 1 . The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Hexandria; Order, Monogynia. Aspa-
ragus.—2. The pharmacopoeial name
of the common sparage, or sparrow-
grass.

Aspa'ragus officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the asparagus, the

root of which has been esteemed as

a diuretic. Mostly employed as a

food, but contains very little nou-
rishment.

Aspa'sia. (From a, for apa, to-

gether, and ffTTrtw, to draw). A con-

strictive medicine for the pudendum
muliebre. Caplvuc.

A'spera arte'ria. So called from
the inequality of its cartilages) . Sec
Trachea.

Aspe'rula. (A diminutive of asprr,

the seeds being rough). The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Tetrandia; Order,
Mmtogynia. Woodroof.

Aspe'rula odora'ta. The syste-

matic name for the officinal matri-

<//'ra. It imparts its flavour to vi-

nous liquors ; and is commended as

a cordial and deobstruent remedy.
Aspaalti'tis. A kind of trefoil:

the last vertebra of the loins.

Aspho'delus. (From a<77rtc, a
serpent, and dtiXoc, fearful ; be-
cause it destroys the venom of ser-

pents ; or from (nrodog, ashes, be-
cause it was formerly sown upon
the graves of the dead) . Asphodel.—
1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class Hexan-
dria; Order, Monogynia.—2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the daffodil,

or branched asphodel.

Aspho'delus ramo'sus. The sys-
tematic name for the officinal aspho-
delus. The plant was formerly sup-
posed to be efficacious in the cure of
sordid ulcers. It is now laid aside.

Asphy'xia. (From a, priv. and

<r0v£i£, a pulse). The state of the

body during life, in which the pul-

sation of the heart and arteries can-

not be perceived. Several species of

asphyxia are enumerated by different

authors. See Syncope.

Aspidi'scus. (From acTTrtc, a buck-
ler). The sphincter muscle of the

anus was formerly so called, from its

shape. Coelius Aurelianus.

Asple'nium. (From a, priv. and
€r7rXrjv

9
the spleen ; because it was

supposed to remove disorders of the

spleen). The herb spleen-wort. The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Cryptoga-

mia; Order, Filices.

Asple'nium ru'ta mura'ria. The
systematic name for the ruta muraria

of the pharmacopoeias. It is sup-

posed by some to possess specific

virtues in the cure of ulcers of the

lungs, and is exhibited in the form
of decoction.

Asple'mlm scolopf/ndrium. The
systematic name for the scolopen-

drium of the pharmacopoeias. Phil-

lit is. Lingua cervina. Harts-tongue.
This indigenous plant has a slightly

astringent and mucilaginous sweetish

taste. When fresh, and rubbed, it

imparts a disagreeable smell. Harts-

tongue, which is one of the five ca-

pillary herbs, waa formerly much
used to strengthen the viscera, re-

strain haemorrhages and alvine fluxes,

and to open obstructions of the liver

and spleen, and for general purposes
of demulcents and pectorals.

Asple'nium tricho'manes. The
systematic name for the trichomonas
of the pharmacopoeias. Common
maiden-hair, or spleen-wort. The
leaves have a mucilaginous, sweet-
ish, subastringent taste, without any
particular flavour : they are esteemed
useful in disorders of the breast,

being supposed to promote the ex-
pectoration of tough phlegm, and
to open obstructions of the vis-

cera. P. E.
A'ssaba. A shrub found on the

coast of Guinea, whose leaves are

supposed to disperse buboes.

A'ssac. (Arab.} Gumammoniacuro.
G3
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Assafg/hda. See Ferula,

A'ssala. The nutmeg.
A'ssanus. A weight consisting of

two drachms. „

Assaraba'cca. See Asarum.
Assa'rium. A Roman measure of

twelve ounces.

Assarth Ro's IS . Articulation.

A'sse. A loathing of food, from
a conflux of humours. Hipp.

Asses' milk. This is preferred to

cows' and other kinds of milk, in

phthisical cases, and where the sto-

mach is weak ; as containing less

oleaginous particles, and being more
easily converted into chyle.

AfiSJlHJLA'nON. (Assimulatio , from
ad, and tifnili*, to make like to)

.

The conversion of the food into

nutriment.

Assiste'ntes. (From ad, andsistcre,

to stand near) . A name of the pro-

state glands, so called because they
lie near the bladder.

Asso'des. (From aaaopai, to

nauseate, or from assare, to burn).

Asodes. A continual fever, attended

with a loathing of food. Sauvages
calls it Tritseophya assodes ; it is

arranged by Cullen under the tertian

remittents.

A'ssos. A name given formerly

to alumen.
A'stacus mar'inus. The lobster.

See Cancer.

A'stacus fluvia'tilis. The offi-

cinal crevis, or cray-nsh. See Cancer.

A'stapis . (From <za<pic, uva passa)

.

A raisin.

ASTA-RZOF. The name of an oint-

ment of litharge, house -leek, &c.
Paracelsus.

A:, iciia'cijilos. A malignant ulcer,

by some called araneus.

Astera'ntium. (From a<n]n, a

star J.
Astericum. The herb pel-

litory ; so called from its star-like

rform.

As n if/ma. (From a, prir. and
cQtvoq, strength). Extreme debility.

*
t
* The asthenic diseases form

one great branch of the Brunonian

Arrangement.
Astiiesoi.ogv. (From a, priv.

and trOtvoc, strength, and Xoyoe, *

treatise) . The doctrine of diseases

arising from debility. The disciples

of the Brunonian school, as they
denominate themselves, maintain
peculiar opinions on this subject.

A/STHMA. (Asthma, matis, neut.
from affOf-iaZio, to breathe with diffi-

culty) . Difficult respiration, return-
ing at intervals, with a sense of
stricture across the breast, and in

the lungs ; a wheezing, hard cough,
at first, but more free towards the
close of each paroxysm, with a dis-

charge of mucus, followed by a re-

mission. It is ranked by Cullen in the
Class Neuroses, and Order Spatmi.

A'stites. (From ad, and stare, to

stand near) . A name given by the
ancients to the prostate glands, be-
cause they are situated near the
bladder.

Astra'galuS. (ArpayaXoe, a
cockle, or die ; because it is shaped
like the die used in ancient games) .

—

1. The name of a bone of the tarsus,

upon which the tibia moves. Ancle-
bone : also called the sling-bone, or
first bone of the foot.—2. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Diadelphia; Order,
Decandria. Milk-vetch.

Astra'galus excapus. Stemless
milk-vetch. The root of this plant

is said to cure confirmed syphilis,

especially when in the form of nodes
and nocturnal pains.

Astra'galus trag aca'xth.a. The
former systematic name for the plant

which affords the gum tragacanth.

See Astragalus vcrus.

Astra'galus ve'rus. Goat's thorn.

Milk -vetch. Spina hirci. Astraga-
lus aculeatus. \Yc are indebted to a

French traveller of the name of

Olivier, for the discovery that the

gum tragacanth of commerce, is the

produce of a species of astragalus not

before known. He describes it under
the name of astragalus vcrus, being

different both from A. tragacantha of
Linnaeus, and from the A. gummi-
fera of Lahillardierc. It grows in

the North of Persia. The demulcent
qualities of this gum are to be con-
sidered as similar to those of gum
arabic.

Amua'ntia vulca'ris. (From
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cstrum, a star ; so called from the

star-like shape of its flowers) . As-
trantia nigra. The herb sanicle

masterwort. A rustic purge.

A'strape. (From a-ocnrlu) , to cor-

uscate) . Lightning. Galen reckons

it among the remote causes of epi-

lepsy.

Astri'cta. (From astringo, to

bind;. When applied to the belly,

it signifies costiveness ; thus, alvus

astricta.

Astri'ngents. (From astringere,

to constringe . Remedies which,

when applied to the body, render the

solids denser and miner, bv con-

tracting their fibres, independently

of their living, or muscuhir power.

They are employed in surgery chiefly

88 exterual applications, either for

restoring diminished tonic power, or

cheeking various discharges.

*#* The chief articles of this class

are the acids, alum, lime-water,

chalk, certain preparations of cop-

per, zinc, iron, and lead; with galls

and several other vegetable substances

which owe their astringency princi-

pally to the tannin they contain.

Astrono'mia. (From azoov, a

Star, and vojjtoc, a law) . Astronomy,
or the knowledge of the heavenly
bodies. Hippocrates ranks this and
astrologyamong the necessary studies

of a physician.

A'slau. Indian myrobalans, or
purging nut.

AfOGAR. yErugoaeris, orverdigrise.

A>ijoli. Fuligo, or soot; an
antispasmodic.

A'tac. Nitre.

Ata'xia. (From «, neg. and
tcujcoj, to order) . Want of regularity

in the symptoms of a disease, or of
the functions of an animal body.

Ata'xir. (Arab.) A tenesmus : a
disease of the eyes.

At\'xmir. (Arab.) Removal of
preternatural hairs growing under

•the natural ones on the eye-lids.

A'tebras. A chymical subliming
vessel.

Atf/cnia. (From a, neg. and

Athamanta, -ee, f. (So named
from Athamas, in Thessalv\ The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pentandria;

Order, Digynia. Two species are

used in medicine.

Athama'nta creteSsis. The
systematic name for the dancus ere-

ticus of the pharmacopoeias. Myrrhus
annua. Candy-carrot. The seeds

of this plant are brought from the

isle of Candy t they have an aromatic
smell, and a slightly biting taste ;.

and are occasionally employed as

carminatives and diuretics in diseases

of the priittse viae and urinary pas-
sages.

Tixtw. to briiiff forth \ « tereal

impotency: inability to procreate
•childr .

Athama'nta oreoset.i'm m. The
systematic name for the officinal

oreoseluutm. Black mountain-parsley.

The root and seed of this plant, a

well as the whole herb, were formerly
used medicinally. It is seldom how-
ever used in the practice of the pre-
sent day.

Athana'si.a. (From a, priv. and
Sai'arocy death ; 96 'died because
its Mowers do not wither easily).

The immortal plant. A name given
to tansy; be< aus when stuffed tip the

nose of a dead corpse, it is said to

prevent putrefaction.

Aiha'nok. (AralO A chymical
digesting furnace.

A'thara. (From a&np, corn). A
panada, or pap for children, made of
bruised com.
Athena. A plaster in much re-

pute among the ancients.

Atiij.n a wVrh m. A thick glass

cover formerly used for chymical
purposes.

Atiiemo'n:s catapo'til'm. The
name of a pill in Census's writings.

Athem'iton. Athenippum. Dias-
mijrncs. The name of a collyrium.

Atiiero'.ma. ( \9i]niofia, pulse,

pap) . An encysted tumour, so called

from its containing a soft substance
of the consistence of pap.

Atiio'nor. (Arab.) A chymical
furnace.

Atiiy'mia. (From a, neg. and
3->7/oc, courage ). Pusillanimity. De-
spondence synonymous with melan-
cholia.
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Avr'NCAR. (Arab.) Borax.

A'tlas. (From rXau, to sustain,

because it sustains the head ; or from
the fable of Atlas, who was sup-

posed to support the world upon his

shoulder). The name of the first

cervical vertebra.

A'tmosphere, (From alpog, vapour,

and <r<paipa, a globe). The elastic

invisible fluid which surrounds the

earth to an unknown height, and
encloses it on all sides.

Ato'chia. (From a, neg. and
Toaog t

offspring ; from tlktio, to

bring forth j . Inability to bring forth

children. Difficult le*bour.

Atonic. Relaxed, having a di-

minution of strength.

A'tony. (From a, neg. and tiu^oj,

to extend). A .defect of muscular
power, weakness, and debility.

Atrabilia'iu/e ca'psul;e. See
Renal glands.

Atraei'lis. Black bile or melan-
choly.

Atrache'lus. (From a, priv.. and

rpax^oc f
the neck) . Short-necked.

Atrage'ne. The Clematis vitalba

of Linnaeus : which see.

Atrame'n ruivi suto/rium . A name
of green vitriol.

Atra'sia. (From a, neg. and
TiTpaw, to perforate). Atresia* lm-
perforation. A disease where the

anus or genitals have not their usual

orifice.

Atreta'rum. (From a, neg. and
rirpaw, to perforate) . A suppression

of urine from the menses being re-

tained in the vagina.

A'trices. (From a, priv. and
.Srpi£, hair). Small tubercles about

the anus upon which hairs will not

grow. Vaselius,

A'trici. Small sinuses in the

rectum, which do not reach so far

up as to perforate into its cavity.

A'triplex, f. (Said to be named
from its dark colour, whence it was
called atruin . ulus) . The name of a

genus of plants in the Linnsean sys-

tem : Class, Polysomia t Order, Mo-
uecia. Orach.
A'triplex foe'tida. See Cheno-

jjodiam 1 ulvaria.

A'triplex horte'nsis, The sys-

tematic name for the atriplex saliva.

of the pharmacopoeias. The herb
and seed of this plant have been
exhibited medicinally as antiscor-

butics, but the practice of the present
day appears to have totally rejected

them.
A'triplex sati'va. See Atriplex

kortensis.

A'tropa. (From Arj007rcc, the
goddess of Destiny ; so called from
its fatal effects) . The deadly night-

shade. The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Pentandria; Order, Monogynia.
A'tropa bellado'nna. The sys-

tematic name for the belladonna of
the pharmacopoeias. Solatium nielo-

nocerasus. SoUmum lethale. Deadly
night-shade, or dwale. The leaves

were first used internally, to discuss

schirrous and cancerous tumours ;

and from the good effects attending

their use, physicians were induced

to employ them internally, for the

same disorders ; and there are a

considerable number of well-authen-

ticated facts, which prove them a
very serviceable and important re-

medy. The dose, at first, should be
small, and gradually and cautiously

increased. Five grains are consi-

dered a powerful dose, and apt to

produce dimness of sight, ver-

tigo, &c.

A'tropa mandragora. The sys-

tematic name for the plant which
affords the radix tnandragorai of the

pharmacopoeias. Mandrake.
Atro'phia. (From a, neg. and

rpetyoj, to nourish). Atrophia. Ma-
rasmus. Atrophy. Nervous con-

sumption. This disease is marked*

by a gradual wasting of the body,

unaccompanied either by a difficulty

of breathing, cough, or any evident

fever, but usually attended with a

loss of appetite and impaired diges-

tion. It is arranged bvCullen in the

Class Cachexia, and Order Matcores.
There arc four species.

A'trophy. Sec Atrophia.

Atro'pine. An alkali discovered

by Brandes in the atropa belladonna ,

or deadly nightshade and retaining

its narcotic properties. Its colour is
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white, and crystallizes, and forms

salts with the acids. Hitherto, it has

not been used medicinally.

Atte'nl ants. From attenuare, to

to make thin). Diluents. Those
substances are so termed, which

possess a power of imparting to the

blood a more thin and fluid con-

sistence than it had previous to

their exhibition; such are, water,

whey, &c.
Atto'llens Ai/rem. (Attollens

;

from ottollere, to lift up) . Attollens

icidce of Albinus and Douglas;
Superlor auris of Winslow ; and At-

tollens aurindam of Cowper. A com-
mon muscle of the ear.

Atto'llens o'clli. One of the

rectimuscles which lies upon the up-

per part of the globe, and pulls up

the eye.

AttoSttcs mo'rbus. (From atto-

itre, to surprise ; so called, because

the person falls down suddenly)

.

Attonitus stupor. The apoplexy and

epilepsy.

Aj ih a'ction. (From attrahcre, to

attract). Affinity. The terms at-

traction, or affinity, and repulsion,

in the language of modern philoso-

phers, are employed merely as the

rxpression of the general facts, that

the masses or particles of matter

have a tendency to approach and
unite to, or to recede from one an-

other, under certain circumstain

—All bodies have a tendency or

power to attract each other, more or

less, and it is this power which is

called attraction.—Attraction is mu-
tual ; it extends to indefinite dis-

tances. All bodies whatever, as well

as their component elementary par-

ticles, are endued with it. It is not

annihilated, at how great a distance

soever we suppose them to be placed

from each other ; neither does it

disappear, though they be arranged
ever so near each other.—The nature
of this reciprocal attraction, or at

least the cause which produces it, is

altogether unknown to us. Whether
it be inherent in all matter, or whe-
ther it be the consequence of some
other agent, are cpiestions beyond
the reach of human understanding ;

but its existence is nevertheless cer-

tain.

Attraction of aggregation.
Corpuscular attraction, or the law
of cohesion or aggregation, is a
power by means of which, similar

particles of bodies attract each other,

and become united into one mass,
without changing the chymical pro-
perties they possessed before their

union. These bodies may be solid,

fluid, or aeriform.

Ala'nte. (From avaiw*, to dry).

A dry disease, proceeding from a
fermentation in the stomach, de-

scribed by Hippocrates de Morbis.
Aim'pse. The same.
Au'chen. (From avxtv, t0 be

proud). The neck, which, in the

posture of pride, is made stiff and
erect.

Auditory nerve. See Nerve and
Portio mollis,

Auditori/ passage. See Ear and
Meatus auditorius internus.

AUGl/sTUM. An epithet given to

several compound medicines.

Aiu'scos. (From ovXoc, a pipe).

A catheter, or clyster-pipe.

Ai 'LOS. The same 1

.

Au'ra. (From aw, to breathe)*

Any subtile vapour, or exhalation.

Au'ra epilf/ptica. A sensation

felt by epileptic patients, as if a
blast of cold air ascended from the
lower parts towards the heart and
head.

Ai/ra se'mints. The extremely
subtile and vivifying portion of the
semen virile, that ascends through
the Fallopian tubes, to impregnate
the ovum in the ovarium.

Ai/ra vita'lis. So Helmont calls

the vital heat.

A

i

m \'m ia curassave'ntia. Curas-
soa, or Curassao apples, or oranges.
Infused in wine, or brandy, they af-

ford a good bitter for the stomach.
They are used to promote the dis-

charge in issues, whence their name
of issu-e peas, and to give the flavour

of hops to beer.

Aura'ntii BA'cciE. Seville oranges.
See Citrus aurantium.

Aura'ntii co'rtex. See Citrus

autantiwm.
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Aura'ntium. (So called, ab aureo

I otore, from its golden colour, or
from Araniium, a town of Achaia).

See Citrus aurantium.
Auri'cula. (Dim. of auris, the

ear) . The external ear, upon which
are several eminences and depres-

sions, as the heliu'y antihelLv, tragus
,

untitragusy concha? auricula?, scapha,

and lobulus. See Ear,
Auri'cula jud.e. Jew's ear. See

Peziza auricula.

Auri'cula mu'ris. See Hieraciun.

Auri'cule co'rdis. The auricles

of the heart. See Heart.

Auricula'ris. (From auris, the

ear ; so called, because people gene-
rally put it into the ear, when the

hearing is obstructed). The little

linger.

Auri'ga. (A waggoner. Lat.) A
bandage for the sides is so called,

because it is made like the traces of

a wa2"2fon-horse. Galen.

Auri'go. (Ab aureo colore; from
its yellow colour). The jaundice.

See Icterus.

Auripi'gmentum. (From aurum,
sold, and pigmentum, paint ; so called

from its colour, and its use to paint-

ers). Yellow orpiment. See Arsenic.

Au'ris. (From aura, air, as being

the medium of hearing) . The ear,

or organ of hearing. See Ear.
\l'ris lexA'TOR.SeeAttollensaurem.

Aurisca'lpium. (From auris, the

ear, and scalpere, to scrape) . An in-

strument for cleansing the ear.

Au'rium so'rdes. The wax of

the ears.

Au'rium tinni'tus.

noise in the ears,

Auru'go. The jaundice.

Au'rum, i, n. Gold.

Au'rum horizonta'le. Oil of

cinnamon and sugar.

Al'rlm lepro'sum. Antimony.
Au'rum musi'vum. A preparation

of tin, sulphur, sal-ammoniac, and
quicksilver.

Au'rum pota'bile. Gold dissolved

and mixed with oil of rosemary, to

e drank.

Au'rus Brazilie'nsis. An obso-

lete name of the Calamus aroma-
is.

A ringing

Auscultation. (From Auscultare.

Lat.) Auscultatiu, f. The act of
hearkening or listening. See Stethe-

scope.

Autke'meron. (From avrog, the

same, and r,pspa, a day). A medi-
cine which gives relief, or is to be
administered the same day.

Autolitho'tomus. One who cuts

himself for the stone.

At tocrate'i a . The healing power
of nature. Hippocrates.

Auto'psia. (From avroc, himself,

and o wlofi at, to see). Ocular evi-

dence.

Auto'pyros. (From avroc, itself,

and cerepoc, wheat) . Bread made
with the meal of wheat, from which
the bran has not been removed . Galen

.

Auxilia'rii mu'sclli. The py-
ramidal muscles of the abdomen.

Ava'nsis. Avante. Indigestion.

AvellaSa, -^, f. (From^/6e/<V/,or

Avella, a town in Campania, where
they grew) . The hazel-nut or filberd.

Avella'na catha'rtica. Barba-
does nuts. Purgative.

Avella'na Mexicana. Cocoa and
chocolate nut.

Avella'na purga'trix. Garden
spurge.

Aye'na. (From avcre, to covet

;

because cattle are so fond of it).

The oat.— 1. The name of a genus

of plants in the Linnoean system :

Class, Triandria; Order, Digynia.
—2. The pharmacopceial name of

the oat.

Ave'na sati'va. The systematic

name for the avena of the pharma-
copoeias. It is the seed which is

commonly used, and called the oat.

There are two kinds of oats ; the

black and the white. They have

similar virtues, but the black are

chiefly sown for horses. They are

Jess farinaceous, and less nourishing,

than rice, or wheat
;
yet afford a

sufficient nourishment, of easy di-

gestion, to such as feed constantly

on them.
Avf/ns; se'mina. See Avena sati'va.

Avenacu. A Molucca tree, of a

caustic quality.

Ave%tf
common. See Gtum.

Avice'nma. The name of a jrcuus
m
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of plaat3 in the Linnaean system :

Class, Didynamia; Order, Angios-
permia.

Avice'nnia tomento'sa. The sys-

tematic name for the plant which
affords the Malacca bean, or Ana-
cardium orientate of the pharmaco-
poeias. It is now deservedly laid

aside in this country.

Ayigato pear. See Laurus persea.

Axi'lla. (Axilla, atzil, Heb. Sea-

liger deduces it from agere, to act
;

in this manner, ago, axa, axula, ax-

illa). The cavity under the upper
part of the arm, called the arm-pit.

Axillary arteries. Arterice ax-

lUares. Continuations of the sub-

clavian, and give off, each of them,
in the axilla, four mammary arteries,

viz. subscapular, and the posterior

and anterior circumflex arteries,

which ramify about the joint.

Axillary sexs e. Articular nerve.

A branch of the brachial plexus,

and sometimes of the radial nerve.

Axillary VBfNS. Voue a.rillnrcs.

The axillary veins receive the blood
from the veins of the arm, and eva-

cuate it into the subclavian vein.

A'xis. (From agere, to act). See
Dentatus.
Axu'ngia. (From axis, an axle-

tree, and unguere, to anoint.) Hog's
lard.

Axu'ngia PRXPA'BATA. Purified

hog's lard.

Axu'ngia de mu'mmia. Marrow.
A'zac. (Arab.) Gum ammoniac.
Aza'gor. Verdigrise.

Aza'mar. Native cinnabar. Ver-
million.

A'zed. A fine kind of camphire.
A'zor. (From a, priv. and £«u>,

to live ; because it is unfit for respi-

ration). See Nitrogen.

A'zor, gaseous oxide of. See
Nitrogen, gaseous oxide of.

A'zoth. An imaginary universal

remedv.
A'zub. Alum.
Azu'rium. Quicksilver, sulphur,

and sal-ammoniac.
A'zvges. (From a, priv. and £u-

yor, a yoke). The os sphenoides was
so called, because it has no fellow.

A'zygos. (From a, priv. and £u-

yoc, a yoke ; because it has no fel-

low). Several single muscles, veins,

bones, &c. are so called.

A'zygos morga'gm. A muscle of
the mouth.

A'zygos proce'ssus. A proce

of the os sphenoidvv^.

A'zygos i'yil.e. Palato-staphi-

linui of Douglas. Staphilinus, or
Kpistaphilinus of Winslow. A mu>-
cle of the uvula. Its use is to raise

the uvula upwards and forwards, and
to shorten it.

A'zygos vein. Venaacygos. Vena
sine pari. This vein is situated in

the right cavity of the thorax, upon
the dorsal vertebrae. It receives the

blood from the vertebral, intercostal,

bronchial, pericardiac, and diaphrag-

matic veins, and evacuates it into

the vena cava superior.

B.

Babuzic a'rhs. (From (3a€a^oj, to

speak inarticulately). The incubus,

or night-mare ; from the inarticulate

and confused noise the person, under
its influence, is apt to make.

Ba'cca MONsrELiE'ssis. See Inula
duscnterica.

Bacca'lia. (a bacchanon copid,

because it abounds in berries) . The
bay, or laurel-tree.

Ba'ccje bermude'nses. See Sa-
pindus saponaria.

Ba'cca ji m'peri. Juniper ber-
ries. See Juniperus.

Ba'cca lal'ri. Laurel berries.

See Laurus,
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Ba'cc;e norla'ndicje. See Rubies-

Arcticus.

Ba'cc.e piscATo'RiiE. See Menis-
permum cocculus.

Ba'ccharis. (From bacchus, wine

;

from its fragrance resembling that

liquor) . See Inula dysenterica.

Bacher's pills. Pilulce tonicce

Bucheri. A celebrated medicine in

France, employed for the cure of

dropsies. Their principal ingredient

is the extract of black hellebore.

Ba'cchia. (From bacckus, wine ;

because it generally proceeds from
hard drinking and intemperance).

Gutta rosacea. A name given by
Linnaeus to a pimpled or brandy
face.

Ba'cculi. Is used, by some writers,

for a particular kind of lozenges,

shaped into little short rolls. An
instrument in surgery. Hildanus.

Bacoba. The Banana.
Badia'ga. A species of sponge

usually sold in Russia, the powder
of which is said to take away the

livid marks of blows and bruises

within a few hours. Bauscbaum.

Badian se'men. The seed of a
tree which grows in China, and
smells like aniseed. The Chinese

(and Dutch, in imitation of them)
sometimes use the badiane to give

their tea an aromatic taste. See
Illiciiem anisatum.

Badi'za a'qua. See Bath tvaters.

Badranum se'men. Indian ani-

seed.

Badu'cca. (Indian). A species

of capparis.

Ba'dzcher. An antidote.

B;e'os. (Baiog). In Hippocrates

it means few ; but in P. /Egincta it

is an epithet for a poultice.

Bagnigge wells. A saline mi-
neral spring in London, similar in

properties to the Epsom water.

Ba'gnio. (From bagnare, to bathe,

Ital.) A bathing or sweating-house.

Ba'hei coy'olli. Ray takes it to

be the Areca, or Faufel.

Ba'iiel sciiu'lli. An Indian tree.

See Genista.

Ba'iac. White lead.

Ba'la'. The plantain-tree.

Bals'na macroce'puala. The

systematic name of a species of
whale.

Balani'num o'leum. Oil of the
ben-nut.

Balanoca'stanlm. (From (3a\a-

voQy a nut, and Ka^avov, a chesnut

;

so called from its tuberous root).

The Bunium bulbocastanum, or earth-

nut : which see.

Ba'lanos. Balanus. (From /3aX-

\w, to cast ; because it sheds its

fruit upon the ground).—1. An acorn.
—2. Hippocrates, in his Treatise de
Affectionibus, expresses the oak by
it.—3. Theophrastus uses it some-
times for any glandiferous tree.— 4.

From the similitude of form, it is

also used to express suppositories

and pessaries.—5. A name of the

glans penis.

Balau'stium. ' (From /3aXioc, va-

rious, and avio, to dry; so called

from the variety of its colours, and
its becoming soon dry ; or from
/3\ct<?avoj, to germinate). Balaustia.

A large rose-like flower, of a red

colour, the produce of the plant

from which the granatum is obtained.

See Punica gra?iatum.

Balbu'ties. (From /3a€a£w, to

stammer ; or from balbel, Heb. to

stammer). A defect of speech ;
pro-

perly, that sort of stammering where
the patient sometimes hesitates, and
immediately after speaks precipi-

tatelv. The Psellismus Balbutiens of

Cullen.

Bali'sta. (From ]3aXXw, to cast).

The astragulus, a bone of the foot,

was formerly called os balistoe, be-

cause the ancients used to cast it

from their slings.

Balloo'n. (Ballon, or baton, Fr.)—Chym. A large glass receiver, in

the form of a hollow globe, vari-

ously made.
Ballo'te. (From /3aXXw, to send

forth, and ovg, wroc, the ear ; be-

cause it sends forth flowers like ears)

.

Ballota. Stinking horehound. A
nettle-like plant. The Ballote nigra

of Lin.

Balm. See Melissa.

Balm of Gilead. See Dracocephalt/m.

Balm of Mecca. See Amyris opo-

balsatnum.
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Balm, Turkey. See Dracocepha-

lum.
Balmoncy. See j^thusa meum.
Ba'lneum, -i, n. (From j3a\a-

viiov, a bath). A bath. There are

several kinds of baths. A convenient

receptacle of water, for people to

wash or plunge in, either for health

or pleasure, is called a bath. These
are distinguished into hot and cold

;

and are either natural or artificial.

The natural hot baths are formed of

the water of hot springs, of which
there are many in different parts of

the world ; especially in those coun-
tries where there are, or have evi-

dently been, volcanoes. The artifi-

cial hot baths consist either of water,

or of some other fluid, made hot by
art. The cold bath consists of water,

either fresh or salt, in its natural

degree of heat ; or it may be made
colder by art, as by a mixture of
nitre, sal-ammoniac, &c. The chief

hot baths in our country are those of
Bath and Bristol, and those of Bux-
ton and Matlock ; which latter, how-
ever, are rather warm, or tepid, than
hot. The use of these baths, under
particular considerations, is found to

be beneficial in diseases of the head,
as palsies, &c. ; in cuticular diseases,

as leprosies, &c. ; obstructions and
constipations of the bowels, the

scurvy, and stone ; and in many dis-

eases of women and children.

Ba'lneum anima'le. An animal
bath. Wrapping any part of an ani-

mal, just killed, round the body, or
a limb, is thus called.

Ba'lneum aRe'n*:. Sand bath.

Used forchymical purposes. It con-
sists simply of an open iron, or baked
clay sand-pot, the bottom of which
is mostly convex, and exposed to

the furnace. Finely sifted sea-sand
is put into this, and the vessel con-
taining the substance to be heated,
<S:c. in the sand bath, immersed to

the middle.

Ba'lneum ca'llidum. The hot
bath. Every degree above 100° is a
hot bath.

Ba'lneum fri'gidum. The cold
bath. A temperature not exceed-
ing sixty-five degrees.

*** The diseases and morbid
symptoms, for which, under one
form or other, the cold bath is used,

are very numerous. Doctors Currie

and Saunders on cold affusion may be
consulted, &c. (See Affusion, cold)

.

When water exceeds the tempera-
ture of 65°, and until it arrive at 85°,

it may be termed cool : a bath of
this temperature is seldom employed
unless preparatory to the cold bath.

Ba'lneum mari'je. The warm
water bath. A bath from 95 to 98
degrees of Fahrenheit, constitutes

what is called the warm bath.
*
#* On entering a bath at the

above temperature, an agreeable
sensation of warmth is felt ; and this

is the more striking, in proportion
as the body has been previously

cooled. If, however, the water be
not kept up to the highest point of
temperature, the sense of increased

heat soon diminishes, leaving only a

pleasant feel of a moderate and na-
tural temperature. The frequency
of the pulse is always decreased, and
this very remarkably in those cases

where, before immersion, it was pre-

ternaturally increased : this diminu-
tion continues during the use of the

warm bath, though the water be
kept up to its original temperature

;

inasmuch that the natural pulse has,
after an immersion of an hour and a
half, been reduced by nearly twenty
pulsations in a minute ; the respira-

tion is rendered slower, and the ani-

mal heat in most cases diminished :

the absolute weight of the body,
after the warm bath, is found to be
increased, notwithstanding the per-
spiration which usually takes place :

and the patient feels a peculiar lan4
guor and desire to repose, though
the spirits are exhilarated, and any
previous irritability allayed. See
Dr. Macard's Observations of the

Warm Bath. Falconer on the Bath
Waters, &c. &c.
Ba'lneum medica'tum. A medi-

cated bath. Baths saturated with va-
rious mineral, vegetable, and some-
times with animal substances. Thus
we have sulphur, iron, aromatic and
milk baths , as well as those medicated

H
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or prepared with alum and quick-

lime, sal ammoniac, by boiling them
together, or separately, in pure rain

water.

%* These baths have long been
reputed useful in paralysis and other

diseases, the consequence of nervous
and muscular debility.

Ba'lneum te'pidum. A tepid bath.

The range of temperature, from the

lowest degree of the hot bath, to the

highest of the cold bath. From 90°

to 100° is called a tepid bath.

*^* Useful in chronic inflamma-
tions of internal parts, by determi-

nating the blood to the skin ; as in

acute rheumatism, in hysterica and
hypochondriasis, in many cutaneous

diseases, &c.
Ba'lneum vapo'ris. Balneum la-

conicum. The vapour bath.

%* The vapour bath used in this

country is simple in construction,

effective in its application, and cal-

culated, from its simplicity and effi-

cacy, to bring into general use an

agreeable and salutary practice, as

well as a powerful remedy in many
obstinate complaints.— Chym. When
any substance is heated by the steam,

or vapour of boiling water. See An
Inrprovement in the Mode of Admi-
nistering the Vapour Bath, by the

Ifan. Basil Cochrane; also, Trans, of
the Soc. for the Encourag. of Arts,

k\c. p. 1 8 1 , for a vapour, fumigating,

or shower bath, constructed by Dr.
('inning ofDenbigh.
Ba'lneum pluvia'le. Shower bath.

A species of cold bath. A modern in-

vention, in which the water falls

through numerous apertures on the

body. Its use applies, in every case,

to the same purposes as the cold bath.

Ba'lneum si'ccum. Balneum cine-

reum.—Chym. A dry bath, either

with ashes, sand, or iron filings.

• Ba'lneum so'lis. Solar bath. A
kind of bathing used by the ancients,

by insolation, where the body was
exposed to the sun for some time, in

order to draw forth the superfluous

moisture from the inward parts.

lU'l-NTIM si lpiiu'reum. A sul-

pBUfOBf bath. See Balneum mvli-

n m.

Ba'lsam. (Balsamum. From haat
samen, Hebrew). Balsam was for-

merly applied to any strong-scented,
natural, inflammable, vegetable re-

sin of about the fluidity of treacle,

not miscible with water, without ad-
dition, and supposed to be possessed
of many medical virtues. Latterly,
however, the term has been restricted

to those resins which contain the Ben-
zoic acid. Of these only four are
commonly known, viz. the gum ben-
zoin, balsam of Tolu, that of Peru,
and storax.

Balsam apple, male. The fruit of
the Momordica elaterium of Linnaeus.
See Momordica elaterium.

Balsam, artificial. Compound
medicines made of a balsamic con-
sistence and fragrance. They are

usually coloured with cinnabar and
saffron.

Balsam, Canary. See Dracocepha-
lum.

Balsam of Canada. See Pmus
Balsamea.

Balsam of Copaiba. See Copaifera

officinalis.

Balsam, natural. Resins which
have not yet assumed their concrete

form, but still continue in a fluid

state, are so called, as common tur-

pentine, balsamum copaiva, peruvi-

anum, tolutanum, &c.
Balsam, Peruvian, See Myroxy-

lon Peruifcrum.
Balsam of sulphur. See Balsa-

mum sulphuris.

Balsam of Tolu. See Toluifera

balsamum.
Balsam, Turkey. Sec' Dracocepha-

lum.

Balsam a' no, -onis, f. Balsama-
tion. The process of embalming dead

bodies.

Balsa'mea. (From balsamum,
balsam). The balm of Gilead fir ;

so called from its odour. See Pin><*

balsamea.

BALSAMELiE'oN. (From balsamum,

balsam, and eyaiov, oil). Balm of

Gilead, or true balsamum Judai-

cum.
Ra'lsami o'leum. Balm of Gilead.

Balsa'mica. fFrom GaXvapov, bal-

sam). Balsamics. A term generally
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Balsami'ta major
Balsam i'ta mas

applied to substances of a smooth and
oily consistence, possessing emollient,

sweet, and generally aromatic quali-

ties. Medicines which are hot and
acrid, and also the natural balsams,

stimulating gums, &c. by which the

vital heat is increased. Hoffman.—
Dr. Cullen mentions them under the

joint title of balsamica et resinosa,

considering that turpentine is the

basis of all balsams.

Balsami'fera Brazilie'nsis. The
Brazil balsam of copaiba tree.

Balsami'fera Indica'na. The
Peruvian balsam tree.

Balsami'ta Fcemi'nea. Sec Achil-
lea ageratum.

Balsami'ta lu'tea". The polygo-

num persicaria of Linn. ; which see.

Balsami'ta mi'nor. Sweet maudlin.

See Tanace-
tum balsa-

mi!a.

Ba'lsamlm. (From haul mwmn,
Heb. the prince of oils). A balsam.
See lialsam.

Ba'i.s\mlm jEf.YFTi'ACUM. See
Amy r is opobalsamam

.

Ba'lsamum Ameuu a'nlm. See
Myroaylon PcruiJVrum

.

Ba'lsamlm ano'dynlm. Anodyne
balsam. Made from taeamahaeea,
distilled with turpentine, soap lini-

ment, and tincture of opium.
Ba'lsamlm alimnlm. SccAmyris

opobalsamum.

Ba'lsamum .uhmo'mi. Balsam of
antimony. A remedy formerly ap-
plied to cancer.

Ba'lsamlm arce'i. A prepara-
tion composed of gum-elemi and
suet.

Ba'lsamlm Asia'ticum. Asiatic
balsam. See Amyris opobalsamum.
Ba'lsamlm Bra/.ilie'nse. Brazi-

lian balsam. See Pitins balsanun.
Ba'lsamlm Canade'nse. Canadian

balsam. See Pinus balsamea.
Ba'lsamum cepha'liclm. Cepha-

lic balsam. A distillation of oil, nut-
meg, cloves, amber, <xc.

Ba'lsamlm c ommendato'ris. Com-
mander's balsam. A composition of
storax, benzoe, myrrh, aloes, &c.
Ba'lsamlm Cop'a'ib*. Balsam of

Copaiba. See Cojtaifera officinalis.

Ba'lsamlm embryo'num. A pre-

paration of aniseed.

Ba'lsamlm genlt'num antiqlo'-

rum. Genuine balsam of the an-

cients. See Amy r is opobalsamum.

Ba'lsamum Gileade'nse. Balm of

Gilead. See Amy ris opobalsamum.

Ba'lsamum guaia'cinlm. Balsam
of Peru and spirits of wine.

Ba'lsamum Guido'ms. The same
as balsamum anodynura.

Ba'lsamum Hunga'ricum. Hun-
gary balsam. A balsam prepared

from a coniferous tree on the Car-

pathian mountains.

Ba'lsamlm Juda'iclm. SceAmy-
ris opobalsamum.
Ba'lsamlm Locate'lli. (Loca-

tdli; so called from its inventor

Lucatellus). Balsamum Lucalelli,

Made of oil, turpentine, wax, and

red saunders ; formerly exhibited in

coughs of long standing.

Ba'lsamlm mas. Male balsam.

The herb costmary. See Tanacetum
flffft—ii'fff.

Ba'ls\mi m e Me'cca. Mecca bal-

sam. See .lmyris opobalsamum.
Ba'lsamlm Mexk a'nlm. Mexi-

can balsam. See Myroxyloa Ptrui-

Jlrum.
Ba'i>\m'. m no'\lm. A new bal-

sam, as its name implies, from a red

fruit in the West Indies.

Ba'lsaml m ooori'ikrlm. A pre-

paration of oil, wax, and any essen-

tial oil.

Ba'lsamlm Pe'rsiclm. A balsa-

mum composed of storax, benzoe,
myrrh, and aloes.

B \'l>aml m Perl via'num. See J/y-
ro.vylou Pcruiferum.
Ba'lsamlm rackasira. This bal-

sam, which is inodorous when cold,

but of a smell approaching to that of
Tolu balsam when heated, is brought
from India in gourd-shells. It is

slightly bitter to the taste, and ad-
heres to the teeth, on chewing. It

is supposed to be one of the facti-

tious balsams, and is scarcely ever
prescribed in this country.
Ba'lsamlm sa'mecii. A factitious

balsam, composed of tartar, dulci-

fied by spirits of wine.

Ba'lsamum safona'celm. A name
H2
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given to the preparation called opo-
deldoc.

Ba'lsamum satu'rni. Made by
dissolving the acetate of lead in oil

of turpentine, and digesting the mix-
ture till it acquires a red colour. It

is found to be a good remedy for

cleansing foul ulcers ; but is not
acknowledged in our dispensatories.

Ba'lsamum sty'racis Benzoi'ni.

A name of gum-benzoin. SeeStyrax
benzoin

.

Ba'lsamum su'ccini. Oil of amber.
Ba'lsamum su'lphuris. Balsam of

sulphur. A solution of sulphur in oil.

Ba'lsamum su'lphuris anisa'tum.

Terebinthinated balsam of sulphur,

and oil of aniseed.

Ba'lsamum su'lphuris Barba-
de'nse. Sulphur boiled with Bar-

badoes tar.

Ba'lsamum su'lphuris cra'ssum.

Thick balsam of sulphur.

Ba'lsamum su'lphuris terebin-

thina'tum. This is made by digest-

ing the sulphur with oil of turpen-

tine : it is now confined to veterinary

medicine.

Ba'lsamum su'lphuris si'mplex.

Sulphur boiled with oil.

Ba'lsamum Syri'acum. The balm

of Gilead. See Amyris opobalsamum.

Ba'lsamum Toluta'num. See To-

luifera balsamum.

Ba'lsamum trauma'ticum. Vul-

nerary balsam. A form of medicine

intended to supply the place of the

tincture commonly called Friar's

balsam, so famous for curing old

ulcers. In the London Pharmaco-

poeia it is called Tinctura Benzoini

composita.

Ba'lsamum universa'le. A name

given to the unguentum saturninum

of old pharmacopoeias.

Ba'lsamum ve'rum. See Amyris

opobalsamum.
Ba'lsamum vi'ride. Linseed-oil,

turpentine, and verdigrise, mixed

together.

Ba'lsamum vi't* Hoffma'nni.

Bcamnr de vie. Balsam of life. An
artificial balsam ; so named from its

inventor, and composed of a great

variety of the warmest and most

grateful essential oils, sach as nut-

megs, cloves, lavender, &c. with
balsam of Peru, dissolved in highly

rectified spirit of wine : it is now,
however, greatly abridged in the

number of ingredients, and not much
used.

Balzoi'num. The gum-benjamin.
Bamba'lio. (From fiaptaivu), to

speak inarticulately). A person who
stammers or lisps.

Bambo'o. (Ind.) The young
shoots of the arundo bambos of Lin-

naeus, prepared by the natives of

both Indies with vinegar, garlick,

pepper, &c. into a very excellent

pickle, which promotes the appetite,

and assists digestion.

Ba'mia moscha'ta. See Hibiscus.

Bamier. The name of a plant

common in Egypt, the husk of which
is used as a condiment.

Ban a'rbor. The coffee-tree.

Bana'na. (Ind.) Fiats Indica.

Musafructu cucumerino breviori. The
banana, or plantain-tree. The most
remarkable species of this genus of

plants are—1. The paradisaica, or

plantain.—2. The musa sapientum,

or banana-tree.—The first is culti-

vated in all the West India islands,

where the fruit serves the Indians

for bread ; and some of the white

people also prefer it to most other

things, especially to yams and cas-

sada bread. This tree is cultivated,

on a very extensive scale in Ja-

maica ; without the fruit of which

,

Dr. Wright says, the island would

scarcely be habitable, as no species

of provision would supply their place.

The leaves, being smooth and soft,

are employed as dressings after blis-

ters. The water from the soft trunk

is astringent, and employed by some

to check diarrhoeas.

Bananei'ra. See Banana.

Ba'ncia. The Elaphoboscum, or

wild parsnep.

Bandage. Deligatio, -onis, f. Fa-

scia, (p, f. An apparatus consisting

of one or several pieces of linen, or

flannel, and intended for covering or

surrounding parts of the body for sur-

gical purposes. Bandages are either

simple or compound. The cine f of the

simple are the circular, the spiral >
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the uniting, the retaining, the expel-
lent, and the creeping. The com-
pound bandages used in surgery, are

the T bandage, the suspensory one,
the capistrum, the eighteen-tail band-
age, and others, to be met with in

surgical treatises.

Bandl'ra. A plant which grows
in Ceylon, whose root is said to be
astringent.

Bangle. Bange. A species of
opiate used in the East, for its in-

toxicating qualities. It is the leaf

of a kind of wild hemp, growing in

the countries of the Levant, and
made into powder, pills, or con-
serves.

JJa'mca. The wild parsnep.
Bam'lia. 1 c „ . .

Bani'las J
Sec &?»*»***-

Bao'bab. Bahobab. A species of
the genus of plants called by Lin-
naeus Adansonia ; which sec.

Ba'ptica co'ecus. Kermes berries.

Baitiste'rium. (From
t
3a-lo>, to

immerge). A bath, or repository of
water, to wash the body.

Bapti'strum. (From 0axfy, to
dye). A species of wild mustard,
thus called from its reddish colour.

Ba'rac. (From borak, Arabian,
splcn lid |, Barac/i pants. Nitre. Xi-
truin salis. liul(indi/\.

Ba'ras. (Arabianj . Synonimous
with Alphus, or Leuce. M. A. Se-
ver imis.

Barathrum. (Arabian'. Any ca-
vity or hollow place.

Ba'rba. (From barbarus, because
wild nations are usually unshaven).
—l.The beard of man.—2. Some
vegetables have the specific name
of barl/ir, whose ramifications are
bushv, like a beard, as barba Jovis,
&c.

Ba'rba auo'nis. The arum.
Ba'rba ca'pr.s:. The ulmaria.
Ba'rba iji'rci. The tragopogon.
Ba'rba Jo'vis. Jupiter's beard, or

tlie silver bush. Also a name of the
sempervivum majus, and of a spe-
cies of anthyllis.

Barba'does che'rry. The fruit
of the malphigia glabra of Linnaeus,
resembling the inferior sorts of our
cherries.

Barbadoes nut. See Jatropha cureas.

Barba'does tar. This article in

medicine is limited to its occasional

external application in paralytic cases.

Barba'rea. See Erysymum bar-

barea.

Barba'ria. Barbaricum. An ob-
solete term formerly applied to rhu-
barb.

Barbaro'ssje pi'lula. Barbaros-
sa's pill. An ancient composition of

quicksilver, rhubarb, diagridium,

musk, amber, &c. The first internal

mercurial medicine which obtained
any real credit.

Ba'rbarum. The name of a plas-

ter. Scribun. Larg.
Barbatina. A Persian vermifuge

seed.

Ba'rbel. An oblong fish, re-

sembling the pike. Eating the roe
of this fish, it is said, often brings

on cholera.

Barberry, See Bcrbcris.

Bar bo' i a. The barbut. A small
river-fish. It is remarkable for the
size of its liver, which is esteemed
most delicate.

Barda'n a. (From bardus, foolish
;

because silly people are apt to throw
them on the garments of passengers,
having the property of sticking to
whatever they touch). Burdock. See
An tium.

Bare'ge. A small village, cele-

brated for its thermal waters. It is

situated on the French side of the
Pyrenees, about half way between
the Mediterranean and the Bay of
Biscay. The hot springs are four
in number. The coolest of them
raises Fahrenheit's thermometer to

73 deg. ; the hottest to 120 deg.
They are resorted to as a bath in

resolving tumours of various kinds,
rigidities, and contractions of the
tendons, stiffness of the joints, left

! by rheumatic and gouty complaints,
' and are highly serviceable in cuta-
neous eruptions. Internally taken,
this water gives considerable relief

in disorders of the stomach, especi-
ally attended with acidity and heart-
burn, in obstinate colics, jaundice,
and in gravel, and other affections

of the urinary organs,
H 3
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Bari'glia. "1

Bari'lla. > Sec Soda impura.
Bari'llor. j

Bari'glia.

B
Bari
Bark. A term very frequently

employed to signify, by way of emi-
nence, Peruvian bark. See Cin-
chona.

Bark, Carrib&an. See Cinchona
Caribcea.

Bark, Jamaica, See Cinchona Ca-
ribrna.

Bark, Peruvian. See Cinchona.
Bark, red. See Cinchona oblon-

gifolia.

Bark,' yellow. See Cinchona cor-

difolia.

Barley. See Hordeum.
Barley, caustic. See Cevadilla.

Barley, pearl. See Hordeum.
Barm. A name (Scotch) given to

yeast.

Barnet water. Similar in qua-
lity to that of Epsom, and of about
half its strength.

Baro'meter. (From /3aooc,weight,
and [lETpov, measure). An instru-

ment to determine the weight of the
air. A weather-glass.

Baro'nes. Small worms ; called

also Nepones.
Baro'ptis. A black stone, said

to be an antidote to venomous bites.

Ba'ros. (Bapoc) Gravity.— 1 . Hip-
pocrates uses this word, to express

by it an uneasy weight in any part.

—2. Also the Indian name of a Spe-

cies of camphirc, distilled from the

roots of the true cinnamon-tree.

Ba'rrenness. Synonimous with
sterility.

Bartholin i a'n.e cla'ndulje. See
Sublingual glands.

Barycoi'a. (From ftapvg heavy,
and clkovoj, to hear). Deafness, or

difficulty of hearing.

Baryoco'ccalon. (From fiapvg,
heavy, and xoxxaXoc, a nut; be-

cause it gives a deep sound) . A name
for stramonium.
Barypho'ma. (From j3apvg, dull,

and (piovn, the voice). A difficulty of

vpeaking.

BARYTA. Barytes, (From ftapvg,

heavy; so called because it is very

ponderous). ('auk. Calk. Terra pon-

i. usa. Baryt. Ponderous earth.

BAS

Heavy earth. It is always found iff

combination with sulphuric or car-

bonic acid, and never in a pure
state. United with the sulphuric
acid, it forms the mineral called

sulphate of barytes, or baroselenite.

It is found in Staffordshire, Derby-
shire, &c. When united to carbonic
acid, it is called aerated barytes, or
carbonate of barytes, found at Angle-
zark, near Chorley, in Lancashire.
Both combinations are met with re-

gularly crystallized and amorphous.
BARYTiE MURIAS. Terra ponderosa

salita. The muriate of barytes is a
very acrid and poisonous prepara-
tion. In small doses it is sudorific,*

diuretic, deobstruent, and alterative

;

in an over-dose, emetic, and vio-

lently purgative. The late Dr.
Crawford found it very serviceable

in all scrophulous diseases.

Basaal. (Indian). The name of
an Indian tree. A decoction of its

leaves, with ginger, in water, is

used as a gargle in disorders of the

fauces. The kernels of the fruit kill

worms. Ray's Hist.

Basa'ltes. (yEthiop.) Iron. A
heavy and hard kind of iron-coloured

stone, chiefly black, or green. It

frequently contains iron, has a flinty

hardness, is insoluble in acids, and
is fusible by fire, &c.

Basam'tes. (From f3a<javi%Lo, to

find out).— 1. A stone, said by Pliny

to contain a bloody juice, and useful

in diseases of the liver.—2. A stone

upon which, by some, the purity of

?old was formerlv said to be tried,

and of which medical mortars were
made.

Base, acidifable. See Acid.

Base, acidifying. See Acid.

Basia'tio. (From basiare, to kiss).

Venereal connection between the

sexes.

Basia'tor. Sphincter oris. The
Kissing muscle. See Orbicularis oris.

Basil. See Ocimum basilicum.

Basila're os. (Basilaris; from

fiaaiktvg, a king). Several bones

were so termed by the ancients ; as

the sphenoid and occipital bones.

Basila'ris arte'ria. Basilary

artery. An artery of the brain. Su
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called because it lies upon the basilary

process of the occipital bone. It is

formed by the junction of the two
vertebral arteries within the skull,

and runs forwards to the sella turcica

along the pons varolii, which it sup-

plies, as well as the adjacent parts,

with bicod.

Basila'rjs processus. Basilary

process. See Occipital bone.

Basilia'ris apophysis. The great

apophysis of the os occipitis.

Basi'lica media'na. See Basilica

vena.

Basi'lica nlx. The walnut.

Basi'lica ve'na. The large vein

that runs on the inside of the arm.

It evacuates its blood into the axillary

vein. The branch which crosses, at

the head of the arm, to join this

vein, is called the basilic median.

Either of which may be opened in

venesection.

Basilicon ointment. Sec un-

guentum basilicum.

Basi'liclm. (From pamXutoc,
royal ; so termed from its groat

virtues) . Ocimum. Basil. See Oci-

iiu/m basilicum.

Basi'licus pu'lvis. The royal

powder. An ancient preparation.

Formerly composed of calomel, rhu-

barb, and jalap.

Basili'dion. An itchv ointment
was formerly so called by Galen.

Ba'silis. A name given to collyria

by Galen.

Basili'scus. (From fiacnXevc, a

king). The basilisk, or cockatrice,

a poisonous serpent ; so called from
a white spot upon its head, which
resembles a crown. Also the philo-

sopher's stone, and corrosive subli-

mate.

Basio-cerato-chondro-glo'ssus.
See H'joglossus.

Basio-glo'ssum. See Ifi/oglossus.

Basio-pharyng.e'is. See Con-
strictor pfutri/ngis medius.

Ba'sis. (From f5aivo>, to go : the

support of any thing, upon which it

stands or goes) . Frequently applied

anatomically to the body of any part,

or to that part from which the other
parts appear, as it were, to proceed,
or by which they arc supported. In

pharmacy it signifies the principal

ingredient.

Ba'sis cereb i. Applied formerly
to the palate.

Ba'sis co'rdis. The base of the
heart. The broad part of this muscle
is thus called, in contradistinction to

the apex, or point.

Bassi co'lica. The name of a
medicine compounded of aromatics
and honey. Scribon. Larg.

Bastard Pleurisy. See Peripneu~
monia notha.

Bata'tas. In Peru, the name for

the potatoe, which is a native of that

country. A species of night-shade.

See Solanum tuberosum, Linn.

Bath. See Balneum.
Bath waters. Bathonia? aaiur.

The city of Bath has been long ce-

lebrated for its numerous hot springs,

which are of a higher temperature
than any in this kingdom (from 112°

to 116°), and which, indeed, are the

only natural waters we possess that

are at all hot to the touch ; all the

other thermal waters being of a heat

below the animal temperature, and
only deserving that appellation, from
being invariably warmer than the

general average of the heat of com-
mon springs. These waters are par-

ticularly adapted to the benefit of in-

valids, who find here avaricty ofestab-

lishments, contributing equally to

health, convenience, and amusement.
*** The diseases for which these

celebrated waters arc resorted to,

are very numerous, and are some of

the most important and difficult of

cure of all that come under medical

treatment. In most of them, the

bath is used along with the waters,

as an internal medicine. See Saun-
ders, Falconer, and others, on the

Mineral and Bath ff
r
aters, &c.

Bath, Cauteres. A sulphureous

bath near Barege, which raises Fah-
renheit's thermometer to 131°.

Bath, cold. See Balneumfrigiduvu
Bath, St. Sauveur's. A sulphu-

reous and alkaline bath, in the valley

adjoining Barege, much resorted to

from the south of France, and used

chiefly as a simple thermal water.

Bath, vapour. See Balneum vaport ^»
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Bath, tepid. See Balneum tepidum.

Bath, hot. See Balneum callidum.

Ba'thmis. (From /3aivw, to en-

ter) . Bathmus. The seat, or base.

The cavity of a bone, with the pro-
tuberance of another, particularly

those at the articulation of the hu-
merus and ulna. Hipp, et Galen.

Batiio'm^ a'qu.e. Bath waters :

which see.

Ba'thron. (From /3aivw, to en-

ter) . Bathrum. The same as bath-

mis. Also an instrument used in the

extension of fractured limbs, called

scamnum. Hipp.—Described by Ori-

basius and Scultetus.

Ba'tia. A name formerly given

to a retort.

Ba'tinon-mo'ron. (From parog,
a bramble, and jiopov, a raspberry).

A raspberry.

Batra'ciiium. (From ftarpaxoe %

a frog' ; so called from its likeness

to a frog). The herb ranunculus,

or crow's foot.

Ba'trachls. (From fiarpaxog,
a frog ; so called, because they who
are infected with, it croak like a

frog) . An inflammatory tumour un-
der the tongue. Hipp.

Battari'smus. (From Barroc, a

Cyrenaean prince, who stammered).
Stammering ; a defect in pronuncia-
tion. See Balbuties.

Batta'ta Virginia'na. See Sola-

num tuberosum.

Batta'ta peregri'na. The ca-

thartic potatoe ; a species, perhaps,

of ipom&a. If about two ounces of

them are eaten at bed-time, they
greatly move the belly the next
morning.

Bal'da. A vessel for distillation

was formerly so called.

Ballmonk v. See JEthusa meum.
Bau'racii. (Arab. Bourach). A

name formerly applied to nitre, or

any salt ; hence the name of borax.

Baxa'na. (Ind.) A poisonous tree

growing near Ormuz; called by Ray,
rabuxit.

Bay-cherry. Sec Prunus Lauro-
ccrasos.

Bay-i.eaves. See Lauras.

BAY- LEAVED PASSION -FLOWER.
The plant so called is the Passi-

flora laurifolia of Linnseus : which
see.

Bay-salt. A very pure salt, pro-

cured from sea water by spontane-
ous evaporation.

Ba'zcher. A Persian word for

antidote.

Bde'lla. (From /3£a\\w, to suck)

.

Bdellerum. A horse-leech.

BoE'LLiUM.^(From bedallah. Arab.)

Called by the Arabians, mokel. A
gum, like very impure myrrh. It

is one of the weakest of the deob-
struent gums.

Bde'llus. (From j3$eu), to break
wind). A discharge of wind per

anum.
Bdely'gmia. (From peso), to

break wind). Any disagreeable or
nauseous smell.

Bean. The common bean is the

seed of the Viciafaba of Linnaeus :

which see.

Bean, French. ") See Phaseolus vul-

Bean, kidney. J gar is.

Bean, Malacca. See Avicennia

tomentosa.

Bean of Carthagena. See Bejuio.

Bean, St. Ignatius. See Ignatia

amara.
Beard. The hair growing on

the chin and adjacent parts of the

face in adults of the male sex.

Bears-breech. See Acanthus.

Bears-foot. See Hellcborusfwtidus*

Bear s-whortleberry . See Arbutus
uva ursi.

Be'cca. A fine species of resin

from the turpentine and mastich

trees of Greece and Syria, formerly

in great repute.

Beccabu'nga. (From bachbungen,

water-herb, German, because it

grows in rivulets. See Veronica.

Be/cha. See Bechica.

Be'ciiica. (From /3ij£, a cough).

Beehita. An obsolete term for me-
dicines to relieve a cough.

Be'ohion. (From /3»/S, a cough ;

so called from its supposed virtues

in relieving coughs). Bechium. The
herb colt's-foot, or tussilago.

Becui'ba nux. (Ind.) A large

nut, growing in Brazil, from which

a balsam is drawn that is highly

esteemed in rheumatic complaints.
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Bede'guar. (Arab.) Bedeguar.

The Carduus lacteus Syriacus is so

called, and also the cynosbatos, or

dog rose.

Bedengian. The name of the

love-apples in Avicenna.

Bedstraw, lady's. See Galium
uparine.

Bee. Apis mellifica of Linn. This
insect was formerly exhibited, after

being dried and powdered, inter-

nally, as a diuretic.

Beech-tree. See Fagus.
Bees'-wax. See Cera.

Beet, red. See Beta.

Beet, white. A variety of red

beet. The juice and powder of the

root are good to excite sneezing, and
bring away a considerable quantity

of mucus.
Bf/gma. (From fin<T(T(x), to cough)

.

A cough. Expectorated mucus, ac

cording to Hippocrates.

Be'hen a'lbum. (Arab. From
heheiiy a finger) . See Centaurea bc-

ken.

Be'hen officina'rlm. See Cu-
cubalus behen.

Be'hen ru'brum. See Statice

L/imonium.

Beide'lsar. Bcidellopar. A spe-

cies of Asclepias, used in Africa as

a remedy for fever and the bites of

serpents. The caustic juice which
issues from the roots when wounded,
is used by the negroes to destroy ve-

nereal and similar swellings.

Beju'io. Habilla dc Carthagt /in.

Bean of Carthagena. A kind of bean
in South America, famed for being
an effectual antidote against the poi-

son of all serpents, if a small quan-
tity is eaten immediately. This bean
is peculiar to Carthagena.
Bela-aye co'rtex. (Ind.) Belae.

A bark of Madagascar, said to be
of considerable efficacy in the cure
of diarrhoeas.

Belemnoi'des. (From f3t\e/j,vov,

a dart, and £icoc, form ; so named
from their dart-like shape) . Bele-
jioides. Beloidos. The styloid pro-
cess of the temporal bone, and the
lower end of the ulna, were for-

merly so called.

. Bele'son. (Ind.) Belilia. The

Mussenda frondosa of Linnaeus, a,

decoction of which is, according to

Ray, cooling.

Belladonna. (From bella donna,
Italian, a handsome lady; so called

because the ladies of Italy use it, to.

take away the too florid colour of
their faces). See Atropa bell<i~

donna.

Bellegu. "}

Belleregi. ( See Myrobalanus Bel-
Belnileg. f lirica.

Belle'rira?. J
Bellidioi'des. (From bellis, a

daisy, and e idoc,* form) . See Chry-
santhemum.

Be'llis. The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Syngenesia; Order, Polygamia su-

perf.ua. The daisy.

Be'llis major. See Ckrysanthetnum.
Be'llis minor. See Bellis perennis.

Be'llis pere'nms. The systema-
tic name of the common daisy. Bel-
lis. Bellis minor. The bellis peren-
nis of Linnaeus:

—

scapo nudo, or
bruisewort, was formerly directed in

pharmacopoeias by this name.
Bello'culus. (From bcllus, fair,

and oculus, the eye) . A precious
stone, resembling the eye, and for-

merly supposed to be useful in its

disorders.

Bf/llon. The Devonshire colic,

or colica pictonum.
Bellona'ria. (From Bellona, the

goddess of war) . An herb which, if

eaten, makes people mad and pug-
nacious, causing them to act outra-

geously, like the votaries of Bellona.

Bellu'tta tsja'ivipacam. (Ind.)

A tree of Malabar, to which many
virtues arc ascribed.

Beliuu'schus. A name given to

the Abelmoschus.
Belo'ere. (Ind.) An evergreen

plant of America, whose seeds purge
moderately, but the leaves roughly.

Belonoi'des. Beloides. The same
as belemnoides.
Belu'bcum. (From jfoXoc, a dart,

and t\*io, to draw out). A surgeon's
instrument for extracting thorns or
darts.

Beli/zzar. Belvzaar. The Chal-
dee word for antidote

»
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JBelzoe. Ice* r„ . , >bee Sti/rax benzoin.
Belzoinum. J

J

Bemcurim. An Indian shrub
used in gout.

Bem-ta'mara. (Arab.) The faba

jEgyptiaca.

Ben. (Arab.) See Guilandina
moringa.
Ben ma'gnum. The avellanapurga-

trix, or purging filberd, which purges
and vomits violently. Monaidus.
Ben ta'maka. The Egyptian bean.

Be'nath. (Arab.) Small pus-

tules produced by sweating in the

night.

Be'nedict. (From benedicere, to

bless) . A specific name prefixed to

many compositions and herbs, on
account of their supposed good qua-
lities ; as benedicta herba, benedicta
aqua, &c.

Benedi'cta a'oua. Blessed water.
Lime-water was formerly so called :

also a water distilled from serpyl-

lum, or thyme, and, in Schroeder,
it is the name for an emetic.

BENEDl'CTA a'qUA COMPO'siTA.
Compound lime-water.

Benedi'cta iie'rba. See Geum
vrbanum.

Benedi'cta laxati'va. A com-
pound of turbith, scammony, and
spurges, with some warm aromatics.

Benedi'ctum laxati'vum. Rhu-
barb, and sometimes the lenitive

electuary.

Benedi'ctum lignum. Applied
to Guaiacum.

Benedi'ctum vi'num. Antimonial
wine.

Benedi'ctus ca'rduus. See Cen-
tat/rea benedicta.

Benedi'ctus la'pis. A name for

the philosopher's stone.

Beneo'lentia. (From bene, well,

and oltre, to smell). Sweet-scented
medicines, as gums, &c.
Beng. A name given by the Ma-

homedans to the leaves of hemp,
formed into pills, or conserve. They
possess exhilarating powers.

BENGALS ra'dix. Bengal root.

Sec Cussutnuniar.

Benga'l quince. This fruit is the

produce of the Kratevu mnrmelos of

Linnaeus : which see.

Benga'lle Indo'rum. See Cas-
sumuniar.

Ben'gi ei'ri. A species of ever-
green, Indian ricinus, which grows
in Malabar.

Benit herb. See Geum urbanum.
Benivi arbor. See Styrax ben-

zoin.

Benjamin. See Styrax benzoin.

Benjamin /towers. See Benzoic
acid.

Benzo'as. A benzoate. A salt

formed by the union of benzoic acid,

with an alkaline, earthy, or metallic

base ; as benzoate of alumine, &c.
Benzoe. See Styrax benzoin.

Benzoe amygdaloides. See Styrax
bejizoin.

Benzo'ic ACID. Acidum benzoicum.

Floresbenzoes. Flores benzoini. Ben-
jamin flowers. This acid exists in

several balsams, but principally in

the concrete balsam, called benzoin.

See Styrax benzoin.

*#* Benzoic acid is very seldom
used in the cure of diseases ; but
now and then it is ordered as a sti-

mulant against convulsive coughs,
and difficulty of breathing. The
dose is from one grain to five. It

combines with alkaline, metallic,

and earthy bodies ; and forms ben-

zoates.

Benzoifera. See Styrax benzoin.

Benzo'inlm. (From the Arabic
term benzoah). See Styrax benzoin.

Benzo'es elo'res. See Benzoic
acid.

Benzoi'm magiste'riim. Magis-
tery, or precipitate of gum-benja-
min.

Benzo'ini o'leum. Oil of benja-

min.
Bk'rberis. (Berber i, wild. Arab.

used by Averrhoes, and officinal

writers).— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, llexandria ; Order, Mojiogynia.

The barberry, or pepperidge bush.
—2. The pharmacopceial name for

the barberry. See Berberis vulgaris.

Be'rberis gelati'na. Barberries

boiled in sugar.

Be'rberis yulga'kis. The sys-

tematic name for the barberry of the

pharmacopoeias. Oxycantha Galen i.
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Spina acida. Crespinus. This tree,

Berberis pedunculis racemosis, spinis

triplicibus, of Linnaeus, is a native

of England. The fruit, or berries,

which are gratefully acid, and mo-
derately astringent, are said to be

of great use in biliary fluxes, and in

all cases where heat, acrimony, and
putridity of the humours prevail.

The filaments of this shrub possess

a remarkable degree of irritability
;

for on being touched near the base

with the point of a pin, a sudden

contraction is produced, which may
be repeated several times.

Bere'drias. An ointment.

Bereni'ce. (The city from whence
it was formerly brought) . Amber.

Berent'cilm. (From 0£/oo>, to

bring, and vlktj, victory). Applied

by the old Greek writers to nitrate

of potash, from its supposed power
in healing wounds.
Berem secum. Mugwort. See

Artemisia vulgaris.

Bergamo'te. A species of citron,

the essence of which is used as a

perfume. See Citrus.

Beribe'ri. (An Hindostanee word,
signifying a sheep). Beriberia. A
species of palsy, according to Bon-
tius, common in some parts of the

East Indies.

Bermudas berry. Sec Sapindus
Saponaria.

Berna'rvi. An electuary.

Berrio'nis. A name for colo-

phony, or black rosin.

Bers. Formerly the name of an
exhilarating electuary.

Be'rula. An old name for brook-
lime.

Be'rula ga'llica. Upright water
parsnep.

Bery'tion. fFrom Berytius, its

inventor). A collyrium described by
Galen.

Bes. An eight-ounce measure.
Be'sachar. An obsolete term for

a sponge.

Be'sasa. Formerly applied to wild
rue.

Besbase. An old name for mace.
Bese'nna. (Arab.) Muscarum

Fungus. Probably a sponge, which
is the nidus of some sorts of flies.

Bessa'nen. (Arab.) A redness of
the external parts, resembling that

which precedes the leprosy ; it oc-
cupies the face and extremities.

Avicenna.
Be'sto. A name in Oribasius for

Saxifrage.
Be'ta. (So called, from the river

Bcetis, in Spain, where it grows na-
turally; or, according to Blanchard,
from the Greek letter /3/;ra, which
it is said to resemble when turgid

with seed).— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Pentandria ; Order, Digynia.
The beet.—2. The pharmacopceial
name of the common beet. See
Beta vulgaris.

Be'ta vulga'ris. The systematic
name for the beet of the pharmaco-
poeias. Beta Jloribus co?igestis of Lin-
naeus. The root of this plant is fre-

quently eaten by the French ; it may
be considered as nutritious and anti-

scorbutic, and forms a very elegant

pickle with vinegar.

Betele. Bethie. Belle. Betelle.

An oriental plant, like the tail of a
lizard. It is chewed by the Indians,

and makes the teeth black ; is cor-
dial and exhilarating, and in very
general use throughout the East.

It is supposed to be the long pepper.
Beto'nica. (Corrupted from Ft7-

to/uca, which is derived from the
Vectoncs, an ancient people of Spain;.

Betony.— 1. The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnajan system : Class,

Didynamia; Order, Gymnospermia.
—2. The pharmacopceial name for

the wood betony. See Betonica offi-

cinalis.

Beto'nica aqua'tica. See Scro-
phularia aauatica.

Beto'nica officinalis. The svs-

tematic name of the betony of the
pharmacopoeias. Betonica purpurea.
Vetonica cordis Betonica spica inter-

rupta corollarum labii lacinia inter-

media emarginata of Linnaeus.
*** Antonius Musa, physician to

the Emperor Augustus, filled a whole
volume with enumerating its virtues,

stating it as a remedy for no less

than forty-seven disorders ; and
hence in Italy the proverbial com-
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pliment, You have more virtues than
betony

.

Beto'nica pau'li. A species of ve-

ronica.

Beto'nica vulga'ris. The beto-

nica officinalis is so called in some
pharmacopoeias.

Betony water* See Scrophularia
aquatica,

Be'tula. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Monwcia; Order, Tetandria,

Alder and birch.—The pharmaco-
poeial name of the white birch. See
Betula alba,

Be'tula a'lba. The systematic
name for the betula of the pharma-
copoeias. Betula alba

y foliis, acu-

rninattSy serratis, of Linnaeus. The
juice is esteemed as an antiscorbutic,

deobstruent, and diuretic. The
leaves and bark are used externally

as resolvents, detergents, and anti-

septics.

Be'tula al'nus. The systematic

name for the alnus of the pharma-
copoeias. The common alder, called

Amendanus. See Rhamnusfrangula.
Bex. (From /fyo-cxw, to cough).

A cough.
Bexu'go. The root of the sEma-

titis Peruviana of Caspar Bauhin;
one drachm of which is sufficient for

a purge

.

Bexagui'llo. The white ipeca-

cuanha, which the Spaniards bring

from Peru, as the Portuguese do the

brown from Brazil.

Be'zahan. The fossile bezoar.

Beze'tta cozru'lea. See Croton

linctorium.

Be'zoar. (From pa-zahar, Per-
sian, a destroyer of poison). Lapis
hezoardicus . Bezoard. A preterna-

tural or morbid concretion formed in

the bodies, principally the eyes of

stags, and other land animals.

Be'zoar bovi'num. The bezoar

from the ox.

Be'zoar germa'nicum. The be-

zoar from the Alpine goat.

Be'zoar hy'stricis. Lapis por-

cinus. Lapis malacensis. Petro del

paren. The bezoar of the Indian

porcupine. Said to be found in the

^all-bladder of the Indian porcupine,

particularly in the province of Ma-
lacca.

Be'zoar occidenta'le. Occiden-
tal bezoar. This concretion is said
to be found in the stomach of an
animal of the stag or goat kind, a
native of Peru, &c.
Be'zoar orienta'le. Lapis be-

zoar orientalis. Oriental bezoar-
stone. This concretion is said to be
found in the polyrus, or fourth sto-
mach of an animal of the goat kind,
which inhabits the mountains of
Persia.

Be'zoar microco'smicum. The
calculus found in the human bladder.
Be'zoar porci'num. See Bezoar

hystricis.

Be'zoar si'mix. The bezoar of
the monkey.

Bezoa'rdica ra'dix. See Dors-
tenia,

Bezoa'rdicum jovt'ale. Bezoar
with tin. It differed very little from
the Antihecticum Poterii.

Bezoa'rdicum luna'le. A pre-
paration of antimony and silver.

Bezoa'rdicum martia'le. A pre-
paration of iron and antimony.
Bezoa'rdicum minera'le." A pre-

paration of antimony, made by add-
ing nitrous acid to butter of anti-

mony.
Bezoa'rdicum satu'rni. A pre-

paration of antimony and lead.

Bezoa'rdicus pu'lvis. The pow-
der of the oriental bezoar.

Bezoa'rticum minera'le. An
inert calx of antimony.

Bezoa'rticus spi'ritus ni'tri.

The distilled acid of the bezoarticum
minerale.

Bezoas. A common chymical
epithet.

Bix'on. Wine of sun-raisins and
sea-water.

Bibine'lla. See Pimpinella,

Bibito'rius. (From bibere, to

drink ; because by drawing the eye

inwards towards the nose, it causes

those who drink to look into the

cup) . See Pectus interims oci/li.

Bi'ceps. (From 6m, twice, and
caput , a head). Many muscles have
this denomination, from their having

two distinct heads, or origins.
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Bi'ceps bra'chii. See Biceps

flexor cubit i.

Bi'ceps cru'ris. See Biceps flexor

cubiti.

Bi'ceps cu'biti. See Biceps fiexor
cubiti*

Bi'ceps exte'rnus. See Triceps

extensor cubiti.

Bi'ceps fle'xor cru'ris. Biceps
cruris of Albiims. Biceps of Wins-
low, Douglas, and Cowper, and Is-

chio-femoroperonien of Dumas. A
muscle of the leg, situated on the

hind part of the thigh.

Bi'ceps fle'xor cu'biti. Biceps
brachii of Albinus. Coraco-radialis

,

seu biceps of Winslow. Biceps inter-

ims of Douglas. Biceps internus hu-
meri of Cowper. Scapula-coracora-

dial of Dumas. A muscle of the

fore-arm, situated on the fore part

of the os humeri.

Bi'ceps inte'rnus. See Biceps
flexor cubiti.

Biciu'ciiLJE. An epithet of certain

troches, described by RJiazes, made
of liquorice, &c.

Bi'chos. Chigres. A Portuguese
name for the worms that get under
the toe of the people in the Indies,

which are destroyed by the oil of
cashew nut.

Bi'corn. Bicornis. (From bis,

twice, and cornu, an horn). An
epithet sometimes applied to the os
hyoides, which has two processes, or
horns; and likewise, in former times,
to muscles that had two insertions.

Bicu'sPlS, -idis, m. (Bicusjns: from
bis, twice, and cuspis, a spear). The
name of those teeth which have dou-
ble fangs. See Teeth.

Bi'dens, -ffV, m. (From bis, twice,
and dens, a tootli ; so called from its

being deeply serrated, or indented).
The name of a genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Syngenesia;
Order, Polygamia fp-padis.

Bifurcated. (Bifurcus: from bis,

twice , andfuren , a fork ) . A vessel

,

or nerve, is said to bifurcate when
it divides into two branches ; e. g.
Bifurcation of the aorta, &c.

Biga'ster. (From bis, twice, and
yarrjp, a belly). A name given to
muscles having two bellies.

Bihe'rnius. (From bis, double,

and hernia, a disease so called). A
hernia, or rupture, on each side of

the scrotum.
Bila'den. A name of iron.

Bile. Bilis. (Naevius derives it

from bis, twice, and lis, contention

;

as being supposed to be the cause of

anger and dispute). The gall. A
bitter fluid, secreted in the glandular

substance of the liver ; in part flow-

ing into the intestines, and in part

regurgitating into the gall-bladder.

The secretory organ of this fluid is

the penicilli of the liver, which ter-

minate in very minute canals, called

biliary ducts. The biliary ducts pour
their bile into the ductus hepaticus,

which conveys it into the ductus

commiuiis choledochus, whence it is

partly carried into the duodenum.
The other part of the bile regurgi-

tates through the cystic duct (ao»

Gall-bladder) , into the gall-bladder :

for hepatic bile, except during diges-

tion, cannot flow into the duodenum,
which contracts when empty ; hence
it necessarily regurgitates into the

gall-bladder. It appears, therefore,

that there are, as it were, two kinds
of bile in the human body :— 1. He-
patic bile, which flows from the liver

into the duodenum : this is thin, of
a faint yellow colour, inodorous, and
very slightly bitter, otherwise the
liver of animals would not be eata-

ble :—2. Cystic bile, which regurgi-

tates from the hepatic duct into the

gall-bladder.

The uses of this fluid, so impor-
tant to the animal economy, are :

—

1. To separate the chyle from the

chyme : thus chyle is never observed
in the duodenum before the chyme
has been mixed with the bile ; and
thus it is that oil is extracted from
linen by the bile of animals.—2. By
its acridity it excites the peristaltic

motion of the intestines ; hence the
bowels are so inactive in people with
jaundice.— 3. It imparts a yellow co-

lour to the excrements ; thus we ob-
serve the white colour of the faeces

in jaundice, in which disease the flow
of bile into the duodenum is entirely

prevented.—4. It prevents the abun-
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dance of mucus and acidity in the

primae viae ; hence acid, pituitous,

and verminous saburra are common
from deficient or inert bile.

Bi'liary duct. Ductus biliosus.

The very vascular glandules, which
compose almost the whole substance

of the liver, terminate in very small

canals, called biliary ducts, which
at length form one trunk, the ductus

hepaticus. Their use is to convey
the bile, secreted by the liver, into

the hepatic duct; this uniting with

a duct from the gall-bladder, forms
one common canal, called the ductus

communis choledochus, which con-

veys the bile into the intestinal canal.

Bili'mbi. (Ind.) See Mains Indica.

Bi'lious. A term very generally

used to signify diseases arising from
too copious a secretion of bile ; thus

bilious colic, bilious diarrhoea, bilious

fever, &c.
Bi'lis. See Bile,

Bi'lis a'tra. Black bile. Sup-
posed by the ancients to be the cause

of melancholy.
Bi'lis cy'stica. Bilis fellea. Cys-

tic bile. The bile when in the gall-

bladder is so called to distinguish it

from that which is found in the liver.

Bi'lis iiepa'tica. Hepatic bile.

The bile when it has not entered the

gall-bladder.

Bi'lobus. (From bis, double, and
iobus, the end of the ear) . Having
two lobes, resembling the tips of ears.

Bimf/stris. (From bis, twice, and
mensis, month) . Two months old.

Bindweed. See Convolvulus sepium.

Binga'lle. See Casumuniar.

Bino'culus. (From binus, double,

and oculus, the eye). A bandage for

securing the dressings on both eyes.

Bi'nsica. A disordered mind. Van
Helmont.

Bi'nsica mors. The binsical, or

the death consequent upon a disor-

dered mind.
Bioly'chmum. (From piog, life,

and Xv-^viov, a lamp). Vital heat

:

an officinal nostrum.

Bi'ote. (From piog, life). Life.

Light food.

Biotha'nati. (From pia, vio-

lence, or jSioc, life, and Savalog,

death). Those who die a violent

death, or suddenly, as if there were
no space between life and death.

Bipemu'lla. See Pimpinella.

Bipene'lla. Sae Pimpinella.

Bi'ra. Malt liquor or beer.

Bira'o. Stone parsley.

Birch tree. See Betula.

Bird's tongue. A name given to

the seeds of the Fraccinus excelsior of
Linnaeus.

Bi'rsen. (Heb. an aperture) . A
deep ulcer, or imposthume in the

breast.

Birthwort, climbing. See Aristo-

lochia clematitis.

Bisco'ctus. (From bis, twice,

and coquere, to bake or boil) . Twice
dressed. It is chiefly applied to bread
much baked, as biscuit.

Biscute'lla. Mustard.
Bise'rmas. A name formerly

given to clary, or garden clary.

Bishop*s weed. See Ammi.
Bisli'ngua. (From bis, twice,

and lingua, a tongue ; so called, from
its appearance of being double-

tongued; that is, of having upon
each leaf a less leaf) . The Alexan-
drian laurel.

Bisma'lva. (From vismalva, quasi

viscum malva, from its superior vV
scidity). The water, or marsh-
mallow.

Bi'smuth. (Bismut, Germ.) Bis-

muthum. A metal found in the earth

in very few different states, more
generally native, or in the metallic

state.

Bismu'thum. See Bismuth,
Bistort. See Bistorta.
Bisto'rta. (From bis, twice, and

torquere, to bend ; so called from the

contortions of its roots). Bistort.

See Polygonum bistorta.

Bistoury. (Bistoirc, French).

A small knife for surgical purposes,

partially curved, and having a blunt

point or otherwise.

Bi'thinos. A Galenical plaster.

Bithi'nici empla'strum. A plaster

for the spleen.

Bitter apple. See Cucumis Colo-

cynthis.

Bit noben. Salt of bitumen. A
white saline substance lately imported
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from India by this name, which is

not a natural production, but a Hin-
doo preparation of great antiquity.

It is called in the country, bit noben
9

padaoon, and soucherloon, and popu-
larly khala mimue, or black salt. It

is conjectured to be the sal asphaitites,

and salsodomemcs of Pliny and Galen :

and is far more extensively used in

Hindostan than any other medicine
whatever.

Biti'men. (flflvpa, vrilvg, pine
;

because it flows from the pine-tree
;

or, quod vi iumeat e terra, from its

bursting forth from the earth) . Bitu-

f mnd either in the internal

part of the earth, or exuding through
the clefts of the rocks, or floating on
the surface of waters. Like oils, they
burn with a rapid flame. Natural
historians have divided them into

several genera ; but modern chymists
arrange them according to their chy-
mical properties, and are only ac-

quainted with six species, which arc

very distinct from each other : these

are, naphtha, amber, asphaltos, jet,

pit-coal, and petroleum.
Bitu'men barbade'nse. SeePe-

troleum barbadense.

,*BlTL''.MEN JldaVuM. As]>haltus.

Jews' pitch. A solid light bituminous
substance, of a dusky colour on the
outside, and a deep shining black
within ; of very little taste, and
scarcely any smell, unless heated,
when it emits a strong pitchy one.
It is said to be found plentifully in

the earth in several parts of Egypt,
and floating on the surface of the
Dead Sea.

Bitu'men li'^uidum. See Petro-
leum,

Bive'nter. (Biventer; from bis,

twice, and venter, a belly). A two-
bellied muscle.

Bive'nter cervi'cis. A muscle
of the lower jaw.

Bive'nter maxi'll<e jnferio'ris.
See Digastricus.

Bi'xa orlea'na. The systematic
name for the plant affording the terra
orlcana of the pharmacopoeias. The
substance so called is a ceraceous
mass obtained from the seeds of the
Bixa orleana of Linnaeus.

Bla'cctje. The measles. Rhazes.
Bla'ckberry. The fruit of the

common bramble, Rubus fruticosus

of Linnaeus : which see.

Bladder, See Urinary, and Gall-

bladder,

Bladder, inflamed. See Cystitis,

Blade-bone. See Scapula.

Bl.e'sitas. (From blcesus). A de-
fect in speech, called stammering.

Bl&'sus. (From fiXcnrlo), to in-

jure). A stammerer.
Bla'nca. (Blanc, French). A

purging mixture ; so called because
it was supposed to evacuate the white
phlegmatic humours. Also white
lead.

Bla'nca muli'erum. White lead.

Bla'sa. (Ind.) A tree, the fruit

of which the Indians powder, ami
use to destroy worms.

Blaste'ma. (From pXa^avto, to

germinate). A bud or shoot. A
cutaneous pimple like a bud. Hipp.

Bla'stum mosyi.itim. Cassia bark
kept with the wood.

Bi a'tta. (From fiXaTrtj, to hurt)

.

A sort of beetle, or bookworm ; so
called from its injuring books and
clothes : the kermes insect.

Blatta'ria lc/tea. (From blatta;

so called, because, according to Pliny,
it engenders the blatta). The herb
yellow moth-mullein.

Ble'ciion. (From pXi^xaoftai, to
bleat ; so called, according to Pliny,

because if sheep taste it they bleat).

The herb Avild penny-royal.
Bleeding, See Blood-letting an J

Haemorrhage,
Bleeding at the nose. See Epi-

staxis,

Ble'ma. (From fiaXXu, to inflict)

.

A wound.
Ble'nde. A species of zinc ore,

formed of zinc in combination with
sulphur.

Ble'nna. (BXevva), Blena. Mu-
cus, a thick excrementitious humour.
Blennorrha'gia. (From fiXzwa,

mucus, and peco, to flow). The
discharge of mucus from the ure-
thra.

Blennorrhce'a. (From fiXevva,
mucus, and p«o>, to flow) . Gonorrhoea
mucosa, A gleet. A discharge of

12
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mucus from the urethra, arising from
weakness ; or the relics of an old

clap.

Ble'phara. (Quasi fiXtirovq <papoc,

as being the cover and defence of the

sight). The eyelids.

Blepha'rides. (From f3\e(})apov)

.

The hair upon the eyelids ; also the

part of the eyelids where the hair

grows.
Blepharophtha'lmia. (TromfiXe-

<papov, the eyelid, and otpQaXpia, a

disease of the eye). Inflammation
of the eyelid.

Blepijaropto'sis. (From fiXetya-

pov, the eyelid, and ^lioaig, from
'snirlio, to fall). A prolapse, or

falling down of the upper eyelid, so

as to cover the cornea.

Blepharo'tis. (From fiXetyapov,

the eyelid) . An inflammation of the

eyelids.

Blepharoxy'ston. (From j3Xs-

tyapov, the eyelid, and £e(o, to scrape

off) . A brush for the eyes. An in-

strument for cleansing or scraping

off foul substances from the eyelids.

Blepharo'xysis. (From flXttyapov,

the eyelid, and &io, to scrape off).

The cleansing of the eyelids. In-

flammation of the eyelids.

Blessed Thistle* See Centaurea

henedicta.

Blestri'smus. (From fiaXXw, to

throw about) . Phrenetic restlessness.

Ble'ta. A word used by Paracel-

sus to signify white, and applied to

urine when it is milky, and proceeds

from a disease of the kidneys.

Ble'ti. (Bletus, from paXXoj,

to strike). People seized with dysp-

noea or suffocation.

Blaster, I'esicatorium. Emplas-
trum Lyttae. A topical application,

which, when applied to the skin, raises

the cuticle in the form of a vesicle,

fdled with a serous fluid. Various

substances produce this effect on the

skin ; but the powder of the lytta

vesicatoria, or blistering fly, is what

operates with most certainty and ex-

pedition, and is now invariably made
use of for that purpose.

hlistvx-fly. See Lijtta.

Bu'TUM fce'tidum. See Chcno-

pocuu.-jt vulvar ia*

Blood. Sanguis, inis, m. A red
homogeneous fluid, of a saltish taste,

somewhat urinous smell, and gluti-

nous consistence, which circulates in

the cavities of the heart, arteries,

and veins. The quantity is estimated
to be about twenty-eight pounds in

an adult : of this, four parts are con-
tained in the veins, and a fifth in the
arteries. The colour of the blood is

red ; in the arteries it is of a florid

hue, in the veins darker ; except only
the pulmonary vessels, in which the

colour is reversed. It acquires this

florid colour in passing through the

lungs, and from the loss of carbon.

Blood
}

dragon's* See Calamus
rotang.

Blood-letting. Abstraction of
blood from the body by artificial

means. Blood-letting is divided into

general, as venisection and artcrio-

tomy ; and into topical, as the applica-

tion of leeches, cupping-glasses, and
scarification.

Blood, spitting of. See Haemoptysis*

Blood, vomiting of. See H&mate-
mesis.

Blood-stone. See Haematites.

Bloody -flux. See Dysenteria.

Bo'a. (From j3ovg, an ox). A
pustulous eruption like the small-

pox, cured, according to Pliny, by
anointing it with hot ox-dung : also

the name of a serpent of Calabria ;

and of the hydroa.

Boche'tum. A decoction of the

woods, prepared by a second boiling

with fresh water.

Bo'chia. Chym. A subliming

vessel.

Bo'chilm. A swelling of the

bronchial glands.

Bodies, combustible. A term

given by chymists to all substances

which, on account of their affinity

for oxygen, are capable of burning.

Bodies, gaseous. See Gas.

Bodies, im i ammable. Chymists

give this name to such bodies as

burn with facility, and flame in an
increased temperature ; although,

strictly speaking, all combustible

bodies are inflammable bodies : such

are the diamond, sulphur, bitu-

mens, &c.
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Bodies, phosphorescent. Bodies

which produce light, though their

temperature be not increased.

Body. Corpus, oris,n. Thehuman
body is divided by anatomists into

head, trunk, and extremities : i. e.

the head, and inferior and superior

extremities, each of which have cer-

tain regions before any part is re-

moved, by which the physician is

enabled to direct the application of

blisters and the like, and by which
the situation of diseases is better de-

scribed, which see under their re-

spective names.
Bo'e. (From /3oaw, to exclaim).

Clamour, or moaning made by a sick

person.

Boethe'ma. (From (SonOeoj, to

assist). A remedy.
Boethema'tica. (From poijQtu,

to assist). Favourable symptoms.
Hog-bean. See Mcnyanthes tri-

foliata.

Bo'gia Gl/MMI. Gamboge.
Bohea tea. See Thea.
liois de coissi. See Quassia.

Bolar earths. See Bole.

Bole. (BoAo£, a mass). A friable

earthy substance, uniting with water
into a smooth paste, adhering to the

tongue, and dissolving as it were in

the mouth ; it is of the argillaceous

or clay kind, but more readily im-
bibing water than the clays strictly

so called. Those used in medicine,
are the Armenian and French boles.

See BoleArmenian , and Bolus Gallica.

Bole, Armenian. Bolus Armenia.
Bole armenic. A pale, but bright
red coloured earth, which is occa-
sionally mixed with honey, and ap-
plied to children's mouths when
afflicted with aphthae. It forms, like
all argillaceous earths, a good tooth-
powder, when mixed with some aro-
matic.

Bole'tus. (From /3oAoc, a mass,
or (3(jj\iTng, from its globular form).
The name of a genus of plants in
the Linnaean system : Class, Cryp-
togamia; Order, Fungi. Boletus.
Spunk.

Bole'tus ce'rvl The mushroom.
Bole'tus ignta'rius. The sys-

tematic name for the agaricus of the

pharmacopoeias. Agaricus chirur-

gorum. Agaricus quercus. Fungus
igniarius. Agaric of the oak. Touch-
wood boletus. Female agaric. This
fungus Boletus igniarius—acaulis pul-

vinatus levis, ports tenuissimis of Lin-
naeus, has been much used by sur-

geons as an external styptic.

Bole'tus la'ricis. The systematic

name for the officinal agaricus albus.

The plant known by this name in the

pharmacopoeias, is the Boletus laricis

of Linnaeus ; so called from its being
met with on old larch trees, in dif-

ferent parts of Europe.
Bole'tus pi'nt la'ricis. A species

of agaric.

Bole'tus suave'olens. The sys-

tematic name for the fungus saUcis

of the pharmacopoeias.
Boli'smus. A voracious appetite,

according to Avicenna ; but most
probably meant for boulimus.

Bo'lus. (BoAoc, a bole or bolus).

Any medicine, rolled round, that is

_rer than an ordinary sized pea,

and yet not too large to be swallowed.
Bo'lus alexipha'rmica. A pre-

paration of contrayerva.
Bo'lus ex alu'mine. Alum, bark,

and nutmeg.
Bo'lus a'r.mena. See Bole, Ar-

menian.
Bo'lus a'kmena a'lba. The white

Armenian bole.

Bo'lus armo'ntac. See Bole, Ar-
menian.

Bo'lus blesse'nsis. Bole of Blois.

See Bole.

Bo'lus Ga'llica. French bole.

A pale red coloured bolar earth,
variegated with irregular specks and
veins of white and yellow. It is

occasionally administered as an ab-
sorbent and antacid.

Bo'mbax. See Gossypium.
Bo'mbias. A bombiate. A salt

formed by the union of the bombic
acid with different bases ; thus bom-
biate of alumine, &c.

Bo'mbic a'cid. Acidumbombicum.
Acid of the silk-worm. Silk-worms
contain, especially when in the state
of chrysalis, an acid liquor in a re-
servoir placed near the anus.

Bo'mbus. (Bou€oc). A resounding-
13
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noise, or ringing of the ears. Also,

a sonorous expulsion of flatus from
the intestines.

Bon a'rbor. A name given to the
coffee-tree.

Bo'na. Boona. The phaseolus,
or kidney-bean.

Bo'nduch indo'rum. See Gui-
landina.

Bone. Os, osszs, n. Bones are

hard, dry, and insensible parts of the

body, of a whitish colour, and com-
posed of a spongy, compact, or recti-

cular substance ; varying much in

their appearances, some being long
and hollow, others flat and com-
pact, &c. See Monro, Chesselden, &c.

Bones, growth of. See Osteogeny.

Bonebinder. See Osteocolla.

Bononie'nsis la'pis. The Bon-
onian-stone. Called also phosphorus
bojioniensis, phosphorus kircheri, the

light carrier, or Bononian phospho-
rus. Medicinally, the stone is caustic

and emetic.

Bo'nus henri'cus. See Cheno-
podium.

Boracic acid. Acidum boracicum.

Sedative salt of Homberg. Acid of

borax. Boracine acid. In com-
bination with alkalies, earths, and
metallic oxydes, it forms borates.

/Jo'rage. See Borago.
Bora'go. (Formerly written Co-

rago; from cor, the heart, smdagere,
to affect ; because it was supposed to

comfort the heart and spirits). Bo-
rage.—1. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Pentandria; Order, Monogynia.—
2. The pharmacopceial name of the

officinal borage. See Borago offici-

nalis*.

Bora'go officinalis. The sys-

tematic name for the borage of the

shops. Buglossum verum. Buglos-
sum latifolium. Borago hortensis.

The leaves and flowers of this plant,

Borago; foliis omnibus alter nis, ca-

lycibus pateniibus of Linnaeus, are

esteemed in some countries as refri-

gerant and cordial.

Bo'ras. A borate. A salt formed
of boracic acid with an earthy, alka-

line or metallic base : as borate of
soda, &c.

Bo'ras so'de. Borate of soda.

See Borax.
Bo'rate. See Boras.
Bo'rax. (Borak, Arab.) Boras

sodcB, sub-boras sodce. This salt, con-
sisting of boracic acid united with
soda, the soda being slightly in ex-
cess, is brought from Thibet in Per-
sia, where it is found in a native

state. The native or crude borax is

called tincaly ti?icor, borcsh, pcun.ra,

in the East Indies, and was formerly
purified in Europe by the Venetians,

when it was called refined or Vene-
tian borax ; but it is now prepared
by the Dutch by solution in hot wa-
ter, Alteration, and careful crystal-

lization. Used in the form of pow-
der, to remove the aphthous crust

from the tongue of children.

Borbory'gmus. (From f3op€o-

pv^io, to make a noise). The rum-
bling noise occasioned by flatus in

the intestines ; frequently preceding

hysterical affections.

Boro'zaii. (iEthiop.) An epi-

demic disease of the ^Ethiopians, in

appearance similar to the lues ve-

nerea.

Borra'go. See Borago.
Bo'rri. (Ind.) Borri-borri. Bo-

berri. The Indian name for tur-

meric ; also an ointment used there,

in which the roots of turmeric are a

chief ingredient.

Bo'sa. An Egyptian word for a

mass made of the meal of darnel,

hemp-seed, and water. It is inebri-

ating.

Bos'moros. (From /3ocxo>, to eat,

and popog, a part : because it is di-

vided for food by the mill) . Bosporus.

A species of meal.

Bota'le fora'men. A name for-

merly applied to the foramen ovale.

Bo'lANV. (Botanica, fio\avv/.i)

:

from fiolavn, an herb or grass). That
part of natural history which consi-

ders every thing relative to the na-

tural history of vegetables.

Bota'nicon. (From ficJavt], an

herb). A plaster made of herbs,

described by Paulus jEgineta.

Bo'thor. (Arab.) Tumours

:

pimples in the face : also the small-

pox, or measles.
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Bo'fHfUON. (From fio9piov y
a

little pit), Botrium. The ulvrolus

or socket for the tooth : also an ul-

cerated cornea.

Bo'tia. A name given to scrofula.

Bo'tim. A name for turpentine.

Bo'tium. liocium. Indurated

bronchial glands.

BoTOTHl'NUM. The most evident

symptom of disease.

Botri'tis. (From florpvc;, a bunch
of grapes). Botryites. A sort of

burnt cadmia, collected on the top of

the furnace, and resembling a bunch
of grapes.

Bo'trys. (Borpj'c, a cluster of

grapes ; so called, because its seeds

hang down like a bunch of grapes).

The oak of Jerusalem.
Bo'trys Mexica'na. See Cheno-

podium ambrosioides.

Bo'trys vulga'ris. See Chcno-

podium botrys.

Bo'tus. Botia. Bolus barbatus.—
Chym. A cucurbite.

Bouba'lios. See Momordica ela-

terium, and Pudendum mulicbre.

Bou'bon. See Bubo.
Bougi'e. (French for wax candle)

.

Candela cerea. Candela medicata. Ca-
thcteres of Swediaur. Ccrei mndicati

of Le Dran. Cereolus chirurgorum.

A term applied by surgeons to a long,

slender instrument, that is introduced

through the urethra into the bladder.

Bou'limus. (From fiov, greatly,

and \ijjL0Cy hunger ; or from j3ov\o-

ficu, to desire). A canine or vora-

cious appetite.

Bovi'llje. (From bos, an ox, be-

cause cattle were supposed subject to

it I. The measles.

Bovi'na fa'mes. The same as

bulimia.

Bovi'sTA. See Lycoperdon.

Box-tree. See Bu.rus.

Brache'rium. (From brackiale,

a bracelet). A truss or bandage for

hernia ; a term used by the barbarous
Latin writers.

Brachi/e'us mu'sculus. See Bra-
chin lis in temus.

Brachi/e'us exte'rnus. See Tri-
ceps extensor cubiti.

Brachije'us inte'rnus. See Bra-
chialis internits.

BraVnial a'rtery. Arttrim bru-

chialis. The continuation of the ax-

illary artery, which, as it panel be-

hind the tendon of the pectoralia

major, receives the name of bra-

chial.

Braciiia'i.e. A bracelet; but by
ancient anatomical writers, the car-

pus, or wrist, the part on which the

bracelet was worn.
Brachials. See Brachialis iji-

temus.

BRACHIA'LIS exte'rnus. External

brachial. See Triceps extensor cubiti

.

Braciiia'i.is inte'rnus. Internal

brachial. Brachiams of Winslow.
Brachiceus internus of Cowper ; and
Humcro-cubitalol Dumas. A muscle

of the fore-arm, situated on the

fore-part of the os humeri.

Brachio-cubital LIGAMENT. Li-
gimentum brachio-cubitale. The ex-

pansion of the lateral ligament, fixed

in the inner condyle of the os hu-
meri, running over the capsular, to

which it closely adheres, and inserted

like radii on the side of the great

sigmoid cavity of the ulna.

Brachio-radial ligament. Li-

gamentum brachio -radiate. The ex-

pansion of the lateral ligament, which
runs over the external condyle of the

os humeri. It is inserted round the

coronary ligament, thence down to

the neck of the radius, and in the

vicinity of the ulna.

Bra'chii os. See Humeri os,

Bra'chiuMj *, n. {^pa\nav
9
the

arm). The arm, from the shoulder

to the wrist.

Bra'chium mo'vens qua'rtls.

See Latissimus dorsi.

Brachu'na. A species of furor

uterinus. Avicenna,

Brachychro'nius. (From ppa-

XVQy short, and xpovoc, time). A
disease continuing but a short time.

Bracuypnoz'a. (From /BpayrpQ,

short, and 7tvs(jj, to breathe). Diffi-

culty and shortness of breathing.

Bra'chys. {Fromfipaxvc., short),

A muscle of the scapula.

Bra'cilm. Copper. Verdigrise.

Bradype'psia. (From fipaeve,

slow, and «r£7riu>, to concoct) . Weak
digestion. See Dyspepsia,
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Bra'ggat. An old name for a
ptisan made of honey and water.

Brain, See Cerebrum,

Brain, little. See Cerebellum,

Bran. Furfur , uris, m. The
husks or shells of wheat, which re-

main in the boulting machine. It

contains a portion of the farinaceous

matter, and is said to have a laxa-

tive quality, &c.
Bra'nca. (Branca, Span, a foot,

or branch). A term applied to some
herbs, which are supposed to resem-
ble a particular foot ; as branca le-

onisy lion's foot ; branca ursina,

bear's foot.

Bra'nca leoni'na. See Alche-
•milla,

Bra'nca ursi'na. See Acanthus
and Heracleum.
Bra'nca leo'nis. See Alchemilla.

Bra'nch;e. (From /3p£%w, to make
moist). Branchi. Swelled tonsils,

or glandulous tumours, of the fau-

ces, which secrete saliva.

Bra'nchls. (From j3ptx<*>f to

moisten). A defluxion of humours
from the fauces.

Brandy. Spiritus Gallicus. A co-

lourless, slightly opaque, and milky
fluid, of a hot and penetrating taste,

and a strong and agreeable smell,

obtained by distilling from wine ; too

well known to require further illus-

tration.

Branks. The name, in Scotland,

for the mumps. See Cynanche pa-
rotidwa,

Brankursine, See Acanthus,
Brasi'lia. Brazil wood.
Brasilie'nse li'gnum. See Hxe-

tnatoxylon,

Brasilif/nsis ra'dix. The ipe-

cacuanha root is sometimes so

called.

Bra'sium. (From fipacTaio, to boil).

Malt, or germinated barley.

Bra'sma. (From fipacraio, to boil).

The unripe black pepper. Fermenta-
tion.

Bra'smos. The same.
Brass. JEsyvis, n. A combination

of copper and zinc.

Bkassadi/lla. Brassatella, Ophi-
oglossum or the herb, adder's-tongue.

Bra'ssica, a-, f. (Varro says,

quasipr&sica ; from jjr&secare, to cut
off ; because it is cut from the stalk

for use ; or from vrpaaia, a bed in

a garden where they are cultivated)

.

Crambe. Cabbage. Colewort.—The
name of a genus of plants in the
Linnaean system.

Bra'ssica a'lba. The white cab-
bage.

Bra'ssica apia'na. Jagged or
crimpled colewort.

Bra'ssica cani'na. The mercuri-
alis sylvestris.

Bra'ssica capita'ta. Cabbage.
There are several varieties of cab-
bage, all of which are generally

difficult of digestion, producing fla-

tulencies, and affording very little

nourishment; inconveniences, how-
ever, not experienced by those whose
stomachs are strong, and accustomed
to them. Few vegetables run into a

state of putrefaction so quickly as

cabbages ; they ought, therefore, to

be used immediately after cutting.

Bra'ssica congylo'des. Turnip
cabbage.

Bra'ssica cuma'na. Red cole-

wort.

Bra'ssica eru'ca. The systema-
tic name for the plant which affords

the semen erucae. Garden rocket.

Roman rocket. Rocket gentle.—The
seeds of this plant are eaten by the

Italians in their pickles, but are

more esteemed by them for their

aphrodisiac qualities.

Bra'ssica eruca'strum. Eruca
sylvestris. Wild rocket. See Brass-lea

eruca,

Bra'ssica flo'rida. Cauliflower.

A variety of the oleracea.

Bra'ssica gonylico'des. Turnip
cabbage.

Bra'ssica lacutc'rria. Brassica

lacaturris. The savoy plant.

Bra'ssica iviari'na. See Convolvulus

soldanella,

Bra'ssica na'pus. The systematic

name for the plant from which the

semen napi is obtained. Nupus syl-

vestris. Bunias. Wild navew, or

rape. The seeds yield upon expres-

sion a large quantity of oil, called

rape oil, which is sometimes ordered

in stimulating liniments.
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Bra'ssica olera'cea. The sys-

tematic name for the brassica capi-

tata of the shops. See Brassica ca-

pita?a.

Bra'ssica ra'pa. The systematic

name for the plant whose root is

called turnip. Rapum. Rapus. Na-
pus. Najncs dulcis. The turnip.

Bra'ssica ru'bra. Red cabbage.

It affords a very excellent test both
for acids and alkalies, superior to

litmus, being naturally blue, turning

green with alkalies, and red with
acids.

Bra'ssica sati'va. The common
garden cabbage.

Bra'ssica sabau'da. The savoy
plant.

Brasside'llica ars. A way of

curing wounds, mentioned by Para-

celsus, by applying the herb Brassi-

della to them.
Bra'thu. (fipaOu). The ancient

name for savine.

Bread-fruit. The tree which
affords this, grows in all the Ladrone
Islands in the South Sea, in Ota-
heite, and now in the West Indies.

Breast. Mamma, <r, f. Two
snowball-like projections, composed
of common integuments, adipose
substance, lacteals, and glands, ad-
hering to the anterior and lateral re-

gions of the thorax of females. On
the centre of each protuberance is a

.

small coniform projection, resembling
a ripe strawberry, called papilla, or
nipple, in which the secretory ducts
of the glands terminate, and around
which is a mock halo, or coloured
circle, called the areola.

Breast-bone. See Sternum.
Bre'gma. (From /3p£xw >

to moist-
en ; formerly so called, because, in

infants, and sometimes even in adults,

they are tender and moist) . An old

name for the parietal bones.

Bre'via. (From brcvis, short). A
specific name of some pares whose
termination is not far from their

origin, as brevia vasa, the branches
of the splenic vein.

Bre'vis mu'sculus. A short mus-
cle of the scapula.

Bre'vis cu'biti. A short muscle
of the fore-arm.

Bre'vis extensor digitorum pedis.

See Extensor brevis digitorum pedis,

Bre'vis flexor pollicis pedis. See
Flexor brevis pollicis pedis.

Bre'vis perone'us. See Peroneus
brevis.

Bre'vis pronator radii. See Pro-
nator radii quadratus,

Brey'nia. (An American plant,

named in honour of Dr. Brenniusj.

A species of capparis.

Briar, wild. See Rosa canbia.

Bri'cumum. A name which the
Gauls gave to the herb artemisia, or
mugwort.

Brimstone. See Sulphur.

Bristol hot-well. Bristoliensis

aqua. A pure, thermal or warm,
slightly acidulated, mineral spring,

situated about a mile below Bristol.

Efficacious in promoting salutary dis-

charges, in green sickness, as well

as in the blind hemorrhoids, in ob-
structions, and weakness o£ the bow-
els, arising from habitual costive -

ness ; and, from the purity of its

aqueous part, it 1k*s justly been con-
sidered as a specific in diabetes, ren-

dering the urinary organs more fitted

to receive benefit from those medi-
cines which are generally prescribed,

and sometimes successful. But the

high reputation which this spring

has acquired, is chiefly in the cure

of pulmonary consumption. It is

particularly efficacious in moderating
the thkst, the dry burning heat of
the hands and feet, the partial night

sweats, and the symptoms that are

peculiarly hectical ; and thus, in the

earlier stages of phthisis, it may ma-
terially contribute to a complete re-

establishmcnt of health ; and even
in the latter periods, mitigate the

disease when the cure is doubtful, if

not hopeless. The season for the

Hot-well is generally the middle of

May to October ; but as the medi-
cinal properties of the water are the

same throughout the year, the sum-
mer months are preferred merely on
account of the concomitant benefits

of air and exercise. (See Natural and
Medical Dietetitan, &c.)
Brita'nmca he'rba. See Rumcx

hf/drolapathum.
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British oil. A variety of the
black species of petroleum, to which
this name has been given as an em-
pirical remedy.

Bro'ccoli. Brassica Italica. As
an article of diet, considered more
delicious and digestible than cauli-

flower and cabbage.
Bro'chos. (Bpoxog, a snare). A

bandage.

Bro'chthus. (From /3p6%a>, to
pour) . The throat ; also a small kind
of drinking-vessel.

Bro'chus, (Bpoxoe). One with a
blubbered upper lip, or one with
a full mouth, and snaggle or project-
ing teeth.

Bro'dium. In pharmacy, the same
'dsjusculicm, broth, or the liquor in

which any thing is boiled ; e. g.
we sometimes read of brodium sails,

or a decoction of salt.

Bro'ma. (From /3pw<rxw, to eat)

.

Food of wfy kind that is masticated,
and not drank.

Broma-theon. (From /3pw<rxw, to

eat). Mushrooms.
Bromato'loGY. (Bromatologia

:

from j3pu)fia, food, and Xoyoc, a dis-

course) . A discourse or treatise on
food.

Brome'lia ana'nas. The syste-

matic name of the plant which
affords the a?ianas fruit, is the Bro-
melia foliis ciliatosphwsis , mucrona-
tis, spica comosa, of Linnams. Used
principally as a delicacy for the

table, and is given with advantage
as a refrigerant in fevers.

Brome'lia kara'tas. The syste-

matic name of the plant from which
the fruit called penguin is obtained

;

given in the Spanish West Indies to

cool and quench thirst in fevers, dy-
senteries, &c. ; and of which the in-

habitants make a wine, which is very
intoxicating, and of a good flavour.

Bro'mion. (From fipojpog the oat).

The name of a plaster, made with
oatmeal, mentioned by Paulus Mg'i-

neta.

Bro'mus ste'rilis. (Fromfipuxrmo,
to eat) . The wild oat.

Bronchia. (Brimthito ormm, ncut.

plur. ; from fipoyxoc, the throat)

.

See Trachea.

Bronxhia'les arte'ri.e. Bron-
chial arteries. Branches of the aorta
given off in the chest.

Bronchia les gla'ndul/E. Bron-
chial glands. Large blackish glands,

situated about the bronchia and tra-

chea, which secrete blackish mucus.
Bronchoce'le. (From fipoyxoc,,

the windpipe, and xr]\}j, a tumour).
Called also botium or botium. A
tumour situated on the fore part of

the neck, principally occupying the

thyroid gland ;
peculiar to the inha-

bitants of certain mountainous dis-

tricts. The Swiss call it gotre, or

goitre; others, hernia gutturis, gut-

tur tumidum, trachelophyma, gos-

sum, exechebronchos
,
gvngrona, her-

nia bronchialis. Heister thought it

should be named tracheocele. Pros-

ser, from the frequency of its oc-

currence in the hilly parts of Der-
byshire, called it the Derbyshire
neck; and, not satisfied respecting

the identity of this tumour with that

observed in the necks of women in

the mountains of the Alps, who are

mostly tne subjects of it, the English

bronchocele. See Dr. Reeves* Paper on

Cretinism;—Edinb. Med. and Surg.

Jour. vol. v. p. 31;

—

Traite sur le

Goitre et le Cretinisme, 8vo. Paris,

an 8;

—

Alibert Xosolog. Nat. t. i.

p. 469, &c. For the best plates of

the disease, see Dr. Baillie's Series

of Engravings, &c. &c.

Broncho'tomy. From /3poy%oc,

the windpipe, and TSjavw, to cut).

Tracheotomy. Laryngotomy. The
practicability, and little danger, of

this operation, are founded on the

facility with which certain wounds of

the windpipe, even of the most com-
plicated kind, have been healed,

without leaving any ill effects what-

ever, and on the nature of the parts

cut, which are not furnished with

any vessels very important.
*
#
* It is occasionally practised to

prevent suffocation, when respiration

through the mouth and nostrils is im-

peded by disease, or for the extrac-

tion of foreign bodies lodged in the

larynx or trachea. Vide Cheyne's Pa-
thology ofthe Larynxand Bronchia;—
Surg. Obs. by C. Bell;—Transactions
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of a Society for the Impr'ovement of

Medical Knowledge, vol. iii. p. 275-

28 (J ;

—

CEuvres Chirurg. de Dessault,

t. ii. p. 236, &c. &c.

Bro'nchos. (Booyxog, the wind-

pipe) . A catarrh ; a suppression of

the voice from a catarrh.

Bro'nchus. (From /3p£x^, to

pour). The windpipe. The ancients

believed that the solids were conveyed

into the stomach by the oesophagus,

and the fluids by the bronchia

;

whence its name.
Brooklime Speedwell. See Vero-

nica beccabiuiga.

Broom, common. See Spartium
scoparium.

Bru'cea. (So named by Sir Jo-

seph Banks, in honour of Mr. Bruce,

the traveller in Abvssinia, who first

brought the seeds thence into Eng-
land). The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system.

Bru'cea antidysente'rica. The
systematic name of the plant whence
was erroneously supposed to be ob-
tained the angustura bark. See Cus-

paria, and Brucinc.

Bru'cea ferrugi'nea. A plant

also supposed to afford the angus-
tura bark.

Brucine. An alkali extracted

from the bark of the hrucea antidy-

sentcrica, or false angustura bark.

It is also found in mix vomica. It

is intensely bitter, but slightly solu-

ble in water, and on becoming cool,

it assumes the consistency of wax.
It forms neutral salts with the acids.

It is narcotic, but about six times
weaker than strychnine. The dose is

from one to three grains. It has
been used as a stimulant in paralysis,

muscular debility, &c. in the form
of pills, tincture, &c. Proposed by
M. Andral (see Jour, de Physiolog.
Juillet, 1823, iii. 266) to be substi-

tuted, in palsy, for the strychnia or
strychnine ; he found it necessary to

begin with one-twelfth of a grain of
the latter; and he could scarcely give
with safety more than one grain,
and that to a patient who seemed
peculiarly insensible to its action.

Bru'nner's glands. Glandule
Brunncri. Peyer's glands. The mu-

ciparous glands, lying between the

villous and cellular coats of the in-

testinal canal ; called after Brunner,
who discovered them.

Bru'nus. An erysipelatous erup-
tion.

Bru'scus. See Ruscus.

Bru'ta. (Arab.) Instinct. Savine.
Bru'tia. An epithet for the most

resinous kind of pitch, used to make
the Oleum Picinum. The Pix Bru-
tia was named after Brutia, a coun-
try in the extreme parts of Italy,

where it was produced.
Bruti'no. Turpentine.
Bru'tobon. The name of an oint-

ment used by the Greeks.
Brutua. See Cissampelos Pareira.
Bruxane'li. (Ind.) \ A tall tree

in Malabar, the bark of which, ac-
cording to Ray, is diuretic.

Bry'gmus. (From Ppvxu, to

make a noise). A peculiar kind of
noise, similar to gnashing or grating
the teeth ; or, according to others, a
certain kind of convulsion affecting

the lower jaw, striking the teeth

together, most frequently observed
in children having worms.
Bryo'nia. (From fipvio, to abound,

from its abundance). Bryony.—
1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Diascia;

Order, Syngenesia.—2. The phar-
macopceial name of the white bryony.
See Bryonia alba.

Bryo'nia a'lba. The systematic
name of the white bryony plant.

Bryonia; foliis palmatis utrinque

calloso-scaliris, of Linnaeus : is very
common in woods and hedges. The
root has a very nauseous biting

taste, and disagreeable smell. Ber-
gius states the virtues of this root to

be purgative, hydragogue, emmena-
gogue, and diuretic ; the fresh root

emetic ; and though now seldom
prescribed by physicians, is said to

be of great efficacy in evacuating

serous humours, and has been chiefly

employed in hydropical cases. It is

said to prove a gentle purgative, and
likewise to operate powerfully by
urine. Of the expressed juice, a
spoonful acts violently both upwards
and downwards ; but cream of tar-
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tar is said to take off its virulence.

Externally, the fresh root has been
employed in cataplasms, as a resolv-

ent and discutient ; also in ischiadic

and other rheumatic affections.

Bryo'nia mechoaciia'na nigri-
cans. A name given to the jalap

root.

Bryo'nia ni'gra. Black bryony,
or vine. The Tamus communis of
Linnaeus.

Bryo'nia Peruviana. Jalap.

Bryony, black, See Bryonia nigra.

Bryony, white. See Bryonia.

Bry'thion. (BpvOiov). A malagma
so called, and described by Paulus
iEgineta.

Bry'ton. (From fipvw, to pour
out). A kind of ale, or wine, made
of barley.

Bubasteco'rdium. From bubastus

and cor, the heart). A name for-

merly given to artemisia, or mug-
wort.

Bu'bo, onis, c. g. (From f5ov-

€wr, the groin ; because they most
frequently happen in that part).

Modern surgeons mean, bv this

term, a swelling of the lymphatic
glands, particularly those of the

groin and axilla.

Bu'bon. (From j3ov£a)v, the groin,

or a tumour to which that part is

liable, and which it was supposed
to cure). The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Pentandria; Order, Digynia.
Bu'bon ga'lbanum. The syste-

matic name of the plant which affords

the officinal galbanum. The gummi-
resinous juice, obtained partly by its

spontaneous exudation from the joints

of the stem of the Lovage-leaved
"bubon, Bubon ; foliis rhombeis den-

tatis striatis glabris, umbellis paucis,

of Linnaeus : but more generally,

and in greater abundance, by making
an incision in the stalk a few inches

above the root. It is imported into

England from Turkey and the East

Indies in large, softish, ductile,

pale-coloured masses, which, by age,

acquire a brownish -yellow appear-

ance ; intermixed with distinct white-
ish tears, that are the most pure
part of the mass. It is an ingredi-

ent in the pilula* gallant composite,
the emplastrum galbani composition
of the London Pharmacopoeia, and
in the emplastrum gummosum of the
Edinburgh.
Bu'bon Macedo'mcum. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which
affords the semen petroselini Macedo-
nici of the shops. Macedonian pars-
ley. Bubon Macedonicum of Lin-
naeus ; and similar in quality to the
common parsley, but weaker and
less grateful.

Bueo'nium. (From fiovGwv, the
groin). Golden starwort; so called,

from the supposition of its being
efficacious in diseases of the groin.

Bubonoce'le. (From fiovtow, the
groin, and xjjXrj, a tumour). Hernia
inguinalis. Inguinal hernia, or rup-
ture of the groin. A species of her-

nia, in which the bowels protrude
at the abdominal ring. See He, itia.

Bu'cca. (Heb.) The cheek. The
hollow inner part of the cheek, that

is efflated by the act of blowing.

Buccacra'ton. (From bucca, or
buccella, and apctw, to mix ; t. e. a

morsel of bread sopped in wine,
which, in old times, served for a

breakfast.)

Bu'ccal glands. (Glandular buc-

cinales: from bucca, the cheek). The
small glands of the mouth, under
the cheek, which assist in secreting

saliva into that cavity.

Bu'ccea. (From bucca, the cheek ;

as much as can be contained at one
time within the cheeks). A mouth-
ful ; a morsel ; a polypus of the

nose.

Buccella'ton. (From buccella, a

morsel). A purgative medicine,

made up in the form of a loaf, con-
sisting of scammony, &c. put into

fermented flour, and then baked in

an oven.

Bucce'lla. The carneous ex-

crescence of a polypus in the nose,

supposed by Paracelsus, who givt a

it this name, to be a portion of flesh

parting from the bucca, and insinu-

ating itself into the nose. SeeBuccea.
Buccella'tio. (From buccellatus,

cut into small pieces) . Bucclatio. A
method of stopping an hemorrhage,
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by applying small pieces of lint to

the vein, or artery.

Buccina'tor, Muscukts buccina-

tor. (So named, from its use in

forcing the breath to sound the

trumpet, from fivxavn, a trumpet).

Retractor anguli oris of Albinus,

and alveolo-maxillaire of Dumas.
The trumpeter's muscle.

Bu'ccula. (Dim. of bucca
y

the

cheek) . The fleshy part under the chin.

Buce'phalon, red-fruited. The
name of the Tmphis Americana of

Linnaeus. Its fruit is a kind ofrough
red berry, eaten by the inhabitants

of Jamaica, although by no means
of an agreeable flavour.

Bu'ceras. (From jSovg, an ox,

and aepaQj a horn ; so called, from
the horn-like appearance of its seed).

Buceros. Fenugreek seed. See Tri-

gonella Famumgro'cum

.

Buck-bean. See Menyanthes tri-

foliata.

Buck-thorn. See Rhamnus cathar-

ticus.

Buck-wheat. See Polygonum fa-
gopyrum.

Buck-wheat , eastern. See Poly-
gonum divarication.

Bucra'mon. (From /3o?/c, an ox,
and Kpaviov, the head ; thus called,

from its supposed resemblance to a

calf's snout). The antirrhinum, or
snap-dragon plant.

Bu'cton. The hymen virginum,
according to Pyraeus.

Buga'ntia. Chilblains.

Bugle. Sec Prunella.

Bugloss. See Anchusa officinalis.

Buglo'ssum. (From (3ov<r, an
ox, and y\y<7(Ta, a tongue ; so called,

from the shape and roughness of its

leaf). See Anchusa officinalis.

Buglo'ssum sylve'stre. The
stone bugloss.

Bu'gula. A dim. of buglossa).

See Ajuga pyramidalis.

Bulboca'stanum. (From /3o\6oe,

a bulb, and xa^avov, a chesnut; so
called, from its bulbous appearance).
See Bujiium bulbocastanum.

Bulbocavernous. (Bulbocaver-
nous, sc. musculus ; so called from
its origin and insertion). See Acce-
lerator urijicp.

Bu'lbonach. (Germ.) The Lu-
naria rediviva of Linn. Satin and
honesty. Said by Ray to be a warm
diuretic.

Bu'lbus escule'ntus. Comesti-
ble bulbous roots, are so called.

Bu'lbus vomito'rius. Muscari.
Hyacinthus muscari of Linn. Musk-
Grape-flower. Emetic and diuretic.

Ray.
Bulge-water-tree. The Geoffroya

Jamaicensis.

Buli'mia. (From /3ov, a particle

of excess, andXi^Ltoc, hunger). Buli-
miasis. Boulimos. Bulimus. Bolismos
ofAvicenna. Fames comma, Appetitus
caninus. Phagedena. Adephagia.
Bupeina. Cynorexia. Insatiable hun-
ger, or canine appetite. A genus of
disease in the Class Locales, and
Order Dysorexia?, of Cullen, who only
distinguishes three species of it. See
his Nosology.

Buli'mia addepha'gia. A vora-
cious appetite.

Buli'mia cam'na. Voracious ap-
petite, and subsequent vomiting.

Buli'mia cardia'lgica. Voracious
appetite, with heartburn.

Buli'mia convulso'rum. Vora-
cious appetite, with convulsions.

Buli'mia eme'tica. Voracious
appetite, with vomiting.

Buli'mia iielluo'num. Gluttony.
Buli'mia esuri'gio. Gluttony.

Buli'mia syncopa'lis. Voracious
appetite, with fainting, from hunger.

Buli'mia vermino'sa. Voracious
appetite, from worms.

Bulimi'asis. See Bidimia.

Bu'limus. See Bulimia.

Buli'thum. (From (3ovg, an ox,
and \i9og,, a stone). A bezoar, or
stone, found in the kidneys, or gall,

or urinary bladder of an ox, or
cow.

Bl'lla, -<p, f. A bubble. A clear

vesicle, arising from burns, scalds,

or other causes.

Bu'llace. The fruit produced
by the Primus ijisitia of Linnaeus,

growing wild in our hedges. There
are two varieties of bullace, the red
and the white, which are used with,

the same intentions as the coraraoo
damson.

K
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Bullo'sa fe'bris. An epithet

applied to the vesicular fever, be-

cause the skin is covered with
little vesicles, or blisters. See Pem-
phigus.

Bunj'tes vi'num. (From Buniu?n,
wild parsley). A wine made of wild

parsley and must.
Bu'nium. (From jSovvog, a little

hill ; so called, from the tuberosity

of its root).—1. The name of a ge-

nus of plants in the Limnean system:

Class, Pentandria; Order, Digynia.
—2. The name of the wild parsley.

Bu'nium bulboca'stanum. The
systematic name of a plant whose
root is called the pig-nut. Agrio-
caslanum. Nucula terrestris. Bulbo-
castaneum. Bulbocastanum majus et

minus. Earth-nut. Hawk-nut. Kip-
per-nut, and pig-nut. The root is as

large as a nutmeg ; hard, tuberous,

and whitish ; and is eaten raw, or

roasted. It has a sweetish taste, is

nourishing, and supposed to be of

use in strangury, &c.
Bu'mus. A species of turnip.

Bltei'na. (From /3ov, a particle

of magnitude, and ^siva, hunger).

Voracious appetite.

Bi/rHAcos. (From fiov, a particle

of excess, and £>ayw, to eat). The
name of an antidote which caused a

voracious appetite in Marcellus Em-
piricus.

Buphtha'lmum. (From fiovg, an
< x, and ocpOaXfiog, an eye ; so called

from its flowers, which are supposed

to resemble an eye). The ox-eye

daisy. See Chrysanthemum teucan-

themum.
Buphtha'lmum cre'ticum. Pel-

litory of Spain. See Anthemis Py-
rcihrum.

Buphtha'lmum Germa'nicum.
The common ox-eye daisy.

Buphtha'lmum ma'jus. Great, or

ox-eye daisy. See Chrysanthemum
faicanthcmum.

Buphtiia'lmus. (From fiovg, an

ox, and ocpQaXjiog, an eye ; so named
from its large appearance, like an

ox's eye).— 1. Diseased enlargement

of the*eye.—2. House-leek.

\\\ pi.eu'kum. (From j3ov, Large,

and <5r\tvpov, a rib ; so named from

its having large rib-like filaments-

upon its leaves).—1. The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-
tem.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the herb hare's ear.

Bupleu'rum rotundifo'lium.
The systematic name of the plant
called perfoliata, in some pharma-
copoeias. Round-leaved hare's ear,
or thorow wax. This plant, Bupleu-
rum rotundifoUum of Linn, it is said,

was formerly celebrated for curing
ruptures, mixed into a poultice with
wine and oatmeal.—Query. What
kind of rupture ? Was it a breach of
treaty between the stomach and small
intestines, that could only be appeased
by a mess of hotch-potch ?

Burdock. See Arctium Lappa.
Burgundy pitch. See Pinus Abies.
Bu'rac. (Arab.) Borax. It also

means any kind of salt.

Bu'ris. A schirrous hernia, or
hard abscess. Avicenna.
Burn, or Scald. A lesion of the

animal body, occasioned by the ap-
plication of heat, or other chymical
means ; but the latter term is ap-
plicable only where this is con-
veyed through the medium of some
fluid.

%* These injuries are usually di-

vided into three kinds: 1. Such as

produce inflammation of the cutane-

ous texture, and which, if not im-
properly treated, almost invariably

manifest a tendency to resolution.

—

2. Into burns which injure the vital

powers of the cutis, occasion the se-

paration of the cuticle, and produce
suppuration on the surface of the

cutaneous texture. — 3. Into those

where the vitality and organization

of a greater or less portion of the

cutis are either immediately or sub-

sequently destroyed, and a soft slough*

or hard eschar produced. See Thomp-
son s Lectures on Inflammation, p.
585-586 ; in which also Sir James
Karles Plan is laid down, p. 591 ;—

•

Cleghorn s Plan, published by I\Ir.

Hunter, in JMed. Facts and Observ.

vol. ii. ; and Memoircs de Chirurgie

Militaire, by Baron Larrey; see also

Dr. Kentish on Burns, &c.
Bu'rnea. Pitch.
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Burnet saxifrage. See Pimpinella.

Burning. Brenning. An ancient

medical term, signifying an infectious

disease, and supposed to be the

same with what is now called the

venereal disease.

Bu'rriii spi'ritus matrica'lis.

Burrhus's spirit, for disorders of

the womb. A compound of myrrh,
olibanum, amber, and spirit of

wine.

Burnt hartshorn. See Cornu ustum.

Burnt sponge. See Spongia usta.

Bu'rsa. A bag.— 1. The scrotum.
—2. An herb called Thlaspi bursa*

pastoris, from the resemblance of its

seminal follicles to a triangular

purse.

Bursa'logy. (From fivp<7a, a

bag, and \oyoQ, a discourse}. The
doctrine of the bursae mucosa?.

Bu'rsa muco's/e. Mucous bags.

Membranes, containing a kind of
mucous fat, formed by the exhaling

arteries of the internal coat. They
vary in size and nrmness, and are

connected by the cellular membrane
frith articular cavities, tendons, li-

gaments, the periosteum, &c. Their
use is to secrete, and contain an
oleaginous fluid to lubricate tendons,
muscles, and bones, in order to ren-
der their motion easy.

Bursa'lis mi/sculus. (From its

resemblance to a bursa, or purse).
See Obturator extenius <>t in temus.
Buseli'nlm. (From fiov, great,

and aeXivov, parsley). A large spe-
cies of parsley.

Bu'ssn spi'ritus bezoa'rdicus.
The bezoardic spirit of Bussius. A
distillation of ivory, sal-ammoniac,
amber, &c.

Butcher*s-broom. Sec Ruscus.
Bu'tiga. Synonymous with gutta

rosacea.

Bu'tino. Turpentine.
Bu'tomon. See Iris pseudacorus.
Butter. Buti/ru?n, -/, n. (From

/3ouc, a cow, and rvpog, coagulum,
or cream). A concrete and soft sub-
stance, of a yellow colour, approach-
ing more or less to that of gold, and
of a mild, agreeable taste. Fresh
butter is nourishing and relaxing,
but it readily becomes sour, and, in

general, agrees with few stomachs.

Rancid butter is one of the most
unwholesome and indigestible of all

foods.

Butter-bur. See Tussilago petta-

sites.

Butter-flower. See Ranunculus.

Butter-milk. The thin and sour

milk which is separated from the

cream by churning it into butter.

Butterwort. See Pinguicula.

Butua. See Cissampelos paricra.

Buty'kum. See Butter,

Buty'rum antimo'nii. See Ma-
rias antimojiii.

Buxton waters. Aquco Buxtoni-
enses. Warm mineral springs at Bux-
ton, in Derbyshire, long celebrated

for their medicinal properties.

*** The cases which derive most
benefit from the extertialuse of these

springs, are those in which a loss of

action, and sometimes of sensation,

affects particular limbs, in conse-

quence of long-continued or violent

inflammation, or external injury.

Hence the chronic rheumatism suc-

ceeding the acute, &c. The itUi ma!
use of the water has been found to

be of considerable service in symp-
toms of defective digestion, and de-

rangement of the alimentary organs.

In all active inflammations, the use

of these waters should be carefully

avoided, on account of their sup-
posed heating properties.

Bu'xus, -*, m. (From 7ri'xa^cu, to

become hard). The box-tree.— 1.

The name of a genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Moncecia;
Order, Triandria.—2. The pharma-
copceial name of the Buxus temper-
vire?is of Linnaeus, the leaves of
which possess a very strong, nau-
seous, bitter taste, and aperient vir-

tues. They arc occasionally exhi-
bited, in form of decoction, amongst
the lower orders of people, in cases

of dropsy, asthma, and worms.
Bu'xus sempervi'rens. The sys-

tematic name of the buxus of the
pharmacopoeias. Sec Buxus.

By'arus. A plexus of blood-ves-
sels in the brain.

Byng. A Chinese name for green
tea.

K2
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Byre'thrum. (Beretta, ltal. or ba-
rette, Fr. a cap). Byrethrus. An
odoriferous cap, filled with cephalic
drugs, for the head.

By'rsa. (Bvpva, leather). A lea-

thern skin, on which plasters are
spread.

Bysau'chen. (From fivu), to hide,
and avxvv, the neck). Morbid stiff-

ness of the neck.

By'ssus. (Heb.) A woolly kind
of moss. Pudendum mulibre. A
kind of fine linen.

By'thos. (BvOog, deep). An epi-

thet used by Hippocrates for the bot-
tom of the stomach.

By'zen. (From fivto, to rush to-

gether) . In a heap ; throngingly.

The rapidity in which the menses
flow in an excessive discharge. Hipp,

C.

t-'j In the chymical alphabet, stands
for nitre.

Caa-a'pia. (Ind.) A Brazilian root,

which, chewed, has nearly the effects

of ipecacuanha. It is the JDorstenia

Brasiliensis of Wildenow. The Bra-
zilians use it in the cure of wounds
from poisoned arrows : they pour
the juice of the root into the wound.

Caa-atay'a. (Ind.) The name of

a bitter plant growing in Brazil

;

powerfully cathartic and emetic It

resembles the euphrasia. Ray,
Caaci'ca. (Ind.) A Brazilian

herb applied in cataplasms against

venomous bites ; called also colu-

brina Lusitanica. Bay.
Caa'co. (Ind.) The name of a

species of sensitive plant, whose
root is used by the natives of Ame-
rica as an antidote to several poi-

sons.

Caaet ma'y. (Ind.) Senecio Bra-
siliensis. A decoction of the plant

thus called, is used as a wash to

cure the itch. Its systematic name
is unknown. Bay.

Caaghiyu'yo. (Ind.) Frutex bac-

<ifer Brasiliensis. A Brazilian shrub,

whose leaves are desiccative.

Caa-o'pia. (Ind.) Arbuscitlagum-

mi/'tra Brasiliensis. Hypericum bac-

ciferum of modern naturalists. The
name of a tree in the Brazils, the

bark of which, when wounded, emits

a juice, which, in a dried state, re-

sembles gamboge, except that it is

rather of a darker colour.

Caait/ba. Sec Cissampelospareira.

Caapo'nga. (Ind.) The Brasilia*!

name for crithmum ; also called

Trifolia spica, Crithmum marinum
non spinoswm. Inula crithmoides of

Linnaeus. The leaves and voung
stalks are pickled for the use of the

table. They are gently diuretic.

Caaro'ba. (Ind.) The name of a

tree which grows in the Brazils. A
decoction of its leaves promotes per-

spiration, and is said to cure the ve-

nereal disease. Bay. ? .

Cabali'stica ars. (From tv—p,
Kabbalah, and properly signifies re-

ception ; formed from the verb 7up,
Kebel, to receive by tradition, or
from father to son, especially in the

Chaldee and Rabbinical Hebrew).
Cabla. Cabula. Kabala. The cabalistic

art. A term formerly used, in a very

mysterious sense, amongst divines

;

and since, some enthusiastic philoso-

phers and chymists have transplanted

it into medicine, thereby importing

something magical. Such unmeaning
terms are now justly rejected.

Cdballine aloes. See Aloe.

Cabbage. See Brassica.

Cabbage-bark tree. See Geoffroya

Jamaicensis.

Cabalistic art. See Cabalistica ars.

Caburei'ba. Caburiiba. A name
of the Balsamum Peruvianum. Ray
thinks it is the tree which affords

that balsam.

Cacago'ga. (From xarxx/7, excre-

ment, and ayio, to expel). Cathar-

tics.—Ointments which :
being rubbed
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on the fundament, procure stools.

Paulas JE'riiuta.

Caca'lia. (From *rmov, bad, and

Xtav, exceedingly ; because it is mis-

chievous to the soil on which it

grows). Cacamum. The herb wild

chervil, or wild carraways, formerly

said to be pectoral.

Cacamotictla.no oltlont. (Ind.)

Batatas peregrina. The purging po-

tatoe.

Ca'caMUM. Sec Cacalla.

Ca'cao. Cacoa. Cocoa. Cacavifera.

t'acari. Quahoil. Cazavata. The
cocoa or chocolate nut of Virginia

and Jamaica.

Cacapiio'ma. (From natoc, bad,

and (pojvrj, the voice). Defective

articulation.

Ca'cari. See Cacao.

Cacato'ria fe'bris. fFrom cacare,

to go to stool). An epithet given by
Sylvius to a kind of intermittent fe-

ver, with copious stools.

Caccio'nde. A kind of pill, re-

commended by Kaglivi against dy-

senteries ; its basis is catechu.

Cache'xia. (From xaxoc, bad,

and f£ic, a habit). Cachexy* A bad
habit of body, known by a depraved
or vitiated state of the solids and

fluids.

Cacfie'xi.t. A class of diseases in

Cullcn's nosology, embracing three

orders, viz. Marcores
y
Intumcscintite,

and Impetigines.

Cachf/xia uteri's a. Fluor albus

is sometimes so called.

Cacme'xia ictf/rica. Jaundice,

or a disposition thereto.

CA'cilLAN.The buphf/ialmum verunu

Ca'ciilfx. A little stone, or peb-
ble. Cachleces, heated in the fire,

and quenched in whey, become
astringents, and useful in dysente-
ries. Galen.

Cacninna'tio, -onis, f. (From
cachinnare, to laugh aloud). A ten-

dency to immoderate laughter, as in

some hysterical and maniacal affec-

tions.

Cacho're. A name for catechu,
or Japan earth.

Ca'chos. (Ind.) A shrub used by
the Indians as a diuretic, and to ex-
pei concretions from the kidneys.

Cachu'nde. A medicine celebrated

among the Chinese and Indians,

made of several aromatic ingredi-

ents, perfumes, medicinal earths,

and precious stones. It is highly

esteemed in nervous complaints, and
is reckoned a prolonger of life, and
a provocative to venery—the two
grand desiderata of most oriental

medicines.

Ca'chrys. Galen says it some-
times means parched barley. In Lin-
naeus's botany, the name of a genus
of which he enumerates three spe-

cies.

Ca'chrys odonta'lgica. A plant,

the root of which may be substituted

for that of the pyrethrum.
Cachy'mia. (Krtxujuia). An im-

perfect metal, or an immature me-
talline ore. Paracelsus.

( acoalexite'rium. (From ncmoe,
bad, and a\f£?/7//|0£w, to preserve).

Alexipharmics. Antidotes against

poison, or infectious diseases.

Cacocho'lia. (From xaxoc, and
^oX//, bile). Unhealthy secretion,

or disease of the bile.

Cacociiv'lia. (From *a>toc, bad,
and x v^1> the chyle). Indigestion,

or depraved chylitication.

Cacociiy'mia, -<r, f. (From x.axoQ>

bad, and y^vfioQ, juice, or humours;.
Diseased or depraved state of the
humours.

( acocne'mus. (From xaxoc, bad,
and ici'rnij] y the leg). Some natural
defect in the tibia.

Cacocore'ma. (From xaxoc, bad,
and xopsio, to purge or cleanse).

Medicine which carries off the viti-

ated humours.
Cacod#/mon, -onis, m. (From

xccaoQi bad, and cai/j,ojv, a spirit).

An evil spirit, or genius, supposed
to preside over the bodies of men,
and to afflict them with certain dis-

orders. The night-mare.
Caco'dia. (From kcikoq, bad, and

o?m> to smell). Defective sense of
smelling.

Cacoe'thes. (From aanoc, ill,

and t]9og, a word, when applied to
diseases, signifying a quality, * or a
disposition). Malignant and difficult

distempers. Hipp.—Galen, and some
K3
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others, express by it an incurable

ulcer, that is rendered so through
the acrimony of the humours flowing

to it.—Linnaeus and Vogel use this

term much in the same sense with
Galen, and describe the ulcer as su-

perficial, spreading, weeping, and
with callous edges.

Cacopa'thia. (From xaxog, bad,

and *5ra0og, affection) . An ill affec-

tion of the body, or part.

Cacopho'nia. (From hclkoq, bad,
and (po)vrj 9

the voice). Defect in the

organs of speech ; bad pronuncia-
tion.

Cacopra'gia. (From xanog, bad,

and 'srparJoj, to perform). Diseased
chylopoietic viscera.

Cacorry'thmus. (From xaaog,

bad, and pvOpog, order). Disordered
state of pulse.

Caco'sis. (From nanog, bad). A
bad disposition of body.

Cacosi'tia. (From Kctxog, and
(tO.lov, food). Aversion to food.

Nausea.
Cacosphy'xia, (From x«koc, bad,

and <7<£u£ic, pulse). Disordered state

of pulse.

Cacosto'machus. (From actKog,

bad, and ^ojxaxog, the stomach). A
bad or disordered stomach ; also

food which the stomach rejects.

Caco'stomus. (From xaxog, bad,

and <50fia 9
a mouth). A bad-formed,

or disordered mouth.
Cacoth\'mia. (From mxog, ill,

and Srvfiog, the mind). Any vicious

disposition, or diseased state of

mind.
Cacotro'phia. (From x,aicog> ill,

and Tpotyrj, nutriment). Vitiated

nourishment; a wasting of the body,
from deficiency of nutriment.

Ca'ctus. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Icosandria

;

Order, Monogynia. The melon-
thistle.

Ca'ctus opi/ntia. The systematic

name of the plant bearing the epithet

opuntia in the pharmacopoeias.
Cacu'balus. (From nanog, evil,

and /3<A\w, to cast out ; so named,
because it was thought to be cflica-

cioue in expelling poisons). The
I crry-bearing chickweed.

Ca'cule. The Arabian term fov

cardamoms.
Cacu'men, -minis, n. The top or

point.

Cada'ver, -veris, n. From cadere,

to fall ; because the body, when de-

prived of life, falls to the ground).
A carcass. A body deprived of life.

Ca'dmia. (Heb.) Chlimia. Ca-
timia. A name of the lapis calami-

naris. See Zinc.

Ca'dmia meta'llica. A name
given to cobalt by the Germans.

Cadu'ca. (From cadere, to fall

down). See Decidua.

Cadu'cus mo'rbus. (From cadere ,

to fall down) . The epilepsy or fall-

ing sickness.

C;e'citas, -tatis, f. (From eacus,

blind) . Blindness. See Caligo, and
Amaurosis.

C&'cum, -t, n. (From caucus, blind) •

The caecum, or blind gut ; so called

from its being perforated at one end
only.

Cte'ros. (Kaiooc) • The opportu-
nity or moment in which whatever is

to be effected should be done. Hipp.

Cjesa'rian opera'tion. Called

also Ilysterotomia. Hysterotomatocia.

(From vcrrepa, uterus or womb ; and

rofirj, sectio, or section). In Pliny's

Natural History, lib. vii. cap. 9, the

etymology as well as the antiquity of

this operation is given as follows :

" Auspicatius enectd parente gignuti-

tur, sicut Scipio Africanus prior ?iatus,

primusque C&sar a ca?so matris utero

dietus ; qua de causa ca?so?ies appellati.

Simili modo natus est Manlius qui

Carthaginem cum exercitu intravit."

The operation of extracting the foetus

from the uterus.

There are three conditions in which

this operation may be necessary.

—

1. When the foetus is perceived to

be alive, nnd the mother dies, either

in labour or in the last two months.

—

2. When the foetus is dead, but can-

not be delivered in the usual way,

from the deformity of the mother, or

the disproportionate size of the child.

—3. When both the mother and the

child are living, but delivery cannot

take place, from the same causes as

in the second instance. Both {\\Q
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mother and the child, if accounts can

be credited, have often lived after

the Caesarian operation, and the mo-
ther even borne children afterwards.

Heister gives a relation of such suc-

cess, in his Institutes of Surgery

;

and there are some others. In Eng-
land, the Caesarian operation has

almost always failed. Mr. James
Barlow, of Chorley, Lancashire, suc-

ceeded, however, in taking a foetus

out of the uterus by this bold pro-

ceeding, and the mother was per-

fectly restored to health. Several

cases are also more recently related,

where the operation has been suc-

cessfully performed.
%* From the preceding quotation

from Pliny, it appears that the Caesari-

an operation is extremely ancient, not-

withstanding no account of it is to be

met with in the works of Hippocrates,

Celsus, Faulus j^Kgineta, or Abucasis.

The earliest account we are furnished

with, is, that in the Chin/rgia (iiii-

donis de Cauliaco, published about the

middle of the fourteenth century; and
here the practice is only alluded to as

proper after the death of the mother

;

and is alledged to have been adopted
only at such a conjuncture in the

case of Julius Caesar. Vigo, who
was born toward the close of the

fifteenth century, takes no notice of

this operation ; and Fare, who greatly

improved the practice of midwifery,
thinks it a measure only allowable in

women who die undelivered, &c.
By the Caesarian operation, is com-

monly understood that, in which the

t'cetus is taken out of the uterus, by
means of an incision made into the

abdomen, and through the parietes

of the womb. In its most compre-
hensive ser.se, however, the term is

applied to three different proceedings.
— 1. To denote the incision occa-
ionally practised in the cervix uteri

to facilitate delivery, called the va-

ginal Caesarian section to distinguish

it from the former, winch by way of
contrast is not unfrequently called

the abdominal Caesarian section.

—

2. The incision made in the parietes

of the abdomen for the extraction of
the foetus, when, instead of the

uterus, it lies in the cavity of the

peritoneum, inconsequence of a rup-

ture of the womb, or in the ovary or

Fallopean tube, the result of the

extra-uterine conception ; which, as

Sabatier has remarked, is a species

of gastrotomy ; although analogous

to the abdominal and vaginal Cae-

sarian operations :—For a particular

account of which, see Diet, Dei-

Sciences Med. t. 23, p. 297 ;

—

Lavcrgat
Xouvelle Methode depratiquer I'opera-

tion Cesarienne, Paris, 1788 ;

—

Saba-

tier's Medecine Operatoire, vol. i. ;

—

Heister s Institutes ofSurgery , c. 113 ;—Med. Chirurg. Trans, vol. ix. and

xi. &c. ;

—

Hull's Defence of the Cce-

s'trtan Operation, p. 10, &c. ;

—

Edinh,
Mid. and Surg. Journal, vol. iv.

]). 178 ;

—

Haightoji\v KiK/uiry con-

cerning the True and Spt/n'ous Cen-

sorinn Operation ;
— C. Bell in Med.

Chirurg. Trans, vol. iv. p. 347, &c. ;— Vaughan*% Cases, &c. &c.

C/k'sares. Ca'soms. Children who
are brought into the world by the

Casaariao operation.

CsfTim. See sJcacia catechu.

C\r. (Arab.) Cafa. Caffa. A name
given by the Arabians to camphire.

Caga'8TRUM. A barbarous term
need by Paracelsus, to express the

rbific matter which generates dis-

ease

Ca'jan. Cayan. The Phaseolus

creticus of Lmnsraa. A decoction of
the leaves restrains the haemorrhoids
when excessive. Kay.

Cetjtput oil. See Melaleuca.

Cala'ba. The Indian mastich tree.

A native of America, accounted vul-

nerary, resolvent, and anodyne. Ca-
tophylfonn inophyllu.m of Linnaeus.

Cai.AGUa'lae RADIX. Calaguelw
radix. A knotty root somewhat like

that of the polypody tribe : exhibited

internally at Rome, with success, in

dropsy ; and said to be efficacious in

pleurisy, contusions, abscesses, &c.
Used in America, where it is ob-
tained ; and Italian physicians have
since written concerning it, in terms
of approbation.

Calamagro'stis. (From na\aficc 9

a reed, and «ypw<ric, a sort of grassj,

Sheer grass. Heed grass.
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Cala'mbac (Ind.) The agallo-

rhum, or aromatic aloe.

Calama'corus. Indian reed.

Calame'don. (From kciXciuoc, a

reed). A kind of fracture running

along the bone, in a straight line,

like a reed, but lunatcd in the ex-

tremity.

Ca'lamina prjspara'ta. Prepared

calamine. Burn the calamine, and

reduce it to powder ; then let it be

brought into the state of a very fine

powder, in the same manner that

chalk is directed to be prepared.

See Calamine.

Ca'lamine. (From calamus, a

reed ; so called from its reed-like

appearance) . Cadmia lapid«sa cei'osa.

Cadmia fossilis. Calami?ia. Lapis
calaminaris. An ore of zinc. A
sort of stone, or mineral, containing

oxyde of zinc and carbonic acid,

united with a portion of iron, and
sometimes other substances. It is

found in quarries of considerable ex-

tent, in several parts of Europe, and
particularly in this country, in Der-
byshire, Gloucestershire, Notting-

hamshire, and Somersetshire ; as

also in Wales. The calamine of

England is, by the best judges, al-

lowed to be superior in quality to

that of most other countries. When
properly prepared, it is employed
in collyria, for weak eyes ; for pro-

moting the cicatrization of ulcers,

and healing excoriations of the skin.

It is the basis of an officinal cerate,

called Ceratum calaminae, by the

London College, formerly called ce-

ratum lapidis calaminaris ; ceratum
epuloticum ; and ceratum carbonatis

zinci impuri by the Edinburgh Col-

lege.

Calamint, common. See Melissa

calamintka.

Calamint, mountain. Sec Melissa

grandi[flora.

Calami'ntha. (From xaXoc, beau-

tiful, or KoXnc/Ltoc, arced, and fiivdrj,

mint) . Common calamint. See Me-
lissa.

Calami'ntha a'nglica. Sec Me-
lissa /ttpcta.

Calami'ntha humi'lior. The
ground-ivy.

Calami'ntha ma'gno flo're. See
Melissa grandiflora.

Calami'ntha monta'na. See Me-
lissa Calamintka.

Ca'lamus. (Arab.)— 1. A general
name denoting the stalk of any plant.—2. The name of a genus of plants
in the Linnsean system : Class, Hex-
andria; Order, Monogynia.
Ca'lamus aroma'ticus. (From

kalam, Arab.) Sweet flag or acorus.
See Acorus Calamus.
Ca'lamus aroma'ticus Asia'ticus.

The Acorus calamus of Linn.
Ca'lamus odora'tus. See Acorus

calamus.

Ca'lamus rota'ng. The sys-

tematic name of the plant from which
the dragon's blood is obtained.

Ca'lamus scripto'rius. A kind
of canal at the bottom of the fourth
ventricle of the brain, so called from
its resemblance to a writing-pen.

Ca'lamus vulga'ris See Acorus
Calamus.

Cala'thiana. (From *a\a6oc, a

twig basket ; so called from the
shape of its flowers.) The herb
marsh-gentian, or Gentiana pneu-
monaiithe of Linnaeus.

Calbia'num. The name of a plas-

ter in Myrepsus.
Calca'dinum. Vitriol.

Calca'dis. An Arabian name for

white vitriol and alkali.

Calca'neum. (From vol*, cis, f,

the heel). Calcar ptcrna. Os calcis.

The largest bone in the tarsus,which
forms the heel.

Calca'nthum. (From xaAxoc »

brass, and avGog, a flower ; i. e.

flowers of brass). Calcanthos. Cop-
peras vitriol.

Ca'lcar. (From coir, the heel ;

also from ealere, to heat). The hecl-

bone; also the furnace of a labora-

tory.

Calcareous earth. See Calx and
Lime.

Calca'ris fi.os. TKe larkspur.

Caica'rius i a'iis. Limestone.
Ca'lcatar. A name for vitriol.

Ca'lcaton. White arsenic. Troches
of arsenic.

C'ALCATRi'rPA. See Ajuga pyrami-
dalis*
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Calce'na. Calcenonius. Calcetus.

The tartarous matter in the blood
;

or that the blood is impregnated with
tartarous principles. Paracelsus.

Ca'lces, meta'llic. Metals which
have undergone the process of calci-

nation, or combustion ; or any other
equivalent operation.

Ca'lceum eoui'num. (From cal-

ceiiSy a shoe, and et/uus, a horse ; so

called from the figure of its leaf.)

The herb tussilago, or colt's foot.

Calchi'theos. (From koXxiov,
purple). Verdigrise.

Calchoi'des, (From xa\i£, a

chalkstone, and udog, form). Cal-

vhoidea ossicula. A name for the

cuneiform bones.

CALCIDl'ciUM. The name of a

medicine in which arsenic is an in-

gredient.

Calci'fraga. (From calx, a stone,

and frangere, to break ; so named
from its supposed property of break-
ing the human calculus). Breakstone.
The herb spleenwort, or scolopen-
drium. Scrib. Larg.

Calcina'tion. Oxidation. The
fixed residues of such matters as

have undergone combustion are called
cinders, in common language, and
calces, but now more commonly
oxydes, by chymists ; and the opera-
tion, when considered with regard to

these residues, is termed calcination.

In this general way, it has likewise
been applied to bodies not really

combustible, but only deprived of
some of their principles by heat; c. g.
we hear of the calcination of chalk,
to convert it into lime, by driving off

its carbonic acid and water ; — of
gypsum, or plaster-stone ;—of alum

;

—ol borax, and other saline bodies,
by which they arc deprived of their

water by crystallization ; — of bones
which lose their volatile parts by
this treatment, &c.

Calcina'tum. Cinificatum. Terms
applied to calcined substances.

Calcina'tum ma'jus. Whatever
is dulcified by the art of chymistry,
which was not so by nature ; such as
dulcified mercury, lead, and the like

substances, which are speedily con-
solidated.

Calcina'tum ma'jus Pote'rii,

Mercury dissolved in aqua fortis, and
precipitated with salt water : used by
Poterius in the cure of ulcers.

Calcina'tum mi'nus. Any thing
sweet by nature, and speedily cures,
as sugar, manna, tamarinds, &c.

Calcino'nia. See Calcena.

Ca'lcis a'qua. See Calx.

Ca'lcis vi'yi flo'res. The pelli-

cle on lime-water.

Ca'lcis os. See Calcancum*
Calcita'ri. Alkaline salt.

Calcitr'a. Vitriol.

Calciteo'sa. Litharge.

Verdigrise.

See Ceutaurea cal-

OFFICINA LIS. See

Ca'lcitiios.

Calcitra'pa.
citrapa.

Calcitra'pa
Ceutaurea solstitialis.

Calcitre'a. Vitriol.

Calcoi'dea ossicula. The cunei-
form bones.

Ca'lcotar. Vitriol.

Calculi'fragus. (From calculus,

a stone, andfrangcrc, to break). Hav-
ing the power of breaking calculi, or
stones in the human body ; synony-
mous with lithontriptic ; which see.

Also a name sometimes applied to

scolopendrium, or the pimpernel,
from its supposed virtue.

Ca'lculus, -/, m. (Diminutive of
calx, a lime-stone). Calculus huma-
nus. Ifczoar niicrocosmicum. Gravel.
Stone. By gravel is understood small
sand-like concretions, or stones,

which pass from the kidneys through
the ureters in a few days ; andby stoncy

a calculous concretion in the kidneys,

or bladder, of too large a size to pass,

without great difficulty. Calculi also

form in the ducts of the salivary

glands, gall-bladder, and in the la-

chrymal sac ; for an account of which,
see Grae/e's New Journal (Journal

fur die Chir. No. 1, Berlin, 1820).
*** Women seem less subject to

this complaint than men, either ow-
ing to constitutional causes, or to

the capaciousness, shortness, and
straightness of their urethrae, allow-

ing the calculi to be discharged when
small, together with the urine. See
Lithontriptics and Lithotomy.

Ca'lculus, bilia'ris. SccGall'stones..
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Calda'rium. (From Calere, to

make hot) . A vessel in the baths of

the ancients, to hold hot water.

Calefa'cients. (From calidus,

warm, and facere, to make.) Medi-
cines, or other substances, belong-

ing to the class of stimulants, which
excite a degree ofwarmth in the parts

to which they are applied : as pepper,

spirits of wine, &c.

Cale'ndula. (Quod singulis ca-

lendis, i. e. ?ne?isibus, florescat ; so

called, because it flowers every

month). Marigold.— 1. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Synge?icsia ; Order,

Polygamia necessaria.—2. The phar-

macopceial name of the single mari-

gold. Garden marigold. Calendula

saliva. Chrysanthemum. Sponsa solis.

Caltha vulgaris. The flowers and

leaves of this plant, Calendula offici-

?talis ; semi/dbus cymbiformibus, mu-
ricatis, incurvatis onmibus, of Lin-

naeus, have been exhibited medici-

nally : the former, as aperients in

uterine obstructions and icteric dis-

orders, and as diaphoretics in exan-

thematous fevers ; the latter, as

gentle aperients, and to promote
the secretions in general.

Calendula alpi'na. The Arnica
montana of Linnaeus. See Arnica.

CaleSduia arvf/nsis. The wild

marigold. See Caltha.

Cale'ndula officinalis. The
systematic name of the single mari-

gold plant. See Calendula.

Cale'ndula palu'stris. Common
single marsh-marigold. See Caltha

palustris.

Ca'lenture. A febrile delirium,

said to be peculiar to sailors, where-
in they imagine the sea to be a

green field, and will throw them-
selves into it if not prevented, Bo-
netus gives an account of it ; also

Doctors Oliver and Stubbs : probably

a species of phrenitis.

Cale'sium. (Ind.) A tree grow-
ing in Malabar, whose bark, » made
into an ointment with butter, is said

to cure convulsions from wounds,
and to heal ulcers. The juice of the

bark cures the aphtha?, and, taken in-

wardly, the dysentery. Ruy.

Ca'li. (Arab.) The same as kali.

Calicha'pa. The spina alba, or

white thorn.

Ca'lidum. In medical phraseology,

it is commonly used with the adjec-

tive animate, or innatum, for animal
heat, or the vis vitae.

Calie'ta. (From noKia, a nest,

which it somewhat resembles). Cat-

liettc. A fungus growing on the ju-

niper-tree.

Cali'go, -ginis, f. A disease of

the eye, known by diminished or

destroyed sight ; and by the inter-

position of a dark body between
the object and the retina. It stands

in the Class Locales, and Order Dy-
sesthesia*, of Cullen. Its species are

distinguished according to the skua-
tion of the interposed body : thus

caligo lentis, caligo cornea?, caligo

pupillcF, caligo humorum, and caligo

palpebrarum.

Cali'go le'ntis. Glaucoma JFoul-

housi. The true cataract. See Ca-
taract.

Cali'go co'rne;e. Opacity of the

cornea. See Caligo.

Cali'go pupi'll.*:. Synchysis. A-
myosis. Blindness from obstruction

in the pupil. See Caligo.

Cali'go humo'rum. Glaucoma Vo-
gelii. Blindness from an error in

the humours of the eye. See Caligo.

Cali'go palpebrarum. Blindness

from a disorder in the evelids. See

Caligo.

Caliha'ciia. The cassia-lignea, or

cassia-tree of Malabar.
Cali'mia. The lapis calaminaris.

Ca'lix, -ids, m. (From aa\vn1io,

to cover) . Caly.r.—A name given to

the membrane which covers the pa-

pilla in the pelvis of the human kid-

ney. The name also of the case or

sheath, in which the flower or plant

is concealed before it expands.

Call elm. (From koXKvvw, to

adorn.) Callaon. The .<:iils of a

cock, which, Galen says, is food not

to be praised or condemned.
Calle'na. A species of salt-petre.

Ca'lli. Nodes in the gout. Galen,

Ca'llia. (From xaXoc, beautiful).

A name for the chamomile.
Callible'phara. (From kciXoc,
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good, and j3\£<papov, the eyelid).

Medicines, or preparations appro-
priated to the eye-lids.

Callico'cca. The name of a ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Pentandria; Order, Mono-
gynia.

Callico'cca ipecacua'nha. The
plant from which ipecacuan root is

obtained was long unknown ; it was
said by some writers to be the Psy-
chotria emetica : Class, Pentandria ;

Order, Monogynia ; by others, the

Viola ipecacuanha , a syngenesious
plant of the order Monogynia. It is

now ascertained to be neither, but a

small plant called Callicocca ipecacu-

anha. There are three sorts of ipe-

cacuan to be met with in our shops,
viz. the ash-coloured or grey, the
brown, and the white. The ash-
coloured is brought from Peru, the

brown from Brazil, the ash-coloured
or grey ipecacuan, is that usually

preferred for medicinal use. The
officinal preparations are the ptthii

ipecacuanha' compositus, and the vi-

nuni ipeccK unnhcr.

Calli'creas. (From xaXoc, good,
and xpeac, meat ; so named from its

being handsomely jointed, like a
cane). The polygonum, or knot-
grass.

Callioma'rchus. The Gaulish
name, in jViarcellus Empiricus, for

tussilago, or colt's-foot.

Ca'llion. A species of night-shade.
Calliphy'llum. Prom x«\\oc,

beauty, and <pv\\ov, a leaf;. The
herb adianthum, or maidenhair. See
Adianthum.

Callistrl'thia. (From xaXoc,
good, and ^povOoc, a sparrow ; be-
cause it was said to fatten sparrows)

.

A fig mentioned by Pliny, of a good
taste.

Callitri'cum. (From xaXkog,
beauty, and 8pc£, hair ; so named,
because it has the appearance of long,
beautiful hair ; or, according to Lit-
tleton, because it nourishes the hair,
and makes it beautiful) . The herb
maidenhair.

Callo'ne. (From naXog, fair).

That decency and gravity of charac-
ter and deportment, with which it is

necessary all medical men should be
familiar.

Callo'sitas, -tatis, f. Callosity,

or preternatural hardness of any
fleshy parts.

Ca'llous. In surgery, hardened
or indurated ; thus the callous edges
of ulcers.

Ca'llus, -iy m. and Galium, -i, n.

A glutinous secretion from the mi-
nute or extreme end of the arteries of
bones. The ossific matter, new bone,
or the substance serving to unite

the end of a fracture for the resto-

ration of destroyed portions of bone.
See John Bell's Principles of Surgery

,

vol. i. p. 500, 501.— JFilsoiis Lec-
tures on the Structure, Physiology,
and Diseases of the Bone, &c. p. 197,
8vo. Lond. 1820.—A. M'Donald de

Necrosi, &c. Edinb. 171)9.

—

Sir A,
Cooper on Dislocations and Fractures

,

&c. &c.
('\loca'tanus. (From miXog,

beautiful, and aalavov, a cup; so

called from the beauty of its flower
and shape.) The papaver rhceas, or
wild poppy.

Calo^ie'lan'os turoue'ti. Rive-
rius calls by this name a purgative

medicine, composed of calomel and
scammony.

Calo'melas, -anos, n. (From xa-
Xoc, good, and [itXag, black ; from
its virtues and colour, ^thiop's mi-
neral, or hydrargyrus cum sulphure,

was formerly and properly so named.
But calomel now means a white pre-

paration of sublimed mercury.) See
Su bin ur /'as hy dj'argy r i

.

Calor'ic. (Caloricum, -i, n. from
calor, heat.) Heat. Igneous fluid.

*** Heat and cold are perceptions,

the ideas of which are acquired from
the senses ; they indicate only a cer-

tain state in which we find ourselves,

independent of any exterior object.

But as these sensations, for the most
part, are produced by bodies around
us, we consider them as causes ; and
judging by appearances, we apply the

terms hot, or cold, to the substances

themselves ; calling those bodies hot,

which produce in us the sensation of

heat, and those cold, which commu-
nicate the contrary sensation. This
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ambiguity, though of little conse-

quence in the common affairs of hu-
man life, has led unavoidably to con-

fusion and perplexity in philosophi-

cal discussions. It was to prevent

this, that the framers of the new
nomenclature adopted the word ca-

loric , which denotes that which pro-

duces the sensation of heat.

Calorimeter. An instrument

for ascertaining the whole quantity

of absolute heat existing in a body
in chymical union. Ray.

Ca'ltha. (Ka\0a, corrupted from

XaXxa, yellow, whence, Vossius

says, come calthula, caldula, cale-

dula, calendula) . Marsh marigold.

—

1 . The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Polyan-

dria ; Order, Polygyria. — 2. The
pharmacopceial name of the herb wild

marigold, so called from its colour.

Ca'ltha arve'nsis. Calendula ar-

vensis. Caltha vulgaris. The wild

marigold. Its juice is given, from
one to four ounces, in jaundice and
cachexia ; and the leaves are recom-
mended as a salad for children afflict-

ed with scrofulous humours.
Ca'ltha palu'stris. Common

single marsh marigold. The young
buds of this plant make, when pro-

perly pickled, very good substitutes

for capers.

Ca'ltha vulga'ris. See Caltka

arvensis.

Ca'lthula. The caltha is so called.

Caltrops. See Trapa natans.

Calu'mba. The name now adopt-

ed by the London College of Phy-
sicians for the columbo. Colombo.

Calomba. Colomba. The root for-

merly so called, is now termed C«-

lumea? radix in the London phar-

macopoeia. It is imported from Co-
lomba, in Ceylon, in circular, brown
knobs, wrinkled on their outer sur-

face, yellowish within, and consist-

ing of cortical, woody, and medul-
lary laminae. Its smell is aromatic

;

its taste pungent, and very bitter.

The dose of the powdered root is as

far as half a drachm, which, in ur-

gent cases, may be repeated every

third or fourth hour.

Ca'lva. (From calvus, bald). The

scalp or upper part of the cranium
or top of the head ; so called, be-
cause it often grows bald first.

Calva'ria. (From calvus, bald).
The upper part of the cranium
which becomes soon bald. It means
all above the orbits, temples, ears,
and occipital eminence.

Calvi'ties, -«", f. (From calvus,

bald) . Calvitium. Baldness ; want or
loss of hair, particularly upon the
sinciput.

Calx, -m, f. (From kalah, to burn.
Arab.) Chalk. Limestone. Quick-lime.

Ca'lcis li'quor. Solution of lime,
formerly called aqua calcis. It is

given internally, in doses of two
ounces and upwards, in cardialgia,

spasms, diarrhoea, &c. and in pro-
portionate doses in convulsions of
children, arising from acidity, or ul-

cerated " intestines, intermittent fe-

vers, &c. Externally, it is applied
to burns and ulcers, &c.

Ca'lcis mu'rias. Calx snlita. Sal
ammoniacusfixus. Muriate of lime.

This preparation is exhibited with
the same views as the muriate of
barytes. It possesses deobstruent,
diuretic, and cathartic virtues, and
was much used by the celebrated

Fourcroy against scrofula, and other
analogous diseases. Six, twelve, and
twenty grains, are given to children

three times a day; and a drachm
to adults.

Ca'lcis muria'tis li'quor. Solu-
tion of the'muriate of lime.

Calx antimonh. See Antimonium
oxydum.
Calx cum ka'li pu'ro. Now

termed, in the L. P. potassa cum
calce. Potash with lime.

Calx hydra'rgyri a'lba. See
Hydrargyrum pr&cipitatum album.

Calx viva. See Calx.

Caly'pter. (From tcctkv 7rro>, to

hide). A carneous excrescence co-

vering the hemorrhoidal vein.

Ca'mara. (From Kajxapa, a vault)

.

Camarium. The fornix of the brain :

also the vaulted part of the auricle

of the heart.

Cama'rium. (From Kafiapa, a

vault). See Camara.
Camaro'ma. (From na/japa, a
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vault). Camarosis. Camaratio. A
fracture of the skull, in the shape of

an arch or vault.

Ca'mbing. A tree growing in the

Molucca Islands, whose bark has

been recommended in dysenteries.

Cam

b

ire a. The venereal bubo is

thus called by Paracelsus.

Ca'mbium. (From cambi, -re, to

exchange) . That nutritious humour
which is assimilated into the matter
of which the body is composed.

Cambo'eha. See Stalagmitis,

Cambo'gia, cb, f. (From the pro-

vince of Cambaya, in the East In-

dies ; called also Cambodja and Cam-
bogia; hence it has obtained its

names of Cambodia, Cambogium,
Gambogia, Gambogium) . See Sta-

lagmitis.

Cambo'gia gu'tta. See Stalag-
mites.

Cambo'gium. (From the province
ofCambogia, whence it was brought).
See Stalagmitis.

Cambro-brita'nnica. See Rubus
Chamamorus,
Cambu'ca. Cambuta membrata.

The venereal cancer. Paracel.—By
some it is described as a bubo, an
ulcer, an abscess on the pudenda

;

also a boil in the groin.

Ca'mbui. The wild American
myrtle of Piso and Margrave, which
is said to be astringent.

Camel's hay. See Andropogon Scha?-

nanthus.

Ca'mera, velcamara, -&, f. Cham-
ber or cavity. The chambers of the

eye are termed camera?.

Camera'tjo. See Camaroma.
Ca'mes. Camet. Silver.

Cami'nga. See Canella alba.

Ca'minus. A furnace and its chim-
ney. In Rulandus it signifies a bell.

Cami'sia fce'tus. (From the Ara-
bic term kamisah, an under gar-
ment.) The shirt of the foetus. It

is frequently used for the chorion.
Ca'jnomile. See Anthemis nobilis.

Camomile, stinking. See Anthe-
mis cotula.

Camomi'lla. Corrupted from cha-
maemelum.
Ca'mmorum. (xapjjiopov, quia ho-

mines, Ka*t{> iLOpoi,i)irimat ; because

if eaten, it brings men to a miserable
end) . A species of monkshood. See
Aconitum.
Campa'na, -«-, f. A bell.

—

Chym. A
receptacle like a bell, for making sul-

phuric acid ; e. g. the oleum sulphuris
per campanam.
Campanula. (From campana,

a bell, named from its shape) . The
bell-flower. The name of a ge-
nus of plants in theLinnsean system :

Class, Pentandria ; Order, Mono-
gynia.

Ca'mpe. (Fromxa^7rrw, to bend).
A flexure or bending. It is also used
for the ham, and a joint, or articu-

lation.

Campea'chy wood. See H&matoxy-
Ion Campechianum.
Campeche'nse li'gnum. See Ha?-

matoxylon Campechianum.
Ca'mphor. Ca'mphire* See Laurus

camphora.
Ca'mphor* , -a>, f. 1. (Camphura,

Arab. The ancients meant, by cam-
phor, what now is called asphaltum,
or Jews' pitch; na<povpa.) See
Laurus camphora.

Ca'mpiiorjE flo'res. The subtile

substance which first ascends in sub-
liming camphor, which is nothing
more than the camphor.

Ca'mphorje flo'res compo'siti.
Compound flowers of camphor.
Camphor sublimed with benzoin.

Ca'mphoras. A salt formed by
the union of the camphoric acid with
different bases : thus camphorate of
alumina, camphorate ofammonia, &c.
Camphora'sma. (From camphora;

so called from its camphor-like
smell.) Turkey balsam. See Dra-
cocephalum

.

Camphora'ta. See Camphorosma.
Camphora'tuih o'leum. Cam-

phorated oil. A mixture of olive

oil, two parts, with one of cam-
phor : of use in inflammatory swel-
lings of the throat, if mixed with a
proper cataplasm and applied to it.

Supposed to be useful in ascites.

Campho'ric acid. Acidum cam-
phoricum. The union of this acid
with different bases forms what are
called camphorates, none of which
have hitherto been used medicinally*
L
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Camphoro'sma. (From camphora,
and 0G-f.it], smell ; so called from its

smelling of camphire). The cam-
phor-smelling plant.— 1. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Tetrandria; Order,

Monogynia.—2. The pharmacopoeia!

name of the camphorata. See Cam-
phorosma Monspeliensis.

Camphoro'sma Monspeliensis.

The systematic name of the plant

called camphorata in the pharmaco-
poeias. It is rarely, if ever, used in

modern practice.

Ca'mpter. (From aajiirlio, to

bend) . Inflection or incurvation.

Ca'mpulum. (From jcap7rru), to

twist about) . Distortion of the eye-

lids or other parts.

Campylo'tis. (From aapTvXog,
bent.) Preternatural incurvation, or

recurvation of a part ; also distor-

tion of the eye-lids.

Ca'mpylum. See Campylotis.

Ca'nabil. A kind of medicinal

earth.

Canabi'na aoua'tica. See Bidens.

Ca'nabis I'ndica. See Bangue
and Cannabis.

Ca'nabis peregri'na. See Can-

nabis.

Canada balsam. See Pinits bal-

samea.
Canadensis. (From Canada.) The

name of a balsam. See Pinus bal-

sam ea.

Cana'les semicircula'res. Se-

micircular canals. Three in each

ear placed in the posterior part of

the labyrinth, opening by five orifices

into the vestibulum. See Ear.
Canaliculus. (Dim. of ca?ialis9

a channel) . A little canal. Sec Ca-

va/is arteriosus.

Cana'lis, -is, d. g. 3. (From

Xavoc, an aperture, or rather from
canna, a reed) . A canal. A hollow

round instrument like a reed, for

embracing and holding a broken

limb. The hollow of the spine. It

is also specifically applied to many
parts of the body; as canalisvenosus.

Cana'lis arteriosus. Canaliculus

arteriosus. Canalis Botalii. Ablood-
\csscl peculiar to the foetus, disap-

pearing after birth.

Cana'lis nasa'lis. A canal go-
ing from the inner canthus of the
eye downwards into the nose : it is

situated in the superior maxillary
bone, and is lined with the pituitary
membrane continued from the nose.

Cana'lis petitia'nus. Named af-

ter its discoverer, M. Petit. A tri-

angular cavity, naturally containing
a moisture, between the two laminae
of the hyaloid membrane of the eye,
in the anterior part, formed by the
separation of the anterior lamina
from the posterior.

Cana'lis semispetros. The half
bony canal of the ear.

Cana'lis veno'sus. A canal pe-
culiar to the foetus, disappearing af-

ter birth, that conveys the maternal
blood from the porta of the liver to
the ascending vena cava.

Cana'ry balm. See Dracocephalum.
Ca'ncamum Grsco'rum. See

Hymena?a CourbariL

Cance'lli, -orum, pi. m.2. (From
cancellare, to make like a lattice)

.

Lattice-work ; generally applied to

the reticular substance in bones.
Cance'llus. (From cancer, a crab)

.

The wrong heir. Bernard the her-
mit. A species of cray-fish, sup-
posed to cure rheumatism, if rubbed
on the part.

Ca'ncer, -cri et eris, m. (From
napxivog, a crab ; so called by the
ancients, because it exhibited large

blue veins like crab's claws).—l.The
name of a crab fish, from which the
chela? cancrorum , and oculi cancrormn ,

or lapides cancrorum are produced.
The shell fish so called is the Cancer
astacus of Linnaeus : the officinal pre-

parations are nevertheless obtained
also from the cancer gammurus, ma-
curus, and pagurus of Linnaeus.

*
#* Crab's claws and crab's eyes,

as they are called, which are concre-

tions found in the stomach, are of a

calcareous quality, and possess an-
tacid virtues. They are exhibited with

their compounds in pyrosis, diarr-

hoea, and infantile convulsions from
acidity.—2. The name of a disease

likewise called Carcinoma, xapnivog
by the Greeks, Lupusby the Romans,
because it eats away the flesh like a
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welf. Dr. Cullen places this genus

of disease in the Class Locales, and
Order Tumores, He defines it a pain-

ful schirrous tumour, terminating in

a fatal ulcer. Any part of the body
may be the seat of cancer, though
the glands are most subject to it. It

is distinguished according to its

stages, into occult and open; by the

former is meant its schirrous state,

which is a hard tumour that some-
times remains in a quiet state for

many years , &c. See Pearson 's Prin -

ciples of Surgery, §331,348.

—

Abcr-
uethy's Surgical Works, vol. ii. p. 69,
et seq.—Home's Observations on Can-
cer, p. 156, 8vo. Lond. 1805.

—

Practical Explanation of Cancer in

the Breast, by J. Redman, 8vo.

1815. — Denmans Observations on
the Cure of Cancer, 8vo. Lond.
1810, &c.

Ca'ncer a'staci^. The syste-

matic name of the fish from which
the crab's claws are obtained. See
Cancer.

Ca'ncer mundito'rlm. Chimney
sweeper's cancer. See Scrotum.

Ca'n'CHRYS. Cachrys. Libanotis.

Galen says it sometimes means
parched barley.

Cancrf/na. Used instead ofgan-
graena, by Paracelsus.

Cancko'rum che'lje. Crab's
daws. See Carbonas calcis, and
Cancer.

Cancro'rum o'cuu. See Carbo-
)<as calcis, and Cancer.

Ca'ncrlm o'ris. (From cancer, a
>preading ulcer.) Canker of the
mouth ; called also aphthae serpen-
tes, gangraenaoris, &c. See Aphtha*.
Cande'la, -ce, f. (From candere,

to shine). A candle.

Cande'la fuma'lls. A candle made
of odoriferous powders and resinous
matters to purify the air and excite
the spirits.

Cande'la re'gia. See Verbascum.
Candela'ria. (From candela, a

'andle, so called from the resem-
blance of its stalks to a candle).
The herb mullein. See Verbascum.
Candy, carrot. See Athamanta

(.'retensis.

Cane'la. Sometimes used by the

ancients for cinnamon, or rather

cassia.

Cane'lla. (Canella, dim. ofcanna,

a reed ; so named, because the pieces

of bark are rolled up in the form ol

a reed). A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Dodccan-
dria; Order, Monogynia. The ca-

nella-tree.

Cane'lla a'lba. The pharmaco-
poeial name of the laurel-leaved ca-

nella. Cortex Winteranus spurins.

Canella Cubana. TVinterania Canella

of Linnaeus. The tree which pro-
duces the bark so called, is a native

of the West Indies. It is now merely
considered as a useful and cheap aro-

matic, and is chiefly employed in

correcting, and rendering less dis-

agreeable, the more powerful and
nauseous druLr <.

Ca'nella Cuba'na. See Canella

alba.

Ca'nella cil'rdo. The true cin-

namon-tree.
Cane'll.e Malaba'ricje co'rtex.

See Laurus cassia.

Caneon. (From xavvrj, becai.

it was made of split cane. J A kind
of tube or instrument for conveying
the fumes of antihysteric drugs into

the womb. H/j/p.

Ca'mca. A spice used in the
island of Cuba.

Ca'niCJC. (From canis, a dog.)
Coarse meal, was so called by the
ancients, from cam's, a dog, because
it was food for dogs. Hence panis
caniceus, very coarse bread.

Camci'da. (From canis, a dog,
and c&dere, to kill ; so called, be-
cause dogs are destroyed by eating
it). The herb dog's bane, or aco-
nitum. See Aconitum.

Canici'dium. From canis, a dog,
and candere, to kill). The anatomi-
cal dissection of living dogs.

Cani'na bra'ssica. The mercuria-
lis sylvestris of Linnaeus.

Cani'na l'ingua. The cyno^Ios-
sum.

Cani'na ma'lus. The mandragora.
Cani'na ra'bies. See Hydrophobia.
Canine. Whatever partakes of, or

has any relation to the nature of a
dog.

L 2
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Canine appetite. See Bulimia,

Canine madness. See Hydrophobia,
Canine teeth. Dentes canini.

Cuspidati of Mr. John Hunter; from
the two sides of their edge being
sloped off to a point, which is very
sharp or cuspidated. Columellares

of Varro and Pliny. The four eye-

teeth are so called from their re-

semblance to those of the dog. They
are situated, two in each jaw, on
the side of the four middle or inci-

sor teeth. Their fangs are longer

than those of the incisores, and
therefore from the fangs of those in

the upper jaw being supposed to

extend the greatest part of the way
to the eye, they have been called the

eye-teeth.

Cani'nus. The name of a muscle,

from its originating near the canine,

or eye-tooth. See Levator anguli

oris.

Cani'nus se'ntis. (From canis, a

dog, and sentis, a thorn ; from its

being prickly like a thorn). See

Rosa canina.

Cani'ram. (Ind.) See Strychnos

nux vomica,

Canihu'bus. (From canis, andrw-
bus, a bramble) . See Rosa canina,

Ca'nis,-^, c g. A dog. The white

dung of this animal, called album

gra?cum, was formerly in esteem,

but now disused. This term was also

applied to the fraenum of the penis.

Ca'nis interfe'ctor. Indian caus-

tic barley, or cevadilla.

Ca'nis" po'nticus. See Castor.

Ca'nna. (Heb.) A reed or hollow

cane. A name of the fibula, from

its resemblance to a reed.

Ca'nna fistula. See Cassia fis-

tula.

Ca'nna I'ndica. The Sagittaria

alexipharmica.

Ca'nna ma'jor. The tibia.

Ca'nna mi'nor cru'kis. A name
formerly applied to the fibula.

Cann abi'na. (From canna, a reed

;

named from its reed-like stalk) . The
Datisca of Tournefort.

Ca'nnabis. (From navva, a reed.

KavvaGoi are foul springs, wherein

hemp, &c. grow naturally; or from

kanaba, from hanah, to mow. Arab.)

Hemp.— 1. A genus of plants in the
Linnaean system: Class, Dioecia;
Order, Pentandria.—2. The phar-
macopceial name of the hemp plant,

Ca'nnabis sati'va. The systematic
name of the hemp plant. The efflu-

via from the fresh herb are said to

affect the eyes and head, and that

the water in which it has been long
steeped, is a sudden poison. Hemp-
seeds, when fresh, afford a consi-

derable quantity of oil. Decoctions
and emulsions of them have been
recommended against coughs, ardor
urinae, &c. Their use, in general,

depends on their emollient and de-

mulcent qualities. The leaves of an
oriental hemp, called bang or bangue,

and by the Egyptians assis, are said

to be used in Eastern countries as

a narcotic and aphrodisiac. See
Bangue.
Canna'corus radi'ce cro'cea. See

Curcuma.
Ca'nnula. (Dim. of canna, a

reed) . A surgical instrument. See
Canula.

Ca'non. (Kaviov) . A rule or ca-

non, by which medicines are com-
pounded.

Cano'nial. (YLavoviai). Hippo-
crates, in his book De A'ere, &c.
calls those persons by this name,
who have straight, and not promi-

nent bellies ; intimating that they are

disposed, as it were, by a straight

rule.

Cano'picon. (From Kavo)7rov, the

flower of the elder). A sort of

spurge, named from its resemblance

;

also a collyrium, of which the chief

ingredient was elder flowers.

Canopi'te. The name of a col-

lyrium. Celsus.

Cano'pum. (Kavco7rov) .The flower

or bark of the elder-tree. Paulas

JEgineta.

Canta'brica. See Convolvulus.

Canta'brum. (From kanta, Heb.)

In Ceelius Aurelianus it signifies bran

or furfur.

Ca'ntacon. Garden saffron.

Ca'ntara. The plant which bears

the St. [gn&tius's bean.

Ca'nthari figuli'ni. Earthen cu-

curbits.
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Ca'ntharis. (Vantharis, pi. can-

iharides; from KavOapig, a beetle,

to whose tribe it belongs). See

l^jtta.

Ca'ntfus. (KavOoe, the iron bind-

ing of a cart-wheel). The angle or

corner of the eye, where the upper
and under eyelids meet. That near-

est the nose is termed the inner, or

greater canthus, and the other, the

outer, or lesser canthus.

Ca'ntion. An epithet for sugar.

Cantlarie'nsis a'oua. Canter-
bury water. It is strongly impreg-
nated with iron, sulphur, and carbo-

nic acid gas, and recommended in

disorders of the stomach, in gouty
complaints, jaundice, diseases of the

skin, and chlorosis.

Ca'nula. (Dim. of canna, a reed).

A small tube, generally adapted to

harp instrument, with which it is

thrust into a cavity or tumour con-
taining a fluid ; the perforation be-
iriLr made, the sharp instrument i>

withdrawn, and the canula left, in

order that the fluid may pass through
it ; e. g. the trocar, &c.

Canusa. Crystal.

Caoutchoi '(
. See Indian rubber,

(apaiva balsam. See Copaifcra
officinalis.

CAPELl'NA. (From capeline, Fr. a

woman's hat, or bandage). A
double-headed roller put round the
head.

Cape'lla. Chi/m. A cupel or test.

Caper-bush. See Capparis.

Ca'petus. (Ka-mloc, per aphaere-
sin, pro Gx,n.7rt1oQ ; from aHCLiflo), to

dig). A foramen, which is impervi-
ous, and needs the use of a chirur-

gical instrument to make an open-
ing ; as the anus of some new-born
infants. Hipp.

( a'phora. (Arab.) Camphire.
Ca'piiura ba'ros indo'rim. A

name for camphire.
CVphur* o'leum. An aromatic
•ntial oil, distilled from the root

of the cinnamon-tree.
Capilla'res vermi'culi. See Cri-

nones and Dracunculus.
Capi'llary. (Capillaris: from ca-

pillus, a little hair ; so called, from
the resemblance to hair or tine

thread). The minute ramifications

of arteries, terminating upon the

external surface of the body, or on
the surface of internal cavities, are

called capillary.

Capilla'tio. (From capillus, a
hair). A capillary fracture of the

cranium.
Capi'llus, -*, m. The hair. Small,

cylindrical, transparent, insensible,

and elastic filaments, arising from
the skin, fastened in it by means of

small roots.

*^* The human hair is composed
of a spongy, cellular texture, con-
taining a coloured liquid, and a pro-

per covering. Hair is divided into

two kinds : long, which arises on the

scalp, cheek, chin, breasts of men,
the anterior parts of the arms and
legs, the arm-pits, groins, and pel-

vis ; and short, which is softer than
the long, and is present over the

whole body, except only the palm of
the hand and sole of the foot. The
hair originates in the adipose mem-
brane, from an oblong membranous
bulb, which has vessels peculiar to

it. It is distinguished by different

names, in certain parts, as capillus
y

on the top of the head ; crfnis, on
the back of the head ; circri?inus, on
the temples ; cilium, on the eyelids

;

superciliuni, on the eyebrows; vi-

brissa, in the nostrils ; barba, on the
chin

;
pappus, on the middle of the

chin ; mystax, on the upper lip ;

pilits, on the body.

Capi'llus ye'neris. See Adian-
tfunn.

Capi'llus ve'neris Canadensis.
The Adianthum Canadense.
Capiple'mum. (From caput, the

head, and plenus, full.) A catarrh.

Used by Baglivi, to signify that con-
tinual heaviness or disorder in the
head, which the Greeks call careba-
ria, Kantj€apia.

Capistra'tio. (From capistmm, a
bridle ; so called, because the pre-
puce is restrained, as it were, with a
bridle). See Phimosis.

Capi'strum. (From caput, the
head). A bandage for the head is

so called. In Vogel's Nos. it is the
same as Trismus.

L 3
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Ca'pital. Chym. The head or up-
per part of an alembic.

Capita'lia. (From caput, the head .

Cephalics, or medicines which relieve

affections of the head.

Capite'llum. The head or seed
vessels, frequently applied to mos-
ses, 6ic. Others say it signifies soapy
water, or a lixivium.

Capitilu'vilm. (From caput, the
head, and lavare, to wash) . A lotion
or bath for the head.

Capitis obliquus inferior et major.

See Obliquus inferior capitis.

Capitis par tertium Fallopii. See
Trackelo-m astoideus

.

Capitis posticus. See Rectus ca-

pitis posticus major.

Capitis rectus. See Rectus capitis

vosticus minor.

Capi'tulum. (Dim. of caput, the

head). A small head or protube-
rance of a bone, received into the

concavity of another bone.

—

Chym.
An alembic.

Capi'yi. (Ind. A tree of Brazil,

which affords the drug called balsam
of capivi. See Copal/era officinalis.

Capnele'im. (From ko.t:voc,

smoke, and eXaioi', oil ; so called,

from its smokv exhalations when
exposed to heat; . By Galen it is said

to be a resin.

Ca'pmas. 'From kclttvoc, a smoke).
A jasper of a smoky colour. Also,

a kind of vine bearing white and part

ick grapes.

Capni'ston. 'Froma:T7ri'oc,smok

A preparation of spices and oil, by
kindlimr the spices, and fumigating

the oil.

Capm'tis. (From y.-trrvog, smoke;
so called, from its smoky colour^

.

Tatty.
Capnoi'des. (From xam-oc, fu-

tory, and uiog, likeness . A kind

l r fumitory.

Ca'pnos. Ka-ri'og. Fumitory ; so

called, says Blanchard, because its

e. if applied to the eyes, produces

the same effect and sensations as

smoke.
Ca'pq mola'go. The Piper Indicum.

Ca'ppa. fd rnp'te, from the head ;

fo called from its Supposed resem-

blance) . The herb monkshood,

Ca'pparis. (From cabar, Arao.

;

or vraQa to xainrartiv aoav, from
its curing madness and melancholv
The caper plant.— 1. The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnsean sys-

tem : Class, Polyandria; Order, Mo-
nogi/nia — 2. The pharmacopoeia!
name of the caper plant.

Ca'pparis spinoVx. The systema-
tic name of the caper plant. Cappa-
ris; pedunculis solitariis unifloris, sti~

pulis spinosis, foliis annuls, capsulis

ovalibus, of Linnaeus. The buds of
this plant are in common use as a

pickle, and are said to possess anti-

scorbutic virtues. The bark of the

root was formerlv in hisrh esteem as

a deobstruent.

Cafreola'ris. (From capreolus, a

tendril) . Capreolatus. Resembling in

its contortions, or other appearance,
the tendrils of a vine ; as the sper-

matic vessels.

Capreo la' res. See Capreolaris.

Capre'otas. Dim. of caprea, a
tendril) . The helix or circle of the

ear, from its tendril-like contortion.

Capr i co'rn us. Lead.
Caprifi'cus. [From caper, a goat,

and fiats, a fig ; because they are a

chief food of goats) . The wild fig-tree.

Caprifolilm, i, n. Honey-suckle.
Woodbine. Aperient, &c.

Capri'zan*s. Used by Galen and
others, to express an inequality in

the pulse, when it leaps, and, as it

were, dances in uncertain strokes

and periods.

C apse'lla. Dim. of capsn, a chest,

from its rememblance) . A name in

Marcellus Empiricus for viper's bug-

loss.

Ca'pSICUM. (From nairao, to bite,

on account of its effect on the mouth .

— 1 . The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, 1

tandria; Order, Monogynia. Guinea

pepper.—2.The pharmacopceial name
of the capsicum.

Ca'psICI m a'nm i m. The systema-

tic name of the plant from which are

obtain Cayenne pepper. Piper In-

dicum. Lada chilli. Capo molago.

Solanum wrens, Siliquastrum Plinii.

Piper Bra z Hian urn . Piper Guineense.

Piper Calccuticum. Piper Ilixpani-
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turn. Piper Lusitanicum. Cayenne
pepper. Guinea pepper. This spe-

cies of pepper is obtained from the

Capsicum; cavle herbaceo, pedunculis

solitariis, of Linnaeus.

Ca'psula. 'Dim. of caps a, a chest

or case . Anat.—Any membranous
production enclosing a part of the

body like a bag-; as the capsular

ligaments, the capsule of the crys-

talline lens, <Scc.

Ca'pm.l.e atrabila'ri.t. See Re-
nal Glands.

CA'fSULU re'nale*. See Renal
Glands.

Ca'pSLLAR Li'GAMENT. Capsular!, ,

from capsa, a bair
/

. lAgvmaUum
capsular,, The ligament surround-
ing every moveable articulation, and
containing the synovia like a bag.

Ga'fsule of Gli'sson. (Cm§

communis Glissonii. Vagina p-jrtce.

Vagina Glissoniij . A strong tunic,

formed of cellular texture, accompa-
nying the vena portae, and its most
minute ramifications, throughout the
liver.

Ca'pim m 'From an/'
-'

. to bend .

Contortion of the eye-lids, or other

parts.

( Vpur. 'Arab.) Camphor.
Ca'itt, -itU, n. Pram <apere,

to take ; because, according to Yarro,

the senses take their origin from it .

The head, cranium, or skull. It i^

distinguished into skull and face. On
the skull are observed vertex, • or

crown; sinciput, or fore part; m -

put, or hinder part; and tempera, or

temples. The parts of the face are

well known ; as the forehead, nose,

1, 6cc.

CVput GAULnfA'GINIS. The head
of the woodcock. VerwmamtmMwm,
A cutaneous eminence in the ure-

thra of men, before the neck of

the bladder, somewhat like the

head of a woodcock in miniature,

around which the seminal ducts, and
the ducts of the prostate glaud, open.

Ca'plt mo'rtitm. An arbitrary

term, much used by the old chy-
mists, but now entirely rejected. It

denoted the fixed residue of opera-
tions, &c.

Ca'plt obsti'pim. The wry

neck. Mostly a spasmodic com-
plaint.

Ca'plt pu'rgia. (From caput, the

head, and pmrgart , to pur^re^ . Me-
dicines which purs-e the head. Err-
hines. Cephalics. Masticatories.

Capvri'dio.v. From xa—iooc,
burnt . Capyrion. A medicated cake,
much baked.

Capv'rion. See Capyridion.

Ca'rabe. {Persian . Amber.
Ca'rabe fl'nerum. A name of

bitumen.

Ca'rabus. A genus of inse

of the beetle kind. Two species,

the chrysocephalus and ferrugineus,

have been recommended for v

tooth-ache. They should be pressed

between the fingers, and then rubbed
on the gum and tooth affected.

Caraco'»mo>. A name of the sour

mares' milk, so much admired by
the Tart;.

Caragla'ta. The common aloe

of Brazil.

< u:a'n\a. Spanish] . Caragna,
Carani .mi. Bresilis. A con-
crete resinous juice, that exu
from a large tree, of which we have
no particular account, brought from

. Spain and America, and formerly

employed as an ingredient in vulne-

rary* balsam-, strengthening, discu-

tient, and suppurating plasters. Its

scarcitv ha- caused it to be fonrot;

Ca'ra SCBT/lu. Ind. FrutCS In-

diea spinosa. An Indian shrub, like

the caper-bush. A decoction of I

root proves diuretic. Ray*
Caraway-seed. See Carum.
Ca'rbasus. Kao^adoc . Seribo-—

nius Largus uses this word for lint.

Ca'rbo, -on is, f. (Charbah, Heb.
burnt or dried . Coal. In medi-
cine and chvmistrv, it is commonly
understood to mean charcoal, a:. 1

receives its name from its mode cf

preparation, which is by burni

pieces of light wood into a dry black

coal.

Ca'rbo li'gm. Charcoal. As an

external application, powdered char-

coal has been recommended in the

cure of jrransrene, from external

causes, and all descriptions of feci

ulcers. Meat which ha^ acquired u
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mawkish, or even putrid smell, is

found to be rendered perfectly sweet,
by rubbing it with powdered char-
coal. It is also used as tooth-powder.

Ca'rbon. (From carbo, coal) . The
chymical name of charcoal. It is

the black residue of vegetables which
Jiave suffered a complete decompo-
sition of their volatile principles by
fire. Charcoal is black, brittle, so-

norous, and light. It is placed
among simple bodies, because no
experiment has hitherto shown the
possibility of decomposing it. It

exists in the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdom. When it is re-

quired to procure carbon in a state

of great purity, it must be dried by
strong ignition in a closed vessel.

The diamond, when burnt in oxy-
gen ga3, forms carbonic acid, like

charcoal, and is therefore con-
sidered to be of the same chvmical
nature.

Ca'rbon, ga'seous o'xyde of. Ga-
seous oxyde of carbon was first de-

scribed by Dr. Priestley, who mis-
took it for a hydrocarbonate. With
the true nature of it, we have been
only lately acquainted. It was first

proved to be a peculiar gas, by Mr.
Cruikshank, of Woolwich, who
made it known as such, in April

1801, through the medium of Ni-
cholson's Journal for that month.
Several additional properties of this

gas were soon afterwards noticed by
Desormes, Clement, and others.

Properties. Gaseous oxyde of car-

bon is lighter than common air, in the

proportion of 22 to 23. When min-
gled with common air, and ignited,

it does not explode, but burns with

a lambent blue flame, and the pro-

duct is carbonic acid. It is very

little absorbable by water : it is void

of taste and odour. A mixture of

twenty parts of gaseous oxyde of

carbon and eight of oxygen gas,

fired over mercury by electricity,

diminishes to a volume equal to

about eighteen or nineteen parts,

which is carbonic acid gas. It con-

tains neither water nor the basis of

that fluid. It is exceedingly noxious

;

animals die in it instantly ; when

breathed for a few minutes only, it

produces giddiness and faintings.

Neither light, heat, nor electricity,

have any effect upon it. When equal
quantities of gaseous oxyde of car-

bon and hydrogen gas are passed
through a red-hot glass tube, the tube
is lined with charcoal,water is formed

,

and an excess of hydrogen makes its

escape. If a piece of iron be put
into the tube, it is oxydated, but not
converted into steel. Neither nitro-

gen gas nor sulphur have any action

on it, even at high temperatures. It

is capable of dissolving a minute
quantity of charcoal, and increases

in bulk. It dissolves phosphorus,
and acquires the property of burning

with a yellow flame. The alkalies

have no effect on this gas. It is not

altered when passed with ammonia
through an ignited tube. When the

red oxyde of mercury is heated in it,

a commencement of reduction takes

place. Neither sulphuric, nitric, nor
nitro-muriatic acids, alter it, when
passed with it through a red-hot

tube. Four parts of oxygenated mu-
riatic acid gas left with one of gase-

ous oxyde of carbon, decompose it

completely. Nitrous gas has no
effect upon it. When mixed with

sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and
passed through a red-hot tube, sul-

phur is deposited, and sulphuretted

hydrogen gas remains mixed with

gaseous oxyde of carbon. See Ure's

Diet, of Chym.
Carbonaeeous acid. See Carbonic

acid.

Carbo'nas. A carbonate. A neu-

tral salt, formed by the union of

carbonic acid with an alkaline,

earthy, or metallic base. The car-

bonates employed in medicine are

—

1. The potassae carbonas.—2. The
sodae carbonas.—3. The creta prae-

parata, and the testae pra?paratae,

which arc varieties of carbonate of

lime.—When the base is imperfectly

neutralized by the carbonic acid, the

salt is termed a subcarbonate ; of

which kind are employed medici-

nally— 1. The potassae subcarbonas.

—2. The sodac subcarbonas, and the

sodae subcarbonas exaiccata.—3. The
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ammoniae subcarbonas, and the liquor

ammoniae subcarbonatis.— 4. The
plumbi subcarbonas.—5. The ferri

subcarbonas.—6. The magnesia? car-

bonas.

Carbo'nas AMMO'niJE. See Am-
moniae subcarbonas.

Carbo'nas ca'lcis. Carbonate of

lime. Several varieties of this are

used in medicine : the purest and
best are the creta praeparata, testae

preparatae, chelae cancrorum, testae

ovorum, and oculi cancrorum.
Carbo'nas fe'rri. See Ferri sub-

carbonas.

Carbo'nas MAGNE'siiE. See Mag-
nesia* carbonas.

Carbo'nas plumbi. See Plumbi
subcarbonas.

Carbo'nas potass je. See Potassa?

carbonas.

Carbo'nas so'd^e. Sec Soda car-

bonas.

Carbonated hydrogen gas. See
Carburetted hydrogen gas.

Ca'rbonic acid gas. Acidum car-

bonicum. Fixed air. Carbonaceous
acid. Calcareous ackl. Aerial acid.

Carbonic acid gas is the first elas-

tic aeriform fluid that was known
after common air. We find that

the ancients were in some mea-
sure acquainted with it. Van Hel-
mont called it the gas of must, or
of the vintage, or gas sylvestre.—
Properties. Carbonic acid gas is in-

visible. It extinguishes flame. It

is fatal to animal life. It exerts

powerful effects on living vegetables.

Its taste is pungent and acid. Its

energy, as an acid, is but feeble,

although distinct and certain. Neither
fight or caloric seem to produce any-

distinct effect upon it, except that

the latter dilates it. It unites with
;

water slowly. These two fluids, after ,

considerable asitation, at last com-
bine, and form a sub-acid liquid.

The colder the water, and the greater
,

the pressure applied, the more car-
;

bonic acid gas will be absorbed. The
\

water impregnated with it, sparkles

upon agitation ; it has a pungent,
acidulous taste, and reddens tine-

\

ture of litmus. Heat again disen-
j

gages the gas from the water. This
|

gas precipitates lime, strontia, and
barytes, from their solutions in wa-
ter. It is greedily attracted by al]

the alkalies. Its specific weight is

to that of atmospheric air, as 1500
to 1000 nearly. It may be poured
out of one vessel into another. It

is not acted upon by oxygen, nor is

it altered by any of the simple com-
bustible bodies at common tempe-
ratures; but charcoal, iron, and
some other metals, are capable of

decomposing it, when assisted by
heat ; as is also phosphorus, when
united to lime.

%* It is to Dr. Black of Edin-
burgh we are indebted for the know-
ledge of some of the most remark-
able properties of this fluid. In the

year 1755 he discovered the affinity

between this gas and alkalies ; and
Bergman, in 1772, proved that it

was an acid.

Carbuncle. See Anthrax.
Carbu'nculus. (Dim. of tarbo, a

burning coal). A carbuncle. An-
thrax. Persicus ignis of Avicenna.
An inflammatory tumour, which soon
becomes gangrenous ; and is a very
common symptom in the plague, but

comes on also as a primary disease.

Carburetted hydrogen gas.
Carbonated hydrogen gas. Heavy
l nflammable air. Hydro-carbonate.

There are two gaseous compounds
of carbon and hydrogen in definite

proportions, differing materially in

specific gravity and other circum-
stances, namely, light and heavy
carburretted hydrogen gas.

Properties of light carburetted

Hydrogen Gas.—It has a fetid odour.

It is neither absorbed nor altered by
water. It is inflammable, and burns
with a denser and deeper coloured
flame than hydrogen gas. It is un-
alterable by acids or alkalies. It.i

specific gravity is greater than that

of hydrogen gas. Its combustion,
with a due proportion of oxygen
gas, is productive of water and car-

bonic acid. When passed through
melted sulphur, it becomes converted
into sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and
charcoal is deposited. Electrization

dilates it permanently to a little more
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tban twice its original balk ; but

when dried, the dilatation is much
ir?s. The v> thus tMgmm\m% re-

quires a greater quantity of oxygen
to decompose it, than the same
quantity of gas not dilated by elec-

tricity ; 100 cubic inches of pure
lightcarburetted hydrogen gas weighs
about seventeen grains.

Properties ef heavy carburetted

Hydrogen Gas.—It is not absorbed
or altered by water. Its weight
nearly equals that of common air.

I: has a disagreeable fetid odour,

different from rtiat of light carburet-

ted hydrogen gas. It burns with a

strong compact flame, similar to

that of resinous oil. When mixed
with oxygenated muriatic acid gas,

its bulk is diminished, and an oil is

formed. When the mixture of these

two gases is fired, a quantity of
charcoal is immediately deposited,

in the form of fine soot. Sulphuric,

sulphurous, nitric, and muriatic acids

do not act upon it ; neither does ni-

trous gas, nor any of the fixed alka-

lies. Ammonia adds to its volume
without occasioningany other change.
Phosphorus heated in it, even to

fusion, does not affect it. When made
to pass through an ignited glass tube,

it does not diminish in volume, but
loses the property of forming oil

with oxygenated muriatic acid gas.

Electric shocks passed through it,

dilate, and likewise deprive it of
this property. When passed through
a tube with sulphur in fusion, sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas is obtained,

and charcoal deposited. When burnt
with oxygen gas, or when passed
through a red-hot tube, filled with

oxyde ofmanganese, carbonic acid gas
is formed, as well as water.

Ca'rcarl-*. (,arcarf*s. Fromxap-
jLauhMt, to resound, . A kind of fever,

accompanied with a continual hor-

ror and trembling, and an unremit-

ting sounding in the ears.

The Barbadoes nut-tree.

The Cataputia.

rcax. From tapa, a head .

A species of poppy, with a very

large head.

kCER. A remedy proper for re-

straining the disorder by motions of

body and mind, as in curing the
chorea Sancti Viti. Paracelsus.

Carche'sks Kaoxneioe,. A
name of some bandages noticed by
Galen, and described bv Oribasius.

Properly, it is the top of a ship's masL
Carcino'ma. From xaemvoc, a

cancer). See Cancer.

Caro'nos. 'Kaoxu'oc, a cancer .

See Cancer.

Carda>ia'vtica. From xapca/ic

the nasturtium^ . A species of sciatica

cr

Cardamele'um. An obscure me-
dicine, mentioned by Galen.

Cardami'ne. From xaocia, the

heart ; because it acts as a cordial

and strengthener, or from its having
the taste of cardamum, that is, nas-

turtium, or cress
;

. Cuckoo-flower.
— 1. The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Te-
tradynamia; Order, Siliquosa.—2.

The pharmacopoeia! name of the

common lady's smock, or cuckoo-
flower. See Cardamine pratensis.

Cardami'ne prate'v-:-. The -

tematic name of the plant called car-

damine iu the pharmacopoeias. Car-

damine ; foliis pinnatis,/oliolis , radi-

cibus svbrotundis, caulinis lauceola-

tis of Linnaeus. This plant is also

called Cardamantica. Nasturtium,

aquaticum. Culiflos. Iteris sopitia.

A variety of virtues have been given

to this plant, which it does not ap-

pear to deserve.

CaRI/AMi'nes FLo'reS. See Car-

damine pratensis.

Cardamo'.ml'.m. From xapcapoy,
and ap.iup.ov : because it partakes of

the nature, and is like both the car-

damum and amomum, . The carda-

mum seed.

Cardamo'mum ma'jus. The greater

cardamum seeds, by some called

grains of Paradise, are contained in

a large, brown, somewhat triar.

lar husk, the thickness of one's

thumb, and pyramidal : their virtues

arc similar to those of the cardanw-

mum minus.

I
- vjlm me'dilm. Theni!

die-sized cardamum ; the seeds ot

which correspond, in every respect,
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with the lesser, except in size, the i a hinge;.

former beinir twice as long", but no a hinge,

thicker than the cardamomum t*u-

»US.

Cardamo'mum mi'nus.

tart a Cardamomum.
L ARDAMO .Ml'M PIPERATL M.

srrains of Paradise.

ChmATta'mm Siberie'nse.

\nisuru Indicum.

A sort of articulation like

See E

The

The

I \ rdamlm.
v
From KaoCia, the

heart ; h m it comforts and

engthens the heart . Garden
SSSBSSS.

Ca'rdia. From scop, the heart .

This tennwiB applied by the Greeks
to the heart. The superior opening

of the stomach is al* died.

Cardi 1CA. From the

heart . Car . or Cordials. See

Lardio'gmi's. 'From xapcity-- .

to have a pain in the stomach . The
same as Cardialgia. Also an aneu-
rism in the aorta, near the heart,

occasioning pain in the praecordia.

Cardio'nchi s. From xaocix, the
heart, and oyxoc, a tumour . An
aneurism of the heart, or of the
aorta near the heart.

lArdiotro'ti >. From xaocur,
the heart, and nrssMaat, to wound .

One who has a wound in his heart.

Carditis. from xapcia, the
heart . Inflammation of the heart.

A genus oi disease arranged by Cul-
len in the (lass Pyrexia, and Order

srmasia?.

(.Vrdo, ims, m. et olim, f. A
Cardial*. The pharmacopctial name I The articulation called 6
of mother-wort. So named, from
the supposed relief it _ i i nt-

inj> and disorders of the stomach .

1 Leonurus cardiaca.

CaftDi < o\i f/ctio. S

tiu armnatica.

Cxudiaca pa'soo. The card!

:i. \acient writers frequently

mentio:i ;isorder under thi> name,
but the moderns always speak oi it

-yncipe.

( MUM u | B MO'rBI 5. A name
given by the ancients to the typhus

er.

CaRDU LWA. 'From xao'ca, the

heart, and <i\yoc, pain . Pain at

the stomach. The heartburn. Dr.

Cullen ranks it as a symptom oi dys-

pepsia.

c xrpia'lcia ivn xmmato'ria. Iu-

immation in the stomach.
Cardia'lgia SPL'TATO'RIA.

/•

C\UD!M1.I ECU. From *

nus ; also the second vertebra of
the neck.

C k'ftDONBT. A wild species of es-

culeut loke.
1 o'mum. Wine medicated with

herbs. Paracelsus.

cArdopa tilm. The low carline

thistle, said to be diaphoretic.

Ga'sJHJUSi /rrer*, quasi aptus
carenda* lan<r^ being fit to teas*

wool; or from xftoo>, to abrade
;

named from its roughness, which
abrades and SBSR1 whatever it nu I

with . The thistle, or teasel. The
name oi a genus of plants in the
Linnawn system: Class, Syngextsui;
Older, Polysomia trqua/is.

Ga'sDOBl u'\miii>. The herb
bear's breech.

CafmWU altili^. The arti-

choke.
(. \ KDl m bENEDl'CTlS. B A-

taurea.

Ca'RDUUS I! EMORRF10ID\'lIS. 9

hear;, and an . Heb. a go- called, because it i> said to relievo

tenor . A fictitious term in Do- the pains oi the haemorrhoids, it

laeus's Encyclopaedia, by which would beat into a poultice and appUe
'

DC expressed • particular active prin

ciple in the heart, appointed to what
we call the vital functions

(vrpimona. A name for Car-
dial ^ia.

dinal fi<iuers, l' See Lo-
btlia.

( irdiname'ntum. ^From cardo, \

Also called carduus vmearum re-

pens, sonchi folio. Cirsium arvense.

Ceanothos. The common creeping
way thistle. Serratuia arvtnsis of
Linnxus*

I I uDiis la'ctei s. See Cardum*
marianus.

Ca'rduus la'ctbus Syri'aci*.
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The Spanish milk -thistle. Stomachic
and anodyne.
Ca'rduus maris: . See Cardans

viarianus.

Ca'rduus maria'nus. The sys-

tematic name of the officinal Car-

dials Marice. Common milk-thistle,

or lady's thistle. The seeds of this

plant, Carduus marianus ; foliis am-
plexicaulibus, hastato - pinnatijidis,

spinosis ; calycibus aphyllis; spinis

caniliculatis, duplicato-spinosis, of

Linnaeus, and the herb, have been
employed medicinally, against pun-
gent pains.

Ca'rduus sati'vus. The artichoke.

Ca'rduus solstitia'lis. The cal-

citrapa officinalis.

Ca'rduus TOMENTo'sus.The woolly
thistle. See Onopordium acanthium.

Careba'ria. (From ttapi], the

head, and fiapog, weight}. Pain-

ful and uneasy heaviness of the

head.

Care'num. (From napij, the

head). A word used by Galen for

the head.

Care'num vi'num. Strong wine.

Ca'reum. (From Carta, the coun-

try whence they were brought). The
caraway,

Ca'rex, -ids. (From carere, to

want. Not quia viribus careat, but

because, from its roughness, it is fit

ad carendum, to card, tease, or pull)

.

Sedge. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Monoecia; Order, Triandria.

Ca'rex arena'ria. The systematic

name of the officinal sarsaparilla Ger-

vmnica, which grows plentifully on
the sea coast.

Ca'rica. (From Carta, the place

where they were cultivated) . The
See Ficus carica.

Ca'rica papa'va. Papaw-tree. A
native of both Indies, and the Guinea
coast of Africa.

Ca'ricum. (From Caricus, its in-

ventor) . Carycum. An ointment for

cleansing ulcers, composed of helle-

bore, lead, and Spanish Hies.

Ca'ries, ex, f. (From corah, Chald.)

Rottenness, or mortification of the

bones.

Cari'ma. The cassada bread.

fig-

Cari'na. A name formerly ap-
plied to the spine of the back.

Ca'rilm te'rra. Lime.
Carivilla'ndi. A name of sarsa-

parilla root.

Carli'na. (From Carolus, Charles
the Great, or Charlemagne ; because
it was believed that an angel showed
it to him, and that, by the use of it,

his army was preserved from the
plague) . Carline thistle. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Syagenesia; Order,
Polygamia cequalis. The officinal

name of two kinds of plants.

Carli'na acau'lis. The systematic
name of the chamceleon album. Car-
Una. Cardopatium. Carline thistle.

CarUna acaulis; caule unifloro, Jiore

breviore of Linnaeus.

%* The root is bitter, and said

to possess diaphoretic and anthel-

mintic virtues. It is also extolled

by foreign physicians in the cure of
acute, chronic, and malignant dis-

orders.

Carli'na gummi'fera. Carduus
pinea. Ixine. Pine thistle. This
plant is the Atractylis gummifera of
Linnaeus. It is said to be chewed
with the same views as mastich.

Carline thistle. See Carlina acau-

lis.

Ca'rlo Sa'ncto ra'dix. St.

Charles's root ; so called by the

Spaniards, on account of its great

virtues. The bark is sudorific, and
strengthens the gums and stomach.

Ca'rmen, -inis, n. A verse ; be-

cause charms usually consisted of a

verse. A charm ; an amulet.

Carmes. (The Carmelite friars,

Fr,) Carmelite water ; so named
from its inventors ; composed of
balm, lemon-peel, &c.
Carmina'ntia. See Carminatives.

Carmi'natives. Carnii/tatiea. (From
carmen, a verse or charm ; because
practitioners, in ancient times, as-

cribed their operation to a charm or

enchantment). A term applied to

those substances which allay pain,

and dispel flatulencies of the primse

viae.

Carnaba'dium. Caraway-seed.
Ca'rnee colu'mna. The fleshy
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pillars or columns in the cavities of

the heart. See Heart.

Carm'cula. (Dim. of caro, carnis,

f. the flesh) . The fleshy suhstance

which surrounds the gums.

Carmfo'rmis. (From caro, flesh,

and forma, likeness). Having the

appearance of flesh. Commonly ap-

plied to an abscess where the flesh

surrounding the orifice is hardened,

and of a firm consistence,

Ca'ro, -carnis, f. Flesh. The red

part or belly of a muscle ; also the

pulp of fruit.

Ca'ro adna'ta. The recent swelled

testicle.

Carolina. See Carlina.

Caro'pi. The amomum verum.
Caro'ra. The name of a vessel

resembling a pot-de-chambre.

Caro'sis. See Cams.
Caro'ta. See JJaucus.

Carotide'je arte'ri^. See Carotid

artery.

Carotid artery. (From Kapooj,

to cause to sleep ; so called, because,

if tied with a ligature, they cause the

animals to be comatose, and have the

appearance of being asleep). The
carotids are two considerable arteries

ascending, one on each side of the

cervical vertebrae, to the head, to

supply it with blood. The right

carotid does not arise immediately

from the arch of the aorta, but is

given off from the arteria innoniinata.

The left arises from the arch of the

aorta.
*
#* Each carotid is divided into

external and internal, or that portion

without and that within the cranium.

The external gives off eight branches
to the neck and face, viz. anteriorly

,

the superior thyroideal, the sublin-

gual, the inferior maxillary, the ex-

ternal maxillary ; posteriorly, the in-

ternal maxillary, the occipital, the

external auditory, and the temporal.
The internal carotid or cerebral ar-

tery, gives off four branches within

the cavity of the cranium ; the an-
terior cerebral, the posterior, the

central artery of the optic nerve, and
the internal orbital.

Caro'im. The caraway-seed.
( Vrpasus. (So named from wapa

to xapov TroiY)(?ai : because it makes
the person who eats it appear as if

he was asleep). A herb, the juice

of which was formerly called opo-
carpason, opocarpathon, or opocal-

pason ; according to Galen it resem-
bles myrrh ; but is considered highly

poisonous.

Carpa'thicum ba'lsamum. Sec
Pinus Cembra.
Carpentaria. (From carpenta-

rius, a carpenter ; and so named from
its virtues in healing cuts and wounds
made by a tool) . A vulnerary herb

;

though not sufficiently known.
Carpha'leus. (From naptpio, to

exsiccate). A word used by Hip-
pocrates to mean dry, opposed to

moist.

Carpholo'gia. (From Kaprpog, the
nap of clothes, and Xeyoj, to pluck).

A delirious picking of the bed-clothes,

a symptom occurring in typhus and
other dangerous fevers.

Ca'rpiils. (From teapot), astraw).
In Hippocrates it signifies a mote, or
any small substance. A pustule of
the smallest kind. Also the herb
fenugreek.

Ca'rpia. (From carpcre, to pluck,

as lint is made from linen cloth).

Lint. See Linteum.

Carpi's.mls. The wrist.

Carpoba'lsamum. (From Kapiroq,

fruit, and fiaXo-afiov, balsam). See
Amyris Gilcadensis.

Caupolo'gia. See Carphologia.

Ca'kpus. (Kap7roc, the wrist).

The wrist, or carpus. Jt is situated

between the fore-arm and hand.
Carrot. See Daucus.
Carrot, candy. See Athamanta

Crctcnsis.

Carrot, poultice. See Cataplasma
dam i.

Ca'rtiiamus. (From KaOaipoj, to

purge).— 1. The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnsean system : Class,

Syngenesia; Order, Polysomia &qva-
lis.—2. The pharmacopceial name of
the saffron flower. See Carthamus
tiiu torius.

Ca'rtiiamus tincto'rius. The
systematic name of the saffron flower.

Carthamus; foliis oralis, integris,

serrato-acuteatis of Linnaeus : called

M
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also Cnicus, Crocus Saracenicus , Car-

tkamum officiJiaram, Carduus sativus.

Carthusia'nus. (From the Car-
thusian Monks, who first invented

It). A name of the precipitated

sulphur of antimony.

Ca'rtilage. (Cartilago, -inis, f.

Quasi cavnilago; from caro, carnis,

flesh). A white elastic, glistening

substance, growing to bones, and
commonly called gristle.

Cartila'go annularis. See Car-
tilago cricoidea.

Cartila'go arytanoide'a. See
Larynx.

Cartila'go cricoide'a. The cri-

coid cartilage belongs to the larynx,

and is situated between the thyroid

and arytenoid cartilages and the tra-

chea ; it constitutes, as it were, the

basis of the many annular cartilages

of the trachea.

Cartila'go ensiformis. Cartilago

sciphpidea. Ensiform cartilage. A
cartilage shaped somewhat like a

sword or dagger, attached to the

lowermost part of the sternum, just

at the pit of the stomach.
Cartila'go scutifo'rmis. See

Thyroid, cartilage.

Cartila'go thyroide'a. See Thy-
roid cartilage.

Cartila'go xiphoide'a. See Car-

tilago ensiformis.

Ca'rui. (Caruia, Arab.) The ca-

raway. See Carum*
Ca'rum. (Kapov : so named from

Caria, a province of Asia) . The ca-

raway.—1. The name of a genus of

plants in theLinnsean system : Class,

Pentandria ; Order, Monogynia.—
2. The pharmacopceial name of the

caraway plant. Sec Carum carui.

Ca'rum ca'rui. The systematic

name for the plant whose seeds are

called caraways. It is also called

Carvi. Cmninum pratense. Cants.

Caruon. The Carum carui of Lin-
naeus. An essential oil and distilled

water are directed to be prepared

from the^ eeds by the London college.

Caru'ncle. (Caruncula,-cc, f. Di-

minutive of caro, flesh). A little

fleshy excrescence ; as the carun-

itila? myrtiformes, caruncul£elachry-

males, &c.

Caru'ncula lachryjvia'lis. A
long conoidal gland, red externally,
situated in the internal canthus of
each eye, before the union of the
eyelids. It appears to be formed of
numerous sebaceous glands, from
which many small hairs grow.

*
#* The hardened smegma ob-

servable in this part of the eye in the
morning, is secreted by this ca-
runcle.

Caru'nculaje cuticula'res a'l#.
The nymphae.
Caru'ncula mamilla'res. The

extremities of the tubes in the nipple.

CARu'NCULiE myrtifo'rmes. When
the hymen has been lacerated by at-

trition, there remain in its place,

two, three, or four caruncles, which
have received the name of myrti-
form.

Caru'nculje papilla'res. The
protuberances within the pelvis of
the kidney, formed by the papillous

substance of this viscus.

Carunculo'sa ischu'ria. Sup-
pression of urine, from caruncles in

the urethra.

Ca'ruon. See Carum.
Ca'rus. (Kapog : from napa, the

head, as being the part affected).

Caros, Carosis.—1. Insensibility and
sleepiness, as in apoplexy, but at-

tended with quiet respiration.

—

2. A
profound sleep, without fever. A
lethargy.—3. The caraway-seed.
. Ca'rva. The cassia lignea.

Carye'don. (From napva, a nut).

Carydon. A sort of fracture, where
the bone is broken into small pieces,

like the shell of a cracked nut. A
comminuted fracture.

Cary'don. See Carycdon,
Caryocosti'num. An electuary,

named from two of its ingredients,

the clove and costus.

Caryopiiylla'ta. (From xapvo-
tyvWov, the caryophyllus ; so named
because it smells like the caryophyl-
lus, or clove gilly-flowcr), See
Geum urhannm.
Caryophylloi'des co'rtex. See

Laurus Culiluivan.

Carvophy'llum, -?', n. (Kapvo-
<f>vWov : from xapvov, a nut, and

<f>v\\o}>, a leaf; so named because
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it was supposed to be the leaf of the

Indian nut). A clove, gilly-flower.

Caryophy'llum aroma'ticum.

The same. See Eugenia Caryophyl-

lata.

Caryophy'llum ri/brum. The
clove pink. See Dianthus caryo-

phyllus.

Caryophy'llus, -t, m. The clove

tree. The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Po-
lyandria; Order, Monogynia. See
Eugenia Caryophyllata.

Caryophy'llus aroma'ticus Ame-
rica'nus. The piper Jamaicencis.

Caryophy'llus horte'nsis. The
caryophyllum rubrum.

Cakyopiiy'llus vllga'ris. The
caryophyllata.

Caryo'tis. (From aapvov, a nut).

Caryota. Galen uses this word to

mean a superior sort of dates, of the

shape of a nut.

Cascari'lla. (Dim. of cascara,

the bark, or shell. Span.) A name
given originally to small specimens
of cinchona ; but now applied to the

bark of the Cruton cascarilla ; which
see.

Ca'schu. See Acacia Catechu.

Cashew-nut. See Anacardium Oc-

cidentale.

Ca'siioo. An aromatic drug of
Hindostan, said to possess pectoral

virtues.

Ca'sia. Sec Cassia.

Casmina'ris. The cassumuniar
of Bengal.

Ca'ssa. (Arab.) The thorax or
breast.

Cassa'da. Cassava. See Jatro-
pha Manihot.

Ca'ssamum. The fruit of the bal-

sam tree.

Ca'ssia. (From the Arabic katsia,

which is from katsa, to tear off; so
called, from the act of stripping the
bark from the tree). The name of
a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Decandria ; Order,
Monogynia. Cassia and Senna be-
long to this genus.

Ca'ssia Caryophylla'ta. The
clove-bark tree. See Myrtus Caryo-
phyllata.

Ca'ssia fi'stula. Cassia nigra.

Cassiafistularis. Alexandrina. Cka-
iarxambar. Canna. Cassia solutiva.

Tlai Xicm. Purging cassia. This
tree, Cassia fistula ; foliis quinque-

jugis ovatisy acuminatis glabris, pe-

tiolis eglandulatis of Linnaeus, is a

native of both Indies.
*
#
* The officinal preparation of

this drug, is the confectio cassise ;

it is also an ingredient in the confec-

tio sennae.

Ca'ssia fistula'ris. See Cassia

fistula.

Ca'ssia li'gnea. Cassia bark.

See Laurus cassia.

Ca'ssia ni'gra. See Cassia fistula.

Cassia, purging. See Cassia fistula.

Ca'ssia se'nna. The systematic

name of the plant which affords

senna. Senna Alc.vandrina. Senna
Italica. Senna, or Egyptian cassia.

\

Cassia; foliis sejugis subovatis, pe-

tiolis eglandulatis of Linnaeus. They
I
arc in common use as a purgative.

%* The formulae given of the

! senna by the colleges, are an infu-

sion, a compound powder, a tinc-

ture, and an electuary. See Infu-
8um senruBy <S:c.

Ca'ssia soluti'va. See Cassia

fistula.

Ca'ssi/e arame'ntlm. The pulp
of cassia.

Ca'ssi.e flo'res. What arc called

cassia flowers in the shops, are the

flowers of the true cinnamon tree,

Laurus cinnatnamum of Linnaeus.

They possess aromatic and astringent

virtues, and may be successfully em-
ployed in decoctions, &c. in all cases

where cinnamon is recommended.
See Laurus c/'nnamomu?n.

Ca'ssia pl'lpa. See Cassia fistula.

Ca'ssob. An obsolete term for

kali.

Cassole'ta. Warm fumigations
described by Marcellus.

Cassona'da. Sugar.

Cassummu'niar. Casamunar. Cas-
mina. Risagon. Jiengale Lndorum.
The root occasionally exhibited un-
der one of these names, is brought
from the East Indies. It possesses
moderately warm, bitter, and aro-
matic qualities, and a smell like

ginger. It is recommended in by-
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clerical, epileptic, and paralytic af-

fections.

Casta'nea. (Kaffiavov : from Cas-
tanet, a city in Thessaly, whence
they were brought) . The common
chesnut. See Fagus castanea.

Casta'nea equi'na. The horse-
chesnut. See JEsculus Hippocastanum.

Castanea fiore albo. Coffee.

Castle-leod waters. A sulphu-

reous spring in Ross-shire, celebrated

for the cure of cutaneous diseases

and foul ulcers.

Ca'stor fi'ber. The systematic

name of the beaver. See Castoreum.

Castor. See Castoreum.

Castor oil. See Rici?ws.

Castor, Russian. See Castoreum,

Castore'um. (Castor from na^iop,

the beaver, quasi ya<rwp : from
ya^ijp, the belly : because of the

largeness of its belly; or a castrando,

because he was said to castrate him-
self in order to escape the hunters).

Castoreum Russicum. A peculiar

concrete substance, called castor, is

obtained from two bags, situated in

the inguinal regions of the Castor

Jiheroi Linnaeus, or beaver, an am-
phibious quadruped inhabiting some
parts of Prussia, Russia, Germany,
&c. ; but the greatest number of
these animals is to be met with in

Canada. The best come from Russia.

%* This substance has an acrid,

bitter, and nauseous taste ; its smell

is strong and aromatic, yet at the

same time, foetid. It is used medi-
cinally, as a powerful antispasmodic

in hysterica and hypochondriacal af-

fections, and in convulsions, in doses

of from 10 to 30 grains. It has also

been successfully administered in

epilepsy and tetanus.

Castori'um. See Castoreum.

Castration. Celotomia. Orcho-

towin. A chirurgical operation, by
which one, or both testicles, is re-

moved from the body.

CaSTRE'nSIS, (From vastra, a

ramp) . A name applied to those dis-

eases with which soldiers encamped
in marshy places, are afflicted.

Cata'ijasis. (From Kara€aiv<o, to

descend). A descent or operation

downward;!.

Catabi'basis. (From Kara£i£a{(jj,

to cause to descend) . An exclusion,
or expulsion of the humours down-
wards.

Catablaceu'sis. (From KaratXa-
kevoj, to be useless). Carelessness
and negligence in the attendance on,
and administration to the sick. Hipp.

Catable'ma. (From KarataXXio,
to throw round). The outermost
fillet, which secures the rest of the
bandages.

Catabronche'sis. (From Kala,

and fipoyxog, the throat ; or Kala-

^l°°yX lCw > to swallow.) The act of
deglutition.

Catacau'ma. (From KalaKauo, to

burn). A burn or scald.

Catacau'sis. (From KalaKauo, to

burn). The act of combustion, or
burning.

Catacecli'menus. (From Kala-

Kkivofiai, to lie down) . Bed-ridden,
from the violence of a disease.

Catacecra'menCs. (From KalaKi-

pavvv/xi, to reduce to small particles)

.

Broken into small pieces. A term
used when speaking of fractures.

Catacera'stica. (From KalaKt-

pavvvjjiL, to mix together). Medi-
cines which obtund the acrimony of

humours, by mixing with and re-

ducing them.
Catachlide'sis. (From Kala-

xXidaot, to indulge in delicacies). A
gluttonous indulgence in indolence

and luxuries, to the generation of
diseases.

Catacfiri'ston. (From Kalaxpiw,
to anoint) . An ointment.

Catachri'sma. An ointment.

Cata'clasis. (From mWXaw, to

break, or distort). Distorted eyelids.

Cata'cleis. Catacle'is. (From
Kala, beneath , and kXe. iq, the clavicle)

,

The subclavicle, or first rib, which
is situated directly under the clavicle.

Catacm'nes. (From KalaxXivw
t

to lie down). One who, by disease,

is confined to his bed.

Cata'clisjs. (From KtflaKXtvw, to

lie down). A lying down. It means
also incurvation.

Catacly'sma. (From jra7afc\i>£w,

to wash) . A clyster.

Cataclysm us. (From koIlikXv^o),
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to wash). An embrocation. A dash-

ing of water upon any part. A
douche bath.

Catacre'mnos. (From Kola, and

Kprffxvog, a precipice). A swoln and
inflamed throat, from the exuberance

of the parts. Hipp.
Catacri/sis. (From kclIukoovoj,

to drive back). A revulsion of

humours.
Catadoule'sis. (From Kalacov-

Xow, to enslave). The subduing of

passions, as in a phrensy, or fever.

Categize'sis. (From Kaltyyifa,
to repel). A revulsion or rushing

back of humours, or wind in the

intestines.

Cateonf/sis. (From Kulcaoveuj,

to irrigate). Irrigation by a plentiful

aifusion of a fluid on some part of
the body.

Cata'gma. (From teala, and ayoj,

to break). A fracture. Galen pays

a solution of the bone is called

catagma, and clcos is a solution of
the continuity of the flesh : that

when it happens to a cartilage, it has
no name, though Hippocrates calls

it catagma.
Catagma'tica. (From icalayfia, a

fracture). Catagmatics. Remedies
proper for cementing broken bones,

or to promote a callus, or ossific

union.

Catago'ge. (From Kalayopai, to

abide). The seat or region of a dis-

ease or part.

Catagyio'sis. (From Kalayvioio,

to debilitate). Imbecility and ener-

vation of the strength and limbs.

Catale'psis. (From KalaXapGavoj,
to seize, to hold). Catoche. Cato-

r/u/s. Congclatio. Detentio. En-
catalepsis; and by Hippocrates apho-
nia; byAntigenesa^aw/*V/; byCaelius

Aurelianus apprehensio, oppressio;

comprehensio. slpoplexia catalcptica

of Cullen. Catalepsy. A sudden sup-

pression of motion and sensation, the

body remaining in the same posture
that it was in when seized.

Catalo'tica. (From KalaXoaio,
to grind down) . Medicines to soften

and make smooth the rough edges
and cnist of cicatrices.

Cata'lysis. (Kara\u(7ic : from

KaraXvu), to dissolve or destroy). A
palsy, or such a resolution as hap-
pens before the death of the patient

;

also that dissolution which constitutes

death.

Catamara'smus. (From Kalapa-
paivu), to grow thin) . Emaciation,
or resolution of tumours.

Catamasse'sis. (From KciJafiacrGo-

fiaif to manducate). The grinding

of the teeth, and biting of the ton-

gue; so common in epileptic persons,

Catame'nja, -orurn, n. pi. (From
Kola, according to, and piyv, the

month). Menses. The monthly dis-

charge from the uterus of females,

between the ages of fourteen and
forty-five.

Catana'nce. Succory.

Catani'phthis. (From Kalari-nliij,

to wash). Washed, or scoured. It

is used by Hippocrates of a diarrhoea

washed and cleansed by boiled milk.

Catantle'ma. (From KalavWau,
to pour upon). A lotion by infusion,

of water, or medicated fluids.

Catantle'sis. A medicated fluid.

Catapa'sma. (From KarairauGiOy

to sprinkle). Catapaslum. Co?tspersio*

Epipaston. Pasma. Sympas/tia. As-
persio. shpergo. By this, the an-
cient Greek physicians meant any dry
medicine reduced to powder, to be
sprinkled on the body.

Catapai'sis. (From kuIutta vto, to

rest, or cease) . That rest or cessa-

tion from pain which proceeds from
the resolution of uneasy tumours.

Catapf/ltes. (From ko7«, against,

and vreXrr], a shield). This word
means a sling, a granado, or battery

;

and is also used to signify the medi-
cine which heals the wounds and
bruises made by such an instrument.

Cata'phora. (From Kararpepot, to

make sleepy). Coma somnolentum.

A preternatural propensity to sleep.

A mild apoplexy.

Cata'phora arthri'tica. Apo-
plexy from gout.

Cata'phora co'ma. Sanguineous
apoplexy.

Cata'phora exantiiema'tica. A
lethargy in eruptive diseases,

Cata'phora hydrocepha'uca. Se-
rous apoplexy.

M3
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Cata'phora scorbutica. Apo-
plectic symptoms in scurvy.

Cata'phora ti'mor. A lethargic

disposition.

Cataphra'cta. (From;caia0|Oa<T(7w,

to fortify). A bandage on the tho-
rax.

Catapla'sma, -matis, n. (From
K\i1a7r\rt(T<rw, to spread like a plaster)

.

A cataplasm or poultice.

Cataplf/xts. (From Kara and
fsr\i]<T(TU), to strike.) Sudden stu-

pefaction, or privation of sensation,

in any of the members or organs.

Catapo'sis. (From Karawivco, to

swallow down.) The apparatus of
deglutition. Areta?us.— Hence also

catapotium.

Catapo'tium. (Kara7roTiov) . A
pril.

Catapsy'xis. (From ^v%w, to

cool) . A sense of coldness without

shivering, either universal, or of

some particular part. A chilliness,

or, as defined by Vogel, an uneasy

sense of cold in a muscular or cuta-

neous part.

Catapto'sis. (From KarairnrTO),

to fall down). Falling down, such

as happens in apoplexies ; or the

spontaneous falling down^bf a para-

lytic limb.

Catapu'tia. (From koIclttvBlo, to

have a bad taste ; or from the Italian,

iacapuzza, which has the same
meaning ; so named from its foetid

wnell). Spurge.

Catapu'tia ma'jor. See Ricinus.

Catapu'tia minor. See Euphorbia
f.athyris.

Ca'taract. (Cataracta; from Kara-
p.tvvo), to confound or disturb ; bc-

canse the sense of vision is con-

founded, if not destroyed) . A dis-

rase of the eye. The Caligo lentis

of Cullen. Hippocrates calls it

yXavKujfia. Galen, v7ro%v/ia. The
Arabians, gutta opaca. Cclsus, suf-

fusio. It is a species of blindness,

arising almost always from an opa-

« ity of the crystalline lens, or its

,)sule, preventing the rays of light

passing to the optic nerve.—See Sir

J. Ear! 's Account of a New Mode

of Operating far the Removal of Ca-

taract, Bvo. Lond. 1301.}-—Lchre

von denAugenkr, b.2. Wien. 1817;—

-

Gibbons on the Extraction of Soft
Cataracts, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1811;

—

Teardrop*sEssays on the MorbidAna-
tomy of the Human Eye, 2 vols. 8vo.
Lond. 1818 ;

—

retch's Practical Trea-
tise on the Diseases of the Eye,
p. 109. Lond. 1820, &c. &c.
Catarrheu'ma. From Kalaooeot,

to flow from). Catarrh, or defluxioa
of humours.
CATARRHE'xis.(FroniK:aJapp??7*'iw,

to burst out) . A violent and copious
eruption or effusion; joined with
koCKiclq, it is a copious evacuation
from the belly, and sometimes alone
it is of the same signification. It is

denned, a discharge of pure blood
from the intestines, such as takes
place in dysentery. VogeVs Nos.
Catarrhcecus. (From Kalaopew,

to flow from). Diseases proceeding
from a discharge of phlegm.

Cata'rropa phy'mata. (Karap-
poira (f)Vfxara). Tubercles tending
downward ; or, as Galen states, those
that have their apex on a depending
part.

Cata'rrhopos nou'sos. Karap-
0O7roc. vovaoQ. Remission of disease,

or its decline, opposed to the pa-

roxysm.
Cata'rrhus, -?, m. 2. (From

Kalappeo), to flow down.) Coryza.

A catarrh. An increased secretion

of mucus from the membranes of the

nose, fauces, and bronchia, with

fever, and attended with sneezing,

cough, thirst, lassitude, and want of
appetite. It is a genus of disease in

the Class Pyrexia*, and Order Pro •

fluvia, of Cullen.

%* There are two species of ca-

tarrh, viz. catarrhus afrigore, which
is very common, and is called a cold

in the head ; and catarrhus d con-

tagio, the influenza, or epidemic ca-

tarrh, which sometimes seizes n

whole city. Catarrh is also sympto-
matic of several other diseases.

Hence catarrhus rubeolosus ; tussif

variolosa, verminosa, calculosa,phthi-

sica, hysterica, a dentitione
,
gravida-

rum, metaUicolarum , &c. &c.
Cata'rrhus a fri'gore. Catarrh

from cold.
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Cata'rrhus bellinsula'sus.

Mumps, or cynanche parotidaea.

Cata'rrhus a conta'gio. The
influenza.

Cata'rrhus suffocati'vus. The
croup, or cynanche traehealis.

Cata'rrhus vbsi'cje. Strangury,

with discharge of mucus.
Catarti'smus. (From Kaiap1i((o>

to make perfect) . A translation of

a bone from a preternatural to its

natural situation. Galen.

Catasa'rca. (From Kola and crapZ,

flesh). The same as Anasarca.

Catasbe'stis. (From Kola, and

c^evvvfiiy to extinguish). A resolu-

tion of tumours without suppura-

tion.

Catascha'smus. (From kcl-

laGya^b) , to scarify). Scarification.

Catasei'sis. (From Kola, and
fftuoy to shake). A concussion.

Cataspa'sma. (From Ka\art7Tam,

to draw backwards) . Revulsion or
retraction of humours, or parts.

Catasta'gmos. (From icala, and
<ra£w, to distil). This is the name
which the Greeks, in the time of
Celsus. had tor a distillation.

Catasta'lticus. (From kcito.-

KTiWio, to restrain, or contract;.

Styptic, astringent, repressing.

Cata'stasis. (Kara<rra(rtc). The
constitution, state, or condition of

any thing.

Cata'tasis. (From Kalalitvoj, to

extend). The extension of a frac-

tured limb, or a dislocated one, in

order to replace it. Also the act^il

replacing it in a proper situation.

Jlipp.
Cata'xis. (From Ka.ayu), to

break.) A fracture, or division of
parts by an instrument.

Cateciio'menus. (From Kakr*>
to resist). Resisting and rendering
inert the remedies which have been
given or applied.

Ca'techu. (fu the. Japanese lan-
guage, katc signifies a tree, and chu,
j nice) . See Acacia.

Cateia'dion. (From *ro>ra, and
and eta, a blade of grass). An in-

strument, having at the end a blade
of grass, or made like a blade of
grass, which was thrust into the

nostrils to provoke hemorrhage
when the head ached. Aretceus.

Cate'llus. (Dim. of catulus, a

whelp). A young whelp.

—

Chym. In-
strument called a cupel, which was
formerly in the shape of a dog's

head.

Cath^'resis. (From icaQaipu), to

take away) . The taking away any
part or thing from the body. Some-
times it means an evacuation, and
Hippocrates uses it for such. Aeon-
sumption of the body happening
without manifest evacuation.

Cath/ere'tica. (From KaOatObj.

to take away). Substances which
consume or remove superfluous-

flesh.

Catha'rma. (From KaOaiou), to

remove). The excrements, or hu-
mours, purged off from the body.

Catha'r.mus. (From KaBaipu), to

remove). A purgation of the ex-

crements, or humours. A cure by
incantation. The royal touch. A
charm, &c.

Catha'ksia. (From KaQaipu), to

purge) . Cathartics, having a purg-
ing property.

Catiia'ksis. (From Ka.9aipu)> to.

takeaway). A purge, or purgation,

of the excrements, or humours,
eitlter medically or naturally.

Catiia'rtics. (KaOapTLica : from>

icaQainu), to purge). Medicine?
which, when taken internally, in-

crease the quantity of alvine eva-

cuations. The different articles

referred to this class of medi-
cines are divided into five orders :

e. £?. stimulating, refrigerating,

astringent, emollient, and narcotic.

Murray, in his Materia Medica, and
others, consider the different ca-

thartics under the two divisions of

laxatives and purgatives ; the former
being mild in their operation, and
merclv evacuating the contents of
the intestines ; the latter being more
powerful, and even extending their

stimulant operation to the neighbour-

ing parts. This, however, appears to

be a distinction without difference,

and of very little practical utility^

since purgatives in small doses are

laxatives or aperients j while, ia
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large doses they are cathartic or

drastic.

Catharticus sal. See Sulphas

f/iagnesice, and Sulphas sodce.

Catha'rticus Hispa'nicus sal.

A kind of sulphate of soda, pro-

cured from some springs near Ma-
drid.

Catha'rticus Glaube'ri sal. See
Sodce sulphas.

Cathe'dra. (From itaOeZopai, to

sit). The anus, or rather, the whole
of the buttocks, as being the part on
which we sit.

Cathere'tica. (From aaOaipoj,

to remove). Corrosives. Medicines

which, by corrosion, remove super-

fluous flesh.

Ca'theter, -teris, m. {KaOenjp',

from iiaQirjpi, to thrust into). A ca-

theter. A surgical instrument to draw
off the urine when the person is

unable to pass it.

Catheteri'smus, -z, m. (From
xaOtlrjp, a catheter). Catheterism.

The operation of introducing the ca-

theter. P. JEgiiicta.

Cathi'drysis. (From Ka9tcpvix) 9

to place together). The reduction of

a fracture. The operation of setting

a broken bone.

Ca'thmia. A name for litharge.

Ca'thodos. (From Kara, and
ocoq). A descent of humours.

Catiio'lceus. (From Kara, and
oXk£w, to draw over). An oblong

fillet, made to draw over and cover

the whole bandage of the head.

Catho'licon. (From ttara, and
©Xtxoc, universal). A panacea, or

universal medicine. A term formerly

given to medicines supposed to purge
all the humours.

Cathy'pnja. (From Kara, and
vnvog, sleep). A profound but un-
healthy sleep.

Ca'tias. (From HctOujpt, to place

in). An incision-knife, formerly
used for opening an abscess in the

uterus, and for extracting a dead
foetus.

Cati'llus. Sec Catellus.

Ca'tinum ali/men. A name of
potash.

Ca'tinus. (Karavov), A crucible.

Catmint, Sec Nepeta,

Catocatha'rtica. (From xctTio,

downwards, and xaQaipu) 9 to purge).

Medicines whose operation is by
stool.

Ca'toche. (From aaTSx^f to de-
tain). See Catalepsis.

Catochei'lum. (From Karu), be-

neath, and xeiXog, the lip). The
lower lip.

Ca'tochus. (From tcarsx^, t0

detain). A catalepsy. Also a teta-

nus, or spasmodic disease, in which
the body is rigidly held in an erect

posture.

Ca'tochus cervi'nus. Tetanus,
particularly affecting the neck.

Ca'tochus diu'rnus. An occa-
sional tetanus.

Ca'tochus holoto'mcus. Another
name for tetanus.

Catomi'smus. (From narto, be-
low, and (x)pog, the shoulder). A
method of reducing a luxated shoul-

der, by raising the patient over the

shoulder of a strong man, that

by the weight of the body, the

dislocation may be reduced. P.
JEgineta.

Cato'psis. (From y,aT07rropat f
to

see clearly). Acute and quick per-

ception. Thatacuteness of the facul-

ties which accompanies the latter

stages of consumption.
Cato'pter. (From a-arciy and o~-

Topai, to see, and, by metaphor, to

probe). A probe. An instrument
called a speculum ani.

Catorchi'tes. (From Kara, and

opxie., the orchis) . A wine in which
the orchis root has been infused.

Catore'tica. (From aario, down-
wards, and peoj, to flow). Catotere-

tica. Catoterica. Medicines which
operate by stool.

Catotere'tica. See Catoretica.

Catulo'tica. (From HarovXocj,

to cicatrize) . Medicines that cicatrize

wounds.
Catutri'pali. A name of the pi-

per longum.
Cau'calis. (From navaaXwv, a

cup ; or from davaaXig, the daucus)

.

Bastard parsley, so named from the

shape of its flower. Also the wild

carrot.

Caucaloi'des. (From xai/xa\«<r,
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and ttcog, a likeness ; from its like-

ness to the flower of the caucalis)

.

The patella is sometimes so called.

Cau'da. (From cadere, to fall
;

because it hangs or falls down be-

hind). A tail.— 1. The tail of ani-

mals.—2. A name formerly given to

the os coccygis, that being in tailed

animals the beginning of the tail.

—

3. A fleshy substance, projecting

from the lips of the vagina, and re-

sembling a tail, according to Aetius.

Several herbs are also named cauda,

with the affixed name of some ani-

mal, whose tail the herb is supposed
to be like ; as cauda equina, horse-

tail ; cauda muris, mouse-tail, &c.
Cau'da eqlt'na. The spinal mar-

row, at its termination about the

second lumbar vertebra, gives off a

large number of nerves, which,

when unravelled, resemble the

horse's tail ; hence the name. See
also Hippuris vulgaris.

Cauda'tio. (From cauda, a tail).

An elongation of the clitoris.

Call. The English name for the

omentum. See Omentum.
Caule'don. (From KavXog, a

stalk). A transverse fracture, when
the bone is broken, like the stump
of a tree.

Cal'liflowek. A species of bras-

sica, whose flower is cut before the

fructification expands. See Brassica

I aj)itata.

Cau'lis. (Kalab. A Chaldean
word).— 1. The stem or stalk of a

plant.—2. A cabbage.—3. The penis

of a man.
Cau'lis flo'kida. Cauliflower.

Callo'des. (From KavXog, a

stem). The white or green cabbage.

Caulo'ton. (From KavXog, a

stem ; because it grows upon a stalk)

.

A name given to the beet.

Cal'ma. (From jcatoj, to burn).

The heat of the body, or the heat of

the atmosphere, in a fever.

Cau'nga. A name of the areca.

Cau'sis. (From Kauo, to burn).

A burn ; or rather, the act of com-
bustion, or burning.

Causo'des. (From Kaico, to burn)

.

A term applied by Celsus to a burn-
ing fever.

Causo'ma. (From Kaito, to burn).
An ardent or burning heat and in-

flammation. Hipp.
Caustic alkali. The pure alka-

lies are so called. See Alkali.

Caustic barley. See CevadiUa.
Caustics. (From Katuj, to burn ;

because they always produce a burn-
ing sensation) . See Escharotics.

Cau'sticum America'num. The
cevadilla.

CauVticum antimo'male. Mu-
riate of antimony.

Cau'sticum commu'ne fo'rtius.
See Putassa cum calce.

Cau'sticum luna're. See Argenti
nitras.

Cau'sus. (From Kauo, to burn).
An highly ardent fever. A fiery heat,
insatiable thirst, a rough and black
tongue, complexion yellowish, and
the saliva bilious, are its peculiar cha-
racteristics. Hipp.—From the de-
scription given of it by others, it

appears to be neither more nor less

than a continued ardent fever in a
bilious constitution.

tausus, endcmial. The name given
to the yellow fever of the West In-
dies, by Dr. Mosely.
Cautery. (From Kauo, to burn).

Cauteries were divided, by the an-
cients, into actual and potential; but
the term is now given only to the
red-hot iron, or actual cautery; This
was formerly the only means of pre-
venting hemorrhages from divided
arteries, till the invention of the li-

gature. It was also used in diseases,

with the same view as we employ a
blister. Potential cautery was the
name by which kali purum, or pot-
assa, was distinguished in the former
dispensatories of Edinburgh. Sur-
geons understand, by this term, any
caustic application.

Ca'va. The name of a vein, and
also of the pudendum muliebre. See
Veins.

Cave'kna. (From cavus, hollow)

.

A cavern. Also a name of the pu-
dendum muliebre.

Caviare. Caviarium. A food made
of the hard roes of sturgeon, formed
into cakes, and much esteemed by
the Russians.
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Cavi'cula. (Dim. of cavilla). See
Cavilla.

Cavi'lla. (From cavusj. The an-

kle, or hollow of the foot.

Ca'vitas, -tatis, f. (From cavus,

hollow] . Any cavity, or hollowness.

The auricle of the heart was for-

merly called the cavitas innominata,
the hollow without a name.

Cayenne pepper. See Capsicum.

CazaBI. See Jatropha.

Ceano'ti-ius. (From KtavujQoc,

quia kesi avivOep, because it pricks

at the extreme part) . A genus of
plants in the Linnosan system : Class,

Pentandria; Order, Monogynia.
CeANO'tHUS AmeRICA'.NUS. Celas-

trus. Celastus. Some Indians place

more confidence on this than on the

lobelia, for the cure of syphilis, and
use it in tne same manner as lo-

belia.

Cea'sma. (From ksoj, to split, or

divide] . Ceasmus. A fissure, or frag-

ment.
Ce'ber. (Arab.) The agaUochum.

Also the capparis.

Cebipi'ra. (Ind.; A tree growing
in Brazil, the bark of which is used

in baths and fomentations, to relieve

pains in the limbs and cutaneous

diseases.

Ce'dar. See Cedrinum lignum.

Ce'd.ma. (From Kstcuo, to dis-

perse). A defluxion, or rheumatic
affection, scattered over the parts

about the hips.

Ce'dra, esse'ntia de. See Citrus

-medica.

Ce'drinlm li'gnlm. Cedar, the

wood of the Pinus cedrus of Linnaeus.

An odoriferous wood, more fragrant

than the fir, but possessing similar
•> irtues.

Cedri'tes. (From Ktcpoc, the

cedar-tree,. Wine in which the resin

that distils from the cedar-tree has
been steeped.

Ce'dkilm. Cedar. A name for

common tar, in old writings.

Cedkome'i.a. The fruit of the

citron-tn

DRQSB'tAJi. Turkey balm.

C. -. (From tcttipoc, t

cedar-tree . \ Wi.m>' of the white

bryony, which smells like the cedar.

Ce'drus. (From Kedron, a valley

where thev nrrew abundantly. The-
. L-

Pinus cedrus of Linnaeus, or cedar-
tree.

Ce'drus America'na. Tne arbor
vitae.

Ce'drus bacci'fera. The savine.

Cei'ria. (From ksiqiu, to abrade).
The tape-worm ; so calied from its

excoriating and abrading the intes-

tines.

Celandine. See Chelidonium majus.

Cela'strus. (From ksXu, a dart,

or pole, which it represents). See
Ceanothus Americanus.
Cela'stts. The same.
Ce'le. (From KtjXtj;. A tumour

caused by the protrusion of any soft

part. Hence the compound terms
hydrocele, bubonocele.

Ce'lerv. The English name for

a variety of the apium graveolens.

Celiac artery. See Casliac artery.

Ce'lis. (From jcaiw, to burnj.
A spot or blemish upon the skin,

particularly that which is occasioned
by a burn.

Ce'lla tl'rcica. See Sella turcica.

Ce'llui.a. (Dim. of cella, a cell,

.

A little cell, or cavity.

Ce'llul-E mastoide'.e. See Tem-
poral bones.

Ce'llular me'.mbrane. Mrmbrana
cellulosa, &c. The cellular tissue of
the body, composed of laminae and
fibres, variously joined together,

which is the connecting medium of
every part of the body. It is by
means of the communication of the

cells of this membrane, that the

butchers blow up their veal. The
cellular membrane is, by some ana-

tomists, distinguished into the reti-

cular and adipose membrane. The
former is evidently dispersed through-

out the whole body, except the sub-

stance of the brain. It makes a bed
for the other solids of the body,

covers them all, and unites them to

each other. The adipose membrane
consists of the reticular substance,

and a particular apparatus for the

M-cretion of oil, and is mostly found

immediately under the skin of many
parts, and about the kidneys.

Celoi </.mia. (From kijXtj, hernia,
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and rsfiino, to cut). The operation

for hernia.

Ce'lsa. A term used by Para-

celsus, to signify what is called the

beating of life in a particular part.

Cemente'rium. A crucible.

Ce'nchramis. (From iceyxpog, mil-

let) . A grain or seed of the fig.

Ce'nchrius. A species of herpes

resembling Ke-yxpog, or millet.

Ceneangei a. (From icevog, emp-
ty, and ayyog, a vessel). The eva-

cuation of blood, or other fluids,

from their proper vessels.

Cent'gdam. Ceniplam, &c. An
instrument formerly used for open-
ing the head in epilepsies.

Gemote'}] il m. A purgative re-

medy, formerly used in the vene-
real disease, supposed to be mercu-
rial.

Ceno'sis. (From icevog, empty).
Evacuation. Distinguished thus from
Catharsis : Cenosis imports a general

evacuation ; Catharsis moans the

evacuation of a particular humour,
offensive with respect to quality.

Cemu'rea. (So called "from
Chiron, the centaur, who is said to

have employed one of its species to

cure himself of a wound accidentally

received, by letting one of the ar-

rows of Hercules fall upon his foot).

The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Order, Poly-
t>'6miafn/stama ; Class, Syngcnesia.

Centau'rea behen. The sys-

tematic name of the officinal behen

album, &c. The true white behen
of the ancients. The root possesses
astringent virtues.

Centau'rea benedi'cta. The sys-

tematic name of the blessed thistle.

Cardvus benedictas. Cnicus sylvestris.

Blessed or holy thistle. Centaurea
benedicta ; calycibus duplicato-spinosis

fanatis involucratis, Jvliis semidecur-
rentibus denticulato-spinosis , of Lin-
naeus. A native of Spain, and some
of the Archipelago Islands, and ob-
tained the name of Benedictus from
its being supposed to possess extra-
ordinary medicinal virtues. In loss
of appetite, where the stomach was
injured by irregularities, its good
-effects have been frequently expe-

rienced. It is a powerful bitter tonic

and astringent. Bergius considers

it as antacid, corroborant, stomachic,
sudorific, diuretic, and eccoprotic.

Chamomile flowers are now usually

substituted for the carduus bene-
dictus.

Centau'rea calcitr'apa. The
systematic name of the calcitrapa.

Carduus stellatus. Jacea ramosis-
sima, stellata,rupina. Common star-

thistle. Star-knapweed. The plant
thus called in the pharmacopoeias,
is the Centaurea calcitrapa ; calycibus

subduplicato-spinosis, sessilibus ; fo-
liis pinnatifidis, linearibus dentatis;

caule piloso, of Linnaeus, every part
of which is bitter. It scarcely differs,

in its effects, from other hitters, and
is now little used.

Centau'rea centau'rium. Rha-
ponticum vnlgare. Centaurium mag-
num. Centaurium majus. Greater
centaury. It is now discarded from
the Materia Medica of this countrv.

Centau'rea cy'anus. The sys-
tematic name of the plant which
affords the flores cyani. Cyamis.
Blue-bottle. Corn-flower. The flow-
ers of this plant, Centaurea < yanus ;

(illy cifnts serratis ; foliis linearibus,

integerrimis. injimis dentatis, of Lin-
naeus, were formerly in frequent use,
but arc now, with great propriety,

forgotten.

Centau'rea solstitia'lis. Calci-
trapa officinalis. St. Barnaby's this-

tle. A weak tonic.

Centaurioi'des. The gratiola.

Centau'rium. (From Ktvlavpoc,
a centaur). Vide Centaurea, See
Ch ironia Centaurium

.

{See Cen-
taurea

Centau-
rium.

Centau'rium mi'nus. See Chiro-
jiia Centaurium.

Centau'ry. See Chironia.

Centimo'rbia. (From centum, a
hundred, and morbus, a disease).

Nummularia, or money-wort.
Centino'dia. (From centum, a

hundred, and nodus, a knot). The
herb polygonum ; so called from its

many knots, or joints.
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Centra'tio. (From centrum, a

centre). The concentration and affi-

nity of certain substances to each
other. Paracelsus expresses by it

the degenerating of a saline princi-

ple, and contracting a corrosive and
exulcerating quality. Hence Centrum
salis is said to be the principle and
cause of ulcers.

Cf/ntrium. (From ksvteoj, to

prick). A plaster against stitches

and pricks in the side. Galen.

Ce'ntrum. (From ksvteoj, to

point or prick). The middle point of

a circle.

—

Chym. The residence or
foundation of matter.— Med. The !

point in which its virtue resides.

—

Anat. The middle point of some
parts ; e. g. centrum nerveum, the

middle or tendinous part of the dia-

phragm.
Ce'ntrum ova'le. When the two

hemispheres of the brain are re-

moved on a line with a level of the

corpus callosum, the internal medul-
lary part presents a somewhat oval

centre ; hence called centrum ovale.

Vieussenius supposed all the medul-
lary fibres met at this place.

Ce'ntrum tendino'sum. The ten-

dinous centre of the diaphragm. See

Diaphragm,
Ce'ntrum ne'rveum. The centre

of the diaphragm is so called. See
Diaphragm.

Centimno'dia. (From centum, a

hundred, and nodus, a knot; so

called, from its many knots, or

joints}. Common knot-grass. See
Polygonum aviculare.

Clntu'nculus. Bastard pimper-

nel.

Ce'pa. fFrom Kniroq, a wool-
card, from the likeness of its roots]

.

The onion. See Allium cepa.

Cepje'a. A species of onion, once

esteemed for salads in spring, but

now di<re£r!trded.

Cepiiai .l'a. (From KEtyaXn, the

head;. The flesh of the head which

covers the skull. Also a long-conti-

nued pain of the cerebrum, and its

membranes.
Cephalalgia* (From Ki<pa\n, the

head, and aXyoc, pain). C<phal<ra.

The head-ache. It is symptomatic

of very many diseases, but is rarely

an original disease itself. When re-

cent and mild, it is called cepha-
lalgia ; when inveterate, cephalaea.

When one side of the head only is

affected, it takes the name of hemi-
crania, &c. ; in one of the temples
only, crotaphos; and that pain which
is fixed to a point, generally in the

crown of the head, is distinguished

by the name of clavus.

Cephalalgia catarrh a'lis. Head-
ache, with catarrh, from cold.

Cephalalgia inflammato'ria.
Phrenitis, or inflammation of the
brain.

Cephalalgia spasmo'dica. The
sick head-ache. A consequence of
indigestion.

Cephala'rtica. (From Ke<pa\rj,

the head, and aprtjw, to make pure)

.

Medicines which purge the head.

Ce'phale. (Kf0aXrj). The head.

Cepha'lic vein. (Vena cephalica

;

so called, because the head was sup-

posed to be relieved by opening it)

.

The anterior vein of the arm, that

receives the cephalic of the thumb.
Cepha'lica. (From KEtyaXn, the

head) . Cephalics. Remedies for the

cure of disorders of the head ; e. g.
errhines, which produce a discharge

from the mucous membrane of the

nose, &c.
Cepha'lica po'llicis. A branch

from the cephalic vein, sent off from
about the lower extremity of the

radius, running superficially between
the thumb and metacarpus.

Cepiia'licls pu'lvis. Cephalic

powder. A powder prepared from
asarum.

Cephali'ne. (From KEfyaXri, the

head). The head of the tongue.

That part of the tongue next the

root, and nearest the fauces.

Cephali'tis. (From KsfiaXrj, the

head). Inflammation of the head.

See Phrenitis.

Cephalono'sus. (From Ki<pa\n,

the head, and vovoc,, a disease;

.

This term is applied to the febris

hungarica, in which the head i*

principally affected.

Cephalo-pharyngf/us. fFrom
KepaXi], the head, and 0api>y£, the
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throat). A muscle of the pharynx,

Otherwise named constrictor phan/n-

gis inferior ; which sec.

Cei'HALOPo'ma. (From Kt<pa\r)>

the head, and uroroc, pain). Head-
ache ; heaviness of the head.

Cepi'ni. Vinegar*

Ce'pula. Large myrohalans.

Ce'ra. Wax. Bees'-wax. The
chief medicinal nse of wax, is in the

form of plasters, unguents, <\c.

partly for (firing the reqaisite con-

sistence to other ingredients, and
partly on account of its own emol-
lient quality.

Ce'ra a'lba. Bleached wax ; vir-

gin, or white wax.
Ce'ra dica'rdo. The carduus pi-

nea.

Ce'ra PLX'VA, Yellow wax. the

state in which it is obtained from
the combti

(Y.w v.'je. (From Btpag, a horn).

So llufns Kphesius calls the cornua
of the uterus.

Cut wi'n-.s. (From BUJMWV/U) to

temper together). A name formerly
applied to a pastil, or troch, by
Galen.

Cr.'i;\s. (Ktpac, a horn). A wild

sort of parsnop is so named, from its

shape.

Ce'k\>\. (Kf^rtfTnc, the cherry-
tree ; from Kfpa<fOv7«j a town in

Pontus, whence Liicullns fust brought
them to Home ; or from x//o, the

heart ; from the fruit having a re-

semblance to it in shape and colour).

The cherry. See Primus.

Cb'RASA NI'GRA, Black cherries.

Tlic fruit of the Primus Avium

;

which see.

Ck'kam iu'iii:a, svn'sx, or a'n-

c.i.ica. Red cherries. See Primus
Verasut,

CbRASIA'TVM. (From ccrasus, a
cherry). A purging medicine in Li-

bariu8| so called, because the juice

of cherries is an ingredient.

Cbra'sius. Crattott (Fromeerw-
sus, a cherry). The name of two
ointments in Mesne.

rCERA'sMA.
(From KtpaWVM*, to

x). A mixture of cold and warm
ter, when the warm is poured into

Ce'rasus. The cherry-tree. See

Crrasa and Primus.

Ce'rate. (From eera, wax) , O-
ratum. A composition oi wax, oil,

or lard, with or without other ingre-

dients.

Ceua'ita. (From Ktoac. a horn,

which its fruit is said to resemble)

.

The siliqua dulcis. See Ccratonica.

Cbr v'iia DiPHTYLUS.SeeCwraartA
Cerato-gi .0

r
8SI 3, (From vtoac,

a horn, and yXio&cra, a tongue), A
muscle, so named from its shape and
insertion into the tongue. See Hyo-
glossus.

Cerato-fivoiof/i s. (From the at

/u/oides). See Sft/lo-/it/o:deus.

Cbratoi/db8. (From rcpaloc, the

irenitive of JCCpag) horn, and EiOOgj

appearance). See Cornea.

Ckkaio-m u \ <.m \. A cerate.

CbRATO'NIA si'uoi v. The syste-

matic name o( the plant whicli affords

the sweet pod. Ci rut turn. Ccratia.

Siliqua dulcis*

CbRA'TUM, See (\rate, and CV-

ratum simpler.

CV.u\'iiM a'LBUM. See Ceratum
cetae, i.

t'r.ia'n m ( vi.omi i wos.—R>Hy«
drarg. Bubmur. ji, Cerat. calam.
tat* iMisce. Csed by some practi-

tioners as a drafting for chancres.

Cf.kx'itm cai \minv. Formerly
called ceratum lapis calaminarit

l
and

ceratum epuloticum. Calamine cerate.

Turner*! Cerate. Calculated to pro-

mote the cicatrization of ulcere.

CBRA'TUM I '
\M H i'RIDI8« (datum

liitt<c. ('crate of blistering fly.

Cr.ux'n m CBTA'cbi. Ceratum «>„

matisoti. Ceratum all, >im. Sperma-
ceti cerate. Cooling and emollient,

and applied t»> excoriationji ftc. and
may be used with advantage in all

ulcers, where no stimulating sub-

stance can be applied, being ex-

tremely mild and unctuous.

Cr.iiAHM CONl'l, Hemlock cerate.

—
\Ji Untruenti conii tlij. Spermatis

cad 5JJ. Cora; alba* Jill. Misee.—

-

One of the formula* of St. Baitholo-

mew's hospital, occasionally applied

to cancerous, scrofulous, phagede-
nic, herpetic, and other invekialJ
sores.

N
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. Cera'tum ci'trinum. See Cera-

tum resina?.

Cera'tum epulo'ticum. See Ce-

ratum calami7ics.

Cera'tum la'pidis calamina'ris.
See Ceratum calamine?.

Cera'tum litha'rgyri aceta'ti

compo'situm. See Ceratum plumbi
compositum.

Cera'tum plu'mbi aceta'tis. Un-
guentum cerussce acetate. Cerate of
superacetate of lead. Cooling and
desiccative.

Cera'tum plu'mbi compo'situm.
Ceratum lithargyri acetati composi-

tum. Compound cerate of lead.

Cooling, desiccative,resolvent against

chronic rheumatism, &c. &c. ; and
as a proper application to superficial

ulcers, when inflamed.

Cera'tum resi'n^. Ceratum re-

una? Jlava?. Ceratum citrinum. Re-
sin cerate. Digestive.

Cera'tum sabi'nje. Savine cerate.

To keep up a discharge from blis-

tered surfaces.

Cera'tum sapo'nis. Soap cerate.

Resolvent ; against scrofulous tu-

mours, &c. It is a convenient appli-

cation to fractures, and may be used
as an external dressing for ulcers.

Cera'tum si'mplex. Ceratum. Sim-
ple cerate. Take of olive oil, four

fluid - ounces ; yellow wax, four

ounces ; having melted the wax,
mix the oil with it.

Cera'tum spe'rmatis ce'ti. See
Ceratum cetacei.

Ce'rberus. (Kep&poc). A fanci-

ful name given to the compound
powder of scammony ; because, like

the dog Cerberus, it has three heads,
or principal ingredients, each ofwhich
is eminently active.

Cerchna'leum. (From nepx^j to

make a noise) . A wheezing, or bub-
bling noise made by the trachea in

breathing.

Ce'rciinos. (From *fp%w, to

wheeze) . Wheezing.
Cerchno'des. (From nep^io, to

wheeze). One who labours under a
dense breathing, accompanied with
a wheezing noise.

Cercho'des. The same as cerch-
nodes.

Ce'rcis. (K«pxi£, from xspxw, to
shriek; literally, the spoke of a
wheel, and has its name from the
noise which wheels often make).
Anat, The radius, a bone supposed
to be like a spoke. Also a pestle*

from its shape.

Cerco'sis. (From xtpttog, a tail).

A polypus of the uterus. It is some-
times applied to an enlarged clitoris.

Ce'rea. (From cera, wax). The
cerumen aurium, or wax of the ear.

Cerea'lia. (Solemn feasts to the

goddess Ceres). All sorts of corn,

of which bread or any nutritious

substance is made, come under the

head of cerealia, which term is ap-

plied by bromatologists as a genus.

Cerebe'lla uri'na. Paracelsus

thus distinguishes urine which is

whitish, of the colour of the brain,

and from which he pretended to

judge of some of its distempers.

Cerebe'llum. (Dim. ofcerebrum).

The little brain. A somewhat round
viscus, of the same use as the brain

;

and, like it, composed of a corti-

cal and medullary substance* divided

by a septum into a right and left

lobe ; and situated under the tento-

rium, in the inferior occipital fossae.

*** In the cerebellum are to be
observed the crura cerebelli; the

fourth ventricle ; the valvula magna
cerebri; and the protubcrantia? vermi-

formes.
Ce'rebrum. (Quasi carebrum;

from aapa, the head) . The brain. A
large round viscus, divided superi-

orly into a right and left hemisphere,

and inferiorly into six lobes, two an-

terior, two middle, and two poste-

rior ; situated within the cranium,
and surrounded by the dura and pia

mater, and tunica arachnoides. It

is composed of a cortical or external

substance; and a medullary , or in-

ternal. It has three cavities, called

ventricles; two anterior, or lateral,

which are divided from each other

by the septum lucidum, and in each
of which is the choroid plexus,

formed of blood-vessels ; the third

ventricle is a space between the

thalami nervorum opticorum. The
principal prominences of tUe brain
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are, the corpus callosum, a medul-

lary eminence, conspicuous upon

laving aside the hemispheres of the

brain ; the corpora striata, two stri-

ated protuberances, one in the ante-

rior part of each lateral ventricle

;

the thalami nervorum opticorum, two
whitish eminences behind the former,

which terminate in the optic nerves

;

the corpora quadrigemina, four me-
-dullary projections, called by the

ancients nates and testes; a little ce-

rebrine tubercle lying upon the nates,

called the pineal gland \ and, lastly,

the crura cerebri, two medullary co-

lumns which proceed from the basis

of the brain to the medulla oblongata.

The cerebral arteries are branches
of the carotid and vertebral arteries.

The veins terminate in sinusses,

which return their blood into the

internal jugulars.
*
#
* The use of the brain is to

give off nine pairs of nerves, and the

spinal marrow, from which thirty-

one more pairs proceed, through
whose means the various senses are

performed, and muscular motion ex-

cited. It is also considered as the

organ of the intellectual functions.

Ce'rebrum ELONciA'n m. The me-
dulla oblongata.

Cerefo'lium. A corruption of
chaerophyllum. See Standix.

Cerefo'lium hispa'niclm. The
plant called by us sweet-cicely.

Cerefo'lium sylve'stre. See
Ch(TrophyUum .

Ce'rei medica'ti. Medicated bou-
gies. See Bougie.
Cerela'um. (From nrjpog, wax,

and eXaLov). A cerate, or liniment,

composed of wax and oil. Also oil

tar.

Cerevi'si;e ferme'ntum. Yeast.
Cerevi'sia. (From ceres, corn, of

which it is made) . Ale. Beer. Any
liquor made from corn.

Cerevi'sia catapla'sma. Cata-
plasm of ale or strong-beer grounds,
thickened with oatmeal. This is

sometimes employed as a stimulant
and antiseptic to mortified parts.

^
Ce'ria. (From cereus, soft, pliant)

.

Ceria?. The flat worms which breed
in the intestines.

Ce'rion. (From Ktjpiov, a honey-
comb). A kind of achor.

Cero'ma. (From kvooq, wax).
Ceronium. Terms used by the an-

cient physicians for an unguent, or

cerate, though originally applied to

a particular composition which the

wrestlers used in their exercises.

Ceropi'ssus. (From Krjpog, wax,
and mwaa, pitch). A plaster com-
posed of pitch and wax.

Cero'tum. (KspojTov). A cerate.

Ceru'meN Al/RIUM. (Cerumen;
dim. of cera, wax). Cerea. Aurium
sordes, &c. The waxy ceruminous
secretion of the ears, in the meatus
auditorius externus.

Ceru'ssa. (Arab). Cerusse, or
white lead. See Plumbi subcarbonas.

Ceru'ssa aceta'ta. See Plumbi
superacetas.

Ce'rvi SPl'NA. See Rhamnus ca-

thartic?^.

Cervi'cal, -alis, n. (From cervix,

the neck). Belonging to the neck;
as cervical nerves, cervical muscles,
&c.

Cervi'cal a'rteries. Arteries a »
-

vicnlt.s. Branches of the subclavians.

Cervi'cal ve'rtebra. The seven
uppermost of the vertebrae, which
form the spine. See Vertebra^.

Cervica'ria. (From cervix, the
neck; so named, because it was sup-
posed to be efficacious in disorders

and ailments of thethroaland neck).

The herb throat-wort.

Ce'rvi x, -vicis, f. (Quasi cerchri

via; as being the channel of the spi-

nal marrow). The neck. That part
of the body which is between the
head and shoulders. The cervix

uteri is the neck of the womb ; or
that part of it which is immediately
above or beyond the os tincae. Ap-
plied also to other parts, as cervix
vesicae, cervix ossis, &c.

Cestri'tes. (From xscrpov, be-
tony). Wine impregnated with be-
tony.

Ce'strum. (From xtapa, a dart

;

so called from the shape of its flow-

ers, which resemble a dart ; or be-
cause it was used to extract the
broken ends of darts from wounds).
The herb betony.

N2
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Ceta'ceum. See Physeter.

Ce'terach. This word, accord-
ing to Blanchard, is corrupted from
pteryga, 'srlepv^,, q. v. as peteryga,

ceteryga, and ceterach). Scolopen-

dria vera. Spleenwort. Miltwaste.
This small bushy plant, Asplenium
ceterach; frondibus pinnatifidis, lobis

alternis confiuentibm obtusis of Lin-
naeus, grows upon old walls and
rocks. It has an herbaceous, muci-
laginous, roughish taste, and is re-

commended as a pectoral : given, in

Spain, in nephritic and calculous

complaints.

Cevadi'lla. (Dim. of ceveda, bar-

ley. Spanish). Cevadilla Hispano-
rum, Sevadilla. Sabadilla. Hor-
deum causticum, Canis interfector

.

Indian caustic barley. The plant

whose seeds are thus denominated,
is a species of veratrum: they are

powerfully caustic, and are admi-
nistered with very great success as a
vermifuge. They are also diuretic

and emetic. The dose to a child

from two to four years old, is two
grains ; from hence to eight, five

grains ; from eight to twelve, ten

grains.

Ceyenne pepper. See Capsicum.

Cha'a. A Chinese name for tea.

Chacari'll.^ co'rtex. See Cro-

to?i Cascarilla.

Ch^rofo'lium. See Scandix.

ChjEROPHy'llum. XaipocpvWov :

from xaiP i0 > to rejoice, and (pvXXov,

a leaf ; so called from the abundance
of its leaves) . Chervil.— 1 . The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Pentandria; Order,

jbigynia.— 2. The pharmacopceial

name of some plants. See Scandix,

and Chterophyllum sylvestre,

Ch/erophy'llum sylve'stre. Ci-

cutaria. Bastard hemlock. This

plant, Cha-ropht/llum sylvestre; caule

Iccvi striata ; geniculis tumidiusculis,

of Linnaeus, is often mistaken for

the true hemlock.

Cha'ta. (From xfl0 > t0 Dc dif-

fused). The human hair.

Ciiai.a'sis. (From %a\aw, to re-

lax). Relaxation.

CHALA'STICA. (From ^«\rto>, to

i lax), Medicines which relax.

Chalazion. (From x^a^a, a
hail-stone). Chataza. Chalazium,
Grando. An indolent, moveable
tubercle on the margin of the eye-
lid, like a hail-stone. A species of
hordeolum, or that well-known af-

fection of the eye, called a stye, or
stian. It is white, hard, and en-
cysted, and differs from the crttke,

another species, only in being move-
able.

*** Writers mention a division of
Chalazion into schirrous, cancerous,
cystic, and earthy.

Cha'lbane. (XaXtavrj). Gal-
banum.

Chalc'anthum. (From x«^*oc
brass, and avOog, a flower). Vi-
triol ; or rather, vitriol calcined red.

The flowers of brass.

Chalcei'on. A species of pimpi-
nella.

Chalcoi'deum os. The os cunei-
formc of the tarsus.

Chalk. See Creta.

Chalk-stones. Gouty concre-
tions in the hands and feet resemb-
ling chalk, though chymically dif-

ferent.

Chali'cratum. (From x«\ic, an
old word that signifies pure wine,
and Kepavvvfiiy to mix). Wine mixed
with water.

Ciiali'nos. Chalinus. That part

of the cheeks, which, on each side,

is contiguous to the angles of the
mouth.

Chaly'beate. Chalybeata. (From
chalybs, iron or steel). Of, or be-

longing to, iron. A term given to

any medicine into which iron enters

;

e. g. chalybeate mixture, pills, wa-
ters, &c.
Chaly'beate wa'ters. Any mi-

neral water containing iron ; as the
waters of Tunbridge, Spa, Pyrmont,
Cheltenham, Scarborough, andHart-
fel, &c.

Cha'lybis Rubi'go pr/epara'ta".

See Fcrri subcarbonas.

Cha'lyes. (From Chalybes, a

people in Pontus, who dug iron out
of the earth), sides. Steel. The
best, hardest, finest, and closest-

grained forged iron. As a medicine,

steel differs not from iron,
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Cha'lYBS TARTAR1 ZA'TUS. The
ferrum tartarizatum.

Cham^eba'lanus. (From xotftat,

on the ground, and f3a\avog, a

nut). Wood peas. Earth nuts.

Cham.ebu'xus. (From %ajuai, on
the ground, and mv^og, the box-
tree) . The dwarf box-tree.

Cham/ece'drus. (From xa/*at >

on the ground, and xedpog, the

cedar-tree). Charncecedrys. A spe-

cies of dwarf southernwood.
Chamjeci'ssus. (From x"/* ' 1 * on

the ground, and Kiaaog, ivy).

Ground-ivy.
Chamacle'ma. (From x^01 * on

the ground, and n\i/fiaf
ivy). The

ground-ivy.

Cham;e'drys. '(From xa^ai y on
the ground, and lpv<7, the oak ; so

called from its leaves resembling
those of the oak) . See Teucriurn,

CHAMiE'DRYS INCA'NA MARl'TIMA.

The marum syriacum.

Chaiyie/drys frute'scens. A
name for Teucriurn.

Cham/e'drys palu'stris. A name
given to scordium.

Chame'drys spu'ria. A name
given to veronica.

Cham;ele'a. (From xaMat > on
the ground, and tXaia, the olive-

tree). See Daphne alpina.

Cham;el;ea'gnus. (From xa/*«i>
on the ground, and tXaiayvog

y the
wild-olive). The myrtus brabantica.

Cham.e'leon. (From x rt/*at > on
the ground, and Xewv, a lion, i, e.

dwarf lion). The chamaeleon. Also
the name of many thistles, so named
from the variety and uncertainty of
their colours.

Chameleon a'lbum. See Car-
Una acaulis.

Chamje'leon ve'rum. The distaff

thistle.

Cham;eleu'ce. (From xa /*at > ( »
the ground, and Xivktj, the herb
colt's foot). Tussilago, or colt's foot.

Cham-eli'num. (From xat
JLai y on

the ground, and Xivov, flax). Linum
catharticum, or purging flax.

Chamaeme'lum. (From xct/*at, on
the ground, and /n/j\ov, an apple

;

because it grows upon the ground,
and has the smell of an apple) . Com-

mon chamomile. See Anthemis no*

bilts,

Chamjsme'lum canarie'nse. The
Chrysanthemum frutescens. Linnaeus

.

Cham^me'lum chrysa'nthemum.
The bupthalmum germanicum.
Cham^eme'lum fce'tidum. The

Anthemis cotula. Linn.

Cham;eme'lum flo're ple'no.

Cham&melum nobile Jiore multipiici.

Double chamomile. A variety of
the anthemis nobilis ; which see.

Cham.eme'lum no'bile. See An-
themis nobilis,

Chamxme'lum vulga're. See
Matricaria chamomilla,

Cham.e'morus. (xafxai^ioptay

from xa l
JLai i

on tne ground, and
fiopecty the mulberry-tree). See
Rubies.

Cham.epeu'ce. (From xaMai > on
the ground, and mevxrj, the pine-

tree). Stinking ground-pine, for-

merly said to be antirheumatic.

Cijam.e'pitys. (From x«j"« l > on the
ground, and mirvg, the pine-tree).

See Teucriurn,

Cham^e'pitys moscha'ta. See7Vt<-
crium Iva.

Ciiamje'plion. Erysimum, or
hedge mustard. Oribasius.

ChaMjERavphanum. The upper
part of the root of the apium. Paul.
JEgineta,

Cham£Ra'phanus. (From xaPai »

on the ground, and patyavog, the
radish). The upper part of the root;

of apium. JEgineta. Smallage, or
parsley. Also dwarf radish.

Cham;e'riphes. Thcpalma minor.
Cham^rodode'ndron. (From

Xctjiai, on the ground, and pooo-
Ssvopov, the rose laurel). The
Azel&a pontica of Linnaeus.

Chamje'rubus. (From xa L
un > on

the ground, and rubus, the bramble).
The chamaemorus.

Chamjespa'rtium. From xanai,
on the ground, and Gnapriov, Spa-
nish brown). The genista tinetoria.

Chambers. The space between
the capsule of the chrystalline lens

and the cornea of the eye, is divided
by the iris into two spaces, called

chambers ; the space before the iris

is termed the anterior chamber 5 and
N3
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that behind it, the posterior. They
are filled with an aqueous fluid.

Chamomi'lla no'stras. See Ma-
tricaria Chamomilla,

Chamomi'lla roma'na. See An-
themis.

Cha'ncre. (Fr. From napHivog,
cancer). A sore which arises from
the direct application of the venereal
poison to any part of the body. Oc-
curring mostly on the genitals.

Chaoma'ntia si'gna. So Paracel-

sus calls those prognostics that are

taken from observations of the air

;

and the skill of doing this, the same
author calls Chaomancia.

Chao'sda. Epithet for the plague.

Paracelsus.

Ciia'rabe. (Arab.) a name given
to amber ; which see.

Cha'radra. (From ^apacraio, to

excavate). The bowels, or sink of
the bodv.

Charama'is. Purging hazel-nut.

Chara'ntia. The momordica ela-

terium.

Charcoal. See Carbon.

Cha'rdone. The Cinara spinosa.

Charistolo'chia. (From %ajoic,

joy, and \oy/a, the flux of women
after child-birth ; so named from its

supposed usefulness to women in

child-birth). The plant mugwort,
or artemisia.

Cha'rme. (From xaiP 0) > to re-

joice). Charmis. A cordial antidote

mentioned by Galen.

Cha'rpie. (Fr.) Caddice. Scraped
linen, or lint.

Cha'rta. (Chald.) Paper. The
amnios, or interior fcetal membrane
was called the charta virginea, from
its resemblance to a piece of fine

paper.

Cha'rtreux, pou'dke de. (In-

vented by some friars of the Carthu-
sian order) . A name of the kermes
mineral.

Ciia'sm. (From xaLV°h to gape).

Chasmus. Oscitation. Gaping.
Chaste tree. The agnus castas.

C'ha'te. The cucumis /Egyptia.

Cheek-bone, See Jugale as.

CHEESE. Caseus. The coagulum
Ik. When prepared from rich

k, and well made, it is very nu-

tritious in small quantities ; but
mostly indigestible when hard and
ill prepared, especially to weak sto-
machs.

Cheiloca'ce. (From xaAo e> a
lip, and x,a/,ov, an evil). The lip-

evil. A swelling of the lips, or can-
cer in the mouth.

Cheime'lton. (From xEHAai win-
ter). Chilblains.

Cheira'nthus. (From x eiP> a
hand, and avOog, a flower ; from
the likeness of its blossoms to the
fingers of the hand). A genus of
plants in the Linnsean system : Class,
Tetradynamia; Order, Siliauosa. The
wall-flower.

Cheira'nthus chei'ki. The sys-
tematic name of the wall-flower.
Leucoinm luteum. Viola lutea. Com-
mon yellow wall-flower. The flow-
ers of this plant, Chciranthus cheiri

;

foliis lanceolatiSy acutis
,
glabris ; rami*

angulatis ; caale fruticoso, of Lin-
naeus, are recommended as possess-
ing nervine and deobstruent virtues.

Smell moderately strong and plea-

sant, taste nauseous, bitter, and
somewhat pungent.

Cheira'psia. (From xHP> tne

|

hand, and aTrrojucu, to touch). The
act of scratching ; particularly the
scratching one hand with another,
as in the itch.

Chei'ri. {Cheiri, Arab.) See
Cheiranthus.

Cheiria'ter. (From xeiP> tno

hand, and lalpog, a physician). A
surgeon whose office it is to remove
maladies by manual operations.

Cheiri'sma. (From xaoi^o/zat,

to labour with the hand). Handling.
Also a manual operation.

Cheiri'xis. (From ^api^o/tai, to

labour with the hand) . The art of
surgery.

Cheirono'mia. (From x^povofxeix),

to exercise with the hands) . An ex-

ercise which consisted of gesticula-

tions with the. hands, like our dumb-
hells. Hipp.

Ciie'la. (x*A^> forceps; from

X*o>, to take). A forked probe for

extracting a polypus from the nose.

Fissures in the feet, or other places.

Ciie'la cancro'rum. See Cancer,
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Che'lidon. The bend of the arm.
Chelido'mum. (From ^sXi^wv,

the swallow. It is so called from the

opinion, that it was pointed out as

useful for the eyes by swallows,
who are said to open the eyes of
their young by it ; or because it

blossoms about the time when swal-

lows appear). Celandine. A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Polyandria; Order, Mono-
gynza, There is only one species

used in medicine, and that rarely.

Chelido'mum ma'jls. Papaver
corniculutum, htteum. Tetterwort,
and great celandine. The herb and
rootof this plant, Chelidonmm majus

;

kineulu umbellatis, of Linnaeus,

have a faint, unpleasant smell, and a

bitter, acrid, durable taste, which is

stronger in the roots than the leaves,

which are aperient and diuretic, and
recommended in jaundice, when not
accompanied with inflammatory
symptoms. It should lie adminis-
tered with caution, as it is liable to

irritate the Btomach and bowels.

Ciielido'nrm mi'nls. See Ra-
min culas fiearia .

Chelo'ne. (x^ojv))). The tor-

toise. An instrument for extending
a limb, and so called, because, in it>

slow motions, it represents a tor-

toise, (hcibanus,

Chelo'nioi*. Prom x*Aw *"/> the
tortoise ; so called from its resem-
blance to the shell of a tortoise). A
hump, or gibbosity in the back.
Cheltenham water. One of the

most celebrated purging waters in

England, p<> ing both saline and
chalybeate principles. When first

drawn, it is clear and colourless, but
somewhat brisk ; has a saline, bit-

terish, chalybeate taste. It does not
keep, nor bear transporting to any
distance ; the chalybeate part being
lost by participation of the iron, and
in the open air it even turns foetid.

The salts, however, remain. Its

heat, in summer, was from 50° to

bb° or 59°, when the medium heat of
the atmosphere was nearly 15° higher.

%*" The sensible effects produced
by this water, are generally, on first

taking it, a degree of drowsiness, and

sometimes head-ache, but which soon:

go oif spontaneously, even previous

to the operation on the bowels. A
moderate dose acts powerfully, and
speedily, as a cathartic, without oc-

casioning griping, or leaving that

faintness and languor which often

follow the action of the rougher ca-

thartics. It is principally on this

account, but partly too from the sa-

lutary operation of the chalybeate,

and perhaps the carbonic acid, that

the Cheltenham water may be, in

most cases, persevered in, for a con-

siderable length of time, uninterrupt-

edly, without producing any incon-

venience to the body ; and during

its use, the appetite will be improved,
the digestive organs strengthened,

and the whole constitution invigo-

rated. A dose of this water, too

small to operate directly on the

bowels, will generally determine

pretty powerfully on the kidneys,

\s a purge) this water is drank from
one to three pints; in general, from
half a pint to a quart is sufficient.

Persons who have injured their bi-

liary organs* by a long residence in

hot climates, and who are suffering

under the symptoms, either of excess

of bile or deficiency of bile, and an

irregularity in its secretion, or ob-
struction of the liver, receive re-

markable benefit from a course of
this water, judiciously exhibited. The
fittest season for drinking the Chel-
tenham water, is during the whole
of the summer months.

Che'lvs. f^tAi's, a shell). The
breast is so called, as resembling in

shape and office the shell of some
fish-

Chely'scion. (From x^c> the
breast). A dry, hort cough, in

which the muscles of the breast are

very sore.

Che'ma. A measure mentioned
by the Greek physicians, supposed
to contain two small spoonfuls.

Che'mia. Chymistry ; which see.

Che'mical appara'tls. A gene-
ral term expressive of the instru-

ments, vessels, machinery, furniture,,

and utensils of a laboratory.

Chemistry, or Chvmistry. fop*
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/iia, and sometimes \r)pia\ chamia,

from chama, to burn, Arab, this sci-

ence being the examination of all sub-

stances by fire). Chernia. Chimia. Chy-
mia. The learned are not yet agreed

as to the most proper definition of

chymistry. Boerhaave seems to have
ranked it among the arts. According
to Macquer, it is a science, the object

of which is to discover the nature and
properties of all bodies by analysis

and combination. According to Dr.

Black, it is a science which teaches,

by experiments, the effects of heat

and mixture on bodies ; and Four-
croy defines it a science which
teaches the mutual actions of all

natural bodies on each other. " Chy-
mistry," says Jacquin, " is that

branch of natural philosophy which
unfolds the nature of all material

bodies, determines the number and
properties of their component parts,

and teaches us how those parts are

united, and by what means they may
be separated and recombined." Mr.
Heron defines it, " That science

which investigates and explains the

laws of that attraction which takes

place between the minute component
particles of natural bodies." The
objects to which the attention of

chymists is directed, comprehend
the whole of the substances com-
posing the globe.

Chemo'sis. (From xaivw, to

gape ; because it gives the appear-

ance of a gap, or aperture). In-

flammation of the tuonica conjunc-

tiva, in which the white of the eye

is distended with blood, and elevated

above the margin of the transparent

cornea. In Cullen's Nosology, it is

a variety of the ophthalmia membra-
narmn. See Scarpa, IVare^and others.

Chenopodio-mo'rus. From che-

nopodium and morus, the mulberry
;

so called, because it is a sort of che-

nopodium, with leaves like a mul-
berry). The herb mulberry-blight,

or strawberry-spinach.

Chenopo'dium. (From x*lv > a

goose, and movg
y

a foot; so called

from its supposed resemblance to a

goose's foot). The herb chenopody,

goose's foot. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Pentan~
dria : Order, Digynia.
Chenopo'dium ambrosioi'des. The

systematic name of the Mexican tea-

plant. Botrys Mexicana, &c. Mex-
ico tea. Spanish tea and Artemisian
botrys. A decoction of this plant,

Chenopodium ambrosioides ; foliis Ian-

ceolatis dentatis, racemisfoliatis si?n-

plicibusy is recommended in para-
lytic cases. The infusion was for-

merly drunk instead of Chinese tea.

Chenopo'dium anthelmi'nticum.
The seeds of this plant, Chenopodium
anthelminthum ; foliis ovato-oblongis

dentals, racemis aphyllis, of Lin-
naeus, though in great esteem in

America for the cure of worms, are

never exhibited in this country.

Chenopo'dium Bo'trys. The sys-

tematic name of the Jerusalem oak.
Botrys vulgaris. &c. Jerusalem oak.
The Chenopodium botrys ; foliis oblon-

gis sinualis, racemis mulis multifdis,

of Linnaeus.

Chenopo'dium bo'nus Henri'cus.
The systematic name of the English
mercury. The Chenopodimn bonus

Henricus; foliis triangularisagittatis
,

integerrimiSy spicis compositis aphyl-

lis axillaribus, of Linnaeus. It is a

native of this countrv, and common
in waste grounds from June to Au-
gust. The leaves are accounted
emollient, and with this intention

have been made an ingredient in de-

coctions for clysters. They are ap-

plied by the common people to flesh

wounds and sores, under the notion

of drawing and healing.

Chenopo'dium fgz'tidum. Sec
Chenopodium vulvaria

.

Chenopo'dium vulva'ria. The
systematic name for the stinking

orach. The very foetid smell of this

plant, Chenopodium ; foliis integerri-

mis rhombco-ovatis
,
floribus conglome-

rate axillaribus, of Linnaeus, induced

physicians to exhibit it in hysterical

diseases, but it is now superseded by
more active preparations.

Che'ras. (Frarn ^cw, to pour out).

Struma, or scrofula.

Cnerefo'lium. See Scandix cere*

folium.

Che'rmes. (Arab.) A small
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berry, full of insects like worms

;

the juice of which was formerly

made into a confection, called con-

fectio alkermes, which has been long
disused. Also the worm itself.

Che'rmes minera'lis. Hydro-sul-
phuret of antimony.

Cherni'bium. Chernibion. In

Hippocrates it signifies an urinal.

Chero'nia. (From Xetpujv, the

Centaur). See Chironia centaurium.

Cherry. See Cerasa nigra and Ce-

rasa rubra.

Cherry, bay. The Lauro-cerasus.

Cherry, laurel. The Lauro-cerasus.

Cherry, winter. The Alkekengi.

Chervi'lllm. See Scaudix cere-

folium.
Chesnut, horse. See JEsculus Hip-

pocastajium.

Cheu'sis. (From x fa> > to pour
out). Liquidation. Infusion.

Ciieva'ster or ciieva'stre. A
double-headed roller, applied by its

middle below the chin ; then run-

ning on eacli side, it is crossed on
the top of the head ; then passing to

the nape of the neck, is there cross-

ed : it then passes under the chin,

where crossing, it is carried to the

top of the head, &c. until it is all

exhausted

.

Chezana'nce. (From %6(w, to

go to stool, and avaytzr), necessity).

It signifies any thing that stimulates

to a necessity of going to stool ; but,

according to P. /Egineta, it is the

name of an ointment, with which
the anus is to be rubbed, for pro-
moting stools.

Ciii'a. (From Xcoe, an island

where they were formerly propa-
gated). A sweet fig of the island of
Chio, or Scio. Also an earth from
that island, formerly used in fe-

vers.

Chi'acls. (From Xioc, the island

of Scio). A collyrium, whose chief
ingredient was wine of Chios.

Ciiia'dus. In Paracelsus it signi-

fies the same as furunculus.
Chian pepper. See Capsicum.
Chian Turpentine. See Pistacia

Tercbinthus.

Ciii'asmus. (From xial L°i t0 form
like the letter X

i
chi). The name

of a bandage, whose shape is like

the Greek letter X, chi.

Chia'stos. The name of a crucial

bandage in Oribasius ; from its re-

semblance to the letter X, chi.

Chia'stre. A bandage for stop-

ping hemorrhage from the temporal

artery. It is a double-headed roller,

the middle of which is applied to the

side of the head, opposite to that in

which the artery is opened, and,

when brought round to the part af-

fected, it is crossed upon the com-
press that is laid upon the wound,
and then, the continuation is over the

coronal suture, and under the chin ;

then crossing on the compress, the

course is, as at the first, round the

head, &c. till the whole roller is

taken up.

Chi'bou. A spurious species of

gum elemi, spoken of by the faculty

of Paris, but not known in England.

Chi'bur. Sulphur.

Chichi'na. Abbreviation of Chi-

na chinae. Sec Cinchona.

Chi'chos. Chirces. Distemper of

black cattle.

Chicken pox. See Varicella.

Cldchiuced. See Alsine media.

Chigre. (Fr.) A kind of small

sand-Hea, very troublesome in the

West Indies, by insinuating itself

into the soft and tender parts of the

fingers and toes, more usually than

into any other parts of the body,

particularly under the nails, where it

continues to increase in size, caus-

ing no further pain than a disagree-

able itching and heat.

*** In very inveterate cases,

where, from neglect, either the

hands or feet are much beset with

these vermin, it is sometimes neces-

sary, after the several cysts in which

they are contained, are extracted, to

wash the parts with a strong decoc-

tion of tobacco, or a solution of the

sulphate of copper; or, which is

found equally, if not more efficacious,

to rub in a little liquid tar.

Chi'lblain. Pernio. An inflam-

mation of the extreme parts of the

body, from the application of cold ;

attended with a violent itching, and

soon forming a gangrenous ulcer..
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See Dr. J. Thompson on Inflamma-
tion ;

—Rees's Cyclopaedia, p. 638 ;

—

Pearson s Principles of Surgery,

p. 153, (Sec.

Chi'li, Ba'lsamum de. Salmon
speaks, but without any proof, of
its being brought from Chili. The
Barbadoes tar, in which are mixed a

few drops of the oil of aniseed, is

usually sold for it.

Chiliody'namon. (From %ikioi,

a thousand, and Svvap.ig, virtue).

An epithet of the herb Polemonium.
In Dioscorides this name is given on
account of its many virtues.

Chi'lon. (Xeikwv) An inflamed
and swelled lip.

Chilpela'gua. A variety of cap-
sicum.

Ckitter pin. A species of capsicum.
Chime'thlon. A chilblain.

Chi'mia. See Chymistry.
Chimia'ter. (From \v\na, chy-

mistry, and tarpog, a physician) . A
physician who makes the science of
chymistry subservient to the pur-
poses of medicine.

Chimney-sweeper's cancer. Can-
cer Scroti. See Scrotum, cancer of.

Chimo'lea la'xa. Paracelsus
means, by this word, the sublimed
powder which is separated from the
flowers of saline ores.

Chi'na. (So named from the

country of China, from whence it

was brought) . See Smilax China.

Chi'na chi'NjE. A name given to

the Peruvian bark.

Chi'na occidenta'lis. China spu-

ria nodosa. Smilax pseudo-China.
Smilax Indica spinosa. American or
West-Indian China, chiefly brought
from Jamaica, in large round pieces,

full of knots. Useful in scrofula.

Chi'na suppo'sita. See Senecio.

Chin chi'na. See Chinchona.

Chinchi'na Carib;e'a. See Chin-
chona Cariboea.

Chinchi'na de Sa'nta Fe. There
are several pieces of bark sent from
Santa F6 ; but neither their particu-

lar natures, nor the trees which af-

ford them, are yet accurately deter-

mined.
Chinchi'na Jamaice'nsis. See

Chinthona Carib&a.

Chinchi'na ru'bra. See Chin-
chona oblongifolia.

Chinchi'na de St. Lu'cia. St.

Lucia bark. See Cinchona flori-

bunda.

Chincough. See Pertussis.

Chine'nse. The aurantium si-

nense, or Chinese orange.

Chinese smilax. See Smilax
China.

Chi'o turpentine. See Pistacia

Terebinthus.

Chi'oli. In the work of Para-
celsus it is synonymous with furun-
culus.

Chi'oues. A name for the worms
which get into the toes of the ne-

groes, and which are destroyed by
the oil which flows out of the cashew
nut-shell.

Chira'gra. (From \up, the hand,
and aypa, a seizure). The gout in

the joints of the hand. See Ar-
thritis.

Chiro'nes. (From y/m, the hand).
Small pustules on the hand and feet,

inclosed in which is a troublesome
worm.

Chiro'nia. (From Chiron, the

Centaur who discovered its use).-—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Pen-
tandria; Order, Monogyuia. —
2. (From x«p, the hand). An affec-

tion of the hand, where it is troubled

with chirones.

Chiro'nia Centau'rium. Centau*
rium minus vulgare. Centaurium
parvum. Centaurium minus. Cen-
taury. Chironia ; corollis quinque-

fldis infimdibuliformibus, cauledicho-

tomo, pistillo simplici, of Linnaeus.

%* This plant is justly esteemed
to be the most efficacious bitter of

all the medicinal plants indigenous

to this country. It has been recom-
mended by Cullen as a substitute for

gentian, and by several is thought
to be a more useful medicine. The
tops of the centaury plant are di-

rected for use by the colleges of

Lond. and Edin. and are most com-
monly given in infusion ; but they
may also be taken in powder, or
prepared into an extract.

Chiro'nium. (From Xeipwv, the
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Centaur). A malignant ulcer, with

callous edges, and difficult to cure.

Chirothe'ca. (From xaP> tne

hand, and riOnfii, to put) . A glove of

the scarf-skin, with the nails, which
is brought off from the dead sub-

ject, after the cuticle is loosened by
putrefaction, from the subjacent

parts.

Chiru'rgia. (From xaP> ^e

hand, and tpyov, a work ; because

surgical operations are performed
by the hand;. Chirurgery, or sur-

gery.

orChi'ton. (Xirwv). A coat,

membrane.
Chi'um. (From Xloq, the island

where it was produced) . An epithet

of a wine made at Scio.

Chlia'sma. (From ^Xtat^w, to

make warm) . A warm fomentation,

called also thermasma.
Chlora'sma. (From ^Xwpoc,

green). Chlorosis, which see.

Chlo'rine. See Oxymuriatic acid.

Chloro'sis. (From ^\a>po^, green,

pale ; from the yellow-grueiiiah look

those have who are affected with
it). Ftbris alba. Febris amatoria.

Icterus albus. The green sickness.

A genus of disease in the Class Ca-
chexia, and Order Impetig-ines, of
Cullen.

Chnus. (From xvavijJ , to grind,

or rasp). Chaff. Bran. Also fine

wool, or lint, which is, as it were,
rasped from lint.

Choke damp. The name given by
miners to a noxious air, occasion-
ally found in the bottom of mines
and pits. It is heavier than com-
mon air, therefore lies chiefly at the
bottom of the pits ; it extinguishes
flame, and is noxious to animals. It

is probably carbonic acid. See Car-
bonic acid.

Cho'ana. (Frdm x SU) , to pour
out). It is properly a funnel, but is

used to signify the infundibulum of
the kidney and brain.

Cho'anus. (xoava i a funnel).
A furnace made like a funnel, for
melting metals.

Cho'colate. (According to Dr.
Alston, this word is compounded of
two Indian words: choco, sound, and

atte, water ; because of the noise

made in its preparation). An article

of diet prepared from the cocoa-nut

;

highly nourishing, particularly when
boiled with milk and eggs : fre-

quently recommended as a restora-

tive in cases of emaciation and con-
sumption.

Choz'nicis. The trephine, so called

by Galen and P. jEgineta, from
XOLVuag, the nave of a wheel.

Chge'rades. (From xotP°£j a
swine). The same as scrofula.

CHOERADOLE'THRON^From xOLpOQ,
a swine, and oXeOpog, destruction ;

so named from its being dangerous
if eaten by hogs). Hogbane. A
name in Aetius for the Xanthium,
or louse-bur.

Choi'ras. (From xotP°C> a swine

;

so called, because hogs are diseased

with it) . The scrofula.

Cho'lades. (From x°^ ?J> tne

bile). So the smaller intestines are

called, because they contain bile.

Chola'go. The same as cholas.

Cholago'ga. (From x°A */> bile,

and ayio, to evacuate). Cholegon.

By cholagogues, the ancients meant
only such purging medicines as

expelled the internal faeces, which
resembled the cystic bile in their

yellow colour, and other proper-
ties.

Cho'las. (From xoA *?> the bile).

All the cavity of the hypochondrium
and part of the ilium is so called,

because it contains the liver, which
is the strainer of the gall.

Cho'le. (xoA*/)' The bile.

Chole'dochus du'ctus. (Choledo-

chus : from xo^tj, bile, and Stxofiai,

to receive ; receiving or retaining

the gall) . Ductus communis choledo'

chus. The common biliary duct,

which conveys both cystic and hepa-
tic bile into the duodenum.

Chole'gon. The same as chola-

goga.

Cho'lera. (From xoA??> bile).

Diarrhoea cholerica. Fellijlua passio,

A genus of disease arranged by Cul-
len in the Class Neuroses, and Order
Spasmi. It is a purging and vomiting
of bile, with anxiety, painful grip-

ings, spasms of the abdominal mus-
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cles, and those of the calves of the
legs. There are two species of this

genus: 1. Cholera spontanea, which
happens, in hot seasons, without any
manifest cause.—2. Cholera acciden-

talisy which occurs after the use
of food that digests slowly, and irri-

tates.

Chole'rica. (From x^epa, the

cholera). Medicines which relieve

the cholera. Also a bilious flux of

the bowels, without pain or fever.

Cholice'le. (From %o\t;, bile,

and x^Xjj, a tumour). A swelling

formed by the bile morbidly accu-

mulated in the gall-bladder.

Cholo'ma. (From %oAoc, lame,
or maimed). Galen says that, in

Hippocrates, it signifies any distor-

tion of a limb. In a particular sense,

it is taken for a halting, or lameness
in the leg.

Chondroglo'ssus. (From xovdpog,
a cartilage, and yXwacn, the tongue)

.

A muscle so named from its in-

sertion, which is in the basis or car-

tilaginous part of the tongue. See
Hyoglossvj.

Chondro'logy. Chondrologia.

(From x°v£po£, a cartilage, and
Xoyoy, a discourse) . A discourse or

treatise on cartilages.

Chondro-pharyng^'us. (From
Xovopog, a cartilage, and QapvyZ,
the upper part of the fauces). A
muscle so called, because it rises in

the cartilaginous part of the tongue,

and is inserted in the pharynx,
Cho'ndros. (Xovdpog). A food

of the ancients, the same as alica.

Also any grumous concretion, and a

cartilage.

Chondrosynde'smus. (From %ov-
onoc, a cartilage, and avvdtio, to tie

together) . A cartilaginous ligament.

Cho'ndrus. Sec Chondros.

Cho'se, (Xuvn). The infundi-

bulum.
Cho'ra. (Xo)pa). A region. Galen,

in his book l)e Usu Partium, ex-

presses by it particularly the cavities

of the eyes ; but, in others of his

writings, he intimates by it any void

space.

Cho'rda. A cord. A tendon. A
painful tension of the penis in the

venereal disease. See Chordee. Some-
times the intestines are called chordae.

Cho'rda ma'gna. A name of the
tendo Achillis.

Cho'rda ty'mpani. A branch of
the seventh pair of nerves passing
through the tympanum.
Cho'rda tendi'nes. The ten-

dinous and cord-like substances con-
necting the carneas columnar of the
ventricles of the heart to the auricular

valves.

Cho'rda: willi'sii. The small
fibres crossing the sinuses of the dura
mater ; so termed, because Willis

first described them.
Chorda'psus. (From x°P^7> a

cord, and clttIlo, to knit). A sort of
painful colic, where the intestines

appear to be twisted into knots.

Chordee'. (From x°p8y> a cord).

An inflammatory or spasmodic con-
traction of the penis, that sometimes
attends gonorrhoea ; and not unfre-

quently followed by a hemorrhage.
*** When inflammation is not

confined merely to the surface of the

urethra, but affects the corpus spon-

giosum, it produces in it an extrava-

sation of coagulable lymph, as in the

adhesive inflammation, which, unit-

ing the cells together, destroys the

power of distension of the corpus

spongiosum urethrae, and makes it

unequal in this respect to the cor-

pora cavernosa penis, and therefore a

curvature is the consequence, at the

time of an erection, at the lower

part of the penis, which is called a

chordee. When the chordee is vio-

lent, the inner membrane of the

urethrals so much upon the stretch,

that it may be torn, and a profuse

hemorrhage excited from the ure-

thra, often relieving the patient, and

not unfrequently effecting a cure.

The chordee, however, may be con-

tinued after all inflammation has ter-

minated. See Hunter on Ven. Z)u,

Second edition.

Cho'rfa sa'ncti vi'ti. {Chorea,

Xoptia: from x°P°G> a chorus, which

of old accompanied dancing. It is

called St. Vitus's dance, because

some devotees of St. Vitus exercised

themselves so long in dancing, that
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their intellects became disordered,

and could only be restored by dancing

again at the anniversary of St. Vitus)

.

St. Virus's dance. Convulsive mo-
tions of the limbs, as if the person

were dancing. A genus of disease

in the Class Neuroses, and Order
Spasmi, of Cullen. These convulsive

motions, most generally, are con-

fined to one side, and affect princi-

pally the arm and leg. When any
motion is attempted to be made,
various fibres of other muscles act

which ought not; and thus a con-

trary effect is produced from what
the patient intended. It is chiefly

incident to young persons of both

sexes, and makes its attack be-

tween the age of ten and fifteen,

occurring but seldom after that of

puberty.

Cho'rion. (From ^wpew, to escape;

because it always escapes from the

uterus with the foetus). Shaggy cho-
rion. The external membrane of the

fcetus in utero.

Ceio'roid me'mbrane. (Membrana
choroidea; from \opiov, the chorion,

and eidog, resemblance) . The second
tunic of the eye, lying immediately
under the sclerotica, to which it is

connected by vessels.

f#* The true knowledge of this

membrane is necessary to a perfect

idea of the iris and uvea. The tunica

choroidea commences at the optic

nerve, and passes forwards, with the
sclerotic coat, to the beginning of

the cornea transparens, where it

adheres very firmly to the sclerotic

coat, by means of cellular mem-
brane, in the form of a white fringe,

called the ciliary circle. Then, re-

ceding from the sclerotica and cornea
and ciliary circle, directly downwards
and inwards, it forms a round and
variously coloured disk, hence blue,

black eyes, &c. This coloured por-
tion, reflected inwards, is termed
the iris, and its posterior surface is

termed uvea. The choroid mem-
brane is highly vascular, and its

external vessels are disposed like

stars, and termed vasa vorticosa.

The internal surface of this mem-
brane is covered with a black pig-

ment, called the pigment of the

choroid membrane.
Cho'roid ple'xus. Plexus cko-

roideus. A plexus of blood vessels,

situated in the lateral ventricles of

the brain.

Cho'roid tu'nic. See Choroid
membrane.

Chri'sis. (From ^pio>,to anoint). An
inunction, or anointing of any part.

Christmas rose. See Helleborus niger.

Chri'stum. (From xpiw, to anoint).

An unguent, or ointment of any kind.

Chro'mas. A chromate, or salt,

formed by the union of earthy, me-
tallic, or alkaline bases, with chromic
acid ; as chromate of lead, &c.
Chromati'smus. (From xp(*>/ja]t£u>,

to colour). The morbid discolora-

tion of any of the secretions, c. g. of
the urine, or blood.

Chrome. (From xpujuia, colour;
because it is remarkable for giving

colour to its combinations). An
extremely scarce metal, existing only
in combination with oxygen, &c.
discovered by Vauquelin. He found
it in an ore called red-lead ore of
Siberia, (chromate of lead). It has
likewise been found in combination
with oxygen, iron, alumine, and
silex, (chromate of iron and alumine)

,

in the department of Var, in France.
It is met with in irregular masses.
Its colour is brown, it has very little

metallic lustre. Pontier has lately

found chrome combined with oxygen
and iron, (chromate of iron), in a
quarry near Gussin, in the road to

Cavalaire. It sometimes forms large

masses. The emerald of Peru and
spinel ruby owe their colours to this

metal. For its properties and methods

if obtaining it, consult Ure's Diet.

of Chym.
Chro'mic a'cid. Obtained by de-

composing the chromate of lead by-

potash, and treating the chromate of
potash with nitric or muriatic acid.

It is of an orange-red colour, and a
pungent metallic taste ; very soluble

in water, and crystallizes by gentle

evaporation.

Chro'nic. (From \qovoq, time).

A term applied to diseases which are

of long continuance, and mostly
O
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without fever. It is used in opposi-

tion to the term acute ; which see.

Chru'psia. (From xPoa f
colour,

and o'i|/(c, sight). Visus coloratas.

A disease of the eyes, in which the

person perceives objects of a colour

different from their natural one.

Chrysa'nthemum. (From \pv-
croc, gold, and avdepov, a flower).

— 1. A genus of plants in the Lin-

nsean system: Class, Si/agenesia

;

Order, Polygamia. Sun-flower, or

mangold.—2. Many herbs are so

called, whose flowers are of a bright

yellow colour.

Chrysa'nthemum leuca'nthe-
mlm. The systematic name of the

great ox-eye daisy. Oarfus bovis.

Ox-eye daisy. Maudlin wort. The
Chrysanthemum leu canthemum ; foliis

amplcxicaulihus, oblongis, supernc

serratis, infernv dtntatis, of Linn.

Ciiry'se. (From x9 v(y0Q, gold).

The name of a yellow piaster.

Chrysele'ctrum. (From XPV<T°G>

gold, and tiXsKlpcv, amber). Amber,
of a golden yellow colour.

Chrysi'ppea. (From Chrysippus,

its discoverer). An herb enumerated

by Pliny.

Ciirysi'tis. (From xpwog, gold)

.

Litharge. The yellow foam of lead.

Mo the herb yarrow, from the gol-

den colour of its flower.

Chrysoba'lanus. (From xP V(F0 €j

gold, and paXavog, a nut; so named
because of its colour, which, before

it is dried, is yellow) . The nutmeg.

Crrysoco'lla. (From ^pi/coc,

gold, and /coXX?;, cementj. Gold
solder. Borax.

Chrysoco'ma. (From x9 V(TCi->

gold, and /cc/xr;, hair ; so called from
its golden, hair-like appearance).

The herb milfoil, or yarrow.

Chrysoco'ma. (From xPv(T0 G>

gold, and yivouat, to become). The
tincture of gold.

Chrysola'ciianon. (From x9v ~

coe, gold, and X«x«)>oi', a pot-herb;

so named iVom its having a yellow

leaf). The herb orach, or atriplcx.

Ciikysomi i.'mlm. (From xPv ~

doc, gold, and aGTrXijviov, spleen-

v.-ort). The name of a genus of

plants in the Lhmaean system s Class,

Decandria; Order, Digynia. Golden
saxifrage.

Chrysu'lcus. (From xPv&oq, gold,
and eXkio, to take away) . The aqua
regia is so called, as having the pro-
perty of dissolving gold.

Chyla'ria. (From x^Xoc, chyle).
A discharge of a whitish mucous
urine, of the colour and consistence
of chyle.

Chyle. (Xt»Xoc- Chylus). The
milk-like liquor observed some hours
after eating, in the lacteal vessels of
the mesentery, and in the thoracic
duct. It is separated by digestion
from the chvme, and is that fluid

substance from which the blood is

formed.

Chylifica'tion. (From chylus,

and fieri, to become). Chylifactio,
A process carried on in the small in-

testines, principally in the duode-
num, by which the chyle is sepa-
rated from the chyme.

Chyli'sma. (From x^Xoc, juice).

An expressed juice.

Chylopoe'tic. (Chylopoetieus; from
%vXo£, chyle, and 'xrc-ieio, to make).
Chylopoetic. Connected with the 1

formation of chyle ; e . g. chylopoe-
tic Yiseera, chylopoetic vessels, &c.

Ceiylo'sis. (From x l 'AoC> juice

Chylification, or the changing the

food into chyle.

Chylosta'gma. (From x*Ao£, juice,
and ^a(io, to distil) . Distillation or
expression of any juice, or humid
part, from the rest.

Chylosta'gma diaphore'ticum
mindere'ri. Distillation of Venice
treacle and mithridate.

Chyme. Chyvws. (From yj'juoc,

which signifies humour or juice).

The indigested mass of food that

passes from the stomach into the

duodenum, and from which the chyle

is prepared in the small intestines by
the admixture of bile, &c.

Ciiy'mia. See Chymtitrj.

Chymia'ter. A chymical physi-

cian. See (Jiimiater.

Ciiymia'tria. (From \vpia
y
chv-

mistry, and laopat, to heal). The art.

of curing diseases by the application

of chvmistry to the uses of medicine.

Chymistry. See Chanistry.
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Chymo'sis. Sec Chemosis.

Chy'nlev ra'dix. A cylindrical

root, of the thickness of a goose-

quill, brought from China. It has

a bitterish taste, and imparts a yel-

low tinge to the saliva. By the Chi-

nese it is held in great estimation as

a stomachic, infused in wine.

Ciiy'sis. (From %uoj, to pour out).

Fusion, or the reduction of solid bo-
dies into fluid forms by heat.

Cny'tlon. (From xv(*>> to pour out)

.

An anointing with oil and water.

Ciba'lis fi'stula. The oesopha-

gus. Obs.

Ciba'tio. (From cibare, to feed, to

nourish). In chymistry, it means in-

corporation: also the taking of food.

Ci'ijur. Sulphur. Obs.

Cicatrisa'ntia. (From cicatri-

cmret to skin over). Applications

which dispose wounds and ulcers to

dry up and heal, and to be covered
with skin.

Cicatrisation. The process by
which wounds and sores heal.

%* After granulations are form-
ed, Nature's next object is to cover
them over with skin. The parts

which, by their natural elasticity,

had receded in consequence of I

breach made in them, now beerin to

be brought together bv th" contrac-
tion of the granulations. The con-
traction takes place at every point,

but particularly from edge to edge,
which brings the circumference of
the sore towards the centre, so that
the sore becomes smaller and smaller,

n though little or no new skin is

formed. When granulations are
formed on a fixed surface, their con-
traction is mechanically impeded

;

e. g; on the skull, shin, &c. In
all operations, therefore, on such
parts, as much skin as possible
should be saved. See Hunter on the

Bhod, Inflammation, &c ;— also
Thompson's lectures on Inftainma-
fion, p. 399.

CiCA/TRIX.(From ricatricare.to heal
up or skin over) . A seam or scar on

Skin, after the healing of a sore.
Ci'cek. (The Cicerones had their

name from this pulse, as the Pisones
had from the pisum or pea, and the

Lentuli from the lens or lentil) .

—

1. A genus of plants in the Linnasan

system : Class, Diadelphia ; Order,
IJecandria. The vetch.—2. The phar-

macopceial name of the common
cich or eiches.

Ci'cer arie'tinum. The svste-

matic name of the cicer plant. Ere-
bintkus. Cicer arictinum; foliis ser-

ratis, of Linnsus. The seeds have
been employed medicinally, but are

now fallen into disuse.

Ci'cera. (From cicer, the vetch).

A small pill of the size of a vetch.

Ci'cera ta'rtari. Small pills

composed of turpentine and cream
of tartar, of the size of a vetch.

Cicho'rilm. (Originally, accord-

ing to Pliny, an Egyptian name, and
adopted by the Greeks. It is written

sometimes Ki^oneiov : whence Ho-
race has cichorece, levesquc malvcc :

sometimes xixooiov, or xi^wpio?^. It

is supposed by some to have this

name, wapa to <. ict rtov ^jQiuiv y.iuv,

from its creeping through the fields.

Others derive it from juy^w, invenio,

on account of its being so readily

found, or so common). Succory.

—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Synge-
'i; Order, Polysomia cnqualis.—

2. The phan ..acopceial name of the
wild cichory. See Cickorium intybus*

Ciciio'rium endi'via. The syste-

matic name of the endive. Endivia.
Endiva. Endive. This plant, Cicko-

rium endivia; floribus solitariis, pc-
dniculatis ; foliis integris, erenatis,

of Linnaeus, is an extremely whole-
some salad, possessing bitter and
anodyne qualities.

Ciciio'rium i'stybus. The syste-

matic name of the wild succory. CY-

ch-irium. Succory. This plant, called

also Cickorcum, Cickorium sylvestrt

vel officinarum, is the Cickorium in-

lybus ; floribus geminis, sessilibus ; fo-
liis runcinatis, of Linn.

Cickory. See Cickorium intybus.

Cichory, wild. See Cickorium in-

tybus.

Cicinde'la. (A dim. of candela;

i. e. a little candle ; so called from
its light) . The glow-worm. Some
think them anodyne, others lithon-

02
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triptic
; probably neither the one

nor the other.

Cici'num oleum. (From xou, the
ricinus). An oil, obtained by boiling

the bruised seeds of the Jatropha
curcas of Linnaeus. Somewhat simi-

lar in its properties to castor-oil.

See Rici?ms.

Ci'cla. A name for the beta alba.

Cicu'ta. (Quasi ccecuta, blind

;

because it destroys the sight of
those who use it. Cicuta signifies

also the internode, or space between
two joints of a reed ; or the hollow
stem of any plant which the shep-
herds used for making their rural

pipes. Est mihi disparibus septan
conjuncta cicutis Fistula. Virgil.

—

Hemlock.—1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnssan system :

Class, Pentandria; Order, Digynia.
—2. The name, in most pharmaco-
poeias, of the common hemlock. See
Conium maculatum.
Cicuta aqua'tica. See Cicuta

virosa.

Cicu'ta VIRo'sa. Cicuta aquatica.

Cicutaria virosa. Sium majus alte-

rum angustifolium. Sium eruccefolio.

Long -leaved water hemlock and
cowbane. This plant, Cicuta virosa,

umbellis oppositifoliis, petiolis margi-
natis obticsis, of Linnaeus, is seldom
employed medicinally in the present

day. It is an active poison, and
often eaten by mistake for the wild

smallage, the Apium graveolens of

Linnaeus ; when it produces tre-

mors, vertigo, a violent burning at

the stomach, epilepsy, convulsions,

spasms of the jaw, a flowing of
blood from the ears, tumefaction of

the abdomen, and death.

Cicuta'ria. (From cicuta, hem-
lock). Bastard hemlock. See Chce-

rophyllum syluestre.

Cicuta'ria aoua'tica. The phel-

landrium aquaticum,

Cicuta'ria viro'sa. See Cicuta

virosa.

Cido'inTUM. Sec Pyrus cydonia.

Ci'liary ligament. (From ci/tomj

the eyelid;. Ligametitum ciHare. The
circular portion that divides the cho-

roid membrane from the iris, and
which adheres to the sclerotic mem-

brane. It appears like a white cir-

cular ring. See Choroid membrane.
Cilia're ligame'ntum. See Cho-

roid membrane,
Cilia'ris mu'sculus. That part

of the musculus orbicularis palpe-
brarum which lies nearest the cilia,

considered by Riolan as a distinct

muscle.

Ci'lium, -i, n. The eyelid or eye-
lash.

Ci'liary processes. The white
folds at the margin of the uvea in

the eye, covered with a black matter,
which proceed from the uvea to the
crystalline lens, upon which they lie.

Ci'llo. (From cilium, the eyelid).

One who is affected with a spasm or
trembling of the evelids.

Cillo'sis. (From c?7t2i?/z,the eyelid).

A spasmodic trembling of the eyelids.

Cj'mex. (From Kupai, to inha-

bit ; so called because they infest

houses). The wall-louse, or bug.
Cimex domesticus.

Cimo'lia a'lba. (From K^toAoc,
Cimolus, an island in the Cretan sea,

where it is procured). Tobacco-
pipe clay. Its virtues are similar

to those of the bolar earths, though
it is never administered medicinally.

Cimo'lia purpure'scens. Fullers-

earth. A bolar earth, of a greyish-

brown colour.

Ci'na ci'n^. See Cinchona.

Ci'n#: se'men. See Artemisia san~

tonica.

Ci'nara. (From Kivtio, to move ;

quasi movet ad venei'em vel urinam)

.

Artichoke.— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Syngenesia; Order, Polyga-
mia cpqualis.—2. The pharmacopceial

name for the common artichoke.

See Cinara scolymus.

Ci'nara sco'lymus. The syste-

matic name of the artichoke, called

in the pharmacopoeias Alcocalum.

Articocalus. Arti.sc/iocas lavis, Costus

nigra* Carduus sativus non sptnosus.

Cmara hortensis. Scolymus sativus,

Carduus domesticus cuyile majore.

(arduus til(His. (inurn; j'oliis subspi-

nosis pinnatis indwtsisoue9
calytinis

squamis ovatis, of Linnaeus. A native

of the southern parts of Europe, but
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cultivated here for culinary pur-

poses.

Cincho'na.— 1. The name of a

genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Pentandria ; Order, Mo*
nogynia. Cinchona, or Peruvian

bark-tree.—2. The pharmacopoeial

name of several kinds of barks

;

called also Cortex; cortex china,

china, or chinchina; kina kina, or

kina; and quina quina, or quin-

quina. The trees affording- it, grow
wild on the hilly parts of Peru; the

bark is stripped from the branches,

trunk, and root, and dried. Three
kinds of it are now in use: e. g.
Cortex cinchona? cordifolicr. The
plant which affords this species, is

the Cinchona cordifolia of Zea : the

(ii.chona officinalis of Linnaeus: the

CitichonA .nacrocarpa of Willdenow.
Heart-leaved cinchona. — Cortfx
cinehonaj lancifolire. This species is

obtained from the Cinchona lancifo-

Vul of Zea. Lance-learcd cinchona,

or quitted bark, which comes in

small quilled twigs, breaking close

and smooth, friable between the

teeth, covered with a rough coat of

h colour, internally smooth,
and of a light brown ; its taste i

bitter and slightly astring it; flavour

slightly aromatic, with some degree
of mustiness.

—

Cortex cinchona' ou-

longifolicR. This kind is procured
from the Cinchona oblongifolia of

Zea. Oblong-leaved cinchona. This
bark is the redbc-k: it is in large

thick pieces, externally covered with
a brown rugged coat, internally more
smooth and compact, but fibrous

;

of & dark red colour; taste and smell

similar to that of the cinchona lan-

i ifoUdb cortex, but the taste rather

stronger.

Cincho'na Carib.e'a. The svs-

tematic name of the Caribsean bark-
trce. It grows in Jamaica, where
it is called the sea-side beech.
%* The bark of this tree, accord-

ing to Dr. Wright, is not less effica-

cious than that of the cinchona of
Tern, for which it will prove an
useful substitute ; but by the experi-
ments of Dr. Skete, it appears to
have less astringent power.

Cincho'na floribu'nda. The
systematic name of the plant which,

affords the Saint Lucie bark \—fiori-
bus paniculatis glabris, capsulis tur~

binatis loevibus, foliis ellipticis acu-
minatis glabris; it has an astringent,

bitter taste, somewhat like gentian.

It is recommended in intermittents,

putrid dysentery, and dyspepsia : it

should always be joined with some
aromatic. Dr. Withering considers

this bark as greatlv inferior to that
of the other species of this genus.
In its recent state it is considerably

emetic and cathartic, properties

which in some degree it retains on
being dried ; so that the stomach
does not bear this bark in large

doses, and in small ones its effects

are not such as to give it any pecu-
liar recommendation.

Cincho'na officinalis. The
name of the officinal Peruvian bark.
See Cinchona.

Cincho'na Sa'nta Fe. Several
species of cinchona have been later/

discovered at Santa Fe, yield

barks both of the pale and red
kind ; and which, from their sensible

qualities, arc likely, upon trial, to

become equally useful with those
produced in the kingdom of Peru.

Cinchona ru'bra. 1 c ,- i

r, „ / . >beQCinchosia.C INCHO NA I LA \ A. J
Cinchoni'ne. An alkali discovered

by Dr. A. Duncan, jun. and found
most abundantly in the grey Peru-
vian bark, or cinchona condat
though found in both the red and
yellow. It is white, semi-transpa-
rent, and crystallizes in needles.

Dissolved in water, it has little taste,

but is intensely bitter dissolved in

alcohol or acids, but less so than
genuine, as well as less powerful.
It forms neutral salts with the acids.

Cinci'nms. The hair on the tem-
ples. See Capillus.

Cincle'sis. (From y.iy/Xic]i<j, to

move). Cinclismus. An involuntary
nictitation or winking. Vogel.

Cinera'ril'M. (From cinis, ashes).

The ash-hole of a chymical instru-

ment.
Ci'neres. (Flat, of cinis, ashes .

Ashes.

O 3
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Ci'neres clavella'ti. (Clavella-

1us; from claims, a wedge. The
name of cineres ciavellati originated

from the little wedges or billets into

which the wood was cut to make
potash). See Potassa.

Ci'neres ru'ssici. See Potassa

irnpura.

Cineri'tious. (From tin/rehashes).

Of the colour of ashes. A name ap-

plied to the cortical substance of the

brain, from its resemblance to an
ash-colour.

Cineri'tium. (Idem). Chym. A cu-

pel or test ; so named from its being

commonly made of the ashes of ve-

getables or bones.

Cins'rulam. A name for spo-

dium.
Cine'tus. An epithet formerly

applied to the diaphragm.

Cingula'ria. (From cingulum
t

a girdle ; because it grows in that

shape). The lycopodium.

O'ngulum, -i, n. (From ci?igo, to

bind). A girdle or belt about the

loin:;.

Ci'ngulum :y]ercuria'le. A mer-

curial girdle, called also cingulum

sapienticz, and cingulum stultitia?,

invented by Rulandus.

CINGULUM SA'NCTI JoHA'NNIS. A
name of the artemisia.

Cinifica'tum. A name for cal-

cmalum

.

Ci'nnabar.
Cjnna'baris fac-

See Hydrar-
gyri sulphu-

retum ru-

brum.

TITIA.

Cinna'baris na
Tl'vA.

Cinna'baris Grjeco'rlm The
sanguis draconis and cinnabar.

Cinnamo'mum, -iy n. (From ki-

namon, Arab.) Cinnamon. See

/.earns Cinnamomum,
Cintmefoil. See Potentilla reptans.

Ci'on. (Klojv, a column, from

nuoy to go). The uvula was for-

rly so named, from its pyramidal

ipe j also an enlargement of the

Hat

Cio'nis. (From xiuv, the uvula)

.

"Diseased enlargement and painful

ellingoftl ula.

CiRCX'a. (From Circe, the en-

chantress ; so named from the opi-

nion that it was used by Circe in her
enchanted preparations). Enchant-
er's nightshade.— 1. A genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Diandria; Order, Monogynxa.—2.

The name in some pharmacopoeias
for the Circcea lutetiana, which is

now fallen wholly into disuse.

Circoce'le, orCiRSocE'LE. (From
mpcog, variXy and x^A.?/, a tumour).
Varicocele. A varicose distension

and enlargement of the spermatic
vein ; and whether considered on
account of the pain, or on account
of the wasting of the testicle, which
now and then follows, it may truly

be called a disease. It is frequently

mistaken for a descent of a small

portion of omentum. The uneasi-

ness which it occasions, is a kind of

pain in the back, generally relieved

by suspension of the scrotum. It

has been resembled to a collection of
earthworms. It is most frequently

confined to that part of the sperma-
tic process which is below the open-
ing in the abdominal tendon ; and
the vessels generally become rather

larger as they approach the testes.

There is one sure method of distin-

guishing between a circoccle and
omental hernia ; viz. place the pa-

tient in an horizontal posture, and
empty the swelling by pressure upon
the scrotum ; then put the fingers

firmly upon the upper part of the

abdominal ring, and desire the pa-

tient to rise ; if it be hernia, the

long
the

tumour cannot re-appear as

as the pressure is continued at

ring ; but if a circocele, the swelling

returns with increased size, on ac-

count of the return of blood into the

abdomen being prevented by the

pressure.
*
#* Mr. Pott never knew any

good from external applications of

any kind ; and he has also seen the

testicle so wasted, as scarcely to be
discernible. See Pott's Works, vol. ii.

—Sir A. Cooper on Inguinal Hernia.— Gooctis Chirurgical Worksy
&.C.

CiRCornniA'LiviiA. (From japcoc,

a varix, and o(p0a\pog). A general

varicose affection of the blood-ves-

sels of the eye.
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Ci'rcos. (From kioxoq, a circle).

A ring. It is sometimes used for the

sphincter muscle, which is round
like a ring.

Circula'tion. Circulatio, -onis, f.

(From circulare, to compass about).

A vital action performed by the

heart in the following manner : the

blood is received from the arteries

by the veins, and returned by the

superior and inferior venae cavae to

the right auricle of the heart, which,
becoming distended, contracts and
empties its blood into the right ven-
tricle. The right ventricle in its turn

contracts, and propels the blood
through the pulmonary artery into

the lungs, there to undergo a pecu-
liar change, and to be conveyed by
the four pulmonary veins into the

left auricle. The left auricle being
now distended, evacuates its blood
into the left ventricle. The left ven-
tricle propels the blood through the

aorta, to be circulated by the ar-

teries, and again to be returned by
the veins to the heart. See Heart.
%* In the foetal circulation, the

blood passes from the umbilical rein,

partly into the vena ports, and partly
through the canalis venosus, into

the ascending cava. The lungs being
contracted, a very small quantity
circulates through them, and the
greater part flows through the fora-

men ovale, and canalis arteriosus, to

the left side of the heart, and into

the aorta, and is carried back by the

Umbilical arteries to the placenta.

Circula'tor. (From circulare, to

compass about). A wandering prac-
tiser in medicine. A quack. A
mountebank,

Circclato'rium. (From circulo,

to move round). A chymical digest-

ing vessel, in which the fluid per-
forms a circulatory motion.

Ci'rculus, -i, m. (Dim. of circus,

a circle). A circle or ring. Any part
of the body which is round or annu-
lar, as circulus oculi. The name of
an old round chymical and chirurgi-
cal instrument, sometimes called ab-
brcviatorium by the old chymists.

Ci'rculus arteriosus i'ridis.

The artery which runs round the

iris, and forms a circle, is thus

termed.
Ci'rculus quadru'plex. A band-

age.

Circumcaula'lis. A name ot the

adnata of the eye.

Circumci'sion. Circumcisio, -onisr
f. (From circumcidere, to cut about)

.

The cutting off the prepuce from the

glans penis ; an ancient custom, still

practised amongst the Jews, and
sometimes practised in cases of phy-
mosis : which see.

C Irc uN fle'xu s . (Circumjle.v-us,

sc. musculus). Tensor paint i of In-

nes. Circumjlexus paluti mollis of

Albinus. Spheno-salpingo-staphilinus,

seu staphilinus externus of Winslow.
Musculus tuba' nova; of Valsalva.

PalatascUpingeus of Douglas. Ptt-

rigo-staphylinus of Cowper; and
Petrosalpingo-staphilin of Dumas.

Circumgyra'tio. (From circum-

gyrare
i
to turn round). Circumgy-

ration, or the act of turning a limb

round.

ClRCUMLl'no. (From circumlinert
,

to anoint all over). A medicine

used as a general unction or liniment

to the part.

Circumossa'lis, (From circum
i

about, and os, a bone). Surround-
ing a bone, as the periosteum ; or
surrounded by a bone, as the mar-
row.

Ci'rcus. (Kiohoc'. from carka, to

surround. Chald.) A circle or ring.

A circular bandage ; called also

plinthius laqueus.

Cirne'sis. (From Hipvau, to mix).
An union of separate things.

Ci'rsium arye'nse. (From xip-

(joc, a vein, or swelling of a vein,

which this herb was supposed to

heal). The carduus hsemorrhoidalis.

Cirsoce'le. See Circocele.

Cirsoi'des. (From xipffoc, a va-
rix, and siloq, likeness). Resembling
a varix : an epithet applied by Rufus
Ephesius to the upper part of the

brain.

Ci'rsos. (Kipffoc : from xiocrcw,

to dilate) . A varix, or preternatural

dilatation of any part of a vein.

Ci'ssa. (From xhjgci, a voracious,

bird) . A depraved appetite, proceed-
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ing from previous gluttony and vo-
racity.

Cissa'mpelos. (From xicrccc, ivy,

and ap-rrekoQ, the vine). A genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Dioecia; Order, Monadelpkia. The
wild vine, with leaves like ivy.

Cissa'mpelos parei'ra. The svs-

tematic name of the pareira brava,

&c. The root of this plant (Cissam-

pelns pareira ; foliis pellatis cordatis

emarginatis, of Linnaeus; a native of

South America and the West Indies)

.

The facts on the utility of the radix

pareira? bravo? in nephritic and cal-

culous complaints, are principally

adduced by foreigners.

Cissa'rus. See Cistus Creticus.

Cissi'num. (From kkjgoq, ivy).

The name of a piaster mentioned by
P. iCgmeta.

Ci'sTA. (From xsificu, to lie). A
cyst, or bag.

Ciste'rna. (From cista, a cyst).

The fourth ventricle of the brain is

so called, from its cavity; also the

lacteals in women.
Cr'STHORUS. See Cistus Creticus.

Ci'stus. (KlcHgq, the derivation

of which is uncertain
;
perhaps from

his, Heb.) The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Pcluandria; Order, Monogyuia. The
Cistus.

Ci'stus cre'ticus. Cistus lada-

nifera, &c. The systematic name
of the plant from which the lada-

nnm of the shops is obtained ; called

also Labdanum. This resinous juice

exudes upon the leaves of the Cistus

creticus; arborescens e.rtipulatus
, Jo-

liis spalulato-ovatis petiolatis enerviis

scabriS) calt/cinis lanccolatis, of Lio-

naeus, in Candia, where the inhabi-

tants collect it by lightly rubbing

the leaves with leather, and after-

wards scraping it off, and forming
it into irregular masses for expor-

tation. It was formerly much em-
ployed internally as a pectoral and
astringent in catarrhal affections,

dysenteries, and several other dis-

eases ; it is now, however, wholly

confined to external use, and is an

Ingredient in the stomachic plaster

—

tmplaslrum ladani.

Ci'stus hu'milis. A name of par-
nassia, or white liverwort.

Ci'stus ladani'fera. See Cistus

Creticus.

Ci'stus le'don. A name of Le-
dum palustre. See Rosmarinus.

Ci'tharus. (From xiGrtpa, a harp).
The breast is sometimes so named,
from its shape.

Citra'go. (From citrus, a citron,

so called from its citron-like smell).

Citraria. Melissa, or balm.
Ci'tras, -atis, f. (From citrus,

the lemon) . A citrate. A salt formed
by the union of the citric acid, or
acid of lemons, with different bases;
as citrate of ammonia, citrate ofpot-
ash.

Ci'trea. See Citrus medica.

Ci'treum. (From citrus). The
citron-tree. See Citrus medica.

(i'tric a'cid. Acidam citricum.

The acid of lemons. The citric acid

may be obtained pure in concrete

crystals, as follows : Saturate boiling-

lemon-juice with pulverized chalk

The acid forms with lime a salt that

is scarcely soluble, and the mucila-
ginous and extractive substances re-

main dissolved in the supernatant

liquor ; the precipitate is to be well

washed with lukewarm water ; then

to be treated with as much sulphuric

acid as would have been requisite to

saturate the chalk, dilutee! in ten

parts of water ; and this mixture is

to be boiled for a few minutes ; it

must then be cooled and filtered ;

the sulphate of lime remains on the

filter, and the liquor affords a crys-

tallized acid by evaporation.

Citrina'tio. Complete digestion,

Citri'nula. (A dim. of citrus).

A small citron.

Citron. See Citrus medica.

Citrul, Sicilian.') Sec Cucurbita ci-

Citru'llus. J trullus.

Citrus.— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Pohjaddphia ; Order, lcosan-

dria.—2. The name of the lemon.
See Citrus medica,

Ci'trus aura'nyii m. The sys-

tematic name of the orangc-trce.

starandam. Aurantium H'npalense,

dc. Seville orange. This plant is
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the Citrus aurantium petiolis alatis,

foliis acuminatis, of Linnaeus. The
China and Seville oranges are both
only varieties of the same species ; the

latter is specified in our pharmaco-
poeias ; and the flowers, leaves, yel-

low rind, and juice, are made use of

for different medical purposes.
*
#* The flowers ffiores naphce) are

highly odoriferous, and are used as

a perfume.—The leaves have a bit-

terish taste, and vield, bv distilla-

tion, an essential oil.—The yellow

rind of the fruit, freed from the

white fungous part, has a grateful

aromatic flavour, and a warm, bit-

terish taste. Infused in boiling wa-
ter, it gives out nearly all its smell

and taste ; cold water extracts the

bitter, but very little of the flavour.

In distillation, a light, fragrant, es-

sential oil rises, without the bitter.

Its qualities are those of an aromatic

and bitter.

Ci'trls ml'dica. The systematic

name of the lemon-tree, Limon.
Limonia mala. Mahis medica, &c.
The tree which affords the lemon, i-

the Citrut medica petiolis linearibus

of Linnaeus : a native of the upper
part of Asia, but cultivated in Spain,

Portugal, and France. The juice,

which is much more acid than that

of the orange, possesses similar vir-

tues. Whytt found the juice of le-

mons to allay hysterical palpitations

of the heart, after various other me-
dicines had been i xperienced ineffec-

tual ; and this juice, or that of

oranges, taken to the

four or six ounces in

sometimes been found
the jaundice.

*** The citron-tree

sidered as belonging to

species—the Citrus medica of Lin-

naeus. Its fruit is called Cedr&mela,

which is larger and less succulent

than the lemon ; but in all other

respects the citron and lemon-trees

e. The Citrus nulla rosa of
Linnaeus. It was produced, at first,

Bally, by an Italian's grafting a

citron on a stock of a bergamot
pear-tree ; whence the fruit produced
by this union, participated both of

quantity of

a dayi has

a remedy in

is also con-
the same

the citron-tree and the pear-tree.

The essence prepared from this fruit

is called essence of bergamote, and
essentia de cedra.

Ci'tta. A voracious appetite.

ClTTo'siS. See Chlorosis.

Civet-cat, See Zibethum.
Cive'tta. (From sebet, Arab.)

Civet, an unctuous odoriferous drug,
now only used by perfumers.

Clap. See Gonorrhoea.

Cla'ret. (Claretum ; from darere,

to be clear;. A French wine, that

may be given with great advantage,
as a tonic and antiseptic, where red
port disagrees with the patient ; and
in typhoid fevers of children and de-

licate females, it is much preferable,

as a common drink.

Clare'tum. See Claret. Also a
wine impregnated with spices and
sugar, called by some f'inum Hippo-
craticum.

Clarifica'tio, -ojus, f. The de-

puration of any thi

Clary. A name for the horminui.

Clasis. (From x\«w, to break).
Clasma. A fracture.

Clal'strum. (From vlaudere, to

shut, and ostium, a door). Cleiihrum
gutturis. Any aperture which has a
power of contracting itself, or closing

its orifice by any means, as the pas-

sage of the throat.

Cla'istrim WUGIMTv'tis. The
hymen.

Clalsl'ra. (From cluudere, to

shut . The imperforation of any
canal or cavity in the body. Thus
clau.sura uteri is a preternatural im-
perforation of the uterus ; clausura

tubarum FaUopiarunt, a morbid im-
perforation of the Fallopian tubes,

mentioned by Ruysch as one cause

of barrenness.

Clava'tio. (From clava, a club).

A sort of articulation without mo-
tion, where the parts are, as it were,
driven in with a hammer, like the

teeth in the sockets. See Goniphosis.

Clavella'tls. (From clatous, a
wedge). Potash was called cineriN

clavellati, from the little wedges, or

billets, into which the wood was tut

to make it.

Cla'vicle. (Dim. of clovis; sc*
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called from its resemblance to an
ancient key). The collar-bone. The
clavicle is placed at the root of the
neck, and at the upper part of the
breast ; extending across, from the
tip of the shoulder to the upper part
of the sternum. It is a cylindrical

bone flattened a little towards the
end, which joins the scapula. It is

curved like an Italic S, having one
curve turned out towards the breast,

it is useful as an arch, supporting
the shoulders, preventing them from
falling forwards upon the breast, and
making- the hands strong" antagonists

to each other; which, without this

steadying, they could not have been.

Claris, -t*, f. A key, because it

locks or fastens the shoulder and
sternum. The same as clavicle.

Cla'vus, -i, m. (A nail). A fixed

pain in the forehead, which may be
covered by one's thumb, giving a
sensation like as if a nail were driven

into the part : and when connected
with hysterics, it is called claims

hystericus. It is also applied to corns
,

from their resemblance to the head
of a nail ; and to an artificial palate,

or diseased uterus.

Cla'vus hvste'ricus. See Claims.

Cla'vus oculo'ku.m. A staphy-

loma, or tumour on the eyelids.

Clay. See Alumine.

Cleavers. See Galium Aparine.

Clei'dion. Clidio/i. The epithet

of a pastil, described by Galen and
Paulus iEgineta ; and it is the name
also of an epithet described by
Aetius.

Cieido'ma. (From xXetCio, to

close). A pastil, or troch. Also
the clavicule.

Cleido-mastoide'us. (From xXeig,

the clavicle, and pa f:oeiCrjg, the

•mastoid process). See Sterno-cleido-

•musi(. ulcus.

Clf.isa'gka. (From vXng, the

clavicle, and ttypa, a prey). The
gout in the articulation of the

cluvich 8.

Clei'tnhon. (From kXuCco, to

it . See CUmatrwm*
Cle'.ymtis. (From xX>;/'rr, a ten-

dril ; so named from its climbing up
trees, or any thing it can fasten upon

with its tendrils). The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnsean sys-

tem : Class, Pcluandria; Order, Po-
lygynio.

Cle'matis re'cta. The systematic

name of the upright virgin's-bower.
Flammula Juvis. Clematis; foliis

pi?uiatis, foliolis ovato lanceolatis iu-

tegerrimis, caule erecto, floribus pe?i-

tapetalis tetrapetalisque of Linnaeus.

The powdered leaves are sometimes
applied externally to ulcers, as an
escharotic ; and by foreign physicians

esteemed anti-venereal.

Cle'matis yita'lba. The sys-

tematic name of the traveller's-joy.

Vitalba. This plant is common in

I

our hedges, and is the Clematis , foliis

pinnatis
,
foliolis cordatis scandentibus,

of Linnaeus. When fresh, its leaves

produce a warmth on the tongue,
and if the chewing be contiuued,

blisters arise. The same effect fol-

lows if they be rubbed on the skin.
*
#
* This plant has been adminis-

tered internally to cure lues venerea,

scrofula, and rheumatism. In France,
she young sprouts are eaten, when
boiled, as hoptops are in this country.

Clemati'tis. The same as cle-

matis.

Cleo'ms colly'rium. The name
of an eye-water described by Celsus.

Cleo'ms glu'ten. An astringent

formula of myrrh, frankincense, and
white of egg.

Cle'psydka. (From kXstttio, to

conceal, and vcojp, water) . Properly,

an instrument to measure time, by
water dropping through a hole, from
one vessel into another : a chvmical

»

vessel, perforated in the same man-
ner. Also an instrument contrived

to convey suffumigations to the uterus

in hysterical cases. Paracelsus.

Cli'banus. (Quasi xctX&civoc :

from xaXurrlw, to conceal).

—

Chytn.

A portable furnace, or still, in which
the materials to be wrought on ire

shut up.

ClIMA'CTBRIC. (From x\/;««{(J, to

proceed uradually). The progression

of the life of man. It is usually

divined into periods of seven years.

Ci i'max. [From gXiurfto, to pro-

ceed). The name of some unti-
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dotes, which, in regular proportion,

increased or diminished the ingre-

dients of which it was composed, e, g.

Jc Chamcedryos Jjiij. Centaurii ~ij.

Hyperici 5J.

Climbing birthwort. See^m-
tolochia clematitis

.

Cli'mcal. (Clinicus; from xXivr],

a bed). Any thing concerning a

bed: thus clinical lectures, notes, a

clinical physician, &c. ; which mean
lectures given at the bed-side ; ob-
servations taken from patients when
in bed ; a physician who visits his

patients in their bed, &c.
Cli'noid. (Clinoideus; fromxXiv^,

a bed, and acoc, resemblance). Re-
sembling a bed. The four processes

surrounding the sella turcica of the

sphenoid bone are so called, of
which two are anterior, and two
posterior.

Clino-mastoide'us. A corruption

of cleido-mastoideus.

Ci.f-- 1 *. A cliyinical term de-

noting mineral compound spirits
;

but antimony is considered as the

basis clyssi. Sec Clyssus.

C'LITO'rIDIS Ml'sCLLUS. See
Erector clitoridis.

Cli'toris. (From xXhoj, to en-
close, or fride ; because it is hidden
bythelabia puric ndorum). Columella.

A small glandiform body, like a

small penis, and, like it, covered
with a prsepuce, or fore-skin ; situated

above the nymphs, and before the
aperture of the urinary passage of
women. Anatomy has discovered,

that the clitoris is composed, like

the penis, of a cavernous substance,
and of a glans, which has no per-
foration, but, like that of the peni>,

exquisitely sensible. The clitoris is

the principal seat of pleasure : during
coition it is distended with blood, and
after the venereal orgasm it becomes
flaccid and falls.

Clitori'smus. (From aXeOopig).
A morbid enlargement of the clitoris.

Clo'mc. (From xXoveio, to move
to and fro). Sec CorwuUion.

Cloxo'des. (From hXoveo>, to
agitate). A strong unequal pulse.

Clove bark. See JMyrtus c

phyllata.
:aryo-

Clove gilhflower. 1 —.. j7m r 7 jj V ^ee E/iautkus
Clove July flower. > „ . „
Clove pint: )

Cary"Pkyllus.

Clove. See Eugenia Caryophyllata.

Clune'sia. (From dunes, the but-

tocks) . Proctalgia. Inflammation
of the buttocks.

Cll'pea alo'sa. The Linnaean
name for the shad, or chad, com-
mended by some as a restorative.

Clu'sia. (So called in memory of
Charles Clusius, an eminent botanist).
A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system: Class, Polygamia; Order,
JSLmoecia. Balsam-tree.

Clu'tia. (Named after Cluyt, and
sometimes spelled cluytia) . A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Dioecia; Order, Gynandria.
Clu'tia eluthe'ria. The syste-

matic name of the tree which is

by some supposed to produce the

casearilla bark.

Cluy'tia. See Clutia.

Cly'don. (KXucW). A sense

of fluctuation and flatulency in the

stomach.
Ci.vi'Ea'lis. (From clypeus, a

shield). Formed like a shield.

Cly'smus. Clysma. (From *\i/£oj,

to wash). A cly>t» r.

Ci.^'sxls. Clissus. A term for-

merly used by the chymists for me-
dicines made by the re-union of dif-

ferent principles, as oil, salt, and
spirit, by long digestion. Both the

a and the practice are now almost
lost.

Cly'ssus antimo'nii. Clyss-us mi-
ncralis. A weak acid of sulphur.

Cly'ste'R. Clystcrium. (From
h\v(u), to cleanse). A clyster.

Cne'mia. Any part connected
with the tibia.

Cnemodactylte'is. (Fromxv?7^?7,
the tibia, and caxlvXoQ, a finger,

or toe). A muscle originating in

the tibia, and inserted in the toes.

Its office is to elevate the toes. See
Extensor longus digitorum pedis.

Cne'sis. (From avaio, to scratch).

Cnesma. Cnesmos. A painful itch-

ing.

Cnicil/e'on. (From vlvvaoq,* cni-

cus, and tXawv, oil). Oil extracted

from the seeds of cnicus. Its virtues
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are the same as those of the ricinus,

although in an inferior degree.
" Cni'cus. (From avaio, to scratch).

The plant used by Hippocrates by
this name, is supposed to be the

carthamus ; but modern botanists

exclude it from the species of this

plant.

Cni'cus sylve'stris. The Cen-
taurea benedicta.

Cni'dii co'cci. 1 See Daphne
Cni'dia gra'na. J Mezereum.
Cnido'sis. (From avidrj, the net-

tle) . An itching sensation, such as

is perceived from the nettle. A dry
ophthalmy.

Cnipo'tes. An itching.

Cni'smos. See Cnesis.

Cny'ma. (From tcvau), to scrape,

or grate). A rasure, puncture, or

vellication : also the same as cnesmos,
or cnesis. Hipp.

Coagula'ntia. (From coagulare,

to incrassate, or curdle) . Coagulants.

Such medicines as coagulate the

blood, and the juices flowing from
it.

Coa'gulable lymph. Lympha
coagulabilis. Called alsofibrine, being

a principal constituent of muscular
fibres. It is a component part of the

blood, and may be obtained in con-

siderable quantities, by stirring the

blood about with a stick, when it

adheres to its sides. In certain dis-

eased actions it is separated from the

blood, and is often found in very

considerable quantities in the cir-

cumscribed cavities of the body. It

has neither taste nor smell ; it al-

ways possesses a white €.nd opake
colour ; is of a glutinous consistence,

and, if dried by a gentle heat, be-

comes horny. The same name has

also been given to that part of the

serum which coagulates when heated,

and which is of an albuminous na-

ture. See Albumen.
Coagula'tiov. Coagulatio, -onisyf.

(From con9
and agere, to bring toge-

ther) . The separation of the glutinous

or viscid particles, contained in any
fluid, from the more thin and not
coagulable particles : thus, when
milk curdles, the coagulable parti-

i -les form the curd j and when acids

are thrown into any fluid containing

coagulable particles, they form what
is called a coagulum.
Coa'gulum. Applied frequently

to blood and other fluids, when they
assume the consistence of a jelly.

Coa'gulum ali/minis. Made by
beating the white of eggs with a little

alum, until a coagulum is formed.
It is recommended as an efficacious

application to relaxations of the con-
junctive membrane of the eye.

Coalte'rn;e fe'bres. (From con,

and altermis, alternate). Febrile

diseases mentioned by Bellini, which
he describes as two fevers affecting

the same patient, and the paroxysm
of one approaching, as that of the

other subsides.

Coarcta'tio. (From coarctarc y

to make strait. The contraction or
diminution of any thing. Applied

to the pulse, it means a lessening in

number.
Coarticula'tio. (From con, and

articulatioy an articulation). That
sort of articulation which has evi-

dent motion.
Co'balt. Cadmia metallica. A

metal that has never been found pure

in nature. It is almost always met
with either in the state of an oxyde,

alloyed with other metals, in the

form of a sulphuret, or combined
with an acid.

*
#
* In the state of an oxyde, it

forms the black cobalt ore. There
are several varieties of this ore.

Alloyed with other metals, it forms

the dull white cobalt ore, which occurs

either amorphous or crystallized,

and is united to iron and arsenic.

United to sulphur, it forms the white

cobalt ore. It is met with in masses,

or crystallized in cubes, dodecahe-

dra, and octahedra. Its colour is a

tin-white, sometimes reddish -yellow.

In the state of oxyde, combined with

arsenic, acid forms the red cobalt

ore, arseniate of cobalt. It is found

in masses of various shapes. Its

colour is red, inclining to orange.

When in a pure state, cobalt is of a

steel-grey colour, with a tinge of

red, and a fine close grain. Nitrate

of potash oxydizes cobalt readily. It
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detonates by the blow of a hammer
when mixed with oxygenated mu-
riate of potash. It produces fine

colours in porcelain, enamels, artifi-

cial gems, &c.
Co'bham waters. Weak saline

purging waters.

Co'bra de cape'llo. (From cohra,

the head, or covering, Span.) Cro-

talus horridus of Linnaeus. The rat-

tle-snake ; the stone out of whose
head, is said to be an antidote to

the poison of venomous animals.

Co'cca cnt'dia. See Daphne me-
zcreum.

Cocca'rium. (From xoxkoc, a

berry). A very small pill.

Coccinf/lla. (Dim. from coccus,

a berry ; from its resemblance to a
berry). See Coccus cacti.

Cocco-ba'lsamlm. The fruit of

the true balsam.

Coccogm'dia. Granacnidia. Cocci

cnidii. The seeds of the Daphne me-
zerc.um are so termed. They are vio-

lently purgative. See Daphne me-
zereum.

Co'ccos. See Daphne, mezereum.
Co'ccuu I'ndi aroma'tici. The

Jamaica pepper.

Co'cculus I'NDICUS. (Dim. of

xokzoq, a berry). See Mcnupermum
cocculus.

Co'ccum ba'puicum. A name for

chermes.
Co'ccus. The name, in entomo-

logy, of a tribe of insects.

Co'ccus ca'cti. The systematic

name of the cochineal insect. Coc-

cinclla. Cocvinilla. Ficus India? gra-
na. Scarabcpolus hemisph&ricus. Co-

chinelifera cochinilla. Coccus Ameri-
can us. Cochinelle. Coccus Indicus

tinctorius. Cochineal. The female

of a species of insect called Coccus

cacti, found on, and collected in,

South America, from the Opuntia,

or Indian fig-tree. It possesses sti-

mulating qualities, and is ordered by
the College in the tinctura cardamo-
mi ccrmposita, and tinctura cincho-

na compoiita; but, most probably,

merely on account of the beautiful

red colour which it imparts to them.
Coccyge'us. (From hohhvZ ; be-

cause it is inserted into the coccyx)

.

Ischio-cocigien of Dumas. A muscle
of the os coccygis, situated within
the pelvis.

Co'ccygis, os. (From koxkv%, the
cuckoo, whose bill it is said to re-
present) . Cauda. Ossis sacri acu-
men. Coccyx. This bone is a small
appendage to the point of the sacrum,
terminating this inverted column
with an acute point, and found in
very different conditions in the seve-
ral stages of life.

Co'ccvx. (From hohkv%, the
cuckoo). See Coccygis os. Also
the part in which the os coccygis is

placed.

Co'chia. (From xoxaio, to turn
or make round). An ancient name
of some officinal pills.

Co'chineal. See Coccus cacti.

Co'chlea. (From noxa^o), to
turn round). A cavity of the inter-
nal ear, resembling the shell of a
snail, in which are observed, the
modiolus, or nucleus, extending from
its basis to the apex; the scala tym-
pani, scala vestibuli, and spiral la-

mina.

Co'chlea terre'stris. See Lima*.
Cochlea're and Cochlear, -aris,

n. (From cochlea, a cockle, whose
shell its bowl represents). A spoon-
ful. In prescriptions it is sometimes
abbreviated thus : cochl. Cochleare
mngninn, is a table-spoonful ; coch-
leare medium, a dessert or pap-spoon-
ful ; and cochleare minimum, a tea-
spoonful.

Cochlea'ria. (From cochleare, a
spoon ; so called from its resem-
blance). A genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Tetradyna-
mia ; Order, Siliculosa.

Cochlea'ria armora'cia. The
systematic name of the horse-radish.
Raphanus rusticanus. Armor acta.

Raphanus marinus. Rapha?ius syl-

vestris. Horse-radish. The plant
which affords this root is the Coch-
learia armoracia ; foliis radicalibus

lanceolatis crenatis, caufaiis incisis,

of Linnaeus.

%* The root of this plant only is

employed ; and it affords one of the
most acrid substances of this order
(SiliquoseJ, and therefore proves a
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powerful stimulant, whether exter-

nally or internally employed. Ex-
ternally, it readily inflames the skin,

and proves a rubefacient that may
be employed with advantage in

palsy and rheumatism ; and if its

application be long continued, it

produces blisters. Taken internally,

it may be so managed as to relieve

hoarseness, by acting on the fauces.

Received into the stomach, it stimu-

lates this, and promotes digestion
;

and therefore is properly employed
as a condiment with our animal

food. If it be infused in water, and
a portion of this infusion be taken

with a large draught of warm water,

it readily proves emetic, and may
either be employed by itself to excite

vomiting, or to assist the operation

of other emetics. Infused in water,

and taken into the stomach, it

proves stimulating to the nervous

system, and is thereby useful in

palsy, and, if employed in large

quantity, it proves heating to the

whole body ; and thereby it proves

often useful in chronic rheumatism,
whether arising from scurvy or other

causes. See Culleris Mat. Med,
Cochlea'ria horte'nsis. Lemon

scurvy- grass.

Cochlea'ria officinalis. The
systematic name of the lemon scurvy-

grass. Cochlearia hortcnxis. This
indigenous plant, Cochlearia officina-

lis ; foliis radicalisms cordato subro-

tioidis, caulinis oblojigis subsiimatis
9

of Linnaeus, is cultivated in gardens

for its medicinal qualities. Its ex-

pressed juice has been long consi-

dered as the most effectual of the

scorbutic plants.

Cocho'Ke. (From koxcko, to

turn round) . The juncture of the

ischium, near the seat or breech
;

whence all the adjacent parts about

the seat are called by the same name.
Galen.—The part of the spine which is

adjacent to the os sacrum. Ifesychius.

Co'cos. (So called from the Por-

tuguese coco
9

or coqueh) the three

holes at the end of the cocoa-nut

shell, giving it the resemblance of a

monkey's head) . The cocoa-nut tree.

A genus 6f plants in the Linnaean

system : Class, Monoecia; Order,
Hexajidria,

Co'cos nucife'ra. The systema-
tic name of the plant, the fruit of
which is the cocoa-nut.

Co'cos butyra'cea. The syste-

matic name of the plant which
affords the palm-oil, Oleum pahn<e>
produced chiefly from the fruit of
the Cocos butyracea; biennis , frondi-

bus pennatis; foliolis simplicibus, of
Linnaeus, by bruising and dissolving

the kernels of the fruit in water,
without the aid of heat, by which
means the oil is separated, and rises

to the surface ; and on being washed
two or three times, is rendered fit

for use.

%* The use of palm-oil is confined

to external applications in pains, tu-

mours, and sprains ; but it appears
to possess very little, if any, advan-
tage over other bland oils.

Co'ction. (From coquere, to boil).

Concoction. Digestion.
***

%

In a medical sense, coction
signifies that alteration, whatever it

be, or however occasioned, which is

made in the crude matter of a dis-

temper, whereby it is either fitted

for a discharge, or rendered harm-
less to the body. This is often

brought about by nature ; that is,

by the vis vita?, or the disposition or
natural tendency of the matter itself,

or else by proper remedies, which
may so alter its bulk, figure, cohe-
sion, or give it a particular determi-
nation, so as to prevent any farther

ill effects, or drive it quite out of
the body ; and that time of a dis-

ease wherein this action is perform-
ing, is called its state of coction.

Bocrhaave.

Cocu'stu. The name for cour-
baril.

Codocf/le. (From xu>dia, a bulb,
and ytjjXrjy a tumour). A bubo.

Coda'ga pa'la. Sec N&rtum anti-

dysentcn'vh'm.

Ccfxa'us. (From caecum, the blind

gut, through which it runs). A vein,

Being a branch from the concave
side of the vena mesaraica.

Coz'la. (From aotkoc, hollow).

The hollow pits above,- and 1 some-
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times below the eyes. The hollow

parts at the bottom of the feet.

Cos'lia. (From xoiXog, hollow).

A cavity in any part of the body.

The belly. The womb.
Cge/uac a'rtery. (Cceliacus, be-

longing to the belly ; from KOiXut,

the belly). Arteria cosliaca. The first

branch given off from the aorta, in

the cavity of the abdomen. It sends

branches to the diaphragm, stomach,
liver, pylorus, duodenum, omentum,
and spleen.

Cge'liac I'a'ssion. (Coeliacus, be-

longing to the belly ; from noiXia,

the belly) . Cwlica chylosa. Cwlica

lactea.

*** There are great differences

among physicians concerning the

nature of this disease. Sauvagcs
s it is a chronic flux, in which

the aliment is discharged half di-

gested. Dr. Cullen considers it as a

species of diarrhoea, and mentions it

in his third and fourth species, un-
der the terms mucosa, chylosa, lacta;

making the purulcnta only sympto-
matic. See Diarrhoea.

Ccelo'ma. (From kolXoq, hollow).

An ulcer in the tunica cornea of the

eye.

Ccelosto'mia. (From hoiXoq, hol-

low, and TOjita, the mouth). A de-

fect of utterance, when a person's

speech is obscured by sounding as if

his voice issued from a cavern.

CaiNOLo'oiA. (From xoivog, com-
mon, and Xoyog, discourse). A con-
sultation of a disease, by two or
more physicians.

Cceno'tes. (From aoivoc, com-
mon). The physicians of the metho-
dic sect asserted that all diseases

arose from relaxation, stricture, or

a mixture of both. These were
called camotcs, i. e. what diseases

have in common.
Co2Ru'leus la'pis. The sulphate

of copper. See Cupri sulphas.

Cce'te, (From xa/xcu, to lie

down). A bed, or couch, for a sick

person.

Co'ffea. (From hofuah, a mix-
ing together, Hebr. ; so called from
the pleasant potation which is made
from its berry. Others assert that

the true name is caffe, from Caffa 9

a province in South America, where
the tree grows spontaneously in great

abundance). The coffee-tree. The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pentandria;

Order, Monogynia.
Co'ffea Ara'bica. The plant

which affords coffee. JasminumAra-
bicum. Choava. Coffee is the seeds

of the Coffea; floribus quinquefidisy

dispermis, of Linnaeus.
*** The coffee-tree is cultivated

in Arabia, Persia, the East Indies,

the Isle of Bourbon, and several

parts of America. Good Turkey
coffee is by far the most salutary of
all liquors drunk at meal-time. It

possesses nervine and astringent

qualities, and may be taken with

advantage at all times, except when
there is bile in the stomach. It is

said to be a good antidote against an
over-dose of opium, and to relieve

obstinate spasmodic asthmas. If cof-

fee be drunk warm within an hour
after dinner, it is of singular use to

those who are troubled witli head-
ache, from weakness in the stomach,
contracted by sedentary habits, close

attention, or accidental debauch, &c.
Coffee is often imitated, by roast-

ing rye witli a few almonds.
Cohe'sion. (From con, and ha?*

rere, to stick together). Vis coha?-

rionis. Vis adha:sionis. Vis attraction

nis. That force in the particles of
matter by which they are connected
in such a way that they resist any
attempt towards their removal or
separation. A species of attraction.

See Attraction,

Cohoba'tion. (A term invented
by Paracelsus) . Cohobatio. Cohobium.
Cohoph.

*
#* The ancient chymists used this

term to signify the distillation of a
fluid poured atVesh upon a substance
of the same kind as that upon which
it was before distilled, and repeating
the operation several times, to ren-
der it more efficacious. For this

purpose, the vessel called pelican

was employed.
Co'hol. (Cohol, Heb.) Castellus

says this word is used in Avicenna.
P2
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to express dry collyria for the eyes,

in line powder.
Coi'lima. (From xoiXia, the bow-

els). Tympany. A sudden swell-

ing of the belly from wind.
Coilosto'mia. (Trom xoiXoc, hol-

low, and <ro/ia, the mouth). A de-
fect of speaking, from the palate, or
through the nose.

Coindica'ntia. (From con, and
indicare, to indicate) . Signs, orsymp-
toms, are called coindicant, when,
besides the usual incidental appear-
ances, there occur others, as age,

habit, season, &c.
Coi'ra. A name for catechu.

Co'itus. (From coire, to go to-

gether;. The conjunction of the

male and female in the act of pro-
creation.

Co'la. (From xwXov, a joint).

The joints.

Colato'ria la'ctea. According
to Astruc, they were formerly called

glands, and are situated in the

third and internal tunic of the

uterus, and are vesiculo-vascular

bodies.

Colato'rium. From colore, to

strain). A sieve or strainer of any
kind.

Colatu'ra. (Ibid.) Any filtered

or strained liquor.

Colcaouahui'tl. An American
plant, commended in palsies and ute-

rine disorders. Ray.
Colcestre'nsis a'qua. Colchester

water. A mineral water of the

bitter purging kind, similar to that

of Epsom, but not so strong.

Co'lciiiclm. (From Colchis, a

city of Armenia, where this plant is

supposed to have been common).

—

1 . The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Hex-
andria; Order, Trygynia. Meadow-
saffron. — 2. The pharmacopoeial
name of the meadow-saffron. See
CoIch u am a ut itmn ale.

Co'lciiicum autumna'le. The
rematic name of the common

meadow-saffron. Colehieum ; foliis

plants luiiccolati.s t ii ( tis, of Linmpus.
A native of England. The sensible

qualities of the fresh root are very

v.irious. According to the place of

growth and season of the year. In
autumn it is almost inert, but in the
beginning of summer highly acrid :

hence some have found it to be a
corrosive poison, whilst others have
eaten it in considerable quantity,
without experiencing any effect.

Co'lchicum illy'ricum. The
plant supposed to afford the hernia-

dactyls. See Hermodactylus.
Co'lchicum Zeyla'nicum. See

Zedoaria.

Co'LCOTHAR VITRl'OLI. Chalcitis.

The remains of calcined martial
vitriol.

Cold. The absence of heat. It

is nothing positive, but somewhat of
the negative kind. Also a popular
name for a catarrh. See Catarrhus.
*** The human body contains

within itself, as long as it is living, a
principle of warmth : if any other
body, being in contact with it, ab-
stracts the heat with unusual ra-

pidity, it is said to be cold ; but if

it carries off the heat more slowly
than usual, or even communicates
heat to our body, it is said to be
hot.

Cold affusion. A process lately

introduced bv Dr. Currie, of Liver-

pool, in the treatment of typhus
fever, and which appears to possess

an uniformity of success, which is

looked for in vain in almost any
other branch of medical practice. It

consists merely in placing the patient

in a bathing-tub, or other convenient
vessel, and pouring a pailful of cold

water upon his body ; after which
he is wiped dry, and again put to

bed. It should be noted, 1. That it

is the low contagious fever in which
the cold affusion is to be employed.
—2. That it is in the early stage of
the disease we must employ the re-

medy ; and generally W the state of
the greatest heat and e.racerbation.—
3. It is ajf'i/sif)n, not immersion , that

must be employed.
%* Since the first publication of

Or. Currie's work, the practice of
affusion bas been extended throughout
England ; and its efficacy lias been
established in some stages of the

disease, from which the author had
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originally proscribed the practice of
it. One of the cautionary injunc-

tions which had been given for the

affusion of cold water in fever, was,
never to employ it in cases where the

patient had a sense of chillness upon
him, even if the thermometer, ap-
plied to the trunk of the body, indi-

cated a preternatural degree of heat.

In his last edition of Reports, how-
ever, Dr. Currie has given the par-
ticulars of a case of this description,

in which the cold affusion was so ma-
naged as to produce a successful

result.

The efficacy of affusion in the
raging fevers of hot countries, has

•n attested and confirmed by nu-
merous communications from va-
rious practitioners, in the West and
East Indies, in Egypt and America.

Co'les. (From xavXog, a stalk).

Colts. The penis.

Colewort. See Brassica.

Co'li de'xtrlm ligame'nTum.
Where the mesentery changes its

name for that of mesocolon, (near
the extremity of the ileum) , the par-
ticular lamina, which is turned to

the right side, forms a small trans-
verse fold, which is thus named.

Co'li sini'sthum ligame'nti m. A
contraction of the mesocolon, a little

below the left kidney.
Co'lica. (From kuXov, colon,

the name of one of the intestines).

The colic.

%* The name of colic is usually
given to all pains in the abdomen,
almost indiscriminately ; but, from
the different causes and circum-
stances of this disorder, it is va-
riously denominated : e. g. when
the pain is accompanied with the
vomiting of bile, or with obstinate
costiveness, it is called a bilious colic;

if flatus causes the pain, that is, if

attended with temporary distension,
relieved by the discharge of wind, it

takes the name offlatulent or windy
colic ; when accompanied with heat
and inflammation, it takes the name
of inflammatory colic, or enttritis.

%* When this disease arises to a
violent height, and is attended with
obstinate costiveness, and an evacua-

tion of faeces by the mouth, it is

called passio iliaca, or iliac passion.

This genus of disease is placed by
Cullen in the Class Neuroses, and
Order Spasmi ; and he defines it pain

of the abdomen, particularly round
the umbilicus, attended with vomit-
ing and costiveness. He enumerates
seven species, although more are laid

down by others.

Co'lica accidenta'lis. Colic

from crudities in the bowels.

Co'lica arte'ria sini'stra. The
lower mesenteric artery.

Co'lica ar'teria superior. The
upper mesenteric artery.

Co'lica bilio'sa. Colic from ex-
cess of bile.

Co'lica calculousa. Colic from
stony matters in the intestines.

Co'lica callo'sa. Colic from
hardened and obstinate strictures.

Co'lica Damnonio'rum. Colic pe-
culiar to Devonshire.

Co'lica febrico'sa. Colic with
fever.

Co'lica tlatlle'nta. Colic from
wind.

Co'lica gravida'rum. Colic in

pregnant women.
Co'lica iivste'rica. Hysteric

colic.

Co'lica lacta'ntium. Colic pe-
culiar to nurses.

Co'lica Lappo'nica. Colic pecu-
liar to Laplanders.

Co'lica meconia'lis. Colic from
meconium in infants.

Co'lica mesente'rica. Colic from
diseased mesentery.

Co'lica nervo'sa. The nervous
colic.

Co'lica pancrea'tica. Colic from
diseased pancreas.

Co'lica phlogi'stica. Colic with
inflammation.

Co'lica pi'ctonum. See Co-
Ilea.

Co'lica pitlito'sa. The spasmo-
dic colic.

Co'lica pletho'rica. The in-

flammatory colic.

Co'lica plumbario'rum. The
colic of lead-workers.

Co'lica pulsa'tilis. The inflam-

matory colic.

P 3
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Co'lica saturni'na. The Devon-
shire colic. See Colica.

Co'lica scirrhoma. The colic

from schirrous tumours.
Co'lica spasmo'dica. The spas-

modic colic.

Co'lica sterco'rea. Colic from
retained faeces.

Co'lica ve'na. A branch of the
upper mesenteric vein.

Co'lica ve'na re'cta. The vein
of the colon.

Co'lica vermino'sa. The colic

from worms.
Co'lice. The colic.

Colifo'rmis. (Fromcofa, a strain-

er, and forma, a likeness ; so called

from its having many perforations,

like a strainer). Coliforme os. A
name formerly given to the os cri-

brosum.
Coli'phiim. (From aioXov, a

limb, and 1^1, strongly). A kind of

bread given to wrestlers. It was
made of flour and bran together,

and was thought to make men ath-

letic.

Colla'psus. (From collahi, to

shrink down). Wasting or shrinking
of the body, or strength.

Collate'* na. A specific vulne-

rary.

Collatera'les. So Spigelius calls

the erectores penis, from their col-

1 iteral order of fibres.

Colle'tica. (From xoXAa, glue).

Conglutinating medicines.

Colli'ci/e. (From colligere, to

collect). The union of the ducts,

which convey the humours of the

eyes from the puncta lachrymalia in-

to the cavity of the nose.

Colli'cllum. (Dim. of collis, a

hill). The nympha, or prominency.
External to the vagina of women.
Colliga'men. (From colligare, to

tie together) . A ligament.

Colliouame'ntum. (From colli-

qucre, to melt) . A term first used by
Dr. Harvey, in his application of it

to the first rudiments of an embryo
in generation.

Colliquative. (From coUhpiere,

to melt). Any excessive evacuation

which melts down, as it were, the

Strength of the body : hence colli-

quative perspiration, colliquative

diarrhoea, &c.
Colli'sio. (From collidere, to

beat together) . A contusion.

Co'llix. (From xoXov, food). A
troch, or lozenge.

Collobo'ma. (From xoXXau, to

glue together). Growing together of
the eye-lids.

Collo'des. (From xoXXa, glue).

Glutinous.

Co'llum, -t, n. (From kioXov, a

member, as being one of the chief

;

or dim. of columns, as being the

pillar and support of the head). The
neck.

Colluto'rium. (From colluere, to

wash). A gargle or wash for the

mouth.
Collu'vies,-*?/, f. (From colluere,

to cleanse). Filth. Excrement. The
discharge from an old ulcer, &c.

Co'llyris. (KoXXvpig, a little

round cake ; so called from its like-

ness to a cake) . A bump, or knob,
which rises after a blow.

Colly'kium, -/, n. (From kojXvcj,

to check, and povg, a defluxion ; be-

cause it stops the defluxion) . An eye
salve ; a pessary ; a clyster, &c. Any
medicine was formerly so called,

which was applied with that inten-

tion. The term is now only given to

fluid applications for the eyes, or

eye-waters.

Colobo'ma. (From KoXXau), to

glue together) . The growing toge-

ther of the eye-lids : also the want
of a particular member of the

body.
Colobo'mata. In Celsus this

word is expressed by curta ; both,

however, signify a deficiency in

some part of the body, particu-

larly the ears, lips, or alae of the

nostrils.

Coloca'sja. (From koXov, food,

and Ka(co, to adorn ; so called from
its use as a food, and the custom of

wearing its flowers in wreaths) . The
faba JEgyptiR.

CoLOcv'Nnns, -idis, f. (From
KioXot', the colon, and Kivit), to

move ; became of its great purging

powers). A kind of wild gourd, the

apple of which is called coloquiutida.
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or hitter apple. See Cucwnis colo-

cynthis.

Colo'mbo. See Calumba,
Co'lon, -//, n.

* (KioXov, quasi

koi\oi> , from kolXoq, hollow ; so

called from its capacity, or from its

generally being found empty, and
full of wind in dissection). The
greater portion of the large intes-

tine is so called. It proceeds towards
the liver by the name of the ascend-

ing portion of the colon ; and having

reached the liver, forms a transverse

arch across to the other side. The
colon then descends, forming what
is termed its sigmoid flexure, into

the pelvis, where the gut is called

rectum. See Intestines.

Colopho'ma. (Ko\o(jHt)via, the

city from whence it was first brought)

.

Resina nigra. The black resin which
remains in the retort, after distilling

the common resin with a strong

tire.

Colo'strlm. (From koXov, food,

or KoWtjfiai, to agglutinate ; so

called, either because it is the first

food of the young, or from its being

at that time peculiarly glutinous;.

The first milk in the breasts after

delivery, according to some authors
;

but Bartholine applies it to an emul-
sion made by the union of turpentine

with the yolk of an egg.

CoLOTOl'DES. (From KojXajrrjr,

a lizard, and el^oc, likeness). \ a-

riegated like the skin of a lizard.

\pplied by Hippocrates to the ex-
crements.

Coloqui'ntida. See Cucumis colo-

ri/jttkis.

Golpocb'le. (From koXttoq, the
vagina, and kj]Xi), a tumour). A
tumour or hernia in the vagina.

Colpopto'sis. (From coXirog, the

ragina, and ^lttto), to fall down).
A bearing down of the vagina. See
Vagiiui

,
prolapsus of.

Colt's-Jbot. See Tuss-ilago.

Co'luber, -bri, TO. (Quod colit

umbretm, because it courts the shade)

.

A genus of animals in the Linnaean
arrangement, of which there are
many species.

Co'liber be'rus. The systematic
name of the viper. Vipera. This vi-

|
viperous reptile, Coluber berus jof

|

Linnaeus, possesses the power of

!
forming a poisonous fluid in little

I
bags near its teeth.

Colubri'na virginia'na. See
Aristolochia Serpen taria,

Colubri'num li'gxum. (Colubri'

nus, from coluber; so called, from
the snake-like contortions of its

roots). This species of snake-wood
is brought from America. It is

solid, ponderous, acrid, extremely
bitter, and inodorous ; its bark is of
a ferruginous colour, covered with
cineritious spots.

Co'lumbine. See Aquilegia,

Co'lumba. See Calumba.
Columbo'be. See Calumba.
Colume'lla. (Dim. of columns

9

a column). See Uvula, and Clitoris.

Colu.mella'ris. (From columella,

a little column) . A name of the
dens caninus.

Colu'mna, -(P, f. A column or
pillar. Many parts of the bodv,
which in their shape or office resem-
ble columns, are so named; e.g. co-
lumnae carneae, <xc.

Coll'm\ \ na'si. The lowest and
fleshy part of the nose, which forms
a part of the septum.

Colu'mna o'ris. A name for the
uvula.

Colu'mn.e ca'rne.e. Columnse
cordis. See Heart.

Colu'rium. (II7:pa to xoXXyv top
povv : because it prevents a deflux-

ionj . A tent to thrust into a sore,

to prevent a defluxion of humours.
Co'ma. (From huj, or koo, to lie

down). A propensity to sleep ; a
lethargic drowsiness.

*** The coma vigil is a disease

where the patients are continually

inclined to sleep, but cannot.

Co'ma somnolf/ntum. Is when
the patient continues in a profound
sleep ; and, when roused, imme-
diately relapses, without being able

to keep open his eyes.

Co'mata. (Kwpara: from com a).

A diminution of the powers of vo-
luntary motion, with sleep, or the
senses impaired. It is an Order of
the Class Neuroses of Cullen's Noso-
logy.
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Coma'tose. Having a strong pro-

pensity to sleep.

Combustion. (From comburere,
burn). The act of burning. A burn,
or scald. Among the various opera-
tions of chymistry, none acts a more
conspicuous part than combustion

;

and in proportion to its utility in the
science, the necessity of thoroughly
investigating its nature and mode of
action, becomes more obvious to the
philosophical chymist.
*** Lavoisier's theory of com-

bustion is founded upon the absorp-
tion of oxygen by a combustible
body.

According to Dr. Thompson's the-
ory, all the bodies concerned in

combustion, are either combustibles,

supporters of combustibles, or inco?n-

bustibles.

Comedo'nes. (From comedo, a
glutton). A sort of worms which
eat into the skin and devour the
flesh

.

Comfrey. See Symphytum.
Comi'sdi. The gum, Acacia.

Comi'ste. The epilepsy. This
name arose from the frequency of

persons being seized with this disor-

der, while in the assemblies called

Comitia.

Comiti'ssa. A countess. Some
preparations are distinguished by
this name, as pulvis Comitissae de

Cantia, the Countess of Kent's pow-
der. Also the Cinchona was called

Pulvis Comitissae.

Com mage'n u

m

. (From Commagene,
a place in Syria, whence it was
brought). Syrian ointment. Galen.

Commanouca'tio,-ow'.?, f. (From
( ommanducare, to eat). The act of
mastication, or chewing.
Comm'ansum. (From comedere,

to e*it). A masticatory. A medicine
put into the mouth and chewed, to

promote a discharge of phlegm, or

saliva.

Commendato'rius. (From com-
vutulare, to recommend). An epithet

of the traumatic balsam. Tinctura
JBcnzoes composita, from its singu-

lar virtues and usefulness.

Com'mi. Gum. When alone it sig-

nifies gum arabic. The noppi \ivkov

mentioned by Hippocrates, De A/orb,

Mulieb. is gum arabic.

Commissu'ra, -ce, f. (From com-
mittere, to join together or close) . A
suture, juncture, or joint.

—

Anat. To
the corner of the lips,where they meet
together ; and also to certain parts

of the brain which go across and
join one hemisphere to the other.

Commissu'ra ante'rior ce'rebri.

The white nerve-like substance

which crosses the anterior part of

the third ventricle of the brain, im-
mediately above the infundibulum,
and between the anterior crura of
the fornix ; uniting one hemisphere
of the brain with the other.

Commissu'ra ma'gna ce'rebri.

The corpus callosum of the brain is

thus termed by some writers.

Commissu'ra poste'rior ce'rebri.

A white nerve-like substance, which
passes from one hemisphere of the

brain across to the other, imme-
diately over the opening of the aque-
duct of Sylvius, in the posterior part

of the third ventricle of the brain,

and above the corpora quadrigemina.

Commu'nicant. (From communis
care, to make partake) . Fevers of

two kinds afflicting the same person,

wherein as one goes off the other

immediately succeeds. Bellini.

Compa'ges. (From compingere, to

put together) . A suture, or joint. A
commissure.
Comparative ana'tomy. Anato-

mia comparativa. Zootomy. The
dissection of brute animals and
fishes, to compare them with the

human body.

Compe'ba. See Piper Cubeba.

Comfle'tion. A term used by
the ancient writers in various accep-

tations, equivalent to Plethora.

Comple'xus. (Compkwus, sc.

muse, from complccti, to comprise).

Complexus seu biventer cervicis of Al-

binus. Dorso trachelon occipital of

Dumas. A muscle situated on the

back part of the neck, that draws
the head backwards and to one side ;

and when both act, they draw the

head directly backward.
Comple'xus mi'nor, See Tra~

chelo-masto ideu*%
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Compression. (From comprimere,

to press together). By this word,
surgeons express a deranged state of

the bodily and mental functions in

consequence of pressure upon the

brain. It should be distinguished

from concussion and inflammation.

When the brain is compressed either

by bone, extravasated blood, or any
other fluid, there is a general insen-

sibility, the eyes are half open, the

pupils dilated and' motionless, even
when a candle is brought near to the

eye ; the retina is insensible : the

limbs relaxed ; the breathing ster-

torous ; the pulse slow ; and, ac-

cording to Mr. Abernethy, less sub-

ject to intermission than in cases of

concussion. Nor is the patient ever

sick, when the pressure on the

brain, and the general insensibility,

are considerable ; for the very ac-

tion of vomiting betrays an irrita-

bility in the stomach and oesopha-

gus. The symptoms of severe pres-

sure on the brain are subject to con-
siderable variations. See Pott on

Injuries of the Head from exter-

nal violence. — Abcrnethtfs Surgical

TVorks, vol. i. ; also the Jf'orks of
Le Draft, Dcssault, Petit, Bichat,

Dease, llalloran, Schmucker, Larrty,

Dr. Thompson's Reports, Sir A.
Cooper 's Lectures, &c. vol. i. 1824.

Compressor na'ris. (Compres-
sor; from comprimcre, to press toge-

ther) . Rina-us vel nasalis of Douglas.
Transvcrsalis vcl myrtiformis of
Winslow. Dilatores alarum nasi of
Cowper ; and MttsiUo normal of
Dumas. A muscle of the nose, that

compresses the alae towards the sep-

tum nasi, particularly when we want
to smell acutely. It also corrugates

the nose, and assists in expressing

certain passions.

Compu'nciio. (From compungere,
to prick). A puncture.

Cona'rium. (Fromxwyoc, a cone).

A name given to the pineal gland,

from its conical shape. See Pineal
gland.

Concau'sa. (From con, with,

and causa, a cause) . A cause co-ope-
rating with another in the produc-
tion of a disease.

Concentra'ntia. (From conecn-
trare, to concentrate) . Absorbents
of acids are so called, because they
remove the obstructions which keep
asunder the affinities between the
two powers.
Concentration. The evapora-

tion of part of the water of fluids, to

improve their strength. The mat-
ter, therefore, to be concentrated,
must be of superior fixity to water.

Conception. (From concipere, to

conceive,). The impregnation of the
ovum in the ovarium, by the subtile

prolific aura of the semen verile.

Co'ncha. (From xoy\ri, a liquid

measure amongst the Athenians).
A term used by anatomists to several

parts of the body, as the hollow of
the ear, the spongy bones of the
nose, &c.

.
Co'ncha auri'cil.e. See Auri-

cula.

Co'ncha ai/ris. The hollow part
of the cartilage of the outer ear.

Co'ncii/E na'riim. (Concha, a
shell). The turbinated portion of
the ethmoid bone, and the inferior

spongy bones of the nose, covered
by the Schneiderian membrane.

Co'ncijls. (From toyx*], a shell ;

so named from their likeness to a
shell;. The cranium, and the cavity

of the eye.

I »>\( idt/ntia. (From concidere,

to decayj. Diminution of bulk in

the whole or any part of the body)

.

Decrease of a tumour.
Concoaglla'tion. (From con,

and coagulare, to coagulate together).

The coagulation of fluids, as the
blood ; or crystallization of different

salts, first dissolved together in the
same fluid.

Conco'ction. (From concoquere
y

to digest) . Digestion. That opera-
tion of nature upon morbid matter,
which renders it fit to be separated
from the healthy fluids.

Concrema'tio. (From con, and
cremare, to burn together). The
same as calcination.

Concre'tion. (From conerescere,

to grow together).— I. The growing
together of parts which, in a natural

state, are separate.—2. The conden-
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sation of any fluid substance into a
more solid consistence.

Conci'rsis. (From concun-erc,

to meet together). The symptoms,
taken in the aggregate, which con-
stitute and distinguish the particular

disease.

Conci/ssion. (From concutcre,

to shake together) . Concussion of
the brain.
" Various alarming symptoms,

followed sometimes by the most
ratal consequences, art? found to at-

tend great violence offered to the

head ; and upon the strictest exa-
mination, both of the living and the
dead, neither fissure, fracture, nor
extravasation of any kind can be
discovered. The same symptoms and
the same events are met with, when
the head has received no injury at

all ab externa, but has only been
violently shaken; nay, when only
the body, or general frame, has
seemed to have sustained the vio-

lence. The symptoms attending a
concussion, are generally in propor-
tion to the degree of violence which
the brain itself has sustained, and
which, indeed, is cognizable only by
the symptoms. If the concussion
be very great, all sense and power
of motion are immediately abolished,

and death follows soon ; but be-
tween this degree and that slight

confusion (or stunning, as it is call-

ed) which attends most violences

done to the head, there are many
-Pott.

The symptoms of concussion are

described as follows by Mr. Aber-
nethy, who is of opinion they maybe
properly divided into three stages :

" The first is that state of insen-

sibility and derangement of the bo-
dily powers which immediately suc-

ceeds the accident. While it lasts,

the patient scarcely feels any injury

that may be inflicted on him. His
breathing is difficult, but in gene-

ral without stertor ; his pulse in-

termitting, and his extremities cold.

Hut such a state cannot last long ;

it goes off gradually, and is suc-

ceeded by another, which is con-

sidered as the second stage of con-

stages.

cussion. In this, the pulse and
respiration become better, and,
though not regularly performed, are
sufficient to maintain life, and to

diffuse warmth over the extreme
parts of the body. The feeling of

the patient is now so far restored,

that he is sensible of his skin being-

pinched ; but he lies stupid and in-

attentive to slight external impres-
sions. As the effects of concussion
diminish, he becomes capable of re-

plying to questions put to him in a
loud tone of voice, especially when
they refer to his chief suffering at

the time, as pain in the head, »xc. ;

otherwise he answers incoherently,

and as if his attention was occupied
by something else. As long as the
stupor remains, the inflammation of
the brain seems to be moderate

;

but as the former abates, the latter

seldom fails to increase ; and this

constitutes the third stage, which is

the most important of the series of

effects proceeding from a concus-
sion.

" These several stages vary con-
siderably in their degree and dura-

tion ; but more or less of each will

be found to take place in every in-

stance where the brain lias been
violently shaken. Whether they bear

any certain proportion to each other

or not, is not known ; indeed this

Mill depend upon such a variety of

circumstances in the constitution,

the injury, and the after-treatment,

that it must be difficult to deter-

mine.
" To distinguish between an ex-

travasation and a concussion, by the

symptoms only, Mr. Pott says, is

frequently a very difficult matter

;

sometimes an impossible one. The
similarity of the effects in some
cases, and the very small space of

time which may intervene between

the going off of the one and the ac-

cession of the other, render this a
very nice exercise of the judgment,
The first stunning, or deprivation of

sense, whether total or partial, may
be from either, and no man can tell

from whiph ; but when these first

symptoms have been removed, or
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have spontaneously disappeared, if

such patient is again oppressed with

drowsiness, or stupidity, or total or

partial loss of sense, it then hecomes

probable that the first complaints

were from concussion, and that the

latter are from extravasation ; and

the greater the distance of time be-

tween the two, the greater is the

probability not only that an extra-

vasation is the cause, but that the

extravasation is of the limpid kind,

made gradatim, and within the

brain."

Mr. Aberncthy observes, that in

cases of simple concussion, the in-

sensibility is not so great ; as where

compression exists, the pupils arc

more contracted, the muscles less

relaxed, little or no stertor attends,

but the pulse is generally very Inter-

mitting, and in slight cases there is

often considerable sickness.

As regards the treatment of con-

cussion of the brain, Mr. Abernethy

considers, that in the first Stage lit-

tle should be done ; that the stimu-

lants often employed may be even

injurious; but more especially so in

the second stage, increasing the ten-

dency to Inflammation ; and where

this has come on, that the antiphlo-

gistic plan must be actively pursued.

However, a moderate abstraction of

blood, general or topical, will be

commonly proper at first, where the

habit will allow it, as congestion

may be suspected, and to obviate

inflammation, especially where the

person was intoxicated at the time

of the accident ; and the effect of

this measure may influence the sub-

sequent treatment. If the pulse rose

after it, and the patient became more

sensible, we should be led to pursue

the evacuating plan, taking perhaps

more blood, exhibiting active ca-

thartics, as the bowels will be found

very torpid, applying cold lotions to

the head, &c These means, how-
ever, will be especially called for,

when marks of inflammation appear.

Sometimes brisk emetics have been

very beneficial, as sulphate of zinc,

&c. ; they are particularly recom-

mended where the person was under

the influence of anger ; or the sto-

mach full, when the accident hap-
pened ; but they are liable to objec-

tion, where there are marks of con-
gestion, or increased action in the

vessels of the head. If bleeding

should lower the pulse, and render
the patient worse, evacuations must
not be pursued ; it may be better

generally to wait the gradual return

of sensibility, unless the torpor be
alarming, like a state of syncope ;

in which case, or if it continue very
long, stimulants appear justified, as

transientammonia, or others of a

operation, with a blister to the

head, to restore some degree of sen-
sibility. If in the sequel, marks of
irritation appear, as spasms or con-
vulsions, opium joined with anti-

mony, or in the form of Dover's
powder, will probably be useful, the

necessary evacuations being premised,
and the warm bath. In all cases the

head should be kept quiet ; as the

patient is convalescent, tonics and
the shower-bath may be employed
with advantage ; and it will be par-

ticularly necessary to avoid great

bodily exertion, stimulating liquors,

&c. Should paralytic symptoms re-

main, stimulants, general or local,

may be required. Where alarming
symptoms follow an injury to the

head, extravasation may be suspect-

ed ; and the operation of trepan-

ning, skilfully performed, will do no
harm to the patient, but may mate-
rially relieve, even by the loss of
blood attending.
" When there is no reason to ap-

prehend any other injury, and com-
motion seems to be the sole disease,

plentiful evacuation, by phlebotomy,
and lenient cathartics, a dark room,
the most perfect quietude, and a very
low regimen, are the only means in

our power, and are sometimes suc-

cessful." — See the same Authors
mentioned under Compression.

Condensation. (From conden-

sare, to make thick) . A contraction

of the pofrcs of the skin, by means
of astringent or cooling medicines.

A thickening of any fluid.

Condime'ntum. (From condire,
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to preserve, or season) . A preserve,

or sweetmeat.
Codi/ctio. (From conducere, to

draw along). It is a spasm, or con-
vulsion, drawing the muscles out of
their proper positions. Ccel. Aurel.

Condu'ctor. (From conducere,

to lead, or guide) . A surgical in-

strument, whose use is to direct the

knife in certain operations. It is

"more commonly called a director.

Co'ndyle. (From xov$v, an an-

cient cup, shaped like a joint). A
rounded eminence of a bone in any
of the joints.

Condylo'ma, -atis, n. (From
kovCvXoq, a tubercle, or knot). Sar-

coma. A soft, wart-like excrescence,

that appears about the anus and pu-
dendum of both sexes ; of which
there are several species, according

to their appearances ; &sjicus, crys-

tal, thymus, &C
Conei'on. Hemlock. Hipp.
Cunessi bark. See Conessi cortex.

Cone'ssi co'rtex. See Nerium
antidysentericum.

Confe'ctio, -onis, f. (From con-

jicere, to make up). A confection.

In general it means any thing made
up with sugar. In the London Phar-

macopoeia, those articles formerly

called electuaries and conserves, come
now under this term.

Confe'ctio amygdala'rum. Con-
fection of almonds.

Confe'ctio aroma'tica. This

preparation was formerly called Cok-

fectio cardiaca. Confectio Raleigh-

ana. It may be given in doses of

10 gr. to a drachm.
Confe'ctio aurantio'rum. Con-

ferva corticis exterioris aurantii his-

palensis. Conserva fiavedinis corti-

cum aurantiorum.

%* This is well calculated to form
the basis of a tonic and stomachic
confection, and may be given alone

in doses of from two to five drachms,
twice or three times a-day.

Confe'ctio cardi'aca. See Con-

fectio aromatica.

Confe'ctio ca'ssije. Electuarium
cassia'. Electuarium e cassia. Con-
fection of cassia.

%* This is a very elegant, plea-

sant, and mild aperient for the fee-

ble, and for children. Dose, from
two drachms to an ounce.

Confe'ctio o'pn. Confectio opiata.

Philonium Londinense. PhiIonium
Romanum. Confection of opium.
%* This very warm and stimu-

lating confection is admirably calcu-

lated to relieve diarrhoea, or spasms
of the stomach and bowels, and is

frequently ordered in doses of from
10 grs. to half a drachm. About
36 grs. contain one of opium.

Confe'ctio ro'sa: cani'nje. Con-
serva cynosbati. Conserva fructus

cynosbati. Conserve of hips. Con-
fection of dog-rose.

*** This preparation is cooling

and astringent ; it is seldom given

alone, but mostly joined to some
other medicine, in the form of linc-

tus, or electuary.

Confe'ctio ro'sje ga'llic^e. Con-
serva rosa?. Conserva rosarum ru-

brarum. Conserve of red rose.

*** This is an excellent subas-

tringent composition. Rubbed down
with water, it forms an excellent

drink, with some lemon-juice, m
hemorrhagic complaints ; it may
also be given with vitriolated zinc,

in the form of electuary.

Confe'ctio ru't;e. Electuarium

e baccis lauri. Confection of rue.

Its use is confined to clysters.

Confe'ctio scammo'nex. Elec-

tuarium scammonii. Electuarium c

scammonio. Electuarium caryocosti-

num. Confection of scammony.
*
#* This is a strong stimulating

cathartic, and calculated to remove
worms from the primae viae, with

which view it is mostly exhibited.

Dose, from 5ss to 5J.

Confe'ctio se'nNjE. Electuarium

senna?. Electuarium lenitivum. Con-
fection of senna.

*
#* This is a mild and elegant

aperient, well adapted for pregnant

women, and those whose bowels are

not easily moved. Dose, 5ss to ^ss.

Confe'rva. (From confervere, to

knit together).— 1. The name of a

genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Cryptogamia ; Order,

Alga.—2. A kind of moss ; named
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from its use, formerly, in healing

broken bones.

Confe'rva helminthoco'rtos.
See Corallina corsicana.

Confe'rva riva'lis. This plant,

Conferva ; filamentis simplicissimus

cequalibus longissimus of Linnaeus,

has been recommended in cases of

spasmodic asthma, phthisis, &c. on
account of the great quantity of vital

air it contains.

Confirma'ntia. (From con, and

firmare, to strengthen). Restora-

tives ; also medicines which fasten

the teeth in their sockets.

Confluent small-pox. See Variola.

Conflu'xion. A term much used

by Hippocrates, and his interpreter

Galen, from a notion that parts at a

distance have a mutual consent with

one another, and that they are all

perspirable by many subtle streams.

Paracelsus expressed it by confede-

ration.

Conforma'tio. (From conformare,

to shape or fashion). The natural

shape and form of any thing ; also

a description of some diseases which
arise from a bad formation of parts.

Conforta'ntia. (From confortare,

to strengthen). Cordial medicines.

Strengthened.
Confortati'va. The same.
Confu'sio. (From confundere, to

mix together). A confusion, or
disorder in the eyes, proceeding

from a rupture of the membranes,
which include the humours, by
which means they arc all confounded
together.

Congela'ti. (From congelare, to

freeze). Persons afflicted with a ca-

talepsy are so called, in which all

sensation seems to be taken away.
Congelation . (Ibid.) That

change of liquid bodies which takes

place when they pass from a fluid

to a solid state. See Professor Les-
lie's Mode by the Air-pump, recently

perfected; — Transactions of Royal
Society, \777, for Experiments by
Mr. E. Nairne.

Congelati'va. (From congelare,

to congeal). Medicines that inspis-

sate humours, and stop fluxions and
rheums. Boerhaave.

Co'ngener. (From con, and ge-
nus, kind) . Of the samu kind ; con-
curring in the same action. It is

usually said of the muscles.

Congestion. (From congerere, to

amass). A collection of blood or
other fluid ; a swelling which rises

gradually, and Hpens slowly, in op-
position to that which is soon form-
ed, and soon terminated.

Congloba'te gland. (From con-

globare, to gather into a ball) . Glan-
dula conglohata. Lymphatic gland.

Globate gland. A round gland form-
ed of a contortion of lymphatic ves-

sels, connected together by cellular

structure, having neither a cavity

nor any excretory duct : such are the
mesenteric, inguinal, axillary glands,

&c. See Gland.

Conglomerate gland. (From
conglomerate^ to heap upon one).

Glandula conglonu rata. A gland
composed of a number of glomer lie

glands, whose excretory ducts all

unite into one common duct : such
are the salival, parotid glands, &c.

Conglutina'ntia. (From conglu-
tinarc, to glue together). Conglu-
tinants. Healing medicines ; and such
as unite parts disjoined by accident.

Co'ms. (Kovic.) Dust, fine pow-
der, ashes, a nit in the hair, scurf
from the head ; and sometimes it

signifies lime.

Coni'um. (From aovia, dust, ac-
cording to Linnajus, or from Kojvauj,

circumagere, on account of its ine-

briating and poisonous quality).

Hemlock.— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnsean system :

Class, Pentundria; Order, Digynia.
2. The pharmacopceial name of the
officinal hemlock. See Conium ma~
culatum.

ConTlm maclla'tum. The sys-

tematic name for the cicala of the
pharmacopoeias. Conium ; seminibus
striatis, of Linnaeus. Conium of the
last London Pharmacopoeia. Hem-
lock is generally believed to be a
very active poison. In very moderate
doses it is apt to occasion sickness

and vertigo ; in larger
T
quantity it

produces anxiety, cardialgia, vomit -

ing, convulsions, coma, and death.

Q
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Baron Stoerk was the first who
brought hemlock into repute as a
medicine of extraordinary efficacy:

and although we have not in this

country any direct facts, like those

mentioned by Stoerk, proving that

inveterate schirri cancers, ulcers,

and many other diseases hitherto

deemed irremediable, are to be com-
pletely cured by the cicuta ; we have
however the testimonies of several

eminent physicians, shewing that

some complaints which had resisted

other powerful remedies, yielded to

hemlock ; and that even some dis-

orders, which if not really cancer-

ous, were at least suspected to be of

that tendency, were greatly bene-

fited by this remedy. In chronic

rheumatisms, some glandular swell-

ings, and in various fixed and pe-

riodical pains, the cicuta is now
very generally employed ; and from
daily experience, it appears in such

cases to be a very efficacious remedy.

Jt has also been of singular use in

the hooping-cough. Nor is it less

efficacious when applied externally
;

a poultice made of oatmeal and the

expressed juice, (or a decoction of

the extract, when the other cannot

be obtained), allays the most ex-

cruciating pains of a cancer, and
thus gives rest to the distracted

patient. See Hoffman, on Hem-
lock, 8vo. Lond. 1763 ;

—

Stoerck's,

Libellus, &c. Editio Altera, 8vo.,

Vindoh. 1761 ;

—

Supplementum Nc-
cessarium de Acuta, Bvo. Vindob.—
J. Pearson, on various Articles of the

Materia Medica, &c, second edition,

8vo. London.
Conjunctive membrane. Mem-

brana conjunctiva. A thin, transpa-

rent, delicate membrane lining the

internal superficies of one eyelid, and
reflected thence over the anterior

part of the bulb, then again reflected

to the edge of the other eyelid. That
portion which covers the transparent

cornea cannot, without much diffi-

culty, be separated from it. Inflam-

mation of this membrane constitutes

ophthalmia.

Conna'tus. (From con, and nasci,

to grow together). Congenital, Used

much by Hippocrates for what b
born with a person.

Connexion. See Articulation.

Connutri'tus. (From con, and
nutriri, to be nourished with) . This
term implies something habitual to
a person, as regards his particular
nourishment ; or something breaking
out into a disease in process of time,
which gradually had its foundation
in the first aliments, as the sucking
a distempered nurse, &c.

Conquassa'tio. Conquassation.
Pharm. A species of comminution,
or an operation whereby moist con-
crete substances, as recent vegetables,

fruits, the softer parts of animals, &c.
are agitated and bruised, till, partly
by their proper succulence, or by the
affusion of some liquor, they are re-

duced to a soft pulp.

Consent ofparts. See Sympathy.
Conse'rva. (From conservare, to

keep). A conserve. See Confectio.

Conse'rva absi'nthii mari'timi.
See Artemisia maritima.

Conse'rva a'ri. This is occa-
sionally exhibited as a stimulant and,

diuretic. See Arum.
Conse'rva aura'ntii hispale'nsjs.

See Confectio aurantiorum.

Conse'rva cyno'sbati. See Co??-

fectio 7'osa? canina?.

Conse'rva lu'jul^e. A prepara-
tion of wood-sorrel, possessing acid,

cooling, and antiseptic qualities. See
Oxalis acetosella.

Conse'rva men'thje. This pre-
paration of mint is given occasionally

as a stomachic, in sickness and weak-
ness of the stomach. See Mentha
viridis.

Conse'rva pru'ni sylve'stris.

Astringent virtues are ascribed to

this medicine, which is now seldom
used but in private formula;.

Conse'rva ro'sje. This conserve,

rubbed down with water, to which is

added some lemon-juice, forms an
excellent drink in hemorrhagic com-
plaints. See Confectio rosw galliccs.

Conse'rva sci'll*:. A prepara-

tion of squills, affording an excellent

basis for an electuary, and possessing

expectorant and diuretic qualities,

Consiste'ntia. (From comuterc>
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to abide) . The state or acme of a

disease. The appearance or state of

the humours and excrements.

Conso'lida. A name given to cora-

frey, from its agglutinating properties.

Conso'lida au'rea. Aurea cordis.

A name of the chamaecistus.

Conso'lida ma'jor. See Sym-
phytum.

Conso'lida me'dia. See Ajuga
pyramidalis.

Conso'lida mi'nor. See Prunella.

Conso'lida rega'lis. See Del-

phinium consolida.

Conso'lida sarace'nica. See So-

lidago virga aurea.

Consound. See Symphytum.
Consound middle. See Ajuga py-

ramidalis.

Constipation. (From constipare,

to crowd together) . Obstipatio. A
person is said to be costive when the

alvine excrements are not regularly

expelled, and when the faeces are so

hardened as not to receive their form
from the impression of the rectum
upon them.

CoNSTRiCTi'vA. (From constrin-

gere, to bind together). Styptics.

Constructor. (Ibid.) A name given

to those muscles which contract any
opening of the body.
Constructor a'li na'si. See

Depressor tabu tuperiofis al&fjuc nasi.

Constructor a'ni. See Sphincter
ani.

Constructor i'sthmi fal'cilm.
Glosso-staphilinus of Window, Dou-
glas, and Cowper ; and Glosso-sta-

philin of Dumas. A muscle situated

at the side of the entry of the fauces,

that draws the velum pendulum paint

i

towards the root of the tongue,
which it raises at the same time, and
with its fellow contracts the passage
between the two arches, by which it

shuts the opening of the fauces.

Constructor labio'rum. See
Orbicularis oris.

Constructor mu'sculus. See
buccinator.

Constructor o'ris. See Orbicu-
laris oris.

Constructor palpebrarum. See
Orbicularis palpebrarum .

Constructor pharv'ngis infe'-

RIOR. Crico-pharyngeus. Tkyro-pha-
ryngeus of Douglas and Winslow.
Crico-thyropharyngien of Dumas. A
muscle situated on the posterior part

of the pharynx.
Constructor phary'ngis me'dius.

Hyo-pharyngeus and cephalopharyji-

geus of Douglas and Winslow. Chon-
dro-pharyngeus of Douglas. Syndes-

mopharyngeus of Winslow. Cephalo-

pharyngeus of Winslow and Douglas.
llyo-glosso bastpharyngien ofDumas.
A muscle situated on the posterior

part of the pharynx.
Constructor phary'ngis su-

Pe'rior. Glosso-pharyngeus. Mylo-
pharyngcus. Pterygo-pharyngeus of
Douglas and Winslow, and Pterigu

syndesmo staphili pharyngien of Du-
mas. A muscle situated on the pos-

terior part of the pharynx.
Constructor vesi'ce urina'ri.e.

See Detrusor urina?,

Constricto'res pharyngje'i.
Muscles of the oesophagus.

Constricto'rii. Diseases attended

with constriction, or spasmodic dis-

eases.

Constringe'ntia. (From con-

stringcre, to bind together). Astrin-

gent medicines.

Consumption. (From consumcre,

to waste away). See Phthisis.

Contabesce'ntia. (From conta-

bescere, to pine or waste away). An
atrophy, or nervous consumption.

Contagion. (From eontingcre, to

meet or touch each other). A poison
generated by morbid animal secre-

tion, possessing the power of in-

ducing a like morbid action in healthy
bodies, whereby it is reproduced and
indefinitely modified.

%* This contagion can only be
known by its effect, and can only be
divided into genera, by classifying

the diseases it produces. The fol-

lowing is Dr. Hossack's classifica-

tion, adopted by Dr. Mather Smith,
with some trifling modification.

—

Ge?ius 1. Contagion communicable
exclusively by contact, its species

being as follows : itch, syphilis, sib-

beus, laanda of Africa, framb&sia 9

elephantiasis, hydrophobia, vaccina.

These diseases cannot be conveyed

Q2
'
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through the medium of the air, but
require actual contact; hence they

are strictly contagious, in the ety-

mological sense of the word.

—

Ge-

nus 2. Contagion communicable both
by contact and by the atmosphere.
These are liable to become epidemic,

in contradistinction to those of the

first genus. As species, the second

genus contains : small-pox, measles,

chicken-jwx, scarlet fever, hooping-

cough. To these Dr. Hosack adds

influenza and cynanche maligna.
" But the former," says Dr. Smith,

and without proof, U is evidently not

contagious, and the latter is either a

modification of scarlatina, or an at-

mospheric disease." (See Elements

of the Etiology and Philosophy of
Ejndemics)

.

%* One of the laws which govern

these contagions is, they are com-
municable in every season : in the

heat of summer as well as in the

cold of winter ; in a pure as well as

in an impure air. Another law is,

general insusceptibility to future at-

tacks of the same disease, but with

exceptions. See Infection,

Contf/nsio. (From continere, to

restrain). Used sometimes to ex-

press tension or stricture.

Co'ntinens fe'bris. A continent

fever, which proceeds uniformly with-

out either exacerbation or remission.

This,however, rarely, ifever, happens.

Conti'nua fe'bris. (From con-

tinuare, to persevere). A continued

fever. See Fcbris conlinua.

Conto'rsio, -onis, f. (From con-

torquere, to twist about). A con-

tortion, or screwing. Applied to

the Iliac passion, to luxation of the

vertebra?, head, &c.

Contua-ai'EUTu'ra. (From con-

Lra, against, txnd apcrirc, to open).

A counter-opening. An opening

made opposite to the one that exists.

CONT8 ACT! I.1TY.

—

Pysiolog. The
power, wl ieh muscular fibres possess

of shortening themselves.— (hum.
A property in bodies, ll.e effect of

the cohesive power, by which their

particles resume their former pro-

pinqi.il, .Inn the force ceases which

was applied to separate them.

Contraction. (From contrahere,
to draw together). Contracfio. A
rigid contraction of the joints. A
genus of disease in the Class Lo-
cales, and Order Dyscinesia>, of
Cullen, of which the species are—
I. Contractura primaria, from a rigid

contraction of the muscles ; called

also obstipitas; a word that, with any
other annexed, distinguishes the va-
riety of the contraction. Of this

species he forms four varieties : 1

.

Contractura ab inflammatione , when
it arises from inflammation ; 2. Con-
tractura a spast?w, called also tonic

spasm and cramp, when it depends
upon spasm ; 3. Contractura ob an-
tagonistas paraliticos, from the an-
tagonist muscles losing their action ;

4. Contractura ab acrimoniu irritante,

which is induced by some irritating

cause.— II. Contractura articularis,

originating from a disease of the

joint.

Contrafissu'ra. (From contra,

against, and finderc, to cleave). A
crack or fissure in the skull, oppo-
site to the part on which a blow is

received.

Contrahe'ntia. (From contrahere,

to contract) . Medicines which shorten

and strengthen the fibres . Astringents

are the only medicines of this nature.

Contra-indication. Contra-indi-

catio. (From contra, against, and
indivare, to shew) . Symptoms which
forbid the exhibition of a remedy
which would otherwise be employed ;

c. g. bark and acids are usually given

in putrid fevers ; but if there be

cough, difficulty of breathing, or

inflammation of any viscus, their

use, the former at least, is contra-

indicated.

Contra-luna'ris. (From contra,

and lunu, the moon). Conception

during the menstrual discharge. Dic-

tcricus.

Contra -semen. See Artemisia

Santonica.

CoNTRE cour. (Fr.) Fracture

of the skull, which happens in the

part opposite to where the blow was
received.

Conutayf/rvje ra'dix. See Dor*

sten ia Contrayerva .
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Contraye'rva. (From contra,
|

against, and yerva, poison. Span.)

See Dorstenia,

Contraye'rva a'lba. Contrayerva

Germanorum, A name for asclepias.

Contraye'rva no'va. Mexican
contrayerva. The Psoralea penta-

phylla of Linnaeus ; introduced into

Europe after the former, and is

brought from Guiana as well as

from Mexico. It is but little if any
thing inferior to contrayerva.

Contraye'rva Virginia's a. See
Aristolochia St, pentaria.

Contri'tio. See Comminution.

Contusion. (From contundere,
j

to knock together). A bruise, or

contused wound.
*
#* In severe bruises, independent

of the inflammation necessarily oc-

casioned, there is an instantaneous

extravasation, in consequence of the

rupture of numerous small vessels

;

which accounts for those very con-

siderable tumours which frequently

arise after injuries of this descrip-

tion ; the black and livid appearance
immediately following many contu-

sions, can only be explained by the

actual effusion of blood which hafl

taken place from the rupture of mi-
nute arteries and veins. Even large

vessels are not unfrequently burst in

this manner, and a considerable col-

lection of extravasated blood is a

consequence : e g. blows on the

head often cause a large extravasa-

tion of blood to accumulate under
the scalp.

Convalescence. From the de-
parture of a disease, to the recovery
of the strength lost by it, is termed
the state of convalescence.

Convalla'ria. (From cnnrallis, a

valley ; named from its abounding
in valleys and marshes) . The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system: Class, Ilexand:-ia ; Order,
jMonogynia.

Convalla'ria maja'lfs. The sys-
tematic name of the lily of the val-

ley. Lilium convallium. Convaliaria.

Maianthcmum. May-lily. The flow-
ers of this plant, the scapo nudo of
Linnaeus, have a penetrating, bitter

taste, and are given in nervous and

catarrhal disorders. The roots, in

the form of tincture, or infusion,

act as a sternutatory when snuffed

up the nose, and as a laxative or
purgative when taken internally.

Convalla'ria POLYGONA'TUM.The
systematic name of the Solomon's
seal. Sigillum Salomonis. Convalla-

ria polygo?iatum; foliis alternis am-
plexicaulibus, cattle ancipiti, pedun-
culis axillaribus subuniforis , of Lin-
naeus. The roots, externally ap-

plied, are astringent, &c. ; and are

well known to the Fancy, for their

efficacy as a discutient in that genteel

species of ecchymosis, called a black

eye.

Convolu'ta superio'ra o'ssa. The
superior turbinated bones of the

nose.

Convolu'ta inferio'ra o'ssa. The
lower turbinated bones of the nose.

Convo'ia i i \ s. (From convolvere,

to roll together).— 1. A name for the
Iliac pas-ion.—2. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean svstem : so called

from their twisting round others

:

Class, Pentandria; Order, Monogy-
nia. It affords the jalap, mechoa-
canna, turbith, and scammony. The
whole genus consists of plants con-
taining a milky juice strongly ca-

thartic and caustic.

Convo'lvulus America'nus. The
jalap root.

Convo'lvulus canta'brica. A
name for the cantabrica. Convolvulus

minimus spii-m foliis. Convolvulus Una-
rire folio. Lonvolrulus Cantabrica of
Linnams. Lavender - leaved bind-
weed. It is anthelmintic and actively

cathartic.

Convo'lvulus colubri'nus. The
pariera brava.

Convo'lvulus jala'fa. The sys-

tematic name of the jalap plant.

Jalapium. Mcchoacanna nigra. Ja-
lap. The plant is thus described by
Linnaeus: Convolvulus jalapa: caule

volubili; foliis ovatis, subcordatis, ob-

tusis, obsolete repandis, subtus villosls ;

pedunculis unifloris. It is a native of
South America. It has scarcely any
smell, and very little taste ; but to

the tongue, and to the throat, mani-
fests a slight degree of pungency,

Q3
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The medicinal activity of jalap re-

sides principally, if not wholly, in

the resin, which, though given in

small doses, occasions violent tor-

mina. The powdered root is a very

common, efficacious, and safe pur-

gative ; but, in proportion as it con-
tains more or less resin, so its effects

must vary. In large doses, or when
joined with calomel, * it is exhibited

as an anthelmintic and hydragogue.
It is ordered in the form of tincture

and extract ; and the Edinburgh Col-

lege directs it also in powder, with

twice its weight of the supertartrate

of potash.

Convo'lvulus ma'jor a'lbus. See
Convolvulus septum.

Convo'lvulus mari'timus. The
brassica maritima, or sea colewort.

Convo'lvulus mechoacan. Me-
choacannce radix. Jalapa alba. Rha-
barbarum album. Mechoacan. The
root of a species of convolvulus,

Co?wolvulus Mechoacan , or Bryonia
alba Peruviana, is brought from
Mexico. It possesses aperient pro-

perties, and was long used as the

common purge of this country, but

is now wholly superseded by jalap.

: Convo'lvulus scammo'nia. The
systematic name of the scammony
plant. Scammonium. Convolvulus

zyriacus. Scammonium syriacum. Uia-
grydvim. Scammony. The plant

which affords the concrete gummi-
resinous juice termed scammony;
the Convolvulus scammonia; foliis

sagittalis postice truncatis, pedunculis

teretibus subtifloris, of Linnaeus. It

grows abundantly about Maraash,
Antioch, Edlib, and towards Tripoli,

in Syria. No part of the dried plant

possesses any medicinal quality but

the root, which Dr. Russel adminis-

tered in decoction, and found it to

be a pleasant and mild cathartic. It

\* from the milky juice of the root

that we obtain the officinal scam-
mony, which is procured by the

peasants, who collect it in the begin-

ing of June. It is seldom given

alone, but enters into several com-
pounds, which are administered as

purgatives.

Convo'lvulus se'pium. Convolvu-

lus major albus. The juice of this

plant, Convolvulus septum; foliis sa-
gittatis postice truncatis pedunculis
tetragonisy unifloris, of Linnaeus, is

violently purgative, and given in

dropsical affections. A poultice of
the herb, made with oil, is recom-
mended in white swellings of the
knee joint.

Convo'lvulus soldane'lla. The
systematic name of the sea convol-
vulus. Brassica 'marina. Kpaptt)
SaXa&ffia. Co?wolvulus maritimus.
Soldanella. Soldanella. This plant,

Convolvulus soldanella; foliis renifor-

mibus, pedunculis unifloris, of Lin-
naeus, is a native of our coasts. The
leaves are said to be a drastic purge.
Rejected from the pharmacopoeias.

Convo'lvulus Svri'acus. A name
for the scammonium.
Convo'lvulus turpe'thum. The

systematic name of the turbith plant.

Tarpethum. Its properties are pur-
gative, liable, however, to much ir-

regularity of action.

Convu'lsion. (ConvulstOy -onis, f.

;

from convellere, to pull together).

Distentio nervorum, &c. Clonic

spasm. A diseased action of mus-
cular fibres, known by alternate re-

laxations, with violent and involun-

tary contractions of the muscular
parts, without sleep. Cullen places

convulsion in the Class Neuroses,

and Order Spasmi. Convulsions are

universal or partial, and have ob-
tained different names, according to

the parts affected, or the symptoms;
as the risus sardonicus, when the

muscles of the face are affected ;

—

St. Vitus's dance, when the muscles
of the arm are thrown into involun-

tary motions, with lameness and
rotations. Hysterical epilepsy, or

other epilepsies, arising from differ-

ent causes, are convulsive diseases

of the universal kind : the muscles
of the globe of the eye, throwing
the eye into involuntary distortions

in defiance of the direction of the

will, are instances of partial convul-

sion. The muscles principally af-

fected in all species of convulsion,

are those immediately under the di-

rection of the will j as those of the
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eyelids, eye, face, jaws, neck, supe-

rior and inferior extremities. The
muscles of respiration, acting both
voluntarily and involuntarily, are

not unfrequently convulsed ; as the

diaphragm, intercostals, &c. All

parts that have muscular fibres may
be convulsed. The sensations of the

mind most capable of producing con-
vulsions, are timidity, horror, anger,

great sensibility of the soul, &c.
Convu'lsio abdominis. Convul-

sion of the muscles of the belly.

Convu'lsio cani'na. A wry mouth.
Convu'lsio cerea'lis. (From Ce-

res > corn). Cereal convulsion. A
singular disorder of the spasmodic
convulsive kind, not common to this

country, but mentioned by Cartheu-
ser under this title, from the pecu-
liar tingling and formication per-

ceived in the arms and legs. Motus
spasmodicus of Hoffman. It is en-

demial in some places in Germany

;

and more frequent in country places

than in large towns ; and said to

arise from the use of spoiled corn.

Convu'lsio clo'ntca. Convulsion
with alternate relaxation.

Convu'lsio gravida'rum. Con-
vulsion of pregnant women.

Convu'lsio iiabitua'lis. The cho-
rea Sancti Viti.

Convu'lsio iiemito'tonos. Con-
vulsion approaching to tetanus.

Convu'lsio ab inam'tione. Con-
vulsion from inanition.

Convu'lsio i'mjica. Tetanus.
Convu'lsio intermittens. Con-

vulsion occurring in paroxysms.
Convu'lsio nepiiRa'lgica. Con-

vulsion from stones in the kiduevs.
Convu lsio ab onani'smo. Con-

vulsion from onanism.
Convu'lsio rapija'nia. Spasmo-

dic painful disease of the joints.

Convu'lsio to'nica. Common or
permanent convulsion.

Convu'lsio u'teri. Abortion.
Cony'za. (From xoi>ic, dust) . The

name of a genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Chiss, Syngenesia;
Order, Polygamia superjlua. Its

powder is sprinkled to kill fleas in

places where they are troublesome .

*** There is some difficulty in

ascertaining the plants called conyza&
by the older practitioners : they are

either of the genus conyza, inula,

gnaphalium, erigeron, or chryso-
coma.
Cony'za jEthio'pica. The plant

so called is most probably the chry-

socoma comaurea of Willdenow ; a
shrub which grows wild about the
Cape of Good Hope, and is culti-

vated in our green-houses, because
it flowers the greater part of the
year.

Cony'za cozru'lea. The Erigeron
acre of Linnaeus answers to the de-
scription of this plant.

Cony'za ma'jor. Supposed to be
the inula viscosa of Linnaeus.

Cony'za me'dia. See Inula dy-
scnterica.

Cony'za ma'jor vulga'ris. The
Inula dyscnterica.

Cony'za mi'nor. The Inula puli-

caris of Linnaeus answers to the de-
scription given of this plant in most
books. Principally used to destroy
fleas and gnats.

Conyza minor fiore globoso. The
Inula pulicaris of Linnaeus.

Cooperto'ria. (From cooper ire , to

cover over). Cartilago thyroidea.

Called also abicum.
Coo'strum. The centre of the

diaphragm.
Copa'iba, -a?, f. (From copal , the

American name for any odoriferous
gum, and iba, or iva

9
a tree). The

name given by the London College

of Physicians to the balsam of co-
paiva. A yellow resinous juice, of a
moderately agreeable smell, and a
bitterish biting taste, very perma-
nent on the tongue. The tree which
affords it is the Copaifera officinalis

of Linnaeus. It unites with fixed

and volatile oils, and with spirit of
wine. It is given in all diseases of
the urinary organs, when no in-

flammation is present. In gleets,

and in gonorrhoea, it was once a fa-

vourite remedy, and is now again
much used in these disorders, as

well as in those of the kidneys ; and
in haemorrhoids it is occasionally

adopted. The dose is from twenty

to thirty drops, twice or three times

.
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a. day, mixed with water, by means of

the yolk of an egg, or any mucilage.

Copaiva. See Copaiba.

Copai'fera. (From Copaiva, the

Indian name, and ferre, to bear).

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Decandria

;

Order, Monogynia.
Copai'fera officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the plant from which
the Copaiva balsam is obtained.

Copal. (The American name of all

clear odoriferous gums. Gum copal.

It is tasteless, and, while cold, ino-

dorous. It is used, dissolved in rec-

tified spirit of wine, in laxities of

the gums, with the same intention

as mastich.

Cope'lla. See Cupel.

Co'pher. A name for camphor.
Co'phos. (Kco^oc, dumb.) Deaf or

dumb. Also a bluntness of the senses.

Copho'sis. (From Koxpog, deaf). A
difficulty of hearing. It is often

symptomatic of some disease. See
JDysecoea.

Copper. (Cuprum, -i, n. quasi ces

Cyprium; so named from the island

of Cyprus, whence it was formerly

brought). A metal found in the

earth, in various states. It is found

native (native copper)
,
possessing the

red colour, malleability, and many
of its other properties; it is, how-
ever, not quite pure, but generally

mixed with a minute portion of gold

or silver.

Properties of copper.—Pure cop-

per is of a rose-red colour, very

sonorous, very tenacious, ductile,

and malleable ; of considerable com-
pactness ; moderately hard and elas-

tic. Its texture is granulated, and
subject to blisters. It crystallizes in

quadrilateral pyramids. Its specific

gravity is between 7.783 and 8.584.

When rubbed, it emits a disagree-

able odour. It melts at 27° ofWedg-
wood's pyrometer. At a higher tem-
perature, it burns with a beautiful

green flame. It is a good conductor

of caloric, of electricity, and of gal-

vanism. Exposed to the air, it be-

comes brown, and at last green, by
absorbing carbonic acid. When heat-

ed, it turns blue, yellow, violet, and

brown. It readily fuses with phos-
phorus, and unites to sulphur, when
finely divided by mere trituration. It

does not decompose water at the
temperature of ignition. It is acted
on by the greater number of the
acids. Nitric acid acts on copper
with great vehemence. Sulphuret of
potash combines with it in the dry
and in the humid way. It is capable of
alloying with the greater number of
the metals. With zinc it forms the
compound metals called brass, pinch-
beck, and others : with tin it forms
bell-metal and bronze. It unites to

the earths merely in vitrification.

Liquid ammonia causes it to oxydize
quickly when air is admitted. It

decomposes muriate of ammonia,
and red sulphuret of mercury, by
heat. It is poisonous to the human
constitution.

Co'pperas. Blue, green, and white
vitriol.

Coprago'ga. (From xo7rpog, dung,
and ayoj, to bring away). Copragc-
gum. A gently purging electuary,

mentioned by Rulandus.
Coprie'mesis. (From noTpog, ex-

crement, and efjLsoj, to vomit). Vo-
miting of fseces.

CopROCRi'riCA. (From noirpog,

excrement, and xpivo>, to separate).

Mild cathartic medicines.

Copropho'ria. (From aoirpog, ex-
crement, and (popewy to bring away).
A purging.

Co'pros. (Koirpog) . The faeces, or
excrements.

Coprosta'sia. (From KOTrpog, fae-

ces, and i^rjfiif to remain). Costive-

ness, or constriction of the belly.

Copta'rioi. (KottIi), a small

cake). Copt-jrium. A medicine in

the shape of a very small cake, di-

rected for disorders of the trachea

and lungs, and for many other in-

tentions, bv the ancients.

CoVrE. (Kott7>/, a small cake).

The form of a medicine used by the

ancients ; also a cataplasm generally

made of vegetable substances, and
applied externally to the stomach ;

and used internally on many occa-
sions.

Copula. (Quasi compula; from
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compelkre, to restrain). A name
for a ligament.

Coqle'ntia. (From coquere, to di-

gest) . Medicines which promote con-

coction.

Cor, -dis, n.—1 . The heart ; which
see.—2. Gold.—3. An intense tire.

Coraci'ne. (From xopa.%, a crow;
so named from its black colour). A
name for a lozenge, quoted by Ga-
len from Aselepiades.

Coraco-brachia'lis. (From xo-

/wz£, a crow, and fipaxiov, the arm).
Coraco-humeral of Dumas. Choraco-
brachiceus. A muscle; so called from
its origin and insertion. It is situ-

ated on the humerus, before the

scapula. Its use is to raise the arm
upwards and forwards.

Coraco-hyoide'us. (Coraco-hyoi-

dettSy sc. musculus, xopaxo-voicaiog :

from xopaZ, a crow, and voeifrjc,, the

bone called hyoides). See Omo-
hy oidetts.

Co'racoid. (Coracoidcus ; from xo-

pa£, a crow, and sicoc, resemblance;
because it is shaped like the beak of
a crow). A name given to a pro-

cess on the upper and anterior part

of the scapula.

Coral. See Corallium,

Coralli'na. (Dim. of corallium;

from xopn, a daughter, and a\e, the

sea ; because it is generated in the

sea). Musci/s maritimus. Coralli)ia

officinalis. Corallina alba. Sea co-

ralline, and white wormseed. A ma-
rine production, resembling a small

plant without leaves, consisting of

numerous brittle cretaceous sub-

stances, friable betwixt the fingers,

and crackling between the teeth. It

is administered to children as an an-

thelmintic, in powder.
Coralli'na Corsica'na. Corsican

worm-seed. Fucus helmi'ntho-corton

of De la Tourrette. This plant has
gained great repute in destroying all

species of intestinal worms.
Coralli'na melito-cq'rton. See

Corallina Corsicana.

Coralli'na ru'bra. See Corallina

Corsicuna.

Coralline. See Corallina.

Coralline, Corsican, See Coral"

Una Corsicana,

Cora'llium a'lbum. White coral.

A hard, white, calcareous, brittle

substance : the nidus of the Madre-
pora oculata: Class, Vermes; Order,
Lithophyta. It is sometimes exhited
as an absorbent earth.

Cora'llium rl'brlm. (From
xopjj, a daughter, and aXc, the sea ;

so named, because it is generated in

the sea). The red coral. It is

mostly employed medicinally. It is

a hard, brittle, calcareous substance,,

resembling the stalk of a plant, and
is the habitation of the Isis nobilis :

Class, Vermes; Order, Zoophyta.
As an absorbent it does not appear
to claim any preference to common
chalk.

Corallode'ndron. (From xo-

paWiov, coral, and Stvopov, a tree ^.

resembling in hardness and colour a
piece of coral). The coral-tree of
America. Anti-venereal.

Coralloi'des sep'tfoil. Tooth
or coral-wort ; corroborant.

Coralloi'des fl'ngus. (From
xopa\\ioi>, coral, and tic'oc, like-.

ness) , Krotylus. Clavnn'a coralloides

of Linnaeus. It is said to be corro-
borant and astringent.

Co'rciioron. (From xnp-n> the
pupil of the eye, and xoptio, to

purge ; so called, because it was
thought to purge away rheum from
the eyes). The herb pimpernel, or
duckweed*

Co'rda. See Chordee.

Co'rda ty'mpani. The cord of
the tympanum. The portio dura of
the seventh pair of nerves, having
entered the tympanum, sends a small
branch to the stapes, and another
more considerable one, which runs
across the tympanum from behind
forwards, passes between the long
leg of the incus and the handle of

the malleus, then goes out at the

same place where the tendon of the

anterior muscle of the malleus en-

ters. It is called corda tympani,
because it crosses the tympanum as

a cord crosses the bottom of a drum.
%* Dr. Monro thinks that it is

formed by the second branch of the

fifth pair, as well as by the portio

dura of the seventh.
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Co'rD£ Willi'sii. " See Dura
water*

Cordials. Medicines are gene-
rally so termed, which possess warm
and stimulating properties, and that

are given to raise the spirits.

Co'rdia my'xa. Sebestina. The
systematic name of the Sebesten
plant. Sebesten. Sebsten. The dark
black fruit of the cordia; foliis ovatis,

supra glabris ; corymbis lateralibus;

calycibus decemstriatis, of Linnaeus.

It possesses demulcent and aperient

qualities, and is exhibited in the form
of decoction in various diseases of
the chest, hoarseness, cough, diffi-

cult respiration, &c.
Cordine'ma. (From napci, the

head, and diveto, to move about).

Head-ache, attended with vertigo.

Cordo'lium. (From cor, the heart,

and dolor, pain) . Formerly applied

to cardialgia, or heart-burn.

Core. (Kop?;). The pupil ofthe eye.

Core'mata. (From hoosm, to

cleanse) . Medicines for purifying the

skin.

Coriander, See Coriandrum.

Coria'ndrum, -*', n. Coriander.

—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Pen-
tandria ; Order, Digynia.— 2. The
pharmacopeeial name of the officinal

coriander. See Coriandrum sativum.

Cori'andrum sati'vum. The sys-

tematic name of the plant called co-

riandrum in the pharmacopoeias.

Cassibor. Corianon. The Corian-

drum fructibus globosis, of Linnaeus.

It grows abundantly in the South of

Europe. The coriander seeds, and
most of those of the umbelliferous

plants, possess a stomachic and car-

minative power. They were directed

in the infusum amarum, the infu-

sum sennae tartarizatum, and some
other compositions of the pharma-
copoeias ; and, according to Dr. Cul-
len, the principal use of these Beedfl

is, " that infused along with senna,

they more powerfully correct the

odour and taste of this than any
other aromatic that I have employed,
and are, 1 believe, equally powerful
in obviating the griping that senna

is very ready to produce.
•i

Coria'non. See Coriandrum,
Co'ris. (From atiou, to cleave,

or cut ; so called, because it was
said to heal wounds). The herb
hypericum.

Co'ris lu'tea. The hypericum
saxatile, or bastard St. John's wort.

Co'ris monspellie'nsis. An in-

tensely bitter and nauseous plant,

but apparently an active medicine,
and employed, it is said, with suc-

cess in syphilis.

Cork. The bark of the Qucrcus
suber of Linnaeus, formerlyemployed
as an astringent, but now disused.

It yields an acid.

Corns. Clavi, spince pedum, calli,

condylomata, &c. Hardened portions

of cuticle, produced by long and
continued pressure.

*
#
* For the cure of corns many

remedies have been proposed, all

promising more or less a discutient

property : the principal are green
wax, soap, mercurial and hemlock
plasters, green oil-skin, &c. applied

to the corn, after paring or rasping

it down, and renewed as often as ne-

cessary. An infallible composition

is said to be composed of gum am-
moniacum and yellow wax, of each
two ounces, and six drachms of verde-

grise. Renewed after a fortnight, if

the corn still remain.

Mr. Wardrop has recommended
the corn to be cut away as much as

can possibly be done with safety,

keeping it in warm water; and after the

surrounding skin has been well dried,

to rub the surface of the corn with

the nitrate of quicksilver, or wetting

it by means of a camel-hair pencil,

with a solution of the oxymuriate of

mercury in spirit of wine. Either

of these applications, Mr. W. ob-

serves, will mostly effect a cure.

—

fide Med. Chirurg. Trans, vol. V.

p. 150. Also Calliscus* Syst. Chirurg.

Hodicrnw, part ii. p. 200, where it will

be found that the use of caustic ap-

plications in the cure of corns, is not

a new proposal,

Cornaciii'm pi'i.yis. Scammony,
antimony, and cream of tartar.

Co'rnea opa'ca. The opaque cor-

nea. The. sclerotic membrane of the
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eye is so called, because it is of a

horny consistence and opaque. See
Sclerotic coat.

Co'rnea TRANsrA'RENS. Trans-
parent cornea. Sclerotica ceratoides.

The transparent portion of the scle-

rotic membrane, through which the

rays of light pass, is so called, to

distinguish it from that which is

opaque. See Sclerotic coat.

Corne'sta. Cht/m. A retort.

Corn/lower, See Ccntaurca Cyanus.
L'orm'cila. (From cornu, a

hornj. A cupping instrument, made
of horn.

Cobmcl i.a'ris. (From comity a

horn} . Shaped like a horn ; the co-

racoid prooett.

Corn -salad. The Valeriana lo-

emta of Linnaeus. It is a very whole-
some succulent plant, possessing
antiscorbutic and gently aperient

property

Co'rnu AMMo'ms. Cortin ay
When the pes hippocampi of the

human brain is cut U'

ailBfCtsely
through, the cortical aubfltanOB is so

disposed as to resemble a ram's
horn. This is the true cornu ani-

monis, though the name i> often ap-
plied to the pes hippocampi.

i o'rnu ari'etis. See Corm am-
monis.

Co'rnu. A horn. Cornu ccrvi.

Hartshorn. The horns of several

species of stag, as the ccrrus al

cervus dama, cervus claphits, and
cermu turantla, are used medicinally.

Their chief use is for calcination, and
to afford the liquor volatilis cornu
1 rvi and sub-carbonate of ammonia.

Co'rnu ce'rm calcina'tum. See
Cornu ustum.

Co'rnu u'stum. Burnt hartshorn.
It possesses absorbent, antacid, and
astringent properties, and is given
in the form of decoction, as a com-
mon drink in diarrhoea, &c. &c.

Co'rnua. Warts. Horny excres-
cences, which mostly form on the
joints of the toes. Similar diseased
productions have been known to

arise on the head, and other parts.

Co'rnua uteri. Pkctcnce. In
comparative anatomy, the horns of
the womb ; the womb being in some

animals triangular, and its angles re-

sembling horns.

Corm mi'sa. (From Cormtmsc,
Fr. A pair of bagpipes). A retort

;

from its resemblance to this cele-

brated Highland instrument.

Co'rnus. 1. The name of a genu^
of plants in the Linnaean system i

Class, Tetrandria ; Order, Mo**gy-
nia.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the cornel-tree. Cornus sanguinea
of Linnaeus. The fruit is moderat
cooling and astringent)

Corm 'y\. (From cornu; from
its resemblance to a horn). A retort.

Coro'na CILIA'ms. The cilia

ment.

Coro'na c.la'sdis. The margin
of the glans penis.

Coro'na imperia'li-. A name
for crown-imperial. The Turks use
this plant as an emet&C. The whole
plant is considered poisonous.

CosoVa ki/j.ia. The melilotus.
Coro'na so'lis. Sun-flower. Call-

ed also chimalati. The FMitmthmi
annuus of Linnaeus. The seeds are
made into bread.

Coro'na ve'nf.ri-. Venereal
blotches on the forehead are so
termed.

Coro'nal si'ture. (From co-

rona, a crown, or garland ; so named,
because the ancients wore their gar-
lands in its direction . Satura coro-

nalis. Suntra arcuali.,. The suture
of the head, that extends from one
temple across to the other, uniting
the two parietal boiics with the
frontal.

Corona'rius stoma'ciucus. Part
of the eighth pair of nerves.

Coronary vessels. Vasco coro-
naria. The arteries and veins of the
heart ; also others belonging to the
stomach. The term coronary is here
given from corona, a crown, sur-
rounding any part in the manner of
a crown.

Coronary ligaments. (From
corona, a crown). Ligaments unit-

ing the radius and ulna. The term
ligamentum coronarium is also ap-
plied to a ligament of the liver.

Coro'ne. (Kooujvtj, a crow; so
named from its supposed likeness to
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a crow's bill) . The acute process of
the lower jaw-bone.

Coronoid) . Corojioideus ; from
xopujvr), a crow, and udog, likeness).

Processes of bones are so called, that

have any resemblance to a crow's
beak, as coronoides apophysis ulnse,

coronoides apophysis maxillw.

Corono'pus. (From vopuvrj, a

carrion crow, and irovg, foot ; the

plant being said to resemble a crow's

foot). See Plantago.

Co'rpora albica'ntia. Corpora
albicantia Willisii.

Co'rpora caverno'sa cuto'ridis.
Two hollow crura, forming the cli-

toris.

Co'rpora caverno'sa pe'nis. Two
spongy bodies arising, one from
each ascending portion ofthe ischium,

forming the whole bulk of the penis

above the urethra, and terminating

obtusely behind its glans. See Penis.

Co'rpora fimbria'ta. The flat-

tened terminations of the posterior

crura of the fornix of the brain,

which turn round into the inferior

cavity of the lateral ventricle, and
end in the pedes hippocampi.

Co'rpora lobo'sa. Part of the

cortical substance of the kidney.

Co'rpora nerve'o - spongio'sa .

The corpora cavernosa penis.

Co'rpora nervo'sa. The corpora
cavernosa clitoridis.

Co'rpora oliva'ria. The two ex-

ternal prominences of the medulla
oblongata, shaped somewhat like an
olive.

Co'rpora pyramida'lia. Two in-

ternal prominences of the medulla
oblongata, which are more of a py-
ramidal shape than the former.

Co'rpora quadrige'mina. See
Tubcrcula quadrigemina.

Co'rpora stria'ta. So named from
their appearance. See Cerebrum.

Co'rpus annula're. A synonym
of pons Varolii. See Potts Varolii.

Co'rpus, -oris,n. The body. Many
parts and substances are also distin-

guished by this name : as corpus

callosum, corpus luteum , &c. See Body

.

Co'rpus Callo'sum. Commissura
magna cerebri. The white medullar}'

part joining the two hemispheres of

the brain, and coming into view
under the falx of the dura mater
when the hemispheres are drawn

! from each other. On the surface of
i
the corpus callosum two lines are
conspicuous, called the raphe.

Co'rpus glandulo'sum. The pro-
state gland.

Co'rpus lu'teum. The granulous
papillae found in that part of the
ovarium of females, whence an ovum
has proceeded ; hence their presence
determines that the female has been
impregnated ; and the number of
corpora lutea corresponds with the
number of impregnations. It is, how-
ever, asserted by a modern writer,

that corpora lutea have been detected
in young virgins, where no impregna-
tions could possibly have taken place.

Cor'pus muco'sum. See Rete mu-
cosum.

Co'rpus pampinifo'rme. (Pam~
piniformis; from pampxnus, a ten-
dril, andforma, likeness, resembling
a tendril). Corpus pyramidale. Ap-
plied to the spermatic chord, and
thoracic duct ; also to the plexus of
veins surrounding the spermatic ar-

tery in the cavity of the abdomen.
Cor'pus reticula're. See Rete

mucosum.
Co'rpus sesamoide'um. A little

prominence at the entrance of the
pulmonary artery.

Co'rpus spongiosum ure'thr*:.
Substantia spongiosa urethra?. Corpus
spotigiosiwi penis. This substance
originates before the prostate gland,
surrounds the urethra, and forms
the bulb ; then proceeds to the end of
the corpora cavernosa, and termi-
nates in the glans penis, which it

forms.

Co'rpus varico'sum. The sper-

matic chord.

Corra'go. (From cor, the heart

;

it being supposed to have a good
effect in comforting the heart). See
Iforago.

Co'rre. (From khqu), to shave)

.

The temples. That part of the jaws
where the beard grows, and which it

is usual to shave.

Corroborants. (Corroborantia)

.

Medicines, or whatever gives strength
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to the body, as bark, wine, beef,

cold bath, &c. See Tonics.

Corrosive sublimate* See Hydrar-

gyri oxytnurias.

Corrosives. Corrosiva. (From
corrodere, to eat away) . See Escha-

rotics.

Corruga'tor superci'lii. (From
corrugare, to wrinkle). Musculus

swpercUii of Winslow. Musculus

frontalis verus, seu corrugator coiterii

of Douglas, and Cutaneo-sourcillier

of Dumas. A small muscle on the

forehead. When one muscle acts, it

is drawn towards the other, and pro-

jects over the inner canthus of the

eye. When both muscles act, they

pull down the skin of the forehead,

and make it wrinkle, particularly

between the eye-brows.

Co'rtex, -ticis, m. or f. A term

generally, though improperly, given

to the Peruvian bark ; as it applies

to any rind, or bark.

Co'rtex angeli'NjE. The bark

of a tree growing in Grenada. A
decoction of it is recommended as a

vermifuge. It excites tormina, si-

milar to jalap, and operates by
purging.

Co'rtex angustu'rs. See Cus-

paria?.

Co'rtex antiscorbl'ticus. The
canclla alba.

Co'rtex aroma'ticus. The ca-

nclla alba.

Co'rtex bela-ave. See Dcla-aye

cortex.

Co'rtex cane'll^ malaba'rice.
See Laurus cassia.

Cortex caroina'lis de Lu'go.

The Peruvian bark was so called,

because the Cardinal Lugo had testi-

monials of above a thousand cures

performed by it in the year 1653.

Co'rtex ce'rebri. The cortical

substance of the brain.

Co'rtex ciu'n/E re'gius. See
Cinchona.

Co'rtex chi'hjb suriname'nsis.
Surinam bark. This bark is'remark-
ably bitter, and preferable to the

other species in intermittent fevers.

Co'rtex chinchi'n/E. See Cinchona.

Co'rtex eluthe'ri/E. See Croton

CGbxarilta.

Co'rtex Geoftroy'^ Jamaice'n-
SIS. See Geojfroya Jamaicensis.

Co'rtex la'vola. The bark of
this name is supposed to be the pro-
duce of the tree which affords the

anisum stellatum. It has similar

virtues.

Co'rtex magella'nicus. See
JVintera armnatica.

Co'rtex massoy. The produce of
New Guinea, where it is beaten into

a pultaceous mass with water, and
rubbed upon the abdomen to allay

tormina of the bowels. It partakes

of the smell and flavour of cinna-

mon.
Co'rtex pa'trum. The Peruvian

bark.

Co'rtex Peruvia'nus. See Cin-

chona,

Co'rtex Peruvia'nus fla'vus.

See Ciyichona.

Co'rtex Peruvia'nus ru'ber.
See Cinchona.

Co'rtex pocgereb.e. This bark
is sent from America, and is said to

be serviceable in diarrhoeas, dysen-
teries, and hepatic fluxes.

Co'rtex qua'ssi*. See Quassia.

Co'rtex wintera'nus. See Win-
tera aromatica.

Co'rtical. Cineritious substance.

The external substance of the brain

is of a darker colour than the in-

ternal, and surrounds the medullary
substance, as the bark does the tree ;

hence it is termed cortical. See also

Kidneys.

Cortu'sa. The plant self-heal

;

bear's ear ; sanicle. Expectorant.
Co'ru cana'rica. A quince-like

tree of Malabar. Antidysenteric.

Co'rylus.—1. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, 3fo-
jwecia ; Order, Polyandria.—2. The
pharmacopceial name of the hazels

tree. See Corylus avellana.

Co'rylus ave'llana. The hazel-

nut tree. The nuts of this tree are

much eaten in this country ; they
are hard of digestion, and often pass
the bowels very little altered ; if,

however, they are well chewed, they
give out a nutritious oil. An oil is also

obtained from the wood of this tree,

Coryhis avellana stipulis ovalisy ob-

R
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tasis
9
of Linnaeus ; which is effica-

cious against the tooth-ache, and is

said to kill worms.
Co'ryphe. (Kopv0>?). The ver-

tex of the head. The inner parts of
the nails.

Cory'za. (Coryza, nopv^a : from
Hcipa, the head, and %slj, to boil).

An increased discharge of mucus
from the nose. See Catarrh,

Cory'za catarrha'lis. A catarrh

from cold.

Cory'za febrico'sa. A catarrh

with fever.

Cory'za phlegmatorrha'gia. A
catarrh, with much discharge of
mucus.

Cory'za purule'nta. A catarrh,

with discharge of matter.

Cory'za variolo'sa. A catarrh

accompanying small-pox.

Cory'za virule'nta. A catarrh,

with discharge of acrid mucus.
Coscu'lia. The grains of kermes.
Cosme'tic. A term applied to

remedies against blotches and frec-

kles.

Co'smos. Rythmus. A regular

scries. According to Hippocrates,

it is the order and scries of critical

days.

Co'ssis. Cossi. A worm that

breeds in wood : also a little tuber-

cle in the face, like the head of a

worm.
Co'ssum. A malignant ulcer of

the nose mentioned by Paracelsus.

Co'sta, -#?, f. A rib. The ribs are

four-and-twenty in number, twelve

on each side of the thorax. See

Bibs.

Co'sta pulmona'ria. Costa herba.

A name of the berb hawkweed.
Costo-iiyoide'us. (From costa,

a rib, and hyoidcus, belonging to

the hyoidal bone). A muscle, so

named from its origin and insertion.

See Chno-hyoidcus.

Co'stus. (From kasta, Arab.)

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnacan system: Class, Monandria

,

i

Order, Monogynia.
Co'stus ama'rus. Sec Costus ara~

btCUS.

Co'stus aha'jjicus. Costus indi-

a/Sj amarus, dulcis, oricntalis. Sweet

and bitter costus. The root of this

tree, Costus arabicus of Linnaeus,

possesses bitter and aromatic vir-

tues, and is considered as a good
stomachic. There were, formerly,
two other species, the bitter and
sweet, distinguished for use. At
present, the Arabic only is known,
and that is seldom employed. It is,

however, said to be stomachic, dia-

phoretic, and diuretic.

Co'stus cortico'sus. The ca-

nella alba.

Co'stus iiorto'rum mi'nor. The
ageratum.

Co'stus m'gra. The artichoke.

Co'style. (KotvXtj, the name
of an old measure) . The socket of
the hip-bone.

Cotaro'ntum. A word coined by
Paracelsus, implying a liquor in

which all bodies, and even their

elements, may be dissolved.

Co'tis. (From kotIij, the head).
The back part of the head ; some-
times the hollow of the neck.

Co'tula foz'tida. (Cotula, dim.
of cos, a whetstone, from the re-

semblance of its leaves to a whet-
stone ; or from nolvXij, a hollow).

Stinking chamomile. See Anthemis
cotula.

Cotyloid cavity. (Cotyhides;

from kotvXtj, the name of an old

measure, and a£oc, resemblance).

The acetabulum. See I/mominatum os,

Cotyloi'des. See Cotyloid cavity.

Couching. The surgical operation

of removing the opaque lens out of
the axis of vision, by means of a
needle constructed for the purpose.

*
#* There are two couching nee-

dles, which now seem to be prefer-

red to all others ; the one used by
Mr. Hey, and that employed by
Professor Scarpa ; although some
recent improvements have been sug-

gested and adopted by individuals in

their own practice.

Couch-grass. See Triticum repens.

Cough. Tu&sis. A sonorous con-

cussion of the thorax, produced by
the sudden expulsion of the inspired

air.

Co'um. The meadow-saffron.

Counter opening. Contra-aper-
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tura. An opening made in any part

of an abscess opposite to one already

in it. This is often done in order to

afford a readier escape to the collect-

ed pus.

Coup-de-soleil. (Fr.) Stroke of
the sun. Erysipelas, apoplexy, or

any affection produced instantane-

ously from a scorching sun.

%* The coup-de-soleil frequently

occurs in warm climates, and during

intense summer heats, with those

long exposed to the immediate heat

of the sun. It evidently appears to

he an attack of apoplexy, and re-

quires to be treated in the same
manner.

Cou'rap. (Ind.) A distemper
very common in Java, and other
parts of the East Indies, where there

is a perpetual itching and discharge
of matter. It is a herpes on the

axilla, groins, breast, and face.

Col'rbaril. The tree which pro-
duces the gum anime. Sec Anime.

Colro'ndi. An evergreen tree of
India, said to be antidvsenteric.

Couroy moi/lli. A shrub of In-

dia, said to be antivenomous.
Cou'scous. An African food,

much used about Senegal. It is a

composition of the flour of millet,

with some flesh, and what is there
called lalo.

Covola'm. The Crata'va marmrlos
of Linnaeus, whose fruit is astrin-

gent whilst unripe, but when ripe

uf a delicious taste. The bark of
the tree strengthens the stomach,
and relieves hypochondriac languors.

(ow/iagc, or Cow-itch. See Doli-

Cowper's GLANDS. (Cowperi glan-
dule?; named after the discoverer
and first describer of them). Three
large muciparous glands of the male,
two of which are situated before the
prostate gland, under the accelerator
muscles of the urine, and the third
more forward, before the bulb of
the urethra. They excrete a fluid,

J

similar to that of the prostate gland, I

during the venereal orgasm.
Cowpe'ri gla'ndul*:. See Cow-

per's glands.

Co'xa. The ischium is sometimes

so called, and sometimes the os

coecygis.

Coxe'ndix, -icis, f. (From co.ivz,

the hip) . The ischium ; the hip-

joint.

Crab-yaws. A name in Jamaica
for a kind of ulcer on the soles of

the feet, with callous edges, so hard
that it is difficult to cut them.

Cra'mbe. (Kpap^rj, the name,

given by Dioscoridcs, Galen, and
others, to the cabbage). A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Tetradynamia; Order, Silicu-

losa.

Cra'mbe mari'tima. The syste-

matic name for the sea-cole.

Cramp. (From krempen, to con-

tract. Germ.) A spasm of a mus-
cle or muscles, of which there ape

several species. See Tetanus.

Cranesbill, bloody. See Gera-
nium sanguineus,
Cra'mum, -i, n. (Kpaviov, quasi

napaviov; from napa, the head).

The skull, or superior part of the

head. See Caput.

Crante'res. (From xpauno, to

perform). A name given to the

sapientiae dentes and other molares,
from their office of masticating the

food.

Cra'plla. (KpanrvXa) . A sur-

feit ; drunkenness.

Cra'sis. (From Hepavvvfii, to

mix). Mixture. A term applied to

the humours of the bodv, when there
is such an admixture of their prin-

ciples as to constitute a healthy
state : hence, in dropsies, scurvy,

&c. the crasis, or healthy mixture
of the principles of the blood, is

said to be destroyed.

Cra'spedon. (Kpa(T7T6ooj/, the

hem of a garment; from xpejuaw^ to

hang down, and vrtcovy the ground).
A relaxation of the uvula, when it

hangs down in a thin, long mem-
brane, like the hem of a garment.
Crassame'ntum. (From crassus,

thick). See Blood.

Cra'ssula. (From erassus, thick :

so named from the thickness of its

leaves). See Sedum telephium.

CRAT«'GUS.(From xpa7oo, strength

:

so called from the strength and hard-
R2
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ness of its wood) . The wild service-

tree, whose virtues are astringent.

Crati'cula. (From crates, a hur-
dle). The bars or grate which cover
the ash-hole in a chymical furnace.

Cream of tartar. See Potassa?

supertartras.

Crema'ster. (From Kpspau), to

suspend). A muscle of the testicle,

by which it is suspended, drawn
up, and compressed, in the act of
coition.

Cke'mnus. (From uprji-ivog, a

precipice, or shelving-place). The
edges of an ulcer are so called

;

also the labium pudendi.

Cre'mor, -orw, m. Cream. Any
substance floating on the top, and
skimmed off.

Crepita'tion. The crackling

noise made in cases of emphysma,
when air is passing from one part

of the cellular substance to another.

Cre'pitus, -i, in. (From crepare,

to make a noise) . A puff, or little

noise : the crackling made by the

joints when there is a deficiency of
synovia.

Cre'pitus lu'pi. See Lycoperdon
bovista.

Cress, water. See Sisymbrium
nasturtium.

Cre'ta, ~ce
9 f. Carbonas calcis

friabilis. Chalk. Carbonate of lime.

Pure chalk is a neutral compound of

carbonic acid and lime. See Creta

prceparata.

Cre'ta prjepara'ta. Prepared

chalk. An absorbent, and possessing

antacid qualities. Jt is exhibited in

form of powder, mixture, or bolus,

in pyrosis, cardialgia, diarrhoea, aci-

dities of the primae via?, rachitis,

crusta lactea, &c.
Crete, dittany or. See Origa-

num dictamnu.s.

CrJBRIFo'rMIS. (From cribrum,

a sieve, and forma, likeness ; be-

cause it is perforated like a sieve).

bee Ethmoid bone.

Cri'co. Names compounded of

this word belong to muscles which
are attached to the cricoid cartilage.

Cri'co- auyt/ENOIDe'i;s lateralis.

(Vico-tateri arithenoidicn of Dumas.
A muscle of the glottis, that opens

the rima glottidis, by drawing the
ligaments from each other.

Cri'co-arytenoide'us posti'cus.

Crico creti arithenoidien of Dumas.
A muscle of the glottis, that opens
the rima glottidis a little, and by
pulling back the arytenoid cartilage,

stretches the ligament so as to make
it tense.

Cri'co-pharynge'us. See Con-
strictor pharyngis inferior.

Cri'co-thyroidf/us. Crico-thy-

roidien of Dumas. The last of the

second layer of muscles between the

os hyoides and trunk, that pulls

forward and depresses the thyroid

cartilage, or elevates and draws
backward the cricoid cartilage.

Cricoi'des. Cricoid. (From xpt-

xoc, a ring, and sidog, resemblance).

A round ring-like cartilage of the

larynx is called by this name. See
Larynx.

Crimno'des. (From xptpvov, bran).

A term applied to urine, which de-

posits a sediment like bran.

Crina'tus. (From apivovy the

lily). A fumigating composition,

mentioned by P. iEgineta.

Cri'nis. The hair. See Capillus.

Crinomy'ron. (From xpivov, a
lily, and pvpov, ointment) . An oint-

ment composed chiefly of lilies.

Crino'des. (From crinis, the

hair). Collections of a sebaceous

fluid in the cutaneous follicles upon
the face and breast, appearing like

black spots, and when pressed out,

like small worms or maggots.

Crio'genes. Certain troches for

cleansing sordid ulcers. P. JEgincta.

Cripso'rciiis. (From kqvttIlo, to

conceal, and o(>x'C> a testicle). Hav-
ing the testicle concealed, or not yet

descended into the scrotum.

Cri'sis. (From xpivio, to judge).

The judgment. The sudden change

of symptoms in acute diseases, from

which recovery or death is prognos-

ticated.

Crispatu'ra. (From crispare, to

curl). A spasmodic contraction, or

curling of the membranes and fibres.

Cri'sta. (Quasi cerista, from he-

pag, a horn : or carista, from xapa,

the head, as being on the top of the
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head). Any thing having the ap-

pearance of a crest ; as crista clito-

ridis, the nympha. Also a tubercle

about the anus.

Cri'sta ga'lli. The cock's comb.

An eminence of the ethmoid bone,

so called from its resemblance to a

cock's comb. See Ethmoid bone*

Cri'thamum. See Crithmum.
Crithe'rion. (From Kpivio, to

judge). The same as crisis.

Cri'the. (Kpi9rj). Barley. A
stye or tumour on the eyelid, of the

shape, and about the size of a barley-

corn.

Cri'thmum. (From kolvio, to se-

crete ; so named, from its supposed
virtu.* ; in promoting a discharge of

the urine and menses). Samphire
or sea-fennel.

Cri'thmum mariti'mum. TheLin-
naean name of the samphire or sea-

fennel. Crithmum. A low peren-

nial plant, that grows about the

M;i-coast in several parts of the

island, and has a spicy aromatic
flavour, which induces the common
people to use it as a pot-herb.

Pickled with vinegar and spice it

makes a wholesome and elegant con-
diment which is in much esteem.

Critho'dcs. (From KpiQri, bar-
ley, and sicog, resemblance). From
their resemblance to a barley-corn.

Applied to small protuberances.

Cri'tical. (From critique, Fr.

;

triticus, Lat. ; jcpili/coc, Gr.) De-
termining the event of a disease.

*
#* Physicians are of opinion,

that there is something in the nature
of fevers which generally determines
them to be of a certain duration

;

and, therefore, that their termina-
tions, whether salutary or fatal,

happen at certain periods of the
disease, rather than at others. These
periods, which were carefully marked
by Hippocrates, are called critical

days. The critical days, or those on
which we suppose the termination
of continued fevers especially to hap-
pen, are the third, fifth, seventh,
ninth, eleventh, fourteenth, seven-
teenth, and twentieth. Critical signs,
are those taken from a crisis, either
at refers to recovery or dissolution.

Crocidi'xis. (From KpoKih^cj, to

gather wool). A fatal symptom in

some diseases, where the patient

gathers up the bed-clothes, and
seems to pick up substances from
them.

Cro'cinum. (From icpoKog, saf-

fron) . Oil of saffron, or a mixture
of oil, myrrh, and saffron.

Croco'des. (From icpoicog, saf-

fron ; so called from the quantity of
saffron they contain) . A name of
some old troches.

Crocoma'gma. (From Kpoicoc,

saffron, and fiay/xa, the thick oil or
dregs). A troch made of oil of
saffron and spices.

Cro'cus. (Kpo/coc of Theophras-
tus. For the story of the young
Crocus, turned into this flower, (see

Oiid'sAfctam. lib.iv.) Others derive
this name from Kpoicrj, or icpoicig, a
thread ; whence the stamens of flow-
ers are called Kpoicideg. Others,
again, derive it from Coriscus, a
city and mountain of Cilicia, and
others from crokin, Chald.) Saffron,— 1. A genus of plants in the Lin-
naean system : Class, Triandria; Or-
der, Moiiogynia. Saffron.—2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the prepared
stigmata of the Crocus sativus, spatha
univalvi radically corolla; tubo lon-

gissimoy of Linnaeus.—3.A term given
by the old chymists to several pre-
parations of metallic substances,
from their resemblance; thus, crocus

martis, crocus veneris.

*** Saffron has a powerful, pe-
netrating, diffusive smell, and a
warm, pungent, bitterish taste.

Many virtues were formerly attri-

buted to this medicine, but little

confidence is now placed in it. The
Edinburgh College directs a tincture,

and that of London a syrup of this

drug.

Cro'cus antimo'nii. Crocus me-
tallorum. This preparation is a sul-

phuretted oxyde of antimony. It

possesses emetic and drastic cathartic
powers, producing afterwards a vio-
lent diaphoresis.

CRo'cus Germa'nicus. See Car-
thamus.

Cro'cus 1'ndicus, Sqc Cunuma.
R 3
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Cro'cus ma'rtis. Green vitriol

exposed to fire till it becomes red.

Cro'cus metallo'rum. See Cro-
cus aiitimonii.

Cro'cus officinalis. See Crocus
sativus.

Cro'cls sarace'nicus. See Car-
thumus.

Cro'cus sati'vus. See Crocus.

Cro'cls ve'neris. Copper cal-

cined to a red powder.
Cro'mmyon. (Ilapa to rag xopag

fivuv, because it makes the eyes

wink). An onion.

Crommyoxyre'gma. (From jtpo/i-

fivov, an onion, o£vc, acid, and

pTjyvvfii, to break out). An acid

eructation, accompanied with an
alliaceous taste.

Crota'phica arte'ria. The ten-

don of the temporal muscle.

Crotaphi'tes. (Crotayhites
y

sc.

wusculus; from npolatyog, the tem-
ple) . See Temporalis.

Crota'phium. (From jtpoJew, to

pulsate ; so named from the pulsation

which in the temples is eminently

discernible). Crotaphos. Crotaphus.

A pain in the temples.

Cro'taphos. i ,. „ M ,

.

Cro'taphus. j
aeeCro^W'-

Crotchet. A curved instrument,

with a sharp hook to extract the foetus.

Cro'ton. (From xpolaiv, to beat).

— 1. An insect called a tick, from
the noise it makes by beating its

head against wood.—2. A name of

the ricinus, or castor - oil - berry,

from its likeness to a tick.—3. The
,ne of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Monoccia ;

Order, Monadclpkia.

Cro'ton benzo'e. Gum-Benjamin
was formerly so called.

Cro'ton cascari'lla. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which
affords the Cascarillabark. The tree

that produces the easearilla bark,

is the Croton cascarilla of Linnaeus.

It is a yjerj excellent tonic, astrin-

gent, and stomachic, is valuable in

dyspepsy and flatulent colic, in dy-

itery and diarrha*a, and in the

gangrenous thrush, peculiar to chil-

dren. See New London Medical
J\-:ket B'johy p. 67.

Cro'ton lacci'ferum. The sys-

tematic name of the plant on which
gum-lac is deposited.

Cro'ton ti'glium. The name of

the tree which affords the pavana
wood, and tiglia seeds.— 1. Croton;

foliis ovatis glabris acuminatis ser-

ratisy caule arboreo of Linnaeus. It

is said to be useful as a purgative

in hydropical complaints.—2. Grana
tiglia. Grana tilli. Grana tiglii. The
grana tilia are seeds of a dark grey
colour, the produce of the Croton

tiglium of Linnaeus, in shape very

like the seed of the ricinus communis.
*
#
* The oil from the seeds of this

plant has been revered as a powerful

purgative. In some cases a drop
applied to the tongue has produced
many loose watery stools, and one
or two drops has sometimes brought
on an alarming hypercatharsis. Dr.
Nimmo of Glasgow makes an alco-

holic solution of it, &c.
Cro'ton tincto'rium. The sys-

tematic name of the lacmus plant.

Lacca c&rulea. Litmus. It is the

Croton tinetorium; foliis rhomleis

repandis, capsidis pendulisy caule her-

baceoy of Linnaeus. It is much used

by chymists as a test.

Croto'ne. (From npolov 9
the

tick) . A fungus on trees produced

by an insect like a tick ; and meta-
phorically applied to tumours and
small fungous excrescences on the

periosteum.

Croup. Sec Cynanche.
Crou'ms. (From xpovw, to beat,

or pulsate). Pulsation.

Crou'smata. (From Kpovto, to

pulsate). Rheums or defluxions from
the head.

Crowfoot. See Ranunculus.

Crowfoot cranesbill. Sec Geranium
pratense.

Crucial. Some parts of the body-

are so called when they cross one

another, as the crucial ligaments of

the thigh, &c.
Crucia'lis. Cross-like. Mugwecd

or crosswort.

Crucible. (Crucibuluniy from
crucire, to torment ; because, in the

language of old chymists, metals arc

tormented in it, and tortured, U*
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yield up their powers and virtues") .
j
rob or electuary made of this pear

Chymical vessels of various shapes '\ and apples boiled up with honey,

and composition, made mostly of I Crymo'des. (From npvoc, cold),

earth to bear the greatest heat.
j

A name for a fever, where the ex-

Cru'ditas, atis, f. (Fromcrudus,
j

ternal parts are cold.

raw). Applied to undigested sub-
j

Crypso'rchis. (From xpvTrlb), to

stances in the stomach, and humours conceal, and op\LQ, a testicle). When
in the body unprepared for con-

j

the testicles are hid in the belly, or

coction. : have not descended into the scrotum.

Cru'mon. (From koovvo^t^ Cry'pte. (From xpi/<r7w, to hide).

rent). A medicine mentioned by i The little rounded appearances at the

Aetius, and thus named from the vio-

lence of its operation as a diuretic.

Cru'or. The red part of the blood.

See Blood.

Cru'ra. The plural of crus, a leg

end of the small arteries of the cor-

tical substanse of the kidneys, that

appear as if formed by the artery

being convoluted upon itself.

Cryptopy'ica isciiu'ria. A sup-

or root ; applied to some parts of I pression of urine from a retraction

the body from their resemblance to

a leg or root : thus crura cerebri,

crura ccrebelli, the crura diaphragm-
atic, Sec. &c.

Cru'ra clito'ridls. See Clitoris.

Cru'ra medu'll* oblonga't.e.

The roots of the medulla oblongata.

CruRje'is. (From crus, a leg; so

named, because it covers almost tbe

whole foreside of the upper part of

the leg or thigh) . Cruralis. A muscle

of the leg, situated on the fore-part

of the thigh. Its use is to assist the

vasti and rectus muscles in the exten-

sion of the leg.

Crural. Belonging to the crus,

leg, or lower extremity.

Crural hernia. Femoral hernia.

See Hernia cruralis.

Crura'liS. See Crur&us.

Cru'sta. A shell ; a scab ; the

scum or surface of a fluid.

Cru'sta la'ctea. A disease that

mostly attacks some part of the face

of infants at the breast. It is known
by an eruption of broad pustules, full

of a glutinous liquor, which form
white scabs when they are ruptured.

See IFUlan on Porrigo* &c.
Cru'sta villo'sa. The inner coat

of the stomach and intestines.

Cru'stula. (Dim. of crusta, a

shell). Ecchymosis, or discoloration

of the flesh from a bruise, where the

skin Is entire, and covers it over like

a shell.

Crustumina'tum. (From Crustu-

minum, a town where they grew).

—

1. A kind of Catherine pear.—2. A

of the penis within the body.

Cryso'rciiis. (Kpvcropx i c) • Are-
traction or retrocession of one of the

testicles, the same as crypsorchis.

Crysta'lli. White and transparent

eruptions about the size of a lupine,

which sometimes break out all over

the body. They are also called Cr,y-

itaUina', and by the Italians Taroli.

Probably the pemphigus of modern
writers.

Crystalline lens. (Lens crystal-

lina—crystallina, from its crystal

-

like appearance). A lentiform pel-

lucid part of the eye, enclosed in a

membranous capsule, called the cap-

sule of the crystalline lens, and situ-

ated in a peculiar depression in the

anterior part of the vitreous humour.
Its use is to transmit and refract the

rays of light.

Crystalli'num. (From xpi/?«\\oc,

a crystal : so called from its trans-

parency) . White arsenic.

Crystallization. (From crys-

tal/us, a crystal) . Crystallizatio. A
property by which crystallizable

bodies tend to assume a regular form,

when placed in circumstances favour-

able to a particular disposition of

their particles. Almost all minerals

possess this property, but it is most
eminent in saline substances.

%* The circumstances favourable

to the crystallization of salts, and
without which it cannot take place,

are two : 1. Their particles must be

divided and separated by a fluid, in

order that the corresponding faces
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©f those particles may meet and
unite.—2. In order that this union

may take place, the fluid which se-

parates the integrant parts of the

salt must be gradually carried off,

so that it may no longer divide

them.
Crysta'llus. (From Kpvog, cold,

and <?e\\oj, to contract : i. e. con-

tracted by cold into ice). Crystal.

The ancients supposed that crystals

were water intensely frozen. It also

means an eruption over the body of

white transparent pustules. See

Crystalii.
Cte'dones. (From xlqdiov, a

rake). The fibres are so called from
their pectinated course.

Cteis. (Krac). A comb or rake.

Ctenes, in the plural, implies those

teeth called incisores, from their

likeness to a rake.

Cube'bje. (From cubabah, Arab.)

See Piper Cnbeba.

Cubebs. See Piper Cubeba.

Cubital artery. Arteria cubi-

tulis. Arteria ulnaris. A branch

of the brachial that proceeds into

the fore-arm, and gives off the re-

current and inter-osseals, and forms
the palmary arch, whence arise

branches going to the fingers, called

digitals.

Cubital nerve. Nervus cubitalis.

Nervus ulnaris. It arises from the

brachial plexus, and proceeds along

the ulna.

Cubita'lis mu'sculus. An exten-

sor muscle of the fingers.

Cubit-s/us exte'rnus. An exten-

sor muscle of the fingers.

Cubit/e'us intf/rnus. A flexor

muscle of the fingers.

Ci/biti profu'nda ve'na. A vein

of the arm.
Cu'bitus. (From cubare, to lie

clown ; because the ancients used to

lie down on that part at their meals)

.

The fore-arm, or that part between
the elbow and wrist.

Cuboi'des os. (From *u£oc, a

rube, or die, and tuW, likeness).

A tarsal bone of the foot.

Cuckoo /lower. See Cardaminc.

Cucu'BALUS Bf/uen. Be/ten ojfici-

ii&rum. The spatling poppy : Cuut-

balus behen of Linnaeus, formerly
used as a cordial and alexipharmic.

Cuculla'ris. (From cucullus, a
hood so named, because it is

shaped like a hood). See Trape-
zius.

Cucu'llus. A hood. An odorife-
rous cap for the head.

Cucumber. See Cucumis.
Cucumber, bitter. See Cucumis Co-

locynthis.

Cucumber, squirting. See Mo-
mordica Elaterium.

Cucumber, wild. See Momordica
Elaterium.

Cu'cumis, -mis, m. also cucumer,
-ru. (Quasi diirvitneres , from their

curvature) . The cucumber.— 1 . The
name of a genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Monoecia ;

Order, Synge?iesia. The cucumber.
—2. The pharmacopceial name of the

garden cucumber. See Cucumis sa-

tivus.

Cu'cumis agre'stis. See Momor-
dica Elaterium.

Cu'cumis asini'nus. See Momor-
dica Elaterium.

Cu'cumis colocy'nthis. The
systematic name for the officinal

bitter apple. Colocynthis. Alhandula
of the Arabians. Coloquintida. Bit-

ter apple. Bitter gourd. Bitter cu-

cumber. The fruit, which is the me-
dicinal part of the Cucumis colocyn-

this; foliis multijidis, pomis globosis

glabris, is imported from Turkey.
Its spongy membranous medulla, or
pith, is directed for use; it has a
nauseous, acrid, and intensely bitter

taste ; and is a powerful irritating

cathartic. In doses of ten or twelve

grains, it operates with great vehe-

mence, frequently producing violent

gripes, bloody stools, and disorder-

ing the whole system. It is re-

commended in various complaints,

as worms, mania, dropsy, epilepsy,

&c. ; but is seldom resorted to, ex-

cept where other milder means have
been used without success, and then

only in the form of the extractum co-

locynthidis composition and the pilula3
,

e.v colocynthide cum aloe of the phar-

macopoeias.

Cu'cumis me'lo. The systematic
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name of the melon plant. Melo.

Musk melon. Cucumis melo of Lin-

naeus.
*
#
* When ripe, the musk melon

has a delicious refrigerating taste,

but must be eaten moderately, with

pepper, or some aromatic, as all this

class of fruits are obnoxious to the

stomach, producing" spasms and colic.

The seeds possess mucilaginous qua-

lities.

CVcumis sati'vus. The syste-

matic name of the cucumber plant.

Cucumis. Cucumis sativum; fol'vtrum

anguHs rectis ; pomis oblongis scabris,

of Linnaeus.
*
#* Cucumbers are cooling and

aperient, but apt to disagree with

bilious stomachs. They should al-

ways be eaten with pepper and oil.

Cu'cumis syuye'stris. See Mo-
rn ordica elateriiun.

Cu'cupha. A hood. An odorife-

rous cap for the head composed of

aromatic drugs.

Cucu'rbita. (Acurvitate, accord-

ing to Scaliger ; the first syllable

being doubled, as in cacula, populus,

&c.— 1 . Hot. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Mo-
noecia ; Order, Sj/nirmesia. The
pumpion.—2. Pharm, The common
pumpion or gourd.—3. Ckym. Dis-

tilling ycsscI shaped like a gourd.

Cucu'rbita citru'llus. The sys-

tematic name of the water-melon
plant. CitruUus Angara, &c Sicilian

citrul, or water-melon. The seeds

of this plant, Cucurbita citrullus

;

J'oliis multipartitay of Linnaeus, were
formerly used medicinally, but now
only to reproduce the plant.

*#* Water-melon is cooling and
somewhat nutritious ; but so soon
begins to ferment, as to prove highly

noxious to some stomachs, and
bring on spasms, diarrhoeas, cholera,

colics, &c.
Cucu'rbita lagena'ria. The sys-

tematic name of the bottle-gourd
plant. See Cucurbita pepo.

Cuci/rbita pe'po. The syste-

matic name of the common pum-
pion. They contain a large propor-
tion of oil, the use of which is su-

perseded by that of sweet almonds.

Cucurbi'tinus. A species of

worm, named from its resemblance
to the seed of the gourd. See Tcenia.

Cucurbi'tuua. (A dim. of cucur-

bita, a gourd ; so called from its

shape). A cupping-glass.

Clcurbi'tlla crue'nta. A cup-
ping-glass with scarification to pro-
cure blood.

Cucurbi'tula cum fe'rro. A cup-
ping-glass with scarification to draw
out blood.

Cucurbi'tula si'cca. A cupping-
glass without scarification.

Cue'ma. (From xua>, to carry in

the womb) . The conception, or

rather, as Hippocrates signifies by
this word, the complete rudiments of
the fcetus.

Culbi'cio. A sort of strangury,

or rather heat of urine.

Culila'wan cquTEX. Sec Lauras.

Cu'unary. (Culinarius, from cu-

lina, a kitchen). Any thing apper-

taining to the kitchen.

Cu'lter. (From colerc, to culti-

vate). A knife or shear. The third

lobe of the liver is so called from its

resemblance.

Cu'lus, -ij m. (From xov\oc\
The anus or fundament.

Cu'mamus. See Piper cubeba.

Cumin-seeds. See Cuminum.
Cu'minum. (From kvio> to bring

forth ; because it was said to cure

sterility). Cyminum. Fceuiculuut

orientate.—1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Hep-
tandria ; Order, Digynia. The cu-

min plant.—2. Pharm. The Cuminum
c>/ milturn of Linnaeus.

Cu'minum tEtiiio'picum. A name
for the ammi verum.
Cu'minum cy'minum. The syste-

matic name of the cumin plant; the

seeds of which, the only part of

the plant in use, have a bitterish

taste, accompanied with an aromatic

flavour, but not agreeable. They
are generally preferred to other

seeds for external use in discussing

indolent tumours, as the. encysted

scrofulous, &c. and give name both

to a plaster and cataplasm in the

pharmacopoeias.

Cunea'lis sutu'ra. The suture
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by which the os sphenoides is joined

to the os frontis.

Cuneiform. (Cuneiformis ; from
cuneus, a wedge, and forma, like-

ness) . Some parts of the body are

so called, being shaped, or fixed in,

like a wedge : such are the sphenoid
bone, and some bones of the wrist

and tarsus.

Cune'olus. (From cuneare, to

wedge) . A crooked tent to put into

a fistula.

Cupel. (Kuppel, German). Co-
pella. Catellus cinereus. Cineritium.

Patella docimastica. Testa probatrix,

exploratrix , or docimastica.—Chym,
An instrument which suffers the

baser metals to pass through it, when
exposed to heat, and retains the pure
metal. This process is termed cu-

pellation.

Cupella'tion. (From kuppel.

German) . The purifying of perfect

metals by means of an addition of
lead, which at a due heat becomes
vitrified, and promotes the vitrifica-

tion and calcination of such imper-
fect metals as may be in the mix-
ture, so that these last are carried

off in the fusible glass that is formed,
and the perfect metals are left

nearly pure.

Cu'phos. (Kov^oc). Light. When
applied to aliments, it imports their

being easily digested ; when to dis-

tempers, that they are mild.

Cupre'ssus. (So called, arro tov
HVtiv irapifrovQ tovq aHptpovag, be-

cause it produces equal branches).

Cypress.— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Monwcia; Order, Monadel-
phia. The cypress -tree.—The phar-
macopceial name of the Cupressus

iempervitetu of Linnaeus.

Cuprf/ssus sempf/rvirens. The
systematic name of the cupressus of
the shops. Cupressus foliis imbrica-

tis Miami* (juadrangulis, of Linnaeus

;

called also cyparissus.

Every part of this plant abounds
with a bitter, aromatic, terebinthi-

nate fluid ; and is said to be a remedy
-ainst Intermittent. Its wood is

extremely durable, and constitutes

the cases of Egyptian mummies.

Cu'pri ammonia'ti li'quor. So-
lution of ammoniated copper. Aqua
cupri ammoniati of Pharm. Lond.
1787, and formerly called aqua sap-

phirina. It is employed by sur-

geons for cleansing foul ulcers, and
disposing them to heal.

Cu'pri rubi'go. Verdigrise.

Cu'pri su'lphas. The sulphate of

copper. It possesses acrid and styp-

tic qualities ; is esteemed as a tonic,

emetic, astringent, and escharotic,

and is exhibited internally in the

cure of dropsies, hemorrhages, and

as a speedy emetic. Externally it

is applied to stop hemorrhages, to

haemorrhoids, leucorrhcea, phage-
daenic ulcers, proud flesh, and con-

dylomata.

Cu'prum, -?, n. See copper.

Cu'prum ammoniaca'le. See Cu-
prum ammoniatum.

Cu'prum ammonia'tum. Cuprum
ammoniacale. Ammoniated copper.

Ammoniacal sulphate of copper. Its

principal use internally has been in

epilepsy, and other obstinate spas-

modic diseases ; in doses of half a

grain, gradually increased to five

grains or more, two or three times

a day. For its external application

,

see Cupri Sulphas.

Cu'ra avena'cea. A decoction of

oats and succory roots, in which a

little nitre and sugar were dissolved,

formerly used in fevers, and was
thus named.

Cu'rcas. The Barbadoes nut ; a

drastic purge.

Curcu'lio. (From karkarah.

Heb.) The throat ; the trachea.

Cu'rcum. The large celandine

;

deobstruent.

Curcu'ma. (From the Arabic cur-

cum, or hercuui). Turmeric.— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Monaudria ; Order, Mo-
nogynia. — 2. The pharmacopoeial

name of the turmeric tree. See Cur-

cuma tonga*

Curcu'ma lo'nga. The turmeric

plant. Curcuma ; foliis lanccolatis ;

nereis laterulibus uinnerosissinu's of

Linnaeus. It is an ingredient in the

composition of Curry powder, is va-

luable as a dying drug, and furnishes
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achymical test of the presence of un-

combined alkalies. It is now very

seldom used medicinally, but retains

a place in pharmacopoeias.

Curcu'ma ro'tunda. See Cur-

cuma longa.

Cu'rmi. (From Kspaa), to mix).
Ale. A drink made of barley, ac-

cording to Dioscorides.

Currants. See Ribes.

Cl'rsima. Curtuma. The Ranun-
culus Jit-aria of Linnaeus.

Cu'rvator co'ccygis. A muscle
bending the coccyx.

Cursu'ta. (Corrupted from cas-

suta kasuth, Arab.) The root of the

Gentiana purpurea of Linnaeus.

Cuscu'ta. (According to Linnaeus,

a corruption from the Greek Kacru-

Tae, or Katvlag, which is from the

Arabic Chessuth, or Chasuth). Dod-
der.— 1. A genus of plants in the

Liimaean system. : Class, Tetaudrin;

Order, Digynia.—2. The pharma-
copeeial name of dodder of thyme.
See Cuscuta Epithymum.
Cuscu'ta epithy'mum. The sys-

tematic name of dodder of thyme.
Epithymum. Cuscuta. Dodder of
thyme. A parasitical plant, posses-

sing a strong disagreeable smell, and
a pungent taste, very durable in the

mouth. Two kinds are recommended
in melancholia, as cathartics, viz.

Cuscuta epithymum ; folds sessilibus,

fjuinqucfidisy bractcis obvallatis, and
cuscuta Europcea ; Jloribus sessilibus of
Linnaeus.

Cuscu'ta Europ*:'a. The syste-

matic name of a species of dodder
thyme. See Cuscuta Epithymum.

Cuspida'tus. (From cuspis, a

point). See Teeth,

Cuspa'ria. The generic name given
by Messrs. Humboldt and Bonpland
to the tree from which we obtain the

Angustura bark.

Cuspa'ria febri'fuga. This is

the tree said to yield the bark called

Angustura. Cortex cusparice. When
reduced into powder, it resembles
that of Indian rhubarb. It is very
generally employed as a febrifuge,

tonic, and astringent.

Cu'spis. (From cuspa, Chald. a
shell, or bone, with which spears

were formerly pointed) . The glans

penis was so called, from its likeness

to the point of spear. Also a bandage.
Cu'stos o'culi. An instrument

to fix the eye during an operation.

Cuta'mbuli. (From cutis, the

skin, and ambulare
9
to walk). Cuta-

neous worms ; scorbutic itching.

Cuta'neus mu'sculus. The pla-

tysma myoides.

Cutaneous. (From cutis, the
skin). Belonging to the skin.

Cuticle. (Cuticu/a, dim. of cutis,

the skin). Epidermis. Scarf-skin.

A thin, pellucid, insensible mem-
brane, of a white colour, that covers

and defends the true skin, with
which it is connected by the hairs,

exhaling and inhaling vessels, and
the rete mucosum.

Cu'tis, -tis, f. Derma. The true

skin. A thick, fibrous, vascular,

and nervous membrane, that covers

the whole external surface of the

body, and is the seat of the organ
of touch, as also of exhalation, and
inhalation.

Cu'tis anseri'na. (Anserina, from
anser, a goose) . The rough state the

skin is sometimes thrown into from
the action of cold, or other cause,

in which it looks like the skin of the

goose.

Cu'tis ve'ra. The true skin under
the cuticle.

Cy'anus. (Kvavog, coerulean, or

sky-blue; so called from its colour).

Blue-bottle. See Centaurea,

Cy'ar. (From kho, to pour out)

.

The lip of a vessel. The eye of a

needle ; and the orifice of the inter-

nal ear, from its likeness to the eye

of a needle.

Cya'sma. Spots on the skin of

pregnant women.
Cyathi'scus. (From KvaQoe, a

cup). The hollow part of a probe,

formed in the shape of a small spoon,

as an ear-picker.

Cy'bitos. See Cubitus.

Cy'bitum. See Cubitus,

Cy'bitus. See Cubitus.

Cyboi'des. See Cuboides.

Cy'ceum. (From tcvKau), to mix)

.

Cyceon. A mixture of the consist-

ence of pap.
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Cy'ciMA. (From kvkcho, to mix).

So called from the mixture of the

ore with lead, by which litharge is

made.
Cy'clamen. (From kvkXoq, cir-

cular ; either on account of the

round form of the leaves, or of the

roots) . — 1 . A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Pentan-
dria; Order, Monogynia.—2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the sow-
bread.

Cy'clamen Europje'um. The sys-

tematic name of the Arthanita, or
sow-bread.

Cycli'scus. (From kvkXoq, a cir-

cle). A surgical instrument in the

form of a half-moon, formerly used
for scraping carious bones.

Cycli'smus. (From kvkXoc, a cir-

cle) . A lozenge.

Cyclopho'ria. (From kvkXoq, a

circle, and (pepoj, to bear). The cir-

culation of the blood, or other fluids.

Cyclo'pion. (From kvkXocj, to

surround, and to\p, the eye). The
white of the eye.

Cy'clos. A circle. The cheeks,

and the orbits of the eyes. Hipp.
Cy'clus metasyncri'ticus. A long

protracted course of remedies, per-

sisted in with a view of restoring the

particles of the body to such a state

as is necessary to health.

Cydo'nium Ma'lum. (From Cy-
don, a town in Crete, where they
grew) . The quince. See Pyrus Cy-
denia.

Cye'ma. (From km, to bring
forth). Parturition.

Cyli'chnis. (From jci>\i£, a cup).

A gallipot, or vessel of any kind, to

contain medicines.

Cyllo'sis. (From kvXXoio, to make
lame). A tibia, or leg, bending out-

wards.

Cyli'ndrus. (From kvXko, to roll

round) . A cylinder. A tent for a
wound, equal at the top and bottom.

Cy'lus. (From kvXXouj, to make
lame). One affected with a kind
of luxation, which bends outward,
and is hollowed inward. Hipp.—
Such a defect in the tibia is called

Cyllosisy and the person to whom it

belongs, is called by the Latins Va-

ries; which term is opposed to Val-
gus*

Cymato'des. Applied by Galen
and some others to an unequal fluc-

tuating pulse.

Cy'mba. (From Kvptoq, hollow)*

A boat, or pinnace, A bone of the

wrist is so called, from its supposed
likeness to a skiff.

Cymina'lis. Gentian.

Cy'minum. See Cuminum.
Cyna'nche. (From avcov, a dog,

and ayx^S to suffocate, or strangle;

so called from the dogs being said to

be subject to it) . Sore throat. A
genus of disease in the Class Py-
rexiae, and Order Phlegmasia, of

Cullen ; known by pain and redness

of the throat, attended with a diffi-

culty of swallowing and breathing*

&c. The species of this are—1. Cy-
nanche trachealis ; called also by
some cynanche laryngea. Suffocatio

stridula angina perniciosa. Asthma
infantum. Cunanche stridula. Morbus
strangulatorius . Catarrhus suffocati-

ve Barbadensis. Angina polyposa

sive membranacca. The croup. A
disease that mostly attacks infants,

who are suddenly seized with a diffi-

culty of breathing and a crouping

noise. It is an inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the trachea

that causes the secretion of a very

tenacious coagulable lymph, which
lines the trachea and bronchia, ami
impedes respiration. The croup does

not appear to be contagious, what-
ever some physicians may think to

the contrary ; but it sometimes pre-

vails epidemically. It seems, how-
ever, peculiar to some families ; and

a child having once been attacked,

is very liable to its returns. It is

likewise peculiar to young children,

and has never been known to attack

a person arrived at the age of pu-

berty. The application of cold, seems

to be the general cause which pro-

duces it, and, therefore, it occurs

more frequently in the winter and
spring, than in the other seasons.

It has been said, that it is most
prevalent near the sea-coast ; but

it is frequently met with in inland

situations, and particularly those
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which are marshy.— 2. Cynanche

tonsillaris. The inflammatory quincy,

called also angina injlammatoria. In

this complaint, the inflammation

principally occupies the tonsils ; but

often extends through the whole

mucous membrane of the fauces,

so as essentially to interrupt the

speech, respiration, and deglutition

of the patient, &c.— 3. Cynanche

pharyngea: so called when the pha-

rynx is chiefly affected. See IFilsons

Treatise on Febrile Diseases.—4. Cy-

nanche parotidea. The mumps. A
swelling on the cheek and under

the jaw, extending over the neck,

from inflammation of the parotid

and other salivary glands, render-

ing deglutition, or even respiration,

sometimes difficult, declining the

fourth day. Epidemic and conta-

gious. The disease is subject to a

metastasis occasionally, in females,

to the mammae; in males, to the

testes ; and in a few instances re-

pelled from these parts, it has affected

the brain, and even proved fatal. In

general, however, the disease is

i without danger, and scarcely calls

for medical aid.—5. Cynanche ma-
ligna. The malignant, putrid, or

ulcerous sore throat. Called also

f cynanche gangrenosa. Angina ulce-

rosa. Febris epidemica cum angina

i ulcusculosa. Angina epidemica. An-
gina gangrenosa. Angina sujfocntiva.

Angina maligna. The putrid sore

throat often arises from a peculiar

state of the atmosphere, and so be-

comes epidemical ; making its attacks

chiefly on children, and those of a

weak relaxed habit. It is produced
likewise by contagion, as it is found
to run through a whole family,

when it has once seized any person
in it ; and it proves often fatal, par-

ticularly to those in an infantile

state.

Cyna'nche a degluti'tis. Quincy
from hard substances swallowed.
Cyna'nche a dysente'ria. Quincy

from dysentery.

Cyna'nche angino'sa. The in-

flammatory quincy.

Cyna'nche arthri'tica. Quincy
from gout.

Cyna'nche epide'mica. The cy-

nanche maligna.

Cyna'nche gangrenosa. The
cynanche maligna.

Cyna'nche hepa'tica. Quincy
from a disease of the liver.

Cyna'nche laryngf/a. The cy-

nanche -trachealis.

Cyna'nche mali'gna. See Cy-
nanche.

Cyna'nche parotide'a. See Cy-
nanche.

Cyna'nche pharynge'a. See Cy-
nanche,

Cyna'nche prune'lla. Common
sore throat.

Cyna'nche purpuro-parotide'a.
A cynanche maligna, or malignant
sore throat.

Cyna'nche stri'dula. The croup.

See Cynanche.

Cyna'nche thy'mica. Sore throat

from an enlargement of the thyroid

gland.

Cyna'nche tonsilla'ris. See Cy-
nanche.

Cyna'nche trachea'lis. See Cy-
nanche.

Cyna'nche ulcero'sa. Th: ma-
lignant sore throat.

Cyna'nchica. (From xwayxHy
the quincy) . Medicines which relieve

a quincy.

Cynanthro'pia. (From ttvuv, a

dog, and av9p(t)7rog, a man). Used
by Bellini (De Morbis Capitis) to

express a particular kind of melan-
choly, when men fancy themselves

changed into dogs, and imitate their

actions.

Cy'nara sco'lymus. See Cinara.

Cy'nchms. (Kvyxvig). A ves-

sel of any kind to hold medicines

in.

Cvnocra'mbe. (From kvijjv, a
dog, and AnapGrj, cabbage ; a spe-

cies of cabbage with which dogs are

said to physic themselves). See
Mercurialis perennis.

Cyno'ctanum. (From xvow, a
dog, and hIiivoj, to Vll). A species

of aconitum, said to destroy dogs, if

they eat it.

Cynocy'tisis. (From kvuv, a dog,
and kvIigoq, the cytisus ; so named
because it was said to cure the dis
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temper of dogs) . The dog-rose. See
Rosa canina.

Cynode'ctos. (From xvojv, a dog,
and SaHVU), to bite). A person bit

by a mad dog. Dioscorides.

Cynode'smion. (From xuwv, a

dog, and £e co
9

to bind ; so named
because in dogs it is very discernible

and strong). A ligature by which
the prepuce is bound upon the glans.

Sometimes it signifies the lower part

of the prepuce.

Cynodo'ntes. (KwoSovree : from
xvojv, a dog, and ocovc, a tooth)'.

The canine teeth.

Cynoglo'ssum. (From xvwv, a

dog, and yXwvva, a tongue ; so

named from its supposed resem-
blance). Kound's-tongue.—1. The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pentandria;

Order, Monogynia.—2. The phar-

macopoeial name of the cynoglossum

officinale.

Cynoglo'ssum officinale. The
systematic name for hound's-tongue.

Cynoglossum. Lingua canina. Cyno-
glossum staminibus corolla breviori-

bus ; foliis lato-lanceolatis, tomentosis,

.sessilibus, of Linnaeus. It possesses

narcotic powers, but is seldom em-
ployed medicinally.

Cyno'lophus. (From xvwv, a dog,

and \o0oc, a protuberance ; so called

because in dogs they are peculiarly

eminent). The asperities and pro-

minences of the vertebrae.

Cynoly'ssa. (From kvwv, a dog,

and Xvccnj, madness). Canine mad-
ness.

Cynomo'riuim. The name of a ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Monoccia; Order, Mo-
itan dria.

Cynomo'rium cocci'neum. The
systematic name of the fungus meli-

tcnsis. Fungus melitensis. This is

improperly called a fungus, it being

the Cynomorium coccineum of Lin-

naeus ; a small plant which grows
only on a little r« ck adjoining Malta.

A. drachm of the powder is given

for a dose in dysenteries and he-

morrhages, and with remarkable
success.

pl nore'xia. (From *vm>> a dog,

and optZic, appetite) . A voracions
or canine appetite. See Bulimia.

Cyno'sbatos. See Cynosbatus.

Cyno'sbatus. (From xi/wj/, a dog,
and /3a)oc, a thorn ; so called be-
cause dogs are said to be attracted
by its smell). The dog-rose. See
Rosa cani?ia.

Cynospa'stum. (From xviov, a
dog, and <nra<o, to attract). See
Rosa canina.

Cyopho'ria. (From xvoc, a foetus,

and (pepw, to bear). Gestation. The
pregnancy of a woman.

Cypari'ssus. See Cupressus.

Cy'perus. (From Hvirapoc, a little

round vessel, which its roots are
said to resemble). Cyperus. The
name of a genus of plants in the Lin-
naean system : Class, Triandria; Or-
der, Monogynia.

Cy'perus lo'ngus. The pharma-
copceial name of the English galan-
gale. Cyperus longus; culmo tri-

quetro folioso , mnbclla foliosa supra-
decomposita ; pedunculis ?iudis

9 spicis

alternis, of Linnaeus. Fallen into

disuse.

Cy'perus rotu'ndus. The round
cyperus. The Cyperus rotundus; cul-

mo triquetro subnudo ; umbella decom-
posita; spicis alternis linearibus, of
Linnaeus, is generally preferred to

the former, being a more gratefully

aromatic bitter. Chiefly used as a

stomachic.

C ypho'ma. (From KU7r1w, to bend)

.

A gibbosity, or curvature of the

spine.

Cypho'sis. Incurvation ofthe spine.

Cypress spurge. See Esula minor.

Cy'prinum o'leum. Flowers of

cypress, calamus, cardamoms, &c.
boiled in olive- oil.

Cy'prilm. (From Kinrpoc, Cy-
prus, an island where it is said for-

merly to have abounded). Copper.
Cyprus. The cypress-tree, or East-

ern privet ; so called from the island

of Cyprus, where it grew abun-
dantly.

Cy'pselis. (From kvxI/eXtj, a bee-

hive). The aperture of the ear ; the

ear-wax.

Cyrcne'sis. (From u-vpytavao), to

mix). A mixture, or composition.
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Cyrto'ma. (From nvplog, curved)

.

An unnatural convex tumour ; tym-
panites.

Cyrtono'sus. (From Kvolog, curved,

and vovog, a disease) . The rickets,

or curved spine.

Cy'ssarus. (From xi/troc, the anus).

The rectum is so called, because it

reaches to the anus.

Oysso'tis. (From xvcrog, the anus)

.

An inflammation of the anus.

Cysteoli'thus. (From xvric, the

bladder, and \i0oc, a stone). The
stone in the bladder.

Cy'sthus. (Kv<t9oc). The anus.

Cystic. Belonging to the uri-

nary or gall bladder.

Cystic duct. Ductus cysticus. The
membranous canal that conveys the

bile from the hepatic duct into the

gall-bladder.

Cy'stica (From Hwrig, the blad-

der) . Remedies for diseases of the

bladder.

Cy'stides. (From nv-ig, a bag).

Encysted tumours.

Cystiphlo'gia. (From *v<?ig, the

bladder, and ^Xtyw, to burn). An
inflammation in the bladder.

Cystirrha'gia. (From xv<7ig, the

bladder, and prjyvvpi, to burst forth)

.

A discharge of blood from the blad-

der.

Cy'stis. (Kutic, a bag). The
bladder ; any receptacle of morbid
humours. See Urinary-bladder.

Cy s its cuole'docha. See Gall-

bladder.

Cy'stis fe'llea. See Gall-bladder.

CytiSj'ne. An alkali found in the
cytisus laburnum, or pea-tree, of
our shrubberies ; and supposed also

to exist in Arnica montana, or Ger-
man leopard's-bane. It is bitter to

the taste, and possesses emetic pro-
perties ; although it has not been
hitherto used medicinally.

Cysti'tis. (From kvtlq, the blad-
der). Inflammation of the bladder.
A genus of disease arranged by Cul-
len in the Class Pyrexia?, and Order
Phlegmasia?. It is known by great
pain in the region of the bladder,
attended by fever and hard pulse,

a frequent and painful discharge of
urine, or a suppression, and gene-

rally tenesmus. It is rarely a pri-

mary disease, and when it occurs,

the above character of it will readily

point it out, &c.
Cystito'me. (From xvrtg, and refi-

ve*, to cut). An instrument made on

|
the same principle as the pharyngo-
tomus, and invented by M. de la

Faye, for opening the capsule of the

crystalline lens.

Cystoce'le. (From nv^ig, the

bladder, and Kt]\rj, a tumour). An
hernia formed by the protrusion of

the urinary bladder.

Cytoli'thicus. (From xv<?ig, the

bladder, and \i9og, a stone). A sup-

pression of urine from a stone in the

bladder, is called ischuria cystoli-

thica.

Cystophle'gicus. (From *v-ic,

the bladder, and (pXeyu, to burn).

A suppression of urine from an in-

flammation of the bladder, was for-

merly called ischuria cystophlegica.

( ystophle(;ma'tica. (From kv-ic,

the bladder, and (pXey/ia, phlegm).
A suppression of urine, from too

much matter or mucus in the blad-

der, was called ischuria cystophlcg-

matica.

Cl >topro'ctica. (From av^ig, the

bladder, and <&oiokIoc, the anus, or

rectum). A suppression of urine,

caused by wind, inflammation of the

rectum, hardened faeces, &c. is

called ischuria cystoproctica.

Cystopto'sis. (From xwzig, the

bladder, and T«ri7r)w, to fall). A pro-

trusion of the inner membrane of the

bladder, through the urethra.

Cystospa'sticus. (From xvrig,

the bladder, and (nrafTfxa, a spasm).
Suppression of urine, from a spasm
in the sphincter vesicae, was called

ischuria cystospastica.

Cystospy'icus. (From kutic, the

bladder, and 'urvov, pus.) Suppres-
sion of urine, from purulent matter
in the bladder, was called ischuria

cystospyica.

Cystotiiromboi'des. (From xurte,

the bladder, and Qpoixtog, a coagu-
lation of blood). Suppression of
urine, from a concretion of grumous
blood in the bladder, was called

ischuria cystothromboides.

S2
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Cystoto'mia. (From Kwsig, the

bladder, and repvo), to cut). The
operation of cutting or piercing the
bladder.

Cy'tkion. An eye-wash.
Cy'tinus. (From kvw, to produce

;

so called from its fecundity). The
bud or flower of the pomegranate.

Cy'tinus hypoci'stis. The plant

from whose fruit the succus hypocis-
tidis is obtained. See Hypocistis.

Cytjso-geni'sta. Common broom.
See SparHum.

Cyze'mer. Painful swelling of the
wrists.

Cyzice'nus. Plaster for wounds
of the nerves.

D.

-D , in the old chymical alphabet,

signifies vitriol.

Dacne'rus. (From £a/ei/w,tobite).

Biting. Pungent. An epithet for an
old eye-wash, composed of burnt
copper, pepper, cadmia, myrrh, and
opium.
Dacry'dium. (From Saicpv, a tear).

The inspissated juice of scammony.
Dacrygelo'sis. (From daicpva),

to weep, and yeXau), to laugh). A
species of hysterical insanity, in

which the patient weeps and laughs
at the same time.

Dacryo'des. (From dcacpvu, to

weep) . A sanious ulcer. A weeping
sore.

Dacryo'ma. (From dcucpvu, to

weep) . A closing of one or more of
the puncta lachrymalia, causing an
effusion of tears.

Dactyle'thra. (From SctKluXog,

a finger) . A species of bougies shaped
like a finger, to excite vomiting.

Dactyle'tus. (From SctKlvXog,

the date). The hermodactylus.
Da'ctylius. (From daiclvXog, a

•finger) . A round pastil troche, or

lozenge, shaped like a finger.

Da'ctylus. (From SaidvXog, a

finger ; so called from the likeness

of its fruit to a finger). The date.

See Phernix dactylifera.

D/e'dium. (From Sa'ig, a torch).

A small torch or candle. A bougie.

D;emonoma'nia. (From caiynov, a

demon, and \iavia, madness). That
species of melancholy, where the pa-

tient supposes himself to be pos-

sessed by devils.

Daisy, common. See Bellis pe-
rennis.

Daisy, ox-eye. See Chrysanthe-
mum leiccanthemztm.

Damask rose. See Rosa centifolia.

Damna'tus. (From damnare, to

condemn).

—

Chym. The dry useless

faeces, left in a vessel after the mois-
ture has been distilled from it, is

called terra damnata, or caput mor-
tuum.

Damson. The fruit of a variety

of the prunus domestica; which see.

Dandelion. See Leontodon Tarax-
acum.

Dandrif. See Pityriasis.

Dane-wort. See Sambucus Ebulus.

Da'phne. (Daphne, §a(j>vi] : from
cyuw, to burn, and (pwvn, a noise

;

because of the noise it makes when
burnt). The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Octandria ; Order, Monogynia. The
laurel, or bay-tree.

Daphne alpi'na. Chamajlea. Cha-
mdcea. The herb widow-wail, or
Daphne alpina, of Linnaeus. A sort

of dwarf olive-tree ; said to be pur-

gative in the dose of 5Jj. The me-
zereon is also so called, because it

has leaves like the olive-tree.

Daphne, jiax-leavcd. See Daphne
Gnidiinn.

Da'phne cm'dium. The systema-

tic name of the tree which affords

the garou. Thymela'a. Oneoron.

Spurge-flax. Flax-leaved Daphne.
This plant, Daphne gnidium ; pani-

cula terminali foliis lineari-lanveolft-

tis avian inut is of Linnaeus, affords the
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gcrou bark
9
which very much re-

sembles that of our mezereum.
Da'phne laure'ola. The syste-

matic name of the spurge laurel.

Laureola. Spurge laurel. The bark
of this plant, Daphne laureola of

Linnaeus, is recommended to excite

a discharge from the skin, in the

same way as that of the thymel&a.

Da'phne meze'reum. The syste-

matic name of the mezereon. Meze-
reum. Spurge-olive. Widow-wail.
The Daphne mezereum floribus scssi-

libus ternis caulinis, foliis lanceolatis

deciduis, of Linnaeus. It is extremely
acrid, especially when fresh, and,

if retained in the mouth, excites

great and long-continued heat and
inflammation, particularly of the

mouth and fauces ; the berries have
also the same effects, and, when
swallowed, prove a powerful corro-

sive poison, not only to man, but to

dogs, wolves, and foxes. The bark
of the root is the part employed me-
dicinally in the decoctum sarsaparilla

compositum, intended to assist mer-
cury in resolving nodes and other

obstinate symptoms of syphilis. The
antisyphilitic virtues of mezereum,
however, have been by many writers

very justly doubted.

Daphnelje'on. (From ta<pvi), the
lam-el, and tXaiov, oil;. The oil of
bay-berries.

Damini'tis. (From ca<pvrj, the

laurel).

the laurel.

Dapuno'ides. (From ca<pvtj, the
laurel, and afoc, a likeness). The
herb spurge laurel.

Da'rsin. (From darzin, Arab.)
The grosser sort of cinnamon.

Da'rsis. (From cepu), to exco-
riate). An excoriation.

Da'rtos. (From dspuj, to exco-
riate ; so called from its raw and
excoriated appearance). The part
thus called, under the skin of the
scrotum, is by some anatomists con-
sidered as a muscle, although it ap-
pears to be nothing more than a
condensation of the cellular mem-
brane lining the scrotum. It is bv
means of the dartoi that the skin of
the scrotum is corrugated and relaxed.

c c«pvrj,

A sort of cassia resembling

Dasy'mna. (From caave, rough)

.

A scabby roughness of the eye-lids.

Da'sys. (Aaavg, rough). A dry,

parched tongue. Difficult respira-

tion.

Date plum, Indian. See Diospyrus

lotus.

Date. See Dactylus.

Datu'ra. (Blanchard says it is

derived from the Indian word datiro,

of which he knows not the meaning).

A genus of plants in the Linnaean

system : Class, Pentandria ; Order,

Afonogynia,
Datu'ra stramo'nium. The sys-

tematic name of the thorn-apple.

Stramonium. Dutray. Barryo CQC-

calon. Solanum ma?iiacum of Dios-

corides, and Stramonium spinosum

of Gerard. Solanum foetidum of

Bauhin. Strammonium minus alba a-.

Common thorn-apple. Datura stra-

monium; pcricarpiis spinosis erecti-s

ovatiSy fi/liis ovatis glabris, of Lin-

naeus. This plant has been long

known as a powerful narcotic poi-

son. Instances of the deleterious

effects of the plant are numerous,
more particularly of the seed. An
extract prepared from the seeds is

recommended by Baron Stoerck in

maniacal, epileptic, and convulsive

affections ; and is said by some to

succeed, while, in the hands of

others, it has failed.

Datlrnine. A new principle

found by Brandes in the Datura
Stramonium, which possesses its ac-

tive properties ; our knowledge of

it is, however, but still very obscure.

Dalci'tes vi'mm. Wild carrot

-

seeds steeped in must.
Dal'cus. (A7ro tov cavtiv, from

its relieving the colic, and discussing

flatulencies). The carrot.— 1. The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system: Class, Pentandria;

Order, Digynia.—2. The pharma-
copceial name of the garden carrot.

See Daucus carota,

Dal'cus alsa'ticus. The oreo-

selinum pratense of Linnaeus.

Dau'cus a'nmus mi'nor. The
caucalis anthriscus of Linnaeus.

Dau'cus caro'ta. The systematic

name of the carrot plant, Dozcqus*.

S3
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Daucus sylvcstris. Pastinaca syl-

vestris tenuifolta oflicinarum. The
root of the Daucus carota; seminibus
hispidis, petiolis subtus nervosis, of

Linnaeus, scraped and applied in the

form of a poultice, is an useful ap-

plication to phagedenic ulcers, and
to cancers and putrid sores. The
s°eds have a light aromatic smell,

and a warm acrid taste, and are

esteemed for their diuretic qualities,

and for their utility in calculous and
nephritic complaints, in which an
infusion of three spoonfuls of the

seeds in a pint of boiling water, has
been recommended ; or the seeds

may be fermented in malt liquor,

which receives from them an agree-

able flavour, resembling that of le-

mon-peel.
*^* The boiled root is said by

many to be difficult of digestion ; but
this is the case only where the sto-

mach is weak. It contains a con-
siderable quantity of the saccharine
principle, and is very nutritious.

Dau'cus cre'ticus. See Atha-
manta Cretensis.

Dau'cus sati'vus. A variety of
the daucus carota, whose seeds are

preferred by some practitioners.

Dau'cus sepri'ntus. Common
chervil.

Dau'cus sylve'stris. Wild car-

rot, or bird's nest. The seeds of

the wild plant are said to be more
efficacious than those of the garden
carrot ; they possess demulcent and
aromatic qualities, and are given, in

infusion or decoction, in calculous

complaints.

Dead nettle. See Lamium album.

Deadly nightshade. See Atropa
Belladonna.

Deafness. Surditas,i. The loss of

hearing may be occasioned by any
thing that proves injurious to the

ear, as loud noises, from the firing

of cannon, violent colds, particularly

affecting the head, inflammation or

ulceration of the membrane, hard
wax, or other substances interrupt-

ing sounds ; too great a dryness, or

too much moisture in the parts ; or

by atony, debility, or paralysis of

the auditory nerves. In some in-

stances it is a consequence of pre~
ceding diseases, such as fever, sy-
philis, &c. ; and in others it depends
upon an original defect in the struc-

ture or formation of the ear. In
the last instance, the person is

usually not only deaf but likewise

dumb. See Paracusis.

Dearticula'tio. (From de, and
articulus, a joint). Articulation ad-
mitting evident motion.

Deascia'tio. (From de, and as-

ciare, to chip, as with a hatchet).

A bone splintered on its side.

Decamy'ron. (From csm, ten,

and pvpov, an ointment). An aro-

matic ointment, mentioned by Ori-

basius, containing ten ingredients.

Decide'ntia. (From decidere, to

fall down). Cataptosis. Any change
prolonging acute diseases.

Deci'dua. (Decidua, sc. mem-
brana; from decidere, to fall down).
Membrana decidua. A very thin

and delicate membrane or tunic, ad-

hering to the gravid uterus, and is

said to be a reflection of the chorion,

and, on that account, is called deci-

dua reflexa.

Decima'nus. (From decern, ten,

and mane, the morning) . Returning
every tenth day : applied to some
erratic fevers.

Decli'vis. (From de, and clivis y

a hill). Declining, descending. A
name of an abdominal muscle, from
its posture.

Deco'ctum. (From decoquere, to

boil). A decoction. Any medicine

made by boiling in a watery fluid.

—

Chym. A continued ebullition with

water, to separate such parts of bo-

dies as are only soluble at that de-

gree of heat.

Deco'ctum a'lbum. See Mistura
Cornu usti.

Deco'ctum a'loe.s compo'situm.
Compound decoction of aloes. This

decoction, now first introduced into

the London Pharmacopoeia, is ana-

logous to an article in very frequent

use, invented by the late Dr. De-
valingin, and sold under the name
of beaume de vie. By the proportion

of tincture which is added, it will

keep unchanged for any length oftune.
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Deco'ctum ALTiuE'm. Decoction
of marsh mallows. Tins prepara-

tion, directed in the Edinburgh
Pharmacopoeia, may be exhibited as

a common drink in nephralgia, and
many diseases of the urinary pas-

sages, with advantage.

Deco'ctum anthe'midis. See
Decoctum chomcemeli.

Deco'ctum astra'gali. This re-

medy was tried very extensively in

Germany, and said to evince very
powerful effects, as an antisyphilitic.

Deco'ctum barda'n\e. Take of
bardana root, *yj ; of distilled wa-
ter, fbvj. These arc to be boiled

till only two quarts remain. From
a pint to a quart in a day is given in

those cases where safsaparilla and
other remedies that are called alte-

rative are supposed to be requisite.

Deco'ctum chamaeme'li. Cha-
momile decoction. Take of chamo-
mile flowers, 3j ; caraway seeds, 3SS

;

water, tbv. Boil fifteen minutes,
and strain. A very common and
excellent vehicle for tonic powders,
pills, &c. It is also in very frequent
use for fomentation, and clysters.

Deco'ctum cincho'n;e. Decoc-
tion of cinchona, commonly called

decoction of Peruvian bark. It is a
very proper fomentation for prolap-
sus of the uterus and rectum.
Deco'ctum co'rnu. See Mistura

Cornu usti.

Deco'ctum cydo'nije. Mucilago
seminis cydonii mail. Mucilago se-

mi/tum cydoniorum. Decoction of
quince-seeds. This decoction, in the
new London Pharmacopoeia, has
been removed from among the mu-
cilages, as being less dense than
either of the others, and as being
employed in larger doses, like other
mucilaginous decoctions. Its virtues

are demulcent. Joined with syrup
of mulberry, and a little borax, it

is useful against aphthae of the mouth
and fauces.

Deco'ctum da'phnes mezf/rei.
Decoction of mezereon. Take of
the bark of mezereon root, ~jj ;

liquorice root, bruised, *ss ; water,
ftjjj. Boil it, with a gentle heat,

down to two pounds, and strain it.

*
#
* From four to eight ounces 1

this decoction may be given four

times a day, in some obstinate ve-

nereal and rheumatic affections. It

operates chiefly by perspiration.

Deco'ctum dui.c am \u \ .

coction of woody nightshade. Th-

dose is half an ounce to two ount

mixed with an equal quantity of milk.
*
#* This remedy is employed in

inveterate cases of scrofula ; in <

;

cer and phagedsena ; in lepra, and
other cutaneous affections ; and in

anomalous local diseases, originating

in venereal lues.

Deco'ctum Geoffr/e'x ine'rmi-.

Decoction of cabbage-tree plant.

Take of bark of the cabbage-tree,,

powdered, 3J ; water, ftjj. Boil it,

with a gentle fire, down to one
pound, and strain.—This is a pow-
erful anthelmintic. It may be given

in doses of one table-spoonful to

children, and four to adults. If

disagreeable symptoms should arise

from an over-dose, or from drinking

cold water during its action, we
must immediately purge with castor

oil, and dilute with acidulated drinks.

Deco'ctum guai'aci offices/.! as

compo'situm. Decoctum lignorum.

Compound decoction of guaiacum,
commonly called decoction of the

woods.—This decoction possesses

stimulant and diaphoretic qualities,

and is generally exhibited in rheu-

matic and cutaneous diseases, which
are dependent on a vitiated state of

the humours. It may be taken by
itself, to the quantity of a quarter

of a pint, twice or thrice a day, or

used as an assistant in a course of

mercurial or antimonial alteratives ;

the patient, in either case, keeping

warm, in order to promote the ope-

ration of the medicine.

Deco'ctum helle'bori a'lim.

See Decoctum vcratri.

Deco'ctum ho'rdei. Decoctum
hordei distichi. Aqua hordeata.—
Barley water is a nutritive and soft-

ening drink, and the most proper

of all liquors in inflammatory dis-

eases. It is an excellent gargle in

inflammatory sore throats, mixed

with a little nitre.
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Deco'ctum ho'rdei compo'situm.
Decoctum pectorale. Compound de-

coction of barley.—From the pecto-

ral and demulcent qualities of this

decoction, it may be administered

as a common drink in fevers and
other acute disorders, in catarrh,

and several affections of the chest.

Deco'ctum ho'rdei cum gu'mmi.
Barley water, Ifejj

;
gum arab. ^j.

The gum is to be dissolved in the

barley decoction whilst warm. It

then forms a suitable diluent in

strangury, dysury, &c. ; for the

gum, finding a passage into the

bladder in an unaltered state, mixes
with the urine, and prevents the

action of its neutral salts on the

urinary canal.

Deco'ctum liche'nis. Decoction
of liverwort. Take of liverwort, £j ;

water, a pint and a half. Boil down
to a pint, and strain. The dose is

from 5J to ^iv.

Deco'ctum lobe'ixe. Take a

handful of the roots of the lobelia

syphilitica; distilled water, ibxjj.

These are to be boiled in the usual

way, till only four quarts remain.

The very desirable property of cur-

ing the venereal disease has been
attributed to this medicine ; but it

is not more to be depended on than

guaiacum, or other vegetable sub-

stances, of which the same thing has

been alleged.

Deco'ctum Lu>ita'nicum. Lis-

bon diet drink.

"Take of sliced sarsaparilla, lig-

num santalum rubrum, lignum san-

talum citrinum, of each 5J SS ? of the

root of glycyrrhiza and mezereon, of

each 5Jj ; of lignum rhodii, officinal

lignum guaiacum, and lignum sas-

safras, of each *ss i °f antimony,

5j
-

y
distilled water, fbv." These in-

gredients are to be macerated for

twenty-four hours, and afterwards

boiled, till the fluid is reduced to

half its original quantity. From one
to four pints are given daily.

The late Mr. Hunter notices the

above, and also the following for-

mula, in his Treatise on the Venereal
Disease.

Take of sliced sarsaparilla, of11

the root of China, of each §j ; wal-
nut peels, dried, xx; antimony, *jj ;

pumice-stone, powdered, 3J ; distil-

led water, ibx. The powdered an-
timony and pumice stone are to be
tied in separate pieces of rag, and
boiled along with the other ingre-

dients." This last decoction is reck-
oned to be the genuine Lisbon diet

drink, whose qualities have been
the subject of so much encomium.
Deco'ctum maYvje compo'situm.

Decoctum pro enemate. Decoctum
commune pro clystere. Compound
decoction of mallows. Take of mal-
lows, dried, an ounce ; chamomile
flowers, dried, half an ounce ; water,
a pint. Boil for a quarter of an hour,
and strain. A very excellent form
for an emollient clyster, to which a
variety of medicines may be added
to answer particular indications.

Deco'ctum meze'rei. See De-
coctum daphnes mezerei.

Deco'ctum papa'veris. Decoc-
tum pro fomento. Fotus communis.
Decoction of poppy. Take of white
poppy capsules, bruised, Jiv; water,
four pints. Boil for a quarter of an
hour, and strain. This preparation

possesses sedative and antiseptic pro-

perties, and may be directed with
advantage in sphacelus, &c.
Deco'ctum pro ene'mate. See

Decoctum malvce compositum,

Deco'ctum pro fome'nto. See
Decoctum papaveris.

Deco'ctum que'rcus. Decoction
of oak bark. Take of oak bark, ~j ;

water, two pints. Boil down to a
pint, and strain. This astringent

decoction has lately been added to

the Lond. Fharin. and is chiefly

used for external purposes. It is a
good remedy in prolapsus ani, and
may be used also in some cases as

an injection.

Deco'ctum sarsapari'll*:. De-
coction of sarsaparilla. Take of

sarsaparilla root, sliced, 31V ; boil-

ing water, four pints. Macerate for

four hours, in a vessel lightly co-

vered, near the fire ; then take out

the sarsaparilla, and bruise it. After

it is bruised, put it again into the

liquor, and macerate it in a similar
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manner for two hours more ; then
boii it down to two pints, and
strain.— This is much praised by
some practitioners, in phthisis ; and
to restore the strength after a long
course of mercury .

Deco'ctum sarsapari'lle com-
po'situm. Compound decoction of

sarsaparilla. Take of decoction of
sarsaparilla, boiling, four pints

;

sassafras root sliced, guaiacum
wood shavings, liquorice root bruis-

ed, of each an ounce ; mezereon root
bark, ^iij. Boil for a quarter of an
hour, and strain.

%* The alterative property of
the compound decoction is very
great ; it is generally given after a
course of mercurv, where there have
been nodes and indolent ulcerations,

and with great benefit. The dose is

from half a pint to a pint in twenty-
four hours.

Deco'ctum se'negje. Decoction
of senega. This is esteemed as an
useful medicine, especially in affec-

tions of the lungs, attended with
debility and inordinate secretion.

Deco'ctum u'lmi. Decoction of
elm bark. This may be employed
with great advantage as a collyrium
in chronic ophthalmia. It is given
internally in some cutaneous erup-
tions.

Deco'ctum vf.ua'tr». Decoction
of white hellebore.—This is a very
efficacious application, externally, as
awash, in tinea capitis, lepra, psora,

Set, When the skin is very tender
and irritable, it should be' diluted
with an equal quantity of water.

Decolla'tio. (From decollate, to

behead) . The loss of a part of the
skull.

Decomposition. A separation of
parts. See .//iah/sis.

Decortication. (From de, from,
and cortex, bark). The stripping of
any thing of its bark, husk, &c. :

thus almonds, and the like, are de-
corticated, that is, deprived of their
pellicle.

Decrepitation. fFrom de, and
crepitarc, to crackle). A kind of
crackling noise, which takes place in
bodies when heated.

Decussation. (From decussare,

to divide after the form of the letter

X, to bisect). When nerves, or
muscular fibres, cross one another,

they are said to decussate each
other.

Decusso'rium. (From decussare,

to divide) . An instrument to depress
the dura mater, after trephining.

Defensi'va. (From defendere, to

preserve). Cordial medicines, or
such as resist infection.

De'feren>. (From deferre, to

convey ; because it conveys the se-

men to the vesiculae seminales). See
Vas deferens.

Deflagration. (From deftagretre,

to burn). Calcination.

—

Chyui. The
burning or setting fire to any sub-
stance ; as nitre, sulphur, &c.
Defluxion. (From defiucre, to

runoff. Dcfluxio. A falling down
of humours from a superior to an
inferior part. Many writers mean
nothing more by it than inflam-

mation.

Deglutition. (From deglutire, to

swallow down). A natural action,

by which the masticated bole or a
fluid is conveyed from the mouth
into the fauces, and from thence
through the oesophagus into the

stomach.
Df/gmus. (From factw, to bite).

A biting pain in the orifice of the

stomach.
Deje'ctio alvi'na.

excrement by stool.

Dejecto'ria. (From dejicere, to

cast out) . Purging medieines.

Deino'sis. (From ceivoio, to ex-

aggerate). Enlargement of the su-

percilia.

Delachrymati'va. (From de, and
lacltryma, a tear) . Medicines which
dry the eyes, first purging them of

tears.

Dela'psio. (From delabi, to slip

down^ . A falling down of the anus,

uterus, or intestines.

Deleterious. (Dehterius\ from
o//\£w, to hurt or injure). Those
substances are so called which are of

a poisonous nature.

Deliquescence. (From deliqurs-

cere
} to melt) . Deliquation 3

or the

Discharge of
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gradual melting down of crystallized

salts, from exposure to the air.

Deli'ouium a'nimi. (Deliquium;

from delinquere, to leave) . See Sy?i-

€ope*

Deli'rium. (From delirare, to

rave). A febrile symptom, in which
the persons act or talk unreasonably.

It is to be carefully distinguished

from an alienation of the mind, with-

out fever.

Deloca'tio. (From de, from, and
locus, a place). A dislocation, or

putting any part out of its proper

place.

Delphinium. (From Se\<j>tvoe.,

the dolphin). Larkspur; so called

from the likeness of its flower to the

dolphin's head. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Poly-
andria; Order, Trigynia.

Delphnine. A new principle dis-

covered by M. M. Feneulle and
Lassaigne, in Delphinum Staphisa-

gria or Stavesacre. It is white, in-

odorous, very bitter, and acrid. Ac-
cording to Orfila, six grains proved
fatal to a dog ; little more is at pre-

sent known of it.

Delphi'nium conso'lida. The
systematic name of the consolida re-

galis. Calcatrippa. Delphinium con-

solida; nectariis monophyllis, caule

subdiviso, of Linnaeus. The flowers

are bitter, and a water distilled from
them is recommended in ophthalmia.
The herb has been administered in

calculous cases, obstructed menses,
and visceral diseases.

Delphi'nium staphisa'gria. The
systematic name of stavesacre. Sta-

phisagria. Staphis. Pedicularia» Sta-

vesacre. Delphinum staphisagria

;

nectariis tetraphyllis petalo brcvioribus
,

foliis palmatis, lobis obtusis, of Lin-
naeus. The seeds arc the only parts

directed for medicinal use. It was
formerly employed as a masticatory,

but is now confined to external use,

in some kinds of cutaneous eruptions,

but more especially for destroying

lice and other insects ; hence, by the

vulgar, called louse-wort.

Dk'lphys. AtXtyvc. The uterus,

£>r pudendum muliebre.

Delia. (The Greek letter, A),

The external pudendum muliebre is

so called, from the triangular shape
of its hair.

Deltoi'des. (From SeXra, the
Greek letter A, and eicoe., a likeness

;

shaped like the Greek delta) . Sous-
acromio-clavi-humeral oi Dumas. A
muscle of the superior extremity,

situated on the shoulder.

Deme'ntia. (From de, and mens,
without mind) . Madness. Delirium.
Absence of intellect.

Demulcents. Demulcejitia. (From
demulcere, to soften). Medicines
suited to obviate and prevent the

action of acrid and stimulant mat-
ters ; and that not by correcting or
changing their acrimony, but by in-

volving it in a mild and viscid matter
less stimulating than the fluids usually

applied, which prevents it from act-

ing upon the sensible parts of our
bodies, or by covering the surface

exposed to their action.

*#* Catarrh, diarrhoea, dysentery
calculus, and gonorrhoea, are the

diseases in which demulcents are

employed ; and they may be reduced
to the two divisions of mucilages and
expressed oils. The principal are,

the acacia vera, astragalus, traga-

cantha, linum usitatissimum, althaea

officinalis, malva sylvestris, glycir-

rhiza glabra, cycas circinalis, orchis

mascula, maranta arundinacea, triti-

cum hybernum, ichthyocolla, olea

Europaea, amygdalus communis, ce-

taceum, and cera.

Dendroli'banus. (From vei>?pov,

a tree, and oXitavog, frankincense).

The herb rosemary, or frankincense

-

tree.

Dens. (Dens, -tis,m. Quasi edens

from edere, to eat, or from gSovq,

odovlog). A tooth. See Teeth.

Dens leonis. See Leontodon Ta-
raxacum.
Denta'gra. (Dentagra y odovra-

ypa : from odovg, a tooth, and aypa,
a seizure) . The tooth-ache ; also

an instrument for drawing teeth.

Denta'ria. (Dentaria, from dens,

a tooth : so called, because its root

is denticulated). See Plumbago E>u-

ropa*a

.

Dentarpa'ga. (From ccovq, a
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See Teeth.

See Canine

tooth, and ap7ra£w, to fasten upon).

An instrument to draw teeth.

Denta'ta. See Dentatus.

Denta'tls (From dens, a tooth
;

from its tooth-like process) . Dentata.

Epistropheus. The second vertebra

of the neck. It differs from the

other cervical vertebrae, by having a

tooth-like process at the upper part

of the body. See Vertebra?.

Dentella'ria. (From dentella, a

little tooth ; so called, because its

root is denticulated). The herb

tooth-worth. See Plumbago Eu-
ropca.

De'ntes inciso'res.

De'ntes cani'm.

teeth.

De'ntes la'ctei. The milk-teeth.

See Teeth, and Dentition.

De'ntes mola'res. See Teeth.

Dentidu'cum. (From dens, a

tooth, and ducere, to draw). An in-

strument for drawing of teeth.

Dentifrice. (From den&, a tooth,

and/Wear^, to rub). A composition

to clean the teeth.

Dentisca'lphm. (From dens, a

tooth, and scalpere, to scrape). An
instrument for scaling teeth.

Dentition. (From dent ire, to

breed teeth). Breediug or cutting

of the teeth.

%* Dentition first begins about

the sixth or seventh month, and
these are termed the primary or milk

teeth. About the seventh year these

fall out, and are succeeded by others,

which remain during life, and are

called the secondary or perennial

teeth. The last dentition takes place

between the ages of twenty and
twenty -five, when the four last

grinders appear : they are called

denies sapitnticp. See also Teeth.

Dentodu'cum. See Dentiducum.
Denuda'tio. (From denudare, to

make bare). A laying bare the

bone.

Deobstruents. (Deobstruentia,

from de, and obstruere, to obstruct).

Medicines that are exhibited with a

view of removing any obstruction.

Deoppila'ntia. (From de, and
oppilare, to stop). Deoppilativa.

Medicines which remove obstruc-

tions ; deobstruent or aperitive medi-
cines.

Departttio. (From de, and par-
tere, to divide). Separating metals.

Deperdi'tio. (From deperdere, to

lose) . Abortion, or the undue loss

of the foetus.

Depeti'go. (From de, and petigo,

a running scab) . A ring-worm, or
tetter. A scurf, or itch, where the
skin is rough.

Dephlegma'tion. (From de, and
phlegma, phlegm). The operation

of rectifying or freeing spirits from
their watery parts.

Depilatory. Depilatvria. (From
de, of, and pilus, the hair). Any ap-

plication which removes the hairs

from any part of the body, &c.
Deplu'mation. (From de, and

pluma, a feather) . Deplumation. A
disease of the eyelids, which causes

the hair to fall off.

Deprehe'nsion. (From deprehen-

dere, to catch unawares). Depre-
hension. Epilepsy, from the sud-

denness with which persons are seized

with it.

Depre'ssio. (From deprimere, to

press down). Depression. When
the bones of the skull are forced in-

wards by fracture, they are said to

be depressed.

Depre'ssor. (From deprimere, to

press down). Several muscles are

so termed, because they depress the

part on which they act.

Depre'ssor a'l.e na'si. See De-
pressor lahii superioris altrque nasi.

Depre'ssor a'ngili o'ris. Tri-
angularis of Winslow. Depressor
labiorum communis of Douglas. De-
pressor labiorum of Cowper. Sous-
maxillo-labial of Dumas. A muscle
of the mouth and lip, situated below
the under lip. It pulls the angle of
the mouth downwards.

Depre'ssor la'bii inferio'ris.

Quadratus of Winslow. Depressor
labii inferioris proprius of Douglas
and Cowper. Mentonier labial of
Dumas. A muscle of the mouth and
lip, that pulls the under lip and skin

of the side of the chin downwards,
and a little outwards.

Depre'ssor la'bii superio'ris
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AL^'que na'si. Depressor alee 7iasi

of Albinus. Incisivus medius of

Winslow. Depressor labii superiaris

proprius of Douglas. Constrictores

alarum nasi, ac depressores labii supe-

rioris of Cowper. Maxillo-alveoli ?ia-

sal of Dumas. A muscle of the

mouth, and lip, situated above the

mouth, that draws the upper lip and
all nasi downwards and backwards.

Depre'ssor la'bii superio'ris

PRo'prius. See Depressor labii supe-

rioris alceque nasi.

Depressor labio'rum commu-
nis. See Depressor anguli oris.

Depre'ssor o'culi. See Rectus

inferior oculi.

De'primens. See Rectus inferior

oculi.

Depura'ntia. (From depurare, to

make clean). Depurants. Medicines

which evacuate impurities.

Depuration. The freeing a liquor

or solid body from its foulness.

Depurato'rius. (From de> and
purusy pure). It is applied to fevers,

which terminate in perspiration.

De'ris. (Acppic, : from Sepu), to

excoriate). The skin.

Derivation. (From derivare, to

drain off) . The drawing away any
disease from its original seat to ano-

ther part.

*£.* The doctrines of derivation

and revulsion, talked of by the an-

cients, are now, in their sense of the

terms, wholly exploded.

De'rma. (Aeppa) . The skin.

Dermatomes . (From ctppa, skin,

and eidog , a likeness) . Resembling
skin, or leather, in its consistence.

It is applied to the dura mater.

Dermatolo'gia. (From deppa,

the skin, and Xoyoc, a discourse).

Dermatology. A discourse or trea-

tise on the skin.

De'rtron. (From ceppig, skin).

The omentum, or peritonaeum, is

so named, from its skin-like con-

sistence.

Descenso'rium. (From descendcre,

to move downwards). — Chym. A
vessel in which the distillation by
descent is performed.

DESCENSUS. (From descendrre\ to

move downwards) .

—

Chym. Distilla?

tion per descensum, by descent, when
the fire is applied at the top and
round the vessel, whose orifice is at

the bottom.
Desiccati'va. (From desiccare, to

dry up). Desicatives. Such medi-
cines as, being applied outwardly,
dry up the humours and moisture
running from a wound.

Desipie'ntia. (From desipere, to

dote) . A defect of reason. Sympto-
matic phrenzy.

De'sme. (From deco, to bind up).
A bandage, or ligature.

Desmi'dion. (From decrptj, a
handful) . A small bundle, or little

bandage.

De'smos. (From deio, to bind up).
A bandage, an inflammatory stric-

ture of a joint, after luxation.

Despumation. (From despumare,
to clarify). Clarifying a fluid, or
separating its foul parts from it.

Desquamate. (From desquamare,
to fall off in scales) . The separating
of laminae, or scales, from a bone.
Exfoliation. Applied also to the
falling pustules of measles, small-

pox, &c.
Desquamato'rium. (From des-

quamare, to scale off) . A trephine,

or instrument to take a piece out of

the skull.

Destiula'tion. See Distillation.

Desuda'tio. (From desudare, to

sweat much). An unnatural and
morbid sweating.

Dete'ntio. (From detinere, to

stop, or hinder) . Epilepsy ; from
the suddenness with which the pa-
tient is seized.

Detergents. (From detergerc,

to wipe away). Medicines which
cleanse and remove viscid humours.
Also applications that cleanse ulcers.

Detona'tion. (From deto?wre, to

make a noise) . Explosion.

Detra'ctor. (From detrahere, to

draw). Applied to a muscle, whose
office is to draw the part to which it

is attached.

De'trahens quadra'tus. SeePla-
tys?na myoidvs.

Detritus, -«, -u?n, pt. Worn,
worn out or away.
Detrusor uri'ne. (From detru-
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dere, to. thrust out). A muscle,

whose office is to expel the urine.

The muscular coat of the urinary

bladder was formerly so called.

Deu'teri. (From cevlepog, second;

because it is discharged next after

the foetus). The secundines, pla-

centa, or after-birth.

Deuteropa'phia. (From cevlepog,

second, and <&a9og, a suffering].

An affection or suffering by consent.

One part suffers from consent, with

another part originally affected ; as

where the stomach is disturbed

through a wound in the head.

Devil's dang. See Ferula assafos-

tida.

Diabe'bus. (From ha€t€aiotj,

to strengthen ; so called, as affording

the chief support to the foot) . The
ankle-bone.

Diabe'tes. (From cia, through,

and fiaivu), to pass). An immode-
rate flow of urine. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class Neuroses, and Or-
der Spasmi, of Cullen. There are

two species of this complaint : 1. Dia-
betes insipidus, in which there is an
excessive discharge of limpid urine,

of its usual urinary taste. 2. Diabe-
tes mellitus, in which the urine is

very sweet, and contains a consider-

able quantity of sugar. The cha-

racteristics of this disease are : great

thirst, with a voracious appetite,

gradual emaciation of the whole
body, and a frequent discharge of
urine, containing a large proportion
of saccharine and other matter,

which is voided in a quantity even
exceeding that of the aliment or fluid

introduced. Those of a shattered

constitution, and those who are in

the decline of life, are most subject

to its attacks. It not unfrequently

attends on hysteria, hypochondria-
sis, dyspepsia, and asthma ; but it is

always much milder when sympto-
matic, than when it appears as a
primary affection.

Diabetes may be occasioned by
the use of strong diuretic medicines,
intemperance of life, and hard drink-
ing ; excess in venery, severe eva-
cuations, or by any thing that tends
to produce an impoverished state of

the blood, or general debility. It

has, however, taken place, in many
instances, without any obvious
cause.

*
#* The causes which imme-

diately give rise to the urease, have
ever been considered as obscure,
and various theories have been ad-
vanced on the occasion. It has been
usual to consider diabetes as the ef-

fect of relaxation of the kidneys, or
as depending on a general colliqua-

tion of the fluids. Dr. Richter of
Goettingen, supposes the disease to

be generally of a spasmodic nature,

occasioned by a stimulus acting on
the kidneys; hence a seeretio aucta
urinae, and sometimes perversa, is

the consequence. Dr. Darwin thinks
that it is owing to an inverted action
of the urinary branch of the lym-
phatics ; a doctrine which, although
it did not escape the censure of the

'best anatomists and experienced
physiologists, met, nevertheless, with
a very favourable reception, on its

being first announced. Dr. Cullen
offered it as his opinion, that the
proximate cause of diabetes might
be some fault of the assimilatory

powers, or in those employed in

converting alimentary matters into

the proper animal fluids, which the-

ory has since been adopted by Dr.
Dobson, and still later by Dr. Itollo,

surgeon-general to the royal artil-

lery. The liver has been thought,
by some, to be the chief source of
the disease ; hut diabetes is hardly
ever attended with any affection of
this organ, as has been proved by
frequent dissections ; and when ob-
served, it is to be considered as ac-
cidental. The primary seat of the
disease is, however, far from being
absolutely determined in favour of
any hypothesis hitherto advanced

;

the weight of evidence, however,
appears to induce the majority of
practitioners to consider it as de-
pending on a primary affection of
the kidneys. — In addition to the
above authors, see Cases ofDiabetes,
by Dr. Watt, of Glasgow ;— Med,
Chirurg. Review, No 67;— Edinb.
Med. and Surg. Jour., No. 29 ; and
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Ferriar's Med. Hist, and Reflexions.

new edit.

Diabe'tes hystericus. Large
discharge of urine in hysterical wo-
men.
Dia'bolus metallo'rum. Tin.
Diabo'tanum. (From ha, and

fioravrj, a herb). A plaster made of
herbs.

Biaca'dmias. (From ha, and
fca^/ita, cadmia). The name of a
plaster whose basis is cadmia.

Diacalami/
nthes. (From dia,

and KaXafxivOrj, calamint). An an-
tidote ; the chief ingredient of which
is calamint.

Diaca'rcinum. (From ha, and
KctpKivog, a crab) . An antidote pre-

pared from the flesh of crabs and
cray-fish.

Diaca'ryon. (From Sia, and
icapvov, a nut). Rob of nuts, or
walnuts.'

Diaca'ssia. (From ha, and icacr-

cia, cassia). Confection of cassia.

Diacasto'rium. (From dia, and
Kctgiop, castor). An antidote having

castor for its basis.

Diacatho'licon. (From ha, and
tcaBoXiicog, universal). A purge, so

called from its general usefulness.

Diacentau'rhjm. (From ha, and

KEvlavpiov, centaury). The name of

the Duke of Portland's powder, be-

cause its chief ingredient is centaury.

Diacentro'tum. (From ha, and

Kirtpou), to prick). A stimulating

collyrium.

Diachalci'tis. (From ha, and

XaXicilig, chalcitis). A plaster whose
chief ingredient is chalcitis.

Diacha'lsis. (From haxciXco, to

be relaxed). Relaxation. The open-

ing of the sutures of the head.

Diacheiri'smus. (From dia, and

Xtipi the hand). Any manual ope-

ration.

Diachelido'nium) . From ha, and
XeXiccoviov, celandine). A plaster

whose chief ingredient was the herb

celandine.

Diaciiore'ma. (From haxotptb),

to separate from). Diachorcsis. Any
excretion, or excrement, but chiefly

that by stool.

Dlachore'sis. See Diachorema.

Diachri'sta. (From ha, and
Xpioj, to anoint). Medicines to
anoint sore or bruised parts.

Diachry'sum. (From ha, and
Xpvaog, gold). A plaster for frac-
tured limbs ; so named from its

yellow colour.

Dia'chylum. (From ha, and
XvXog, juice). The plaster of this

name was formerly made of certain
juices, but it now means an emol-
lient digestive plaster.

Dia'chysis. (From dia, and xvo),
to pour out) . Fusion or melting.

Diachy'tica. (From haxvu, to
dissolve) . Medicines which discuss
and dissolve tumours.

Diacine'ma. (From Sia, zndiciveto,

to move). A slight dislocation.

Diaci'ssum. (From dia, and kig-

aog, ivy). An application composed
of ivy-leaves.

Dia'clasis. (From ha, and /eXaw^

to break) . A small fracture.

Diacly'sma. (From diaKXvfy,
to wash out) . A gargle, or wash
for the mouth.
Diacoccyme'lon. (From dia, and

KOKKVfifjXov, a plum). An electuary
made of prunes.

Diaco'dium. (From ha, and
Kiodia, a poppy-head). A composi-
tion made from the poppy-heads.

Diacolocy'nthis. (From Sia,

and KoXoKvvOig, the colocynth). A
preparation whose chief ingredient

is colocynth.

Diaco'mma. (From haKonloj, to

cut through). Diacope. A deep cut
or wound.

Dia'cope. See Diacomma.
Diacopr&'gia. (From dia, koirpog,

dung, and ai£, a goat). A prepa-
ration with goat's dung.
Diacora'llum. (From ha, and

KopaXXiov, coral). A preparation in

which coral is a chief ingredient.

Dia'crisis. (From diaicpivio, to

distinguish). The distinguishing dis-

eases one from another by their

symptoms. See Diagnosis.

Diacro'cium. (From ha, and
KpoKog, saffron). A collyrium in

which is saffron.

Diacurcu'ma. (From ha, and
Kvpicovfia, turmeric). An antidote
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in which turmeric, or saffron, enter

as an ingredient.

Diacydo'nium. (From ha, and

Kvdwvia, a quince). Marmalade of

quinces.

Diadapiini'dion. (From ha, and

Satyvig, the laurel-tree) . A draw-

ing-plaster in which were bay-berries.

Diade'ma. (From hahu), to sur-

round). A diadem. A bandage, so

called, to put round the head.

Diadex'is. (From diadexofJiai, to

transfer) . Diadochc. The transpo-

sition of humours from one place to

another.

Dia'doche. See Diadexis.

Dia'dosis. (From Siahdufii, to

distribute) . Remission of a disorder.

Diuresis. (From haipei*), to

divide or separate). A solution of

continuity of the soft parts of the

human body.

Di^ere'tica. (From haiptw, to

divide). Corrosive medicines.

Di^e'ta. (From Siailaio, to nou-
rish). Diet; food. It means also the

whole of the non-naturals. Sec Diet.

Diaglau'cium. (From ha, and
yXaviciov,, the blue juice of a herb).

An eye-water made of the purging
thistle.

Diagno'sis. (From hayivcocncoj,

to discern or distinguish). The sci-

ence indicating the signs by which
one disease may be distinguished

from another; hence those symp-
toms which distinguish such affec-

tions, are termed diagnostic signs.

Diagry'dium. Corrupted fromda-
crydium or scammony.
Diaiiermoda'ctylum. (From ha,

and apiioSaiclvXog, the hermodactyl).
A purging medicine, whose basis is

the hcrmodactyllus, or colchicum
autumnale of the ancients, the basis

of the Eau Medieinale de Husson,
and Dr. Wilson's tincture for gout.

Diai'reon. (From ha, and ipig,

the lily). An antidote, in which is

the root of the lily.

Diai'um. (From diet, and iov, a
violet) . A pastil, whose chief ingre-
dient is violets.

Diala'cca. (From ha, and \a/oca).

An antidote, in which is the lacca.

Dialago'lm, (From dia, and \a-

ywg, a bare) . A medicine, in which is

the dung of a hare.

Diale'mma. (From haXafitavu),

to interrupt). The remission of a

disease.

Dialep'sis. (From haXaptapto,
to interrupt). An intermission. Also

a space left between a bandage.

Diali'banum. (From Sia, and Xt-

tavov, frankincense). A medicine

in which frankincense is a principal

ingredient.

Dia'loes. (From ha, and aXorj,

the aloe) . A medicine chiefly com-
posed of aloes.

DialtH-e'a. (From ha, and «'A-

Qata, the mallow). An ointment

composed chiefly of mallows.

Dia'lysis. (From haXvio, to dis-

solve) . A solution of continuity, or

a destruction of parts.

Dia'lyses. An order in the Class

Locales of Cullen's Nosology.

Di aly'tica. (From haXvio, to dis-

solve. Medicines which heal wounds
and fractures.

Diamargari'tov. (From ha, and
fianyapiltiQ, pearl). An antidote in

which pearls are the chief ingredient.

Diamassk'ma. From ha, and fiaa-

GOj-iai, to chew). A masticatory, or

substance put into the mouth and
chewed, to excite a discharge of the

saliva.

Dia'mbka. (From ha, and ap€pa,
amber). An aromatic composition

in which was ambergrise.

Diame'lon. (From ha, and (.irj-

Xov, a quince). A composition in

which are quinces.

Diami'syos. (From ha, and fiiav,

misy) . A composition in which misy
is an ingredient.

Diamond. The diamond, which
was well known to the ancients, is

principally found in the western pe-

ninsula of India, on the coast of Co-
romandel, in the kingdoms of Gol-
conda and Visapour, in the island of

Borneo, and in the Brazils.

They are generally found bedded
in yellow ochre, or in rocks of free-

stone, or quartz, and sometimes in

the beds of running waters. When
taken out of the earth, they are in-

crusted with an exterior earthy co -

T2
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vering, under which is another, con-

sisting of carbonate of lime.

In the Brazils, it is supposed that

diamonds might be obtained in greater

quantities than at present, if the suf-

ficient working in the diamond-mines
was not prohibited, in order to pre-

vent that diminution of their com-
mercial value, which a greater abun-
dance of them might occasion. Bra-
zilian diamonds are, in commercial
estimation, inferior to the oriental

ones.

In the rough, diamonds are worth
two pounds sterling the carat, or

four grains, provided they are with-

out blemish. The expence of cut-

ting and polishing amounts to about
four pounds more. The value, how-
ever, is far above what is now stated

when theybecome considerable in size.

The usual method of calculating the

value of diamonds is by squaring

the number of carats, and then mul-
tiplying the amount by the price of

a single carat : thus, supposing one
carat to be 21. a diamond of eight

carats is worth 128/. being 8*8x2.
The famous Pigot diamond weighs

188 l-8th grains.

Physical Properties ofDiamond.—
Diamond is always crystallized, but

sometimes so imperfectly, that at

first sight it might appear amor-
phous. The figure of diamond, when
perfect, is an eight-sided prism.

There are also cubical, flat, and
round diamonds. It is the oriental

diamond which crystallizes into octo-

hedra, and exhibits all the varieties

of this primitive figure. The dia-

mond of Brazil crystallizes into do-

decahedra.

The texture of the diamond is

lamellated ; for it may be split or

cleft with an instrument of well-

tempered steel, by a swift blow in a

particular direction. There are, how-
ever, some diamonds which do not

appear to be formed of lamina?, but

of twisted and interwoven fibres,

like those of knots in wood. These
exceed the others greatly in hard-

ness, they cannot be cut or polished,

and are therefore called by the lapi-

daries diamonds of nature.

The diamond is one of the hardest
bodies known. It resists the most
highly-tempered steel file ; which
circumstance renders it necessary to

attack it with diamond-powder. It

takes an exquisite and lasting polish.

It has a great refractive power, and
hence its lustre, when cut into the

form of a regular solid, is uncom-
monly great. The usual colour of
diamonds is a light grey, often in-

clining to yellow, at times lemon-
colour, violet, or black, seldomer
rose-red, and still more rarely green
or blue, but more frequently pale

brown. The purest diamonds are

perfectly transparent. The colourless

diamond has a specific gravity, which
is in proportion to that of water as

3.512 to 1.000, according to Brisson.

This varies, however, considerably.

When rubbed it becomes positively

electric, even before it has been cut

by the lapidary.

Diamond is not acted upon by
acids, or by any chymical agent,

oxygen excepted ; and this requires

a very great increase of temperature

to produce any effect.

The diamond burns by a strong

heat, with a sensible flame, like

other combustible bodies, attracting

oxygen, and becoming wholly con-

verted into carbonic acid gas during

that process.

It combines with iron by fusion,

and converts it, like common char-

coal, into steel; but diamond re-

quires a much higher temperature

for its combustion than common
charcoal does, and even then it con-

sumes but slowly, and ceases to

burn the instant its temperature is

lowered.

It is considered by modern chy-

mists as pure crystallized carbon. See

Carbon.

Diamo'ron. (From ha, and /«w-

pov, a mulberry). A preparation of

mulberries.

Diamo'schum. (From ha, and

jttorrxoCf musk) . An antidote in which

musk is a chief ingredient.

Diamoto'sis. (From ha, and mo-

log, lint) . The introduction of lint

into an ulcer or wound.
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Dia'na. A name of the moon.

—

Chym. Silver, from its white shining

appearance.

Diananca'smus. From ha, and

avayKa(u), to force). The forcible

restoration of a luxated part into its

proper place. An instrument to re-

duce a distorted spine.

Dia'nthus. (From Aic, hog, Jove,

and avQoe, a flower : so called from
the elegance and fragrance of its

flowers). The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Decandria; Order, IJiqy?iia.

Dia'nthls caryophy'llus. The
systematic name of the clove-pink.

Caryophyllum rubrum. Tunica. Ve-

tonica. Betonica. Coronaria. Caryo-

phyllus hortensis. Clove pink. Clove

gilliflower. Clove July flower. This
fragrant plant, Dianthus caryophyl-

lus; fiorihus solitariis, squamis calyci-

Htl subovatis, brcvissimis, corollis cre-

natis, of Linnaeus, crows wild in

several parts of England ; but the

flowers, which are pharmaceutically

employed, are usually produced in

gardens : they have a pleasant aro-

matic smell, somewhat allied to that

of clove-spice ; their taste is bitterish

and sub-astringent.

Diapa'sma. (From harraarju), to

sprinkle). A medicine reduced to

powder, and sprinkled over the body,
or any part.

Diapede'ms. TFrom haTrrjhiio, to

leap through). The transudation, or
escape of blood through the coats of
an artery.

Diape'gma. (From ha7rrjyvvio, to

close together). A surgical instru-

ment for keeping broken bones in

due apposition.

Diape'me. (From ha, and ttivti,

five). A medicine composed of five

ingredients.

Diapha'nols. (From ha, through,
and (paivco, to shine). A term ap-
plied to any transparent substance

;

e, g. the hyaloid membrane cover-
ing the vitreous humour of the eye,
&c.

Diapiice'mcum. (From ha, and
tpcivi$ f a date) . A medicine made of
dates.

Dja'phora. (From ciatyepu), to

distinguish^ . The distinction of dis-

eases by their characteristic marks
and symptoms.

Diaphoresis. (From c LacbopEio, to

carry through) . Perspiration or in-

creased cutaneous secretion.

Diaphoretics. (Diaphoretica, sc.

medicamenta ; from ha<pope(o, to carry

through). Medicines which, taken
internally, increase the discharge by
the skin. "When this is carried so

far as to be condensed on the sur-

face, it forms sweat : and the medi-
cines producing it are named sudo-
rifics. Between diaphoretics and su-

dorirics, however, there is no dis-

tinction ; the operation in both cases

being the same, and differing only in

degree from augmentation of dose,

or employment of assistant means.
** This class of medicines com-

prehends five orders :

1. Pungent diaphoretics, as the
volatile salts, and essential oiU, which
are well adapted for the aged ; those
in whose system there is little se;

bility ; those who are difficultly af-

fected by other diaphoretics ; and
those whose stomachs will not bear
large doses of medicines.

2. Califaclent diaphoretics, such as

serpeniaria contrayerva, and guaia-
cum: these are L

r:ven in cases where
the circulation is low and languid.

3. Stimulant diaphoretics, as anti-

monial and mercurial preparations,
which are best fitted for the vigorous
and plethoric.

4. Antispasmodic diaphoretics, s

opium, musk, and camphor, which
are given to produce a diaphoresis,
when the momentum of the blood is

increased.

5. Diluent diaphoretics, as water,
whey, &c. which are best calculated
for that habit in which a predispo-
sition to sweating is wanted ; and in
which no diaphoresis takes place,
although there be evident causes to
produce it.

Diaphra'gma, -matis, n. (Fro^i
ha, and (pparliv, to divide). Sepiuvi
transversiun. The midrif, or dia-

phragm. A muscle that divides the
thorax from the abdomen.

*** The diaphras-m is divided
T3
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into the greater and less muscle. The
first takes its origin from all the car-

tilages of the false and of the last true

rib, and is inserted into the centrum
tendinosum ; the second, or lesser

muscle of the diaphragm, arises from
eight slips from the second, third,

and fourth lumbar vertebrae, which
form the two cruna ; it is then in-

serted into the centrum tendinosum
opposite its fellow. It is covered by
the pleura on its upper side, and by
the peritoneum on the lower side,

and is pierced in the middle, for the

passage of the vena cava ; in its

lower part, for the oesophagus, and
the nerves, which go to the upper
orifice of the stomach ; and between
the productions of the inferior mus-
cle, pass the aorta, the thoracic duct,

and the vena azygos. It receives

arteries and veins called phrenic or

diaphragmatic, from the cava and
aorta ; and, sometimes, on its lower

part, two branches from the vena
adiposa, and two arteries from the

lumbares. It has two nerves which
come from the third vertebrae of

the neck, pass through the cavity

of the thorax, and are lost in its

substance. In its natural situation,

the diaphragm is convex on the

upper side towards the breast, and

concave on its lower side towards

the belly : therefore, when its fibres

swell and contract, it must become
plain on each side, and consequently

the cavity of the breast is enlarged,

to give freedom to the lungs to re-

ceive air in the act of inspiration
;

and the stomach and intestines are

pressed for the distribution of their

contents. Hence the use of this

muscle is very considerable ; it is

the principal agent in respiration,

particularly in inspiration ; for, when
it is in action, the cavity of the tho-

rax is enlarged, particularly at the

sides, where the lungs are chiefly

situated ; and as the lungs must

always be contiguous to the inside

of the thorax and upper side of the

diaphragm, the air rushes into them,

in order to fill up the increased

space. During expiration the dia-

phragm is relaxed, and pushed up

by the pressure of the abdominal
muscles upon the contents of the ab-
domen ; and, at the same time that

they press it upwards, they pull down
the ribs, by which the cavity of the

thorax is diminished, and the air

suddenly expelled from the lungs.

Diaphragmati'tis. (From 8ia-

(ppayfxa, the diaphragm.) Inflam-

mation of the diaphragm. See Pa-
raphrenias.

Diaphragmi'tis. See Paraphre-
nitis.

Dia'phthora. (From £i<x(pQeipo) 9

to corrupt). Abortion, where the

foetus is corrupted in the womb.
Diaphyla'ctica. (From ciaQu-

\acr<yio, to preserve) . Medicines which
resist putrefaction or prevent infec-

tion.

Dia'physis. (From Sia<pvto, to di-

vide) . An interstice or partition be-

tween the joints.

Diapissela/um. (From dia, and
wL(T(7e\atov 9 the oil of pitch, or liquid

pitch). A composition in which is

liquid pitch.

Dia'plasis. (From dicnr\a(T(Tio 9 to

put together) . The replacing a lux-

ated or fractured bone in its proper
situation.

Diapla'sma. (From diaTrXcKrvw,

to anoint) . An unction or fomenta-
tion applied to the whole body, or
any part.

Dia'pne. (From hairvsto, to blow
through, or pass gently as the breath

does). An involuntary and insensible

discharge of the urine.

Dia'pnoe. (From hairvEio y
to breathe

through). The transpiration of va-

pour through the pores of the skin.

Diapno'ica. (From dianvEw, to

transpire). Diaphoretics or medi-
cines which promote perspiration.

Djaporf/ma. (From dtawopeu), to

be in doubt). Nervous anxiety.

Diapo'ron. (From Sia, ando7ra>(Kf

,

autumnal fruits.) A composition in

which are several autumnal fruits,

as quinces, medlars, and services.

Diapra'ssium. (From £ia, and
irpaaaiovy horehound) . A composi-
tion of horehound.
Diapru'num . (From £ia, and npov*

vt], a prune) , An electuary of prunes.
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(From cia, and
A medi-

Diapso'ricum.
\piopa, the itch or scurvy),

cine for the itch or scurvy.

Diaptf/rnes. (From ha, and 'arlep-

va, the heel). A compost of cow-
heels and cheese.

Diaptero'sis. (From ha, and gtIe-

pov, a feather) . Cleaning the ears

with a feather.

Diapye'ma. (From ha, and teruo*',

pus) . Suppuration or an abscess.

Diapye'mata. (From i1a.7rv7jf.1a, a
;

suppuration}. Suppuratives. Medi-
cines which promote suppuration.

Diapye'tica. (From hairviiiia, a

suppuration). See Diapi/emata.

Diarho'cija. (From ha, and prj-

XOQ, a space). The space between
the folds of a bandage.

Dia'rius. (From dies, a day). Ap-
plied to fevers which last but one
day.

Diaroma'ticum. (From ha, and
apofialiKOv, an aromatic.) A com-
position of spices.

Dia'rrhage. (From happjjyvvpi,
to break asunder). Fracture of the

temple bones.

Diarkhodo'.meli. (From cia, po-

Cov, a rose, and psXi, honey). Scam-
mony, agaric, pepper, and honey.

Dia'rrhodon. (From far, and po-

cW, a rose.) A composition of
roses.

Diarrho?/a.
flow through),

distinguished by frequent stools with
the natural excrement, little or no
griping or tenesmus, not contagious,

and seldom attended with pyrexia.

A genus of disease in the Class

Xeuroses, and Order Spasmi, of Cul-
len, containing the following species :

1. Diarrhoea crapnlosa. The fe-

culent diarrhoea, from crapulus, one
who overloads his stomach.

2. Diarrh&a liliosa. The bilious,

from an increased secretion of bile.

3. Diarrhcea mucosa. The mu-
cous, from a quantity of slime being
voided.

4. Diarrhoea hepatirrhcea. The
hepatic, in which there is a quantity
of serous matter, somewhat resemb-
ling the washings of flesh, voided;
the liver being primarily affected.

(From ciapoeo), to

A purging. It is

5. Diarrh&a lienterica. The lien-

tery ; when the food passes un-
changed.

6. Diarrhoea cneliaca. The cceliac

passion : the food passes off in this

affection in a white liquid state, like

chyle.

7. Diarrhoea verminosa. Arising
from worms.

*
# * Diarrhcea appears, unques-

tionably, to depend on an increase

of the peristaltic motion, or of the
secretion of the intestines; and, be-
sides the causes already noticed, it

may arise from many others, influ-

encing the system generally, or the
particular seat of the disease. Of
the former kind are cold, checking
perspiration, certain passions of the
mind, and other disorders, as den-
tition, gout, fever, &c. To the lat-

ter belong various acrid ingesta,

drastic cathartics, spontaneous aci-

dity, &c.

Diarthro'sis. (From hapQpou,
to articulate . A moveable con-
nection of bones.

*** Of this genus there are five

species, viz. enarthrosis, arthrodia,

ginglymus, trochoides, and amphi-
arthroisis : which see.

Diasapo'mlm. (From ha, and era-

ttmviov, soap). An ointment of soap.

Diasaty'rium. (From, ha, and
aalvpiov, the orchis). An ointment
made of the orchis-root.

Diasci'llium. (From cia, ami
(TKiWa, the squill). Oxymel and
vinegar of squills.

Diasci'ncls. (From ha, and
(T/ciy/coc, the crocodile). A name for

the mithridate, in the composition
of which there was a part of the
crocodile.

Diasco'rdium. (From ha, and
GKophov, the water germander).
Electuary of scordium.
DiaseSa. (From ha, and sena).

A medicine in which is senna.

Diasmy'rnlm. (From ha, and
(Tpvpvi], myrrh). A collyrium con-
taining myrrh.

Diaso'stica. (From haGw^u), to

preserve) . Diasostics. Medicines
which preserve health.

Diaspe'rmatum. (From ha, and
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trxtpfjia, seed). A medicine com-
posed chiefly of seeds.

Dia'sphage. (From haacpa^u),
to separate). Diasphaxis. The in-

terstice between two veins.

Diasphy'xis. (From ha, and
<?<pv(co, to strike). Pulsation of an
artery.

Diastasis. (From cWr?;/n, to

separate) . Diastema. A separation.

Separation of the ends of bones.

Diaste'aton.
^tap, fat). An

(From eta, and
ointment made of

the fat of animals.

Diastema. See Diastasis.

Dia'stole. (From ha^eWeiv, to

separate, open, dilate).— Anat. et

Physiolog. The dilatation of the

heart and arteries. The motion of the

heart and arteries, by which they di-

late or distend themselves. SeeSystole,
*
#* The diastole, or dilatation

of the heart, is, properly speaking,

the recess of the parieties of the

two ventricles from each other ; or
the enlargement of their cavities,

and diminution of their lengths, and
their approximation to a spherical

form. It arises from the blood being
brought by the veins into its ventri-

cles ; and that of the arteries, from
the blood being thrown into their

cavities by the contraction of the

heart : so that the diastole of the

heart and arteries is not effected at

the same time ; that of the heart

happening when the arteries are

contracted, and vice versa. What
is called the pulse, is only the dias-

tole of the arteries. The lungs and
breast have also their diastole and

has the brain.

—

for the diastole of
the analogy this

the pendulums of
clocks and watches. Its motion, he
says, is performed like that of other

muscles, the blood doing the office

of a pondus or weight. Both of
these notions are justly refuted by
Or. Drake, who, with great reason
and probability, maintains the weight
of the atmosphere to be the pondus,
or counterpoise, to the contractile

force of the heart.

Diajstomo'sis. (From i<a<ro/*ow,

systole, and so

Cowper accounts
the heart, from
muscle bears to

to dilate). Any dilatation, or di-

lating instrument.

Diastre'mma. (From harpe<pio,

to turn aside). Diastrophe. A dis-

tortion of any limb or part.

Dia'strophe. See Diastre?n?na.

Dia'tasis. (From hartivu), to

distend). The extension of a frac-

tured limb to reduce it.

Diatecoli'thlm. (From ha, and
Tj]tco\i9og,the Jew's stone).

—

Pharm.
An antidote, containing lapis Ju-
daicus.

Diatere'sis. (From ha, and
renew, to perforate). A perforation

or aperture.

Diatere'tica. (From ha, and
repeo), to preserve).

—

Pharm. Me-
dicines which preserve health and
prevent disease.

Diate'ssaron. (From ha, and
TEGaapEQ, four).

—

Pharm. A. medi-
cine compounded of four simple in-

gredients.

Diate'ttigum. (From ha, and
r£rJt£, a grasshopper) .

—

Pharm. A
medicine, in the composition of
which were grasshoppers.

Dia'thesis. (From haTi6r)fii, to

dispose). Any particular state of

the body : e. g. in inflammatory fe-

ver, there is an inflammatory dia-

thesis, and, during putrid fever, a

putrid diathesis.

Diathe'smus. (From diaOeio, to

run through). A rupture through
which some fluid escapes.

Diatragaca'nthum. (From ha,
and rpayaKCLvda, tragacanth) .

—
Pharm. A medicine composed ofgum
tragacanth.

Dia'trium. (From ha, and
rpeiQ, three).

—

Pharm. A medicine

composed of three simple ingredi-

ents.

Djaxyla'loes. (From ha, and
KvXaXorj, the lignum aloes) .

—

Pharm.
A medicine in which aloes is an in-

gredient.

Diazo'ma. (From ^ia^u>vvvfu, to

surround ; because it surrounds the

cavity of the thorax). The dia-

phragm.
Diazo'ster. (From hatuvvvjii,

to surround ; because when the body
is girded, the belt usually lies upon
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it). A name of the twelfth dorsal

vertebra*.

Dicentf/tum. (From cia, and
KEvleoj, to stimulate). A stimulating

collyrium.

Dichaste'res. (From foxa(u>, to

divide, because they divide the food).

A name of the incisores or foreteeth.

Dichophy'ja. (From cixa, dou-
ble, and (pvoj, to grow). A distem-

per of the hairs, in which they split

and grow forked.

Die roti c . (Dicroticus, sc. pulsus

;

from dig, twice, and icpouoj, to

strike) . A term given to the pulse

where the artery rebounds after

striking, so as to convey the sensa-

tion of a double pulsation.

Dictamnt'tes. (From ciKlafivog,

dittany). A wine medicated with
dittany.

Dicta'mnus. (From a city in

Crete so called, on whose mountains
it grows) . A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Dccandria

;

Order, Monogynia. Dittany.

Dicta'mnus a'lbus. White frax-

inclla, or bastard dittany. Fraxintlla.

Dictamnus albas ;foliis pinnatis, caule

simplici, of Linnaeus.
•
#* The root of this plant is the

part directed for medicinal use.

Formerly it was much used as a
stomachic, tonic, and alexipharmic,

and was supposed to be a medicine
of much efficacy in removing uterine

obstructions, and destroying worms

;

but its medicinal powers became so

little regarded by modern physicians,

that it had fallen almost entirely into

disuse, till Baron Stoerck brought
it bto notice, by publishing several

cases of its success, viz. in tertian

intermittent*, worms (lumbrici), and
menstrual suppressions.
" Undoubtedly," says Dr. Wood-

ville, " the dictamnus is a medicine
of considerable power ; but notwith-
standing the account given of it by
Stoerck, who seems to have paid

little attention to its modus operandi,

we may still say withHaller, i nondum
autcm vires pro dignitate e.rploratus

est,' and it is now fallen into disuse."

Dicta'mnus cre'ticus. See Ori-

ganum dictamnus.

Didy'me'a. (From dtdvfiog, dou-
ble). A cataplasm; so called by
Galen, from the double use to which
he put it.

Di'dymi. (From didvjjiog, dou-
ble) . Twins. An obsolete name for

the testicles, and two eminences of
the brain, called testes, from their

double protuberance.

Diecbo'lium. (From ha, and
skGoWuj, to cast out) .

—

Pharm, A
medicine causing abortion.

Diele'ctron. (From diet, and
{ku£\pov, amber). A name ofa troche,
in which amber is an ingredient.

Diervi'lla. (Named in honour
of Mri Dierville, who first brought
it from Arcadia). See Lonicera Di-
ervilla.

Diet. Diceta. The dietetic part

of medicine is no inconsiderable

branch, and seems to require a much
greater share of regard than it com-
monly meets with. A great variety

of diseases might be removed by the

observance of a proper diet and re-

gimen, without the assistance of
medicine, were it not for the impa-
tience of the sufferers. It may,
however, on all occasions, come in

as a proper assistant to the cure,

which sometimes cannot be performed
without a due observance of the

non-naturals.

%* That food is, in general,

thought the best, and most condu-
cive to long life, which is simplest,

purest, and most free from irritating

qualities, and such as approaches
nearest to the nature of our own
bodies in a healthy state, or is ca-

pable of being easiest converted into

their substance by the vis vitae, after

it has been duly prepared by the art

of cookery ; but the nature, compo-
sition, virtues, and uses of particular

aliments can never be learnt to sa-

tisfaction, without the assistance of
practical chymistry.

Diet drink. An alterative de-
coction employed daily in consider-

able quantities, at least from a pint

to a quart. The decoction of sar-

saparilla and mezereon, the Lisbon
diet drink, is the most common and
most useful.
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Diete'tics. That branch of me-
dicine which treats of the way of
living with regard to food, or diet,

suitable to any particular case.

Die'xodos. (From £ia> and e£o-

£oe, a way to pass out). Diados.

Evacuation by stool. Hipp.
Diffla'tio". (From difflare, to

blow away). Dimation. Perspiration.

Diga'stricus. (From c'tc, twice,

and ycuTTTjp, a belly). Biventer
maxilla? of Albinus. Mastoido-hyge-
nien of Dumas. A muscle so called,

from its having two bellies, situated

externally between the lower jaw
and os hyoides. Its use is to open
the mouth by pulling the lower jaw
downwards and backwards ; and
when the jaws are shut, to raise the

larynx, and consequently the pha-
rynx, upward, as in deglutition.

Digere'ntia. (From digerere, to

digest). Digestives. Medicines which
promote the secretion of proper pus
in wounds and ulcers.

Digestion. (From digerere, to

dissolve). The conversion of food
into chyme in the stomach of ani-

mals, by the solvent power of the

gastric juice. The circumstances ne-

cessary to effect a healthy digestion

of the food are:—1. A certain de-

gree of heat of the stomach.—2. A
free mixture of saliva with the food
in the mouth.—3. A certain quantity

of healthy gastric juice.—4. The na-

tural peristaltic motion of the sto-

mach.—5. The pressure of the con-
traction and relaxation of the abdo-
minal muscles and diaphragm. From
these circumstances, the particles of
the food are softened, dissolved,

diluted, and intimately mixed into a
soft pap, called chyme, which passes

through the pylorus of the stomach
into the duodenum. The fluid, which
is termed gastric juice, is separated
by the minute arteries opening into

the cavity of the stomach. See Gas-
tric Juice. Drg. Wilson, Philip, and
Prout, have lately made some inter-

esting researches on this subject.

Phcn9menat
<S.C of Digestion in a

Rabbit.—A rabbit which had been
kept without food for twelve hours,

was fed upon a mixture of bran and

oats. About two hours afterwards it

was killed, and examined immedi-
ately while still warm, when the fol-

lowing circumstances were noticed.

The stomach was moderately dis-

tended with a pulpy mass, which
consisted of the food in a minute
state of division, and so intimately

mixed, that the different articles of
which it was composed could be
barely recognised. The digestive

process, however, did not appear to

have taken place equally throughout
the mass, but seemed to be confined

principally to the superficies, or
where it was in contact with the

stomach. The smell of this mass
was peculiar, and difficult to be de-

scribed. It might be denominated
fetuous and disagreeable. On being
wrapped up in a piece of linen, and
subjected to moderate pressure, it

yielded upwards of half a fluid ounce
of an opaque reddish-brown fluid,

which instantly reddened litmus paper
very strongly. It instantly coasm-
lated milk, and, moreover, seemed
to possess the property of redis-

solving the curd, and converting it

into a fluid, very similar to itself in

appearance. It was not coagulated
by heat or acids ; and, in short, did

not exhibit any evidence of an albu-

minous principle. On being evapo-
rated to dryness, and burned, it

yielded very copious traces of an
alkaline muriate, with slight traces

of an alkaline phosphate and sul-

phate ; also of various earthy salts,

as the sulphate, phosphate, and car-

bonate of lime.

Dr. Prout observes, that " tjie

first thing which strikes the eye on
inspecting the stomachs of rabbits

which have lately eaten, is, that the

new is never mixed with the old

food. The former is always found
in the centre, surrounded on all sides

by the old food, except that, on the

upper part between the new food and
the smaller curvature of the stomach,
there is sometimes little or no old

food. If the old and the new food

are of different kinds, and the animal
be killed after taking the latter, un-
less a great length of time has elapsed
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after taking it, the line of separation

is perfectly evident, so that the old

may be removed without disturbing

the new food.
" It appears, that in proportion as

the new food is digested, it is moved
along the great curvature, when the

change in it is rendered more perfect, l

to the pyloric portion. The layer of

food lying next to the surface of the

stomach is first digested. In pro-

portion as this undergoes the proper

change, it is moved on by the mus-

cular action of the stomach, and that

next in turn succeeds to undergo the

same change. Thus a continual

motion is going on ; that part of the

food which lies next the surface of

the stomach passing towards the

pyloris, and the more essential parts

approaching the surface."

Dr. Philip has remarked, that the

great end of the stomach is the part

most usually found acted upon by

the digestive fluids after death.

The hypotheses formed to explain

digestion, maybe reduced to coction,

fermentation, trituration, putrefac-

tion, and hum (ration of the food re-

ceived into the cavity of the sto-

mach. At present physiologists are

generally agreed, in considering di-

gestion in the stomach as a solution

of the aliment by the gastric juice.

Digestion. — Chym. The slow

action of a solvent upon any sub-

stance.

Digestive sat.t. Muriate of pot-

ash. Sec Potassa? murias.

Digestives. Digestiva. (From
digerere, to dissolve). Applied by
surgeons to substances which, when
laid to an ulcer or wound, promote
suppuration : e, g. certain ointments,

warm poultices, fomentations, &c.

Digesti'vum sal sy'lvii. See

Digestive salt.

Digita'lis. (From digitus, a fin-

ger ; because its flower represents a

finger).—1. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Didynamia; Order, Angiospermia.
Fox-glove.—2. The pharmacopceial

name of the common fox-glove. See
Digitalis purpurea.

Digita'lis purpurea. The sys-

tematic name of the fox-glove.—JD«-

gitalis calycinis foliolis ovatis acutis y

corollis obtusis, labio superiore inte-

gro, of Linnaeus.
*
#* Digitalis diminishes most

powerfully the actions of the system,
and without occasioning any previous
excitement. Even in the most mo-
derate dose, it diminishes the force

and frequency of the pulse, and, in

a large dose, reduces it to a great

extent, as from 70 beats to 40 or 35
in a minute, occasioning, at the same
time, vertigo, indistinct vision, vio-

lent and durable sickness, with vo-
miting. In a still larger quantity, it

induces convulsions, coldness of the
body, and insensibility ; symptoms
which have sometimes terminated
fatally.

As a narcotic, digitalis has been
recommended in epilepsy, insanity,

and in some acute inflammatory dis-

eases. Lately it has been very ex-
tensively employed in phthisis, after

bleeding and other evacuations ; and
the beneficial effects which it pro-
duces in this disease, arc probably
owing to its narcotic power, by
which it reduces the force of the

circulation through the lungs and
general system. It is administered
so as to produce this effect. One
grain of the powdered leaves, or ten
drops of the saturated tincture, may
be given night and morning. This
dose is increased one half every se-

cond day, till its action on the sys-

tem becomes apparent. As soon as

the pulse begins to be diminished,
the increase of dose must be made
with more caution ; and, whenever
nausea is induced, it ought rather to

be reduced, or, if necessary, inter-

mitted for a short time. If the sick-

ness becomes urgent, it is best re-

lieved by stimulants, particularly

large doses of brandy, with aro-
matics.

The tincture has been supposed to

be the best form of administering
digitalis, when the remedy is de-
signed to act as a narcotic ; it is also

more manageable in its dose, and
more uniform in its strength than
the dried leaves.
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Independent of its narcotic effects,

digitalis acts as one of the most cer-

tain diuretics in dropsy, and has fre-

quently succeeded where the other

diuretics have failed. See Withering

on Digitalis, &c.

Van Helmont was the first who
employed digitalis as a specific in

scrofula ; " But," says Dr. Mason
Good, " the only specific influence

we know it to possess, is on the kid-

neys, and on the action of the heart

and arteries. It is for this last ef-

fect we look to it in the present in-

stance, phthisis; the only effect in

all probability, that renders it of

any advantage in consumption." See

Study of Medicine , vol. iii. p. 290.

Digitaline. An alkaline sub-

stance discovered by M. Le Rayer,

in the leaves of the digitalis purpu-

rea, or purple fox-glove. It is with-

out smell, very bitter, and ex-

tremely diliquescent. It dissolves

readily in water alcohol and ether.

It possesses the active principle of the

fox-glove ; and is strongly poisonous.

Digi'tium. (From digitus, a fin-

ger) . A contraction of the finger-

jOint. Whitlow, or other sore, upon
the finger.

Digitus, -e, m. (From digerere,

to direct) . A finger.

Di'gitus ma'nus. A finger. The
fingers and thumb in each hand con-

sist of fourteen bones, there being

three to each, finger, and two to the

thumb ; they are a little convex and

round towards the back of the hand,

but hollow and plain towards the

palm, except the last, where the

nails are. The order of their dis-

position is called first, second, and

third phalanx. The first is longer

than the second, and the second

longer than the third. What has

been said of the fingers, applies to

the toes also.

Di'gitus pe'dis. A toe. See Di-
gitus mantis,

Diglo'ssum. (From die, double,

and y\u)(T(Ta, a tongue ; so called,

because above its leaf there grows

a lesser leaf, like two tonghes). The
Laurus Alexandrina. Galen men-
tions a man born with two tongues.

Digno'tio. (From dignosccre, to
distinguish) . See Diagnosis.

Dih^e'maton. (From ha, and
aijjia, blood). An antidote in which
is the blood of many animals.

Diha'lon. (From ha, and a\g,
salt) . A plaster prepared with salt

and nitre, adapted to foul ulcers.

Dii'petes. (Trom Zevg, hog,
Heaven, and ^nrla), to fall : i. e.

falling as rain) . An epithet applied
by Hippocrates to semen, when it is

discharged like a sudden shower of
rain.

Dilata'tion. (From dilatare, to

enlargej . Dilatation or enlargement.
Diastole.

Dila'tou. (From dilatare, to en-
large) . The name of some muscles
whose office it is to open and enlarge
parts.

Dilato'res ala'rum na'si. See
Levator lahii superioris,

Dilato'rium. (From dilatare, to

enlarge) . A surgical instrument for

enlarging any part. A speculum
oris.

Dill. (See Anethum,
Diluents. Diluentia. (From di-

luere, to wash away). Those sub-
stances which increase the propor-
tion of fluid in the blood. It is evi-

dent that this must be done by
watery liquors. Water is, indeed,

properly speaking, the only diluent.

Various additions are made to it, to

render it pleasant, and frequently to

give it a slightly demulcent quality.

Diluents are merely secondary re-

medies. They are given in acute

inflammatory diseases, to lessen the

stimulant quality of the blood. They
are used to promote the action of
diuretics in dropsy, and to favour

the operation of sweating.

Di'nica. (From divog, giddiness).

Medicines which relieve giddiness.

Di'nus. (From diveu), to turn

round). A vertigo, or giddiness.

Illusory gyration of the person

while at rest, or of objects around
the person, with Hebetude of the

sensorial powers. Dinus Vertigo.—
Good's Nosolog.

%* The distressing sensations of

Din us occur in different persons and
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different circumstances, under very

different modifications, or is con-

nected with very different symptoms.

It is often united with cephalcea, and

since, says Dr. Good, (Study ofMed.

vol.iv. p. 524), by some Nosologists,

it is made a mere species of this last

genus ; but there are few practition-

ers who have not witnessed instances

of both that have commenced, con-

tinued, and terminated their career

without any interference with each

other ; and hence Linnaeus has not

only separated them from each

other, and regarded them as dis-

tinct genera, but has even made
scotoma, or dizziness with blindness,

and a tendency to swoon, a distinct

genus also.

Dio'cres. The name of a lozenge.

Di'onos. (From ha, and ocog,

the way through). Evacuation of

stool.

Digena'nthes. (From ha, and

cAvavOtj, the flower of the vine). A
remedy said to be good for cholers,

in which was the flower of the vine-

tree.

Dio'gmus. (From hwy.oj, to per-

secute) . A distressing palpitation of

the heart.

Dionysi'scls. (From Aiowcog,
Bacchus, who was of old represented

as having horns). Certain bony ex-

crescences, near the temples, were

called dionysisci.

Dionyson y'mphas. (From Aiovvgoq,

Bacchus, and vvfupa, a nymph). An
herb which, if bruised, smells of

wine, and yet resists drunkenness.

Diopo'rlm. (From ha, ando7rwpa,

autumnal fruits).

—

Pharm. A me-
dicine composed of ripe fruits for

quincy.

Dio'ptra. (From cio7r1o/iai, to

see through). Dioptron. Speculum
ani, oris, or uteri. Also the lapis

specularis.

Dioptrics. (From hoTTTOfiai, to

see through. The doctrine of re-

fracted vision, or light. Properly,

the third branch of optics, whose
office it is to consider and explain

the effects of light refracted by pass-

ing through different media, as air,

water, glass, lenses, &c.

Dioptri'smus. (From ho7r1ofiai,

to see through). Dilatation of any
natural passage.

Dio'robum. (From ha and opotog ,

a vetch) . A medicine, in the com-
position of which there are vetches.

Diorrho'sis. (From ha, and
oppog, the serum). Diorosis. A dis-

solved state of the blood. A conver-

sion of the humours into serum and
water.

Diorthro'sis. (From hopOpoo),

to direct) . The reduction of a frac-

ture.

Diosco'rea. (Named in honour
of Dioscoridcs) . — 1. A genus of

plants in the Linhaean system : Class,

Di&cia; Order, Hexandria. — 2. An
esculent root called the yam ; ob-
tained principally from three species

of Dioscorea, the alata, bullifera,

and sativa. They grow spontaneously
in the East and West Indies, and
their roots are promiscuously eaten
as the potatoe is with us. There is

great variety in the colour, size, and
shape of yams ; some are generally

blue or brown, round, or oblong,
and weigh from one pound to two.
They are esteemed, when dressed, as

being nutritious and easy of diges-

tion, and are preferred to wheaten
bread. Their taste is something like

the potatoe, but more luscious. The
negroes, whose common food is

yams, boil and mash them. They
are also ground into flour, and made
into bread and puddings.

*#* When yams are to be kept
for any time, they are exposed upon
the ground to the sun, as we do
onions, and when sufficiently with-
ered, they are put into dry sand
in casks, and placed in a dry garret,

where they remain often for many
seasons without losing any of their
primitive qualities.

Dioscu'ri. (i. e. Aiog, Kovpot,
the sons of Jupiter, or Castor and
Pollux) . The parotid glands were
so named, from their twin-like equa-
lity in shape and position.

Diospy'ros lo'tus. Indian date
plum. The fruit, when ripe, has an
agreeable taste, and is very nutri-
tious.

U
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Dioxelje'um. (From diet, o£vq,
acid, and eXaiov, oil). A medicine
composed of oil and vinegar.

Dio'xos. (From cia, and o%vg,
acid. A collyrium composed chiefly

of vinegar.

Diplasia'smus. (From dnrXotj,

to double) . The re-exacerbation of
a disease.

Di'ploe. (From cW\oa>, to dou-
ble). Meditulliiim. The spongy
substance between the two tables of
the skull.

Diplo'pia. (From SnrXoog, dou-
ble, and 07TT0jLtai, to see). Visus
duplicatus. Error of number. A
disease of the eye, in which the per-
son sees an object double or triple.

Dr. Cullen makes it a variety of the

second species ofpseudoblepsis , which
he calls mutans, in which objects ap-
pear changed from what they really

are : and the disease varies accord-

ing to the variety of the remote
cause.

*
#* The eauses of double vision

may be referred to four classes.

The object which the patient looks
at, may be represented double upon
the retina, which is the effect of the

first class of causes. Or the object

may be depicted differently in one
eye from what it is in the other, as

relates to size, position, distance,

clearness, &c. : this is the effect of

the second class of causes. Or the

object may appear to one eye to be
in a different place from that which
it seems to the other to occupy : the

effect of the third class of causes.

Or, lastly, the sensibility of the optic

nerve is defective, so that the image
of an object, though it may appear

single to one eye as well as the other,

yet, in one identical situation will

appear double to them both. When
the complaint originates from causes

of the first and fourth class, objects

are seen double, whether one or

both eyes are used ; but when it

proceeds from the second and third

class of causes, the patient sees ob-

jects double only when he is looking

at them with both eyes, and no
sooner does he shut one, than ob-

jects assume their natural simple

appearance. According to Richter,
the fourth class of causes of diplo-
pia is the most frequent. The irri-

tations are of various kinds, and ge-
nerally seated in the abdominal vis-

cera. It is sometimes the conse-
quence of inebriety, foulness of the
stomach, intermitting fevers, hypo-
chondriasis, worms, &c. It is,

however, occasionally excited by
other sorts of irritation. It has fre-

quently followed a violent fright. It

may be connected with spasmodic
and painful diseases of various kinds.
Severe head-aches, and tooth-aches,
are sometimes joined with the affec-

tion of the sight. Richter mentions
the case of a boy who was struck
with the bough of a tree, when in

the woods, the consequence of which
was, that he became affected with
diplopia. Also of a man, who rode
a journey on horseback, along a
snowy road on a very sun-shiny day,
and was affected in the same man-
ner. Diplopia is sometimes the ef-

fect of injuries of the head.— (Vide
Hilt's Cases in Surgery, p. 108 ;

—

Schmucher , Med. Chirurg. Bemerlt,

1 B. No. 26 ;

—

Hennen's Principles

of Military Surgery, p. 345, ed. 2.

Persons with weak eyes are apt to

become double sighted, whenever
they look long attentively at shining

objects. Persons in fevers are also

sometimes double sighted.

—

Gooch's

Cases, &c. vol.ii. p. 42, &c. 8vo. Lond.
1792

;
—Sir E. Home's Observations

on the Straight Muscles of the Eye,
and the Structure of the Cornea, in

Philos. Trans, for 1797 -,—Trard-
rop's Essays on the Morbid Anatomy
of the Human Eye, vol. ii. p. 216,
&c. 8vo. Lond. 1818, &c.

Di'pnols. (From Sic, twice, and
irvtit), to breathe). An epithet for

perforated wounds, that admit the

air at both sides.

Di'psacus. (From Ftxpa, thirst).

Dipsacum.— 1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system, so called from
the concave situation of its leaves,

which hold water, by which the

thirst of the traveller may be re-

lieved : Class, Syagenesia ; Order,
Polygamia. The teasel.—2. Dia-
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betes, from the continual thirst

which attends it.

Dipyre'num. (From ?ig, twice,

and 7rvpr]v, a berry). A berry, or

kernel.' A probe with two buttons.

Dipyri'tes. (From £ig, twice,

and irvp, fire). Dipyros. Bread

twice baked. Recommended in drop-

sies. Hipp.
Director. (From dirigere, to

direct) . A long narrow-grooved in-

strument, made of silver or steel.

Its use is to direct the knife, and to

protect the subjacent parts from its

edge or point. This instrument, and

the crooked bistoury, are commonly
employed for opening sinusses, cut-

ting fistulae in ano, and fistulae in

other situations, and for dilating the

stricture in cases of strangulated

hernia, &c. It is the name also of

a muscle of the penis.

Directo'res pe'nis. (From di-

rigere, to direct). The same as

erectores penis.

Diri'nga. A name, in the isle of

Java, for the calamus aromatieus.

Disce'ssus. (From disccdere, to

depart).

—

Chym. The separation of
any two bodies, before united.

Disciform is. (From discus, a

quoit, and forma, likeness). Re-
sembling a disk, or quoit, in shape.

It is applied to the patella pan.

Discoi'des. (From cktkoq, a

quoit J. Resembling a disk, or quoit,

in shape. Applied to the crystal-

line humour of the eye.

Discri'men. A small roller. A
term applied to the diaphragm.
Discu'tients. Discutientia. (From

discicttre, to shake in pieces). A
surgical term applied to those sub-
stances which possess a power of re-

pelling or resolving tumours.
Disease. Morbus. Any alteration

from a perfect state of health, is a
disease.

%* A disease is variously defined :

when it pervades the whole system,
as an inflammatory fever, it is called

a general disease, to distinguish it

from inflammation of the eye, or
any other viscus, which is a partial
«>r heal one : and when it does not
depend on another disease, it is

termed an idiopathic disease, (which

may be either general or partial),

to distinguish it from a symptomatic

affection, which depends upon ano-

ther disease, and is produced by
consent of parts. See Endemic, Epi-
demic, Sporadic, &c.
Dislocation. (From dishcare,

to put out of place). A luxation.

When the articular surfaces of the

bones are thrown out of their pro-

per situation, the accident is termed
a dislocation, or luxation. It has

been justly remarked by that emi-
nent hospital surgeon, Sir A. Cooper,
that of the various accidents which
happen to the body, there are few
which require more prompt assist-

ance, or in which the reputation of

the surgeon is more at stake, than
in cases of luxation ; for, should

much time be lost prior to the at-

tempt at reduction, there is* consi-

derable difficulty in accomplishing
it, and it is often entirely incapable

of being effected. If it remains un-
known, and consequently unreduced,
the patient becomes a living, memo-
rial of the surgeon's ignorance or
inattention. Hence the careful study
of anatomy is forcibly inculcated

;

the want of an accurate knowledge
of the anatomy of the joints being

the principal cause of the many
errors which happen in the diagnosis

and treatment of dislocated bones.

The most important differences of
luxations are, l.As respects the par-

ticular joint in which these accidents

occur.—2. The extent of the luxa-

tion.—3. The direction in which the

bone is displaced.—4. The length
of time the displacement has re-

mained unreduced.—5. The accom-
panying circumstances rendering the
injury simple or compound.—6. and,
lastly, with respect to the causes of
the accident.— On these subjects

the following works may be con-
sulted:— Pott's Remarks on Frac-
tures and Dislocations, 1795 ;

—

Kirk-
land's Observations upon Mr, Pott's

General Remarks on Fractures, &c.

;

—White's Cases in Surgery ;
—Me-

dical Observations and Enquiries,

vol. ii. ; — Bromfieldfs Chirurgical

U2
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Cases and Observations, 1773;—
JBeWs System of Operative Surgery

,

1809 ;

—

Howships Pract. Observ. in

Surgery and Morbid Anatomy , 8vo.

Lond. 1816;

—

TV. Hey on Disloca-

tions and internal Derangement of the

Knee-Joint, &c. ;

—

Surgical Essays,
8vo. ;

—

Also a Treatise on Disloca-

tions and Fractures, 4to. by Sir A,
Cooper, Bart. &c. &c.

Dispe'nsary (Dispensarium, from
dispendere, to distribute) . The shop,

or place, in which medicines are

prepared. Also a name arbitrarily-

given to some institutions where the

poor are supplied with medicines on
furnishing their own bottles ; and
advice gratis !

Dispe'nsatory. (Dispensatorium,

from dispendere, to distribute) . An-
tidotarium. A book which treats of

the composition of medicines.

Disse'ction. (From dissecare, to

cut asunder). The cutting to pieces

of any part of an animal, or vegeta-

ble, for the purpose of examining its

structure.

Djsse'ptum, -i, n. (From disse-

pire, to separate or divide. The dia-

phragm, or membrane, which di-

vides the cavity of the thorax from

the abdomen.
Dissolve'ntia. (From dissolvere9

to loosen). Dissolvents. Medicines

which loosen and dissolve morbid
concretions in the body. — C/iym.

Menstrua.
Bissolu'tus. (From dissolvere, to

loosen). Loose. Applied to the dy-

sentery, or morbus dissolutus.

Diste'ntio. (From distendere, to

stretch out) . Distention, or dilata-

tion. A convulsion.

Disti'cfiia. See Distichiasis.

DiSTiciii
/
ASis. (From harixict :

from he, double, and=rixo£, a row).

Disirichiasis. Distichia. A disease

of the eye-lash, in which there is a

double row of hairs, the one row
growing outwards, the other inwards

toward .: the eye.

Distillation. (From distillare,

to drop little by little). A chymical

process, very similar to evaporation,

instituted to separate the volatile

front the fixed principles, by means

of heat. Vessels used in distilla-

tion, are either alembics or retorts

;

the former consist of an inferior

vessel, called a cucurbit, designed
to contain the matter to be exa-
mined, and having an upper part
fixed to it, called the capital or
head, in which the vapours are con-
densed by the contact of the sur-

rounding air, or, in other cases, by
the assistance of cold water sur-

rounding the head, and contained in

a vessel called the refrigeratory.

From the lower part of the capital

proceeds a tube, called the nose,
beak, or spout, through which the

vapours, after condensation, are, by
a proper figure of the capital, made
to flow into a vessel called the re-

ceiver, which is usually spherical.

These receivers have different names,
according to their figure, being called

mattrasses, balloons, retorts, &c.
*
#
* The term distillation is often

applied in this country to the whole
process of converting malt or other

saccharine substances into spirits or
alcohol.

Disto'rtion. (From distorquere,

to wrest aside). Distortio. Applied

to the eyes, when a person seems to

turn them from the object he would
look at, and is then called squinting,

or strabismus. Also the bending of

a bone preternaturally to one side ; as

distortion of the spine, or vertebrae.

Disto'rtor. A muscle, whose
office is to draw the mouth awry.

Distortor oris. The zygomaticus

minor.
DlSTRlCHl'ASlS. See Distichiasis.

Di'strix. (From he,, double, and
9pt%, the hair). A disease of the

hair, when it splits and divides at

the end.

Dittondcr. See Lepidium sativunt.

Dittany, bastard. See ZHctantnns

alius.

Dittany of Crete. See Origanum
dictamnus.

Dittany, white. See Dictamnus
a Ibus.

Diure'sis. (From ha, through,

and ovpuo, to make water). In-

creased secretion of urine. Applied

also to a diabetes.
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DiURe'tics. Diuretica. (From
ciouprjcrie, a discharge of urine).

Medicines or substances are so called

which, when taken internally, aug-

ment the flow of urine from the kid-

neys. All the saline diuretics seem
to act in this manner. They are

received into the circulation ; and,

passing off with the urine, stimulate

the vessels, and increase the quan-
tity secreted.—There are diuretics

whose effect does not appear to arise

from direct application, but from
action excited in the stomach, and
propagated by nervous communica-
tion to the secreting urinary vessels.

—-Dropsy is the disease in which
they are principally employed ; and
when they can be brought to act,

the disease is removed with less in-

jury to the patient than it can be by
exciting any other evacuation. Their
success is very precarious, the most
powerful often failing ; and, as the

disease is so frequently connected
with organic affection, even the re-

moval of the effused fluid, when it

takes place, only palliates, without
• 'Meeting' a cure.—Diuretics have been
likewise occasionally used in calcu-

lous affections, in gonorrhoea, and
with a view of diminishing ple-

thora, or checking profuse perspira-

tion.

Murray classes the super-tartrate

of potash, and nitrate of potash,
the muriate of ammonia, potash,
and the acetate of potash, among
the saline diuretics : and selects the

following from the vegetable king-
dom ; scilla ?uariti/na, digitalis pur-
purea, nxcotiana tabacum, solatium

dulcamara, lactuca virosa, colchicum
ai/tumuale, gratiola officinalis, spar-
tium scoparium, juniperus communis,
copaifera officinalis, pinus balsamea,
and pinus lari.v; and the lytta vesi-

catoria from the animal kingdom.
See Mat. Med.
The principal articles included by

Dr. Cullen in his catalogue of diu-
retics, are dulcamara, digitalis, scil-

la ; some of the alliaeeae and siii-

quosa^; the balsams and resins ;. can-
lharides, and the diuretic salts.

*** The action of these remedies

is promoted by drinking freely of

mild diluents. It is also influenced

by the state of the surface of the

body. If external heat be applied,

diuresis is frequently prevented, and
diaphoresis produced. Hence the

doses of them should be given in the

course of the day, and the patient,

if possible, be kept out of bed.

Divapora'tio. Evaporation.

Divarica'tion. (From divaricare,

to stride, spread, &c.) The cross-

ing of any two things : e. g. when
the muscular or tendinous fibres in-

tersect each other at different angles,

they are said to divaricate.

Diverso'rium, -?, n. (From di-

versari, to resort to). An inn. The *

receptaculum chyli.

Diverticulum, -t, n. By-path.
Digression, or hole to get out at.

—

Physiolog. Mal-formation or dis-

eased appearance of a part, in which
a portion goes out of the regular
course, and thereby forms a diver-

ticulum, or deviation from the usual

course. It is generally applied to

the alimentary canal.

Diverticulum nu'ckii. The
opening through which the round
ligaments of the uterus pass. Nuck
asserted that it remained open a long
time after birth ; to these openings
he gave the name of diverticula.

Diw'nls. An impious epithet of
many compositions, from their sup-
posed excellence.

Divu'lsio. (From divellere, to

pull asunder) . Urine with a ragged
and uneven sediment.

Docimastic ART. Ars docimasticu,

The art of examining or assaying
fossils, in order to discover what
metals, &c. they contain.

Dock-cresses. See Lapsana.
Dock, sour. See Rumex acetosa.

Dock, water. See Humex hydro-
lapathum.

Dodder of thyme. See Cuscuta
epitkymum.

Dodecada'ctylus. (From vioct-

xa, twelve, and oaxlvXoc, a finger;

so named because its length is about
the breadth of twelve fingers) . The
duodenum, an intestine so called.

It must be observed, that at the
U3
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time this name was given, anatomy
consisted in the dissection of brutes

;

and the length was therefore proba-
bly adjudged from the gut of some
animal, and not of man.
Dodecapha'rmacum. (From cw-

axfi, twelve, and Qappaaov, a me-
dicine). Anointment consisting of
twelve ingredients, thereby called

the ointment of the twelve apostles.

Dodeca'tkeon. (From cwdtxa,
twelve, and tl9tji.ii, to put). An an-
tidote consisting of twelve simples.

Dog -rose. See Rosa cauina.

Dog's bane, Syrian. This plant,

Asclepias Syriaca of Linnseus, is

particularly poisonous to dogs, and
also tc the human species.

%* The process of boiling ap-
pears to destroy the poison in the
young shoots, which are then said

to be esculent, and flavoured like

asparagus.

Dog's-grass. See Triticum repens.

Do^s-mermry. See Mercurialis

peremus.

Dog-stones. See Orchis mascula.

Do'gma. (From cokeoj, to be of
opinion). An opinion founded on
reason and experience.

Do'lichos. (From co\i\;oc, long;
so called from its long shape).— 1.

A genus of plants in the Linnsean
system : Class, Diadelphia; Order,
Decandria.—2. The pharmacopceial
name of the cowhage. See DoHchos
pruriens.

Do'lichos so'ja. The plant which
affords the soy. It is much culti-

vated in Japan, where it is called

daidsu, and where the pods supply

their kitchens with various produc-
tions ; but the two principal are a

sort of butter termed rniso, and a

pickle called sooju.

Do'lichos fru'riens. The sys-

te. latic name of the cowhage. J)o-

lichos. Duiichos pruriens: volubilis,

teguminibits racemosis> valvulis suL-

(arinatis hirtis
y pedunculis ternis, of

Linnaeus.

%* The manner in which these

hairy spicula act, seems to be purely

mechanical ; for neither the tincture

nor the decoction possess the least

anthelmintic power.

Do'lor facie'i. See Tic doulou-

reux.

Doro'nicum. (From dorongi,

Arab.) Leopard's bane. See Ar-
nica.

Doro'nicum Germa'nicum. See
Arnica.

Doro'nicum pardalia'nches.
The systematic name of the Roman
leopard's bane. See Doronkum Ro-
manian.
Doro'nicum PvOma'num. Roman

leopard's bane. Doronicum parda-
lianchcs; foliis cordatis, obtusis, den-

ticulatis, radicalibus petiolatis; cau-

linis amplexicauiibus , of Linnaeus.
*** The root of this plant, if

given in a full dose, possesses poi-

sonous properties ; but instances are

related of its eificacy in epileptical and
other nervous diseases.

Do'rsal. Appertaining to the

back.

Dorsa'les ne'rvi. The nerves
which pass out from the vertebrae of

the back.

Do'rsi spina'lis. See Spinalis

dorsi.

Dorste'nia. (Named in honour
of Dr. Dorsten). A genus of plants

in the Linnsean system : Class, Te-
trandria; Order, Monogynia.
Dorste'nia contrave'rva. The

systematic name of the plant which
produces the contrayerva root. Con-
trayerva. Urakena. Cyperus longus,

odorus, peruanus. Bezoardica radix.

It was first brought into Europe,
about the year 1581, by Sir Francis

'; Drake, whence its name Drakena.
%* Contrayerva and serpentaria,

Dr. Cullen observes, are powerful

stimulants ; and both have been em-
ployed in fevers in which debility

prevailed. He thinks, however,
wine may always supersede the sti-

mulant power of these medicines

;

and that debility is better remedied
by the tonic and antiseptic powers
of cold and Peruvian bark, than by
any stimulants.

Dorste'nia Drake'na. The sys-

tematic name for one sort of the

contrayerva.

Dorste'nia Housto'nii. SccDor-
stenia contrayerva.
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Do'thien. A name for the fu-

runculus.

Dove'ri pu'lvis. See Pulvis ipe-

cacuanhce compositus.

Dove's foot. The geranium co-

lainbinnm.
Dra'ba. (From cnacrtrii), to seize;

so called from its sudden effect upon
the nose of those who eat it) .— 1 . A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Tetradyuanda ; Order,
Siliculosa.—2. A name of the lepi-

dium, or Arabian mustard, and Tur-
key cresses.

Dra'co sylve'stris. See Achillea

Ptarmica.

Dracoce'phalum. (From cpaxwi/,

a dragon, and xetyaXr], ahead). A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Didynamia; Order, Gy-
nospcrniia.

1) KACOC F.'pH AL I M C A N AF I B*N SE.

The systematic name of the balm of
Gilead. Melissa Turcica. Turkey
balsam. Canary balsam. Balsam of

Gilead. This plant, Dracocephalum
mokUwica; floribus vu'ticdlatis, brac-

ttis lanceolatis, scrraturis capillaceis

of Linnaeus, yields a fragrant essen-

tial oil, by distillation, known in

Germany by the name of oleum Sp-
rite, The whole herb abounds with

an aromatic smell, and an agreeable

taste, joined with an aromatic fla-

vour. It is recommended to give

tone to the stomach and nervous svs-

tern.

Draco'nis sa'nguis. See Calamus
rotang.

Draco'ntium. (From cnctHuv, a

dragon ; so called, because its roots

resemble a dragon's tail
J

. See Arum
dracujiculus.

Dracu'n culls. (From cpaaojv,

a serpent). The Guinea worm
;

called also vermicuius capillaris.

These animalculce are common in

both Indies, in most parts of Africa,

occasionally at Genoa, and other
hot countries. They resemble the

common worm, but are much larger
;

commonly found in the legs, but
sometimes in the muscular part
of the arms. They principally af-

fect children, and their generation

is not unlike that of the broad

worms of the belly ; hence their

name tape-worm. While they move
under the skin, they create no trou-

ble ; but, in length of time, the

place near the dracunculus suppu-
rates, and the animal puts forth its

head. If it be drawn, it excites

considerable uneasiness, especially

if drawn so forcibly as to break it

;

for the part left within creates into-

lerable pain. These worms are of
different lengths. In the Edin. Med.
Essays, mention is made of one
that was three yards and a half in

length.

Dragaca'ntha. See Astragalus.
Dragant gum. See Astragalus

.

Dragon s blood. See Calamus ro-

tang.

Dragon's wort. See Arum dra-
cuncu'us.

Drake'na. See Dorstenia contray-
erva.

Dra'stics. Drastica. (Apav-ixoc,
active, brisk ; from Cpauj, to effect)

.

A term generally applied to those
medicines which are very violent in

their action ; thus, drastic purges,
emetics, &c.

Dresde'nsis pu'lvis. An oleo.

saccharum, containing the oil of
cinnamon.

Dro'.ma. The name of a plastci

.

Myrepsus.

Dropaci'smus. (From £pen to, to

remove) . Dropa.v. A depilatory.

A stimulant plaster of pitch, wax,
&c. to take off hair.

Dro'pax. See Dropacismus.
Dro'psy. A collection of a serous

fluid in the cellular membrane, in

the viscera and the circumscribed
cavities of the body. See Hydrops
Ascites, Anasarca, Hydrocephalus,
Hydrothora.v, Hydrocele.

Dropsy of the belly. See Ascites,

Dropsy of the brain. See Hydro-
cephalus.

Dropsy of the cellular membrane.
See Anasarca.
Dropsy of the chest. See Hydro -

thorax.

Dropsy of the ovaria. See As-
cites.

Dropsy of the testicle. See Hydro-
cele.
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Dropwort. See CEnanthe, and
Spircea Filipendula.

Dropwort hemlock. See CEnanthe.

Dromvort water. See CEnanthe.

Dro'sera. (From cpoaspa, dewy

;

which is from Spo<rog, dew ; drops
hanging on the leaves like dew). A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Perttandria; Order, Hexa-
gynia. Sun-dew.
Dro'sera rotundifo'lia. The sys-

tematic name ofthe sun-dew. Ros solis.

jRovelia. Sun-dew. This elegant little

plant, Drosera rotundifolia ; scapis ra-

dicals; foliis orbicularis of Linnaeus,

is said to be so acrid as to ulcerate the

skin, and remove warts and corns,

and to excite a fatal coughing and
delirium in sheep who eat it. It is

seldom given medicinally in this

country but by the lower orders,

who esteem a decoction of it as ser-

viceable in asthmas and coughs.

Drosiobo'tanum. (From cqogoq,

dew, and fiolavn, a herb ; so called

from its being covered with an aro-

matic dew) . The herb betony. See
Betonica.

Drosso'meli. (From ^ooffoc, dew,
and pt\i, honey). Honey-dew. Manna.
Dry belly-ache. See Colica.

Ducti'lity. That property or

texture of bodies, whereby they are

rendered capable of being drawn out

in length, while their thickness is

diminished, without any actual frac-

ture of their parts. It is a term
almost exclusively applied to metals.

*
#* Most authors confound the

words malleability, laminability, and
ductility, together, and use them in

a loose indiscriminate way ; but
they are very different.

Malleability is the property of a

body which enlarges one or two of

its three dimensions, by a blow or

pressure very suddenly applied.

LaminabWty belongs to bodies ex-

tensible in dimension by a gradually

applied pressure ; and ductility is

properly to be attributed to such
bodies as can be rendered longer and
thinner by drawing them through a

hole of less area than the transverse

section of the body so drawn.
Ducts, biliary. See Biliary duct.

Du'ctus arteriosus. A great
inosculation found only in the foetus,

and very young children, betwixt the
pulmonary artery and the aorta. In
adults it is closed up.

Du'ctus ad na'sum. See Canalis
nasalis.

Du'ctus au'ris palati'nus. The
eustachian tube.

Du'ctus bilia'ris. See Choledo-

chus ductus.

Du'ctus commu'nis ciiole'do-
chus. See Choleduchus ductus.

Du'ctus hepa'ticus. See Hepa-
tic duct.

Du'ctus lachryma'lis. See La*
chrymal duct.

Du'ctus lacti'feri. The excre-

tory ducts of the glandular substance

composing the female breast. The
milk passes along these ducts to the

nipple.

Du'ctus pancrea'ticus. The
pancreatic duct. It is white and small,

and arises from the sharp extremity

of the pancreas, runs through the

middle of the gland towards the duo-
denum, into which it pours its con-

tents by an opening common to it

and the ductus commuuis choledo-

chus.

Du'ctus saliva'les. The excre-

tory ducts of the salivary glands,

which convey the saliva into the

mouth.
Du'ctus steno'nis. The Ste-

nonian duct, so called after its dis-

coverer, Sieno. It arises from all

the small excretory ducts of the pa-

rotid gland, and passes transversely

over the masseter muscle, penetrates

the buccinator, and opens into the

mouth.
Du'ctus tiiora'cicus. See Tho-

racic duct.

Du'ctus veno'sus. When the

vena cava passes the liver in the

foetus, it sends off the ductus venosus,

which communicates with the sinus

of the vena porta? ; but, in adults, it

becomes a fiat ligament.

Du'ctus Warthonia'nus. The ex-

cretory duct of the maxillary glands ;

so named after its discoverer.

Dulca'cidum. (From dulcis, sweet,

and acidus, sour). An oxymel. A
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medicine composed of a sweet and
sour ingredient.

Dulcama'ra. (From dulcis, sweet,

and amarus, bitter). See Solatium

dulcamara.
Dungy deviVs. See Ferula assa-

fcetida.

Duo. (Auw, two). Compositions

consisting of two ingredients, are

distinguished by this term, e. g.
pilulae ex duobus.
Duode'num. (From duodenus,

consisting of twelve ; so c; lied be-

cause it was supposed not 1 ) exceed

the breadth of twelve fingers ; but as

the ancients dissected only animals,

this does not hold good in the human
subject). The first portion of the

small intestines. Sec Intestines.

Duflica'na. (From duplex,

double). A name of the double ter-

tian fever.

Du'ra ma'ter. (From durus, hard,

and mater, a mother ; called dura,

from its comparative hardness with

the pia mater, and mater, from its

being supposed to be the source of

all the other membranes). Dura
meninx, &.C. A thick and somewhat
opaque and insensible membrane,
formed of two layers, surrounding

and defending the brain, and adhere-

ing strongly to the internal surface

of the cranium. It has three con-

siderable processes, the falciform,

the tentorium, and the septum ccre-

belll ; and several sinusses, of which
the longitudinal, lateral, and inferior

longitudinal, are the principal. Upon
the external surface of the dura

mater, there are little holes, from
which emerge fleshy-coloured pa-

pilla?, and which, upon examining
the skull-cap, will be found to have
corresponding fovea?. These are the

external glandulae Pacchioni. They
are in number from ten to fifteen on
each side, and are chiefly lateral to

the course of the longitudinal sinus.

The arteries which supply this mem-
brane with vessels for its own nou-
rishment, for that of the contiguous

bone, and for the perpetual exudation

of the fluid, or rather halitus, which
serves to lubricate its internal sur-

face, may be divided into anterior,

middle, and posterior. The first

proceeds from the ophthalmic and
ethmoidal branches ; the second
from the internal maxillary and su-

perior pharyngeal ; the posterior from
the occipital and vertebral arte-

ries, &c.
The diseases to which this

membrane is liable are fungous tu-

mours; inflammation, &c. M.Louis
has described other tumours, which
grow from the surface of the dura
mater, when this membrane has been
denuded, as after trephining ; differ-

ing only from the preceding in as much
as they do not exist before the open-
ing is made in the skull. These cases

are not to be confounded with hernia
cerebri. On these subjects see Me-
moire sur les Tumeurs Fongueuses de

la Dure-mere, par M. Louis, in Mem.
de VAcad, de C/iirurgie, torn. v. 4to.

or torn. xiii. 12mo. ;

—

Encyclopedic
Methodiqrie, partie Cfu'rurgicalc, Art.

Dure-merey J. I. Kaufmann;—Dt
Tumore Capitis fungoso post Carievi

cranii exorto. Hclmstadi, 1743;

—

La-
sus, Pathologie (hirurgicale, torn. i.

p. 497, edit. 1809 ;—J. andC. JVen-
zel, ubcr du Schwammigen Ausiuuchse

aufdu aussern Himhaut, fol. Mainz.
1BH ; a work in which the sentiments

of M. Louis are supported ;

—

Ph. Jr.

Walther in Journ . fur Chirurgie Von
C. Grafe, &c. b. i. p. 55, &c. 8vo.

Berlin, 1820. The latter writer criti-

cizes the opinions of the Wenzels, con-
sequently differs considerably from
Louis on several points.

Du'ra mb'ninx. The term meninx,
before the time of Galen, was common
to all the membranes of the body ;

afterwards it was appropriated to

those of the brain. See Dura mater.
Dwalc. See Atropa belladonna.

Dwarf, elder. See Sambucus ebidas.

Dyo'ta. (From cvoj, two, and
ovq, ioloc, an ear) . A chymical in-

strument with two ears, or handles.

Dysesthesia. (From Svc diffi-

culty, and aivQavouai, to feel or
perceive). Impaired feeling.

Dvs/ESTHE'sitf:. An order in the

Class Locales, of Dr. Cullen's Noso-
logy, containing those diseases, in

which the senses are depraved > or
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destroyed, from a defect of the ex-
ternal organs.

Dysanago'gus. (From dug, with
difficulty, and avayu), to subdue).
Viscid expectoration.

Dyscatapo'tia. (From £vg, and
xalamvo), to drink). A difficulty

of swallowing 1 quids, which Dr.
Mead thinks a more proper term
than that generally used for canine
madness, viz. hydrophobia ; as it is

more particularly descriptive of the

affection under which the patients

labour ; for, in reality, they dread
water from the difficulty of swallow-

ing it.

Dyscinl'sia. (From dvg, bad,
and kivew, to move). Bad or im-
perfect motion.

Dyscine'si*. An Order in the

Class Locales, of Cullen's Nosology

;

embracing diseases in which the mo-
tion is impeded, or depraved, from
an imperfection of the organ.

Dyscofho'sis. (From Svg, with
difficulty, and xw^ow, to be deaf).

A defect in the sense of hearing.

Dyscra'sia. (From dvg, with
difficulty, and nspavvvfii, to mix).

A bad habit of body.

Dysecoe'a. (From five, difficulty,

and aKOt] 9
hearing). Cophosis. Deaf-

ness. Hearing diminished, or de-

stroyed. A genus of disease in the

Class Locales, andOrderDysesthesia,
of Cullen, containing two species;

viz. Dyseccea organica, which arises

from wax in the meatus, injuries of

the membrane, or inflammation and
obstruction of the tube : Dyseccea
atonica, when without any discerni-

ble injury of the organ.

Dyse'lcia. ((From dvg, with diffi-

culty, and eXaog, an ulcer). An
ulcer difficult to heal.

Dyse'metus. (From dvg, with
difficulty, and sfieo), to vomit). A
person not easily made to vomit.

Dysente'ria. See Dysentery.
Dysentery.

, (From cvg, diffi-

culty, ;md tvltpa, the bowels). Dy-
xenteria. Bloody flux. A genus of

ilisease in the Class Pyrexia', and
Order Profluvia, of Cullen's Noso-
logy ; known by contagious pyrexia

;

Jrcijuent griping stools ; tenesmus
;

stools, chiefly mucous, sometimes
mixed with blood, the natural fasces

being retained or voided in small,

compact, hard substances, known
by the name of scybala ; loss of ap-
petite and nausea. It occurs chiefly

in summer and autumn, and is often

occasioned by much moisture suc-

ceeding quickly intense heat, or great

drought ; whereby the perspiration

is suddenly checked, and a determi-
nation made to the intestines. It is

likewise occasioned by the use of un-
wholesome and putrid food, and by
noxious exhalations and vapours

:

hence it appears often in armies en-

camped in the neighbourhood of low
marshy grounds, and proves highly
destructive : but the cause which
most usually gives rise to it, is a
specific contagion ; and when it once
makes its appearance, where num-
bers of people are collected together,

it not unfrequently spreads with great

rapidity. A peculiar disposition in

the atmosphere seems often to pre-

dispose, or give rise to the dysen-
tery, in which case it prevails epi-

demically. It frequently occurs about
the same time with autumnal inter-

mittent and remittent fevers, and
with these it is often complicated.

It, however, is much more prevalent

in warm climates than in cold ones ;

and in the months of August, Sep-

tember, and October, which is the

rainy season of the year in the West
Indies, it is very apt to break out
and to become very general among
the negroes on the different planta-

tions in the colonies.— See Dr.
Cheyne, and others, in Dublin Hos-
pital Reports

;

—Ameen. Acad. vol. V.

p. 82 et alibi

;

—Climate and Diseases

of Tropical Countries, p. 34, Bvo.

1822 ;

—

Observations on the Acute and
Chronic Dysentery of Ireland, &c.

Dublin, 1822, by Dr. O'Brien ;--

Hati/s Observations on Simple Dy-
sentery, and its Combinations, Bvo.

;

—Pringle, Hunter, Halfour, John-

son, JJalingal, Ihnnjield, Dr. L.

Frank, on the Co?ttagiuus or Non-
contagious Principle ofDysentery , &c.

Dysepulo'ticus. (FfomVvg, with

difficulty, and £7rv\ou>, to cicatrize).
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Dysepulotus. An inveterate ulcer

difficult to be healed.

Dysh;e:viorrho'is. (From ere, with

|

difficulty, and aipoppo'ig, the piles)

.

Suppression of bleeding- piles.

Dyslo'chia. (From cvg, difficulty,

and \ox<-a, the lochia). Suppression

of the lochia.

Dysmenorrhea. (From cvg, with
difficulty, and prjvoppoia, the men-
ses) . Difficult or painful menstrua-
tion, accompanied with severe pains

in the back, loins, and bottom of the

belly.

Dyso'des. (From etc, bad, and

ofw, to smell). A bad smell. Foetid.

Hippocrates applies it to a foetid dis-

order of the small intestines. Also
the name of a malagma and acopon
in Galen and Paulus j'Egineta.

Dyso'pia. (From eve, bad, and

wty, an eye). Parorchis. Difficult

sight. Sight depraved, requiring one
certain quantity of light, one parti-

cular distance, or one position. A
genus of disease in the Class Locales

,

and Order DysetstJiesxce, of Cullen,

containing five species, viz.

1. Dysopia tenebrarum, called also

amblyopia crepuscular is, requiring ob-
jects to be placed in a strong light.

2. Dysopia luminis, likewise term-
ed amblyopia meridian a, objects only
discernible in a weak light.

3. Dysopia dissiton/m, in which
distant objects are not perceived.

4. Dysopia pro.rimoruni, or duso-

pia amblyopia, in which objects too
near are not perceived.

5. Dysopia lateralis, called also

amblyopia luscorum, in which objects

are not seen, unless placed in an
oblique position.

Dysore'xia. (From cvg, bad, and
opt%ig, appetite) . A bad or depraved
appetite.

Dysore'xia. An Order in the Class

Locales, of Cullen 's No>ology, which
he divides into two sections—appe-
titus erronei and deficientes.

Dysfe'psfa. (From cvg, bad, and
7r£7r1to, to concoct). Apepsia. Indi-

gestion. A genus of disease in the
Class Neuroses, and Order Adyna-
mia, of Cullen. It chiefly arises in

persons between thirty and forty

years of age,

be met with
and is principally to

in those who devote
much time to studv, or who lead
either a very sedentary or irregular

life. A great singularity attendant

on it is, that it may and often does
continue a great length of time,
without any aggravation or remis-
sion of the symptoms.

Causes.—Great griefand uneasiness
of mind, intense study, profuse eva-
cuations, excess in venery, hard
drinking, particularly of spirituous

liquors, and of tea, tobacco, opium,
and other narcotics, immoderate re-

pletion, and over distension of the
stomach, a deficiency in the secre-

tion of the bile, or gastric juice, and
the being much exposed to moist
and cold air, when without exercise.

Symptoms.—Loss of appetite, nau-
sea, heart-burn, flatulency, acid,

foetid, or nidorous eructations, a
gnawing in the stomach when empty,
a sense of constriction and uneasi-

ness in the throat, with pain in the
side, or sternum, so that the patient

at times can only lay on his right

side ; great costivencss, habitual
chilliness, paleness of the counte-
nance, languor, unwillingness to move
about, lowness of spirits, palpita-

tions, and disturbed sleep, &c. The
number of these symptoms varies in

different cases ; with some, being felt

only in part ; in others, being ac-

companied even with additional ones,
equally unpleasant, such as severe
transient pains in the head and
breast, and various affections of the
sight, as blindness, double vision, &c.

*** Dyspepsia never proves fatal,

unless when, by a very long conti-

nuance, it produces great general
debility and weakness ; and so passes
into some other disease, such as
dropsy ; but it is at all times very
difficult to remove, but more parti-

cularly so in warm climates.—See
Abernethy , Wilson, Philip, on Ln-
digestion, &c. &c.

Dyspermati'smus. (From tvg,
bad, and <77Tfp/Lta, seed). Angenesia.
Slow, or impeded emission of semen
during coition, insufficient for the
purpose of generation. A genus of
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disease in the Class Locales, and
Order Epischeses, ofCullen, ofwhich

he enumerates eight species, viz.

. 1 . Dyspermatismus urethralis, when
the obstruction is in the urethra.

2. Dyspermatisnms nodosus, when
a tumour is formed in either corpus

cavernosum penis.

3. Dyspermatismus prtepuftalis,

when the impediment is from a

straightness of the orifice of the

praepuce.

4. Dyspermatismus mucosus, when
the urethra is obstructed by a viscid

mucus.
5. Dyspermatismus hypertonicus,

when there is an excess of erection

of the penis.

6. Dyspermatismus epilepticus, from
epileptic fits coming on during coi-

tion.

7 ,Dyspermatismus apractodes, from

a want of vigour in the genitals.

8. Dyspermatismus reHuus, in which

the semen is thrown back into the

urinary bladder.

Dysphagia. (From Sve,, with dif-

ficulty, and <pay <o, to eat) . Difficulty

of swallowing.

Dyspho'nia. (From Svg, bad, and

<t>u)VTj, the voice). Difficulty of speak-

ing.

Dyspng/a. (From five,, difficult,

Trveoj, to breathe). Dyspnoon. Dif-

cult respiration, without sense of

stricture, and accompanied with

cough through the whole course of

the disease. A genus of disease in

the Class Neuroses, and Order Spas-

mi, of Cullen. The species are,

1. Dyspnoea cartarrhalis, when
with a cough there are copious dis-

charges of viscid mucus, called also

asthma catarrhale, pneumodes, pneu-

monicum, and pituitosum.

2. Dyspnoea sicca, when there is a

cough without any considerable dis-

charge,

3. Dyspnoea a'erea, when the dis-

ease is much increased by slight

changes of the weather.

4. Dyspnoea terrea, when earthy or

calculous matters are spit up.

6, Dyspnoea aguosa, when there is

a scarcity of urine and cedematous
feet, without the other symptoms of
a dropsy in the chest.

6. Dyspnoea pinguedinosa, from
corpulency.

7. Dyspnoea thoracica, when parts
surrounding the chest are injured or
deformed.

8. Dyspnoea extrinseca, from ma*
nifest external causes.

Dy'spnoon. See Dyspnoea.
Dysra'chitis. The name of a plas-

ter. Galen.

Dysthy'mia. (From Ivq, bad, and
OvpoQ, mind). Insanity.

Dysto'chia. (From Svq, with dif-

ficulty, and tihIu), to bring forth).

Difficult parturition or child-birth.

Dystozchi'asis. (From eve, bad,
and toixoq, order) . Irregular dispo-

sition of the hairs in the eyelids.

Dysu'ria. (From Svq, difficulty,

and ovpov, urine) . Stillicidium. At-
dor urince, &c. Suppression or diffi-

culty in discharging the urine. Dr.
Cullen places this disease in the
Class Locales, and Order Epischeses^

containing six species :

1. Dysuria ardens, with a sense of
heat, without any manifest disorder

of the bladder.

2. Dysuria spasmodica, from spasm.
3. Dysuria compressio?iis, from a

compression of the neighbouring
parts.

4. Dysuria phlogistica, from vio-

lent inflammation.

5. Dysuria calculosa, from stone

in the bladder.

6. Dysuria mucosa, from an abun-
dant secretion of mucus.

*** Total suppression is called

ischuria; a partial suppression, dy-
suria: and this may be with or with-

out heat. When there are frequent,

painful, or uneasy urgings, to dis-

charge the urine, and it passes off

only by drops, or in very small quan-
tities, the disease is called stran-

gury. When a sense of pain, or

heat, attends the discharge it passes

with difficulty, and is styled ardor

urinff', heat of the urine. The dysu-

ria is acute, or chronic.
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Ear. Auris, -is, f. The organ of hear-

ing, situated at the side of the head.

It is divided into external and internal

ear. The auricula, commonly called

the ear, forms the external part,

and contains several eminences and
depressions, as the helix, antihelix,

tragus, antitragus, concha auricula?,

scapha, and lobulus. The external

auditory passage, containing the ce-

rumen, proceeds from the middle
of it down to the membrana of the

tympani, which divides the external

from the internal parts of this organ.

Behind the membrana tympani is the

irregular cavity of the tympanum,
in which are four little bones, viz.

the malleus, incus,' stapes, and os

orbiculare, and four openings, one
of the Eustachian tube, another
to the mastoid sinus, the fenestra

oralis, and the fenestra rotunda.

The tympanum is terminated by the

labyrinth. The labyrinth y> the re-

maining part of the internal ear,

consisting of the cochlea, vestibulum,

and semicircular canals.

The arteries of the ear are the

external and internal auditory. The
veins empty themselves into the ex-

ternal jugulars.

The muscles of the ear are di-

vided into three classes : the com-
mon, proper, and internal. The
common muscles are, the attollens

aurem, anterior auris, and retraheii-

tes auris, which move the whole ear.

The proper are, the helicis major,
helicis minor, tragicus, antitragicus,

and transversus auris : these affect

the parts only to which they are con-
nected. The muscles of the internal

ear are, the laxator tympani, tensor

tympani, and stapedius, which belong
to the ossicula auditus.

The nerves of the external ear
are branches of the nervus auditorius

durus, and those of the internal ear,

are branches of the nervus audito-

rius mollis.

%* The French Academy of Sur-
gery (1763) offered a prize for the
best essay on diseases of the ear

;

and two years afterwards the honour
was adjudged to that of M. Lesche-
vin, senior surgeon of the hospital

at Rouen. See Leschevin, in Me-
moires sur les Sujets proposes pour le

Prix de I
yAcad. Royale de Chirurgie9

torn. ix. p. Ill, 112, (edit. 12mo.)
This memoir is still of great value,

few modern treatises being more
complete.

The most useful contributors to

our stock of information on the pa-
thology of the ear, subsequently to

M. Leschevin, have been Kutter
and Leutin, (uebcr das Schwere Ge-
hoer, Leipz. 1794) ;—Trampel, (Arne-
man's Magaz. b. ii. 1798) ;—Pfing-

sten, (Vieljahrige Erfahrung ueber

die Gehoerfelder , Kiel, 1802); —
Alard, (sur le Catarrhe de V Oreille,

8vo. Paris, 1807, 2d edit.);—Mr. A.
Cooper, (Philosoph. Transuct. 1802) ;

—Portal, (Anat. Med. 1803) ;—J.C.
Saunders, (Anatomy and Diseases

of the Ear)

;

—Baron Boyer, (Mala-
dies reputdes Chirurgicale, t. vi.) ;

—

Saissy, in an essay that received the
approbation of the Medical Society
of Bourdeaux ;—Professor Rosen-
thal, in a short but sensible tract on
the pathology of the ear, (Jour.
Complementaire, t. vi. 1820) ;—W.
Wright, (An Essay on the Human
Ear, its Anatomical Structure , and
Incidental Complaints, 8vo. Lond.
1817, &c.)

Eari'tes. Haematites, or blood-
stone.

Earths. Sixteen or seventeen
years ago few substances seemed
more likely to retain a permanent
place in chymical arrangements, than
the solid and refractory earths which

X
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comprise the crust of the globe.

Analysis had shewn, that the various

stony or pulverulent masses which
form our mountains, valleys, and
plains, might be considered as result-

ing from the combination or inter-

mixture, in various numbers and pro-

portions, of nine primitive earths, to

which the following names were
given: 1. Barytes; 2. Strontites

;

3. Lime ; 4. Magnesia; 5. Alumina,
or clay; 6. Silica; 7. Glucina;

8. Zirconia; 9. Yttria.

Alkalies, acids, metallic ores, and
native metals, were supposed to be

of entirely dissimilar constitution.

The brilliant discovery by Sir H.
Davy in 1808, of the metallic bases

of potash, soda, barytes, strontites

and lime, subverted the ancient

ideas regarding the earth, and taught

us to respect them as all belonging,

by most probable analogies, to the

metallic class. According to an in-

genious suggestion of Mr. Smithson,

although suggested at a much earlier

period by Mr. Hume of Long-acre,

(see his curious paper on the Iden-

tity of Silex and Oxygen, in Til-

loch''sPhilosoph. Mag.for Aug. 1808)

silica, however, ought to be ranked

with acids, since it has the power, in

native mineral compounds, of neu-

tralizing the alkaline earths, as well

as the common metallic oxydes.

But as this property is also pos-

sessed by many metallic oxydes, it

can afford no evidence against the

metallic nature of the siliceous basis.

Alumina, by the experiments of Ehr-
man, may be made to saturate lime

producing a glass ; and the triple

compounds of magnesia, alumina,

and lime, are perfectly neutral in

porcelain. We might therefore re-

fer alumina, as well as silica, to the

same class with the oxydes of anti-

mony, arsenic, chromium, colum-

bium, molybdenum, titanium and

tungsten. Alumina, however, bears

to silica the same relation that oxyde

of antimony does to that of arsenic
;

the antecedent pair acting the part of

bases, while the consequent pair act

only as acids. The compound of the

fluoric principle with silica, is of

too mysterious a nature to be em-
ployed in this discussion. The al-

most universal function which silica

enjoys, of saturating the alkaline

oxydes in the native earthy minerals,
is exhibited, in a very striking man-
ner, in Mr. Allan's valuable synop-
tic tables. From his fifth to his

fifteenth table of analysis, the co-
lumn of silica is always complete,
whatever deficiency or variation may
occur in the columns of the earthy
bases; at least, only a very few ex-
ceptions need be made for the orien-
tal gems, which consist of strongly
aggregated alumina.

To the above nine earthy sub-
stances, Berzelius has lately added a
tenth, which he calls thorina. We
shall at present enter into no further

discussion concerning their place in

a systematic arrangement. Whatever
may be the revolution of chymical
nomenclature, mankind will never
cease to consider as earth, those
solid bodies composing the mineral
strata which are incombustible, co-
lourless, not convertible into metals
by all the ordinary methods of re-

duction, or when reduced by scien-

tific refinements, possessing but an
evanescent metallic existence, and
which, either alone, or, at least,

when combined with carbonic acid,

are insipid and insoluble in water.
See lire's Diet, of Chym. on the Ba-
sis of Nicholson's, p. 398, at the

word EARTH.
%* Stones differ from earths

principally in cohesion and hardness,

and therefore are included under the

same general name.
Earth, absorbent. See Absorbents.

Earth, aluminous. Earth which
contains alumina. See Alumine and
Earth.

Earth, animal calcareous. This
term is applied to crabs'-claws, &c.
which contain calcareous earth, and
arc obtained from the animal king-

dom.
Earth, argillaceous. See Alumine.
Earth-bath. A remedy recom-

mended by some writers on the con-
tinent, as a specific in consumption.

In this country it produced to the
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patients very distressing sensations

i of cold ; in some it seemed to be
productive of bad effects ; and it

does not appear that, in any con-

sumptive cases, good effects were
ever derived from it. Also adopted
in scorbutics.

Earthy bolar. See Bole.

Earth, fullers'. Cimolia pur-
purescens. A compact bolar earth,

commonly of a greyish colour ; some-
times applied by the common people
to inflamed breasts, legs, &c. with a
view of cooling them.

Earthy hear?/. See Barytcs.
Earth, Japan. See Acacia ca-

techu.

Earthy mineral calcareous. The
calcareous earths obtained from the
mineral kingdom. Applied in op-
position to those obtained from ani-

mals.

Earth-nut. See Bunium.
Earth, sealed. Terra sigillata.

Little cakes of bolar earths stamped
with impressions, formerly in high
estimation as absorbents, but now
fallen into disuse.

Earth -worm. Lumbricus terrcs-

tris. Vermis tervestrit. These in-

sects are supposed to possess a diu-
retic and antispasmodic virtue, with
which intentions they arc occasion-
ally employed in foreign countries.

EAR-WAX* Cerumen aurium. A
waxy secretion found in the exter-
nal auditory passage, into which it is

separated by the glands around that
canal.

Eaton's styptic. French brandy
highly impregnated with calcined
green vitriol. Used in checking he-
morrhages.
Eau-de-luce. See Spiritus am-

monia succinates.

Eau-de-rabel. One part of sul-
phuric acid to three of rectified
spirit of wine. Much used in France,
diluted, in the cure of gonorrhoea,
leuchorrhcea, &c.
Ebel. The seeds of sage, or of

juniper.

Ebe'num. Indian ebony. Sup-
posed to be ophthalmic.

Ebe'smech. Quicksilver. Lan-
gius.

Ebi'scus. The hibiscus, or marsh
mallow.
Ebrieca'tum. (From ebriare, to be

drunk). Loss of sense by drunken-
ness. Paracelsus.

Ebrieca'tum c#:le'ste. That
kind of enthusiasm which is affected

by many heathen priests. Paracelsus.

Ebsemech. A name for quick-,

silver.

Ebulli'tion. (From ebullire, to

bubble up) . Boiling. The change
a fluid undergoes from a state of
liquidity to that of an elastic fluid, in

consequence of the application of

heat, which dilates and converts it

into vapour.

E'bulus. (Ibid.) So called, from
its supposed use in purifying the hu-
mours of the body). See Sambucus.
ebidus.

Ecbo'lica. (From DttaWtOy to

cast out). Medicines formerly said

to cause abortion.

Ecbo'lios. (From tx£a\\u), to

cast out) . Abortion.

Ecbra'smata. (From ex€pa£<i)y to

be very hot). Ecchymata. Painful

fiery pimples in the face, or surface

of the body.

Ecbra'smis. (From £*£pa£a>, to

become hot). Fermentation.

ECBYRSO'MATA. (From **, and
(3up(Ta, the skin). Protuberances of
the bones at the joints, appearing
through the skin.

Eccatiia'rtica. (From emtaOaipoj,

to purge outwards) . Gorraeus says,

eccathartics are medicines which open
the pores of the skin ; but, in gene-
ral, they are understood to be deob-
struents. Sometimes expectorants
are thus called, and also purgatives.

Ecchylo'ma. (From £*, and
Xv\og, juice). An extract.

Ecchy'mata. (From £*%vw, to

pour out) . See Ecbrasmata.
EcchyiMo'sis. (Exxv/*wffic. : from

tx.)(i)0), to pour out). Ecchymoma.
Sometimes called crustula and sugil-

latio. Extravasation. A black and
blue swelling, either from a bruise

or spontaneous extravasation of
blood. A genus of disease in the

Class Locales, and Order Tumores,
of Cullen.

X 2
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Ecchymo'ma arterio'sum. The
false aneurism.

E'cclisis. (From shhXlvio, to

turn aside) . A luxation or dislocation.

E'ccope. (From shkottIu), to cut
off). The cutting off any part.

Ecco'peus. (From txxonlbj, to

cutoff). An ancient instrument (the

raspatory) , used in trephining.

Eccopro'tics. (From eh, and ho-tt-

poQy dung). Opening medicines,
whose operation is very gentle ; e. g.
manna, senna, neutral salts, &c.

Eccrjnocri'tica. (From ehhoivm,
to secrete, and xpivio, to judge).

Diagnosis formed from secretions.

Eccrinolo'gia. Eccrinologica.

(From ehhoivio, to secrete, and
Xoyog, a discourse). The doctrine of
secretions.

E'ccrisis. (From EHHptvio, to se-

crete). A secretion of any kind.

Eccymo'sis. See Ecchymosis.
E'cdora. (From eitdepu), to ex-

coriate). An excoriation : and par-

ticularly used for an excoriation of

the urethra.

Ecdo'ria. (From ehSepu, to ex-

coriate) . Medicines which excoriate

and burn through the skin.

Echeco'llon. (From £^o>, to have,

and noXXct, glue). Echecollum, Any
topical glutinous remedy.

Echetro'sis. So Hippocrates
calls the white briony.

Echim'pes. In Hippocrates it is

mentioned as the substance he used

for purging the womb.
Echinophtha'lmia. (From e\ivoc,

a hedge-hog, and 0(p9aXfiia, an in-

flammation of the eye). Inflamma-
tion of the hairy part of the eyelids,

where the hairs stand erect like the

bristles of a fighting-pig, or hedge-
hog.

Echinopo'dium. (From Exwog, a

hedge-hog, and ttovq, a foot ; so

named because its flowers resemble

the foot of an urchin) . A species of

genista or broom.
Echi'n6ps. (From exlvoQ> as beset

with prickles). Eckinopus* Globe
thistle. Eckinops sphterocephahu of

Linnaeus ; raised in our gardens
;

the root and seeds of which are mo-
derately diuretic, but not used.

E'chium. (From s^ig, a riper;
so called because it was said to heal
the bites of vipers) . The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-
tem : Class, Pentandria; Order,
Monogynia. Viper's bugloss.

E'chium jEgypti'acum. Wall bu-
gloss

;
possessing vulnerary, sudo-

rific properties.

E'chos. (Hy^oc, sound). Tinnitus
aurium, or noise in the ears. Hipp.

(E'chysis. (From exv<o, to pour
out). Syncope.

Ecla'mpsia. (From EnXafxiroj, to
shine) . See Eclampsis.

Ecla'mpsis. (From EHXainroj, to

shine). Eclampsia. Splendour,
brightness, effulgence, flashing of
light, scintillation. A flashing light,

or those sparklings which strike the
eyes of epileptic patients. Ccelius

Aurelianus calls them circuit ignei,

scintillations, or fiery circles. Though
a symptom only of the epilepsy, Hip-
pocrates places it for epilepsy itsel r

.

Ecle'ctica. (From eaXeytj, to

select). Archigenes and others se-

lected from every sect that which ap-

peared to them to be the best and
most rational ; hence they were
called Eclectics, and their medicine
Eclectic medicine.

Ecle'ctos. (From fxXfiyw, to lick

up). A linctus, or soft medicine to

be licked up.

Ecle'gma. (From ehXeix^, to

lick). A form of medicine made by
the incorporation of oils with syrups,

and taken upon a liquorice stick.

The same as Linctus ; which see.

E'clysis. (From ehXvuj, to dis-

solve). Universal faintness.

Ecma'gma. (From EHjjiacrffio, to

form together). A mass of sub-

stances kneaded together.

Ecpepif/menos. (From ehttie^oj,

to press out). Applied to ulcers

with protuberating lips.

Ecphka'ctoc. (From *x0na<T<ro>,to

remove obstructions). Such medi-
cines as incide and attenuate tough
humours, so as to promote their

discharge.

Ecphra'ctica. (From ex,rppa<r<jo>.

to remove obstructions) . Deobstruent

medicines.
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Ecphra'xis. (From £x0paffcra>, to

remove obstruction). Diaphoresis.

Opening of the pores.

E'cphyas. (From w, and 0t/o>,

to produce). An appendix, or ex-

crescence. Some call the appendi-

cula vermiformis by this name.
E'cphyse. (From uupwacj, to

blow out). Flatus from the blad-

der through the urethra ; and from
the uterus through the vagina.
* Ecphyse'sis. (From aaQvcauj, to

breathe through;. Quick expulsion

of air from the lungs.

E'cpiiysis. (From £K<pvio, to pro-

duce) . An apophysis, or appendix.

A process
Ectie'sma. (From ucttu^, to

press out;. Depression of the bones

of the head. A fracture of the

skull, in which the bones press in-

wardly.

Ecpie'smos. (From tx.wu(u), to

press out). A disorder of the eye,

in which the globe is almost pressed

out of the socket by an afflux of hu-
mours.
Ecplero'ma. (From e>nr\rinoo), to

fillj. Hard balls of leather, or other

substances, adapted to fill the arm-
pits, whilst, by the help of the heels,

placed against the balls, and repress-

ing the same, the luxated os hu-
meri is reduced into its place. Hipp.

Ecplexis. (Trom ex7r\ri<jcru) f
to

terrify or astonish). Stupor, or

astonishment, from sudden external

accidents.

E'cpnoe. (From tx'zrvEu, to

breathe) . Expiration ; that part of

respiration by which the air is ex-
pelled from the lungs.

Ecpto'ma. (From ea7n7irli0y to fail

out).— 1. Luxation of a bone.

—

2. The exclusion of the secundincs.

—

3. Speaking of corrupt parts, it signi-

fies a falling off.—4. An hernia in

the scrotum.—5. A falling down of
the womb.

Ecpy'ctica. (From txTrvKafa, to

condense). Incrassants. Medicines
that render the fluids thicker.

Ecpye'ma. (From £*, and irvov,

pus). A copious collection of pus or
matter, from the suppuration of a
tumour.

Ecre'gma. (From eapiiyvvpi, to

break). A rupture.

Ecre'xis. (From tKOiiyvvf.ii, to

break). A rupture. Rupture or la-

ceration of the womb. Hipp.

Ecrhy'thmos. (From tK, and
pvOfiog, harmony) . Applied to the

pulse, implying that it is disorderly

or irregular.

E'croe. (From €/cp£w, to flow out).

An efflux, or the course by which any
humour requiring purging is eva-

cuated.

Ecruelles. (Fr.) Scrofula, or
king's evil.

E'crysis. (From tKotio, to flow

out) . An efflux of the semen before
it receives the conformation of a
foetus, and therefore is called an
efflux, to distinguish it from abor-
tion. Hipp.

Ecsarco'ma. (From etc, and crap%,

flesh). A fleshy excrescence.

E'cstasis. (Eic?a(Tig : from
eZi^apai, to be out of one's senses).

An ecstacy, or trance. Delirium.
Hipp.—A kind of apoplexy. Culkn.

Ecstro'phils. (From Eic-pe^io,

to invert) . Any medicine that forces

out the blind piles.

Ectiiely'nsis. (From sk9)j\vpu,
to render effeminate). Softness. Ap-
plied to the skin and flesh, when lax

and soft ; and to bandages, when not
sufficiently tight.

Ecthli'mma. (From £x0\i6w, to

press out against). An ulceration

caused by pressure on the skin.

Ecthli'psis. (From enOXiQut, to

press out against). Elision, or ex-
pression ; in allusion to swelled eyes,

when they seem to emit sparks of
light.

E'cthyma. (From ek9vuj, to break
out). A pustule, or cutaneous erup-
tion.

Ecthy'mata. (From snOvu, to

break out). Pimples, pustules, or
cutaneous eruptions.

Ectillo'tica. (From txliWo), to

pull out) . Caustics or depilatories ;

medicines which eradicate turbercles

or corns, or destroy superfluous

hair.

Ecto'pia. (From ikIqitoc, out of
place) . Displaced.

X 3
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Ecto'pi£. Parts displaced. An
Order in the Class Locales, of Cullen's

Nosology.
Ectrapeloga'stros. (From sk-

^psTro^at, to degenerate, and ya^ijp,

a belly) . One having a monstrous
belly, or whose appetite is vora-
ciously large.

Ectri'mma. (From EKlpitu, to

rub off). Attrition, or galling. An
exulceration of the skin about the os

sacrum. Hipp.
E'ctrope. (From EKlpeirio, to di-

vert, pervert, or invert) . Any duct

by which the humours are diverted

and drawn otf. In P. iEgineta it is

the same as Ectropium.
Ectro'pium. (From £x]p£7rw, to

evert). An eversion of the eyelids,

so that their internal surface is outer-

most.

With respect to causes, there arc

two species of this disease ; one pro-

duced by an unnatural swelling of

the lining of the eyelids, which not

only pushes their edges from the

eyeball, but also presses them so

forcibly, that they become everted ;

the other arising from a contraction

of the skin covering the eyelid, or of

that in the vicinity, by which means
the edge of the eyelid is first removed
for some distance from the eye, and
afterwards turned completely out-

ward, together with the whole of the

affected eyelid.
*
#
* It is remarked by Scarpa,

that just as excessive relaxation of

the skin of the eyelids, and a morbid
contraction of their lining, near the

edges, in consequence of ulceration

and cicatrices, occasion a faulty in-

clination of the tarsus and eyelashes

against the eye ; so, sometimes, an
elongation and swelling, or too great

a contraction and shortening of the

skin of the eyelid itself, or neigh-

bouring parts, produce an opposite

disorder to trichiasis, viz. an eversion

of the eyelids, termed ectropium. See

Scarpa Salle Malattie degli occ/ii;—
Practical Observations on the Ectro-

pium, Sic. by Jf
r

. Adam*, p. 1 and 5,

Lond. 1812:

—

JfenzeVs Manuel de

fOeuliste;—M. Bordc/tavc "Mcmt.icc
dans lequcl on propose un Nottveou

procede pour traiter le Reaversenu
des Paupieres" in Mem. de VAcad.
Roy. de Chirurg. t. xiii. p. 136, et

seq. edit. 12mo. ;

—

B. Travcrs, Sy-
?wpsis oftheDiseases of theEye, p. 324,
356, &c. &vo. Lond. 1820, ike. &c.

Ectro'sis. (Exrpaxnc : from exli-

Ipojcwii), to miscarry). An abortion.

Ectro'tics. (From skIiIqio<jkw, to

miscarry). Ectyrotica. Medicines
which cause abortion.

Ectylo'tica. See EctiUotica.

Ectyro'tica. See Ectrotics.

Eczema, or Eczesma. (From
t*£eit), to boil out). A hot painful

eruption or pustule, characterized by
an eruption of small vesicles on va-

rious parts of the skin, usually close

or crowded together, with little or
no inflammation round their bases,

and unattended by fever. It is not

contagious. (Bateman's Synopsis,

p. 250, ed. 3). There are several

varieties of this disease, the most
remarkable of which is the eczema
rubrum, from the irritation of mer-
cury, called by Mr. Pearson the ery-

thema mercuriale. This form is at-

tended with quickened pulse and a

white tongue ; but the stomach and
sensorium are not materially dis-

turbed.

Ede'lphus. Prognosis formed from
the nature of elements.

E'dera trifo'ua. The poison-

tree of America.
E'des. A name for amber.

Ede'ssenum. Pelarium. An eye-

water of tragacanth, arabic, acacia,

opium, &c.
E'detz. Amber.
E'dic. Edicli. Edir. An old name

for iron.

E'dra. A fracture ; also the lowei

part of the rectum.

Edulcora'nts. (From edalcare, to

make sweet). Edulcoruntia. Sweet-

eners. Medicines which absorb the

vicious humours of the body, sweeten

the fluids, and deprive them of their

acrimony.
Effervescence. (From cff(rvcs-

ccrc, to grow hot). Effervescentia.

The agitation produced by mixing
substances together, which cause the

evolution and escape of a gas.
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E'ffides. An old name for ceruss.

E'ffila. Freckles.

Efflorescence. (From ejflores-

cere, to blow as a flower) . Effiores-

centia.— 1. A preternatural redness

of the skin.—2. In cbymistry, it

means that phenomenon which takes

place upon crystals, producing a white

powder when exposed to air.

Effli/vium, -/, n. (From effluere,

to spread abroad). See Contagion.

Effractu'ra. (From effringere>

to break down) . Ecpiesma. A species

of fracture, in which the bone is

much depressed by the blow.

Effusion. (From effundere, to

pour out). Effusio. In surgery, it

means the escape of any fluid out of

the vessel, or viscus, naturally con-

taining it, and its lodgment in another
cavity, in the cellular substance, or in

the substance of parts. Effusion also

sometimes signifies the natural secre-

tion of fluids from the vessels ; thus

surgeons frequently speak of the coa-

gulable lymph being effused on diffe-

rent surfaces, &C. See Extravasation.

Ege'ries. (From egerere, to carry

out). Egestio. An excretion, or
evacuation.

Egg. Ovum9 "t i n. The.eggs.ofpoultry
are chiefly used as food ; and different

parts of them are employed in phar-
macy and in medicine. The calcined

shell is esteemed as an absorbent.

The oil of the egg is softening, and
is used externally to burns and chaps.
*** The yolk of the egg renders oil

miscible with water, and is triturated

with the same view with resinous

and other substances ; and raw eggs
have been much recommended as a

popular remedy for jaundice.

Egrggo'rsis. (From gyoijyopfw,

to watch). A watchfulness. A morbid
want of sleep.

Ejacula'ntia. (From ejaculate,

to cast out). The vessels which
convey the seminal fluid secreted in

the testicles to the penis; e.g. epi-

didymis, and the vasa defcrentia.

The vcsiculae seminales are the re-

ceptacles of the semen.
Eje'ctio. (From ejicere, to cast

out). Eacretio. Discharge of hu-
mours or excrements.

Ei'lamis. (From etXeu), to in-

volve). A membrane enveloping the

brain.

Eile'ma. (From a\fw, to form
convolutions) . Painful convolutions

of the intestines from flatulence.

Hipp. — Sometimes it signifies a

covering. Vogel says, it is a fixed

pain in the bowels, as if a nail was
driven in.

Ei'leon. (From eiXtu), to wind).

A name of the intestinum ileum.

Gorrcnus.

Ei'leos. (From eiXeio, to form
convolutions). The iliac passion.

Ei'seole. (From eig, into, and
[jciXXm, to cast). It signifies strictly

an injection, but is used to express

the access of a distemper, or of a

particular paroxysm.
El'sPNOE. (From ac, into, and

Trvtu), to breathe). Inspiration of

air.

Ela ca'lli. An Indian cathartic

shrub, the Euphorbia neriifoUa of
Linnaeus.

El.ea'gnon. (From tXaiov, oil,

and ayvog, chaste). The Agnus
castus was formerly so called.

Elsq'meli. (From tXaiov, oil„

and f.u\i, honey). A sweet purging

oil, like honey.
El/Eosa'ccharum. (From tXaiov,

oil, and (ranxapov 9
sugar). A mixr

ture of essential oil with sugar.

El/EOSEli'num. Water parsley.

See Eleoselinum,

Elain. The oily principle of solid

fats, so named by its discoverer, M,
Chevreul.

*** Chevreul dissolves the tallow

in very pure hot alcohol, separates

the stearin by crystallization, and
then procures the ela'in by evapora-

tion of the spirit. But M. Braconnot
has adopted a simpler, and probably
a more exact method. By squeezing
the tallow between the folds of

porous paper, the ela'in soaks into it,

while the stearin remains. The paper
being then soaked in water, and
pressed, yields up its oily impreg-
nation.

Elain has very much the appear-
ance and properties of vegetable oil.

It is liquid at the temperature of CO'\
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Its smell and colour are derived from
the solid fats from which it is ex-

tracted. See Ure, on the Basis of
Nicholson, p. 399.

Elais guinee'nsis. A species of

palm which grows spontaneously on
the coast of Guinea, but is much cul-

tivated in the West Indies.

*** From this tree, according to

some, is obtained the palm-oil, which
is considered as an emollient and
strengthener of all kinds of weakness
of the limbs. It also is recommend-
ed against bruises, strains, cramps,

pains, swellings, &c.
Elambica'tion. A method of ana-

lysing mineral waters.

Ela'nula. An old name for alum.
Elaphobo'scum. (From tXaQog,

a stag, and [3o<tku), to eat ; so called,

because deer eat them greedily) . The
wild parsnep. See Pastinaca.

Elaphosco'rodon. (From eXa<poQ,

the stag, and vxopocov, garlick).

Stag's or viper's garlick.

E'laquir. Red vitriol.

E'las ma'ris. Burnt lead.

Ela'sma. (From tXavvco, to drive).

A lamina, or plate of any kind. A
term used to express a clyster-pipe.

Elastic fluid. See Gaz.

Elastic gum. SeeSipho?iia elastica.

Elasticity. A principle in bodies,

by which they endeavour to restore

themselves to the position whence
they were displaced by any external

force.

%* The elasticity of fluids is ac-

counted for, from their particles be-

ing all endowed with a centrifugal

force; whence Sir Isaac Newton
(prop. 23, lib. 2) demonstrates, that

particles, which mutually avoid, or

fly off from one another, by such
forces as are reciprocally propor-

tional to the distances of their centres,

will always compose an elastic fluid,

whose density shall be proportional

to its compression ; and, vice versa,

if any fluid be composed of particles

tli at fly off and avoid one another,

and hath its density proportional to

its compression, then the centrifu-

gal force of those particles will be
reciprocally as the distances of their

centres.

Elasticity of the air, first disco-
vered by Galileo, is the force by
which that element dilates itself,

upon removing the force with which
it was previously compressed.

Elate'rium. (From sXavv<o, to
stimulate or agitate : so named from
its great purgative qualities). See
Momordica elatcrium.

Elathe'ria. A name for the cas-

carilla bark.

Elati'ne. (From eXalrcov, smaller,

being the smaller species) . See An-
tirrhinum elatine.

Elati'tes. Bloodstone.
Elco'sis. (From eXaog, an ulcer).

A disease attended with foetid, ca-

rious, and chronic ulcers. The term
is seldom used.

Eldei\ See Samhucus.
Elder dwarf See Samhicus ehulus.

Elecampane. From the root of
the inula helenium, or elecampane,
those first extracted the peculiar

vegetable principle called inulin. M.
Funke has since given the following

as the analysis of elecampane root :

1. A crystallizable, volatile oil;

2. Inulin ; 3. Extractive ; 4. Acetic

acid ; 5. A crystallizable resin

;

6. Gluten ; 7. A fibrous matter.

(Ligneous). See Inula helenium.

Electricity. (Electricitas ; from
elcctrum, rjXeKrpov, from j/XtxJwp,

the sun, because of its bright shin-

ing colour ; or from sXiuo, to draw,
because of its magnetic power). A
property which certain bodies possess

when rubbed, heated, or otherwise

excited, whereby they attract remote
bodies, and frequently emit sparks

or streams of light.

*** The phenomena displayed by
rubbing a piece of amber, constitute

the first physical fact recorded in the

history of science. Thales of Mile-

tus, founder of the Ionic school,

ascribed its mysterious power of

attracting and repelling light, to an
inherent soul, or essence, which,
tiwakcncd by friction, went forth

and brought back the small particles

floating around. In times near to

our own, the same hypothesis was
resorted to by the Hon. Robert
Boyle. From 7]XcKrpov } the Greek
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name of amber, has arisen the sci-

ence of electricity, which investi-

gates the attractions and repulsions,

the emission of light, and explosions

which are produced, not only by the

friction of vitreous, resinous, and
metallic surfaces, but by the heat-

ing, cooling, evaporation, and mu-
tual contact of a vast number of bo-
dies. See Sir Humphrey Davy's
Elementsj and M, Biot's Traite de

Physique, torn. 11, chap. 16;

—

Ef-
fets Chimiqucs de VAppareil Electro-

Motcur.
As a topical remedy, for surgical

diseases, electricity is chiefly used in

amaurosis, deafness, some chronic

tumours and abscesses, weakness
from sprains or contusions, paraly-

sis, &c. And in cases of suspended
animation, cautiously employed, elec-

tricity is sometimes an important
auxiliary for the restoration of the

vital functions. See J. Curry's Obs,

Appan lit Death, &c. ed. 2d, 181.").

—Medicinally, electricity considera-

bly augments the circulation of the

blood, and excites the action of the

absorbents.

Electro'des. (From i\\v.0.aov,

amber). An epithet for stools which
shine like amber.
Electro-magnetism. The name

given to a class of very interesting

phenomena, first observed by M.
Oersted of Copenhagen, in the win-

ter of 1819-20, and which have since

received great illustration from the

labour of M. Ampere, M. Arago, Sir

H. Davy, Dr. Wollaston, Mr. Fa-
raday, M. de la Rive, and several

other philosophers.

Ele'ctrum minera'le. The tinc-

ture of metals ; made of tin and cop-
per, to which some add gold, and
double its quantity of martial regu-

lns of antimony melted together

;

from these there results a metallic

mass, to which some chvmists have
given the name of elcctrum minerale.

*+* This mass is powdered and
detonated with nitre and charcoal to

a kind of scoria ; it is powdered
again whilst hot, and then digested

in spirit of wine, whence a tincture

is obtained of a fine red colour.

Electua'rium. An electuary. See
Confections.

Electua'rium antimo'nii. Elec-

tuary of antimony. Given in those

cutaneous diseases which go under
the general name of scorbutic. It

is usually accompanied with the de-

coctions of elm-bark or of sarsapa-

rilla.

Electua'rium ca'ssi;e. See C<m-
fectio cass ice.

Electua'rium ca'teciiu. Con-

feet io Japonica. Electuary of cate-

chu, commonly called Japonic con-
fection. A very useful astringent.

Ten scruples of this electuary con-
tain one grain of opium.

Electua'rium cinciio'nje cum
na'tro.—Jjk Natri ppti 5JJ ;

pulve^

ris cinchonas unc : mucilaginis gum-
mi arabici q. s. misce.

%* This will be found an excel-

lent substitute for the burnt sponge,
whose powers, as a remedy in scro-*

fula, are known solely to depend
on the proportion of natron con-

tained in it. The dose is two drachms,
twice or thrice a day.

Electua'rium opia'tum. See Con-

fee tio opii.

Eleli'stiiacos. (From e\e\i^o, to

distort, and crcjctitog, sage : so named
from the spiral coiling of its leaves

and branches). A species of sage.

Ele'mrrxt. An obsolete term for

alkaline salts.

Elements. Substances which can
no further be divided or decomposed
by chymical analysis. A term used
by the earlier chymists, nearly in the

same sense as the moderns use the

term first principle. The chief, and
indeed very essential difference be-

tween them is, that the ancients

considered their elements as bodies

possessing absolute simplicity, and
capable of forming all other bodies
by their mutual combination ; where-
as the first principles of the mo-
derns are considered as simple,

merely in respect to the present

state of the art of analyzing bodies.

%* The ancients reckoned only
four elements—fire, air, water, and
earth : all of which are at present

acknowledged to be compound. But.
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on the other hand, we have formed
a much more numerous list : light,

caloric, oxygen, azote, hydrogen,
carbon, boron, sulphur, phosphorus,
the metals, and the metallic bases of
the earths, and fixed alkalies. Whe-
ther to these should be added the

magnetic and electric fluids, with
chlorine, fluorine and iodine, is not
yet determined.

E'lemi. (It is said this is the Ethi-
opian name). Gum elemi. The pa-
rent plant of this resin is supposed
to be the Amyris elemifera; which
see.

E'lemi ungue'ntum. See Ungu-
entum elemi compositum.

Elemi'fera curassa'vica a'r-

bor. The gum-elemi tree.

Ele'gni. A tree of Malabar. Car-
diac.

Eleochry'sum. (From rjXiog, the

sun, and %pvcrog, gold; so called

from their shining yellow appear-
ance). Goldilocks. See Gnaphalium
Sta?chas.

Eleoseli'num. (From eXog, a lake,

and crtXivov, parsley) . See Apium.
Elepha'ntia. (From eXstyag, an

elephant ; so called, from the great

enlargement of the body in this dis-

order). A species of anasarca.

Elepha'ntia a'rabum. Synoni-
mous with elephantiasis. Cullen.—
The term is, however, occasionally

confined to this disease when it

affects the feet.

Elephantiasis. (From sXttyag,

an elephant ; so named, from the

legs of persons affected with this

disorder growing scaly, rough, and
wonderfully large, at an advanced
period, like the legs of an elephant)

.

Elcphas. Elaphus. A disease that

attacks the whole body, but mostly
affects the feet, which appear some-
what like those of the elephant. It

is known by the skin being thick,

rough, wrinkly, unctuous, and void

of hair, and mostly without the

sense of feeling. It is said to be
contagious. Cullen makes it a genus
of disease in the ClaQS Cachexia', and
Order hnpetiginett

%* This disease has generally

been supposed to arise in conse-

quence of some slight attack of fever,

on the cessation of which, the mor-
bid matter falls on the leg, occa-

sioning a distension and tumefaction
of the limb, which is afterwards

overspread with uneven lumps and
deep fissures. By some authors it

has been considered as a species of
leprosy ; but it often subsists for

many years without being accompa-
nied with any of the symptoms which
characterize that disease. For a de-

tailed history of this disease, see

Good's Study of Medicine, vol. ii.

p. 416, et seq.

Elephanti'num empla'strum. A
plaster described by Oribasius. Cel-

sus describes one of the same name,
but very different in qualities.

E'lephas. (E\£0ac, the elephant)

.

The disease called elephantiasis

;

also aqua fortis.

Ele'rsna. An obsolete term for

black lead.

Ele'smatis. An old term for burnt
lead.

Ele'ttari pri'mum. The true amo-
mum.

Eletta'ria. (From elettari). This
is a new genus of plants formed by
Dr. Maton, to which the lesser car-

damom is referred: Class, Monan-
dria; Order, Monogyuia.
Eletta'ria cardamo'mum. Car-

damomum minus. Lesser or officinal

cardamom. Amomum repens, or le

cardamome de la cote de Malabar, of

Sonncrat. Elettaria cardamomum, of

Maton, in Act. Soc. Lin.
*
#* The seeds of this plant are

imported in their capsules or husks,

by which th^y are preserved ; for

they soon lose a part of their flavour

when freed from this covering. On
being chewed, they impart a glowing

aromatic warmth and grateful pun-

gency ; they are supposed gently to

stimulate the stomach, and prove

cordial, carminative, and antispas-

modic, but without that irritation

and heat which many of the other

spicy aromatics arc apt to produce.

Eleuthe'ria BARK. See Croton

cascarilla.

Eleuthe'ria co'rtex. Sec Cre-

tan cascarilla*
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Eleva'tio. (From elevoare, to lift

up). Elevation. Sublimation.

Eleva'tor. (From elevare, to lift

up) . The name of a muscle, whose
office is to lift up the part to which
it is attached. Also an instrument

with which surgeons raise any de-

pressed portion of bone, but chiefly

those of the cranium.

Eleva'tor la'bii ixferio'ris pro'-

PRIUS. See Levator labii inferioris.

Eleva'tor la'bii superio'ris

pro'prius. See Levator labii supe-

rioris alceque nasi.

Eleva'tor labio'rum. See Le-
vator anguli oris.

Eleva'tor na'si ala'rum. Mus-
cles of the alae nasi.

Eleva'tor o'culi. See Rectus
superior oculi.

Eleva'tor pa'lpebrje superi'oris.

See Levator palpebrce superioris.

Eleva'tor sca'pul*:. See Levator
scapulce.

Elevato'rium. See Elevator.

Eli'banum. See Juniperui lycia.

Elichry'sum. (From ?y\toc, the

sun, and XP V<T°G> gold ; so called

from their shining yellow appear-
ance). See GnaphaUum Stceclias.

Eli'drion. Mastich. A mixture
of brass.

Eli'gma. An old name for a

linctus.

Elioseli'num. See Elcoselinum.

£liqltation. An operation by
means of which a more fusible sub-

stance is separated from another
which is less fusible. It consists in

the application of a degree of heat

sufficient to fuse the former, but not

the latter.

Elitiiroi'des. The vaginal coat

of the testicle.

Elixa'tio. (From elixare, to boil)

.

The act of seething, or boiling.

Eli'xir. (From elekser, an Arabic
word signifying quintessence). A
term formerly applied to many pre-

parations similar to compound tinc-

tures.

Eli'xir of health. Elixir salutis.

A term formerly applied to what is

now called compound tincture of
senna. See Tinetura sennoe.

Eli'xir parego'ricum. Paregoric

elixir. See Tinetura camphorce com~
posita.

Eli'xir proprieta'tis. A prepa-
ration of aloes.

Eli'xir sa'crum. A tincture of
rhubarb and aloes.

Eli'xir salu'tis. See Tinct.
Sennce.

Eli'xir stoma'chicum. Stomachic
elixir. See Tinetura gentiance com-
posita.

Elixiva'tio. (From elLrare, to
boil, or from lixivium , lye). The
extraction of a fixed salt from vege-
tables, by an affusion of water.
Elle'borum. See Helleborus and

Veratrum.
Elm. See Ulmus.
Elmi'ntiies. (From eiXew, to in-

volve, from its contortions) . Worms.
Elm-leaved sumach. See Rhus

coriaria.

Elo'des. (From tXoc, a swamp).
A term given to a sweating fever,

from its great moisture.

Elonga'tion. (From elongare^ to
lengthen out) . An imperfect luxa-
tion, where the ligament is only
lengthened, and the bone not put out
of its socket.

Elutriation. (From elutriare, to
cleanse).

—

Chym. Washing over. Jt

is the pouring a liquor out of one
vessel into another, in order to sepa-
rate the subsiding matter from the
clear and fluid part.

Elu'vies. (From eluere, to wash
out) . The effluvium from a swampy
place. Also the humour discharged
in fiuor albus.

Eluxa'tio. (From eluxare, to put
out of joint). A luxation, or dislo-

cation.

Elymagro'stis. (From aXsipog,
the herb panic, and aypw^ic, wild).

Wild panic.

Ely'mus. (EXeifiog). The herb
panic.

Elytroce'le. (From eXvrpov,
the vagina, and KrjXrj, a tumour).
Vaginal hernia.

Elytroi'des. Elytroides; from
tXvrpov, a sheath, and eidog, form).
Like a sheath. The tunica vaginalis

is so called by some writers, because
it includes the testis like a sheath.
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Ely'tron. (From skvo), to in-

volve). The vagina. A sheath. The
membranes which involve the spinal

marrow are called elvtra, skvlpa.

Emargina'tion. (From emargi-

nare, to cleanse the edges). The
cleansing of the edsres of wounds
from scurf and filth.

Emascula'tus. (From emasculare,

to render impotent). Having the

testicles in the belly, and not de-

scended into the scrotum.

Emba'mma. (From sfitctTrlu), to

immerge in) . A medicated pickle to

dip the food in.

E'mbole. (From sfxtaWu), to put

in) . The reduction or setting of a

dislocated bone.

E'mbolum. (From £/z€a\\(o, to

cast out ; so named, because it ejects

the semen). The penis.

Embre'gma. (From sfi^psxot, to

make wet) . A fluid application to

any part of the body.

Embrocation. (From ^pg^w, to

moisten or soak in). Embrocatio.

A fluid application to rub any part

of the body with. Many use the

term, however, as synonimous with

liniment. The following embroca-
tions are noticed in the Pharmaco-
poeia Chirurgica.

Embroca'tio ali/minis. 5;. Alu-

minis 5JJ. Aceti, spiritus vinosi te-

nuioris, sing. ftss. For chilblains

and diseased joints.

Embroca'tio ammo'ni;e.—Jk em-
brocationis ammoniae acetatis 5jj.

Aquae ammoniae puree 33J . For sprains

and bruises.

Embroca'tio ammo'nije aceta'tis

gamphora'ta.—Jk solutionis saponis

cum camphora, aquae ammoniae ace-

titae sing. 5j. Aquae ammoniae pu-

rae 5SS. For sprains and bruises.

It is also frequently applied to dis-

perse chilblains which have not sup-

purated. It is said to be the same as

Steer's opodeldoc.

Embroca'tio ammo'ni/E aceta'-

pis.—Jk aquae ammoniae acetatae.

Solutionis saponis sing, ^j M. For
bruises with inflammation.

Embroca'tio cantha'ridis CUM
c a'mphora.— Jjk tine, cantharidis.

Spiritus ramphorae sing. $j. M. This

may be used in any Case in which the
object is to stimulate the skin.

E'mbroche. See Embrocatio.

E'mbryo. (From tjugpuw, to bud
forth) . The foetus in utero, before
the fifth month of pregnancy.

Embryothla'stes. (From £ju-

€pvov, the foetus, and 6\a<o, to

break). Embryorectes. A crotchet,

or instrument for breaking the bones
of a dead foetus to promote delivery.

Embryo'tomy. (From tfitovov, a
foetus, and refxvu), to cut). Embrio-
tomia. The separating of any part

of the foetus whilst in utero, to ex-
tract it.

Embryu'lcus. (From s/x€pvov, a

foetus and *\xw, to draw). A blunt

hook, or forceps, for drawing the

child from the womb.
E'merus. Scorpion senna. A laxa-

tive.

Eme'sia. (From efitu), to vomit).

Emesma. Emesis. The act of vo-
miting. Medicines which cause vo-
miting.

Eme'tics. Emetica. (From s^iecj 9

to vomit). Substances capable of
exciting vomiting, independently of

any effect arising from the mere
quantity of matter introduced into

the stomach, or of any nauseous

taste or flavour.

The susceptibility of vomiting is

verv different in different individuals,

and is often considerably varied by
disease.

Emetics are employed in many
diseases, e. g,

*
#
* The operation of vomiting is

dangerous, or hurtful, viz. where
there is determination of the blood

to the head, especially in plethoric

habits ; in visceral inflammation ; in

the advanced stage of pregnancy ; in

hernia and prolapsus uteri ; and
wherever there exists extreme gene-

ral debility.

The frequent use of emetics weak-
ens the tone of the stomach. An
emetic should always be adminis-

tered in the fluid form. Its opera-

tion may be promoted by drinking

any tepid diluent, or bitter infusion.

The individual emetics may be ar-

ranged under two heads, those de-
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rived from the vegetable, and those

from the mineral kingdom. From
the vegetable kingdom are numbered
ipecacuanha, scilla maritima, an-

themis nobilis, sinapis alba, asarum
Europaeum, nicotiana tabacum. From
the mineral kingdom, antimony, the

zulphates of zinc and copper, and

the subacetate of copper. To these

may be added ammonia and its hy-

dro-sulphuret.

Emetine. A new principle dis-

covered by Pelletier and Majendie,

in the several species of ipecacuanha.

It is bitter, inodorous, and without

the nauseous taste of ipecacuanha.

It is soluble both in water and alco-

hol, but not in ether, and does not

crystallize. Half a grain acts as a

powerful emetic, followed by sleep
;

six grains vomit violently, and pro-

duce stupor and death. The lungs

and intestines are inflamed. See

Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, iv.

172.

Emetocatha'rticus. (From
tfiEU), to vomit, and xaOatpw, to

purge) . Purging both by vomit and
stool.

Emine'nti* quadrage'mine. See
Tubercula quadrigemina.

Em menagog ues. Emmenagoga.
(From epprjvia, the menses, and ayio,

to move). Medicines possessing a

power of promoting the catamenia.

The articles belonging to this class

may be referred to four orders :

1. Antispasmodic emmenagognes

,

as assafostida, castor, and pediluvia :

the constitutions to which these are

more especially suited, are the deli-

cate, the weak, and the irritable.

—

2. Tonic emmenagogiies, as ferrugi-
nous preparations, cold bath, and ex-

ercise, which are advantageously se-

lected for the lax and phlegmatic.

—

3. Stimulating emmenagogues , as hy-
drargyria and antimonial prepara-
tions, which are principally adapted
for the young, and those with pe-
culiar insensibility of the uterus.

—

4. Irritating evimenagogucs, as aloes,

savinc, and Spanish flies : these are

to be preferred in torpid and chlo-

rotic habits.

Emme'nia. (Froni£i/, in, and p,rjv,

a month). The menstrual dis-

charge.

Emo'llients. Emollientia. (From
emollire, to soften). Substances
which possess a power of relaxing

the living and animal fibre, without
producing that effect from any me-
chanical action, and which may be
comprehended under the following

orders :

1. Relaxing emollients, as altha?a 9

malva, &c. These may be employed
in all constitutions, while at the

same time they do not claim a pre-

ference to others from any particular

habit of body.—2. Lubricating emol-
lients, as bland oils, fat, and lard.

The same observation will hold of
this order as was made of the last

mentioned.

—

^.Humcctant emollients ,

as warm water, and tepid vapours,

which are fitted for the robust and
those in the prime of life.—4. Atonic
tmollients, as opium and pediluvia :

these are applicable to any consti-

tution, but are to be preferred in

habits where the effects of this class

are required over the system in ge-
neral.

Empei'ria. (From tv, and ts-tipu),

to endeavour). Professional expe-
rience.

Emphero'menus. (From e/iKpepu),

to bear) . Urine, or other substance
which has a sediment.

Empiira'ctica. (From sf^pparlio,

to obstruct. Inflate. Flatu distendoj.

Emphractics. Medicines which, ap-
plied to the skin, shut up the pores.

Emthyse'ma. (From tfioiev, and
(pixrao), to inflate). Pneumatosis.

*
# * Emphysema is generally con-

fined to one place, but, in a few
cases it spreads universally over the
whole body, and occasions a con-
siderable degree of swelling. It

sometimes, though rarely, arises

spontaneously, or comes on imme-
diately after delivery, without any
evident cause ; but it is mostly
induced by some wound or injury

done to the thorax, affecting the
lungs ; in which case the air passes
from thence, through the wound,
into the surrounding cellular mem-
brane, and whence it spreads over
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the whole body. It is to be considered

as a disease bv no means unattended
with danger ; but more probably from
the causes which give rise to it, than
any hazard from the complaint itself.

Inflation, wind-dropsy, elastic and
sonorous distention of the body or
its members, from air acccumulated
in natural cavities, in which it is not
originally present ; e. g. the cellular

membrane, abdomen, uterus, ike.

*
#* The common cause of this af-

fection is a fractured rib, by which
the vesicles of the lungs being

wounded, the air escapes into the

cavity of the thorax. But, as the

rib, at the time of its being broken,
is thrust inwards, and wounds the

pleura, which lines the ribs and in-

tercostal muscles, part of the air

most commonly passes through the

pleura and the lacerated muscles,

into the cellular membrane, on the

outside of the chest ; thence it be-

comes diffused through the same
membrane over the whole body, so

as sometimes to inflate it to an ex-

traordinary degree. HewsonsMedical
Observations and Enquiries.

Emphysema is most frequent after

a fractured rib, because there is a
wide laceration of the lungs, and no
exit for the air ; it is less frequent in

large wounds with a knife, or broad-
sword, because the air has an open
and unimpeded issue ; it is again

mere frequent in deep stabs, with
bayonets or small swords ; and it is

peculiarly frequent in gun-shot
wounds, because the orifice of its

skin inflames and swells, while the

wound is wider within. (J. Bell on
Wounds ofthe Breast, p. 265, ed.3).

An emphysematous swelling, where-
soever situated, is easily distinguish-

ed from cedema or anasarca, by the

crepitation which occurs on handling
it, or noise like that which takes

place on compressing a dry bladder
half filled with air. (Encyclopedic

Methodiqut, partie Chirurgicale, Art.

Emphysema).
To prove that the confinement of

air in the chest is the cause of the

dangerous symptoms attending em-
physema, Hewson refers to the his-

tories of some remarkable cases,
published by Littre, Mery, William
Hunter, and Cherton. (See Me-
moiresde VAcad. Royale des Sciences,

for 1713;

—

Medical Observations and
Enquiries, vol. ii. ; and Pathological
Enquiries).

Emphysema has been known to

arise from the bursting of a vomica,
and ulceration of the surface of the
lungs ; but the air which escapes in

this instance, cannot find its way into

the cavity of the thorax, because in-

flammation, which precedes the ab-
scess and ulceration of the air-cells,

closes those that are adjacent, and
produces an adhesion of the edges
of the vomica, or ulcer, to the inner

surface of the chest, so as entirely

to separate the two cavities.

A violent effort of respiration has
sometimes produced a certain degree
of emphysema, which makes its first

appearance about the clavicles, and
afterwards spreads over the neck
and neighbouring parts. The efforts

of labour have been known to pro-
duce similar symptoms, but without
any bad consequences. (Med. Com-
munic. vol. i. p. 176 ;— Blackden in

Med. Facts arid Experiments, vol. ii.

;

arid JVilmer's Observations in Surg.

p. 143).

An emphysematous swelling of the

head, neck, and chest, has also been
noticed in typhus fevers ; an instance

of which is related by Dr. Huxham,
in a sailor of a scorbutic habit of

body, (Med. Obs. and Enq. vol. iii.

art. 4). A case of spontaneous em-
physema has also been described by
Dr. Baillie. (See Trans, for the Im-
prov. of Med. and Chirurg. Know-
ledge, vol. i. p. 202).

Exclusive of the authors already

quoted under this article, the fol-

lowing may be consulted with ad-

vantage : Dr. Hunter in Med. Obs.

and E7iquiries, vol. ii. ;

—

Aberncthy*s

Surgical Jforks, vol. ii. ; — Allan

Bums on the SurgicalAnatomy of the

Head and Neck, p. 52, &c. ;

—

JVil-

mers Obs. in Surg. p. 143 ;
—

Richerand's Nosogreiphie Chirurgi-

cale, torn. iv. p. 321, &c. ed. 1809 ;—J. 'Hainens Principles of Military
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Surg. p. 376, ed. 8vo. Edinb. 1820 ;—C.Bell, Surg. Obs. vol. i. p. 161,

&c. &c.
Empiric. (Empiricus, eixtthcxhloq'.

from ev, in, and weipa, experience).

One who practises the healing art

upon experience, and not theory. It

is now applied in a very opposite

sense to those who, contrary to the

line of conduct pursued by scientific

and regular practitioners, vend nostra,

or puff their own praise in the public

papers, and by hand-bills. See Ma-
teria Medica and Remedies.

Empla'stica. (From ep7r\aa<T(x)
f

to obstruct.) Emplastics. Medicines
which, spread upon the skin, stop the

pores. See Quack.

Empla'strum. (From tinrXaacrit),

to spread upon). A plaster. Plasters

arc composed of unctuous sub-
stances, united either to powders or
metallic oxydcs, &c.
%* Plasters ought to be of such

a consistence as not to stick to the

fingers when cold, but to become
soft, so as to be spread out, in

a moderate degree of heat, and in

that of the human body, to continue
tenacious enough to adhere to the

skin. They owe their consistence

either to metallic oxydcs, especially

those of lead, or to wax, resin, &c.
They are usually kept in rolls

wrapped in paper, and spread, when
wanted for use, upon thin leather

;

if the plaster be not of itself suf-

ficiently adhesive, it is to be sur-
rounded at its margin by a boundary
of resin plaster.

Empla'strum ammoni'aci. Plaster
Of ammon'mcum. This plaster ad-
heres well to the skin, without irri-

tating or producing any inconve-
nience from its smell.

Em PLantrum ammoni'aci cum
iiydra'rgyro. Plaster of ammonia-
cum with mercury. This is said to
possess resolvent virtues ; and with
this view is recommended to be ap-
plied to nodes, tophs, indurated
glands, and tumours.
Empla'strum asafoz'tida. Em-

plastrum antihystericum. Plaster of
asafoetida. Anodyne and antispas-
modic ; and occasionally directed to*

be applied to the umbilical region in

hysterical cases.

Empla'strum cantha'ridis. See
Emplastrum lytlce.

Empla'strum ce'r;e. Wax plas-

ter. This is a gently drawing plaster,

calculated to promote a moderate
discharge from a blistered surface,

with which intention it is mostly
used. Where the stronger prepara-

tions irritate, this will be generally

found to agree.

Empla'strum cu'mini. Cumin
plaster. A warm stomachic plaster,

which, applied to the stomach, ex-
pels flatulency ; also to indolent

scrofulous tumours, where the ob-
ject is to promote suppuration.

Empla'strum Ga'lbani compo'si-
tum. Compound Galbanum plaster,

formerly called emplastrum It'tkar-

gt/ri compositum and diachylon mag-
num cum gummi. This plaster is

used as a warm digestive and sup-
purative, calculated to promote ma-
turation of indolent or schirrous tu-

mours, and to allay the pains of
sciatica, arthrodynia, &c.
Empl/strum iivdra'rgyri. Em-

plastrum lithargyri cum hydrargyro.
Mercurial plaster.

Empla'strum la'bdani compo'si-
tum. Compound plaster of labda-
num. This may be used with the
same intentions as the cumin-plaster,

to which it is in no way superior,

though composed of more expensive
materials.

Empla'strum litha'rgyri. See
Emplastrum plumbi.

Empla'strum litha'rgyri com-
po'situm. See Emplastrum Galbani
compositum.

Empla'strum litha'rgyri cum
RESi'na. See Emplastrum rcsince,

Empla'strum Ly'tt;e. Emplastrum
cantharidis. Emplastrum vesicato-
rium. Blistering plaster. See Blister
and Lytta.

Empla'strum o'pii. Plaster of
opium.
%* Opium is said to produce

somewhat, though in a similar de-
gree, its specific effect when applied
externally.

Empla'strum pi'cis compo'situm.
Y 2
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Emplastrum jjicisBurgundies. Com-
pound pitch plaster. From the slight

degree of rubefaction this stimulating

application produces, it is adapted to

gently irritate the skin, and thus to

relieve rheumatic pains :—Applied to

the temples, it is sometimes of use
in pains of the head.

Empla'strum plu'mbi. Emplas-
trum lithargyri. Emplastrum com-
mune. Diachylon simplex. Lead
plaster. Excoriations of the skin,

slight burns, and the like, may be
covered with this plaster: but it is in

more general use, as a defensive,

where the skin becomes red from
lying a long time on the part. It is

also a composition of great import-

ance, as forming the basis of many
other plasters.

Empla'strum resi'ne. Emplas-
trum adhtesivum. Resin plaster.

Emplastrum lithargyri cum resina.

Chiefly used for keeping on other

dressings, and for retaining the edges

of recent wounds together.

Empla'strum sapo'nis. Soap
plaster. An admirable defensive and
soft application, spread on linen, to

surround a fractured limb.

Empla'strum thu'ris compo'si-

tum. Compound frankincense plas-

ter. This plaster is said to possess

strengthening, as well as adhesive

properties . By keeping the skin firm

,

it gives tone to the relaxed muscles

it surrounds, but cannot, in anyway,
impart more strength than the com-
mon adhesive plaster.

Empneumato'sis. (From ev, in,

and 'srveio, to blow). Inflation of the

stomach, or any other viscus.

Empo'rium. (From epnopeio, to

negotiate). A mart. The brain, as

being the place where all rational and

sensitive transactions are collected.

E'm prion. (From ev, and arpiwv,

a saw). Serrated. A designation

given to a state of the pulse, in which

the artery at different times is un-

equally distended.

Emimiostho'tonos. (From efi-

7rpo(jtitv, before, or forwards, and

Ttivio, to draw). Clonic spasm of

several muscles, so as to fix the body

in a bent forward position. It is

considered by Cullen as a species of
tetanus. See Tetanus.

E'mptysis. (From epnlvco, to spit
out). Hemorrhage from the mouth
and fauces.

Empye'ma. (From ev, within, and
vrvov, pus or matter) . A collection
of pus in the cavity of the thorax.
It is one of the terminations of
pleuritis.

%* The word empyema was used
by the ancients to express every kind
of internal suppuration. It was iEtius
who first restricted it to the collec-

tions of matter which sometimes
form in the cavity of the pleura, or
membrane lining the chest ; an ex-
pression to which the best modern
surgeons attach this meaning.
Empyema, strictly so called, is

sometimes a consequence of a pene-
trating wound of the chest; occa-
sionally it proceeds from the bursting
of one or more vomicae ; in a few
examples it arises from the particular

way in which abscesses of the liver

burst (Journ. de Med. t. iii. p. 47 ;

—

Morgagni, Epist. 30, Art. 4) ; but
in the greater number of instances,

it originates from pleuritic inflamma-
tion, especially that of the chronic
kind. (Boyer, Traite des Maladies
Chirurgicales, t. vii. p. 352). It

rarely occurs in both sides of the

chest, but is almost alwavs confined

to one cavity of the pleura.

There is reason for believing that

matter is contained in the cavity of
the chest, when, after a pleurisy, or
inflammation in the thorax, the pa-
tient has a difficulty of breathing,

particularly on lying on the side op-
posite the affected one ; and when
an cedematous swelling is externally

perceptible. See Warner's Cases in

Surgery, chap. vi. edit. 4. ;

—

Me-
moirc sur I' Operation du Trepan au
Sternum, par M. de la Mar tin it re, i?i

Mem. de CAcad. Boy. de Chirurg.

torn. xii. p. 342, edit. 12mo. ;

—

Hey's
Practical Obs. in Surg. Ed. ;

—

Hen-
ne/t's Military Surg. ;

—

the )forks

ofLeUran, Petit, and other Surgical
Writers.

Empye'mata. (From ev, and
mvov, pus). Suppurating medicine**
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Empyreu'ma. (From Ep,irvptv(t>,

to kindle, from nvp, fire). This

term is applied to denote the pe-

culiar smell produced by a consi-

derable heat upon vegetable or ani-

mal substances in closed vessels, or

when burned under circumstances

which prevent the access of air to a

considerable part of the mass, and

consequently occasion an imperfect

combustion, or destructive distilla-

tion of the parts so covered up by
the rest of the mass.

Empyreuma'tic. (From efX7rvpsvu),

to kindle). Smelling as it were
burnt ; e. g. empyreumatic oils are

those distilled with a great heat,

and impregnated with a smell of the

fire.

Emu'lgent. Emulgentia. (From
emulgere, to milk out ; applied to

the arteries and veins which go from
the aorta and vena cava to the kid-

neys, because the ancients supposed

they strained, and, as it were, milked

the serum through the kidneys).

The vessels of the kidneys. The
cmulgent artery is a branch of the

aorta. The emulgent vein evacuates

its blood into the ascending cava.

Emu'lsio amy'gdal.'e commu'nis.
Almond emulsion. Cooling and de-

mulcent.

Emu'lsio ara'bica. Emulsion of

gum arabic. Ordered in the Edin-

burgh Pharmacopeia, and may hue

drank ad libitum to mitigate ardor

urinac, whether from the venereal or
other causes. In difficult and painful

micturition, and strangury, it is of

infinite service.

Emu'lsio campiiora'ta. Cam-
phorated emulsion. Calculated for

the stomachs of those who can only

bear small quantities of camphor.
Emu'lsion. (Eiiudsio; from emul-

gei'c, to milk). An imperfect com-
bination of oil and water, by the

intervention of some other substance

capable of combining with both these

substances. These substances are

either saccharine or mucilaginous.

Emulsion of asafoitida. See
Afistura a&afcetida.

Emulsion of gum-ammoniac. See
Miatura ammoniaci.

Emu'nctory. (From emungere,

to drain off) . The excretory ducts

of the body are thus named : thus

the exhaling arteries of the skin con-

stitute the great emunctory of the

body.

En#:'ma. (From ev 9
and aipa,

blood) . Encemos. The topical me-
dicines appropriated to bleeding

wounds. Hipp, et Gal.

En#:ore'ma. (From sv, and aiu)-

peio, to lift up). The pendulous

substance which floats in the middle

of the urine.

Ena'mel. See Teeth.

Enantiie'sis. (From sv, and av~
1ao>, to meet). The near approach
of ascending and descending ves-

sels.

Enartiiro'sts. (From sv, in, and
apOpov, a joint) . The ball and socket-

joint. A species of diarthrosis, or

moveable connection, in which the

round head of one bone is received

into the deeper cavity of another, so

as to admit of motion in every di-

rection ; as the head of the os femo-
ris with the acetabulum of the os

innominatum ; the head of the hu-
merus with the glenoid cavity, &c
See Articulation.

ENCA'vniis. (From ev, and xav-
9og, the angle of the eyes). A dis-

ease of the caruncula lachrymalis, of
which there are two species.— 1 . En-
vanthis benignu.—2. Encanthis ma-
ligna sen invetcrata.

Scarpa observes, that the encan-
this, at its commencement, is no-
thing more than a small, soft, red,

and sometimes rather livid excres-

cence, which grows from the carun-
cula lachrymalis, and at the same
time from the neighl>ouring semilu-

nar fold of the conjunctiva. This
excrescence, on its first appearance,
is commonly granulated, like a mul-
berry, or is of a ragged and imbri-

cated structure. When it has acquired

a certain size, one part of it repre-

sents a granulated tumour, while
the rest appears like a smooth, white-
ish, or ash-coloured substance, streak-
ed with varicose vessels, sometimes
advancing as far over the conjunc-
tiva, covering the side of the eye
Y3
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next to the nose, as where the cor-

nea and sclerotica unite.

%* The encanthis keeps up a
chronic ophthalmy, impedes the ac-

tion of the eyelids, and prevents, in

particular, the complete closure of
the eye. Besides, partly by com-
pressing and partly by displacing the

orifices of the puncta lachrymalia, it

obstructs the free passage of the

tears into the nose.

The inveterate encanthis is ordi-

narily of a very considerable magni-
tude ; its roots extend beyond the

caruncula lachrymalis and semilunar

fold to the membranous lining of

one or both eyelids. The patient ex-

periences very serious inconvenience

from its origin and interposition be-

tween the commissure of the eye-

lids, which it necessarily keeps asun-

der on the side towards the nose.

Sometimes the disease assumes a

cancerous malijynancv. This cha-

racter is evinced by the dull red,

and, as it were, leaden colour of the

excrescence ; by its exceeding hard-

ness, and the lancinating pains which
occur in it, and extend to the fore-

head, the whole eye-ball and the

temple, especially when the tumour
has been, though slightly, touched.

It is also shewn, by the propensity

of the excrescence to bleed, by the

partial ulcerations on its surface,

which emit a fungous substance, and

a thin and exceedingly acrid dis-

charge. See Scarpa suite Mallatie

ckgli occki, ed. 5th, cap. 6, &c. &c.

Encatale'psis. (From ev, and xa-

laXafitavoj, to seize). A catalepsy.

Encathi'sma. (From ev, and kci-

9*£w, to sit in). A semicupium. A
bath for half the body. The hip-

bath.

Encau'ma. (From ev, in, and

y.aiit), to burn) . E/uausis. A pustule

produced from a burn.

Escau'sis. (From ev, and naoi),

to burn). A burn or scald.

ENCEPHALOCfe'LE. (From tvKt(pa-

Xov, the brain, and*iA/\>;, a tumour).

Hernia, or protrusion of the brain.

ENCE'r-HALON. (From ev, in, and

xHpaXrj, the head). JBncepkmiwn, By
some writers the cerebrum only is so

called. Others, by this term, express
the contents of the cranium.

Ence'ris. (From ev, and jo/poe,
wax). A roll of wax for making
plasters.

Encero'sis. (From ev, and Hijpoto,

to wax) . The covering of a plaster
with wax.

Enchara'xis. (From ev, and ^a-
pa<y<T(x), to scarify). A scarification.

Encheire'sis. (From ev, and x«p,
the hand). Encheiria. Galen uses
this word as a part of the title to
one of his works which treats of dis-

section. The word means the ma-
nual treatment of any subject.

Enchei'ria. See Encheiresis.

Enchilo'ma. SeeE?ichyloma.
Encho'ndrus. (From ev, and -^ov-

dpog, a cartilage) . A cartilage.

Enc^ri'sta. (From tyxpiw, to

anoint). Unguents. Ointments.
Enchylo'ma. (From ev x and xv'

Xog, juice). An inspissated juice.

According to Lemery, an elixir.

E'nchyma. (From ev, and xVCJ 9

to infuse). An infusion. A sangui-

neous plethora.

Enchy'mata. (From eyxv<*>, to

infuse). Injections for the eyes and
ears.

Enchymo'ma. (From ev, and x^w,
to pour in) . A word by which the

ancient physicians expressed that

sudden effusion of blood into the cu-

taneous vessels, which arises from
joy, anger, or shame ; and in the

last instance is what is usually called

blushing.

Enchymo'sis. (Eyxvpioaig) . Blush-
ing ; also an extravasation of blood

,

which makes the part appear livid.

Thus, though improperly, it is sy-

nonimous with Ecchi/mosis.

E'NCHYSIS. See Enchyma.
Encly'sma. (From ev, and kXv{u,

to cleanse out). A clyster.

Encoz'lium. (From ev, within,

and KoiXia, the belly). The abdomi-
nal viscera.

Encolpi'smus. (From eyKoXnoio,
to insinuate) . An injection for the
uterus.

Encra'nium. (From ev, within,

and Koavwv, the skull). The cere-

brum. The whole contents ofthe skull.
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Encrasi'cholus. (From ev, in,

apag, the head, and %o\r;, bile ; be-

cause it is said to have the bile in its

head) . The anchovy.
E'ncris. Eyxotc. A cake made of

meal, oil, and honey.

E'ncymon. (From ev, and *vo>,

to conceive). Pregnancy.
E'ncysls. (From ev, and ki/w, to

bring forth). Parturition.

Ency'sted. A term applied to

those tumours which consist of a
fluid or other matter enclosed in a

sac or cyst.

Ency'stis. (From ev. in. and
nvrig, a bag). A wen. A hard tu-

mour.
Ende'mic. (Endemicus ; from ev,

in, and £r]f.tjg, people). A disease

peculiar to a certain class of persons,

or country : thus struma is ende-
mial to the inhabitants of Derby-
shire and the Alps ; scurvy to sea-

faring people ; and the pKca polo-
nica to the Poles.

E'ndesis. (From ev, and Sew, to

tie up). A ligature. A bandage.

Endive. See Cichorium.

Endi'via. (Quasi eundo via, quia

passim nascitUT ; named from the

quickness of its growth) . See Cicho-

rium.

E'ndosis. (From ev, and Zicwyn,

to give). A remission, particularly

of febrile disorders.

Enella'gmenus. (From eva\-
Xarloj, to interchange). A term ap-
plied to the union of the joints of
the vertebrae.

E'nema. (Enema, -matis, ncut.

;

from evirjfjn, to inject). Injection. A
clyster.

%* A well-known form of con-
veying both nourishment and medi-
cine to the system, under certain

states of disease. The former takes

place where obstruction of the pas-

sage to the stomach is so great as to

render access to that organ impossi-
ble, such as occurs in lock-jaw,

diseased oesophagus, &c. By these
means the body can be supported for

a few weeks, while an attempt is

made at effecting a cure. It is com-
posed, in such cases, of animal
broths, gruels made of farinaceous

seeds, mucilages, &c. As a form
of medicine, clysters are no less

useful ; and, according to the inten-

tion with which they are prescribed,

they are either of an emollient, ano-

dyne, or purgative nature. The fol-

lowing forms are in general use :

E'nema ano'dynum. Take of
starch jelly, half a pint ; tincture of

opium, forty to sixty drops. Mix.
The whole to be injected by means
of a pewter clyster-syringe, in cases

of dysentery or violent purging, and
pain in the bowels.

E'nema antispasmo'dicum. Take
of tinct. of assafcetida, half an ounce

;

tincture of opium, forty drops ;
gruel,

half a pint. Mix. For spasmodic
affections of the bowels.

E'nema laxAti'vum. Take of Ep-
som salt, two ounces ; dissolve in

three quarters of a pint of warm
gruel, or broth, with an ounce of

fresh butter, or sweet oil.

E'nema nicotia'n^e. Tobacco clys-

ter.—R, Nicotians 5J. Aq. fervent.

Ibj. To be macerated for ten mi-
nutes, and then the liquor strained

for use. One half is to be injected

at first ; and soon afterwards the

other, unless it may have operated

with dangerous violence, as, in par-

ticular constitutions, it sometimes
does. Employed in cases of stran-

gulated hernia.

E'nema nu'triens. Take of strong

beef-tea, twelve ounces ; thicken with
hartshorn-shavings or arrow-root.

E'nema TEREBi'NTHiNiE. Turpen-
tine clyster. Generally used, and with
great good effect, in violent fits of

the stone.

Enerei'sis. (From evepeiSt), to

adhere to) . A compression. A tight

ligature.

E'nergy. Energia. (From evep-

yeoj, to act). Action. The degree of

force exercised by any power ; e. g.
nervous energy, muscular energy,

&c.
Eneure'sis. See Enuresis.

Engala'ctum. (From ev, and ya-
\a, milk ; so called, because it is

eaten by nurses to increase their

milk) . The herb saltwort.

Engastrimy'thus. (From ev, in,
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y'anip, the belly, and fxvOeofjiai, to

discourse) . A ventriloquist ; one who
appears to speak from his belly.

Engiso'ma. (From eyyifa, to ap-

proach). Camarosis. An instrument

for bringing the broken ends of the

clavicle into due apposition. Also a

fracture of the cranium.

English Mercury. See Mercnrialis .

Englotto-ga'stor. (From ev,

yXtorlrj, the tongue, and ya^-np, the

belly). A ventriloquist. See Ven-

triloquism.

Engompho'sis. (From ev, and

yof.i(pog, a nail). That species of ar-

ticulation which resembles a nail

driven into wood, as a tooth in its

socket.

Engo'nios. (From ev, and yajvia,

an angle). The flexure, or angle

made by the bending of a joint.

Eni'xum Paracel'si. The caput

mortuum of the distillation of nitric

acid, or supersulphate of potash.

Enneapiia'rmacum. (From evvea,

nine, and tpapiiaxov, a medicine). A
medicine composed of nine simple

ingredients.

Enneaphy'llum. (From evvea,

nine, and tpvXXov, a leaf; because

its flower consists of nine leaves) . A
name for helleboraster, or bear's-

foot.

Enry'thmus. (From ev, and pv9-

fiOQ, number). A pulse in some re-

spect regular.

Ens ma'rtis. A name formerly

given to the oxyde of iron, which
arises in sublimation, with twice its

quantity of sal-ammoniac.
Ens pri'mum sola're. Antimony.
Ens ve'neris. The ens martis is

in many dispensatories called by this

name.
E'nsiform. Ensiformis. (From en-

sis, a sword, and forma, resemb-
lance). Sword-like. A term applied

to a cartilage. Sec Cartilago ensi-

fnrt/iis.

Ensta'ctum. (From ev, and rra^to,

to instil). A liquid medicine, which
is applied stillatim, or drop by drop.

Enta'tica. (From evleivto, to strain).

Entatics. Provocatives. Medicines
which excite venereal inclination.

Entera. (From evlog, within).

1 The bowels. The bags in which
were formerly enclosed medicine for

fomentations. Hipp.
Enterade'nes. (From evlepov, an

intestine, and adrjv, a gland). The
intestinal glands.

Entere'nchyta. (From evlepct, the

bowels, and eyxvw, to infuse into)

.

An instrument for administering clys-

ters. A clyster-pipe.

Enteri'tis. (Evleptlig; from ev-

lepov, an intestine). Inflammation
of the intestines. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class Pyrexiae, and Or-
der Phlegmasia, of Cullen, and is

known by the presence of pyrexia,

fixed pain in the abdomen, costive-

ness, and vomiting. The causes of
enteritis are much the same as those

of gastritis, being occasioned by
acrid substances, indurated faeces,

long continued and obstinate cos-

tiveness, spasmodic colic, and a

strangulation of any part of the in-

testinal canal ; but another very ge-

neral cause is the application of cold

to the lower extremities, or to the

belly itself. It is a disease most apt

to occur at an advanced period of

life, and is very liable to a relapse.
*
#
* Enteritis comes on with an

acute pain, extending in general over

the whole of the abdomen ; but more
especially round the navel, accom-
panied with eructations, sickness at

the stomach, a vomiting of bilious

matter, obstinate costiveness, thirst,

heat, great anxiety, and a quick and
hard small pulse. After a short

time, the pain becomes more severe,

the bowels seem drawn together by
a kind of spasm, the whole region

of the abdomen is highly painful to

the touch, and seems drawn together

in lumpy contractions ; invincible

costiveness prevails, and the urine

is voided with great difficulty and
pain.—The inflammation proceeding
with violence, terminates at last in

gangrene ; or abating gradually, it

goes olF by resolution.—It is always
attended with considerable danger,
as it often terminates in gangrene in

the space of a few hours from its

commencement ; which event is

marked by the sudden remission of
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pain, sinking of the pulse, shrinking

of the features, and distention of the

belly ; and it frequently proves fatal

likewise, during the inflammatory
stage. If the pains abate gradually,

if natural stools be passed, if an
universal sweat, attended with a

firm equal pulse, comes on, or if a

copious discharge of loaded urine,

with the same kind of pulse, takes

place, a resolution and favourable

termination may be anticipated.

Enteroce'le. (From tvltpov, an
intestine, and Krj\r]

f
a tumour). A

protrusion of a portion of intestine,

whether it be in the groin, navel, or

elsewhere.

Entero-epiploce'le. (From tv-

tepov, an intestine, t7rnr\oov 9
the

epiploon, and *j]\ri, a tumour).
Hernia formed by the protrusion of

part of an intestine, with a portion

of the omentum.
Entero-hydrocf/le. (From ev-

lepov, an intestine, vStop, water, and
ai]\r], a tumour). This must mean
a common scrotal hernia, with a

good deal of water in the hernial

sac ; or else a hernia congenita (in

which the bowels descend into the

tunica vaginalis testis) , attended
with a collection of fluid in the

cavity of this membrane.
Enterolithalus. (From avlepov,

an intestine, and ofupaXog, the na-

vel). An umbilical hernia, produced
by the protrusion of a portion of in-

testine.

Entero'piiyti m. (From etfepov,

an intestine, and <pv\ov, a plant).

The sea-chitterling ; a plant which
grows in the form of a gut.

Enterora'phia. (From tvlepov,

an intestine, and petty)], a suture).

A suture of the intestines, or the

sewing together the divided edges of
an intestine.

Enteroscheoce'le. (From tv-

lepov, an intestine, o<jx*ov > the scro-

tum, and kij\t], a rupture). De-
scent ofthe intestines into the scrotum.

Enthe'mata. (From 6j>7i0j;jui, to

put in). Anti-inflammatory styptics.

E'ntiilasis. A contusion with the
impression of the instrument by
which it happened.

Entro'pium. (From ev, and rpt~

7ro), to turn). A disease of the eye-
lids, occasioned by the eyelashes
and eyelid being inverted towards
the bulb of the eye.

Entypo'sis. (From ivlvrrou), to

make an impression). The aceta-

bulum, or concave bone of the
shoulder.

E'nula campa'na. (A corruption
of henula, or Helenium, from Helene,

the island where it grew) . See
Inula Helenium.

Enl'lon. (From sv, and ovXov,
the gums). The internal flesh of
the gums, or that part of them which
is within the mouth.

Enuresis. (From svovpeoj, to

make water) . Cullen arranges it in

the Class Locales, and Order Apa-
cenoses, and enumerates two species :

1. Enuresis atonica, the sphincter of
the bladder having lost its tone from
some previous disease; 2. Enuresis
ab irritationc, vel cumprestione vesica

,

from an irritation or compression of
the bladder.— An incontinency or
involuntary flow of urine.

*** Enuresis usually proceeds
either from relaxation, or a paralytic

affection of the sphincter of the blad-

der, induced by various debilitating

causes, as too free a use of spirituous

liquors, manustupration, and excess
in venery ; or it arises from compres-
sion on the bladder, from a diseased

state of the organ, or from some
irritating substance contained in its

cavity.

Epacma'sticus. (From tin, and
aKfia^cj, to increase). Applied to

fever still increasing in malignity.

Epa'cme. (From f7rax/z«{u>, to

increase). The increase or exacer-
bation of a disease*

Epago'gium. (From £7rayw, to

draw over). The prepuce, or that

part of the penis which is drawn
over the glass. Dioscvrides.

Epanadido'ntes. (From tiravah-
(jio/jii, to increase). Applied to fevers

which continue to increase in their

degree of heat.

Epanadiplo'sis. (From ETrava-
£itt\ooj, to reduplicate). The re*

duplication of a fit of a semitertian
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fever ; that is, the return of the cold

lit before the hot fit has subsided.

Epanasta'sis. (From em, and

ayiftffii, to excite). A tubercle, or
small pustule upon the skin.

Epancylo'tus. (From E7ri, and
ayx.v\og, crooked). A sort of crooked
bandage in Oribasius.

Epa'rma. (From tiraipto, to ele-

vate). Eparsis. Any kind of tumour,
but frequently applied to the parotid

gland.

Epa'rsis. See Eparma.
Epasma'stica fe'bris. A fever is

so called by Bellini, and others,

while it is in its increase.

Epe'ncranis. (From eti, ev, in,

and xpaviov, the skull). The cere-

bellum.

Ephebx'um. (From £7ri, and r)t?j 9

the groin). The hair upon the

pubes.

E'phedra. (From EcpE^opai, to

sit upon). Ephedrana, The but-

tocks. Also a species of horse-tail.

Ephe'drana. See Ephedra.
Ephe'lcis. (From E7n, upon,

and-fXaoc, an ulcer). The crust of

an ulcer ; hardened purulent ex-

pectoration.

Ephe'lis. (From ettl, and ?;\toc,

the sun). A broad, solitary, or

aggregated spot, attacking most
commonly the face, back of the

hand, and breast, from exposure to

the sun.

Ephe'mera. (From etti, upon,
and Tjfiepay a day). A fever which
begins, is perfectly formed, and runs
through its course in the space of

twelve hours.

Epheme'rides. (From EcprjpEpig,

an almanack ; so called because,

like the moon's age, they may be

foretold by the almanack). Diseases

returning at particular times of the

moon.
Ephia'lTES. (From EtyaWopai, to

leap upon; so culled, because it was
thought a demon leaped upon the

breast). Incubus, or night-mare.

Ephia'ltia. (From ephialtes, the

night-mare; so culled, because it

was s;iid to cure the night-mare).

The herb peony.
EniiDKo'sis. (From E<j>icpoto, to

perspire). A violent and morbid
perspiration. A genus of disease in
the Class Locales, and Order Apace-
noses, of Cullen.

Ephi'ppium. (A saddle, which it

is thought to resemble). See Sella
turcica.

E'phodos. (From etu, and ocog,
a way) . In Hippocrates it hath three
significations : 1. The ducts or pas-
sages, by which the excrements of
the body are evacuated.—2. The pe-
riodical attack of a fever, from the
common use of it, to express the at-

tack of thieves.—3. The access of
similar or dissimilar things, which
may be useful or hurtful to the body.

Epia'ltes. See Ephialtes.

Epi'alus. (From i)iriov, gently,
and a\Ea£cj, to heat) . Epialos. An
ardent fever, in which both heat and
cold are felt in the same part at the
same time.

%* Galen defines Epialus to be
a fever in which the patient labours
under a preternatural heat and a
coldness at the same time. The an-
cient Latins call it Qiiercea.

Epi'bole. (From EiriGaWoj, to

press upon) . The night-mare, or
ephialtes.

Epica'nthis. (From etti, and
aavOog, the angle of the eye). The
angle of the eye.

Epica'rpium. (From etti, upon,
and napwog, the wrist) . A topical

medicine applied to the wrist.

Epica'uma. (From ettl, and tfmw.

to burn). A burn, or scald.

Epicau'sis. See Epicauma.
. Epi'ceras. (From e tci, and xEpag,

a horn ; so called, because its pods
are shaped like a horn). The herb
fenugreek.

Epicera'stica. (From etti, and
xEpavwpi , to mix). Medicines which,
by mixing with acrimonious juices,

temper them, and render tlicm less

troublesome. Emollients.

Epiciieire'sis. (From etti, and
X6to, the hand). A manual opera-
tion.

Epi'ciiolus. (From eki, and

Xo\>;, the bile). Bilious.

Epiciio'rois. (From etti, upon,
and x°(^>?> a gut). The mesentery.
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Epicho'rios. (From em, upon,

and x°?a > tt region). The same as

epidermis.

Epicce'lis. (From £7ri, upon, and

koiXic, the eyelid) . The upper eye-

lid.

Epico'lic. Epicolica. (From e7rt,

upon, and kojXov, the colon). Upon
the colon. That part of the abdo-

men which lies over the head of the

coecum and the sigmoid flexure of

the colon, called the epicolic region.

Epicopho'sis. (From em, and
KOHpog, deaf). A total deafness.

Epicra'nium. (From e-m, and

itpaviovy the cranium). The com-
mon integuments, aponeurosis, and
muscular expansion which lie upon
the cranium.

Epicka'nius. SecOccipito-frontalis.

Epi'crasis. (From £Jri, and xe-

pavvv/JLi, to temper). A. critical

evacuation or attemperation of bad
humours. When a cure is performed
in the alterative way, it is called per

Ej/icrasin .

Epi'crisis. (From iiri> and koivcj,

to judge from). A judgment of the

termination of a disease from pre-

sent symptoms.
Epicte'nium. (From itn, about,

and xleiQ, the pubes). The parts

above and about the pubes.

Epicvf/ma. (From em, upon,
and Kvcjy to conceive). Epicyesis.

Superfoetation. Superimpregnation.
Epicye'sis. See Epicyema.
Epide'mic. (Epidunicus ; from

£7ri, upon, and crjpog, the people).

A contagious disease that attacks

many people at the same season,

and in the same place ; e. g. putrid

fever, plague, dysentery, &c. are

often epidemic.

Epide'ndrum. (From em, upon,
and ctVL()ov

y
a tree ; because all this

genus of plants grow parasitically on
the trunk or branches of trees). A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Gyuandria; Order,
Monandria.
Epide'ndrum vam'lla. The sys-

tematic name of the vanelloe plant.

The plant which affords this fruit is

the Epidendrum vanilla ; scandens,

fbliis ovato oblongis nervo&u sessili-

bus caulinis, cirrhis spiralibus of
Linnaeus.

*** Vanelloes have an unctuous
aromatic taste, and a fragrant smell,

like that of some of the finer bal-

sams heightened with musk. Al-
though chiefly used as perfumes,
they are said to possess aphrodisiac
virtues.

Epi'deris. (From eiri, and ceoae.,

the skin). The clitoris.

Epide'rmis. (From nn, upon,
and cepjia, the true skin). The
scarf-skin. See Cuticle.

Epi'desis. (From stti, upon, and
oeoj, to bind). A bandage to stop a
discharge of blood.

Epide'smus. (From tin, upon, and
Se<o, to bind). A bandage by which
splints, bolsters, &c. are secured.

Epididymis. (From em, upon,
and SiSvpoQy a testicle). A hard,

vascular, oblong substance, lying

upon the testicle, formed of a con-
volution of the vas deferens. It

has a thick end, which is convex,
and situated posteriorly ; and a thin

end, which is rather flat, and situated

inferiorly. The epididymis adheres
to the testicle, by its two extremities

only, for its middle part is free,

forming a bag, to which the tunica

vaginalis of the testicle is attached.

Epi'dosis. (From €7ri£it)w/n, to

grow upon). A preternatural en-

largement of any part.

Epi'drome. (From eirivoapo), to

run upon). An afflux of humours.
Epiga'stric. Epigastricus. (From

67Ti, upon, or above, and yaT?m, the

stomach). That part of the abdo-
men that lies over the stomach, is

called the epigastric region ; it reaches

from the pit of the stomach to an
imaginary line above the navel, sup-

posed to be drawn from one extre-

mity of the last of the false ribs to

the other. Its sides are called hypo-
chondria, and are covered by the

false ribs, between which lies the

epigastrium.

Epiga'strium. (From stti, upon,
or above, and ya<?i/p, the belly).

The region or part immediately over
the stomach.

Epigenne'ma. (From emyivopai,
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'; to generate upon) . The fur on the

tongue. An accessory symptom.
Epigenne'sis. See Ejugennema.
Epigino'mena. (From enLyivopai,

to succeed or supervene). Accord-
- ing to Galen, they are those symp-
toms which naturally succeed, or

may be expected in the progress of a

disease ; but Foesius says, they are

accessions of some other affection to

diseases, which never happen but in

stubborn and malignant diseases.

Epiglo'ssum. (From em, upon,

and yXuxyaa, the tongue ; so called,

because a lesser leaf grows above the

larger, in the shape of a tonguej.

The Alexandrian laurel.

Epiglo'ttis. (From em, upon,

and yXwrnc, the tongue). The car-

tilage at the root of the tongue that

falls upon the glottis or superior

opening of the larynx. It is nearly

of oval figure ; concave posteriorly,

and convex anteriorly. Its apex or

superior extremity is loose, and is

always elevated upwards by its own
elasticity. While the back of the

tongue is drawn backwards in swal-

lowing, the epiglottis is put over the

aperture of the larynx, hence it

shuts up the passage from the mouth
into the larynx. The base of the

epiglottis is fixed to the thyroid car-

tilage, the os hyoides, and the base

of the tongue, by a strong ligament.

*^* Baron Larrey (see JSIemoires

tic Cfiirurgie Militaire, torn. ii. p. 145

— 149) mentions a singular case,

where the epiglottis of a French sol-

dier was shot away at the battle of

Alexandria, on the 21st of March,
1801. The ball entered at the angle

of the jaw, crossed the throat ob-

liquely, and came out at the opposite

side of the neck. The base of the

tongue was grazed, and the epiglottis

shot away ; the patient spit it up
alter the accident, and shewed it to

the surgeon who first saw him, &c.

Epiglo'ttum. (From e-n-iyXwrlig,

the epiglottis, which it resembles in

shape). An instrument for elevating

the eyelids. Paracelsus.

Khglou'tis. (From e-rri, upon,

and yXoiflog, the buttocks). The
superior parts of the buttocks.

Epigo'natis. (From em, upon,
and yovv, the knee). The patella

or knee-pan.
Epigo'nides. (From£7ri, 3mt\yovv,

the knee). The muscles inserted

into the knees.

Epi'gonum. (From eiriyivopai,

to proceed upon). A superfcetation.

Epile'mpsis. See Epilepsy.

Epile'ntia. Corrupted from epi-

lepsia.

Epilepsy. Epilepsia. (From ewi-

\ajif3avu), to seize upon ; so called,

from the suddenness of its attack).

The falling sickness, from the pa-
tient suddenly falling to the ground
on an attack of this disease. By the

ancients it was termed, from its af-

fecting the mind, the most noble part

of the rational creature, the sacred

disease. It consists of convulsions

with sleep, and usually froth issuing

from the mouth. It is a genus of

disease in the Class Neuroses, and
Order Spasrni, of Cullen, and con-
tains three species.

1. Epilepsia cerebralis ; attacking

suddenly without manifest cause,

and not preceded by any unpleasant

sensation, unless perhaps some gid-

diness or dimness of sight.

2. Epilepsia sympathica ; without

manifest cause, but preceded by a

sensation of an aura ascending from
some part of the body to the head.

3. Epilepsia occasiovalis ; arising

from manifest irritation, and ceas-

ing on the removal jof this. The
last comprehends several varieties.

See Cullen s Nosology, p. 41.
*
# * Epilepsy attacks by fits, and

after a certain duration goes otf,

leaving the person most commonly
in his usual state ; but sometimes

a considerable degree of stupor

and weakness remain behind, par-

ticularly where the disease has fre-

quent occurrences. It is oftener met
with among children than grown
persons, and boys seem more sub-

ject to its attacks than girls. Its re-

turns are periodical, and its parox-

ysms commence more frequently In

the night than in the day, being

somewhat connected with sleep ;

and is properly distinguished into
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sympathic and idiopathic \ being

considered as sympathic, when oc-

casioned by an affection in some

other part of the body, such as aci-

dity in the stomach, worms, teeth-

ing, &c. as idiopathic when it is a

primary disease, neither dependent

on nor proceeding from any other.

Epilo'bium. (From am \o£ov 10 v,

a violet or beautiful flower, growing

on a pod). A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Octandria;

Order, Monogynia.
Epilo'bium angustifo'lium. Rose-

bay-willow herb. The young tender

shoots cut in the spring, and dressed

in the same manner, are little inferior

to asparagus.

Epime'dium. The plant barren-

wort.

Epimo'rius. (From iiri, and fitipw,

to divide). An unequal pulse.

Epimy'lis. (From £7ri, and fiaXrj,

the knee). The patella or knee
bone.

Epineneu'cus. (From£7rii/£i;aj, to

nod or incline) . An unequal pulse.

Epino'tium. (From iiri, upon,
and vittloQy the back) . The shoulder

blade.

Epiny'ctis. (From em, and vv$,

night). A pustule, rising in the

night, forming an angry tumour on
the skin of the arms, hands, and
thighs, of the size of a lupine, of a

dusky red, and sometimes of a livid

and pale colour, with great inflam-

mation and pain, which in a few days
breaks, and sloughs away.

Epipa'ctis. (From eiwraxloo), to

coagulate). A plant mentioned by
Dioscorides. Its juice was said to

coagulate milk.

Epiparoxy'smus. (From €tti, upon,
and <arapo%v<JiioQ, a paroxysm) . An
unusual frequency of febrile exacer-

bation.

Epipa'stum. (From mi, upon, and
txraaau), to sprinkle). Any powdered
drug sprinkled on the body.

Epipe'chys. (From ewl, above,
and ^rt]\vq, the cubit) . That part

of the arm above the cubit.

Epiphlogi'sma. (From £7rt, upon,
and <p\oyt((ii, to inflame). Violent

inflammation, or burning heat in any

part, attended with pain, tumour,
and redness : also a name given by
Hippocrates to the shingles.

Epi'phora. (From eirapepu), to

carry forcibly) . The watery eye. An
involuntary flow of tears. A super-

abundant flowing of a serous or

aqueous humour from the eyes. A
genus of disease in the Class Locales,

and Order Apocenoses, of Cullen.
*
# * The humour which flows very

copiously from the eye in epiphora,

appears to be furnished, not only by
the lachrymal gland, but from the

whole surface of the conjunctive

membrane, Meibomius's glands, and
the caruncula lachrymalis ; which
increased and morbid secretion mav
be induced from any stimulus seated

between the globe of the eye and lids,

as sand, acrid fumes, and the like ;

or it may arise from the stimulus of
active inflammation ; or from the
acrimony of scrofula, measles, small-

pox, &c. or from general relaxa-

tion. The disease may also arise

from a more copious secretion of
tears, than the puncta lachrymalia
can absorb, or, as is most common,
from an obstruction in the lachrymal
canal, in consequence of which the

tears are prevented from passing

freely from the eye into the nose.

Stillicidium Lachrymarum is dis-

tinguished by modern writers from
epiphora ; the cause of the former
lying in some obstacle to the absorp-
tion and conveyance of the tears from
the lacus lachrymarum into the sac.

The latter, or epiphora, consists in

a superabundant secretion of tears,

and is a disease of the secreting, not
of the excreting parts, of lachrymal
organs. See W. M'Kenzie's valuable
Essay on the Diseases of the Lachry-
mal Organs, p. 47, 3vo. Lond. 1819.

Epiphysis. (From em, upon, and
(pvb), to grow). Any portion of bone
growing upon another, but separated
from it by a cartilage.

Epipla'sma. (From £7ri, upon, and
wXcigvgj, to spread). A poultice;
also a name for an application of
wheat meal, boiled in hydrelaeum,
to wounds.

Epiploce'le. (From tninXoov,
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the omentum, and ktjXtj, a tumour).
An omental hernia. A rupture pro-
duced by the protrusion of a portion
of the omentum. See Hernia.
Epiplocomi'stes. (From ewurXoovy

the omentum, and xopiZio, to carry)

.

One who has the omentum morbidly
large.

Epipiloic appendages. See Ap-
pcndiculcc epxploicce.

Epiploi'tis. (From e7ri7rXoov, the

omentum). Inflammation of that

process of the peritoneum, which
forms the omentum. See Peritonitis.

Epiploo'mphalon. (From em-
irXoov, the omentum, and optyaXog,

the navel). Omental hernia pro-

truding at the navel.

Epi'ploon. (From £7rt7r\ow, to

sail over, because it is mostly found
floating, as it were, upon the intes-

tines). See Omentum.
Epiploscheoce'le. (From tin-

ifkoovy the omentum, oayzov, the

scrotum, and x?;Xt/, a tumour or

hernia) . A scrotal hernia containing

omentum.
Epipo'lasis. (From eiwro\aZ<o,

to swim on the top) . A fluctuation

of humours.

—

Chym, A species of

sublimation.

Epipo'ma. (From «n, upon, and

7T(i)fia t a lid). An instrument to

cover the shoulder in cases of

luxation.

Epiporo'ma. (From £7ri7rwp£w, to

harden). An indurated tumour in

the joints. A callous concretion. A
tophus. A tophaceous callus molest-

ing the joints.

Epipty'xis. (From £7ri7r7v(T<7a>, to

close up). A spasmodic closing of

the lips.

Epipyre'xis. (From tin, and
TTvperltOy to be feverish). A rapid

exacerbation in a fever.

Epirige'sis. (From £7ri, and piyeio,

to become cold) . An unusual degree

of cold, or repetition of rigors.

Epi'rrhoe. (From £7ri, upon, and
(iuo> 'to flow) . An influx or afflux

of humours to any part.

Episarci'dium. (From im, upon,

and (rapZ, the flesh). Anasarca, or
''rnpsy of the cellular membrane.

Epjsciie'sis. (From ctthtxcw, to

restrain). A suppression of excre-
tions. An order in the Class Locales
of Cullen's Nosology.

Epi'schium. (From £7ri, upon,
and laxiov, the hip-bone). The os
pubis.

Episcopa'lis. (From episcopus, a
bishop, or mitred dignitary). Re-
sembling a bishop's mitre. Applied
to a valve, at the orifice between the
left auricle and ventricle of the heart,
called the mitral valve.

Epispa'smus. (From tirivrraQ), to
draw together) . A quick inspiration
of the breath.

Epispa'stics. Epispastica. (From
£7TKT7raw, to draw together) . Sub-
stances capable, when applied to the
surface of the body, of producing a
serous or puriform discharge, by
exciting a previous state of inflam-
mation.

%* The term epispastics, though
comprehending issues and setons, is

more commonly restricted to blisters,

or those applications which, exciting

inflammation on the skin, occasion a
thin serous fluid to be poured from
the exhalants, raise the cuticle, and
form the appearance of a vesicle.

This effect is a consequence of their

strong stimulating power, and to

the pain which they excite, are to be
ascribed the advantages derived from
them in the treatment of disease.

The evacuation they occasion is too
inconsiderable to have any material
effect.

It is a sufficiently established prin-

ciple as regards the living system,
that where a morbid action exists, it

may frequently be removed by in-

ducing an action of a different kind
in the same or neighbouring part.

On this principle is explained the
utility of blisters in local inflamma-
tion and spasmodic action, and it

regulates their application in pneu-
monia, gastritis, hepatitis, phrenitis,

angina, rheumatism, colic, and spas-

modic affections of the stomach

—

diseases in which they are employed
with the most marked advantage.

—

A similar principle exists with respect

to pain ; exciting one pain often re-

lieves another. Hence blisters often
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give relief in tooth-ache, and some
other painful affections.— Lastly,

blisters, by their operation, com-
municate a stimulus to the whole

system, and increase^the^vigour of

the circulation. Hence, in part, their

utility in fevers of the typhoid kind,

though in such cases they are used

with still more advantage to obviate

or remove local inflammation.

Episph^'ria. (From £tti, and
<?(t>aipa, a sphere ; so called from the

spherical shape of the brain) . The
convolutions of the external surface

of the brain ; or the winding vessels

upon it.

Epista'gmus. (From tm, and <ra-

{<w, to trickle down). A catarrh.

Epi staphyli'nus. (From 67ri, and
^a^vXrj), See Uvula.

Epista'xis. (From «7ri<r«(a>, to

distil from). Bleeding at the nose,

with pain or fulness of the head. A
genus of disease arranged by Cullen

in the Class Pyrexia?, and Order
H&morrhagia?,
%* People of a sanguine and ple-

thoric habit, and not arrived to

manhood, are very liable to this

complaint : females being much less

subject to it than males, particu-

larly after menstruation.

Epistho'tonos. (From t-m^Qzv,
forwards, and tsivoj, to extend).

Spasmodic affection of muscles draw-
ing the body forwards. See Tetanus.

Episto'mion. (From tin, upon,
and TOfxa, a mouth). A stopper for

a bottle. A vent-hole of a furnace,
called the register.

Epistro'phalus. (From £7ri, up-
on, and <rp£0w, to turn about) . Epis-
trophis, Epistrophea, The first ver-
tebra of the neck, because it turns
about upon the second as upon an
axis, which therefore was so called

by the ancients. Some, though im-
properly, called the second thus.

Epi'strophe. (From t7Tt?p£0W,tO
invert). An inversion of any part, as
when the neck is turned round. Also
the return of a disorder which has
ceased.

Epistropheus. (From 67rirpo-
d>au), to turn round, because the
nead is turned upon it). Ejnstro-

phmis. The second cervical vertebra.

See Dentatus.

Epi'strophis. See Epistrophalus,

Epi'tasis. (From tm, and Tavio,

to extend) . The beginning and in-

crease of a paroxysm or disease.

Epithe'lium. The cuticle on the

red part of the lips.

Epithe'ma. (From tm, upon, and
nOrj/jLi, to apply). Sometimes ap-

plied to a lotion, fomentation, or
other external application.

Epithema'tium. (Ibid.) A plaster.

Epi'thesis. (From twi, and n-
QilfiL, to cover, or lay upon). The
straightening of crooked limbs by
means of instruments.

Epithy'mum. (From em, upon,
and QvfioQ, the herb thyme). See
Cuscuta Epithymum,
Epo'de (From em, over, and

ioZtj, a song). Epodos, The method
of curing distempers by incantation.

Epom'is. (From em, upon, and
tjfiog, the shoulder). The acromion,
or upper part of the shoulder.

Epompiia'lium. (From em, upon,
and ofupaXog, the navel). An appli-

cation to the navel.

Epsom salt. See Magnesia? sul-

phas.

Epsom water. Aqua Epsomemis.
Evaporated to dryness, this water
leaves a residuum, the quantity of
which has been estimated from an
ounce and a half in the gallon, to

five drachms and one scruple. Of
the total residuum, by far the greater
part, about four or five-sixths, is

sulphate of magnesia mixed with a
very few muriates, such as that of
lime, and probably magnesia, which
render it very deliquescent, and
increase the bitterness of taste, till

purified by repeated crystallizations.

There is nothing sulphureous or me-
tallic ever found in this spring. The
diseases in which it is employed, are
similar to those in which we use
Sedlitz water. There are many other
of the simple saline springs- that
might be enumerated, all of which
agree with that of Epsom, in con-
taining a notable proportion of some
purging salt (which, for the most
part, is either Epsom or Glauber's

Z2
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salt, or often a mixture of both),
such as Acton, Kilburne, Bagnigge-
ells, j£c.

Efi'lis. (From €7rc, and ov\a,
the gums) . A small tubercle on the
gums. It is said sometimes to be-
come cancerous.

Epulo'tics. Epulotica, (From
furotXc*, to cicatrize^.

—

Surg, Ap-
plications which promote the forma-
tion of skin.

Eouise'tum. (From equus, ahorse,
and seta, a bristle : so named from
its resemblance to a horse's tail .

—

1. A genus of plants in the Linnaean
:em : Class, Cryptogamia ; Or-

der, Filices.—2. The pharmacopoeia!
name of the Cauda equina. See Hip-
puris vulgaris.

Equse'tlm arve'nse. See Hip-
purls vulgaris,

. E'oucs a'sinls. The systematic

name of the animal called an ass.

Era'nthemls. (From ijp, the
spring, and av9tfio± , a flower ; so

called because it flowers in the
spring) . A species of chamomile.

Erate'va ma'rmelos. A native

of several parts of India. The fruit

bout the size of an orange, and
ered with a hard bony shell,

containing a yellow viscous pulp of
:ost agreeable flavour, which is

•ped out, and, mixed with sugar

and orange, is presented at the tables

.rindees in India, who eat it

i great delicacy. It is also esteem-
ed as a sovereign remedy against

sentery.

Erebi'nthus. (EptfivQos) • The
vetch.

Ere'ctor clito'ridis. First muscle
clitoris of Douglas. Jschio-ca-

of A\ inslow ; and Ischio-

riditu of Dumas. A muscle of

clitoris, that draws it downwards
and wards, and serves to make

of the clitoris more tense,

:ing the blood into it from

Ere'ctor penis. Isckio-cavermotmt
A inslow, and Jsckio-carerneux of

Dumas. A muscle of the penis, that

es the urine or semen forwards,

and, by grasping the bulb of the

i the blood towards

the corpus cavernosum an<T the
glans, and thus distends them.

Erethi'smis.
v
From *p*0t£«, to

excite or irritate
x

. Increased sensi-
bility and irritability. It is variously
applied by modern writers. Mr.
Pearson has described a state of the
constitution produced by mercury
acting on it as a poison, which he
calls the mercurial erethismus, and
observes, that it is characterized by
great depression of strength, anxiety
about the praecordia, irregular action
of the heart, frequent sighing and
trembling ; a small, quick, some-
times intermitting pulse ; occasional
vomiting ; a pale contracted coun-
tenance ; a sense of coldness. The
tongue, however, is seldom furred,

nor are the vital and natural func-
tions much disturbed. In this con-
dition anv sudden exertion will

sometimes prove fatal. See Pearsmt
<m Lues Venerea, p. 14tf , <Xc. ed. 2d.

Ergaste'rium. (From tpyov,
work. A laboratory: that part of
the furnace in which is contained
the matter to be acted upon.

Eri'ca. (From eouxu, to break
;

so named from its fragility, or be-

cause it is broken into rods to make
besoms of). A genus of plants in

the Linna»an system : Class, Octau-
dria; Order, Monogynia. Heath.

Erice'rum. ^From eptixq, heath).

A medicine in which heath is an in-

gredient.

Eri'gerim. 'From tjo, the spring,

and ytoatVy old ; because in the spring

it has a white blossom like the hair

of an old man). See Seneeio mf-
garis.

Ero'siov. (From eroHere, to gnaw
off" . Erosio. Often used in the same
sense as ulceration, viz. the for:

tion of a breach or chasm in the

substance of parts, by the action of

the absorbents.

ErotomYnu. (From tp**c, love,

and pavia, niadne>- That melan-

choly, or madness, which is the

effect of love.

E'rpe>. From *pjrw, to creep ; so

named from their gradually increas-

ing in size . The shingles, or hen
Erka'tic. From errart, to wan-
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(kr, Wandering. Irresrular. A term

occasionally applied to pains, or any
a^e which is not fixed, but moves

from one part to another, as gout,

rheumatism, 6cc.

E'rrhine. Errhina. (From iv,

in, and ou>, the nose . Medicines

which, when topically applied to the

internal membrane of the nose, ex-

cite sneezing-, and increase the secre-

tion therefrom, independent of any
mechanical irritation.

The articles belonsinsr to this* *

class mav be referred to two orders
— 1. Sternutatory errhines, as «; -

tiana, ktllcborut, euphorbium, which
are selected for the torpid, the vigo-

rous, but not plethoric; and those

to whom any degree of evacuation

would not be hurtful.—2. Evacuat-
ing- errhines, as asarum, &c. which
are calculated for the phlegmatic
and infirm.

E'rror lo'ci. A term introduced

byBoerhaave, from the opinion that

the vessels were of different sizes,

for the circulation of blood, lymph,
and serum, and that when the larger

rind globules were forced into I

lesser vess< Is, they became obstruct-

ed, by an error of place; an opinion,

however, that does not appear to be
well grounded.

F/rlca. From erugare, to make
smooth ; so named from the smooth-
ness of its leaves ; or from urere, to

burn, because of its biting quality .

See Brass it a.

E'rcca sylye'stri-. The wild
rocket. Brassica erucastrum of Lin-
naeus. See Brassica.

Eruption. A discolouration, or
spots on the skin, as the eruption of
small-pox, measles, nettle-rash. «Scc.

Erlptine diseases. Nearly sy-

nonimous with cutaneous dise .-

Erithe'ma. From tptv9iu, to

make red . A fiery red tumour, or
pustules on the skin.

E'rylm. (Quasi arvum
y

field,

because it grows wild in the fields

;

or from eruere, to pluck out, because
it is diligently plucked from corn .

The tare.— 1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Diadel-
pkim; Order, Dtcandria.—2. The

pharmacopceial name of tare. Sre

Ervum Ervilia.

Ervlm er'yilm. Orobus. The
plant ordered by this name is the

Ervum ervilia; germinibus undato-

plicatis , foliis imparipinnatis, of Lin

-

nae

%* In times of scarcity, the seeds

of the Ervum ervilia have been made
into bread, which is not the most
salubrious. The meal was forme
among the resolvent remedies by
way of poultice.

E'rvlm lev-. The systematic

name of the lentil. Lent; faxoc
the Greeks. Ervum lens pedunculis

; seminibus compress-is , con-

's, of Linnaeus. There are two
varieties ; the one with large, the

other small seeds. They are eaten in

many places as we eat peas, than
which they are more flatulent, and
more difficult to digest.

%* A decoction of these seeds is

used as a lotion to the ulcerations

after small-pox, and, it is said, with
success.

Ery'ngii'M. From tpvyyavu, to

eructate . Ervn2o, or sea-hollv.

—

I. A gem of plants in the Linnaean

system : Class, Penlandria; Order,
1 ) jynia.— 2. The pharmacopoeia!
name of the sea-holly. See Eryn-
gium maritimum.

Erv'ngilm mariti'mim. The sys-

tematic name of the sea-hollv, or
eryngo. Ert/ngium :— foliis radicali-

bus subrotundis, plicatis spinosis, ca~

pituiis ptdunculatis, palcis tricuspid

datis, of Linnaeus. The root of t

plant is directed for medicinal use.

It was formerly celebrated for its

supposed aphrodisiac powers, but is

now rarely employed.
ErvSgilm camte'stre. The root

of this plant, Eryngium campestrt

;

is radicalibus, amplejricaulibus,

pinnato-lanceolatis, of Linnaeus, is

1 in many places for that of the

sea eryngo. See Eryngium.

y"g ( £ee Ert/nqium.
Eryngo, sea.)

Eryfigo-leaved lichen. See Lichen
islandicHS.

Erv'simum. (From epvw, to draw,
so called from its power of drawing"

Z 3
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and producing blisters ; others de-
rive it, airo tov epeutetv, because
the leaves are much cut ; others
from spiTijjLov, precious).—1. A ge-
nus of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Tetradynamia; Order, Sili-

fjuosa.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the hedge-mustard. See Erysi-
mum offici?iale.

Ery'simum allia'ria. The syste-

matic name of Jack-in-the-hedge.
miliaria. Sauce-alone, or stinking

hedge-mustard. The plant to which
this name is given in the pharmaco-
poeias, is the Erysimum alliaria

;

foliis cordatis, of Linnaeus ; it is

sometimes exhibited in humid asth-
ma and dyspnoea with success. Its

virtues are powerfully diaphoretic,

diuretic, and antiscorbutic.

Ery'simum barbare'a. The syste-

matic name of the barbarea of the
shops. Barbarea. The leaves of this

plant, Erysimum barbarea:—-foliis

lyratis, extimo suhrotundo, of Lin-
naeus, may be ranked among the
antiscorbutics. Seldom used in prac-
tice.

Ery'simum officinale. The sys-

tematic name of the hedge-mustard.
Erysimum. This plant, Erysimum
siliquis spica? adpressis, foliis runci-

natis, of Linnaeus, was formerly
much used for its expectorant and
diuretic qualities, which are now for-

gotten.

Erysi'pelas. (From epvu), to draw,
and GreXac., adjoining ; from the
neighbouring parts being affected hy
the eruption). Ignis sacer. The rose,

or St. Anthony's fire. A genus of
disease in the Class Pyrexia;, and
Order Exanthemata, of Cullen. It is

known by synocha of two or three
days continuance, with drowsiness,
and sometimes with delirium ; pulse
commonly full and hard ; then ery-
thema of the face, or some other
part, with continuance of synocha,
tending either to abscess or gan-
grene.

There are two species of this dis-

ease, according to Cullen.

1. Erysipelas vesicahsum, with
large blisters.

2. Erysipelas phlycta'7iodes
9

the

shingles, or an erysipelas with
phlyctaenae, or small blisters.

%* Erysipelas is an inflamma-
tory affection, principally confined

to the skin, making its appearance
externally, and of the mucous mem-
brane when it is seated internally.

It is more liable to attack women
and children, and those of an irrita-

ble habit, than those of a plethoric

and robust constitution. It is re-

markable sometimes for its periodi-

cal returns, attacking the patient

once or twice in the year, or even
once every month ; and then, by its

repeated attacks, it often gradually

exhausts the strength, especially if

the person be old and of a bad
habit.

On erysipelas the following authors

may be advantageously consulted :

A. C. Hutchinson, in Med. Chir.

Trans, vol. v. p. 278, &c. and Prac-
tical Observ. on Surg. 1816;

—

Bate-

mans Practical Synopsis of Cutane-

ous Diseases, p. 125, &c. ed. 3d ;—
Cullen*s First Lines, vol. i. ;

—

Pear-

son s Principles of Surgery , &c. &c.
Erythe'ma. (From tpvOpoq, red).

A morbid redness of any part. A
mere rash or efflorescence, unac-

companied either with swelling, ves-

sication, or fever, circumstances

which, according to Dr. Bateman,
distinguish it from erysipelas. (See

Sy?wp. of Cutan. Dis. p. 119, ed. 3,

in which its six varieties are de-

scribed). The term is often wrongly
applied to eruptions, attended with

redness, and distinct popular and

vesicular elevation, as may be seen

in cases of mercurial erythema,

which Dr. Bateman says should be

called eczema. For the Erythema
Mercuriale, see Mercury.

Erytiiro'danum. (From epvOpog,

red, from the colour of its juice).

See Rubia.
Erythroei'des. (From epvOpog,

red, and uSog, a likeness, from its

colour) . A name given to the tu-

nica vaginalis testis.

Erythro'nium. (From tpvQpoc,

red, so called from the red colour

of its juice) . A species of satyrion.

Erythro'xylum. (From epvGpoc,,
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red, and %v\ov, wood, so named
from its colour). Logwood.

E'rythrus. (From epv9pog, red,

so named from the red colour of its

juice). The herb sumach.
E'saphe. (From eatupau, to feel).

The touch ; or feeling the mouth of

the womb, to know its state.

E'schar. (Eaxapa, from tcrxapovy

to scab over). Eschara. The por-

tion of flesh destroyed by the appli-

cation of a caustic ; or the slough
produced by caustics or actual fire.

Escharo'tics. Escharotica. (E/r-

XaptJlixa, from tcr^apow, to scab

over). Caustics. Corrosives.

—

Surg. Those substances which pos-

sess a power of destroying the tex-

ture of the various solid parts of
the animal body to which they are

directly applied. The articles be-

longing to this class of substances,

may be arranged under two orders.

— 1. Eroding escharotics, as blue

vitriol, alumen ustum, &c.—2. Caus-
tic escharotics, as lapis infernalis,

argentum nitratum, oleum vitrioli,

ucidum nitrosum, Sec.

Esculent. An appellation given

to such plants, or any part of them,
that may be eaten for food.

E'sox li/cius. The systematic
name of a fish of the Class Pisces,

and Order Abdomi'/tales , from whose
liver an oil is spontaneously sepa-
rated, termed in some pharmaco-
poeias oleum lucii pisris. It is used
in some countries, by surgeons, to

destroy spots of the transparent
cornea.

Essence. Several of the volatile

or essential oils are so called by the

perfumers.

E^se'ntial oil. See Oil.

E'eSERA. (Arab. A humour). A
species of cuticular eruption, distin-

guished by broad, shining, smooth,
red spots, appearing mostly without
fever, and differing from the nettle

rash in not being elevated. It ge-
nerally attacks the face and hands.

E'sula. (From esus, eaten, be-
cause it is eaten by some as a medi-
cine). Spurge.

E'sula ma'jor. See Euphorbia
palustris.

E'sula mi'nor. See Euphorbia
cyparissias.

E'ther. See JEther.

E'ther, ace'tic. An etherial

fluid, drawn over from an equal ad-
mixture of alkohol and acetic acid,

distilled with a gentle heat from a
glass retort in a sand-bath. It has
a grateful smell, is extremely light,

volatile, and inflammable.
E'ther, muriatic. Marine ether.

Marine ether is obtained by mixing
and distilling alkohol with extreme-
ly concentrated muriate of tin. It is

stimulant, antiseptic, and diuretic.

E'ther, m'trous. This is only
a stronger preparation than the spi-

ritus aetheris nitrici of the London
Pharmacopoeia ; it is produced by
the distillation of two parts of alkohol
to one part and an half of fuming ni-

tric acid.

E'ther, sulphu'ric") See .Ether
E'ther, vitrio'lic. f sulphuricus.

Ethe'rial oil. Any highly recti-

fied essential oil may be so termed.
See Oleum JEthereum.

Efthiops, antinwnial. See JEthiops
antimonialis.

Etuiops, martial. Black oxyde of
iron.

E'thiops, mineral. See Hydrar-
gyri sulj/hurctum nigrum.

Etthiops per se. See Hydrargyri
oxydum cinereum.

Ethmoi'des. See Ethmoid bone.

Ethmoid bone. (Os. ethmoides ;

from eOjiog, a sieve, and eidog, form;
because it is perforated like a sieve)

.

Os ethmoidcum. Os (ethmoides. Cri-
briform bone. A bone of the head.
%* This is, perhaps, one of the

most curious bones of the human
body. It appears almost a cube,
not of solid bone, but exceedingly
light, spongy, and consisting of
many convoluted plates, which form
a net-work like honey-comb. It is

curiously enclosed in the os frontis,

betwixt the orbitary processes of
that bone. One horizontal plate re-
ceives the olfactory nerves, which
perforate that plate with such a num-
ber of small holes, that it resembles
a sieve ; whence the bone is named
cribriform, or ethmoid boae, Other
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plates dropping perpendicularly from
this one, receive the divided nerves,

and give them an opportunity of ex-
panding into the organ of smelling

;

and these bones, upon which the ol-

factory nerves are spread out, are so

much convoluted as to extend the
surface of this sense very greatly,

and are named spongy bones. Ano-
ther flat plate lies in the orbit of the

eye ; and being very smooth, by the

rolling of the eye it is named the os

planum, or smooth bone. So that

the ethmoid bone supports the fore-

part of the brain, receives the ol-

fractory nerves, forms the organ of

smelling, and makes a chief part of

the orbit of the eye ; and the spongy
bones, and the os planum, are nei-

ther of them distinct bones, but parts

of this ethmoid bone.

The cells of the ethmoid bone are

frequently the seat of venereal ul-

cers ; and the spongy bones are the

surface where polypi often sprout

up. And from the general connec-
tions and forms of the bone, we can
easily understand how the venereal

ulcer, when deep in the nose, having
got to these cells, cannot be cured,

but undermines all the face ; how
the venereal disease, having affected

the nose, soon spreads to the eye,

and how even the brain itself is not

safe. We see the danger of a blow
upon the nose, which, by a force

upon the septum, or middle par-

tition, may depress the delicate cri-

briform plate, so as to oppress the

brain with all the effects of a frac-

tured skull, and without any opera-

tion which can give relief. And we
also see the danger of pulling away
polypi, which are firmly attached to

the upper spongy bone.

E'tron. (From edit), to eat, as

containing the receptacles of the

food). The hypogastrium.
Eua'nthemum. (From ev, well,

and avOtftog, a flower ; from the

beauty of its flowers) . The chamo-
mile.

Eua'piiium. (From tv, well, and
«<pTj, the touch; so called, because
its touch was supposed to give case).

A medicine for the piles.

Eudiometer. An instrument for

ascertaining the purity of a^ir, or ra-

ther the quantity of oxygen con-
tained in anv given bulk of elastic

fluid.

%* Dr. Priestley's discovery of
the great readiness with which ni-

trous gass combines with oxygen,
and is precipitated in the form of
nitric acid, was the basis upon which
he constructed the first instrument
of the kind. His method was very
simple : a glass vessel, containing an
ounce by measure, was filled by the

air to be examined, which was
transferred from it to a jar of an
inch and half diameter inverted in

water ; an equal measure of fresh

nitrous gas was added to it ; and the

mixture was allowed to stand two
minutes. If the absorption were
very considerable, more nitrous gas

was added, till all the oxygen ap-

peared to be absorbed. The residual

gas was then transferred into a glass

tube two feet long, and one third

of an inch wide, graduated to tenths

and hundredths of an ounce mea-
sure ; and thus the quantity of oxy-
gen absorbed was measured by the

diminution that had taken place.

For an account of Scheele's, De
Marti's, Humbalott's, Sequin's, Be-
tholet's, Davy's Eudiometer, &c. &c.

See Nicholson's Dictionary of Chy-
mistry, &c.

Euge'nia. (So named by Micheli,

in compliment to Prince Eugene of

Savoy, who sent him from Ger-
many almost all the plants described

by Clusius) . A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Icosan-

dria ; Order, Monogynia.
Euge'nia caryophylla'ta. The

systematic name of the tree which
affords the clove. Caryophyllus aro-

matiens : It grows in the East In-

dies, the Moluccas, &c.
%* The clove is accounted the

hottest and most acrid of the aro-

matics ; and, by acting as a power-
ful stimulant to the muscular fibres,

may, in some cases of atonic gout,

paralysis, &c. supersede most others

of the aromatic class ; and the foreign

oil, by its great acrimony, is also
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well adapted for several external

purposes : it is directed by several

pharmacopoeias, and the clove itself

enters many officinal preparations.

Euge'nia ja'mbos. The syste-

matic name of the Malabar plum-
tree. The Malabar plum, which is

the produce of the Eugenia ja?nbos,

smells, when ripe, like roses. A
conserve is prepared of the flowers,

which is used medicinally, as a mild
astringent.

Euge'us. (From tv, well, and
yrj, the earth ; because of its fer-

tility) . The uterus.

Eu'le. (From tvXa(u), to pu-
trefy). A worm bred in foul and
putrid ulcers.

Eunu'chium. (From evvovxoc,,

an eunuch: so called, because it was
formerly said to render those who
ate it impotent, like an eunuch).
The lettuce.

Eupatoriopha'lachron. (From
eviralujpwv, agrimony, and <pa\a-

itpoc, bald; . A species of agrimony
with naked heads.

Eupato'rium. (From Emptier,
its discoverer : or quasi hepatorium,
from rj7rap f

the liver, because it was
said to be useful in diseases of the

liver).— 1. The name of a genus of
plants Linnaean system : Class, Sy?t-

gtnesia ; Order, Polygamia cequalis.

—2. The pharmacopceial name of
the Eupatorium cannabinum ; which
see.

Eupato'rium ara'bicum. SeeEu-
patorium cannabinum,

Elpato'rium canna'binum. The
systematic name of the hemp agri-

mony. Eupatorium, Eupatorium
Aralticum. This very bitter and
strong smelling plant, is the Eupa-
torium foliis digitatis, of Linnaeus.

The juice is violently emetic and
purgative, if taken in sufficient quan-
tity, and promotes all the secre-

tions.

Eupato'rium me'sues. See Achil-
lea ageratuj/i.

Eupe'psia. (From ev, well, and
7T6-1uj, to concoct). A good diges-

tion.

Eupe'ptic. Eupeptica. (From 6v,

good, and Tziixlu), to digest). Sub-

stances are so called that are easy
to digest.

Eupho'rbia. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Dode-
candria ; Order, Trigynia.

Eupho'rbia antiquo'rum. The
Linnaean name of a plant supposed
to produce the Euphorbium.

Eupho'rbia canarie'nsis. In the
Canary islands this species of spurge
affords the gum euphorbium.
Eupho'rbia cypari'ssias. The

systematic name of the cypress
spurge. Esula minor, Tithymalus
cyparisstus. Cypress spurge ; vulgo.

Poor man's rhubarb.
*
# * Like most of the spurges,

this is very acrimonious, inflaming

the eyes and oesophagus after touch-
ing them. It is now fallen into dis-

|

use, whatever its virtues formerly
might be, which, no doubt, amongst
others,was that of opening the bowels.

Eupho'rbia la'thyris. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which
affords the lesser cataputia seeds.

The Euphorbia lathyris; umbella

quadrifida, dichotoma, foliis opposite

integerrimisy of Linnaeus. The seeds
possess purgative properties ; but, if

exhibited in an over-dose, prove
drastic and poisonous ; a quality pe-
culiar to all the euphorbia?.

Eupho'rbia officina'rum. The
systematic name of the plant which
affords the euphorbium in the great-

est abundance. The Aculatea nuda
multangularisy aculeis germinatis, of

Linnaeus. It contains an active re-

sin, and is very seldom employed
internally, but, as an ingredient, it

enters into many resolvent and dis-

cutient plasters.

Eupho'rbia palu'stris. The sys-

tematic name of the greater spurue.

The officinal plant ordered by this

name in some pharmacopoeias, is the

Euphorbia palustris; umbella multi-

fiday bijiday involucellis ovatisy foliis

lanceolatisy ramis sterilibus, of Lin-
naeus. The juice is exhibited in

Russia as a common purge ; and the

plant is given, in some places, in

the cure of intermittents.

Eupho'rbia para'lias. Tithyma-
lus paralios. Sea spurge. Every
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part of this plant, Euphorbia paralias
of Linnaeus, is violently cathartic
and irritating, inflaming the mouth
and fauces. Vinegar corrects its

irritating power.
Eupho'rbium. (From Euphorbus,

the physician of king Juba, in ho-
nour of whom it was named). See
Euphorbia ojficinarum.

Euphrasia. "• (Corrupted from
Euphrosyne, tvtppoavvi], from sv-

typup, joyful ; so called because it

exhilarates the spirits).— 1. A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Didynamia ; Order, Angio-
spermia. — 2. The pharmacopoeial
name of eye-bright. See Euphrasia
officinalis.

Euphrasia officinalis. The
systematic name of the eye-bright.
This beautiful little plant, Euphrasia
officinalis; foliis ovatis, lineatis, ar-
gute dentatis, of Linnaeus, has been
greatly esteemed by the common
people, as a remedy for all diseases
of the eyes

; yet, notwithstanding
this, and the encomia of medical
writers, is now wholly fallen into
disuse.

%* It is an ingredient in the
British herb tobacco.
Eustachian tube. Tuba Eus-

tachiana. Discovered by Eustachius.
It begins, one in each ear, from the
anterior extremity of the tympanum,
and runs forwards and inwards in a
bony canal, which terminates with
the petrous portion of the temporal
bone. It then continues, partly car-
tilaginous, and partly membranous,
gradually becoming larger, and at

length ends behind the soft palate.

%* Through this tube the air

passes to the tympanum.
Eustachian valve. See Valvula

Eustachii.

Elthypo'ria. (From evQvg,
straight, and ctropoc, a passage).

Euthyporos. An extension made in

a straight line, to replace a fracture

or dislocation.

Evaporation. The volatilization

of a fluid, by means of heat, with
access of air, in order to diminish
its fluidity, to obtain any fixed salts

it may hold in solution, or to di-

minish the quantity of a residuum*
In this manner sea water is evapo-
rated, and the salt obtained, and
decoctions made into extracts.

Everri'culum. (From everrere, to
sweep away) . A sort of spoon,
used to clear the bladder from
gravel.

Exacerba'tion. (From e.vacer-

bare, to become violent). An in-

crease of febrile symptoms.
Exje'resis. (From e%aiptu), to

remove). One of the divisions of
surgery, adopted by the old sur-

geons, implying the removal of
parts.

Exa'lma. (From eZaWopai, to

leap out). The starting of the ver-

tebrae out of their places. Hipp.
Examblo'ma. (From cga/igAow,

to miscarry) . An abortion.

Exaiviblo'sis. An abortion.

Exanastomo'sis. (From t%ava<T-

lopow, to relax, or open). The
opening of the mouths of vessels, to

discharge their contents ; also the
meeting of the minute ends of the
veins and arteries.

Exanthe'ma. (From s%av9eu), to

spring forth, to bud). Exanthisma.
An eruption of the skin.

Exanthe'mata. The plural of
exanthema). The name of an Order
of diseases of the Class Pyrexia in

Cullen's Nosology. It includes dis-

eases beginning with fever, and fol-

lowed by an eruption of the skin.

Exanthro'pia. (From t£, with-

out, and av9p(t)7roQ, a man ; i. e. hav-
ing lost the faculties of a man) . A
species of melancholy, during which
the patient fancies himself some
kind of brute.

Exara'gma. (From tEaparlw, to

break). A fracture.

Exa'rma. (From eZaipu), to lift

up). A tumour ; a swelling.

Exarte'ma. (From t^aplau, to

suspend). An amulet, or charm,
suspended from the neck.

Exarthrf/ma. (From t%ap9poio>

to put out of joint). E.rarthroma.

Eaarthrosis. A dislocation or lux-

ation.

Exartiiro'ma. "| c r j7

Kxaktmho's.s.
j-Scc&arrtrwMi.
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Exakticula'tio. (From ex, out

of, and articulus, a joint). A lux-

ation ; the dislocation of a bone from
its socket.

Exci'pulum. (From excipere, to

receive) .—Chym, A receiver.

Excitability. See Excitement,

Excitement. A term introduced

into medicine by Dr. Brown. Animals

differ from themselves in their dead

state, or from any other inanimate

matter, in this property alone ; they

can be affected by external agents,

as well as by certain functions pecu-

liar to themselves, in such a manner
that the phenomena peculiar to the

living state can be produced. This
proposition extends to every thing

that is vital in nature, and therefore

applies to vegetables.

The external agents are reducible

to heat, diet, and other substances

taken into the stomach, blood, the

fluids secreted from the body, and
air.

The functions of the system itself,

producing the same effect, are mus-
cular contraction, sense, or percep-

tion, and the energy uf the brain in

thinking, and in exciting passion and
emotion. These affect the system
in the same manner as the other

agents ; and they arise both from
the other and from themselves.

If the property which distinguishes

living from dead matter, or the

operation of either of the two sets

of powers be withdrawn, life ceases.

Nothing else than the presence of
these is necessary to life.

Explanation of Dr. Brown's hy-

pothesis.— Man, according to Dr.
Brown, is an organized machine,
endowed with a principle of excita-

bility, or predisposition to excite-

ment, by means of a great variety

of stimuli, both external and inter-

nal, some of which are perpetually

acting upon the machine ; and hence
the excitement which constitutes the
life of the machine is maintained.

Excitability, therefore, is the ner-
vous energy of Dr. Cullen ; and,
like that, is constantly varying in

its accumulation and exhaustion

:

yet not, like the nervous energy of

Dr. Cullen, under the direction and
guidance of a vis conservatrix ct me-
dicatriv naturae, distinct from the
matter of the organization itself, but
passively exposed to the effect of
such stimuli as it may chance to

meet with, and necessarily yielding

to their influence.

Upon this hypothesis, excitement
is the vital flame ; excitability the
portion of fuel allotted to every man
at his birth, and which, varying in

every individual, is to serve him,
without any addition, for the whole
of his existence ; while the stimuli

by which we are surrounded, are
the different kinds of blasts by which
the flame is kept up. If the fuel or
excitability be made the most of, by
a due temperature or mean rate of
blasts or stimuli, the flame or ex-
citement may be maintained for sixty

or seventy years. But its power of
supporting a protracted flame may
be weakened, by having the blast

either too high or too low. If too
high, the fuel or excitability will,

from the violence of the flame, be
destroyed rapidly, and its power of
prolonging the flame be weakened
directly ; and to this state of the
machine, Dr. Brown gave the name
of indirect debility, or exhausted
excitability. If the blasts or stimuli

be below the mean rate, the fuel,

indeed, will be but little expended,
but it will become drier and more
inflammable, and its power of pro-
longing the flame will be still more
contracted than in the former case ;

for half the blast that would be re-

quired to excite rapid destruction

antecedently, will be sufficient to

excite the same effect now. This
state of the machine, therefore, the

author of the hypothesis contra-
distinguished by the name of direct

debility, or accumulated excitability.

Upon these principles, Dr. Brown
founded the character and mode of
treatment of all diseases. They con-
sist but of two families, to which
he gave the name of sthenic and
asthenic ; the former produced by
accumulated excitability, and marked
by direct debility; the latter occa-
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sioned by exhausted excitability, and
marked by indirect debility. The
remedial plan is as simple as the

arrangement. Bleeding, low diet,

and purging, cure the sthenic dis-

eases, and stimulants of various

kinds and degrees, the asthenic.

Fevers, therefore, under this hy-
pothesis, like other diseases, are

either sthenic or asthenic ; they re-

sult from accumulated or exhausted
excitability. Synochus, or inflam-

matory fever, belongs to the first

division, and typhus to the second.

—Let us try the system by these

examples.
The first symptoms of inflamma-

tory fever, like those of all others,

evince debility, or languid action in

every organ, let the debility be dis-

tinguished by whatever epithet it

may. The vital flame is weak, and
scarcely capable of being supported

;

and yet the fuel is more inflammable

than in a state of health—the excita-

bility is accumulated. This scheme,

therefore, completely fails in account-

ing for the origin or first stage of

inflammatory, or, in Dr. Brown's
own language, sthenic fever.

Typhus pestilens, or jail fever, is

arranged by Dr. Brown as an asthe-

nic disease ; and, as such, we have
reason to expect debility as charac-

teristic of its entire progress. Yet
what is it that produces this debility ?

The blast or stimulus is here conta-

gion ; and the excitability is exhaust-

ed by the violence of this blast or

stimulus ; but there is no means of

its becoming exhausted without in-

creasing the excitement ; the fuel

can only be lessened by augmenting
the flame that consumes it. Yet in

typhus, according to this hypothesis,

the fuel is expended, not in propor-

tion as the flame is active and vio-

lent, but in proportion as it is weak
and inefficient. The excitability is

exhausted, and the debility increases

in proportion as the excitement for-

bears to draw upon it for a supply.

The blast blows hard, but without

raising the fire, and yet the fuel

consumes rapidly. This scheme,

therefore, completely fails, in ac-

counting for any stage of low or
asthenic fevers of every description.

Dr. Brown, however, was not a
man of much practice ; his writings

shew that he was but little versed in

the symptoms of diseases ; his de-
scriptions are meagre and confused

;

and hence, when he comes to assort

diseases into the only two niches he
allots for their reception, he makes
sad work ; and maladies of the most
opposite characters, and demanding
the most opposite mode of treatment,
are huddled together, to be treated

in the same manner, in many cases

with no .small risk to the patient.

Thus, among the sthenic diseases

are associated, rheumatism, erysipe-

las , scarlet and inflammatory fever

;

and among the asthenic, gout, ty-

phus, apoplexy, and dropsy.—See
Good's Study of Medicine, vol. ii.,

p. 58 and 59.

The Brunonian hypothesis, never-
theless, offers one principle that is

unquestionably founded on fact, and
is peculiarly worthy of attention, viz.

that of accumulating excitability

from an absence or defect of stimuli

;

in colloquial language, an increase

of energy by rest : and it is this

principle which forms the hinge on
which turns the more finished system
of Dr. Darwin.

Sensible of the objection that

weighs equally against that part of
the system of Dr. Cullen and Dr.
Brown, which represents the energy
or excitability of the living frame as

capable of recruiting itself after col-

lapse or exhaustion, without a re-

cruiting material to feed on, he di-

rectly allows the existence of such a

material ; regards it as a peculiar

secretion, and the brain as the organ
that elaborates and pours it forth.

The brain, therefore, in the system

of Dr. Darwin, is the common foun-

tain from which every other organ
is supplied with sensorial fluid, and
is itself supplied from the blood, as

the blood is from the food of the

stomach.
All this is intelligible ; but when

beyond this, he endows his sensorial

fluid with a mental as well as a cor-
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poreal faculty, makes it the vehicle

of ideas as well as of sensation, and

tells us that ideas are the actual

contractions, or motions, or confi-

gurations of the fibres, which con-

stitute the immediate organ of sense,

{Zoonomia, vol. i. sect. ii. 11-7),

he wanders very unnecessarily from

his subject, and clogs it with all the

errors of materialism.

He supposes the sensorial powers
thus secreted, to be capable of ex-

haustion in four different ways, or

through four different faculties of

which it is possessed :—the faculty

of irritabilitv, exhausted by in-

ternal stimuli affecting simple irri-

table fibres;—that of sensibility',

exhausted by stimuli affecting the

fibres of the voluntary organs, acting

in obedience to the command of the

will;—and that of associability,

exhausted by stimuli affecting organs

associated in their actions by sym-
pathy or long habit. By ail or any
of these means, the sensorial power
becomes evacuated, as by food and
rest it becomes replenished, often,

indeed, with an accumulation or sur-

plus stock of power.—In applying

this doctrine to fever, he considers

its occasional causes, whatever they

may be, as inducing a quiescence or

torpor of the extreme arteries , and the

subsequent heat as an inordinate ex-

ertion of the sensorial power hereby
accumulated to excess ; and, conse-

quently, the fever of Dr. Darwin
commences a stage lower than that

of Dr. Cullen, or in the cold fit,

instead of in a collapse of the nervous
energy loaded in the brain.—Now,
allowing this explanation to account
for the cold and hot stages of a

single paroxysm of fever, like the

spasm of Dr. Cullen, it will apply
no farther. For when the sensorium
has exhausted itself of its accum ulated

irritability, the disease should cease.

Jt may, perhaps, be said that a se-

cond torpor will be produced by this

very exhaustion, and a second pa-
roxysm must necessarily ensue. Ad-
mitting this, however, for a mo-
ment, it must be observed, that the
first or torpid stage only can ensue;

for the system being now quite ex-
hausted, the quiescence that takes

place during the torpor can only be
supposed to recruit the common
supply necessary for health ; we have
no reason to conceive, nor is anv
held out to us, that this quantity

can again rise to a surplus. Yet it

must be farther remarked, that in

continued fevers we have often no
return of torpor or quietude what-
ever, and, consequently, no means
of re-accumulating irritability,' but
one continued train of preternatural

action and exhaustion, till the sys-

tem is completely worn out ; and to

this objection the Darwinian hypo-
thesis seems to be altogether without
a reply. For other hypotheses, see

Fever.

Exci'ting cause. Occasional,

procatarctic, or remote cause. That
which, when applied to the body,
excites a disease.

*
#
* The exciting, or remote

causes of diseases, are either exter-

nal or internal.

Excoria'tion. (From excoriare,

to take off the skin). Excorietia.

Abrasion of the skin.

E'xcrement. (From excernere, to

separate from) . The alvine faeces.
*
#* The constituents of human

faeces, according to the recent ana-

lysis of the indefatigable Berzelius,

are as follow :

Water, ....73.3
Vegetable aid animal remains, 7.0

Bile, 9
Albumen OJt*

Peculiar extractive matter, 2 7
Salts, 12
Slimy matter, consisting of picro-">

mel, peculiar animal matter, and > 14.0

insoluble residue, J

100.0

The salts were to one another in

the following proportions :

Carbonate of soda, 0.9

Muriate of soda, 0.1

Sulphate of soda, 0.05
Ainmon. phos. magn 0.05
Phosphate of lime, 0.1

1.20

Thaer and Einhof obtained, by
ignition, from 3840 grains of the

Aa
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excrements of cattle, fed at the stall,

chiefly on turnips, the following

earths and salts :

Lime 12

Phosphate of lime, 12.5

Magnesia* 2.0

Iron, 5.0

Alumiua, with some manganese, .... 14.0

Silica 52.0

Muriate and sulphate of potash, .... 1.2

98.7

We are indebted to M. M. Four-

croy and Vauquelin for what precise

knowledge we may possess relative

to the excrements of birds, in which

they detected a large quantity of

uric acid. This forms the white and

nearly crystalline portion. It does

not proceed from the faecal matter,

properly so called, but from the

urine, which, in this class of ani-

mals, is mixed with the excrement,

by the nature of their organization.

This acid is easily extracted, by
breaking the excrement with alkaline

water, filtering the liquor, and pour-

ing it into muriatic acid. This faecal

matter is of great value as a manure.

Excrescence. (From excrescere,

to «j row from) . Excrescentia. Any
preternatural formation of flesh, or

any part of the body, as wens,

warts, &c.
Kxcre'tion. (From excernere, to

separate from). Excretio. Applied

to the separation or secretion of

those fluids from the blood of an

animal, that are supposed to be use-

less ; e.'g, urine, perspiration, and
alvine faices.

Kxfolia'tion. (From exfuliare,

to cast the leaf). Exfullatio. The
separation of a dead piece of bone
from the living.

'%* One part of a bone is never

&e parated from another by the rotting

oi the dead part, for that which
comes away is as firm as it ever was

;

but before any part of a bone can

exfoliate, that part must be dead
;

. even then, till the process of

expiation commences, the.bone ad-

here*; as firmly as ever, and would
i nain for years before it would be

ited by putrefaction,

foliation takes place with most

expedition in bones which have the

fewest cells, and whose texture is the
closest.—A dead bone acts on the

system in the same manner as any
other extraneous body. It stimulates

the adjacent living parts, in conse-

quence of which, such a process has
commenced as must terminate in its

being thrown off. The effects of this

stimulus are, first, that the living

adjacent bone becomes more vas-

cular; a circumstance which always
takes place when a part has more to

do than is just sufficient for the sup-

port of life. Secondly, that the

earth of the living part (the human
bones being composed of two sub-

stances, viz. a true animal matter,

and an earthy one, the phosphate of
lime, which are only mixed with

each other), when it is in contact

with the dead bone, is absorbed ; and
thus the bone becomes softer, and
adheres by its animal matter only.

And, as Mr. Wilsqn (on the Skeleton

and Diseases of the Bones, p. 281,

8vo. Lond. 1820) has remarked,
" before any mark of separation is

seen on the surface, the living bone
surrounding the dead, for the extent

of a mere line, has become as soft

as if it had been steeped in acid/*

Thirdly, that the living part is at last

absorbed along the surface of con-

tact : this part of the process com-
mences, however, long before the

last is finished ; and both of them
begin at the surface ; though, in their

course, they do not everywhere take

place in an equal degree at the same
time. Fourthly, in proportion to

the waste made by the last part of

the process, granulations arise from
the living surface, and fill up the

intermediate space, so that there is

no vacuum. These different stages

together constitute ulceration.

When any part of a bone is once
loose, it is carried to the surface in

the same manner as most other in-

animate bodies would be, and this

stage is partly mechanical, and partly

a continuation of ulceration. A proof
of the third stage, above mentioned,

may be derived from cases, in which
people die during exfoliation. A
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small groove or worm-eaten canal,

can then be discovered, which be-

comes gradually deeper, and follows

the irregularities of the living and

dead surfaces. After the application

of the trephine, a circular piece of

bone is frequently thrown off, which

is always less than the space from

which it came ; an occurrence which,

as Mr. John Hunter observed, would
never be the case, were there not a

loss of substance.

According to Mr. Hunter, neither

caustics nor actual cautery hasten

exfoliation ; they only produce death

in a part of the bone, which is the

tirst step towards it ; and if they ever

hasten exfoliation, when the bone is

already dead, it must be by producing

inflammation in the adjacent living

bone, a change which makes it exert

a power, of which it was previously

incapable.

The best method of attempting to

prevent exfoliation at all in a bone
that has been laid bare by a wound,
is, to cover the part again, as soon
as possible, with the flesh that has

been detached. This may generally

be practised with advantage, when
the scalp has been detached from the

cranium, provided the flap have the

smallest connexion with the remain-
ing integuments. When the bone
cannot be covered, it should be
dressed with the mildest and simplest

applications; e.g. plain lint, or lint

spread with the spermaceti ointment.

When dead pieces of bone undergo
a tedious exfoliation, from being
wedged ir the substance of the sur-

rounding living bone, and are so

circumstanced as to admit of being
safely sawn, or cut away, they may
not unfrequently be advantageously
removed in this manner : for which
purpose Mr. Hey's saws may be con-
veniently adopted ; and where these

are not applicable, that invented by
Mr. Machell, and described in Mr.
A. Cooper's Surgical Essays, or
another devised by Graefe, and ex-
plained by Schwalb, (Be Serra Orbi-
< »lare, 4to. Berol. 1819; may deserve
a trial.—Sec Tenon's Memoirs on the

Exfoliation of Bones; the two first in

I

Mem. de VAcad, des Sciences, 175$,

: pp.372, 403 ; the third, at p. 223 of

the same work, for 1760 ;

—

Grouther

I

on White Swelling;—Transact, fur

the Improv. of Med. and Chir. Know-
ledge, vol.ii. p. 277;

—

JT'iedman, dc

;
Necrosi Ossium ;

—Thompson s Lec-

\ tares on Inflammation;— TF'ilson on

1 the Structure, &c. of the Skcleiof,

\
p. 230, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1820.

Exfoliati'ylm. (Ibid.) A ras-

patory, or instrument for scraping

exfoliating portions of bone.

Exi'schios. (From e£, out of, and

wyiov, the ischium). A dislocation

of the femur.

Exitu'ra. (From exire, to come
from). A running abscess.

E'xjtus. (From exire, to come
out) . A prolapsus, or falling down
of the womb or anus.

i£o) , without,

Exache. A
E'xochas. (From

and i\to, to have).

tubercle on the outside of the anus.

E'xocije. See Exochas.
ExocvVie. See Exocystis.

Exocy'stis. (From e%w, without,

and Kvvie., the bladder). Exocy&ii.

A prolapsus of the inner membrar.c
of the bladder.

Exo'mpijalus. (From it, out,

and opL<pa\oq, the navel). Exorn-
phalos. Hernia at or near the um-
bilicus. See Hernia.

Exoncho'ma. (From *£, and

°7X°c, a tumour). A large promi-
nent tumour.

Exophtha'lmia. (From *£, out,

and o<p9a\^ioQ, the eye). A swelling

or protrusion of the bulb of the eye,

to such a degree that the eye-lids

cannot cover it.

Exostosis. (From i%, and ocfliov,

a bone). Hyperostosis. A morbid
enlargement, or hard tumour of a
bone. A genus of disease arranged
by Cullen in the Class Locales, and
Order Tumores.
%* The bones most frequently

affected with this disease are those

of the cranium, the lower jaw, ster-

num, humerus, radius, ulna, bones
of the carpus, the femur, and tibia.

There is, however, no bone of the

j

body, which may not become the
' seat of this disease. It is not un-

Aa 2
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common to find the bones of the
cranium affected with exostosis, in

their whole extent. The parietal

bones sometimes become an inch
thick.—It mostly, however, rises

from' the surface of the bone, in the

form of a hard round tumour ; and
venereal exostoses, or nodes, are
observed to arise chiefly on compact
bones, and such of these as are only
superficially covered with soft parts ;

e. g. the bones of the cranium, and
the front surface of the tibia.

Expe'ctoRANTS. Expectorantia.

(From expectorare, to discharge from
the breast). Medicines which in-

crease the discharge of mucus from
the lungs. The different articles re-

ferred to this class may be divided

into the following orders :

1. Nauseating expectorants, as

squill, ammoniacum, and garlick,

which are to be preferred for the

aged and phlegmatic.

2. Stimulating expectorants, as

nuirrubium, which is adapted to the

you/jg and irritable, and those easily

affected by expectorants.

3. Antispasmodic expectorants, as

vesicatories, pediluvium, and watery

vapours ; these are best calculated

for the plethoric and irritable, aixl

those liable to spasmodic affections.

4 . Irritatittg expectoran ts , as fumes

of tobacco and acid vapours. The
constitutions to which these are

chiefly adapted, are those past the

period of youth, and those in whom
there are evident marks of torpor,

cither in the system generally, or in

the lungs, in particular.

Expira'tion. (From expirare, to

breathe) . Expiratio. That part of

respiration in which the air is thrust

out from the lungs. See Resjriration.

Expressed oils. Such oils as

are obtained by pressing the sub-

stance containing them, as oHvefl,

which give out olive oil, ahnoods, &c.

Kxsucca'tio. (From ex, out of,

and suceus, humour). An ecchy-

mosis, or extravasation of humours,

under the integuments.

Exte'nsor. (From extender6, to

stretch out). A term applied to

Those muscles whose office it is to

extend any part ; in opposition t&
flexor, whose office it is to bend.

Exte'nsor bre'vis digito'rum
pe'dis. Extensor brevis of Douglas.
Calcano - phalanginien commune of
Dumas. Its office is to extend the
toes.

Exte'nsor ca'rpi radia'lis bre'-
VI or. Radialis externus breuior of
Albinus. Radialis secundus of Win-
slow. An extensor muscle of the
wrist, situated on the fore-arm. Jt

assists in extending and bringing the

hand backward.
Exte'nsor ca'rpi radia'lis lo'n-

GIOR. Radialis externus longior of

Albinus. Radialis externus primus
of Winslow. An extensor muscle of
the carpus, situated on the fore-arm,
that acts in conjunction with the

former.

Exte'nsor ca'rpi ulna'ris. VI-

naris externus of xVlbinus and Win-
slow.

Exte'nsor digito'rum commu'nis.
Cum extensore proprio auricularis of
Albinus. Extensor digitorum com-
munis ma?ms of Douglas and Win-
slow. Extensor digitorum communis,
seu digitorum tensor of Cowper, and
Epichondylo - susphalangettien com-
mune of Dumas. A muscle situated

on the fore-arm, that extends all the

joints of the fingers.

Exte'nsor digito'rum lo'ngus.

See Extensor longus digitorum pedis.

Exte'nsor i'ndicis. See Indi-

cator.

Exte'nsor lo'ngus digito'rum
Pe'dis. ' Extensor digitorum longus.

Pcroneo tibisus phalangittten commune
of Dumas. Winslow reckons one of

the five ligaments of this muscle, viz.

the one going to the bases of the

metatarsal bone, a distinct muscle,

and calls it Peroneus brevis.

Exte'nsor lo'ngus po'llicis

pe'dis. See Extensor proprius pollieis

pedis.

Exte'nsor ma'gnus. See Gastroc-

nemius interna*.

Exte'nsor ma'jor po'llicis ma-
nus. See Extensor seeundi intenurdii.

Exte'nsor mi'nor po'llicis ma'~

NUS. See Extensor primi internodii.

Exte'nsor o'ssis mbtaca'rw pq.'l-
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LI CIS MA'nus. Abductor longus pol-

licis manus of Albinus. Extensor

primi internodii of Douglas. Exten-
sor primus pollicis of Winslow. Ex-
tensorprimi internodii pollicis ofCow-
per. Cubito-radisus metacarpien du
poucc of Dumas.

Exte'nsor po'llicis pri'mus. See

E* tensor primi internodii.

Exte'nsor po'llicis secu'ndus.
Sec Extensor sccundi internodii.

Exte'nsor pri'mi interno'ihi.

Extensor minor pollicis manus of
Albinus. This muscle, and the Ex-
tensor ossis metacarpi pollicis 'manus,

are called Extensor pollicis primus by
Vv inslow. Extensor sccundi internodii

by Douglas. Extensor secundi inter-

nodii ossis pollicis of Cowper. Cu-
bito-susphalangicn dupouceof Dumas.
A muscle of the thumb situated on
the hand, that extends the first bone
of the thumb obliquely outwards.

Exte'nsor pro'prius po'llicis

pe'dis. Extensor longus of Douglas.
Extensor pollicis longus of Winslow
and Cowper. Perouco susphalangien
-In ponce of Dumas. An exterior

muscle of the great toe, situated on;
the foot.

Exte'nsor secu'ndi interno'dii.
Extensor major pollicis manus of Al-
binus. Extensor pollicis secundus of
Winslow. Extensor tertii internodii

of Douglas. Extensor internodii ossis

jiollicis of Cowper. Cubilo suspha-
1'ingettien du pouce of Dumas. A
muscle of the thumb, situated on the
hand, that extends the last joint of
the thumb obliquely backwards.

Exte'nsor secu'ndi interno'dii
j'ndicis pro'prius. See Indicator.

Extf/nsor ta'rsi mi'nor. See
Plan taris.

Exte'nsor ta'rsi sura'lis. See
(rastrocnemius interims.

Exte'nsor te'rtii interno'dii
Ml'NMII Di'giti. Sec Abductor minimi
digiti maims.

Exte'nsor te'rtii interno'dii
i'ndicis. See Prior indicis.

Exte'rnus >ia'llei. See Laxator
tympani.

Extirpa'tion. (From exiirpare,
to eradicate). Extirpatio. The com-
plete removal or destruction of any

part, either by cutting instruments,

or the action of caustics.

Extra'ction. (From extrakcre
y

to draw out). Extractio. The taking

extraneous substances out of the

body. Thus bullets and splinters are

said to be extracted from wounds ;

stones from the urethra, or bladder.

%* Surgeons also sometimes ap-

ply the term extraction to the removal
of tumours out of cavities, as, for

instance, to the taking cf cartila-

ginous tumours out of the joints.

They seldom speak of extracting any
diseased original part of the body

;

though they do so in one example,

viz. *the cataract.

E'xtract. (Extractum; from ex-

trahere, to draw out) .

—

Pharm. Any
substance, however complicated in

its nature, which has been obtained

by the evaporation of a vegetable

solutiou or a native vegetable juice.

It also comprehends those substances

which are held in solution by the

natural juices of fresh plants, as well

as those to which some menstruum
is added at the time of preparation.

Now, such soluble matters are va-

rious, and mostly complicated ; so

that chymical accuracy is not to be
looked for in the application of the

term. Somechymists, however, have
affixed this name to one peculiar

modification of vegetable matter,

which has been called extractive , or

extract, or extractive principle; and,
as this forms one constituent part of

common extracts, and possesses cer-

tain characters, of these it will be

proper to mention such as may ir-

fluence its pharmaceutical relations.

The extractive principle has a strorg

taste, differing in different plants : it

is soluble in water, and its solution

speedily runs into a state of putre-

faction, by which it is destroyed.

Repeated evaporations and solutions

render it at last insoluble, in conse-
quence of its combination with oxygen
from the atmosphere. It is soluble

in alcohol when it contains water, but
quite insoluble in absolute alcohol,

and in ether. It unites with am-
mine, and if boiled with neutral salts

thereof, precipitates them. It pre-

Aa3
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cipitates with strong acids, and with
the oxydes from solutions of most
metallic salts, especially muriate of
tin. It readily unites with alkalies,

and forms compounds with them,
which are soluble in water. No part,

however, of this subject has been
hitherto sufficiently examined.
%* In preparing the extracts, the

London Pharmacopoeia requires that

the water be evaporated as speedily

as possible, in a broad, shallow dish,

by means of a water-bath, until

they have acquired a consistence

proper for making pills ; and, to-

wards the end of the inspissation,

that they should be constantly stir-

red with a wooden rod. These ge-

neral rules require minute and accu-

rate attention, more particularly in

the immediate evaporation of the

solution, whether prepared by ex-

pression or decoction, in the manner
as well as the degree of heat by
which it is performed, and the pro-

motion of it, by changing the sur-

face by constant stirring, when the

liquor begins to thicken, and even
by directing a strong current of air

over its surface, if it can conveni-

ently be done. It is impossible to

regulate the temperature over a

naked fire, or, if it be used, to pre-

vent the extract from burning ; the
j

use of a water bath is, therefore,
j

: bsolutely necessary, and not to be
|

dispensed with, and the beauty and
precision of extracts so prepared,

$ii\ demonstrate their superiority.

Extra'ctive. See Extract.

Extra'ctum aconi'ti. Extract of

aconite. The dose is from one to

e grains. For its virtues, see Aco-

nitiirti.

Extra'ctum a'loes rURIFlCA'rUM.

rified extract of aloes. The dose,

from five to fifteen grains. See .-Hues.

Extra'ctum antur'midis. Extract

* P chamomile, formerly called ex-

tractum chamamieli. Dose, ten grains

to a scruple. For its virtues, see

Anfthemis nobilis.

EXTRA'CTUM LEI.LABo'nnJR. Ex-
•t of belladonna. Dose is from

< flC to five grains. For its virtues,

• c Atropa fJelladorr.a.

Extra'ctum cincho'nje. Extract
of bark.

*** This extract should be kept
soft, for making pills, and hard to

be reduced to powder.
Extra'ctum cinchona resino'-

sum. Resinous extract of bark.
*^* This is considered by many as

much more grateful to the stomach,
and at the same time nroducins; all

the effects of bark in substance ; and
by ihe distillation of it, it is intended
that the spirit which passes over
shall be collected and preserved.

The dose is from ten grains to half

a drachm. See Cinchona.

Extra'ctum colqcy'nthidis. The
dose is from five to thirty grains.

For its virtues, see Cucumis colo-

cynthis.

Extra'ctum colocy'nthidis com-
po'situm. Compound extract of co-

locynth. Dose, from five to thirty

grains.

Extra'ctum coni'i. Extract of

hemlock, formerly called sitcats ci-

cuta> spissatus. The dose, from five

grains to a scruple.

Extra'ctum eiate'rh. Extract

of elaterium. The dose, from half a

grain to three grains. For its vir-

tues, see Mirmordica elaterium.

Extra'ctum gentia'n/e. Extract

of gentian. Dose, from ten to thirty

grains. See Gentian a.

Extra'ctum glycyrrhi'ze. Ex-
tract of liquorice. Dose, from one

drachm to half an ounce. See GJy-

eyrrhiza.

Extra'ctum hjfmato'xyli. Ex-
tract of logwood, formerly called

extractum ligni cauipechensis. Dose,
from ten grains to half a drachm.

For its virtues, see Htematoxyl&n
campechianum.

Extra'ctum hu'muli. Extract of

hops.
%* This extract is said to pro-

duce a tonic and sedative power
combined. The dose is from five

grains to one scruple. See llumubt-

lupulus.

Extra'ctum iivoscy'ami. Extract

of henbane. Dose, from five to

thirty grains. For its virtues, see

IIi/<>scyamti!, %
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- Extra'ctum jala'p-e. Extract of

jalap. To be kept in a soft state, fit

for forming pills, and in a hard one,

so that it may be reduced to powder.

The dose, from ten to twenty grains.

For its virtues, sec Convolvulus ja-

ldpa.

ExTRAc'iLM o'pii. Extract of

opium, formerly called extractum

thebaicum. Opium culatum. Dose,

half a grain to one grain.

Extra'ctum papa'veris. Extract

of white poppy. Six grains arc about

equivalent to one of opium. For its

virtues, see Papaver album,

Extra'ctum riie'i. Extract of

rhubarb.
*** This extract possesses the

purgative properties of the root, and
the fibrous and earthy parts are se-

parated ; it is therefore a useful basis

tor pills, as well as given separately.

Dose, from ten to thirty grains. See
Jilieum, -~

Extra'ctum sarsapaki i.i ..*:. Ex-
tract of sarsaparilla.

%* This is much used, to render
the common decoction of the same
root stronger and more efficacious.

Dose, from ten grains to a drachm.
For its virtues, see Smilas tarsapa-
riUa.

Extra'ctum satu'rni. Sec Plumb/
•> uhacetatis lit/nor.

Extra'ctum tara'xaci. Extract
of dandelion. Dose, from ten grains

to a drachm. For its virtues, see

Leoniodon taraxacum

.

Extravasa'tion. (From extra,

without, and ras, a vessel,'. Extra-
j

basatio, A term applied by surgeons
\

t > lluids which are out of their pro-
!

per vessels or receptacles ; e. g,
j

when blood is effused on the surface,

or in the ventricles of the brain, it
j

is said that there is an extravasa-
tion. When it is poured from the
vessels into the cavity of the perito-

neum, in wounds of the abdomen, it

is called extravasation.—The urine is

also said to be extravasatcd, when,
in consequence of a wound, or of
sloughing, or of ulceration, it makes
is way into the cellular substance or
among the abdominal viscera. When
the bile spreads among the convolu-

tions of the bowels, in wounds of
the gall-bladder, it is also a species

of extravasation.

Eye. Oculus. The parts which
constitute the eye are divided into

external and internal. The external

parts are— 1. The eyebrows , or su-

percilia, which form arches of hair

above the orbit, at the lower part of
the forehead. Their use is to pre-

vent the sweat falling into the eyes,

and for moderating the light above.
—2. The eyelashes, or cilia, are the

short hairs that grow on the margin
of the eyelids ; they keep external

bodies out of the eyes, and mode-
rate the influx of light.—3. The eye-

lids, or palpcbra'y of which, one is

superior, or upper, and the other in-

ferior, or under; where they join

outwardly, it is called the external

canthus; inwardly, towards the nose,

the internal canthas; thev cover and
defend the eyes. Tlie margin of the

eyelids, which is cartilaginous, is

called tarsus. In the tarsus, and in-

ternal surface of the eyelids, small

glands are situated, called glanduke
Meibomian*) because Meibomius
discovered them ; they secrete an
oily or mucilaginous fluid, which
prevents the attrition of the eyes and
eyelids, and facilitates their mo-
tions — 1. The lachrymal glands, or

gtanduUe lachrymalcs, which are

placed near the external canthus, or
corner of the eyes, in a little fovea

of the os frontis. From these glands
six or more canals issue, which are

called lachrymal ducts, or ductus
laclirymales, and they open on the

internal surface of the upper eyelid.—5. The lachrymal caruncle, or ca-

runcula lachrymalis , which is situ-

ated in the internal angle, or canthus
of the eyelids.

—

6. Puncta lachryma-
lia, arc two callous orifices or open-
ings, which appear at the internal

angle of the tarsus of the eyelids
;

the one in the superior, the other in

the inferior eyelid.—7. The lachry-
mal ducts, or canales lachrymales

,

are two small canals, which- proceed
from the lachrymal points into thtf

lachrymal sac.—8. The lachrymal
sac, or saccus lachrymalis, is a mem*
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branous sac, which is situated in the

internal canthus of the eye.—9. The
nasal duct, or ductus nasalis, is a

membranous canal, which goes from
the inferior part of the lachrymal

sac through the bony canal below,

and a little behind, into the cavity

of the nose, and opens under the in-

ferior spongy bone into the nostrils.

— 10. The conjunctive membrane, or
membrana conjunctiva, which, from
its white colour, is called also albu-

gitKUi or white of the eye, is a

membrane which lines the internal

superficies of the eyelids, and covers

the whole fore-part of the globe of

the eye; it is very vascular, as may
be seen in inflammations.

The bulb, or globe of the eye, is

composed of eight membranes, or

coverings, two chambers, or came-
rcc, and three humours, improperly

so called.

The membranes of the fflobe of

the eye are, four in the hinder or

posterior part of the bulb, or globe,

viz. sclerotica, choroidea, retina, and
hijaloidea, or arachnoidea ; four in

the fore or anterior part of the bulb,

viz. cornea transparens, iris, uvea,

and capsule of the crystalline lens.

The membrana sclerotica, or the

sclerotic or horny membrane, which
is the outermost, begins from the

optic nerve, forms the spherical or

globular cavity, and terminates in

the circular margin of the transpa-

rent cornea.

The membrana choroidea, or cho-
<hides, is the middle tunic of the

bulb, of a black colour, beginning

from the optic nerve, and covering

the internal superficies of the scle-

rotica, to the margin of the transpa-

rent cornea. In this place it secedes

from the cornea, and deflects trans-

versely and inwardly, and in the

middle forms a round foramen. This

circular continuation of the choroi-

dea in the anterior surface is called

iris; in the posterior superficies,

uvea.

The round opening in the centre

is called the pupil, or pupilla. This
foramen, or round opening, can be

tlilatcd, or contracted, by the mov-

ing powers of almost invisible mus-
cular fibres.

The membrana retina, is the inner-
most tunic, of a white colour, and
similar to mucus, being an expan-
sion of the optic nerve, chiefly com-
posed of its medullary part. It

covers the inward superficies of the
choroides, to the margin of the
crystalline lens, and there termi-
nates.

The chambers, or camera? of the
eves are—1. Camera anterior, or
fore-chamber; an open space, which
is formed anteriorly by the hollow
surface of the cornea transparent,

and posteriorly, by the surface of
the iris,— 2. Camera 'posterior, that

small space which is bounded antc-

terioiiy by the tunica uvea, and pu-
pilla, or pupil ; posteriorly by the

anterior surface of the crystalline

lens. Both of which are filled with
aqueous humours.
The humours of the eve are in

number three :— 1 . The aqueous hu-

mour, which fills both chambers.

—

2. The crystalline lens, or humour,
is a pellucid body, about the size of
a lentil, which is included in an
exceedingly fine membrane, or cap-

sule, and lodged in a concave fovea

of the vitreous humour. — 3. The
vitreous humour, is a pellucid, beau-
tifully transparent substance, filling

the whole bulb of the eye behind
the crystalline lens. Its external

surface is surrounded with a most
pellucid membrane, which is called

the hyaloid or arachnoid membrane.
In the anterior part is a fovea, or
bed, for the crystalline lens.

The bulb is connected anteriorly,

by means of the conjunctive mem-
brane, with the inner surface of the

eyelids, posteriorly by the adhesion

of six muscles of the bulb and the

optic nerve, with the orbit.

The optic nerve perforates the

sclerotic choroid and coat, and then

constitutes the retina, by spreading

itself on the whole posterior part of

the internal globe of the eye.

The muscles by which the eye is

moved in the orbit, are six; much
adeps surrounds them, and fills up
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the cavities in which the eyes are

seated.—The arteries are the inter-

nal orbital, the central, and the cili-

ary arteries.—The veins empty them-
selves into the external jugulars.

—

The nerves are the optic, and
branches from the third, fourth,

tifth, and sixth pair.

The globe of the eye externally,

and the transparent cornea, are

moistened with the lachrynwe, or

tears, which exactly fill all the pores

of the transparent cornea; for, de-

prived of this fluid, and being ex-

posed to the air, that coat of the

t*ye becomes dry, shrivelled, and
cloudy, impeding1 the rays of light.

%* The humours of the eye had
never been examined with any de-

gree of accuracy, till lately by M.
(hencvix. Most of his experiments

were made with the eyes of sheep,

as fresh as they could be procured.

The aqueous humour is a clear trans-

parent liquid, with little smell or

taste, and of the temperature of 6*0°;

ils specific gravity is 1.001). It con-

sists of water, albumen, gelatine,

and muriate of soda. The crystal-

line contains a much larger propor-
tion of water, and no muriate. Its

specific gravity is 1.1. The vitreous

humour, when pressed through a

rag to free it from its capsules, dif-

fered in nothing from the aquerms>

either in its specific gravity or chy-

mical nature. Fourcroy mentions a

phosphate as contained in these hu-
mours, but M. Chenevix could dis-

cover none. The humours of the

eye gave the same products, but the

specific gravity of the crystalline was
only 1.079, and that of the aque-

ous and vitreous humours 1.0053.

—

The eyes of oxen differed only in the

specific gravity of the parts, that of

the crvstalline beinor 1.0765, and
that of the humours 1.0088. The
specific gravity of the crystalline is

not equal throughout, its dens:ity

increasing from the surface to the

centre.

—

Phil, 7'ransactio?is, 1 80.>.

For the diseases to which the eye is

liable, see .hnaurosis, Cataract ; Cor-

nea; Encanthis; E&ophthalmi*; Fun-
gus ha-inatodes ; Gutta serena ; lh-
meralopia; Ilt/popium ; Lrucoina, 11a-

phytoma; Pterygium, &c.

Eye-bright. See Euphrasia.

Eye-brow. Supercilium. A layer

of short hair, lying thick upon the

integuments covering the superior

prominent part of the orbit.

Eye-LID. Pmlpebra. The semi-

lunar moveable production of the

skin which covers the eve when
shut. * It is distinguished into upper
and under eve-lid.

F.

1% or ft. Abbreviations of Jiat, or

Jiamt9
let it, or them, be made ; thus,

f. or ft. bolus, let it, or them, be made
into a bolus.

Fa'ba, -ce, f. Bean ; which see.

Fa'ba cra'ssa. See Sedum Telc-

pkiuni*

Fa'ba ^Egypti'aca. See Nyw-
phwa Xelumbo.

Fa'ba iebri'fuga.^ See IgncUia
Fa'ba i'ndica. f amara.
Fa'ba ma'jor. The Turkey or

garden bean. See Bean.

Fa'ba minor. Equina J"rasa. The

horse-bean. It differs no otherwise
from thegarden bean than in being less

.

Fa'ba pechl'rim. An oblong
oval, brown, and ponderous seed,

supposed to be the produce of a

Laurus, brought from the Brazils.

Their smell is like that of musk, be-
tween it and the scent of sassafras.

Their virtues are carminative, and
are exhibited in flatulent colics, di-

arrhoeas, and dysenteries.

Fa'ba pirgatrix. See JUcinus.

Fa'ba sa'ncti igna'tii. See Igna*
tia amara.
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Fa'ba slt'lla. See Hyoscyamies.

Faba'ria. (From faba, a bean,

which it resembles) . Orphine. See
Sedum Telepkium.

Face. The lower and anterior

part of the cranium, or skull.

Fa'cial. Belonging to the face ;

as facial nerve, &c.
Fa'cial nerve. Nervus facialis.

Portia dura of the auditory nerve.

These nerves are two in number,
and are properly the eighth pair,

but are commonly called the se-

venth, being reckoned with the au-
ditory, which is the portio mollis of
the seventh pair. They arise from
the fourth ventricle of the brain,

pass through the petrous portion of

the temporal bone to the face, where
they form the pes anscrinus, which
.supplies the integuments of the face

and forehead.
r% Fa'cies Hippocra'tica. That par-

ticular disposition of the features

which immediately precedes the

stroke of death is so called, because
it has been so admirably described

by Hippocrates.

Fa'cies ru'bra. See Gutta ro-

sacea.

Factitious. A term applied to

any thing made by art, in opposition

to that which is native, or found al-

ready made in nature.

Fa'culty. Facultas. The power
or ability by which any action is per-

formed.
Fs/ces. The plural off&.r. The

alvine excretions. See E.rcremeiits.

Fje'cula. (Diminutive oifcex) . A
substance obtained by bruising or
grinding certain vegetables in water.

That part which, after standing a

little, falls to the bottom.
*
#* The laecula of plants differs

principally from gum or mucus, in

being insoluble in cold water, in

which it falls with wonderful quick-

ness. There are few plants which
do not contain faecula ; but the seeds

of gramineous and leguminous ve-

tr.-tables, and all tuberose roots, con-

tain it most plentifully.

FjKX, -ff?cis
y f. The alvine excre-

tions are called fanes.

Faga'ra. (Fromfagus, the beech,

which it resembles) . The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Tetrandria ; Order, Mo*
nogynia.

Faga'ra Ma'jor. See Fagara pic
rota.

Faga'ra octa'ndra. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which af-

fords Tacamahaca. It is a resinous

substance that exudes both sponta-

neously, and when incisions arc made
into the stem of this tree : Fagara
foliolis tomento&is, of Linnaeus, and
not, as was formerly supposed, from
the Papains balsam ifera Linn&i.
%* Tacamahaca was formerly in

high estimation as an ingredient in

warm stimulating plasters; and al-

though seldom used internally, it

may be given with advantage as a
corroborant and astringent balsa-

mic.

Faga'ra plero'ta. Cuhebis. Fa-
gara plerota of Linnaeus, &c. A
plant found in the Philippine islands.

The berries are aromatic, and, ac-

cording to Avicenna, heating, drying,

good for cold, weak stomachs, and
astringent to the bowels.

Fagopy'rum. (From (payor,, the

beech, and 7rfpoc, wheat; because

its seeds were supposed to resemble

the mast, i. c. fruit of beech). See
Polygonum fagopyrum.

Fagotri'ticum. See Polygonum
fagopyrum.

Fa'gus. (From ^ayw, to eat ; its

nut being one of the first fruits used

by man).— 1. The name of a genus

of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Monoeria; Order, Polyandria.

—2. The pharmacopneial name of

the beech. See Fagus sylvatica.

Fa'gus casta'nea. The systema-

tic name of the chesnut-tree. Glaus

Jovis Tkeophrasti. Jupiter's acorn,

and Sardinian acorn. The common
chesnut. The fruit of this plant,

Fagus castanea : foliis lanccolatis,

acuminato-scrratis, subtus nudis, of

Linn&uis, are much esteemed as an

article of luxury, after dinner. They
are rendered more digestible by
toasting, nevertheless they are im-

proper for weak stomachs. They
are modcratelv nourishing, as con-
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taining sugar, and mucli farinaceous

substance.

Fa'gus sylva'tica. The systema-

tic name of the beech tree. Fagus.

Also called Oxya, Balanda, Vala-

jiida. The beech- tree. The fruit

and interior bark of this tree, Fagus
sylvatica; foliis ovatis, obsolete ser-

ratisy of Linnaeus, are occasionally

used medicinally, the former in ob-

stinate head-ache, and the latter in

the cure of hectic fever.
*
# * The oil expressed from beech-

nuts is supposed to destroy worms ;

a child may take two drachms of it

night and morning ; an adult, an

ounce : poor people in Silesia use it

instead of butter.

Fainting. See Syncope.

Fairbcrn water. A sulphureous

water in the county of Ross, in the

north of Scotland.

Fa'lciform pro'cess. (Falcifor-

mis; from faLv, a scythe, and forma,
resemblance) . The falx. A process

of the dura mater, arising from the

cristi galli, separating the hemis-
pheres of the brain, and terminating

in the tentorium.

Falde'lla. Contorted lint used
for compresses.

Falling sickness. See Epi-
lepsia.

Fallopian tube. See Tuba Fal-

lopiana.

Fallopian ligament. See Pou-
part's ligament.

Falx, -cm, f. See Falciform pro-

cess.

Fa'mes cani'na. See Bulimia.

Famigerati'ssimum empla'strum.
(From famigeratus, renowned ; from
fama, fame, and gei-o, to bear ; so

named from its excellence) . A plaster

used in intermittent fevers, made of
aromatic, irritating substances, and
applied to the wrists.

Fa'rfara. (From farfarus, the

white poplar; so called because its

leaves resemble those of the white
poplar). See Tussilago.

Fari'na. (From far, corn, of
which it is made). Meal, or flour.

The pulverulent and glutinous part
of wheat, and other seeds, obtained
by grinding and sifting. It is highly

nutritious, and consists of glatea,

starch, and mucilage. See Triticvia-

*#* According to M. Vauquelin,
the flour of the Parisian bakers con-
sists of gluten, 10.2 ; starch, 72.8 ;

sweet matter, 4.2 ; gummi glutinous

matter, 2.8 ; and moisture, 10 in

100 parts. See Journ. de Pharmacie,
Aug. 1822.

Farina'ceous. (Farinacea, from
farina, flour) . All those substances
employed as aliment, called cerealia,

legumina, and nuces oleosae, &c.
which contain farina. See Farina.

Farina'rium. SeeAlica.
Fa'rreus. (From far, corn).

Scurfy. An epithet of urine, where
it deposits a branny sediment.

Fa'scia, -a?, f. (From fascis, a
bundle ; because, by means of a

band, materials are collected into a

bundle). Ligatio. Ligatura, See.

—A bandage, fillet, or roller.—2.

The aponeurotic expansions of mus-
cles, which bind parts together, an*

termed fascia?.

Fas'cia la'ta. A thick and strong
tendinous expansion, sent off from
the back, and from the tendons of

the glutei and adjacent muscles, to

surround the muscles of the thigh.

It is the thickest on the outside of

the thigh and leg, but towards the

inside of both becomes gradually
thinner. A little below the trochan-
ter major, it is firmly fixed to the
linea aspera ; and, farther down, to

that part of the head of the tibia

that is next the fibula, where it sends
off the tendinous expansion along
the outside of the leg. It serves to

strengthen the action of the muscles,
by keeping them firm in their proper
places when in action, particularly

the tendons that pass over the joints

where this membrane is the thickest.

Fascia'lis. (Fascialis, sc. imiscu-

lus.) See Tensor vagina?femoris.

Fascia'tio.
(
Frovafascia, a fillet.)

The bandaging up of any diseased or
wounded part.

Fasci'culus, -i, m. (From fascis,

a bundle) . A handful.

Fat. Adeps.A concrete oily matter
contained in the cellular membrane of
animals, of a white or yellowish co-
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lour, having little or no smell, or

taste. It varies in different animals

in solidity, colour, taste, &c. and
likewise in the same animal at dif-

ferent ages. In infancy it is white,

insipid, and not very solid ; in the

adult it is firm and yellowish ; and in

animals of an advanced age, its co-

lour is deeper, its consistence vari-

ous, and its taste in general stronger.

*** Fat meat is nourishing to

those that have strong digestive

powers. It is used externally as a

softening remedy, and enters into

the composition of ointments and
plasters. See Klain and Stearin e.

Fatu'tas. (From fatuus, silly).

Foolishness. A synonym of Amen-
tia.

Fal/cE S . (Faux ,
pi . fauces) . Isth-

ution. Amphibranchia. A cavity be-

hind the tongue, palatine arch, uvula,

and tonsils ; from which the pharynx
and larynx proceed.

Fal'fel. Terra japonica, or ca-

techu.

Fava'go austra'lis. (From/tf-

vus, a honey-comb, from its resem-

blance to a honey-comb). A species

of bastard sponge.

Fa'vus. A honey-comb. A spe-

cies of achor, or foul ulcer.

Fe'bres. An order in the Class

Pyrexia3
, ofCullen, characterized by

the presence of pyrexia, without pri-

mary local affection. See Cuiien's

Nosolog.

Febri'cula. (Dim. of febris, a

fever) . Employed to express a slight

degree of symptomatic fever.

Febri'flga. (From febrem fu-

$ ore, to drive away a fever) . The
plant fever-few ; lesser centaury.

Ff/brifuge. {Fcbrifuga, fcomfe-
bris, a fever, and fugarc, to drive

away.) A medicine that possesses

the property of abating the violence

of any fever.

Febri'fugum CTub'nii. Regulus

of antimony.
Ff.bri'fug i:m o'leum. Febrifuge

oil. The flowers of antimony, made
with sul ammoniac and antimony sub-

limed together, and exposed to the

air, when tiny deliquesce.

Fkuki'fugus pul'vis. Febrifuge

powder. The Germans give this

name to the pulvis stypticus Helve-
tia In England, a mixture of crab's
eyes and emetic tartar, in the pro-
portion of half a drachm and two
grains, has obtained the same name.
It is given in fever, in doses of gr. iii.

to iv.

Febri'fugus sal.

marine salt.

Febrifugus spi'ritus do'mim
Clut'ton. Mr. Clutton's febrifuge

spirit. An imperfect ether, some-
times given diluted in water, as a

common drink in fevers.

Fe'bris. Ftbris, -is, f. (From/fr-

Regenerated

vere. to burn)

.

A fever. A dis-

ease characterized by an increase

of heat, an accelerated pulse, a

foul tongue, and an impaired state

of several functions of the body.
See Fever.

Fe'bris a'lba. See Chlorosis.

Fe'bris amfhimeri'na. A quoti-

dian, or remittent fever.

Fe'bris angino'sa. The scarla-

tina anginosa.

Fe'bris aphthosa. An aphthous
fever.

Fe'bris a'rdens. A burning in-

flammatory fever.

Ff/bris asso'des. A tertian fe-

ver, with extreme restlessness.

Fe'bris autumna'lis. An au-
tumnal or bilious fever.

Fe'bris bullo'sa. The pemphi-
gus. or vesicular fever.

An inter-

The S'aol

The ca

A fever

Fe'bris cacaio'ria.

mittent, with diarrhoea.

Fe'bris ca'rcerum.
fever.

Ff/bris catarrh a'us.
tarrhal fever.

Fe'bris ciiole'rica.

with bilious diarrhoea.

Ff/bris conti'nua. A continued

fever. A division of the Order Fc-

bres, in the Class Pyrexia, of Cullen.

#
*
# Continued fevers have no in-

termission, but exacerbations come
on usually twice in one day. The
genera of continued fever are:— 1.

Si/)U)cha, or inflammatory fever,

known by increased heat ;
pulse fre-

quent, strong, and hard ; urine high

coloured ; senses not much impaired.
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See Synovha.—2. Typhus, or putrid-

tending fever, which is contagious,

and is characterized by moderate

heat; quick, weak, and small pulse;

senses much impaired, and great

prostration of strength. This genus

has two species : Typhus petechialis,

attended with petechia ; and Typhus
icterodes or yellow fever. Of the

former there are two varieties ; viz.

Typhus mitior, or nervous fever
;

and Typhus gravior, or putrid fe-

ver. See Febris nervosa, and Typhus,
—3. Synochus, or mixed fever. See
Syuochus.

Fe'bris elo'des. A fever with

continual and profuse sweating.

Fe'bris epi'ala. A fever with a

continual sense of cold.

Fe'bris erysipelatous.*. See Ery-
sipelas.

Fe'bris exanthema'tica. Fever
with eruption.

Fe'bris flav'a. The yellow fever.

Fe'bris he'ctica. Hectic fever.

A genus of disease in the Class Py-
rexia, and Order Febris, of Cullen

;

known by exacerbations at noon,
but greater in the evening, with

slight remissions in the morning,
after nocturnal sweats; the urine de-

positing a furfuraceolateritious sedi-

ment ; appetite good ; thirst mode-
rate. Hectic fever is symptomatic
of chlorosis, scrofula, phthisis, dis-

eased viscera, &c.
%* When hectic fever is a con-

sequence of local disease, it has
commonly been preceded by inflam-

mation and suppuration ; but there

is an inability to produce granula-
tion and cicatrization ; and the cure,

of course, cannot be accomplished.
The constitution, under these cir-

cumstances, may be said to be op-
pressed with a local disease or irrita-

tion, from which it cannot deliver

itself.

A distinction should be made be-
tween hectic fever arising entirely

from a local complaint in a good
constitution, which is only disturbed
by too great an irritation, and hectic

fever, arising principally from the
badness of the constitution, which
docs not dispose the parts to heal.

In the first species it is only neces-

sary to remove the part, if this be
possible, and then all will do well ;

but, in the second, nothing is gained
by a removal of the part, unless the
wound, made in the operation, is

much less, and more easily put into

a local method of cure ; by reason
of which, the constitution sinks less

under this state, and the operation

together, than under the former dis'-

ease. Here the nicest discrimina-
tion is requisite. Hunter.

Hectic fever has been imputed to

the absorption of pus into the circu-

lation ; but if this were always the
cause, how could any patient, having
a large sore, possibly escape it ? for,

there is no reason to suppose that
one sore can more readily absorb
than another. If absorbed matter
occasioned such violent effects as

have been commonly ascribed to

hectic fever, why does not venereal
matter do the same, from the ab-
sorption going on through the pro-
gress of buboes ? since a large one on
the point of bursting has been known
to be absorbed, in consequence of a
few days sea-sickness, where thfi

person continued at sea for four-and-
tuenty hours afterwards

;
yet no hec-

tic symptoms made their appearance,
but only the specific constitutional

effects, which were of an entirely

different complexion.

When the cavities of veins are in-
flamed, matter is sometimes form-
ed within these vessels, and can-
not fail to get into the circulation,

yet hectic symptoms do not arise.

—Also very large collections of mat-
ter, produced without visible inflam-
mation, as many abscesses of the
scrofulous kind, are wholly absorbed
in a very short time, but no bad
symptoms are the consequence.

It is more probable, observes John
Hunter, in his work on inflamma-
tion, that hectic fever arises from
the effect which the irritation of a
vital organ or other parts, such as
joints, has on the constitution, when
cither incurable in themselves, or
are so for a time to the constitu-
tion.

Bb
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The character of the disease can-

not be better given than by the au-

thor above quoted, in the following

words :
" Hectic may be said to be

a slow mode of dissolution ; the ge-

neral symptoms are those of a low
or slow fever, attended with weak-
ness, but more with the action of

weakness than real weakness ; for,

upon the removal of the hectic cause,

the action of strength is immediately
produced, as well as every natural

function, however much it was de-

creased before. The particular symp-
toms are debility, a small, quick, and
sharp pulse ; the blood forsaking the

skin; loss of appetite ; often rejec-
'

tion of all aliment by the stomach
;

wasting ; a great readiness to be

thrown into sweats ; sweating spon-

taneously when in bed ; frequently a

constitutional purging." To which
be adds, " the water clear.'*

All that can be done in the treat-

ment of hectic fever, when it is

thought inexpedient or impracticable

to remove the morbid part, is to

combat particular symptoms, and to

promote digestion. When it arises

from local diseases, in parts which

the constitution can bear the re-

moval of, the morbid part should

be taken away, if it cannot be cured,

consistently with the advice already

given. When the disease arises from
some incurable disease in an extre-

mity, and amputation is performed,

;ill the symptoms of hectic generally

cease, almost immediately after the

removal of the limb. Thus, a hectic

pulse, at 120, has been known to

sink to ninety, in a few hours after

the removal of the hectic cause.

Persons have been known to sleep

soundly the first night afterwards,

who had not slept tolerably for seve-

ral preceding weeks. Cold sweats

have stopped immediately, as well

as those called colliquative : and a

purging has immediately ceased, and

the urine began to drop its sediment.

///inter.

Fe'rris hi nca'rica. A species

of tertian fever.

Fe'rris nydro'des. A fever with

profuse sweats.

Fe'rris INFLAMMATo'ria. Inflam-
matory fever. This fever is known
and described by several names

;

some calling it inflammatory ; some
symptomatic ; and others sympathe-
tic. It is sometimes idiopathic ; that
is, it occasionally originates at the
same time with local inflammation,
and from the same causes. In other
instances, and, indeed we may say,
in all ordinary surgical cases, it is

symptomatic, or in other words, it is

produced, not directly by the causes
which originally produced the in-

flammation, but in consequence of
the sympathy of the whole constitu-

tion with the disturbed state of a part.

The idiopathic inflammatory fever

is said to be always preceded by
chilliness. The symptomatic or sym-
pathetic type sometimes takes place

so quickly, in consequence of the

violence of the exciting cause, or of
the local inflammation, that no pre-

ceding coldness is observed. If,

however, the local inflammation be
more slowly induced, and conse-

quently operate more slowly in the

system, then the coldness is evidently

perceived. The symptomatic fever

induced by scalding, or burning a

part, is quickly produced, and we
have very little time to attend to the

earliest period of its formation On
the other hand, the symptomatic fe-

ver, induced by wounds, is excited

more slowly, and the period of its

formation is longer. This fever is

not produced when the inflamma-
tion only affects parts in a slight de-

gree ; but it makes its appearance if

the local inflammation be consider-

able, or if it affect very sensible

parts.

With regard to the treatment of

inflammatory fever, as in almost
every instance the febrile disturb-

ance of the system is produced, and
kept up by the local inflammation, it

is evident, therefore, that the means
employed for diminishing the ex-

citing cause, are also the best for

abating the constitutional effects.

—

The increased action of the heart

and arteries, and the suppression of

tha secretions, require the employ-
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went of antiphlogistic means, and

antimonials, as indeed are indicated

for the resolution of the local in-

flammation itself.

Dr. Thompson remarks (Lectures

on Inflammation, p. I/O), that, " the

inflammatory succeeding to external

injuries, or to chirurgical opera-

tions, undergoes a kind of natural

crisis by the appearance of suppura-

tion." In these instances, therefore,

unless when the patient is strong

and in full health, when the disease

is seated in an organ of much im-

portance to life, or is in danger of

spreading, as is the case in all in-

flammations of the membranes lining

the three cavities of the body, the

lancet ought to be used with caution.

For we may, by too free a detrac-

tion of blood, produce a sudden sink-

ing of the powers of life, and con-

vert the existing constitutional symp-
toms into fever of a different type

or character. But, in all cases of

inflammation, in which any doubt
arises, with regard to the farther

general detraction of blood, it may,
I believe, be laid down as a rule,

that it is safer to employ local

than general blood-letting. See Sy-
vocha.

Fe'bris castre'nsis. A camp fe-

ver, generally typhus.

Fe'bris intermittens. Inter-

mittent fever, or ague. A division

of the Order Febres of Cullen, in the

Class Pyrexia ; known by cold, hot,

and sweating stages, in succession,

attending each paroxysm, and fol-

lowed by an intermission or remis-
sion. There are three genera of in-

termitting fevers and several va-
rieties. — 1. Intermittens quotidiana.

A quotidian ague. The paroxysms
return in the morning, at an interval
of about 24 hours.— 2. Intermittens
tertiana. A tertian ague. The pa-
roxysms commonly come on at mid-
day, at an interval of about 48 hours.—3. Intermittens quartana. A quar-
tan ague. The paroxysms come on
in the afternoon, with an interval of
about 72 hours. The tertian ague is

most apt to prevail in the spring,
and the quartan in autumn.

*** There are several varieties

and forms of the quotidian, tertian,

and quartan intermittents ; as the

double tertian, having a paroxysm
every clay, with the alternative pa-

roxysms, similar to one another.

The double tertian, with two pa-

roxysms every other day. The triple

tertian, with two paroxysms on one

day, and another on the next. The
double quartan, with two paroxysms
on the first day, none on the second

and third, and two again on the

fourth day. The double quartan,

with a paroxysm on the first day*

another on the second, but none on
the third. The triple quartan, with

three paroxysms every fourth day.

The triple quartan, with a paroxysm
every day, every fourth paroxysm
being similar.

When intermittents occur in the

spring of the year, they are called

vernal ; in the autumn they are known
by the name of autumnal. They
often prove obstinate, and are of

long duration, in warm climates ;

and not unfrequently resist every
mode of cure, so as to become
very distressing to the patient; and,

by the extreme debility which
they thereby induce, often lay the

foundation of other chronic com-
plaints.

Fe'bris la'ctea. Milk fever.

Fe'bris le'nta. A slow fever.

Fe'bris lenticula'ris. A species

of petechial fever.

Fe'bris mali'gna. The malig-
nant fever.

Fe'bris milia'ris. The miliary

fever.

Fe'bris morbillo'sa. The mea-
sles.

Fe'bris nervo'sa. Feins lertta

nervosa. The nervous fever. The
typhus mitior of Cullen, but by many
considered as a distinct disease. It

mostly begins with loss of appetite,

increased heat and vertigo ; to which
succeed nausea, vomiting, great lan-

guor, and pain in the head, which is

variously described : by some, like

cold water pouring over the top, by
others, a sense of weight. The pulse,

before little increased, now becomes
Bb2
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quick, febrile, and tremulous ; the

tougue is covered with a white crust,

and there is great anxiety about the

praecordia. Towards the seventh or

eighth day, the vertigo is increased,

and Tinnitus aurium, cophosis, de-

lirium, and a dry and tremulous
tongue, take place. The disease

mostly terminates about the four-

teenth or twentieth day. See Ty-
phus.

Fe'bris nosocomio'rum. The
fever of hospitals.

Fe'bris palu'stris. The marsh
fever.

Fe'bris pe'stii.ens. The plague.

Fe'bris petechia'lis. Fever with

purple spots.

Fe'bris pu'trida. See Typhus.

Fe'bris scarlati'na. Scarlet fe-

ver.

Fe'bris sudato'ria. Sweating

fever.

Fe'bris sy'nocha. See Syno-

cha.

Fe'bris typho'des. See Typhus.

Fe'bris variolo'sa. A variolous

or small-pox fever.

Fe'bris urtica'ria. Fever with

nettle-rash.

Fe'bris vesiculosa. See Erysi-

pelas.

Fe'cula. See Fcecula.

Fel, -lis t n. The Bile; which

see.

Fel natu'r/e. See Aloe.

Fel-wort. So called from its bitter

taste like bile. See Gentiana.

Felli'culus. The gall bladder.

Felli'flua pa'ssio. A name given

to cholera.

Felon. See Paronychia.

Fe'men. (Quasijcrimen, fromferre,

to bear; so called, because it is the

rhief support of the body). The
thigh.

Femora'lis arpe'ria. A continu-

ation of the external iliac along the

thigh, from Foupart's ligament to

the ham.
Im/mokis os. See Femur.

Fe'mi», -/noris, H. Os fnnoris.

The thigh-hone. A long cylindrical

K-, situated between the pelvis

and tibia. 1 tfl upper extremity affords

three Considerable processes ; these

are, the head, the trochanter major,
and trochanter minor.

*
#* The head of the thigh-bone,

which forms about two-thirds of a
sphere, is turned inwards, and is re-

ceived into the acetabulum of the os

innominatum, with which it is arti-

culated by enarthrosis. It is covered
by a cartilage, which is thick in its

middle part, and thin at its edges,

but which is wanting in its lower in-

ternal part, where a round spongy
fossa is observable, to which the

strong ligament, usually, though im-
properly, called the round one, is at-

tached. This ligament is about an
inch in length, flattish, and of a tri-

angular shape, having its narrow ex-

tremity attached to the fossa just de-

scribed, while its broader end is fixed

obliquely to the rough surface near

the inner and anterior edge of the

acetabulum of the os innominatum,
so that it appears shorter internally

and anteriorly than it does exter-

nally and posteriorly, &c.

Fennel. See Anethum fosniculunu

Fennel, hog's. See Peucedanum.
Fene'stra ova'lis. An oblong

or eliptical foramen, between the

cavity of the tympanum and the ves-

tibulum of the ear. It is shut by the

stapes.

Fene'stra rotu'nda. A round
foramen leading from the tympanum
to the cochlea of the ear. It is co-

vered by a membrane in the fresh

subject.

Fenugreek. See Trigonella fo~-

num grcecum.
Fe'riNE. (Ferinus, sc. morbus,

savage or brutal). Applied occa-

sionally to any malignant or noxious

disease.

FERMENTA'TION. Fcrmentatio. A
spontaneous commotion in a vegeta-

ble substance, by which its proper-

ties are totally changed.
*** When aqueous combinations

of vegetables or animal matter are

exposed to ordinary atmospherical

temperatures, they speedily undergo

spontaneous changes, to which the

generic name of fermentation has

been given. Animal liquids alone, or

mixed with vegetables, speedily be*
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come sour. The act which occasions

this alteration, is called acetous fer-

mentation, because the product is,

generally speaking, acetic acid or

vinegar. But when a moderately

strong solution of saccharine matter,

or saccharine matter and starch, or

sweet juices of fruits, suffer this in-

testine change, the result is an in-

toxicating liquid, as beer or wine

;

whence the process is called vinous

fermentation. An ulterior change

to which all animal and vegetable

matter is liable, accompanied by the

disengagement of a vast quantity of

fetid gases, is called the putrefac-

tive fermentation. Each of these

processes goes on rapidly at a some-

what elevated temperature, such as

80° or 100° F. It is for these rea-

sons that, in tropical countries, ani-

mal and vegetable substances are so

speedily decomposed.
As the ultimate constituents of

vegetable matter are oxygen, hydro-

gen, and carbon ; and of animal

matter,, the same three principles

with azote, we can readily under-

stand that all the products of fer-

mentation must be merely new com-
pounds of these three or four ulti-

mate constituents. Accordingly, 100

parts of real vinegar, or acetic acid,

are resolvable by M. M. Gay Lussac
and Thenard's analysis, into 50.224

carbon *f* 4G.911 hydrogen and oxy-

gen, as they exist in water, x 2.863

oxygen in excess. In like manner,
wines are all resolvable into the same
ultimate components, in proportions

.somewhat different.

The aeriform results of putrefac-

tive fermentation, are in like man-
ner found to be, hydrogen, carbon,
oxygen, and azote, variously com-
bined and associated with minute
quantities of sulphur and phospho-
rous. The residuary matter con-
sists of the same principles, mixed
with the saline and earthy parts of
animal bodies.

Lavoisier was the first philosopher
who instituted, on right principles,

a series of experiments to investigate

the phenomena of fermentation, and
they were so judiciously contrived,

and so accurately conducted, as to

give results comparable to those de-

rived from the more rigid methods
of the present day. Since then, M.M.
Gay Lussac and Thenard have each

contributed most important research-

es. By the labours of these three il-

lustrious chymists, those material

metamorphoses, formerly quite mys-
terious, seem susceptible of a satis-

factory explanation. See Ures Diet,

of Chijm. Art. Fermentation.

Ferme'ntum. (Quasifervimentum

,

from fervere, to work;. Yeast.

Fern, male. See Polypodium fil'iv

mas.

Fern, Female, See Pteris aqui-

lina.

Ferrame'ntum. An instrument

made of iron.

Fe'rri alkali'ni li'quor. Solu-

tion of alkaline iron.

%* This preparation was first de-

scribed by Stahl, and called tinc-

tura martis alkalina, and is now
introduced in the L. P. as afford-

ing a combination of iron distinct

from any other, and often appli-

cable to practice. The dose is from

Ff/rri carbo'nas. See Fcrri sub-

carhonas.

Ff/rri limatu'ra PURIFICA'tA;

Purified iron filings. These posse s

tonic, astringent, and deobstruefct

virtues, and are calculated to relieve

chlorosis, and other diseases in whit h
steel is indicated, where acidity

the prima? viae abounds.
Ff/rri rubi'co. See Fcrri subear~

bonas.

Ff/rri subcarbo'nas. Ferri car-
bonas. Ferruvi pr&cipituium, for-

merly called chalybis rubigo pra>pa~
rata andferri rubigo. Sub-carbonate
of iron. Its properties are mild, cor -

roborant and stimulating, and it is

exhibited with success in leucorrhaea,

ataxia, asthenia, chlorosis, dyspep-
sia, rachitis, &c. Dose gr. ij—x.

Fe'rri su'lphas. Sulphate of
iron ; formerly called sal martis, vi~

triolum martis, vitriolum ferri, ami
lately ferrum vitriolatum. Green
vitriol. An excellent preparation cf

iron, and is exhibited,, in many
Bb 3
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diseases, as a styptic, tonic, astrin-

gent, and anthelmintic. Dose, gr.

i.—v.

Fe'rrum. Ferrum, -i, n. See
Iron.

Fe'rrum ammonia'tum. Ammo-
niated iron j formerly known by the
names of/lores martiales ; /lores salts

ammoniaei martiales; ens martis

;

ens veneris Boyki ; sal martis muria-
ficum suhlimalum, and lately by the
title of fernnn ammoniacale. Its

properties are astringent and deob-
struent, in doses from 3 to 15 grs. or
more in the form of bolus or pills,

prepared with some gum. It is ex-
hibited in most cases of debility, in

chlorosis, asthenia, menorrhagia,
intermittent fevers , Sec.

*
#* Mr. Cline is in the habit of

recommending this or some other
strong preparation of iron, as the
Tinct. ferri muriatis, in schirrous

affections of the breast. See Tin c-

tura ferri anunoniati.

Fe'rrum taitarjza'tum. Tar-
tarized iron. A tartrate of potash
;a\(\ iron: formerly called tartarus

chalybcatus; mats solubilis ; ferrum
potabile. Its properties are astrin-

gent and tonic ; and it forms in so-

lution an excellent tonic fomenta-
tion to contusions, lacerations, dis-

tortions, &e. Dose, gr. x. ad 5SS.

Fe'rs/e. The measles.

Fe'rula. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnsean system

:

(lass, Pcntandria ; Order, Dig-t/nia.

Fe'rula Africa'na galbam'fera.
The galfianum plant.

Fe'rula assafgz'iida. The sys-

tematic name of the assafcetida plant.

.Issrrfuetida Hingiseh of the Per-

sians. Altiht of the Arabians. By
some thought to he the aCktyiov, vel,

crrog Giktyiov of Dioscorides, Theo-
phrastns, and Hippocrates. Laser et

tiiim of the Latins. Assafce-

La gum resin. The plant which

jilfords this gum resin, is the Ferula

iissaj&lida foliis alternation sinuatis,

mbtuaU, of Linnaeus. It grows plen-

tifully on the mountains in the pro-

vinces of Chorasaan and Laar, in

Persia.
*
#
* it is the most powerful of

all the foetid gums, and is a most
valuable remedy. Assafoetida is

most commonly employed in hyste-
ria, hypochondriasis, some symptoms
of dyspepsia, flatulent colics, and in

most of those diseases termed ner-
vous ; but its chief use is derived
from its antispasmodic effects ; and
it is thought to be the most power-
ful remedy we possess, for those pe-
culiar convulsive and spasmodic af-

fections, which often recur in the
first of these diseases, both taken
into the stomach and in the way of
enema. It is also recommended as
an emmenagogue, anthelmintic, an-
tiasthmatic, and anodvne. Dr. Cul-
len prefers it as an expectorant to

gain ammoniacum. Where we wish
it to act immediately as an antispas-

modic, it should be used in a fluid

form, as that of tincture, from half

a drachm to two drachms. When
given in the form of a pill, or tritu-

rated with water, its usual dose is

from 5 to 20 grs. When in the form
of enema, one or two drachms are

to be diffused in eight ounces of

warm milk or water. It is some-
times applied externally, in the form
of a stimulating plaster in hyste-

ria, &c.
Fe'rula mi'nor. All-heal of /Es-

culapius ; said to be detergent.

Ferula'cca. The ferula galba-

nifera.

Fever. Among the popular doc-

trines that have been advanced upon
the subject of fevers, in different

ages, as regards their proximate

cause, they have been conjectured

to originate from a morbid change,
either in the composition of the

blood, or in the tone or power of the

living fibre. The first view has

given rise to various hypotheses that

rank under the common division of

the humoral PATHOLOGY. The se-

cond has given rise to other hypothe-

ses, appertaining to the common
division of the FIBROUS or nervo 1 B

PATHOLOGY. The hypotheses de-

rived from the one or the other of

these sources, that are chiefly en-

titled to attention, are the following,

of which the iirot two belong to the
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former division, and the remainder

to the latter.

I. That of the Greek schools,

founded on the doctrine of a con-

coction and critical evacuation of

morbific matter.

II. That of the Boerhaave, found-

ed on the doctrine of a peculiar vis-

cosity, or lentor of the blood.

Hi. That of Stahl, Hoffman and
Cullen, founded on the doctrine of a

spasm on the extremities of the so-

lidnm vivum, or living fibre.

IV. That of Brown (see Excite-

mrnt) and Darwin, founded on the

doctrine of accumulated and ex-

hausted excitability, or sensorial

power.
V. To which we may add, that

fevers have, by some physiologists,

as Dr. Clutterbuck and Professor

Marcus, been identified with inflam-

mation ; and their proximate cause

been ascribed to increased action in

some particular organ.

It was the opinion of Hippocrates,

that fever Is an effort of nature to

pel something hurtful from the

body, either ingenerated, or intro-

duced from without. Beholding a

violent commotion in the system,

followed by an evacuation from the

skin and kidnevs, with which the

paroxysm terminated, lie ascribed

the commotion to a fermentation,

concretion, or ebullition, by which
the noxious matter was separated

from the sound humours ; and the

evacuation to a despumation or scum
which such separation produces, or

rather to the discharge of this mor-
bid scum from the emunctories that

open externally. Galen supported
this view with all the medical learn-

ing of his day ; and it is the only ex-

planation of fever to be met with in

medical writings, through the long
« ourse of three thousand years ; in

fact, till the time of Sydenham, who
still adhered to it, and whose pages
are full of the language to which it

naturally gave birth.

It blended itself almost insensibly

with the dialect of the chymists of
the day, notwithstanding the pro-

sed hatred of Paracelsus and Van

Helmont towards the whole range of
Galenic doctrines, and the solemn
pomp with which the former had
condemned and burnt the entire

works of Hippocrates and Galen.

And hence, under the influence of
chymistry, at this time assuming a
soberer aspect, the supposed animal
despumation was contemplated as
possessed, according to different cir-

cumstances, of different chymical
qualities and characters ; and par-
ticularly as being acid, alkaline, ef-

fervescent, or charged with some
other acrimonious principle, too

highly exalted, or in too great a

proportion.

This doctrine, considered merely
hypothetically, is not only innocent,

but highly ingenious and plausible.

It is in unison with several of the

phenomena of pyrectic diseases; and
derives a strong collateral support
from the general history of exan-
thema or eruptive fevers, in which
we actually see a peccant matter,

producing general commotion, mul-
tiplying itself as a ferment, and at

length separated and thrown off at

the surface by a direct depuration of
the system.

The acute and penetrating mind
of Boerhaave, who was born in

1668, was sufficiently sensible of this

danger ; and the discoveries which
were taking place in chymistry and
physiology, led him progressively

to the construction of a new theory,

which in a few years became so

popular as to obtain a complete
triumph over that of the Greek
schools.

Leuwenhock, by a delicate and
indefatigable application of the mi-
croscope to animals of a transparent

skin, had endeavoured to establish it

as a fact, that the constituent prin-

ciples of the blood consist of globu-
lar corpuscles ; but that these cor-

puscles differ in size in a regular de-
scending series, according to the
constituent principles themselves

;

and that each set of principles has
its peculiar blood-vessels, possessing
a diameter just large enough to ad-
mit the globules that belong to it,
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and consequently incapable, without

force, of allowing an entrance of

those of a larger magnitude ; and

hence that the blood-vessels possess

a descending series as well as the

particles of the blood.

It was upon this supposed fact

that Boerhaave built his hypothesis.

He conceived that almost all dis-

eases may be resolved into an intro-

duction of any given series of parti-

cles of blood into a series of vessels

to which they do not properly be-

long ; and he distinguished such in-

troduction by the name of error loci.

He conceived still farther, that this

heterogeneous admixture is very fre-

quently taking place ; and that its

chief cause consists in a dispropor-

tion of one or more sets of the san-

guineous principles to the rest, by

which their globular form is occa-

sionally broken down or aggluti-

nated ; and hence rendered either too

thin and serous, or too gross and

viscid. The visciditv of the blood

he distinguished by the name of

lentor; and to a prevalence of

this lentor, or viscidity, he ascribed

the existence of fever ; maintaining

that the general disturbance which

constitutes fever, proceeds from an

error loci, of the viscid blood,

whose grosser corpuscles, from their

undue momentum, as well as super-

abundance, press forcibly into im-

proper series of vessels, and stagnate

in the extremities of the capillaries,

whence the origin of the cold state,

and consequently of the stages that

succeed it, to which the cold stage

gives rise
;
(Aph. 756*. Comment. Fan

Swietcn, torn. ii. p. 528, edit. Lugd.

Bat. 40. 1745) and hence those me-
dicines which were supposed capa-

ble of dissolving that tenacity, or

breaking down the coalescence of

such a state of the blood, were de-

nominated DILUENTS, HUMECTANTS,
and attenuants, whilst those of an

opposite character were called in-

spissants ; terms which have de-

scended to our own day, and arc

still retained even by those who pay

little attention to the hypothesis that

gave them birth.

The system of Boerhaave, there*
fore, consisted of an elegant and
artful combination of both the ear-
lier and later doctrines of corpuscu-
lar physiology. Without deserting
the humoral temperaments of Galen,
or the constituent elements and
elective attractions of the alche-
mists, he availed himself of the fa-

vourite notions of the corpuscular
pathologists, their points or stimuli,

their frictions, angles, and spherules,
derived from the Cartesian philoso-
phy, which was now exercising as
triumphant a sway over the animal
as over the material system ; and
interwove the whole into an eclec-

tic scheme, so plausible and con-
ciliatory to all parties, that all par-
ties insensibly felt themselves at

home upon it, and adopted it with
a ready assent. In the emphatic
language of M. Quesnay, it was "La
Medicine Collective."
To the period of Boerhaave in the

production of fever, and indeed of
all other diseases, the human body
was regarded as almost entirely pas-

sive, a mere organic machine, ope-
rated indeed upon by some Auto-
crateia, as Nature, or a Vis Me-
dicatrix, but in the same manner
as other machines, and mostly by
similar law. Its muscles were con-
templated as mechanical levers, and
its vessels as hydraulic tubes, whose
powers were calculated upon the

common principles of mechanics and
hydronamics, and were only sup-

posed to be interfered with by the

internal changes perpetually taking

place in the fluids they had to con-

vey. A new era, however, at length

began to dawn upon the world : a

more comprehensive spirit to per-

vade medical study : the animal
frame was allowed to exhibit pre-

tensions superior to the inanimate,

and not only to be governed by
powers of its own, but by powers
which are continually and systema-
tically from a given point operating

to a preservation of health where it

exists, and to a restoration of health

where it has been lost or injured.

Stahl, who was contemporary with
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ttoerhaave, and in the university of

Halle in 1664, first started this lof-

tier and more limfmous idea,—more
luminous, though the light was still

struggling with darkness ; made the

mind the controlling principle, and

the Bolidum vivuin, or nervous sys-

tem, the means by which it acted.

Fever, on his hypothesis, consisted

in a constrictive or tome spasm, in

his own language spasmus tonions,

produced by a torpor or inertness

of the brain, at the extremity of the

nerves, and counteracted by the re-

medial exertions of the mind, the

vires medicatrices of his hypothesis,

labouring to throw off the assailing

power ; whence the general struggle

and commotion by which the febrile

paroxysm is characterized. Hoff-

man, who was a colleague of Stahl,

took advantage of this new view

;

followed up the crude and primary
ideas of Stahl with much patient and
laborious investigation, and soon
presented to the world a more cor-

rect system, in a more attractive

style ; but apparently wTith a disin-

genuous concealment of the source

from which he had borrowed his

first hints. He omitted the meta-
pnysical part of the Stahlian hypo-
thesis ; took from the mind the con-

servative and remedial power over
the different organs with which Stahl

had so absurdly endowed it ; seated

this power as a law of life in the ge-

neral organization ; separated the

nervous from the muscular fibres,

the latter of which were regarded as

only the extremities of the former
by Stahl ; allowed a wider range and
longer term to the constrictive

spasm of fever ; and changed its

name from spasmus tonicus to spas-

mas pcriphericus : (Med, Nat. Sys-
tcmat. torn. iii. § 1. cap. 4.;

—

Boch-
mer* Diss, de Spamii Per'ipnerici

signo in febribus contincntibus. Hal.

176*5)
; giving also to the moving

power of the muscular or irritable

lib res the name of vis insita, as that

of the nervous fibre was called vis

nervea.

There are other pathologists who
have referred the proximate cause of

fever to a morbid affection of son^
particular organ, or set of organs
associated in a common function

Thus, Baron Haller alludes to several

in his day, who ascribed it to a d

eased state of the vena cava : (Hilt!.

Med. pr. 1 , p. 1 12; . Bianchi pitched

upon the liver (JI/'.st. Efepat. p. 112 .

Swalve on the pancreas, (Pancti

&c. p. 141). Rahn on the digestive

organization generally. (Briefwtch-

sely band i. p. I50j. Professor Frank
has divided the different kinds of
fever between the digestive organs,
the arteries, and the nerves, each in

a particular state of diseased action -

so that with him all fevers are

nervous, inflammatory, or gastric.

(De Cur. Morb. Horn. Epitome, torn . v.

8vo. Man. 1792-4).
J

The Italian

pathologists eagerly caught up this

view, and modified it in various ways

;

and M. Broussais has of late given it

another modification, by placing fever

in the mucous membrane of any of
the viscera, but chiefly in the mucous
membrane of the digestive canal ; and
consequently fever,with M. Broussais,

takes the lead of all the rest, both in

variety and vehemence of action : the

particular character or intensity of
the fever being resolvable into the

temperament, idiosyncrasy, or other
circumstances of the individual. (Ex-
amen des Doctrines Medicates, et des

Si/stemes de Nosologic, &c. par F. J.

V. Broussais, D. M. 8vo. 1821). Dr.
Clutterbuck has still more latelv in

our own country, and with far more
reason and learning, brought forward
the brain instead of the stomach ; to

an inflammation of which organ he
ascribes fevers of every kind, regard-

ing them merely as so many varieties

of one specific disease, originating

from this one common cause. (Trea-
tise on Fever, 8vo). But this is to

confound fever with local inflamma-
tion, the idiopathic with the sympto-
matic affection, in treating of in-

flammation under the ensuing onTer,

we shall have sufficient opportunities

of seeing that an inflamed state of
almost any organ, and especially of
membranous organs, or the mem-
branous parts of organs, is sufficient
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to excite some degree of fever or

other, and not unfreqnently fever of

the highest degree of danger, from its

duration or violence. And hence,

the liver, the lungs, the stomach,
the intestines, the peritonaeum, and
the brain, have an equal claim to be

regarded as furnishing a proximate
cause of fever when in a state of in-

flammation.
A very striking objection to Dr.

Clutterbuck's hypothesis, is his li-

miting himself to a single organ as

the cause of an effect which is equally

common to all of them. And on this

ground it is that Professor Marcus
of Bavaria, who has contended with
similar strenuousness for the identity

of fever and inflammation, has re-

garded all inflamed organs as equal

causes ; and is hereby enabled to ac-

count for what Dr. Clutterbuck's more
restricted view does not so well allow

of, for the different kinds of fever

that are perpetually springing before

us, one organ giving rise to one, and
another to another. Thus, inflam-

mation of the brain, according to Dr.
Marcus, is the proximate cause of

typhus ; inflammation of the lungs,

of hectic fever; that of the peri-

tonaeum, of puerperal fever ; and that

of the mucous membrane of the tra-

chea, of catarrhal fever ; a view,

which has lately been adopted by
several French writers of consider-

able intelligence, as an improvement
upon M. Broussais's hypothesis. (M.
Gaultier de Claubry, vide Joum.
(Jen. dc Medicine, an. 1823, and
M. Tacheroiiy Reciterches Anato-
mico-Patliologiques sur la Medicine

Pratique, &c. 8vo. 3 tomes, Paris,

1823).
u A fever, therefore," to adopt

the language of Dr. Fordyce, " is a

disease that affects the whole system ;

it affects the head, the trunk of the

body, and the extremities ; it affects

the circulation, the absorption, and
the nervous system ; it affects the

skin, the muscular fibres, and the

membranes; it affects the body, and

affects likewise the mind, it is,

therefore, a disease of the whole
tcin in every kind of sense, it

does not, however, affect the various

parts of the system uniformly and
equally; but, on the contrary, some-
times one part is much affected in

proportion to the affection of ano-

ther part." (On Fever, dissert, i.

p. 28).
The result of the whole is, that we

know little or nothing of the proxi-

mate cause of fever, or the means by
which its phenomena are immedi-
ately produced. None of the systems

hitherto invented to explain this re-

condite enquiry, however ingenious

or elaborate, have answered the

purpose for which they were con-

trived.

Dr. Cullen, who has endeavoured

so strongly and so ingeniously to sim-

plify the proximate cause of fevers,

has made a similar attempt in respect

to the remote cause. He first re-

solves all remote causes into debi-

litating or sedative powers, instead

of beiug stimulant, as they were for-

merly very generally considered, and
as they are still regarded by many
pathologists, and especially by those

who contemplate fever and inflam-

mation as identic. These sedative

and debilitating causes he reduces to

two : marsh and human effluvia.

To the former of which he limits the

term miasmata, and the power of

producing intermittent fevers, which,

with him, include remittent ; while

to the latter he confines the term

contagious, and the power of pro-

ducing continued fevers. See Practice

of Physic, book i. ch. iv. sect. xcii.

& xcvii. ;

—

Sauvage's Nosol. Method.

ch. ii. Febr.Theor. lect. 79.

Feverfew. See Matricaria.

Fevers, SURGICAL. Two species

of fever may be comprehended under

this head; viz. the hectic, (which

see) and the inflammatory. These
are particularly interesting to sur-

geons, because frequently attendant

on surgical cases. See Febris In-

Jlammatoria,
Fl'BER. (From fiber, extreme, be-

cause it resides in the extremities of

lakes and rivers). The beaver. Castor

fiber, of Linnaeus, It has two excre-

tory follicles near the anus, filled
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with an unctuous substance called

castor. See Castor,

Fibre. Fibra. — Anat. A very

simple filament supposed to be form-

ed of earthy particles, connected

tog-ether by an intermediate glu-

ten.
*
#
* It is owing to the different

arrangements of the fibres that the

cellular structure, membranes, mus-
cles, vessels, nerves, and, in short,

every part of the body, except the

fluids, are formed.

Fibre muscular . See Muscularfibre.
Fi'brine. The coagulable lymph

is so termed by the French. A
peculiar organic compound found

both in vegetables and animals.

Vauquelin discovered it in the juice

of the papaw tree. It is a soft

solid, of a greasy appearance, in-

soluble in water, softening in the

air, becoming viscid, brown, and
semi-transparent. It melts on hot

coals, throws out greasy drops,

crackles, and emits the smoke and
odour of roasted meat. It is, how-
ever, procured in its more cha-

racteristic state from animal matter.

It exists in chyle, enters into the

composition of blood, and the chief

part of muscular flesh is formed of

it: hence it mavbe considered as the

most abundant constituent of the soft

solids of animals.
*** According to the analysis of

M. M. Gay Lussac and Thenard,
fibrine is composed of :

Carbon, 53./M>0

Azote, 19.934

Oxygen, 19 685") 22.14 water.

Hydrogen, 7.021 J 4.56 hydrogen.
Fi'bula. (From figere, to fasten

;

because it joins together the tibia and
the muscles) . A long bone of the

leg, situated on the outer side of the

tibia, and which forms, at its lower
end, the outer ancle.

Its principal uses seem to be, to

afford origin and insertion to mus-
cles, and to contribute to the articu-

lation of the leg with the foot.

Fica'ria, (From ficus, a fig, so

called from its likeness.) The herb
figwort, or pile-wort, the ranunculus
fienria of Liunaeiie.

Fica'tio. (From ficus, a fig;.

Condylimata or tubercles near the
anus and pudendum muliebre.

Ficoide'a. Ficoides. Resembling
a fig. A name of the houseleek,
which is emollient.

Frcus. 1. A fleshy excrescence
about the anus, in figure resembling
a fig.—2. A genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Pnlygamia ;

Order, Dioecia. The fig-tree.

Fi'cus ca'rica. The systematic

name of the fig-tree. Carica. Ficus.

Ficus vulgaris. Ficus commiuiu;.

"2vk?) of the Greeks. The fig. The
plant which affords the fruit is the

Ficus Carica of Linnaeus.
*
# * When completely ripe, French

figs are soft, succulent, and easily

digested, unless eaten in immoderate
quantities, when they are apt to

occasion flatulency, a pain of the

bowels, and diarrhoea. The dried

fruit is pleasanter to the taste, and
more wholesome and nutritive. Thev
arc directed in the decoctum horde t

composition, and in the electuarium
lenitivum. Applied externally, thev
promote the suppuration of tumours ;

hence they have a place in matu-
rating cataplasms ; and are very con-
venient to apply to the gums, and,

when boiled with milk, to the
throat.

Fl'cus I'ndica. See Lucca.
FiDICINA'LES. (Fidicinalis, SC.

musculus). See Lumbrieales.

Figs. See Ficus carica.

Figwort. See Ranunculusficaria.
Fila'go. Cud or cotton-weed

;

an astringent.

FILAMENT. Filamentum. (From
filuniy a thread) . A term applied In

anatomy to a small thread-like por-
tion adhering to any part, and fre-

quently synonymous with fibre. See
Fibre.

File'lLUM. (Fromfilum, a thread,
because it resembles a string) . The
fraenum of the penis.

File'tum. (From filum, a thread;
named from its string-like appear-
ance) . The fraenum of the tongue.

Fili'cula. (Dim. of filix, fern;
a small sort of fern ; or fromfilum,
a thread, which it resembles.) Com-
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nion maiden hair. See Adianthum
ca-pillus veneris.

Filipe'xdula. (From filum, a

thread, and pendere, to hang ; so

named because the numerous bulbs
of its roots hang, as it were, by
small threads) . See Spircea filipen-
dula.

Filipe'ndula aqua'tica. Water-
drop-wort.

Fi'lius a'nte pa'trem. (Son be-
fore the father) . Any plant whose
flower comes out before the leaf

;

e. i>\ as coltsfoot.

Fi'lix, -ids, f. (From filum, a

thread ; so called from its being cut,

as it were, in slender portions, like

threads) . Fern. See Polypodium filix

?uas.

Fi'lix aculea'ta. See Polypo-
dium aculeatum.

Fi'lix fg/mina. See Pteris aqui-

lina.

Fi'lix flo'rida. See Osmunda
regalis.

Fi'lix mas. See Polypodium filix

mas.
Filtra'tion. (Filtratio ; ixomfil-

trum, a strainer). An operation, by
means of which a fluid is mechanical-

ly separated from consistent particles

merely mixed with it. It does not

differ from steaming. See Filter.
*
#* As the filtration of consider-

able quantities of fluid could not be

effected at once without breaking the

filter of paper, it is found requisite

to use a linen cloth, upon which the

paper is applied and supported. Pre-

cipitates and other pulverulent mat-
ters are collected more speedily by
filtration than by subsidence. But
there are many chymists who dis-

claim the use of this method, and
avail themselves of the latter only,

which is certainly more accurate,

and liable to no objection, where
the powders are such as will admit
of edulcoration, and drying in the

Dpen air.

Some fluids, as turbid water, may
be purified by filtering through sand.

A large earthen funnel, or stone

bottle with the bottom beaten out,

may have its neck loosely stopped

with small stones, over which smaller

may be placed, supporting layers of
gravel, increasing in fineness, and
lastly, covered to the depth of a few
inches with fine sand, all thoroughly
cleansed by washing. This appara-
tus is superior to a filtering-stone,

as it will cleanse water in large

quantities, and may readily be re-

moved when the passage is obstruct-

ed, by taking out and washing the
upper stratum of sand.

A filter for corrosive sublimate
may be constructed on the same
principles, of broken and pounded
glass.

Filter. A straining or filterinsr

instrument.
*#* The form of this is various,

according to the intention of the
operator. A piece of tow, wool, or
cotton, stuffed into the pipe of a

funnel, will prevent the passage of
grosser particles, and by that means
render the fluid cleaner which comes
through. Sponge is still more effec-

tual. A strip of linen rag wetted,
and hung over the side of a vessel

containing a fluid, so that one end
of the rag may be immersed in the
fluid, and the other remain without,
below the surface, will act as a
syphon, and carry off the clearer

portion.—Linen or woollen stuff may
either be fastened over the mouths
of proper vessels, or fixed to a frame,
like a sieve, for the purpose of fil-

tering. All these arc more commonly
used by cooks and apothecaries,

than by philosophical chymists, who,
for the most part, use the bolulous

paper called cap-paper, made up
without size. See Filtration.

Fi'luiw arsemca'le. Corrosive

sublimate.

Fl'MBRIiE, plur. of fimbria, a

fringe. (Quasi finibria; horn finis,

the end or extremity). The extremi-

ties of the Fallopian tubes. See
Uterus.

Finehic. See Anethum fceni-

culum.

Fine-leaved water-hemlock. Sec

PhtUandrium aqualieu,n

.

Finovhio. The Italian name of

the sweet azorian fennel.

Fir-tree. See Pinus.
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Fir, balsam of Gilead.^i See Pinus
I not unfrequently baffles the skill of

Fir, Canada. J balsamea. the best surgeons.

Fir, Norway spruce. See Pinus Fistula in ano will hardly ever

abies. heal of itself, after the operation is

Fir, Scotch. See Pinus sylvestris.
\
performed, without the utmost at-

Fir, silver. See Pinus picea.
,
tention on the part of the surgeon.

Fire. Ignis. A very simple and The sphincter ani is the source of

active element, the principal agent the difficulty in this complaint.

in nature to balance the power and Every time the patient has an eva-

natural effect of attraction. The most cuation,the contraction of the sphinc-

useful acceptation of the word fire, ter separates one side of the abscess,

comprehends heat and light. There ' and thus the process of adhesion
have been several theories proposed and inosculation of the granulations

respecting fire, but no one as yet is continually interrupted. If the

is fully established. See Caloric and sphincter, therefore, be not divided,

Light.

Firmi'sium minera'lium. Anti-

mony.
Fish-glue. See Ichthyocolla.

Fissu'ra ma'gna Sy'lvii. The
great fissure of Sylvius, who disco-

vered it. The anterior and middle

it would be better not to attempt to

treat the patient at all.

Fistula is more painful than a
common abscess ; the patient has
excruciating pain in the evacuation
of his faeces, dreadful tenesmus, and
very often retention of urine ; the

lobes of the cerebrum, on each side, ' pressure of the matter preventing

are parted by a deep narrow sulcus, the passage of the urine through the
which ascends obliquely backwards urethra.

from the temporal ala of the os The causes of this disease are va-
sphenoides, to near the middle of rious. It sometimes arises from a
the os parietale, and this sulcus is costive state of body ; frequently

thus called. from the pressure of hardened faeces

Fissure. (From finderc, to cleave passing through the intestines. It

asunder). Fissura. That species of
(

sometimes arises from absolutely

fracture in which the bone is slit,
j

opposite causes. Thus fistula in

but not completely divided.
;
ano is frequently the consequence of

Fistic-nut. See Pistachia vera.
j

long-continued diarrhoea, producing
Fi'stula. (Quasifusula; fromfun- |

irritation in the mucous membrane,
dere, to pour out ; or from its simi- ;

which extends to the cellular tissue.

larity to a pipe, or reed).

—

Surg.
A long and sinuous ulcer having a
narrow opening, and sometimes lead-

ing to a larger cavity, and without
any disposition to heal. No techni-

cal term has been more misapplied
;

and no misrepresentation of a word

It is often the result of some distant

complaint • as disease of the liver,

or derangement of the alimentary

canal producing an accumulation of
blood in the mesenteric vessels, and
a congestion which is determined to

the anus. Persons who lead a se-

has had worse influence in practice
j
dentary life, take little exercise,

than this. Many simple healthy ! and feed highly, are particularly

abscesses, with small openings, have subject to this complaint. It is

too often been called fistulous; and ! often the result of disease in the
the treatment pursued has in reality

j

chest, and very commonly occurs
at last rendered them so, and been at the close of phthisis pulmonalis.
the only reason of their not having It is necessary therefore to inquire
healed

Fistula in* a'no.—This is a disease
in which surgeons are called upon

whether the patient labours under
cough, dyspncea, and whether hi*

constitution be greatly impaired. No
to operate more frequently, per- j operation will avail, without atten-
haps, than in any other. It is one j

tion to the state of distant parts
;

of rather an untractable nature, and and this is the reason whv surgeons
Cc
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have so often lost their reputation

by performing an operation for this

complaint at an improper time. You
may divide the sinus, but if the fis-

tula depend on a disordered state of

distant parts, it will never heal

without attention to the constitution

of the patient.

There are considerable varieties

in the size and complication of fis-

tula. The sinus, in some, is con-

fined to one side of the gut ; others,

in which the gut is half surrounded

by it ; and where again it completely

encircles the intestine. When there

is an opening on each side, it is best

to perform the operation first on one

side, and then on the other. Fistulae

sometimes extend to the nates, and

burrow to a great distance behind

the giutsei muscles. They are called

blind, when the matter has made its

way into the rectum without any ex-

ternal opening.

The medical treatment of fistulae

in ano will depend on their cause.

If they arise from costiveness, the

remedies are obvious ; if from dis-

ease of the liver, calomel and saline

purges ; if from disease of the chest,

as hydrothorax, it is difficult to say

what medicine ought to be recom-

mended. It is of great importance,

however, to give such medicines as

will bring the fistula into a healthy

state. With this view, the balsam of

copaiba may be given with advan-

tage. If there be much irritation,

give soda, which has great efficacy

in diminishing the irritability of the

rectum. Aromatic medicines should

be given, especially that which used

to go by the name of Ward's paste,

and which has very properly been in-

troduced into the last edition of the

London Pharmacopoeia, having been

found by experience to produce ex-

cellent effects in this disease :

Take of pepper 5ij,

Elecampane and fennel-

seeds, of each 5SS.

These are to be mixed up with

honey, in the form of an electuary;

t which a tea-spoonful is to be

'aken two or three times a day. It

>n brings the fistula into a healing

state ; healthy granulations arise

from the surface, and the discharge,

instead of being serous or bloody,
consists of good pus. Submuriate
of mercury and saline purges should
be occasionally given during the use
of these aromatic confections, with a

view of promoting the secretions of
the liver and intestines.

The division of the sphincter-ani

is simple, in proportion as a ready
opening is found into the rectum.—

*

See Sir A. Cooper*s Lecture on Fis-
tula in A?io

9 &.C. &c.

Fi'stula lachryma'lis. An ulce-

rated opening in the lachrymal sac,

manifesting no disposition to heal,

and from which a quantity of puri-

form fluid is from time to time dis-

charged, especially when the lachry-

mal sac is compressed.

—

SeeLachi-y*
mat Organs, Diseases of the.

Fi'stulje in perin;e'o. Incisions in

the urethra generally heal with great

facility ; a fact amply proved by the

common lateral operation ; but when
apertures are formed in the urethra,

either from diseased state of the

constitution and the part together,

or of the latter alone, and when thev
are accompanied with any conside-

rable destruction of the sides of the

urethra, and of the corpus spon-

giosum, they are mostly very diffi-

cult of cure.

—

(Surg. Essays, Part II.

p. 211, by Mr. A. Cooper).

When the methods recommended
for the removal of strictures (see

Urethra) have not been attempted,

or have not succeeded, Nature en-

deavours to relieve herself by mak-
ing a new passage for the urine,

which, although it often prevents im-

mediate death, yet, if not remedied,

is productive of much inconvenience

and misery to the patient through

life. The mode by which Nature
endeavours to procure relief, is by

ulceration on the inside of that part

of the urethra which is enlarged,

and situated between the stricture

and the bladder. Thus the urine

becomes applied to a new surface,

irritating the part, and occasioning

the formation of an abscess, into

which urine has access; and when
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the matter is discharged, be it by
nature or by art, the urine passes

through the aperture, and generally

continues to do so whilst the stric-

ture remains. — Op. et Vol. Citat.

p. 212.

In order to cure fistula in peri-

naeo, unattended with urgent symp-
toms, the urethra must be rendered

as free as possible, and this alone is

often enough ; for the urine, finding

a ready passage forward, is not
forced into the internal mouth of the

fistula?, so that these heal up. The
cure of strictures, however, is not

always sufficient, and the following

operation becomes necessary :

The sinuses are to be treated as

other sinuses having no disposition

to heal. In doing this, as little as

possible of the sound part of the

urethra must be opened. Hence the

surgeon must direct himself to the

inner orifice of the urethra by means
of a staff, introduced, if possible,

into the bladder, and a probe passed
into one of the fistulous passages.

The probe should be previously
bent, that it may more readily fol-

low the windings of the fistula.

When it can be mnde to meet the
staff, so much the better ; for then
the operator can just cut only what
is necessary.

*i When the fistula is so straight

as to admit of a director being intro-

duced, this instrument is the best.

When neither the probe nor the
director can be made to pass as far

as the staff, we must open the sinu-
ses as far as the first intrument
goes, and then search for the conti-

nuation of the passage, for the pur-
pose of laying it open. The difficul-

ties, however, of this dissection, in

the thickened diseased state of the
parts in the scrotum and perinaeum,
are such as can only be duly appre-
ciated by a man who has either
made the attempt himself, or seen
it made by others. 1 have myself
seen one of the first anatomists in
London fail in two instances, to
trace the continuation of the urethra,
and baffled in the endeavour, there-
fore, to pass an instrument from the

orifice of that passage into the blad-

der."—See Original Observations,

vol. i. p. 129, by C. Bell.

Having divided the fistula? as far

as their termination in the urethra,

a catheter should be introduced, and
worn, at first, almost constantly.

This is better than a bougie, which
requires to be frequently withdrawn,
to allow the patient to void his

urine, and it often happens that it

cannot be re-introduced without get-

ting entangled in the wound.
When fistula? in perinaeo have

been laid open, the wounds are to

be at first dressed down to the bot-
tom as much as possible, which will

prevent the re-union of the parts

first dressed, and make the granu-
lations that form the bottom, so as

to consolidate the whole by one
bond of union. (See Hunter on Ven.
Disease, 2d edit.; In many ca^-

the employment of the catheter

should not be continued after a cer-

tain period. At the commencement
it often assists the cure; but, in the

end, it may obstruct the healing,

by acting at the bottom of the wound
as an extraneous body.—Vide Opera-

Citato?, 6iC.

Fi'sti la,sau'vary. A discharge of
saliva from the parotid duct, in con-
sequence of a wound, &c.
%* From the situation of the pa-

rotid duct it is liable to be wounded,
and this has even been done by the
surgeon's lancet, through ignorance.
(Sec Monro's TForks, p. 520). In
cases of this kind, the continual
escape of saliva may prevent the
wound from healing; and, what is

called a salivary fistula, would be
the perpetual consequence, if no
steps were taken to afford relief.

The parotid duct has sometimes
been ruptured by a blow. (See CEuvres
Chirurg, de Dessault, t. ii. p. 221).
Cases also occur, in which the face

becomes accidentally swollen, in

consequence of the saliva insinuating

itself into the cellular substance, in
the same manner as the air does in
emphysema. With regard to this

last circumstance, mischief may al-

ways be prevented from becoming
Cc2
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very extensive, by making a depend-
ing opening for the ready escape of

the fluid.

In the treatment of salivary fis-

tula, if the division of the parotid

duct be recent, the sides of the

wound should be brought into con-

tact, and a steady pressure main-
tained on that part of the cheek, by
means of suitable compresses and a

roller. In this manner a salivary

fistula may often be prevented ; as

either the divided ends of the paro-

tid duct unite, and the saliva re-

sumes its original course into the

mouth ; or, what is more probable,

the wound in the face heals at every
part, with the exception of a small

fistulous track, which serves as a

continuation of the duct i&to the in-

side of the mouth.
When salivary fistula is actually

formed, a seton, introduced from
the external fistulous orifice into the

mouth, is a method which seems to

have, with justice, the greatest share

of approbation. Monro adopted this

plan with success. He kept the seton

in, till the channel which it farmed
had become fistulous ; when it was
withdrawn, the external orifice touch-

ed with the nitrate of silver, caused

it to heal up : the consequence of

which was the flow of saliva through
the artificial fistulous channel into

the mouth.
Dessault's method, which is pre-

ferable to Monro's, was as follows :

He introduced two fingers of his left

hand into the patient's mouth, and
placing them between the teeth and

the cheek, opposite the fistula, thus

kept the integuments tense, and the

gums from being injured. He then

introduced a small hydrocele trocar,

with its cannula, just before the

opening of the posterior part of the

duct, and pushed it through the

cheek, in a direction a little inclined

forward. An assistant now took hold

of the cannula, while Dessault with-

drew the perforator, and passed

through the tube a bit of thread into

the cavity of the mouth, Th.e can-

nula was next taken out, and a seton,

>yhich was then fastened to the end

of the thread in the mouth, was
withdrawn from within, outward ; but
not so far as to come between the
edges of the external opening, where
the thread alone lodged, and this

was fastened with sticking-plaster to
the outside of the cheek. The outer
wound was dressed with lint and
compresses. Dessault used to change
the seton daily, regularly introduc-

ing one somewhat larger, and taking
particular care not to bring it be-
tween the edges of the wound, which
was afterward covered with sticking-

plaster. He enjoined the patient not
to move the jaw much, and, for

some time, only allowed him liquid

food. At the end of six weeks he
used to omit the seton, leaving,
however, the thread for a short time
longer; on the removal of which ,>

the cure was completed by touching
the little remaining aperture with
caustic. On the subject of salivary

fistula, see CEuvres Chirurg. de Des-
sault, par Bichat, t. ii. p. 221 ;

—

Monro's Works i
—Mem. de VAcad.

de Chirurgie, t. iii. ;-—J. B. Siebold,

Dissertatio sistens Hist. Systematis

Salivalis Physiologice et Patfwlogiee

cunsiderati, fol. Jenae, 1797.

Fistula'ria. (Fromfistula, a pipe r

so called because its stalk is hollow)

.

A name for stavesacre.

Five-leaved gra&s* See Poten*
tilla reptans.

Fixed air. Carbonic acid gas \

which see.

Fixed bodies * Chymists give this

name to those substances which can-,

not be caused to pass by a strong

rarefaction from the solid or liquid

state to that of an elastic fluid.

Fixity. The property by which
bodies resist the action of heat, so as

not to rise in vapour.

Flag, sweet. See Aeorus calamus.

Flag, yellow water. See Iris pseu->

davorus.

Fla'mmula. (Dim. of flamyui, a

fire ; named from the burning pun-
gency of its taste) . See Ranunculus

flammitla.

Fla'mmula JO'VIS. See Clematis-

recta.

Flatulent. Windy,
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Flax-leaved daphne: See Daphne
gnidium.

Flax, purging. See Linum cathar-

ticum.

Flax, spurge. See Daphne gni-

dium.

Flea-wort. See Plantago psyllium.

Fle'men. (From flectere, to incline

downwards). Flegmen, A tumour
about the ancles.

Flere'sin. Gout.
Flesh. The muscles of animals.

They consist principally of fibrine,

with albumen, gelatine, extractive,

phosphate of soda, phosphate of

ammonia, phosphate and carbonate

of lime, and sulphate of potash. See
Muscle.

Fle'xor. A name given to several

muscles, whose office it is to bend
patts into which they arc inserted.

Fle'xor accksso'rius digito'rlm
fe'dis. See Flexor longus digitorum

pedis.

Fle'xor bre'vis digito'rlm pe'-

dis, pkrfora'tus, subli'mis. Flexor
brevis digitorum pedis perforates of
Albinus. Flexor brevis of DouiHas.
Flexor digitorum brevis, sive perjo-

ratus pedis, of Winslow. Perforatus,

seu Jiexor secundi intcrnodii digito-

rum pedis of Cowper ; and calcano

sus-phalangettien commun of Dumas.
A flexor muscle of the toes, situated

on the foot. Its use is to bend the

second joint of the toes.

Fle'xor bre'vis mini'mi di'giti

pe'dis. Parathenar minor of Wins-
low, its use is to bend the little

too.

Fle'xor bre'vis po'llicis ma'-
NUS. Flexor secundi internGdii of
Douglas. Thenar of Winslow. Flexor
primi et secnudi o.ssis pollicis of Cow-
per ; and Carpo-phalangien du pouce
of Dumas. The use of this muscle is

to bend the second joint of the thumb.
Fle'xor bre'vis po'llicis pe'dis.

Flexor brevis of Douglas. Flexor
brevis pollids of Cowper ; and Tarso

-

phalangien da pouce of Dumas. A
muscle of the great toe, that bends
the iirst joint of that part.

Fle'xor ca'rpi radia'lis. Radia-
lis interims of Albinus and Winslow,
and Epitrochlo metacarpien of Du-

mas. It serves to bend the hand,

and its oblique direction may like-

wise enable it to assist in its pro-

nation.

Fle'xor ca'rpi ulna'ris. Ulna-
ris i?iter?iui of Winslow and Albinus.

Epitrochli- cubito carpiem of Dumas.
A muscle situated on the cubit or
fore-arm, that assists the former in

bending the arm.
Fle'xor lo'ngus digito'rum pe'-

dis profu'ndus pe'rforans. Perfo-
rans seu Jiexor profundus of Dou-
glas. Flexor digitorum lojigus, sive

per/brans pedis, and per/brans seu

Jiexor teriii intcrnodii digitorum pedis

of Cowper ; and Tibi-ophalangetien

of Dumas. A flexor muscle of the

toes, situated along the posterior

part and inner side of the leg.

*^* About the middle of the foot,

this muscle unites with a fleshy por-
tion, which, from the name of its

first describer, has been usually called

massa carnea Jacobi Si/lvii: it is also

termed Flexor accessorius digitorum
pedis. The use of this muscle is to

bend the last joint of the toes.

Flf/xor lo'ngus po'llicis ivia'-

NUS. Flexor longus pollicis of Albi-
nus. Flexor tertii internodii of Dou-
glas. Flexor tertii internodii sive lon-

gisiimus pollicis of Cowper; and
radio-phalangetien du pouce of Du-
mas. This muscle is placed at the
side of the flexor longus digitorum
pedis, profundus, perforans, ,and is

covered by the extensores carpi ra-

diales. Its use is to bend the last

joint of the thumb.
Fle'xor lo'n-gus po'llicis pe'dis.

A muscle situated along the poste-
rior part of the leg, serving to bend.

Fle'xor o'ssis metaca'rpi po'lli-

cis. Seu opponens pollicis of Innes.

Opponens pollicis manus of Albinus.
Flexor primi internodii of Douglas.
Antithenar sive semi-interosseus pol-

licis of Winslow ; and carpo photon*
gien du pouce of Dumas. This muscle
is situated under the abductor brevis
pollicis, which it resembles in its

shape. It serves to turn the first

bone of the thumb upon its axis, and
at the same time to bring it inwards
opposite to the other fingers.

Cc3
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Fle'xor pa'rvus mi'nimi" di'giti.

Abductor minimi digiti
9
Hypothenar

Riolani, of Douglas. Hypothenar
minimi digiti of Winslow ; and se-

cond carpo-phalangien du petit doigt

of Dumas. The situation of this

muscle is along the inner surface of
the metacarpal bone of the little

finger. It serves to bend the little

linger, and likewise to assist the

abductor.

Flf/xor profundus pe'rforans.
Profundus of Albinus. Perforans of

Douglas. Perforalis vulgo profun-
dus of Winslow. Flexor tertii inter

-

nodii digitorum manus, vel perforatus

manus, of Cowper; and cubito-pha-

langetien commun ofDumas. A muscle
of the fore-arm, situated immedi-
ately under the perforatus, which it

greatly resembles in its shape. It

splits into four tendons a little before

it passes under the annular ligament
of the wrist ; and these pass through
the slit in the tendons of the flexor

sublimis, to be inserted into the fore

and upper part of the third or last

bone of all the four lingers, the joint

of which they bend.

Fle'xor subli'mis perfo'ratus.

The perforatus of Cowper, Douglas,
and Winslow, is by Albinus and
others named sublimis. It has ac-

quired the name of perforatus, from
its tendons being perforated by those

of another flexor muscle of the fin-

ger, called the perforans. Those
who give it the appellation of subli-

mis, consider its situation with re-

spect to the latter, and which, in-

stead of perforans, they name pro-

fundus. It is a long muscle, situated

most commonly at the anterior and
inner part of the fore-arm, between

the palmaris longus and the flexor

carpi ulnaris ; but, in some subjects,

we find it placed under the former

of these muscles, between the flexor

carpi ulnaris and the flexor carpi

radialis. Its use is to bend the

second joint of the fingers.

Fle'xor tf/ii j ii interno'qii. Sec

JRiesor longus pollicis manus,
Flo'res bb'nzoes. SeeBenzoic acid.

Flo'res MARTIA'lES. See Ferrum
ttmqniahcm.

Flo'res sa'lis ammo'maci. See
Ammonia subcarbonas.

Flo'res sulphu'ris. See Sulphur.

Flo'res sulphu'ris lo'ti. See
Sulphur lotum.

Flowers. Flores. A term for-

merly applied by chymists to the
fine parts which are sublimated from
certain bodies, as the flowers of Ben-
jamin, sulphur, zinc, &c.

Flower-de-luce. See Iris germa-
7iica.

Flowers of Benjamin. See Benzoic
acid.

Fluates. Compounds of the sa-

lifiable bases with fluoric acid.

Fluctua'tiov. A term used by
surgeons, to express the undulation

of a fluid : thus, when pus is formed
in an abscess, or when water accu-

mulates in the abdomen, if the ab-

scess or abdomen be lightly pressed

with the fingers, the motion of fluc-

tuation may be distinctly felt.

Fluellin. See Antirrhinum elatine.

Fluid. A fluid is that, the con-
stituent particles of which so little

attract each other, that, when pour-

ed out, it falls guttutim, and adapts

itself, in every respect, to the form
of the vessel containing it.

Fluids of the body. This term
is often applied to the blood, and
other humours of which the body is

composed. The drying of any part

of the human body demonstrates,

that by far the greater part of it

consists of fluid. The quantity of

fluid in a man of one hundred and
sixty pounds weight, is estimated at

one hundred and thirty- five pounds.

The fluids of the human body arc di-

vided into,

1. Crude, or those which have

not yet entirely put on the animal

nature, as the chyme and chyle.

2. Sanguineous ; to this is re-

ferred the blood, or the cruor of the

blood.

3. Lymphatic, which are those of

the lymphatic vessels, and the nutri-

tious jelly.

4. Secreted ; to this head arc re-

ferred all those separated from the

blood, which are very numerous.

5. Eacrcmentitious, which are eli-
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minated from the body, as the alvine

faeces, urine, cutaneous, and pulmo-
nary perspirable matter, &c.

The secreted humours are divided

into— 1 . Lacteal, which are white ;

as the milk, juice of the prostate

glands, &c.
2. Aqueous, as the aqueous hu-

mour of the eye.

3. Mucous, as the mucus of the

nostrils and primae viae.

4. Albuminous, as the serum of
the blood.

5. Oleous, as the oil of the adipose

membrane.
6. Bilious, as the bile and wax of

the ears.

The fluids of the human body are

also divided from their motion into—
1. Circulating, which continually

circulate in the vessels.

2. Commorant, which circulate,

with a slow motion, as the oil of the

adipose membrane and male semen.
3. Stagnant, which remain for a

certain time in any receptacle, as

cystic bile, urine, and the alvine

faeces.

Fll'or a'lbus. See Leucorrhoea.

Flu'or spar. Vitreous spar. Spar-
ry flour. Derbyshire spar. A spe-

cies of salt abounding in nature,

formed by the combination of the

fluoric acid with lime. It is called

spar, because it has the sparry form
and fracture : fluor, because it melts
very readily ; and vitreous, because
it has the appearance of glass, and
into which it may be advantageously
fused.

Fluo'ric a'cid. The acidifiable

base of fluoric acid is unknown ; for

no experiments have yet been made
by which it can be exhibited. It is

merely from general inference, that
it is conjectured to consist of a

simple acidifiable basis united to

oxygen.

%* The distinguishing property
of fluoric acid is, its power of dis-

solving and volatilizing silex. On
being exposed to a moist atmosphe-
ric air, it emits white fumes which
are very deleterious ; and the liquid

acts as a powerful corrosive. Its

action upon all the inflammable sub-

stances is very feeble ; it does not

afford oxygen to them. It has no
action upon most of the metals, but

it dissolves many of their oxydes.

Fluo'ric a'cid gas. This is ob-

tained when silex is added to the

materials affording fluoric acid, or

when vessels of glass are used ; and
it appears always to contain silex,

whence it has been called silicated

fluoric acid. It is heavier than at-

mospheric air. It does not main-
tain combustion, nor can animals

breathe it. It is absorbed by water,

depositing silex, and forms with it

liquid fluoric acid. It has a pene-

trating odour, approaching nearly to

that of muriatic acid gas. It corrodes

animal and vegetable matters. Light

has no effect upon it. It emits white

fumes, in contact with moist atmos-
pheric air. It is very sour, and
therefore reddens blue vegetable co-

lours. It precipitates lime-water.

With ammonia it unites and forms

a concrete body. It has no action

upon platina, gold, silver, mercury,
tin, lead, antimony, cobalt, nickel,

and bismuth ; but it attacks iron,

arsenic, and manganese.
*
#
* This acid gas readily com-

bines with water, for which purpose
it is necessary that the receiver

should be previously half fdlcd with

that fluid. If the receiver be cooled

with ice, and no water put into it,

then the condensed acid is an in-

tensely active liquid, first procured

by M. Gay Lussac. The best ac-

count of it, however, has been given

by Sir Humphry Davy.
Flux.—Med. This word is mostly

employed for dysenteria.—Chym. It

denotes any substance or mixture
added to assist the fusion of mine-
rals. In the large way, limestone

and fusible spar are used as fluxes.

The fluxes made use of in assays, or
philosophical experiments, consist

usually of alkalies, which render the

earthy mixtures fusible, by convert-

ing them into glass ; or else glass

itself in powder.
Fluxion. A term mostly applied

by chymists, to signify the change of

metals, or other bodies, from the
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solid into the fluid state, by the

application of heat. See Fusion,

Fly, Spanish. See Lytta.

Fo'cile ma'jus. The ulna and
the radius are occasionally denomi-
nated by the barbarous appellations

of focile majus and minus ; the tibia

and fibula in the leg are also so

called.

Fo'cus. A lobe of the liver.

Fodi'na. (From fodere, to dig).

A quarry. The labyrinth of the

ear.

Fcenicula'tum li'gnum. A name
for sassafras.

Fceni'culum. (Quasi foenum ocu-

lorum, the hay or herb good for the

sight; so called, because it is thought

good for the eyes). Fennel. See
Anethum.

Fceni'culum ALn'NUM. The herb

spignel.

Fceni'culum a'nnuum. Royal
cummin.

Fceni'culum aoua'ticum. See
Phellandrium ayuaticum.

Fceni'culum du'lce. See Ane-
thum fwniculum.

Fceni'culum germa'mcum. See
Anethum foeniculum.

Fceni'culum mari'num. Sam-
phire.

Fceni'culum orienta'le. Cumi-
num.

Fceni'culum porci'num. See
Pencedanum.

Fceni'culum sine'nse. Aniseed.

Fceni'culum sylve'stre. Bastard
spignel.

Fceni'culum tortuo'sum. French
hartwort.

Fceni'culum vulga're. See Anc-
tkum famiculum .

Fce'num camelo'rum. See Jun-
tas odoratus.

Fce'num Grt/cum. (Famitm, hay,

and gra?cus, belonging to Greece

;

because, in Greece, it grew in the

meadows, like hay). Sec Trigondla

fastium grttcum

.

Fce'num sylve'stre. Wild fenu-

greek.

Fceta'bulum. (From f&tcre, to

become putrid). An encysted ab-

scess, or foul ulcer.

Fce'tus, -us, m. The child in

utero is called a foetus from the fifth

month after conception, until the
time of its birth.

%* The internal parts peculiar

to the foetus, are the thymus gland,
canalis venosus, canalis arteriosus,

foramen ovale, and the membrana
pupillaris. Besides these peculiari-

ties, there are other circumstances
in which the foetus differs from the
adult. The lungs are black and
collapsed, and sink in water; the
liver is very large ; all the glands,

especially the thymus and suprare-
nal, r.nd the vermiform process of
the ccecum, are also considerably
larger in proportion. The teeth of
the foetus are concealed in their

sockets ; the great intestines con-
tain a substance called meconium

;

the membrana tympani is covered
with a kind of mucous membrane,
and the bones in many places are

cartilaginous, and even remain so

for some time after birth.

Folia'ta te'rka. (From its re-

semblance to folium , a leaf). Sul-

phur, also the acetas potassae.

Fo'lium orienta'le. See Cassia

senna.

Fo'llicle. (Folliculus ; dim.

of follisy a bag) . See Fclliculose

gland.

FOLLI'CULOSE GLAND. Follicle.

One of the most simple species of

gland, consisting merely of a hollow
vascular membrane or follicle, and
an excretory duct ; c. g. the muci-
parous glands, the sebaceous, &c.

Folli'culus fe'llis. The gall

bladder.

Fomentation. Fomentatio. A sort

of partial bath, performed by the

application of hot flannels to any
part, dipped in medicated decoctions,

whereby heat and moisture are

communicated to the diseased parts,

their vessels are relaxed, and their

morbid action sometimes relieved, if

not removed.
Fo'MES VENTRI'CULI. IlvpOcllOn-

driacism.

Fo'mites. A term mostly applied

to substances imbued with conta-

gion.

Fons pulsa'tilis. Sec Fontanella.
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Fontane'lla. (Dim. of fons, a

fountain). Fons pulsatilis. The pa-

rietal and frontal bones do not co-

alesce until the third year after birth,

so that, before this period, there is

an obvious interstice, commonly call-

ed mould, and technically thefontanel,

or fona pulsatilis. There is also a

lesser space, occasionally, between
the occipital and parietal bones,

termed the posterior fontanel. These
spaces between the bones are filled

up by the dura mater, pericranium

and external integuments, so that

during birth, the size of the head
may be lessened ; as, at that time,

the bones of the head, upon the su-

perior part, are not only pressed

over to each other, but they fre-

quently overlap, in order to diminish

the size during the passage of the

head through the pelvis.

Fontane'lla ante'rior. See
Fontanella.

Fontane'lla posterior. See
Fontanella.

Fonti'culus. (Dim. oi fons, an
issue). An artificial ulcer formed
in any part, and kept discharging by
introducing daily a pea, covered with

any digestive ointment. An issue.

Fora'men, -inis, n. Plur. ina.

(From forarc, to pierce). A little

opening.

Fora'men cce'clm. A single open-

ing in the basis of the cranium be-

tween the ethmoid and the frontal

bone, that gives exit to a small vein.

Also the name of a hole in the mid-
dle of the tongue.

Foramen la'cerum in ba'si cra'-

mi< See Foramina lacera.

Fora'men la'cerum orbita'le

supe'rius. A large opening between
the greater and lesser wing of the

sphenoid bone on each side, through
which the third, fourth, first branch
of the fifth, and the sixth pair of

nerves, and the ophthalmic artery

pass.

Fora'men o'pticum. The hole

transmitting the optic nerve.

Fora'men ova'le. The opening
between the two auricles of the heart

of the foetus. See also Innomina-

tum os,

Fora'men of Winslow. An open*
ing in the omentum. See Omen~
turn,

Fora'mina lace'ra. A pair of
foramina in the basis of the cranium

,

through which the internal jugular
veins, and the eighth pair and ac-

cessary nerves pass.

Forami'nulum os. The ethmoid
bone.

Fo'RCEPS, -cipisy f. (Quasi ferri-

ceps, as being the iron with which
we seize any thing hot, fromferritin,
iron, and capere, to take). Pincers.

—

Surg-. An instrument with which ex-
traneous bodies or other substances

are extracted*

—

Obstetric, An in-

strument occasionally used by men
midwives to bring the head of the

foetus through the pelvis.

Foreskin. See Pr&putium.
Fo'RMlATE. Formias. A salt pro-

duced by the union of the formic

acid with different bases : thus,jor-

miate ofammonia, &c.
Formi'ca,-^, f. (Quodferat micas,

because of his diligence in collecting

small particles of provision toge-

ther).— 1. The ant or pismire. This
industrious little insect, Formica

rufa of Linnaeus, contains an acid

juice, ami gross oil, which were sup-

posed to possess aphrodisiac virtues.

The chrysalides of this animal ate

said to be diuretic and carminative,

and by some recommended in the

cure of dropsy.—2. The name of a

black wart with a broad base, and
cleft superficies, because the pain at-

tending it resembles the biting of an
ant.—3. A varicose tumour on the

anus and glans penis.

Formi'ca milia'ris. Any herpe-

tic eruption.

Fo'rmic a'cid. Acidumformicum.
%* The acid of ants was known

to Tragus, Baubin, Fisher, Etinul-

ler, Hoffman, and many others. It

is obtained chiefly from the red ant,

Formica rufa of Linnaeus, by distil-

ling them in a retort, and by wash-
ing them in boiling water. When
rectified and rather concentrated, it

has a penetrating smell, and is cor-

rosive ; and its taste is so agreeable,

when greatly diluted with water,
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tiiat it has been proposed to be used
instead of vinegar.

Fo'rmix. The herpes exedens.

Fo'rmula. (Dim. of forma, a

form). A little form of prescrip-

tions, such as physicians direct in

extemporaneous practice, in distinc-

tion from the greater forms in phar-
macopoeias, &c.

Fo'rnax. Forjucs. A furnace.

A chymical instrument. See Fur-
nace.

Fo'rnix, -ids, m. An arch or
vault. A part of the corpus callo-

sum in the brain is so called, be-

cause, if viewed in a particular di-

rection, it has some resemblance to

the arch of an ancient vault. It is

the medullary body, composed of

two anterior and two posterior crura,

situated at the bottom and inside of

the lateral ventricle over the third

ventricle, and below the septum lu-

cid urn.

Fo'rtis a'qua. A weak nitric

acid.

Fo'ssa. (From fodere, to dig).

Fovea. A little depression or sinus.

The pudendum muliebre.

Fo'ssa AMy'.NTiE. A double-head-
ed roller for the face.

Fo'ssa ma'gna. The great groove
of the ear, also the pudendum mu-
liebre.

Fo'ssa naviculars. The cavity

at the bottom of the entrance of the

pudendum muliebre ; also the great

groove of the ear.

Fo'ssa ova'lis. The depression

in the right auricle of the human
heart, which in the foetus opened into

the other auricle, forming the fora-

men ovale.

Fo'ssa pituita'ria. The fossa of

the sella turcica of the sphenoid

bone.

Fo'ssil. (Fossilis, from fodere,

to digj. Any thing dug out of the

earth.

Fo'ssilus. The bone of the leg.

Fo'tus, -ttfj in. See Fomenta-
tion*

Fo'vea. (From fodere, to dig .

A little depression. The pudendum
muliebre. A partial sweating-bath.

For- l- 'jvc. See Digitalis*

Fox-glove, Eastern. See Sesa-

mum orientale.

Fra'cture. (From frangere, to

break). Fractura. Catagma. A frac-
1 ture is a solution of a bone into two
or more fragments. A simple frac-

ture is when the bone only is divid-

ed. A compound fracture is a divi-

sion of the bone, with a laceration

of the integuments, the bone mostly

protruding. A fracture is also term-

ed transverse, oblique, &c. accord-

ing to its direction.

*^* The differences of'fractures de-

pend upon what bone is broken ; what
portion of it is fractured ; the direc-

tion of the fractures ; the respective

position of the fragments ; and lastly,

upon circumstances accompanying
the injury, rendering it simple, com-
pound, or variously complicated.

The causes offractures arc predis-

posing and remote. Among the

first are the situation and functions

of the bones, the age of the patients,

and their diseases. Superficial bones

are more easily fractured than those

which are cosTcred by a consider-

able quantity of soft parts. The
functions of some bones render them
more liable to be fractured than

others—thus the radius which sup-

ports the hand, is more liable to be

fractured than the ulna. The cla-

vicle, which serves to keep the shoul-

der in its proper position, and sup-

ports on its arched extremity all

the motions of the upper extremity,

is particularly liable to be broken.

The gradual increase of the quan-

tity of the phosphate of lime, in the

structure of the bones, makes them
brittle, in proportion as we advance

in years, and in old age, the propor-

tion of the inorganised to the or-

ganised part is so great, that the

bones are fractured by the slightest

causes. In childhood, the fibrous

and organised part bears a greater

proportion to the earth, and the

bones being consequently more elas-

tic and flexible, are not so easily bro-

ken as in old age.
" Lues venerea, gout, cancer, rick-

ets, scurvy, and scrofula," says Le-

veille, " predispose to fractures, "&c.
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Man}* extraordinary instances of

fractures, from the morbid softness

and fragility of the bones, are upon
record ; as may be seen in the Philo-

sophical Trans. ; — Mem. de VAcad.
Royale des Sciences ;

—Act. Hafniens-,— Gooch's Chirurgical TVorks, vol.

ii. ;

—

Saviard's Observations Chirur-

gicales, p. 274, &c. See Fragilitas

ossutm.

The remote cause of fractures is

external force, variously applied in

fails, blows, etc. In particular in-

stances, the bones are broken by the

violent action of the muscles attached

to them. This is almost invariably

the case with the fractured patella.

The olecranon and os calcis have
likewise been broken bv a violent

contraction of the muscles inserted

into them, &c.
Some of the symptoms of frac-

tures are equivocal. The pain and
inability to move the limb, com-
monly enumerated, may arise from
a mere bruise, a dislocation, or other

cause. The crepitus ; the separa-

tion and inequalities of the ends of

fracture, when the bone is super-

ficial ; the change in the form of

the limb, and the shortening of it,

are circumstances communicating
the most certain information ; and
the crepitus in particular, is the

principal symptom to be depended
upon. The signs of fractures, how-
ever, are so exceedingly various, ac-

cording to the bones, which are the

subject of enquiry, that any one in

particuMr cannot be said to be an in-

variable attendant in such cases, and
characteristically confined to them.

The prognosis of fractures varies

according to the kind of bone in-

jured: the part of it broken, the

direction of the breach of continuity,

and other mischief complicating the

case.

The general treatment of fractures

embraces three principal indications.

— 1 . To reduce the pieces of bones to

their natural position.—2. To secure

and retain them in this state.—3. To
guard against untoward symptoms,
and to relieve them when they do
occur. The first is only applicable

to cases attendant with displace-

ment ; for, when the fragments are
not out of their relative position, the
surgeon must strictly refrain from
all avoidable disturbance of the limb.

The mea7is employedfor the reduc-
tion of fractures, in general, are
three, namely, extension, counter-
extension, and coaptation, or bring-
ing the fractured ends into due appo-
sition ; and these are to be varied
according to the species of displace-

ment ; the whole business of the
surgeon, therefore, in the treatment,
consists in keeping them in this situ-

ation by means of a suitable appara-
tus ; in endeavouring to avert unfa-
vourable symptoms, and in adopting
measures for their removal, when
they have actually taken place. The
consolidation of a broken bone , which
is analogous to the union of wounds,
and which, strictly speaking, is the
work of nature, is termed the forma-
tion of the callus, a name given to

the bond of union, uniting the ends
of fractured bones ; and whatever
may be the process by which it may-
be formed, it is during the first two
or three weeks after the fracture,

that the fragments undergo the
changes which promote their re-

union. But it is between the twen-
tieth and thirtieth, and especially

between the thirtieth and fiftieth

years, that nature labours effectively

in consolidating the callus. The fol-

lowing authors may be consulted on
fractures : J.L. Petit and Dui-.rncy,
des Maladies des Os.—Boycr, Lemons
sur les Maladies des Os, redigces par
Richerand.—T. KirklanoW Observa-
tions on Pott's General Remarks on
Fractures, &c. — White's 'Cases in

Surgery , edit. 1770.— CEuvres Chi -

rurgicales de Dessault, par Bichat.
t. i.— Sir J. Earle's Letter on the

Fractures of the lower Limbs, 8vo.
1807.— Leveille, Nouvelle Doctrine
Cuirurgicale, t. ii. 1812.—Sir Astley
Cooper on Fractures and Dislocation*,

&e. &c.
Frenulum. (Dim. framum, a

bridle,. The cutaneous fold under
the apex of the tongue, connecting it

to the infralingual cavity. It is
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sometimes, in infancy, so short as

to prevent the child from sucking,

when it becomes necessary to cut it,

in order to give more room for the

motion of the tongue. See Frcenum
lingua?,

Fr&'nlm, -i, n. The membranous
fold which connects the prepuce to

the inferior part of the glans penis.

Fr^e'num lingua.
*** In infants, the tongue is

sometimes too closely tied down,
in consequence of the shortness of
the fraenum, or from its being con-
tinued too far forward. In the

latter case, the child will not be
able to use its tongue with sufficient

ease in the action of sucking, swal-

lowing, &c. from the point being
confined at the bottom of the mouth

.

Though this affection is not unfre-

quent, it is less common than is ge-
nerally supposed by parents and
nurses. When the child is small,

and the nurse's nipple is large, it is

common for her to suppose the child

to be tongue-tied, when, in fact, it is

only the smallness of the child's

tongue that prevents it from sucking
with facility, &c. When the tongue
is actually tied, which may be known,
when, by looking upon one side, we
see the fraenum extending from the

back part of the very point, so that

the whole length of the tongue is

tied down, and unnaturally confined.

The mode of removing this difficulty

is to divide as much of the frae-

num as may appear necessary to set

the tongue free, taking care not to

wound the ranine arteries, an accident

that has been known to prove fatal.

—

See Petit, Traite ties Maladies Chirur-
gicalcs, t. iii. p. 260, &c. ;— Dionis
Cours d* Operations;—A. Burns' Surg.
Anat. of the Head and Neck, &c. &c.

Fra'ga. (From fragrarc, to smell

sweet)". The strawberry. See Fra-

il aria.

Fra'garia. (From fragrarc, to

smell sweet). The strawberry.— 1.

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Icosandria

;

Order, Polygynia.— 2. The phar-
macopoeial name of the strawberry.
See Fragaria vesta.

Fra'garia ste'rilis. Barren
strawberry. Astringent.

Fra'garia ve'sca. The systema-
tic name of the strawberry.
*
#* The mature fruit ofthe Fragaria

vesca,fragellisreplantibus of Linnaeus,

was formerly recommended in gouty
and calculous affections, in conse-

quence, it would appear, of its efficacy

in removing tartar from the teeth,

which it is said to do very effectually.

Fra'gilitas o'ssium. Morbid brit-

tleness of the bones.
*
#* In persons who have been long

afflicted with cancerous diseases, the

bones are said to become sometimes
as brittle as if they had been cal-

cined. Saviard and Louis relate cases

of this kind.— (Obs. et Remarques
sur les Effets da Virus Cancreux

,

Paris, 1750.

—

Obs. Chirurg. etJourn.

des Savans, 1691. Pouteau, CEu-
vres Posthumes, t. i.)—In the latter

stages of syphilis, the bones are al-

ledged to be sometimes remarkably
brittle. {Ephem. Nat. Cur. Dec. 1.

Ann. 3. Obs. 1 12.

—

Walther, Museum
Anat. t. ii. p. 29).—In bad cases of

scurvy, the bones occasionally be-

come so brittle, that they are broken

by the slightest causes, and do not

grow together again.

—

(BoettcherVan

den Krankh. de Knochen, p. 68).

The fragilitas ossium of old age is

incurable : that which depends on
some other constitutional disease

can on^y be relieved by its removal.

—

(See Boyer on Diseases of the Bo?ies,

vol. ii. ; also, the Writings of Prin-

gle, Petit, Duvcrney, Wilson on the

Skeleton, &c. p. 258, 8vo. Lond.

1820; &c. &c.
Fra'gment. Fragmcntum. A

splinter of a bone.

Framboz'sia. (From framboise,

Fr. for a raspberry). The yaws.

A genus of disease arranged by Cul-

len in the Class Cachexia*, and Order
Impetigenes. Somewhat similar in

its nature to the lues venerea, and

is endemial to the Antilles islands, as

well as Africa. It appears with ex-

crescences like mulberries, growing

out of the skin in various parts of

the body, which discharge an icho-

rous fluid.
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Fra'ngula. (From frangere, to

break, so called because of the brit-

tleness of its branches) . See Rham-
nus frangula.

Frankincense. See Juniperus Ly-
cia

9 and Pinus abies.

Fraxine'lla. (From fraxinus,

the ash, so called because its leaves

resemble those of the ash). See
Dictamnus albus.

Fraxinella, white. See Dictamnus
a lbus.

Fra'xinus. (Afragore, from the

noise its seeds make when shaken bv
the wind ; or from 0pa£ic, a hedge,

because of its use in forming hedges)

.

The ash.—1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Poly-
gamia; Order, Dioecia.—2. The
pharmacopceial name of the ash-tree.

See Fraxinus excelsior.

Fra'xinus exce'lsior. The sys

tematic name of the ash-tree. Fraxi-
nus. Called also brumelli and bume-
iia. The bark of this tree, Fraxi-
nus excelsior; foliis serratis

f fioribus

apetalis, of Linnaeus, when fresh,

has a moderately strong, bitterish

taste. It possesses resolvent and
diuretic qualities, and has been suc-

cessfully exhibited in the cure of in-

termittents. The seeds are occa-
sionally exhibited medicinally as diu-

retics, in the dose of a drachm.
*** In warm climates, a sort of

manna exudes from this species of the

ash.

Fra'xinus o'rnus. The syste-

matic name of the tree from which
manna flows. This substance is also

termed Manna calabrina. Ros cala-

brinus. Acrcnneli. Alusar. Dryso-
meli. That species which is of a
rosy colour, is called nuba. Mel
n'erimn, from the supposition that it

descended from heaven. The con-
densed juice of the flowering ash, or
Fraxinus ornus : foliis ovato-oblongis

serratis petiolatis, fioribus corollatis.

Hort. Kew. which is a native of the
southern parts of Europe, particu-

larly Sicily and Calabria. Many
other trees and shrubs have likewise
been observed to emit a sweet juice,

which concretes upon exposure to the
air, and maybe considered of the

manna kind, especially the Fraxinus
rotxtndifolia and excelsior.

*3* In Sicily, these three species

of fraxinus are regularly cultivated

for the purpose of procuring manna,
and with this view are planted on the
declivity of a hill with an eastern

aspect. After ten years growth, the
trees first begin to yield the manna,
but they require to be much older

before they afford it in any consider-

able quantity. Although the manna
exudes spontaneously upon the trees,

yet, in order to obtain it more co-
piously, incisions are made through
the bark, by means of a sharp crooked
instrument : and the season thought
to be most favourable for instituting

this process, is a little before the dog-
days commence, when the weather is

dry and serene. It is best dissolved

in whey. See Majina.

Fra'xinus rotundifo'lia. The
systematic name of a tree which
affords manna. See Fraxinus ornus,

Fre'na. The sockets of the teeth.

Frigida'rium. (From frigidus,

cold). The cold bath.

Frigera'na. A putrid fever.

Frons, -tis, f. or m. The fore-

head. The part between the eye-
brows and the hairy scalp.

Frontal bone. 1 e ,-,

r, , . > bee Frontis os.
rrontal sinus, j

Fronta'lis. See Occipito-frontalis.

Fronta'lis ve'rus. See Corru-
gator supercilii.

Fro'ntis os. The frontal bone. Gs
corona le. Os inverecundum. Metopon.

Fruits, summer. Fructus horcti.

Under this term physicians compre-
hend strawberries, cherries, currants,

mulberries, raspberries, and the like.

They possess a sweet sub-acid taste,

and are exhibited as dietetic auxi-
liaries, as refrigerants, antiseptics,

attenuants, and aperients. Formerly
they were exhibited medicinally in

the cure of putrid affections, and to

promote ' the alvine and urinary ex-
cretions. Considering them as an
article of diet, they afford little nou-
rishment, and are liable to produce
flatulencies. To persons of a bilious

constitution and rigid fibres, and
where the habit is disposed naturallv,

Dd
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or from extrinsic causes, to an in-

flammatory or putrescent state, their

moderate, and even plentiful use, is

salubrious ; by those of a cold inactive

disposition, where the vessels are lax,

the circulation languid, and the di-

gestion weak, they should be used
very sparingly. The juices extracted

from these fruits by expression, con-
tain their active qualities freed from
their grosser indigestible matter. On
standing, the juice ferments and
changes to a vinous or acetous state.

By proper addition of sugar, and
boiling, their fermentative power is

suppressed, and their medicinal qua-

lities preserved. The juices of these

fruits, when purified from their fe-

culencies by settling and straining,

maybe made into syrups, with a due
proportion of sugar, in the usual way.
—See Natural and Medical Dieteti-

con, &c. hy J. S. Forsyth.

Frumenta'ceous. All plants

having a conformity with wheat,

either as regards their fruity leaves,

or ears.

Fu'cus. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Cryptogamia; Order, Alga*.

Fu'cus digita'tus. This fucus

grows upon stones and rocks in the

sea, near the shore. It affords soda.

Fu'cus escule'ntus. Edible fu-

cus. Mr. Hudson has made this a

distinct species, but Linnaeus included

it under his saccharinus. It grows
plentifully in the sea near the shores

of Scotland, and also those of Cum-
berland. It has a broad, plain,

simple, sword-shaped leaf, springing

from a pinnated stalk.

Fu'cus uelminthoco'rton. See

Corallifia corsicana.

Fu'cus palma'tus. Handed fucus.

It grows in the sea, and consists of a

thin lobed leaf resembling a hand.

Fu'cus sacchari'nus. Sea-belt

;

from the supposed resemblance of its

leaves to a belt or girdle. It grows

upon rocks and stones by the sea-

shore.

Fu'cus vesiculo'sus. The sys-

tematic name of the sea-oak. Quer-

ies marina. The sea-oak. Sea-wrack.

This sea-weed is the Fucus vesicu-

losa*, fronde plana dichotoma costaia
integerrima, vesiculis axillaribus ge-
mbiis, terminalibus tuberculatis , of
Linnaeus. It is said to be a useful
assistant to sea-water, in the cure of
disorders of the glands. Burnt in
the open air, and reduced to a black
powder, it forms the aethiops vegeta-
bilis, which, as an internal medicine,
is similar to burnt sponge.

Fuli'go, -inis, f. Soot. Wood-
soot, fuligo ligni, or the condensed
smoke from burning wood. It has
a pungent, bitter, and nauseous taste,

and is resolved by chymical analysis

into a volatile alkaline salt, an empy-
reumatic oil, a fixed alkali, and an
insipid earth.

*** The tincture prepared from
this substance, tinctura fuliginis, is

recommended as a powerful antispas-

modic in hysterical affections.

Fulmina'tion. A quick and lively

explosion of bodies, such as takes
place with fulminating gold, fulmi-

nating powder, and in the combustion
of a mixture of inflammable gas and
vital air.

Fuma'ria. (From fumus, smoke,
from its juice when dropped into the

eye, producing the same sensations

as smoke).—1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system

:

Class, Diadelphia ; Order, Decandria

.

Fumitory.—2. The pharmacopceial
name of the common fumitory. See
Fumaria officinalis.

Fuma'ria bulbo'sa. Aristolochia

fabacea. The root of this plant, Fu-
maria bulbosa, caule simplici, bracteis

Umgitudinefiorum, of Linnaeus, was
formerly given to restore suppressed

menses, and to destroy worms.
Fuma'ria officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the fumitory. Fumus
terrce. Herba melancholifuga . The
leaves of this indigenous plant, Fu-
maria officinalisypericarpiis monosper-

mis racemosis, caule diffusa, of Lin-

naeus, are directed for medicinal use

by the Edinburgh college ; they are

extremely succulent, and have no
remarkable smell, but a bitter, some-
what saline taste. The infusion of

the dried leaves, or the expressed

juice of the fresh plant, is extolled
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fer clearing the skin of many dis-

orders of the leprous kind.

Fumiga'tion. The application of

fumes, either from metallic or other

preparations, to particular parts of

the body, as those of the mercurial

kind to venereal sores, &c.
*
#
* The most efficacious sub-

stance for this purpose is chlorine ;

next to it the vapour of nitric acid ;

and lastly, that of the muriatic. The
fumes of heated vinegar, burning

sulphur, or the smoke of exploded

gunpowder, deserve little confidence

as antilormics. The air of dissecting

rooms should be nightly fumigated

with chlorine, whereby their atmo-

sphere would be more wholesome
and agreeable during the day.

Filming liquor. The fuming

liquors of Boyle and Lebavius have

long been known. To prepare that

of Boyle, which i3 a hydroguretted

sulphuret of ammonia, three parts of

Mime fallen to powder in the air, one

of muriate of ammonia, and one of

the flowers of sulphur, arc to be

mixed in a mortar, and distilled with

gentle heat. The yellow liquor that

first comes over, emits fetid fumes.

It is followed by a deeper coloured

fluid that is not fuming. The fuming
liquor of Libavius is made by amal-

gamating tin with half its weight of

mercury, triturating this amalgam
with an equal weight of corrosive

muriate of mercury, and distilling

by a gentle heat. A colourless fluid

at first passes over : after this a thick

vapour is thrown out at one single

set with a sort of explosion, which
emits copious, white, heavy acrid

fumes on exposure to the air. In a

closely stopped bottle, no fumes from
it are perceptible ; but needle-shaped

crystals form against the top of the

bottle, so as frequently to close the

aperture.—Cadel's fuming liquor is

prepared by distilling equal parts of

the acetate of potash and arsenious

acid, and receiving the product into

glass bodies kept cool by a mixture
of ice and salt. The liquor produced,
emits a very dense, heavy, fetid,

noxious vapour, and inflames spon-
taneously in the o^cn air.

Fumitory. See Fumaria.

Fu'mus a'lbus. Mercury.

Fu'mus ci'trinus. Sulphur.

Fu'mus du'plex. Sulphur and

mercury.
Fu'mus ru'bens. Orpiment.

Fu'nction. See Action.

Funga'tes. The saline compounds

of a peculiar acid, which M. Bracon-

not has lately extracted from mush-

rooms.
Fu'ngin. The fleshy part of mush-

rooms, deprived by alcohol and water

of every thing soluble. It seems to

be a modification of woody fibre.

Fu'ngus. 1. Proud tlesh. A
term in surgery to express any luxu-

riant formation of flesh.—2. The
name of an order of plants in the

Linnsean system, belonging to the

Cryptogamia class.

Fu'ngus ii.emato'des. (From
fungus, and aifict, blood). The
bleeding fungus. Spongoid inflam-

mation. Carcinome sanglante. Me-
dullary sarcoma.

*
#* Fungus "hacmatodes, which

has only been accurately described

of late years, was formerly con-

founded with cancer. The profes-

sion are indebted to Mr. J. Burns
of Glasgow, who calls it spongoid

inflammation, for the first account

of it ; and the subsequent writings

of Mr. Hey of Leeds, Mr. Freer

of Birmingham, Mr. J. Wardrop,
Mr. Langstaff, and others, have
made us still better acquainted with

it. It is unquestionably one of the

most alarming diseases incidental to

the human machinery, in as much as

no specific remedy is known for it

;

and an operation can only be useful

at a time when it is very difficult to

persuade a patient to submit to it.

Indeed, when the diseased part is

extirpated at an early period, a re-

covery hardly ever follows ; for expe-

rience proves, that it is not a disease

of a local nature, but almost always
extends to a variety of organs and
structures at the same time, either

to the brain, liver, or lungs, &c. It

is of the utmost consequence to be
aware of this fact, since we should
otherwise be induced to attempt
Dd2
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many hopeless operations, and de-

liver a prognosis that might cause
disappointment and censure. In a
large proportion of patients, afflict-

ed with fungus haematodes, the ge-
neral disorder of the system is indi-

cated by a peculiarly unhealthy as-

pect ; a sallow, greenish yellow co-

lour of the skin, which is frequently

covered with clammy perspiration
;

constant troublesome cough, diffi-

culty of breathing, &c. Fungus
haematodes, the name used by Mr.
Hey, has most frequently been seen

to attack the eye-ball, the upper and
lower extremities, the testicles and
the mammae. But the uterus ova-
rium, liver, spleen, brain, lungs,

thyrotid gland, hip, and shoulder

joints, have likewise been the seat

of the disease.—See Dissertations on

Inflammation, by J. Burns, vol. ii.—Hey's Practical Observations in

Surgery, ed.3 ;

—

Freer on Aneurism

;

— Observ. on Fungus Hcemalodes, or

Soft Cancer, by James Wardrop, 8vo.

Edinb. 1809 ;

—

Land. Med. Jour.

vol. v. ;

—

Mr. Abernethy in Surg.
Obs. 1804 ;

—

Med. Chirurg. Trans-

actions, vol. iii. p. 59, 71, 277;

—

Scarpa on Diseases of the Eye;—
B. Travers* Synopsis of Diseases of
the Eye, &c. &c.
Fu'ngus ignta'rius. See Boletus

igniarius.

Fu'ngus la'ricis. See Boletus

laricis.

Fu'ngus melite'nsis. This is

improperly called a fungus. See

Cynomorium.
Fu'ngus rosa'ceus. See Bede-

gitar.

Fu'ngus sa'licis. The willow

fungus. See Boletus suaveole?is.

Fu'ngus sambu'cinus. See Pe-
ziza Auricula.

Fu'ngus vino'sus. The dark cob-

web-like fungus, which vegetates in

dry cellars, where wine, ale, &c. are

kept.

Funi'culus umbilica'lis. (Funi-

culus; dim. of funis, a cord). See

Vinbilicul cord.

Fu'nis. A rope or cord.

Fu'nis umbilica'lis. See Umbi-

lical cord.

Fu'rcella infe'rior. The ensi-

form cartilage.

Fu'rcula. The clavicle.

Fu'rfur, -uris, n. Bran. A
disease of the skin, in which the
cuticle keeps falling off in small
scales like bran.

Furfura'ceous. (Furfuraceus,
from furfur, bran). Applied to the

sediment deposited in the urine of

persons afflicted with fever, of a
reddish or whitish matter, which
generally appears within an hour or
two after the urine has passed, and
only falls in part to the bottom, the

urine remaining turbid.

Fu'rnace. Furnus. The furnaces

employed in chymical operations are

of three kinds

:

1. The evaporatory furnace, which
has received its name from its use ;

it is employed to reduce substances

into vapour by means of heat, in

order to separate the more fixed

principles from those which are more
volatile.

2. The reverberatory furnace,

which name it has received from its

construction, the flame being pre-

vented from rising ; it is appropri-

ated to distillation.

3. The forge furnace, in which

the current of air is determined by
bellows.

Fu'ror uteri'nus. (Fromfurerc,

to be mad, and uterus, the womb)

.

See Nymphomariia.
Furu'nculus. (From furere, to

rage ; so named from its heat and

inflammation before it suppurates)

.

Dothein of Paracelsus. Chiadus.

Chioli. A boil. An inflammation of

a subcutaneous gland, known by an

inflammatory tumour that does not

exceed the size of a pigeon's egg.

Fusibility. That property by
which bodies assume the fluid state.

%* Some chymists have asserted,

that fusion is simply a solution in

caloric ; but this opinion includes too

many yet undecided questions, to be

hastily adopted.

Fusion. (Fusio; from fun dvre, to

pour out). A chymical process, by

which bodies are made to pass from

the solid to the fluid state, in consc--
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quence of the application of heat.

The chief objects susceptible of this

operation are salts, sulphur, and

metals. Salts are liable to two kinds

of fusion: the one, which is peculiar

to saline matters, is owing to water

contained in them, and is called

aqueous fusion; the other, which

arises from the heat alone, is known
by the name of igneous fusion.

Fustet. The wood of the rkus

cotinus, or Venus's sumach, yields a

fine orange colour, but not at all

durable.

Fustic, or yellow wood. The
morus tinctoria, a native of the West
Indies. It affords much yellow co-

louring matter which is very durable.

Used by dyers.

G.

JltaBIA'num o'leum. See Petroleum

ruhrum.

Gabi'rea. An oleaginous kind of

myrrh, mentioned by Dioscorides.

Gala'ctia. (From yaXa, milk).

Galactirrhcea. Excess or overflowing

of the milk.

Gala'ctina. (From yaXa, milk).

Food prepared of milk.

Galactirriice'a. (From yaXa,
milk, and peio, to flow). See Ga-
lactia.

Galacto'des. (From yaXa, milk).

Milk warm. A milky colour. Hipp.
Galacto'phora medicame'nta.

(From yaXa, milk, and ^tpto, to

bring). Medicines which increase

the flow of milk.

Galacto'piiorous ducts. (Go-
lactophorus ; from yaXa, milk, and
0epw, to bring, because they bring

the milk to the nipple) . The excre-

tory ducts of the glands of the breasts

of women, terminating in the papilla,

or nipple, are thus called.

Galactopoe'tica. (From yaXa,
milk, and ttoi£o>, to make). Milk-
making, an epithet applied to the

faculty of making milk.

Galactopo'sia. (From yaXa,
milk, and ttivw> to drink). The
method of curing diseases by a milk
diet.

Gala'nga. See Maranta and
Ktrmpferia,

Gala'nga ma'jor. See Kcempferia
Galanga,

Gala'nga mi'nor. See Maranta
Galonga.

Galangal. See Galanga.
Galangaly English, See Cyperus,

Galba'num. (From chalbanah,

Heb.) See Bubon galbanum.
Ga'lbei. Galbcum. Ornamental

medicated bracelets worn by the

Romans.
Ga'lbulus. (From gatbus, yel-

low). When the skin of the body is

naturally yellow.

Ga'lda gu'mmi. This is a gum-
resin, mentioned by old writers, but
totally forgot in the present day, and
not to be obtained. It was formerly
used as a warm, stimulating medi-
cine, and applied in plasters as a
strenglhener.

Ga'lea. (From yaXrj, a cat, of
the skin of which it was formerly
made). A helmet.

—

Anat. The am-
nios, because it surrounds the foetus

like a helmet.

—

Surg. A bandage
for the head. Also a species of head-
ache, when it surrounds the head
like a helmet.

Galeanthro'pia. (This term seems
to be from yaXrj^a cat, and avQpioiroQ,

a man). A species of madness, in
which a person imagines himself to
be a cat, and imitates its actions.

Ga'lega. (From yaXa, milk; s

named because it increases the milk
of animals which eat it). A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Diadelphia; Order, Decandria.
Dd3
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—2. The pharmacopoeial name of the
Ruta capraria. See Galega offici-

nalis.

Ga'lega officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the Ruta capraria,

or goat's rue. From the little smell
and taste of this plant, Gakga offici-

nalis; leguminibus strictis, erectis;

foliolis lanceolatis, striatis, nudis, of
Linnaeus, it may be supposed to

possess few virtues. In Italy, the
leaves are eaten amongst salads.

Ga'leg^e. A species of senna.

The cassia tora of Linnaeus.

Gale'na. (From yaXeiv, to shine)

.

The name of an ore formed by
the combination of lead with sul-

phur.

Gale'nic me'dicine. Medicine
conformable to the rules of Galen,
and runs much upon multiplying

herbs and roots in the same compo-
sition, though seldom torturing them
any otherwise than by decoction. It

is opposed to chymical medicine,

which i Dy the force of fire, and a
great deal of art, fetches out the vir-

tues of bodies, chiefly mineral, into

a small compass.
Gale'nium. (From yaXrjvrj, ga-

lena). A cataplasm; in the compo-
sition of which was the galena. In

Faulus iEgineta, it is considered as

anodyne.
Galeo'bdolon. "EvomyaXsri, fe-

lts, and ficoXog, crepitus). See Ga-
Icopsis.

Galeo'psis. (From aaXcg, good,

l critic, vision; so called, because

it was thought good for the sight

;

or from yaXrj, a cat, and oxpig, as-

pect ; the flowers gaping like the

open mouth of that animal) . Lamium
rum. Urtica itiers magnafnitidis-

.,a. Stachys fostida, &c. Hedge-
nettle. See Lamium album.

Galeiu'culum aponeuroticum.
The tendinous expansion which lies

r the pericranium.

Ga'lium. (From yaXa, milk
;

ae Specie* having the property of

dating milk).— 1. A genus of

plants in the Linnaean system: Class,

Tetrandrin; Order, Mormgynia,—
2. The pharmacopoeial name of the

herb cheese-rennet, or ladies' bed-

straw. See Galium verum.—3. A
name for madder.

Ga'lium apari'ne. The systematic
name of the goose-grass. Aparine,
Philanthropus* Ampelocarpus. Om-
phalocarpus. Ixus. Asparine. As-
perula. Goose-grass and cleaver's

bees. Cleaver's. Goose-share. Hay-
riff. A plant, which is common in

our hedges and ditches. It is the
Galium aparine, foliis octonis lanceo-

latis, cari?iatis t scabris retrorsum acu-

leatis, geniculis venosis, fructu hip-

sido, of Linnaeus.
*
# * The expressed juice has been

given with advantage as an aperient

and diuretic in incipient dropsies.

A tea-cup full internally, gradual-

ly^increased to half a pint, two or
three times a day, and the herb ap-

plied in cataplasm externally, has
been said to cure cancers. Such be-
neficial results are not confirmed by
the experience of others.

Ga'lium mollu'go. The syste-

matic name of the greater ladies'

bedstraw. Galium album. This herb,

Galium; foliis octonis, ovato-lincari-

bus, subserratis
,
pate?itissi?jiis , mucro-

natis ; caule fiaccido, ramis patenti-

bus, with its flowers, is used medi-
cinally. Five ounces, or more, of

the expressed juice, taken every

evening upon an empty stomach,
is said to cure epilepsy.

Ga'lium ve'rum. The systema-

tic name of the true ladies' bedstraw,

or cheese-rennet. The tops of this

plant, Galium verum ; foliis octonis,

linearibus, sulcatis ; ramis forifcris,

brcvibus, of Linnaeus, were long used

as an efficacious medicine in the

cure of epilepsy ; but in the practice

of the present day, they arc aban-

doned.
*
#
* The leaves and flowers pos-

sess the property of curdling milk
;

it is on that account styled cheese-

rennet.

Gall. See Bile.

Gall sickness. A popular name
for the remitting fever occasioned

by marsh miasmata in the Nether-

lands, and which proved so fatal to

thousands of the English soldiers

after the capture ofWalcheren, in
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the year 1809. Dr. Lind informs us,

that at Middleburgh, the capital

of Walcheren, a sickness generally

reigns towards the latter end of Au-
gust, or the beginning of September,
which is always most violent after

hot summers. It commences after

the rains which fall in the end of

July : the sooner it begins the longer

it continues, and it is only checked
by the coldness of the weather.

Towards the end of August and the

beginning of September, it is a con-
tinual burning fever, attended with

a vomiting of bile, which is the

gall sickness. This fever, after con -

tinning three or four days, intermits

and assumes the form of a double
tertian ; leaving the patient in a

fortnight, or perhaps sooner. Stran-

gers that have been accustomed to

breathe a dry, pure air, do not reco-

ver so quickly. Foreigners in indi-

gent circumstances, such as the Scots

and German soldiers, who were gar-

risoned in the adjacent places, were
apt, after those fevers, to have a
swelling in the legs, and a dropsy

;

of which many died.

These diseases arc the same with
the double tertians common within

the tropics. Such as are seized with
the gall sickness, have at first some
flushes of heat over the body, a loss

of appetite, a white foul tongue, a
yellow tinge in the eyes, and a pale

colour of the lips. Such as live

well, drink wine, and have warm
clothes, and a good lodging, do not
suffer so much during the sicklv

season as the poor people ; however,
these diseases are not infectious, and
seldom prove mortal to the natives.

—

See Sir John Pringle on the Diseases

of the Army.—Observations on the

Diseases of Walcheren, by G. Daw-
son, &c. &c.

Ga'lla. (From Gallus, a river in

Bithynia). See Quercus cerris.

Ga'lla tu'rcica. See Quercus
cerris.

Gall-bladder. Vesicula fellis.

An oblong membranous receptacle,

situated under the liver, to which it

is attached, in the right hypocon-
drium. It is composed of three

membranes : a common, fibrous, and
villous. Its use is to retain the bile

which regurgitates from the hepatic

duct, there to become thicker, more
acrid, and bitter, and to send it

through the cystic duct, which pro-
ceeds from its neck into the ductus
communis choledochus, to be sent

on to the duodenum.
Gall-stones. Calculous concre-

tions formed in the gall-bladder of
animal bodies ; of which there are
four different kinds.

*
# * Gall-stones often lie quiet

5

so that, until dissection after death,
some are never known to exist ; but
when they are prevented from pass-
ing through the gall ducts, they ob-
struct the passage of the bile into

the intestines, and produce also many
inconvenient symptoms, particularly

the jaundice. Soaps have been pro-
posed as solvents for these calculi.

The Academy of Dijon has published
the success of a mixture of the es-

sence of turpentine and ether. The
name of cholcstrine is given by IVJ.

Chevreul to the pearly substance of
human biliary calculi. It consists of
72 carbon, 6.66 oxygen, and 21.33
hydrogen, by Berard.

Ga'llic a'cid. A peculiar acid
extracted from the nut-gall that
grows on the oak. It is also found,
in a greater or less quantity, in all

astringent vegetable substances.

Galli'tricuis. Corrupted from
callitrichis, or callitrichum.

Ga'llic us mo'rbus. The French
disease. See Lues venerea.

Gallina'go, -aginis, f. (Diminu-
tive of gallus, a cock). — 1. The
woodcock.—2. An eminence within
the prostate gland is called caput
gallinaginis, from its supposed re-
semblance to a woodcock's head.

G/'llilm. See Galium.
Ga'lvanism. Animal Electricity.
*** Convulsions accidentally ob-

served in the limbs of dead frogs,
originally suggested to Galvani the
study of certain phenomena, which,
from him, as the discoverer, have
been termed Galvanic. He ascribed
these movements to an electrical fluid,

a power innate in the living frame,
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or capable of being evolved by it,

which he denominated animal elec-

tricity. The Torpedo Gymnotus,
and Silurus Electricus, first endowed
with a true electrical apparatus,
ready to be called into action by an
effort of their will, were previously
known to the naturalist, and fur-

nished plausible analogies to the phi-
losopher of Bologna. Volta, to

whom this science is indebted for

the most brilliant discoveries on its

principles, as well as for its marvel-
lous apparatus, justly called by his

name, advanced powerful arguments
against the hypothesis of Galvani.
He ascribed the muscular commo-
tions, and. other phenomena, to the

excitation of common electricity, by
an arrangement previously unthought
of by the scientific world ; merely
by the mutual contact of dissimilar

bodies, metals, charcoal, and ani-

mal matter, applied either to each
other, or conjoined with certain

fluids. And at the present day, per-

haps, the only facts which seem dif-

ficult to reconcile with the beautiful

theory of electro-motion, invented

by the Pavian professor, are some
experiments of Aldini, the nephew
of the original discoverer. In these

experiments, neither metals nor char-

coal were employed. Very powerful
muscular contractions seem to have
been excited in some of the experi-

ments, by bringing a part of a warm-
blooded, and of a cold-blooded ani-

mal, into contact with each other ;

as the nerve and muscle of a frog

with the bloody flesh off the neck of

a newly decapitated ox.

In other experiments, the nerves

and muscles of the same animal seem
to have operated galvanic excita-

tion ; and again, the nerve of one
animal acted with the muscle of
another. From these experiments

Aldini deduces an inference in fa-

vour of his uncle's hypothesis—that

a proper animal electricity is inhe-

rent in the body, which does not re-

quire the assistance of any external

agent for its developemcnk Should

we admit the reality of these results,

we may, perhaps, venture to refer

them to a principle analagous to Sir

Humphrey Davey's pile, or voltaic

circuit, of two dissimilar liquids and
charcoal. This part of the subject,

however, is involved in deep obscu-
ritv.

Many experiments have been per-

formed in this country, and abroad,
on the bodies of criminals, soon
after their execution. Vassali, Julio,

and Rossi, made an ample set, on
several bodies decapitated at Tu-
rin. They paid particular attention

to the effect of galvanic electricity on
the heart, and other involuntary mus-
cles : a subject of much previous con-
troversy. Volta asserted, that these

muscles are not at all sensible to this

electric power. Fowler maintained
that they were affected ; but with
difficulty, and in a slight degree.

This opinion was confirmed by Vas-
sali, who farther shewed, that the

muscles of the stomach and intes-

tines, might thus also be excited.

Aldini, on the contrary, declared

that he could not affect the heart by
his most powerful galvanic arrange-

ments. Most of these experiments,

however, were made either without

a voltaic battery, or with piles feeble

in comparison with those now em-
ployed.

According to Ritter, the electri-

city of the positive pole augments,
while the negative diminishes the

actions of life. Tumefaction of parts

is produced by the former ; depres-

sion by the latter. The pulse of the

hand, he says, held a few minutes in

contact with the positive pulse, is

strengthened ; that of the one in con-

tact with the negative, is enfeebled
;

the former is accompanied with a

sense of heat : the latter with a feel-

ing of coldness. Objects appear to

a positively electrified eye larger,

brighter, and red ; while to one ne-

gatively electrified, they seem small-

er, less distinct, and bluish,—colours

indicating opposite extremities of

the prismatic spectrum.

The acid and alkaline tastes, when
the tongue is acted on in succession

by the two electricities, arc well

known, and have been ingeniously
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accounted for by Sir H. Davy, in his

Bakerian lectures. The smell of

oxyrnuriatic acid, and of ammonia,
are said by Ritter, to be the oppo-
site odour, excited by the two oppo-
site poles ; as a full body of sound
and a sharp tone, are the correspond-

ing effects on the ear. These expe-

riments require verification.

Consonant, in some respects,

though not in all, with these state-

ments, are the doctrines taught by a

London practitioner, experienced in

the exhibition of medical electricity.

He affirms, that the influence of the

electrical fluid of our common ma-
chines in the cure of disease, may
be referred to three distinct heads

:

1. The form of radii, when pro-

jected from a point positively elec-

trified.—2. That of a star, or the

negative fire, concentrated on a brass

ball :—3. The Leyden explosion. To
each of these forms he assigns a

specific action. The first acts as a

sedative, allaying morbid activity

;

the second as a stimulant ; and the

last has a deobstruent effect, in dis-

persing chronic tumours. In confir-

mation of these general proposi-

tions, an ample narrative of cases

is given.

The most interesting researches

on the relation between voltaic elec-

tricity and the phenomena of life,

are those contained in Dr. Wilson
Philip's Dissertations, in the Philo-

sophical Transactions, as well as in

his experimental enquiry into the

laws of the vital functions, more re-

cently published. In his earlier re-

searches, he endeavoured to prove,

that the circulation of the blood,

and the action of the involuntary

muscles, were independent of the

nervous influence. In a paper, read

in January \'6U), he demonstrated
the immediate dependence of the se-

cretory functions on the nervous in-

fluence.

The eighth pair of nerves distri-

buted to the stomach, and subser-

vient to digestion, were divided by
incisions in the neck of several living

rabbits. After the operation, the

parsley they had eaten remained

without alteration in their stomachs ;

and the animals, after evincing much
difficulty of breathing, seemed to

die of suffocation. But when, in

other rabbits similarly treated, the
galvanic power was transmitted along
the nerve, below its section, to a
disc of silver, placed closely in con-
tact with the skin of the animal, op-
posite to its stomach, no difficulty of
breathing occurred.

The voltaic action being kept up
for twenty-six hours, the rabbits

were then killed, and the parsley

was found, in as perfectly digested a
state as that in healthy rabbits fed at

the same time ; and their stomachs
evolved the smell peculiar to that of
a rabbit during digestion. These
experiments were several times re-

peated, with similar results. Hence
it appears that the galvanic energy is

capable of supplying the place of the
nervous influence ; so that, while
under it, the stomach, otherwise in-

active, digests food as usual.

The removal of dyspnoea, led Dr.
Philip to try galvanism as a remedy
in asthma. By transmitting its in-

fluence from the nape of the neck to-

the pit of the stomach, he gave de-
cided relief in every one of twenty-
two cases, of which four were in

private practice, and eighteen in the

Worcester infirmary. The power
employed varied from ten to twenty
pairs.

The general influences deduced by'

the experimenter, are, that voltaic-

electricity is capable of effecting the
formation of the secreted fluids,

when applied to the blood in the-

same way in which the nervous in-

fluence is applied to it ; and that it

is capable of occasioning an evolution

of caloric from arterial blood. Wrhen
the lungs are deprived of the nervous
influence, by which their function is

impeded, and even destroyed ; when
digestion is interrupted, by with-
drawing this influence from the sto-

mach, these two vital functions are
renewed, by exposing them to the
influence of a galvanic trough.
M Hence," says Dr. P., " galvanism
seems capable of performing all the
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functions of the nervous influence in

the animal economy ; but obviously
it cannot excite the functions of ani-

mal life, unless when acting on parts
endowed with the living principle."

—

These results of Dr. Philip have been
recently confirmed by Dr. Clarke
Abel of Brighton, who employed,
in one of the repetitions of the ex-
periments, a comparatively weak,
and in the other a considerable gal-

vanic power.
Gama'ndra. See Stalagmitis.

Gambie'nse gu'mmi. See Kino.
Gamboge. See Stalagmitis,

Gambo'gia. See Cambogia and
Stalagmitis.

GaMBO'gIUM.1 c n e<( 7

Gamboi'dea. |
See Stalagmitu.

Ga'mma. (From the letter r,
gamma, which it resembles). A
surgical instrument for cauterizing a
hernia.

Gamphe'le. (From yap-tyoe, crook-
ed). The cheek. The jaw.

Ga'ngamon. (From ya.yfaf.itj, a
fishing-net, which it was said to re-

semble). A name of the omentum.
Some call the contexture of nerves
about the navel by this name.

Ga'nglion. (VayyXiov, a knot).
A knot.—In Anat. a natural knot-
like enlargement in the course of a
nerve.

—

Surg. It is an encysted, cir-

cumscribed, moveable tumour, com-
monly free from pain, causing no
alteration in the colour of the skin,

formed in the sheath of a tendon,
and containing a fluid like the white
of an egg. It most frequently oc-
curs on the back of the hand or foot.

—See Warner s Cases in Surgery

;

—-V'Encyclopedic Method'u/ue, Partie

Chir. Art. Ganglion;—Richter, An-
fansgr. der Jf'undarzn, b. i. ;—
Lassus Pathologic. Chir. t. i. p. 3 (J9 ;

—JJ/'ct. dcs Sciences Med. t. xvii.

p. 311;

—

Gooclis Chirurg. JJ
r
orks,

vol. ii. p. 37 6.

Ga'ngkfne. (Tayfpaiva, from
ypaio, to feed upon). A partial

death. The death of one part of the

body, while the other parti are

alive. Sir A. Cooper.—An incipient

mortification, thus named from its

i ating away the flesh.

*
#* Inflammation, when it is ex*

tremely acute, occasions a destruc-

tion of vital power. At other times,

when there is a less degree of in-

flammatory action, but where the

powers of the part are feeble, the

life of the part will also be destroyed

;

so that gangrene is produced either

by an excess of inflammatory action,

where the powers are natural, or by
a less degree of inflammatory ac-

tion, where the powers of the part

are feeble.—Mortification is gene-
rally distinguished into two stages.

The first, or incipient one, is named
gangrene, which is attended with a
sudden diminution of pain in the

place affected ; a livid discolouration

of the part, which, from being yel-

lowish, becomes of a greenish hue ;

a detachment of the cuticle, under
which a turbid fluid is effused ; lastly,

the swelling, tension, and hardness,

of the previous inflammation sub-

side, and, on touching the part, a

crepitus is perceptible, owing to the

generation of air in the gangrenous
parts.—When the part has become
quite cold, black, fibrous, incapable

of moving, and destitute of all feel-

ing, circulation, and life ; this is the

second stage of mortification, termed
sphacelus. Gangrene, however, is

not unfrequently used synonimously

with the word mortification. See

Mortification.

Ga'rab. An Arabic name for the

disorder called JEgylops.

Garci'ma. (So called in honour of

Dr. Garcin, who accurately described

it) . A genus of plants in the Linnrean

system : ('lass, Dodccandria ; Order,

Monogynia.
Gakci'nia mangosta'na. The sys-

tematic name of the mangosteen
tree.

*
#* The mangosteen is a fruit

about the size of an orange, and
grows in great abundance on the tree,

called Garcinia mangostana by Lin-

naeus, in Java and the Molucca
islands. The flesh is juicy, white,

almost transparent, and of a more
delicate a ad agreeable flavour than

the richest grape. It is eaten in

almost every disorder, and the dried
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batk is used medicinally in dysente-

ries and tenesmus ; and a strong de-

coction of it is much esteemed as a

gargle in ulcerated sore throats.

Ga'rgale. (yapyaX?/). Gargalos.

Gargalismos. Irritation or stimula-

tion.

Garga'reon. (Heb.) The uvula,

or glandulous body, which hangs
down into the throat.

Gargari'sma. (From yapfaoifa) .

A gargle or wash for the throat.

Gargarinnum . Gargari&mics.

Gar'gathlm. A bed on which lu-

natics, &c. were formerly confined.

Gargle. See Gargarisma.
Garlic. See AIlimn.

Gamet-blende or zinc-blende.
A sulphuret of zinc.

Garou bark. See Daphne gnidium.
Ga'ron. (yapov). A kind of

pickle prepared of fish ; originally

made from a fish which the Greeks
call Garos; but the best was made
from mackarels. Among the mo-
derns, garum signifies the liquor in

which fish is pickled.

Garroti'llo. »(From garottar, to

bind closely. Span.) A name of

the cynanche maligna, from its sense

of strangulation, as if the throat

were bound with a cord.

Garroi'Uv'llus. See Eugenia
caryophyllata.

Gas. (From gascht, a German
word, which means an eruption of

wind). See Gaz.
Gastric a'rtery. Arteria gas-

trica. The right or greater gastric

artery is a branch of the hepatic
;

the left, or lesser, a branch of the

splenic.

Ga'stiuc juice. Succus gastriens.

A fluid secreted by the capillary ex-
haling arteries of the stomach,which
open upon its internal surface. The
oesophagus also affords a small
quantity, especially in the inferior

part.

From various experiments it fol-

lows,

1. That the gastric juice reduces
the aliments into a uniform magma,
even out of the body, and in vitro

;

and that it acts in the same manner
in the stomach after death ; which

proves that its effect is chymical,
and almost independent of vitality.

2. That the gastric juice effects the
solution of the aliments included in

the tubes of metal, and consequently
defended from any trituration.

3. That though there be no tritu-

ration in membranous stomachs,
this action powerfully assists the
effect of the digestive juices in ani-

mals with a muscular stomach, such
as ducks, geese, pigeons, &c. Some
of these animals, bred up with suf-

ficient care that they might not
swallow stones, have nevertheless

broken spheres and tubes of metal,

j

blunted lancets, and rounded pieces

of glass, which were introduced into

their stomachs. Spallanzani has
ascertained that flesh, included in

spheres sufficiently strong to resist

the muscular action, was completely
digested.

4. That gastric juice acts by its

solvent power, and not as a ferment

;

because the ordinary and natural di-

gestion is attended with no disen-

gagement of air, or inflation, or
heat, or, in a word, with any

i

other of the phenomena of fermen-
tation.

*
# * The gastric juice is the prin-

cipal agent of digestion, and changes
the aliments into a kind of uniform,
soft paste ; it acts on the stomach
after the death of the animal. Its

effects shew that it is a solvent, but
of such a peculiar nature, that it dis-

solves animal and vegetable sub-
stances uniformly, and without ex-
hibiting a stronger affinity for the
one than for the other. It is one
of the most powerful antiseptics we
are acquainted with ; and, according
to the experiments of Spallanzani,

Scopoli, Carminati, and others, its

nature appears to be essentially dif-

ferent in the several classes of ani-

mals, as they have proved by ana-
lysis.

The gastric juice of the human
subject, when healthy, is inodorous,
of a saltish taste, and limpid, like

water, unless it be a little tinged with
the vellow colour of some bile, that

has regurgitated into the stomach.
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In quantity it is very considerable,

but it is most copious when solicited

by the stimulus of food.

. Besides the properties of this fluid

before mentioned, it has otherswhich
have induced physicians and sur-

geons to exhibit it medicinally. It

cures dyspepsia and intermittent fe-

ver. Applied externally, in form of
fomentation or poultice, it cures
putrid and scrofulous ulcers, &c.

Gastri'num. Potash.

Gastri'tis. (From ya^r\p the

stomach) . Inflammation of the sto-

mach. A genus of disease in the

Class Pyrexia, and Order Phlegma-
sia, of Cullen ; known by Pyrexia,

anxiety, heat, and pain in the epi-

gastrium, increased when any thing

is taken into the stomach, vomit-
ing, hiccup, pulse small and hard,

and prostration of strength. There
are two species : 1 . Gastritis phleg-
toxonodea, with acute pain and severe

fever. 2. Gastritis erythematica,

when the pain and fever are slighter,

with an erysipelatous redness ap-
pearing in the fauces.

Gastroce'le. (From ya^rjp, the

stomach, and xriXri, a tumour).
Hernia of the stomach, occasioned

by a protrusion of that viscus through
the abdominal' parieties.

Gastrocne'mii. (From ya?r)p,

the stomach, and nvrjixr], the leg).

The name of the muscles which form
the calf of the leg.

Gastrocnemius exte'rnus. Ge-

mellus. A muscle situated imme-
diately under the integuments at the

back part of the leg ; sometimes
Called gemellus ; a name adopted by
Albinus. Winslow describes it as

two muscles, which he calls gastroc-

'Hemii ; and Douglas considers this

and the following as a quadriceps, or

muscle with four heads, to which he
gives the name of extensor tarsi su-

i-alis. It is called bifemoro calcanien

by Dumas. See tendo Achillis.

Gastrocnemius inte'rnus. Tibia

peronci calcanien of Dumas. A mus-
cle situated immediately under the

preceding, sometimes named salens,

on account of its shape, which re-

sembles that of the solefish, &c.

%* Both gastrocnemii have the
same use, viz. that of extending the
foot, by drawing it backwards and
downwards.

Gastroco'licus. (From ya^-qp,
the stomach, and nuAov, the colon)

.

A vein which proceeds from the sto-

mach to the colon, is so called.

Gastrody'nia. (From ya<rrjp 9

the stomach, and odvvrj, pain). Pain
in the stomach.
Gastro-epiploic artery. Arteria

gastrico-epiploica. The branch of
the greater gastric artery that runs to
the omentum.
Gastroraphy. (Gastrorapke ; from

ya^rjp, the stomach, and paprj, a
suture). The sewing of wounds of
the abdomen.
%* It is generally allowed, that

sutures are violent means, and that

they should only be adopted when it

is otherwise impossible to keep the
lips of the wound in contact. Under
certain circumstances, however, it

may be essentially necessary to prac-
tise gastroraphy ; e. g. in a large

wound across the panetes of the ab-
domen, a suture might become in-

dispensably necessary to prevent
protrusion of the bowels. Yet, even
in this instance, the sutures should
be as few in number as possible. A
bandage of the eighteen-tailed kind,

might prove very useful in a longi-

tudinal wound of the abdomen, and
at once do away with the necessity

of resorting to gastroraphy.—See
Le Draris Operations de Chirurgie;—Sharp's Treatise o?i the Operations

of Surgery

;

—VEncyclopedic Metho-
clique, Partie Chirurgicale, Art. Gas-
troraphe

;

—Sabatiers Medccine Ope-
ratoire, torn. i.

Gastroto'mia. (From ya^Tjp,

the belly, and t€jjlv<x), to cutj. The
operation of cutting open the belly

and uterus, as in the Caesarian ope-

ration.

Gaule. See Myrica gale.

Gaz. (From Gascht, German, an
eruption ofwind). Gas, Elastic fluid.

Aeriform fluid.

*** By the word gaz, is de-

noted a permanently elastic aeriform

fluid, or substance, which has the
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appearance of air ; that is, transpa-

rent, elastic, ponderable, invisible,

(oxymuratic acid gas, and a few

others excepted), and not conden-

sible into a liquid or solid state

by any degree of cold hitherto

known : which distinguishes it from

a vapour.

Some of the gases exist in nature

without the aid of art, and may
therefore be collected : others, on
the contrary, are only producible by
artificial means.

All gases are combinations of cer-

tain substances, reduced to the ga-

zeous form by the addition of ca-

loric. It is, therefore, necessary to

distinguish in every gas, the matter
of heat which acted the part of a

solvent, and the substance which
forms the basis of the gas.

Gases are not contained in those

substances from which we obtain

them in the state of gas, but owe
their formation to the expansive

property "of caloric.

All the elastic aeriform fluids we
are hitherto acquainted with, are

generally divided, by systematic

writers, into two classes; namely,
those that are respirable and capable

of maintaining combustion, and those

that are not respirable, and incapable

of maintaining combustion. Non-re-
spirable gases are those which, when
applied to the external organs of re-

spiration, stimulate the muscles of
the epiglottis in such a manner as to

keep it perfectly close on the glottis
;

thus preventing the smallest particle

of gas from entering into the bron-
chia, in spite of voluntary exertions.

—Of respirable gases, or those which
are capable of being taken into the

lungs by voluntary efforts, only one
has the power of uniformly support-
ing life, namely, atmospheric air.

Other gases, when respired, sooner
or later impair the health of the

human constitution, or perhaps
occasion death , but in different

modes.
Some gases effect no positive

change in the blood ; animals im-
mersed in it die of a disease pro-
duced by the privation of atmo-

spheric air, analogous to that occa-
sioned by their submersion in water.

—Others again produce some poiith <

change in the blood, as appears from
the experiments of Dr. Beddoes and
Professor Davy. They seem to ren-

der it incapable of supplying the ner-

vous and muscular fibres with prin-

ciples essential to sensibility and ir-

ritability. These gases, therefore,

destroy animal life on a different,

principle.— It is obvious, therefore,

that the above classification is not
very correct, but capable of mis-
leading the student without proper
explanation.

For an able memoir on the rela-

tion between the specific gravities ot

bodies in their gaseous state, and tin*

weights of their atoms, or prime equi-

valents, see Dr. Front's Memoirs, in

Ann. Philosoph. vol. vi.founded on M.
Gay Lussac s Doctrine of Volumes;—
Mr. Dalton on the General Habitudes

of Gaseous Matter with Solids and Li-
quids, &c. ;

—M. De Saussurc's Me-
moir on the Absorption of Gases by

different bodies, read to the Society

of Geneva on the 16th of April, 1812,
and which appeared in Gilbert's An-
nalen der Physikfor July \%\4,from
which it was translated into the sixth

volume ofthe Annals ofPhilosophy

;

—
Dr. Henry, Van Humbolt, Dulong,
and Petit 's Recent Researches, &c.

;

—Dr. Ure's Table on Gaseous Vo-
lumes, &c. &c.

Gaz, azotic. See Nitrogen.

Gaz, carbonic acid. This may be
obtained by pouring any acid upon
carbonate of lime, which thereby
becomes decomposed ; the effused

acid combines with the lime, and
forms a new neutral salt, and the

carbonic acid is disengaged, and
escapes in the form of a colourless

gaz, viz. carbonic acid gaz. See
Carbonic acid.

Gaz hepatic. See Hydrogen gas,
sulphuretted.

Gaz-hydrogen. Inflammable air.

See Hydrogen.
Gaz, light carbonated hydrogen.

See Carburetted hydrogen gas.

Gaz, heavy carbonated hydrogen.
See Carburetted hydrogen gas.

E e
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Gazeous oxyde of carbon. See Car-

ion, gazeous oxyde of\

Geiso'ma. (From yet croi, the eaves

of the house). Geiso?t. The promi-
nent parts of the eye-brows, which
hang over the eyes like the eaves of

a house.

Gei'son. See Geisoma.

Gela'sinos. (From ye\aa>, to

laugh). An epithet for the four

middle fore-teeth, because they are

shewn in laughter.

Gela'smus. (From yeXacu, to

laugh). The Sardonic laugh.

Ge'latine. Gelly, or jelly. An
animal substance soluble in water,

but not in alcohol : capable of assum-

ing a well-known elastic or tremu-

lous consistence, by cooling, when
the water is not too abundant, and
liquifiable again, by increasing its

temperature. This last property

remarkably distinguishes it from
albumen, which becomes consistent

by heat. It is precipitated in an

insoluble form by tannin, and it is

this action of tannin on gelatine,

that is the foundation of the art of

tanning leather.

According to the analysis of M. M.
Gay Lussac and Thcnard, gelatine

is composed of

Carbon 47.831

Oxygen 27.207

Hydrogen 7.914

Azote 16.998

100.000

*
#* Jellies maybe extracted from

all the parts of animals, by boiling

them in water. Hot water dissolves

a large quantity of tTiis substance.

Acids likewise dissolve them, but

more particularly the alkalies. Jelly,

which has been extracted without

long decoction, possesses most of

the characters of vegetable muci-

lage ; but it is seldom obtained

without a mixture of albumen. The
jelly of various animal substances is

prepared for the use of sea- faring

persons, under the name of port-

able soup.

Gela'tion. (From gclare, to freeze).

Freezing ; or that rigidity of the
body which happens in a catalepsy,

as if the person were frozen.

Geme'llus. (From ge77ii?ius
f dou-

ble, having a fellow). See Gastroc-

nemius and Gemi7ii.

Gemini. Gemelli ofWinslow. Part
of the 77iarsupialis of Cowper. Ischio-

spi7ii trochanterien of Dumas.
*#* This muscle has been a sub-

ject of controversy among anato-

mists since the days of Vesalius.

Some describe it as two distinct

muscles ; and hence its name of ge-
mM Others contend that it ought
to be considered as a single muscle.

The truth is, that it consists of two
portions, united together by a ten-

dinous and fleshy membrane, afford-

ing a passage between them to the

tendon of the obturator internus,

which they inclose as it were in a
purse. These two portions are placed

under the glutaeusmaximus, between
the ischium and the great trochanter.

It assists in rolling the os femoris

outwards, and prevents the tendon

of the obturator internus from slip-

ping out of its place while that

muscle is in action.

Gemu'rsa. (From ge7nere, to

groan ; so called from the pain it

was said to occasion in walking)

.

The name of an excrescence between
the toes.

Genei'as. (From y£v?;c, the cheek).

The downy hairs which first cover

the cheek ; also the name of a ban-

dage mentioned by Galen, which co-

vers the cheek, and comes under

the chin.

Generation. The production of

any thing in a natural way, which
previously was not in existence.

*
#
* Several ingenious hypotheses

have been invented by physiologists,

to explain the mystery of genera-

tion ; but the whole "of our know-
ledge on this subject appears to be

built upon the phenomena it affords,

and may be seen in the works of

Haller, Buffon, Cruickshanks, and
Haighton. It is a sexual action,

performed in different ways in most
animals ; many of them have dif-

ferent sexes, and require conjunc-
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tion : such are the human species,

quadrupeds, and others, &c.
Physiology of Conception.—The

mode of congress of the man with

the woman, requires no descrip-

tion ; but generation does not con-

sist in that alone : there are cer-

tain states or conditions requisite for

conception to take place. The ovum
must have arrived at a state of ma-
turity. There must be such a de-

termination of blood to the uterus,

that, together with the venereal sti-

mulus, shall induce an action in the

Fallopian tubes, by which the fim-

briae grasp the ovum that is to be
impregnated. During this state of
the parts, the semen virile must be
propelled into the uterus, in order
that its subtle and vivifying portion

shall pass along the tube to the

ovum. Fecundation having thus

taken place, a motion is induced in

the vivified ovum, which ruptures

the tender vesicle that contains it

;

the fimbriae of the Fallopian tube

then grasp and convey it into the
tube, which, by its peristaltic mo-
tion, conducts it into the cavity of
the uterus, there to be evolved and
brought to maturity, and, at the ex-
piration of nine months, to be sent

into the world.

Generation, female organs of.

The parts subservient to generation
in women are divided into exter-
nal and internal. The external parts
are, the mons veneris, the labia, the
perinwum, the clitoris, and the ny,n-

pkm. To these may be added, the
meatus urinaritu, or orifice of the
urethra. The hymen may be esteem-
ed the barrier between the external
and internal parts.—The internal

parts of generation are, the vagina,
and the uterus, and its appendages.
Generation, male organs of.

The parts which constitute the or-
gans of generation in men, are the
penis, testicles, and vesicular scmina-
les, &c.

Genio. (From yevuov, the chin)

.

Names compounded of this word,
belong to muscles which are attached
to the chin.

Genio-iiyo-glo'ssus. (Musculus

genio-hyo-glossus ; from ysvetov, the

chin, voeiceg, the os hyoides, and
yXuxjcra, the tongue ; so called from
its origin and insertion) . Genio glos-

sus of some authors. This muscle
forms the fourth layer between the

lower jaw and os hyoides. Its use

is to draw the tip of the tongue
backwards into the mouth, the mid-
dle downwards, and to render its

back concave. It also draws its root

and the os hyoides forwards, and
thrusts the tongue out of the mouth.

Genio-hyoide'ls. (Musculus gc-

nio-hyoideus; from yeveiov, the chin,

and voeiSee,, the os hyoides ; so

called from its origin in the chin,

and its insertion in the os hyoides;.

This muscle constitutes the third

layer between the lower jaw and os

hyoides. It draws the os hyoides

forwards to the chin.

Gemo-I'iiarvnge'us. The con-

strictor pharyngis superior.

Ge'mfi a'lbim. The plant which
bears this name in the pharmaco-
poeias, is the Artemisia rupestris of
Linnaeus; which see.

Ge'nipi ve'rum. The plant di-

rected for medicinal purposes under
this title, is the Achillea; foliis pin-
natis, pinnis simplicibus, glabris t

punc'atis, of Haller. It is exhibited
in Switzerland in epilepsy, diarrhoea,

and debility of the stomach.
Geni'sta. (From £"«**** a knee ;

so called from the inflection and an-
gularity of its twigs) . The broom.

—

1. A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Diadclphia; Order,
Decandria.—2. The pharmacopoeia!
name of the Spartium scoparium.

Geni'sta Canarie'nsis. The sys-
tematic name of the tree supposed to
yield the Rhodium lignum.

Geni'sta spino'sa Fndica. BahcC
schulli. An Indian tree, a decoction
of the roots of which is diuretic.

According to Ray, the leaves, boiled
and sprinkled in vinegar, have the
same effect.

Gentta'le. (From gignerc, to be-
get) . The privy member.

Genita'lium. (From genitale, the
membrum virile) . A disease of the
genital organs.

Ee2
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Genitu'ra. (From gignerej. The
male seed. Also the membrum virile.

Ge'non. (From yovv, the knee).
A moveable articulation, like that of
the knee.

Gensing. See Ginseng.

Gentia'na. (From Gentius, king
of Illyria, who first used it). Gentian.
— 1 . The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnsean system : Class, Pen-
iandria; Order, Digynia. Gentian.

—

2. The pharmacopceial name of the

gentian root. See Gentiana lutea.

Gentia'na a'lba. See Laserpitium
tat)'folium.

Gentia'na centAu'rium. Lesser
centaury was lately so called in the

Linnsean system, but now chironia

i entanrium. See Chironia ceniaurium.

Gentia'na lu'tea. The svste-

matic name of the officinal gentian.

Gentiana rubra. Fclwort. The gen-

tian, that met with in the shops, is

the root of the Gentiana lutea; co-

rvilis subqninqneJidis.,rotatis, verticil-

latis, calycibus spathaceis, of Lin-

naeus ; and is imported from Switzer-

land and Germany. Its medicinal

properties are tonic, stomachic, an-

thelmintic, antiseptic, emmenagogue
1 febrifuge.

Gentia'na ru'bra. See Gentiana.

GENTIANINE. An alkali discovered

in Gentiana Lutea, by M. M. Henry
and Caventori. It is yellow, very

bitter, aromatic, and inodorous.

—

Tiie dose is from two to four grains

<,r more.
Ge'NU. The knee.

Genu'gra. (From yovv, the knee,

ami ay pa, a seizure). The gout in

the knee. Paracel.

Geoffr.e'a. Geoffreya. (Named
In honour of Dr. Geoffrey);— 1. The
i une of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, THadelphx

Order, Decandria.—2. The pharma-
oeial name of the bark of the

d //'jot/a iiurmis foUoRs lanceolotis

i,f SwartZ. It is a native of Jamaica,

where it is distinguished by the name
of cabbage-bark tree, or worm-bark
tree. It has a urn ious and

h taste, and a disagreeable

ell.

• .
' According to Dr. Wright of

Jamaica, this plant is powerfully
medicinal as an anthelmintic.

Geoffroy'a Jamaice'nsis. The
systematic name of the bastard cab-
bage-tree, or Bulge-water tree. The
bark ofthe Geoffroya Jamaicensis, (in-

ermis foliolis lanceolatis, of Swartz),
is pi'incipally used in Jamaica, and
with great success, as a vermi-
fuge.

Geoffroy'a Suriname'nsis. The
systematic name of a tree, the bark
of which is esteemed as an anthel-

mintic.

Gera'nis. (From yepavog, a
crane ; so called from its supposed
resemblance to an extended crane).

A bandage for a fractured clavicle.

Gera'nium. (From yepavog, a

crane ; so called because its pistil is

long, like the bill of a crane) . A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Monadelpkia; Order,

Decandria. Geranium, or cranes-

bill.

Gera'nium catrachioi'des. See

Geranium pratense.

Gera'nium columbi'num. Doves-
foot. See Geranium rotundifolium.

Gera'nium moscha'tum. The
astringent property of this plant has

induced practitioners to exhibit it in

cases of debility and profluvia.

Gera'nium prate'nse. The sys-

tematic name of the crow-foot cranes-

bill. Geranium hatrachi.ides. The
Geranium pratense of Linnaeus. It

possesses astringent virtues, but in a

slight degree.

Gera'nium Rorertia'num. Stink-

ing cranes-bill. Herb Robert. Has
been much esteemed as an external

application in erysipelatous inflam-

mations, cancer, mastodynia, and

old ulcers, but is now deservedly

fallen into disuse.

Gera'nium rotundifo'uum. The
systematic name of the doves-foot.

(k ranittm colutnbinum. This plant is

slightly astringent.

Gera'nium sanguina'rium. Sec

Geran ium tanguineum

.

Gera'nium sangui'neum. The
systematic name of the Geranium

tang uinari urn. Bloody cranes-bill.

Geranium tangutneum of Linnceus.
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Germander. See Tcucrium chamce-

drys.

Germander, water. See Teucrium

Scordittm.

Geroco'mia. (From yepcjv, an
aged person, and nopew, to be con-

cerned about) . That part of medi-

cine which regards the regimen and
treatment of old age.

GERONToro'ooN. (From yepiov,

an old man, and 7T(x)yu)v, a beard
;

so called because its downy seed,

while enclosed in the calyx, resem-
bles the beard of an aged man).
The herb old man's beard. Purple-

flowered tragopogon.

Geronto'xon. (From yepwv, an
old person, and to%ov, a dart). A
small ulcer, like the head of a dart,

appearing sometimes in the cornea
of old persons. The socket of a

tooth.

Geropo'gon. See Gerontnpogon.

Gf/rvon. Quicksilver.

Ge'um.— 1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Icoian-

dria; Order, Polygynia.—2. The
pharmacopneial name of the two fol-

lowing species of this genus.

Ge'um riva'le. The root is di-

rected for medicinal uses. It is in

high estimation in America in the

cure of intermittents, and is said to

be more efficacious than the Peruvian
bark. Diarrhoeas and hemorrhages
are also stopped by its use.

Ge'um urba'num. The systematic

name of the herb bennct, or avens.

(.'aryophyllata. Herbabenedicta. Gary-
'tphyllas vulgar is. Garynphilla. Jana-
munda. The root of this plant, Geum
urbanum; Jioribus erectis, fructi-

bu.s gluhosis villosis, aristis uncinatis

nudis,foliis lyratis, of Linnaeus, has
been employed as a gentle styptic,

corroborant, and stomachic, &c.
Giddiness. See Vertigo.

Gilead, balsam. See Amyris gilea-

densis.

Gill-go-by-ground. See Ok'
i r ma hedcracea.

Gilliflower. See Dicathus ca-

ryophyllas.

Gin. Geneva. Hollands. The
names of a spirit distilled from malt
or rye, which afterwards undergoes

the same process, a second time,

with juniper-berries. This is its ori-

ginal and most wholesome state ; but

it is now prepared without juniper-

berries, and is distilled from turpen-

tine, which gives it something of a

similar flavour.

Ginger. See Zingiber.

Gi'ngiber. See Zingiber.

Gingibra'chium. (From gingiva!,

the gums, and brachium, the arm).
A name for the scurvy, because the

gums, arms, and legs, are affected

by it.

Gingi'dium. A species of Daucus.
Gi'ngiiiil. See Zingiber.

Gingipe'dium. (From gingiva,
the gums, and pes, the foot). A
name for the scurvy, because it

affects the gums, arms, and legs.

Gingi'vje. (From gignere, to beget,

because the teeth are, as it were,

born in them). The gums. See
Gums.
Gi'nglymus. (TiyyXvpog, ahinge).

The hinge-like joint. A species of

diarthrosis or moveable connection

of bones, which admits of flexion and
extension, e.g. the knee-joint, &C.

Gi'nseng. (Ginseng, Indian). See

Panax quinquefolium.

Ginseng root. See Panax quitt-

quefoKum,
Gir. Quick lime.

Gi'rmir. Tartar.

Gi'zzard. The gizzards or sto-

machs of poultry, witii white flesh,

have long been considered, in France,

as medicinal , and have been recom-
mended in obstructions of the urinary

passages, complaints of the bladder,

and nephritic pains ; but particularly

as a febrifuge. Bouillon Lagrange
considers its principal substance as

oxygenated gelatine, with a small

quantity of extractive matter.

Glabe'lla. (From glaber, smooth;
because it is without hair). The
space betwixt the eyebrows.

Gladi'olus. (Dim. of gladius, a

sword ; so named from the sword-
like shape of its leaf). A genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Triandria; Order, Monogynia.
Gladi'olus lu'teus. See Iris

psendacorics,
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Gla'ma. (rXctfia). The sordes of
the eye.

Gland. (Glandula; diminutive of
glans, a gland). An organic part of
the body, composed of blood-vessels,

nerves, and absorbents, destined for

the secretion or alteration of some
peculiar fluid.

*** The glands of the human body
are divided, by anatomists, into dif-

ferent classes, either according to

their structure, or the fluid they
contain. According to their fabric,

they are distinguished into four

classes :— 1 . Simple glands.—2. Com-
pounds of simple glands.—3. Con-
globate glands.— 4. Conglomerate
glands.— According to their fluid

contents, they are more properly

divided into; 1. Mucous glands;
2. Sebaceous glands ; 3. Lymphatic
glands ; 4. Saliva! glands ; 5. Lachry-
mal glands.

Simple glands are small hollow
follicles, covered with a peculiar

membrane, and having a proper ex-

cretory duct, through which they
evacuate the liquor contained in their

cavity. Such are the mucous glands

of the nose, tongue, fauces, trachea,

stomach, intestines and urinary

bladder, the sebaceous glands about
the anus, and those of the ear.

These simple glands are either dis-

persed here and there, or are con-

tiguous to one another, forming a

heap in such a manner that they are

not covered by a common membrane,
but each hath its own excretory duct,

which is never joined to the excre-

tory duct of another gland. The
former are termed solitary simple

glands, the latter aggregate or con-

£ regate simple glands. See Conglo-

bate and Conglomerate glands.

Compound glands consist of many
simple glands, the excretory ducts of

which are joined in one common
excretory duct; as the sebaceous

glands of the face, lips, palate, and
various parts of the skin, especially

about the pubes.

The excretory duct of a gland is

that through which the fluid of the

gland is excreted. The vessels and

nerves ofglandsalwayscome from the

neighbouring parts, and the arteries

appear to possess a high degree of
irritability. The use of the glands
is to separate a peculiar liquor, cr
to change it. The use of the con-
globate glands is unknown.

Gla'ndula lachkyma'lis. See
Lachrymal gland.

Gla'ndula myrtifo'rmes. See
Carunculce my rtiformes*

Gla'ndula pacchio'nle. (From
Pacchio?ii

y
the name of the dis-

coverer), Pacchioni's glands. A
number of small, oval, fatty sub-

stances, not yet ascertained to be
glandular, situated under the dura
mater, about the sides of the lon-

gitudinal sinus. Their use is not

known.
Glandulosoca'rneus. An epi-

thet given by Ruysch to some ex-

crescences which he observed in the

bladder.

Gla'ns, -dts, f. A gland, or nut.

Gla'ns pe'ms. The very vascular

body that forms the apex of the

penis. The posterior circle is termed

the corona glandis. See Corpus spon-

giosum urethra?.

Gla'ns unguenta'ria. See Gui-

landina moringa .

Glass. This substance is some-
times employed by surgeons, when
roughly powdered, to destroy opa-

cities of the cornea.

Glass of antimony. A vitreous

sulphuretted oxyde of antimony.

Glass-wort, snail-seeded. . See Sal-

sola kali.

Gla'stum. (Quasi caliasturn ; from
Callia, who first used it) . The herb

woad.
Glauber's salt. See Soda? sulphas.

B
Glau'cium. (From yXa.vx,oe, blue,

or yellow, so called from its colour)

.

The yellow-horned poppy.
Glauco'ma. (From yXavxog, blue;

because of the eye becoming of a

blue, or sea-green colour). Gtauco-

sis. An opacity of the vitreous hu-

mour ; difficult to be ascertained,

and is only to be known by a very

accurate examination of the eye.

%* In this disease the vitreous

humour becomes altered in texture,

more dense, and precipitates a sea-
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green hue, and the pupil is dilated.

This disease has often been mistaken

for cataract, and a person affected

with it is frequently supposed to have

a cataract in its incipient stage. On
examining the eye minutely, this

greenish appearance may be ob-

served to be behind the crystalline

lens, and posterior to the seat of the

cataract ; it may, however, be mis-

taken for many diseases, and has a

greater resemblance to cataract than

any other. Glaucoma remains with-

out any change by which it may be
distinguished from fungus of the

eye, cue. See JVeller on Diseases of
the Eye, translated by Monteath,
vol. ii. p. 27;—Beer, Lehre Von den

AugenkrankheiteHy b. i. p. 581, &c.
8vo . AVien . 1 8 1 \\ ; — En cyclopedic

I\Iethodiqu,e, Fartic Chirurgicale ; —
Tr. G. Benedict de Morbis Humoris
Vitrei, lto. Lips. 1809, &C. &c.
Gleco'ma. (From y\n\ujv, ihe

name of a plant in Dioscoridcs) . The
name of a genus of plant? in the

Linnasan system : Class, Didynamia;
Order, Gymnospermia, Ground ivy.

Gleco'ma hedera'cea. The sys-

tematic name of the ground-ivy or
gill. Hcdcra tcrrcstris. Glecr/nia Ac-

deracea; foliis rent/brvUbus crenrttis,

of Linnaeus. In obstinate coughs it

js a favourite remedy with the poor.

Gle'chon. (From 7^x^*0 •

Fenny-royal.

G lec hon Tees. (From yXrjxuv,
any-royal) . Wine impregnated

with penny-royal.
Gleet. A discharge from the

urethra, in consequence of repeated
.attacks of gonorrhoea, and the local

debility thereby occasioned.

%* Mr. Hunter remarks, that it

ten from gonorrhcea in being nn-
t.'iftctwus, and in the discharge con-
sisting of globular particles, con-
tained in a slimy mucus, instead of
scrum. It is unattended with pain,

scalding in making of water, &c.
" Gleet," observes Sir Astley

Cooper, " is said to be that stage of
gonorrhcea when the discharge ceases
to be infectious. I doubt whether
there be such a complaint as gleet,

according to this definition, for I

cannot help believing that a gonor-
rhoea never ceases to be infectious.

" Gonorrhcea, when neglected^

sinks into a gleet, and is known by
the change of the colour of the dis-

charge, and the pain attending the

inflammatory stage ceasing. In this

state, is the discharge infectious or
not ? I doubt myself, whether a-

gonorrhcea ever loses its power of
of causing infection, as long as any
discharge from the urethra remains,
See Surgical Lecture on Gleet.

" From what I have seen, I do
hold that a medical man is not war-
ranted in saying that a discharge of
a gleety kind is not infectious. If the
discharge is from a stricture, it does
not produce infection. If it be from
an abscess in one of the lacuna?, it

may be always known by its being

absent for a week or more, and then
flowing profusely, but not so in go-
norrhcea. The discharge is gene-
rally suspended for some time, in an
abscess of one of the lacunae, and
then returns, which is not the case
in a clap ; and the matter from an
abscess of the lacunae is not infec-

tious ; whilst the discharge which
begins a gonorrhcea, and terminates
in a gleet, never loses its power of
producing infection. Women of the
town, who frequently have a gleet

on them, would not perhaps com-
municate a gonorrhoea to a debauchee,
but let a man fresh from the coun-
try, have intercourse with a woman
under such circumstances, and he
would immediately have a clap.

" The discharge of gleet is gene-
rally transparent at first, afterwards
yellow and green, if there be much
excitement ; and if this be very con-
siderable, the discharge will be
tinged with blood. Gleet is rendered
purulent and bloody from excesses
of different kinds. The discharge
of gleet does not proceed from the
vesiculse seminales of Cowper's
gland, or the prostate, but from
the lacunae of the urethra. And
what you hear about seminal weak-
ness, is nothing but folly and absur-
dity. A discharge, now and then,
comes from the vesiculee seminales,
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through the urethra. When a per-

son has a costive motion, a drop or

two of mucus, or of a ropy fluid,

proceeds from the vesiculas semina-

les, and is quite a different case from
that called gleet, both being different

as to their seat and origin. One
may say, with certainty from the

nature of the discharge, when it

proceeds from the vesiculse semina-

les."

—

Lect. citat.

Gle'ne, (T\r}vr)) . Strictly signi-

fies the cavity or socket of the eye

;

but by some anatomists is also used

for that cavity of a bone which re-

ceives another within it.

Gle'noid. (Glcnoides; from yXijvt],

a cavity, and eidog, resemblance].

The name of some articulate cavities

of bones.

Gleu'cinum. (From yXevxog,

must) . An ointment, in the prepa-

ration of which was must.

Gleu'xis. (From yXvnvg, sweet)

.

A sweet wine.

Gli'scere. To increase gradu-

ally, properly as fire does ; but, by
physical writers, is sometimes ap-

plied to the natural heat and increase

of spirits. By others, to the exacer-

bation of periodical fevers.

Gliscra'sma. (From yXiaxpaivu),

to become glutinous) . Lentor. Vis-

cidity.

Glischro'ciiolos. (From yXi<rx-

poc, viscid, and xoA??> tne bile). An
epithet for bilious viscid excre-

ments.
Glisoma'rgo. White chalk.

Glisson's capsule. See Capsule

of Glisson.

Globate gland. See Gland.

Globula'kia. (From globus, a

globe ; so called, from the shape of

its flower) . The French daisy.

Globlla'ria a'lypum. The leaves

of this plant are used in some parts

of Spain in the cure of the venereal

disease.. It is said to act also as a

powerful but safe cathartic.

Glo'bus hystericus. The air

rising in the oesophagus, and pre-

vented by spasm from reaching the

mouth, is so called, because it mostly

attends hysteria, and gives the sensa-

tion of a ball ascending in the throat.

Glo'mer. (A clue of thread).
Mostly applied to glands.

Glomerate gland. A gland
formed of a glomer of sanguineous
vessels, having no cavity, but fur-

nished with an excretory duct ; e. g.
the lachrymal and mammary glands.

Glossa'gra. (From yXwaaa, the
tongue, and aypa, a seizure). A
rheumatism of the tongue.

Glo'sso. (From yXaK7(7a, the
tongue). Names compounded with
this word belong to muscles, nerves,
or vessels, from their being attached,

or going to the tongue.

Glosso-pharyngf/al nerves. The
ninth pair of nerves. They arise

from the processes of the cerebel-

lum, which run to the medulla spi-

nalis, and terminate by numerous
branches in the muscles of the
tongue and pharynx.

Glosso-pharynge'us. (Musculus
glosso-pharyngeus ; from yXojaaa, the

tongue, and (papvyZ, the pharynx ;

so named from its origin in the

tongue, and its insertion into the

pharynx). See Constrictor pharyn-
geus superior.

Glosso-staphyli'nus. {Musculus
glosso-stapkylinus ; from yXoxrcra,

the tongue, and 'zatyvXr), the uvula ;

so named, because it is fixed in the

tongue, and terminates at the uvula).

See Constrictor isthmi faucium.
Glosso-ca'tochos. (From yXoxrca,

the tongue, and Karex^t to hold).

An instrument in P. JEgineta for de-

pressing the tongue. A spatula lin-

guae. The ancient glosso-catochus was
a sort of forceps, one of the blades

ofwhich served to depress the tongue,

while the other was applied under

the chin.

Glossoce'le. (From yXwtTda,

the tongue, and Kt]Xrj, a tumour).
An extrusion of the tongue.

Glossoco'.ma. A retraction of the

tongue.

Glossocomi'on. (From yXioaca, a

tongue, and xopsio, to guard). For-

merly a case for the tongue of an
hautboy ; but the old surgeons, by
metaphor, used it to signify an in-

strument, or case, for containing a

fractured limb.
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Glo'tta. (r\wr7a, the tongue).

The tongue.

Gllcine. fFrom yXvKvg, which
signifies sweet or saccharine, because

it communicates that taste to the

salts it forms) . For the discovery of

this earth we are indebted to Vau-
quelin, who found it in 1795, in the

Aigue-marine or beryl, a transparent

stone, of a green colour, and in the

emerald of Peru. It exists com-
bined with silex, alumine, lime, and
oxyde of iron in the one ; and with

the same earths and oxyde of chrome,
in the other. It lias lately been dis-

covered in the gadolinitebyMr.Eke-
berg.

Glo'ttis. (From y\o)r1a, the

tongue). The superior opening of

the larynx at the bottom of the

tongue.

Glue. An inspissated jelly made
from the parings of hides, bones,

and -other offals, by boiling them in

water, straining through a wicker
basket, suffering the impurities to

subside, and then boiling it a second
time.

Gluteal artery. A branch of

the internal iliac artery.

Glut'en. (Quasi gcluten ; from
gelare, to congeal). Glue, Lentor.

See Gluten, animal and vegetable.

Gll'ten, ANIMAL. The basis of

the fibres of all the solid parts. It

resembles in its properties the gluten

of vegetables.

Glu'ten, ve'getable. If wheat
flour be made into a paste, and wash-
ed in a large quantity of water, it is

separated into three distinct sub-

stances ; a mucilaginous saccharine

matter, which is readily dissolved in

the liquor, and may be separated

from it by evaporation ; starch, which
is suspended in the fluid, and sub-

sides to the bottom by repose ; and
gluten, which remains in the hand,

and is tenacious, very ductile, some-
what elastic, and of a brown gray

colour.

Vegetable gluten is obtained from
several vegetables in great abun-
dance, and, when dried, becomes a

horny mass. It is insoluble both

in water and spirit of wine, and if

boiled with the former, it coagu-
lates like the white of an egg. It

burns like horn, and affords the same
products by distillation in the dry
way. It enters readily into putre-

faction, when kept in a cold and
moist place.

*** Gluten, of wheat. M.Taddey,
an Italian chymist, has lately ascer-

tained that the gluten of wheat may
be decomposed into two principles,

which he has distinguished by the

name, Gliadine, (from yXia, gluten),

and Zimome, (from ZvjuU?, ferment).

—

They are obtained in a separate state*

by kneading the fresh gluten in suc-

cessive portions of alcohol, as long
as that liquid continues to become
milky, when diluted with water.

The alcohol solutions, being set aside,

gradually deposit a whitish matter,

consisting of small filaments of glu-

ten, and become perfectly transpa-

rent. Being now left to slow evapo-

ration, the gliadine remains behind,

of the consistence of honey, and
mixed with a little yellow resinous

matter, from which it may be freed

by digestion in sulphuric ether, in

which gliadine is not sensibly so-

luble. The portion of gluten not

dissolved by the alcohol is the Zi-

mome.
Glute'us ma'ximus. (From yXou-

toq, the buttocks). Gluteus magnut
of Albinus. Glutcnus major of Cow-
pcr, and Ilio sacrofemoral of Dumas.
This broad radiated muscle, which
is divided into a number of strong

fasciculi, is covered by a pretty thick

aponeurosis derived from the fascia

lata, and is situated immediately un-
der the integuments. It serves to

extend the thigh, by pulling it di-

rectly backwards ; at the same time it

draws it a little outwards, and thus

assists in its rotatory motion. Its ori-

gin from the coccyx seems to pre-

vent that bone from being forced

too far backwards.
Glute'us me'dius. Ilio-trochan-

tericn of Dumas. The posterior half

of this muscle is covered by the glu-

teus maximus, which it greatly re-

sembles in shape ; but the anterior

and upper part of it is covered only
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by the integuments, and by a tendi-

nous membrane which belongs to
the fascia lata. Its uses are nearly
the same as those of the gluteus
maximus ; but it is not confined, like

that muscle, to rolling the os femo-
ris outwards, its anterior portion be-
ing capable of turning that bone a
little inwards. As it has no origin
from the coccyx, it can have no effect

on that bone.
Gluteals mi'nimus. Gluteus mi-

nor of Albinus and Cowper ; and liio

ischii trochanterien of Dumas. This,
which is likewise a radiated muscle,
is situated under the gluteus medius.
In adults, and especially in old sub-
jects, its outer surface is usually ten-

dinous. It assists the two former in

drawing the thigh backwards and
outwards, and in rolling it. It may
likewise serve to prevent the capsu-
lar ligament from being pinched in

the motions of the joint.

Glu'tia. (From yXovrog, the but-
tocks). The two small protube-
rances in the brain, called Nutes.

Gluttu'patens. (From gluttus,

the throat, and patere, to extend).
An epithet for the stomach, which is

an extension of the throat.

Glu'tus. (TXovtoq, from yXoiog,
filthy). The buttocks.

Glyca'sma. (FromyXvxvc, sweet).
A sweet medicated wine.

Glycypi'cros. (From yXvuvg,
sweet, and wistpog, bitter ; so called

from its bitterish sweet taste.) The
woody nightshade. See Solatium
Dulcamara.

Glycyrriu'za. (From yXvtvg,
sweet, and pi(a, a root). Liquorice-
root.— 1. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Diadelphia ;

Order, Decandria.—2. The pharma-
copoeial name of liquorice. The sweet
root of the G/ycyrrhiza glabra, le-

gmninibut glahris, ttipuUs nullis,

fblioh imparl petiolatO, of Linnaeus.
*** This root is in common use

as a pectoral- or emollient, in ca-

tarrhal defluxions on the breast,

roughs, hQarsenesses, &c. Infusions,

or the extract made from it, which
is called Spanish liquorice, afford

likewise very commodious vehicles

for the exhibition of other medi-
cines ; the liquorice taste concealing'

that of unpalatable drugs more effec-

tually than syrups, or any of the

sweets of the saccharine kind.

Glycyrriu'za echina'ta. A spe-

cies of liquorice substituted in some
places for the root of the glabra.

Glycyrrhi'za gla'bra. The svs-
w

tematic name of the pfficinal liquo-

rice. See Glycyrrhiza.

Glycysa'ncon. (From yXvnvg,
sweet, and ayatov, the elbow : so called

from its sweetish taste, and its inflec-

tions, or elbows, at the joints). A
species of southern-wood.

Gnapha'lium. (From yva<paXov,

cotton ; so named from its soft downy
surface).— 1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Syage-
nesia ; Order, Polygamia svperflua.

—2. The pharmacopoeia! name of

the herb cotton-weed. See Gnapha-
Hum dioicum.

Gnapha'lium arena'rium. The
flowers of this plant, as well as those

of the gnaphalium stcechas, are call-

ed in the pharmacopoeias flares eli-

chrysu See Gnaphalium stcechas,

Gnapha'lium dioi'cum. The sys-

tematic name of the pes cati. Gna-
phaliu?n. Cotton-weed. The /lores

gnaphalii of the pharmacopoeias,

called also flares hispidulce, sen pedes

cati, are the produce of the Gnapha-
Hum dioicum of Linnams.

Gnaphal'ium stce/chas. The sys-

tematic name of Goldilocks. Eli-

chrysum. Stoechas citrina. This small

downy plant is the Gnaphalium stce-

chas of Linnaeus. The flowers arc

warm, pungent, and bitter, and said

to possess aperient and corroborant

virtues.

Gna'thus. (From yvanloj to bend ;

so called from their curvature). The
jaw, or jaw-bones. Also the cheek.

GN1DIU8. A term applied by Hip-

pocrates, and others since, to some
medicinal precepts written in the is-

land of Gnidos.

Goat's rue. Sec Galcga.

Goitre. See Bronchocele.

Gold. AHrum< A metal found in

nature only in a metallic state

;

most commonly in grains, ramifies-
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tions, leaves, or crystals, rhomboi-
dal, octahedral, or pyramidal : its

specific gravity is 19.3. Its matrix

is generally quartz, sand-stone, sili-

ceous schistus, &c. It is found also

in the sands of many rivers, parti-

cularly in Africa, Hungary, and
France, in minute irregular grains,

called gold-dust. Native gold, found

in compact masses, is never com-
pletely pure ; it is alloyed with sil-

ver or copper, and sometimes with

iron and tellurium. The largest

piece of native gold that has been
hitherto discovered in Europe, was
found in the county of Wicklow, in

Ireland. Its weight was said to be

twenty-two ounces, and the quan-
tity of alloy it contained was very
small. Several other pieces, exceed-

ing one ounce, have also been dis-

covered at the same place, in sand,

covered with turf, and adjacent to a

rivulet. It is also met with in a
particular sort of argentiferous cop-
per pyrites, called in Hungary gelf.

This ore is found either massive, or
crystallized in rhomboids, or other

irregular quadrangular or polygonal
masses. It exists likewise in the

sulphuretted ores of Nagaya, in Tran -

sylvania. These all contain the me-
tal called tellurium. Berthollet, and
other French chymists, have ob-
tained gold out of the ashes of ve-

getables.

%* Gold is soft, very tough, duc-
tile, and malleable (though the limits

of its ductility and malleability are

not known) ; unalterable and fixed,

whether exposed to the atmosphere,
or to the strongest heat of furnaces.

Powerful burning mirrors have vo-
latilized it ; and it has been driven
up in fumes, in the metallic state,

by flame urged upon it by a stream
of oxygen gas. The electric shock
converts it into a purple oxyde, as

may be seen by transmitting that

commotion through gold leaf, be-
tween two plates of glass ; or by
causing the explosive spark of three
or more square feet of coated glass

to fall upon a gilded surface. A heat
of 32° W. or perhaps 1300 Fahren-
heit, is required to melt it, which

does not happen till after ignition".

Its colour, when melted, is of a bluish

green ; and the same colour is ex-

hibited by light transmitted through
gold leaf.

No acids act readily upon gold,

but aqua regia and aqueous chlorine.

Chromic acid added to the muriatic,

enables it to dissolve gold. When
gold is immersed in aqua regia, an
effervescence takes place ; the solu-

tion tinges animal matter of a deep
purple, and corrodes it. By care-

ful evaporation, fine 'crystals of a
topaz colour are obtained. The gold
is precipitated from its solvent by a
great number of substances. Lime
and magnesia precipitate it in the

form of a yellowish powder. Alka-
lies exhibit the same appearance

;

but an excess of alkali redissolves

the precipitate. The precipitate of
gold obtained from aqua regia by
the addition of a fixed alkali, ap-
pears to be a true oxyde, and is so-

luble in the sulphuric, nitric, and
muriatic acids ; from which, how-
ever, it separates by standing, or by
evaporation of the acids. Gallic

acid precipitates gold of a reddish
colour ; very soluble in the nitric

acid, to which it communicates a
fine blue colour. Ammonia precipi-

tates the solution of gold much more
readily than fixed alkalies. This
precipitate, which is of a brown,
yellow, or orange colour, possesses
the property of detonating with a
very considerable noise when gently
heated. Sulphurcts precipitate gold
from its solvent, the alkali uniting
with the acid, and the gold falling

down, combined with the sulphur
;

of which, however, it may be de-
prived by moderate heat. Most me-
tallic substances precipitate gold
from aqua regia ; and most metals
unite with it by fusion.

Professor Lallemand has employed
the murias aurico-natricum (muriate
of gold and soda) with great success,

both in recent and old cases of sy-
philis, especially in those constitu-

tions where mercury proves injuri-

ous. He desires his patients to rub
it on the tongue, gums, and inside
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&f the mouth. The quantity, at first,

is one-fifteenth of a grain, which is

aftenvards increased to one-fifth.

Six 6r_ eight applications generally

cure the disease. The gums are not
affected as by the use of mercury,
and the symptoms of the disease

very speedily disappear. Dr. Alfort,

a Swedish physician, uses the same
internaHy, for the cure of chancres
and buboes.

Gold-cup, A vulgar name for

many species of Ranunculi.

Golden-rod. See Solidago virga

aurea.

Goldilocks. See Gnaphalium stae-

chas.

Gomphi'asis. (From yop$oc,, a

nail). Gomphiasmus. A disease of

the teeth, when they are loosened

from the sockets, like nails drawn
out of the wood.

Gomphia'smus. See Gomphiasis.

Go'mphioi. (From yofjLQoQj a nail;

so called because they are as nails

driven into their sockets) . The den-
tes molares, or grinding teeth.

Gompho'ma. See Gomphosis.

Gompho'sis. (From yop.<poo), to

drive in a nail) . Gomphoma. A spe-

cies of immoveable connection of

bones, in which one bone is fixed

to another, like a nail in a board, as

the teeth in the alveoli of the jaws.

Gona'lgia. See Gonyalgia.

Gona'gra. (From yovv, the knee,

and aypa, a seizure). Gout in the

knee.

Go'ne. (Tovt)). The seed. But
in Hippocrates it is the uterus.

Gongro'na. (From yoyypog, a

hard knot).— 1. The cramp.—2. A
round tubercle in the trunk of a

tree.—3. A hard round tumour of

the nervous parts; but particularly

a bronchoccle, or other hard tumour
of the neck.

Gongy'lion. (From yoyy v\oc,
round). A pill.

Gonoi'des. (From yovrj, seed,

and tivoQ, form) . Resembling seed.

Hippocrates often uses this term for

the excrements of the belly, and for

the contents of the urine, when there

is something in them which resem-

bles the seminal matter.

Gonorrhoea. (From yovij, the
semen, and pew, to flow ; from a
supposition of the ancients, that it

was a seminal flux). A genus of
disease in the Class Locales, and
Order Apoceno&es , of Culien's Noso-
logy, where it is defined as a preter-

natural flux of fluid from the urethra
in males, with or without libidinous

desires. Females, however, are sub-
ject to the same complaint in some
forms. He makes four species, viz.

1. Gonorrhoea pura or benigna; a
puriform discharge from the urethra,

without dysuria, or lascivious incli-

nation, and not following an impure
connection.

2. Gonorrhoea impura, maligna,
syphilitica, virulenta; a discharge

resembling pus, from the urethra,

with heat of urine, &c. after impure
coition, to which often succeeds a
discharge of mucus from the urethra,

with little or no dysury, called a
gleet. Fluor albus malignus. Blen-
norrhagia of Swediaur. In English,

a clap, from the old French word
clapises, which were public shops,

kept and inhabited by single prosti-

tutes, and generally confined to a

particular quarter of the town, as

is even now the case in several of

the great towns of Italy, &c. In
Germany, the disorder is named trip-

per, from dripping ; and in French,
chaudpisse, from the heat and scald-

ing in making water.

3. Gonorrhoea laxoruni, lihidinosa ; a

pellucid discharge from the urethra,

without erection of the penis, but

with venereal thoughts wliile awake.
4. Gonorrhoea dormientium oneiro-

gonos. When, during sleep, but

dreaming of venereal engagements,
there is an erection of the penis, and
a seminal discharge.

^H** There are two poisons com-
municated by venereal intercourse ;

one, the poison of gonorrheal, \s Inch,

falling upon a mucous surface, pro-

duces from that surface a discharge

of matter which is infectious ; the

other, the poison of syphilis, which,
applied to the surface of the skin, or

as far as is known at present, to any
surface, produces inflammation and
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ulceration, forming a sore which is

called chancre ; which, being re-

ceived into the absorbent glands,

occasions bubo, and which, being

conveyed into the circulation, pro-

duces inflammation and ulceration

in the throat, on the skin, the pe-

riosteum, and bones. See Venereal

Disease, &c.—For other varieties of

gonorrhoea, see the following.

Gonorrhoea beni'gna. See Go-

norrhoea,

Gonorrhoea chorda'ta. A go-

norrhoea accompanied with painful

tension of the penis, called chordee.

Gonorrhoea dormie'ntium. In-

voluntary nocturnal emission.

Gonorrhoea impu'ra. The vene-

real gonorrhoea.

Gonorrhoea laxo'rum. Involun-

tary emission from debility.

Gonorrhoea libidino'sa. Invo-

luntary emission from lust.

Gonorrhoea mali'gna. A vene-

real or malignant gonorrhoea.

GonorrhoEa muco'sa. A discharge

of mucus from the urethra, or gleet.

GonorrhoEa oneiro'gonos. An
involuntary nocturnal emission.

Gonorrhg/a tu'ra. A common
gleet.

GonorrhoEa spu'ria. A species

of gonorrhoea affecting the glans.

GonorrhoEa syphilitica. The
venereal gonorrhoea.

GonorrhoEa ba'lani. A species

of gonorrhoea affecting the glans pe-
nis only.

Gonya'lgia. (From yovv, the
knee, and aXyoc, pain). Gonyalgia.
Gout in the knee.

Go'rdius. A species of worms
peculiar to hot climates.

Goose-foot , stijiki?ig. See Cheno-
podium vulvaria.

Goose-grass. See Galium aparine,

Gossy'pium. (From gotnc, whence
gottipium, Egyptian.— 1. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Monadclphia; Or-
der, Polyandria.—2. The pharmaco-
poeial name of the cotton-tree. See
Gossypium herbaceum.
Gossy'pium herba'ceum. The sys-

tematic name of the cotton-plant.

Gossypium. Bombax. The seeds of

the cotton-tree, Gossypium herba-

ceum ; folxis quinquelobis subtus eglan-

dulosis, caule herbaceo, of Linnaeus,

are directed for medicinal use ia

some foreign pharmacopoeias ; and
are administered in coughs, &c. on
account of the mucilage they contain*

Goulard's extract. A saturated

solution of acetate of lead. See
Plumbi subacetatis liquor.

Gourd. See Cucurbita.

Gourd, bitter. SeeCucumis colo-

cynthis.

Gout. See Arthritis.

Gracilis. (Gracilis; from its

smallness). Slender. The name of

a muscle of the thigh. Rectus inte-

rior femoris, sive gracilis interior, of
Winslow. Sous pubio-creti tibial of
Dumas) . It is situated immediately
under the integuments, at the inner

part of the thigh. It assists in bend-
ing the thigh and leg inwards.

Gra'men cam'num. See Triticum
repens.

Gra'men cru'cis cyperioi'dis.

Gramen JEgyptiacum. Egyptian
cock's-foot grass, or grass of the

cross. The roots and plants possess

the same virtues as the dog's-grass,

and are serviceable in the earlier

stages of dropsy. They are sup-

posed to correct the bad smell of the
breath, and to relieve nephritic dis-

orders, colics, &c. although now
neglected.

Gra'mia. The sordes of the eyes.

Gra'mme. (From yoapprj, a line ;

so called from its linear appearance)

.

The iris of the eye.

Gra'na cm'dia. See Daphne mc-
zereum.

Gra'na infecto'ria. Kermes ber-

ries.

Gra'na ke'rmes. Kermes berries.

Gra'na paradi'si. Grains of Para-
dise. See Amomum.

Gra'na ti'glia. See Croton tiglium.

Gra'na tincto'ria. Kermes berries.

Granadi'lla. (Dim. of granado,
a pomegranate, Spanish ; so called,

because at the top of the flower
there are points, like the grains of a
pomegranate) . The passion-flower,

the fruit of which is said to possess
refrigerating qualities.

Ff
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Granatris'tum. A boil or car-

buncle.

Grana'tum. (From granum, a
grain, because it is full of seed).
See Punica granatum,

Grande'baljE. (Quod in grandio-
ribus estate nascanttir , because they
appear in those who are advanced in

years) . The hairs under the arm- pits.

Gra'ndines. Small tumours on
the eyelids. See Grando,

Grandino'sum os. The cuboid
bone of the foot.

Gra'ndo. (Quod similitudinem gra-
novum habeat, because it is in shape
and size like a grain of seed). Hail.

A moveable tumour on the margin
of the eyelid, is so called, from its

likeness to a hail-stone.

Granula'tion. (Granulatio; from
granum, a grain) . The little grain-

like fleshy bodies which form on the
surfaces of ulcers and suppurating
wounds, and serve both for filling

up the cavities, and bringing nearer
together and uniting their sides, are

called granulations.

%* Nature is supposed to be ac-

tive in bringing parts as nearly as

possible to their original state, whose
disposition, action, and structure

have been altered by accident or
disease ; and after having, in her
operations for this purpose, formed
pus, she immediately sets about
forming a new matter upon surfaces,

in which there has been a breach of
continuity. This process is called

granulating or incarnation ; and the

substance formed is called granula-

tions. The colour of healthy gra-

nulations is a deep florid red. When
livid they are unhealthy, and have
only a languid circulation. Healthy
granulations, on an exposed or flat

surface, rise nearly even with the

surface of the surrounding skin, and
often a little higher; but when they

exceed this, and take on a growing
disposition, they are unhealthy, be-

come soft, spongy, and without any
disposition to form skin. Healthy
granulations are always prone to

unite to each other, so as to be the

rnears of uniting parts.—See Hun-
ter on the Blood, Inflammation, &.C.

p. 473, et seq. 1/94 ;—Thompson's
Lectures on Inflammation, p. 408, &c.—Chym. Granulation implies the
method of dividing metallic sub-
stances into grains or small parti-
cles, in order to facilitate their com-
bination with other substances, and
sometimes for the purpose of rea-
dily subdividing them by weight.
Gra'num mo'schi. See Hibiscus

abelmoschus.

Gra'num re'gium. The castor-
oil seed.

Graph ioi'des. (From ypacuc, a
pencil, and eitfoc a form). The pro-
cessus styliformis of the os temporis
is so called; also a process of the
ulna. The musculus biventer vel

digastricus was formerly called by
this name, from its supposed origin

from the above-mentioned process
of the temple-bone.

Grass'a. Borax.
Grati'ola. (Dim. of gratia, so

named from its supposed admirable
qualities). Hyssop.—1. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Diandria ; Order,
Monogynia.—2. The pharmacopceial

name of the hedge-hyssop. See Gra-
tiola officinalis,

Grati'ola officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the hedge-hyssop

;

called also digitalis minima, gratia

dei, gratiola centauroides. This exo-

tic plant, the Gratiola: foliis lance-

olatis, sei'ratis, floribus pedunculatis,

of Linnaeus, is a native of the south

of Europe ; but is raised in our gar-

dens.
*
#* This plant, in small doses,

has been commonly employed as a

cathartic and diuretic in hydropieal

diseases ; and instances of its good
effects in ascites and anasarca are

recorded by many respectable prac-

titioners. Gesner and Bergius found

a scruple of the powder a sufficient

dose, as in this quantity it frequent-

ly excited nausea or vomiting

;

others have given it to half a drachm,
two scruples, a drachm, and even

more.
An extract of the root of this

plant is said to be more efficacious

than the plant itself, and exhibited
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in the dose of half a drachm, or a

drachm, in dysenteries, produces the

best effects. We are also told by

Kostrzewski,that in the hospitals at

Vienna, three maniacal patients were

perfectly recovered by its use; and

in the most confirmed cases of lueg

venerea, it effected a complete cure

;

it usually acted by increasing the

urinary, cutaneous, or salivary dis-

charges.

Grave'do. (From gravis, heavy)

.

A catarrh, or cold, with a sense

of heaviness in the head.

Gravel. Sec Calculus.

Gra'vity. A term used by phy-

sical writers, to denote the cause

by which all bodies move toward

each other, unless prevented by some
other force or obstacle. See Attrac-

tion.

Gra'vity specific. The density

of the matter of which any body is

composed, compared to the density

of another body, assumed as the

standard. This standard is pure dis-

tilled water, at the temperature of

60° of Fahrenheit.
*
# * To determine the specific gra-

vity of a solid, we weigh it first in

air, and then in water. In the latter

case it loses of its weight a quantity

precisely equal to the weight of its

own bulk of water ; and hence, by
comparing this weight with its total

weight, the specific gravity of it is

found. If it be a liquid or a gas,

we weigh it in a glass, or other ves-

sel of known capacity ; and dividing

that weight by the weight of the

same bulk of water, the quotient is,

as before, the specific gravity.

To calculate the mean specific

gravity of a compound from those of
its components, the rule is : The
specific gravity of one body is to

that of another, as the weight of the
first divided by its volume, is to the

weight of the second, divided by its

volume ; and the mean specific gra-
vity of the two, is formed by di-

viding the sum of the weights by the
sum of the volumes.—See Journal of
Science, No. 7.

Green sickness. See Chlorosis.

Gressu'ra. (From gradi, to pro-

ceed). The perinaeum which goes

from the pudendum to the anus.

Grie'lum. A name formerly ap^

plied to parsley ; smallage.

Gripho'menos. (From ypupoc,

a net, because it surrounds the body

as with a net). Applied to pains

which surround the body at the

loins.

Gromwell, common. See Litho-

spermum.
Grossula'ria. (Dim. of grossus,

an unripe fig ; so named, because its

fruit resembles an unripe fig.) The
gooseberry, or gooseberry-bush.

Gro'tto del ca'ne. (Ital.) A
grotto near Naples, in which dogs

are suffocated. The carbonic acid

gas rises about eighteen inches. A
man therefore is not affected, but a

dog forcibly held in, or who cannot

rise above it, is soon killed, unless

taken out. He is recovered by plung-

ing him in an adjoining lake.

Ground liverwort. See Lichen

caninus.

Ground ivy. A common plant

used in the form of infusion or tea

in pectoral complaints. See Glecoma

hederacea.

Ground-pine. Sec Teucrium cha-

m&pitys.

Ground-nut. See Bunium bulho-

castaiium.

Groundsel. See Senecio vulgaris.

Gru'tum. Milium. A hard white

tubercle of the skin, resembling in

size and appearance a millet-seed.

Grypiio'sis. (From ypvirou, to

incurvate). A disease of the nails,

which turn inwards, and irritate the

soft parts below.

Guaiacum. (From the Spanish
Guayacan, which is formed from the

Indian Hoaxacan.) — 1. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnsean
system : Class, Decandria ; Order,
Monogynia. — 2. The pharmaco-
pceial name of the officinal guai-

acum, Guaiacum officinale foliis hi-

jugis, obtusis, of Linnaeus. This tree

is a native of the West Indian islands.

The wood, gum, bark, fruit, and
even the flowers, have been found to

possess medicinal qualities. The
wood, which is called Guaiacum
Ff2
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Americanum. Lignum vita. Lignum
sanctum* Lignum benedictum. Palus
sanctus, is brought principally from
Jamaica, in large pieces of four or five

hundred weight each, and from its

hardness and beauty is used for vari-

ous articles of turnery ware.
*** The wood of guaiacum is hea-

vier than water, and emits, when
heated, an aromatic odour, a bitter-

ish and subacrid taste. To extract

its virtues, long decoction is required.

It has enjoyed great reputation as a

specific in the venereal disease. It

was imported into Europe in 1517,
and gained immediate celebrity from
curing the celebrated Van Hutten,
although long before this period, it

was used ? by the natives of St. Do-
mingo. Boerhaave, so late as the

18th century, maintained its specific

power. It is not improbable that

tlie discipline which always accom-
panied its exhibition, such as sweat-

ing, abstinence, and purgation, might,

in warmer climates, be the means of

effecting the cures attributed to the

guaiacum.
Besides such cases, in which the

good effects of guaiacum made it be

erroneously regarded as a specific

for the lues venerea, the medicine

was also formerly given, by some,

on the first attack of the venereal

disease. The disorder being thus

benefited, a radical cure was con-

sidered to be accomplished : and

though frequent relapses followed,

yet, as these partly yielded to the

same remedy, its reputation was still

kept up. Many diseases also, which

got well, were probably not venereal

4 ases. Mr. Pearson seems to allow,

that in syphilitic affections, it may
indeed operate like a true antidote,

pending, for a time, the progress

of certain venereal symptoms, and

removing other appearances altoge-

ther ; but he observes that expe-

OCe has evinced, that the unsub-

I
virus yet remain* active in the

constitution.

Mr. Pearson has found guaiacum

little use in pains of the bones,

except when it proved sudorific ; but

that it was then inferior to antimony

or volatile alkali. When the con-
stitution has been impaired by mer-
cury and long confinement, and there
is a thickened state of the ligaments,

or periosteum, or foul ulcers still re-

maining, Mr. P. says, these effects

will often subside during the exhibi-

tion of the decoction ; and it will of-

ten suspend for a short time, the

progress of certain secondary symp-
toms of the lues venerea : for in-

stance, ulcers of the tonsils, venereal

eruptions, and even nodes. Mr. P.,

however, never knew one instance,

in which guaiacum eradicated the vi-

rus ; and he contends, that its being

conjoined with mercury, neither in-

creases the virtue of this mineral,

lessens its bad effects, nor diminishes

the necessity of giving a certain

quantity of it. He also remarks, that

he has seen guaiacum produce good
effects in many patients, having cu-

taneous diseases, the ozsena, and
scrofulous affections of the mem-
branes and ligaments.—See Pearson

on the Effects of various Articles i?i

the Cure of Lues Venerea. Edit, 2.

1807.

Guila'ndina bo'nduc. The sys-

tematic name of the plant, the fruit

of which is called Bonduch Indorum.

Molucca or bezoar nut. It possesses

warm, bitter, and carminative vir-

tues.

Guila'ndina mori'nga.— 1. Sen,

Bennux. Balanusmyrepsica; &.C. The
oily acorn, or ben nut. A whitish

nut, about the size of a small filberd, of

a roundish triangular shape, includ-

ing a kernel of the same figure, co-

vered with a white skin. It is the

fruit of the Guilandina moringa in-

crmiSy foliis subpinatis, foliolis ivfc-

rioribus tcrnatis, of Linnaeus. They
were formerly employed to remove
obstructions of the prima via?. The
unalterability of the expressed oil of

this nut would render it the most

valuable substance for cerates, or

liniments, were it sufficiently com-
mon ; a purpose for which it is actu-

ally employed in many parts of Italy.

— 2. Lignum ncphriticum. Nephri-

tic wood. It is never used medi-

cinally in this country, but stands
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high in reputation abroad, against

difficulties of making urine, nephri-

tic complaints, and most disorders

of the kidneys and urinary passages.

Guinea-worm. The Gordius me-

dinensis.

Gum. The mucilage of vegetables.

* * The principal gums are

;

1. The common gums, obtained from

the plum, the peach, the cherry-

tree, &c.—2. Gum arabic, which

flows naturally from the acacia in

Egypt, Arabia, and elsewhere. This

forms a clear transparent mucilage

with water.—3. Gum Seneca, or Se-

negal. It does not greatly differ

from gum arabic : the pieces are

larger and clearer ; and it seems to

communicate a higher degree of the

adhesive quality to water. It is

much used by calico-printers and
others. The first sort of gums are

frequently sold by this name, but

may be known by their darker co-

lour.—4. Gum adragant or traga-

canth. It is obtained from a small

plant, a species of astragalus, grow-
ing in Syria, and other eastern parts.

It comes to us in small white con-

torted pieces resembling worms. It

is usually dearer than other gums,
and forms a thicker jelly witli water.

—Mr. Willis has found, that the

root of the common blue bell, hya-
cinthus non scriptus, dried and
powdered, affords a mucilage pos-

sessing all the qualities of that from
gum arabic. The roots of the vernal

squill, white lily and orchis, equally

yield mucilage. Lord Dundonald
has extracted a mucilage also from
lichens.—Gums treated with nitric

acid afford the saclactic, malic, and
oxalic acids.

Gum-boil. See Parulis.

Gu'mma. A strumous tumour on
the periosteum of a bone.

Gu'mmi ara'bicum. See Acacia
vera,

Gu'MMl CARa'nn.E. Sec Caranna.
Gu'mmi ceraso'rum. The juices

which exude from the bark of cherry-
trees. It may be substituted for gum
arabic.

Gu'mmi ciii'bou. A spurious kind
of gum elemi, but little used.

Gu'mmi cou'rbaril. An epithet

sometimes applied to the juice of the

Hymenoea courbaril. See Anime.

Gu'mmi eupho'rbii. See Eu-
phorbia.

Gu'mmi ga'lda. See Galda.

Gu'mmi gambie'nse. See Kino.

Gu'mmi gu'tt^. See Stalagmitis.

Gu'mmi he'derje. See Hedera
helix.

Gu'mmi juniperi'num. See Juni-

perus communis.
Gu'mmi kikekunema'lo. See

Kikekunemalo.

Gu'mmi ki'no. See Kino.

Gu'mmi la'cca. See Lacca.

Gu'mmi my'rrha. See Myrrha.
Gu'mmi resi'na lu'tea. An as-

tringent gum resin from New Hol-
land.

Gu'mmi ru'brum astri'ngens

gambie'nse. See Kino.

Gu'mmi sagape'num. See Saga-
penum.

Gu'mmi senegale'nse. See Mi-
mosa Senegal.

Gu'mmi tragaca'nths:. See As-
tragalus.

Gum-re'sin. Gummi-resina. Gum-
resins are the juices of plants that

are mixed with resin, and an ex-

tractive matter, which has been taken
for a gummy substance. They seldom
flow naturally from plants, but are

mostly extracted by incision, in the

form of white, yellow, or red fluids,

which dry more or less quickly.

Water, spirit of wine, wine or vine-

gar, dissolve them only in part, ac-

cording to the proportion they con-
tain of resin or extract. Gum-resins
may also be formed by art, by di-

gesting the parts of vegetables con-
taining the gum-resin in diluted al-

cohol, and then evaporating the

solution. For this reason most tinc-

tures contain gum-resin. The prin-

cipal gum-resins employed medici-
nally are aloes, ammoniacum, asa-

foetida, galbanum, gambogia, guaia-

cum, myrrha, olibanum, opoponax,
sagapenum,sarcocolla,scammoniura,
and styrax.

Gums. Gingiva?* The very vas-
cular and elastic substance that covers
the alveolar processes of the upper

Ff3
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and under jaws, and embraces the

necks of the teeth.

Gun-shot wounds. This descrip-

tion of wounds receive their name
from the manner in which they are

produced, being generally from hard,
obtuse, metallic bodies projected from
great guns, muskets, &c. With such
injuries it is also usual to include a
variety of dreadful accidents, the con-
sequence of the exploding of shells,

or the violence with which pieces of
stones from ramparts, or splinters

of wood, are scattered about.

*x* Gun-shot wounds are the most
extensive of the contused kind ; and
what is said of these, is equally ap-

plicable, to all contused wounds, in

proportion to the injury so received.

The excessive contusion and violence,

observable in these wounds, depend
upon the rapidity with which the

substances occasioning them are pro-

pelled. The parts touched by the

ball are frequently converted into a

blackish slough. In general, gun-
shot wounds do not bleed much,
unless large blood-vessels be injured

;

their circumference is often livid
;

and the shock that attends their in-

fliction, or the injury done to the

nerves, may occasion in the limb, or

part, a kind of torpor, sometimes

extending itself to the whole system.

But, observes Dr. Kennen, " the

ects of a gun-shot wound differ so

terially in different men, and the

appearances are so various, according

to the nature of the parts wounded,
and the greater or lesser force with

which it has been struck, that no
invariable train of symptoms can be

laid down as its necessary conco-

mitants.

—

Principle* of Military Sur-

v, p. 33, ed. 2.

Treatment of Gun-shot Tf^ound.s.—
In the treatment of a gun-shot wound
in one of the extremities, the first

thing to be determined upon, is,

whether it be most advisable to

amputate the limb immediately, or

to undertake the cure of the wound.

When a bone, especially at a joint,

very much shattered ; when the

fleshy parts, particularly the great

blood-vessels and nerves, are lace-

rated ; when the whole limb has
suffered a violent concussion, and is

cold and senseless, there is no hope
of preserving it. In these cases, it

behoves the surgeon to operate at

once, and not to delay till inflamma-
tion, fever, and a tendency to morti-
fication supervene. But, beside this

violent degree of injury, in which
the propriety of amputation is ob-
vious, there are several lower de-
grees, on which it is frequently ex-
tremely difficult to decide for or
against amputating the limb ; and it

is impossible to determine the neces-
sity of amputation by general rules.

In every individual case, the surgeon
must consider maturely the particular

circumstances, before he ventures to

decide.

The objections to the operation
are, the pain it occasions at a period

when the whole system is disordered

by a terrible injury ; the loss of a
limb ; and frequent exampies in which
nature, aided by judicious surgery,

heals the most desperate wounds.
The reasons in favour of the opera-

tion, are :—the patient gets rid of a

dreadful, contused wound, which
threatens the most imminent dan-
ger, and which is exchanged, as it

were, for a simple incised one. The
pain of amputation is not of more
moment than that which the requi-

site incision and extraction of foreign

bodies, would cause in case the ope-

ration were abandoned. In cases of

gun-shotwounds, the loss of the limb

cannot be taken into the account

;

for, the surgeon only undertakes the

operation where he designs to save

the patient's life by that privation,

and anticipates that the part itself

cannot be preserved. Even, if he

should deprive the patient of a limb,

that, perhaps, might have been
preserved, there is this atonement,
that he can furnish him with an arti-

ficial leg, which often proves more
serviceable than the lost limb would
have proved, had it been preserved.

Should the operation be fixed on, it

is to 1)0 immediately performed above
the wound.

—

Ii.'chter
}
Anfan$gr,Wun-

darzn, B. 1.
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According to the precepts formerly
in vogue, when amputation was
deemed unnecessary, the surgeon used
to dilate the wound by one or more
incisions; the utility, however, of
this practice has been overruled, as

experience proves they generally in-

crease the inflammation. By English
surgeons, the knife is now rarely, if

ever, employed in the first instance,

except for the purpose of extracting

balls, splinters of bone, and other
extraneous bodies, or for facilitating

the application of ligatures to bleed-

ing vessels.— See Hennens Pri?ici-

pk-s ofMilitary Surgery, p. 49, cd. 2.

With respect to the propriety and
necessity of immediate amputation,
for nearly two hundred years past

there have always been some advo-
cates for this judicious practice. Du
Chesnc, the first writer on military

surgery, recommends amputation in

the severe injuries of the extremi-
ties ; and, it is worthy of remark,
that he directs the operation to be
performed before inflammation and
other constitutional symptoms shall

have supervened.—See Traite de la

Cure generate etparticuliere des Arch-
bti&tdes, by Jos. Du C/ws-ne, Paris,

1G25, p. 143;

—

Dr. Th/mpson s Re-
port, &.c. p. 160.

Wiseman not only recommended
and practised immediate amputation

;

but the same was not unfrequently
done by the military surgeons of his

time.— (See Chirurgical Treatises,

by R. Wiseman, 3d edit. p. 410,
Lond. 1696).—Le Dran, in his ex-
cellent little Manual of Military Sur-
gery, declared himself an advocate
for immediate amputation, in all

cases in which the operation from
the first appeared to be indispen-
sable. — See Traite ou Reflexions
tire'es dc la Pratique sur les plaies

a"Amies a feu, par H. F. Le Dran,
a Paris, 1737.

Ranby, serjeant - surgeon to
George II. entertained similar opi-
nions to those of Le Dran, with re-
gard to the utility of immediate am-
putation.— See Method of treating
Gun-shot Wounds, by John Ranby,
edit. 3, p. 29, Lond. 1781,

Among the advocates for delaying

amputation are M. Faure, to whom
the Royal Academy of Surgery in

France adjudged the prize, after

the battle of Fontenoy, in the year

1756, for the best dissertation on
gun-shot injuries requiring imme-
diate amputation, the main object

of which was to recommend delay-

ing the operation. In support of this

opinion, M. Faure found some modern
advocates of distinguished talents and
celebrity ; among whom may be
enumerated Hunter, Baron, Percy,

and Lombard, &c.
De la Martiniere, Schmucker,

surgeon - general of the Prussian

armies, M. Brucher of Lisle, Baron
Larrey, Mr. John Bell, Mr. Guthrie,

&c. may be added to the preceding
authorities against delaying ampu-
tation, in cases of gun-shot wounds
requiring amputation. The strongest

body of evidence, however, on this

subject, is undoubtedly adduced by
Baron Larrey, inspector-general of
the French armies, a situation which
enabled him, during a war of twenty
years, to form the most extensive

judgment from actual experience.

—

" If we are to be told," says the

Baron, M that the amputation of a
limb is a cruel operation, dangerous
in its consequences, and always
grievous for the patient, who is

thereby mutilated ; that, conse-

quently, there is more honour in

saving a limb, than in cutting it off

with dexterity and success; these

arguments may be refuted by an-
swering, that amputation is an ope-
ration of necessity, which offers a
chance of preservation to the unfor-

tunate, whose death appears certain

under any other treatment; and, that

should any doubt exist of amputa-
tion being absolutely indispensable

to the patient's safety, the operation
is to be deferred till nature has de-

clared herself, and given a positive

indication of it."—We are also justi-

fied in adding, that this chance of
preservation is at the present day
much greater than at the epoch of
the Academy of Surgery. We learn

from M, Faure, that, of about three
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hundred amputations performed after

the battle of Fontenoy, only thirty

were attended with success ; whilst,

on the contrary, says Baron Larrey,

we have saved more than three-

fourths of the patients on whom
amputation has been performed, and
some of whom also had two limbs

removed. This improvement is at-

tributed by the Baron,— 1. To our

knowing better how to take the ad-

vantage of the indication and favour-

able time for amputating ;—2. To the

better method of dressing ;—3.To the

mode of operating being more sim-

ple, less painful, and more expedi-

tious, than that formerly adopted.

For the most modern information

on the treatment of gun-shot wounds,
See Larrey 's Memoires de Chirurgie

Militaire, 4 torn. 8vo. Paris, 1812,

1817 ;

—

Guthrie on Gunshot Wounds

of the Extremities, Lond. 1815;

—

or Treatise on Gun-shot Wounds,

lg20 ;

—

A. C. Hutchinson's Practi-

cal Obs. in Surg. 1816 ;—And Fur-

ther Observations on the Period for
Amputating in Gun-shot Wounds, 8vo.

Lond. 1817 ;

—

Medical Sketches of
the Campaigns of 1812, 13, 14, by

James Mann ; to which are added.

Surgical Cases, Observations on Mi-
litary Hospitals, and Flying Hospi-

tals attached to a moving Army, &c.

Gu'tta, -ce, f. A drop.
*
m * Drops are uncertain forms of

administering medicines. The shape

of the bottle or of its mouth, from
whence the drops fall, as well as the

consistence of the fluid, occasion a

considerable difference in the quan-

tity administered. Gutta is also a
name of the apoplexy, from the sup-

position that its cause was a drop of

blood falling from the brain upon
the heart.

Gu'tta ga'mba. See Stalagmitis.

Gu'tta opa'ca. A name for the

cataract.

Gu'tta sere'na. (So called by
the Arabians). See Amaurosis,

Gu'rnE ni'gr;f. The black drops,

occasionally called the Lancashire,

or the Cheshire drops. Long a

secret preparation of opium, said to

be more active than the common

tincture, and supposed to be less in-

jurious, as seldom followed by head-
ache.

%* This preparation, which has
been long known and esteemed, as

being more powerful in its operation,

and less distressing in its effects,

than any tincture of opium, has,
until lately, been involved in much
obscurity; the papers, however, of
the late Edward Walton, of Sunder-
land, one of the near relations of
the original proprietor, having fallen

into the hands of Dr. Armstrong,
that gentleman has obliged the pro-
fession by publishing the manner in

which it is prepared, viz. " Take
half a pound of opium, sliced, three

pints ofgood verjuice, (juice of the

wild crab) , and one ounce and a half

of nutmegs, and half an ounce of
saffron: boil them to a proper
thickness, then add a quarter of a
pound of sugar, and two spoonsful

of yeast. Set the whole in a warm
place near the fire for six or eight

weeks, then place it in the open air

until it becomes a syrup : lastly,

decant, filter, and bottle it up, add-
ing a little sugar to each bottle."

One drop of this preparation is con-
sidered equal to about three of the

tincture of opium. P. S. It would
appear that an acetate of Morphia is

formed, which is more active, and
less distressing in its effects, than
any other narcotic combination.—See
Pharmacologia, &c. by J. A. Paris,

M. D. &c. vol. ii. p. 325.

Gu'ttje rosa'cee. Red spots

upon the face and nose.

Gu'ttural a'rtery. The supe-

rior thyroideal artery. The first

branch of the external carotid.

Gyivina'stics. (From yvpvoq,
naked, performed by naked men in

the public games). A method of

curing diseases by exercise, or that

part of physic which treats of the

rules that are to be observed in all

sorts of exercises, for the preserva-

tion of health. This is said to have

been invented by one Herodicus,

born at Salymbra, a city of Thrace ;

or, as some say, at Leutini in Sicily.

Gvne'cia. (From yvvrj, a wo-
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man) . It signifies the menses, and
sometimes the lochia.

Gynje'ciUM. (From yvvrj, a wo-
man) . A seraglio ; the pudendum
muliebre ; also a name for antimony.

Gynecomania. (From yvvr\> a wo-
man, and [lavta, madness) . That spe-

cies of insanity that arises from love.

Gymecoma'ston. (From yvvrf,

a woman, and fia<?og, a breast) . An
enormous increase of the breasts of
women.
Gynecomy'stax. (From yvvrj,

a woman, and ftv?ra%, a beard)

»

The hairs on the female pudenda.

H.

Habe'na, -ce, f. The reins of a

bridle. A bandage for keeping the

lips of wounds together, made in the

form of a bridle.

Hacub. A species of carduus.

Gundelia tcurncfortii of Linnaeus :

—

the young shoots of which are eaten

by the Indians, but the roots are

emetic.

Hemago'ga. (From aifia, blood,

and ayo), to bring off). Haemago-
gues. Medicines which promote the

menstrual and hemorrhoidal dis-

charges.

H/E.malo'pia. (From aijxa, blood,

and o7rlofiai, to see). A disease of

the eyes, in which every thing ap-

pears of a red colour. A variety of

the pseudoblepsis imaginaria.

He'malops. (From atfia, blood,

and d)\f/, the face). A red or livid

mark in the face or eye. A blood-

shot eye.

Hem a'nth us. (From aifia, blood,

and avQoc, a flower, so called from
its colour). The blood-flower.

Hemate'mesis. (From aifta,

Wood, and tfxew, to vomit). Vumi-

tus cruentus. A vomiting of biood.
*
#
* A vomiting of blood is readily

to be distinguished from a discharge

from the lungs, by its being usually

preceded by a sense of weight, pain,

or anxiety in the region of the sto-

mach ; by its being unaccompanied
by any cough ; by the blood being

discharged in a very considerable

quantity ; by its being of a dark co-

lour, and somewhat grumous ; and

by its being mixed with the othetf

contents of the stomach.
H/EMAtj'tes. (From ai/xa, blood,

so named from its property of stop-

ping biood, or from its colour).

Lapis haematites. An elegant iron

ore called bloodstone. Finely levi-

gated, and freed from the grosser

parts by frequent washings with

water, it has been long recommend-
ed in hemorrhages, fluxes, uterine

obstructions, &c. in doses of from
3j to 5J.

H/EMAti'tinis. (From aifiaiQijQ,

the bloodstone). A collyrium, in

which was the bloodstone.

Hematoce'le. (From at/xa, blood,

and xtjXtj, a tumour). A swelling

of the scrotum, or spermatic cord,

proceeding from or caused by blood.
*
#* According to Mr. Pott, the

disease, properly called hematocele,

'

is of four kinds ; two of which have
their seat within the tunica vaginalis

testis : one within the albuginea ; and
the fourth in the tunica communis or

common cellular membrane, invest-

ing the spermatic vessels.—In the

passing an instrument, in order to

let out the water from an hydrocele

of the vaginal coat, a vessel is some-
times wounded, which is of such
size, as to tinge the fluid pretty

deeply at the time of its running
out : the orifice becoming close,

when the water is all discharged,

and a plaster being applied, the

blood ceases to flow from thence,

but insinuates itself partly into the
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cavity of the vaginal coat, and partly

into the cells of the dartos ; making
sometimes, in the space of a few
hours, a tumour nearly equal in size

to the original hydrocele. This is

one species.— It sometimes happens
in tapping an hydrocele, that al-

though the fluid discharged by that

operation be perfectly clear and lim-

pid, yet in a very short space of

time (sometimes in a few hours) the

scrotum becomes as large as it was
before, and palpably as full of a fluid.

If a new puncture be now made, the

discharge, instead of being limpid

(as before) is now either pure blood

or very bloody. This is another

species ; but, like the preceding,

confined to the tunica vaginalis.

—

The whole vascular compages of the

testicle is sometimes very much en-

larged, and at the same time ren-

dered so lax and loose, that the tu-

mour produced thereby has, to the

Angers of an examiner, very much
the appearance of a swelling com-
posed of a mere fluid, supposed to

be somewhat thick, or viscid. This
is in some measure a deception ; but

not totally so : the greater part of

the tumefaction is caused by the

loosened texture of the testes ; but

there is very frequently a quantity of

extravasated blood also.—If this be
supposed to be an hydrocele, and
pierced, the discharge will be mere
blood. This is a third kind of hae-

matocele ; and very different, in all

its circumstances, from the two pre-

ceding: the fluid is shed from the

vessels of the glandular part of the

testicle, and contained within the tu-

nica albuginea.—The fourth consists

in a rupture of, and an effusion of

blood, from a branch of the sper-

matic vein, in its passage from the

groin to the testicle. In which case,

the extravasation is made into the

tunica communis, or cellular mem-
brane, investing the spermatic ves-

sels.—Each of these species, Mr.
Pott says, he has seen so distinctly,

and perfectly, that he has not the

smallest doubt concerning their ex-

istence, and of their difference from

each other.—-See Pott's C/iirurg.

Works , vol. ii. ;

—

B. Bell on Hydro-
cele ; Harris, in Mem. of Load. So-
ciety, vol. V. &c. &c.

H/emato'chysis. (From aifta,

blood, and x eoj y t0 pour out). An
hemorrhage or flux of blood.

H.emato'des. (From ai\ia, blood,

and uloq, appearance ; so called

from the red colour of its flowers)

.

An old name for the bloody cra-

nes-bill. See Geranium sanguineum.
Now applied to a fungus or fleshy

excrescence, which has somewhat
the appearance of blood.

Hjemato'logy. (From aijia,

blood, and \oyog, a discourse).

Hcemotologia. The doctrine of the

blood.

H^matomfhaloce'le. (From
aifxa, blood, o/i0a\oc, the navel,

and xnXrj, a tumour). A species of

ecchymosis. A tumour about the

navel, from an extravasation of
blood. It is mostly absorbed, but
if too considerable, a puncture may
be made to evacuate the blood, as

in ecchymosis. See Ecchtjmoma.
H.ematopede'sis. (From aipa,

blood, and wedato, to leap). The
spirting of the blood from a wounded
artery.

HiEMATo'sis. (From aifta, blood.)

An hemorrhage or flux of blood.

H^emato'xylon. (From nijua,

blood, and %v\ov, wood ; so called

from the red colour of its wood).
A genus of plants in the Linnsean

system : Class, Decandria : Order,

Monogynia.
H^EMATO'XYLON CAMPECHIA'nUM.

The systematic name of the logwood-
tree. Acacia Zeylonica. The part

inserted in the Pharmacopoeia, is

the wood, called Hamatoxyli lig-

num, and formerly lignum campe-
cliense. Lignum campechianum. Lig-
7ium campescanum. Lignum indi-

cmn. Lignum sappan. Logwood.
The wood of the llamatoxyhni cam-
pechianum of Linnaeus ; it is of a

solid texture, and of a dark red

colour.
*
#
* Logwood is employed medici-

nally as an astringent and corobo-

rant. In diarrhoea it has been found

peculiarly efficacious, and has the
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recommendation of some of the first

medical authorities ; also in the latter

6tages of dysentery, when the ob-

structing causes are removed; to

obviate the extreme laxity of the in-

testines usually superinduced by the

repeated dejections. In the form of

decoction the proportion is two

ounces to 2fts. of fluid, reduced by
boiling to one. An extract is or-

dered in the pharmacopoeias. The
dose, grs. x to 3ij.

Hemato'xylum, -i, n. (From

aifta, blood, and %v\ov, wood) . The
name in some pharmacopoeias for

the logwood ; which is so called

from its red colour. See Haema-
toxylon campechianum.
Hematu'ria. (From aijua, blood,

and ovpov, urine). The voiding of

blood with urine.
*#* This disease is sometimes oc-

sioned by falls, blows, bruises, or

some violent exertion, such as hard

riding and jumping; but it more
usually arises, from a small stone

lodged either in the kidney or ureter,

which by its size or irregularity

wounds the inner surface of the part

it comes in contact with ; in which

case the blood discharged is most
usually somewhat coagulated, and

the urine deposits a sediment of a

dark brown colour, resembling the

grounds of coffee.

HiEMo'DiA. (From atfiiocscj, to

stupefy) . A painful sensation of the

teeth, caused by acrid substances.

H;emo'ptoe. (From atpa, blood,

and trlvk), to spit up). The spitting

ofblood. See Hanioptys is .

Hemo'ptysis. (From aijua,blood,

and ttIvu), to spit). Hamoptoe. A
spitting of blood. A genus of dis-

ease arranged by Cullen in the Class

Pyrexia?, and Order, Hcpmorrhagiae,

of which there are five species of this

disease :— 1. Haemoptysis plethorica,

from fulness of the vessels.—2. Hae-

moptysis vioknta, from some exter-

nal violence.—3. Haemoptysis phthi-

sica, from ulcers corroding the small

vessels. — 4. Haemoptysis calculosa,

from calculous matter in the lungs.

—

5. Haemoptysis victoria, from the sup-

pression of some customary evacu-

ation. It is characterized by cough-
ing Up florid or frothy blood, pre-

ceded usually by heat or pain in the
chest, irritation in the larynx, and a
saltish taste in the mouth.

Haemoptysis is readily to be dis-

tinguished from hematemesis, as in

this last the blood is usually thrown
out in considerable quantities ; and
is moreover of a darker colour,

more grumous, and mixed with the

other contents of the stomach ;

whereas blood proceeding from the

lungs is usually in small quantities,

of a florid colour, and mixed with a
little frothy mucus only.

Hemorrha'gia. (From aipa,
blood, and prjyvvf.ii, to break out).

Hemorrhage, or flow of blood.

H/EMORRHa'gi/E. Hemorrhages,
or fluxes of blood. An Order in the

Class Pyrexiae, of Cullen's Nosology,
characterized by pyrexia, with a dis-

charge of blood, without any exter-

nal injury ; the blood, on venisec-
tion, exhibiting the buffy coat.

%* The Order Haemorrhagice con-
tains the following genera of diseases,

viz. epistaxis, haemoptysis (of which
phthisis is represented as a sequel)

,

haemorrhois and menorrhagia ; which
see.

HEMORRHOIDAL ARTERIES. Ar-
teriae hwmorrhoidales . The arteries

of the rectum are so called : they
are sometimes two, and at other
times three in number— 1. The up-
per hemorrhoidal artery, which is

the great branch of the lowrer mesen-
teric continued into the pelvis.

—

2. The middle hemorrhoidal, which
sometimes comes off from the hypo-
gastric artery, and very often from
the pudical artery. It is sometimes
wanting.—3. The lower or external

hemorrhoidal is almost always a
branch of the pudical artery, or
that artery which goes to the penis.

Hemorrhoidal veins. Venae ha.-

morrhoidales. These are two.—l.The
external, which evacuates itself into

the vena iliaca interna.—2. The in-

ternal, which conveys its blood into

the vena portae.

Hemo'rrhois. (From aifia, blood,
and pew, to flow). The piles. A
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genus of disease in the Class Py-
rexia, and Order Hcemorrhagics , of
Cullen. They are certain excres-

cences or tumours arising about the

verge of the anus, or the inferior

part of the intestinum rectum : when
they discharge blood> particularly

upon the patient's going to stool,

the disease is known by the name of

bleeding piles ; but when there is no
discharge, it is called blind piles,

HjEMOsta'sia. (From aipa, blood,

and i^npi, to stand) . A stagnation

of blood.

H/EMOSTa'tica. (From ac^a, blood,

and ?aw, to stop). Styptics. Medi-
cines which stop hemorrhages.

Hagiospe'rmum. (From aywg,
holy, and G7rspfia, seed ; so called

from its reputed virtues). Worm-
seed.

Hagio'xylum. (From ayiog, holy,

and %v\ov , wood ; so named be-

cause of its medical virtues) . Gu-
aiacum.

Hair. Fili, Capilli, The hairs of
the human body are thin, elastic,

dry filaments, arising from the skin.

They consist of the bulb, situated

under the skin, which is a vascular

and nervous vesicle ; and a trunk,

which perforates the skin and cu-

ticle, and is covered with a peculiar

vagina.

%* The colour of hair varies.

Its seat is in the medullary juice,

and, according to its situation, is

differently named : thus, on the head,

it is called capilli; over the eyes,

supercilia; cilia, on the margin of
the eyelids ; vibrissa?, in the fora-

mina of the nostrils ; pili auricu-

lares, in the external auditory pas-

sage ; mystax, on the upper lip

;

and barba, on the lower jaw.

Hala'tium. (From aXg, salt) . A
clyster composed chiefly of salt.

Halche'mia. (From a\g, salt,

and x e(A) > t0 P°ur out). The art of

fusing salts.

Halel#;'um. (From aXg , salt, and

t\aiov, oil). A medicine composed

of salt and oil.

Halica'cabum. (From a\g, the

sea, and xa.Ko£og, night-shade ; so

called, because it grows upon the

banks of the sea). See Physalts

alkekengi.

Ha'limus. (From akg, the sea,

because of its saltish taste). Sea-
purslane, said to be antispasmodic.

Halini'trum. (From akg, the
sea, and vdpov, nitre). Nitre, or
rather rock-salt.

Ha'litus. (From halare, to breathe
out). A vapour or gas.

Hallucination. (From halluci-

nari, to err). A depraved or erro-

neous imagination.

Ha'lo. (From aXug, an area or
circle). The red circle surrounding
the nipple, which becomes some-
what brown in old people, and is

beset with many sebaceous glands.

Halmyro'des. (From akpvpog,
salted) . A term applied to the hu-
mours : it means acrimonious. Also
applied to fevers which communicate
such an itching sensation as is per-

ceived from handling saline sub-

stances.

Hama'lgama. See Amalgam.
Hampstead water. A good cha-

lybeate mineral water in the neigh-

bourhood of London.
Ha'iuulus. (Dim. of hamus, a

hook) . Hamus.—Anat, Applied to

any hook-like process, as the ha-
mulus of the pterygoid process of
the sphenoid bone.

Ha'mus. See Hamulus,
Hand. Manus, The hand is com-

posed of the carpus or wrist, meta-
carpus, and fingers. The arteries of

the hand are, the palmary arch and
the digital arteries. The veins are,

the digital, the cephalic of the thtinib,

and the salvatella. The nerves are,

the cutaneus externus and interfiles,

Harde'sia. See Lapis Hibernicus,

Hare-lip. Labia leporina, A fis-

sure, or longitudinal division, more
or less oblique, of one or both lips.

*
#* Children are frequently born

with this kind of malformation, par-

ticularly of the upper lip. Some-
times the portions of the lip, which
ought to be united, have a conside-

rable space between them ; in other

instances they are not much apart.

The cleft is occasionally double,

there being a little lobe, or small
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portion of the lip, situated between

the two fissures. Every species of

the deformity has the same appella-

tion of hare-lip, in consequence of

the imagined resemblance which the

part has to the upper lip of a hare.

The fissure commonly affects only

the lip itself. In many cases, how-
ever, it extends along the bones of

the palate, even as far as the uvula.

Sometimes these bones are totally

wanting ; sometimes they are only

divided by a fissure. Such a mal-

formation is always peculiarly af-

flicting. In its least degree, it con-

stantly occasions considerable de-

formity ; and when it is more mark-
ed, it frequently hinders infants from
sucking, and makes it indispensable

to nourish them by other means.
When the lower lip alone is affected,

which is more rarely the case, the

child can neither retain its saliva,

nor learn to speak, except with the

greatest impediment. But when the

fissure pervades the palate, the pa-

tient not only never articulates per-

fectly, but cannot masticate nor
swallow, except with great difficulty,

on account of the food readily get-

ting up into the nose.—See M. Louis
,

in Mem. de I*Acad, de Chirurgie,

t. iv. p. 385, 4to. 1768 ; t. v. p. 2 (J2,

1774;

—

Sabatier, Medecine Opera-
toire, torn. iii. p. 272, 8vo. Paris,

1810 ;

—

(JEuvres Chir. de Dessault,

par Bichaty t. ii. p. 173 ;

—

J. Kirby,

Cases, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1819, &c. &c.
Harmony. (From apb>, to fit to-

gether). Harmonia. A species of
synarthrosis, or immoveable connec-
tion of bones, in which bones are

connected together by means of

rough margins, not dentiform : in

this manner most of the bones of the

face are connected together. Also a

word adopted by the late Mr. John
Hunter to express a common con-
sent of parts, disposing them to

heal, &c.
Harrogate water. These sul-

phureous springs are four in num-
ber, of the same quality, though
different in the degree of their pow-
ers. When first taken up, the water
appears perfectly clear and transpa-

rent, and sends forth a few air-bub-

bles, but not in any quantity. It

possesses a very strong sulphureous
and fetid smell, precisely like that

of a damp rusty gun-barrel, or bilge-

water. To the taste it is bitter,

nauseous, and strongly saline, which
is soon borne without any disgust.

In a few hours of exposure this wa-
ter loses its transparency, and be-
comes s,omewhat pearly, and rather
greenish to the eye ; its sulphureous
smell abates, and at last the sul-

phur is deposited in the form of a
thin film, on the bottom and sides

of the vessel in which it is kept.

The volatile productions of this wa-
ter show carbonic acid, sulphuret-
ted hydrogen, and azotic gas. On
being first drunk, its only sensible

effects are often head-ache and gid-

diness, followed by a speedy and
mild purgative operation without
griping. The diseases in which it is

used are numerous, particularly those
of the alimentary canal, and in irre-

gularity of the bilious secretions.

Under this water, the health, appe-
tite, and spirits improve ; and, from
its opening effects, it is useful in the

costive habits of hypochondriacs.
But its highest recommendation li

been in cutaneous diseases, and for

this purpose it is universally em-
ployed, both internally and exter-

nally : in this united form, it is of
particular service in the most obsti-

nate and complicated forms of cuta-

neous affections ; nor is it less so in

worm cases, especially the round
worm and ascarides, when taken in

such a dose as to prove a brisk pur-
gative ; and in the latter case also,

when used as a clyster, the ascarides

being chiefly confined to the rectum,
and therefore within the reach of
this form of medicine. From the
union of the sulphureous and saline

ingredients, the benefit of its use
has been long established in haemor-
rhoidal affections.

*
#* A course of Harrogate wa-

ters should be conducted so as to

produce sensible effects on the bow-
els : half a pint taken in the morn-
ing, and repeated three of four
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times, will produce it, and its nau-
seating taste may be corrected by
taking a dry biscuit, or a bit of
coarse bread, after it. The course
must be continued, in obstinate

cases, a period of some months,
before a cure can be expected.

Hartfell water. This mineral
water is near Moffat, in Scotland :

it contains iron dissolved by the sul-

phuric acid, and is much celebrated

in scrofulous affections, and cu-

taneous diseases. It is used no less

as an external application, than
drank internally. The effects of this

water, at first, are some degree of

drowsiness, vertigo, and pain in the

head, which soon go off, and this

may be hastened by a slight purge.

It produces generally a flow of urine,

and an increase of appetite. It has
acquired much reputation also in

old and languid ulcers, where the

texture of the diseased part is very
lax, and the discharge profuse and
ill-conditioned.—The dose of this

water is more limited than that of

most other mineral springs used
medicinally. It is of importance in

all cases, especially in delicate and
irritable habits, to begin with a very
small quantity, as an over dose is

apt to be very soon rejected by the

stomach, or to occasion griping and
disturbance in the intestinal canal

;

and it is never as a direct purgative

that this water is intended to be em-
ployed. Few patients can bear more
than an English pint in the course of

the day ; but this quantity may be
long continued. It is often advisable

to warm the water for delicate sto-

machs, which may be done without
occasioning any material change in

its properties.

Hurtshorn, \ f<

rT L j >bee Cornu.
Hartshorn shavings. J

Hart's tongue. See Asplcnium
Siholopcndrium.

Hart-wort. See Laserpitium siler.

Hart-wort of Marseilles. See Seseli

tortuosum.

Hay, camel's. See Juncus odo-

ratut*

HEAD. Caput. The superior part

f the body placed upon the neck,

containing the cerebrum, cerebellum,
and medulla oblongata. It is divided
into the face and hairy part. On the
latter is observed the vertex, or crown
of the head ; the sinciput, or fore
part ; the occiput, or hinder part.
For the former, see Face. For the
bones of the head, see Skull. The
common integuments of the head are
called the scalp.

*
#* From the variety of parts of

which the scalp is composed, their
structure, connection, and uses, in-
juries inflicted upon it by external
violence become of much more con-
sequence, than similar injuries in-
flicted on the common integuments
of the rest of the body. A principal
reason for this is, the free communi-
cation between the vessels of the
pericranium, and those of the dura
mater, through the diploe of the
skull ; for, when inflammation has
commenced in the former membrane,
it may extend to the latter.

According to Sir Astley Cooper,
there are three ways by which wounds
of the scalp may induce fatal conse-
quences ; 1 . By producing erysipe-
latous inflammation in the head

;

2. By producing extensive suppura-
tion under the tendon of the occipito-

frontalis muscle ; 3. By rendering a
simple fracture compound, so as to

cause more extensive inflammation
of the dura mater. Incised wounds
of the scalp are indeed less liable

than contused ones, to produce bad
consequences. With regard to la-

cerated or punctured wounds, Mr.
Pott observes : " the former may be
reduced to two kinds ; viz. those in

which the scalp, though torn or un-
equally divided, still keeps its natural

situation, and is not stripped or se-

parated from the cranium to any con-
siderable extent beyond the breadth
of the wound ; and those in which it

is considerably detached from the

parts it ought to cover. The first of
these, if simple, and not combined
with the symptoms, or appearances
of any other mischief, do not require

any particular or different treatment,
from that which the same kind of
wounds require on all other parts;''
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but as regards those inwhich the scalp

is separated and detached from the

parts it ought to cover, the same
author makes no scruple in declaring

it as his opinion, that its preservation

ought always to be attempted, unless

it be so torn as to be absolutely

spoiled, or there are manifest present

symptoms of other mischief. For-
merly the removal of the detached

scalp was the general practice ; but

the experiment had been made so

often by Mr. Pott, to preserve the

detached piece, and so often suc-

ceeded, that he recommended it

always to be attempted, even though
a part of the cranium were laid

perfectly bare :—and now practi-

tioners invariably avoid the excision

of the scalp, even nnder the circum-
stances in which its removal was
allowed by Mr. Pott himself.—See
Pott 071 Injuries of the Head, from
external Violence;—Hilfs Cases in

Surg.;—O y

Halloran on the different

Disorders arising from external In-

juries of the Head, 8vo. Dublin,
1793 ;

—

J. Abernethy , oji Injuries of
the Head, in his Surgical TT'orks,

ed. 1811 ;

—

Larrey*s Military Surg.;—Henneiis Principles ofMilit. Surg.;—Sir A. Cooper's Lectures on the

Practice and Principles of Modern
Surgery, &c.—See also the word
Trej)hine.

Hearing. Auditus. The sensa-
tion by which we hear the vibratory
motion of sonorous bodies. It is

placed, by physiologists, among the
animal actions. The organ of hear-
ing is the soft portion of the auditory
nerve which is distributed on the
vestibule, semicircular canals and
cochlea.

%* Sound is to the ear what light

is to the eye. It is the result of an
impression produced upon the ear by
the vibratory motion impressed upon
the atoms of the body by the vi-

bratory motion itself. When the
atoms of a body have been thus put
in motion, they communicate it to
the surrounding elastic bodies ; these
communicate it in the same manner,
and thus the vibratory motion is

often continued to a great distance.

In general, elastic bodies only, are

capable of producing and propagating

sound ; but, for the most part, it is

produced by solid bodies, and the air

is generally the medium through

which it reaches the ear, &c.—See

Majendie's precis Elementaire de Phy-
siologic, translated by J. S. Forsyth.

Heart. Cor. A hollow muscular

viscus, situated in the cavity of the

pericardium for the circulation of the

blood.
*** The heart is divided exter-

nally into a base , or its broad part

;

a superior and an inferior surface,

and an anterior and posterior margin.

Internally, it is divided into a right

and left ventricle. The situation of

the heart is oblique, not transverse ;

its base being placed on the right of

the bodies of the vertebrae, and its

apex obliquely to the sixth rib on
the left side ; so that the left ventricle

is almost posterior, and the right

anterior. Its inferior surface lies

upon the diaphragm.
There are two cavities adhering to

the base of the heart, from their re-

semblance called auricles. The right

auricle is a muscular sac, in which
are four apertures, two of the venae

cavae, an opening into the right ven-

tricle, and the opening of the coro-

nary vein. The left is a similar sac,

in which there are five apertures,

viz. those of the four pulmonary
veins, and an opening into the left

ventricle. The cavities in the heart

are called ventricles: these are di-

vided by a fleshy septum, called

septum "cordis, into a right and left.

Each ventricle has two orifices; tlie

one auricular, through which the

blood enters ; the other arterious,

through which the blood passes out.

These four orifices are supplied with
valves, which are named from their

resemblance ; those at the arterious

orifices are called the semilunar;

those at the orifice of the right au-

ricle, tricuspid; and those at the ori-

fice of the left auricle, mitral. The
valve of Eustachius is situated at the

termination of the vena cava inferior,

just within the auricle. The sub-
stance of the heart is muscular, its

Gg2
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exterior fibres are longitudinal, its

middle transverse, and its interior

oblique. The internal superficies of

the ventricles and auricles of the

heart are invested with a strong and
smooth membrane, which is ex-
tremely irritable.

The vessels of the heart are di-

vided into common and proper. The
common are— 1. The aorta, which
arises from the left ventricle.—2. The
pulmonary artery, which originates

from the right ventricle.—3. The
four pulmonary veins, which termi-

nate in the left auricle.—4. The two
vena? cavce, which evacuate them-
selves into the right auricle. The
proper vessels are— 1. The coronary

arteries, which arise from the aorta,

and are distributed on the heart.

—

2. The coronary veins, which return

the blood into the right auricle. The
nerves of the heart are branches of

the eighth and great intercostal pairs.

The heart of the foetus differs from
that of the adult, in having a fora-
men ovale, through which the blood
passes from the right auricle to the

left.

Heart1

s-ease. See Viola tricolor.

Heat. See Caloric.

Heat, absolute. This term is ap-

plied to the whole quantity of caloric

existing in a body in chymical union.

Heat, animal. See Animal heat.

Heat, free. If the heat which
exists in any substance be from any
( ause forced in some degree to quit

that substance, and to combine with

those that surround it, then such

heat is said to be free, or sensible,

until the equilibrium is restored.

Heat, latent. Caloric. When
any body is in equilibrium with the

bodies which surround it, with re-

spect to its heat, that quantity which
it eontains is not perceptible by any
txtcrnal sign, or organ of sense,

and ii termed combined caloric, or
latent heat.

%* Latent heat, or caloric, is hy-
pothetically regarded as a fluid of in-

appreciable tenuity, whose particles

..re endowed with indefinite ideore-

pulsive powits, and which, by their

distribution, in various proportions,

among the particles of ponderable
matter, modify cohesive attraction,
giving birth to the three general forms
of gaseous, liquid, and solid. Many
eminent philosophers, however, have
doubted the separate entity of a ca-
lorific matter, and have adduced evi-
dence to shew that the phenomena
might be rather referred to a vibra-
tory or intestinal motion of the par-
ticles of common matter. The most
distinguished advocate of this opi-
nion, in modern times, is Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, the usual justness and
profundity of whose views entitle

them to deference.

Heat, sensible. See Heat, free.
Heavy carbonated hydrogen gas.

See Carburetted hydrogen gas.

Hectic fever. (From e%iq, habit)

.

See Febris hectica.

He'dera. (From h&rere, to stick,

because it attaches itself to trees and
old walls) . The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Pentandria; Order, Monogy7iia. The
ivy.

He'dera arbo'rea. See Hedera
Helix.

He'dera he'lix. Hedera arborea.

The ivy. The leaves of this tree

have little or no smell, but a very
nauseous taste.

%* Haller informs us, that ivy-

leaves are recommended in Ger-
many against the atrophy of chil-

dren. By the common people of this

country they are sometimes applied

to running sores, and to keep issues

open. The resinous juice of the stalk

has a strong, resinous, agreeable

smell, and an astringent taste. —
Though never used in the practice of
the present day, it possesses corro-

borant, astringent and antispasmodic
virtues.

He'dera terre'stris. See Gle-

coma.
Hedge-hyssop. See Gratiola.

Hedge-muttard. See Krysimum
officinale.

Hedge - mustard, stinking. Sec
JErysi/num - llliuria.

He'dra. The anus. Excrement.
A fracture.

Hedvo^mos. Mint.
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Helco'ma. Ulceration.

Helco'nia. (From eXxog, an ul-

cer). An ulcer in the external or

internal superficies of the cornea,

known by an excavation and oozing

of purulent matter from the cornea.

Helcy'drion. (From eXkoq, an ul-

cer, and vco>p, water). Helcydrium.

A moist ulcerous pustule.

Helcy'ster (From eXku), to draw)

.

—Obstet. An instrument for extract-

ing the foet is.

Hele'mlm. (From Helene, the

island where it grew). See Inula

helenium.

Helia'nthus tubero'sus. Jeru-

salem Artichoke. The Helianthm tu-

berositas of Linnaeus. It is now ne-

glected, it being apt to produce fla-

tulency and dyspepsy.

Helica'lis ma'jor. See Helicis

major.

Helica'lis mi'nor. See He lieis

minor.

He'licis ma'jor. A proper mus-
cle of the ear, which depresses the

part of the cartilage of the ear, into

which it is inserted.

He'licis mi'.nor. A proper mus-
cle of the ear, which contracts the

Assure of the ear : it is situated be-

low the helicis major, upon part of
the helix.

Heliotro'pii su'ecus. See Cro-
ton tinctorium.

He'lix. (EXi£, from ziXu, to

turn about). The external circle or
border of the outer ear, that curls

inward.

Hef.lebora'ster. (From tXk&o-
pog, hellebore. See Helleborus foe-

tidus.

Hellebore, black. See Helleborus
niger.

Hellebore, white. See Veratrum
album.

Helle'borus. (EXXeGopog : trapa

roTTjfiopa. tXXtiv, because it destroys,

if eaten). The name of a genus of
plants in theLinnaean system : Class,

Polyandria; Order, Polygynia. Hel-
lebore.

Helle'borus a'lbus. See Vera-
trum album.

Helle'borus foz'tidus. Hellebo-
raster. Stinking hellebore, or bear's

foot. Helleborus fostidus, caulemul-

tijloro folioso, foliis pedatis, of Lin-

naeus. The leaves of this indigenous

plant are recommended by many as

possessing extraordinary anthelmin-

tic powers ; on which account merely,

it is retained in the Materia Medica.

It commonly operates as a cathartic,

sometimes as an emetic, and, in

large doses, proves highly deleterious.

Helle'borus ni'ger. Melampo-
dium. Black Hellebore, or Christ-

mas rose. Helleborus niger, scapo

subbifiore subnudo, foliis pedatis, ot

Linnaeus. The root of this exotic

plant is the part employed medici-

nally.

*** The ancients esteemed the

black hellebore as a powerful remedy
in maniacal cases. At present, it is

exhibited principally as an alterative,

or, when given in a large dose, as a

purgative. It often proves a very pow-
erful emmenagogue in plethoric ha-

bits, where steel is ineffectual, or im-
proper. It is also recommended in

dropsies, and some cutaneous diseases

Helmet-flower ,
yellow. See An-

thora.

Helmi'nthagogues. (From tX-

\iivg, a worm, and ayw, to drive out .

Helminthagoga. Medicines which de-

stroy and expel worms. See Anthel-

mintics.

Helminthiasis. (EX^ivOixmc,
from tXnive, which signifies any spe-

cies of worm). A disease endemical

to Martinique, Westphalia, Transyl-

vania, and some other places, in

which worms, or the larvae of worms,
are bred under the skin, or some ex-

ternal part of the body.

Helminthoco'rton. See Coral-

Una corsicana.

Helo'des. (From eXog, a marsh).
A term applied to fevers generated
from marsh miasma.

Helo'sis. (From eiXu), to turn)

.

An eversion or turning up of the eye-

lids.

He'lxine. (From eXkoj, to draw

;

so calledbecause it sticks to what-
ever it touches). Pellitory of the

wall.

Hemalo'pia. Corruptly written for

haemalopia,

Gg3
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Hematine. The colouring prin-

ciple of Logwood. The Hematoxylon
Campcckia?ium of botanists.
Hematuria. See Hematuria.
Hemeralo'ps. (From rjfitpa, the

day, and ar<//, an eye) . One who can
see but in the day-time.

Hemeralo'fia. (From ??ju*pa, the
day, and on(/, the eye) . A defect in
the sight, which consists in being
able to see in the day-time, but not
in the evening:.

*.** The following is Scarpa's de-
scription of this curious disorder.

—

Hemeralopia, or night-blindness, is

properly nothing but a kind of im-
perfect periodical amaurosis, most
commonly sympathetic with the sto-

mach. Its paroxysms come on to-

wards the evening, and disappear in

the morning. The disease is endemic
m some countries, and epidemic at

certain seasons of the year, in others.

At sun-set, objects appear to persons
ected with this complaint as if

i.

covered with an ash-coloured veil,

which gradually changes into a dense
cloud, which intervenes between the

eyes and surrounding objects. Pa-
ts with hemeralopia, have the pu-

pil, both in the day and night time,

more dilated, and less moveable than
it usually is in healthy eyes. The ma-
jority of them, however, have the pu-
pil more or less moveable in the day
time, and always expanded and mo-
tionless at night. When brought into

a room faintly lighted by a candle,

where all the bystanders can see to-

lerably well, they cannot discern at

all, or in a very feeble manner, scarce-

ly any one object ; or they only find

mselves able to distinguish light

from darkness, and at moon-light
their bight is still worse. At day-
break they recover their sight, which
continues perfect all the rest of the

day till sun-set.—For some ingenious

observations on this subject, sec Recs's

Cyclopaedia, Art. Hemeralopia; and
by Mr. Betmpfield, in Med. C/tir.

Trans, vol. 5, p.34 , ef seq.—A. Simp-
son on Hemeralopia, 8vo. (Hasgow,
] 6 1 9.—Dr. , /. Smith , in Edinb. Med.
and Surg. J<>ar. &e. &C
Hemicerau'mos. (From rjfitavc,

half, andaapw, to cut; so called be-
cause it was cut half way down). A
bandage for the back and breast.

Hemicra'nia. (From tjjikjvc, half,
and aoavwv, the head). A pain that
affects only one side of the head.
Hemicra'nia cla'yus. Pain re-

sembling the driving a nail into the
head.

Hemi'opia. (From jjjuktuc, half,

and (OTp, an eye). A defect of vision,

in which the person sees tlte half, but
not the whole of an object. Some-
times he sees the middle, but not the
circumference ; sometimes the cir-

cumference, but not the centre ; while
on other occasions, it is only the up-
per, or lower half, which is discern-

ed. Sometimes objects are seen thus
imperfectly, whether distant or near;
sometimes only when they are near,

and not at a great distance. The
causes of this disease are divided by
Richter into four kinds.— See An-
fansgr. derWundarzn,h. iii. kap. 17.

Hemipa'gia. (From rjpicrvc,, half,

and irayioq, fixed) . A fixed pain ou
one side of the head.

Hemiplf/gia. (From rffiKTvg, half,

and 7r\i](j<7t0y to strike). A paralytic

affection of one side of the body.
See Paralt/sis.

Hemlock. See Conium.
Hemloek-dropwort. See Oenanthe*

Hemlock, water. See Cicuta vi-

vosa.

Hemorrhage. (From aipa, blood,

and priyvv/M, to break out). Bleed-
ing.

*
#
* As the blood circulates in

the arteries with much greater impe-
tus and rapidity than in the veins, it

necessarily follows, that wounds in

the former are generally attended

with a more considerable hemor-
rhage than in the latter vessels, an.

I

that, consequently, it is more diffi-

cult to suppress. As the blood,

however, flows through veins of

great magnitude, with great ve-

locity, bleeding from them is fre-

quently highly dangerous, and some-
times unavoidably fatal. When an
artery is wounded, the blood is of a

bright scarlet colour, and spirts from
the vessels per saltwn, in a very
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rapid manner. From the veins, the

blood issues in an even unbroken
stream, and is of a dark purple red

colour. It is of great practical utility,

therefore, to remember these dis-

tinctions, because, though in both
cases the oozing of blood may be

j

equal in quantity, yet, in the latter

instance, the surgeon is often justi-

fied in bringing the sides of a wound
together, without taking any other
step to suppress the hemorrhage,
where it would not be proper to

adopt the same expedient in an equal

discharge of arterial blood.

The sides of arteries are divisible

into three coats. The internal one
is extremely thin and smooth. It is

elastic and firm (with reference to

its delicate structure) in the longi-

tudinal direction, but so weak in the

circular, as to be very easily torn by
the slightest force applied in that di-

rection. Its diseases show that it is

vascular, and it is also, probably,
sensible. The middle coat is the

thickest, and is composed of muscu-
lar fibres, all arranged in a circular

manner, differing, however, from
common muscular fibres, in being
more elastic, by which alone they
keep a dead artery open, and of a

cylindrical form. As this middle
coat has no longitudinal fibres, the
circular ones are held together by a
slender connection, which yields rea-
dily to any force applied in the cir-

cumference of the artery. The ex-
ternal coat is remarkable for its

whiteness, density, and great elas-

ticity. When an artery is surround-
ed by a tight ligature, its middle and
internal coats are as completely di-

vided by it, as they would be by a
knife, while the external coat re-

mains entire.

All the arteries, independent of
the proper coats above mentioned,
are connected by means of fine cel-

lular substance, with Surrounding
membranous sheaths. If an artery
be divided, the divided parts, in con-
sequence of their elasticity, recede
from each other ; and the length of
the cellular substance connecting the
artery with the sheath, admits of

its retracting a certain way within

the sheath.—Another important fact

is, that when an artery is divided,

its truncated extremities contract in

a greater or less degree, and the

contraction is generally, if not al-

ways, permanent. Arteries are them-
selves furnished with arteries, veins,

nerves and absorbents, a structure

which renders them, susceptible to

every change to which living parts

in common are subjected, enables

them to inflame when injured, and
to pour out coagulable lymph, by
which the injury is repaired, or the

tube permanently closed.—See Jones

on Hemorrhage.
Hemorrhage, from divided or punc-

tured arteries, arrested by natural

means.—In a series of experiments

instituted by Dr. Jones, on animals,

it is demonstrated that the blood, the

action, and even the structure of the

arteries, their sheath and the cellu-

lar substance connecting them with

it, are concerned in stopping bleed-

ing from a divided artery of mode-
rate size, in the following manner :

" An impetuous flow of blood, a
sudden and forcible retraction of the

artery within its sheath, and a slight

contraction of its extremity, are the

immediate, and almost simultaneous,

effects of its division. The natural

impulse, however, with which the

blood is driven on, in some measure
counteracts the retraction, and re-

sists the contraction of the artery.

The blood is effused into the cellular

substance, between the artery and
its sheath, and passing through that

canal of the sheath, which had been
formed by the retraction of the ar-

tery, flows freely externally, or is

extravasated into the surrounding
cellular membrane, in proportion to

the open or confined state of the

wound. The retracting artery leaves

the internal surface of the sheath un-
even, by lacerating or stretching the
cellular fibres that connected them.
These fibres entangle the blood as it

flows, and thus the foundation is laid

for the formation of a coagulum at the
mouth ofthe artery,and which appears

to be completed by the blood, as it
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passes through this canal ofthe sheath,

gradually adhering and coagulating

around its internal surface till it com-
pletely fills it up from the circum-
ference to the centre.

—

Jones , p. 53.

The suppression of hemorrhage
by the natural means, is sometimes
more easily accomplished when an
artery is completely divided, than
when partially so, or merely punc-
tured. The complete division of a

punctured artery was one means
practised by the ancients to stop

bleeding; the moderns frequently

adopt the same method, where he-
morrhage proves troublesome from
the temporal artery. With regard
to the temporary means by whicli

bleeding from a punctured artery is

stopped, Dr. Jones has but little to

add to what Petit (Mem. de VAcad,
des Sciences, 1735) has explained in

his third publication on hemorrhage.
This surgeon, in 1731, first endea-
voured to explain the means which
nature employs for the suppression

of hemorrhage. He thought that

bleeding from a divided artery is

stopped by the formation of a coa-
gulum of blood, partly situated

within, and partly without the ves-

sel. The clot, he says, afterward ad-

heres to the inside of the artery, to

its orifice, and to the surrounding
parts; and, he adds, that when he-
morrhage is stopped by a ligature,

a coagulum is formed above the

ligature, differing only in shape from
that which takes place when no liga-

ture is employed. He recommends
compression for the support of the
coagulum.
The blood, observes Dr. Jones,

is effused into the cellular substance,

between the artery and its sheath,
for some distance, both above and
below the wounded part ; and when
the parts are examined a short time
after the hemorrhage is completely
stopped, we find a stratum of coagu-
lated blood between the artery and its

sheath, extending from a few arches
I elow the wounded part, to two or
three inches above it, and somewhat
thicker, or more prominent over

the wounded part than elsewhere.

Hence, rather than say that the
hemorrhage is stopped by a coagu-
lum, it is more correct to say, that

it is stopped by a thick lamina of
coagulated blood, which, though
somewhat thicker at the wounded
part, is perfectly continuous with the

coagulated blood lying between the

artery and its sheath. (Jones, p.l 13)

.

In the same manner, when an artery

is punctured, the hemorrhage imme-
diately fills up the space between the

artery and its sheath, consequently
distending the latter, and altering the

relative position of the puncture to

that of the sheath, so that they are

no longer opposite to each other.

By this means a layer of blood is

confined by the sheath over the

puncture in the artery, which, by
coagulating there, prevents any fur-

ther effusion of blood. But this co-

agulated blood, like the external

coagulum of a divided artery, affords

only a temporary barrier to the he-

morrhage : its permanent suppres-

sion is effected by a process of repa-

ration or of obliteration.

The surgical means of suppressing
hemorrhage, operate on the principle

of pressure (the actual and potential

cautery and some styptics excepted)

.

See Tourniquet-ligature, &c.—And,
for ample information on this sub-
ject, see Petit*8 Memoirs, among those

of the Academy of Sciencesfor\7?>\—
32—35 ;— Kirkland's Essay on the

Method of Sujyjyressiiig Hemorrhage
from divided Arteries, 8vo. Lond.
1763 ;

—

White's Cases in Surgery;—
J. Bell'sPrinciples ofSurgery, vol. i.

;

—Larrey's MilitaryMemoirs

;

—Jones
on the Process emphyed fyy Nature in

Suppressing the Hemorrhage from
Divided and PuncturedArteries, 1 805

;

—Hodson's Treatise on Arteries and
Veins ; — Observations on t/ie Li-
gature, and the Causes of Secon-

dary Hemorrhage, by B. Truvirs,

in Med. Chirurg. Trans, vol. iv. p. 405
et seq. ; — also, in Med. Chirurg.

Trans, vol. vi. p. 632 ct seq. ;

—

Ijaw-
rence, on a New Method of 'lying

the Arteries in Aneurism, Amputa-
tion, &c. in vol. vi. of the Med. Chi-

rurg. Traits, p. 156, &c. &c.
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Hemorrhage from the lungs. See
Hemoptysis,
Hemorrhage from the nose. See

Epistaxis,

Hemorrhage from the stomach.

See Ha?matemesis,

Hemorrhage from the urinary or-

gans. See Hcematuria,

Hemorrhage from the uterus. See
Menorrhagia,
Hemorrhagic. An order in Cul-

len's Nosology, in the Class Pyrexia?,

Hemorrhages. A discharge of blood
without external cause. On venae-

section the blood appears as in the

cases of phlegmasia, having a crust

formed.
Hemp. See Cannabis.

Hemp-agrimony, See Eupatorium.
Hemp, water. See Eupatorium,
Henbane. See Hyoscyamus.
He'far. (rj7rap, the liver). See

Liver.

He'par sulphu'ris. Liver of sul-

phur. This is a sulphuret made
either with potash or soda. It has a
disagreeable fetid smell, but is in

high esteem with some as a medicine
to decompose corrosive sublimate,
when taken into the stomach. See
Sulphuretum potassa?,

He'par uterinum. The placenta.

Hepata'lgia. (From rjirap, the
liver, and aXyoc, pain). Pain in

the liver.

Hepa'tic Any thing belonging
to the liver.

Hepa'tic air. Sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas. See Hydrogen gas, sul-

phuretted.

Hepa'tic artery. Arteria hepa-
tica. The artery which nourishes
the substance of the liver. It arises

from the cceliac, where it almost
touches the point of the lobulus Spi-
gelii. Its root is covered by the
pancreas ; it then turns a little for-

wards, and passes under the pylorus
to the porta of the liver, and runs
betwixt the biliary ducts and the vena
portae, where it divides into two
large branches, one of which enters
the right, and the other the left lobe
of the liver. In this place it is en-
closed along with ail the other ves-
sels in the capsule of Glisson.

Hepa'tic duct. Ductus hepaticus*

The trunk of the biliary pores. It

runs from the sinus of the liver to-

wards the duodenum, and is joined

by the cystic duct, to form the duc-
tus communis choledochus. See
Biliary duct.

Hepa'tic veins. See vein, and
Vena porta?.

Hepa'tica. (From qirap, the
liver ; so called, because it was.

thought to be useful in diseases of
the liver) . The herb liverwort. See
Marcliantia polymorpha,

Hepa'tica no'bilis. Herb trinity.

See Anemone hepatica,

Hepa'tica terre'stris. See Mar-
chantia polymorpha,

Hepatirrh^'a. (From rj7rap, the.

liver, and ptco, to flow). A diar-

rhoea, in which portions of fleshy

like liver, are voided.

Hepati'tis. (From rj7rap y the

liver). Injlammatio hepatis. An in-

flammation of the liver. A genus of

disease in the Class Pyrexia?, and
Order Phlegmasia?, of Cullen, who
defines it " febrile affection, at-

tended with tension and pain of the

hypochondrium, often pungent, like

that of a pleurisy, but more fre-

quently dull, or obtuse ; a pain at

the clavicle and at the top of the

shoulder of the right side ; much
uneasiness in lying down on the left

side ; difficulty of breathing ; a dry-

cough, vomiting and hiccough."
*** Hepatitis has generally been

considered of two kinds ; one the

acute, the other chronic.—The acute

species of hepatitis comes on with a
pain in the right hypochondrium,
extending up to the clavicle and
shoulder; which is much increased

by pressing upon the part, and is ac-

companied with a cough, oppression

of breathing, and difficulty of lying

on the left side ; together with nau-
sea and sickness, and often with a

vomiting of bilious matter. The
urine is of a deep saffron colour, and
small in quantity ; there is loss of
appetite, great thirst, and costive-

ness, with a strong, hard, and fre-

quent pulse ; and when the disease

has continued for some days, the
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skin and eyes become tinged of a

deep yellow.—The chronic species is

usually accompanied with a morbid
complexion, loss of appetite and
flesh, costiveness, indigestion, flatu-

lency, pains in the stomach, a yel-

low tinge of the skin and eyes, clay-

coloured stools, high coloured urine,

depositing a red sediment and ropy
mucus ; an obtuse pain in the region

of the liver, extending to the shoul-

der, and not unfrequently with a

considerable degree of asthma.

—

These symptoms are, however, often

so mild and insignificant as to pass

almost unnoticed ; as large abscesses

have been found in the liver, upon
dissection, which in the person's life-

time had created little or no inconve-

nience, and which we may presume
to have been occasioned by some
previous inflammation.

Like other inflammations, Hepa-
titis may end in resolution, suppu-
ration, gangrene, or schirrous ; but

its termination in gangrene is a rare

occurrence.

Hepati'tis cy'stica. Inflamma-
tion of the gall-bladder.

Hepatitis parenchymato'sa. In-

flammation in the inner substance of

the liver.

Hepati'tis peRitone'lis. Inflam-

mation in the peritoneum covering

the liver.

Hepatoce'le. (From ?j7rap, the

Irver, and kj/Xtj, a tumour). An her-

nia, in which a portion of the liver

protrudes through the abdominal pa-

rietes.

Hepato'rium. The same as Eu-
patcurium.

Hepatule. See Hydrogen gas, sul-

phuretted.

Hephe'stias. (From H0ai<roc,

Vulcan, or fire). A drying plaster of

burnt tiles.

Hepi'alus. (From ryirtoQ, gentle).

A mild quotidian fever.

Heptapiia'rmacum. (From tnla,

Beven, and (papfxaKOv, medicine). A
medicine composed of seven ingre-

dients, the principal of which were
ceruse, litharge, wax, &c.

Hei i aphy'llum. (From enla, se-

ven, and (pvWoVy a leaf j so named,

because it consists of seven leaves)

,

See Torriientilla.

Heptapleu'rum. (From n{\a, se-

ven, and 7r\evpa, a rib ; so named
from its having seven ribs upon the
leaf). The herb plantain.

Hera'clea. (From Heraclea, the
city near which it grows) . Water-
horehound.
Hera'cleum spondy'lium. Cow-

parsnep. All-heal. The plant which
is directed by the name of branca
ursina in foreign pharmacopoeias, is

the Heracleum spondylium, foliolis

pinnatifidis , Icevibus: Jloribus uni-

formibus, of Linnaeus. In Siberia it

grows extremely high, and appears
to have virtues in the cure of dysen-
tery, which the plants of this coun-
try, do not possess.

He'rba Brita'nnica. See Rumex
Hydrolapathum.
He'rba sa'cra. See Verbena.

Herb-bennet. See Geum urbanum.
Herb-mastich. See Thymus mas-

tichina.

Herb-of-grace. See Gratiola.

Herb-trinity. See Anemone He-
patica.

Hercules
y

s all-heal. See Laserpi-

Hum chironium.

He'rcules bo'vii. Gold and mer-
cury dissolved in a distillation of

copperas, nitre, and sea-salt. Vio-

lently cathartic.

Here'ditary disease. (From ha-
res, an heir). Diseases supposed to

be continued from parents to their

offspring.

Herma'phrodite. (From Ep^c,
Mercury, and A^pocMf/, Venus ; t. c.

partaking of both sexes)

.

*** The true hermaphrodite of

the ancients was, the man with

male organs of generation, and the

female stature of body ; that is,

narrow chest and large pelvis ;—or

the woman with female organs of

generation, and the male stature of

body ; that is, broad chest and nar-

row pelvis. The term is now, how-
ever, used to express any lusus na-

tural wherein the parts of generation

appear to be a mixture of both sexes.

Hermf/jic. (From Ify^?;e, Mer-
cury) . Jn the language of the an-
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cient chymists, Hermes was the fa-

ther of chymistry, and the Hermetic

seal was the closing the end of a

glass vessel while in a state of fusion,

according to the usage of chymists.

Hermodactyl, See Hermodactylus.

Hermoda'ctylus. (Ep/io£ax7u\oc.

Etymologists have always derived

this word from Ep/ine., Mercury,

and dcklvXog, a finger. It is, how-
ever, probably named from Hermus,
a river in Asia, upon whose banks

it grows, and daylvXoe,, a date,

which it is like). The root of a

species of colchicum not yet ascer-

tained, but supposed to be the Col-

chicum autumnale, recommended,
under the former name, by the an-

cients in the cure of gout ; and now
supposed to be the active ingredient

in the Eau medtcinale de Hudson,

He'rnia. (From epvog, a branch
;

from its protruding out of its place).

A rupture.

—

Surg. A tumour formed
by the protrusion of some viscus out

of its natural cavity.

%* The places in which these

swellings most frequently make their

appearance, are the groin, the navel,

the labia pudendi, and the upper
and fore-part of the thigh ; they also

occur at every point of the anterior

part of the abdomen ; and there are

several less common instances, in

which hernial tumours present them-
selves at the foramen ovale, in the

perineum, in the vagina, at the

ischiatic notch, &c.
The parts which, by being thrust

forth from the cavity, in which they
ought naturally to remain, mostly
produce hernia, are either a portion

of the omentum, or a part of the in-

testinal canal, or both together. But
the stomach, the liver, the spleen,

uterus, ovaries, bladder, &c. have
been known to form the contents of

some hernial tumours. The small
intestine is more frequently pro-
truded than the large, and the

ilium more frequently than the je-

junum, in consequence of its greater

proximity to the canal arch. A part

only of the diameter of the tube is

sometimes only included in a hernia

;

any larger quantity may descend

from a single fold to the whole
moveable portion of the canal.

—

Lawrence on Rupture, p. 5, ed. 4th.

From these two circumstances of

situation and contents, are derived

all the different appellations by which
herniae are distinguished. If a por-
tion of intestine only forms the con-
tents of the tumour, it is called en-

terocele; if a piece of omentum only,

epiplocele; and if both intestine and
omentum contribute to the forma-
tion of a tumour, it is called entero-

epiplocele. When the contents of an
hernia are protruded at the abdomi-
nal ring, but only pass as low as

the groin, or labium pudendi, the

case receives the name of bubonocele,

or inguinal hernia; when the parts

descend into the scrotum, it is called

an oscheocele , or scrotal hernia. The
crural, orfemoral hernia, is the name
given to that which takes place be-

low Poupart's ligament. When the

bowels protrude at the navel, the

case is named an exomphalos, or
umbilical hernia; and ventral is the

epithet given to the swelling when
it occurs at any other promiscuous
part of the front of the abdomen.
The congenital rupture is a very par-

ticular case, in which the protruded

viscera are not covered with a com-
mon hernial sac of peritoneum, but

are lodged in the cavity of the tu-

nica vaginalis, in contact with the

testicle ; and, as must be obvious,

it is not named, like hernia in gene-

ral, from its situation or contents,

but from the circumstance of its

existing from the time of birth.

When the contents of the hernial

sac remain quietly, and admit of be-

ing readily replaced into the abdo-
men, it is termed a reducible hernia;

and when they suffer no constriction,

yet cannot be put back, owing to

adhesions, or their large size in re-

lation to the aperture through which,

they have to pass, the hernia is

termed irreducible. An incarcerated^

or strangulated hernia, signifies ore
which not only cannot be reduced,

but suffers constriction : so that, if

a piece of intestine be protruded,

the pressure to which it is subjected >
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stops the passage of its contents on-
ward towards the anus, makes the

bowel inflame, and brings on a train

of most alarming, and often fatal

consequences.

The causes of hernia are either pre-

disposing or exciting. Among the

former, writers mention a preterna-

turally large size of the openings, at

which the bowels are liable to pro-

trude ; a weakness and relaxation of

the margins of these apertures ; a
preternatural laxity of the peritone-

um ; an unusually long mesentery or

omentum, &c. With regard to the

abdominal ring, the transverse tendi-

nous fibres, which naturally cross and
strengthen its upper part, are much
weaker in some subjects than others,

&c. Our knowledge, with regard to

the exciting cause, is involved in less

doubt. This is a consequence of the

powerful action of the abdominal
muscles and diaphragm on the visce-

ra. In feats of agility, such as jump-
ing, &c. the pressure which the con-

tents of the abdomen must naturally

encounter, sufficiently accounts for

their protruding at any part where
the abdominal parietes do not make
adequate resistance. The same con-
sideration explains why hernia very
often occurs in consequence of lift-

ing and carrying very heavy weights,

running, vomiting, straining at stool,

parturition, &c. and in people who
inhabit mountainous countries.

The general symptoms of a hernia,

which is reducible and free from
Strangulation, are— an indolent tu-

mour at some point of the parietes of

the abdomen ; most frequently de-

scending out of the abdominal ring,

or from just below Poupart's liga-

ment, or else out of the navel ; but

occasionally from various other situ-

ations. The swelling mostly origi-

nates suddenly, except in the circum-
stances above related ; and it is sub-

ject to a change of size, being smaller

when the patient lies down upon his

back, and larger when he stands up,

or draws in his breath. The tumour
frequently diminishes when pressed,

and grows large again when the pres-

sure is removed, its size and tension

often increase after a meal, or when
the patient is flatulent. Patients with
hernia, are apt to be troubled with
colic, constipation, and vomiting, in
consequence ofthe unnatural situation
of the bowels. Very often, however,
the functions of the viscera seem to
suffer little or no interruption. If it

be an e?iterocele, and the portion of
the intestine be small, the tumour
is small in proportion; but though
small, yet, if the gut be distended
with wind, inflamed, or have any de

«

gree of stricture made on it, it will

be tense, resist the impression of the
finger, and give pain upon being
handled. On the contrary, if there
be no stricture, and the intestine suf-

fers no degree of inflammation, let

the prolapsed piece be of what length
it may, and the tumour of whatever
size, yet the tension will be little,

and no pain will attend the handling
it ; upon the patient's coughing, it

will feel as if it was blown into ; and,
in general, will be found very easily

returnable. A guggling noise is often
made when the bowel is ascending.
If the hernia be an epiplocele, or one
of the omental kind, the tumour has
a more flabby and a more unequal
feel ; it is in general perfectly indo-

lent, is more compressible, and (if

in the scrotum) is more oblong and
less round than the swelling occa-
sioned in the same situation by an
intestinal hernia ; and, ifthe quantity

be large, and the patient an adult, it

is, in some measure, distinguishable

by its greater weight. If the case

be an entero-epiplocele, that is, one
consisting ofboth intestine and omen-
tum, the characteristic marks will be
less clear than in either of the simple

cases ; but the disease may easily be

distinguished from every other one,

by anybody in the habit of making
the examination.

For the most ample information on
herniae, generally, consult the excel-

lent TVorks of Scarpa, Lawrence, Sir

A. Cooper, &c. &c. on the subject

:

works to which neither extract nor
abbreviation could do any justice,

much less convey an adequate con-

ception of their merits on a topic
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of such high surgical importance.

—

Etiam, J. L. Petit•, Traiti des Mala-

dies Chirurg. torn. ii. ; — Le Blanc,

Nouvelle Methode d'Operer les Her-

nies ; avec un Essai sur les Hernies,

par M. Hoin. Orleans, 1767, 8vo.

—

Louis , Reflexions sur V Operation de

la Hernxe, Mem. de VAcad. de Chir.

torn. iv. — Pott's Works, vol. ii. and

iii.

—

A. Monro on Crural Hernia,

1803 ; and the Morbid Anatomy of

the Human Gullet, Stomach, and In-

testines, 8vo. Lond. 1811, &c.

He'rnia ce'rebri. Fu?igus cerebri.

A name given to a tumour which
occasionally rises from the brain,

through an ulcerated opening in the

dura mater, and protrudes through

a perforation in the cranium, made
by the previous application of the

trephine.

He'rnia conge'nita. (So called

because it exists, as it were, from
birth). Congenital hernia. A species

of hernia which consists in the ad-

hesion of a protruded portion of in-

testine or omentum to the testicle,

after its descent into the scrotum.
This adhesion takes place while the

testicle is yet in the abdomen. Upon
its leaving the abdomen, it draws
the adhering intestine, or omentum,
along with it into the scrotum, where
it forms the hernia congenita.

From the term congenital, we
might suppose that this hernia always
existed at the time of birth. The
protrusion, however, seldom occurs

till after this period, on the operation

of the usual exciting causes of hernia

in general. The congenital hernia

does not usually happen till some
months after birth ; in some instances

not till a late period. Mr. Hey re-

lates a case, in which a hernia con-
genita was first formed in a young
man, aged sixteen, whose right testis

had, a little while before the attack

of the disease, descended into the
scrotum. It seems probable that,

in cases of hernia congenita, which
actually take place when the testicle

descends into the scrotum before
birth, the event may commonly be
referred, as observed above, to the

testicle having contracted an adhesion

to a piece of intestine, or of the

omentum, in its passage to the ring.

Wrisberg found one testicle which
had not passed the ring, adhering,

by means of a few slender filaments,

to the omentum, just above this

aperture, in an infant that died a

few days after birth. For a new
species of hernia congenita, see Hey's
Pract. Obs.i and Sir A. Coopers
JJ^ork on Inguinal Hernia, &c.
He'rnia crura'lis. Femoral her-

nia. In this species of hernia, the

parts are always protruded under
Poupart's ligament, and the swelling

is situated towards the inner part of
the bend of the thigh. The rupture
descends on the side of the femoral
artery and vein, between these vessels

and the os pubis.

*** Females are particularly sub-
ject to this kind of rupture, in conse-
quence of the great width of their

pelvis, while in them the inguinal
hernia is rare. The situation of the
tumour in crural hernia makes it

liable to be mistaken for an enlarged
inguinal gland ; and many fatal events
are recorded from the surgeon's ig-

norance of the existence of the dis-

ease. A gland can only become en-
larged by the gradual effects of in-

flammation ; the swelling of a crural
hernia comes on in a momentary and
sudden manner; and, when strangu-
lated, occasions the train of symp-
toms described in the account ofthe in-

carcerated hernia,symptoms which an
enlarged gland could never occasion.
A femoral hernia may be mistaken

for a bubonocele, when the expanded
part of the swelling lies over Pou-
part's ligament. As the taxis and
operation for the first case ought to
be done differently from those for
the latter, the error may lead to
very bad consequences. The femoral
hernia, however, may always be dis-

tinguished, by the neck of the tumour
having Poupart's ligament above it.

In the bubonocele, the angle of the
pubes is behind and below this part
of the sac ; but in the femoral hernia
it is on the same horizontal level, a
little on the inside of it.—See Sir A.
Cooper on Crural Hernia, &c. p. 641.
Hh
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Until lately, the stricture, in cases

of femoral hernia, was always sup-
posed to be produced by the lower
border of the external oblique mus-
cle, or, as it is termed, Poupart's

ligament. A total change of surgical

opinion on this subject has, however,
latterly taken place, in consequence
of the accurate observations first

made in 1768, by Gimbernat, surgeon
to the king of Spain. In the crural

hernia, (says he), the aperture

through which the parts issue is not
formed by two bands, (as in the in-

guinal hernia) , but it is a foramen,
almost round, proceeding from the

internal margin of the crural arch,

(Poupart's ligament), near its in-

sertion into the branch of the os

pubis, between the bone and the iliac

vein, so that in this hernia, the

branch of the os pubis is situated

more internally than the intestine,

and a little behind ; the vein exter-

nally, and behind ; and the internal

border of the arch before. Now it

is this border which always forms
the strangulation.

He'rnia flatlle'nta. A swelling

of the side, caused by an escape of

air through the pleura.

He'rnia gu'tturis. Bronchocele,

or tumour of the bronchial gland.

He'rnia humo'ralis. Inflamnia-

tio testis, &c. Swelled testicle. A
very common symptom, in gonor-

rhoea, is a swelling of the testicle,

which is only sympathetic, and not

venereal, because the same symptoms
follow every kind of irritation on the

rirethra, whether produced by stric-

tures, injections, or bougies. These
symptoms, however, are not similar

to the actions arising from the ap-

plication of venereal matter, for sup-

puration seldom occurs, and, when
it does, the matter is not venereal.

The swelling and inflammation ap-

pear suddenly, and as suddenly dis-

appear, or go from one testicle to

the other. The epididymis remains

swelled, however, even for a consi-

derable time afterwards.

%• Inflammation of the testicle

with stoppage of the discharge, is

ppt to be attended with strangury.

A rather singular occurrence is, that
this inflammation more frequently
arises when the irritation in the
urethra is going off, than when at its

height. The enlargements of the
testicle, from cancer and scrofula,

are generally slow in their progress :

that of an hernia humoralis very
quick.

He'rnia incarcera'ta. Incar-
cerated hernia. Strangulated hernia,
or hernia with stricture.

%* The symptoms of strangulated
or incarcerated hernia, are a swelling
in the groin, &c. resisting the impres-
sion of the fingers. If the hernia be
of the intestinal kind, it is generally
painful to the touch, and the pain is

increased by coughing, sneezing, or
standing upright. These are the
very first symptoms ; and, if they
are not relieved, are soon followed
by others ; viz. a sickness at the
stomach, a frequent retching, or in-

clination to vomit, a stoppage of all

discharge per anum, attended with
frequent, hard pulse, and some degree
of fever. These are the first symp-
toms ; and if they are not appeased
by the return of the intestine, that

is, if the attempts made for this pur-
pose do not succeed, the sickness

becomes more troublesome, the vo-
miting more frequent, the pain more
intense, the tension of the belly

greater, the fever higher, and a
general restlessness comes on, which
is very terrible to bear. When this

is the state of the patient, no time is

to be lost ; a very little delay is now
of the utmost consequence ; and if

the one single remedy which the dis-

ease is nOw capable of, be not ad-
ministered immediately, it will ge-

nerally baffle every other attempt.

This remedy is the operation whereby
the parts engaged in the stricture

may be set free. If this be not now
performed, the vomiting is soon ex-

changed for a convulsive hiccough,

and a frequent gulping up of bilious

matter; the tension of the belly, the

restlessness and fever, having been
considerably increased for a few
hours, the patient suddenly becomes
perfectly easy, the belly subsides,
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the pulse, from having been hard,

full and frequent, becomes low, lan-

guid, and generally interrupted ; and
the skin, especially that of the limbs,

cold and moist ; the eyes have now a

languor and glassiness, a lack lustre

not easy to be described : the tumour
of the part disappears, and the skin

covering it sometimes changes its

natural colour for a livid hue ; but

whether it keeps or loses its colour,

it has an emphysematous feel, a

crepitus to the touch, which will

easily be conceived by all who have
attended to it, but is not easy to

convey an idea of by words. This
crepitus is the too sure indicator of

gangrenous mischief within. In this

state, the gut either goes up sponta-

neously, or is returned with the

smallest degree of pressure ; a dis-

charge is made by stool, and the

patient is generally much pleased at

the ease he finds ; but this pleasure

is of short duration, for the hiccough
and the cold sweats continuing and
increasing, with the addition of spas-

modic rigors and subsultus tendinum,
the tragedy soon finishes.

He'rnia inguina'lis. Bubonocele.

Inguinal hernia. The hernia inttuU
iialis is so called, because it appears
in both sexes at the groin. It is one
of the divisions of hernia, and in-

cludes all those species in which the

displaced parts pass out of the abdo-
men through the ring, that is, the

arch formed by the aponeurosis of
the oblique external muscle in the
groin, for the passage of the sperma-
tic vessels in men, and the round
ligament in women.
%* The parts displaced forming

this hernia, the part into which they
fall, the manner of the hernia being
produced, and the time it has conti-

nued, occasion great differences in

this disorder.

There are three different parts that
may produce a hernia in the groin,
viz. one or more of the intestines,

the epiploon, and the bladder. That
which is formed by one or more of
the intestines, was called, by the
ancients, enterocele. The intestine

which most frequently produces the

hernia, is the ilium, because, being

placed in the iliac region, it is nearer

the groin than the rest ; but notwith-

standing the situation of the other

intestines, which seems not to allow

of their coming near the groin, we
often find the jejunum, and fre-

quently also a portion of the colon

and caecum, included in the hernia.

It must be remembered, that the

mesentery and mesocolon are mem-
branous substances, capable of ex-

tension, which, by little and little,

are sometimes so far stretched by the

weight of the intestines, as to escape

with the ilium, in this species of her-

nia. The hernia made by the epi-

ploon, is called epiplocele; as that

caused by the epiploon and any of the

intestines together, is called enU
epiplocele. The hernia of the blad-

der is called cystocele. Hernia of

the bladder is uncommon, and has

seldom been known to happen but in

conjunction with some of the other
viscera. When the parts having
passed through the abdominal rings

descend no lower than the groin, it

is called an incomplete hernia ; when
they fall into the scrotum in men, or
into the labia pudendi in women, /
is thcu termed complete.
The disorders in which a mistake

may possibly be made, are the cir-

cocele, bubo, hydrocele, and hernia
humoralis, or inflamed testicle.

—

Fur
an account of the manner of distin-

guishing circocele from a bubonocele

,

see Circocele.

The circumscribed incompressible
hardness, the situation of the tumour,
and its being free from all connection
with the spermatic process, will suf-

ficiently point out its being a bubo,
at least while it is in a recent state ;

and when it is in any degree suppu-
rated. The perfect equality of the
whole tumour, the freedom and small-
ness of the spermatic process above
it, the power of feeling the spermatic
vessels, and the vas deferens in that
process ; its being void of pain upon
being handled, the fluctuation of the
water, the gradual formation of the
swelling, its having begun below and
proceeded upwards, its not being af-

Hh2
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fected by any posture or action of
the patient, nor increased by his

coughing or sneezing, together with
the absolute impossibility of feeling

the testicle at the bottom of the

sCrotum, will always prove the dis-

ease to be hydrocele.—Mr. Pott,

however, allows that there are some
exceptions in which the testicle can-
not be felt at the bottom of the
scrotum, in cases of hernia. In re-

cent bubonoceles, while the hernial

sac is thin, has not been long, or
very much distended , and the scrotum
still preserves a regularity of figure,

the testicle may almost always be
easily felt at the inferior and poste-

rior part of the tumour. But in old

ruptures, which have been long down,
in which the quantity of contents is

large, the sac considerably thickened,

and the scrotum ofan irregular figure,

the testicle frequently cannot be felt

;

neither is it in general easily felt in

the congenital hernia
y

for obvious
reasons.

In the hernia humoralis, the pain
in the testicle, its enlargement, the

hardened state of the epididymis, and
the exemption of the spermatic cord
from all unnatural fulness, are such
marks as cannot easily be mistaken

;

not to mention the generally preced-

ing gonorrhoea. But if any doubt
still remains of the true nature of the

disease, the progress of it from above
downwards, its different state and
size in different postures, particularly

lying and standing, together with its

descent and ascent, will, if duly at-

tended to, put it out of all doubt that

the tumour is a true hernia,—When
an inguinal hernia does not descend

through the abdominal ring, but only

into the canal for the spermatic cord,

it is covered by the aponeurosis of

the external oblique muscle, and the

swelling is small and undefined.

Now and then, the testicle does

not descend into the scrotum till a

iate period. The first appearance of

this body at the ring, in order to get

into its natural situation, might be

mistake* for that of a hernia, were

the surgeon not to pay attention to

the absence of the testicle from the

scrotum, and the peculiar sensation

occasioned by pressing the swelling.

He'rnia ischiadica. A rupture
at the ischiatic notch. This is very
rare. A case, however, which was
strangulated, and undiscovered till

after death, is related in Sir A. Coo-
per's second part of his work on
hernia.

He'rnia intestina'lis. See Her-
nia inguinalis,

He'rnia lachryma'lis. Lachry-
mal hernia. When the tears pass

through the puncta lachrymalia, but
stagnate in the lachrymal sac, the

tumour is styled hernia lachrymalis

;

and with equal impropriety it is

called by Anel, a dropsy of the la-

chrymal sac.

*** If the inner angle of the eye
is pressed, and an aqueous humour
flows out, the disease is the fistula

lachrymalis,

He'rnia mesente'rica. Mesen-
teric hernia. If one of the layers of

the mesentery be torn by a blow,

while the other remains in its natu-

ral state, the intestines may insi-

nuate themselves into the aperture,

and form a kind of hernia. The
same consequences may result from

a natural deficiency in one of these

layers. Sir A. Cooper relates a case,

in which all the small intestines, ex-

cept the duodenum, were thus cir-

cumstanced. The symptoms during

life were unknown.

—

On Crural Her-

nia, p. 82.

He'rnia iviesoco'lica. Mesocolic

hernia. So named by Sir A. Cooper,

when the bowels glide between the

layers of the mesocolon.
*
#
* Every surgeon ought to be

aware, that the intestines may be

strangulated from the following

causes— 1. Apertures in the omen-
tum, mesentery, or mesocolon,

through which the intestine pro-

trudes—2. Adhesions, leaving an

aperture, in which a piece of intes-

tine becomes confined.—3. Mem-
branous bands at the mouths of her-

nial sacs, which becoming elongated

by the frequent protrusion and re-

turn of the viscera, surround the in-

testine, so as to strangulate them
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within the abdomen when returned

from the sac.

He'rnia omenta'liS. Epiplocele.

Protrusion of the omentum through

apertures in the integuments of the

abdomen.
%* According to Mr. Sharpe, so

large a quantity of the omentum
hath sometimes fallen into the scro-

tum, that its weight, drawing the

stomach and bowels downwards,
hath excited vomiting, inflamma-

tion, and symptoms similar to those

of the bubonocele.

He'rnia perinea'lis. Perineal

hernia. In men, the parts protrude

between the bladder and rectum ; in

women, between the rectum and
vagina. This hernia does not pro-

ject so far as to form an external tu-

mour; and in men, its existence

can only be detected by examining
in the rectum. In women, it may
be distinguished both from this part

and the vagina.

He'rnia phre'nica. Phrenic her-

nia. The abdominal viscera occa-

sionally protruded through the dia-

phragm, either through some of the

natural apertures in this muscle, or
deficiencies, or wounds and lace-

rations of it. The second kind of

case is the most frequent. Morgagni
furnishes an instance of the first.

Two cases related by Dr. Macauley,
and two others published by Sir A.
Cooper, are instances of the second
sort. Another case has also been
recorded by the latter gentleman,
affording an example of the third

kind.

%* Hildanus, Pare, Petit, Schenck,
&c. also relate cases of phrenic
hernia.

He'rnia pudenda'lis. Pudendal
hernia. This is the name assigned

by Sir A. Cooper, to that hernia

which descends between the vagina
and ramus ischii, forming an oblong
tumour in the labium, traceable with-
in the pelvis, as far as the os uteri.

Sir A. thinks this case has some-
times been mistaken for a hernia of
the foramen ovale.

He'rnia scrota'lis. Hernia os-

chealis. Hernia enteroscheocele. Os-

cheocele. When the omentum, the

intestine, or both, descend into the

scrotum, it has these appellations ;

when the omentum only, it is called

epiploscheocele. It is styled a perfect

rupture, in contradistinction to a

bubonocele, which is the same dis-

order ; but the descent is not so

great.
*
#
* Scrotal hernia is distinguished

into true and false : in the former,

the omentum or intestine, or both,

fall into the scrotum ; in the latter,

an inflammation, or a fluid, causes

a tumour in this part, as in hernia

humoralis, or hydrocele. Sometimes
sebaceous matter is collected in the

scrotum ; and this hernia is called

steatocele.

He'rnia thyroidea'lis. Hernia

foraminis ovalis. Thyroideal hernia.

In the anterior and upper part of the

obturator ligament there is an open-
ing, through which the obturator

artery, vein, and nerve proceed, and
through which, occasionally, a piece

of omentum or intestine is pro-

truded, covered with a part of the

peritoneum, which constitutes the

hernial sac.

He'rnia umbilica'lis. Epiploom-
phalon. Omphalocele. En-omphalos.

Omphalos; and, when owing to fla-

tulency, Pneumatomphalos . The ex-

omphalos, or umbilical rupture, is

so called from its situation, and has
(like other hcrniae) for its general

contents, a portion of intestine, or
omentum, or both.

*** In old umbilical ruptures, the

quantity of omentum is sometimes
very great. Mr. Ranby says, that

he found two ells and a half of in-

testine in one of these, with about
a third part of the stomach, all ad-
hering together. Mr. Gay and Mr.
Nourse found the liver in the sac of
an umbilical hernia ; and Bohnius
says that he did also. But whatever
are the contents, they are originally

contained in the sac formed by the
protrusion of the peritoneum. In
recent and small ruptures, this sac is

very visible ; but in old and large

ones, it is broken through at the
knot of the navel, by the pressure
Hh3
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and weight of the contents, and is

not always to be distinguished;
which is the reason why it has by
some been doubted whether this

kind of rupture has a hernial sac or
not.

Infants are very subject to this spe-
cies of rupture, in a small degree,
from the separation of the funiculus

;

but in general they either get rid of it

as they gather strength, or are easily

cured by wearing a proper bandage.
It is of still more consequence to get

this disorder cured in females, than
in males ; that its return, when they
are become adult and pregnant, may
be prevented as much as possible

;

for at this time it often happens,

from the too great distension of the

belly, or from unguarded motion,
when the parts are upon the stretch.

Dr. Hamilton has met with about

two cases annually, for the space of

seventeen years, of umbilical hernia,

which strictly deserve the name of

congenital umbilical hernia. The
funis ends in a sort of bag, con-

taining some of the viscera, which
pass out of the abdomen through an
aperture in the situation of the na-

vel. The swelling is not covered

with skin, so that the contents of

the hernia can be seen through the

then distended covering of the cord.

The disease is owing to a preterna-

tural deficiency in the abdominal
muscles, and the hope of cure must
be regulated by the size of the mal-

formation and quantity of viscera

protruded.

He'rnia u'teri. Hysterocele. In-

stances have occurred, of the uterus

being thrust through the rings of

the muscles ; but this is scarcely to

be discovered, unless in a pregnant

state, when the strugglings of a

child would discover the nature of

the disease. In that state, however,

it could scarcely ever occur. This is

the cerexis of Hippocrates.

He'rnia vaginalis. Elytrocele.

Vaginal hernia. A tumour occurs

within the os externum of the va-

gina. It is elastic, but not painful.

When compressed, it readily recedes,

but is reproduced by coughing, or

even without this, when the pres-
sure is removed.
The inconveniences produced by

this species of hernia are, inability

to endure much exercise or exertion

;

for every effort of this sort brings
on a sense of bearing down. The
vaginal hernia protrudes in the space
left between the uterus and rectum.
This space is bounded below by
the peritoneum, which membrane is

forced downwards, towards the pe-
rineum ; but being unable to pro-
trude further in that direction, is

pushed towards the back part of the
vagina. These cases probably are

always intestinal. Some hernia? pro-
trude at the anterior part of the
vagina.

He'rnia varico'sa. See Circoeele.

He'rnia vento'sa. See Pneuma-
tocele.

He'rnia ventra'lis. Hypogastro-
cele. The ventral hernia may ap-
pear at almost any point of the an-

terior part of the belly, but i3 most
frequently found between the recti

muscles. The portion of intestine,

ike. &c. is always contained in a sac

made by the protrusion of the peri-

tonaeum.
*** Sir A. Cooper imputes the

causes of ventral hernia to the dilata-

tion of the natural foramina, for the

transmission of vessels, to congenital

deficiencies, lacerations, and wounds
of the abdominal muscles, or their

tendons. In small ventral herniae, a
second fascia is found beneath the

superficial one ; but in large ones,

the latter is the only one covering

the sac.

He'rnia vesica'lis. Hernia cys-

tica. Cystocele. Vesical hernia. The
urinary bladder is liable to be thrust

forth from its proper situation,

either through the opening in the

oblique muscle, like the inguinal

hernia, or under Poupart's ligament,

in the same manner as the femoral.

This is not a very frequent species

of hernia, but does happen, and has
as plain and determined a character

as any other.—See Recherches sur

rHernie de la f^essie, Mem. de VAcad.
dc Chir. t. ii.
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Hernia'ria. (From hernia^ a rup-

ture \ so called from its supposed

efficacy in curing ruptures). A ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Pentandria; Order Digynia.

Rupture-wort.
Hernia'ria gla'bra. The syste-

matic name of the rupture-wort.

Herniaria. This plant, though for-

merly esteemed as efficacious in the

cure of hernias, appears to be desti-

tute, not only of such virtues, but

of any other. It is the Herniaria

glabra of Linnaeus : has no smell

nor taste.

Hernio'tomy. (Herniotomia ; from
hernia, and rtpvu), to cut). The
operation to remove the strangu-

lated parts, in cases of incarcerated

herniae.

He'rpes. (From tpirw, to creep ;

because it creeps and spreads about

the skin). Tetter. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class Locales, and Order
JDialyses, of Cullen ; distinguished

by an assemblage of numerous little

creeping ulcers, in clusters, itching

very much, and difficult to heal, but

terminating in furfuraceous scales.

%* Mr. Bell, in his Treatise on
Ulcers, (which see), arranges the

herpes amongst the cutaneous ulcers,

and says, that all the varieties of

importance may be comprehended in

the four following species— 1 . Herpes

fari.iosus, or what may be termed
the dry tetter.—2. Herpes pustulosus.

—3. Herpes miliaris.—4. Herpes exe-

dens, the eating and corroding tetter.

Though these ulcers do not, in ge-

neral, proceed farther than the cutis

vera, yet sometimes the discharge is

so very penetrating and corrosive as

to destroy the skin, cellular sub-

stance, and, on some occasions, even
the muscles themselves. It is this

species that should be termed the

depascent, or phagedenic ulcer, from
the great destruction of parts which
it frequently occasions. See Phage-
dena.

He'rpes ambulati'va .A species

of metastatic erysipelas which moves
from one part to another.

He'rpes colla'ris. Tetters about
the neck

.

* *

of Dr.

He'rpes depa'scens. The same
as herpes exedens. See Herpes.

He'rpes esthio'menos. Herpes
destroying the skin by ulceration.

He'rpes facie'i. Red pimples
common in the faces of adults.

He'rpes farino'sus. See Herpes.

He'rpes fe'rus. Common ery-

sipelas.

He'rpes I'ndica. A fiery, itchy

herpes, peculiar to India.

He'rpes milia'ris. See Hayes.
He'rpes per'iscelis. That species

of erysipelas, known by the name of

shingles. See Erysipelas.

He'rpes pustulo'sus. See Hayes.
He'rpes ra'piens. Venereal ul-

ceration in the head.

He'rpes serpi'go. A ring-worm.
See Psoriasis.

Till the recent observations

Willan, this disease has not

been well discriminated by any au-

thor, though it is one with which
few practitioners are unacquainted.

He'rpes si'ecus. The dry, mealy
tetter round the knees.

He'rpes syphiliticus. Herpes
venercus. An herpetic venereal erup-

tion on the skin.

He'rpes zo'ster. Shingles en-

circling the body. See Erysipelas.

Herpetic eruptions. See Herpes.

He'rpeton. (From ep-rrio, to

creep) . A creeping pustule, or ulcer.

Hexapha'rmacum. (From e%,

six, and (papp.av.ov, a medicine).

Any medicine composed of six in-

gredients.

Hibe'rnicus la'pis. See Lapis hi-

bernicus.

Hibi'scus. (From t/3ic, a stork,

who is said to chew it, and inject it

as a clyster) . A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Glass, Mona-
delphia ; Order, Polyandria.

Hibi'scus abelmo'schus. The
systematic name of the plant whose
seeds are called musk-seed. Abel-

moschus. Granum moschi. Moschus
Arabum. JEgyptia moschata, <&c.

%* By the Arabians the seeds are

esteemed cordial, and are mixed with

their coffee, to which they impart
their fragrance. In this country

they are used by the perfumers.
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Hi'cCough. Hiccup. A spas-

modic affection of the diaphragm,
arising generally from irritation pro-
duced by acidity in the stomach,
error of diet, &c.

Hidro'a. (From iSpwg, sweat). A
pustular disease, produced by sweat-

ing in hot weather.

Hidro'crisis. (From idpug, sweat,

and Kpivuj, to judge). A prognosis
formed from the sweat of the pa-
tient.

Hidro'nosos. (From idpiog, sweat,

and voaog, a disease) . The sweating
-sickness.

Hidropy'retus. (From idpcog,

sweat, and izvptlog, a fever). The
sweating fever, or sickness. See
Sudor Anglicits.

Hidro'tica. (From tSpujg, sweat).

Medicines which cause perspiration.

Hidrotopoie'tica. (From idpug,

-sweat, and 7rouu>, to make). Sudo-
rifics.

Hi'era pi'cra. (From upog, holy,

and 7:iKpog, bitter). Holy bitter.

Pulvis aloeticus, formerly called

hiera logadii, made in the form of
an electuary with honey. It is now
kept in the form of dry powder, pre-

pared by mixing socotorine aloes,

one pound, with three ounces of

white canella.

Hierabo'tane. (From upog, holy,

and flolavrj, an herb; so called, from
its supposed virtues). A species of

verbena.

Hieraca'ntha. (From iepa%, a
hawk, and avOog, a flower ; so

named, because it seizes passengers

as a hawk does its prey) . A sort of
thistle.

Hiera'cium. (From upa.%, a

hawk ; so called because hawks feed

upon it, or because it was said that

hawks applied the juice of it to

cleanse their eyes). A genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

'Syiigenesia; Order, Polygamia cdqua-

ils. Hawk-weed.

Hiera'cium pilose'lla. The sys-

tematic name of the auricula muris.

Pilosclla. Myjsotis. Mouse-ear. This
common plant, liter•actum pilosella

of Linnaeus, contains a bitter lactes-

cent juice, possessing a slight degree

of astringency. The roots are more
powerful than the leaves. They are

very seldom used in this country.

Hiera'culum. The hieracium, or

hawk-weed.
Hiera'nosos. (From upog, holy,

and voaog, a disease ; so called, be-

cause it was supposed to be that dis-

order which our Saviour cured in

those who were said to be possessed

of devils) . The epilepsy.

Hiera'ticum. (From upog, holy)

.

A poultice for the stomach, so

named, from its supposed divine

virtues.

Highmore's antrum. See Antrum

of Highmore.
Higue'ro. The calabash-tree,

Fruit said to be febrifuge.

Himanto'sis. (From ifxag, a

thong of leather). A relaxation of

the uvula, when it hangs down like

a thong.

H i'mas. A relaxation of the uvula.

Hin. Hintdisch. Hing. Assafce-

tida.

Hippoca'stanum. (From nnrog, a

horse, and aa^avov, a chesnut ; so

called from its size). Common
horse-chesnut. See JEsculus.

Hippocra'ticus. See Fades hip-

procratica.

Hippola'pathum. (From nnrog,

a horse, and XairaQov, the lapa-

thum ; a species of lapathum ; so

named from its size). See Rumex
Patientia.

Hippoma'rathrum. (From nnrog,

a horse, and /xapaOpov, fennel ; so

named from its size). See Peuceda-

num Silaus.

Hipposeli'num. (From nnrog, a

horse, and atXivov, purslane; so

named, because it resembles a large

kind of purslane). See Smymium
Olusatrum.

Hippu'ris. (From nrnog, ahorse,

and ovpa, a tail).— 1. Some herbs

arc thus named, because they re-

semble a horse's tail.—2. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Monandria; Order,

Monogynia. Mare's tail.

Hippu'ris vulga'ris. The syste-

matic name of the horse's or mare's

tail. Equisetum. It possesses as-
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tringent qualities, and is frequently

used by the common people as tea in

diarrhoeas and hemorrhages. The
same virtues are also attributed to

the Equisetum arvense, fluviatile, li-

tnosum, and other species, which are

directed indiscriminately by the term
Equisetum,

Hippus. (From nnrog, a horse
;

because the eyes of those who labour

under this affection are continually

twinkling and trembling, as is usual

with those who ride on horse-back)

.

A repeated dilatation and alternate

constriction of the pupil, arising from
spasm, or convulsion of the iris.

Hips. The ripe fruit of the dog-
rose. They are chiefly used as a

sweet-meat, or in a preserved state,

to make up medicines into pills, &c.
See Confectio Rosce canines.

Hir. (From x^tp, the hand). The
palm of the hand.

Hira. (From hir, the palm of
the hand; because it is usually found
empty) . The intcstinum jejunum.

Hi'rcus bezoa'rticus. [Quasi
hirtus ; from his shaggy hair). The
goat which affords the oriental be-

zoar.

Hi'rouus. (From epaog, a hedge ;

because it is hedged in by the eye-

lash) . The angle of the eye.

Hiru'do, -inis, f. (Quasi haurudo,

from haurirc, to draw out; so named
from its greediness to suck blood)

.

The leech.

Hirlndina'ria. (From turunda,

the swallow ; so called, from the

resemblance of its pods to a swal-

low). Swallow-wort, or asclepias.

See Lysimachia Nummularia and
Asclepias Vinceto.vicum

.

Hiru'ndo, -dinis, f. (Ab ha?rendo;

from its sticking its nest to the eaves

of houses). The swallow. The cavity

in the bend of the arm.
Hispi'dula. (From hispidus, rough;

so named, from the rough, woolly
surface of its stalks). See Gnapha-
lium.

Hog's~fenne I. See Peucedanum.
Ho'lcimos. (From s\xw, to draw).

It sometimes means a tumour of the

liver.

Ho'lcus.— 1. The Indian millet-

seed, which is said to be nutritive.

—

2. A genus of plants in the Linnsean

system : Class, Polygamia; Order,
Monoecia.

Holly, knee. See Ruscus.
Holly, sea. See Eryngium.
Holmi'scus. (Dim. of oXpog, a

mortar). A small mortar. Also the

cavity of the large teeth, because
they pound the food as in a mor-
tar.

Holophly'ctides. (From oXog,
whole, and (pXvxlig, a pustule). Lit-

tle pimples all over the body.
Holo'stes. See Holosteus.

Holo'steus. (From oXog, whole,
and o^eov, a bone). Holostes. Ho-
losteum. Glue-bone, or osteocoila.

Holo'steum. See Holosteus,

Holoto'ntcus. (From oXog, whole,
and re iv to, to stretch). Applied to

diseases accompanied with universal

convulsion, or rigor.

Holy thistle. See Ccntaurea bene-

dicta.

Holywell water. A mineral
water, arranged under the class of
simple cold waters, remarkable for

its purity. It possesses similar vir-

tues to that of Malvern. See Mal-
vern water.

Ho'ma. An anasarcous swelling.

Hombcrg's sedative salt. See Bo-
racic acid.

Homogeneous.
(
Homogeneus

;

from ofxog, like, and ytvog, a kind.

Uniform, of a like kind, or species).

A term used in contradistinction to

heterogeneous, when the parts of the

body are of different qualities.

Homopla't/E os. (Qfji07rXala,

from uj/xog, the shoulder, and -arXala,

the blade) . See Scapula.

Honey. Mel. A substance col-

lected by bees from the nectary of
flowers, resembling sugar in its ele-

mentary properties. It has a white
or yellowish colour, a soft and
grained consistence, and a saccharine

and aromatic smell. Honey is an
excellent food, and a softening and
slightly aperient remedy : mixed with
vinegar, it forms occymel, and is used
in various forms, in medicine and
pharmacy. It is particularly recom-
mended to the asthmatic^ and those
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subject to gravel complaints, from
its detergent nature.

Honey-suckle. See Lonicera peri-

tlymenum,.

Hooping-cough. See Pertussis.

Hoplochri'sma. (From onXov,
a weapon, and xpur/ia, a salve). A
salve ridiculously said to cure wounds
by consent ; that is, by anointing the

instrument with which the wound
was made.

Hops. See Hinrvulus Lupulus.

Hop tops. The young sprouts of

the hop-plant are so called
;
plucked

when only a foot above the ground,

and boiled, they are eaten with but-

ter as a delicacy, and are very
wholesome.
Horde'olum. (Diminutive of hor-

deum, barley). A little tumour on
the eyelids, resembling a barleycorn.

A stye.

%* Scarpa remarks (Sulle Mal-
totie degli Occhi, cap. ii.), the stye

is strictly only a little boil, which
projects from the edge of the eye-

lids, mostly near the great angle of

the eye. This little tumour, like the

furunculus, is of a dark red colour,

much inflamed, and a great deal more
painful than might be expected, con-

sidering its small size. The latter

circumstance is partly owing to the

vehemence of the inflammation pro-

ducing the stye, and partly to the

exquisite sensibility and tension of

the skin which covers the edge of

the eye-lids. On this account, the

hordeolum very often excites fever

and restlessness, in delicate, irrita-

ble constitutions ; it suppurates

slowly and imperfectly ; and, when
suppurated, lias no tendency to

burst.

Like other furunculous inflamma-
tions, the stye forms an exception to

the general rule, that the best mode
in which inflammatory swellings can

end, is resolution ; for, whenever a

furunculous inflammation extends so

deeply as to destroy any of the cel-

lular substance, the little tumour
can never be resolved, or only im-
perfectly so. This event, indeed,

would rather be hurtful, since there

would still remain behind a greater

or smaller portion of dead cellular

membrane, which, sooner or later,

might bring on a renewal of the

stye, in the same place as before, or
else become converted into a hard
indolent body, deforming- the edge
of the eye-lid.—See Guthrie's Ope-
rative Surgery of the Eye, p. 107, &C.
Ho'rdeum. (Ab horrore arista

;

from the unpleasantness of its beard
to the touch) . Barley.— 1 . A genus
of plants in the Linnsean system :

Class, Triandria; Order, Digynia.—
2. The pharmacopceial name of the

common barley. The seed called

barley is obtained from several spe-

cies of hordeum, but principally from
the vulgare, or common or Scotch

barley, and the distichon, or hor-

deum gallicum vel mundatum, or

French barley, of Linnaeus.

%* Barley is extremely nutriti-

ous and mucilaginous, and in com-
mon use as a drink, when boiled, in

all inflammatory diseases and affec-

tions of the chest, especially when
there is cough, or irritation about

the fauces. A decoction of barley

with gum is a useful diluent and de-

mulcent in dysury and strangury

;

the gum mixing with the urine,

sheaths the urinary canal from the

acrimony of the urine. Among-st
the ancients, decoctions of barley

(KpiOrj) were the principal medicine,

as well as aliment, in acute diseases.

Barley is freed from its shells in

mills, and in this state called Scotch

and French barley. In Holland,

they rub barley into small round
grains, somewhat like pearls, which
is therefore called pearl barley, or

hordeum perlatum. See Ptisana.

Ho'rdeum cau'sticum. See Ce-

vadilla.

Ho'rdeum di'stichon. This plant

affords the barley in common use.

Sec Hordeum.
Ho'rdeum perla'tum. See Hor-

deum.
Ho'rdeum vulga'he. The sys-

tematic name of one of the plants

which afford the barley. See Hor-
deum.

Jl(trehound. Sec Marrubium.
Ho'rminum. (From ^naw, to
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incite ; named from its supposed

qualities of provoking to venery).

Garden clary. The Salvia sclarea

of Linnaeus.

Horn, hart's. See Cornu.

Horripila'tio. A sense of creep- I

ing in different parts of the body ; \

a symptom of the approach of fever, i

Horse-chesnut. See uSZsculus Hip-
pocastanum.

Horse-radish. See Cochlearia Ar-
vioracia.

Horse-tail. See Hippuris vulgaris.

Ho'rtcs. (From orrii, to rise, as

being the place where vegetables

grow up).— 1. A garden.—2. The
genitals, or womb of a woman,
which is the repository of the human
semen.
Hospital gangre'ne. Phagedena

Gangrenosa. Putrid or malignant

ulcer. Hospital sore, &c. A severe

and peculiar species of humid gan-

grene, or rather a combination of

this affection with phagedenic ulce-

ration, characterized by its conta-

gious and infectious nature, its dis-

position to attack wounds or ulcers

in crowded hospitals, or other situa-

tions where many of these cases are

brought together, and its tendency

to convert the soft parts affected

into a putrid glutinous or pulpy sub-

stance, in which no trace of their

original texture is discernible.

—

Delpech, precis Elementaire, des

Maladies Chirurgicales, t. i. p. 123.

%* The first symptoms which in-

dicate hospital gangrene in a wound
or ulcer, are, a more or less acute

pain, and a viscid white exudation

on the surface of the granulations,

which lose their vermillion colour,

and present, at several points, spots

of a greyish or dirty white hue, re-

sembling venereal ulcers or apthae.

These ulcerated points, thus, as it

were, engrafted upon the original

ulcer, soon spread, and join together,

so as to give to the whole surface of
the solution of continuity a grey ash
colour. The surface also becomes
more or less indurated, and some-
times bleeds. A red, purplish oedema-
tous circle, of a greater or lesser

extent, is next formed in the sur-

rounding skin. Sometimes, when
the patient is of a good habit, the

causes of infection less active, and
the constitution sufficiently strong,

the disorder now stops. According
to Boyer (see Trait6 des Mai. Chir.

t. i. 8vo. Paris, 1814), it may not
even extend to the whole surface of
the ulcer. But, most frequently, its

progress is extremely rapid, and oc-
casionally quite terrifying. The edges
of the wound or ulcer become har-
dened and everted, the granulations
are large and tumid, being swelled
up, as Boyer asserts, with a con-
siderable quantity of gas. They are

afterwards detached in the form of
soft reddish sloughs, which very
much resemble the substance of the
foetal brain in a putrid state. From
day to day, until either nature
alone, or aided by art, puts limits to

the disorder, it invades new parts,

both in breadth and fan depth, so
that its ravages extend to aponeu-
roses, muscles, blood-vessels, nerves,
tendons, the periosteum, and even
the bones themselves.—See Black-
adder's Treatise on Phagedena Gan-
grenosa ;

—Hennen's Military Sur-
gery ;

—Welbank, in Med. Chirurg.
Trans, vol. ii. p. 368, et alibi;

—

Ob-
servations on the Putrid Ulcer, by L,
Gillespie, in Lond. Med. Jour. vol.

vi. 1785 ;

—

Sir Gilbert Blane on the

Diseases ofSeamen, 1797;

—

Trotter'it

Medicina Nautica, vols. ii. and Hi.

1799;

—

John Bell's Principles of
Surg. 1801;

—

J. Thompson's Lectures
on Inflammation, &c. p. 456, et seq.

Edinb. 1813, &c. &c.
Hounds-tongue. See Cynoglosswn.
House-leek. See Sempervivum tec-

tor urn.

Human body. See Man.
Humecta'ntia. (From humectare,

to make moist). Medicines which
soften and make moist the solids of
the body.

Hu'meral artery. (Arteria hu-
meralis). Brachial artery. The ax-
illary artery, having passed the ten-
don of the great pectoral muscle,
changes its name to the brachial or
humeral artery, which name it re-

tains in its course down the arm to
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the bend, where it divides into the

radial and ulnar arteries. In this

course it gives off several muscular
branches, three of which only de-

serve attention:—1. The arteria pro-

funda superior, which goes round the

back of the arm to the exterior

muscle, and is often named the up-
per muscular artery ;—2. Another,
like it, called arteria profunda infe-

rior, or the lower muscular artery ;

—

3. Ramus anastomoticus major, which
anastomoses round the elbow with
the branches of the ulnar artery.

Humera'lis mi/sculus. See Del-
toides.

Humera'lis ne'ryus. The cervi-

cal nerve.

Hu'meri os. (Humerus; from
u)jigq, the shoulder). Os humeri. Os
brachii. A long cylindrical bone,
situated between the scapula and
fore-arm.

Hu'merus. (From iop,og). Adju-
torium. The shoulder, or joint,

which connects the arm to the body.
In Hippocrates it is called brachium.

Hu'milis. (From humi, on the

ground ; so named because it turns

the eye downwards, and is expressive

of humility). See Rectus inferior

oculi.

Hu'mor. (Ab humo, from the

ground ; because moisture springs

from the earth). A general name
for any fluid of the body.

Hu'mor vi'treus. The vitreous

humour of the eye. It takes its

name from the resemblance to melt-

ed glass, is less dense than the crys-

talline but more than the aqeous hu-
mour ; it is very considerable in the

human eye, and seems to be formed
by the small arteries that are distri-

buted in cells of the hyaloid mem-
brane ; it is heavier than common
water, slightly albuminous and sa-

line.

Humour, aqueous. See Aqueous
humour of the eye.

Humour, vitreous. See Humour
intreus.

Humours of the eve. They are

three in number : the aqueous hu-
mour, crystalline lens, and vitreous

humour. See Eye.

Hu'mulus. (From humus, the
ground; so named, because, without
factitious support it creeps along the
ground) . The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnsean system : Class,

Dioecia; Order Pentandria. The
hop.

Hu'mulus lu'pulus. The syste-

matic name of the hop-plant. Lupu-
lus. Convolvulus perennis. The hop
is the floral leaf or bractea of this

plant, Humulus lupulus of Linnaeus,
that is dried and used in various
kinds of strong beer. Hops have a

bitter taste, less ungrateful than
most of the Qther strong bitters, ac-

companied with some degree of
warmth and aromatic flavour, and
are highly intoxicating. The hop-
flower also exhales a considerable

quantity of its narcotic power in

drying ; hence those who sleep in

the hop-houses are with difficulty

roused from their slumber. A pillow

stuffed with these flowers, is said to

have laid our late monarch to sleep,

when other remedies had failed.

—

See Lupuline.

Hurtsickle. The bluebottle, or
cyanus, is so called, because it is

troublesome to cut down, and some-
times notches the sickle.

Hyaci'nthus. (Saidby the poets to

be named from the friend of Apollo,

who was turned into this flower).

Hare-bells. The roots are bulbous

;

the flowers agreeably scented. Galen
considered the root as a remedy in

jaundice ; it is ranked among the as-

tringents, but of very inferior power.
Hyalo'ides. (Membrana hyaloides ;

from vaXog, glass, and eicog, like-

ness). Membra7ia arachnoidea. Cap-
sule of the vitreous humour. The
transparent membrane enclosing the

vitreous humour of the eye.

Hyda'rthrus. (From vdu)p, wa-
ter, and apQpov, a joint). Hydar-
thron. Hydarthros. Spina vcntcsa

of the Arabian writers, Rhazes and
Avicenna. White swelling.

*
# * The white swelling, in this

country, is a peculiarly common and
exceedingly terrible disease. The va-

rieties of white swelling are very nu-

merous, and might usefully receive
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particular appellations. Systematic

writers have generally been content

with a distinction into two kinds,

viz. rheumatic and scrofulous. The
last species of the disease they also

distinguish into such tumours as pri-

marily affect the bones, and then the

ligaments and soft parts ; and into

other cases, in which the ligaments

and soft parts become diseased be-

fore there is any morbid affection of

the bones.

The knee, ankle, wrists and el-

bow, are the joints most subject to

white swellings. As the name of the

disease implies, the skin is not at all

altered in colour. In some instances,

the swelling yields in a certain de-

gree to pressure ; but it never pits,

and is almost always sufficiently firm

to make an uninformed examiner
believe that the bones contribute to

the tumour. The pain is sometimes
vehement from the very first ; in

other instances, there js hardly the

least pain in the beginning of the dis-

ease. In the majority of scrofulous

white swellings, let the pain be tri-

vial or violent, it is particularly si-

tuated in one part of the joint, viz.

either Me centre of the articulation, or
the head of the tibia, supposing the

knee affected. Sometimes the pain

continues without interruption; some-
times there are intermissions ; and in

other instances the pain recurs at re-

gular times, so as to have been called,

by some writers, periodical. Almost
all authors describe the patient as suf-

fering more uneasiness in the diseased

part, when he is warm, and particu-

larly when he is in this condition in

bed.—At the commencement of the

disease, in the majority of instances,

the swelling is very inconsiderable,

or there is even no visible enlarge-

ment whatever. In the little depres-

sions, naturally situated on each side

of the patella, a fulness first shows
itself, and gradually spreads all over
tlie affected joint.—The patient, un-
able to bear the weight of his body
on the disordered joint, in conse-
quence of the great increase of pain
thus created, gets into the habit of
only touching the ground with his

toes ; and the knee being generally

kept a little bent in this manner,
soon loses the capacity of becom-
ing extended again. When white

swellings have lasted a while, the

knee is almost always found in a per-

manent state Of flexion. In scrofu-

lous cases of this kind, pain constant-

ly precedes any appearance of swell-

ing ; but the interval between the two
symptoms differs very much in dif-

ferent subjects. The morbid joint,

in the course of time, acquires a vast

magnitude. Still the integuments re-

tain their natural colour, and remain
unaffected. The enlargement of the

articulation, however, always seems
greater than it really is, in conse-
quence ofthe emaciation of the limb
both above and below the disease.

An appearance of blue distended

veins, and a shining smoothness, are

the only alterations to be noticed in

the skin covering the enlarged joint.

The shining smoothness seems attri-

butable to the distension, which ob-
literates the natural furrows and
wrinkles of the cutis. When the

joint is thus swollen, the integuments
cannot be pinched up into a fold, as

they could in the state of health, and
even in the beginning of the dis-

ease. As the distemper of the articu-

lation advances, collections of matter
form about the part, and at length

burst. The ulcerated openings some-
times heal up ; but such abscesses arc

generally followed by other collec-

tions, which pursue the same course.

In some cases, these abscesses form
a few months after the first affection

of the joint ; on other occasions, seve-

ral years elapse, and no suppuration
of this kind makes its appearance.

Such terrible local mischief must
necessarily produce constitutional

disturbance. The patient's health

becomes gradually impaired -

y he loses

both his appetite and natural rest

and sleep ; his pulse is small and fre-

quent ; and obstinate debilitating di-

arrhoea' and profuse nocturnal sweats
ensue. Such complaints are sooner
or later followed by dissolution, un-
less the constitution be relieved in

time, either by the amendment or re-

Ii
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moral of the diseased part. In dif-

ferent patients, however, the course
of the disease, and its effects upon
the system, vary very much in relation

<o the rapidity with which they occur.

Rheumatic white swellings are very
distinct diseases from the scrofulous

distemper of large joints. In the

£rst, the pain is said never to occur
without being attended with swell-

ing. Scrofulous white swellings, on
the other hand, are always preceded
by a pain, which is particularly con-

fined to one point of the articulation.

In rheumatic cases, the pain is more
general, and diffused over the whole
joint.

The particular causes of all such

white swellings as come within the

class of rheumatic ones, are little

known. External irritation, either

by exposure to damp or cold, or by
the application of violence, is often

concerned in bringing on the disease

;

but very frequently no cause of this

hind can be assigned for the com-
plaint. As for scrofulous white swell-

ings, there can be no doubt that they

are under the influence of a particu-

lar kind of constitution, termed a

scrofulous or strumous habit. In this

sort of temperament, every cause ca-

pable of exciting inflammation, or

any morbid and irritable state of a

large joint, may bring such disorder

as may end in this severe disease.

In a man of a sound constitution, an

irritation of the kind alluded to might
oniy induce common healthy inflam-

mation of the affected joint. In scro-

fulous habits, it also seems probable

that the irritation of a joint is much
more easily produced than in the

other constitutions ; and no one can

doubt that, when once excited in scro-

fulous habits, it is much more dan-

gerous and difficult of removal than

in other patients.

It has been remarked by several con-

tinental surgeons, particularly Petit

and Brambilla, how very subject the

English are both to scrofula and

white swellings of the joints. We
every day see, that young persons

afflicted with the present disease, are

generally manifestly scrofulous, or

have once been so. Frequently en-
larged lymphatic glands in the"neck
denote this fatal peculiarity of con-
stitution ; and very often the patients

are known to have descended from
parents who had strumous disorders*

The disease is also frequently com-
bined with swelled mesenteric glands.

(Brodie's Patholog. Obs. p. 221).—-
It is also remarked by the same au-
thor, that, since the disease depends
upon a certain morbid condition of
the general system, it is not surpris-

ing that we should sometimes find

it affecting several joints at the same
time ; or that it should shew itself

in different forms in succession ; at-

tacking a second joint after it has
been cured in the first, or after the

first has been removed by amputa-
tion (p. 230).— For the treatment,

&c. of white swellings, consult Bro-
die's Pathological Researches respect"

ing Diseases of the Joints; in vol.

iv. v. and vi. of the Medico-Ckirurg.
Trans. ;— also his Pathological and
Surgical Observatio7is on the Joints,

8vo. Lond. ; — Crowther on White
Sivellings, &c. edit. 2, 1808;

—

Rus-
sell on Morbid Affections of the Knee,

8vo. Edinb. 1802;

—

An Account of a

New Method of Treating Diseases

of the Joints of the Knee and Elbow
,

8vo. Lond. 1783;— H. Mayo o?i an
Acute form of Ulceration of the Carti-

lages of the Joints, in Med.-Chirurg*
Trans, vol. ii. p. 1 14 ;

—

E. A. Lloyd,

A Treatise on the Ifafure, &c. of
Scrofula, 8vo. Lond. 1821 ; &c. &c.

Hydatid. (Hydatis ; from vdup,
water.) A very singular animal,

formed like a bladder, and distended

with an aqueous fluid. These ani-

mals are sometimes formed in the

natural cavities of the body, as the?

abdomen and ventricles of the brain,

but more frequently in the liver,

kidney, and lungs, where they pro-

duce diseased actions of those viscera.

Cullcn arranges these affections in

the Class Locales, and Order Ttimorcs.

If the vires naturae medicatrices are

not sufficient to effect a cure, the

patient mostly falls a sacrifice to their

ravages.
*
# * Dr. Baillie gives the follow-
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ing interesting account of the hyda-

tids, as they are sometimes found in

the liver :
—" There is no gland in

the human body in which hydatids

are so frequently found as the liver,

except the kidneys, where they are

still more common. Hydatids of

the liver are usually found in a cyst,

which is frequently of considerable

size, and is formed of very firm ma-
terials, so as to give to the touch

almost the feeling of cartilage. This

•cyst, when cut into, is obviously

laminated, and is much thicker in

one liver than another. In some
livers it is not thicker than a shilling,

and in others it is near a quarter of

an inch in thickness. The laminae

which compose it are formed of a

white matter, and on the inside there

is a lining of a pulpy substance, like

the coagulable lymph. The cavity

of the cyst, I have seen, in one in-

stance, subdivided by a partition of

this pulpy substance. In a cyst may
be found one hydatid, or a greater

number of them. They lie loose in

the cavity, swimming in a fluid ; or

some of them are attached to the

side of the cyst. They consist of a

round bag, which is composed of a

white, semi-opaque, pulpy matter,

and contain a fluid capable of coagu-
lation. Although the common colour

of hydatids be white, yet I have oc-

casionally seen some of a light amber
colour. The bag of the hydatid con-

sists of two laminae, and possesses a

good deal of contractile power. In

one hydatid this coat, or bag, is

much thicker and more opaque than
in another ; and even in the same
hydatid, different parts of it will

often differ in thickness. On the

inside of an hydatid, smaller ones
arc sometimes found, which are com-
monly not larger than the heads of
pins, but sometimes they are even
larger in their size than a gooseberry.
These are attached to the larger hy-
datid, either at scattered irregular

distances, or so as to form small
clusters; and they are also found
floating loose in the liquor of the
larger hydatids. Hydatids of the
liver are often found unconnected

with each other ; but sometimes they

have been said to enclose each other

in a series, like pill-boxes. The most
common situation of hydatids of the

liver is in its substance, and enclosed

in a cyst ; but they are occasionally

attached to the outer surface of the

liver, hanging from it, and occupy-

ing more or less of the general cavity

of the abdomen. The origin and
real nature of these hydatids are not

fully ascertained ; it is extremely

probable, however, that they are a
sort of imperfect animalcules. There
is no doubt at all, that the hydatids

in the livers of sheep are animalcules

;

they have been often seen to move
when taken out of the liver and put

into warm water ; and they retain

this power of motion for a good many
hours after a sheep has been killed.

The analogy is great between hyda-
tids in the liver of a sheep and those

of the human subject. In both, they

are contained in strong cysts, and in

both they consist of the same white

pulpy matter. There is undoubtedly
some difference between them in ana*
plicity of organization : the hydatid

in the human liver being a simple

uniform bag, and the hydatid in that

of a sheep having a neck and mouth
appendant to the bag. This differ-

ence need be no considerable objec*-

tion to the opinion above stated.

Life may be conceived to be attached

to the most simple form of organiza-

tion. In proof of this, hydatids have
been found in the brains of sheep,

resembling almost exactly those in

the human liver, and which have
been seen to move, and therefore are

certainly known to be animalcules.

The hydatids of the human liver,

indeed have not, as far as I know*
been found to move when taken out
of the body and put into warm water

:

were this to have happened, no un-
certainty would remain. It is not
difficult to see a good reason why
there will hardly occur any proper
opportunity of making this experi-

ment. Hydatids are not very often

found in the liver, because it is net
a very frequent disease there ; and
the body is allowed to remain for so

I i 2
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long a time after death before it is

examined, that the hydatids must
have lost their living principle, even
if they were animalcules : and it ap-
pears even more difficult to account
for their production, according to the
common theory of generation, than
for that of intestinal worms. We
do not get rid of the difficulty by
asserting, that hydatids in the human
liver are not living animals, because
in sheep they are certainly such,

where the difficulty of accounting for

their production is precisely the same."

For cases of uterine hydatids, see

TulpiuSy lib. iii. c. 52 ;

—

Schenkius,

p. 685;

—

Mercatus de Mullier, Affect.

lib. iii. c. 8 ;

—

Christ, a Viega, Art.

Med. lib. iii. § 10, c. 13 ;

—

Stalpart

Vander JViel, torn. i. p. 301 ;

—

Los-

sius, Obs. Med. lib. iv. ob. 16 ;

—

Maunceaus Observations, obs. 367 ;—Ruysch, Obs. Anat. Chir. p. 25 ;

—

Hist, ofAcad, ofSciencesfor 1714;

—

Mr. Watson, in Phil. Trans, vol. xli.

p. 711, &c. &c.
Hy'dragogues. (From vdu>p

y wa-
ter, and ay ii> y to drive out) . Hydra-
goga. Medicines which possess the

property of increasing the secretions

or excretions of the body, so as to

promote the removal of water from
any of its cavities, such as cathar

tics, &c.
Hydra'rgyri nitrico-o'xydum.

Nitrico - oxydum hydrargyri. Nitric

oxyde of mercury. Red precipitate.
*
# * This preparation is very ex-

tensively employed by surgeons as a

stimulant and escharotic, but its ex-

traordinary activity does not allow

of its being given internally. Finely

levigated and mixed with common
cerates, it is an excellent application

to indolent ulcers, especially those

which remain after burns and scalds,

and those in which the granulations

are indolent and flabby. It is also a

good caustic application to chancres.

Hy'drargyri o'xydum cine're-

i M. Oxydum hydrargyri cinereum.

Oxydum hydrargyri nigrum. The
grey or black oxyde of mercury. The
dose from gr. ii. to x.

%• There are four other prepa-

rations of this kind in high estima-

tion, besides that laid down in on?
Pharmacopoeia, all of which possess
anthelmintic, antisyphilkic, altera-
tive, sialagogue, and deobstruent
virtues, and are exhibited in the cure
ofworms, syphilis, amenorrhcea, dis-

eases of the skin, chronic diseases,

obstructions of the viscera, &c.
Hydra'rgyri o'xydum ru'brum.

Oxydum hydrargyri rubrum, Hy-
drargyrus calcinatus. Red oxyde of
mercury.

*** This preparation of mercury
is given with great advantage in the
cure of syphilis. Its action, however,
is such, when given alone, on the
bowels, as to require the addition of
opium, which totally prevents it. It

is also given in conjunction with
opium and camphor, as a diapho-
retic, in chronic pains and diseases
of long continuance.— It is given as
an alterative and diaphoretic from
gr. ss. to ii. every night, joined with
camphor and opium, each gr. one-
fourth or one-half. It is violently

emetic and cathartic in the dose of
gr. iv. to gr. v.

Hydra'rgyri oxymu'rias. Oxy-
murias hydrargyri. Hydrargyria
muriatus. Oxymuriate of mercury.
An extremely acrid and violently

poisonous preparation. Given in-

ternally in small doses properly di-

luted, and never in the form of a
pill, it possesses antisyphilitic and
alterative virtues. Externally, ap-
plied in form of lotion, it facili-

tates the healing of venereal sores,

and cures the itch. In gargles for

venereal ulcers in the throat, the
oxymuriate of mercury, gr. iii.oriv.,

barley decoction tbj., honey of roses

5Jj., proves very serviceable ; also in

cases of tetters, from gr. v. to gr. x. in

water tbj. ; and for films and ulcera-

tions of the cornea, gr. i. to water jiv.
*
#* Mr. Pearson observes,. that

when the sublimate is given to cure

the primary symptoms of syphilis, it

will sometimes succeed ; more espe-

cially when it produces a consider-

able degree of soreness of the gums,
and the common specific effects of

mercury in the animal system. «' But
it will often fail of removing even.
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a recent chancre •, and where that

symptom has vanished during the

administration of corrosive subli-

mate, I have known, says he, a three

months* course of that medicine fail

of securing the patient from a con-
stitutional affection. The result of
my observations is, that simple mer-
cury, calomel or calcined mercury,
are preparations more to be con-
fided in for the cure of primary
symptoms, than corrosive sublimate.

The latter will often check the pro-
gress of secondary symptoms very
conveniently, and I think it is pecu-
liarly efficacious in relieving vene-
real pains, in healing ulcers of the

throat, and in promoting the desqua-
.lion of eruptions. Yet even in

these cases it never confers perma-
nent benefit ; for new symptoms will

appear during the use of it ; and on
many occasions it will fail of afford-

ing the least advantage to the patient

from first to last. I do, sometimes,
indeed, employ this preparation in

venereal cases ; but it is either at

the beginning of a mercurial course,
to bring the constitution under the
influence of mercury at an early pe-
riod, Gr during a course of inunc-
tion, with the intention of increas-
ing the action of simple mercury. I

sometimes also prescribe it after the
conclusion of a course of friction, to
support the mercurial influence in

the habit, in order to guard against
the danger of a relapse. But on no
occasion whatever do I think it safe
to confide in this preparation singly
and uncombined, for the cure of any
truly venereal symptom."
A solution of it is ordered in the

Pharmacopoeia, termed Liquor .\y-

drargyri oxymuriatis. Solution of
cxymuriate of mercury. " Take of
oxymuriate of mercury, eight grains

;

distilled water, fifteen fluid-ounces
;

rectified spirit, a fluid-ounce. Dis-
solve the oxymuriate of mercury in

the water, "and add the spirit.*"

—

This solution is directed in order to
facilitate the administration of di-
visions of the grain of this active
medicine. Half an ounce of it con-
tain- one fourth of a grain of the

salt. The dose is from one drachm
to half an ounce.

Hydra'rgyri submu'rias. Sub-
murias hydrargyri. Submuriate of

mercury. Calomelas. Calomel.
%* Submuriate, or mild muriate

of mercury, is one of the most use-
ful preparations of mercury. As an
anti-venereal, it is given in the dose
of a grain night and morning, its

usual determination to the intes-

tines being prevented, if necessary,

by opium. It is the preparation which
is perhaps most usually given in the
other diseases in which mercury is

employed, as in affections of the

liver, or neighbouring organs, in

cutaneous diseases, chronic rheuma-
tism, tetanus, hydrophobia, hydro-
cephalus, and febrile affections,

especially those of warm climates.

It is employed as a cathartic alone,

in doses from v. to xii. grains, or to

promote the operation of other pur-
gatives. Its anthelmintic power is

justly celebrated ; and it is perhaps
superior to the other mercurials
assisting the operation of (Sureties

in dropsy. From its specific gravity
it ought always to be given in the.

form of a bolus or pill.

Hydra'rgy.:i sulpiiure'tum ni-
grum. Hydrargyria cum sulphure,
^Ethiop's mineral. " Take of pu-
rified mercury, sublimed sulphur,

each a pound by weight. Rub the::i

together, till the metallic globules
disappear." Some suppose that the
mercury is oxydized in this process,
but that is not confirmed by the best
experiments. The mercury, by this

admixture of the sulphur, is deprived
of its salivating power, and may be
administered with safety to ail ages
and constitutions, as an anthelmin-
tic and alterative.

Hydra'rgyri sulphure'tum ru'~
brum. Hydrargyrus sulphuratus ric-

her. Red suiphuret of mercury.
Murium purum. Minium Gracorum*
Magna epilepsies. Atzemafor. Am-
nion. Azamar. Vitruvius calls it

anthrax. A red mineral substance
composed of mercury combined with
sulphur. It is either native or fac-

titious. The native is an ore ofquick-
I i 3
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silver moderately compact, and of
an elegant, striated red colour. It is

found in the dutchy of Deuxponts,
in the Palatinate, in Spain, South
America, &c. It is called native ver-
rniliion, and cinnabar in flowers.

*** The factitious cinnabar is

esteemed a mild mercurial alterative,

and given to children in small doses.

Hoffman greatly recommends it as

a sedative and antispasmodic. Others
deny that cinnabar, taken internally,

has any medicinal quality ; and their

cpinion is grounded on the insolu-

bility of it in any menstruum. In

surgery its chief and almost only use

is in the administration of quick-
silver by fumigation. Thus em-
ployed, it has proved extremely ser-

viceable in venereal cases. Ulcers
and excrescences about the puden-
dum and anus in women, are parti-

cularly benefited by it ; and in these

cases it is most conveniently applied

by placing a red hot heater at the

bottom of a night-stool pan, and
after sprinkling on it a few grains

of the red sulphuret of quicksilver,

placing the patient on t^e stool. To
fumigate ulcers in the throat, it is

necessary to receive the fumes on the

part affected, through the tube of

a funnel. By enclosing the patient

naked in a box, it has on some oc-
casions been contrived to fumigate
the whole body at once, and in this

way the specific powers of the quick-
silver have been very rapidly ex-

cited.—This mode of curing the lues

venerea, is spoken of as confirmed;
and the subject has of late years

been revived in a treatise by Sabo-
nette, and by trials made in Bartho-
lomew's hospital.

From his experiments on mercu-
rial fumigation, Mr. Pearson con-
cludes, that where checking the pro-
gress of the disease suddenly is an
object of great moment, and where
the body is covered with ulcers or
large and numerous eruptions, and
in general to ulcers, fungi, and ex-
crescences, the vapour of mercury
is an application of great efficacy and
utility ; but that it is apt to induce

h \' m rapidly, and great con-

sequent debility, and that for the
purpose of securing the constitution

against a relapse, as great a quan-
tity of mercury must be introduced
into the system, by inunction, as if

no fumigation had been employed.
Hydrargyria. A peculiar erup-

tion, occasioned by the use of mer-
cury, and called, in Dr. Bateman's
synopsis, Eczema rubrum,

Hydra'rgyruiM. Hydrargyrus,
(vSpctpyvpog: from vSujq, water, and
apyvpog, silver, so named, from its

having a resemblance to fluid silver)

.

See Mercury.
Hydra'rgyrus cum cre'ta. Mer-

cury with chalk. Mercurius a/kali-

zatus.
*
#* This preparation is milder

than any other mercurial, except the

Sulphuret, and does not so easily

act upon the bowels ; it is therefore

used largely by many practitioners,

and possesses alterative properties in

cutaneous and venereal complaints, in

obstructions of the viscera, or of the

prostate gland, given in the dose of

3ss to 5SS, two or three times a day.

HYDRARGYRUM fpR&CIPITA'TLM
a'lbum. White precipitated mer-
cury. CaLv hydrargyri alba. It is

only used externally, in the form of

ointment, as an application in some
cutaneous affections.

Hydra'rgyrum purifica'tum.
Purified mercury. Argentum vivuui

purificatum. It is sometimes ad-

ministered in its metallic state, in

doses of an ounce or more, in con-
stipation of the bowels.

Hydra'rgyrus aceta'tus. Mer-
curius acetatus. PUuIg Keyseri.

Acetated mercury. By this prepa-

ration of mercury, the celebrated

Keyscr acquired an immense fortune

in curing the venereal disease. It is

an acetate of mercury, and therefore

termed hydrargyri acctas in the new
chymical nomenclature. The dose

is from three to five grains. Not-
withstanding the encomium given to

it by some, it does not appear to be

so efficacious as some other prepara-

tions of mercury.
Hydra'rgyrus phosphora'tus.

Phosphorated quicksilver. This pre-
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paration has been observed to heal

inveterate venereal ulcers in a very

short time, nay, in the course of a

very few days, particularly those

about the pudenda.
%* In venereal inflammations of

the eyes, chancres, rheumatisms,

and chronic eruptions, it has proved

of eminent service. Upon the wholes,

if used with necessary precaution,

and in the hands of a judicious prac-

titioner, it is a medicine mild and
gentle in its operation. The cases

in which it deserves the preference

over other mercurial preparations,

are these : in an inveterate stage of
syphilis, particularly in persons of
torpid insensible fibres ; in cases of

exostosis, as well as obstructions in

the lymphatic system ; in chronic

complaints of the skin.—The follow-

ing is the formula : JJL Hydrargyri
phosphorati, gr. iv. Corticis cinna-

moni in pulverem triti, gr. xiv. Sac-
chari purif. ^ss. Misce. The whole
to be divided into eight equal parts,

one of which is to be taken every
morniug aud evening, unless saliva-

tion takes place, when it ought to l>c

discontinued. Some patients, how-
ever, will bear from one to two
grains of the phosphate of quick-
silver, without inconvenience.

Hydra'rgyrus precipita'tcs ci-

ne'reus. This is an oxyde of mer-
cury, and nearly the same as the

hydrargyri oxydum cc?icreum of the

London Pharmacopoeia. It is used
as an alterative in cases of pains

arising from a complication of rheu-
matism with syphilis, and may be
substituted for the hydrargyria sul-

phuratus ruber, in fumigating ozaena,

and venereal ulcerated sore throat,

on account of its not yielding any
vapour offensive to the patient.

Hydra'rgyrus yitriola'tls. Tut-
ptthum mineral?. Mercurius eineticus

/lavas. Snip lias hydrargyri. For-
merly tliis medicine was in more ge-

neral use than in the present day. It

is a very powerful and active altera-

tive when given in small doses. Two
grains act on the stomach so as to

produce violent vomitings. It is

recommended as an crrhine ia cases

of amaurosis. In combination with,

antimony it acts powerfully on the

skin.

Hydrele'um. (From uewp,water,

and eXawv, oil). A mixture of oii

and water.

Hydrenteroce'le. (From v£u>p,

water, evlepov an intestine, and.

Ki]\rj, a tumour). A dropsy of the

scrotum, attended with rupture.

Hydro'a. (From vdvp, water).

A watery pustule.

Hydrocarbonate. Sec Carbwettecl

hydrogen gas.

Hydroca'rdia. (From vvotp, wa-
ter, and itaocia, the heart). Hydro*
cordis. Hydrops pericardii. Dropsyof
the heart. Dropsy of the pericardium,
%* A collection of fluid in the

pericardium, which may be either

coagulable lymph, serum, or a puri-

form fluid. It produces symptoms
similar to these of hyclrothGrax,

with violent palpitation of the heart,,

and mostly an intermittent pulse*

It is incurable.

Hydroce'le. (From ucwp, wa-
ter, and x/;X/;, a tumour).

—

Surg.
An accumulation of water in the

tunica vaginalis testis.

*#* Hydrocele is a generic term,,

and a multitude of tumours have re-

ceived this appellation. It is now,
however, usually confined to two \

viz. of the tunica vaginalis ; and of
t''r spermatic chord. In hydrocele

of the tunica vaginalis, the swelling

at first shews itself at the lower part

of the testicle, and gradually rises

till it arrives at the abdominal ring ;

is of a pyriform shape : largest two-
thirds of the way downwards ; a
little less at the bottom, and the

smallest part of the ring. The com-
mon formation of hydrocele is unat-

tended with pain, excepting, how-
ever, in those cases where it has
been the result of inflammation ; but,

generally speaking, there is no pain,

and the patient accidentally dis-

covers the existence of the swelling,

and often not until it has arrived at

a considerable magnitude. Com-
monly there is no redness of the scro-

tum—no discolouration. The ordi-

nary situation of the testicle in hy-
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drocele, is two-thirds of the way i

down the tumour, at the posterior

part. Here, however, there is a

great variety, and it is even some-
times found in front, and sometimes
at the bottom of the swelling.

Hvdrocele of the tunica vaginalis

is a disease from which no time of

life is exempted ; not only adults are

subject to it, but young children are

frequently afflicted with it ; and in-

fants are sometimes born with it.

(Pott)—And it is remarked to be
common in old men, and persons

who ride a srood deal on horseback.

—

(Delpech precis Eleinentaire, des Mai.
Chir. t. iii. p. 177.)—With regard

to the contents of hvdrocele, it is

usually yellow serum, but sometimes
small cartilaginous bodies are found
in the fluid. When these are seen,

it is a proof the hydrocele has existed

a very long time. " The methods
of cure, says Pott, though various,

are reducible to two, viz. the patia-

tive, or that which pretends only

to relieve the disease present, by
discharging the fluid ; and the radi-

cal, or that which aims at a perfect

cure, without leaving a possibility of

relapse."—The object of the former
is attained by merely opening the

containing bag in such a manner as

to suffer the fluid to escape ; that of

the latter cannot be accomplished
unless the cavity of that bag be obli-

terated, and no receptacle left for a

future accumulation (a proposition

on which the observations of Mr.
Ramsden and Mr. Wadd, published

since Mr. Pott's time, have thrown
some degree of doubt). One may
be practised at all times of the pati-

ent's life, and in almost any state of

health and habit; the other, however,
lies under some restraints and pro-

hibitions ; arising from the circum-
stances of age, constitution, state of

the parts, &c. For many excellent

practical remarks on hydroceles, see

Pott and Else on Hydrocele ; and- the

ITorlis of Joseph Else, 8vo. Lond.
1782;—//'. Dease on the different

kinds ofHydrocele, 8vo. Lond. 1 798 ;

—

B. Bell on Hydrocele, Sarcoctle, 8vo.

Edinb.l7 (J4;

—

Sir Ja?nes Earle
?
Trca'

has

ti3e on the Hydrocele, 2nd edit. 8vo.

1 803 ;—>Dessault, Remarques , Sec. sur

diverses Espercr cCHydrocele, CEuv.
Chir. t. ii. ;

—

J. Howard, Obs. on the

Method of curing the Hydrocele by

mea?isofaSeto?i,Ltond.l7S3;--Wadd
,

s

Case ofDiseased Bladder and Testicle,

8vo. Lond. 1815 ;

—

Kinder Wood's
Observations, in Med. Chir. Trans.

vol. 9, p. 38. Lond. 1818.

Hydrocele, conse'nital. A col-

lection of water in the tunica vagi-

nalis, with a communication between
the cavity of this membrane and
that of the peritoneum.

*
# * This kind of hydrocele

not been described by many writers.

The case, nevertheless, is easily de-

tected by the fluid being capable of

being returned into the belly. Ac-
cording to Dessault, this admits of

cure by injections, care being first

taken to press the upper part of the

chord, so as to prevent the injection

from getting in contact with the pe-

ritoneum.
Hydrocele cysta'ta. Encysted

hydrocele of the spermatic chord re-

sembles the common hvdrocele •, but

the tumour does not extend to the

testicle, which may be felt below or

behind it, while, in the hydrocele of

the vaginal coat, when large, the

testicle cannot be discovered. In

this disease also, the penis is not

buried in the tumour. Sometimes

the fluid is contained in two distinct

cells ; and this is discovered by little

contractions in it. It is distinguished

from the anasarcous hydrocele by a

sensible fluctuation, and the want of

the inelastic pitting ; from hernia, by

its beginning below, from its not re-

ceding in an horizontal position, and

not enlarging by coughing and sneez-

ing.

Hydrocf/le funiculi sperma'-

tici. Hydrocele of the spermatic

chord.
%* Anasarcous hydrocele of the

spermatic chord sometimes accompa-
nies ascites, and, at Other times, it

is found to be confined to the cellu-

lar substance, In or about the sper-

matic chord. The causes of this dis-

ease may be obstructions In the lym-
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phatics, leading from the part,, in

consequence of schirrous affections

of the abdominal viscera, or the

pressure of a truss applied for the

cure of hernia.

When the affection is connected
with anasarca in other parts, it is

then so evident as to require no par-
ticular description. When it is local,

it is attended with a colourless tumour
in the course of the spermatic chord,
soft and inelastic to the touch, and
unaccompanied with fluctuation. In
an erect position of the body, it is of
an oblong figure ; but when the body
is recumbent, it is flatter, and some-
what round. Generally it is no lontrer

than the part of the chord which lies

in the groin ; though sometimes it

expends as far as the testicle, and
even stretches the scrotum to an un-
common size. By pressure, a great
part of the swelling can always be
made to recede into the abdomen.
It instantly, however,- returns to its

former situation on the pressure being
withdrawn.

Hydroce'le peritone'i. Ascites,
or common dropsy of the belly.

Hydroce'le spina'lis. A watery
swelling on the vertebra?.

Hydrocelo'des iscuu'ria. (From
vcajp, water, and x?/\axc/;c, attended
with tumour.) Suppression of urine,
from a rupture of the urethra.

Hydrocephalus. (From vtuo,
water, and Ki^aXrj, the head.) ////-

drocephalum. Dropsy of the brain.

Dropsy of the head. A genus of
disease arranged by Cullen, in the
Class Cachexia3

, and Order Intumes-
centice. It is distinguished by authors
into external and internal

:

1. Hydrocephalus ext>rnus, is a
collection of water between the
membranes of the brain.

2. Hydrocephalus interims, is when
a fluid is collected in the ventricles
of the brain, producing dilatation of
the pupils, apoplexy, 6lc. See Apo-
plexia.

*** Hydrocephalus is sometimes
of a chronic nature, when the water
has been known to increase to an
enormous quantity, effecting a dias-

tasis of the bones of the head, and

an absorption of the brain. It has
generally be«n supposed to arise in

consequence either of injuries done
i
to the brain itself, by blow3, falls,

I &c. from schirrous tumours or ex-
crescences within the skull, from
original laxity or weakness in the
brain, or from general debility and
an impoverished state of the blood.

With respect to its proximate cause,

very opposite opinions are still en-

tertained by medical writers, which,
in conjunction with the equivocal

nature of its symptoms, prove a
source of considerable embarrass-
ment to the young practitioner.

—

Dr. Beddoes savs he believes it to

belong to inflammation, and that, at

an early period, he should be in-

clined to bleed as largely as in pneu-
monia.—Dr. Withering observes,

that, in a great many cases, if net
in all, congestion, or slight inflam-

mation, are the precursors to the

aqueous accumulation.—Dr. Rush
thinks that, instead of its being con-
sidered an idiopathic dropsy, i&

should be considered only as an
effect of a primary inflammation o?
congestion of blood in the brain. It

appears, says he, that the disease,.

in its first stage, is the effect of
causes which produce a less degree

of that inflammation which consti-

tutes phrenitis ; and that its second

stage is a less degree of that effusion

which produce? serous apoplexy in

adults. The former partakes of the

nature of the chronic inflammation,

of Dr. Cullen, and the asthenic in-

flammation of Dr. Brown.— There
are others again, who view the sub-
ject in a very different light. Dr.
Darwin supposes inactivity, or torpor
of the absorbent vessels of the brain,

to be the cause of hydrocephalus in-

ternus ; but he confesses, in another
part of his work, that the torpor o£
the absorbent vessels mav often exist

as a secondary effect.— Dr. Whytt,
who has published an ingenious trea-

tise on the disease, observes, the im-.

mediate cause of every kind of dropsy
is the same ; viz. such a state of the
parts as makes the exhalent arteries

throw cut a greater quantity of fluMs
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than the absorbents can take up.

From what he afterwards mentions,
he evidently considers this state as

consisting in debility.

As many cases are accompanied
with an increased or inflammatory
action of the vessels of the brain,

and others again are observed to

prevail along with general anasarca,

it seems rational to allow that hydro-
cephalus is, in some instances, the
consequence of congestion, or slight

inflammation in the brain ;. and that,

in others, it arises either from gene-
ral debility or topical laxity. In
admitting these as incontrovertible

facts, Dr. Thomas is, at the same
time, induced to suppose that the
cases of it occurring from mere de-
bility are by no means frequent.

Hydrocephalus acu'tus. See
Hydrocephalus,

Hydrocephalus exte'rnus. Wa-
ter between the brain and its mem-
branes.

Hydrocephalus inte'rnus. Wa-
ter in the ventricles of the brain.

Hydroco'tyle. (From vdwp,
water, and hoIvXt), the cotula).

—

1. A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Pentandria; Order,
ZHgynia.—2. The name, in some
pharmacopoeias, for the common
marsh or water cotula, or penny-
wort, which is said to possess acrid

qualities.

Hydrocy'stis. (From vca>p, water,
and xvtic, a vesicle) . An encysted
dropsy.

Hy'drogen gas. (From vdwp,
water, and y«/o/iai, to become, or

jtvvau), to produce, because with
oxygen it produces water) . A colour-

less, eminently combustible gas, pos-
sessing all the physical properties oj
air. Hydrogcnium. \ iBase of in-11

i liirljinmmable air. The lightest species

of ponderable matter hitherto known.
It was discovered by Mr. Cavendish
in 17 6G. It can be procured only
from water, of which it forms an
essential constituent.

*** Animal life is speedily extin-

guished by the respiration of this

gas, though Sir Humphrey Davy has
s>hewn, that if the lungs be not pre-

viously exhausted by a forced re-

spiration, it may be breathed for a
few seconds without much seeming
inconvenience. It may be procured
in the following manner : into a phial

furnished with a bent tube fitted to

its cork, or into a retort, put some
pieces of pure redistilled zinc, or
harpsichord iron wire, and pour on
them sulphuric acid diluted with five

times its bulk of water. An effer-

vescence mil ensue, occasioned by
the decomposition of the water, and
disengagement of hydrogen, which
may be collected in the pneumatic
apparatus. For very accurate re-

searches, it must be received in jars

over mercury, and exposed to the

joint action of dry muriate of lime,

and a low temperature. In this

manner it is freed from hygrometric
water. Hydrogen combined with

Oxygen, forms water.

Chlorine,

Iodine,

Prussine,

Carbon,

Azote,
Phosphorus,

Suiphar,

Arsenic,

Tellurium,

Potassium,

— muriatic acid.

— hvdriodic acid.
w

«— prussic acid,

— subcarb. & carb.

hydr.
— ammonia.
— subphos. & phos.

hydr.
— sulph. & subsulph.
— arsenuretted hy-

drogen.
— telluretted hydro-

gen.

— potassuretted hy-

drogen.

From the proportion in which hy-

drogen combines with these bodies,

its prime equivalent on the oxygen
radix is fixed at 0.125. It is the

body which gives the power of burn-

ing with flame to all the substances

used for the economical production

of heat and light.

Hy'drogen gas, sulphure'tted.
Sulphuretted hydrogen gas possesses

the properties of an acid ; for when
absorbed by water, its solution red-

dens vegetable blues ; it combines
also with alkalies, earths, and with

several metallic oxydes. Sulphuretted

hydrogen combined with any base,

forms an hydro-sulphnrct, which may
be also called an kepatule, to distin-
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guish it from an hepar, which is the

union of sulphur singly with a base.

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas possesses

an extremely offensive odour, resem-

bling that of putrid eggs. It kills

animals, and extinguishes burning

bodies. When in contact with oxygen
gas, or atmospheric air, it is inflam-

mable. Mingled with nitrous gas, it

burns with a yellowish green flame.

It is decomposed by ammonia, by
oxy-muriatic acid gas and by sul-

phurous acid gas. It has a strong

action on the greater number of
metallic oxydes. Its specific gravity

is about 1.18 when pure. It is com-
posed, according to Thomson, of

sixteen parts of sulphur, and one of

hydrogen. It has the property of

dissolving a small quantity of phos-
phorus.

Sulphuretted hydrogen gas may be
obtained in several ways ; one of
which is : Take dry sulphuret of pot-

ash, put it into a tubulated retort,

lodged in a sand-bath, or supported
over a lamp ; direct the neck of the

retort under a receiver placed in the

pneumatic trough ; then pour gra-

dually upon the sulphuret diluted

sulphuric, or muriatic acid ; a violent

effervescence will take place, and
sulphuretted hydrogen gas will be
liberated. When no more gas is

produced spontaneously, urge the

mixture with heat, by degrees, till it

boils, and gas will again be liberated

abundantly.

The water made use of for re-

ceiving it, should be heated to about
80° or 90°; at this temperature it

dissolves little of the gas : whereas,
if cold water be made use of, a much
greater quantity of it is absorbed.

Explanation,— Though sulphur
makes no alteration on water, which
proves that sulphur has less attraction

for oxygen than hydrogen has, yet if

sulphur be united to an alkali, this

combination decomposes water when-
ever it comes in Contact with it,

though the alkali itself has no at-

traction either for oxygen or hydro-
gen, &c.
The method, however, which af-

fords it purest, is by treating sul-

phuret of antimony with diluted mu-
riatic acid. The explanation is simi-

lar to the preceding processes.

Hy'drogen gas, phosphure't-
ted. This gas consists of phospho-
rus dissolved in hydrogen gas.

Properties.-^-it is the most com-
bustible substance in nature, and it

is particularly distinguished from all

other gases, by the property of tak-
ing fire immediately when brought
in contact with atmospheric air.

When mixed with oxygen gas, or-
with oxymuriatic gas, it burns with
great vehemence. When bubbles of
it are suffered to pass through wa-
ter, they explode in succession as

they reach the surface of this fluid-

It has an insupportable odour, simi-
lar to that of putrid fish. It is partly

absorbable by distilled water, freed
from atmospheric air at low tem-
peratures, which takes up about
one-third of its bulk, and gives it

out again without alteration by heat.

Water containing atmospheric air,

decomposes it, when suffered to
stand with it for some time. When
exposed to vivid light, it deposits

phosphorus in a crystalline form.
One method of obtaining it is, to

take a small retort
; put into it one

part of phosphorus and ten of a con-
centrated solution of potash, or soda

;

make the mixture boil, and receive
the.liberated gas over mercury; or,

if it be intended for immediate use,

it may be collected over water. In
this experiment, a decomposition of
the water takes pface. Its oxygen
unites to part of the phosphorus, and
forms phosphoric acid, which joins

to the potash, and forms phosphate
of potash. The liberated hydrogen
dissolves another part of the phos-
phorus, and befcmes converted into

phosphuretted hydrogen gas. In thus
preparing this gas, the body of the
retort should be filled as nearly as
possible with the mixture, otherwise
the first portion of gas which is pro-
duced in flames in the retort, forms
a vacuum, and the water is forced
up into the retort, which endangers
the bursting of it.—Phosphuretted
hydrogen gas is also produced by
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Bature. The air which burns at the

surface of certain springs, and forms
what are called burning springs, and
the ignes fatui (Jack o'lanterns),

which glide along burying-grounds,
or places where animal matter is

putrefying, consists of hydrogen gas,

holding phosphorus in solution.

Hydrogen gas, light carbonated.

See Carburetted hydrogen gas.

Hydrogen gas, heavy, carbonated.

See Carburetted hydrogen gas.

Hydrola'pathum. (From vdwp,
water, and XanaQov, the --dock). See
Rumex hydrolapathum.

Hydro'mel. (From vdup, water,
and pe\t, honey). Mulsum. Aqua
•mulsa. Melicratum. Braggat. Hy-
dromel. Water impregnated with
honey. After it is fermented, it is

called vinous hydromel, or mead.
Hydro'meter. (From vdwp, wa-

ter, and peTpov -, measure) . An in-

strument used for the purpose of
measuring the gravity, density, ve-

locity, force, or other properties of
fluids, &c.
%* The best method of weighing

equal quantities of corrosive volatile

fluids, to determine their specific

gravities, appears to consist in en-

closing them in a bottle with a coni-

cal stopper; in the side of which
stopper a fine mark is cut with a

file. The fluid being poured into

the bottle, it is easy to put in the

stopper, because the redundant fluid

escapes through the notch or mark,
and may be carefully wiped off. By
this means, equal bulks of water, or

other fluids, are weighed to a great

degree of accuracy, care being taken

to keep the temperature as equal as

possible, by avoiding any contact

of the bottle with the hand, or
otherwise. The bottle itself shews
with much precision, by a rise or

fall of the liquid in the notch of the

stopper, whether any such change
have taken place.

The hydrometer of Fahrenheit

consists of a hollow ball, with a
counterpoise below, and a very slen-

der stem above, terminating in a
small dish. The middle, or half-

length of the stem, is distinguished

by a fine line across. In this instru-

ment every division of the stem is

rejected, and it is immersed, in all

experiments, to the middle of the

stem, by placing proper weights
in the little dish above. Then, as

the part immersed is constantly of
the same magnitude, -and the whole
weight of the hydrometer is known,
this last weight, added to the weights

in the dish, will be equal to the

weight of fluid displaced by the in-

strument, as all writers on hydrosta-

tics prove. Accordingly, the specific

gravities for the common form of the

tables will be had by the proportion

—

As the whole weight of the hydro-
meter, and its load, when ad-

justed in distilled water,

Is to the number 1000, &c.

So is the whole weight, when ad-

justed in any other fluid,

To the number expressing its spe-

cific gravity.

The hydrometers, or pese-lupieurs ,

of Bauni£, though in reality com-
parable with each other, are subject

in part to the defect, that their re-

sults, having no independent nume-
rical measure, require explanation

to those who do not know the in-

struments. With regard to the hy-

drometer for salts, the learned au-

thor of the first part of the Ency-
clopaedia, Guyton de Morveau, who
by no means considers this an accu-

rate instrument, affirms, that the

66th degree corresponds nearly with

a specific gravity of 1.848 ; and as

this number lies near the extreme of

the scale, it has been used to deduce

the rest.— (See Ure's Diet, of Chym.
art. Hydrometer) .—There are a va-

riety of hydrometers used for de-

termining the strength of ardent

spirit.

Hydrome'tra. (From vdotp, wa-
ter, and prjrpa, the womb). Hydrops

uteri. Dropsy of the womb. A ge-

nus of disease in the Class Cachexies,

and Order Intumescentia? , of Cullen.

It produces a swelling of the hypo-

gastric region, slowly and gradually

increasing, resembling the figure of

the uterus, yielding to, or fluctuat-

ing on, pressure ; without ischury or
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pregnancy. Sauvages enumerates se-

ven species. It must be considered

as a very rare disease, and one that

can with difficulty be ascertained.

Hydro'mphalum. (From vdo>p,

water, and ofi<pa\oQ, the navel) . A
tumour of the navel containing

water.
Hydro'nosos. (From v£wp, wa-

ter, and vogoq, a disease). The
sweating-sickness, called Ephidrosis

and Sudor anglicus.

Hydropede'sis. (From vdwp, wa-

ter, and irnSaw, to break out). A
breaking out into a violent sweat.

Hydrophobia. (From vdojp, wa-

ter, and 0o£ew, to fear). Babies ca-

nina. Cymanthropia. Cynolesia. Ca-

nine madness. This disease arises in

consequence of the bite of a rabid

animal, as a dog or cat, and some-

times spontaneously. It is termed

hydrophobia, because persons that

are thus bitten, dread the sight or

the falling of water when first seized.

Cullen has arranged it under the

Class Neuroses , and Order Spasmi;

and defines it a loathing and great

dread of drinking any liquids, from

their creating a painful convulsion of

the pharynx, occasioned most com-
monly by the bite of a mad animal.

There are two species of hydropho-
bia— 1. Hydrophobia rabiosa, when
there is a desire of biting—2. Hy-
drophobia simplex, when there is not

a desire of biting, &c.
*
#* After all that has been writ-

ten and said relative to the treat-

ment of this distressing malady, and
the little confidence assigned to any
practice but that of early excision,

or amputation of the bitten parts, it

is necessary nevertheless that some-
thing should be attempted after the

actual commencement of the rabies,

and every practitioner should be

prepared for the adoption of some
mode of treatment. A modern wri-

ter on this subject, offers the follow-

ing conclusions :
" That experience

authorizes the placing confidence in

bleeding ad deliquim; or vomiting

;

and perhaps on the use of atropa bel-

ladonna; and on tobacco, exhibited

as a clyster. That it is probable,

advantage would result from the

combined employment of bleeding,

vomiting, (see Satterley's Obs. in

Med. Trans, vol. iv.), and purging,

in the early stage of the disease.

That analogy recommends the trial

of spirit of turpentine in the convul-

sive stage of the disease.' ' (Med.
Report, vol. iii. p. 54).—Among a
profusion of writings on hydropho-
bia, foreign and domestic, some of

the following may be consulted :

James on Canine Madness, 8vo. Lond.
1780;— J. Vaughan's Observ. on
Hydrophobia, 8vo. Lond. 1778 ;

—

Gillmans Dissert. Sfc. on the Bite of
a Rabid Animal, 8vo. Lond. 1812 ;—Babington, in Med. Rev. and Re-
searches, Lond. 1798;

—

R. Pearson,

Arguments in favour ofan Inflamma-
tory Diathesis in Hydrophobia, con-

sidered, Birmingham, 1798 ;—Art.

Hydrophobia, bi Rees
f

s Cyclopaedia;
—B. Moseley on Hydrophobia, its

Prevention and Cure, 8vo. Lond.
1809;

—

Cases and Cures of Hydro-
phobia, selectedfrom the Gentleman s

Magazine, 8vo. Lond. 1807 ;

—

Dr.
J. Hunter, in Trans, of a Soc. for
the Improvement of Med. and Chi-

rurg. Knowledge , vol. i. art. 17 ;

—

G. Lipscombe, Cautions and Reflec-

tions on Canine Madness, 8vo. Lond.
1807 ;

—

Ferriars Medical Facts and
Obs. and his Medical Histories, &c.
2d edit. 8vo. Lond. 1810 ;—Medical
Museum, vol. ii. ;

—

Lond. Med. Trans.

vols. ii. and iv. 2d edit. ;

—

Med. Obs.

and Inquiries, vol. iii. ; and Fother-

gill, in vol. v. &c. &c.
Hydrophtha'lmia. (From vdcjp,

water, and o<p9a\p,og, the eye.) Hy-
drophthalmium. There are two dis-

eases, different in their nature and
consequences, thus termed. The
one is a mere anasarcous or cedema-
tous swelling of the eyelid. The
other, the true hydrophthalmia, is a
swelling of the bulb of the eye, from
too great a collection of the vitreous

or aqueous humours.
*** As in other organs, dropsy

of the eye arises from a disproportion
taking place between the action of
the secerning arteries, by which the
fluid is deposited in the part, and the
Kk

/
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action of the absorbent vessels, by
which it is taken up, and returned to

the circulation ; and, according to

this principle, the disease may be
supposed to depend, either upon se-

cretion being performed too rapidly,

or absorption being carried on slower

than its proportion to the natural

activity of the vessels by which the

secretion of the humours of the eye

is effected. According to Beer —
(Lehre Von den Augenkr. B. ii. p. 616.

Wien. 1817) ;—dropsy of the eye is

seldom entirely a local disease, but

at least is generally combined with an
unhealthy constitution, or is a mere
symptom and effect of some other

dropsical affection, as anasarca, hy-
drocephalus, &c. He also adds, that

the disease may originate either from
preternatural accumulation of the

aqueous or vitreous humours, or

from an immoderate accumulation of

both these together. When the vi-

treous humour collects in this man-
ner, it usually loses its natural con-

sistence, and becomes thinner and

more watery. — See Scarpa, sidle

principali Malattie degli Occhi, cap.

J3 . — Wardrop*s Essays on the Mor-
bid Anatomy of the Human Eye, vol.

ii. chap. 18 and 40, 8vo. Lond. 1818;
—B. Travers' Synopsis oftheDiseases

nf the Eye, p. 195, 200, &c. 8vo.

Loud. 1820, &c.
Hydrophysoce'le. (From vdup,

water, ^vcttj, flatulence, and arj\rj, a

tumour). Hernia complicated with

hydrocele.
Hydro'pica. (From v8pu)\p, the

dropsy) . Hydropics. Medicineswhich

relieve or cure dropsy.

Hydro'piper. (From voojp, water,

•xnztpi, pepper ; so called, from its

biting the tongue like pepper, and

being a native of marshy places).

Sec Polygonum hydropiper.

Hydropneumosa'rc a. (From vdiop,

water, irvtvpa, wind, and <rap%,

flesh). A tumour of air, water, and

solid substances.

Hydropoi'des. (From vdpuxp, a

dropsy, and eicog, likeness) . A term

formerly applied to liquid and watery

excrements.

Hy'drops, -opis, m. (From vdvp,

water). Dropsy. A preternatural
collection of serous or watery fluid

in the cellular substance, or different

cavities of the body. It receives dif-

ferent appellations, according to the
particular situation in which it is

lodged. When it is diffused through
the cellular membrane, either gene-
rally or partially, it is called anasarca.
When it is deposited in the cavity of
the cranium, it is called hydrocepha-
lus ; when in the chest, hydrothorax,

or hydrops pectoris. When in the ab-

domen, ascites. In the uterus, hy-
drometra, and within the scrotum,
hydrocele.

%* The causes of these diseases

are a family disposition thereto, fre-

quent salivations, excessive and long-

continued evacuations, a free use of
spirituous liquors, (which never fail

to destroy the digestive powers),
schirrosities of the liver, spleen, pan*
creas, mesentery, and other abdomi-
nal viscera ; preceding diseases, as the

jaundice, diarrhoea, dysentery, phthi-

sis, asthma, gout, intermittents of

long duration, scarlet fever, and some
of the exanthemata ; a suppression

of accustomed evacuations, the sud-

den striking in of eruptive humours,
ossification of the valves of the heart,

polypi in the right ventricle, aneu-
rism in the arteries, tumours making
a considerable pressure on the neigh-

bouring parts, permanent obstruction

in the lungs, rupture of the thoracic

duct, exposure for a length of time

to a moist atmosphere, laxity of the

exhalents, defect in the absorbents,

topical weakness, and general debi-

lity.

Hy'drops ad ma'tulam. Dia-

betes.

Hy'drops arti'culi. A white

swelling of a joint is sometimes so

called. See Hydarthrus.
Hy'drops cy'sticus. Any dropsy

enclosed in bags, or cysts.

Hy'drops ge'nu. An accumula-

tion of synovia, under the capsular

ligament of the knee.

Hy'drops medu'll/E spina'lis.

See Hydrorachitis and Spina bifida.

Hy'drops ova'rii. A dropsy of

the ovarium. A species of ascites.
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Hy'drops PECTORIS. See Hydro-

thorax.

Hy'drops perica'rdu. See Hy-
drocardia.

Hy'drops pulmo'num. Water in

the cellular interstices of the lungs.

Hy'drops scro'ti. See Hydrocele.

Hy'drops u'teri. See Hydrometra.

Hydropy'retus. (From vdojp,

water, and irvptlog, fever). The
sweating fever or sickness. See
Sudor Anglicus.

Hydroracahi'tis. (From vdwp,
water, and paxiQ, the spine). A fluc-

tuating tumour, mostly situated on
the lumbar vertebrae of new-born
children. It is a genus of disease in

the Class Cachexia, and Order In-

tumescentia*, of Cullen, and is al-

ways incurable. See Spina bifida.

Hydroro'satum. A drink made of

water, honey, and the juice of roses.

Hydrosa'ccharum. (From voiop,

water, and (rax^apov,sugar). A drink
made of sugar and water.

Hydrosa'rca. (From vcup, water,
and <rap£, the flesh). Water in the

cellular membrane. See Anasarca.
Hydrosarcoce'le. (From vdiop,

water, <rap£, the flesh, and nrfXjj, a
tumour). Sarcocele, with a collec-

tion of water into the tunica vaginalis.

Hydroseli'num. (From i/Cwp, wa-
ter, and aeXivov, purslane). A species

of purslane growing in marshy places.

Hydrosu'lphurets. Compounds
of sulphuretted hydrogen with the
salifiable bases.

Hydrothio'nic acid. Sulphuret-
ted hydrogen ; the hydrosulphuric
acid of M. Gay Lussac.

Hydru'rets. Compounds of hy-
drogen with metals.

Hydrosulphure'tum sti'bii lu'-
TEt'M. See Antimonii sulphuretum
proecipitatum.

Hydrosiilphure'tum sti'bii ru'-
BRUM. Kirmis tnineralis. An hydro-
sulphurct of antimony formerly in

high estimation as an expectorant,
sudorific, and antispasmodic, in diffi-

cult respiration, rheumatism, diseases
of the skin and glands.

Hydrotho'rax. (From vcwp, wa-
ter, and QupaZy the chest). Hydrops
thoracis. Hydrops pectoris. Dropsy

of the chest. A genus of" disease in

the Class Cachexia3 , and Order Intu-

mescentice, of Cullen.

%* The characteristics of this dis-

ease are, a difficulty of breathing, par-

ticularly when in an horizontal pos-

ture ; sudden startings from sleep,

with anxiety, and palpitations of the

heart ; cough, paleness of the visage,

anasarcous swellings of the lower ex-

tremities, thirst, and a scarcity of

urine ; but that which is more deci-

sive than all the rest, is a fluctuation

of water being perceived in the chest,

either by the patient himself or his

medical attendant, on certain mo-
tions of the body. The causes which
give rise to the disease, are pretty

much the same with those which are

productive of the other Species of

dropsy. In some cases, it exists with*

out any other kind of dropsical affec-

tion being present ; but it prevails

very often as a part of more univer-

sal dropsy.

Hygie'ne. (From vyiatvio, to be
well) . Hygiesis. Hygeia. Modern
physicians have applied this term to

that division oitherapeia which treats

of the diet of the sick and the non-
naturals.

Hy'gra. (From vypog, humid).
Liquid plasters.

Hygrempla'strum. (Fromvypoc,
moist, and tpirXa^pov, a plaster).

A liquid plaster.

Hygroblepha'ricus. (From?;ypoc,
humid, and fiXupapov, the eye-lid).

Applied to the emunctory ducts in

the extreme edge, or inner part of

the eye-lid.

Hygrocirsoce'le. (From ir/poc,

moist, xipaog, a varix, and xrjXr], a,

tumour. Dilated spermatic veins,

with dropsy of the scrotum.
Hygrocolly'rium. (From vypog %

liquid, and xoXXvptov, a collyrium).

A collyrium composed of liquids.

Hygro'logy. (From vypog, a.

humour or fluid, and Xoyog, a dis-

course). Hygrologia. The doctrine

of the fluids.

Hygro'ma. (vypwfia : from vypog,
a liquid). An encysted tumour, the
contents of which are either serum
or a fluid like lymph. It sometimes
Kk2
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happens that these tumours are filled

with hydatids.
*
#* Hygromatous tumours require

the removal of the cyst, or the de-
struction of its secreting surface.

Hygro'meter. [Hygrometrwai

;

from vypoc, moist, and fierpov, a
measure) . Hydrometer. An instru-

ment to measure the degrees of mois-
ture in the atmosphere. It also

means an infirm part of the body,
affected by moisture of the atmos-
phere.

Hygrosgo'pics. Substances which
have the property of absorbing mois-
ture from the atmosphere. See At-
'/nosphere.

Hygrom y'rum. (From vypoc,moist,
and pvpov, a liquid ointment). A
liquid ointment.

Hygropho'bia. Synon. with hy-
drophobia.

Hy'le. (Y\tj, matter). The ma-
teria medica, or matter of any kind
which comes under the cognizance of
a medical person.

Hy'men. (From Hymen, the god
of marriage, because this membrane
is supposed to be entire before mar-
riage, or copulation) . A thin mem-
brane, of a semilunar or circular

form, placed at the entrance of the

vagina, which it partly closes. It

has a very different appearance in

different women, but is generally, if

not always found in virgins, and is

esteemed a test of virginity, being
ruptured in the first act of coition.

The remnants of the hymen are call-

ed the carunculae myrtiformes. The
hymen is also peculiar to the brute

species.

%* There are two circumstances

relating to the hymen which require

medical assistance. It is sometimes
of such a strong ligamentous texture,

that it cannot be ruptured, and pre-

vents the connexion between the

sexes. It is also sometimes imperfo-

rated, wholly closing the entrance

into the vagina, and preventing any
discharge from the uterus ; but both

these cases are extremely rare. If

the hymen be of an unnaturally firm

texture, but perforated, though per-

haps with a very small opening, the

inconveniences thence arising will
not be discovered before the time of
marriage, when theymay be removed
by a crucial incision made through
it, taking care not to injure the ad-
joining parts.

An imperforate hymen has its in-
conveniences when the person begins
to menstruate. For, the menstruous
fluid being secreted from the uterus
at each period and not evacuated,
the patient suffers much pain from
the distension of the parts ; many
strange symptoms and appearances
are occasioned, and suspicions often
entertained injurious to her reputa-
tion. In a case of this kind, for
which Dr. Denman was consulted,
the young woman, who was twenty-
two years of age, having many ute-
rine complaints, with the abdomen
enlarged, was suspected to be preg-
nant, though she persevered in as-
serting the contrary, and had never
menstruated. Being prevailed upon
to submit to an examination, the cir-

cumscribed tumour of the uterus was
found to reach as high as the navel,
and the external parts were stretched
by a round soft substance at the en-
trance ofthe vagina, in such a manner
as to resemble the appearance they
have when the head of a child is

passing through them : but there was
no entrance into the vagina. On the
following morning, an incision was
carefully made through the hymen,
which had a fleshy appearance, and
was thickened in proportion to its dis-

tension. Not less than four pounds
of blood, of the colour and consist-

ence of tar, were discharged; and
the tumefaction of the abdomen was
immediately removed. Several stel-

lated incisions were afterwards made
through the divided edges, which is.

a very necessary part of the opera-

tion ; and care was taken to prevent

a re-union of the hymen till the next

period of menstruation, after which
she suffered no inconvenience. The
blood discharged was not putrid or
coagulated, and seemed to have un-
dergone no other change, after its

secretion, but what was occasioned*

by the absorption of its. more fluid
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parts. Some caution is necessary

when the hymen is closed in those

advanced in years, unless the mem-
brane be distended by the confined

menses ; as Dr. Denman once saw an

instance of the inflammation of the

peritoneum ensuing immediately af-

ter the operation, of which the pa-

tient died as in the true puerperal fe-

ver, and no other reason could be

assigned for the disease.— The ca-

runculae myrtiformes, by their elon-

gation and enlargement, sometimes

become very painful and trouble-

some.
HymeN/e'a cou'rbaril. (Hyme-

na?a, corrupted from a?ii?ne, or am-
7/icea). The systematic name of the

tree which affords the resin anime.

See Anime.
Hyo. Muscles compounded of

this word originate from, or are in-

serted into, or connected with the

os hyoidcs; e. g. Hyo-glossits, Hyo-
pharyngeus, Genio-hyo-glossus , &c.

Hyo-glo'ssus. Cerato-glossus of

Douglas and Cowpcr. Basio-cerato-

chondro-glossus of Albinus. Hyo-
chondro-glosse of Dumas. A muscle
situated at the sides, between the os

hyoides and the tongue, which it

pulls inwards and downwards.
Hyoi'des os. (Yoeiceg : from the

Greek letter v, and eicog, likeness ;

so named, from its resemblance). A
bone situated between the root of
the tongue and the larynx, and de-

rives its name from its supposed re-

semblance to the Greek letter v. By
some writers, it is described along
with the parts contained in the mouth.
%* Ruysch has seen the liga-

ments of this bone so completely os-

sified, that the os hyoides was joined
to the temporal bones by anchylosis.

Kyopharynge'us. (From voeweg,
the hyoid bone, and0apt'y£, the pha-
rynx). A muscle, so called from its

origin in the os hyoides, and its in-

sertion in the pharynx.
Hyopiitha'lmus. (From vg, a

swine, and o<p9a\[jioe, an eye ; so
named, from the supposed resem-
blance of its flower to a hog's eye).
Golden starwort ; hog's eye plant.

Hyoscy'amjne. A new. vegetable

alkali, extracted by Dr. Brandes
from the hyosciamus niger, or hen-

bane. It crystallizes in long prisms,

and when neutralized by sulphuric

acid, or nitric acid, forms characte-

ristic salts.

%* The examination of the alka-

line constituents of narcotic plants

demands great circumspection, be-

cause in them the whole poisonous

properties of the plant are concen-
trated. The vapour is particularly

prejudicial to the eyes. The smallest

morsel of hyosciema put upon the

tongue, is very dangerous. It is net

yet employed medicinally.

Hyoscy'amus. (From vg, a swine,

and Hvafiog, a bean ; so named, be-

cause hogs eat it as a medicine, or
it may be because the plant is hairy

and bristly, like a swine).— 1. A ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Pentandria ; Order, Monogy-
?iia.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the henbane. See Hyoscyamus
niger.

Hyoscy'amus al'bus. This plant,

a native of the south of Europe, pos-
sesses similar virtues to the hyoscy-
amus niger. See Hyoscyamus.
Hyoscy'amus lu'teus. A species

of tobacco.

Hyoscy'amu9 m'ger. The sys-

tematic name of henbane, called

also Faba suilla, &c. Common or
black henbane. Hyoscyamus niger,

foliis amplejcicaulibus sinuatis, floti"

bits sessilibus of Linnaeus.
*
#* Henbane resembles opium in

its action, although free from its.

constipating quality, more than any
other narcotic does. In a moderate
dose, it increases at first the strength

of the pulse, and occasions some
sense of heat, which are followed b /

diminished sensibility and motion";
in some cases, by thirst, sickness,

stupor, and dimness of vision. In a
larger quantity it occasions profound
sleep, hard pulse, and sometimes
fierce delirium, ending in coma, or
convulsions, with a remarkable di-
latation of the pupil, distortion ct
the countenance, a weak tremulous
pulse, and eruption of petechiae. On
dissection, gangrenous spots have

Kk3
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been found on the internal surface
of the stomach. Its baneful effects

are best counteracted by a power-
ful emetic, and by drinking largely
of the vegetable acids.

Hyothyroi'des. (From voeideg,

the hyoid bone, and 9vpoeiSrjg y the
thyroid cartilage). A muscle, thus
named from its origin in the hyoid
bone, and insertion in the thyroid
cartilage.

Hypa'ctica. (From vwayoj, to

subdue) . Medicines which evacuate
the faeces.

Hypalei'ptrum. (From vwaXe t^io,

to spread upon). A spatula for

spreading ointments.

Hype'lata. (From v7rt\ao) 9 to

move) . Cathartics.

Hyper^sthe'sis. (From virsp,

and aiaOavofiai, to feel) . Error of

appetite, whether by excess or de-
ficiency. It is synonymous with Dr.
Cullen's Order of Dysorexice.

Hypercatha'rsis. (From vrnp,
supra, over or above, and KaQaipw,
to purge). Hyperinesis. Hypcrinos.

An excessive purging from medi-
cines.

Hypercorypho'sis. (From virep,

above, and aopviprj, the vertex). A
prominence, or protuberance. Hip-
pocrates calls the lobes of the liver

and lungs Hypercoryphases.
Hype'rcrisis. {YTrepzpicng : from

V7rsp, over or above, and xpivw, to

separate) . A critical excretion above
measure ; as when a fever termi-

nates in diarrhoea, the humours may
flow off faster than the strength can

bear, and therefore requires to be

checked.
Hypere'mesiS. (From virep, in

excess, and epeu), to vomit). Ex-
cessive evacuation by vomiting.

Hyperephidro'sis. (From virep y

exeess, and lOpwg, sweat). Immo-
derate sweating.

Hype'ricum. (From virepy over,

and eaciov, an image, or spectre ; so

ijamed, because it was thought to

have power over and to drive away
evil spirits).— 1. The name of a ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Polyaddpkia; Order,

Polyandria. St. John's wort.—2. The

pharmacopceial name of the perfo-
rated or common St. John's wort,
called also fuga dcemonum

y and an-
droscenium. Hypericum perforatum—
fioribus trigynisy caule a?icipiti,foliis

obtusis pellucido-punctatis, of Lin-
naeus. The flowers were formerly
used in our pharmacopoeia as an
anodyne and discutient, on account
of the great proportion of resinous
oily matter, in which the medical
efficacy of that plant is supposed to
reside, but are now omitted.

Hype'ricum perforatum. The
systematic name of the St, John's
wort. See Hypericum.
Hype'ricum saxa'tile. Hyperi-

coides. Coris lutea. Coris legitima

cretica. Bastard St. John's wort.
The seeds are said to be diuretic,

emmenagogue, and powerfully anti-

spasmodic.
Hyperi'na. (From vxep, in ex-

cess, and lvsu), to evacuate). Medi-
cines which purge excessively.

Hyperine'sis. ) See Hypercathar-
Hyperi'nos. ) sis.

Hypero'a. (From vnep, above,
and tpov, the top of a house) . The
palate.

Hyperopharynge'us. (From vtrep,

above, and cpapvyZ, the pharynx). A
muscle named from its situation

above the pharynx.
Hyperostosis. (From u7r£p,upon,

and o^eov, a bone) . See Exostosis.

Hypero'um. (From vnep, above,,

and wov, the roof, or palate). A
foramen in the upper part of the

palate.

Hyperoxymu'riates. Salts now
called chlorates.

Hyperoxymuriate of potash. Sec
Murias hyperoxygenatus potassce.

Hyperoxymu'riatic acid. This
is oxymuriatic acid combined with
an additional quantity of oxygen. It

exists in the salts called hyperoxy-
muriates.

Hypersarco'ma. (From virtp, in

excess, and aapZ, flesh). Hypersar-
cosis. A polypus in the nose. A fleshy

excrescence. A polypus.

Hypersarco'sis. See Hypersar-
coma.

Hypertro'phia. Hypertrophy.
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Excessive wasting of any part, or of

the body generally.

Hyperydro'sis. (From vntp, in

excess, and vciop, water). A great

distension of any part, from water
collected in it.

Hype'xodos. (YneZodog,: from vno,
under, and tZodog, passing out). A
flux of the belly.

Hypno'bates. (From vnvog, sleep,

and (3aivvj 9 to go). Hypnobatasis.

A somnabulist. One who walks in

his sleep. See Oneirodynia.

Hypnolo'gia. (From vnvog, sleep,

and \oyog, a discourse). A disser-

tation, or directions for the due re-

gulation of sleeping and waking.
Hypnopoie'tica. (From vnvog,

sleep, and noisio, to cause). Medi-
cines which procure sleep. See Ano-
dynes.

Hypno'tics. (From vnvog, sleep)

.

Hypnolica. See Anodynes.
Hypoje'ma. (From vno, under,

and aifia, blood ; because the blood

is under the cornea). An effusion

of red blood into the chambers of

the eye.

Hypocaro'des. (From vno, and
xapoc, a carus). Hypocarothis. One
who labours under a low degree of
carus.

Hypocatiia'rsis. (From vno,
under, and naOaipu), to purge) . It

is when a medicine does not work so

much as expected, or but very little.

Or a slight purging, when it is a dis-

order.

Hypocai/strum. (From u7ro, un-
der, and yuiLUiy to burn). A stove, or

hot-house, or any such like contri-

vance ; or place to sweat in, or to

preserve plants from cold air.

Hypocerchna'leon. (From vno
and ztnxvog, an asperity of the fau-

ces). A stridulous kind of asperity

of the fauces.

Hypociieo'menos. (From vno,
under, and x EUJ 9 to Pour ) • One who
labours under a cataract.

Hypochloro'sis, (From u7to, and
xXwpwcrie, the green sickness). A
slight degree of chlorosis.

Hypociio'ndriac re'gions. (Re-
friones hypochondriacal; from vno,
under, and xov^9°^f a cartilage).

Hypochondria. The spaces in the ab-

domen that are under the cartilages

of the spurious ribs on each side of
the epigastrium.

Hypochondriasis. (From i/7ro-

XOvdpianog, onewho is hipped) . Hy-
pochondriacus morbus. Affectio hypo-
chondriaca. Passio hypochondriaca.

The hypochondriac affection. Va-
pours, spleen, &c. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class Neuroses, and Or-
^

der Adynamics, of Cullen, characte-

rized by dyspepsia ; languor, and
want of energy ; sadness and fear,

from uncertain causes ; with a me-
lancholic temperament.

*
#* The seat of the hypochon-

driac passion is in the stomach and
bowels ; for, first these parts are dis-

ordered, then the others suffer from
the connexion.

Hypocho'ndrium. (From vno,
under, and xoi^poe, a cartilage).

That part of the body which lies

under the cartilages of the false ribs.

Hypo'chyma. (From vno, and

XW> to pour ; because the ancients

thought that the opacity proceeded
from something running under the

crystalline humour) . Hypochysis.
A cataract.

Hypoci'stis. (From vno, under,
and ki^oq, the cistus) . A plant called

by Linnaeus Asarurn hypocistis, a
parasitical plant, growing in warm
climates, from the roots of the cistus.

The juice is a mild astringent, of no
particular smell nor flavour. It is

seldom used.

Hypocle'pticum. (From vno,
under, and xXe nroy, to steal) .

—

Chym .

A vessel for separating liquors, par-
ticularly the essential oil of any ve-
getable from the water ; and thus

named because it steals, as it were,
the water from the oil.

Hypocoe'lon. (From vno, under,
and koiXov, a canty). The cavity

under the lower eye-lid.

Hypocopiio'sis. Cophosis, but in

a less degree.

Hypocra'nium. (From vno, under,
and Koavtov, the skull). A kmd of
abscess, so called because seated
under the cranium, between it and
the dura mater.
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Hypodei'ris. The extremity of

the fore-part of the neck. Jlufus

Ephesius,

Hypode'rmis. (From vno, under,

and ceppa, the skin). The cuticle

under the clitoris, which covers it

like a prepuce. The clitoris.

Hypo'desis. (From vno, under,

and Stu, to bind}. An underswathe,

or bandage.
Hypode'smus. A bandage like

the former.

Hypo'gala. (From vno, under,

and yaXa, milk ; because it is a
milk-like effusion, under the cornea).

A collection of white humour, like

milk, in the chambers of the eye.

There are two species of this disease

;

the one takes place, it is said, from
a deposition of the milk, as is some-
times observed inwomenwho suckle

;

the other from a depression of the

milky cataract.

Hypogastric a'rteries. See
Iliac arteries*

Hypogastric re'gion. Regio
hypogastrica' from viro, under, and

ya^rjp, the stomach). The region

of the abdomen that reaches from
above the pubes to within three

fingers' breadth of the navel.

Hypoga'strium. (From vno,
under, and ya^i)p, the stomach).

The lower region of the fore-part of

the abdomen.
Hypogastroce'le. (From vno-

ya^piov, the hypogastrium, and

nr/Xrj, a tumour). A tumour, or

hernia, in the hypogastric region.

Hypoglo'ssis. (From viro, under,

and yXujvaci, the tongue). The
under part of the tongue, which ad-

heres to the lower jaw.

Hypoglo'ssus. (From vno, under,

and yXuvaa, the tongue). A nerve

which goes to the under part of the

tongue.
HYroGLo'TTiDES. (From vtto,

under, and yXiorla, the tongue). A
kind of medicine to be held under

the tongue until they are dissolved.

Hypoglu'tis. (From vno, under,

and yXovrog, the nates). It is the

fleshy part under the nates towards

the thigh. Said by some to be the

flexure of the coxa, under the nates.

Hypo'mia. (From viro, under, and"
wfiog, shoulder). In Galen's Exe-
gesis, it is the part subjacent to the
shoulder.

Hypo'nomos. (From vwovo^ioq,
a phagedenic ulcer). A deep phage-
denic ulcer.

Hypope'dium. (From viro, under,
and novg, the foot). A cataplasm
for the sole of the foot.

Hypo'phora. (From vno<pepopai,
to be carried or conveyed under*
neath) . A deep fistulous ulcer.

Hypophtha'lmion. (From vtto,

under, and o<p9aXpog, the eye). The
part under the eye which is subject

to swell in a cachexy, or dropsy.

Hypo'physis. (From vtto, under,
and (pvu), to produce). A disease of
the eyelids, in which the hairs grow
so much as to irritate and offend the
pupil.

Hypo'pium. (From vno, under,
and nvov, pus ; because the pus is

under the cornea) . Hypopion. Pyosis.

Abscessm oculi. An accumulation of
a glutinous yellow fluid, like pus,

which takes place in the anterior

chamber of the aqueous humour,
and frequently also in the posterior

one, in consequence of severe, acute

ophthalmy, particularly the internal

species.
*
#* This viscid matter of the

hypopium, is commonly called pus ;

but Scarpa contends, that it is only
coagulated lymph.
The symptoms portending an ex-

travasation of coagulable lymph in

the eye, or an hypopium, are the

same as those which occur in the

highest stage of violent acute oph-
thalmy, viz. prodigious tumefaction

of the eye-lids ; the same swelling

and redness as in chemosis ; burning
heat and pain in the eye ; pains in

the eye-brow, and nape of the neck ;

fever, restlessness, aversion to the

faintest light, and a contracted state

of the pupil.

Hypori'nion. (From vno, under,
and piv, the nose) . A name for the

parts of the upper lip below the

nostrils.

Hyposa'rca. (From vno, under,

and oapZ,, flesh). Hyposer Qidios.
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Anasarca. Synonymous with Phys-
conia. See Cullen's Nos.

Hypospadias. (From u7to, under,

and a-nrau), to draw). The ter-

mination of the urethra under the

glans.

Hypospathi'smus. (From viro,

under, and G7ra9r}, a spatula). The
name of an operation formerly used

in surgery, for removing defluxions

in the eyes y thus named, from the

instrument with which it was per-

formed.
Hypospha'gma. (From vtto, under,

and <y<pa£io, to kill). Aposphagma.
Extravasation of blood in the tunica

adnata of the eye, from external

injury.

Hyposple'nia. (From viro, under,

and vir\r)v, the spleen). A small

tumour of the spleen.

Hyposta'phyle. (From viro, and
<za(f)v\r], the uvula). Relaxation of

the uvula.

Hypostasis. (From vcptTrjpt, to

subside). A sediment, as that in

urine.

Hypo'thenar. (From viro, under,

and Otvap, the palm of the hand)

.

A muscle on the inside of the hand.
Also that part of the hand which is

opposite to the palm.

Hypo'tiiesis. A system of general

rules, founded partly on fact and
partly on conjecture.
•
#* A theory explains every fact

:

an hypothesis explains only a certain

number of facts, leaving some un-
accounted for, and others in opposi-

tion to it.

Hypo'tiieton. (From u7ro, under,

and tlBtjjjIi, to put). A suppository,

or medicine introduced into the

rectum, to procure stools.

Hypo'xylon. (From vtto, and
%v\ov, wood) . A species of clavaria,

which grows under old wood.
Hypozo'ma. (From vtto, and

£(s)vvvfiai, to bind round) .; The dia-

phragm.
Hypsiglo'ssus. (From vxpikoetctQ,

the hypsiloid bone, and yXtuaaa, the
tongue). A muscle named from its

origin in the os hyoides, and its in-

sertion in the tongue.

Hypsiloi'des. A name of the Os

Hyoides; also of the Basioglossus

muscle. See Hyoglossus,

Hyptia'smos. (From v7r1ta(oj, to

lie with the face upwards) . A supine

decubiture, or nausea with inclination

to vomit.

Hypu'lus. (From vtto, under,
and ovXrj, a cicatrix). An ulcer un-
der a cicatrix.

Hyssop. See Hyssopus,
Hyssop, hedge. See Gratiola.

HYSSOPrTES. (From vaaujirGQ,

hyssop). Wine impregnated with
hyssop.

Hysso'pus. (Yaau)7rog: from Azob,
Heb.)—1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnsean system

:

Class, Didynamia; Order, Gymnos"
permia. Hyssop.—2. The pharma-
copceial name of the common hys-
sop. Hyssopus officinalis: spicis &e-

cundis,foliis lanceolatis, of Linnaeus.
*
#* Hyssop is esteemed aromatic

and stimulant, but is chiefly em-
ployed as a pectoral, and has long
been thought useful in humoral
asthma, coughs, and catarrhal affec-

tions : for this purpose, an infusion

of the leaves, sweetened with honey
or sugar, is recommended to be
drank as tea.

Hysso'pus capita'ta. Wild thyme.
Hysso'pus officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the common hyssop.

See Hyssopus.

Hy'stera. (From vrepog, behind ;

so called, because it is placed behind
the other parts). The uterus, or
womb.

Hystera'lgia. (From v^epa, the

womb, and aXyog, pain). A pain

in the womb.
Hyste'ria. (From v^epa, the

womb, from which the disease was
supposed to arise). Passio hysterica.

Hysterics. Dr. Cullen places this

disease in the Class Neuroses, and
Order Spasmi. There are four spe-

cies.—1. Hysteria chlorotica; from a
retention of the menses.—2. Hyste-
ria a iGucorrhosa ; from a fluor albus.

—3. Hysteria a menorrhagia ; from
an immoderate flow of the menses.—4." Hysteria libidinosu; from sen-

sual desires.

*** The complaint appears under
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such various shapes, imitates so

many other diseases, and is attended
with such a variety of symptoms,
which denote the animal and vital

functions to be considerably disor-

dered, that it is difficult to give a
just character or definition of it; and
it is only by taking an assemblage of
all its appearances, that we can con-
vey a proper idea of it to others.

Hysteric affections occur more
frequently in the single state of life

than in the married ; and that most
usually between the age of puberty
and that of thirty-five years ; and
they make their attack oftener about
the period of menstruation than at

any other. They are readily excited

in those who are subject to them, by
passions of the mind, and by every
considerable emotion, especiallywhen
brought on by surprise : hence, sud-
den joy, grief, foar, &c. are very
apt to occasion them. They have
also been known to ari§e from imi-

tation and sympathy.
Women of a delicate habit, and

whose nervous system is extremely
sensible, are those who are most
subject to hysteric affections ; and
the habit which predisposes to their

attacks, is acquired by inactivity

and a sedentary life, grief, anxiety

of mind, a suppression or obstruc-

tion of the menstrual flux, excessive

evacuations, and a constant use of a

low diet, or of crude unwholesome
food.

Hyste'ria chloro'tica. Hysterics

from obstructed menses. See Hys-
teria.

Hvstf/ria febrico'sa. A tertian

fever, with spasms and convulsions.

Hyste'ria a leucorrh^'a. Hys-
terics from fluor albus. See Hys-
teria.

Hyste'ria libidino'sa. Nympho-
mania, or female libidinous propen-

sity. See Hysteria.

Hyste'ria a menorriia'gia. Hys-
terics from profuse menses. See
Hysteria.

Hysteria'lges. (From v?epa,the
womb, and aX-yog, pain). An epithet

for any thing that excites pain in the

uterus. Hippocrates applies this word

to vinegar ; and others signify by it

the pains which resemble labour-
pains, generally called false pains.

Hysteri'tis. (From v^spa, the

womb) . Metritis. Inflammation of
the womb. A genus of disease in

the Class Pyrexia? , and Order Phleg-
masia3 , of Cullen ; characterized by
pyrexia, heat, tension, tumour, and
pain in the region of the womb

;

pain in the os uteri when touched,
and vomiting.

*** Inflammation of the womb is

sometimes perfectly distinct, but is

more frequently communicated to

the peritoneum, Fallopian tabes, and
ovaria ; and having once begun, the

natural functions of the organ be-

came much disturbed, which greatly

adds to the disease. It is oftener

met with in women of a robust and
plethoric habit than in those of lax

fibres and a delicate constitution^

particularly where they have indulged

freely in food of a heating nature,

and in the use of spirituous liquors.

It never prevails as an epidemic,

like puerperal fever, for which it has

probably often been mistaken ; and
to this we may with some reason

ascribe the difference in the mode of

treating the disease which has taken

place among physicians.

It is a singular, but well ascer-

tained fact, that the spleen, from
some unknown cause, is peculiarly

apt to sympathize with the action of

the womb, and at times, to run into

an equal degree of inflammation,

suppuration, or even gangrene ; and
especially in females of a high ner-

vous temperament. And so common
is this fellowship of action, that most
of the cases of diseased spleen re-

lated by Morgagni, are accompanied
with an account of some mischief

existing in the womb or its appen-

dages. It is, however, to Mr. Gas-
tellier, of the Hospice de la Mater-
nite, at Paris, that we are chiefly

indebted for a knowledge of this pe-

culiar sympathy, and especially in

the case of uterine inflammation

after child-birth.—See Dr. Ley's

Case, in Med. Trans, of the Coll*

vol. v. art, xx.
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Hysteroce'le. (From v^tpa, the

womb, and xi)\t], a tumour). Her-
nia of the womb ; occasioned by vio-

lent muscular efforts, by blows on
the abdomen at the time of gesta-

tion, and also by wounds and ab-

scesses of the abdomen which permit

the uterus to dilate the part.
*
#* A case is related by Ruysch,

of a woman, who, becoming preg-

nant after an ulcer had been healed

in the lower part of the abdomen,
the tumid uterus descended into a
dilated sac of the peritoneum in that

weakened part, till it hung, with the

included foetus, at her knees. Yet,

when her full time was come, the

midwife reduced this wonderful her-

nia, and, in a natural way, she was
safely delivered of a male child.

Hysterocy'sticls. (From wrspa,
the womb, and kv^ic, the bladder).

Applied to a suppression of urine
from the pressure of the uterus

against the neck of the bladder.

Hy'steron. (From vzepoc, after-

wards ; so named, because it comes
immediately after the foetus) . The
placenta, or after-burden.

Hysterophy'sa. (From v^tpa,
the womb, and ^txra, flatus). The
womb distended with air.

Hysteropto'sis. (From v-epa,
the womb, and Tmrlo), to fall). A
bearing down of the womb.
Hysterotomy. (From vrspa, the

womb, and rsfivu), to cut). See
Ccesarian operation.

Hystrici'asis. (From v?pi% 9 a
hedge-hog, or porcupine). A disease

of the hairs, in which they stand

erect, like porcupine-quills.
*** A description of this rare dis-

ease is to be seen in the Philosophi-

cal Transactions, No. 424.

Hy'stricis la'pis. See Bezoar hys-

tricis.

Hystri'tis. See Hysteritis.

I.

iatralei'ptes. (From tctTpoe, a
physician, and a.\£i<pu), to anoint).

Those who pretend to cure disorders
by means of external unction and
friction. Galen mentions such in his

time, particularly one Diotas ; and
Pliny informs us, that this practice
was first introduced by Prodicus of
Selymbria, who was a disciple of
^sculapius.

Iatrochy'micus. (From tarpoc,
a physician, and xvA"a > chymistry)

.

Chymiatcr. A chymical physician,
who cures by means of chymical
medicines.

I/troli'ptice. (From larpog, a
physician, and aXti^w, to anoint).
The method of curing diseases by
unction and friction.

Iatrophy'sicus. (From ia.Tpoc,

a physician, and <pv<ng, nature). Ap-
plied to some writings which treat of
physical subjects with relation to
medicine.

Ibe'ris. (From Iberia, the place

of its natural growth).— 1. A genus
of plants in the Linnsean system :

Class, Tetradynamia ; Order, Sili-

culosa.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the Sciatica cresses. See Lepidium
ibcris.

Ibira'ce. See Guaiacum.
Ibirs/um. A wild species of li-

quorice found in Brasil.

1'bira pita'nga. Logwood.
I'bis. Ipig was a bird much like

our kingsfisher, noticed by the Egyp-
tians, because, when it was sick, it

used to inject with its long bill the

water of the Nile into its fundament,
whence Langius, (lib. ii. ep. ii.)

says the origin of the use of clysters.

Ibi'scus. (From i/3ic, the stork,

who was said to chew it and inject it

as a clyster). Marshmallow.
Ibi'xuma. (From iGiciiog, the

mallow, and t£o£, glue ; so named
from its having a glutinous leaf, like
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the mallow.) The soap-tree, or

Saponaria arbor.

Ice. Glades, Water made solid

by the application of cold. Applied
frequently by surgeons to resolve

external inflammatory diseases.

I'chor. (I%W(o). A thin, aqueous,

and acrid discharge.

1'cthya. (IxQva, a fish-hook

;

from ix0v£) a nsh) . The skin of the

Squatina, or monk-fish : also the

name of an instrument like a fish-,

hook, for extracting the foetus.

Ichthyoco'lla. (From i%0uc, a

fish , and xo\\a ,
glue) . Collapiscium.

Isinglass. Fish-glue. A substance,

partly gelatinous, partly lymphatic,

prepared by rolling up the air-bladder

cf the Acipenser sturio of Linnaeus,

&c. and drying it in the air, after it

has been twisted into the form of a

short cord, as we receive it. It af-

fords a viscid jelly, by ebullition in

water, used in medicine as an emol-
lient in disorders of the throat, in-

testines, &c.
Ichthyosis. (From i%0va, the

scale of a fish ; from the resemblance
of the scales to those of a fish) . A
genus of disease of the second order

of Dr. WMan's diseases of the skin.
*
#* The characteristic of ich-

thyosis is a permanently harsh, dry,

scaly, and, in some cases, almost

horny texture of the integuments of

the body, unconnected with internal

disorders. Psoriasis and Lepra differ

from this affection, in being but par-

tially diffused, and in having deci-

duous scales. The arrangement and
distribution of the scales in ichthyo-

sis are peculiar. Above and below
the olecranon on the arm, says Dr.

Willan, and in a similar situation

with respect to the patella on the

thigh and leg, they are small, round-
ed, prominent, or papillary, and of

a black colour; some of the scaly

papillee have a short, narrow neck,

and broad irregular tops. On some
part of the extremities, and on the

trunk of the body, the scales are

flat and large, often placed like tiling,

or in the same order as scales on
the back of a fish ; but, in a few

cases, they have appeared separate,

being intersected by whitish furrows.
There is usually in this complaint a
dryness and roughness of the soles

of the feet ; sometimes a thickened
and brittle state of the skin in the

palms of the hands, with large pain-
ful fissures, and, on the face, an ap-
pearance of the scurf rather than of
scales. The inner part of the wrists,

the hams, the inside of the elbow,
the furrow along the spine, the inner

and upper part of the thigh, are per-

haps the only portions of the skin

always exempt from the scaliness.

Patients affected with ichthyosis

are occasionally much harassed with
inflamed pustules, or with large pain-

ful boils on different parts of the

body : it is also remarkable, that

they never seem to have the least

perspiration or moisture of the skin.

This disease did not, in any case,

appear to Dr. Willan to have been
transmitted hereditarily ; nor was
more than one child from the same
parents affected with it. Dr. Willan
never met with an instance of the

horny rigidity of the integuments,

Ichthyosis cornea, impeding the mo-
tion of the muscles or joints. It is,

however, mentioned by authors as

affecting the lips, prepuce, toes,

fingers, &c. and sometimes as ex-

tending over nearly the whole body.
Icteri'tia. (From icterus, the

jaundice.) An eruption of yellowish

spots. Also a yellow discoloration

of the skin, without fevers.

I'cterus. (Named from its like-

ness to the plumage of the golden

thrush, of which Pliny relates, that

if a jaundiced person looks on one,

the bird dies, and the patient reco-

vers) . Morbus arcuatus, or arquatus,

Aurigo, Morbus regius. Morbus le-

seoli. The jaundice. A genus of

disease in the Class Cachexia!, and
Order Jmpetigines, of Cullen ; cha-

racterized by yellowness of the skin

and eyes ; fajces white, and urine of

a high colour. There are six spe-

cies.—1. Icterus calculosus, acute pain

in the epigastric region, increasing

after eating ;
gall-stones pass by

stool.—2. Icterus spasmodicus, with-

out pain after spasmodic diseases and
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passions of the mind.—3. Icterus mu-
cosus, without either pain, gall-stones,

or spasm, and relieved by the dis-

charge of tough phlegm by stool.

—

4. Icterus hepaticus, from an indura-

tion in the liver.—5. Icterus gravida-

rum, from pregnancy, and disappear-

ing after delivery.—> 6. Icterus infan-

tum, of infants.

%* Jaundice takes place most
usually in consequence of an inter-

rupted excretion of bile, from an

obstruction in the ductus communis
choledochus, which occasions its ab-

sorption into the blood-vessels. In

some cases it may, however, be owing
to a redundant secretion of the bile.

I'cterus a'lbus. The white jaun-

dice. Chlorosis, or green-sickness,

is sometimes thus called.

I'ctus. A stroke, or blow. Hence
ictus solis, means a stroke of the sun,

or that affection which takes place

from too great an influence of the

sun's heat. It signifies also the pul-

sation of an artery, and the sting of

a bee, or other insect.

Id^e'us. (From Idrj, a mountain
in Phrygia, their native place) . A
name of the peony, and black-berry.

Idiocra'sia. See Idio&yncrasia.

Idiopathic. (Idiopathicus ; from
iSioq, peculiar, and 7ra9og, an affec-

tion) . A disease not depending on
any other, in which respect it is op-
posed to a symptomatic disease,which
is dependent on another.

IDIOSY'NCRAS Y. (Idiosyncrasia

;

from ifaoc,, peculiar, aw, with, and
itpactc, a temperament). A peculia-

rity of constitution, in which a per-
son is affected by certain agents,
which, if applied to a hundred other
persons, would produce no effect

:

e, g. some people cannot see a finger

bleed without fainting; and thus vio-

lent inflammation is induced on the
skin of some persons, by substances
that are perfectly innocent to others.

Idiotro'pia. (From idiog, pecu-
liar, and Tpnrio, to turn). The
same as Idiosyncrasia,

Igna'tia ama'ra. The systematic
name of the plant which affords St.

Ignatius's bean. Faba Indica. Faba
tancti ignatii. Fabafebrifuga, They

have a very bitter taste, and no con-
siderable smell. They are said to

be used in the Philippine islands in

all diseases, acting as an emetic and
purgative. Infusions of it are given

in the cure of intermittents, &c.

Igna'tii fa'ba.") See Ignatia

Ignatius'sbeaji.y amara.
1'gnis ca'lidus. A hot fire : some

call gangrene by this name : also a
violent inflammation, on the point

of degenerating into a gangrene.

I'gnis fatu'us. A luminous ap-

pearance or flame, frequently seen

in the night in different country
places, and called in England Jack
with a Lantern, or Will with the Wisp.
It seems to be mostly occasioned by
the extrication of phosphorus from
rotting leaves and other vegetable

matters. It is probable that the

motionless ignesfatui of Italy, which
are seen nightly on the same spot,

are produced by the slow combus-
tion of sulphur, emitted through
clefts and apertures in the soil of
that volcanic country.

I'gnis fri'gidus. A cold fire.

Sphacelus hath been thus called,

because the parts that are so affected

become as cold as the surrounding
air.

I'gnis pe'rsicus. A name given

to erysipelas ; also a carbuncle.

I'gnis ro't^. Fire for fusion.

Thus, when a vessel containing mat-
ter for fusion is surrounded with live

or red hot coals.

I'gnis sa'cer. A name of erysi-

pelas, and of a species of Herpes.

I'gnis sapie'ntium. The heat of
horse-dung.

1'gnis sylvaticus.1 Names of the
I'gnis vola'grius. j Impetigo.

1'gnis vola'ticls. See Erysipelas.
Tkan ra'dix. A somewhat oval,

oblong, compressed root, brought
from China. It is extremely rare,

and would appear to be the root of
some of the orchis tribe.

I'laphis. Burdoch. Myrepsus.
I'lech. A first principle. Paracel.
Ilei'dos. In the Spagyric lan-

guage it is the elementary air.

I'leon crue'ntum. Described by
Hippocrates in lib. De Intern. Affect.

LI
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%* In this disease, as well as in

the scurvy, the breath is fetid, the

gums recede from the teeth, he-
morrhages of the nose happen, and
sometimes there are ulcers in the
legs, but the patient can move about
his business very well.

1'leum. (From tiXeu, to turn
about; from its convolutions) . Ileum
intestinum. The last portion of the

small intestines, terminating at the
valve of the caecum. See Intestines,

Flex. (The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Tetrandria; Order,Tetragynia) . The
holly. The two following species

possess medicinal properties.

Flex aquifo'lium. The syste-

matic name of the common holly.

Aquifolium. The leaves of this plant,

Ilex aquifolium: foliis ovatis, acutis,

spinosis, of Linnaeus, havebeen known
to cure intermittent fevers ; and an
infusion of the leaves, drank as tea,

is said to be a preventive against the

gout.

I'lex ca'ssine. Cassina. This tree

grows in Carolina ; the leaves re-

semble those of senna, blackish when
dried, with a bitter taste, and aro-

matic smell. They are considered as

stomachic and stimulant, sometimes
used as expectorants ; and when
fresh, are emetic.

I'lia. (The plural of lie, eiXij).

The flanks, or that part in which
are enclosed the small intestines

:

also the small intestines.

1'liac a'rteries. Arteries iliaca?.

The arteries, so called, are formed
bv the bifurcation of the aorta, near

the last lumbar vertebra. They are

divided into internal and external.

The interned iliac, also called the

hypagastric artery, is distributed in

the foetus into six, and in the adult

into five branches, which are divided

about the pelvis, viz. the little iliac,

the gluteal, the ischiatic, the pudical,

and the obturatory ; and in the foe-

tus the umbilical. The external iliac

proceeds out of the pelvis, through
Voupart's ligament, to form the fe-

moral artery.

I'LIAC TA'sSION. (ElA60C, iXtOQ,

tikiioc, is described as a kind of ner-

vous colic, whose seat is the ilium).
Passio iliaca. Volvulus. Miserere
met. Convolvulus. Chordapsus. Tor-
mentum. A violent vomiting, in
which the faecal portion of the food
is voided by the mouth. See Colica.

I'liac region. The side of the
abdomen, between the ribs and the
hips.

Ili'acus inte'rnus. Iliacus of
Winslow. Iliaco trachanten of Du-
mas. A thick, broad, and radiated
muscle, situated in the pelvis, upon
the inner surface of the ilium. It

serves to assist the psoas magnus in
bending the thigh, and in bringing it

directly forwards.

Ili'adum. Iliadus. The first mat-
ter of all things, consisting of mer-
cury, salt, and sulphur. The three
principles of Paracelsus. His iliadus

is also a mineral spirit, contained in

every element, and is the supposed
cause of diseases.

Ilia'ster. The occult virtue of
nature, whence all things have their

increase .

—

Paracel.

Ili'ngos. (iXiyyoc: from tXtyg, a
vortex). Vertigo, in which all things
appear to turn round, and the eyes
grow dim.

Ili'scus. Madness caused by love.

>—Avicen?ia.

1'litjm os. (From ilia, the small
intestines ; so named, because it sup-
ports the ilia) . The haunch bone.
The superior portion of the os inno-
minatum, which, in the foetus, is a
distinct bone. See Innominatum os.

Ille'cebra. (From eiXsot, to turn;

because its leaves resemble worms).
See Sedum acfe.

Illi'cium. (Illicium, ab illicieiido,

denoting an enticing plant, from its

being very fragrant and aromatic) . A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Polyandria ; Order, Po-
lygym a.

Illi'cium anisa'tum. Yellow-flow-
ered aniseed-tree. The systematic

name of the plant, the seeds of which
are called the star aniseed. Anisum
stellatum. Anisum sinciise. Semen
badian ; used with the same intention

as those of the Pimpinella anisum :

supposed also to furnish the aro-
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matlc bark called vortex anisi stel-

lati, or cortex lavola.

Illo'sis. (From iWog, the eye).

Distortion of the eyes.

Illutame'ntum. An ancient form

of an external medicine, like the Ce-

roma, with which the limbs of wrest-

lers, and others delighting in like

exercises, were rubbed, especially

after bathing ; an account of which

may be met with in Bactius Dc
Thermis.

Illuta'tio. (From in and latum,

mud). Illutation. A besmearing any

part of the body with mud, and re-

newing it as it grows dry, with a view

pfhealing,drying, and discussing. This

was chiefly done with the mud found

at the bottom of mineral springs.

I'llys. (From iWog, the eye). A
person who squints, or with distorted

eyes.

I'lys. (From i\vg, mud) . The dregs

of wine. Also an epithet for sedi-

ment in stools, resembling the faeces

of wine ; also the sediment in urine,

when it resembles the same.

Imbeci'llitas oculo'rlm. Celsus

speaks of the Nyctalopia by this name.
Imbibi'tio. (From imbibere, to re-

ceive into) .

—

Chym. A kind of coho-
bation, when the liquor ascends and
descends upon a solid substance, till

it is fixed therewith.

Imme'rsus. A term given by Rar-
tholine, and some other anatomists,
to the Subscapulars muscle, because
it is hidden, or, as it were, sunk.

Impa'tiens. (From in, not, and
pati, to suffer, because its leaves
recede from the hand with a crackling
noise, as impatient of the touch). A
species of persicaria.

Imperato'ria. (From imperare,
to overcome ; because its leaves ex-
tend and overwhelm the lesser herbs
which grow near it).— 1. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system: Class, Pentandria; Order,
Monogynia.—2. The pharmacopceial
name of the Imperatoria ostruthium
of Linnaeus ; which see.

Impe'ratoria ostru'thium. The
systematic name of the master-wort.
Imperatoria. Magistrantia. At pre-
sent, it is considered merely as an

aromatic, consequently it is super-

seded by many of that class which
possess superior qualities.

Imperforate hy'men. SeeHymen.
Impeti'gines. (The plural of im-

pefigo ; from impetere, to invade, at-

tack, &c.) An Order in the Class

Cachexia?, of Cullen, the genera of

which are characterized by cachexia,

deforming the external parts of the

body with tumours, eruptions, &c.
Impeti'go. This affection, as de»

scribed by authors, is a disease in

which several red, hard, dry, pru-
rient spots arise in the face and neck,
and sometimes all over the body,
and disappear by furfuraceous or ten-

der scales.

Tmpia he'rba. (From in, not, and
pins, good ; because it grows only on
barren ground). A name given to

cudweed.
Implica'ted. Celsus, Scribonius,

and some others, call those parts of
physic so, which have a necessary

dependence on one another ; but the
term has been more significantly ap-
plied, by Bellini, to fevers, where
two at a time afflict a person, either

of the same kind, as a double ter-

tian ; or, of different kinds, as an in-

termittent tertian, and a quotidian,

called a Semitertian.

Implu'vium. (From impluere, to

shower upon). The shower-bath. An
embrocation.

Impregnation. See Conception

and Generation.

Inanition. (From inanire, to

empty. Applied to the body, it means
evacuation ; applied to the mind, it

means a defect of its powers.
Incanta'tion. Incantatio. Jncan*

tamentum. A way of curing diseases

by charms, defended by Paracelsus,

Helmont, and some other chymicai
enthusiasts.

Incarceration.—Surg. Applied
to cases of hernia in the same sense
as strangulation ; although, accord-
ing to Professor Scarpa, (Traite des

Hernies, p. 251) , an incarcerated, and
a strangulated hernia, do not im-
ply exactly the same thing. In the
first case, he observes, the course of
the intestinal matter is interrupted

L12
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without any considerable impairment
of texture, or vitality of the bowel.

On the contrary, in the strangulated

hernia, besides the obstruction to the

course of the faecal matter, there is

organic injury of the coats of the in-

testines, with loss of its vitality. The
bowel that is merely incarcerated,

resumes its functions immediately it

is replaced within the abdomen;
while that which is truly strangu-

lated, never returns to its natural state.

Ince'ndium. (From incendere, to

burn). A burning fever, or some-
times any burning heat.

Ince'nsio. The same as Incendi-

mn. Also an hot inflammatory tu-

mour.
Incerni'culum. From incernere,

to sift). A strainer, or sieve. Anat,
A name for the pelvis of the kidney,

from its office as a strainer.

Incide'ntia. (From incidere, to

cut). Alterantia. Medicines suppos-

ed to cut viscid humours.
*^* Medicines were formerly so

called, which consist of pointed and
sharp particles, as acids, and most
salts, which are said to incide or cut

the phlegm, when they break it so

as to occasion its discharge.

Incinera'tion. (From incinerare,

to reduce to ashes) . The reducing

of any thing to ashes by fire. The
combustion of vegetable or animal

substances, for the purpose of ob-

taining their ashes or fixed residue.

Incisi'vus infe'rior. See Leva-

tor labii inferioris.

Incisi'vus latera'lis. See Leva-

tor labii superioris ala>que nasi.

Incisi'vus me'dius. See Depressor

labii superioris ulaque nasi.

Inciso'rium, (From incidere, to

cut). A table whereon a patient is

laid for an operation.

Inciso'rium fora'men. A name
of the foramen, which lies behind the

dentes incisores of the upper jaw.

Inci'sors. (From incidere, to cut,

from their use in cutting the food).

Deniedineisorm. The four front teeth

of both jaws are so called, because

they cut the food. See Teeth.

\'\( onti'nfnce of u'rim:. See

/ ', i(te9
incontinence "/.

Incontinentia. (From in, and
continere, to contain). Inability to
retain the natural evacuations.

Incrassa'ntia. (From incrassare,

to make thick) . Incrassants. Medi-
cines thickening the fluids.

I'ncubus. (From incubare, to lie

upon ; because the patient fancies

that something lies upon his chest)

.

See Night-mare, and Oneirodynia,

1'ncus, -udis, f. (A smith's an-
vil, from incudere, to smite upon

;

so named from its likeness in shape
to an anvil) . The largest and strong-

est of the bones of the ear in the

tympanum.
I'ndex, -ids, c. g. (From indicare,

to point out ; because it is generally

used for such purposes). The fore-

finger, or index.

Indian arrow-root. See Maranta,
Indian cress. See Tropceolum ma*

jus.

Indian date-plum. The fruit

of the Diospyrus lotus of Linnaeus.

When ripe, it has an agreeable taste,

and is very nutritious.

Indian leaf. See Laurus Cassia,

Indian pink. See Spigelia.

Indian rubber. The substance

known by the names Indian rubber,

Elastic gum, Cayenne resin, Caut-

chuc, and by the French, Caout-

chouc, is prepared from the juice of

the Siphonia elastica ;—foliis terna-

tis, ellipticis, \7itegerrimis, sabtis canis

longe petiolatis. Suppl. plant.

%* Indian rubber may be subject-

ed to the action of some of the most
powerful menstrua, without suffer-

ing the least change, while its pli-

ability and elasticity are eminently

peculiar to itself. Its proper men-
struum is known to some persons in

England, who keep it a profound se-

cret, and prepare the gum into beau-

tiful catheters, bougies, syringes,

pessaries, &c.
Indian wheat. Sec Zea mays.

India'na ra'dix. Ipeeacuhana.

I'ndica camo'tes. Potatoes.

1'ndicans. Indicant. The proxi-

mate cause of a disease, or that from
which the indication is drawn.

Indica'ting days, arc the same M
critical days.
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Indication. (From indicare, to

show). An indication is that which

demonstrates in a disease what ought

to be done. It is three-fold : pre-

servative, which preserves health
;

curative, which expels a present dis-

ease ; and vital, which respects the

powers and reasons of diet. The
scope from which indications are

taken, or determined, is compre-
hended in the following distich i

Ars, aetas, regio, complcxio,

virtus,

Mos et symptoma, repletio, tempus

et usus.

Indica'tor. (From indicare, to

point ; so named from its office of

extending the index, or fore-finger).

Extensor indicts of Cowper. Exten-
secundi internodii indicts proprius,

culgo indicator of Douglas ; and Cu-
hito-sus yhalangettien de Vindix of

Dumas. An extensor muscle of the

fore-finger, situated chiefly on the low-

er and posterior part of the fore-arm.

I'ndicum li'gni m. Logwood.
1'ndicus. Sweet and bitter costus.

I'ndicus mo'rbus. The venereal

disease.

INDIGENOUS. (Morbus indigcnus,

indigena ab indu
y

i. e. in et geno, i. e.

gignere, to beget). Applied to dis-

eases peculiar to any country.

I'ndigo. A blue colouring matter
extracted from a plant called anil, or
the Indian plant.

Indura'ntia. (From indurarc, to

harden). Medicines which harden.
Indi/sium. (From induere, to put

on). A shirt. Also the name of the
amnios, from its covering the foetus

like a shirt.

-Ine'sis. (From iy£o>, to evacuate).
Jnethus. An evacuation of the hu-
mours.

Inff/ction. This is designated a
febrific agent, produced by the de-
composition of animal and vegetable
substances. It usually exists in the
state of n gas or miasm, and, in this

form, occurs in filthy houses, ships,

jails, hospitals, and cities ; and also

in marshes, and fenny and low dis-

tricts of country.

%* Under the denomination of
marsh or paludal miasmata, exha-

lations of the soil, vegeto-animal

effluvium, malaria, human effluvia,

febrile and putrid contagion, its va-

rious specific effects are detailed in

the works of practical writers.—The
infectious miasms are considered as

arising from decomposing animal

and vegetable substances ; first, be-

cause some of these always exist in

the localities where they originate ;

and, secondly, because there is no
evidence that any other species of

matter is capable of producing them.
— See Elements of the Etiology, &c

.

of Epidemics, by Dr. Joseph Mather
Smith, p. 43 ;— Culleii's Practice of
Physic, b. i. ch. iv. § 97 ;— Lassis,

Recherches sur les Veritables Causes

des Maladies Epidemiques appellees

Typhus, ou dc. la non Contagioji des

Maladies, &c. 8vo. Paris, 1313 ;

—

Maclean s Results of an Investigation

respecting Epidemic and Pestilential

Diseases, &.C.

Infe'rnal. A name given to ii

caustic, lapis infernalis, from its

strong burning property.

Infibula'tio. (From infibnlarc,

to button together). An impediment
to the retraction of the prepuce.

I nfla'.m mable. Chymists distin-

guish by this term, such bodies of the

mineral kingdom only as burn with

facility, and flame in an increased

temperature.

Inflammation. (From inflam-

mare, to burn). Phlogosis. 'Phleg-

masia. A genus of disease in the

Class Pyrexia;, and Order Phlegma-
sia, of Cullen, characterized by heat,

pain, redness, with more or less of

tumefaction and fever.

*** Inflammation is divided into

two species, viz. phlegmonous and
erysipelatous.—Besides this division,

inflammation is either acute or chro-

nic, local or general, simple or com-
plicated with other diseases. Phleg-
monous inflammation is known by
its bright red colour, tension, heat,

and a circumscribed, throbbing, pain-

ful tumefaction of the part ; tending

to suppuration. Phlegmon is gene-
rally used to denote an inflammatory
tumour, situated in the skin, or cel-

lular membrane. When the same
L13
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disease affects the viscera, it is usual-
ly called phlegmonous inflamma-
tion. Erysipelatous inflammation is

considered as an inflammation of a
dull red colour, vanishing upon pres-
sure, spreading unequally, with a
burning pain, the tumour scarcely
perceptible, ending in vesicles, or
desquamation. This species of in-

flammation admits of a division into

erythema, when there is merely an
affection of the skin, with very little

of the whole system ; and erysipelas,

when there is general affection of the
system.

The fever attending erysipelatous

inflammation is generally synochus,
or typhus, excepting when it affects

very vigorous habits, and then it

may be synochia. The fever attend-

ing phlegmonous inflammation is al-

most always synochia. Persons in the

prime of life, and in full vigour,

with a plethoric habit of body, are

most liable to the attacks of phleg-
monous inflammation ; whereas,those
advanced in years, and those of a
weak habit of body, irritable and
lean, are most apt to be attacked
with erysipelatous inflammation.

Phlegmonous inflammation termi-

nates in resolution, suppuration, gan-
grene, and schirrus, or induration.

—

Erythematous inflammation termi-

nates in resolution, suppuration, or
gangrene.

The symptoms of inflammation are

accounted for in the following way :

—

The redness arises from the dilatation

of the small vessels, which become
sufficiently large to admit the red par-

ticles in large quantities ; it appears
also to occur, in some cases, from the

generation ofnew vessels. The swell-

ing is caused by the dilatation of the

vessels, the plethoric state of the ar-

teries and veins, the exudation of coa-

gulable lymph into the interstices of

the cellular membrane, and the in-

terruption of absorption.

Relative to the augmentation of

heat, as the thermometer denotes

very little increase of temperature, it

appears to be accounted for from the

increased sensibility of the nerves,

which convey false impressions to

the sensorium. The pain is occa-
sioned by a deviation from the natu-
ral state of the parts, and the un-
usual condition into which the nerves
are thrown. The throbbing depends
on the increased action of the arte-
ries.

—

Hunter.
Blood taken from a person labour-

ing under active inflammation, ex-
hibits a yellowish white crust on the
surface ; this is denominated the
buffy coriaceous, or inflammatory
coat. This consists of a layer of
coagulable lymph, almost destitute

of red particles. Blood, in this state,

is often termed sizy. The colouring
part of the blood is its heaviest con-
stituent : and, as the blood of a per-
son labouring under inflammation
is longer coagulating than healthy
blood, it is supposed that the red
particles have an opportunity to de-
scend to a considerable depth from
the surface before they become en-
tangled. The buffy coat of blood is

generally the best criterion of in-

flammation ; there are a few ano-
malous constitutions in which this

state of blood is always found ; but
these are rare.

The occasional and exciting causes

of inflammation are very numerous ;

they, however, may generally be
classed under external violence, pro-
duced either by mechanical or chy-
mical irritation, changes of tempe-
rature, and stimulating foods. Fever
often seems to be a remote cause ; the

inflammation thus produced is ge-

nerally considered as critical. Spon-
taneous inflammation sometimes oc-

curs when no perceptible cause can
be assigned for its production. Scro-

fula and syphilis may be considered

as exciting causes of inflammation.

The proximate cause has been the

subject of much dispute. Galen con-

sidered phlegmon to be produced by
a superabundance of the sanguineus

humor. Boerhaave referred the proxi-

mate cause to an obstruction in the

small vessels, occasioned by a vis-

cosity or lentor of the blood. Cullen

and others attributed it rather to an
affection of the vessels than a change
of the fluids. At the present period,
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however, the proximate cause is ge-

nerally considered to be a morbid
dilatation, and increased action of

such arteries as lead and are distri-

buted to the inflamed part.

The susceptibility of the body for

inflammation is of two kinds ; one

original, constituting a part of the

animal economy, and beyond the

reach of human investigation ; the

other acquired from the influence of

climates, habits of life, and state of

mind over the constitution. The
first kind of susceptibility, being in-

nate, cannot be diminished by art

;

the second may be lessened by the

mere avoidance of the particular

causes upon which it depends. In-

flammation may, with great pro-

priety, be divided into healthy and
unhealthy. Of the first there can
only be one kind, though divisible

into different stages ; of the second

there must be an infinite number of

species, according to the peculiarities

of different constitutions, and the

nature of diseases, which are num-
berless. Another general division is

into common and specific inflamma-
tion ; the latter term implying, that

the affection has something strongly

marked about it, rendering it in

some degree independent of such cir-

cumstances as would controul and
regulate the progress of common in-

flammation. Such are venereal, va-

riolous, vaccine, erysipelatous, gouty
and rheumatic inflammations, &c.

Inflammation may also be divided

into the acute and chronic. This
division of the subject is one of the

most ancient, and seems to have
obtained the sanction of all the best

surgical writers. Healthy inflam-

mation is invariably quick in its pro-

gress, on which account it must
always class as an acute species of
the affection. There are, however,
numerous kinds of inflammations,

controuled by a diseased principle,

which are quick in their progress,

consequently are to be considered

as acute. Chronic inflammation is

always accompanied by diseased

action. Acute inflammation usually

goes through its various stages with

great rapidity, while the chronic is

exceedingly slow in its progress; and

is either the result of acute inflam-

mation, or owing to a peculiar state

of the constitution : that, for in-

stance, which occurs in persons who
have lived intempcrately, become
chronic, and obstinately so. One of

the best examples of acute inflam-

mation terminating in chronic, is

observable in ophthalmia; and in the

gleet succeeding to gonorrhoea, where
we are under the necessity of stimu-

lating by injections or otherwise, and
thus apparently to occasion the re-

turn of that action which we had
before destroyed. This reproduced

action or inflammation, however, i3

widely different from that which first

existed ; as that created by injec-

tions, &c. is a healthy, whilst that

which preceded was poisonous in-

flammation.—On this subject consult

John Hunter on the Bloody Inflam-
mation, &c. 4to. Lond. 1794 ;

—

Burns* Dissertations, 8vo. Glasgow,
1800 ;

—

Thompson s Lectures on In-

flammation, Edinb. 1813 ;

—

James
Wilson, Lectures on the Blood, and
on the Anatomy, Physiology, and
Surgical Pathology of the Vascular

System, 8vo. Lond. 1819 ;

—

C. Has-
tings, Treatise on Inflammation rf
the Mucus Membrane of the Lungs y

&c. 8vo. Lond. 1821;

—

Wilson,
Philip, on Febrile Diseases, part ii.

Introduction, ed. 3 ;

—

And an Ex-
perimental Inquiry into the Laws of
the Vital Functions, 8vo. Lond.—

-

Parry 's Elements of Pathology and
Therapeutics, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1815 ;

•—Also an Experimental Inquiry into

the Nature of the Arterial Pulse, 8ve*

Lond. 1816, &c. &c.

Inflammation of the brain. See
Phrenitis.

Inflammation of the bladder. See
Cystitis.

Inflammation of the eyes. See
Ophthalmia.

Inflammation of the intestines. See
Enteritis.

Inflammation of the kidneys. See
NcpJiritis.

Inflammation of the liver. See
Hepatitis,
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1'iiftammation of the lungs. See.

Pneumonia.
Inflammation of the peritoneum.

See Peritonitis.

Inflammation of the pleura. See
Pleuritis.

Inflammation of the stomach. See
Gastritis.

Inflammation of the testicle. See
Hernia humoralis.

Inflammation of the uterus. See
Hysteritis.

Infla'tion. (From inflare, to puff

up). A windy tumour, or swelling.

See Emphysema.
Inflati'va. (From inflare, to puff

up with wind). Medicines or food

which cause flatulence.

Influe'nza. (The Italian word
for influence). The disease is so

named, because it was supposed to be

produced by a peculiar influence of

the stars. See Catarrhus a contagio.
- Jnfrascapula'ris. (From infra,

-beneath, and scapula, the shoulder-

blade) . A muscle thus named from
its position beneath the scapula.

Infraspina'tus. (From infra, be-

neath, and spina, the spine).

Infundi'bulum. (From infundere,

'to pour in).—1. A canal that pro-

ceeds from the vulva of the brain to

the pituitary gland in thesellaturcica

;

—2. The beginnings of the excretory

<luct of the kidney, or cavities into

which the urine is first received, are

called infundibula.

Infu'sion. (From infundere, to pour
in) . A process that consists in pour-

ing water of any required degree of

temperature on such substances as

have a loose texture, as thin bark,

wood in shavings, or small pieces,

leaves, flowers, &c. and suffering it

to stand a certain time. The liquor

obtained by the above process is

called an infusion. The following

are among the most approved in-

fusions.

Infu'sum antmf/midis. Infusion

of camomile. For its virtues, see

AntkemU nobili*.

Infu'sum armora'cle compo'-

situm. Compound infusion of horse-

radish. Sec Cochlearia armoracia.

INFU'SUM AURA'nTII COMPo'$ITUM.

Compound infusion of orange-peel.
See Citrus aurantium.

Infu'sum cali/mb;£. Infusion of
calumba. See Calu?nba.

Infi/sum caryophyllo'rum. In-
fusion of cloves. See Eugenia ca-

ryophyllata.

Infu'sum cascari'll;e. Infusion
of cascarilla. See Croton cascarilla.

Infu'sum ca'techu co'mposftum.
Compound infusion of catechu. See
Acacia catechu.

Infu'sum cincho'ns:. Infusion of
cinchona. See Cinchona.

Infu'sum cuspa'ri^. Infusion of
cusparia. See Cusparia febrifuga.

Infu'sum digita'lis. Infusion of
foxglove. See Digitalis.

Infu'sum gentia'n;e compo'si-
tum. Compound infusion of gen-
tium. See Gentiana.

Infu'sum li'ni. Infusion of lin-

seed. See Linum usitatissimum.

Infu'sum oua'ssi;e. Infusion of

quassia. See Quassia amara.
Infu'sum rhe'i. Infusion of rhu-

barb. See Rheum.
Infu'sum ro'sje. See Rosa Gal-

lica.

Infu'sum se'nn^. Infusion of sen-

na. See Cassia senna.

Infu'sum simarou'b^e. Infusion

of simarouba. See Quassia sima-
rouba.

Infu'sum taba'ci. Infusion of

tobacco. See Nicotiana.

Inglu'vies. The claw, crop, or

gorge of a bird. Also gluttony.

Ingravida'tion. (From ingravi-

dari, to be great with child). The
same as impregnation, or going with

child.

I'nguen, 'inis, n. The groin.

The lower and lateral part of the

abdomen, above the thigh.

Inguinal ligament. See PuuparVs
ligament.

Inguinal hernia. See Hernia.

Iniiuma'tion. (From infatmare, to

put into the ground). The burying

a patient in warm or medicated earth.
*
#
* Some chymists have fancied

to call thus, that kind of digestion

which is performed by burying the

materials in dung, or in the earth.

I'nion, (From tc, a nerve; as
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being the place where nerves origi-

nate). The occiput. Blancard says

it is the beginning of the spinal mar-
row ; others say it is the back part

of the neck.

Injacula'tion. (From injaculari,

to shoot into). A disorder which
consists of a violent spasmodic pain

in the stomach, and an immobility

of the body. Van Helmont.
Inje'ction. (From injicere, to

cast into). A medicated liquor to

throw into a natural or preternatu-

ral cavity of the body by means of a

syringe.

Innomina'ta arte'ria. The first

branch given off by the arch of the

aorta. It soon divides into the right

carotid and right subclavian arteries.

Innomina'tum OS. (Innominatus

;

from in, priv. and riomen, a name :

so called, because the three bones of
which it originally was formed grew
together, and formed one complete
bone, which was then left nameless)

.

A large irregular bone, situated at

the side of the pelvis. It is divided

into three portions, viz. the iliac,

ischiatic, and pubic, which are usu-
ally described as three distinct bones.
The os ilium, or haunch-bone, is

of a very irregular shape. The lower
part of it is thick and narrow ; its

superior portion is broad and thin,

terminating in a ridge, called the
spine of the ilium, and more com-
monly known by the name of the
haunch.—The os isc/iiu?n, or hip-
bone, which is the lowest of the
three portions of each os innomina-
tum, is of a very irregular figure,

and usually divided into its body,
tuberosity, and ramus. The body,
externally, forms the inferior por-
tion of the acetabulum, and sends

a sharp-pointed process backwards,
called the spine of the ischium.

—

The os pubis, or share-bone, which
is the smallest of the three portions
of the os innominatum, is placed
at the upper and fore-part of the
pelvis, where the two ossa pubis
meet, and are united to each other
by means of a very strong cartilage,

which constitutes what is called the

symphysis pubis,—It is the opinion cf

several eminent writers, that in dif-

ficult parturition, all the bones of
the pelvis undergo a certain degree

of "separation. It has also been
observed, that the cartilage unit-

ing the ossa pubis is thicker, and
of a more spongy texture, in wo-
men than in men, and therefore

more likely to swell and enlarge

during pregnancy. That many in-

stances of a partial separation of

these bones, during labour, have
happened, there can be no doubt :

such a separation, however, ought
by no means to be considered as an
uniform and salutary work of na-

ture, as some writers seem to think,

but as the effect of disease. Another
circumstance, relative to this part of

osteology, is well worthy of atten-

tion, viz. the different capacities of

the pelvis in the male and female
subject. R has been observed, that

the os sacrum is shorter and broader

in women than in men ; the ossa

ilia are also found more expanded :

whence it happens, that in women,
the centre of gravity does not fall so

directly on the upper part of the

thigh as in men ; and this seems to

be the reason why, in general, they

step with less firmness, and move
their hips forwards in walking. From
these circumstances also, the brim
of the female pelvis is nearly of an
oval shape, being considerably wider

from side to side, than from ths

symphysis pubis to the os sacrum

;

whereas in man it is rounder, and
every where of less diameter. The
inferior opening of the pelvis is

likewise proportionably larger in the

female subject, the ossa ischia being

more separated from each other, and
the foramen ischii larger ; so that,

where the os ischium and os pubis

are united together, they form a
greater circle ; the os sacrum is also

more hollowed, though shorter, and
the os coccygis more loosely con-

nected, and therefore capable of a

greater degree of motion than in men.
Innomina'ti nf/rvi. A name of

the fifth pair of nerves.

Inoclla'tion. The insertion of

a poison into any part of the body,
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It was mostly practised with that of

the small-pox, because we had learnt

from experience, that, by so doing,

we generally procured fewer pus-

tules, and a much milder disease,

than when the small-pox was taken
in a natural way. Although the

advantages were evident, yet objec-

tions were raised against inocula-

tion, on the notion that it exposed
the person to some risk, when he
might have passed through life,

without ever taking the disease na-
turally; although it is obvious that

he was exposed to much greater

danger, from the intercourse which
lie must have with his fellow-crea-

tures, by taking the disorder in a
natural way. It has also been ad-

duced, that a person is liable to take
the small-pox a second time, when
produced at first by artificial means

;

but such instances are very rare,

besides not being sufficiently authen-

tic. It may be conjectured that, in

most of those cases, the matter
used was not variolous, but that of

some other eruptive disorder, such

as the chicken-pox, which has often

been mistaken for the small-pox.

Since the discovery, however, of the

preventive power of the cow-pock,
inoculation for the small-pox has
been rapidly falling into disuse. See
Variola vaccina.

Inoscula'tion. (From in, and os-

culum, a little mouth). The junc-

tion of the veins and arteries, or the

interunion of the extremities cf ar-

teries and veins.

Insa'nia. (From in, not, and
sanus, sound) . Insanity, or deranged
intellect. A genus of disease in the

Class Neuroses, and Order Vcsanice,

of Cullen, characterized by erroneous
judgment, from imaginary percep-

tions, or recollections, attended with
agreeable emotions in persons of a

sanguine temperament. See Mania,
Inse'ssUS. (From insidere, to sit

upon). A vapour-bath, over which
the patient sits.

Insmmans. (From insidiari, to

deceive). Diseases which betray no
previous symptoms, but are ready to

break out by surprise.

Insipie'ntia. (From in, and $a~
pientia, wisdom). A low degree of
delirium, without fever.

Insola'tio. (From in, upon, and
sol, the sun) . A disease which arises

from a too great influence of the
sun's heat upon the head.

Inspiration. (From in, and spi-

rare, to breathe) . The act of draw-
ing the air into the lungs. See
Respiration,

Interco'stal a'rteries. Arterue
inter'costales. The arteries which run
between the ribs.

*^* The superior intercostal ar-

tery is a branch of the subclavian.

The other intercostal arteries are

given off from the aorta.

Interco'stal mu'scles. Inter-

costales externi et inierni. Between
the ribs on each side, are eleven

double rows of muscles. These are

the intercostales externi and interni,

*
#* Galen has very properly ob-

served, that they decussate each
other like the lines of the letter X

.

It was the opinion of the ancients,

. that the external intercostals serve

to elevate, and the internal to depress

the ribs. They were probably led to

this opinion, by observing the diffe-

rent direction of their fibres ; but it

is now well known, that both have
the same use, which is that of rais-

ing the ribs equally during inspira-

tion. Fallopius was one of the first

who ventured to call in question the

opinion of Galen on this subject, by
contending, that both layers of the

intercostals serve to elevate the ribs.

In this opinion he was followed by
Hieronymus Fabricius, our country-

man Mayow, and Borelli. But, to-

wards the close of the last century,

Bayle, a writer of some eminence,
and professor at Toulouse, revived

the opinion of the ancients by the

following arguments :—He observed,

that the oblique direction of the fibres

of the internal intercostals is such,

that, in each inferior rib, these fibres

are nearer to the vertebrae than they
are at their superior extremities, or

in the rib immediately above ; and
that, of course, they must serve to

chaw the rib downwards, as towards
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the most fixed point. This plausible

doctrine was adopted by several emi-

nent writers, and, amongst others,

by Nicholls, Hoadley, and Schrei-

ber; but above all, by Hamberger,

who went so far as to assert, that

not only the ribs, but even the ster-

num, are pulled downwards by these

muscles, and constructed a particu-

lar instrument to illustrate this doc-

trine. He pretended likewise, that

the intervals of the ribs are increased

by their elevation, and diminished

by their depression ; but he allowed

that, while those parts of the internal

intercostals that are placed between

the bony part of the ribs pull them
downwards, the anterior portions of

the muscle, which are situated be-

tween the cartilages, concur with the

external intercostals in raising them
upwards. These opinions gave rise

to a warm and interesting contro-

versy, in which Hamberger and
Haller were the principal disputants.

The former argued chiefly from the-

ory, and the latter from experiments

on living animals, which demon-
strate the fallacy of Hamberger's
arguments, and prove beyond a

doubt, that the internal intercostals

perform the same functions as the

external.

Interco'stal nerve. Nervus in-

tercostalis. Great intercostal nerve.

Sympathetic nerve.

%* The great intercostal nerve
arises in the cavity of the cranium,
from a branch of the sixth, and one
of the fifth pair, uniting into one
trunk, which passes out of the cra-

nium through the carotid canal, and
descends by the sides of the bodies

of the vertebrae of the neck, thorax,

loins, and os sacrum : in its course, it

receives the small accessory branches
from all the thirty pair of spinal

nerves. In the neck, it gives off three
cervical ganglions, the upper, middle,
and lower, from which the cardiac

and pulmonary nerves arise. In the
thorax, it gives off the splanchnic or
anterior intercostal, which perforates
the diaphragm, and forms the semi-
lunar ganglions, from which nerves
pass to all the abdominal viscera.

They also form in the abdomen ten
peculiar plexuses, distinguished by
the name of the viscus, to which
they belong, as the cceliac, splenic,

hepatic, superior, middle, and lower,
mesenteric, two renal, and two sper-
matic plexuses. The posterior inter-

costal nerve gives accessory branches
about the pelvis and ischiatic nerve,
and at length terminates.

Interco'stal veins. Veins situ-

ated near the ribs, at their lower
margin ; they empty their blood into

the vena azygos.

Intercurrent fevers. Fevers
which happen during certain seasons
only, are called stationary ; but
others are called, by Sydenham, in-

tercurrents.

Inte'rcus. (From inter, between,
and cutis, the skin) . A dropsy be-
tween the skin and the flesh). See
Anasarca.

Interde'ntium. (From inter, be-
tween, and dens, a tooth). The in-

tervals between teeth of the same
order.

Interdi'gitum. (From inter, be-
tween, and digitus, a toe, or finger).

The space between the fingers or
toes ; also a corn betwixt the toes, or
wart betwixt the fingers.

Interf.emi'nelm. (From inter
,

between, andfa??ncn, the thigh). The
perineum, or space between the anus
and pudendum.

Interlu'ntls mo'rbus. (From
inter, between, and tuna, the moon

;

because it was supposed to affect

those who were born \n the wane of
the moon) . The epilepsy.

Intermittent fever. See Febris in-

termittens.

Internl'ntii di'es. (From inter-

nunciare, to go between). Critical

days, or such as stand between the
increase of a disorder and its de-
crease.

Intero'ssei Ma'nus. (lnterosseus

micsculus; from inter, between, and
os, the bone). The small muscles
situated between the metacarpal
bones, and extending from the bones
of the carpus to the fingers. They
are divided into internal and external;

the former are to be seen only on
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the palm of the hand, but the latter

are conspicuous both on the palm
and back of the hand.

*** The interossei interni are three

in number. The first called by Al-

binus posterior indicis. The second
and third, prior annularis, and inte-

rcsseus auricularis. They draw the

fingers, into which they are inserted

towards the thumb.
The interossei externi are four in

number ; for among these is in-

cluded the small muscle, situated on
the outside of the metacarpal bone
that supports the fore-finger. Dou-
glas calls it extensor tertii internodii

indicis; and Winslow semi-interosseus

indicis. Albinus, who describes it

among the interossei, gives it the

name of prior indicis. To the second

he gives the name of prior medii,

which is not quite so thick as the

last-described muscle. The third be-

longing likewise to the middle finger,

he calls posterior medii. The fourth,

the posterior annularis, also thus

named by Albinus, differs from the

two last only in its situation, which
is between the metacarpal bones of

the ring and little fingers. The use

of these four muscles are to extend

the fingers into which they are in-

serted, and likewise to draw them
inwards, towards the thumb, except

the third, or posterior medii, which,

from its situation and insertion, is

calculated to pull the middle finger

outwards.
Intero'ssei pe'dis. These small

muscles, in their situation between
the metatarsal bones, resemble the

interossei of the hand, and, like

them, are divided into internal and
external. The interossei pedis interni

are three in number ; each of which
serves to draw the toe into which it

is inserted towards the great toe.

The interossei externi are four in

number ; tbe first ofwhich draws the

fore-toe inwards towards the great

toe. The three otbers pull the toes

into which they are inserted, out-

wards. They all assist in extending
the toes.

Interpella'tus mo'rbus. (From
interpellare, to interrupt) , A disease

attended with irregular or uncertain
paroxysms.

—

Paracel.

Interpola'tls di'es. (From in-

terpolare, to renew) . In Paracelsus,
these are the days interpolated be-
twixt two paroxysms.

Interscapu'lium. (From inter,

between, and scapula, the shoulder-
blade) . That part of the spine which
lies between the shoulders.

. Interse'ptum. (From inter, be-
tween, and septum, an inclosure).

The uvula and the septum narium.
Interspina'les co'lli. (hiterspi-

nales musculi; from inter, between,
and spina, the spine) . The fleshy

portions between the spinous pro-
cesses of the neck, that draw these

processes nearer to each other.

Interspina'les do'rsi et lum-
bo'rum. These are rather small
tendons than muscles, connecting
the spinal and transverse processes.

Intertransversa'les lumbo'-
rum. Four distinct small bundles
of muscular fibres, which fill up the

spaces between the transverse pro-
cesses of the vertebrae of the loins,

and serve to draw them towards each
other.

Intertrigo, -iginis, f. (From inter,

between, and terere, to rub) . An ex-

coriation about the anus, groins,

axilla, or other parts of the body,
attended with inflammation and
moisture, and most commonly pro-

duced by the irritation of the urine,

from riding ; or some acrimony in

children.

Intestines. (From intus, within).

Intestina. The convoluted membran-
ous tube that extends from the sto-

mach to the anus, receives the in-

gested food, retains it a certain time

;

mixes with it the bile and pancreatic

juice; propels the chyle into the

lacteals, and covers the faeces with

mucus, is so called. The intestines

are situated in the cavity of the ab-

domen, and are divided into the

small and large, which have, besides

their size, other circumstances of

distinction.

%• The small intestines are sup-

plied internally with folds, called

valvules conniventes, and have no
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bands on their external surface. The
large intestines have no folds inter-

nally, and are supplied externally

with three strong muscular bands,

which run parallel upon the surface,

and give the intestines a sacculated

appearance ; and they have also

small fatty appendages, called ap-

pendicular epiploicce.

The first portion of the intestinal

tube, for about the extent of twelve

fingers' breadth, is called the duode-

num ; it lies in the epigastric region ;

makes three turnings, and between

the first and second flexure receives,

by a common opening, the pancrea-

tic duct, and the ductus communis
choledochus. It is in this portion

of the intestines that chylification is

chiefly performed. The remaining

portion of the small intestines is

distinguished by an imaginary divi-

sion into the jejunum and ileum.

—

The jejunum, or second portion,

which commences where the duode-
num ends, is situated in the umbi-
lical region, and is mostly found
empty ; hence its name : it is every

where covered with red vessels, and
about an hour and a half after a

meal, with distended lacteals. The
ileum, or third division of the small

intestines, occupies the hypogastric

region and the pelvis ; is of a more
pallid colour than the former, and
terminates by a transverse opening
into the large intestines, which is

called the valve of the ileum, valve of
the caecum, or the valve of Tulpius.

The beginning of the large intes-

tines is firmly tied down in the right

iliac region, and for the extent of
about four fingers' breadth is called

the ccecum, having adhering to it a
worm-like process, called the pro-
cessus ca?ci vermiformis , or appendi-
cula ca?ci vermiformis. The great in-

testine then commences, [the colon),

and ascends towards the liver, passes
across the abdomen, under the
stomach, to the left side, where it is

contorted like the letter S, and de-
scends to the pelvis : hence it is di-

vided in this course into the ascend-
ing portion, the transverse arch, and
the sigmoid flexure. When it has

reached the pelvis, it is called the

rectum, whence it proceeds in a

straight line to the anus.

The intestinal canal is composed
of three membranes, or coats ; a
common one from the peritoneum,

a muscular coat, and a villous coat,

the villi being formed of the fine ter-

minations of arteries and nerves, and
the origins of lacteals and lymphatics.

The intestines are connected to

the body by the mysentery ; the duo-
denum has also a peculiar connect-

ing cellular substance, as have like-

wise the colon and rectum, by means
of which the former is firmly ac-

creted to the back, the colon to the

kidneys, and the latter to the os

coccygis, and, in women, to the

vagina. The remaining portion of

the tube is loose in the cavity of the

abdomen. The arteries of this canal

are branches of the superior and in-

ferior mesenteric, and the duodenal.

The veins evacuate their blood into

the vena portae. The nerves are

branches of the eighth pair and in-

tercostals. The lacteal vessels, which
originate principally from the jeju-

num, proceed to the glands in the
mesentery.

Intrica'tus. (From intricate, to

entangle ; so called from its intricate

folds) . A muscle of the ear.

Intri'nseci. (From intra, within,

and secus, towards). Painful disor-

ders of the internal parts.

Introce'ssio. (From introcedere,

to go in). JJepressio. A depression
or sinking of any part inwards.

Intussusce'ption. (Intussuscep-

tio and introsusceptio ; from iutus,

within, and suscipere, to receive) . Vol-
vulus. Adiseaseofthe intestinal tube,

and most frequently of the small in-

testines ; it consists in a portion of
gut passing for some length within
another portion. Hunter.
%* Mr. Langstaff has published

an interesting case of introsuscep-
tion, in No. xL of the Edinb. Surg.
Journ.—where he remarks, that the
small intestines of children are so
often affected with this disease, in a
slight degree, that most practitioners

must have had opportunities of ob~
M m
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serving the form of the complaint.

The greatest part of three hundred
children, who died either of worms,
or during dentition, at the Hospital
dela Salpetriere, and came under the
examination of M. Louis, had two,
three, four, and even more volvuli,

without any inflammation of the

parts, or any circumstances leading

to a suspicion that these affections

had been injurious during life.
1 * These cases (says M. Louis,) seem
to prove, that introsusception may
be formed, and destroyed again by
the mere action of the intestines.

"

(Mem. de VAcad. Chirurg. 4to. t. iv.

p. 222).—This opinion is confirmed
by the opinion of Dr. Baillie [Morbid
Anat. 2nd ed. p. 162), who observes,

that, " in opening the bodies, parti-

cularly of infants, an intersusception

is not unfrequently found, which had
been attended with no mischief ; the

parts appear perfectly free from in-

flammation, and they would probably
have been easily disentangled from
each other by their natural peristaltic

motion/' This disease, as Mr. Lang-
staff remarks, assumes a more dan-
gerous, and, indeed, generally a fatal

form, when it occurs at the termina-

tion of the small intestines in the

caecum. A contracted state of the

part to be introsuscepted, and a
dilatation of that portion of the canal

into which this part must pass, are

essential conditions to the formation
of a volvulus, and they exist no where
so completely as in this situation, &c.
—See also Hunter s Observations in

the Trans, for the Improvement of
Med. and Chirurg. Knowledge , vol. i.

p. 103, et scq.

—

A. Vater, de Inva-
ginatione intestinorum (Haller Desp.
Anal* i. 481) ;

—

J. C. Letsoms His-
tory of an extraordinary Intersuscep-

tion , with an Account of the Dis-
section, by Mr. T. Jrhately, 4to.

Lond. 1786, &c. &c.
I'ntybus. (From in, and tuba, a

hollow instrument, so named from
the hollowness of its stalk). See
Cichorium Kndivia.

I'nula. (Contracted or corrupted
from Helenium, EXtviov, fabled to

have sprung from the tears of Helen)

.

— 1 . A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Syngcnesia; Order,
Polygamia superflua.—2. The herb
elecampane.

Inula, common. See Inula HeU-
nium.

I'nula dysente'rica. The sys-

tematic name of the lesser inula.

An indigenous plant, called in some
foreign pharmacopoeias Arnica Sue-
densis, Arnica spurio, and Conyza,
and is thus described by Linnaeus :

—

Inula:—-foliis amplexicaulibus , cor-

dato oblo?igis ; caule villoso, panicu-
lato, squamis calycinis, setaceis. It

was once considered as possessing

great antidysenteric virtues. It is-

now fallen into disuse.

I'nula Hele'nium. The syste-

matic name of the elecampane. Enula
campana. Helenium. Common inula,

or elecampane. Inula Helenium;
foliis amplexicaulibus , ovatis, rugosis

subtus tomentosis, calycum squamis
ovatis, of Linnaeus. It was formerly
in high estimation in dyspepsia, pul-

monary affections, and uterine ob-
structions, but is now fallen into

disuse.

Inuli'ne. In examining the inula

hellenium, or elecampane, Mr. Rose
imagined he discovered a new ve-

getable product, to which the name
of inuline has been given. It is

white and pulverulent like starch.

When thrown on red-hot coals, it

melts, diffusing a white smoke, with

the smell of burning sugar. It yields,

on distillation in a retort, all the

products furnished by gum. It dis-

solves readily in hot water ; and pre-

cipitates almost entirely on cooling,

in the form of a white powder ; but

before falling down, it gives the

liquid a mucilaginous consistence.

It precipitates quickly on the addition

of alcohol.
*
#
* The above substance is ob-

tained by boiling the root of the plant

in four times its weight of water, and
leaving the liquid in repose. M. M.
Pelletier and Caventon have found
the same starch-like matter in abun-
dance in the root of colchicum ; and
M. Gautier in the root of pellitory.

Starch and inuline combine j and
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when the former is in excess, it is

difficult to separate them. The only

method is to pour infusion of galls

into the decoction, and then to heat

the liquid : if inuline be present^ a

precipitate will fall, which does not

appear till the temperature rises to

towards 212 of Fahrenheit ; while, if

only starch be present, it will redis-

solve at 112 of Fahrenheit.

Inu'stion. (From in, and urere, to

burn) . It is sometimes used for hot

and dry seasons ; but most commonly
by surgeons for the operation of the

cautery.

Inverecu'ndum os. (From in,

not, and verecundus, modest). A
name of the os frontis, from its bei-ig

regarded as the seat of impudence.

Inversion of the uterus. See

Uterus, retroversion of.

Involi/crum. (From in, and

volvere, to wrap up ; because parts

are enclosed by it). A name of the

pericardium ; also that of other

membranes covering any part.

Io'des. (From tor, verdigris).

Green matter thrown oif by vomiting.

Iodine. An elementary principle

discovered in 1813, by M. Courtois,

in various species of sea-weed, such

as fuci and ulcce. Dose from one
grain to three.
*
#
* This preparation has been used

chiefly in bronchocele, schirrous,

cartilaginous, and osseous tumours
;

in vicarious menstruation ; in ame-
norrhcea ; in threatening phthisis ;

in scrofulous ophthalmia ; and in

chronic cases of syphilis. Dr. Coindet
of Geneva, has recommended the use
of iodine in the form of tincture, and
also hydriodate of potash or soda, as

an efficacious remedy for the cure of
glandular swellings of the goitrous

and scrofulous kind. An ointment
composed of £j of hogs' lard, and

5J of iodide of zinc, has been found
a powerful external application in

such cases, About a drachm of this

ointment, by means of friction on
the swelling, may be used once or
twice a day.

M. Orfila swallowed six grains of
iodine ; and was immediately affected

with heat, constriction of the throat,

nausea, eructation, salivation, and
cardialgia. In ten minutes he had
bilious vomitings and slight colic

pains. His pulse rose from seventy

to ninety beats in a minute. He re-

covered by the use of large quantities

of mucilage, and emollient clysters,

and felt nothing next day but slight

fatigue. About seventy or eighty

grains proved a fatal dose to dogs.

They usually died on the fourth or

fifth day.

I'onis. (From mv, a violet) . A
carbuncle of a violet colour.

Io'nthus. (From wv, a violet,

and avOoc, a flower) . A hard pimple

in the face, of a violet colour.

Iotaci'smus. (From iwra, the

Greek letter t). A defect in the

tongue, or organs of speech, which
renders a person incapable of pro-

nouncing his letters.

lot1
1. A restorative alimentary

liquor, prepared in Japan ; made
from the gravy of half-roasted beef

;

but as to the rest, it is kept a secret.

Ipecacua'nha. (Ind.) See Catti-

cocca.

IyuETA'iA. The inhabitants of the

Brazils give this name to the Scro-

phidaria aquatica, there celebrated

as a corrector of the ill flavour of

senna.

Iracu'ndus. (From ira, anger;
so called because it forms the angry
look). A muscle of the eye.

I'ris. (A rainbow; so called, be-

cause of the variety of its colours).

—

1. The anterior portion of the conti-

nuation of the choroid membrane of
the eye, which is perforated in the

middle by the pupil. It is of various

colours. The posterior surface of
the iris is termed the uvea.— 2. The
fiower- de-luce is also called iris, from
the resemblance of its flowers to the
rainbow.—3. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Trian-
dria ; Order, Monogynia.

Tris Florenti'na. Florentine or-

ris, or iris. The root of this plant,

Iris fiorentina ; corollisbarbatis, caule

foliis alt'iore subbifloro, Jloribus sessi-

libus, of Linnaeus. The fresh root is

cathartic, and for this purpose has
been employed in dropsies. It is now
M m 2
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chiefly used in its dried state, and
ranked as a pectoral and expectorant,
and hence has a place in the trochisci

amyll of the pharmacopoeias.

Iris Florentine. See Iris Florentina.

1'ris Germa'nica. The systema-
tic name of the flower-de-luce. Iris

nostras. Common iris, or orris.

Flower-de-luce. This plant is the

Iris (iermunica; corollis barbatis, caule

foliis altiore multifloro, floribus infe-

rioribus pedunculatis, of Linnaeus.

They are powerfully cathartic, and
are given in dropsical diseases, where
such remedies are indicated.

This no'stras. See Iris Germa-
nicq,

1'ris palu'stris. See Iris pscuda-
corus.

Tins, prolapsus of. A small

tumour, formed by the protrusion

of a portion of the iris through an
opening in the cornea. It is sometimes
named staphyloma of the iris.

*
#
* This complaint may be caused

by such wounds and ulcers of the
cornea, as make an opening of a cer-

tain extent into the anterior cham-
ber of the aqueous humours, and
audi violent contusions of the ball of
t lie eye, as occasion a rupture of the

cornea. If the edges of a wound in

this situation, whether accidental,

made for the purpose of extracting

the cataract, or evacuating the mat-
ter of the hypopium, be not brought
immediately afterwards into recipro-

cal contact, or do not continue suf-

ficiently agglutinated together to pre-

vent the escape of the aqueous hu-
mour from the anterior chamber,
regularly as this fluid is re-produced

5

the iris, drawn by its continual flux

towards the cornea, glides between
the lips of the wound, becomes elon-

gated, and a portion of it gradually

protrudes beyond the enrnea, in the

form of a small tumour. The same
thing occurs whenever the eye-ball

unfortunately receives a blow, or is

too much compressed by bandages,
during the existence of a recent

wound of the cornea. Also, if the

patient should be affected, in this

circumstance, with a spasm of the

muscles of the eye, with violent and

repeated vomiting, or with strong"

and frequent coughing, a prolapsus
of the iris may be caused. When an
ulcer of the cornea penetrates the
anterior chamber of the aqueous hu-
mours, the same inconvenience hap-
pens more frequently than when there
is a recent wound of that membrane

;

for the solution of continuity in the
cornea, arising from an ulcer, is at-

tended with a loss of substance, and,
in a membrane so tense and compact
as this is, the edges of an ulcer do not
admit of being brought into mutual
contact. The little tumour is like-

wise necessarily of the same colour
as the iris, viz. brown or greyish,

being surrounded at its base by an
opaque circle of the cornea, in which
membrane there is an ulcer, or a
wound not of a very recent descrip-

tion. As it usually happens that the

cornea is only penetrated at one part

of its circumference by a wound, or
ulcer, so in practice, only one prolap-

sus of the iris is commonly met with
in the same eye. But, if the cornea
should happen to be wounded, or
ulcerated at several distinct points,

the iris may protrude at several dif-

ferent places of the same eye, form-
ing an equal number of small pro-
jecting tumours on the surface of the

cornea.— See Scarpa, sulle Principal*

Malattie dc»li Occhi, Vcnez/ia, 1802 ;—Richter's AnfangS, der If'tuularz-

nei/kunsty b. iii. von der Vorfalle det

Regehbogenhauf ;

—

C.J. Jieer
y JLekn

von den Augenhranhsittn^ b.i. § 412,
518, and f>!)2, &c. — Hardrop's Es-
says on the Morbid slnatomy of the

IIinnan Eye; — fetch's Practical

Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye .— H. Tracers' Synopsisf
&c. p. lift,

280, &e. Hvo. Lond. &c. &c.
1'ris iskuiia coins. The syste-

matic name of the yellow water-

flag. Iris Palustris. Gladiolus luieus*

Aeorus vulgaris. Yellow water-flag.

It formerly had a place in the Lon-
don Pharmacopoeia, under the name
of Gladiolus Ia tet/s.

%* The root of this plant has an
acrid styptic taste, and its juice, on
being snuffed up the nostrils, pro-

duces a burning heat in the nose and
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mouth, accompanied by a copious

discharge from these organs; hence

it is recommended both as an errhine

and sialagogue. Given internally,

when perfectly dry, its astringent

qualities are such as to cure diar-

rhoeas. The expressed juice is like-

wise said to be an useful application

to serpiginous eruptions and scro-

fulous tumours.
Irish slate. See Lapis Hybcrnieus.

Iron. Ferrum. A metal of a bluish

white colour, of considerable hard-

ness and elasticity ; very malleable,

and exceedingly tt nacious and duc-

tile, very susceptible of oxydation
;

and requiring an intense heat to fuse it.

*
#* Of all the metals, there is none

which is so copiously and so various-

ly dispersed through nature as iron.

In animals, in vegetables, and in all

parts of the mineral kingdom, we
detect its presence. Mineralogists
are not agreed with respect to the

existence of native iron, though im-
mense masses of it have been disco-

vered, which could not have been
the products of art ; but there is

much in favour of the notion that

these specimens have been extracted

by subterraneous lire. A mass of
native iron of 1600 pounds weight,
was found by Pallas, on the river

Denisei, in Siberia ; and another mass
of 300 pounds was found in Para-
guay, of which specimens have been
distributed every where. A piece of
native iron, of two pounds weight,
has been also met with at Kamsdorf,
in the territories of Ncustadt, which
is still preserved there. These masses
evidently did not originate in the
places where they were found.
There are a vast variety of iron

ores ; they may, however, be all ar-

ranged under the following genera
;

namely, sulplmrets, carburets, ox-
ydes, and salts of iron.

Properties of iron.—Iron is distin-

guished from every other metal by
its magnetical properties. It is at-

tracted by the magnet, and acquires,
under various conditions, the pro-
perty of attracting other iron. Pure
iron is of a whitish grey, or rather
bluish colour ; very slightly livid

;

but when polished, it has a great

deal of brilliancy. Its texture is ei-

ther fibrous, fine-grained, or in dense

plates. Its specific gravity varies

from 7.6 to 7.8. It is the hardest

and most elastic of all the metals.

It is extremely ductile, and may,
therefore, be drawn into wire as fine

as a human hair ; it is also more te-

nacious than any other metal, and
yields with facility to pressure. It i«

extremely infusible, and when not in

contact with the fuel, it cannot be

melted by the heat which any furnace

can excite ; it is, however, softened

by heat, still preserving its ductility ;

and when thus softened, different

pieces may be united ; this consti-

tutes the valuable property of weld-

ing. It is very dilatable by heat. It

is the only metal which takes fire by
the collision of flint. Heated in con-
tact with air it becomes oxydized.

If intensely and briskly heated, it

takes fire with scintillation, and be-

comes a black oxydc. It combines
with carbon, and forms what is call-

ed steel. It combines with phospho-
rous in a direct and an indirect man-
ner, and unites with sulphur readily

by fusion. It decomposes water in the

cold slowly, but rapidly when ignited.

It decomposes most of the metallic

oxydes. All acids act upon 'iron.

Very concentrated sulphuric acid has

little or no effect upon it, but when
dilated it oxydizes it rapidly. The
nitric acid oxydizes it with great ve-

hemence. Muriate of ammonia is

^-'composed by it. Nitrate of potash
detonates very vigorously with it.

Iron is likewise dissolved by alkaline

sulphurets. It is capable of com-
bining with a number of metals. It

does not unite with lead or bismuth,
and very feebly with mercury. It

detonates by percussion with the oxy-
genated muriates.

The general medicinal virtues of
ir'ju, and its several preparations, are

to constringe the fibres, to quicken
the circulation, to promote the dif-

ferent secretions in the remoter parts,

and at the same time to repress inor-

dinate discharges into the intestinal

tube, &c.
M m3
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By the use of ehalybeates, the
pulse is very sensibly raised ; the co-
lour of the face, though before pale,

changes to a florid red ; the alvine,

urinary, and cuticular excretions,
are increased.—When given impro-
perly, or to excess, iron produces
head-ache, anxiety, heats of body,
and often causes hemorrhages, or
even vomiting, pains in the stomach,
spasms, and pains of the bowels.

—

It is given in most cases of debility

and relaxation ; in passive hemor-
rhages ; in dyspepsia, hysteria, and
chlorosis ; in most of the cachexias

;

and it has lately been recommended
as a specific in cancer. Where either

a preternatural discharge, or sup-
pression of natural secretions, pro-
ceeds from a languor, or sluggishness

of the fluids, and weakness of the
solids, this metal, by increasing the

motion ofthe former and the strength
of the latter, will suppress the flux,

or remove the suppression ; but where
the circulation is already too quick,
the solids too tense and rigid ; where
there is any stricture, or spasmodic
contraction of the vessels, iron, and
all the preparations of it, will aggra-
vate both diseases. Iron probably
has no action on the body when
taken into the stomach, unless it be
oxydized. But during its oxydize-
ment hydrogen gas is evolved, and
accordingly we find that foetid eruc-
tations and black faeces are consider-
ed as proofs of the medicine having
taken effect. It can only be exhibit-

ed internally in the state of filings,

which may be given in doses from
five to twenty grains. Iron wire is

to be preferred for pharmaceutical
preparations, both because it is the

most convenient form, and because
it is the purest iron.

The medicinal "preparations of iron

now in use are: — 1. Subcarbonas
ferri. (See Ferri subcarbonas). —
2. Sulphas ferri. (See Ferri sulphas).
— 9. Ferrum t:irtarizatum. (See

"Ferrum tartarizatum)

.

— 4. Liquor
ferri aikalini. (See Ferri alkalini li-

>;''/•). — 5. Tinctura acetatis ferri.

(See Tinctura.fcrrl acetatU).—(i.Tinc-

tura muriatifl ferri. (See Tinctura

ferri muriatis).— 7. Tinctura ferri

ammoniati. (See Tinctura ferri am-
moniati).—8. Vinum ferri. (SeeFi-
namferri).—9. Ferrum ammoniatum.
(SeeFerrum ammoniatum).—lO.Oxy- -

dum ferri rubrum. (See Oxydum
ferri rubrum).— 11. Oxydum ferri

nigrum. (See Oxydumferri nigrum) .

Irritability. Irritabilitas : from
irritate, to provoke). Vis insita of

Haller. Vis vitalis of Goerter. Os-
cillation of Boerhaave. Tonic power
of Stahl. Muscular power of Bell.

Inherent power of Cullen. Muscu-
lar contractility, or that property

peculiar to the fibres of muscles, by
which they contract upon the appli-

cation of certain stimuli, without a

consciousness of action.
*
#
* This power may be seen in

the tremulous contraction of muscles

when lacerated, or when entirely se-

parated from the body in operations.

Even when the body is dead to all

appearance, and the nervous power
is gone, this contractile power re-

mains till the organization yields,

and begins to be dissolved. It is by
this inherent power that a cut mus-
cle contracts, and leaves a gap ; that

a cut artery shrinks and grows stiff

after death. This irritability of mus-
cles is so far independent of nerves,

and so little connected with feeling,

which is the province of the nerves,

that, upon stimulating any muscle by

touching it with caustic, or irritating

it with a sharp point, or driving the

electric spark through it, or exciting

with the metallic conductors, as

those of silver, or zinc, the muscle

instantly contracts, although the

nerve of that muscle be tied ; al-

though the nerve be cut so as to se-

parate the muscle entirely from all

connection with the system ; although

the muscle be separated from the

body; although the creature upon

which the experiment is performed

may have lost all sense of feeling,

and have been long apparently dead.

Thus a muscle, cut from the limb,

trembles and palpitates a long time

after ; the heart, separated from the

body, contracts when irritated ; the

bowels, when torn from the body,
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continue their peristaltic motion, so

as to roll upon the table, ceasing to

answer to stimuli only when they

become stiff and cold ; and too often,

in the human body, the vis insita

loses the exciting power of the

nerves, and then palsy ensues ; or,

losing all governance of the nerves,

the vis insita, acting without the

regulating power, falls into partial

or general convulsions. Even in

vegetables, as in the sensitive plant,

this contractile power lives. Thence
comes the distinction between the

irritability of muscles and the sen-

sibility of nerves : for the irritability

of muscles survives the animals, as

when it is active after death : sur-

vives the life of the part, or the feel-

ings of the whole system, as in uni-

versal palsy, where the vital motions
continue entire and perfect, and
where the muscles, though not obe-

dient to the will, are subject to irre-

gular and violent actions ; and it

survives the connection with the

rest of the system, as when animals,

very tenacious of life, are cut into

parts : but sensibility , the property
of the nerves, gives the various mo-
difications of sense, as vision, hear-
ing, and the rest

;
gives also the ge-

neral sense of pleasure or pain, and
makes the system according to its

various conditions, feel vigorous and
healthy, or weary and low. And
thus the eye feels and the skin feels :

but their appointed stimuli produce
no motions in these parts ; they are

sensible, but not irritable. The
heart, the intestines, the urinary
bladder, and all the muscles of vo-
luntary motion, answer to stimuli

with a quick and forcible contrac-
tion ; and yet they hardly feel the
stimuli by which these contractions
are produced, or, at least they do
not convey that feeling to the brain.

There is no consciousness of present
stimulus in those parts which are
called into action by the impulse of
the nerves, and at the command of
the will : so that muscular parts

have all the irritability of the sys-

tem, with but little feeling, and that

little owing to the nerves which en-

ter into their substance ; while nerves

have all the sensibility of the sys-

tem, but no motion.—The discovery

of this singular property is due to

our distinguished countryman Glis-

son ; but Baron Haller must be con-
sidered as the tirst who clearly point -

ed out its existence, and proved it

to be the cause of muscular motion.
The laws of irritability, according

to Dr. Crichton, are, 1. After every
action in an irritable part, a state of
rest, or cessation from motion, must
take place before the irritable part

can be again incited to action. If,

by an act of volition, we throw any
of our muscles into action, that ac-

tion can only be continued for a cer-

tain space of time ; the muscle be-
comes relaxed, notwithstanding all

our endeavours to the contrary, and
remains a certain time in that re-

laxed state, before it can be again
thrown into action.

2. Each irritable part has a cer-

tain portion or quantity of the prin-

ciple of irritability, which is natural

to it, part of which it loses during
action, or from the application of
stimuli.

3. By a process wholly unknown
to us, it regains this lost quantity,

during its repose, or state of rest.

In order to express the different

quantities of irritability in any part,

we say that it is either more or less

redundant, or more or less defec-

tive ; e. g. it becomes redundant in

a part when the stimuli which are

calculated to act on that part are
withdrawn, or withheld for a certain

length of time, because then no ac-
tion can take place : while, on the
other hand, the application of stimuli

causes it to be exhausted, or to be
deficient, not only by exciting action,

but by some secret influence, the na-
ture of which has not yet been de-
tected ; for it is a circumstance ex-
tremely deserving of attention, that

an irritable part, or body, may be
suddenly deprived of its irritability

by powerful stimuli, and yet no ap-
parent muscular or vascular action

takes place at the time. A certain

quanity of spirits, taken at once into
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the stomach, kills almost as instan-

taneously as lightning does : the
same thing may be observed of some
poisons, as opium, distilled laurel

water, the juice of the cerbera aho-
vai, &c.

4. Each irritable part has stimuli

which are peculiar to it, and which
are intended to support its natural

action : thus, blood, which is the

stimulus proper to the heart and ar-

teries, if, by any accident, it gets

into the stomach, produces sickness

or vomiting ; e. g. if the gall, which
is the natural stimulus to the ducts

of the liver, the gall-bladder, and
the intestines, is by any accident ef-

fused into the cavity of the perito-

neum, it excites too great action of
the vessels of that part, and induces

inflammation. The urine does not
irritate the tender fabric of the kid-

neys, ureters, or bladder, except in

such a degree as to preserve their

healthy action ; but if it be effused

into the cellular membrane, it brings

on such a violent action of the ves-

sels of these parts, as to produce
gangrene. Such stimuli are called

habitual stimuli of parts.

5. Each irritable part differs from
the rest, in regard to the quantity of

irritability which it possesses. This
law explains to us the reason of the

great diversity which we observe in

the action of various irritable parts
;

thus the muscles of voluntary motion
can remain a long time in a state of

action, and if it be continued as

long as possible, another consider-

able portion of time is required be-

fore they regain the irritability they

lost ; but the heart and arteries have
a more short and sudden action, and
their state of rest is equally so. The
circular muscles of the intestines

have also a quick action and short

?. The urinary bladder does not

fully regain the irritability it loses

during its contraction for a consider-

able space of time ; the vessels

which separate and throw out the

menstrual discharge, act, in general,

for three or four days, and do not

regain the Irritability they lose for a

lunar month.

6. All stimuli produce action in

proportion to their irritating powers;
e. g. as a person approaches his hand
to the fire, the action of all the ves-

sels in the skin is increased, and it

glows with heat ; if the hand be ap-

proached still nearer, the action is

increased to such an unusual degree
as to occasion redness and pain ; and
if it be continued too long, real in-

flammation takes place ; but if this

heat be continued, the part at last

loses its irritability, and a sphacelus

or gangrene ensues.

7. The action of every stimulus

is in an inverse ratio to the fre-

quency of its application ; e. g. a

small quantity of spirits taken into

the stomach, increases the action of

its muscular coat, and also of its va-

rious vessels, so that digestion is

thereby facilitated. If the same
quantity, however, be taken fre-

quently, it loses its effect. In order

to produce the same effect as at first,

a larger quantity is necessary ; and
hence the origin of dram-drinking.

8. The more the irritability of a
part is accumulated, the more that

part is disposed to be acted upon. It

is on this account that the activity of

all animals, while in perfect health,

is much livelier in the morning than

at any other part of the day; for,

during the night the irritability of

the whole frame, and especially that

of the muscles destined for labour,

viz. the muscles for voluntary action,

is re-accumulated. The same law

explains why digestion goes on more
rapidly the first hour after food is

swallowed than at any other time ;

and it also accounts for the great

danger that accrues to a famished

person upon first taking in food.

9. If the stimuli which keep up

the action of any irritable body be

withdrawn for too great a length of

time, that process on which the for-

mation of the principle depends is

gradually diminished, and at last en-

tirely destroyed. When the irrita-

bility of the system is too quickly

exhausted by heat, as is the case in

certain warm climates, the applica-

tion of cold invigorates the frame,
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because cold is a mere diminution of

the overplus of that stimulus which
was causing the rapid consumption
of the principle. Under such or

similar circumstances, therefore, cold

is a tonic remedy ; but if, in a cli-

mate naturally cold, a person were

to go into a cold bath, and not soon

return into a warmer atmosphere, it

would destroy life just in the same
manner as many poor people who
have no comfortable dwellings, are

often destroyed from being too long

exposed to the cold in winter. Upon
the first application of cold, the irri-

tability is accumulated, and the vas-

cular system therefore is exposed to

great action ; but, after a certain

time, all action is so much di-

minished, that the process, what-
ever it be, on which the formation

of the irritable principle depends, is

entirely lost. For further informa-

tion on this interesting subject, see

Dr. Crichtonon Mental Derangement

.

Irrita'tion. lrritatw. The action

produced by any stimulus.

Iri'tis. Inflammation of the iris.

*
# * Beer directs idiopathic iritis

to be treated in its first stage like a

case of pure internal ophthalmia,

the practice being, however, some-
what modified, according to the di-

rection and degree in which the in-

flammation has spread, when the

surgeon is first consulted. When
the inflammation continues a good
while limited, or spreads but very
gradually to the outer texture of the

eyeball, general and local antiphlo-

gistic remedies are to be employed
with moderation; but, if it immedi-
ately extend itself to the innermost
parts of the eye, or both inwards
and outwards together, and threatens

to end in an universal inflammation
of the eyeball, the antiphlogistic

treatment must be most ri/orouslv

adopted. In the second stage of
idiopathic iritis, the treatment he
recommends is, on the whole, locally

and generally like that advised for the

same stage of pure internal ophthal-

mia ; but here, he says, it is neces-

sary to pay particular attenion to

the direction in which the inflam-

mation extends itself in the first

stage, so that the treatment may be
regulated with greater precision.

—

Beer also advises great attention to

be paid to the effusion of lymph in

the posterior chamber ; as towards
the end of the second stage, much
may be done which would after-

wards be too late. He speaks highly

of the benefit of a collyrium contain-

ing the oxymuriate of mercury,
without any mucilage, but with a
considerable addition of the viscous

tincture of opium. If topical appli-

cations prove unavailing, internal

alteratives, and even mercury, which
he says, when the treatment is judi-

ciously conducted, ought not to be
omitted. In the second stage, he
exhibits calomel with opium, with
the calamus aromaticus, bark, &c.
When these remedies cease to be ef-

ficacious, or the eye cannot bear fluid

applications, as is sometimes the case,

Beer recommends a bit of the fol-

lowing salve to be smeared once a
day between the edges of the eye-
lids, and allowed slowly to melt
there, and become diffused over the
eye :— Ijk Butyr. recent, insulsi 5'ij,

hydrarg. nitrico-oxyd. rub. gr. iv.

extract, opii. gr. viii. M.—He also

states, that rubbing a little mercu-
rial ointment, with which some
opium is blended, once a day into

the eyebrow, will greatly promote
the removal of the lymph effused in

the posterior chamber. (B. i. p. 450)

.

u
I cannot point out to you a

better example," observes Sir A.
Cooper, " of their good effects (ca-

lomel and opium) than is observable
in inflammation of the iris. A person
comes into the hospital with the iris,

having around it a zone of red or
yellow spots, according to the vio-

lence of the complaint. The part
being in a state of extreme vascula-
rity, you give this patient five grains
of calomel, and one grain of opium,
twice a day for a fortnight, and to a
certainty he gets well

;
yet this dis-

ease was formerly considered incur-
able. If the patient be a female, or
naturally of a delicate constitution,

then two or three grains of the calo-
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mel should be given, instead of five,

as above directed : when the mouth
becomes affected, the mercury must
be discontinued, or its consequences

will prove aggravating to the disor-

der.—See Led. on Chronic Inflam-
mation, Lancet, vol. i. p. 109, &c.

There is, besides idiopathic iritis,

or inflammation of the iris uncom-
plicated with any specific disease, an
iritis which appears in company with

rheumatism of the chronic form

;

sometimes with gout ; with the con-

stitutional signs of lues venerea;

and during, or following, the action

of mercury upon the system." (Tra-
vers, Surg. Essays, part i. p. 39).

—

Mr. Hunter entertained doubts, whe-
ther any inflammations of the eye

are syphilitic, and he appears to

have founded his opinion upon two
circumstances ; one is, that, if such

cases be venereal, the disease is very
different from what it is when it at-

tacks other parts, and is attended

with more pain than venereal in-

flammation arising from an affection

of the constitution : the second is,

that he never saw these cases at-

tended with such ulceration as oc-

curs when the complaint invades the

mouth, tongue, and throat. (Hunter
mi the Vcn. Disease, p. 324).—On
the other hand, the generality of

modern surgeons believe in the rea-

lity of venereal ophthalmia, though
their accounts of the symptoms and
appearances of the complaint are in

some respects discordant. The iris

is now supposed, according to Mr.
Wardrop (see Essays on the Morbid
Anat. of the Eye, vol. ii. p. 36), as

more liable than any other part to

venereal inflammation* The rase is

mentioned by Mr. Saunders, who re-

commends the vigorous exhibition

of mercury, and the use of bella-

donna. Its symptoms and treat-

ment, however, have been more par-

ticularly detailed by Beer [Lehrevon
der Augenkf. b. i. p. 553, &c.) —
It is but justice, however, to state,

notwithstanding the claims of conti-

nental Burgeons, that the first, admi-
nistration of mercury in iritis is due
to Dr. Faure and Mr. Travers, who

have given the best practical direc-

tions on the street, as well as laid

the greatest stress upon the necessi-

ty of the practice, in order to esta-

blish its efficacy.—In addition to the
authors here quoted, the following

may also be consulted : A Practical

Treatise on the Diseases of the Eye,
p. 88. 8vo. Lond. by J. Fetch

;

—
Jf

T
ellers Manual, &c. translated by

Monteath, 8vo. Glasgow, 1821 ;

—

Schlinder, de Iritide Chronica, Vra-
tislavice, 1819 ;

—

J. A. Schmidt uber

Nachstaar und Iritis Nach-Staar-
operationen, 4 to. Wien. ; — Carmi-
chael, in Obs. on the Specific Distinc-

tions of Venereal Diseases, p. 31;

—

Quart. Journ. of Foreign Med. Nov.
1818, &c. &c.

I'sca. A kind of fungous excres-

cence of the oak or of the hazel, &c.
The ancients used it as the moderns
use moxa.

IscHfl/MON. (From kt^w, to re-

strain, and aifxa, blood). A name
for any medicine which restrains or

stops bleeding. Synon. with styptic.

Ischje'mum. A species of Audro-
pogon.

rscniAS, -adis, f. (Io^iac, from
wyjiov, the hip). Sciatica. A rheu-
matic affection of the hip-joint. See
Rhcumatismus.

Ischiatocf/le. (From htxlov,

the hip, and KnXrj, a rupture). /?-

chiocele. An intestinal rupture,

through the sciatic ligaments.

ISCPIIO-CAVERNO'SUS. See Erector

penis.

Ischioce'le. See Ischiatocelc.

I'scmuM, -?', n. (From ti^tc, the

loin ; so named because it is near

the loin) . A bone of the pelvis of

the fcetUS, and apart of the os inno-

minatuni of the adult. See Innomi-
natum os.

Isciinohio'nia. (From htxvoc.,

slender, and (puvij, the voice). A
shrillness of the voice ; but more
frequently an hesitation of speech, or

a stammering. The patUismus ha'~

titans9
of Cullen.

Im liuurc'riCA. (From tcr^ou/oia,

a suppression of the urine), lschu-

retics. Medicines which relieve a

suppression of the urino*
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Ischu'ria. (From i<xx6>, to re-

strain, and ovpov, the urine). A
suppression of urine : a genus of

disease in the Class Locales, and Or-

der Epischescs, of Cullen. There are

four species of ischuria :— I. Ischu-

ria renalis, coming after a disease of

the kidneys, with a troublesome

sense of weight or pai • in that part.

—2. Ischuria urelerica, after a dis-

ease of the kidneys, with a sense of

pain or uneasiness in the course of

the ureters.—3. Ischuria vcsicalis
y

marked by a frequent desire to make
water, with a swelling of the hypo-
gastrium, and pain at the neck of

the bladder.—4. Ischuria urethralis,

marked by a frequent desire to make*

water, with a swelling of the hypo-
gastrium, and pain of some part of
the urethra.

*** When there is a frequent de-

sire of making water, attended with
much difficulty in voiding it, the

complaint is called a dysuria, or
strangury ; and when there is a total

suppression of urine, it is known by
the name of an ischuria : both which
are distinguished into acute, when
arising in consequence of inflamma-
tion ; and into chronic, when pro-
ceeding from any other cause, as

calculus, &c.
The causes which give rise to

these diseases, are an inflammation
of the urethra, occasioned cither

by venereal sores, or by a use of
acrid injections, tumour or ulcer
of the prostrate gland, inflamma-
tion of the bladder or kidneys, con-
siderable enlargements of the hae-

morrhoidal veins, a lodgment of in-

durated faeces in the rectum, spasm
at the neck of the bladder, the ab-
sorption of cantharides applied ex-
ternally, or taken internally, and
excess in drinking either spirituous

or vinous liquors ; but particles of
gravel sticking at the neck of the
bladder, or lodging in the urethra,
and thereby producing irritation,

prove the most frequent cause.

—

Gouty matter falling on the neck of
the bladder, will sometimes occa-
sion these complaints.

—

Traitd de
Retention d' Urine, by M. Ducamp,

8vo. Paris, 1822;

—

Practical Essay
on Diseases and Injuries of the Blad-
der, &c by Robert Bingham, 1822.

&c. &c.
Dr. Baillie, in his Morbid Anato-

my (Fascic. ix. plate 111), furnishes

several examples of a variety of
strangury produced in consequence
of the bladder or urethra, or both,

being obstructed by the formation of

a polypus excrescence, which has oc-

casionally shot down to the extre-

mity, which, in most cases, is only to

be radically cured by extirpating the

substance which produces the obstruc*
lion, whenever it can be laid hold

of. Atony, or paralysis of the blad-

der, by which its propulsive power is

destroyed, is a frequent cause of the

suppression of urine ; whence, as

Saviard observed [Observ. Chirur-

giques) , it is often met with in para-

plegia; as Morand remarks {Ver-
michtc Scrifien, b. 11) , on injuries of

the spine. Hence it has been found
attendant on severe and long-pro-

tracted attacks of lumbar rhcuma-
1 ism : as most practitioners have pro-
bably done an injury to the kidneys,

ureters, urethra, prostrate gland, or
penis. (SccSno?rdc7i

}
in Land. Med.

Jour).—It is said, moreover, to be a

result ofrepelled eruptions of various

kinds, chiefly of scabies, (Morgagni
de Sed. ti Cans. Morb^cp. xli. art. 4)

,

and scald head ; and it has been wit-

nessed in infancy from the irritation

of teething, &c.—See Good's Study

of Med. vol. v. p. 454.
Isinglass. See Ichthyocolla.

Im.a'ndicus mu'scus. Sec Lichen
islantiicus.

Iso'ciniONOS. (From ktoc, equal,

and xpovoc, time). Preserving an
equal distance of time between the

beats ; applied to the pulse.

Iso'crates. (From ktoc, equal, and
*epavvufjLi, to mix). Wine mixed
with an equal quantity of water).

Iso'dromus. (From igoc, equal,

and dpofiog, a course). The same
as Isochronos.

Isopy'rum. (From ktoc, equal,

and 7rup, fire ; so named from its

flame-coloured flower). The herb
aquilegia.
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Iso'tonus. (From ujoq, equal,

and rovvg, extension). Fevers of

equal strength during the whole of
the paroxysm.

Issue. An ulcer intentionally

made by the practitioner, and kept
open a certain time, or even during

the whole life of the patient, for the

cure, palliation, or prevention of a

variety of diseases. See Fo?iticulus.
*
#* There are two ways of mak-

ing an issue with the above inten-

tions : one is with a lancet or scal-

pel, the other with caustic. The
place for the issue being fixed upon,
the surgeon and his assistant are to

pinch up a fold of the integuments,

and with a lancet or knife, make a

sufficient incision to hold one or
more peas, as may be thought pro-

per. The pea, or as many as may
be required, is then to be placed in

the cut, and covered over with ad-

hesive plaster, a compress, and band-
age. The peas first inserted, need
not be removed for three or four

days, when suppuration will have
begun ; but the issue is afterwards

to be cleaned and dressed every day,

and have fresh peas put into it. When
the issue is to be larger, which is

generally proper in cases of diseased

vertebrae, white swellings, &c. the

best plan is to destroy a portion of

the integuments with caustic. That
mostly preferred for the purpose, is

the caustic potash blended with lime.

Issues ought always to be made, if

possible, in a situation where the

peas will not be much disturbed by
the ordinary motions of the body,

nor interfere with the actions of the

muscles. The interspaces between

the margins and insertions of mus-
cles, are deemed the most eligible

places. Thus, issues in the arm are

usually made just at the inferior

angle of the deltoid muscle, by the

side of the external edge of the bi-

ceps. In the lower extremities, is-

sues are often made at the inner

side of the thigh, immediately above

the knee, in a cavity that may readi-

ly be felt there with the finger.—
Sometimes issues are made upon the
inside of the leg, just below the
knee. For the relief of any affec-

tions of the head, or eye, the nape
of the neck is usually preferred as a
good situation. In caries of the ver-
tebrae, they are made on each side

of the spinous processes. In cases
of diseased hips, they are formed in
a depression just behind and below
the trochanter major. When the
nature of the disorder does not par-
ticularly indicate the situation for

the issue, the arm should be prefer-

red to the leg, as issues upon the
upper extremities, especially the left

arm, are much less annoying than
upon either of the lower limbs. The
great art of keeping an issue open
for a time, consists in maintaining
an equal and effectual pressure upon
the peas, by which means they are

confined in their places, little de-

pressions are made for them, and the

granulations hindered from rising,&c.

Tsthmion. (From urG/iog, a nar-

row piece of land between two seas).

The narrow passage between the

mouth and aesophagus : the fauces.

I'sthmus Vieusenii. The isth-

mus of Vieusenius. The ridge sur-

rounding the oval fossa, or remains
of the foramen ovale, in the right

auricle of the human heart, is thus

called.

Ithmoi'deS. Falsely for Eth-
moidcs.

Itinera'rium. (From iter, a way).
The catheter; also a staff used in

cutting for the stone ; it is thus

named by Hildanus.

Fva peca'nga. See Smilax sar-

saparilla.

Ivy. See Hcdcra helix.

Ivt/y ground. See Glecoma hedc-

racea.

Ivy-gum. See Hedera helix.

I'xia. (From i£oc, glue). A name
of the carlina, from its viscous juice.

Also a preternatural distension of the

veins, from i£o/iat, to proceed from.

IxiNE. See Carlina gummifera.
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Ja'cea. (Quia prodest hominibus

tristitia jacentibus ; because it resists

sorrow; or from laofiai, to heal).

The herb pansey, or heart's-ease.

Ja'cinthus. See Hyacinthus.

Jack-by-the-hedge. See Erysimum
alliaria.

Jacob «'a. (Named so, because it

was dedicated to St. James, or be-

cause it was directed to be gathered

about the feast of that saint) . See
Senecio Jacobcea,

Ja'lap. (From Chalapa, or Xala-
pa> in New Spain, whence it is

brought). Jalapa. See Convolvulus

jalapa.

Jala'ppa a'lba. See Convolvulus

mecoacan.

Jalap'ine. An alkali discovered

in Jalap, by Mr. Hume of Long-acre.
It has neither taste nor smell. An
ounce of jalap yields about five grains

of jalapine. It has not yet been used
medicinally.

Jamaica bark. See Cinchona Ca-
riba?a.

Jamaica pepper. See Myrtus Pi-
menta.

Ja'mblichi sa'les. A prepara-
tion with sal-ammoniac, some aro-

matic ingredients, &c. so called,

from Jamblichus, the inventor of it.

Ja'nitor. (From janua, a gate)

.

A name given to the pylorus, from
its being, as it were, the entrance or
door-keeper of the intestines.

Japan earth. 7 See Acacia
Japo'nica te'rra. 3 catechu.

Jargon. See Zircon.

Ja'sMINUM. (Jasminum; fromjas-
men, Arab, or from lov, a violet,

and oapTj, odour, on account of the

fine odour of the flowers).— 1. A ge-
nus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Diandria ; Order, Mo-
nogynia. — 2. The pharmacopoeial
name of the jessamine. The flowers

of this beautiful plant, the Jasminum
officinale of Linnaeus, have a very
fragrant smell, and a bitter taste.

They afford, by distillation, an es-

sential oil, which is much esteemed

in Italy to rub paralytic limbs, and

in the cure of rheumatic pains.

Ja'sminum officinale. The sys-

tematic name of the jessamine-tree.

See Jasminum.
Ja'tropha. (Most probably from

lalpog, a physician). The physic-

nut. A genus of plants in the Lin-

naean system : Class, Monoecia ; Or-
der, Monadelphia.

Ja'tropha ci/rcas. The syste-

matic name of a plant whose seeds

resemble the castor-oil seeds. Rici-

nus major. Nus Cathartica Ameri-
cana. Nux Barbadensisy &c. An
oblong black seed, the produce of

the Jatropha curcas ; foliis cordatis

a?igulatis of Linnaeus. It affords a

quantity of oil, which is given, in

many places, as the castor-oil is in

this country, to which it is very

nearly allied. The seeds of the Ja-
tropha multifida are of an oval and
triangular shape, of a pale brown
colour, are called purging-nuts, and
give out a similar oil.

Ja'tropha ma'nihot. The plant

affording the Cassada root. Cassada.

Cacavi. Cassavc. Cassava. Pain de

Madagascar, &c. Janipha. The
leaves are boiled, and eaten as we do
spinach. The root abounds with a
milky juice, and every part, when
raw, is a fatal posion. It is remark-
able that the poisonous quality is

destroyed by heat : hence the juice

is boiled with meat, pepper, &c. into

a wholesome soup, and what remains
after expressing the juice, is formed
into cakes or meal, the principal

food of the inhabitants.
*
#* This plant, which is a native

of three quarters of the world, is one
of the most advantageous gifts of
Providence, entering into the com-
position of innumerable preparations

of an economical nature. The roots
yield a great quantity of starch,

N n
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called tapioca, exported in little

lumps by the Brazilians, and now
well known to us as diet for sick and
weakly persons.

Jaw-bone. Amputation of con-
siderable portions of the inferior

maxillary bone is one of the achieve-

ments of modern surgery, and was
first performed by Dr. Mott of
Philadelphia, and since by Dupu-
treyn, principal surgeon of the Hotel-

Dieu at Paris, Graefe, Lallemand,
Dr. M'Clellan and others. For de-

tails of these important operations,

see Medical Journals, &c. See Max-
illa inferior, &c.

Jecora'ria. (From jecur, the

liver ; so named, from its supposed
efficacy in diseases of the liver). See

Marchantiapohjmorpha. Also a name
given to a vein in the right hand, be-

cause it was usually opened in dis-

eases of the liver.

Jecora'ria ve'na. The hepatic

vein.

Je'cur, -om. Vel>-inoriSyXL. The
liver.

Je'cur uteri'num. The Placenta

is, by some, thus called, from the

supposed similitude of its office with

that of the liver.

Je J u'nu M. (From jejunus, empty)

.

Jejunum intestinum. The second

portion of the small intestines, so

called, because it is mostly found

empty. See Intestines,

Jelly. See Gelatine.

Jerusalem cowslips. See pulmo-

naria officinalis.

Jerusalem oak. See Chenopodium

botrys.

Jerusalem sage. Sec Pulmonaria

officinalis.

Jessamine. See Jasminum.

Jesuita'nus co'rtex. (Jesuita-

nus; from jesuita, a Jesuit). A name
of the Peruvian bark, because it was

first introduced into Europe by Fa-

ther de Lugo, a Jesuit. See Cin-

chona.

Jesui'tjcus co'rtex. Jesuit's bark.

See Cinchona.

Jet. A black bitumen, hard and

compact, like certain stones found in

great abundance in various parts of

France, Sweden, Germany, and Ire-

land. It is brilliant and vitreous in

its fracture, and capable of taking
a good polish by friction ; it attracts

light substances, and appears to be
electric, like amber ; hence it has
been called black amber ; it has no
smell, but when heated it acquires

one like bitumen judaicum.
Jew's pitch. See Bitumen judai-

cum.
John's wort. See Hypericum.
Joints, diseases of. The joints

are liable to numerous affections, all

ofwhich are more or less dangerous,
according to their particular nature.

They are liable to inflammation and
abscesses ; their capsules frequently

become distended with an aqueous
secretion, when the disease called

hydrops articuli is produced ; but the

most serious of all their morbid af-

fections are the cases which a few
years ago were indiscriminately call-

ed white swellings, scrofulous joint,

and diseases of the hip joiat. Here
the same name has been frequently

applied to different diseases, and the

same disease has received different

appellations. Hence, confusion of the

diagnosis, giving rise to a correspond-

ing confusion as regards the em-
ployment of remedial means. Al-

though diseases in their advanced

stage extend to all the dissimilar

parts of which the joints are com-
posed, such is not the case in the be-

ginning. Here, as elsewhere, the

morbid actions commence, sometimes
in one, and sometimes in another

texture, differing in their nature, and,

of course, requiring to be differently

treated, according to the mechanical

organization, and vital properties in

which they originate.— See Brodie's

Pathological and Surgical Observa-

tions on the Diseases of the Joints,

p. 2, 8vo. Lond. 1818.

By a wound of a joint, is meant a

case where the capsular ligament is

penetrated or divided. The injury is

often aocompanied with a division of

the lateral, or other ligaments, and

sometimes also with that of the car-

tilages and bones. That the capsular

ligament is wounded, may generally

be learned by the introduction of a
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probe, and frequently by a discharge

of a transparent viscid fluid, called the

synovia. But as a similar discharge

may proceed from mere wounds of

the bursa? mucosae, an erroneous judg-

ment might be formed, were we
unacquainted with the situation of

these little membranous bags. Boyer,

(see Traite des Mai. Chir. t. iv. p.

408) has seen several cases in which

a fluid resembling synovia was dis-

charged from wounds of the sheaths

of tendons. In wounds of large joints

like the knee, the surgeon is justly

cautioned against the rash use of the

probe, as the rough introduction of

this instrument would be very likely

to excite inflammation of the synovial

membrane, and bring on a train ofdan-

gerous and even fatal consequences

;

while the information gained by such

employment of the probe is of little

use ; because, whenever a wound is

suspected to extend into the capsular

ligament, the same treatment is ex-

actly required as if the joint were
positively known to be penetrated.

Although simple wounds, even of

large joints, often heal favourably,

without any bad symptoms, this is

not constantly the case, and the re-

cords of surgery furnish many ex-

amples, in which the most alarming
and fatal consequences ensued. (See

Hunter's Commentaries, p. 1, p. 69).

—Baron Boyer says, (see Traite des

Mai. Chir. t. iv. p. 40 (J), that punc-
tured wounds of the joints are not in

general attended with danger ; but

as some of these wounds which were
apparently quite simple, have been
followed by very bad symptoms, and
even death, we should always be ex-
tremely circumspect in the progno-
sis. The treatment consists in en-

deavouring to heal the injury by the

first intention ; in applying cold lo-

tions, forbidding all motion of the

part, and employing bleeding, and
other antiphlogistic means.
Simple incised wounds present only

one indication, viz. that of healing
the part by the first intention. The
prognosis of these wounds in the
joint is not always , unfavourable

:

when the edges have been immedi-

ately brought together, when the

cavity of the joint has not been long

exposed, and when blood is not ex-

travasated in it. In all these cases, the

utmost care should be taken to pre-

vent inflammation ; as upon this cir-

cumstance chiefly depends a success*

ful termination.— See Hey's Prac-
tical Obs. in Surg. p. 354, edit. 2.

Inflammation of the Joints, if we
exclude from consideration specific

cases, may be said usually to be

the consequence of a bruise, sprain,

wound, or some other kind of in-

jury ; but with respect to the in-

flammation of the synovial mem-
brane, as described by Mr. Brodie,

no cause is so frequent as the appli-

cation of cold, and hence he explains

the frequency of this disease in the

knee, and its rarity in the hip and
shoulder, which are covered by a
thick mass of flesh. The inflamma-
tion arising from a wound is infi-

nitely the most severe, after it has

once commenced. (See James oh

Inflammation, p. 157).— When the

inflammation attains to a high pitch,

an abscess may occur in the capsu-

lar ligament, which at length ulce-

rates, and the pus makes its way
beneath the skin, and is, sooner or
later, discharged through ulcerated

openings. An abscess rarely forms
in an important articulation, in con-

sequence of acute inflammation, with-

out the system being also so derang-
ed that life itself is imminently en-

dangered. Severe febrile symptoms
always afflict the patient, and occa-

sionally, delirium and coma taking

place, death itself ensues. In these

cases the inflammatory fever is very
quickly converted into the hectic ;

indeed, when an abscess has taken

place in a large joint, in consequence
of acute inflammation, hectic symp-
toms almost immediately begin to

show themselves, while the strong-

actions of the common inflammatory
fever suddenly subside. Local con-

sequences, even worse than those

described, may follow inflammation

of a joint.

Inflammation of the capsular liga-

ment, or synovial membrane, fre-

Nn2
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quently assumes the chronic form,
and is then very often confounded
with other more serious maladies,
under the general appellation of
white swelling. See Hydartkrus.

Loose Cartilages.—Hard, roundish,
or flattened bodies, mostly of a carti-

laginous nature, are sometimes form-
ed within the capsular ligaments of
joints, occasioning more or less pain,

and a considerable degree of impedi-
ment to the joint thus affected. The
disorder, though not noticed by any
of the very ancient writers, is, never-
theless, far from being uncommon.
Pare* is the first who speaks of it.

(Liv. xxv. chap. xv. p. 772).—In
1691 Pechler published the details

of another case, (Observ, Phys. Med.
Obs. xxxviii. p. 306, &c.) But, of
late years, the disease has been fre-

quently noticed and described, parti-

cularly by Bromfield, Hewit, Mid-
dleton, Gooch, Ford, Home, Bell,

Abernethy, and Brodie, in England ;

byHenckel, Theden, and Lceffler, in

Germany ; and by Sabatier and Des-
sault in France ; and it is now as

well known as most other diseases

to which the joints are liable. Such
detached and moveable cartilages,

however, are not peculiar to the

knee, as they occur in other joints ;

yet, they are more frequently met
with in the knee, and it is at this

joint they produce symptoms which
render them the object of a surgical

operation. Morgagni and Benj. Bell

met with them in the ancle ; Haller

in the joint of the jaw ; and Hey in

the elbow.—These substances, ac-

cording to Sir E. Home, are, in their

structure, analogous to bone ; al-

though not always so, as in some
cases they are softer than in others.

Hydrops articuli implies a collec-

tion of serous fluid in the capsular

ligament of a joint. The knee, more
than any other joint, is subject to

dropsical disease, which, however,
has boon known to affect the wrist,

ancle, and shoulder.

Dropsy of the joint generally arises

from bruises, rheumatism, sprains,

exposure to severe cold, the presence

of extraneous cartilaginous bodies in

the joint, and, in general, from any
thing that irritates the capsular liga-

ment : it is a common attendant on
synovial inflammation, &c. The dis-

ease presents itself in the form of a
soft tumour ; circumscribed by the at-

tachments of the capsular ligaments,

without change of colour in the skin ;

accompanied with a fluctuation ; in-

dolent, little painful, &c. The tu-

mour does not occur behind the ar-

ticulation, but at the front and sides.

In the wrist, it occurs at the anterior

and posterior parts of the joint, but
especially in the former situation,

while it is scarcely perceptible at the
sides. In the ancle, it is more appa-
rent in front of the malleoli than
any where else ; and in the shoulder
it does not surround the joint, but is

almost always confined to the fore-

part of it, and can only be seen in the

interspace of the deltoid and great

pectoral muscles.

To detect the fluctuation, which is

one of the best symptoms of the dis-

ease, the ends of two or three fingers

should be placed on one side of the

swelling, while the opposite side is to

be struck with the end of the middle
finger of the other hand, &c.

Collections of Blood in Joints.—
Tumours, about the joints, consisting

of extravasated blood within the cap-

sular ligaments, are generally on the

external side of the joint. Were
blood known to be effused in a large

joint, an opening for its discharge

would not be justifiable on sound
surgical principles ; as the coagulated

state of the extravasated blood would
not admit of such blood being easily

discharged. Discutient remedies, and

camphorated liniments- are the most
proper.

Disease of the Hip-Joint.—This
complaint is very analogous in its

nature to white swelling, like which

also it seems probable that it has its

varieties, some of which may be

connected with scrofula, while others

cannot be suspected to have any con-

cern with it. The approach of the

hip-joint is much more insidious than

that of white swelling. Some degree

of pain always precedes the kittcjr
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affection ; but the only fore-runner

of the former is frequently a slight

Aveakness, and limping of the affected

limb, which, at first, is apt to be

overlooked. As there is, also, some-
times an uneasiness in the knee,

when the hip is affected, careless

practitioners frequently mistake the

seat of the disease ; which is ex-

tremely detrimental to the patient,

not on account of any bad effect

resulting from the applications em-
ployed; but, because it is only in

the incipient period of the complaint
that a favourable prognosis can be
made.— See Rrodic's Pathological

Remarks respecting the Diseases of
Joints, in vols. iv. v. and vi. of the

Med. Chirurg. Trans.;—Also his Pa-
thological a?id Surg. Observ. mi Joints,
&TO. Lond. 1818, and edit. 2, 1822

;—//. Mayo on an acute form of
Ulceration of the Cartilage of Joints,

in Med. Chir. Trans, vol. ii. p. 101
;—Wilson's Leetwres on the Structure

and Physiology of the Skeleton, and
Diseases of the Hones and Joints, 8vo.
Lond. 1820 ,—E.A. Lloyd's Treat,\,
on the Nature, &C. of Scrofula, Lond.
1820 ;

—

Russet on Morbid Affections

of the Knee, 8vo. Edinb. 1802 ;

—

Monccau and Park's Cases of the

K.rcision of carious Joints, with Ob-
servations by I). J. Jr//ray, 12mo.
Glasgow, 1806' ;

—

J. Rums, on In-
/lamination, &.C. &C.

rJlDiCATo'iuLs. {Yromjudicare, to
discern). An obsolete term applied
to a synocha of four days, because
its termination may certainly be fore-
seen.

Jlga'le os. {Jitgalis; fromjugurn,
•i yoke ; from its resemblance, or
because it is articulated to the bone
of the upper jaw, like a yoke). Os
mala?. Os zygomaticum. The ossa
malarum are the prominent square
bones which form the upper part of
the cheeks. They are situated close
under the eyes, and make part of the
orbits. Each of these bones has
three surfaces to be considered. One
of these is exterior and somewhat
convex. The second is superior and
concave, serving to form the lower
and lateral parts of the orbit. The

third, which is posterior, is very un-

equal and concave, for the lodgment

of the lower part of the temporal

muscle. Each of these bones may
be described as having four pro-

cesses, formed by their four angles.

Two of these may be called orbitar

processes. The superior one is con-

nected with the orbitar process of the

os frontis ; and the inferior one with

the malar process of the maxillary

bone. The third is connected with

the temporal process of the sphenoid

bone ; and the fourth forms a bony
arch, by its connection with the

zygomatic process of the temporal

bone. In infants, these bones are

entire and completely ossified.

Ju'GLANS, -andis, f. (Quasi Juvis

glans, the royal fruit, from its mag-
nitude) .— 1 . The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Monoecia; Order, Polyandria. The
walnut tree.—2. The pharmacopoeia!

name of the walnut. See Juglans
rcgia.

Ju'glans re'gia. The systematic

name of the walnut-tree. The tree

which bears the walnut is the Jug/ans;

\foliolis ovolibus, glabris, subserratis,

suba^qualibns, of Linnaeus. It is a

j

native of Persia, but cultivated in

! this country. The unripe fruit, which

I

has an astringent bitterish taste, and
has been long employed as a pickle,

is the part which was directed for

medicinal use by the London College;

on account of its anthelmintic virtiu s.

%* The green rind of the walnut,

has been celebrated as a powerful
anti-venereal remedy,' for more than
a century and a half; and Petrus Bo-
rellus has given directions for a de-
coction not unlike that which is com-
monly called the Lisbon diet-drink,

in which the walnut, with its green
bark, forms a principal ingredient.

Ramazzini, whose works were pub-
lished early in the present centurv,
has likewise informed us, that in his

time the green rind of the walnut was
esteemed a good anti venereal re-

medy in England. This part of the
walnut has been much used in de-
coctions, during the last fifty years,
both in the green and dried state ; it

Nn3
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has been greatly recommended by
writers on the continent, as well as
by those of our own country ; and is,

without doubt, a very useful addition

to the decoction of the woods. Mr.
Pearson has employed it during many
years, in those cases where pains in

the limbs and indurations of the
membranes have remained, after the
venereal disease has been cured by
mercury; and he informs us, that he
has seldom directed it without mani-
fest advantage. Brambilla and Gir-
tanner also contend for the anti-

venereal virtues of the green bark of

the walnut ; but the result of Mr. P.'s

experience will not permit him to

add his testimony to theirs. See
Juglans.

Ju'gclar veins. (From jugulum,
the throat). Venajugulares. These
veins run from the head down the

sides of the neck, and are divided,

from their situation, into external

and internal. The external, or super-

ficialjugular vein, receives the blood
from the frontal, angular, temporal,
auricular, sublingual, or ranine, and
occipital veins. The internal, or
deep-seatedjugular vein, receives the

blood from the lateral sinuses of the

dura mater, the laryngeal and pha-
ryngeal veins. Both jugulars unite,

and form, with the subclavian vein,

the superior vena cava, which ter-

minates in the superior part of the

right auricle of the heart.

Ju'gulum, -z, n. (From jugum,
a yoke ; because the yoke is fastened

to this part) . The throat, or anterior

part of the neck.

Ju'jubes. See Jujubce.

Ju'jubje. (Arab.) Jujubes. A half-

dried fruit of the plum kind, about

the size and shape of an olive, the

produce of the Rhamnus zizyphus of

Linnaeus.
*** When in perfection, jujubes

have an agreeable sweet taste, and
in the southern parts of Europe,
where they are common, they make
an article of food in their recent

state, and of medieLie when half

«lried.

July Jlnwers, See Dianthus Caryo-

fhyllus.

Jun'cus odora'tus, See Andv&>
pogon Schcenanthus.

Juniper, 1 _ .

T . > see Juniperus,
Juniper gum. j '

Jum'perus. (Juniperus; from ju*
venis, young, and parere, to bring

forth ; so called, because it produces
its young berries while the old ones
are ripening).— 1. The name of a
genus of plants in the Linnsean sys-

tem : Class, Dioecia ; Order, Mona~
delphia. — 2. The pharmacopoeia!
name of the common juniper. See
Juniperus communis.
Jum'perus commi/nis. The sys-

tematic name of the juniper-tree.

Juniperus ; foliis ternis patentibus

mucronatis , baccis lo?igioribu$, of

Linnseus. Both the tops and ber*

ries of this indigenous plant are di-

rected in our pharmacopoeias, but

the latter are usually preferred, and
are brought chiefly from Holland
and Italy. Gf their efficacy as a

stomachic, carminative, diaphoretic,

.and diuretic, there are several rela-

tions by physicians of great autho-

rity : and medical writers have also

spoken of the utility of the juniper in

nephritic cases, uterine obstructions,

scorbutic affections, and some cuta-

neous diseases.

*** From this tree is also ob-

tained a concrete resin, which has

been called sandarach, or gum juni-

per. It exudes in white tears, more
transparent than mastich. It is al-

most totally soluble in alcohol, with

which it forms a white varnish, that

dries speedily. Reduced to powder,

it is called pounce, which prevents

ink from sinking into, paper from
which the exterior coating of size

has been scraped away.
Juni'perus ly'cia. The syste-

matic name of the plant which af*

fords the true frankincense. Oliba-

num. Thus. Frankincense.

%* In former times, olibanum

seems to have been in great repute

in affections of the head and breast,

coughs, haemoptysis, and in various

fluxes, both uterine and intestinal ;

it was also much employed exter-

nally. Recourse is now seldom had

to this medicine, which is superseded
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by myrrh, and other articles of the

resinous kind. It is, however, esteem-

ed by many as an astringent, and
though not in general use, is con-
sidered as a valuable medicine in

fluor albus, and debilities of the sto-

mach and intestines : applied exter-

nally in the form of plaster, it is said

to be corroborant, &c. and with this

intention it forms the basis of the

emplastrum thuris.

Juni'perus sabiva. The syste-

matic name of the savine-tree. Sa-
birui % Savina. Sabma sterilis. Bra-
thu. Common or barren Savin. Ju-
iiiperus sabina; foliis oppositis^ erectis,

decvrreiitibus', oppositiotiibus pyxida-
tis, of Linnaeus.

*
#* Savine is a powerful and ao

tive medicine, and has been long re-

puted the most efficacious in the ma-
teria medica, for producing a deter-

mination to the uterus, and thereby
proving emmenagogue ; it heats and
stimulates the whole system very
considerably, and is said to promote
the fluid secretions.

Ju'piter. The ancient chymical
name of tin, because supposed under
the government of that planet.

Juva'ntia. (Fromjuvare, to assist).

Medicines, or auxiliaries of any kind
j

which relieve a distemper.

Juxtangi'na. (From juxta, near,

and angi?ia, a quinsy). A disease re-

sembling a quinsy.

K.

•K.e.mpfe'ria Gala'nga. The plant

which affords the greater galangal

root.

Kjempfe'ria rqtu'nda. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which af-

fords the officinal zedoary. Zedoa-
via. Kamipferia, foliis lanceolatis^ pe~
tiolatisy of Linnaeus. The roots of
this plant are brought to us in long
pieces about the thickness of the
little finger, two or three inches in

length, bent, rough, and angular ; or
in roundish pieces about an inch in

diameter, of an ash colour on the
outside, and white within. They have
an agreeable camphoraceous smell,

and a bitterish aromatic taste. Though
formerly much esteemed against

rheumatic affections, they are at

present thought to possess very little

medicinal powers, although they had
a place in the confectio aroraatica of
the London Pharmacopoeia.

Ka'jeput o'leum. See Melaleuca.

Ka'li. (Arab.) The Kali of the

pharmacopoeias is the vegetable al-

kali or potash. See Potassa.

Ka'li aceta'tum. See Potassa?

acetas*

Ka'li aera'tum-. See Potasses

carbonas.

Ka'li arsenica'tum. A prepara-

tion of arsenic, composed of the

vegetable alkali and the acid of ar-

senic.

Ka'li citra'tum. Alkali vegeta-

ble, succo citri saturation, A citrate

of potash is made by saturating pre-

pared kali with lemon juice. It is

the basis of the saline draught ; it

possesses nervine and sudorific pro-

perties ; and is exhibited in rheiv
matism, catarrh, and most febrile

diseases.

Ka'li pr*:para'tum. See Potassa?

subcarbonas.

Ka'li pu'rum. See Potassafusa,
Ka'li sulphura'tum. See Sul-

phuretum potassce.

Ka'li tartariza'tum. See Po*>

tosses tartras.

Ka'li vitriola'tum. See Potassa
sulphas.

Kei'ri. See Cheiranthus,

Kelp. The impure mineral alkali

which is obtained in this country by
burning marine plants.

Kerato - PHAR.YNGiE'us. (Froca
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Ktpag, a horn, and 0apuy£, the pha-
rynx). A muscle, so named from
its shape, and insertion in the pha-
rynx.

Keratony'xis. This term (from
x£pri£, a horn, and vv$ig, a punc-
ture), is employed hy the German
professors to denote the operation of

couching, performed through the

cornea, or horny coat of the eye
;

the opaque lens being in this man-
ner sometimes depressed, sometimes'
broken piecemeal, and, in other in-

stances, merely turned, so as to place

its anterior and posterior surface in

the horizontal position. The latter

method is what the German surgeons

particularly imply by the phrase rec-

torialion.

Ke'rmes. (Chermah, Arab.) Gra-
num tinctorium. Coccus baphica.

Round reddish grains, about the

size of peas, found in Spain, Italy,

and the south of France, adhering
to the branches of the scarlet oak.
They are the nidus of a minute red

animalcule, called Coccus qucrcus

ilicis, of Linnaeus. The confectio al-

kermes, now obsolete, was prepared
with these, which possess corrobor-

ant and astringent virtues.

Ke'rmes minera'lis. A prepara-

tion of antimony, so termed, from
its resemblance in colour to the in-

sect of that name. It is now dis-

used in medicine, and gives place to

the other preparations of antimony.
Sec Hydrosulphuretum stibii rubrum.

Kernel- wort. See Scrop/iularia no-

dosa.

Ke'rva. (KervaJiy Arab.) The
ricinus.

Ketchup. The prepared liquor of

the mushroom.
Keyser's pills. A once cele-

brated mercurial medicine, the me-
thod of preparing which was pur-

chased by the French government,
and has since been published by M.
Richard. The hydrargyria acetatus

is considered as an adequate substi-

tute for the more elaborate form of

Keyser. M. Richard concludes his

account of Keyser's pills with ob-

serving, that he considers it to be,

without exception, the most effec-

tual remedy for the venereal disease"

hitherto discovered. But further
trials of this remedy do not justify

the sanguine accounts of its proper-
ties ; though it may sometimes suc-

ceed when some of the other mercu-
rial preparations have failed.

Kibes. A name for chilblains.

Kidney. Ben, -nis, m. An ab-
dominal viscus, shaped like a kidney

-

beau, that secretes the urine. There
are two kidneys. One is situated

in each lumbar region, near the

tirst lumbar vertebrae, behind the

peritoneum. This organ is com-
posed of three substances; a cor-

ticle, which is external, and very vas-

cular ; a tubulous, which consists of
small tubes, and a papillous sub-

stance, which is the innermost.

%* The kidneys are generally

surrounded with more or less adi-

pose membrane, and they have also

a proper membrane, ^nembrana pro-

pria, which is closely accreted to the

cortical substance. The renal ar-

teries, called also cmulgents, pro-

ceed from the aorta. The veins eva-

cuate their blood into the ascending

cava. The absorbents accompanv
the blood-vessels, and terminate in

the thoracic duct. (The nerves of the

kidneys are branches of the eighth

pair and great intercostal. The ex-

cretory duct of this viscus is called

the ureter. At the middle of the kid-

ney, where the blood-vessels enter

it, is a large membranous bag, called

the pelvis, which diminishes like a

funnel, and forms a long canal, the

ureter, that conveys the urine from
the kidney to the bladder, which it

perforates obliquely.

Kikekunema'lo. A pure resin,

very similar to copal, but of a more
beautiful whiteness and transparency.

It is brought from America, where
it is said to be used medicinally, in

the cure of hysteria, tetauus, &C. It

forms the most beautiful of all var-

nishes.

Kl'Kh (Kike, Arab.) Sec Ricinus.

Ki'na ki'na. See Cinchona.

Ki'nic a'cid. This name has been
given by Vauquelin to a peculiar

acid, obtained from Cinchona.
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Kinki'na. See Cinchona.

Kino. (Indian.) Gummi gam-
biense. Gummi rubrum astringens

gambiense. The tree from which

this resin is obtained, though not

botanically ascertained, is known to

grow on the banks of the river Gam-
bia, in Africa. It is now in common
use, and is one of the most effica-

cious vegetable astringents, or styp-

tics, in the materia medica. The dos«
is from twenty to thirty grains.

Knee-holly. See Ruscus*

Knee-pari* See Patella.

Kolto. (Polonese). The plica po-
lonica, or plaited hair.

Kyna'nche. See Cynanche.

.La'bdanum. See Cistus creticus.

La'bia lepori'n A. (Leporina; from
lepus, a hare, resembling a hare).

The hare-lip.

Laborato'ry. (From laborare, to

labour) . A place properly fitted up
for the performance of chymical
operations.

La'byrintii. That part of the in-

ternal ear behind the cavity of the

tympanum ; it is constituted by the

cochlea, vestibulum, and semicircu-
lar canals.

Lac, -tis
y n.—l.Milk. (See Milk).

—2. The name of a vegetable sub-
stance. See Lacca.
Lac ammoni'aci. See Mistura

tvmmoniaci.

Lac amy'gdal*:. Emulsion of
almonds. A very pleasant, cooling,

demulcent drink, calculated to alle-

viate ardor urinae, and strangury.

It forms a pleasant ptisan in coughs,
hoarsenesses, and catarrhs. See Mis-
tura amygdalarum.
Lac assafoz'tidje. See Mistura

assafoetidae.

Lac sulphu'ris. See Sulphur pr&-
cipitatum.

La'cca. (From lakah, Arab.) Gum-
mi Laccce. Stick-lac. Gum-lac. Seed-
lac. Shell-lac.

*
# * This substance is chiefly era-

ployed for making sealing-wax. A
tincture of it is recommended as an
antiscorbutic to wash the gums.
La'chryma abie'gna. See Tere-

binthina argentoratensis.

La'chry.m&, The tears. A limpid /

fluid secreted by the lachrymal glandi
and flowing on the surface of the eye,

La'chrymal bone. See Unguis os,

La'chrymal ducts. Ductus la~

chrymales. The excretory ducts of
the lachrymal gland, which open
upon the internal surface of the
upper eyelid.

La'chrymal gland. Glandula la-

chryvialis. A glomerate gland, situ •

ated above the external angle of the
orbit, in a peculiar depression of the

frontal bone. It secretes the tears,

and conveys them to the eye by it3

excretory ducts, which are six or
eight in number.
La'chrymal nerve. The fifth

pair of nerves from the head is di-

vided into several branches, the first

of which is called the orbitary
branch ; this is divided into three
more, the third of which is called the
lachrymal branch; it goes off chiefly

to tlie lachrymal gland.

La'chrymal organs, diseases op
the. The lachrymal gland, al-

though it cannot be said to be a part
frequently the scat of disease, yet it

is sometimes subject to inflamma-
tion; also to scirrhous enlargement,
and in cases of carcinoma of the eye>
it is one of the parts in which a re-

turn of the disease is apt to recur.

Hence it is now generally considered
right to remove it as soon as the
eyeball has been taken away. Some-
times, though rarely, the gland is

primarily affected, and Guerin re-

moved one in the state of scirrhous,
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«nd so much enlarged, that the eye
was entirely covered by it. Mr. Tra-
vers removed a scirrhous and enlarg-

ed lachrymal gland. The eyesight

had suffered considerably during the

growth of the tumour. A slight

prolapsus of the eyelid was the only

deformity after the operation. This
gentleman recommends similar ope-
rations to be always done, if possible,

beneath the eyelid (Synopsis, &c.

p. 228) . For cases of the successful

removal of the lachrymal gland in a

state of scirrhus, see Dublin Hospi-
talReports, vol. iii. ;

—

Guthrie's Ope-
rative Surg, of the Eye, p. 159, &c.
The caruncula lachrymalis is sub-

ject to chronic induration and en-

largement, constituting the disease

called encanthis, of which there is

also a scirrhous, carcinomatous, or
malignant form, rapidly extending

its effects to the eyeball, and the thin

adjacent bones of the orbit.

—

Beer,

Lehre von den Augenkr. b. ii. p. 188.

Ui uuiuL.UU
<->J

llt.V Via., I- V*~ -f *"£

the Eye,—Beer considers it highly

necessary, that this case should be
discriminated from inflammation of

the sac itself, which is often but

little affected, and this even when an
abscess forms. Unless the true na-

ture of the disease be understood,

the surgeon is apt to suppose, that

the matter is in the sac itself, and
believes that, when he makes an
opening, he is puncturing that re-

ceptacle, whereas, in reality, he is

merely dealing with a superficial ab-

scess of the integuments ; in conse-

quence of which, a good deal of un-

necessary pain and inflammation,

from poking about with the probe,

is produced. (See Inflammation of
the Lachrymal Sac).—The symptoms
of the first stage of this complaint,

according to Beer, are as follow :

—

In the corner of the eye, precisely in

the situation of the lachrymal sac, a

circumscribed, very hard, tender

swelling arises, of the shape of a

bean, producing a lancinating pain

when it is touched, and gradually

acquiring considerable redness. The
absorption and conveyance of the

tears into the lachrymal sac, and

thence into the nose, are completely
interrupted ; the lachrymal papilla?

are shrunk ; the puncta cannot be
seen, consequently the tears fall over
the cheek. The nostril, on the af-

fected side, is at first very moist, but
soon becomes perfectly dry, the mu-
cous membrane being a good deal

affected. As the inflammation also

constantly spreads to the orbicular

muscle and integuments in the cor-
ner of the eye, the complaint often
presents an erysipelatous appear-
ance, extending to the eyelids and
down the cheek; but the circum-
scribed swelling, caused by the in-

flamed sac, is still not only capable
of being distinctly felt, but even seen.

Other diseases of the lachrymal
organs are, chronic blennorhoea of
the excretory parts of the lachrymal
organs, for a particular history of
which, see M'Kenzie on the Diseases

of the Lachrymal Organs, p. 37,
40 ;

—

Obstruction ofthe Nasal Duct,
ibid. ; and Wctre onEpiphr/ra andFis-
tula Lachrymalis ; Hernia and Hy-
drops of the Ijachrymal Sac ; Stillici-

dium Lachrymarum.— Mr. Travers
mentions a constricted state of the la-

chrymal puncta and canals, crucible

by the introduction of the probe (Sy-

?iopMs,&c,\>. 366).—All modernwrit-
ers agree, that the obliterated puncta

and canals can never be restored. On
these subjects, consult also An Es-
say on the Diseases of the Excreting
Parts of the Lachrymal Organs, by

IV. Mackenzie, 8vo. Lond. 1819.

—

This work contains many valuable

observations from the writings of
Beer ;

—

J.A.Schmidt i'tber dieKrank-
heiten des Thrancnorgans , a work of

considerable reputation ;

—

Pott's Ob*

serv. 071 Fistula Lachrymalis

;

—Scar-

pa, Sprengel, Foumitr , &c. &c.
Laco'nicum. (Because they were

much used by the people of Laco-
nia) . A stove or sweating room.

Lacta'tion. (From lactarc, to

suckle). The giving suck.

Lacta'tes. Salts formed by the

union of the acid of sour whey, or
lactic acid, with different bases;

thus lactate of potash, &c.

Lacte'als. f^asa lactea. These,
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the absorbents of the mesentery, ori-

ginate in the small intestines, and
convey the chyle thence to the tho-

racic duct.

%* The lacteals are very tender

and transparent vessels, possessed of

an infinite number of valves, which,

when distended with chyle, a milky
or lacteal fluid, give them a knotty
appearance. They arise from the

internal surface of the villous coat

of the small intestines, perforate the

other coats, and form a kind of net-

work, whilst the greater number
unite one with another between the

muscular and external coats. They
proceed thence between the laminae

of the mesentery to the conglobate
glands. In their course, they con-
stitute the greater part of the gland
through which they pass, being dis-

tributed through them several times,

and curled in various directions.

—

The lacteals having passed these

glands, go to others, and at length
seek those nearest the mesentery.

—

From these glands, which are only
four or five, or perhaps more, the

lacteals pass out and ascend with the

mesenteric artery, and unite with
the lymphatics of the lower extre-

mities, and those of the abdominal
viscera, and then form a common
trunk, the thoracic duct, which, in

some subjects, is dilated at its ori-

gin, forming the receptaculum chyli.

See Nutrition.

La'ctic a'cid. (From lac, milk),
the acid of sour milk.

La'ctica. The Arabian name for

that species of fever which the Greeks
call typhos, or typhodes.

Lacti'fuga. (From lac, milk, and
fugare, to drive away). Medicines
which dispel milk.

Lactu'ca. (From lac, milk
;

named from the milky juice which
exudes upon its being wounded). The
lettuce.— 1 . A genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Syvgene-
sia ; Order, Polygamia ceuualis.—
2. The pharmacopceial name of the
garden lettuce, the Lactuca sativa

cultivated.

Lactu'ca grave'olens. See Lac-
tuca virosa.

Lactu'ca sati'va. The systema*
tic name of the lettuce. Lactuca sa-

tiva. It is esteemed as a whole-
some aperient bitter anodyne, easy

of digestion, but affording no nutri*

ment.
*** Lettuces appear to agree bet-

ter with hot, bilious, melancholic
temperaments, than the phlegmatic.
The seeds possess a quantity of oily

substance, which, triturated with
water, forms an emulsion esteemed
by some in ardor urinae, and some
diseases of the urinary passages.—r
The lettuce was famous for the cure
of the EmperorAugusius, and formed
the opiate of Galen, in his old age ;

a proof that, in the warmer climates,

it must acquire an exaltation of its

virtues above what is met with in

this country.

Lactu'ca scari'ola. Lactuca syl-

vestris. Scariola. The Lactuca sea-

riola ofLinnaeus, possesses a stronger
degree of bitterness than the Lactuca
sativa, and is said to be more ape-
rient and laxative. It is nearly simi-
lar, in virtue as in taste, to un-
blanched endive.

La'ctlca sylve'stris. See Lac-
tuca scariola.

Lactu'ca viro'sa. The systematic
name of the opium-scented lettuce.

Lactuca graveoletis. Strong-scented
lettuce. Lactuca virosa ; foliis hori-

zontalibus, carinn aculeatis, dentatis,

of Linnaeus. A common plant in our
hedges and ditches.

%.* Dioscorides describes the
odour and taste of the juice as nearly
agreeing with that of the white pop-
py. Its effects are also said, accord-
ing to Haller and others, to be
powerfully narcotic. Dr. Collin, at
Vienna, first brought the lactuca vi-

rosa into medical repute, and its

character has lately induced the Col-
lege of Physicians at Edinburgh to

insert it in the catalogue of the Ma-
teria Medica.

Lactuce'lla. (Diminutive of lac-

tuca, the lettuce ; so named from its

milky juice) . The sow-thistle.

Lactuci'mina. (From laciare, to
suckle ; so called because they hap-
pen chiefly to children while at the
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Ijreast). Aphthae, or little ulcers,

er crusty scabs, on the skin.

Lactu'men. (From lac, milk ; so
named because it is covered with a
white crust) . The achor, or scald-

head ; also a little crusty scab on the
skin, affecting chiefly children at the
breast.

Lacu'n^. (Lacuna; from lacus, a
channel) . The mouths or openings
of the excretory ducts of muciparous
glands in the urethra, &c.

La'danum. (From ladony Arab.)
See Cistus creticus.

Ladies bedstraw. See Galium.
Ladies mantle. See Alchemilla.

Ladies smock. See Cardamine.
Lstifica'ntia. (From leetifaare,

to make glad) . This term hath been
applied to many compositions under
the intention of cordials ; but both
the medicines and distinction are now
obsolete.

La'garos. (Aayapoc, lax ; so
named from its comparative laxity).

The right ventricle of the heart.

Lagophtha'lmia. (Froin Xaywoc,
& hare, and otpOaXfiog, an eye ; be-

cause it is believed that hares sleep

with their eyes open) . Lagophthal-
mos. The hare's eye. A disease in

which the eye cannot be shut.

%* The following complaints may
arise from it : a constant weeping of

the organ, in consequence of the in-

terruption of the alternate closure

and opening of the eye-lids, which
motions so materially contribute to

propelling the tears into the nose
;

blindness in a strong light, in conse-

quence of the inability to moderate
the rays which fall on the eye ; on
the same account, the sight becomes
gradually very much weakened ; in-

capacity to sleep where there is any
light ; -irritation, pain, and redness

of the eye, from this organ being

exposed to the extraneous substances

in the atmosphere, without the eye-

lids having the power of washing
them away in the natural manner.

—

An enlargement or protrusion of the

whole eye, or a staphyloma, may
obviously produce lagophthalmos.

But affections of the upper eyelids

are the common causes. Heister

says he has seen the complaint ori-
ginate from a disease of the lower
one. Now and then lagophthalmos
depends on paralysis of the orbicu-
laris muscle. A cicatrix, after a
wound, ulcer, or burn, is the most
frequent cause.

Lagopo'dium. (From Xaycwg, a
hare, and ttovq, a foot; so called
because it has narrow hairy leaves,
like the foot of a hare) . The herb
hare's-foot trefoil.

Lago'stoma. (From Xayioog, a
hare, and ^ofia, the mouth ; so called
because the upper lip is divided in
the middle like that of a hare) . The
hare-lip.

Lakeweed. See Polygonum hydro-
piper.

La'mac. Gum-arabic.
Lambdaci'smus. A defect in

speech, which consists in an inability

to pronounce certain consonants

;

or that stammering or difficulty of
speech, called Psellismus Lallans

,

that is, when the letter L is pro-
nounced too liquid, and often in the
place of R.

Lambdoi'dal sutu're. Sutura
Lambdoidalis ; (from A, and sidog,

resemblance ; because it is shaped
like the letter A) . Occipital suture.

The suture that unites the occipital

bone to the two parietal bones.

Lambiti'vum. (From lambere, to

lick up) . A linctus or medicine to

be licked up.

Lame'lla. (Dim. of lamina, a
plate of metal). The thin plates, or
gills of a mushroom.

La'mina. (From cXaw, to beat
off). A bone, or membrane, or any
substance resembling a thin plate of
metal. The lap of the ear.

La'm ium . (From Lamium , a moun-
tain of Ionia, where it grew, or from
lama, a ditch, because it usually

grows about ditches and neglected

places). The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

lHdynamia; Order, Gymnospermia,
The nettle.

La'mium a'lbum. Vrtica mortua.

Arch-angelica. Dead-nettle. White
archangel nettle.

Uterine hemorrhages and fluor
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albus are said to be relieved by in-

fusions of this plant, from sensible

qualities of which very little benefit

can be expected.

Lamp, safety. This invaluable

and splendid apparatus is the inven-

tion of Sir Humphrey Davy; of which

the following is a brief description :

in the parts of coal-mines where

danger was apprehended from lire-

damp, miners had been accustomed

to guide themselves, or to work, by

the light afforded from the sparks

of steel struck off from a wheel

of flint. But even this appara-

tus, though much less dangerous

than a candle, sometimes produced

explosions of the fire-damp. A per-

fect security from accident is, how-
ever, offered to the miner, in the use

of a safe-lamp, which transmits its

light, and is fed with air, through a

cylinder of iron or copper wire-gauze

;

and this fine invention has the ad-

vantage of requiring no machinery,

no philosophical knowledge to direct

its use, and is made at a very cheap
rate.

The apertures in the gauze should

not be more than one-twentieth of

an inch square. As the fire-damp is

not inflamed by ignited wire,the thick-

ness of the wire is of no importance,

but wire from one-fortieth to one-
sixtieth of an inch in diameter is the

most convenient. The cage, or cy-

linder, should be made by double

joinings, the gauze being folded over
in such a manner as to leave no
apertures. When it is cylindrical, it

should not be more than two inches

in diameter ; for in larger cylinders,

the combustion of the firedamp ren-

ders the top inconveniently hot ; and
a double top is always a proper
precaution, fixed one-half or three-

fourths of an inch above the first

top. The gauze cylinder should be

fastened to the lamp by a screw of

four or five turns, and fitted to the

screw by a tight ring. All joinings

in the lamp should be made with

hard solder; and the security de-

pends upon the circumstance, that

no aperture exists in the apparatus,

larger than in the wire gauze.

Theparts ofthe Lamp are:—1 . Tlie

brass cistern which contains the oil,

pierced near the centre with a vertical

narrow tube, nearly filled with a
wire which is recurved above, on the

level of the burner, to trim the wick,
by acting on the lower end of the

wire with the fingers. It is called

the safety trimmer.—2. The rim, in

which the wire-gauze cover is fixed,

and which is fastened to the cistern

by a moveable screw.—3. An aperture

for supplying oil, fitted with a screw
or a cork, and which communicates
with the bottom of the cistern by a

tube ; and a central aperture for the

wick.—4. The wire-gauze cylinder,

which should not have less than 625
apertures to the square inch.—5. The
second top three-fourths of an inch

above the first, surmounted by a

brass or copperplate, to which the

ring of suspension is fixed.—6. Four
or six thick vertical wires, joining the

cistern below with the top plate, and
serving as protecting pillars round
the cage.

When the wire-gauze safe-lamp is

lighted, and introduced into an at-

mosphere gradually mixed with fire-

damp, the first effect of the fire-

damp is to increase the length and
size of the flame. When the inflam-

mable gas is as much as one-twelfth
of the volume of the air, the cylinder

becomes filled with a feeble blue
flame, but the flame of the wick ap-
pears burning brightly within the
blue flame, and the light of the wick
augments till the fire-damp increases

to one-sixth or one-fifth, when it is

lost in the flame of the fire-damp,
which in this case fills the cylinder

with a pretty strong light. As long
as any explosive mixture of gas exists

in contact with the lamp, so long it

will give light, and when it is extin-

guished, which happens when the
foul air constitutes as much as one-
third of the volume of the atmos-
phere, the air is no longer fit for

respiration ; for, though animal life

will continue where flame is extin-

guished, yet it is always with suffer-

ing. By fixing a coil of platinum
wire above the wick, ignition will

Oo
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continue in the metal when the lamp
itself is extinguished, and from the
ignited wire the wick may be again
rekindled, en going into a less in-

flammable atmosphere.
Independent of the facilities af-

forded by this invention, to the work-
ing of coal-mines abounding in fire-

damp, it has enabled the directors

and superintendents to ascertain,

with the utmost precision and expe-
dition, both the presence, the quan-
tity, and correct situation of the gas.

Instead of creeping inch by inch

with a candle, as is usual, along the

galleries of a mine suspected to con-
tain fire-damp, in order to ascertain

its presence, we walk firmly on with
the safe-lamps, and with the utmost
confidence prove the actual state of

the mine.
La'mpsana. See Lapsana.
Lance'tta. (Dim. of lancea, a

spear). A lancet. An instrument
used -in phlebotomy.

Lao'nica cura'tio. A method of

curing the gout, by evaporating the

morbid matter by topical applications.

Lapa'ctica. (From Xanadu, to

evacuate). Purgative medicines.

La'para. (From Xaira{u), to empty;
so named from its concave and empty
appearance). The flank.

Laparoce'le. (From Xa7rapa, the

flank, and kt]Xt], a rupture). A rup-

ture through the side of the belly.

La'pathum. (From Xarra^u), to

evacuate ; so named because it purges

gently) . The dock.

La'pathum aceto'sum. See Ru-
mex acetosa.

La'pathum acu'tum. See Rumex
acutus.

La'pathum aqua'ticum. See Ru-
mex hydrolapathum.

La'pides can'cro'rum.Scc Cancer,

Lapide'llum. (From lapis, a

stone). Lapidellus. The name of a

kind of spoon, formerly used to take

out small stones and fragments from

the bladder.

Lapi'lli cancro'rum. Crab's

stones, commonly called crab's eyes.

Sec Cancer.

La'pis df/zoar. See Bezoar.

La'pis qieru'levs.SevLapis lazuli.

La'pis CALAMINa'ris. See Cala-
mine.

La'pis calca'reus. Lime-stone.
Hard carbonate of lime.

La'pis cy'anus. See Lapis lazuli.

La'pi s hamati'tes . See Haematites.
La'pis Hibe'rnicus. TegulaHiber-

nica. Ardesia Hibernica. Hardesia.
Irish slate. A kind of slate, or very
hard stone, found in different parts of
Ireland, in a mass of a bluish black
colour, which stains the hands. When
dried and powdered, it is pale, or of
a whitish blue, and by keeping grows
black. In the fire it yields a sulphu-
reous gas, and acquires a pale red
colour, with additional hardness. It

is occasionally powdered by the com-
mon people, and taken in spruce beer,

against inward bruises.

La'pis hy'stricis. See Bezoar
hystricis.

La'pis inferna'lis. An old name
for the caustic potash. See Potassa

fusa.

La'pis la'zuli. Lapis cyanus.

Azure stone. A combination of si-

lex, the blue fluate of lime and sul-

phate of lime and iron.

*** It was formerly exhibited as

a purgative and vomit, and given in

epilepsy.

La'pis malace'nsis. See Bezoar
hystricis.

La'pis porci'nus. See Bezoar
hystricis.

La'pis si'mije. See Bezoar simia.

La'ppa Ma'jor. See Arctium lapjm,

La'psana. Nipplewort ; the Lap-
sa?ia communis, of Linnaeus. It is a

lactescent bitter, and nearly similar in

virtues to the cichory, dandelion, and
endive. It has been employed chiefly

for external purposes, against wounds
and ulcerations, &c.

La'queus gu'tturis. A malig-

nant inflammation of the tonsils, in

which the patient appears as if he
were suffocated with a noose.

La'rbason. Antimony.
Larch-tree. See Pinus larix.

Lard. The English name of hog's

fat, when melted down. Hog's lard,

adeps suilla?, forms the base of many
unguents, and is often eaten by the

poor instead of butter, &c.
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Lary'ngotomy. (From \crp17i;,

the larynx, and Tepvo, to cut) . See

Bronchutomy.
Larynx, -gis>f. (AapvyZ, a Greek

prim.) A cartilaginous cavity si-

tuated behind the tongue, in the an-

terior part of the fauces, and lined

with an exquisitely sensible mem-
brane. It is composed of the annu-

lar or cricoid cartilage, the scutiform

or thyroid, the epiglottis and two
arytenoid cartilages. The superior

opening of the larynx is called the

glottis. The laryngeal arteries are

branches of the external carotids. The
laryngeal veins evacuate their blood

into the external jugulars. The nerves

of the larynx are from the eighth pair.

The use of the larynx is to constitute

the organ of voice, and to serve also

for respiration.

Lasci'vus. (From lacere, to en-

snare ; upon account of its irregular

motions) . An epithet used by Para-

celsus for the chorea sancti viti.

La'ser. (A term used by the Cy-
renians). The herb laser-wort, or
assafoetida.

Laserpi'tium. (Lac serpitium, al-

luding to its milky juice. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Pentandria ; Order,
Digynia.

Laserpi'tium chiro'nium. Panax.
Hercules' allheal or wound-wort.
%* The seeds and roots of this

plant are warm, and similar in fla-

vour and quality to those of the

parsnep. The root and stalks have
a much stronger smell, which resem-
bles that of opoponax; and Boerhaave
relates, that on wounding the plant

ID the summer, he obtained a yellow
juice, which being inspissated a little

in the sun, agreed perfectly in both
respects with that exotic gum resin.

Laserpi'tium latifo'lium. The
systematic name of the white gen-
tian. The root of this plant, Laser-
pitium latifolium, foliis cordatis, in-

ciso-serratis , of Linnaeus, possesses
stomachic, corroborant, and deob-
struent virtues. It is seldom used.

Laserpi'tium si'ler. The syste-
matic name of the heart-wort. Seseli.

Siler montanum. Sermountain. The

seeds and roots of this plant are di-

rected as officinals. They have an
agreeable smell, a warm, glowing,

aromatic taste ; and, though neglect-

ed in this country, do not appear to

be deservedly so.

La'teral opera'tion. A mode of

cutting for the stone is so called.

La'teral sinu'sses. The bifurca-

tion and continuation of the longitu-

dinal sinus of the dura mater. They
commence about the middle of the

tentorium, one passing along each
horizontal crucial spine, within the

tentorium, and round to the foramen
lacerum in basi cranii, where the

internal jugular vein begins. Their
use is to carry the blood from the

brain into the internaljugulars, which
return it to the heart.

La'tex, ~cis, m. (Latex
,
quod i/t,

vents terra? lateat). Water, or juice.

A term sometimes applied to the

blood, as being the spring or source

of all the humours.
Lateri'tious se'diment. (From

later, a brick) A term applied to

the brick-dust-like sediment occa-

sionally deposited in the urine of
people afflicted with fever.

La'tiiyius. (From \a9a>, to for-

get ; because it was thought to affect

the memory). Spurge.
La'tiiyrus. (From \a9io, to lie

hid ; so called from its diminutive

size). The vetch.

Lati'bulum. (From latere, to lie

hid) . The fomes, or hidden matter
of infectious diseases.

Lati'ssimus co'lli. See Platysma
myaides.

Lati'ssimus do'rsi. (Latusimus,
sc. musculus). Aniscalptor of Cow-
per. Dorsi-lumbo sacro humeral of
Dumas. A muscle of the humerus,
situated on the posterior part of the
trunk. It is a very broad, thin, and
for the most part, fleshy muscle,
which is placed immediately under
the skin, except where it is covered
by the lower extremity of the trape-
zius. Its use is to pull the os humeri
downwards and backwards, and to
turn it upon its axis. Riolanus, from
its use on certain nameless occasions,
gives it the name of ani tcrsor. Wh(n

Oo2
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we raise ourselves upon our hands,
as in rising from off an arm-chair,
we may easily perceive the contrac-
tion of this muscle. A bursa mucosa
is found between the tendon of this

muscle and the os humeri, into which
it is inserted.

Lauca'nia. (From Xavw, to re-
ceive ; so called, because it receives
and conveys food) . The oesophagus
of the throat.

Lau'danum. (From laus, praise ;

so named from its valuable proper-
ties) . See Tinctura opii.

Laurel, cherry. See Prunus lau-

roceras?es.

Laurel, spurge. See Daphne lau-

reola.

Laureo'la. (Dim. of laurus, the
laurel ; named from its resemblance
to the laurel). See Daphne laureola.

Lauro-ce'rasus. (From laurus,

the laurel, and cerasus, the cherry-
tree ; so called, because it has leaves
like the laurel) . See Prunus lauro-

ccrasus.

Lauro'sis. The spodium of silver;

so called from Mount Laurus, where
there were silver mines.

Lau'rus. (From laus, praise ; be-

cause it was usual to crown the heads
of eminent men with branches of it.

— 1 . The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, En-
neandria ; Order, Monogynia. The
laurel.—2. The pharmacopoeial name
of the sweet-bay. See Laurus nobilis.

Lau'rus ca'mphora. The syste-

matic name of the camphire-tree. It

affords the substance called campho-
ra. Camphura. Caf. Cafor. Liga-
tura veneris. Caphora. Caput. Al-
hosor. Altesor. Camphire. Camphor.
A peculiar concrete substance pre-

pared by distillation from the Laurus
camphora;foliis triplinerviis lanceolato-

(.'i-atis, of Linnaeus ; a tree indigenous

to Japan, where it grows abundantly.

Lau'rus ca'ssia. This species

yields the Cassia lignca. Cortex ca-
•' Mdldh'irico3 . Cassia ca/iclla.

Cinnamomum Malubarinnn, &c. Wild
t innamon-tree. Malabar cinnamon-
• i ec or cassia lignea tree. Cassia

'lignea is the bark of the Laurus cas-

sia ; J'oliLs tripUncrviis, lancculatis, of

Linnaeus, whose leaves are called fo-
lia malabathri in the shops. The
bark and leaves abound with the fla-

vour of cinnamon, for which they
may be substiuted ; but in much
larger doses, as they are consider-
ably weaker.
Lau'rus cinnamo'mum. The sys-

tematic name of the cinnamon-tree.
Cin?ia??iomum. The tree which af-;

fords the true cinnamon, which is its

inner bark, is the Laurus cinnamo-
mum ; foliis trinerviis ovato-oblongis

;

nervis versus apicem evanesce?itibus, of
Jacquin.
*** Cinnamon bark is one of the

most grateful of the aromatics ; of a

fragrant smell, and a moderately
pungent, glowing, but not fiery taste,

accompanied with considerable sweet-

ness, and some degree of astringency.

It is one of the best cordial carmina-
tive, and restorative spices we are in

possession of, and is generally mixed
with the diet of the sick. The essen-

tial oil, on account of its high price,

is seldom used: a tincture, simple

and spirituous water, are directed to

be kept in the shops. The watery
infusion of cinnamon is given with

advantage to relieve nausea and check
vomiting.

Lau'rus culila'wan. The svste-

matic name of the plant whose bark
is called cortex culilawan, in the

shops. The bark of the Laurus cu-

lilawan ; foliis triplinerviis oppositis,

of Linnaeus. It very much resembles

cinnamon in appearance and proper-

ties.

Lau'rus no'bilis. The systema-

tic name of the sweet bay-tree. Lau-
rus; foliis venosis, lanceolatis, pcren-

nantibus
, floribus ouadrifidis, of Lin-

naeus. The leaves and berries pos-

sess the same medicinal qualities,

both having a sweet fragrant smell,

and an aromatic astringent taste.
*
# * The laurus of honorary me-

mory, the distinguished favourite of

Apollo, may be naturally supposed

to have had no inconsiderable fame
as a medicine ; but its pharmaceuti-

cal uses are so limited in the practice

of the present day, that this digni-

fied plant is now rarely employed,
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except in the form of enema ; or as

an external application ; thus the

leaves are directed in the decoctum

pro fomento, and the berries in the

emplastrum cumini.

Lai/rus Pe'rsea. This species

affords the Avigato pear, which,

when ripe, melts in the mouth like

marrow, which it greatly resembles

in flavour. It is supposed to be the

most nutritious of all the tropical

fruits. When unripe it has but little

taste ;
yet, being very salubrious, is

often eaten with salt and pepped. It

is esteemed also for its antidysenteric

qualities, and is prepared in a va-

riety of ways for the tables of the

rich.

Lau'rus sa'ssafras. The syste-

matic name of the sassafras-tree.

Sassafras. Cornus mas odorata. Lig-

7ium pavanum. Anhuiba. The wood
of this tree, Lauras ; foliis trilobu

integrisque of Linnaeus, is imported

from North America, in long straight

pieces, very light, and of a spongy
texture, and covered with a rough
fungous bark.

%* Its medicinal properties were
formerly held in great estimation,

and publications were professedly

written on the subject. It is now,
however, thought to be of little im-
portance, and seldom used but in

conjunction with other medicines, as

a corrector of the fluids. It is an
ingredient in the decoctum sarsapa-

rilla? compositum, or decoctum ligno-

rum, but the only officinal prepara-

tion of it is the essential oil, which
is carminative and stimulant, and
which may be given in the dose of
two drops to ten.

Lava'ndula. See Lavendula.

Lavender, French. See Lavendula
stoecfuLs.

Lave'ndula. (From lavare, to

wash ; so called ; because, on ac-

count of its fragrancy, it was used in

baths). Lavender — 1. A genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Didynamia; Order, Gymnospermia.
~-2. The pharmacopoeial name of the

common lavender. See Lavendula
spica.

Lave'nihjla spi'ca. The syste-

matic name of the common lavender.

Lavendula ; foliis sessilibus lance'-olato

linearibus margine revolutis, spica

interrupta nuda, of Linnaeus.

%* Lavender has been long re-

commended in nervous debilities,

and various affections proceeding
from a want of energy in the animal
functions. The College directs an
essential oil, a simple spirit, and a
compound tincture, to be kept in the

shops.

Lave'ndula stoz'chas. The sys-

tematic name of the French laven-

der. Staschas. Stoechas Arabica.
Spica hortulana. Stucatlore. Laven-
dula stoechas, of Linnaeus. It is much
less grateful in smell and flavour
than the common lavender, to which
it is allied in its properties.

La'ver. (From lavare, to wash ;

so named, because it is found in

brooks, where it is constantly washed
by the stream).— 1. The brook-lime.—2. The English name of a species

of fucus which is eaten as a deli-

cacy.

Lavipf/dium. (From lavare, to
wash, andjMfj tlie foot). A bath for
the feet.

Lawso'ma ine'rmjs. The syste-
matic name of the true alkanna. Al-
kanna Orientalis. An Oriental plant;
the Latvsonia i/wnnis, ramis in-crmi-

bus, of Linnaeus
; principally em-

ployed in its native place as a dye.
The root is the officinal part ; which,
however, is rarely met with in the
shops. It possesses astringent pro-
perties, and may be used as a sub-
stitute for the anchusa.

Laxati'va. (From laxare, to
loosen). Gentle purgatives.

Laxa'tor ty'mpani. (From laxare,
to loosen ; so called, from its office

to relax the drum of the ear) . Ex-
ternum mallei, of Albinus. Anterior
mallei, of Winslow. Obliyuus auris,
of Douglas. Externus auris vel lax-
ator internus, of Cowper, and Spheni
salpingo-mallien, of Dumas. A mus-
cle of the internal ear, that draws
the malleus obliquely forwards to-
wards its origin ; consequently the
membrana tympani is made less con.-
cave, or is relaxed by it.

Oo3
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La'zulus. Lazuli lapis. (From
azul, Arab.) A precious stone, of
a blue colour. The lapis lazuli.

Lead. Plumbum. A white metal
of a considerably blue tinge, very
soft and flexible ; not very tenacious,

and consequently incapable of being
drawn into fine wire, though it is

easily extended into thin plates un-
der the hammer. Its specific gravity

is 11.35. It melts at 612°. In a

strong heat it boils and emits fumes;
during which time, if exposed to

the air, its oxydation proceeds with

considerable rapidity, &c.
Lead becomes vitrified in a strong

and continued heat, and vitrifies va-

rious other metals. It crystallizes

by cooling in small octahedra. When
fused in contact with air, its sur-

face first becomes yellow, and then

red. It unites by fusion with phos-
phorus and sulphur. The greater

part of the acids act upon it. The
sulphuric acid requires the assistance

of a boiling heat. Nitric acid is de-

composed by it. Muriatic acid acts

very weakly on it. Acetic acid dis-

solves it. Fluoric acid attacks it bv
heat, and slightly in the cold. It

combines with other metals ; but few
of its alloys are applied to any use.

When combined with mercury, it

forms a crystallizable alloy, which
becomes fluid when triturated with

that of bismuth.

When injudiciously administered,

or taken accidentally into the body,

lead causes emaciation, violent colics,

paralysis, tremors, and contractions

of the limbs ; and, as they generally

come on gradually, the cause is some-
times overlooked till it be too late.

Poisoning from lead is hardly ever

intentional, but only accidental

;

either from liquors becoming im-

pregnated with lead, by being im-

properly kept in vessels lined or

glazed with lead, or to which lead

has been criminally added, to cor-

rect its acidity ; or among manufac-

turers who work much with lead, as

ntcrs or plumbers, and who arc

not sufficiently attentive to avoid

allowing it. The presence of lead

in any petted liquor, is detected

by the hydro-sulphuret of potash,
which forms with it a dark-brown
precipitate, not soluble in diluted

muriatic acid, and still more cer-

tainly by evaporating a portion of
the liquor to dryness, and exposing
the extract to a heat sufficient to re-

duce the lead.

The -preparations of lead used in

medicine, are:— 1. Plumbi Subcar-
bonas. See PIambi subcarbonas.—
2. Oxydum plumbi rubrum. See Mi-
7iiam.— 3. Oxydum plumbi semivi-
treum. See Lithargyrus.—4. Supe-
racetas plumbi. See Plumbi supera-

cetas.—5. Liquor plumbi subacetatis.

See Plumbi sicbacetatis liquor.—6. Li-

quor plumbi subacetatis dilutus. See
Plumbi subacetatis liquor dilutus.

LejE'na. (From Xecttva, a lioness;

so named, from its power). A plaster

for the hip.

Le'dum pal'ustre. The syste-

matic name of the rosmarinus syl-

vestris. The plant which bears this

name in the pharmacopoeias, is the

Ledum palustre, of Linnseus. It has

a bitter subastringent taste, and was
formerly used in Switzerland in the

place of hops. Its medicinal use is

confined to the continent, where it

is occasionally given in the cure of

hooping-cough, sore throat, dysen-

tery, and exanthematous diseases.

Leech. Hirudo. A genus of in-

sects belonging to the Order of Fcr-

mes intestina. The body moves either

forward or backward. There are

several species, principally distin-

guished by their colour ; but that

most known to medical men, is the

hirudo medicinalis, or medicinal leech,

which grows to the length of two or

three inches. The bodv is of a black-

ish brown colour, marked on the

back with six yellow spots, and

edged with a yellow line on each

side ; but both the spots and lines

grow faint, and almost disappear at

some seasons. The head is smaller

than the tail, which fixes itself very

firmly to any thing the creature

pleases. It is viviparous, and pro*

duces but one young one at a time,

which is in the month of July. It

is an inhabitant of clear running \vi\-.
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iers, and is weil known for its use

in bleeding. The species most nearly

approaching this, and which it is ne-

cessary to distinguish, is the hirudo

sanguisuga, or horse-leech. This is

larger than the former : its skin is

smooth and glossy ; the body is de-

pressed, the back is dusky; and the .

belly is of a yellowish green, having

a yellow lateral margin. It inhabits

stagnant waters.—The head of the

leech is armed with a sharp instru-

ment that makes three wounds at

once. They are three sharp tuber-

cles, strong enough to cut through

the skin of a man, or even of an ox,

or horse. The mouth, is at it were
the body of the pump, and the

tongue, or fleshy nipple, the sucker;

by the working of this piece of me-
chanism, the blood is made to ri^e

ud to the conduit which convevs it to

the animal's stomach, which is a

membranaceous skin, divided into

twenty-four small cells. The blood

which is sucked out is there pre-

served for several months, almost
without coagulating, and proves a

store of provision to the animal.

The nutritious parts absorbed after

digestion by animals, need not in

this to be disengaged from the hete-

rogeneous substances ; nor indeed is

there an anus discoverable in the

ieech ; mere transpiration seems to

be all that it performs, the matter
tixingon the surface of the body, and
afterwards coming oft in small threads.

Of this, an experiment may be tried,

by putting a leech into oil, where it

keeps alive for several days ; upon
being taken out, and put into water,
there appears to loosen from its

body a kind of slough, shaped like

t'.ic creature's body. The organ of
respiration, though unascertained,
seems to be situated in the mouth ;

for if, like an insect, it drew breath
through vent-holes, it would not
subsist in oil, as, by it, these would
be stopped up. For the history and
efficacy of the leech, see a valu-

able little Treatise on the Utility

of Sangui-Suction, by Mr. Rees
Price.

Leek. Allium pomum, A well*

known vegetable, much employed
for culinary purposes. The recent

root and juice are exhibited inter-

nally in quartan fever, in dispepsy,

dropsy, asthma, scurvy, calculous

complaints, &c. See Allium Porrum.

Le'gna. (From Xeyvov, a fringed

edge). The extremities of the pu-
denda muliebria.

Legi'men, -inis, n. (From legarc,

to gather ; so called because they
are usually gathered by the hand).
All kinds of pulse are so called.

Lei'chen. See Lichen.

Leiente'ria. See Lienteria.

Leipopsy'chia. (From \«7rw, to

leave, and \pvxv, the soul, or life).

A swoon. See Syncope.

Leii'OPy'ria. (From Xenru), to

leave, and nvp, heat}. A kind or
ardent fever, where the internal parts

are scorched with heat, while the

external parts are cold.

Leipotiiy'mia. (From Xenruj, to

leave, and Svfxog, the mind). Sec
Lipothymia.

Le'me. (From Xa, much, and
fivio, to wink). A defect in the eyes,

when they are always winking.

Le.mitiiocho'rton. See Coralline

Conic-ana.

Le'.mma. (From Xe7rto, to decor
ticate). Bark. The skin.

Le'm nius. (From Lemnos, whence
it is brought). A species of bole

was called terra Lemnia, or earth of

Lemnos.
Lemon. See Citrus.

Lemon scurvy-grass. Sec Cochle-

aria officinalis.

Lente'ntia. (From knire, to as-

suage) . Medicines which abate irri-

tation.

Leniti'va. (From lenis, gentle).

Medicines which gently palliate dis-

eases. Gentle purgatives.

Lenitive electuary. A prepa-
ration composed chiefly of senna and
some aromatics, with the pulp of ta-

marinds. It is given in doses of a
tea-spoonful, or more, frequently

repeated, as a mild laxative ; and
when fresh, it answers this pur-
pose well. See Confectio sennce.

Lens. (A lentore ; from its glu-

tinous quality).— 1. Tne lentil. See
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JSrvum lens.—2. See also Crystal-

line lens.

Lenti'cula. (Dim. of lens, a len-

til). A smaller sort of lentil. Also

a freckle, or small pustule, resemb-
ling the seeds of lentil.

Lenti'cular. (From lenticulaire,

Fr. doubly convex). A surgical in-

strument employed for removing the

jagged particles of bone from the

edge of the perforation made in the

cranium with the trephine.

Lenticula'ria. (From lenticula) .

A species of lentil.

Lenti'go, -igi?iis, f. (From lens,

a lentil ; so named from its likeness

to lentil-seeds) . A freckle. A pimple.

Lentil. An annual vegetable of

the pulse kind, much used for im-
proving the flavour of soups.

Lenti'scus. (From lentescere, to

become clammy ; so called from the

gumminess of its juice). The mas-
tich-tree.

Le'ntor. (From lentus, clammy)

.

A viscidity or siziness of any fluid.

Leoni'nus. (From leo, the lion).

An epithet of that kind of leprosy

called leontiasis.

Leonti'asis. (From Xeuv, a lion;

so called because it is said lions are

subject to it). A species of leprosy

resembling the elephantiasis.

Leo'ntodon. (From Xewv, the

lion, and ocovq, a tooth ; so called

from its supposed resemblance).

The dandelion.- A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Syn-
genesia; Order, Polygamia cequalis.

Leo'ntodon tara'xacum. Dens
leonis. The dandelion or pissabed.

Leontodon taraxacum ; caule squamis

inferne refearis, fuliis runcinatis, den-

ticulatis, Uzvibus, of Linnaeus.
*
#* The young leaves of this plant,

in a blanched state, have the taste of

endive, and make an excellent addi-

tion to those plants eaten early in the

spring as salads. Murray informs

us, that at Goettingen, the roots are

roasted, and substituted for coffee by

the poorer inhabitants, who find that

an infusion prepared in this way can

hardly be distinguished from that of

the coffee-berry.

The expressed juice of dandelion

is bitter, and somewhat acrid ; but^

that of the root is bitterer, and
possesses more medicinal power than
any other part of the plant. It has
been long in repute as a detergent
and aperient, and its diuretic effects

may be inferred from the vulgar
name it bears in most of the Euro-
pean languages, quasi lecti minga et

urinaria htrba dicitur ; and there are
various proofs of its efficacy in jaun-
dice, dropsy, consumption, and some
cutaneous disorders.

The plant should be always used
fresh; even extracts prepared from,
it, appear to lose much of their power
by keeping.

Leontopo'dium. (From Xeljp, a
lion, and ttovq, a foot, so named
from its supposed resemblance) . The
herb lion's foot.

Leon'urus. (From Xsiov, a lion,,

and ovpa, a tail ; so named from its

likeness). —1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnsean system :

Class, Didynamia ; Order, Gymnos~
permia. Lion's tail.—2. The name,
in some pharmacopoeias, for the

lion's tail.

Leonu'rus cardi'aca. The mo-
ther-wort. Marrubium. Leonurus
cardiaca; fuliis caulinis lanceolatis,

trilobis, of Linnaeus. The leaves of
this plant have a disagreeable smell

and a bitter taste, and are said to be
serviceable in disorders of the sto-

mach of children, to promote the

uterine discharge, and to allay pal-

pitation of the heart.

Leopard's bane. See Arnica.
Lepi'dium. (FromXfTnc, a scale;

so named from its supposed useful-

ness in cleansing the skin from scales

and impurities). A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, TV
tradynamia; Order, Siliculosa. Pep-
per-wort.

Lepi'dium I'beris. Iberis. Carda-
mantica* Sciatica cresses. This
plant possesses a warm, penetrating,

pungent taste, like that of other

cresses, and is recommended as an
antiscorbutic, antiseptic, and stoma-
chic.

Lepi'dium sati'vum. Nasturtium

hortenst, l^ittandcr.- This plant
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plant possesses warm, nervine, and

stimulating qualities, and is given as

an antiscorbutic, antiseptic, and sto-

machic,especiallyby the lower orders.

Lepidosarco'ma. (From Xetrtg,

a scale, and capZ, flesh). An irre-

gular scaly tumour.
Lepi'sma. (From Xeni^a), to de-

corticate). Decortication. A peel-

ing off of the skin.

Le'pra. (From XewiQ, a scale
;

named from its appearance) . The
leprosy. A disease in the Class Ca-
chexies, and Order Impetigines, of

Cullen.
*
#* Dr. Willan describes this

disease as characterized by scaly

patches, of different sizes, but hav-
ing always nearly a circular form.

—

In this country, three varieties of the

disease are observed, which he has
described under the names of Lepra
vulgaris , Lepra alphas , Lepra nigri-

cans.

Le'pra grico'rum. The lepra

vulgaris, alphos, and nigricans, have
all been so denominated.

Leprosy, See Lepra.

Leptu'ntica. (From Xe7ttoc,

thin). Attenuating medicines.

Lepty'smus. (From Xetttoq, slen-

der). Attenuation, or rendering a
substance less solid.

Le'ros. (From Xrjpeoj, to trifle).

A slight delirium.

Le'sion. (From Icesio, Lat.) Hurt,
morbid injury, &c.
Le'thargy. Lethargus. A heavy

and constant sleep, with scarcely any
intervals of waking ; when awak-
ened, the person answers, but igno-
rant or forgetful of what he said,

immediately sinks into the same state

of sleep. It is considered as an im-
perfect apoplexy, and is mostly symp-
tomatic.

Lethe'a. (From XijOrj, forget-

fulness ; so named because it causes
forgetfulness) . The name of the
poppy,

Lettuce, garden. See Lactuca.

Leucaca'ntha. (From Xivkoq,
white, and axavQa, a thorn ; so

named from its white-blossom) . The
cotton-thistle.

Leuca'ntiiemum vulga're. (From

XevaoQ, white, and avQepoQ, a flower;

so called from its white floret) . See
Chrysanthemum leucanthemum.
Leucele'ctrum. (From Xevkoq,

white, and TjXeaTpov, amber). White
amber.
Leucola'chantm. (From Xevzog,

white, and Xaxavov, a herb ; so

named from its colour). Wild va-
lerian.

Leuco'ma. (From Xevnog, white)

,

Leucoma and albugo are often used
synonymously, to denote a white opa-
city of the cornea. Both of them,
according to Scarpa, are essentially

different from the nebula of the cor-

nea ; for they are not the conse-

quence of chronic ophthalmy, at-

tended with varicose veins, and an
effusion of a milky serum into the

texture of the delicate continuation

of the conjunctiva over the cornea ;

but are the result of violent acute

ophthalmy. In this state, a dense

coagulating lymph is extravasated

from the arteries ; sometimes super-

ficially, at other times deeply into

the substance of the cornea. On
other occasions, the disease consists

of a firm callous cicatrix on this

membrane, the effect of an ulcer, or
wound, with loss of substance. The
term albugo, strictly belongs to the

first form of the disease; leucoma

to the last, more particularly when
the opacity occupies the whole, or
the chief part of the cornea. See
Scarpa, sulle Malattie degli Occhi,

&c. ;

—

Essays on the Morbid Anato-
my of the Eye, by J. Wardrop.
Edinb. 1808, &c. &c.
Leuconymph^'a. (From Xtt/xoc,

white, and vvfupaia, the water-lily).

See Nymph&a alba.

Leucopha'gium. (From Xevkoq,
white, and (payw, to eat). A medi-
cated white food.

Leucophlegma'sia. (Leucophleg-
masia, from XevaoQ, white, and (pXey-

\ia, phlegm). Leucophlegmatic ha-
bit. A term applied by the older
medical writers to a dropsical habit
of body.

Lelco'piper. (From Xevnoc,
white, and Tzi'&tpi, pepper). See
Piper nigrum,
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Leucorrhce'a. (From \eintog,

^vhite, and peu, to flow). Fluor al-

ius. The whites. An increased se-

cretion of white mucus from the
vagina of women, arising from de-
bility, and not from the venereal
virus.

Leuco'rrhois. (From Xevaog,
white, and petj, to flow). A dis-

charge of mucus from the intestines.

Leva'tor. (From levare, to lift

up). A muscle whose office is to

lift up the part to which it is at-

tached.

Leva'tor a'nguli o'ris. Abdu-
cent labiorum, of Spigelius. Eleva-
tor labiorum communis, of Douglas.
Caninus, of Winsiow, and Sus 7?iax-

ilio labial, of Dumas. A muscle situ-

ated above the mouth, which draws
the corner of the mouth upwards,
and makes that part of the cheek
opposite to the chin prominent, as in

smiling.

Leva'tor a'nj. Levator wiagnus,

seu biternus, of Douglas. Pubo coc-

cigi annulairc, of Dumas. A muscle
of the anus. Its fibres, joining with
those of ha fellow, form a funnel-

shaped hole, that draws the rectum
upwards after the evacuation of the

faeces, and assists in shutting it. The
levatores ani also sustain the con-
tents of the pelvis, and assist in

ejecting the semen, urine, and con-
tents of the rectum, and perhaps, by
pressing upon the veins, contribute

greatly to the erection of the penis.

Leva'tor la'bii inferjo'ris. Le-
vator menti, of Albums. Incisivus in-

ferior, of Winsiow. Elevator labii

inferioris proprius, of Douglas. A
muscle of the mouth situated below
the lips.

Leva'tor la'bii superio'ris alje'-

QUE Na'si. Elevator labii superioris

proprius, of Douglas. Incisivus late-

ralis ct pyramidalis , of Winsiow. A
muscle of the mouth and lips, that

raises the upper lip towards the or-

bit, .and a little outwards ; it serves

bo to draw the skin of the nose up-

wards and outwards, by which the

nostril is dilated.

Leva'tor la'bii superio'ris pro'-

prius. Musculus incisivus. It arises

under the edge of the orbit, and is-

inserted into the middle of the lip.

Leva'tor o'culi. See Rectus su-
perior oculi.

Leva'tor pala'ti. Levator palati

mollis, of Albinus. Petrosatyingo-
staphilinus, vel salpingo-staphilinus

intemus, of Winsiow. Salpingo-sta-

phili?ius, of Valsalva. Pterigo-sta-

philinus externus vulgo, of Douglas.
Spheno-staphilinus, of Cowper. A
muscle situated between the lower
jaw and the os hyoides laterally. Its

use is to draw the velum pendulum
palati upwards and backwards, so as

to shut the passage from the fauces

into the mouth and nose.

Leva'tor pala'ti mo'llis. See
Levator palati,

Leva'tor pa'lpedr^ superio'ris.

Aperieiis palpebrarum rectus. Ajxrtor
oculi. A proper muscle of the upper
eyelid, that opens the eye, by draw-
ing the eyelid upwards.

Leva'tor pa'rvus. Sec Transvtrsus

perinei.

Leva'tor sca'pule. A muscle on
the posterior part of the neck, that

pulls the scapula upwards and a little

forwards. This name, which was first

given to it by Riolanus, has been

adopted by Albinus. Douglas calls

it elevator seumusculuspatient ice ; and
Winsiow, angularis, vulgo levator

proprius. It is a long muscle, nearly

two inches in breadth, and is situated

obliquely under the anterior edge of

the trapezius. Its use is to raise the

scapula upwards and a little for^

wards.

Leviga'tion. The reduction of

hard substances, by triture, to im-

palpable powders.
Levi'sticum. (From levare, to as-

suage ; so called, from the relief it

gives in painful flatulencies). See
Ligusticum levisticum.

Lexipiia'rmaca. (From \rjyti), to

terminate, and (pappaxov, poison).

Lexipharmics. Medicines which re-

sist or destroy the power of poison.

Lexipv'reta. (From Xrjyu), to

make cease, and 7rupfroc> a fever).

Febrifuge medicines.

Liba'dium. (From Xi£a£o>, to

make moist $ so called, because it
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grows in watery places) . The lesser

centaury.

Libano'tis. (From Xitavog, frank-

incense ; so called, from its resem-

blance in smell to frankincense).

Rosemary.
Li'baxus. (From Libanon, a

mountain in Syria, where it grows)

.

The frankincense-tree.

Li'bos. (From \eiG(o 9 to distil) . A
rheum or defluxion from the eyes.

Libu'rnum, (From Liburnia, the

country where it flourished). The
mealy-tree.

Li'chanus. (From Xft^w, to lick

;

so called, because it is commonly
used in licking up any thing) . The
fore-finger.

Li'chen. {AsLxrjv, or XixWy a

tetter, or ring-worm).—l.The name
of a disease, defined by Dr. Willan,

an extensive eruption of papulae af-

fecting adults, connected with inter-

nal disorder, usually terminating in

scurf, recurrent, not contagious.

The varieties of lichen he considers

under the denominations of Lichen
simplex', Lichen agrius, Lichen pila-

ris. Lichen livid?is a.nd Lichen tropicus,

—2. The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Cryp-
togamia ; Order, Algce. There are
several species, some of which are
used in medicine.

Li'chen cam'nus. The systematic
name of the ash-coloured ground
liver-wort; Lichen cinereas terrestris.

Lichen canimis of Linnaeus, was for

a long time highly extolled as a me-
dicine of singular virtue, in prevent-
ing and curing that dreadful disorder
which is produced by the bite of
rabid animals, but it is now de-
servedly forgotten.

Li'chen cocci'ferus. See Lichen
pyxidatus.

Li'chen Isla'ndicus. The Ice-
land-moss.

*** The medicinal virtues of this

moss were probably first learned from
the Icelanders, who employ it in its

fresh state as a laxative ; but when
deprived of this quality, and pro-
perlyprepared, we are told that it is an
efficacious remedy in consumptions,
coughs, dysenteries, and diarrhoeas.

The active components of Iceland"

moss are a bitter matter, and a pe-
culiar modification of mucilage. The
former may be separated by digestion

in cold water, or by boiling for a few
minutes ; thus, by a continued de-

coction, the mucilage is extracted.

These ingredients render Iceland-

moss tonic, and nutritive ; but it ap-

pears to possess no other claims upon
our attention, and certainly cannot
be admitted as having any pretensions

as a specific in phthisis pulmonalis.

—

See Brands 8 Manual of Pharmacy,
p. 110.

Li'chen pyxida'tus. The syste-

matic name of the cup-moss. Lichen
pyxidatus major. These very com-
mon little plants, Lichen cocciferus,

and pyxidatus, of Linnaeus, for both
are used indiscriminately, are em-
ployed by the common people in this

country in the cure of hooping-cough,
in the form of decoction.

Li'chen plica'tus. The syste-

matic name of the muscus arboreus.

This plant, Lichen plicatus, of Lin-
naeus, according to that great bo-
tanist, is applied by the Laplanders
to parts which are excoriated by a
long journey. It is slightly astrin-

gent, and is applied with that inten-

tion to bleeding vessels.

Li'chen pulmona'rius. The sys-

tematic name of the officinal muscus
pulmonarius quercinus. Pulmonaria
arborea. This subastringent, and
rather acid plant, Lichen pmlmonarius

,

of Linnaeus, was once in high esti-

mation in the cure of diseases of the
lungs, especially coughs, asthmas,
and catarrhs. Its virtues arc similar,

and in no way inferior to those of
the lichen Islandicus.

Li'chen rocce'lla. The syste-

matic name of the roccella of the
shops. Roccella. The principal use
of this plant is, as a blue dye. It

has been employed medicinally with
success in allaying the cough at-

tendant on phthisis, and in hysterical
coughs.

Li'chen saxa'tilis. The syste-
matic name of the muscus cranii
humani. Usnea. This moss, IAchen
saxatilis, of Linnaeus, when growing
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on the human skull, was formerly
in high estimation, but is now de-

servedly forgotten.

Li'en, -e?iis
t m. (From Xeiog,

soft, or smooth) . The spleen.

Li'en sina'rum. The Egyptian
bean.

Liente'ria. (From Xeiog, smooth,
and evrspov, the intestine). The
Latins call it Icevitas intestinorum.

Lientery. Dr. Cullen makes it a

species of diarrhoea. See Diarrhoea.

Life. Vita. To live, may be defined

the property of acting from an in-

trinsic power ; hence the life of an
animal body appears to be three-

fold.— 1 . Its chymical life, which
consists in that attraction of the

elements, by which the vital princi-

ple, diffused through the solids and

fluids, defends all the parts of the

body from putrefaction. In this sense

it may be said, that every atom of

our body lives chymically , and that

life is destroyed by putrefaction

alone.—-2. Its physical life, which

consists in the irritability of the parts.

This physical property remains for

some time after death. Thus the

heart or intestines removed from the

body, whilst still warm, contract

themselves on the application of a

stimulus. In like manner the ser-

pent, or eel, being cut into pieces,

each part moves and palpitates for a

long time afterwards. Hence these

parts may be said to live physically,

as long as they continue warm and

soft.—3. Its physiological life con-

sists in the action of inorganic parts

proper to each, as the action of the

heart and vessels ; so that, these

actions ceasing, the body is said to

be physiologically dead. The phy-

siological life ceases first, next the

physical, and finally the chymical

perishes.
*
#
* That the mind has a distuict

nature and is a distinct reality from

the body ; that it is gifted with im-

mortality, endowed with reasoning

faculties, and capacified for a state of

separate existence after the death of

the corporeal frame to which it is at-

tached, are propositions most clearly

dcducible from revelation, and, in

one or two points, adumbrated by a
few shadowy glimpses of nature.
And that it may be a substance
strictly immaterial and essentially

different from matter, is both possi-
ble and probable ; and will hereafter,
perhaps, when faith is turned into
vision, and conjecture into fact, be
found to be the true and genuine
doctrine upon the subject. But till

this glorious era arrive ; or till,

antecedently to it, it be proved,
which it does not hitherto seem to
have been, that matter, itself of
divine origin, gifted even at present,
under certain modifications, with in-

stinct and sensation, and destined to
become immortal hereafter, is ph>v
sically incapable, under some still

more refined, exalted, and spirituals

ized modification, of exhibiting the
attributes of the soul, of being, un-
der such a constitution, endowed with
immortality from the first, and ca-
pacified for existing separately from
the external and grosser frame of the
body ; and that it is beyond the
power of its own Creator to render
it intelligent, or to give it even
brutal perception, the argument
must be loose and inconclusive : it

may plunge us, as it has plunged
thousands before, into errors, but
can never conduct us to demonstra-
tion. It may lead us, on the one
hand, to the proud Brahminical and
Platonic belief, that the essence of
the soul is the very essence of tl*c

Deity, and consequently a part of
the Deity himself : or, on the other,

to the gloomy regions of modern
materialism, and to the cheerless

doctrine that it dies and dissolves

in one common grave with the.

body.
It is no fair objection, however,

against the immaterialist, that by
contemplating the mind as a distinct

essence from that of the body, man
is hereby rendered a compound be-

ing, possessing at one and the same
time two distinct lives mysteriously

united in an individual frame, and
running in parallel lines till the hour
of death. For whilst the known
and obvious laws and faculties of the
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mind and body are so widely diffe-

rent, as they are acknowledged to be

on all hands, some such composite

union has been, and must be allowed

under every hyyothesis whatever.

And least of all have the sceptical

physiologists of the present day any

right to triumph upon such an ob-

jection ; who, drawing no light from
nature, and rejecting that of sacred

writ, contemplate the mind as formed

of the same gross modification of

matter as the body, and doomed to

fall with it into one common and
eternal dissolution. For even these

acute materialists, with all the aid

of physiological, anatomical, and
chymical research, instead of sim-

plifying the human fabric, have made
it more clumsily complex, and re-

presented it sometimes, indeed, as a

duad, but of late more generally as

a triad, of unities, a combination of

a corruptible life within a corrupti-

ble life two or three deep, each pos-

sessing its own separate faculties or

manifestations, but covered with a

common outside.

This remark more especially ap-

plies to the philosophers of the

French school : and particularly to

the system of Dumas (Principes de

Physiologie^tom.ftYO.YiLT. 1800-3
,

as modified by Bichat ; under which
more finished form man is declared

to consist of a pair of lives, each
distinct and co-existent, under the

names of an organic and an animal
life ; with two distinct assortments
of sensibilities, an unconscious and a

conscious. Each of these lives is

limited to a separate set of organs,
runs its race in parallel steps with
the other; commencing coetaneously,

and perishing at the same moment.
(Recherchcs sur la Vie et la Mart, &c.)
This work appeared at the close of

the past century ; was read and ad-
mired bymost physiologists ; credited

by many; and became the popular
production of the day. Within ten
or twelve years, however, it ran its

course, and was as generally either

rejected or forgotten even in France :

and M. Richerand first, and M.
Magendie since, have thought them-

selves called upon to modify Bichat,

in order to render them more pala-

table, as Bichat had already modified

Dumas. Under the last series of
remodelling, which is that of M.
Magendie, we have certainly an im-
provement, though the machinery is

quite as complex. Instead of two
distinct lives, M. Magendie presents

us with two distinct sets or systems
of action or relation, each of which
has its separate and peculiar func-

tions, a system of nutritive action or
relation, and a system of vital. To
which is added, by way of appendix,
another system, comprising the func-

tions of generation. (Precis Elemen-
taire de Pht/siulogie

9
2 torn. 8vo.

Paris, 1816, 1817).—Here, however,
the brain is not only the seat, but the

organized substance of the mental
powers : so that, we are expressly

told, a man must be as he is made in

his brain, and that education, and
even logic itself, is of no use to him.
" There are," says M. Magendie,
"justly celebrated persons who have
thought differently ; but they have
hereby fallen into grave errors." A
Deity however is allowed to exist,

because, adds the writer, it is com-
fortable to think that he exists, and
on this account the physiologist can-
not doubt of his being.

Dr. Spurzheim has generally been
considered, from the concurrent
tenour of his doctrines, as belonging

to the class of materialists; but this

is to mistake his own positive asser-

tion upon the subject, or to conclude
in opposition to it. He speaks, in-

deed, upon this topic with a singular

hesitation and reserve, more so, per-
haps, than upon any other point
whatever ; but as far as he chooses
to express himself on so abstruse a
subject, he regards the soul as a dis-

tinct being from the body, and at

least intimates that it may be nearer
akin to the Deity. Man is with him
also possessed of two lives, an auto-

matic and an animal: the first pro-
duced by organization alone, and
destitute of consciousness ; the se-

cond possessed of consciousness de-
pendent on the soul, and merely ma-
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nifesting itselfby organization. "We
do not," says he, " attempt to ex-

plain how the body and soul are

joined together and exercise a mu-
tual influence. We do not examine
what the soul can do without the

body. Souls, so far as we know,
may be united to bodies at the mo-
ment of conception or afterwards ;

they may be different in all indi-

viduals, or of the same kind in every

one ; they may be emanations from
God, or something essentially diffe-

rent.
:> (Physiognomical System, &c.

p. 253, 8vo."Lond. 1815) .—The mind
of this celebrated craniologist seems

to be wonderfully sceptical and be-

wildered upon the subject, and stu-

diously avoids the important ques-

tion of the capacity of the soul for

an independent, and future exist-

ence : but with the above declara-

tions he cannot well be arranged in

the class of materialists.

The hypothesis which has lately

been started by Mr. Lawrence (In-

troduction to Comparative Anatomy
and Physiology , &c. 8vo. 1816), is

altogether of a different kind, and

though undoubtedly much simpler

than any of the preceding, does not

m to be built on a more stable

foundation. According to his view

of the subject, organized differs from
inorganized matter merely by the

addition of certain properties which

are called vital, as sensibility and

irritability. Masses of matter en-

dowed with these new properties be-

come organs and systems of organs,

constitute an animal frame, and exe-

cute distinct sets of purposes or func-

tions, for functions and purposes car-

ried into execution are here synony-

mous. " Life is the assemblage of

all the functions (or purposes) , and

the general result of their exercise.'*

—

Introduction to Comparative Anatomy
and Pliybiology, &C. p. 120.

Life, therefore, upon this hypo-

thesis, instead of being a two-foid or

three-fold reality, running in a com-
bined stream, or in parallel lines, has

no reality whatever. It has no esse,

or independent existence. It is a

mere assemblage of purposes, and

accidental or temporary properties:

a series of phenomena (Inirod. to

Comp. Anat. and Physiol. &c. p. 122)

,

as Mr. Lawrence has himself correctly
expressed it;— a name without a
thing. "We know not," says he,
" the nature of the link that unites

these phenomena, though we are
sensible that a connexion must exist

;

and this conviction is sufficient to

induce us to give it a name, which
the vulgar regard as the sign of a

particular principle ; though in fact

that name can only indicate the as-

semblage of the phenomena which
have occasioned its formation." (In-

trod, to Comp. Anat. and Physiol. &c.

p. 122).

The human frame is, hence, a

barrel-organ, possessing a syste-

matic arrangement of parts, played
upon by peculiar powers, and exe-

cuting particular pieces or purposes;

and life is the music produced by the

general assemblage or result of the

harmonious action. So long as either

the vital or the mechanical instru-

ment is duly wound up by a regular

supply of food or of the wince, so

long the music will continue : but
both are worn out by their own ac-

tion ; and when the machine will no
longer work, the life has the same
close as the music ; and in the lan-

guage of Cornelius Gallus, as quoted
and appropriated by Leo X.,

—redit in nihilum, quod fuit ante nihil.

There is, however, nothing new
either in this hypothesis or in the

present explanation of it. It was
first started in the days of Aristotle

by Aristoxenus, a pupil of his, who
was admirably skilled in music, and
by profession a physician. It was
propounded to the world under the

name of the system of harmony,
either from the author's fondness for

music, or from his comparing the

human frame to a musical instru-

ment, and his regarding life as the

result of all its parts acting in ac-

cordance, and producing a general

and harmonious eifect.

Li'gament. (Fromligare, to bind).

Ligaments are elastic and strong
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membranes connecting the extremi-

ties of the moveable bones. They
are divided into capsular, which sur-

round joints like a bag, and con-

necting ligaments. The use of the

capsular ligaments is to connect the

extremities of the moveable bones,

and prevent the efflux of synovia
;

the external and internal connecting
ligaments strengthen the union of the

extremities of the moveable bones.

Ligame'ntum annula're. The
annular ligament. A strong liga-

ment on each ancle and each wrist.

Ligame'ntum arterio'sum. The
ductus arteriosus of the foetus be-
comes a ligament after birth, which
is so called.

Ligame'ntum citia're. The ci-

liary ligament. Behind the uvea of
the human eye, there arise out of the
choroid membrane, from the ciliary

circle, white complicated striae, cover-
ed with a black matter. The fluctu-

ating extremities of these stria; are
spread abroad even to the crystalline

lens, upon which they lie, but are
not affixed. Taken together, they
are called ligamentum ci/iarc.

Ligame'ntum denticula'tum. A
small ligament supporting the spinal
marrow.

Ligame'ntum Fallo'pii. The
round ligament of the uterus, disco-
vered by Fallopius, has been so
called. See also Ligamentum Pou-
parti.

Ligame'ntum intero'sseum. The
ligament uniting the radius and ulna,
and also that between the tibia and
fibula.

Ligame'ntum la'tum. The broad
ligament of the liver, and that of the
uterus. See Liver and Uterus.
Ligame'ntum nu'ch.e. A strong

ligament of the neck, which pro-
ceeds from one spinous process to
another.

Ligame'ntum ova'rii. The thick
round portion of the broad ligament
of the uterus, by which the ovarium
is connected with the uterus. The
ancients supposed this was hollow,
to convey the female semen into the
uterus.

Ligame'ntum Poupa'rti. Fallo-

pian ligament. Poupart's ligament.

A ligament extending from the ante-

rior superior spinous process of the

ilium to the crista of the os pubis.

Ligame'ntum rotu'ndum. The
round ligament of the uterus. See
Uterus.

Ligature. (From ligare, to bind)

.

A thread, or silk, of various thick-

ness, covered with white wax, for the

purpose of tying arteries, or veins,

or other parts. They should be
iound and very firm, so as to allow

being tied with some force, without

risk of breaking.

The immediate effect of a tight li-

gature on an artery, is to cut through
its middle and internal coats, a cir-

cumstance that tends very much to

promote the adhesion of the oppo-
site sides of the vessel to each other.

Hence the form and mode of apply-

ing a ligature to an artery should be
such as are most certain of dividing

the above coats of the vessel in the

most favourable manner. A broad
flat ligature does not promise to an-

swer the purpose in the best manner;
because it is scarcely possible to tie

it smoothly round the artery, which
is very likely to be thrown into fold;,

or to be puckered by it, and conse-
quently to have an irregular bruised

wound made in its middle and inU r-

nal coats. A ligature of an irregu-

lar form, is likely to cut through
these coats more completely at some
parts than at others; and if it does

not perfectly divide them, no adhe-
sion can take place, and secondary
hemorrhage will follow. A fear of

tying the ligature too tight may often

lead to the same consequences.
Ligatures are usually made of

inkle, and rubbed with white wax.
They should be round, and very
firm, so as to admit of being tied

with some force, without risk of
breaking. (See Jones on Hemor-
rhage, p. 1 72) .—The principles which
guide the surgeon in the use of the
ligature, were not known until the
late Dr. Jones published his valuable
treatise on hemorrhage. An able sur-
geon has observed, " He has banish-
ed (at least in this country) the use

P P 2
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of thick and broad threads, of tapes,

of reserve ligatures, of cylinders of
cork and wood, linen compresses,
and all the contrivances, which, em-
ployed as a security against bleed-
ing, only served to multiply the
chances of its occurrence."

—

Law-
rence, in Med. Ckir. Trans, vol vi.

p. 162.

Light. Lux, -ucis, f. The nature of
light lias strenuously occupied the at-

tention ofphilosophers,and numerous
opinions have been entertained con-
cerning it. It has been sometimes
considered as a distinct substance,
at other times as a quality; some-
times as a cause, frequently as an
effect; by some it has been consi-

dered as a compound, by others as a
simple substance. Philosophers of
the present day are mostly agreed
as to the independent existence of
light, or the cause by which we see.

It is regarded as consisting of par-
ticles of inconceiveable minuteness,
emitted in succession by luminous
bodies, which move in straight lines,

at the rate of 200,000 miles per
second.

Nature of Light.— Light is that

which proceeds from any body pro-

ducing the sensation of vision, or

perception of other bodies, by de-

picting an image of external objects

on the retina of the eye. Hence it

announces to animals the presence

of the bodies which surround them,
and enables them to distinguish these

bodies into transparent, opaque, and
coloured. These properties are so

essentially connected with the pre-

sence of light, that bodies lose them
in the dark, and become undistin-

guishable. By philosophers light is

regarded as a substance, consisting

of a vast number of exceedingly small

particles, which are actually project-

ed from luminous bodies, and which
probably never return again to the

body from which they were emitted.

—It is universally expanded through

space. It exerts peculiar actions, and

is obedient to the laws of attraction,

and other properties of matter.

Explanation of certain terms of
Light

:

—viz. A ray of light is an ex-

ceedingly small portion of light as it

comes from a luminous body.—

A

medium is a body which affords a
passage for the rays of light.—

A

beam of light is a body of parallel

rays. — A pencil of rays is a body of

diverging or converging rays.

—

Can-
verging rays are rays which tend to

a common point.

—

Diverging rays
are those which come from a point,

and continually separate as they pro-
ceed.—The rays of light are parallel,

when the lines which they describe

are so.—The radiant point is the

point from which diverging rays pro-
ceed.—Thefocus is the point to which
the converging rays are directed.

Production of Light.— Light is

emitted from thesun^the fixed stars,

and other luminous bodies. It is

produced by percussion, during elec-

trisation, combustion, and in various

other chymical processes.—Why the

sun and stars are constantly emit-

ting light, is a question which pro-

bably will for ever baffle human un-

derstanding.—The light emitted dur-

ing combustion exists previously,

either combined with the combus-
tible body, or with the substance

which supports the combustion.

—

The light liberated during chymical
action, formed a constituent part

of the bodies which act on each

other.

Chymical Properties of Light. —

•

The chymical effects of light have

much engaged the attention of phi-

losophers. Its influence upon animal,

vegetable, and other substances, is

as follows :

1. Effects ofLight on Vegetables.—
It is generally known that most of

the discous flowers follow the sun in

his course; that they attend him to

his evening retreat, and meet his ris-

ing lustre in the morning with the

same unerring law. It is also well

known, that the change of position

in the leaves of plants, at different

periods of the day, is entirely owing
to the agency of light, and that plants

which grow in windows, iu the inside

of houses, are, as it were, solicitous

to turn their leaves towards the light.

Natural philosophers have long been
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aware of the influence of light on

vegetation. It was first observed

that plants growing in the shade, or

darkness, are pale and without co-

lour. The term etiolation, has been

given to this phenomenon, and the

plants in which it takes place are

said to be etiolated, or blanched. Gar-
deners avail themselves of the know-
ledge of this fact, to furnish our
tables with white and tender vegeta-

bles. When the plants have attained

a certain height, they compress the

leaves, by tying them together, and
by these means (or by laying earth

over them) deprive them of the con-

tact of light: and thus it is that our
tte celery, lettuce, cabbages, en-

dive, &c. are obtained. For the same
reason, wood is white under the green
bark ; and roots are less coloured
than plants ; some of them alter their

taste, &c. ; they even acquire a dele-

terious quality when suffered to grow
exposed to light. Potatoes are of

this kind. Herbs that grow beneath
stones, or in places utterly dark, are

white, soft, aqueous, and of a mild

and insipid taste. The more plants

are exposed to the light, the more
colour they acquire. Though plants

are capable of being nourished ex-

ceedingly well in perfect obscu. ity,

and in that state they even grow
much more rapidly than in the sun,
(provided the air that surrounds them
is fit for vegetation), they are co-
lourless and unfit for use.—Sir Hum-
phrey Davy found, by experiment,
that red rose-trees, carefully ex-
cluded from light, produce roses
almost white. He likewise ascer-

tained that this tiowcr owes its colour
to light entering into its composi-
tion ; that pink, orange, and yeiiow
flowers, imbibe a smaller portion of
light than red ones, and that white
flowers contain no light.—But vege-
tables are not only indebted to the
light for their colour : taste and
odour arc likewise derived from the
same source. — It also contributes

atly to the maturity of fruits and
Is. This seems to be the eause

why, under the burning sun of Africa,

vegetables are in ireneral more odori-

ferous, of a stronger taste, and more
abounding with resin. From the

same cause it happens that hot cli-

mates seem to be the native coun-

tries of perfumes, odoriferous fruits,

and aromatic resins.

The action of light is so powerful

on the organs of vegetables, as to

cause them to pour forth torrents of

pure air from the surface of then

leaves into the atmosphere, while

exposed to the sun ; whereas, on the

contrary, when in the shade, they

emit an air of a noxious quality.

E. £-. Take a few handsful of fresh-

gathered leaves of mint, cabbage, or

any other plant
;

place them in a

bell-glass, filled with fresh water,

and invert it into a bason with the

same fluid. If the whole be then ex-

posed to the direct rays of the sun,

small air bubbles will appear on the

surface of the leaves, which will gra-

dually grow larger, and at last de-

tach themselves and become collect-

it the surface of the water. This
is oxygen gas, formerly called vital

air.

All plants do not emit this air

with the same facility ; there are

some which yield it the moment the

sun acts upon them, as the jacoboea,

or rag-wort, lavender, peppermint,
and some other aromatic plants.

r

l

leaves afford more air when attache i

to the plant than when gathered; I

quantity is also greater, the ;

and sounder they are, and if full

Grown and collected during dry wea-
ther. Green plants afford more air

than these which are of a yellowish

or white colour. Green fruit.; afford

likewise oxygen gas ; but it is not so

plentifully furnished by those which
are ripe. Flowers in general render
the air noxious. The nasturtium in-

dicum, in the space of a few hours,
crives out more air than is equal to

the bulk of all its leaves.—On the

contrary, if a like bell-glass, pre-

pared in the same manner, be kept
in the dark, another kind of air .

be disengaged, of an opposite qua-
lity.

There is not a substance which,
in well-closed £?lass vesowS, and ex-

Pp3
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posed to the sun's light, does not
|
animals are even darker in summer

experience some alteration.—Cam-
[
and paler in winter.

phor kept in glass hot lies, exposed
to light, crystallises or vegetates

into the most beautiful symmetrica)
figures, on that side of the glass

which is exposed to the light.— Yel-

low wax, exposed to the light, loses

its colour, and becomes bleached.

Gum guaiacum, reduced to powder,
becomes green on exposure to light.

Vegetable colours, such as those of
saffron, logwood, &c. become pale

or white, &C<
2. Effects of Light on Animals.—

The human being is equally depen-
dent on the influence of liirht.—Ani-

i>. Effects of Light on other Sub-
stances.—Certain metallic oxydes be-
come combustible when exposed to

light; and acids, as the nitric, <\c.

are decomposed by its contact, and
various other substances change their

nature.

Light carbonated hydrogen. See
Carburctted ht/drogen gas.

Ll'GNUM 4OA/
LL0CHI vk'ri. Sec

Lignum aloes.

Li'GNUM A'LOES. Lignum aga'.-

lochi veri, &c. Aloes-wood. The
tree whose wood bears this name is

not yet scientifically known. It is

mals in general droop when deprived imported from China in small, com-
of light, they become unhealthy, and pact, ponderous pieces, of a yellow

rusty brown colour, with black or

purplish veins, and sometimes oi a

even sometimes die. When a man
has been lomr confined in a dark dun-

It is used to fumigate rooms

Li'gnum aspa'lathi. Sec Lignum

geon, (though well aired), his whole black colour. It has a bitterish re-

complexion becomes sallow ; pus- !
sinous taste, and a slight aromatic

tules, filled with aqueous humours,
j

smell,

break out on his skin ; and the per- in Eastern countries,

son who has been thus deprived of
light, becomes languid, and frequent-

ly dropsical.—Worms, grubs, and
caterpillars, which live in the earth,

or in wood, are of a whitish colour
;

moths, and other insects of the night,

are likewise distinguishable from

alue.v.

Li'gnum cala'mbac. See Lignmn
aloes.

Ll'GNUM CaMPBCHB'NSE. (Cum-
pechenxis; so called, because it was
brought from Campheachy, in the

those which fly by day, by the want. Hay of Honduras.) Logwood, See

of brilliancy in their colour. The Ha-matojt/lon Cmnpeckiammn .

difference between those insects in Li'gnum i'ndicum. See Guaij-

northern and southern parts is still cu>n.

more obvious. The parts of fish
;

Lignum molucci.'nsf.. See i

which are exposed to light, as the I
ton tiglium.

back, tins, 8tC. are uniformly co-
j

Li'gnum NSPHRl'TlCUH, See Gui-

loured, but the belly, which is de- Umdinm mwingtu
prived of light, is white in all of

them.—Birds which inhabit the tro-

pical countries have much brighter

plumage than those of the north.

Those parts of the birds which are

not exposed to the light are uniform-

ly pale. The feathers on the belly of a

bird are generally pale, or white ; the

back, which is exposed to the light,

IS almost always coloured; the brea t,

which is particularly exposed to light

in most birds, i, brighter than the

belly.—Butterflies, and various other

animals of equatorial countries, are

brighter coloured than those of the

tar regions. Some of the northern

Li'gnum rA\\'s.£. See Croton

tigliinn.

Li'gnum iuio'dium. See Rhodium
lignum.

Li'gnum sa'nctum. See Guaia-

cum.
Li'gnum sa'ntau ru'bki. See

Ptcrociirpus santalinus.

Li'gnum sa'itan. See ftmmu-
to.rulon ( 'ampechianum

.

Li'gnum BBBPE'NTUM. The wood
of the Ophioxt/lum ser/nnti/ucm of

Linnams. It is said to be an alexi-

pharmic.

Ligu'sticum levi'sticum. The
tematic name of lovage. The
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odour of this plant, Ligusticum le-

visticum : Joliis multiplicibus, foliolis

superne incisis, of Linnaeus, is very

strong, and particularly ungrateful

;

its taste is warm and aromatic. Its

virtues are supposed to be similar to

those of angelica and master-wort,

in expelling flatulences, exciting

sweat, and opening obstructions ; it

is therefore chiefly used in hysterical

disorders and uterine obstructions.

The leaves, eaten in salad, are ac-

counted emmenagogue.
Ligu'sirlm. (From ligare, to

land ; so named, from its use in

making bands J .— 1 . A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Diun-
dria ; Order, Moitogynia.— 2. The
pharmacopoeia] name of the herb
privet.

Lilia'go. (Dim. of likwrn, the

lily ; so named, from the resem-
blance of its flower to that of a lily).

Liliastrum. Spider-wort ; formerly
said to be alexipharmic and carmi-
native.

Li'mum. (From Xaoc, smooth,
graceful ; so named, from the beauty
of its leafj. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Hexandriat Order, Mouogynia. The
lily.

Ll'UfJM a'lbum. The white lily.

See Ijiliunt i fijididum.

Li'lium ca'ndidum. The syste-

matic name of the white lily. IMium
album. The roots of the common
white lily, IMium candidum : Joliis

gparsit$ COroilis camponaleti.s, intu.s

glabris, of Linnaeus, are directed by
the Edinb. Phar. They are extremely
mucilaginous, and chiefly used, boiled

in milk and water, in emollient and
suppurating cataplasms, to inflam-

matory tumours.
%* These lily-roots afford a good

substitute, in times of scarcity, for

bread. The distilled water has been
sometimes used as a cosmetic.

Li'lium conva'llium. See coii-

vallaria majalis.

Lily, May. Sec Convaltaria~ma-
ialit,

Lily, white. See Lilium caudidum.
Lily, water. See Nymphd'a alba,

and Sympkcea lutea.

Lily of the valley. See Convalluria

majalis.

Limatu'ra fe'rri. Steel filings.

They are considered as possessing

stimulating and strengthening quali-

ties, and are exhibited in worm cases,

ataxia, leucorrhuea, diarrhoea, chlo-

rosis, &c.
Li'max, -acis. (From limus, slime ;

so named, from its sliminess). Coch-

lea terrestris. The snail.

%• This animal abounds with a

viscid slimy juice, which is readily

given out by boiling, to milk or wa-

ter, so as to render them thick and

glutinous. These decoctions are ap-

parently very nutritious and demul-

cent, and are recommended in con-

sumptive cases and emaciations.

Lime. Calx. An earth found in

great abundance in nature, though

never pure, or in an uncombined

State. It is always united to an acid,

and very frequently to the carbonic

acid, as in chalk, common lime-

stone, marble, calcareous spar, &c.

It is contained in the waters of the

ocean ; it is found in vegetables ; ami

is the basis of the bones, shells, and

other hard parts of animals. ltd

combination with sulphuric acid is

known by the name of sulphate of

lime (gypsum, or plaster of Paris
j

.

Combined with fluoric acid it con-

stitutes flu tte of lime, or Derbyshire

spar*

Properties.—Lime is in solid mas-
ses, of a white colour, moderately

hard, but easily reducible to powder.

It-, taste il bitter, urinous, and burn-

ing. It changes blue cabbage juice

to a green. It is unalterable by the

heat of our furnaces. It splits and
falls into powder in the air, and loses

its strong taste. It is augmented in

weight and in size by slowly absorb-

ing water and carbonic acid from t:t»

atmosphere. Its speciiic gravity is

2.3. It combines with phosphorus
by heat. It unites to sulphur both

in the dry and humid way. It ab-

sorbs sulphuretted hydrogen gas. It

unites with some of the metallic

oxydes. Its slaking by water is at-

tended with heat, hissing, splitting,

and swelling up, while the water ia
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partly consolidated and partly con-
verted into vapour ; and the lime is

reduced into a very voluminous dry
powder, when it has been sprinkled

with only a small quantity of water. It

is soluble when well prepared in about
450 parts of water. It unites to acids.

It renders silex and alumine fusible,

and more particularly these two
earths together.

In order to obtain lime in a state

of great purity, the following method
may be had recourse to.

Take Carara marble, or oyster-

shells ; reduce them to powder, and
dissolve the powder in pure acetic

acid
;

precipitate the solution by
carbonate of ammonia. Let the

precipitate subside, wash it repeat-

edly in distilled water, let it dry,

and then expose it to a white heat for

some hours.—The acetic acid, in this

operation, unites to the lime, and
forms acetate of lime, disengaging at

the same time the carbonic acid,

which files off in the gaseous state :

on adding to the acetate of lime car-

bonate of ammonia, acetate of am-
monia, and an artificial carbonate of

lime are formed ; from the latter,

the carbonic acid is again expelled,

by exposure to heat, and the lime

is left behind in a state of perfect

purity.

Lime, ciiloroide of. The bleach-

ing salt, or bleaching powder, of Mr.
Tennant, called oxymuriate of lime.

Lime-tree. See Tilia.

Lime-water. See Calx.

Limes. A fruit like a small lemon,

the juice of which is a very strong

acid, and very much used in the

making of punch. Externally, the

same acid is applied in the cutaneous

affections ofwarm climates, and also

as a remedy against the pains that

precede the appearance of yaws.

Li'mon. (Hebrew.) See Citrus

medica.
' Limo'nium. (From \etptrp, a

green field ; so called, from its co-

lour). This name has been applied

to the Valeriana rubra* to the Poly-

gonum fagopr/rum , aw to the Pt/rola

rotundifolia, but more commonly to

the sea-lavender, or Statiee limo-

nium, of Linnaeus, which is said to
possess astringent properties.

Limo'num. (From Xeifnav, a green
field; so called, from the colour of
its unripe fruit) . The lemon-tree, or
citrus medica.

Linagro'stis. (From \ivov, cot-

ton, and aypw<ric, grass, so called,

from the softness of its texture).

Cotton-grass.

Linangi'na. (From linum, flax,

and angere, to strangle; so called,

because, if it grows among flax or
hemp, it twists round it, and chokes
it). The herb dodder.

Lina'ria. (From linuvi, flax,

named from the resemblance of its

leaves to those of flax). See An-
tirrhinum.

Li'.nctus. (Linctus
y

-?av, m. from
linger

e

9 to lick). Lohoc. Eclegma.
Elexis. Elegma. Eclectos. Ecleitos.

Ilfoictus. Loch and lambative. A
term in pharmacy, that is generally

applied to a soft and somewhat oily

substance, of the consistence of ho-
ney, which is licked off the spoon,
it being too solid and adhesive to be
taken otherwise.

Li'nea a'lba. (From linum, a

thread, and album, white ; so called,

from its appearance and colour).

Linea centralis. White line. An apo-
neurosis extending from the scrobi-

cuius cordis straight down to the

navel, and thence to the pubes

;

formed by the tendinous fibres of the

internal oblique ascending, and the

external oblique descending muscles,

and the transversal is, interlaced with

those of the opposite side.

Li'ne/E semiluna'res. Semilunar
lines. The lines which bound the

outer margin of the recti muscles,

formed by the union of the abdomi-
nal tendons.

Li'ne/E transvk'rs/E. Transverse
line«. Lines which cross the recti

muscles.

Ll'NGUA. (From lingere, to lick

up). The tongue. See Tongue.

Li'ngua a'vis. Hird's tongue.

The seeds of the Fraxinns, or ash,

are so called, from their supposed re-

semblance to a bird's tongue.

Li'ngua cani'na. Dog's tongue;
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so called, from the resemblance of its

leaves to a dog's tongue. See Cyno-
glossum.

Lin gua cervi'na. See Asplenium
Scolopendrium .

Lingua'lis. (Lingualis, sc. muscu-
lus ; from lingua, a tongue) . Basio-

glossus, of Cowper. A muscle of the

tongue. Its use is to contract the

substance of the tongue, and to bring

it backwards.
Liniment. (From linere, to anoint).

Linimentum. An oily substance of

a mediate consistence, between an
ointment and oil, but so thin a3 to

drop : of which the following are

some of the moat approvedforms :

Linime'ntum jeru'ginis. Lini-

ment of verdigris, formerly called

oxymel seruginis, mel y£gyptiacum
and unguentum iEgyptiacum.

Linime'ntum ammo'nis subcar-
bona'tis. Liniment of subcarbonate
of ammonia, formerly called linimen-

tum ammoniae and linimentum vola-

tile. A stimulating liniment, mostly
used to relieve rheumatic pains,

bruises, and paralytic numbness.
Linime'ntum ammo'wije fo'rtius.

Strong liniment of ammonia. A more
powerful stimulating application than
the former, acting as a rubefacient.

In pleurodynia, indolent tumours,
stiffness of the joints, and arthritic

pains, it is to be preferred to the
milder one.

Linime'ntum a'ou£ ca'lcis. Li-
niment of lime-water. Long in use
as an application to burns and scalds.

Linime'ntum ca'mphor.e. Cam-
phor liniment. In retensions of urine,

rheumatic pains, distensions of the

abdomen from ascites, and tension
of the skin from abscess, this is an
excellent application.

Linime'ntum ca'mpiior.e compo'-
situm. Compound camphor lini-

ment. An elegant and useful stimu-
lant application in paralytic, spas-

modic and rheumatic diseases. Also
for bruises, sprains, rigidities of the
joints, incipient chilblains, &c. &c.

Linime'ntum hydra'rgyri. Mer-
curial liniment. This is an excellent

formula for all surgical cases, in

which the object is to quicken the

action of the absorbents, and gently

stimulate the surfaces of parts. It

is a useful application for diminish-

ing the indurated state of particular

muscles, a peculiar affection every
now and then met with in practice ;

and it is peculiarly well calculated

for lessening the stiffness and chronic

thickening often noticed in the joints.

If it be frequently or largely applied,

it affects the mouth more rapidly

than the mercurial ointment.

Linime'ntum opia'tum. A resol-

vent anodyne embrocation, adapted
to remove indolent tumours of the

joints, and those weaknesses which
remain after strains, and chilblains

before they break.

Linime'ntum sapo'nts compo'si-

tum. Compound soap liniment. Li*
nimentum saponis olim opodeldoc.

The basis of this form was first pro-

posed by Riverius, and it is now com-
monly used under the name of opo-
deldoc. This is a more pleasant pre-

paration, to rub parts atfected with
rheumatic pains, swellings of the

joints, &c. than any of the forego-

ing, and at the same time not infe-

rior, except where a rubefacient is

required.

Linime'ntum sapo'nis cum o'pio.

Soap liniment, with opium. For dis-

persing indurations and swellings,
' attended with pain, but no acute in-

flammation.

Linime'ntum terebi'nthin/E. Tur-
pentine liniment. This liniment is

very commonly applied to burns, and
was first introduced by Mr. Kentish
of Newcastle.
Linime'ntum terebi'ntiiinje vi-

trio'licum. Vitriolic liniment- of

turpentine. This preparation is said

to be efficacious in chronic affections

of the joints, and in the removal of
long existing effects of sprains and
bruises.

Liniment of ammonia. See Lini-
men turn ammonia?

\

Liniment of camphor. See Lini-

mentum camphors.
Liniment of mercury. See Lini-

mentum hydrargyri.

Liniment of verdigris. See Lini-

mentum ceruginis.
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Liniment of turpentine. See Lini*

rtientum terebinthince,

Linn-e'a. (So named in honour
of Linnaeus). A genus of plants in

the Linnsean system: Class,Didyna-
mia ; Order, Angiospermia.

Linn/e'a borea'lis. The syste-

matic name of the plant named in

honour of the immortal Linnaeus. It

has a bitter sub- astringent taste, and
is used in some places in the form of
fomentation, to rheumatic pains, and
an infusion with milk is much esteem-

ed in Switzerland in the cure of sci-

atica.

Linospe'rmum. (From Xivov,
flax, and (T7T€p^a, seed) . Linseed.

Linseed. The fruit of the flax

plant, or linum, is much used in

medicine. Its qualities are mucila-

ginous and oily. It is lubricating

and emollient. It is employed in

decoction, or infusion, in heat of
urine, &c. in the form of clyster, in

tenesmus ; in cataplasm, in quincy,

and other complaints. The propor-
tion of the seeds in the decoction,

are an ounce to a pound of water.

See Linum,
Lint. Linteum. A soft woolly

substance, made by scraping old

linen cloth, and employed in surgery
as the common dressing in all cases

of wounds and ulcers, either simply,

or covered with different unctuous
substances.

Li'num. (From Xaoc, soft, smooth;
so called, from its soft, smooth tex-

ture).— 1. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pentandric;

Order, Pentagynia.— 2. The phar-
macopceial name of the common flax.

See Linum usitatissimum,

Li'num catha'rticum. Linummi-
rthmtm. Chamnelimn. Purging flax,

or mill-mountain. This small plant,

Linum catharticum, foliis oppositis
y

ovato-lanceolat is , caule dichotomo, co-

rollis acutis, of Linnaeus, is an effec-

tual and safe cathartic. It has a
bitterish and disagreeable taste. A
handful infused in half a pint of boil-

ing water is the dose for an adult.

Li'num usitatissimum. The sys-

tematic name of the common flax.

Linum sylvcstrc, Linum usitutisxl-

mum; calycibus capsulisque mucrona~
tis, petalis crenatis, foliis lanceolatis

altcrnis, caule subsolitario of Linnaeus.
Lini usitatissimi se?ni?ia. On expres-
sion the seeds yield a large quan-
tity of oil, which, when carefully

drawn, without the application of
heat, has no particular taste or fla-

vour ; boiled in water, they yield a
large proportion of a strong flavour-

less mucilage, which is in use as an
emollient or demulcent in coughs,
hoarsenesses, and pleuritic symptoms,
that frequently prevail in catarrhal

affections ; and it is likewise recom-
mended in nephritic pains and stran-

guries. The meal of the seeds is

also much used externally, in emol-
lient and maturating cataplasms. The
expressed oil is an officinal prepara-

tion, and is supposed to be of a more
healing and balsamic nature than the

other oils of this class : it has, there-

fore, been very generally employed
in pulmonary complaints, and in

colics and constipations of the bowels.
*
#* The cake which remains after

the expression of the oil, contains

the farinaceous part of the seed, and
is used in fattening cattle, under the

name of oil-cake.

Lfparis. (From Xnroc, fat; so

named, from its unctuous quality)

.

See Pinguicula.

Liparoce'le. (From Xittoc, fat,

and *n\n, a tumour). That species

of sarcocelc in which the substance

constituting the disease is fat.

Lipo'ma. (From Xnrog, fat). A
solitary, soft, unequal, indolent tu-

mour, arising from a luxuriancv of

adeps in the cellular membrane. The
adipose structure forming the tumour
is sometimes diseased towards its

centre, and more fluid than the rest.

At other times it does not appear to

differ in any respect from adipose

membrane, except in the enlarge-

ment of the cells, containing the fat.

These tumours are always many
years before they arrive at any size.

Lipopsy'cmia. (From Xenrw, to

leave, and \pv\Vi the soul, or life).

A swoon.
Lipotiiy'mia. (From Xuttoj, to

leave, and Ovpoc, the mind). Deli-
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yuium animi et aiiimce. Defectio

animi; dissolutio, Exanimatio. Syn-

cope. Asphyxia. Virium lapsus. The
greatest degree is called Apopsychia.

Apsychia. Ecchysis. Fainting. Dr.

Cullen makes it a genus of disease

under the name of Syncope, in the

Class Neuroses, Order, Adynamia,
which he defines the motion of the

heart diminished, or at rest for some
time. He distinguishes it into three

species. See Syncope.

Lippitu'do, -inis, f. (From lippus,

blear-eyed) . Epiphora. Xerophthal-

mia. Blear-eyedness. An exudation

of a puriform matter from the margin
of the eye-lids. The proximate cause

is a deposition of acrimony on the

meibomian glands in the margin of

the eyelids. This humour in the

night glues the tarsi of the eyelids

together. The margins of the eye-

lids are red and tumefy, are irritated

and excite pain. An ophthalmia,

fistula lachrymalis, and sometimes
an ectropium, are the consequences.

The species of the lippitudo are,

—

1 . Lippitudo infantum, familiar to

children, particularly those of an
acrimonious habit. The lippitudo of

infants is mostly accompanied with

tinea or some scabby eruption, which
points cut that the disease originates,

not from a local, but general or
constitutional, affection.—2. Lippi-

tudo adultorum,v(l senilis. This arises

from various acrimonies, and is like-

wise common to hard drinkers.

—

3. Lippitudo venerea, which arises

from a suppressed gonorrhoea, or

fiuor albus, and is likewise observed
in children born of parents with
venereal complaints.—4. Lippitudo

scrofulosa, accompanying other scro-

fulous symptoms.—5. Lippitudo scor-

butica, affecting the scorbutic.

*** Persons who have lippitudo

and cataracts together, bear couching
much better than one would expect
from the appearance of the eyes ;

and Mr. Hey never rejected a patient
on this account, provided such state

was habitual. (Pract. Obs. p. 31).
Scarpa, however, recommends the
lippitudo to be removed before the
operation for eataract is undertaken.

Lipy'ria. (from Xstrw, to leave,

and rrvp, heat). A kind of fever,

where the heat is drawn to the in-

ternal parts, while the external are

cold.

Liouefa'ction. A chvmical term,
in some instances synonymous with
the word fusion ; in others, the word
deliquescence; and in others again,

with the word solution.

Liquida'mbar. (From liquidum,

fluid, and ambar, a fragrant sub-

stance, generally taken for amber-
gris ; alluding to the aromatic liquid

gum which distills from this tree).

A genus of plants in the Linnsean
system : Class, Monoecia; Order,
Polyandria.

LlQUinA'MBAR styraci'flua. The
systematic name of the tree which
produces both the liquid amber and
liquid storax. Their use is chiefly

as stomachics, in the form of plaster.

Liquiri'tia. (From liquor, juice,

or from elikoris, Welsh). See Gly-
cyrrhiza.

Li'quor #:thf/reus vitrio'licus.

The liquor procured from a distilla-

tion of equal parts of sulphuric acid

and spirit of wine re-distilled.

Li'quor aceta'hs ammo'nix. See
Auiin<mi(e acetatis liquor.

Li'ouor aoeta'tis plu'mbi. See
Plumbi subacetatis liquor.

Li'ouor aceta'tis plu'mbi dilu'-

TUS. See Plumbi subacetatis liquor

dilulus.

Li'quor alu'mims compo'situs.
Compound solution of alum.
%* This solution was long known

in our shops under the title ofaquaalu-
minosa bateana. It is used for cleans-

ing and healing *ulcers and wounds,"
and for removing cutaneous erup-
tions, the part being bathed with it

hot three or four times a day. It is

sometimes likewise employed as a
collyrium ; and as an injection in fluor

albus and gonorrhoea, when not ac-
companied with virulence.

Li'quor amm'oni*:. Solution of
ammonia. See Ammonia.
Li'quor ammo'nije carbona'tis.

See Ammonia? subcarbonas.

Li'quor a'mnii. The fluid con-
tained in the membranaceous ovum
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surrounding the foetus in utero is

called by the general name of the

waters, the water of the amnion, or
ovum, or liquor amnii. The quantity

in proportion to the size of the dif-

ferent parts of the ovum, is greatest

by far in early pregnancy. At the

time of parturition, in some cases,

it amounts to or exceeds four pints ;

and in others it is scarcely equal to

as many ounces. It is usually in

the largest quantity when the child

has been some time dead, or is born
in a weakly state.

*
#* This fluid is generally transpa-

rent, often milky, and sometimes of

a yellow, or light brown colour, and
very different in consistence; and these

alterations seem to depend upon the

state of the constitution of the parent.

It has been supposed to be excremen-
titious ; but it is generally thought

to be secreted from the internal sur-

face of the ovum, and to be circula-

tory as in other cavities. Formerly,
it was imagined, that the foetus was
nourished by this fluid, of which it

was said to swallow some part fre-

quently, and it was then asserted,

that the qualities of the fluid were
adapted for its nourishment. But
there have been many examples of

children born without any passage to

the stomach ; and a few, of children

in which the head was wanting, and
which have, nevertheless, arrived at

the full size. These cases sufficient-

ly prove that this opinion is not just,

and that there must be some other

medium by which the child is nou-
rished, besides the waters.

The incontrovertible uses of the

liquor amnii are, to serve the pur-

pose of affording a soft bed for the

residence of the foetus, to which it

allows free motion, and prevents any
external injury during pregnancy :

and inclosed in the membranes, it

procures the most gentle, yet effica-

cious, dilatation of the os uteri, and
soft parts, at the time of parturition.

Instances have been recorded, in

which the waters of the ovum are

said to have been voided so early as

in the sixth month of pregnancy,

without prejudice either to the child

or parent. The truth of these re-
ports seems to be doubtful, because,
when the membranes are intention-
ally broken, the action of the uterus
never fails to come on, when all the
water is evacuated. A few cases oc-
curred to Dr. Denman, in practice,
which, says he, might have been
construed to be of this kind; for
there was a daily discharge of some
colourless fluid from the vagina, for
several months before delivery ; but
there being no diminution of the size

of the abdomen, and the waters be-
ing regularly discharged at the time
of labour, it was judged that some
lymphatic vessel near the os uteri

had been ruptured, and did not close

again till the patient was delivered.

Dr. Denman also met with one case,

in which, after the expulsion of the
placenta, there was no sanguineous
discharge, but a profusion of lymph,
to the quantity of several pints, in a
few hours after delivery ; but the
patient suffered no inconvenience ex-
cept from surprise.

Li'quor antimo'nii tartariza'ti.
Solution of tartarized antimony. See
Antbnunium tartarizatum.

Li'quor arsemca'lis. See Ar-
senic.

Li'quor cal'cis. See Calr.

Li'quor cu'pri ammonia'ti. See
Cupri ammoiiiati liquor.

Li'quor fe'rri alkali'ni. See
Ferri alkalini liquor,

Li'quor hydra'rgyri oxymuria'-
TIS. See Hydrargyri o.vymurias.

Li'quor minera'lis ano'dynus
Hoffma'nni. Hoffman's anodvne li-

quor. A preparation of ether ex-
tolled as an anodyne and antispas-

modic. See Spiritus cetheris compo-
siti.

Li'quor pota'ssjE. See Potassw
liquor.

Li'quor subcarbona'tis pota's-

SjE. See Potassce subcarbo?iatis liquor.

Li'quor vola'tilis co'rnu ce'rvi.

This preparation of the volatile al-

kali, commonly termed hartshorn,

possesses the same virtues as the

sub-carbonate of ammciiia. It Is in

common use to smell at in faintings,

&c. See Ammoiiice subscarbojias.
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Liquorice. See Glycyrrhiza.

Liquorice , Spanish. See Glycyr-

rhiza.

Lithago'ga. (From \i9og, a stone,

and ayu), to bring away). Litha-

gogues. Medicines which expel or

dissolve the stone.

Litharge. See Lithargyrus.

Litharge plaster. See Emp lastrum

lithargyri.

Lytha'rgyrus. (From \i9oq, a

stone, and apyvpoe, silver). Lithar-

gyrum. An oxyde of lead, in an im-

perfect state of vitrification.

When silver is refined by cupella-

tion with lead, this latter metal,

which is scorified, and causes the sco-

rification of the imperfect metals al-

loyed with the silver, is transformed

into a matter composed of small semi-

transparent shining plates, resem-

bling mica ; which is litharge. Li-

tharge is more or less white or red,

according to the metals with which
the silver is alloyed. The white is

called litharge of silver ; and the red

has been improperly called litharge

of gold. See Lead, and plumbi sub-

acetatis liquor.

Li'thia. A new alkali, discovered

by M. Arfredson, a young chymist

of some merit, employed in the la-

boratory of M. Berzelius. It was
found in a mineral from the mine of

Uten in Sweden, called Petalite, by
M . D'Andrada, who first distinguish-

ed it. Sir Humphrey Davy demon-
strated by voltaic electricity, that

the basis of this alkali is a metal, to

which the name of lithium has been
given.

'%* Berzelius gives the following
simple process as a test for lithia in

minerals.— A fragment of the mine-
ral, the size of a pin's head, is to be
heated with a small excess of soda,

on a piece of platinum foil, by a blow-
pipe, for a couple of minutes. The
stone is decomposed, the soda libe-

rates the lithia, and the excess of al-

kali preserving the whole fluid at this

temperature, it spreads over the foil,

and surrounds the decomposed mi-
neral. That part of the platinum
near to the fused alkali becomes of a

dark colour, which is more intense,

and spreads over a larger surface, in

proportion as there is more lithia in

the mineral. The oxydation of the

platinum does not take place beneath

the alkali, but only around it, where
the metal is in contact with both air

and lithia. Potash destroys the re-

action of the platinum on the lithia,

if the lithia be not redundant. The
platinum resumes its metallic surface,

after having been washed and heat-

ed, &c.—See Ann. of Philosoph.—
Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, vol.

vii. p. 287 ; and Gilberts Anna-
len, vol. lxii. for Dr. Gmelions Me-

»tr, &c.
Li'thias. A lithiate, or salt, form-

ed by the union of the lithic acid, or

acid of the stone sometimes found in

the human bladder, with different

bases ; thus, lithiate ofammonia, &c.
Lithi'asis. (From \i9og a stone).

— 1. The formation of stone, or gra-

vel.—2. A tumour of the eyelid, un-
der which is a hard concretion re-

sembling a stone.

Lithoi'des. (From \iQog, a stone,

and t idog, a likeness ; so called from
its hardness) . The petrous portion

of the temporal bone.

Litho'labum. . (From \i9oe, a
stone, and XajiGavu, to seize) . An
instrument for extracting the stone
from the bladder.

Litho'logy (From \i9oe, a stone,

and Xoyoc, a discourse.) Lithologia.

A discourse or treatise on stones.

Lithoma'rga. Stone marie. Ful-
ler's earth is one of the most useful

varieties of lithomarge.

Lithontriptics. (From XiQoe, a
stone, and rpi§w, to bear away). Li-
thontriptica. In the strict sense and
common acceptation of the word, this

class of medicine should comprehend
such as possess a power of dissolving

calculi in the urinary passages. It is,

however, doubted by many, whether
there be in nature any such substances.
By this term, then, we mean those
substances which possess a power of
removing a disposition in the body to
the formation of the calculi. The re-
searches of modern chymists have
proved, that these calculi consist

mostly of a peculiar acid, named the
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lithic or uric acid. With this substance,

the alkalies are capable of uniting,

and forming a soluble compound ;

and these are accordingly almost the

sole lithontriptics. From the exhibi-

tion of alkaline remedies, the symp-
toms arising from stone in the blad-

der are very generally alleviated

;

and they can be given to such an ex-

tent that the urine becomes very sen-

sibly alkaline, and is even capable of
exerting a solvent power on these

concretions. Their administration,

however, cannot be continued to this

extent for any length of time, from
the irritation they produce on the

stomach and urinary organs. The

,

use, therefore, of the alkalies, or sol-

vents, or lithontriptics, is now scarce-

ly ever attempted ; they are employ-
ed merely to prevent the increase of

the concretion, and to palliate the

painful symptoms, which they do ap-

parently by preventing the genera-

tion of litliic acid, or the separation

of it by the kidneys ; the urine is

thus rendered less irritating, and the

surface of the calculus is allowed to

become smooth.
*#* The common fixed alkalies,

or carbonated alkali, and the acidu-

lous -soda-water, have of late been
used as lithontriptics. Honey has

also been exhibited ; and Mr. Home,
surgeon at the Savoy, has recorded

its utility in his own and his father's

cases . Bitters have likewise been tried

.

Dismissing, however, all theories,

lime-water, soap, acidulous soda-

water, caustic alkali, and bitters, are

Useful in cases of stone. Of the

soap, as much may be taken as the

stomach will bear, or as much as

will prove gently laxative ; but of the

lime-water, few can take more than

a pint daily. The acidulous soda-

water may be taken in larger quan-

tities, as it is more agreeable. There
is a remedy celebrated in Holland,

under the name of liquor lithontrip-

f ca loosiiy which contains, according

to an accurate analysis, muriate of

lime. This professor Hufeland re-

commends in the following form S

—

Jk Calcis muriatae 5J. aquae distil-

late, 3'rj. ft. solutio. Thirty drops

are to be taken four times a-day,
which may be increased as far as the
stomach will bear. The only certain
method of getting rid of the calculus
is the operation. See Lithotomy.

Lithontri'ptor. An instrument
invented by Dr. Curale of Paris, for

reducing calculi in the bladder into

small particles, or powder, which is

to be voided by the urine ; and litho-

tomy by this means rendered unne-
cessary. This plan, however, has
been found to be evidently inadmis-
sible when the stone is too large to

be seized with the forceps, when it

is inherent, encysted, or formed on
a nucleus of a metallic, or bony
nature.—See Chaussier and Percy's
Report on this Instrument to the Royal
Academy of'Medicine , Paris ; in the

Arch. Gen. de Med. May, 1824 ; and
Edinb.Med. andSurg. Journ. January,
1825.
*** The lithontriptor, it appears,

will effect the removal of much larger

calculi, than can be disposed of by
Weiss's urethral forceps ; and in this

respect is superior to the latter in-

strument, and a truly great improve-
ment. But, for other cases, in which
the calculi are numerous, and not

too large to be drawn out entire

through the urethra, the urethral

forceps seems to merit the preference.

Lithospe'rmum. (From \l9oq, a
stone, and (nrepfia, seed ; named
from the hardness of its seed).

—

1 . A genus of plants in the Linnasan

system : Class, Pentandria; Order,

Monogynia.—2. The pharmacopoeial

name ofcommon or officinal gromwell.

Lithospe'rmum officinale. The
systematic name of the officinal grom-
well. The seeds of this officinal plant,

Lithospermum officinale; semi/tibus

Icevibus, corollis via' calycem supcran*

tibtts, fuliis lanccolatisy of Linnaeus,

were formerly supposed, from their

stony hardness, to be efficacious in

calculous and gravelly disorders.

Little credit, however, is given to

their stone-dissolving powers, yet

they are occasionally used as diuretic

for clearing the urinary passages,

and for obviating strangury, in the

form of emulsion.
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Operations for the Stone, 2nd edit. &c.

8vo. 1803 ;

—

Scarpa's Memoir on the

cutting Gorget ofHawkins, &c. trans-

lated, 8vo. Edinb. 1816 ;

—

Scarpa

sal taglio recto Vesicate, 4to. Pavia,

1823;

—

Memoire del Profess. Vacca

relativa al taglio Retti-Vessicale

;

—
vol. ii. Med. Chirurg. Trans.; —

Litho'tomy. (From \l9oq, a stone,

and tsjjlvoj, to cut). Lithotomia. Cy-

stornia. The operation of cutting

into the bladder, in order to extract

a stone.

%* Several methods have been

recommended for performing this

operation, but there are only two

which can be practised with any pro- Deases Obs. on the different Methods

priety. One is, where the operation for the Radical Cure of the Hydrocele

,

is to be performed immediately above
t
&e. to which is added, a Comparative

the pubes, in that part of the bladder
j
Vieuiofthe differentMethods ofcutting

which is not covered with perito- for the Stone, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1798 ;

&eum, called the high operation.
\

—Carpue's Hist, of the High Opera-

The other, where it is done in the
|

Hon, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1819 ;

—

Si* E.

perineum, by laying open the neck
j
Home on Strictures, &c. 8vo. 1821 ;

and lateral part of the bladder, so as
|

—Sleigh's Essay on an Improved

to allow of the extraction of the
j

Method of cutting for Urinary Cat-,

stone, called the lateral operation,
j

culi, <Scc. Bvo. Lond. 1824 ; Oh-

from the prostate gland of the neck \jec4ions against which are explained

of the bladder being cut laterally. | by Scarpa, <5tc. ;

—

C. Aston Keys'

No single operation in surgery has
j
Short Treatise on the Section of the

attracted so much notice as that of li-
,
restate Gland, &c. in Lithotomy,

thotomy, or has had so much written ' 4to. Lond. 1824 ;

—

cum multis aliis.

upon it. To those who wish to under- Li'tron. (Corruptly written for

stand well the pelvic viscera, with re- vilpov). Nitre,

spect to the accurate performance of Li'tus. (From linere, to anoint),

this operation, in addition to a well- A li:iiment.

grounded knowledge of all that re- ! Li'ver. i]irap. Ihpar. A lai

.

lates to the anatomy of the bladder, viscus, of a deep red colour, of great

perineum, and adjacent parts from size and weight, situated under the

actual dissection, the following works diaphragm, in the right hvpochon-
on the subject are recommended !— drium, its smaller portion occupying
Jf'inslow's Anatomy;— Le Dran's part of the epigastric region.

Parallcle des diffcreates vianicrc de *^* \\\ the human body, the liver

tirer lapierre hors de la Vessie,tkc.— is divided into two principal lobes,

Le Cat's Deuxiemc Rccucil, Planches the right of which is by far the

T> et 6 ;— Nailer's Inst. Med. Boer-
j

largest. They arc divided on the

haave, andElement. Physiolog.t.b
\
—

|
upper side by a broad ligament,

Morgagni, Aducrsar. Anat. 3, p. 82, on the other side by a considerable

97 ;— Camper's Plates ; — J. Bell's

Principles of Surgery

;

—Deschatap's

Traiie Historique, &c. de V Operation
dela Taille,t. i. p. 7 ;

—

Langcnbeck's

depression or fossa. Between and
below these two lobes is a smaller

lobe, called lobulus Spigclii. In de-

scribing this viscus, it is necessary
Description ofthe Parts, and the excel- ' to attend to seven principal circum-
Iciit Plate given of them at the end of stances :—it has five ligaments ; two
his JVork, in German;—Chcsselden's \ surfaces ; two margins ; two tuber-
short Historical Account of cutting

for the Sto?ie, in the last Ed. of his
\

pori biliarii.

cles ; its fissure ; a sinus j and the

Anatomy ; — Douglas' Postscrip t to

History of the Lateral Operation,

1726 ;

—

Trye's Essay on some of the

Stages of the Operation of cuttingfor

With regard to the substance of

the liver, various opinions have been
entertained. It is, however, now
pretty well ascertained to be a large

the Stone, 8vo. Lond. 1811 ;

—

Allan's \ gland, composed of lesser glands
Treatise on Lithotomy, Edinb. 1808 ; j

connected together by cellular struc-—Earle's Practical Observations on ]
ture. The small glands which thus

Qq2
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compose the substance of the liver,

are termed penicilli, from the ar-

rangement of the minute ramifica-

tions of the vena portse composing
each gland, resembling that of the
hairs of a pencil.

The chief use of the liver is to

secrete a fluid, named bile, for the
intestines, which is of the utmost
importance in chylification. The
small penicilli perform this function

by a specific action on the blood they
contain, by which they secrete in

their very minute ends the fluid

termed hepatic bile; but whether they
pour it into what is called a follicle,

or not, is yet undecided, and is the

cause of the difference of opinion

respecting the substance of the liver.

If it be secreted into a follicle, the

substance is truly glandular, accord-

ing to the notion of the older anato-

mists : but if it be secreted merely
into a small vessel, called a biliary

pore (whose existence can be demon-
strated) , corresponding to the end of

each of the penicilli, without any
intervening follicle, its substance is

then, in their opinion, vascular.

According to our notions in the pre-

sent day, in either case, the liver is

said to be glandular; for we have the

idea of a gland when any arrange-

ment of vessels performs the office

of separating from the blood a fluid

or substance different in its nature

from the blood. The small vessels

which receive the bile secreted by
the penicilli, are called port biliarii;

these converge together throughout

the substance of the liver towards

its under surface, and, at length,

form one trunk, called ductus hepati-

cus, which conveys the bile into either

the ductus commu?iis choledochus, or

ductus cysticus. See Gall bladder.

Liver, acute inflammation of the.

See Hepatitis.

Liver of sulphur. See Sulphurct.

Liver-wort. See Marchantia poly-

morp/ia.

Liver-wort, ash-co-^^ ^.^
loured. V

caninus
Liver-wort

,
ground, j

Liver-wort, Iceland. See Lichen

L Iandims.

Liver-wort, noble. See Marchan-
tia polymorpha.

Li'vor, 'oris, f. (From livere, to
be black and blue) . A blackish marie
on the body, from a blow. A dark
circle under the eye.

Lix, -ids, f. (From \v£, light).

Pot-ash. Wood-ash.
Lixi'via vitriola'ta sulphu'rea.

An impure sulphate of potash.

Lixi'vial. Salts are called lixivial

which have been extracted by lixi-

viation, and these chiefly are fixed

alkalies ; and are therefore called

lixivial salts.

Lixivia'tion. Ijessive. The pro-
cess employed by chymists of dis-

solving, by means of warm water,

the saline and soluble particles of
cinders, the residues of distillation

and combustion, coals and natural

earths, in order to obtain those par-

ticles which are termed lixivial salts.

Lixi'vium. (From lix, wood-ash).

The liquor in which saline and so-

luble particles of the residues of dis-

tillation and combustion are dis-

solved.

Lixi'vium sapona'rium. See Po*
tassa? liquor.

Lixi'vium ta'rtari. See Potassa?

subcarbonatis liquor.

Lobe'lia. (Named in honour of

Lobel, a botanist) .— 1. The name of

a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Syagenesia ; Order,

Monogamia.—2. The pharmacopoeia!

name of the blue lobelia, or cardi-

nal flower.

Lobe'lia syphilitica. The sys-

tematic name of the blue lobelia of

the pharmacopoeias. The root is the

part directed by the Edinb. Phar. for

medicinal use ; in taste it resembles

tobacco, and is apt to excite vomiting.

This plant derived the name of sy-

philitica from its efficacy in the cure

of syphilis, as experienced by the

North American Indians, who con-

sidered it as a specific in that dis-

ease, and with whom it was long

an important secret, which was pur-

chased by Sir William Johnson, and

since published by different authors.

Although, used in the manner direct-

ed, it is said to cure the disease in a
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very short time, yet its antisyphilitic

powers have not been recognised in

any instance of European practice.

Lo'bulus, -i, m. (Dim. of lobus,

a lobe). A small lobe.

Lo'bulus accesso'rius. See Zo-

bulus anonyinus.

Lo'bulus ano'nvmus. Lobulus

accessorius anterior-quadratics. The
anterior point of the right lobe of

the liver. Others define it to be

that space of the great lobe betwixt

the fossa for the umbilical vein and
gall-bladder, and extending forward

from the fossa for the lodgment of

the vena porta?, to the anterior mar-
gin of the liver.

Lo'bulus cauda'tus. Processus

caudatus. A tail-like process of the

liver, stretching downwards from the

middle of the great right lobe to the

lobulus Spigelii. It lies behind the

gall-bladder, and betwixt the fossa

venae portarum, and the fissure for

the lodgment of the vena cava.

Lo'bulus Spigf/lii. Lobulus pos-

terior. L. posticus papillatus. The
lobe of Spigelius is betwixt the two
greater lobes, but rather belonging
to the right great lobe. From its

situation deep behind, and from its

having a perpendicular papilla-like

projection, it is called lobulus poste-

rior, or papillatus. To the left side

it has the fissure for the lodgment of
the ductus venosus ; on the right,

the fissure for the vena cava ; and
above, it has the great transverse fis-

sure of the liver, for the lodgment
of the cylinder of the porta; ob-
liquely to the right, and upwards, it

has a connection with the lower con-
rave surface of the great lobe, by
the processus caudatus, which Ywns-
low calls one of the roots of the lo-

bulus Spigelii. It is received into

the bosom of the lesser curve of the
stomach.

Loca'les. The fourth class of
Cullen's Nosology, which compre-
hends morbid affections that are par-
tial, and includes eight orders, viz.

dysesthesia?, dysorexiae, dyscinesiae,

apocenoses, epischeses, tumores, ec-
topia, and dialyses.

Localis membra'na. The pia mater.

Lo'chia. (From \oxzvg>, to bring

forth) . The cleansings. The serous,

and for the most part green coloured %

discharge that takes place from the

uterus and vagina of women, for

some days after delivery.

Lochiorrhce'a. (From Xox^i,

and (jelj, to flow) . An excecsive dis-

charge of the lochia.

Locked jaw. See Tetanus.

Logwood. See Hcsmatoxylon Cam-
pechianum.

Lonchi'tis. (From Xcyx*?> a lance;

so named, because the leaves resem-

ble the head of a lance) . The herb

spleenwort.

Longa'num. (From longus, long ;

so named, from its length). The in-

testinum rectum.
Longing. A disease peculiar to

the female, and only during preg-

nancy, and those states in which the

uterine discharge is suppressed.

Longi'ssimus do'rsi. LAtmbo-dor-

so-trachflieii) oi Dumas. A muscle of

the back somewhat thicker than the

sacrolumbal'^, greatly resembling it,

however, in shape and extent, and

arising in common with that muscle,

hi'tween it and the spine. Its use

is to extend the vertebra? of the

back, and to keep the trunk of the

body erect; by means of its upp€
dage, it likewise serves to turn the

neck obliquely backwards, and a

little to one side.

Longi'ssimus ma'nus. The flexcr

tertii internodii pollicis.

Longi'ssimus o'culi. The obli-

qur.s major oculi.

Longitu'disal si'nu>. Longitudi-
nal sinus of the dura mater. A trian-

gular canal, proceeding in the falci-

form process of the dura mater, im-
mediately under the bones of the

skull, from the crista galli to the

tentorium, where it branches into the

lateral sinusses. The longitudinal

sinus has a number of fibres crossir.^

it. Its use is to receive the bloc 1

from the veins of the pia mater, a

convey it into the lateral sinusses, to

be carried through the internal ju-

gulars to the heart.

Lo'ngus co'lli. Pre dorso cer-

vical, of Dumas. Rather a consider-
ed q3
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able muscle, situated close to the an-
terior and lateral part of the verte-

bra of the neck. Its outer edge is

in part covered by the rectus inter-
nus major. When it acts singly, it

moves the neck to one side; but
when both act, the neck is brought
directly forwards.

Loni'cera. A genus of plants in
the Linnsean system : Class, Pen-
tandria ; Order, Monogynia.
Loni'cera diervi'lla. The sys-

tematic name of a species of honey-
suckle. Diervilla. Theyoungbranches
of this species, Lonicera diervilla; ra-
ccmis terminalibus, foliis serratis, of
Linnaeus, are employed in North
America as a certain remedy in go-
norrhoea and suppression of urine.
It has not yet been exhibited in Eu-
rope.

Loni'cera pericli'menum. Honey-
suckle. This beautiful and common
plant was formerly used in the cure
of asthma, for cleansing sordid ulcers,

and removing diseases of the skin

;

virtues it does not now appear to

possess.

Looseness. See Diarrhoea.

Lo'pez ra'dix. Radix lopeziana.

Radix Indica lopeziana. Lopez root.

The root of an unknown tree, grow-
ing according to some, at Goa.

*** It appears that this medicine
has been remarkably effectual in

stopping colliquative diarrhoeas,which
had resisted the usual remedies. Pa-
tients in the last stage of consump-
tions, were particularly relieved by
its use. It seemed to act, not by an
astringent power, but by a faculty of
restraining and appeasing spasmodic
and inordinate motions of the intes-

tines. Dr. Gaubius, who gives this

account of it, compares its action to

that of simarouba, but thinks that it

is more efficacious.

Lopez-root. See Lopez-radix.

Lopezia'na ra'dix. See Lopez
radix.

Lopha'dia. (From \o0oc, the hin-

der part of the neck). Lophia. The
tirst vertebrae of the neck.

Lordo'sis. (From Xopooc, curved,

bentj. An affection of the spine, in

which it is bent inwards.

Lo'rica. (From loricare, to crust
over). A kind of lute, with which
vessels are coated before they are
put into the fire.

Lorica'tion.—Chym. Coating.
*** Nicholson recommends the

following composition for the coat-
ing of glass vessels, to prevent their

breaking when exposed to heat.

Take of sand and clay, equal parts ;

make them into a thin paste, with
fresh blood, prevented from coagu-
lating by agitation, till it is cold, and
diluted with water ; add to this some
hair, and powdered glass ; with a
brush, dipped in this mixture, be-
smear the glass ; and when this layer

is dry, let the same operation be re-

peated twice, or oftener, till the coat

applied is about one-third part of an
inch in thickness.

Lo'rind matri'cis. An epilepsy,

or a convulsive disorder, proceeding
from the uterus.

Loss of Appetite. See Anorexia.

Lo'tion. An external fluid appli-

cation.

%.* Lotions are usually applied

by wetting linen in them, and keep-
ing it on the part affected, e.g.

Lo'tio alu'minis. Used occasion-

ally as an astringent injection ; and
as an application to inflamed parts.

Lo'tio ammo'ni^e. Discutient.

Lo'tio ammo'nii muria'tje. Dis-

cutient. Recommended by Justa-

mind in the early state of the milk

breast.

Lo'tio ammo'ni^ muria't/e cum
ca'lce. One of the most efficacious

discutient lotions. It is perhaps the

best application for promoting the

absorption of extravasated blood, in

cases of ecchymosis, contusions,

sprains. &c.
Lo'tio ammo'nie opia'ta. Applied

by Kirkland to some suspicious swell-

ings in the breast ; soda and bark
given at the same time internally.

Lo'tio ca'lcis compo'sita. Ring-
worms, tetters, and some other cu-

taneous affections, are benefited by
this application.

Lo'tio ga'llh:. This astringent

lotion is sometimes used with a view

of removing the relaxed state of the
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parts, in cases of prolapsus ani, and
prolapsus uteri, &c.
Lo'tio hydrargy'ri amygdali'na.

This will cure several cutaneous af-

fections.

Lo'tio hydrargy'ri oxymuria'-
tis. The injection of corrosive sub-

limate used in Bartholomew's hos-

pital.

Lo'tio hydrargy'ri oxymuria'-
tis compo'sita. Ordered by Dr. H.
Smith to be applied every night to

scrofulous swellings.

Lo'tio hellebo'ri a'lbi. Occa-
sionally employed as an application

for curing tinea capitis, and some
other cutaneous diseases.

Lo'tio plu'mbi aceta'tis. The
common white - wash, universally

known.
Lo'tio pota'ss^ sulphure'ti.

Used in cases of porrigo, psoriasis,

lepra, &c.
Lo'tio o'pii. A very excellent ap- ;

plication to irritable and painful ul-
;

cers of every description. It is ad-

vised to be diluted, especially at first.
'

Lo'tio pi'cis. Employed some-
times for the cure of tinea capitis

;

also of singular service in removing
an extensive scorbutic redness, fre-

quently seen on the leg, accompany-
ing old ulcers.

Lo'tio zi'nci sulpha'tis. An ex-

cellent astringent application for a
variety of cases. Diluted with two
additional pints of water, it forms a
commqn injection in gonorrhoea.

Lo'tus. (From \w, to desire).

—

1. A tree whose fruit was said to be
so delicious as to make those who
tasted it forsake all other desires

:

hence the proverb Awrov i<payov,

lotum gustavi: I have tasted lotus.

—

2. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Diadel-
phia ; Order, Deeandria.

Lousy disease. Morbus pedicula-

ris. A general corruption of the hu-
mours, in consequence of which,
lice are bred in ulcers, and cover the
whole body. See Verminatioii, &c.

Love-apple. The fruit of the So-
lanum lycopersicum, of Linnaeus. It

is so much esteemed by the Portu-
guese and the Spaniards, that it is

an ingredient in almost all their

soups and sauces, and is deemed
cooling and nutritive.

Lot'age. See Ligusticum Levis*

ticum.

Loxa'rthros. (From \o%oq 9 ob-
lique, and apSpov, a joint). An ob-
liquity of the joint, without spasm
or luxation.

Lu'dus Helmo'ntii. The waxen
vein, called also ludus Paracelsi. A
stony matter said to be serviceable in

calculus.

Lu'es dei'fica. One of the pom-
pous names for epilepsy.

Lu'es neuro'des convulsi'va. A
mild typhus fever.

Lu'es vene'rea. (From \vu, to

dissolve, because it produces disso-

lution ; and venerea, from Venus,

because it is propagated by acts of
venery). The plague of Venus, or
the venereal disease. Dr. Cullen

calls it syphilis. It has also been
called the venereal pestilence, or
pox. Aphrodisius morbus. Morbus
gallicus. Indicus morbus. Neapoli-

ta?iu~s ?norbus. Patursa. See Syphilis ^

Gonorrhoea , and Venereal disease.

Lu'jula. (Corrupted or contract-

ed from Allelujah, Praise the Lord

;

so called, from its many virtues).

See Oxalis acetosclla.

Lumba'go. (From lumbus, the

loin). A rheumatic affection of the

muscles about the loins.

Lumba'go psoa'dica. Lumbago
apostematosa. Lu?nbago ab artkro-

cace. Pains in the loins from ab-

Ovvooi

Lumba'res arte'ri/E. The lum-
bal arteries.

Lumba'res ne'rvi. The lumbal
nerve.

Lumba'res ve'nje. The lumbal
veins.

Lumba'ris exte'rnus. See Qua-
dratus lumborum.
Lumba'ris inte'rnus. See Psoas-

magnus.
Lumbar abscess. Ps-oas abscess.

A species of arthropuosis, that re-

ceives its name from the situation in

which the matter is found, namely,
upon the side of the psoas muscle, or

betwixt that and the iiiacus internus*
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Between these muscles, there lies a
quantity of loose cellular membrane,
in which an inflammation often takes
place, either spontaneously or from
mechanical injuries. This termi-
nates in an abscess that can procure
no outlet but by a circuitous course,

in which it generally produces irre-

parable mischief, without any vio-
lent symptoms occurring to alarm
the patient. The abscess sometimes
forms a swelling above Poupart's
ligament ; sometimes below it ; and
frequently the matter glides under
the fascia of the thigh. Occasion-
ally, it makes its way through the
sacro-ischiatic foramen, and assumes
rather the appearance of a fistula in

ano. The uneasiness in the loins,

and the impulse communicated to

the tumour by coughing, evince that

the disease arises in the lumbar re-

gion ; but it must be confessed, that

we can hardly ever know the exist-

ence of the disorder, before the tu-

mour, by presenting itself externally,

leads us to such information e The
Jumbar abscess is sometimes con-
nected with diseased vertebrae, which
may either be a cause or effect of the

collection of matter. The disease,

however, is frequently unattended
with this complication.

The best modern surgeons make
it a rule to open very few acute

abscesses ; for the matter naturally

tends with great rapidity to the

surface of the body, where ulcera-

tion allows it to escape spontane-
ously ; after which, the case gene-
rally goes on better than if it had
been opened by art. But, in chronic
abscesses, the matter has not that

strong tendency to make its way
outward ; its quantity is continually

increasing ; the cyst, of course, is

continually enlarging ; in short, the

matter, from one ounce, often gra-

dually increases to the quantity of a
gallon. When the tumour is at length

opened, or bursts by ulceration, the

surface of the cyst, irritated by the

change, inflames ; and its great ex-

tent, in this circumstance, is enough
to account for the terrible constitu-

tional disorder, and fatal conse-

quences, which too frequently and
too soon follow the evacuation of the

contents of such an abscess. Hence,
in chronic suppurations of every
kind, and not merely in lumbar ab-

scesses, it is the surgeon's duty to

observe the opposite rule to that ap-

plicable to acute diseases ; and he is

called upon to open the collection of

matter, as soon as he is aware of

its existence, and its situation will

allow it to be done.
*
#* The situation of the symptoms

of lumbar abscess renders this affec-

tion liable to be mistaken for some
other, viz. lumbago and nephritic

pains, and, towards its termination,

for crural or femoral hernia. The
first, however, is not attended with the

shivering that occurs here ; and ne-

phritic complaints are generally dis-

coverable by attention to the state of

the urine. The distinction from
crural hernia is more difficult. In

both, a soft inelastic swelling is felt

in the same situation : but in her-

nia, it is attended with obstructed

faeces, vomiting, &c. and its appear-

ance is always sudden, while the

lumbar tumour is preceded by va-

rious complaints before its appear-

ance in the thigh. In an horizontal

posture, the abscess also totally dis-

appears, while the hernia does not.

See Abernethy 's Surgical and Physio-

logical Works, Parts I. and II. ;

—

Crowther on IFhite Swellings •.—Pear-

son s Principles of Surgery, p. 102,

ed. 2, &c. &c.
Lumbar region. The loins.

Lumbrica'les ma'nus. (Lumbri-

calcs, sc. musculi; from their re-

semblance to the lumbricus, or earth-

worm). Fidicinales. Flexor primi

internodii digitorum manus, vcl per-

forates lumbricalis, of Cowper. Anuli

tendino-phnlangicns , of Dumas. The
four small flexors of the fingers,

which assist the bending of the fin-

gers when the long flexors are in

full action.

Lumbrica'les tf/dis. Plantitca-

dijw-phalangicn, of Dumas. Four

muscles like the former, that in-

crease the flexion of the toes, and

draw them inwards.

.
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Lumbri'cus. (a lubricitate ; from
its slipperiness) . Ascaris lumbricoi-

des. Lumbricus teres. The long round
worm. A species of worm which in-

habits occasionally the human intes-

tines. It has three nipples at its

head, and a triangular mouth in its

middle. Its length is from four to

twelve inches, and its thickness,

when twelve inches long, about that

of a goose-quill. They are some-
times solitary, at other times very
numerous.

Lumbri'cus terre'stris. See
Earth-worm.
Lu'mbus ve'neris. See Achillea

millefolium.

Lu'na. (So named from its resem-
blance in brightness to the moon)

.

The old alchymistical name of silver.

Lunar caustic. See Nitras argenti.

Luna're os. One of the bones of

the wrist.

Luna'tica ischu'ria. (From tea,
the moon) . A suppression of urine

which returns monthly. It is no-
ticed by Sauvages.
Lung, -ow?V, f. Pulmo. The lungs

are two viscera situated in the chest,

by means of which we breathe. The
lung in the right cavity of the chest,

is divided into three lobes ; that in

the left cavity into two. They hang
in the chest, attached at their supe-
perior part to the neck, by means
of the trachea, and are separated by
the mediastinum. They are also

attached to the heart by means of
the pulmonary vessels.

%* The substance of the lungs is

of four kinds, viz. vesicular, vascu-
lar, bronchial, and parenchymatous.
The vesicular substance is composed
of the air-cells. The vascular in-

vests these cells like a net-work.
The bronchial is formed by the ra-

mifications of the bronchia through-
out the lungs, having the air-cells

at their extremities ; and the spongy
substance that connects these parts,

is termed the parenchyma. The
lungs are covered with a fine mem-
brane, a reflection of the pleura,

called pleura pulmonalis. The in-

ternal surface of the air-cells is

covered with a very fine, delicate,

and sensible membrane, which is

continued from the larynx through
the trachea and bronchia.

—

The arte'

ries of the lungs are, the bronchial,

a branch of the aorta, which carries

blood to the lungs for their nourish-

ment ; and the pulmonary, which
circulates the blood through the air-

cells, to undergo a certain change.—The pulmonary veins return the

blood that has undergone this change,
by four trunks, into the left auricle

of the heart.

—

The bronchia/ veins

terminate in the vena azygos.

—

The
nerves of the lungs are from the

eighth pair and great intercostal.

—

The absorbents are of two orders ;

the superficial, and deep-seated : the

former are more readily detected

than the latter.

—

The glands of these

viscera are called bronchial. They
are muciparous, and situated about
the bronchia. See Respiration.

Lu/ig-wort, spotted. See Puhno-
rwria officinalis.

Lu'pia. (From Xuttioj, to molest).

A genus of disease, including en-

cysted tumours, whose contents are

very thick, and sometimes solid, as

melicerisy atheroma , steatoi7ia
t and

ganglio?i

.

Lupi'nus. (From \v7ttj, grief, or
dislike ; so called from its extreme
bitterness). Under this term, the

white lupin is directed in some phar-

macopoeias. The seed, the ordinary

food of mankind in the days of Ga-
len and Pliny, is now forgotten. Its

farinaceous and bitter meal is occa-

sionally exhibited to remove worms
from the intestines, and made into

poultices to resolve indolent tu-

mours.
Lupi'nus a'lbus. The systematic

name of the white lupin. See Lu-
pinus.

Lupu'line. The new name for a
chymical principle found by Dr. Ives

of New-York, in the form of small

shining yellowish grains, covering

the base of the scales in the humulu-s

lupulusy or hop, whose active prin-

ciples it contains. The dose of this

substance is not yet determined ; but,

as it is not poisonous, little danger
need be apprehended from its use.
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Ll'pulus. (From Xvirrj, dislike :

so named from its bitterness) . The
hop. See Humulus.

Lu'pus. The wolf: so named from
its rapacity. The cancer is also so

called, because it eats away the flesh

like a wolf. See Noli me tangere*

Lustra'go. (From lustrare, to

expiate : so called because it was
used in the ancient purifications).

Flat or base vervain.

Lute. See Lutum.
Lu'tea co'rpora. See Corpus lu-

%emn.

Lute'ola. (From lutum> mud

;

because it grows in muddy places, or
is of the colour of mud). Struthium.

Dyers'-weed. Pioscorides recom-
mends it as useful in jaundice ; but
it is now neglected.

Lu'tum. (From \vtoq, soluble)

.

CcFmeiitum*—Chym. Mud. Lute. A
composition with which vessels are

covered, to preserve them from the

violence of the fire, and to close ex-

actly their jomings to each other, to

retain the substances which they
contain when they are volatile and
reduced to vapour.

Luxa'tion. (From luxare, to put
out of joint). A dislocation of a

bone from its proper cavity. See
Dislocation.

Lyca'nche, (From\i>xo£, a wolf,

and ayx^y to strangle) . A species of

quinsey, in which the patient makes
a noise like the howling of a wolf.

Lycanthro'pia. (From Xt/aoc, a
wolf, and avOpwnog, a man). A
species of insanity, in which the pa-

tient leaves his house in the night,

and wanders about like a wolf, in

unfrequented places.

Ly'ciinis. (From Xvxvog, a torch

;

because the ancients used its leaves

rolled up for torches). Several ve-

getable productions are called by
this name.

Lyco'ctonum. From Xuxoe, a

WOlf, and KTiivb), to slay : so called,

because it was the custom of hunters

to secrete it in raw flesh, for the

purpose of destroying wolves.

Ly< opi:'ium>n. (From Xvkoq, a

wolf, and irtpcu), to break wind : so

named, because it was supposed to

spring from the dung of wolves).

—

1 . A genus of plants in the Linnsean
system: Class, Cryptogamia; Order,
Fungi.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the puff-ball. See Lycoperdo7i bo-

vista.

Lycope'rdon bovi'sta. The sys-

tematic name of the puff-ball. Cre~

pitus lupi. A round or egg-shaped
fungus ; the Lycoperdun bovista, sub-

rotunduvi, lacerato dehiscens, of Lin-
nasus. By age it becomes smooth
externally, and dries internally into

a very fine, light, brownish dust,

which is used by the common people

to stop hemorrhages. See Lycu-
perdun.

Lycope'rdon tu'ber. The syste-

matic name of the truffle. Tuber Li-

barium of Dr. Withering. A solid

fungus of a globular figure, which
grows under the surface of the ground
without any roots or the access of

light, and attains a size from a pea
to the largest potatoe. It has a rough,

blackish coat, and is destitute of
fibres. Cooks are well acquainted

with its use and qualities. It is found

in woods and pastures in some parts

of Kent, but is not very common in

Enaland.
%* In France and Spain, truffles

are very frequent, and grow to a

much larger siae than they do here.

In these places the peasants find it

worth their while to search for

them, and they train up dogs and
swine for this purpose, who, after

they have been inured to their smell,

by their masters frequently placing

them in their way, will readily scrape

them up as they ramble the fields

and woods.
Lycope'rsicum. (From \vxog, a

wolf, and Trepaixov, a peach ; so

called from its exciting a violent do-

gree of lust). Wolf's-peach. Poi-

sonous.

Lycopo'dium, (From \v*og, a

wolf, and irovg, a foot ; so called

from its supposed resemblance).

—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Crypto-

gamia; Order, Muse i.—2. The phar^

macopcrial name of the club-moss,

See Lycopodium clavatum.
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*
#* The fine dust of lycopodium,

or club-moss, is properly the seeds

of the plant, and when diffused or

strewed in the air, it takes fire from
a candle, and burns like a flash of

lightning. It is used in the London
theatres.

Lycopo'dium CLAVA'TUM.The sys-

tematic name of the club-moss.

Wolf's-claw. This plant, muscus cla-

vatusy affords a great quantity of

pollen, which is much esteemed in

some places, to sprinkle on young
children, to prevent, and in the

curing, parts which are fretting ; and
a decoction of the herb is said to

be a specific in the cure of the plica

polonica.

Lycopo'dium se'lago. The syste-

matic name of the upright club-moss.
Muscus erectus. The decoction of
this plant acts violently as an eme-
tic and a purgative ; and was for-

merly, on that account, employed to

produce abortions.

Lyco'psis. (From Xi/xoc, a wolf,

and o\f/ig, an aspect ; so called from
its being of the colour of a Wolf).

Echium JEgyptiacum, or wall-

bugloss.

Ly'copus. (From \vkoq, a wolf,

and 7rouc, a foot ; so named from
its likeness) . The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system;
Class, Duuidria; Order, Monogynia.
Wolfs-claw, or water-horehound.
The Lycopus Europcus is sometimes
used as an astringent.

Lygi'smus. (From \vyi{u, to dis-

tort). A dislocation.

Ly'gus. (From Xvyi^oj, to bend
;

so named from its flexibility) . The
agnus castus.

Lymph. Lympha. The liquid con-
tained in the lymphatic vessels. It

has a fatuous smell, no taste, and is

of a crystalline colour. Its specific

gravity is greater than water ; in

consistence, it is thin and somewhat
viscid.

%* The use of the lymph is to
return the superfluous nutritious
jelly from every part, and to mix it

with the chyle in the thoracic duct,
there to be further converted into

the nature of the animal ; and, lastly,

it has mixed with it the superfluous

aqueous vapour, which is effused

into the cavities of the cranium, tho-

rax, abdomen, &c.
Lympha'tic glands. Glandular

lymphatics. See Conglobate gland,

Lympha'tics. Absorbent vessels,

that carry a transparent fluid, or
lymph. They are small and trans-

parent, and originate in every part

of the body. With the lacteal ves-

sels of the intestines, they form what
is termed the absorbent systein. Their
termination is in the thoracic duct.

See Absorbents, Lacteals, TJwracic

duct, and Lymph.
Use of Lymphatics.—The office of

these vessels is to take up substances

which are applied to their mouths

;

thus the vapour of circumscribed ca-

vities, and of the cells of the cellular

membrane, are removed by the lym-
phatics of those parts ; and thus mer-
cury and other substances are taken
into the system when rubbed on the

skin. The principle by which this

absorption takes place, is a power
inherent in the mouths of absorbing
vessels, a vis insita, dependent on
the high degree of irritability of their

internal membrane, by which the ves-

sels contract and propel the fluid for-

wards. Hence the use of this func-

tion appears to be of the utmost im-
portance, viz. to supply the blood
with chyle ; to remove the super-
fluous vapour of circumscribed cavi-

ties, otherwise dropsies, as hydroce-
phalus, hydrothorax, hydrocardia, as-

cites, hydrocele, &c. would constantly
be taking place , to remove the su-
perfluous vapour from the cells of
the cellular membrane dispersed

throughout every part of the body,
that anasarca may not take place

:

to remove the hard and soft parts of
the body, and to convey into the

system, medicines which are applied

to the surface of the body.
Lypo'ma. See Lipoma.
Ly'ra. (From Xvpa, a lyre, or

musical instrument). Psalterium,

The triangular medullary space be-
tween the posterior crura of the
fornix of the cerebrum, which is

marked with prominent medullary
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fibres that give the appearance of a
lyre.

Ly'rus. (From lyra, the lyre

;

so called, because its leaves are di-

vided like the strings of a lyre) . The
doronicum Germanicum, or German
leopard's-bane.

Lysigy'ia. From Xvo>, to loosen,

and ywoi>, a member). The relaxa-

tion of limbs.

Lysima'chia. (From Lysimachus,
who first discovered it) . The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system : Class, Pentandria ; Order,
Monogynia.

Lysima'chia nummula'ria. The
systematic name of the money-wort.
Nummularia. Hirundinaria. Centi-

morbia. Money-wort. This plant

is very common in our ditches. It

was formerly accounted vulnerary

;

it possesses antiscorbutic and restrin-

gent qualities. Boerhaave considers

it as similar to a mixture of scurvy-

grass with sorrel.

Lysima'chia purpu'rea. SeeLy-
thrum salicaria.

Lyssode'ctus. (From Xvatra, ca-

nine madness, and daKpofii, to bite).

One who is mad in consequence of

having been bitten by a mad ani-

mal.

Lythrum. (From XvOpov, blood;
so called from its resemblance in co-
lour) . The name of a genus of plants
in the Linnaean system : Class, Do-
decandria ; Order, Digynia.
Ly'thrum SALICa'ria. (Salicaria,

from salix, a willow : from the re-

semblance of its leaves to those of a
willow). The systematic name of
the common or purple willow-herb.
Lysimachia purpurea. The herb, root,
and flowers possess a considerable
degree of astringency, and are used
medicinally in the cure of diarrhoeas

and dysenteries, fluor albus, and hae-

moptysis.

Ly'tta. Cantharts. Musca Hispa-
nica. Lytta vesicatoria, of Linnaeus.

The blistering fly. Spanish fly.

%* The importance of these flies,

by their stimulant, corrosive, and
epispastic qualities, in the practice of
physic and surgery, is very consider-
able : indeed, so much so, as to in-

duce manv to consider them as the
most powerful medicine in the ma-
teria medica. These flies have a
green shining gold body, and are

common in Spain, Italy, France, and
Germany. The largest come from
Italy, but the Spanish cantharides are

generally preferred.

M.

M. This letter has two significa-

tions : when herbs, flowers, chips,

or such-like substances are ordered,

in a prescription, and M follows

them, it signifies manipulus, a hand-

ful ; and when several ingredients

have been directed, it is a contrac-

tion of misce ; thus, m. f. haust.

signifies mix and let a draught be

made.
Maca'ndon. (Indian). A tree

growing in Malabar, whose fruit is

roasted and eaten as a cure for dy-

senteries, and in cholera morbus,
and other complaints.

Macapa'tli. Sarsaparilla.

MACAXOCOTLrFERA. The name
of a tree in the West Indies, the fruit

of which is sweet and laxative. A
decoction of the bark cures the itch,

and the powder of it heals ulcers.

Mace, Muds. See Myristica.

Macedonian parsley. See Bubon
Macedonicum.

Macedoni'sium se'men. The seeds

of the Smyrnium olustratum, said to

possess bitterish, aromatic, and car-

minative virtues.

Ma'cer. (Frommasa, Heb.) Marer.

Grecian macer or mace. The root

which is imported from Barbary by
this name, is supposed to be the
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simarouba, and is said to be anti-

dysenteric.

Macera'tion. (From macerare,

to soften by water).— Pharm. An
infusion, either with or without heat,

in which the ingredients are intended

to be almost wholly dissolved, in or-

der to extract their virtues.

Macero'na. The Smyrnium olu-

satrum, or herb Alexander.

Machje'ria. The persicaria, or

peach-kernels.

Mach/e'rion. Machceris, The
name of an amputating knife.

Macha'on. The proper name of

an ancient physician, said to be one

of the sons of iEsculapius ; whence

some authors have fancied to dignify

their own inventions with his name,

as particularly a collyrium, described

by Scribonius, intituled, Asclepias

Machaonis ; and hence, also, medi-

cine in general is by some called Ars
Machaonia.
Machiname'ntum aristio'ms. A

machine for reducing dislocation.

Machi'nule. *A word sometimes
used by physical writers, to express

those little compositions which are

parts of stone. A sort of rocky marie.

Ma'cia. The anagalis.

Ma'cies. A wasting of the body.

See Atrophy and Tabes.

Ma'cis. Mace. See Myristica.

Macrophysoce'phalus. (From
fianpoQ, long, 0u(Ttc, nature, and ks-

0a\?/, the head). One who has a

head naturally long, and large. This
word, according to Turton, is only

used by Ambrose Parey.

Macro'piper. (From /xaxpoc, long,

and 7T£7r£(H, pepper). See Piper Ion-

gum.
Macropnoz'a. (From /iajtpoc, long,

and 7rvE(o, to breathe). A difficulty

of breathing, where the inspirations

are made at long intervals.

Ma'cula, ~cp,f. A spot, or perma-
nent discoloration of some portion

of the skin, often with a change of its

texture, but not connected with any
constitutional disorder.

Ma'cul2e a'lbe. White specks
on the eye.

Ma'cul;e hepa'tice. Hepatic, or

liver-coloured spots on the skin.

Ma'cule la't;e. Shingles, or ery-

sipelas.

Ma'culae oculo'rum. Cataracts.

White specks on the eye.

MA'cuLiE pestile'ntes. Petechial,

or purple spots.

Ma'cula vene'reje. Venereal
eruptions.

Ma'cula vola'ticje. Any transi-

tory eruption.

Mad-apples. See Solarum melon-

gena. .

Madaro'sis. (From fiadog, bald,

without hair) . A defect, or loss of
eyebrows or eyelashes, causing a
disagreeable deformity, and painful

sensation of the eyes in a strong

light.

Madder. Principally used in dy-
ing. See Rubia.

Madness. See Melancholia, and
Mania.

Ma'dor. Moisture. A sweating.

See Ephidrosis.

Magda'leon. (From /xcktcw, to

knead) . A mass of plaster, or other

composition reduced to a cylindrical

form.

Magella'nicus co'rtex. Winter's
bark, nearly allied in its properties

to canella alba.

Ma'gistery. (From magister, a
master) . Chymists formerly used this

word to signify a peculiar and secret

method of preparing any medicine,

as it were, by a masterly process. A
subtle preparation, as a precipitate

or solution, by menstruum.
Magistra'lia. (From magis-

ter, a master). Applied by way
of eminence to such medicines as

are extemporaneous, or in common
use.

Magistra'ntia. (From magis-
trare, to rule ; so called, by way of
eminence, as exceeding all others in

virtue) . See Imperatoria.

Ma'gma. (From juacr<7a>, to blend
together). Ecpiesma. A thick oint-

ment. The dregs of an ointment
after the thinner parts are strained

off. A confection.

Ma'gnes. (From Magnes, its dis-

coverer) . The magnet, or load-stone.

A muddy iron-ore, in which the iron

is modified in such a manner as to

Rr
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afford a passage to the magnetic
fluid.

*.
#* The magnet exhibits certain

phenomena ; it is known by its pro-

perty of attracting steel filings, and
is found in Auvergne, in Biscay, in

Spain, in Sweden, and Siberia.

Ma'gnes arsenica'lis. Arsenical

magnet. A composition of equal

parts of antimony, sulphur, and ar-

senic, mixed and melted together, so
as to become a vitreous body.

Ma'gnes epile'psi;e. The native

cinnabar.

Magne'sia. One of the primitive

earths, having a metallic basis, call-

ed magnesium. It has been found
native in a state of hydrate.

*** Magnesia is a soft, white pow-
der. Its specific gravity is, by Kir-

wan, 2.3. It renders the syrup of

violets, and infusion of red cabbage,

ereen, and reddens turmeric. It is

infusible, except by the hydrogen
blow-pipe. It has scarcely any taste,

and no smell. It is nearly insoluble in

water ; but it absorbs a quantity of

that liquid with the production of

heat ; and when it is thrown down
from the sulphate by a caustic alkali,

it is combined with water constituting

a hydrate, which, however, separates

at a red heat. It contains about one
fourth its weight of water. When
magnesia is exposed to the air, it

very slowly attracts carbonic acid.

It combines with sulphur, forming a

sulphuret.

No direct experiments have hitherto

been made to determine the propor-

tion of the elements in magnesia

;

but, from experiments made on the

combination of this substance with

sulphuric acid, assuming that they

are in single proportions, Dr. Wol-
laston infers the equivalent of mag-
nesia to be 2.46. Hence magnesium
will be 1.46. M. Gay-Lussac has

lately experimented, with his charac-

teristic accuracy, on the sulphate of

niagresia, and finds it, when crys-

tallized, a compound of

JJ)ry sulphate of maguesia, 48.57

» > tw.cr,. ............ .....«..•»• o j «^o

The equivalent number for the dry

sulphate is 7.47129, whence that for i

magnesia is, 2.47129, approaching
very nearly to Dr. Wollaston's deter-
mination.

Method of obtaining Magnesia,—*
The usual method of procuring mag-
nesia, is to precipitate it from sul-

phate of magnesia by means of an
alkali.

To effect this, dissolve any quan-
tity of sulphate of magnesia in a
large quantity of distilled water, and
add to it gradually a solution of per-
fectly pure subcarbonate of potash
or soda, till no more precipitate en-
sues. Then collect the precipitate

on a cloth, and boil it repeatedly in

a large quantity of distilled water,
till this fluid passes perfectly taste-

less. It is then to be dried, and ex-
posed in a crucible to a red heat, till

a sample of it, when cold, does not
occasion the least effervescence with
acids. In this process, a double
decomposition takes place, the sul-

phuric acid of the sulphate of mag-
nesia combines with the alkali, and
forms sulphate of potash ; and the

carbonic acid of the alkalijoins to the

disengaged magnesia, and forms sub-

carbonate of magnesia $ the latter is

precipitated, and the sulphate of

potash remains in solution. On ex-

posing the subcarbonate of magne-
sia to heat, the acid is expelled, and
the magnesia is left behind in a pure
state.

The magnesia of the present Lon-
don Pharmacopoeia was formerly
called Magnesia calcinata : usta ;

para. It is given as an absorbent,

antacid, and eccoprotic, in cardiala-

gia, spasms, convulsions, and tor-

mina of the bowels of infants
;
pyro-

sis, flatulencies, and other diseases

of the primae viae ; obstipation, leu-

corrhcea, rickets, scrofula, trusta

lactea, and podagra. The dose is

from half a drachm to a drachm.
When incautiously used for a long
time, it may, however, produce
many serious evils, of which a re-

markable case is related by Mr.
Brande, in the first volume of his

Journal.—A lady was recommended
to take magnesia, in consequence of

some very severe nephritic pains, ac-
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companied with the passage of gravel.

She was desired to take a tea-spoon-

ful every night ; and Henry's cal-

cined magnesia was preferred, as that

always operated on the bowels, which

this quantity never failed to do. The
symptoms for which it was advised

were soon removed, but the plan was
persevered in for two years and a

half, with little intermission ; so that,

at the average weight of a tea-spoon-

ful and a half, it may be presumed
that she took, during the above pe-

riod, between nine and ten pounds
troy. " In the course of the last au-

tumn she became sensible of a ten-

derness in the left side, just above the

groin, connected with a deep seated

tumour obscurely to be felt upon
pressure, and subject to attacks of
constipation, with painful spasmodic
action of the bowels, tenesmus, and
a highly irritable state of the sto-

mach. These attacks recurred every
two or three weeks, varying in vio-

lence, but requiring the use of active

remedies. Several irregular lumps,
of a soft light brown substance, were
voided, having the appearance of a
large mass broken down, and when
dry, extremely friable.—A part of
which was subjected to analysis, and
found to consist entirely of subcar-
bonate of magnesia, concreted by
the mucus of the bowels, in the pro-
portion of about 40 per cent. She
was cured by the use of other purga-
tives." Another case is mentioned,
in which not only large quantities of
a concretion of a similar descrip-
tion, were voided, but, upon exami-
nation after death, which took place
six months after any magnesia had
been taken, a collection, supposed to
be from four to six pounds, was
found imbedded in the head of the
colon, which was, of course, much
distended.

Magne'sia calcina'ta. Calcined
magnesia. See Magnesia.

Magne'sia opali'na. In making
the hepar antimonii, some add, to
the antimony and nitre, decrepitated
sal-ammoniac, and thus make the
opalin. It is a weaker emetic than
the liver of antimony.

Magne'sia vitriola'ta. See Mag'
nesice sulphas.

Magne'sia u'sta. See Mag-
nesia.

Magne'sia carbo'nas. Magnesia
alba. Subcarbonate of magnesia.

It is in form of very fine powder,
considerably resembling flour in its

appearance and feel ; it has no sen-

sible taste on the tongue ; it gives a

faint greenish colour to the tincture

of violets, and converts turnsole to a

blue. It is employed medicinally as

an absorbent, antacid, and purgative,

in doses from half a drachm to two
drachms.
Magne'sia, hydrate of. A mi-

neral found by Dr. Bruce of New-
York, in small veins, at Hobaken in

New Jersey. Colour white. Massive.

Lustre pearly. Fracture foliated or

radiated. Semi-transparent in the

mass ; transparent in single folia.

Soft, and somewhat elastic. Adheres
slightly to the tongue. Sp. gravity

2.13. Soluble in acids. Its consti-

tuents arc magnesia 70, water 30,

which approaches to one prime equi-

valent of each.

—

Jameson.

Magne'sia su'lphas. Sulphas
magnesia?. Sulphas magnesia? puri-

ficata. Magnesia vitriolata. Sal ca-

tharticus amarus. Sal cathartictcm

amnrum. Sulphate of magnesia. Ep-
som salt. Bitter purging salt. It

exists in several mineral springs, and
in sea-water.—It is from these saline

solutions that the salt is obtained ;

the method generally adopted for

obtaining it is evaporation, which
causes the salt to crystallize in tetra-

hedral prisms. It has a very bitter

taste, and is soluble in its own weight
of water at 60°, and in three-fourths

of its weight of boiling water. When
perfectly pure, it effloresces ; but that

of commerce generally contains fo-

reign salts, such as the muriate of

magnesia, which renders it so deli-

quescent, that it must be kept in a
close vessel or bladder. By the
action of heat it undergoes the watery
fusion, and loses its water of crystal-

lization, but does not part with its

acid. One hundred parts of crystal-

lized sulphate of magnesia consist of
Rr2
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29.35 parts of acid, 17 of earth, and
53.65 of water. The alkalies, stron-

tian, barytes, and all the salts formed
by these salifiable bases, excepting
the alkaline muriates, decompose
sulphate of magnesia. It is also

decomposed by the nitrate, carbonate
and muriate of lime.

*** Sulphate of magnesia is a
mild and gentle purgative, operating
with sufficient efficacy, and in general

with ease and safety, rarely occa-
sioning any gripes, or the other in-

conveniences of resinous purgatives.

Six or eight drachms may be dis-

solved in a proper quantity of com-
mon water; or four, five, or more in

a pint or quart of the purging mi-
neral waters. These solutions may
likewise be so managed, in small

doses, as to produce evacuation

from the other emunctories ; if the

patient be kept warm, they increase

perspiration, and by moderate exer-

cise in the cool air, the urinary

discharge. It is alleged that this

salt has a peculiar effect in allaying

pain, as in colic, &c. independent
of its purgative powers. It is, how-
ever, principally used for the pre-

paration of the subcarbonate of mag-
nesia.

Magnet. See Magnes.
Magnetism. The property which

iron possesses of attracting or re-

pelling other iron, according to cir-

cumstances, that is, similar poles of

magnets repel, but opposite poles

attract each other.

Magnetism, animal. A sym-
pathy lately supposed, by some per-

sons, to exist between the magnet
and the human body ; by means of

which, the former became capable of
curing many diseases in an unknown
way, somewhat resembling the moun-
tebank tricks of the old magicians.

Animal magnetism is now entirely

exploded.

Ma'gnum de'i do'num. So Dr.

Mead calls the Peruvian bark.

Ma'gnum os. The third bone of

the lower row of bones of the carpus,

counting from the thumb towards

the little linger.

Ma'gnus mo'rbus. The great

disease. So Hippocrates calls the
epilepsy.

Magy'daris. The root of the
herb laserwort.

Maha'goni. Mahogany. See
Swietenia.

Mahaleb. A species of Prwius,
Mahmoi/dy. Scammonlum.
Maidenhair, Maidenhair, English,

See Adianthum.
Maidenhair, Canada. Adian-

thum Canadense. The Adianthum
pedatum, of Linnaeus. It is in com-
mon use in France, for the same
purposes as the common adianthum
is in this country, and to which it

appears to be far superior.

Maidenhair-tree. Ginkgo. Ginan
Itsio. A tree growing in China and
Japan, whose fruit acquires the size

of a damask plum, and contains a
kernel resembling that of our apricot.

These kernels always make part of
the dessert at all public feasts and
entertainments. They are said to

promote digestion, and to cleanse the

stomach and bowels.

Maja'nthemum. See Convallaria

majalis.

Mail-a'nschi. A species of rham-
nus growing in Malabar. A decoc-

tion of its root is recommended
against the gout ; and a decoction of

its leaves against the jaundice.

Mail-e'lou. A Malabar tree,

from whose bruised leaves and bark

is prepared an apozem against the

after-pains of women in child-bed,

and for promoting the lochia.

Mail-e'lou-ka'tou. This is larger

than the above species. It is ever-

green and astringent.

Majora'na. (Quod mense Maio
fiorcat, because it flowers in May).
See Origanum majorana.

Majora'na Syri'aca. See Teu-

crium marum.
Ma'la. (From mains, an apple ;

so called from its roundness) . A pro-

minent part of the cheek.

Ma'la Assy'ria. The citron.

Ma'la /Etiiio'pica. A species of

Lift opersicon,

Ma'la aura'ntia. See Citrus au-

rantium.

Ma'la coto'nea. The quince*
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Ma'la insa'na ni'gra. The fruit

of the black-fruited night-shade. See

Solanum melongena,

Ma'labar plum. See Eugenia

jambos.

Malaba'thri o'leum. Oil of

cassia lignea.

Malaba'thrum. (MaXcivaOpov

:

horn Malabar, in India, where it was
brought, and betre, a leaf, Ind.) The
leaf of the tree whose bark is called

cassia. See Lauras cassia.

Malaea'thrinum. (From fiaXa-

fiaOpov, malabathrum). Ointment

of malabathrum. It is a compound
of myrrh, spikenard, malabathrum,
and many other aromatic ingredients.

Malacca bean. See Avicennia to-

mentosa.

Ma'laca ra'dix. The root of the

sagittaria alcxipharmaca.

Ma'lache. (From paXaKog, soft

;

so called from the softness of its

leaf). The mallow.

Mala'chite. (From fiaXaxr], the

mallow ; from its resemblance in

colour to the mallow) . A species of

copper ore found in Siberia.

Mala'cia. (From fiaXaxtov, a

ravenous fish). Pica, or depraved
appetite, of Cullen. When such
things are coveted as are not proper
for food.

Malaco'steon. (From p,aXanoq,

soft, and otsov, a bone). Moldties

ossium. A softness of the bones.

See Fragilitas et mollities ostium,

Mala'ctica. (From ^aXanduj, to

soften) . Emollient medicines.

Ma'l.e os. (From mains, so called

from its roundness). The cheek-
bone. See Jugale os.

Malagfue'tta. Malaguetta. Grains
of Paradise.

Mala'gma. (From naXa<T(To>, to

soften). Bceos. Synon. with Cata-
plasma, from the frequency of making
cataplasms to soften ; but formerly
malagmas were made of many other
ingredients.

Mala'miris. A species of Piper,
Mala'rum o'ssa. The cheek-

bones. See Jugale os.

Ma'lates. Salts formed by the
union of the malic acid, or acid

of apples, with different bases

;

thus malate of copper, malale of
lead, &c.

Ma'le. The arm-pit.

Male fern. See Polypodium jilix

mas.
Male orchis. See Orchis mas-

cula.

Male speedwell. See Veronica.

Ma'lic a'cid. Acidum malicuni.

Obtained by saturating the juice of

apples with alkali, and pouring in

the acetous solution of lead, until it

occasions no more precipitate. The
precipitate is then to be edulcorated,

and sulphuric acid poured on it, un-
til the liquor has acquired a fresh

acid taste, without any mixture of

sweetness. The whole is then to be
filtered, to separate the sulphate of
lead. The filtered liquor is the ma-
lic acid, which is very pure, remains
alwavs in a fluid state, and cannot
be rendered concrete.

*
#* The union of this acid with

different bases constitutes what are

called malates.

Mali'gnant. Malignus. A term
which may be applied to any disease

whose symptoms are so exacerbated
as to threaten the life of the patient.

It is frequently used to signify a
dangerous epidemic.

Malignant fever. See Typhus.
Malignant sore throat. See Cy-

nanchc maligna.

Ma'lis. A disease of the skin,

produced by an insect lodging un-
derneath.

%* This malady is very common
in Persia, where the disease is pro-
duced by the worm called Gordius
medinensis, or Dracunculus Persicus

;

in America, by the Pulex; and it is

sometimes produced in Europe by
the Pediculus.

Mallam-to'ddali. The name~of
a tree in Malabar, the root, bark,
leaves, and fruit of which are esteem-
ed as a specific in the epilepsy-

MALLEABILITY. (Malleabilitas ;

from malleus, a hammer) . The pro-
perty which several metals possess,

of being extended under the ham-
mer into thin plates, without crack-
ing.

*** The thin leaves of silver and
Rr3
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gold are the best examples of mal-
leability.

Ma'lleamothe. Pavette. Pavate.
Erysipelas curans arbor. A shrub
growing in Malabar. The leaves,

boiled in palm oil, cure the impeti-

go ; the root, powdered and mixed
with ginger, is diuretic.

Ma'llei ante'rior. See Laxator
tympani.

Ma'llei exte'r-nus. See Laxator
tympani.

Ma'llei inte'rnus. See Tensor
tympani.

Malleolus. (Dim. of malleus, a

mallet ; so called, from its supposed
resemblance to a mallet) . The ancle,

malleolus ex temus and interims.

Ma'lleus. (Malleus quasi molleus;

from mollire, to soften ; a ham-
mer). A bone of the internal ear is

so termed from its resemblance. It

is distinguished into a head, neck,
and manubrium. The head is round,
and encrusted with a thin cartilage,

and annexed to another bone of the

ear, the incus, by ginglymus. Its

-neck is narrow, and situated between
the head and manubrium, or handle;

from which a long slender process

arises, adheres to a furrow in the au-

ditory canal, and is continued as far

as the fissure in the articular cavity

of the temporal bone. The manu-
brium is terminated by an enlarged
extremity, and connected to the

membrana tympani by a short conoid
process.

Mallow, common. See Alalia.

Mallow, round leaved. See Malva
rotundifolia.

Mallow9 vervain. See Malta
aleea.

Malograna'tum. (From malum,
an apple, and gramim, a grain ; so

named, from its grain-like seeds).

The pomegranate.
Mali'm.iii a GLA'bRA. (So named,

in honour of Malpighi). The syste-

matic aame of a tree which affords

an esculent cherry.

Malt. Grain which has become
. set from the conversion of its

irch into SUgar, by an incipient

growth, or germination artificially

indacedj called malting.

*** Malt is usually made of bar^
ley. The grain is steeped for two
or three days in water, until it swells,
becomes somewhat tender, and tinges
the water of a bright reddish-brown
colour. The water being then drained
away, the barley is spread about
two feet thick upon a floor, where it

heats spontaneously, and begins to
grow, by first shooting out the radi-
cle. In this state the germination is

stopped by spreading it thinner, and
turning it over for two days ; after

which it is again made into a heap,
and suffered to become sensibly hot,
which usually happens in little more
than a day. Lastly, it is conveyed
to the kiln, where, by a gradual and
low heat, it is rendered dry and
crisp. This is malt ; and its qualities

differ, according as it is more or less

soaked, drained, germinated, dried,

or baked. In this, as in other ma-
nufactories, the intelligent operators
often make a mystery of their pro-
cesses from views of profit ; and
others pretend to peculiar secrets,

who really possess none.

Barley, by being converted into

malt, becomes one-fifth lighter, or
20 per cent. ; 12 of which are owing
to kiln-drying ; 1.5 is carried off by
the steep-water ; 3 dissipated on the

floor; 3 loss in clearing the roots,

and 0.5 waste or loss.

The degree of heat to which the

malt is exposed in this process, gra-

dually changes its colour from very

pale to actual blackness, as it simply

dries it, or converts it to charcoal.

The colour of the malt not only af-

fects the colour of the liquor brewed
from it ; but, in consequence of the

chymical combination of the heat

applied, on the principles they are

developed in the grain during the

process of malting, materially alters

the quality of the beer, especially

with regard to the properties of be-

coming fit for drinking and growing
{inc.—-See Observations on Malting,

&c. by J. S. Forsyth, 12mo. 1823.

Ma'ltiia. (From juaXaacru), to

soften). Malthacodcs. A medicine

softened and tempered with wax.

Maltiia'ctica. (From p.a\Qa-
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Ki(u), to soften). Emollient medi-

cines.

Maltheo'rum. Common salt.

Ma'lum. — 1. A disease.— 2. An
apple.

Ma'lum mo'rtlum. A disease

that appears in the form of a pus-

tule, which soon forms a dry, brown,
hard, and broad crust. It is seldom

attended with pain, and remains fixed

for a long time before it can be de-

tached. It is mostly observed on
the tibia and os coccygis, and some-
times the face.

Ma'lus. The apple-tree. See

Pyrus malus.

Ma*LUS I'ndica. Bilumbi biting-

bing, of Bontius. The mains Indica:
—-fructu pentagon**, of Europeans.

This plant is carefully cultivated in

the gardens of the East Indies, where
it flowers throughout the year. The
juice of the root is cooling, and
drank as a cure for fevers. The
leaves boiled and made into a cata-

plasm with rice, are famed in all

sorts of tumours, and the juice of the

fruit is used in almost all external

heats, dipping linen rags in it, and
applying them to the parts. It is

drank, mixed with arrack, to cure

diarrhoeas; and the dried leaves,

mixed with betel leaves and given in

arrack, are said to promote delivery.

The ripe fruit is eaten as a delicacy,

and the unripe made into a pickle

for the use of the table.

Ma'lva. (Malva, quasi molva ; from
mollis, soft ; named from the soft-

ness of its leaves).— 1. The name of
a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system: Class, Monadelpkiu; Order,
Polyandria.—2. The pharmacopceial
name of the common mallow. See
Malva sylvestris.

Ma'lva a'lcea. See Malva verbe-

nacea.

Ma'lva arbo'kea. See Alcea.

Ma'lva rotundifo'lia. Round-
leaved mallow. The whole herb and
root possess similar virtues to the

common-mallow, for which it may
be substituted. See Malva.
Ma'lva sylve'stris. The syste-

matic name of the common mallow.
Malva vulgaris. Malva : — caule

erecto herbaceo, fnliis septemlobatis

acutis, pedunculus petiolisque pilosis.

This indigenous plant has a strong
affinity to the althaea, both in a bo-
tanical and a medical respect. See
Althaea. The leaves and flowers are
principally used in fomentations, ca-
taplasms, and emollient enemas. The
internal use of the leaves appear to

be superseded by the radix althaese.

Ma'lva verbena'cea. Alcea. Al-
cea vulgaris major. Vervain mallow.
This plant is distinguished from the
common mallow, by its leaves being
jagged, or cut in about the edges.
It agrees in virtues with the other
mallows, but it is least mucilaginous
of anv,

Ma'lva vulga'ris. See Malva.
Malvavi'scus. (From malva, the

mallow, and viscus, glue ; so named,
from its viscidity) . The marsh-mal-
low. See Althaea officinalis.

Malvern water. The village of
Great Malvern has, for many years,

been celebrated for a spring of re-

markable purity, which lias acquired
the name of the Holy Well, from the
reputed sanctity of its waters, and the
real and extensive benefit long de-
rived in various cases from its use.

The Holy Well water, when first

drawn, appears quite clear and pel-

lucid, and does not become sensibly

turbid on standing. It possesses

somewhat of an agreeable pungency
to the taste; but this is not con-
siderable. In other respects it does
not differ in taste from pure good
water.

Dr. Philip's analysis of these wa-
ters, made in 1805, gives the follow-

ing table of the composition :

In a gallon grains.

Carbonate of soda, 3.55
lime, 0.352
magnesia, 0.26
iron, 0.328.

Sulphate of soda, ., 1.48
Muriate, 0.955
Residuum,... 0.47

7.395

By a later analysis, where a por-
tion of the water was concentrated
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by evaporation to one-fourth, and
treated in the usual manner with pre-

cipitants, the following were the re-

sults :

In a gallon grams.
Sulphate of soda, 1.940

Muriate of lime, 1.360

Lime, 9320, probably in")

union with carbonic acid, I , ?~

.

and equal to carbonate of
j

lime, J

5.464

See Chymical and Medical Report of
the Mineral Waters, by Charles Scu-

damore, p. 239, 8vo. Lond. 1820 ;

—

Forsyth's Natural and Medical Dicte-
ticon, ike. p. 338, 12mo. Lond. 1824;

in which will be found the general

history of the principal European
Mineral Waters.
*^* Like many others, Malvern

water was at first only employed as

an external application; and this,

indeed, is still its principal use,

though it is extended, with some ad-

vantage, to a few internal diseases.

It has been found highly efficacious

in painful and deep ulcerations, the

consequence of a scrofulous habit of

body, and which are always attended

with much local irritation, and often

general fever. Applied to the sore,

it moderates the profuseness of the

discharge, corrects the fetor which

so peculiarly marks a caries of the

bone, promotes the granulating pro-

cess, and a salutary exfoliation of

the carious part ; and by a long per-

severance in this course, very dan-

gerous and obstinate cases have at

last been cured. Inflammation of

the eye, especially the ophthalmia,

which is so troublesome in scrofu-

lous habits, often yields to this sim-

ple application ; and it is found that,

for a great number of years, persons

afflicted with sore eyes, have been in

the habit of resorting to Malvern

Holy Well. Another order of external

diseases, for which this water is

greatly celebrated, is cutaneous erup-

tions ; even those obstinate cases of

dry desquamations, that frequently

follow a sudden application of cold

in irritable habits, are often cured by
this remedy. Where the skin is hot
and dry, it remarkably relieves the
intolerable itching of herpetic dis-

orders, and renders the surface of
the body more cool and perspirable.

It appears, however, from a nice

observation of Dr. Wall, that this

method of treatment is not so suc-

cessful in the cutaneous eruptions of
very lax leucophlegmatic habits,

where the extremities are cold and
the circulation languid ; but that it

succeeds best where there is unusual
irritation of the skin, and where it is

apt to break in painful fissures, that

ooze out a watery acrid lymph. On
the first application of this water to

an inflamed surface, it will often for

a time increase the pain and irrita-

tion, but these effects go off in a few
days.

As an external remedy, the great

benefit arising from the use of these

waters, in diseases of the skin and
surface of the body, has led to its

employment in some internal disor-

ders, and often with considerable

advantage. Of these, the most im-
portant are painful affections of the

kidnevs and bladder, attended with
the discharge of bloody, purulent,

or fcetid urine ; the hectic fever,

produced by scrofulous ulceration

of the lungs, or very extensive and
irritating sores on the surface of the

body, and also fistulae of long stand-

ing, that have been neglected, and
have become constant and trouble-

some sores. The Malvern watersHre,

in general, a perfectly safe application,

and may be used with the utmost
freedom, both as an external dress-

ing for sores and as a common drink.

The internal use of the Malvern
waters is sometimes attended at first

with a slight nausea, and not unfre-

quently, for the first day or two,
it occasions some degree of drowsi-

ness, vertigo, or slight pain of the

head, which comes on a few minutes

after drinking it. These symptoms
go off spontaneously, after a few

days, or may readily be removed by
a mild purgative. The effects of this

water on the bowels are not at all
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Constant ; frequently it purges briskly

for a few days, but it is not uncom-
mon for the body to be rendered

costive by its use, especially, as Dr.
Wall observes, with those who are

accustomed to malt liquors. In all

cases, it decidedly increases the flow

of urine, and the general health of

the patient. The duration of a course

of the Malvern waters must vary
very considerably, on account of the

different kinds of disease for which
these springs are resorted to.

It is singular that, notwithstand-

ing its apparent purity, this water is

said not to keep well, and soon ac-

quires a fetid smell, by standing in

open vessels.

Mame'i. The mammoe, momin,
or toddy-tree. A tree growing in

different parts of the West Indies,

but those on the island of Hispaniola

are the best.
*
#
* From incisions made in the

branches of the mammoe, a copious

discharge of pellucid liquor is ob-
tained, called momin, or toddy-wine :

it should be drank very sparingly,

on account of its very diuretic qua-
lity. It is esteemed as an effectual

preservative from the stone, as also

a solvent of it when generated. There
are two species.

Mami'll/E. (Dim. of mamma, the

breast). The breasts of men are so

termed. It is also applied sometimes
to the nipple.

Ma.mi'ra. It is said by Paulus
/Egineta to be the root of a plant

which is of a detergent quality.

Some think it is the root of the do-
ronicum ; but what it really is, can-
not be ascertained.

Ma'mma, removal of. The am-
putation or excision of a diseased

breast, is performed nearly in the

same manner as for the removal of
tumours in general, and is indicated

whenever the part is threatened with
an incurable disease, and when this

state admits of it being entirely re-

moved by the knife. When the
mammae are affected with scirrhus
or ulcerated cancer, the imprudence
of delaying the operation cannot be
too severely censured. There are

also some malignant kinds of sar^

coma, to which the female breast is

subject (see Tumour), which cannot
be removed too earlv after their na-
ture is sufficiently characterized. And
although all those cases are not
equally urgent when the tumour is

only in an indolent, simple, feeble,

hydatid, sarcomatous disease, yet,

as they are continually on the in-

crease, and little success attends the

attempt to disperse them, much time
should never be devoted to the trial

of unavailing medicines or external

applications, thus suffering the swell-

ing to attain a size, which requires a
more formidable operation for its

removal. Besides, many simple,

fleshy indolent tumours, are attend-

ed with a degree of hazard of assum-
ing more malignant forms of disease.

Sir Astley Cooper describes two
forms of what he calls the hydatid,

or encysted swelling of the breast:

one containing a fluid-like serum, in

cells ; the other a globular-formed
hydatid, such as is found in the
liver and other parts. At the com-
mencement, the disease has a solid

feel, and cannot then be discrimi-

nated from chronic inflammation of
the breast : the part is painful only
just before the period of the menses.
After a time, a part of the swelling

feels as if it contained fluid, while

the rest continues firm. The skin

is quite free from discoloration, ex-

cept immediately before it begins to

ulcerate. The constitution suffers

no particular disturbance, except
when ulceration commences, and
then it is only slight, and not at all

alarming to the patient's mind. The
disease never requires removal, on
account of any thing malignant in

its character, but is generally done
at the solicitation of the patient, in

consequence of the inconvenience
she experiences from the size and
bulk of the breast. When the cyst

has been single, Sir Astley Cooper
has sometimes let out the fluid with
a lancet, and the adhesive and sup-
purative inflammation then excited

has terminated in a cure. When it

has acquired any considerable mag-
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nitude, a slight inflammation begins
in one part, and then this ulcerates,

which allows of the discharge of a
serous fluid ; which, being dis-

charged, and the cyst empty, sup-
puration, with partial adhesive in-

flammation, is set up, and the cyst

becomes obliterated ; another under-
goes the same process, and so on in

succession, &c.—See Sir A. Cooper's

Surg. Led. Lancet, vol. ii. p. 363,
369.

Besides this hydatid swelling of
the breast, and scirrhus and fungus
hsematodes, Sir A. Cooper notices

the case named simple chronic tumour
of the breast. It is generally met
with in very young persons of healthy
appearance ; is exceeding moveable,
more diffused in the surrounding
substance than scirrhus, and has a
lobulated feel—that of a fatty swell-

ing. This is a disease which, Sir

Astiey affirms, never becomes can-
cerous, though it may attain a large

size, and be attended with pain
at the period of menstruation. Its

ordinary size is from that of a
filbert to a billiard ball ; and,
though it does not admit of being
dispersed by medicine, it can easily

be removed by excision. Sir Astiey
also describes another form of dis-

ease, which he names the irritable

tumour of the breast ; which occurs
in persons from the age of fifteen

to twenty-four, (a period of life

scarcely liable to cancer) . The part

is so extremely sensible, that the

patient starts on its being touched
;

and, although it is commonly pain-

ful, yet just befnre the time of

the menses, the agony from it is

almost incredible, the pain extend-
ing from the breast to the arm,
down to the fingers' ends, and even
sometimes affecting the sight. The
"Yemoval of the breast, on account of
this affection, is alleged by Sir Ast-
iey to be completely unnecessary

;

and the treatment he recommends,
consists in endeavouring to restore

menstruation. With this intention

he prescribes an ounce and a half of
the mistuca ferri composita, or from
two to five grains of the ferrum am-

moniatum, to be taken two or three

times a day. From this combina-
tion of ammonia and steel he has
seen the greatest possible benefit

result to the patient. As the uterine

discharge increases, the irritation of

the breast lessens, and will soon
completely disappear. Although se-

veral surgeons are in the habit of

applying leeches, and although Sir

Astiey seems to think this treatment

equivocal, for by diminishing the

strength, it is possible they may
prove highly injurious ; yet it does

not appear there can be much risk

of debilitating a patient by the loss

of, at most, two or three ounces of

blood in this manner, when com-
pared with the advantage that fre-

quently results from topical bleed-

ing, in cases even where evident de-

bility exists with local disturbance.

It is necessary, in the removal of
all malignant and cancerous tumours,
not merely to cut them out just at

their circumference, but also to re-

move a considerable portion of the

substance in which they lie, and with

which they are surrounded. Nor
should any gland in the axilla, at all

diseased, nor any fibres of the pec-

toral muscle, in the same state, ever

be left behind. The principal writers

on removal of the mammae, are,

Garangeot , Dionis, Le Dran, Ber-
trand, Sharp, and Saba tier.— See

also B. Bell, and Lattas Systems of
Surgery, and A Memoir sur V Ope-

ration du Cancel' an Sein dans les

CEuvres de Dessault, par Bichat, t. ii.

—Vide Breast.

Mamma'lia, in natural history, is

the first class of animals in the Lin-

naean system, divided into seven or-

ders, viz. primates, bruta,fcray,glircs,

pecora, bclluce, and cete.

*** The characters of this class,

according to the description of Lin-

naeus, arc as follows :—the heart has

two ventricles ; the blood is warm
and red ; the lungs respire regularly,

alternate; the jaws are horizontally

incumbent on each other, and co-

vered with lips, within which the

teeth are, for the most part included

;

they procreate by an entrant penis,
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and are viviparous and lactiferous

;

their organs of sense are the tongue,

nostrils, eyes, ears, and cutaneous

papillae ; they are covered with hair,

which is thin in the animals of the

warmer regions, and very scanty on
aquatic animals : their motive or-

gans are four legs and feet ; except

those which are entirely confined to

the water, whose hinder legs are

wanting : most have tails.

The anatomy of mammalia has had
much attention bestowed upon it,

under the supposition of its being
immediately applicable to the ex-

planation of the functions of the hu-
man body. Particular parts of the

subject have been successfully prose-

cuted with this view, both on the

continent and in this country ; but it

is only lately that the anatomical
history of the class has been formed
into a system, chiefly by the labours

of Cuvier and his assistants, who
have not only filled up many details

that were required, but have also

added very interesting dissections of

several quadrupeds, hitherto but lit-

tle known.
Naturalists have almost univer-

sally included human beings in this

class of mammalia, in consequence
of their possessing peculiar charac-
ters which distinguish this class from
those of other animals ; but in some
places, human and comparative ana-
tomy are treated as distinct subjects.

—See Rees's New Encyclopedia, Art.

Mammalia.
Ma'mmary a'bscess. Milk abscess.

Inflammations of the breast are

cither simple phlegmon, or mam-
mary abscess, which, according to

Mr. James (on Inflammation, p. 171) ,

as it depends upon a peculiarity of
state and function, ought to stand
alone. A deep-seated abscess is also

described by Mr. Hey, to which the
breast is liable, of rather a chronic
character, and may perhaps, be the
same as that which Dr. Kirkland has
described as the encysted. Dr. K.
also describes two others, under the
titles of chronic and encysted. Mr.
James suspects, that certain cases,

occurring most frequently in unmar-

ried females, and having very littlfe

tendency to suppuration, are the re-

sult of inflammation of the glandular
part of the breast, from disorder of
the digestive organs, uterine system,
or both.

Women who suckle are most liable

to mammary abscesses within the
three first months after parturition ;

but they are also very much exposed
to the disorder as long as they con-
tinue to suckle. Mr. Hey describes

a very deep seated abscess of the
breast, not of frequent occurrence,
and not confined to pregnant or
suckling women ; the situation of
which renders all superficial applica-

tions ineffectual. The inflammatory
stage is tedious ; and when the mat-
ter has made its way outward, the
discharge continues, and there is no
tendency to healing. Sometimes the
matter lodges behind the mamma,
as well as in the substance of the
gland, and breaks out in different

places, the intermediate parts of the
breast feeling as if affected with a
scirrhous hardness. Numerous si-

nuses run in different directions, and
when opened, a soft purple fungus
appears within them. The disease
goes on in this state for a long while,
keeping up the hectic symptoms.

—

See Hey's Practical Observations, &c.
p. 504 ; — Pearson*s Principles of
Surg. chap. iii. ;— J. Clubbe's Trea-
tise on the Inflammation ofthe Breast,
peculiar to Lying-in Wome?i, 8vo.
Ipswich, 1799 ;

—

Underwood's Trea-
tise upon Ulcers, &c. and on the

Mammary Abscess, &c. 8vo. Lond.
1783 ;— «/. H. James on the Princi-
ples of Inflammation

;

—Boyer, Rich-
ter, and others.

Ma'mmary a'rteries. Arterial

mamillares. The internal mammary
artery is a branch of the subclavian,
and gives off the mediastinal, thy-
mal, and pericardiac arteries. The
external mammary is a branch of
the axillary artery.

Ma'mmary veins. Vence mamil-
lares. These vessels accompany the
arteries, and evacuate their blood
into the subclavian vein.

Ma'mmea America'na. Plants of
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the evergreen kind. The systematic

name of the tree on which the mam-
mee fruit grows. See Mammee.
Ma'mmee. A delicious fruit, the

produce of the Mammea Americana,
of Linnaeus. They have a very grate-

ful flavour when ripe, and are much
cultivated in Jamaica, where they

are generally sold in the markets
for one of the best fruits of the

island.

Man. The anatomist and physiolo-

gist unfold the structure and func-

tions of the body ; the surgeon and
physician describe its diseases ; and
the metaphysician and moralist em-
ploy themselves with the functions

that constitute the mind, and with

the moral sentiments. Man in so-

ciety, his progress in the various

countries and ages of the world, his

multiplication, &c. are the province

of the historian and the political

economist. The object in this place,

however, is only to speak of man
as compounded of solids, fluids, a

vital principle ; and his order in the

rank of animals, without touching

upon that divine essence, which dis-

tinguishes him from every other

animal—a soul.

I. The solids are divided into hard
and soft, demonstrated by analysis

to be formed of earthy particles,

connected by an intermediate gluten.

The hard parts are the bones and
cartilages. The soft parts, muscles,

nerves, the viscera, and every other

part, except the fluids.—See Bone,
Cartilage, Ligament, Muscle, Artery,

Vein, Nerve, Lymphatics, &c.

II. For the fluids, which are va-

rious, see Fluids of the Body.
Anatomy demonstrates the struc-

ture of the various parts of which
the human body consists. Chymistry
has, latterly, made considerable pro-

gress towards ascertaining its prin-

ciples and elements, which are as

follow :

—

The constituent principles of the

body

:

1. The water, which constitutes

the greatest parts of the humours,
and is the vehicle of the other prin-

ciples.

2. The animal gas, which consists

of carburetted hydrogen, and is fouud
not only in the blood, but in all

the other fluids.

3. The inflammable gas, emitted
from the large intestines, infiatu*

4. The animal gluten, which con-
sists of carbon and azote, and forms
the fibres of the solid parts ; the
caseous portion of the milk ; and the

principal part of the cruor of the

blood.

5. The albumen, present in the

serum of blood.

6. The jelly, found in the serum
of the blood ; lymph of the lympha-
tic vessels, and other fluids.

7 . The cruor, which is the animal
gluten impregnated with iron.

8. The mucus, which lubricates

the primae viae ; the aerial surfaces of
the lungs; the parts of generation,

and the urinary passages.

9. The animal oil, which fills the

cells of the adipose membrane.
10. The resin found in the bile.

1 1 . The sebacic acid present in ani-

mal oil.

12. The phosphoric acid, which
enters into the composition of the

animal earth of the bones, and some
of the salts of the urine.

13. The saclatic acid, in the sugar

of the serum of the milk.

14. The sugar, latent in the serum
of the milk.

15. The animal earth, which is

phosphate of lime, and not only
forms the greatest part of the bones,

but also is found in the fibres of

the soft parts, and in all the fluids.

16. Phosphate of ammonia.
17. Phosphate of soda, both of

which are detected in the urine.

18. Culinary salt, obtained from
the urine, gastric juice, and other

humours.
The elementary principles of our

body hitherto known, are :

—

1. Azote, an element which, com-
bined with hydrogen, constitutes vo-

latile alkali ; with the matter of

heat, azotic air ; with carbon, the

gluten of animal fibres. Azote is

the primary element of the animal

body, for it may be extracted from
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almost every part of the animal ; the

mucus, jelly, membranes, tendons,

ligaments, and cartilages, afford it

in a less degree ; the lymph, serum

of the blood, the water of hydropic

patients, the liquor amnii, and cheese,

give out more ; the greatest quantity

is obtained from coagulable lymph
of the blood, and from muscle. The
flesh of young animals contains less

than that of old ; and it is in greater

quantity in sarcophagous, than in

the flesh of phytophagous animals

and fish.

2. The matter of heat, which en-

ters into the composition of both

solids and fluids, and which, in a se-

parate form, constitutes the animal

heat.

3. The matter of light, which, in

its free state, produces vision, and,

when compounded, enters as an ele-

ment into the composition of oil and
all other inflammable parts. The
eyes of animals, which shine in the

night-time, owe this property to the

matter of light.

4. The electric matter, which en-

ters into all bodies, and affords the

phenomena of animal electricity.

5. Oxygen, which, in combination

with the matter of heat, constitutes

vital air ; with hydrogen, forms wa-
ter ; with acescent bases, the acid

salts of our fluids.

6. Hydrogen , which, combined
with oxygen, forms water ; with
azote, volatile alkali ; with the mat-
ter of heat, inflammable air, which
is emitted from the large intestines

;

and with carbon, animal gas; and
lastly, combined with carbon, and
the sebacic acid, constitutes the oil

of the adispose membrane.
7. Carbon, which, in combination

with hydrogen and the sebacic acid,

constitutes the oil of the adipose

membrane ; with hydrogen alone,

animal gas ; with azote, animal glu-
ten.

8. Sulphur, which, combined with
inflammable air, constitutes the he-
patic air, that exhales from muscu-
lar fibres, hair, incubated eggs, ani-
mal gluten, and, according to La-
voisier, human excrement.

9. Phosphorus, which, with oxy-
gen, forms the phosphoric acid ; and,

with inflammable air, phosphuret-
ted hydrogen. The lucid sweat of

some men, the phosphorescence, or

light, given out by the putrefying

bodies of some animals, and the

phosphorus obtained from cheese,

and human bones, sufficiently show
that phosphorus constitutes an ele-

ment of our body.
10. Soda, or the fixed mineral

alkali.

11. Potash, or the fixed vegetable

alkali. Each of these is found in se-

veral of the fluids of the human body.
12. An earthy element. Of the

earths, no kind is so frequently de-

tected as the calcareous, which is

found in the bones and other parts.

13. A metallic element. Of so great

a number of metals, iron and manga-
nese alone are found in an organized
body, whether animal or vegetable.

Iron is in greater quantity in the

flesh than in the bones ; but in the

greatest proportion in the cruor or
red part of the blood.

14. An odorous principle, percep-
tible in all the animal fluids ; but of a

peculiar kind in the human urine and
excrements.

15. The nervous fluid, or principle

contained in the nerves, and which
appears to be an element sui generis,

distinct from all known fluids, and
not to be collected by art.

III. The vital principle. In all so-

lid and fluid parts of a living body,
there exists an element, with pro •

perties peculiar to itself, which con-
stitutes life ; hence it is justly called

vital. This principle induces a mode
of union in the other elements, wide-
ly differing from that which arises

from the common laws of chymical
affinity. By the aid of this principle,

nature produces the animal fluids, as

blood, bile, semen, and the rest,

which can never be produced by the
art of chymistry. But if, in conse-
quence of death, the laws of vital

attraction, or affinity, cease to ope-
rate, then the elements, recovering
their former properties, become again
obedient to the common laws of chy-

S s
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mieal affinity, and enter into new
combinations, from which new prin-

ciples, in the process of putrefaction,

are produced. E. g.—The hydrogen
combining itself with the azote, forms
volatile alkali ; and the carburetted

hydrogen with the azote, putrid air,

into which the whole body is con-

verted. It also appears from hence,

why organized bodies alone, namely,
animal and vegetable, are subject to

putridity; to which inorganic or
mineral substances are in no degree

liable, the latter not being com-
pounded according to the laws of
vital affinity, but only according to

those of chymical affinity. For the

fatiscense, or resolution of pyrites,

or sulphuret of iron, in atmospheric

air, is not putrefaction, but only the

oxygen, furnished by the air, com-
bining with the sulphur, and forming

iron and sulphate of iron. See Life,

Fire, as well as putridity, sepa-

rates the constituent principles of

animal bodies into their elements

;

but these, by a peculiar law, under
the action of fire, re-combine in a

different manner, and form peculiar

constituent principles, called the pro-

ducts of fire : E. g.—The hydrogen,
combining with azote, is changed
into volatile alkali ; but with a large

proportion of carbon, it forms erapy-

reumatic oil. From what has hitherto

been said, it will also appear, that

the true constituent principles of the

animal body cannot be detected,

either by putrefaction, or the action

of fire ; for by these means we only

discover the elements of those prin-

ciples. Thus, whenever volatile alkali

is found to be generated, azote and
hydrogen may be supposed to have
been present in the natural state of

the animal substance ; and when em-
pyreumatic oil is obtained, it maybe
concluded it is furnished by the hy-

drogen and carbon of the animal part.

Arrangement ofMun y
as an Object

of Natural History.— Order, Bima-
nus ; Genus, Homo. Erectus, bima-
nus, inermis, rationalis, loquens

;

raento prominulo ; dentes incisores

supra et infra quatuor : dentes omnes
aequaliter approximati ; laniarii re-

liquis longitudine aequales ; incisores

inferiores erecti.—See Blumenbach,
Handbuch , der Natur geschichte. Spe~
cies ; H. Sapiens.

It has been shown from a variety

of facts and arguments :

—

1. That climate, manners, and
other physical and moral causes,

have some power in modifying the
natural constitution of man, as well

as of animals.

2. That the influence of such causes
is confined to one generation ; and
that no alteration produced in this

way, or brought about by art or
chance, is transmitted to the off-

spring.

3. That all the diversities of man-
kind are examples of a propensity to

the formation of natural varieties,

common to all animals, under cer-

tain circumstances, follow the same
laws, and are to be ascribed to the

same cause.

4. Therefore, the hypothesis of

different species having been ori-

ginally formed, is unnecessary for

the explanation of the phenomenon.
Varieties.—As it has been shewn,

on the one hand, that there is no
circumstance of difference between
the varieties of the human race, which
does appear in a still greater degree

among animals, chiefly of the do-
mesticated kinds, arising from the

ordinary sources of degeneration ; so

there is no point, whether of colour,

countenance, or stature, which does
not pass by imperceptible gradations

into the opposite character, render-

ing all these distinctions merely re-

lative, and reducing them to differ-

ences in degrees. Hence it is ob-
vious, that any division of the va-

rieties of the human race must be in a
great measure arbitrary. The single

species then, which the genus Homo
contains, is divided by Blumenbach
into the five following varieties :

—

1. Caucasian ;— 2. Mongolian ;
—

3. ^/Ethiopian ; — 4. American ;
—

5. Malay. The Caucasian is regarded

as the primitive stock, for the many
reasons that induce us to believe,

that the primitive form of the human
race was that which was described
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as belonging to this variety ; and of

which the Georgians, Turks, Greeks,

and some Europeans, exhibit now the

finest specimens. This variety de-

viates into two extremes most re-

mote and different from each other ;

viz. the Mongolian on one side, and

Ethiopian on the other. The two

remaining varieties hold the middle

places between the Caucasian, and

the two extremes : that is, the Ame-
rican comes in between the Caucasian

and Mongolian ; and the Malay be-

tween the Caucasian and ^Ethiopian

;

each having their respective marks
and descriptions. Principal works
on the Natural History of Man:—
Buffon on the Natural History of
Man i his Observations on Mules, on

the degeneration of Animals, on JVild

and Domestic Animals , and indeed his

Natural History in general, contains a

most valuable fund of information

;

—Blumenbach, de Generis Humani
Va?ietateNativa, ed. 3,Gotting. 1795

;

his Decades Craniorum Diversarum
Gentium illustrator, 1-4 ; 4 to. Gott.

1790, 1800 ; his Beytrh'ge zur Natur-
geschichte, Gott. 1790, 12mo. ; his

Handbuch der Naturgeschichte, ed. 6,

Gott. 1799 ; and his Abbildungen
NaturhistorischerGegenstandoe ; more
particularly part i. ;

—

Zimmermaiui,
GeographLschegeschichte derMenschen
und der Allgemein J

r
erbrcitcten Vier-

fussigen Thiere, &c. Leipsic, 1778,
1783, 3 vols. 8vo. ;

—

Soemmering,
ilber die Korperliche Verschiedenchei

t

desNegers Vom Europdcr, 8vo. Frank-
fort, 1785;

—

Meincrs, Grundriss der

Geschichte der Menschheit, 12mo.
Lemgo, 1793 ; — J. C. Pritchard,

Disputatio Inaguralis de Hominum
Varietatibus, 8vo. Edinb. 1808.
These consitute the best sources of

information ; those which follow, are
not so good : Beddome de Hominum
Varietatibus et earum causis, Ludg.
Bat. 1777 ;

—

J. Hunter, Diss, de Horn.
Varietatibus, Edinb. 1775; in Web-
ster*s Collection ; — Lord Karnes

1

Sketches of the History of Man

;

—
Smith's Essay on the Causes of the

Variety of Complexion and Figure in

the Human Species, Philadelphia re-

printed, Lond. 1789 /

—

Meiners, His-

torisches Magazin, Gotting.-—Jos€'

phi, Gru?idriss der Naturgeschichte der

Menschen, Hamburgh, 1790 ;
—J.

Kant, Von den Verschiedenen, race/c

der Menschen, in EngeVs Philosophy

fur die Welt, 1779, part \.—Wiinsch,

KosmologischeUn terhaltungen .—./.R,

Forsters and KlugeVs Abbildulgen

Merkurirdiger Volker und Thiere,

Halle, 1793, 8vo.

—

Ludwig, Grund-

riss der Naturgeschichte der Men-
schen Species, 8vo. Leipsic ;

—

Forster

und Sprengel, Betrdge zur Valker

und Ldrden Kunde;—The JVorks of

Breitenbauch [in German), 1786, 8vo.

1791, 8vo. 1793, 8vo. -White's Ac-
count of the regular Gradation in

Man and Animals, &c. London, 4to.

1799 ;

—

CEuvres de Cuvier, and Co?i-

dorcet's Tableau du Progrcs de I'Esprit

Humain, &C. &C. &C.

Ma'naca. A Brazil shrub, whose
root is powerfully emetic and ca-

thartic.

Ma'ncoron. A kind of sugar,

which is found in a sort of cane.

Orisbasius.

Mancura'na. The origanum vul-

gare.

Mandi'bula. (From mandere, to

chew). The lower jaw. See Maxilla

inferior.

Mandra'gora. (From pavdpa, a

den, and ayeipu), to collect; because

it grows about caves and dens of

beasts ; or from the German man
dragen, bearing man). See Atropa.

Masdragori'tes. (From pavopa-
yopa, the mandrake). Wine, in

which the roots of the male man-
drake are infused.

Mandrake. See Atropa.

Manduca'tor. (From manducare,
to chew) . The muscles which per-

form the action of chewing.

Ma'nga. (Indian.) The mango-
tree.

Ma'nganese.—Chym. An elemen-
tary oxydable body, and a metal.

*** This metallic substance seems,
after iron, to be the most frequently

diffused metal through the earth ; its

ores are very common. As a peculiar

metal, it was first noticed by Gahn
and Scheele, in the years 1774 and
1777. It is always found in the state

Ss2
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of an oxyde, varying in the degree of
oxydizement, La Peyrouse affirmed
that he had found manganese in a
metallic state ; but there was pro-
bably some mistake in his observa-
tion. The ores are distinguished
into grey oxyde of manganese, black
oxyde of ma?iganese

f
reddish white

oxyde of manganese, and carbonate of
manganese. All these combinations
have an earthy texture ; they are
very ponderous ; they occur both
amorphous and crystallized ; and
generally contain a large quantity of
iron. Their colour is black, blackish
brown, or grey; seldom white. They
soil the fingers like soot. They are
sometimes crystallized in prisms,
tetrahedral, rhomboidal, or striated.

Properties.— Manganese is of a
whitish grey colour. Its fracture is

granulated, irregular, and uneven.
It is of a metallic brilliancy, which
it, however, soon loses in the air.

Its specific gravity is about 8. When
broken into pieces, it falls into a
powder by spontaneous oxydation.

It is very hard, and extremely brittle.

It is one of the most refractory

metals, and most difficult to fuse,

requiring at least 160° ofWedgwood's
pyrometer. Its attraction of oxygen
is so rapid, that exposure to the air

is sufficient to render it red, brown,
black, and friable, in a very short

time ; it can, therefore, only be kept
under water, oil, or ardent spirit.

It is the most combustible of all the

metals. It decomposes water, by
means of heat, very rapidly, as well

as the greater part of the metallic

oxydes. It decomposes sulphuric acid.

It is soluble in nitric acid. It is

fusible with earths, and colours them
brown, violet, or red, according to

its state of oxydizement. It frees

from colour glasses tinged by iron.

It does not readily unite with sulphur.

It combines with phosphorus. It

unites with gold, silver, and copper,

and renders them brittle. It unites

to arsenic in close vessels, but does

not entor into union with mercury.

Method (f obtaining Manganese.—
This metal is obtained by mixing the

black oxyde, finely powdered, with

pitch ; making it into a ball, and put-
ting this into a crucible, with pow-
dered charcoal, one-tenth of an inch
thick at the sides, and one-fourth of
an inch deep at the bottom. The
empty space is then to be filled with
powdered charcoal ; a cover is to be
luted on, and the crucible exposed,
for an hour, to the strongest heat
that can be raised. Or, digest the
black oxyde of manganese repeatedly,
with the addition of one-sixteenth of
sugar, in nitric acid ; dilute the mix-
ture with three times its bulk of
water ; filter it, and decompose it by
the addition of potash ; collect the
precipitate, form it into a paste with
oil, and put it into a crucible, well
lined with charcoal. Expose the
crucible for at least two hours to

the strongest heat of a forge.

Manganese, heated in oxygen or
chlorine, takes fire, and forms an
oxyde of chloride.

It has been thought difficult to

decide on the oxydes of manganese.
According to Sir Humphrey Davy,
there are only two, the olive and the
black; Mr. Brande has three, the

olive, dark red, and black ; M.The-
nard has four, the green, the white

(in the state of hydrate) , the chesnut
brown, and the black. Berzelius has
five, 1. Grey; 2. Green; 3 and 4,
not well defined ; and 5, the black.

Two oxydes, however, are well

defined, viz. thehydrated protoxyde,

obtained by dissolving common black

manganese in sulphuric or nitric acid,

adding a little sugar, and precipi-

tating by solution of potash : by this

means a white powder is obtained,

which is the hydrated protoxyde :

and the black peroxyde, the specific

gravity of which is 4. It does not

combine with any of the acids. It

yields oxygen when heated ; and by
intense ignition passes in a great

measure into the protoxyde.

Manganese was used chiefly by
glass-makers and potters, but the

important discovery of chlorine has
greatly extended its utility.

Ma'ngel wu'rsel. The root of

scarcity. A plant of great import-

ance, as a substitute for bread in
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periods of famine. It has not, how-
ever, succeeded so well in this coun-

try as in Germany. It is properly

a species of beet.

Mangi'fera. (From mango, the

name of the fruit which it bears).

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnsean svstem : Class, Pentandria;

Order, Monogynia. The mango-tree.

Mangi'fera I'ndica. The syste-

matic name of the mango-tree, which
is cultivated ail over Asia. Mangos,
when ripe, are juicy, of a good
flavour, and so fragrant as to per-

fume the air to a considerable dis-

tance. The}7 are eaten either raw or

preserved with sugar. Their taste is

.so luscious, that tbey soon pall the

appetite. The unripe fruits are pick-

led In the milk of the cocoa-nut

that has stood until sour, with salt,

capsicum, and garlick. From the

expressed juice is prepared a wine
;

and the remainder of the kernel can
be reduced to an excellent flour for

the making of break
Mango. See JSlaagiftra Iudica.

Mangostana. ~\

Mangosteen. >Sec Gardnia.
JMangostecji bark . J
Ma'ma. (From iiaivo[iai, to rage)

.

Raving or furious madness. A genus
of disease in the Class Neuroses, and
Order T\sania>, of Cullcn. Mania
is defined, delirium, unaccompanied
with fever ; but this does not seem
altogether correct, as delirium may
prevail without cither frequency of
pulse or fever ; as happens some-
times with hysterical women. In

mania, the mind is not perfectly

master of all its functions ; it re-

ceives impressions from the senses,

which are very different from those
produced in health ; the judgment
and memory are both lost, or im-
paired, and the irritability of the
body is much diminished, being ca-

pable, as is supposed, of resisting

the usual morbid effects of cold,

hunger, and watching, and being
Kkewise less susceptible of other dis-

eases than before.

Mania is said to be a false per-
ception of things, marked by an in-

coherence, or raving, and a resist-

ance of the passions to the com-
mand of the will, accompanied, for

the most part, with a violence of

action, furious resentment at re-

straint, &c.
There are two species of madness,

viz. the melancholic and funous.
Madness is occasioned by affec-

tions of the mind, such as anxiety,

grief, love, religion, terror, or en-

thusiasm ; the frequent and un-

curbed indulgence in any passion,

or emotion, and by abstruse study.

In short, it may be produced by any
thing that affects the mind so forci-

bly as to take off its attention from
all other affairs. Violent exercise,

frequent intoxication, a sedentary

life, the suppression of periodical

and occasional discharges and secre-

tions, excessive evacuations, and pa-
ralytic seizures, arc likewise enume-
rated as remote causes.

Certain diseases of the febrile kind
have been found to occasion mad-
ness, where their action has been
very violent, in some cases it pro-
ceeds from an hereditary predispo-
sition. Two constitutions are parti-

cularly the victims of madness ; the

sanguine and melancholic : by *

difference of which its appearance is

somewhat modified.

Each species of mania is accom-
panied with particular symptoms.
Those which attend on the melan-
cholic are, sadness, dejection of spi-

rits, and its attendants. Those which
accompany an attack of furious mad-
ness, arc severe pains in the head, ..

redness of the face, noise in the
errs, wildness of the countenance,
rolling and glistening of the eyes,

grinding of the teeth, loud roaring,
violent exertion of strength, absurd
incoherent discourse, unaccounta;
malice to certain persons, particu-
larly to the nearest relatives and
friends ; a dislike to such places and
scenes as formerly afforded particu-
lar pleasure, a diminution of the
irritability of the body, with respect
to the morbid effects of cold, hun-
ger, and watching, together with a
full, quick pulse.

Mania comes on at different pe-
S s 3
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riods of life ; but, in the greater
number of cases, it makes its at-

tack between thirty and forty years
of age. Females appear to be more
subject to mania than males.

Dissections of maniacal cases, Dr.
Thomas observes, most generally
show an effusion of water into the

cavities of the brain ; but, in some
cases, we are able to discover evi-

dent marks of previous inflamma-
tion, such as thickening and opacity

of the tunica arachnoides and pia

mater. In a few instances, a pre-

ternatural hardness of the substance
of the brain.

From Dr. Greding's observations,

it appears that the skulls of the

greater number of such persons are

commonly very thick. Some he
found of a most extraordinary de-
gree of thickness; but it appears
that the greater number of insane

people die of atrophy and hydro-
thorax.—See Traite sur VAlienation
Mentals, par M. Pinel, ed. 2d ;

—

Traite' du detire applique a la Mede-
cine

9 par M. Fodere.

Ma'nihot. The jatrophamanihot.
Mani'pulus. (Quod manum im-

pleat, because it fills the hand). A
handful.

Manjapu'meram. A common tree

in the West Indies, the flowers of

which are distilled, and the water
used against inflammations of the

eyes.

Ma'nna. (From mano, a gift, Syr.

it being the food given by God to the

children of Israel in the wilderness ;

or from mahna, what is it ? an ex-

clamation occasioned by^their won-
der at its appearance). Several vege-

tables afford manna; but the ash,

the larch, and the alhagi, produce

it in the largest quantities. The ash

wliich affords manna, grows natu-

rally in all temperate climates ; but

Calabria and Sicily appear to. be the

most natural countries to this tree.

.See Fra.vinus ornus.

*+* The manna flows naturally

from the tree, and attaches itself to

the sides in the form of white trans-

parent drops ; but the extraction of

this juice is facilitated by incisions

made in the tree during summer.
Its smell is strong, taste sweetish,
and slightly nauseous : if exposed on
hot coals, it swells up, takes fire,

and leaves a light bulky coal. Wa-
ter, hot or cold, totally dissolves it.

If it be boiled with lime, clarified

with white of egg 9 and concentrated
by evaporation, it affords crystals of
sugar. It affords, by distillation,

water, acid, oil, and ammonia : its

coal affords fixed alkali ; and manna
itself forms the bases of many purga-
tive medicines.

Ma'nna Briganti'aca. A species

of manna brought from Briancon, in

Dauphiny.
Ma'nna Calabri'na. Calabrian

manna.
Ma'nna canula'ta. Flaky manna,

or manna concreted on straw, or
chips.

Ma'nna secu'nda. An inferior or

second sort of manna.
Ma'nna thu'ris. A coarse pow-

der of olibanum.
Manni'fera a'rbor. (From man-

na, and ferere, to bear) . The fraxinus

ornus.

Manso'rii s. (From mandere, to

chew). The masseter muscle.

Manti'le. The name of a bandage.

Ma'nus de'i. A name of a re-

solvent plaster, which is described by
Lemery. Also used for opium.

Maple. See Acer pseudopIatanus.

Mara'nda. A species of myrtle,

growing in the island of Ceylon, a

decoction of the leaves of which is

said to be excellent against the ve-

nereal disease.

Mara'nta.— 1. The name of a

genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Monandria ; Order, Mo-
nogynia.—2. The name of the Indian

arrow-root.

There arc three species of ma-
ranta, the Arundinacea

y
Galanga,

and ComcsOf all of them herbaceous,

perennial, exotic^f the Indies, kept

here in hot-houses for curiosity

;

they have thick, knotty, creeping

roots, crowned with long, broad,

arundinaceous leaves, ending in

points, and upright stalks half a

yard high, terminated by bunches of
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monopetalous, ringent, five-parted

flowers. They are propagated by
parting the roots in spring, and
planting them in pots of light rich

earth, and then plunging them in

the bark-bed.
Mara'nta arundina'cea. The

root of this species, commonly called

arrow-root, is used by the Indians to

extract the virus communicated by
their poisoned arrows, from whence
it has obtained its name. It is cul-

tivated in gardens and provision-

grounds in the West Indies.
*
#
* Arrow-root contains, in small

bulk, a greater proportion of nou-
rishment than any other yet known.
The powder, boiled in water, forms
a very pleasant transparent jelly,

very superior to that of sago or ta-

pioca : and is much recoin mended as

a nutritious diet for children and in-

valids. For very debilitated frames,

and especially for ricketty children,

the jelly of arrow-root, blended with
an animal jelly, as that of the hart's-

horn (rasurw cornu cervl) , affords a

more nutritious diet than arrow-root
alone. If the child should be much
troubled with flatulency, two or
three drops of essence of caraway-
seeds, or a little grated nutmeg may
be added to it ; but for adults, port
wine, or brandy, will answer best.

Mara'nta gala'nga. The smaller
galangal. The roots of this plant
are used medicinally ; two kinds of
galangal are mentioned in the phar-
macopoeias ; the greater galangal ob-
tained from the K&mpferia galanga,
of Linnaeus, and the smaller galan-
gal , the root of the Afaranta galanga ,

caulino simplici
, foliis lauceolatis sub-

sessUibiWy of Linnaeus. It was for-
merly much used as a warm sto-

machic bitter, and generally or-
dered in bitter infusions. ]t is now,
however, seldom employed.

Mara'smus. (From fxapaivuj, to
grow lean). Emaciation. A wasting
away of the body with debility, with-
out fever or apparent disease. See
Atropky.

%* This word was long ago used
collectively to comprehend atrophy,
tabes and phthisis ; and in employ-

ing it, therefore, in the present sys-

tem, as a generic name (see Good's1

Nosol.) we only restore it to its

earlier sense. The generic character

is common to all these subdivisions,

for each is distinguished by a gene
ral emaciation of the frame, accom-
panied with debility, and conse-

quently forms a species of marasmus
as a genus.

In the Nosology above quoted,

with these species there are now two
others united, viz. marasmus anhce-

mia, and marasmus climactericus
;

the last from high authority, and
which is intended to embody that

extraordinary decline of all the cor-

poreal powers, which, before the

system falls a prey to confirmed old

age, sometimes makes its appear-

ance in advanced life, without any
suthciently ostensible cause, and is

occasionally succeeded by a renova-

tion of health and vigour, though it

more generally precipitates the pa-,

tient into the grave.

Fxtenuation or leanness is not ne-

cessarily a disease : for many per-

sons who are peculiarly lean, are pe-

culiarly healthy ; while some there

are, who take pains to fall away in

flesh, that they may increase in health

and become stronger. But if an in-

dividual grow weaker as he grows
leaner, it affords a full proof that he
is under a morbid influence ; and it

is this influence, this conjunction of
extenuation with debility, as noticed

in the definition, that is imported by
the term marasmus, and its synonym
emaciation.— See Good's Study of
Med. vol. ill. p. 199.

It is curious to observe how much
more easily the body wastes under a
disease ofsome organs than of others;
and it would be a subject of no small
moment, to inquire into the cause of
this, and to draw up a scale of or-

gans affecting this change, from the

lowest to the highest degree. Dr„
Pemberton, in a work of consider-

able merit, published many years
ago, threw out some valuable hints

on this subject, which it is to be la-

mented he did not afterwards follow

up to a fuller extent. The following
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passage is well worthy of notice:

** Let us take," says he, " the two

cases of a diseased state of the me-
senteric glands, and a diseased or

scrofulous affection of the breast. In

the former we shall find there is great

emaciation ; in the latter, none at

all.—In all ulcerations of the small

intestines, great emaciation takes

place ; in scirrhus of the rectum,

none.—In a disease of the gall-blad-

der, which is subservient to the liver,

a bulk of the body is diminished
;

but in a disease of the urinary blad-

der, which is subservient to the kid-

neys, scarcely any diminution of bulk

is to be perceived. In an abscess of

the liver, the body becomes much
emaciated ; but in an abscess of the

kidney the bulk is not diminished.

**. If we examine into the function

of those parts, the diseases of^which

do or do not occasion emaciation,

we may perhaps be led to the true

cause of this difference of their effect

on the bulk. In order, however, to

understand more clearly how the

functions of these parts bear relation

to each other, it may be necessary to

premise, that the glands of the body

are divided into those which secrete

a fluid from the blood for the use of

the system, and those which secrete

a fluid to be discharged from it. The

former may be termed glands of sup-

ply ; the latter glands of waste.

< 'The smaller intestines, in con-

sideration of the great number of

absorbents with which they are pro-

vided for the repair of the system,

maybe considered as performing the

office of glands of supply. Large in-

testines, on the contrary, may be

considered as performing the office

of glands of waste ; insomuch as

they are furnished very scantily with

absorbents, and abundantly with a

of glands which secrete or with-

draw from the system a fluid which

serves to lubricate the canal for the

passive of the faeces, and which it-

self, together with the feces, is e

tined to be discharged from the sys-

tem. The glands which secrete a

fluid to be employed in the 6ystem,

v.v:l as the glands of direct sup-

ply, may be considered the liver,

the pancreas, the mesenteric glands,
perhaps the stomaGh, and the small
intestines ; and the glands of waste
are the kidneys, breasts, exhalant
arteries, and the larger intestines."

The first set are in fact, observes
Dr. Good, the general assemblage of
the chylific organs; and it is upon
their direct or indirect inability to
carry into execution their proper
function, that the first of the species

we are now about to enter upon, that

of atrophy, is founded in all its va-
rieties. How far these remarks will

apply to the other species of the pre-
sent genus, is not quite so clear.

—

See Study of Med, vol. iii. p. 201.

Marathri'tes. (From papaOpov,
fennel) . A vinous infusion of fen-

nel ; or wine impregnated with fen-

nel.

Marathrophy'llum. (From /*a-

paOpov, fennel, and <pv\\ov, a leaf;

so named, because its leaves resem-
ble those of the common fennel) . See
Peuccdan utn officinale.

Mara'thrum. (From fiaoaivto, to

wither, so called, because its stalks

and flowers wither in the autumn)

.

See Aaethum fceniculum.

Mara'thru.m sylve'stre. See
Peucedanum.
Marble. Powdered marble; a

carbonate of lime, is used in pneu-

matic medicine, to give out carbonic

acid gas.

Marcasite. See Bismuth.

Marcasi'ta. (From marcasite.

Germ.) See Bismuth.
Marcha'ntia polymo'rpha. The

systema'ic name of the liver-wort.

Hepaiica terrestris. Jecoran'a. It

is recommended as an aperient, re-

solvent, and antiscorbutic, and,

though seldom used in this country,

appears to be a plant of no incon-

siderable virtue.

Marco'kes. (From marcerc, to

become lean). Universal emaciation.

The first Order in the Class Cachexia* ,

ofCullen's Nosology. See Marasmus.
A/art stall. See 1 1 ippuris vulgaris.

Margarj'ta. (From margalit/ty

Arab.'— 1. The pearl. Per/a. Um
A small, calcareous concretion, of a
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See Origanum.

bright transparent whiteness, found

on the inside of the shell, Concha

margaritifera, of Linnaeus, or mo-
ther-of-pearl fish. Pearls were for-

merly exhibited as -antacids.—2. A
tumour upon the eye resembling a

pearl.

Ma'rigold, marsh. Valtha palus-

tris, of Linnaeus. The flower-buds

of this very common plant may be

pickled as a good substitute for ca-

pers.

Marine acid. See Muriatic acid.

Marine salt. See Soda? nutrias,

Maripe'ndam. A plant in the

island of St. Domingo : its tops are

distilled, and thus a water is ob-

tained, which is held in great esteem

against pains in the stomach.

Mari'sca. An excrescence about

the anus, or the piles in a state of

tumefaction, the Hannorrhois tumens,

of Cullen.

Mari'sicum. The mercurialis fru-

ticosa.

Marjoram, sweet. See Origanum
marjorana.

Marjoram, wild

Marjorana.
Marmala'de. The pulp of quin-

ces, or any other fruit, boiled into a

a consistence with honey.

Marmary'gje. (From nappaiow,
to shine) . An appearance of sparks,

or coruscations, flashing before the

eyes.

Marmola'ria. (From marmor,
marble ; so named, because it is

spotted like marble). Bear's-breach.

See Acanthus mollis.

Marmora'ta au'rium. (From
marmor). Ear-wax.
Ma'rmorige. A variety of the

Pseudoblepsis Imaginaria, in which
sparks and flashes of fire are sup-

posed to present themselves.

Marmo'reus ta'utarus. The
hardest species of human calculi.

Maroco'stinum. A purgative ex-
tract from the marum and costus

;

originally made by Mindererus.
Ma'rrow. Medulla. The fat sub-

stance secreted by the small arteries

of its proper membrane ; and con-
tained in the medullary cavities of

long cylindrical bones.

\

'}

Marrow, spinal. See Medulla spi*

nalis.

Marrubia'strum. Ballota, or
stinking horehound.
Marru'bium. (From marrob, a

bitter juice, Heb.) Horehound.

—

1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnsean system : Class, Didy-
namia ; Order, Gymnospermia. —
2. The pharmacopceial name of the

common white horehound. See Mar-
rubium vulgare.

Marru'bium a'lbum. See Marru-
bium vulgare.

Marru'bium aly'sson. Alyssum.

Madwort. Supposed to be diapho-

retic.

Marru'bium aqua'ticum. Water
horehound ; opening, corroborant.

Marru'bium Hispa'mcum. Mad-
wort, or Spanish horehound. See
Marrubium verticillatum

.

Marru'bium ni'grum fg/tidum.
The black, stinking horehound, or

ballota.

Marru'bium verticilla'tum. Mar-
rubium Hispanicum. The base hore-

hound. Galen's mad-wort.
Marru'bium vulga're. The sys-

tematic name of the common hore-

hound. Marrubium album. Marru-

bium dentibus calycinis setaccis unci-

natis, of Linnaeus.

%* That horehound possesses

some share of medicinal power, may
be inferred from its sensible quali-

ties ; but its virtues do not appear

to be clearly ascertained. It is a fa-

vourite remedy with the common
people in coughs and asthmas. The
usual dose is from half an ounce to

an ounce, in infusion, two or three

times a-day. The dose of the extract

is from gr. x. to 5ss.

Mars. The alchymists gave this

name to iron.

Mars alkaliza'tus solu'bilis,

Iron and fixed alkali.

Mars sacchara'tus. Iron mixed
with starch and melted sugar.

Mars solu'bilis. Ferrum tarta-

rizatum.

Mars sulphura'tus. Iron filings,

and sulphur deflagrated.

Marseilles hart-wort. See Seseli

tortuosui'i.
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Marsh-mallow, See Althaea,

Marsh trefoil. See Menyanthes.
Marsupi-a'lis* (From marsupium,

a purse, so named, from its resem-
blance). The name of a muscle.
See Obturator interims

.

Ma'rtagon lily. Lilium marta-
gon, of Linnaeus, who informs us the

root makes part of the daily food of

the Siberians.

Martial. Sometimes used to ex-

press preparations of iron, or such as

are impregnated with this mineral,

as the Martial Rcgulus of anti-

mony, &c.
Martia'tum ungue'ntum. Sol-

dier's ointment. Ointment of laurel,

rue, marjoram, &c.
Ma'rtis esse'ntia. A solution of

lead in acid.

Ma'rtis limatu'ra pr;epara'ta.

Purified filings of iron.

Ma'rum cre'ticum. See Teucri-

um marurn,

Ma'rum Syri'acum. (From mar,
bitter, Heb.) See Teucrium ma-
rum.
Ma'rum ve'rum. See Teucrium

marum.
Ma'rum vulga're. See Thymus

mastichina.

Ma'rvisum. Malmsey wine.

Ma'schale. [MaaxaXrj). The
arm-pit.

Maschali'ster. (From ilcujx --

\i<7rjp) . The second vertebra of the

back.

Ma'slach. A medicine of the

opiate kind, used among the Turks.

Ma'speta. Maspetum. The leaves

of the ferula asafoetida.

Ma'ssa. (From naaati), to blend

together) . A mass. A term gene-
rally applied to the compound, out

of which pills are to be formed.

Ma'ssa ca'rnea Jaco'bi Sy'lvii.

See Flexor longus digitorum pedis.

Ma'ssalis. A name for mercury.

Masse'ter. (From ficurffaojiai,

to chew ; because it assists in chew-

ing). Zigomato-maxillaire, of Du-
mas. A muscle of the lower jaw,

situated on the side of the face. Its

use is to raise the lower jaw, and,

by means of the above-mentioned

decussation, to move it a little for-

wards and backwards in the act of

chewing.
Massicot. Calcined white lead. .

Ma'ssoy co'rtex. See Cortex mas-
soy.

Masterwort. See lmperatoria.

Mastica'tion. (From masticare,

to chew). Masticatio. Chewing. A
natural function. The mixing to-

gether and dividing of the particles

of the food in the mouth by the ac-

tion of the jaws, tongue, lips, and
cheeks, into a convenient form to be
swallowed. See Deglutition.

Mastica'tories. (From ma&ticare,

to chew) . Masticatoria. Such medi-

cines as are intended for chewing.

Ma'stiche. (From pacrcno, to ex-

press). See Pistacia Lentiscus.

Mastich-tree. See Pistacia Len-
tiscus.

Mastich, herb, common. See Thy-
mus mastichina.

Mastich, herb, Syrian. See Teu-
crium marum.

Mastioh, wood. Se€ Pistacia Len-
tiscus.

Mastichel/e'um. (From ^a<rix>7>

mastich, and tkaiov, oil). Oil of

mastich.

Masti'chia. (From /xa«rtx?7, mas-
tich ; so called because it smells like

mastich) . Nux virginiana, or mas-
tich of ligon.

Masti'china. (Dim. of ma&tkhe).

Mastichina gallorum, marum, or

mastich thyme. See Thymus masti-

china.

Masticot. See Massicot.

Ma'stix. See Pistacia Lentiscus.

Mastody'nia. (From /ia«roc, a

breast, and odwrj, pain). Phleg-

monous inflammation of the breast

of women may take place at any pe-

riod of life, but most commonly
affects those who give suck. It is

characterized by tumefaction, ten-

sion, heat, redness, and pain, and
comes sometimes in both breasts,

but most commonly in one. It is ge-

nerally attended with pyrexia. It is

sometimes very quickly formed, and

in general without any thing pre-

ceding to show it ; but now and then

a slight shivering is the forerunner.

This disease terminates either ViV
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resolution, in suppuration, or scir-

rhus. If the disease is left to itself,

it generally terminates in suppu-

ration.

The causes of this disease, are

those which give rise to most of the

phlegmasia?, as cold, violent blows,

&c. In women who are lying-in, or

giving suck, it mostly arises either

from a suppression of the lochia or

a retention of milk. Mastodynia is

often of long continuance ; it is a

very painful disease, but it is seldom

fata!, unless when absolutely ne-

glected, when it may run into scir-

rhus, and finally cancer. The ter-

mination of the disease by gangrene

is never to be apprehended ; at least

few, if any, have seen the disease

terminate in this way.
Mastoid. (Mastoideus ; from //«-

<?oc, a breast, -and st8oc> resem-
blance).— 1. Those processes of

bones are so termed, that are shaped
like the nipple of the breast.—2. The
name of a muscle which is inserted

into the mastoid process.

Mastoide'um fora'men. A hole

in the temporal bone.

Mastoide'us latera'lis. A name
for the complexus muscle.

Mastoide'us. (From ^a-roiojjc,

the mastoid process). See Sterno-

cleido-rnastoideus.

Matali'sta ra'dix. A root said

to be imported from America, where
it is given as a purgative, its action

being rather milder than that of
jalap

.

Ma'ter, -iris, f. (Marrjp, a mo-
ther) . Two membranes of the brain
had this epithet given them by theAra-
bians, who thought they gave origin

to all other membranes of the body.
See Dura mater, and Pia mater.
Also a name of the herb mugwort,
because of its supposed virtue in

disorders of the womb.
Ma'ter du'ra. Sec Dura mater,

Ma'ter herba'rum. Artemisia,
or common mugwort.

Ma'ter metallo'rum. Quick-
silver.

Ma'ter perla'rum. Mother of
pearl. The concha margaritifera.

Ma'ter pi'a. See Pia mater.

Mate'ria perla'ta. If, instead

of crystallizing the salts contained
in the liquor separated from diapho-
retic antimony, an acid be poured
into it, a white precipitate is formed,
which is nothing more but a very
refractory calx of antimony.

Materiatu'ra. Morbi materiatu-

r&. Diseases of intemperance.

—

Cas-
telias.

Mate'ria me'dica. A general class

of substances, natural and artificial,

used in the cure of diseases.
*
#* Cartheuser, Newman, Lewis,

Gleditsch, Linnaeus, Vogel, Alston,

and other writers on the Materia
Medica, have been at much labour
to contrive arrangements of these

articles. Some have arranged them
according to their natural resem-
blances ; others according to their

real or supposed virtues ; others ac-

cording to their active constituent

principles. These arrangements have
their peculiar advantages. The first

may be preferred by the natural

historian, the second by the physio-
logist, and the last by the chymist.
The pharmacopoeias published by
the Colleges of Physicians of Lon-
don, Dublin, and Edinburgh, have
the articles of the Materia Medica
arranged in alphabetical order : this

plan is also adopted by almost all

the continental pharmacopoeias.
Ma'tlock. A village inDerbyshire,

affording a mineral water of the aci-

dulous class ; its abundant springs

issue from a lime-stone rock, near
the banks of the Derwent. Several of
these springs possess a temperature of
66° 68. Matlock water scarcely differs

from common good spring water, in

sensible properties. It is extremely
transparent, and exhales no vapour,
excepting in cold weather. It holds
little or no excess of aerial particles ;

it curdles soap when first taken up,
but it loses fhis effect upon long
keeping, perhaps from the deposi-
tion of its calcareous salts : it ap-
pears to differ very little from good
spring water when tasted ; and its

effects seem referrible to its tempe-
rature. It is from this latter cir-

cumstance that it forms a proper
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tepid bath for the nervous and irri-

table, and those of a debilitated con-

stitution : hence it is usually recom-
mended after the use of Bath and
Buxton waters, and as preparatory
to sea-bathing. Dr. Saunders re-

marks, " that it may be employed
in all those cases where a pure dilu-

ent drink is advisable." It always
proves a grateful beverage, and seems
calculated to be really useful in dys-

pepsia and gravel. Half a pint of the

water should be drunk an hour be-

fore breakfast, taking with it a small

portion of biscuit. The same draught
should be taken again at noon, and
again an hour before dinner ; ex-

ercise being duly used after each
quantity. The state of the bowels
during the ordinary principles of

medical management, are to be at-

tended to. Any kind of aperient

medicine will be compatible with the

waters, &c.
Matricaria. (From matrix, the

womb) . Medicines appropriated to

disorders of the uterus.
* Matricaria. (From matrix , the

\Vomb ; so called, from its uses in

disorders of the womb).— 1. The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnsean system: Class, Syngenesia;

Order, Polygamia superflua. — 2.

The pharmacopceial name of the Ma-
tricaria parthenium. See Matricaria

parthenium.

Matricaria chamomi'lla. Cha-
momelum vulgare. Chamomilla nos-

tras, Leucanthemum, of Dioscorides.

Common wild corn, or dog's camo-
mile. The plant directed under this

name in the pharmacopoeias, is the

Matricaria chamomilla :—receptaculis

conicis radiis patentibus : squamis ca-

lycinisy margine aqualihus , of Lin-

naeus. Its virtues are similar to those

of the parthenium, but in a much in-

ferior degree.

Matricaria parthe'nium. The
systematic name of the fever-few.

Parthenium febrifuga. Common fe-

ver-few, or febrifuge. Mother's wort.

The leaves and flowers of this plant,

Matricaria parthenium:—-foliis com-

positis, planis ; foliolis ovatis, incisis

;

pedunculis raynosis, have a strong, not

agreeable smell, and a moderately
bitter taste, both which they com-
municate by warm infusion, to water
and rectified spirit.

*
#* This plant evidently appears

to be the Parthenium of Dioscorides,

since whose time it has been very
generally employed for medical pur-

poses. In natural affinity, it ranks
with camomile and tansy, and its

sensible qualities show it to be near-

ly allied to them in its medicinal

character. Bergius states its virtues

to be tonic, stomachic, resolvent,

and emmenagogue. It has been given

successfully as a vermifuge, and for

the cure of intermittents ; but its

use is most celebrated in female dis-

orders, especially in hysteria , and
hence it is supposed to have derived

the name matricaria. Analysis has

proved it to be a medicine of con-

siderable activity, and, probably, as

Murray observes, it is not so often

prescribed in practice of the present

day as it ought to be.

MatrisyRva. See Asperula.

Ma'trix. (Marjjp). The womb.
(See Uterus). Also, the earthy or

stony matter which accompanies ores,

or envelopes them in the earth.

Matro'naRis. (From matrona, a

matron ; so called, because its smell

is grateful to women) . The violet.

Matura'ntia. (From maturarc,

to ripen). Maturants. Medicines

which promote the suppuration of

tumours.
Matura'tion. {Maturatio; from

?naturare, to make ripe) . A term

in surgery, signifying that process

succeeding inflammation, by which

pus is collected in an abscess.

Maudlin. See Achillea ageratum.

MaRro-maRson. See Marrubium.

MaxiRla. (From ^aaaaui, to

chew). The jaw.

MaxiRla infeRior. Os maxil-

lare infcrius. Mandibuld. The max-
illa inferior, or lower jaw, which in

its figure may be compared to a

horse-shoe, is at first composed of

two distinct bones ; but these, soon

after birth, unite together at the

middle of the chin, so as to form

only one bone.
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*
#* This bone is capable of a great

many motions. The condyles, by

sliding from the cavity towards the

eminences on each side, bring the

jaw horizontally forwards, as in the

action of biting ; or the condyles only

mav be brought forwards, while the

rest of the jaw is tilted backwards,

as is the case when the mouth is

open. The condyles may also slide

alternately backwards and forwards

from the cavity to the eminence, and

vice versa ; so that, while one con-

dyle advances, the other moves back-

wards, turning the body of the jaw
from side to side, as in grinding the

teeth. The great use of the carti-

lages seems to be that of securing

the articulation, by adapting them-

selves to the different inequalities in

these several motions of the jaw, and

to prevent any injuries from friction.

This last circumstance is of great

importance where there is so much
motion, and accordingly this carti-

lage is found in the different tribes

of carnivorous animals, where there

is no eminence and cavity, nor other

apparatus for grinding.—The alveo-

lar processes are formed of an exter-

nal and internal plate, united toge-

ther by thin bony partitions, which
divide the processes at the fore-part

of the jaw, into as many sockets as

there are teeth. But, at the posterior

part, where the teeth have more
than one root, each root has a dis-

tinct cell. These processes inbothjaws
begin to be formed with the teeth,

accompany them in their growth, and
disappear when the teeth fall. So
that the loss of the one seems con-

stantly to be attended with the loss

of the other.

Maxi'lla supe'rior. Os maxil-
lare superius. The superior maxil-
lary bones constitute the most con-

siderable portion of the upper jaw,
are two in number, and generally

remain distinct through life. Their
figure is exceedingly irregular, and
not easily to be described.

*** The ossa maxillaria not only
serve to form the cheeks, but like-

wise the palate, nose, and orbits

;

and, besides their union with each

other, they are connected with the
greatest part of the bones of the face
and cranium, viz. with the ossa nasi,

ossa malarum, ossa unguis, ossa
palati, os frontis, os sphenoides, and
os ethmoides.

Mamillary a'rteries. Artericp
maxillares. Branches of the external
carotid.

*
# * The external maxillary is the

fourth branch of the carotid ; it pro-
ceeds anteriorly, and gives off the
facial or mental, the coronary of the
lips, and the angular artery. The
internal maxillary is the next branch
of the carotid ; it gives off the spheno-
maxillary, the inferior alveolar, and
the spinous artery.

Ma'xillary glands. Glandules
maxillares. These glands are con-
glomerate, and situated under the
angles of the lower jaw.

*
# * The excretory ducts of these

glands are called Warthonian, after

their discoverer.

Mamillary nerves. Nervi max-
illares. The superior and inferior

maxillary nerves are branches of the
fifth pair, ortrigemini. The former
is divided into the spheno-palatine,
posterior alveolar, and the infra-

orbital nerve. The latter is divided
into two branches, the internal lin-

gual, and one, more properly, called

the inferior maxillary.

May-lily, See Convallaria ma-
jalis.

May^weed. See Anthemis cotula.

Mays, Indian, See Zea mays.
Maw-worm. See Ascaris.

Meadow-crowfoot. See Ranunculus
acris.

Meadow, queen of the. See Spireea
ulmaria.

Meadow -sa'ffron. Colchicum au-
tumnale. The bulb of the meadow-
saffron, the part used medicinally,
when recent, has scarcely any odour,
but its taste is bitter, hot and acrid.

Its properties reside in a milky juice,

and depend upon an alkaline princi-

ple ; it contains also gum, starch,
inulin, and extractive matter, which,
when in solution, undergoes a chy-
mical change, analogous, probably,
to that which takes place in the in-

Tt
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fusion of senna, and, as it would
appear, with similar inconvenience.

Sir Everard Home ascertained that

this deposit, in the vinous infusion,

excites nausea and griping, but that

it may be removed without destroying

the efficacy of the medicine. The
alkaline element, similar to that of

hellebore (verativa) lately found in

it, appears to exist in combination

with gallic acid (Annates de Chimie,

tom.xiv. Maii, 1820) .—This alkaline

body would seem to display its

greatest energies by its action upon
mucous surfaces ; in small portions

it excites violent sneezing, and when
applied to the membrane of the sto-

mach, immediate vomiting and purg-

ing are the result. According to Mr.
Alexander Gordon, and Mr. A. T.

Thompson, the bulb of the colchicum

is in greatest perfection from the

beginning of June until the middle of

August. It is necessary to extract

its virtues as soon as gathered. Vine-

gar and wine are the best menstrua

for extracting its active qualities.

By decoction its essential oil is dis-

sipated.

The flower of the meadow-saffron

is very poisonous to cattle.

It has been extolled on the Con-
tinent as a remedy in dropsy, espe-

cially in hydrothorax, and in humoral

asthma; its operation, however, as

a diuretic, is less certain than squill,

although its modus operandi is ana-

logous to it.

As a specific in gout, its efficacy

has been fully ascertained : it allays

pain, and cuts short the paroxysm.

It has also a decided action upon the

arterial system, which it would ap-

pear to controul through the medium
of the nerves.—See Pharmacologic

&c. by J. A. Paris, vol. i. p. 153,

154.
•-* After various attempts to dis-

cover the active ingredients of the

Eau Medicinalc de Husson, it is at

length determined to be the meadow-
saffron (colchicum autumnale), which

several ancient authors, under the

name of hcrmodactyllus, have re-

commended in the cure of gout ; as,

upon investigating the properties of

the colchicum, it was observed that
similar effects in the cure of the gout
were ascribed to a certain plant called

hermodactyllus by Oribasius and
iEtius, but more particularly by-

Alexander of Tralles, a physician of
Asia Minor in the 14th century ; an
enquiry was accordingly instituted

after this unknown plant, and upon
procuring a specimen of it from
Constantinople, it was actually found
to be a species of colchicum. The
receipt for preparing this medicine is

:

two ounces of the root of colchicimi,

cut into slices, macerated in four fluid

ounces of Spanish white wine, and
filtered.

Dr. Wilson's tincture for the gout,

as has been demonstrated by Dr.
Williams of Ipswich, is merely an
infusion of colchicum.
The expressed juice of the col-

chicum is used in Alsace to destroy

vermin in the hair : it is very acrid,

and excoriates the parts to which it

is applied. See Colchicum.

Meadow saxifrage. See Pence-
danum silaus.

Meadow sweet. See Spinaa nl-

maria.

Meadow-thi'stle, round leaved.
The leaves of this plant, Cnicus

oleraceus, of Linnaeus, are boiled, in

the northern parts of Europe, and
eaten as we do cabbage.

Measles. See Rubeola.

Measures. The English measures
of capacity are according to the fol-

lowing table :

1 gall, wine measure = 4 quarts.

1 quart = 2 pints.

1 pint =28.875 cubic

inches.

The pint is subdivided by chymists
and apothecaries into 16 ounces.

The gallon, quart, and pint, ale.

measure, are to the measures of the

same denomination in wine measure,
respectively, as 282 to 231.

The Paris foot is to 12.789 Eng-
lish inches, or to the English foot,

as 114 is to 107. See Introduc-

tion.

Mea'tus audito'rius extf/rnus.
See Ear.
Mea'tus audito'rius inte'rnus.
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The internal auditory passage. A
small bony canal, beginning inter-

nally by a longitudinal orifice at the

posterior surface of the petrous por-

tion of the temporal bone, running

towards the vestibulum and cochlea,

and there being divided into two less

cavities by an eminence. The superior

and smaller of these is the orifice of

the aqueduct of Fallopius, which re-

ceives the portio dura of the auditory

nerve : the other inferior and larger

cavity is perforated by many small

holes, through which the portio mol-
lis of the auditory nerve passes into

the labyrinth.

Mea'tus cje'cus. A passage in

the throat to the ear, called Eusta-
chian tube.

Mea'tus cuticula'res. The pores
of the skin.

Mea'tus cy'sticus. The gall-duct.

Meatus urina'rius. The urinary
passage. In women, this passage is

situated in the vagina, immediately
below the symphysis of the pubes,
and behind the nymphs. In men,
it is at the end of the glans penis.

Mecca balsain. See Amyris GiUa-
densis.

Mechoacan. See Convolvulus me-
choacanna.

Mechoaca'nna. (From Mechoa-
can, a province in Mexico, whence
it is brought). See Convolvulus Me-
choacanna.

Mechoaca'nna ni'gka. See Con-
volvulus Jalapa.

MJB'CON. (From firjxog, bulk ; so
named from the largeness of its

head). The poppy.
Meco'nis. (From finxuiv, the

poppy ; so called because its juice is

soporiferous, like the poppy) . The
lettuce.

Meconium. (From firjKOJv, the
poppy).— 1. The inspissated juice of
the poppy. Opium.—2. The black
excrementitious substance that is

found in the large intestines of the
foetus.

Me'dian nerve. The second branch
of the brachial plexus.

Me'dian veins. The situation of
these veins is extremelv different in
different individuals. When a branch

proceeds near the bend of the arm,
inwardly from the basilic vein, it is

termed the basilic median; and when
a vein is given off from the cephalic

in the like manner, it is termed the

cephalic median. When these two
veins are present, they mostly unite

just below the bend of the arm, and
the common trunk proceeds to the

cephalic vein.

Mediasti'num. (Quasi iii medio
stans, as being in the middle). Mc-
dianum. The membranous septum,
formed by the duplicative of the

pleura, that divides the cavity of the

chest into two parts. It is divided

into an anterior and posterior por-
tion.

Mediasti'num ce'rebri. The fal-

ciform process of the dura mater.

Me'dica. (From Media, its native

soil). A sort of trefoil.

Medica'go. (From medico). The
herb trefoil.

Medicamfata'ria. Pharmacy, or
the art of making and preparing me-
dicines.

Medica'ster. A false pretender
to the knowledge of medicine ; the
same as quack.

Medici'na dlete'tica. The regu-
lation of regimen, or the non-na-
turals.

Medici'na diaso'stica. That part
of medicine which relates to preserv-
ing health.

Medici'na gymva'stica. Gym-
nastic Medicine. By many pathola-
gists, gymnastic medicine appears
to have been carried to an extreme

;

and especially by Sydenham, who
employed horse exercise in all stages
of consumption, and roundly affirms,
(Opp. p. 629). that neither mercury
in syphilis, nor bark, is more effec-

tual than riding in consumptions. Nor
is carriage exercise, says he, by any
means to be despised, though not
equal to that of the saddle. Hoffman
and Baglivi adopted the same opi-
nion, and laid it down in terms nearly
as unqualified. When phthisis is a se-
condary disease, and dependent upon
some obstructions of the digestive
viscera, exercise of this kind may, in
many instances, be employed as an

Tt2
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important co-operation with other
means, even from the beginning ; and
to such cases of consumption Des-
sault judiciously limits it. In the

present day it has been revived by
Dr. Stewart, under a variety of inge-

nious modifications ; and appears in

many cases to have afforded relief:

but the constitutions of mankind
must strongly have altered since the

days of Sydenham, if the seventy of

horse-exercise could at that period

have been employed as a specific re-

medy in consumptions of every kind.

Stoll did not find it so in the middle
of the last century, for he tells us,

(Mat. Med. 1), that, if a consump-
tive patient mount his horse, he will

ride to the banks of the Styx as surely

as if he were in a pleurisy; and
Stoerck (Quarin, pp. 162, 103), died

consumptive, though in the habit of

riding, killed by an haemoptysis,

apparently produced by this exercise.

Medici'na herme'tica. The ap-

plication of chymical remedies.

Medici'na pneuma'tica. Pneuma-
tic Medicine. About thirty years ago

pneumatic medicine, which was then

in the highest popularity, does not

appear, when candidly examined, to

lkive been more successful than the

hospital experiments of Dr. Forbes,

(see Phthisis Pulmonalis) . Oxygen

gas has, in almost every instance,

proved so stimulant, and so much
increased the symptoms of inflam-

matory action, that, though in some

cases of consumption, it has occa-

sionally appeared to afford momen-
tary relief, it has rarely been perse-

vered in more than a fortnight, by

which time it has often suppressed

the usual expectoration , and produced

an haemoptysis.—See Fourcroy, An-
tes Chirurgicales, iv. p. 83, 171)0.

Medici'na prophyla'ctica. That

part of medicine which relates to pre-

serving health.

Mr.Dici'NA TRiSTi'n.E. Common
saffron.

Me'dicine. Mulicamcnlum. Any
substance that is exhibited with a

view to cure or allay the violence of

:l d eu It is altovery frequently

made use of to express the healing

art, when it comprehends anatomy,
physiology, and pathology.

Medi'cinal days. Days are so
called by some writers, in which the
crisis or change is expected, so as to

prohibit the use of medicines, in

order to wait nature's effort, and re-

quire all the assistance of art to help
forward, or prepare the humours for

such a crisis : but it is most properly
used for those days wherein purging,
or any other evacuation, is most con-
veniently complied with. Hipp.

Medi'cinal hours. Those times
at which it is supposed medicines may
be taken to the greatest advantage,
commonly reckoned in the morning-
fasting ; about an hour before dinner

;

about four hours after dinner ; and
at going to bed ; but, in acute cases,

the times are to be governed by the,

symptoms and aggravation of the dis-

temper. Galen.

Medicina'lis. (From medicijia).

Medicinal, having a power to restore

health, or remove disease.

Medi'na. In Paracelsus it is a spe-

cies of ulcer.

Medine'nsis ve'na. (Medhiensis

;

so called because it is frequent at.

Medina) . Dracunculus. Gordius me-
dinensis, of Linnaeus. The muscular-

hair-worm. A very singular animal,

which, in some countries, inhabits

the cellular membrane between the

skin and muscles. The guinea worm.
See Dracuncidus.

Meditu'llium. (From medins, the.

middle). See DipU'e.

Me'dius ve'nter. The middle

venter is the thorax, or chest.

Medlar. See Mespilus.

Medu'lla. (Quasi in medio ossis)

.

— 1. The marrow. (Sec Marrow).—
2. The pith or pulp of vegetables.—

.

3. The white substance of the brain is

called medulla, or the medullary part,

to distinguish it from the cortical.

Medu'lla ca'ssi£. The pulp of

the cassia iistularis.

Medu'lla oblonga'ta. The me-
dullary substance that lies within the

cranium, upon the basillary process

of the occipital bone ; formed by the

connection of the crura cerebri and

crura cerebelli, and terminating i»
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the spinal marrow. It has several

eminences, viz. pons varolii, corpora

pyramidalia, and corpora olivaria.

Medu'lla spina'lis. Cerebrum

elohgutum. The spinal marrow. A
continuation of the medulla oblon-

gata, which descends into the specus

vertebralis, or hollow of the vertical

column, from the foramen magnum
occipitale, to the third vertebra of the

loins, where it terminates in a number
of nerves, which from their resem-

blance, are called cauda equina.

%* The spinal marrow is com-
posed, like the brain, of a cortical

and medullary substance : the former
is placed internally. It is covered by
a continuation of the dura mater, pia

mater, and tunica arachnoidea. Its

use is to give off, through the lateral

or intervertebral foramina, thirty

pairs of nerves, called cervical, dor-

sal, lumbar, and sacral, &c.
Medu'llarv. (Medullarxs ; from

medulla, marrow) . Like unto marrow.
Medu'llary substance. The

white or internal substance of the

brain.

Medi/llin. The name given by
Dr. John to the porous pith of the

sun-flower. It is soluble in nitric

acid, but insoluble in water, ether,

alcohol, and oils ; is void of taste

and smell ; and on distillation it af-

fords ammonia, leaving a charcoal of
a metallic or bronze appearance.

Megalospla'nchnus. (From/u-
yac, great,and (jir\ayx vov >

a bowel)

.

Enlarged viscera, from scirrhus or
other causes.

Me'grim. A species of cephalalgia,

or a pain generally affecting one side

of the head, towards the eye, or tem-
ple, and arising from the state of the
stomach.

Meibomius's glands. Meibomii
glandules. The small glands which are
situated between the conjunctive
membrane of the eye and the carti-

lage of the eye-lid, first described by
Meibomius.

"

Mel, -mellisy n. See Honey.
Mel aceta'tum. See Oxymel.
Mel bora'cis. Honey of borax.

This preparation is found very useful
in aphthous affections of the fauces.

Mel despuma'tum. Clarified ho-

ney. Melt honey in a water-bath,

then remove the scum. See Honey.

Mel ro's^:. Rose honey. " Take
of red-rose petals, dried, four ounces;

boiling water, three pints ; clarified

honey, five pounds. Macerate the

rose petals in the water for six hours,

and strain ; then add the honey to

the strained liquor, and, by means of

a water-bath, boil it down to a pro-

per consistence." An admirable pre-

paration for the base of various gar-

gles and collutories. It may also be
employed with advantage, mixed with

extract of bark, or other medicines,

for children who have a natural dis-

gust to medicines.

Mel sci'll/E. See Oxymelscillce.

Me'la. (From ficao, to search).

A probe.

Mel.e'na. (From peXac, black)

.

The black disease. Melaina nosos.

Hippocrates applies this name to two
diseases. In the first, the patient vo-
mits black bile, which is sometimes
bloody and sour ; sometimes he
throws up a thin saliva ; and at others

a green bile, &c. In the second, the

patient is as described in the article

Morbus niger. See Melanosis,

Melai'na no'sos. SeeMekena.
Melaleuca. (From fitXag, black,

and XevKog, white, so named by Lin-
naeus, because the principal, and in-

deed original, species was called leu-

cadendron, and arbor alba; words sy-

nonymous with its appellation in the
Malay tongue, Caja-puti, or wliite

tree, but it is not known why the idea

of black w7as associated with white).

The name of a genus of plants in the
Linnsean system : Class, Polyandria

;

Order, Icosandria.

Melaleu'ca leucade'ndron. The
systematic name of the plant which
is said to afford the cajeput oil.

Oleum cajeputa?. Oleum Wittnebianum.
Oleum volatile melaleucce. Oleum caje-

put.
*
#* Cajeput oil, says Thunberg,

has the appearance of inflammable
spirit, is of a green colour, and so
completely volatile, that it evaporates
entirely, leaving no residuum; its

odour is of the camphoraceouskind,
Tt3
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with a terebinthinate admixture.
Goetz says it is limpid, or rather yel-

lowish. It is a very powerful medi-
cine, and in high esteem in India and
Germany, in the character of a gene-
ral remedy in chronic and painful dis-

eases : it is used for the same pur-
poses for which we employ the offici-

nal ethers, to which it seems to have
a considerable affinity ; the cajeput,

however, is more potent and pun-
gent. Taken into the stomach, in

the dose of five or six drops, it heats

and stimulates the whole svstem,
proving, at the same time, a very
certain diaphoretic, by which proba-
bly the good effects, it is said to have
in dropsies and intermittent fevers,

are to be explained. For its efficacy

in various convulsive and spasmodic
complaints, it is highly esteemed. It

has also been used both internally

and externally, with much advantage,
in several other obstinate disorders :

as palsies, hypochondriacal, and hys-

terical affections, deafness, defective

vision, tooth-ache, gout, rheumatism,
&c. The dose is from two to six, or
even twelve drops.

Melamphy'llum. (From fueXag,

black, and cjvXXov, a leaf; so named
from the blackness of its leaf).

Bear's-breach. See Acanthus mollis.

Melampc'dicm. (From Mclam-
r, the shepherd who first used it).

Black hellebore. See Hdlcborus vigor.

Melanago'oa. (From fxeXag, black.

and ayw, to expel) . Medicines which
purge off black bile.

Melanchlo'rus. CMeXayxXiooog).
A livid colour of the skin. The black

jaundice.

Melancholia. (From /.uXac, black,

and xoA *b bile; because the ancients

supposed that it proceeded from a

redundance of black bile). Melan-
choly madness. A disease in the

(lass Neuroses, and Order Vcsanio?,

of Cullen ; characterized by erro-

neous judgment, but not merely re-

specting health, from imaginary per-

ceptions or recollection influencing

the concfact and depressing the mind
with ill-grounded fears ; not com-

.i"l with either pyrexia or coma-
tose affections ; often appearing with-

out dyspepsia, yet attended with cos-
*

tiveness, chiefly in persons of rigid

fibres and torpid insensibility. See
Mania.

Melano'piper. (From jiieXag, black

,

and 7re7repi
f pepper). Black pepper.

See Piper ?iigrtmi.

Melanorrhi'son. (From fieXag,
black, and pi£a, a root). A species

of hellebore with black roots.

Melanosis. Mclanose. A genus of
disease characterized by the secre-

tion of a black material, more or
less inspissated, staining or studding
the visceral and other organs.

Different from strumous tubers or
tubercules, or those of the mesen-
teric tubes, there are none that seem
to commence or extend over so large

a field, as those which mark this

disease. There is not, in fact, a

single organ of the simplest or most
complicated kind, from the cellular

texture to the unravelled elaboration

of the brain, which is not occasion-

ally loaded with them ; while, in va-

rious parts, the black pigment which
gives them their hue, is found dif-

fused in extensive sheets, without
tnrberclcs, or the pulpy matter that

fills their cysts ; transforming the

natural colour of the organs to which
it is conveyed into its own morbid
jet, &c.

Melanosis tuberoula'ris. Tu-
bercular mclanose. The only species

of the preceding genus. A disease

only lately noticed, except among
animals. It is to the ingenious ana-

tomical researches of M. M. Bres-'

chet and Laennec, that the profession

is indebted for their first knowledge
of this disease, as it exists in man,
and for the very appropriate generic

name of Melanosis, or morbid deni-

gration, by which it is now gene-

rally distinguished : though the term

was employed by M. Boyle in a

somewhat different sense, and appro-

priated it to those dark coloured or

hepatized indurations, which arc oc-

casionally found in the lungs of con-

sumptive patients, affected with the

catarrhal or ulcerative modification,

&c. The cause, progress, and treat-

ment of this disease is still very o* 1 -
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scure. See Considerations sur une

alteration Organique, &c. in Magen-
die's Journal de Physiologic, Also

in the Trans, of the Medico-Chirurg.

Society of Edinb. vol. i. 8vo. 1824,

for a valuable but unfinished tract on
Melanosis, by Messrs. Cullen and
Carswell. There is a well-marked
case by Professor Alison, p. 275 of

the same vol.

Melante'ria. (From fieXag,black;

so called, because it is used for

blacking leather). Green vitriol.

Melanthel.e'um. (From fiiXciQ,

black, and eXaiov, oil). Oil ex-

pressed from the black seeds of fen-

nel flower.

Mala'nthium. (From (.uXciq,

black ; so named, from its black
seed). The herb fennel flower.

Me'las. (From fieXac, black).

Vitiligo nigra. M&rphma nigra.

Lepra maculosa nigra. A disease of

the skin, that appears in black or
brown spots, frequently penetrating

deep, even to the bone, but not giv-

ing- any pain, or u icss. It is a

disease very frequent in, and ende-
mial to, Arabia, where it is sup-
posed to be produced by a peculiar

miasma.
Melasma. (From fieXac, black).

Melasmas. A disease that appears
not unfrequently upon the tibia of
a^cd persons, in the form of a livid

black spot, which, in a day or two,
degenerates into a very foul ulcer.

Melaspe'kmlm. (From fitXag,

black, and cnrtpjict, seed). See Me-
lanthium.

Mela'sses. The black cinpyreu-
matic syrup which exists in raw
sugar.

aje'lca. (From cifitXyu), to milk).
Milk. A food made of acidulated
milk.

Me'le, (From fiau), to search). A
probe.

Melea'gris. (From Meleager,
whose sisters were fabled to have-

been turned into this bird). The
guinea-fowl. Also a species of fri-

tillaria, so called, because its flowers
are spotted like a guinea-fowl.

Melege'ta. Meleguetta. Grains
of Paradise.

Melei'os. (From Melos, the island

where it is made). A species of

alum.
Meli. (Me\i)« Honey.
Meli'ceris. (From fxeXi, honey,

and KEpog, wax) . Meliceria. An en-
cysted tumour, whose contents re-

semble honey in consistence and ap-

pearance.

Meli'craton. (From fieXi, honey,

and xepavvvfii, to mix). Hydromel.
Mead. Wine impregnated with honey.

Meligei'on. (From peXi, honey).

A foetid humour, discharged from
ulcers attended with a caries of the

bone, of the consistence of honey.

Melilo'tus. (From fieXi, honey,

and Xioroc, the lotus ; so called,

from its smell, being like that of:

honey). Meldot. See Trfolium.
Melimf/lum. (From fieXi, honey,

and [i?]Xov, an apple;, so named,
from its sweetness). Paradise apple.

Meli'num. (From iitjXov, an ap-

ple). Oil made from the flowers of

the apple-tree.

Meli piiv'llum. (From /ifXi, honey,
and (fwXXov, a leaf; so called, from

sweet smell of its leaf, or because
bees gather honey from it). Baum,
or balm. See Melissa.

Meli'ssa. (From fieXurea, a bee,

because bees gather honey from it).

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnsan system : Class, Didt/namia

;

Ofder, Gifninospcrmia. Balm.
Meli'ssa calami'ntha. The sys-

tematic name of the common cala-

mint. Calamintha. Calamintha iwl-

garis. Calamintha officinarum. Me*
tissa calamintha; pedunculis axilla-

rib us, dichotomisy longitudine folio-

runiy of Linnams.
*
#* This plant smells strongiy

like wild mint, though more agree-
able; and is often used by the com-
mon people, in form of tea, against
weakness of the stomach, flatulent

colic, uterine obstructions, hyste-
ria, &c.

Meli'ssa ci'trina. See Melissa
officinalis.

Meli'ssa grandiflo'ra. The sys-
tematic name of the mountain cala-

mint. Calamintha magna /lore. Ca-
lamintha -montana. Mountain cala-
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mint. The Melissa grandijlora, of

Linnaeus. It has a moderately pun-
gent taste, and a more agreeable

aromatic smell than the common
calamint, and appears to be preferable

as a stomachic.
- Meli'ssa Ne'peta. Calamintha

Anglica. Field calamint. Spotted

calamint. Calamintha pulegii odore.

Nepeta agrestis. It was formerly

used as an aromatic.

Meli'ssa officina'lis. The sys-

tematic name of balm. Citrago.

Citraria. Melissophyllum. Mellitis.

Cedronella. Apiastrum. Melissa ci-

trina. Erotion. Balm. A native of

the southern parts of Europe, but

very common in our gardens. A
grateful diluent drink in fevers, &c.

Meli'ssa ti/rcica. See Draco-
cephalum moldavica.

Melissophy'llum. (From psXia-

ca, baum, and <pv\kov, a leaf).

Melissa, or baum. A species of

horehound, with leaves resembling

baum.
Meli'ttis. (From peXirla, which

in the Attic dialect is the name of a

bee ; so that this word is, in fact,

equivalent to Melissa, and was adopt-

ed by Linnaeus, therefore, for the

bastard balm). The name of a genus
of plants : Class, Didynamia; Order,
Gymnospermia. Bastard balm.

Meli'ttis melissophy'llum. The
systematic name of the mountain-
balm, or nettle. Sophy 11u?n. The
Melittis melissophyllum, of Linnaeus.

It is seldom used in the present day,

but is said to be of service in ute-

rine obstructions and calculous dis-

eases.

Meliti'smus. (From ptXt, honey)

.

A linctus, prepared with honey.

Melitto'ma. (From ptXi, honey).
A confection made with honey. Ho-
ney-dew.
Melizo'mlm. (From ptXi, honey,

and £u>/zoc, broth.) Mead. A drink

prepared with honey.

Mella'go. {From mcl, honey).
Any medicine which has the con-

sistence and sweetness of honey.

Mellates. Compounds of mel-
litic acid with the salifiable bases.

Melu'na. (From mcl, honey).

Mead. A sweet drink prepared with
honey.

Melli'ta. (From met, honey).
Preparations of honey.

Me'lo. The common melon. See
Cucumis melo.

Meloca'rpus. (From pi]Xov, an
apple, and xap7roc, fruit ; from its

resemblance to an apple) . The fruit

of the aristolochia, or its root.

Me'loe vesicato'rius. Cantharis,

The Spanish fly, now called lytta.

Me'lon. (M 77X01/). A disorder of
the eye, in which the ball protube-
rates out of the socket.

Melon, common. ~) See Cucumis
Melon, 7nusk. J melo.

Melon, water. See Cucurbita ci-

trullus.

Melo'ngena. Improperly called

mala insana. Solatium pomiferum.
Mad apple. The Spaniards and Ita-

lians eat it in sauce and in sweat
meats. Its taste somewhat resem-
bles citron.

Melo'sis. (MnXajcrie) . That search-

ing into wounds which is made by sur-

geons with the specillum, or probe.

Hippocrates, De Capit. J'ultier.

Melo'tis. (M7?Xo>nc). Used for

the lesser specillum, and often for

that particular instrument, contrived

to search or cleanse the ear with,

more commonly called Auriscalpium.

Melo'thria pe'ndula. The sys-

tematic name of the small creeping

cucumber plant.

%* The inhabitants of the West
Indies pickle the berries of this plant,

and use them as we do capers.

Melyssophy'llum. (From jutXiff-

aa, balm, and (pvXXov, a leaf).

Mountain balm. See Melittis.

Membra'na. See Membrane.
Membra'na hyaloide'a. Mem-

brana crachtwidea. The hyaloid or

arachnoid membrane. The transpa-

rent membrane which includes the

vitreous humour of the eye.

Membra'na pupilla'ris. A very
delicate ash-coloured membrane of

a thin and vascular texture, arising

from the internal margin of the iris,

and totally covering the pupil, in the

fcetus before the sixth month.
Membra'na ruysciua'na. Ruysch
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discovered that the choroid mem-
brane of the eye was composed of

two laminae. He gave the name of

membrana Ruyschiana to the inter-

nal lamina, leaving the old name of

choroides to the external.

Membra'na ty'mpani. The mem-
brane covering the cavity of the

drum of the ear, and separating it

from the meatus auclitoriusexternus.

It is of an oval form, convex below
the middle, towards the hollow of

the tympanum, and concave towards
the meatus auditorius, and convex
above the meatus, and concave to-

wards the hollow of the tympanum.
%* According to the observations

of anatomists, this membrane con-

sists of six laminae ; the first and
most external, is a production of the

epidermis, the second is a production

of the skin lining the auditory pas-

sage ; the third is cellular mem-
brane, in which the vessels form an
elegant net-work ; the fourth is

shining, thin, and transparent, aris-

ing from the periosteum of the mea-
tus ; the fifth is cellular membrane,
with a plexus of vessels like the

third ; and the sixth lamina, which
is the innermost, comes from the

periosteum of the cavity of the tym-
panum. This membrane, thus com-
posed of several lamina, has lately

been discovered to possess muscular
fibres.

Me'mbrane. Membrana. A thin

expanded substance, composed of

cellular texture, whose elastic fibres

are so arranged an i woven together,

as to allow of great pliabilil The
membranes of the body are various,

as the skin, peritoneum, pleura,

dura mater, <xc. c\;c.

^* Membranes of animals con-
sist of concrete gelatine, and, like

skins, are convertible into leather by
tanning.

Mehbhanolo'gia. (From n-.

Lixuia, and Xoyog, a discourse) . Mein-
branology. The doctrine of the com-
mon integuments and membranes.

Membrano'sus. See Ttnsor va-

gina? femoris.

Mn.MBRA'M's. See Tensor valines

ftmprh

.

Memo'ri^: os. See Occipital lone.

Menagogues. See Emmenagogues.
Menbo'sus. (From 7nc;/-t'for, coun-

terfeit) . This term is used by some
in the same sense as spurious, or il-

legitimus ; Mendosce Costa?, false or
spurious ribs ; Mendosa Sutura, the

squamous or bastard suture in the

skull.

Meningeal. Relating to the me-
ninx ; which see.

Memngine. Inflammation of the

membranes of the brain.

Memngo'phylax. (From ynviyZ,
a membrane, and <pv\avcno, to guard .

An instrument used by the ancients,,

during the operation of trephining,

for guarding the dura mater and
in from injury. It appears to

have resembled the lenticulus, with
the exception that its blade was com-
pletely round, without edge. It ter-

minated in a lentiform cup, like the"

latter. (Encycloped. Method, part Chi-

rurg.J Mr. Pott, (see vol. i. of his-

works), gives an engraving of this

instrument, which resembles a com-
mon elevator.

Me'ninx. (From (.uvio, to re-

main . The Greek term for the
membranes enveloping the brain.

See Dura mater and Pia mattr.

.Me'ninx du'ra. See Dura mater.

-Me'ninx pi'a. See Pia mater.

Menispe'rmim. (From firjvri, the

moon, and rnrepfia, seed, in allu-

sion to the crescent-like form of the

seed). Moon-seed. The name of

a genus of plants : Class, Diuecia

;

Order, Dodecandria.
Menispe'rmum co'cci/lus. The

systematic name of the plant, the

berries of which are well known by
the name of Cocculus Indicus. Indian

berries, or Indian cockles. Coccus

Indicus. Cocculce ojficinarum. Cocci

Orientates. The berry is rugous and
kidney-shaped, and contains a w:

nucleus ; it is the produce of the

Menitpermmm cocculus ; f'u'iis corda-

tis, retusis, mucronatis ; caule tacero,

of Linnaeus. It is brought from
Malabar and the East Indies. It is

poisonous if swallowed, bringing on
nausea, faintin gs, and convulsions.

*** The berries of this plant pes*
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sess an inebriating* quality ; and are

supposed to impart that power to

most of the London porter. Whilst
green, they are used by the Indians

to catch fish, which they have the

power of intoxicating, and killing.

In the same manner they catch birds,

making the berry into a paste, form-
ing it into small seeds, and put-

ting these in places where they fre-

quent.

Menorrhagia. (From ptvia,

the menses, and p-nyvvfii, to break
out) . Hcemorrhagia uterina. Flood-
ing. An immoderate flow of the

menses, or uterine hemorrhage. A
genus of disease in the Class Py-
r^xice, and Order, Hcernorrhagie, of

Cullen, characterized by pains in the

back, loins, and belly, similar to

those of labour, attended with a pre-

ternatural liux of blood from the

vagina, or a discharge of menses,
more copious than natural. He dis-

tinguishes six species : — 1 . Menor-
rhagia rubra; bloody, from women
neither with child nor in child-birth.

—2. Menorrhagia alba, serous ; the

fluor albus. (See Leucorrhoea).—
3. Menorrhagia vitiarum, from some
local disease.—4. Menorrhagia lochia-

lis, from women after delivery. (See

Lochia), — 5. Menorrhagia abortus.

(See Abortion) .

—

6. Menorrhagia na-

hothi, when there is a serous dis-

charge from the vagina in pregnant
women.

*** This disease seldom occurs
before the age of puberty, and is

often an attendant on pregnancy. It

13 in general a very dangerous dis-

ease, more particularly if it occur at

the later period, as it is then often so

rapid and violent as to destroy the

female in a very short time, where
proper means are not soon adopted.

Abortions often give rise to flood-

ings, and at any period of pregnancy,
but more usually before the fifth

month than at any other time. Moles,

in consequence of an imperfect con-
ception, at length become detached,

and sometimes give rise to a consider-

able degree of hemorrhage, &c.
Mf/nsa. The second lobe of the

liver was so called by the ancients.

Me'nses. (From mensis, a month)*
See Menstruation.

Me'nses cessa'ntes. Cessation of

the menses.
Me'nses deficie'ntes. Menses

defective or suppressed. The amenor-
rhcea of Cullen.

Me'nses immo'dicje. The me-
norrhagia rubra of Cullen.

Menses, immoderate flow of the*

See Menorrhagia.
Menses, interruption of. See Ame-

norrhoza.

Menses, retention of. See ^ime-
norrhoca.

Me'nsis philoso'phicus. A phi-

losophical, or chymical month. Ac-
cording to some, it is three days and
nights ; others say ten ; and there

are those who reckon it to be thirty

or forty days.

Menstrua'tion. There is a dis-

charge of a red fluid, at certain pe-

riods, from the time of puberty to

the approach of old age, from the

uterus of every healthy woman who
is not pregnant, or who does not

give suck ; and, from the periods

or returns of this discharge being

monthly, it is called Menstruation.

To this definition there are several

exceptions ; however, it is said that

some women never menstruate ;

some menstruate while they conti-

nue to give suck ; and others are

said to menstruate during pregnancy;

some are said to menstruate in early

infancy, and others in old age ; but

such discharges, Dr. Denman is of

opinion, may, with more propriety,

be called morbid, or symptomatic;
and certainly the definition is gene-

rally true.

%* At whatever period of life

menstruation comes on, a woman is

said to be at the age of puberty ;

though of this state it is a conse-

quence, and not a cause. The early

or late appearance of the menses
may depend upon climate, constitu-

tion, delicacy or hardness of living,

and upon the manners of those with

whom young women converse.

Many changes take place in the

constitution and appearance of wo-
men, at the time of their first begin-
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ning to menstruate. The complexion

is improved, the countenance is more
expressive and animated, their at-

titudes graceful, and their conversa-

tion is more intelligent and agree-

able ; the tone of the voice becomes

more harmonious, their whole frame,

but particularly the breasts, are ex-

panded and enlarged, and their minds

are no longer engaged in childish

pursuits and amusements.
Some girls begin to menstruate

without any preceding indisposition;

but there are generally appearances

or symptoms which indicate the

change about to take place. These
are usually more severe at first than

in the succeeding periods ; and are

similar to those produced by uterine

irritation from other causes, as pains

in the back and inferior extremities,

complaints of the bowels, with va-

rious hysteric and nervous affections.

These commence with the first dis-

position to menstruate, and continue

till the discharge comes on, when
they abate, or disappear, returning,

however, with considerable violence

in some women, at every period

during life.

The quantity of fluid discharged

at each evacuation depends upon cli-

mate, constitution, and manner of

living; it varies, however, in differ-

ent women in the same climate, or
in the same woman at different pe-

riods : in this country it amounts
to about five or six ounces. There
is also a great difference in the time
required for the completion of each
period of menstruation. In some
women the discharge returns pre-

cisely to a day, or an hour, and in

others there is a variation of several

days, without inconvenience. In
some it is finished in a few hours,

and in others it continues from one
to ten days ; but the intermediate
time, from three to six days, is most
usual.

Towards the approach of old age,

women cease to have their menses,
but the time of cessation is common-
ly regulated by their original early

or late appearance of them. With
those who began to menstruate at

ten or twelve years of age, the dis-

charge will often cease before they
arrive at forty ; but, if the first ap-
pearance was protracted to sixteen

or eighteen years of age, indeper-
dently of disease, such women may
continue to menstruate till they have
exceeded their fiftieth, or even they
border upon the sixtieth year of their

age. The ordinary time, however,
of the cessation of the menses in this

country, is between the forty-fourth

and forty-eighth year ; after which
period women never bear childrer.

By this constitutional regulation cf
the periodical flow, the propagation
of the species is in every country
confined to the most vigorous part
of life ; and had it been otherwise,
children might have become parents,
and old women might have had chil-

dren, when they were unable to sup-
ply them with proper or sufficient

nourishment. See Catamenia.

Me'nstruum. A Solvent. Erery
liquor is so called which is used as a
dissolvent, or to extract the virtues

of ingredients by infusion, decoc-
tion, &c.
%* The principal menstrua used

in Pharmacy, are water, vinous spi-

rits, oils, acid, and alkaline liquors.

Water is the menstruum of all salts,

of vegetable gums, and of animal
jellies. Of the first it dissolves only
a determinate quantity, though of
one kind of salt more than of ano-
ther ; and being thus saturated, leaves
an additional quantity of the salt un-
touched. It is never saturated with
the two latter, but unites readily

with any proportion of them, form-
ing with different quantities, liquors

of different consistencies. It takes
up likewise, when assisted by tritu-

ration, the vegetable gummy resins,

as ammoniacum, and myrrh ; the
solutions of which, though imper-
fect, that is, not transparent, but
turbid, and of a milky-hue, are ne-

vertheless applicable to valuable pur-
poses in medicine.

Rectified spirit of wine is the men-
struum of the essential oils and resins

of vegetables ; of the pure distilled

oils of animals, and of soaps, though
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-it does not act upon the expressed

oil and fixed alkaline salt, of which
soap is composed. Hence, if soap
contains any superfluous quantity of

-either the oil or salt, it may, by means
of this menstruum, be excellently

purified therefrom. It dissolves, by
the assistance of heat, volatile alka-

line salts, and more readily the neu-
tral ones, composed either of fixed

alkali, and the acetatic acid, as the

sal diureticus, or of volatile alkali

and the nitric acid.

. Oils dissolve vegetable resins and
balsams, wax, animal fats, mineral
bitumens, sulphur, and certain me-
tallic substances, particularly lead.

The expressed oils are, for most
of these bodies, more powerful men-
strua than those obtained by distilla-

tion ; as the former are more capa-

ble of sustaining, without injury, a
strong heat, which is, in most cases,

necessary to enable them to act.

All acids dissolve alkaline salts,

alkaline earths, and metallic sub-

stances. The different acids differ

greatly in their action upon these

last : one dissolving some particular

metals, and another others. The
vegetable acids dissolve a consider-

able quantity of zinc, iron, copper,

and tin ; and extract so much from
the metallic part of antimony as to

become powerfully emetic : they

likewise dissolve lead, if previously

calcined by fire ; but more copiously
'

if corroded by their steam. Muriatic

acid dissolves zinc, iron, and copper;

and though it scarcely acts on any
other metallic substance in the com-
mon way of making solutions, it

may nevertheless be artfully com-
bined with them all. Corrosive sub-

limate and antimonial caustic of

the shops, are combinations of it

with the oxydes of mercury and an-

timony, effected by applying the acid

in the form of fume, to the subjects

at the same time strongly heated.

Nitric acid is the common menstruum
of all metallic substances, except

gold and antimony, which are soluble

only in a mixture rf the nitric and
muriatic. Sulphuric acid easily dis-

solves zinc, iron, and copper ; and

may be made to corrode, or imper-
fectly dissolve most of the other
metals.

Alkaline lixivia dissolve oils, re-
sinous substances,and sulphur. Their
power is greatly promoted by the
addition of quick lime, instances of
which occur in the preparation of
soap and in the common caustic.

Thus assisted, they reduce the flesh,

bones, and other solid parts of ani-

mals, into a gelatinous matter.

Solutions made in water and spirit

of wine, possess the virtue of the
body dissolved ; whilst oils generally

sheathe its activity, and acids and al-

kalies vary its quality. Hence wa-
tery and spirituous liquors are the

proper menstrua of the native virtues

of vegetable and animal matters.

Most of the preceding solutions

are easily effected, by pouring the

menstruum on the body to be dis-

solved, and suffering them to stand

together for some time, exposed to

a suitable warmth. A strong heat is

generally requisite to enable oils and
alkaline liquors to perform their

office ; nor will acids act on some
metallic bodies without its assistance.

The action of watery and spirituous

menstrua is likewise expedited by a

moderate heat, though the quantity

which they afterwards keep dissolved,

is not, as some suppose, by this means
increased. All that heat occasions

these to take up, more than they

would do in a longer time in the

cold, will, when the heat ceases, sub-

side again. The action of acids on
the bodies which they dissolve, is

generally accompanied with heat,

effervescence, and a copious dis-

charge of fumes. The fumes which
arise during the dissolution of some
metals, in the sulphuric acid, prove

inflammable ; hence, in the prepara-

tion of the artificial vitriols, of iron

and zinc, the operator ought to be

careful, especially where the solution

is made in a narrow-mouthed vessel,

lest, by the imprudent approach of

a candle, the exhaling vapour be set

on fire. There is another species of

solution in which the moisture of air

is the menstruum. Fixed alkaline
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salts, and those of the neutral kind,

composed of alkaline salts and cer-

tain vegetable acids, or of alkaline

earths, and any acid except the sul-

phuric, and some metallic salts on be-

ing exposed for some time to a moist

air, gradually attract its humidity,

and at length become liquid. Some
substances, not dissoluble in water in

its grosser form, as the butter of an-

timony, are easily liquefied by this

slow action of the aerial moisture.

This process is termed Deliquation.

Menta'gra. (From mentum, the

chin, and aypa, a prey). Impetigo.

An eruption about the chin, forming
a tenacious crust, like that on scald

heads.

Me'ntha. (From Minthe, the har-

lot who was changed into this herb).

Hedyosmus. Mint. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Didy-
namia; Order, Gymnosjyermia

.

Me'ntha aqua'tica. Menthastrum.
Sisymbrium mejithastrum. Mentha
rotundifolia palustris. Water-mint.
It may be used, though less agree-

able, with the same intentions as the

spear-mint, to which, however, it is

much inferior.

Me'ntha cata'ria. Mentha fe-
lina. Herbafelis. Calamintha. Ne-
petella. Nep, or cat-mint. See Nc-
peta cataria.

Me'ntha cervi'na. The syste-

matic name of the hart's penny-
royal. Pulegium cervinum. This
plant possesses the virtues of penny-
royal in a very great degree ; but is

remarkably unpleasant. It is seldom
employed but by the country people,

who substitute it for penny- royal.

Me'ntha cri'spa. ColymUfera
minor. The achillea ageratum. This
species of mint has a strong and fra-

grant smell, its taste is warm, aro-
matic, and slightly bitter. In flatu-

lences of the prima via, hypochon-
driacal, and hysterical affections, it

is given with advantage.
Me'ntha piperi'ta. The syste-

matic and pharmacopceial name of
peppermint. Mentha piperitis. Men-
tha piperita, Jiorihus capitatis, foliis

avatis petiolatis, staminibus corolla

Irevioribusy of Linnaeus.

*
#* The stomachic, antispasmo-

dic and carminative properties of
peppermint, render it useful in flatu-

lent colics, hysterical affections,

retchings, and other dyspeptic symp-
toms, acting as a cordial, and often

producing an immediate relief.

Me'ntha piperi'tis. See Mentha
piperita.

Me'ntha pule'gium. The sys-

tematic name of the penny-royal.

Pulegium. Pulegium regale. Pu-
legium latifolium glechon. Pudding-
grass. Common penny-royal. Men-
tha pulegium, foribus verticillatis

,

foliis ovatis, obtusis
y
subcrenatis, cauli-

bus subteretibus repentibus, of Lin-
naeus : considered as carminative,

stomachic, and emmcnagogue ; and
is in very common use in hysterical

disorders.

Me'nteia sarace'nica. See Ta-
nacetum balsamita.

Me'ntha sati'va. See Mentha
liridis.

Me'ntha spica'ta. Hart -mint,
and common spear-mint. Mentha
vulgaris. See Mentha viridis.

Me'ntha yi'ridis. Spear-mint.
Called also Mentha vulgaris. Men~
tha spicata. Mentha viridis, spicis

obIongis,foliis lanceolatis,nudis , serra-

tis sessilibus, staminibus corolla lon-

gioribus, of Linnaeus. Its medicinal
qualities are similar to those of pep-
permint ; but the different prepara-
tions of the former, though more plea-

sant, are, perhaps, less efficacious.

Menthra'strum. (Dim. of men-
tha). See Mentha aquatica.

Me'nti leva'tor. See Levator la-

bii inferioris.

Me'ntula. (From matah, a staff,

Heb.) The penis.

Mentlla'gra. (From mentula,
the penis, and aypa, a prey). A dis-

order of the penis, induced by a con-
traction of the erectores musculi,
causing impotence.
Menva'nthes. The name of a ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Pentandria ; Order,
Monogynia. *

Menya'nthes trifolia'ta. The
systematic name of the buck-bean.
Trifolium paludosum . Trifolium aqua -

U u
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ticutn. Trifclium jibrinum. Menyan-
thes. Water-trefoil, or buck-bean.
Menyanthes trifoliata, foliis ternatis,

of Linnaeus. It is sometimes em-
ployed in country places as an active

eccoprotic bitter in hydropic and
rheumatic affections.

%* Cases are related of its good
effects in some cutaneous diseases of
the herpetic and seemingly cancerous
kind.

Mephitic air. See Nitrogen.

Mephi'tis. (From mephuhith, a
blast. Syr.) A poisonous exhalation.

See Contagion.

Mercuria'lis. (From Mercurius,

its discoverer).—1. The name of a

genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Dioecia; Order, Enne-
andria.— 2. The pharmacopceial
name of the French mercury. Mer-
curialis annua, of Linnaeus. The
leaves of this plant have no remark-
able smell, and very little taste. It

is ranked among the emollient olera-

ceous herbs, and is said to be gently

aperient. Their principal use has

been in clysters.

Mercuria'lis a'nnua. The sys-

tematic name of the French mercury.

Sec Mercurialis.

Mercuria'lis monta'na. The
Mercurialis perennis, of Linnaeus.

MercuriaVs pere'nnis. The
systematic name of dog's mercury.

Cynocrambe. Mercurialis montana

et sylvesti'is. A poisonous plant,

verv common in our hedges. It

produces vomiting and purging, and

the person then goes to sleep, from

which he does not often awake.

Mercuria'lis sylve'stris. The
Mercurialis perennis, of Linnaeus.

Mercu'rius aceta'tus. See Hy-
drargyrus acetatus.

Mercu'rius alkaliza'tus. See

Hydrargyrus cum creta.

Mercu'rius calcina'tus. Sec

Hy'drargyri o.vydum rubrum.

Mercu'rius chemico'rum. Quick-

silver.

Mercu'rius cinnabari'nus. Fac-

titious cinnabar, now called sulphu-

returo hydrargyri rubrum.

Mercu'rius corrosi'vus. See

Hydrargyri oxymurias.

Mercu'rius corrosi'vus ru'ber.
See Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum.
Mercu'rius corrosi'vus subli-

Ma'tus. See Hydrargyri oxymurias.
Mercu'rius du'lcis sublima'tus.

Dulcified mercurial sublimate, now
called submuriate of mercury, calo-
mel, protochloride of mercury.
Mercu'rius eme'ticus fla'vus.

See Hydrargyrus vitriolatus.

Mercu'rius mo'rtis. See Mer-
curius vita?.

Mercu'rius prjecipita'tus a'lbus.
See Hydrargyrum prascipitatum al-

bum.
Mercu'rius precipita'tus du'l-

cis. See Hydrargyri submurias.
Mercu'rius pr^cipita'tus ru'-

ber. See Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum

.

Mercu'rius vi't^. The mercury
of life. Pelvis angelicus. Mercurius
mortis. Algarothi pulvis. A sub-
muriate of antimony, formerly pre-

ferred to the vitrum antimonii, for

making of emetic tartar.

Me'rcury. Mercurius, hydrar-
gyrus, quicksilver. The medicinal
properties of this mineral were almost
totally unknown to the ancients. It

was first employed for the purposes
of medicine by the Arabians, who
used it in the form of ointment for

certain diseases of the skin, and the

killing of vermin.
When taken into the stomach in

its metallic state, mercury has no
action on the body, except that

arising from its weight or bulk. But,
in its various states of combination,
it nroduces certain sensible effects.

It is a powerful and general stimu-

lant, quickening the circulation, and
increasing all the secretions and ex-

cretions. According to circumstances,

the habit of the patient, the tempera-
ture in which he is kept, the nature

of the preparation, and the quantity

in which it is exhibited, its effects

are, indeed, various. Sometimes it

more particularly increases one se-

cretion ; sometimes another ; but its

most characteristic effect is the in-

creased flow of saliva, which it ge-

nerally excites, if given in sufficient

quantity. (Edinb.Dispensatory) . From
the writings of Theodoric, it appears
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that mercury was employed in the

practice of medicine and surgery as

early as the 13th century. But its

use in venereal cases was first men-
tioned in a tract by Almenar, pub-

lished in 1515.— Thompsons Dis-

pells, p. 205, ed. 2.

It was Paracelsus who first taught

that mercury might safely be given

internally ; for, until he had set the

example, it was only employed in

three ways ; viz. in the form of oint-

ment or liniment ; as a plaster ; and

as a fumigation. Of these three

methods, the first only is at present

much in use, and even this is con-

siderablv altered. It was found not

only that mercurial plasters caused

heat, redness, itching, and disagree-

able eruptions, but, that the method
was exceedingly slow and uncertain.

Hence plasters are now only used as

topical discutient applications. Fu-
migations, considered as the only

means of cure, fell also into discre-

dit, because, although they formed a

method of applying mercury in a

very active manner, they were, as

anciently managed, liable to several

objections. In this manner it was
almost impossible to regulate the

quantity of mercury used, which
varied according to the greater or

lesser activity of the lire, the position

of the patient, &c. The effect of the

vapour on the organs of respiration

was also frequently very oppressive
;

and mercury, applied in this way of
fumigation, more frequently occa-
sioned tremblings, palsies, &c. than
in any other manner. Fumigation,
however, in the manner in which it is

conducted by Mr. Abernethy, under
certain circumstances, is not only an
eligible, but the very best way of
affecting the constitution. Frictions

with ointment have always been re-

garded as the most efficacious mode
of exhibiting mercury. They have
undergone a considerable change,
and by being rendered more simple,
have been brought to more per-
fection. All the warm aromatic sub-
stances have been retrenched from
the ointment, not only as superfluous,
but in consequence of irritating and

inflaming the surface to which they

are applied.

Mercury is carried into the con-

stitution, either by being absorbed

from the surface of the body, or that

of the alimentary canal. It cannot,

however, in all cases, be taken into

the constitution in both ways, for

sometimes the absorbents of the skin

will not readily receive it ; at least

no effect is produced, either on the

disease or constitution, from this

mode of applicat'on. On the other

hand, the internal absorbents will,

sometimes, not take up the medicine,

or, at least, no effect is produced
either on the disease or constitution.

In many persons, the bowels can
hardly bear mercury at all ; and it

should then be given in the mildest

form possible, conjoined with such
medicines as will lessen or correct its

violent effects, although not its spe-

cific ones, on the constitution. When
mercury can be thrown into the con-
stitution with propriety, by the ex-
ternal method, it is preferable to the
internal plan ; because the skin is

not nearly so essential to life as the
stomach, and is therefore in itself

capable of bearing much more than
the stomach. The constitution is

also less injured. Many courses of
mercury would kill the patient if the
medicine were only given internally,

because it proves hurtful to the
stomach and intestines, when given
in any form, or joined with the
greatest correctors.

Mercury has two effects : one as a
stimulus on the constitution and par-
ticular parts, the other as a specific

on a diseased action of the whole
body, or of parts. The latter action
can only be computed by the disease
disappearing.

In prescribing mercury for the
venereal disease, the first attention
should be to the quantity, and its

visible effects in a given time ; which,
when brought to a proper pitch, are
only to be kept up, and the decline
of the disease to be watched ; for by
this we judge of the invisible or
specific effects of the medicine, and
know what variation in the quantity
Uu2 '
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may be necessary. The visible effects

of mercury affect either the whole
constitution or some parts capable of
secretion. In the first, it produces
universal irritability, making it more
susceptible of all impressions. It

quickens the pulse, increases its

hardness, and occasions a kind of
temporary fever. In some constitu-

tions, it operates like a poison. In
some it produces a kind of hectic

fever ; but such effects commonly
diminish on the patient becoming ac-

customed to the medicine.

—

Hunter
,

p. 339, 340.

Mercury often produces pains like

those of rheumatism, and nodes of a
scrofulous nature. The quantity of
mercury to be thrown in for the cure
of any venereal complaint, must be
proportioned to the violence of the

disease. A small quantity used
quickly, will have equal effects to

those of a large one employed slowly

;

but if these effects are merely local,

that is, upon the glands of the mouth,
the constitution at large not being
equally stimulated, the effects upon
the diseased parts must be less, which
may be known by the local disease

not giving way in proportion to the

effects of mercury on some particular

part. If it be given in very small

quantities, and increased gradually,

so as to steal insensibly on the con-

stitution, a vast quantity at a time

may at length be thrown in, without

any visible effects at all.

—

Hunter,

p. 341.

The constitution, or parts, are

aiore susceptible of mercury at first

than afterwards.

Mercury occasionally attacks the

bowels, and causes violent purging,

even of blood. This effect is reme-
died by intermitting the use of the

medicine, and exhibiting opium. At
other times, it is suddenly determined

to the mouth, and produces inflam-

mation, ulceration, and an excessive

How of saliva. To obtain relief in

this circumstance, purgatives, nitre,

Milphur, ..uin-arabie, lime-water,

camphor, I irk, salphuret of potash,

blisters, <Sc< . have been advised. Mr.
Pearson, however, does not place

much confidence in the efficacy of
such means ; and the mercury being
discontinued for a time, he recom-
mends the patient to be freely ex-

posed to cold air, with the occasional

use of cathartics, mineral acids, Peru-
vian bark, and the assiduous appli-

cation of astringent gargles. The
most material objection (says Mr.
Pearson) which I foresee against the

method of treatment I have recom-
mended, is the hazard to which the

patient will be exposed of having the

saliva suddenly checked, and of suf-

fering some other disease in conse-

quence of it.

The hasty suppression of a ptyal-

ism may be followed by serious in-

conveniences, as violent pains, vo-

mitting, and general convulsions.

Cold liquids taken into the stomach,
or exposure of the body to the cold

air, must be guarded against during

a course of mercury. Should a sup-

pression of the ptyalism take place,

from any act of indiscretion, a quick

introduction of mercury should be

had recourse to, with the occasional

use of the warm bath.

Mercury, when it falls on the

mouth, sometimes produces inflam-

mation, which now and then termi-

nates in mortification. The ordinary

operation of mercury does not per-

manently injure the constitution

;

but, occasionally, the impairment is

very material ; mercury may even

produce local diseases, and retard

the cure of chancres, buboes, and

certain effects of the lues venerea,

after the poison has been destroyed.
—Hunter, p. 342.

Occasionally, mercury acts on the

system as a poison, quite unconnected

with its agency as a remedy, and nei-

ther proportionate to the inflamma-

tion of the mouth nor actual quantity

of the mineral absorbed. Mr. Pear-

son has termed this morbid state of

the system crethismus; it is cha-

racterized by great depression of

strength, a sense of anxiety about

the praccordia, irregular action of the

heart, frequent sighing, trembling, a

small, quick, and sometimes inter-

mitting pulse, occasional vomiting, i\
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pale contracted countenance, a sense

of coldness ; but the tongue is seldom

furred, and neither the natural or

vital functions are much disturbed.

When this effect of mercury takes

place, the use of mercury should be

discontinued, whatever may be the

stage, extent, or violence of the vene-

real disease. The patient should be

exposed to a dry and cool air, in such

a way as not to give fatigue ; in this

way, the patient will often recover in

ten or fouiteen days. In the early

stage, the erethismtis may often be

averted by leaving off the mercury,

and giving camphor mixture with

volatile alkali.

Occasionally, the use of mercury
brings on a peculiar eruption, which
has received the names of mer-
curial rash, eczema mercuriale, le-

pra mercurialis, mercurial disease,

and erythema mercuriale.

—

Pearson,

p. 154, &c.
In order that mercury should act

on the human body, it is necessary

that it should be oxyclized, or com-
bined with an acid. The mercury
contained in the unguentum hydrar-

gyri, is an oxyde. This, however,
is the most simple and least combined
form all its preparations, and hence,

(says Mr. S. Cooper), it not only

operates with more mildness on the

system, but with more specihe effect

on the disease. Various salts of mer-
cury operate more quickly, when
given internally, than mercurial fric-

tions ; but few practitioners of the

present day coniide in the internal

use of mercury alone
;

particularly

when the venereal virus has produced
effects in consequence of absorption.

Rubbing in mercurial ointment is the

mode of affecting the system with
mercury in the present day ; and as a
substitute for this mode of applying
mercury, Mr. Abernethy recommends
the mercurial fumigation, where the

patient has not strength to rub in the
ointment, and whose bowels will not
bear the internal exhibition of it.

The preparations of mercury now in

nse are,— 1. Nitrico-oxydum hydrar-
gyri.—2. Oxydum hydrargyri cine-

Teum.—3. Oxydum hydrargyri ru-

brum.—4. Oxy-murias hydrargyri.

—

5. Submurias hydrargyri.—6. Sul-

phuretum hydrargyri rubrum et ni-

grum.—7. Hydrargyrum cum creta.

—8. Hydrargyrum precipitatum al-

bum.—9. Hydrargyrum purificatum.

Mercury, dog's. See Mercurialis

perennis.

Mercury, English, See Chenopo-

dium bonus Henricus.

Mercury, French. See Mercurialis.

Meroba'lneum. (From ptpeg, a

part, and fiaXavaov, a bath). A
partial bath.

Meroce'le. (From finpog, the

thigh, and KrjXn, a tumour). A fe-

moral hernia. See Hernia.

Me'ron. (Mnpog). The thigh.

Me'rus. Applied to several things

in the same sense as genuine, or un-
adulterated, as merum vinum, neat

wine.

Mesar/e'um. (From fiecrog, the

middle, and apaui, the belly). The
mesentery.

Mesembrya'nthemum crysta'l-
linum. The juice of this plant, in a

dose of four spoonfuls every two
hours, it is asserted, lias removed an
obstinate spasmodic affection of the

neck of the bladder, which would not

yield to other remedies.

Mesenteric. Meseraic. Belong-
ing to the mesentery. See Mesentery.
Mf/senteric a'rteries. Arteria?

mesejitericrp. Two branches of the
aorta in the abdomen are so called.

The superior mesenteric, or second
branch, is distributed upon the me-
sentery, and gives off the superior or
right colic artery. The inferior me-
senteric is the fifth branch of the
aorta ; it sends off the internal hae-

morrhoidal.

Mesenteric glands. Glandulce
mesenteric*?. These are conglobate,
and are situated here and there in the
cellular membrane of the mesentery.
The chyle from the intestines passes
through these glands to the thoracic
duct.

Mesenteric ple'xus of nerves.
Nervorum ptevus mesentericus. The
superior, middle, and lower mesen-
teric plexi of nerves are formed by
the branches of the great intercostals.

Uu3
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Mesenteric veins. Vcnce mesen-

tericcE. These all run into ona trunk,
that evacuates its blood into the vena
portse. See Vena portce.

Mesenteri'tis. (From [itcevle-

piov, the mesentery). Inflammation
of the mesentery. A species of peri-
tonitis of Cullen.

Me'sentery. (Mesenterium ; from
jUftfoc, the middle, and eplepov, an
intestine) . A membrane in the ca-
vity of the abdomen attached to the
vertebrae of the loins, and to which
the intestines adhere ; formed of a
cluplicature of the peritoneum, and
containing adipose membrane, lac-

teals, lymphatics, lacteal glands, me-
senteric arteries, veins, and nerves.

%* The use of the mesentery is

to support the intestines in such a
manner that they possess both mobi-
lity and firmness ; to support and
conduct with safety the blood-vessels,
lacteals, and nerves; to fix the
glands, and to give an external coat
to the intestines. It consists of three
parts : one uniting the small intes-

tines, which receives the proper name
of mesentery ; another connecting
the colon, termed mesocolon; and a
third attached to the rectum, termed
mesorectum.
Mesera'ic. The same as mesen-

teric.

Mese'rion. Sec Daphne meze-
reum.

Mesi're. A disorder of the liver,

mentioned by Aviceuna, accompanied
with a sense of heaviness, tumour,
inflammation, pungent pain, and
blackness of the tongue.

Mesocolon. (From [itvog, the

middle, and Kwi\ov
9
the colon). That

portion of the mesentery to which
the colon is attached.

*** The mesentery and mesocolon
are the most important of all the

productions of the peritoneum. In

the pelvis, the peritoneum spreads

itself shortly before the rectum. But
where that intestine becomes loose,

and forms the semilunar curve, the

peritoneum there rises considerably

from the middle iliac vessels, and
region of the psoas muscle, double,

and with a figure adapted for receiv-

ing the hollow colon. But above, on
the left side, the colon is connected
with almost no intermediate loose
production to the peritoneum, spread
upon the psoas muscle, as high as

the spleen, where this part of the
peritoneum, which gave a coat to the
colon, being extended under the
spleen, receives and sustains that

viscus in a hollow superior recess.

Afterwards the peritoneum, from the
left kidney, from the interval between
the kidneys, from the large vessels,

and from the right kidney, emerges
forwards under the pancreas, and
forms a broad and sufficiently long
continuous production, called the

transverse mesocolon, which, like a
partition, divides the upper part of
the abdomen, containing the sto-

mach, liver, spleen, and pancreas,

from the lower part. The lower
plate of this transverse production is

continued singly from the right me-
socolon to the left, and serves as an
external coat to a pretty large portion

of the liver, and descending part of
the duodenum. But the upper plate,

less simple in the course, departs

from the lumbar peritoneum at the

kidney, and region of the vena cava,

farther to the right than the duode-
num, to which it gives an external

membrane, not quite to the valve of

the pylorus ; and beyond this intes-

tine and beyond the colon, it is

joined with the lower plate, so that

a large part of the duodenum lies

within the cavity of the mesocolon.

Afterwards, in the region of the liver,

the mesocolon is inflected, and de-

scending over the kidney of the same
side much shorter, it includes the

right of the colon, as far as the in-

tcstinum caecum, which rests upon
the iliac muscle and the appendix,

which, is provided with a peculiar

long curved mesentery. There the

mescolon terminates, almost at the

bifurcation of the aorta.

The mesocolon and mesentery
are hollow, so that air may be forced

in between their two laminae, in

such a manner as to expand them
into a bag. At the place where it

sustains the colon, and also from
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part of the intestinum rectum, the

mesocolon, continuous with the outer

membrane of the intestine, forms it-

self into small slender bags, resem-
bling the omentum, for the most
part in pairs, with their loose extre-

mities thicker and bifid, and capable

of admitting air blown in between
the plates of the mesocolon.
Mesocra'nium. (From /uecroc,

the middle, and xoaviov, the skull).

The crown of the head, or vertex.

Mesoga'strium. (From ^o-oc,
the middle, and ya<rr?o, the stomach)

.

The substance on the concave part of

the stomach, which attaches itself to

the adjacent parts.

Mesoglo'ssus. (From jjlegoq, the

middle, and -yXwdffa, the tongue).
A muscle inserted in the middle of
the tongue.

Mesome'ra. (From fxeaoq t
the

middle, and fir)poc, the thigh). The
parts between the thighs.

Mesompha'lium. (From /ucroc,

the middle, ando/t^aXoc, th« navel).

The middle of the navel.

Meso'phyrum. (From fiecrog,

the middle, and o(ppva y
the eye-

brows) . The part between the eye-
brows.

Mesopleu'rum. (From ^saoc,,

the middle, ttXevqov, a rib). The
space or muscles between the ribs.

Mesore'ctum. (From iiegoq, the

middle, and rectum, the straight

gut). The portion of peritoneum
which connects the rectum to the
pelvis.

Meso'thenar. (From/u(7oc, the

middle, and Qevap, the palm of the
hand). A muscle situated in the
middle of the palm of the hand.

Me'spilus. (On ev rw jieglj

ttAoc, because it has a cap or crown
in the middle of it).— 1. The name
of a genus of plants in the Limisean
system: Class, Icosandria ; Order,
Pentagynia.—2. The pharmacopoeial
name of the medlar. This fruit, and
also its seeds, have been used medi-
cinally. The tree which bears them
is the Mespihu germanica y of Lin-
naeus. The immature fruit is ser-

viceable in checking diarrhoeas ; and
the seeds were formerly esteemed in

allaying the pain attendant on ne-
phritic diseases.

Me'spilus germa'nica. The sys-

tematic name of the medlar-tree. See
Mespilus.

Meta'basis. (From fitragaivtj,

to digress). Metabole. Mutation of
remedy, practice, or disease ; or any
change from one thing to another,
either in the curative indications, or
the symptoms of a distemper.

Meta'bole. See Metabasis.

Metacarpal bones. The five

longitudinal bones that are situated

between the wrist and the fingers ;

they are distinguished into the meta-
carpal bone of the thumb, fore-fin-

ger, &c.
Metaca'rpus. (From ^£ra, after,

and ;tap7roc, the wrist). Metacar-
pal. That part of the hand which
is between the wrist and the fin-

gers.

Metacar'peus. A muscle of the
carpus. See Adductor metacarpi mi-
nimi digiti majius.

Metacera'sma. (From nsra, after,

and xepavvvpi, to mix). Cerasma.
A mixture tempered with some addi-
tional substance.

Metaciieiri'xis. (From fierax^i-
pi^io, to perform by the hand). Surg.
—Any manual operation.

Metachore'sis. (From ^eraXoj-
p£w, to digress). The translation of
a disease from one part to another.
See Metastasis.

Metacine'ma. From /xtTa, and
Hii'tio, to remove). Diseased pupil

of the eye, or distortion of it.

Metaco'ndylus. (From paruy
after, and xovdvXog, a knuckle).

The last joint of a finger, or that

which contains the nail.

Meta'llage. (From fieraWarloj,
to change). A change in the state

or treatment of a disease.

Metalli/rgy. (From psraWov,
a metal, and epyov, work, labour).

Mttullurgia. That part of chymistry
which concerns the operations of

metals.

Me'tals. The most numerous
class of undecompounded chymical
bodies, distinguished by the follow-

ing general characters :
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1. They possess a peculiar lustre,

which continues in the streak, and
in their smallest fragments.

2. They are fusible by heat ; and
in fusion retain their lustre and
opacity.

3. They are all, except selenium,
excellent conductors, both of elec-

tricity and caloric.

4. Many of them may be extended
under the hammer, and are called

malleable ; or under the rolling

press, and are called laminable ; or
drawn into wire, and are called duc-
tile. This capability of extension
depends, in some measure, on a te-

nacity peculiar to the metals, and
which exists in the different species

with very different degrees of force.

5. When their saline combinations
are electrized, the metals separate

at the resino- electric or negative

pole.

6. When exposed to the action of
oxygen, chlorine, or iodine, at an
elevated temperature, they generally

take fire, and, combining with one
or other of these three elementary
dissolvents in definite proportions,

are converted into earthy or saline-

looking bodies, devoid of metallic

lustre and ductility, called oxydes,

chlorides, or iodides.

7. They are capable of combining
in their melted state with each other,

in almost every proportion, consti-

tuting the important order of metal-

lic alloys ; in which the characteris-

tic lustre and tenacity are preserved.

8. From this brilliancy and opa-

city conjointly, they reflect the

greater part of the light which falls

on their surface, and hence form
excellent mirrors.

9. Most of them combine in defi-

nite proportions with sulphur and
phosphorus, forming bodies fre-

quently of a semi-metallic aspect
;

and others unite with hydrogen,
carbon, and boron, giving rise to

peculiar gaseous or solid compounds.
10. Many of the metals are capa-

ble of assuming, by particular ma-
nagement, crystalline forms ; which
are, for the most part, either cubes

or octohedrons.

By arranging metals according to

the degree in which they possess the

obvious qualities of unalterability,

by common agents, tenacity and
lustre, we also conciliate their most
important chymical relations, namely,

those to oxygen, chlorine, and io-

dine ; since their metallic pre-emi-

nence is, popularly speaking, in-

versely as their affinities for these dis-

solvents. In a strictly scientific view,

their habitudes with oxygen should

perhaps be less regarded in their

classification than with chlorine ; for

this element has the most energetic

attraction for the metals. But, on
the other hand, oxygen*, which forms
one-fifth of the atmospheric volume,
and eight-ninths of the aqueous mass,
operates to a much greater extent

among metallic bodies, and inces-

santly modifies their form, both in

nature and art. Now the order we
propose to follow, will indicate very

nearly their relations to oxygen. As
we progressively descend, the influ-

ence of that beautiful element pro-

gressively increases. Among the bo-

dies near the head, its powers are

subjugated by the metallic constitu-

tion ; but among those near the

bottom, it exercises an almost des-

potic sway, which Volta's magical

pile, directed by the genius of Davy,
can only suspend for a season. The
emancipated metal soon relapses

under the dominion of oxygen.
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The first 12 are malleable ; and so

are the 30th, 31st, and 32d, in their

congealed state.

The first 16 yield oxydes, which
are neutral salifiable bases.

The metals, 17, 18, 19, 20,21,
22, and 23, are acidifiable by com-
bination with oxygen. Of the oxydes

of the rest, up to the 30th, little is

known. The remaining metals form,

with oxygen, the alkaline and earthy

bases.

The order of their affinity for

oxygen, as far as it has been ascer-

tained, is stated in the table of elec-

tive attraction of oxygen and the

metals.

We shall now give an example of

the method of analyzing a metallic

alloy, of silver, copper, lead, bis-

muth, and tin.

Let it be dissolved, with the aid

of heat, in an excess of nitric acid,

sp. gr. 1.23. Evaporate the solu-

tion almost to dryness, and pour
water on the residuum. We shall

thus obtain a solution of the nitrates

of silver, copper, and lead, while

the oxydes of tin and bismuth will be

left at the bottom. By exposing the

latter mixture to the action of nitric

acid, the oxyde of bismuth will be
separated from that of tin. To de-

termine the proportions of the other

metals, we pour first into the hot
and pretty dilute solution, muriatic
acid, which will throw down the sil-

ver. After filtration, we add sul-

phate of soda, to separate the lead
;

and, finally, carbonate of potash, to

precipitate the zinc. The quantity
of each metal may now be deduced
from the weight of each precipitate,

according to its specific nature,
agreeably to the principles of com-
position given under the individual
metals.

Metamorpho'psia. (From fiera-

/Ltop0o>(Ttc, a change, and ot//ic, sight).

Visus dejiguratits . Disfigured vision.

A defect of vision, by which persons
perceive objects changed in their

figures. The species are, 1. Meta-
viorphopsia acuta, when objects ap-
pear much larger than their size.

2. Metamorphopsia diminuta, when

objects appear diminished in size,

arising from the same causes as the

tromer.—3. Metamorphopsia mutans,

when objects seem to be in motion :

to the vertiginous and intoxicated

persons, every thing seems to stag-

ger.—4. Metamorphopsia tortuosa sen

Jlexuosa, when objects appear tor-

tuous, or bending.—5. Metamorphop-
sia inversa, when all objects appear
inverted.— fi. Metamorphopsia imagi-
naria, is the vision of a thing not
present, as may be observed in the

delirious, and in maniacs.—7. Meta-
morphopsia from a remaining im-
pression : it happens to those who
very attentively examine objects,

particularly in a great light, for

some time after to perceive the im-
pression.

Metape'dium. (From pera, after,

and Trove,, the foot). The meta-
tarsus.

Meta'purenum. (From fiera, af-

ter, and typEvtc., the diaphragm).
That part of the back which is be-

hind the diaphragm.
Metaporopoie'sis. (From pira y

7To
v
ooc, a duct, and ttouu), to make).

A change in the pores of the body.
Metapto'sis. (From peTa7n7rr(jj,

to digress) . A change from one dis-

ease to another.

Metastasis. (From il.eQigtt)jii,

to change, to translate). The trans-

lation of a disease from one place to

another.

Metasy'ncrisis. (From fitra-

avykOlvoj, to transmute). Any change
of constitution.

Metatarsal bones. The five

longitudinal bones between the tar-

sus and the toes -, they are distin-

guished into the metatarsal bone
of the great toe, fore toe, &c.

Metata'rsus. (From psra, after,

and rapvog, the tarsus). That part

of the foot between the tarsus and
toes.

Mete'lla nux. See Strychnos
mix vomica.

Meteoric stones, or meteoro-
lites, are peculiar solid compounds'
of earthy and metallic matters,
of singular aspect and composi-
tion, which occasionally descend
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from the atmosphere, usually from
the bosom of a luminous meteor.

This phenomenon affords an instruc-

tive example of the triumph of hu-

man testimony over philosophical

scepticism.
*
#* The chronicles of almost

every age had recorded the fall of

ponderous stony or earthy masses
from the air, but the evidence had
been rejected by historians, forsooth,

because the phenomenon was not

within the range of their philosophy .

At length the sober and solid re-

searches of physical science put to

shame the incredulity of the meta-
physical school.
" While all Europe," says the

celebrated Vauquelin, " resounded

with the rumour of stones fallen

from the heavens ; and while philo-

sophers, distracted in opinion, were
framing hypotheses to explain their

origin, each according to his own
fancy, the Hon. Mr. Howard, an
able English chymist, was pursuing

in silence the only route which could

lead to a solution of the problem.

He collected specimens of stones

which had fallen at different times,

procured as much information as

possible respecting them, compared
the physical or exterior characters

of these bodies ; and even did more,
in subjecting them to chymical ana-

lysis, by means as ingenious as exact.
" It results from his researches,

that the stones which fell in Eng-
land, in Italy, in Germany, in the

East Indies, and in other places,

have all such a perfect resemblance,

that it is almost impossible to dis-

tinguish them from each other ; and
what renders the similitude more
perfect and more striking is, that

they are composed of the same prin-

ciples, and nearly in the same pro-

portions."

I have given this just and hand-

some tribute to English genius in

the form of a quotation from the

French chymist; by appropriating

the language to one's self, as has

been practised in a recent compila-

tion, the force of the compliment is

in a great measure clone away.

" I should have abstained," con-
tinues M. Vauquelin, U from any
public notice of an object, which has
been treated of in so able a manner
by the English chymist, if he him-
self had not induced me to do so,

during his residence in Paris ; had
not the stones which I analysed been
from another country ; and had not
the interest excited by the subject

rendered this repetition excusable.
" It is therefore to gratify Mr.

Howard ; to give, if possible, more
weight to his experiment ; and to

enable philosophers to place full

confidence in them, rather than to

offer any thing new, that I publish

this memoir." — Journal des Mines,
No. 76 ; and 7'illocKs Mag. vol. xv.

p. 346.

Various lists of the periods, places,

and appearances of these showers of
stony and earthy matters, have been
given from time to time in the scien-

tific journals. The latest and most
complete is that published in the first

vol. of the Ed. Phil.Joum. compiled
partly from a printed list by Chladni,

and partly from a manuscript one of
Mr. Allan, read some years ago at

the Royal Society of Edinburgh. It

appears that Domenico Troili, a Je-

suit, published at Modena, in 1766,
a work entitled, Delia Caduta di un
Sasso dall Aria, ragionamento, in

which the ingenious author proves,

in the clearest manner, both from
ancient and modern history, that

stones had repeatedly fallen from
the heavens. This curious disser-

tation (ragionamento) is in the pos-

session of Mr. Allan. The compiler

of the new list justly observes, that

nothing can shew more strikingly

the universality and obstinacy of that

scepticism which discredits every

thing that it cannot understand,

than the circumstance that his work
should have produced so little effect,

and that the numerous falls of me-
teoric stones should have so long

been ranked among the inventions of

ignorant credulity.

Meteori'smus. (From fiereupog,

a vapour).— 1. A flatulent dropsy.—
2. A tympanitic state of the abdo-
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men, taking place suddenly in acute

diseases.

Meteo'ros. (Mirewpog : from

ptla, and aeiput, to elevate). Ele-

vated, suspended, erect, sublime,

tumid. Galen expounds pains of this

sort, as being those which affect the

peritoneum, or other more superfi-

cial parts of the body : these are op-

posed to the more deep-seated ones.

Methe'glin. A drink prepared

from honey by fermentation.

Methemeri'nus. (From para,

and qpepa, a day). A quotidian

fever.

Metho'dica medici'na. Methodic
medicine. That practice which was
conductedby rules, such as are taught

by Galen and his followers, in opposi-

tion to the empirical practice.

Me'thodus. (From \iira, and
odog, a way.) The method, or ra-

tio, by which any operation or cure

is conducted : E. g. Methodus ope-

randi vel curaudi vel medendi.

Meto'pion. Meru>7riov. American
sumach, a species of Rhus. It is a

name of the bitter almond, also of
an oil, or an ointment, made by
Dioscorides, which was thus called

because it had galbanum in it, which !

was collected from a plant called

Metopium,
Meto'pium. Merumov. An oint-

ment made of galbanum.
Meto'pum. (From psra, after,

and o)\p, the eye) . The forehead.

Meto'sis. A kind of amaurosis,
from an excess of short-sightedness.

Me'tra. (From firjrrjp, a mother).
The womb.
Metre'nchyta. (From \ir\rpa,

the womb, and ty^irw, to pour into).

Injections into the womb.
Metre'nchytes. (From firjrpa,

the womb, and tyxV0) , to pour in)

.

A syringe to inject fluids into the
womb.
Metritis. (From firjrpa, the

womb). Inflammation of the uterus).

See Hysteritis,

Metroce'lis, -idis, f. (From fxtjrrjp,

a mother, and htjXiq, a blemish) . A
mole, or mark, impressed upon the
child by the mother's imagination.

Metro-ma'nia. A rage for re-

citing verses. In the Acta Societatis

Medicae Hafiensis, published 1779,
is an account of a tertian attended

with remarkable symptoms ; one of
which was the metro-mania, by which
the patient spoke verses extempore,
having never before had the least

taste for poetry ; when the fit was
off, the patient became stupid, and
remained so till the return of the

paroxysm, when the poetical pow-
ers returned again.

Metroptosis. (From fjtrjrpa, the

uterus, and irnfla), to fall down).
Prolapsus uteri. The descent of the
uterus through the vagina.

Metrorrhagia. (From pjjrpa,

the womb, and pijyvvpi, to break
out.) An excessive discharge from
the womb.

Me'u. See JEthusa.

Me'um atiiama'nticum. (From
peiujv, less ; so called, according to

Minshew, from its diminutive size).

Spignel. See JEthusa.

Mexic'anum. (From Mexico,
whence it is brought). A name of
the balsam of Peru.

Mexico seed. See Ricinus.

Mexico tea. See Chenopodium am-
brosioides.

Mezereon. See Daphne mezereum.
Meze'reum. (A word of some

barbarous dialect). Mezereon. See
Daphne mezereum. Also, Med. Obs.

and Inquiries, vol. iii. p. 194; —
Pearson on Lues Venerea, p. 55, 59.

Meze'reum aceta'tum. Very
thin slices of the bark of the fresh

mezereon root are to be steeped for

twenty-four hours in common vine-

gar. The late Dr. Morris usually

directed the application . of this re-

medy to issues, when a discharge
from them could not be encouraged
by the common means. It generally

answers this purpose very effectually

in the course of one night, the pea
being removed, and a small portion
of the bark applied over the opening.

Mias'ma, -atis, n. plur. mias-
mata, (fjuaapa, from fiiaivu), to in-

fect, &c). See Contagion,
*
# * Miasma is a Greek word, im-

porting pollution, corruption, or de-
filement generally ; and contagion, a

X x
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Latin word, importing the applica-

tion of such miasm, or corruption,

to the body, by the medium of touch.

There is hence, therefore, neither

parallelism nor antagonism, in their

respective significations : there is

nothing that necessarily connects
them, either disjunctively or con-
junctively. Both equally apply to

the animal and the vegetable worlds
—or to any source whatever of de-

filement and touch ; and either may
be predicated of the other ; for we
may speak correctly of the miasm of

contagion, or of contagion produced
by miasm. And hence it is, that the

latter term is equally applied by
Sauvages to both kinds of effluvia :

*
' Miasmata, turn sponte in sanguine

enata, turn extus ex aere, in Massam
Sanguineam delata." Nosolog. Meth.
cl. ii. Fehr. Theor. § 79).—See Con-
tagion.

i{ All specific miasmata may be
regarded as morbid ferments, ca-

pable of suspension in the atmos-
phere, but vaiying very considerably

in their degree of volatility from that

of the plague, which rarely quits the

person, except by immediate con-

tact, to that of the spasmodic cho-
lera of India, which works its way,
if it be really from a specific poison,

in the teeth of the most powerful

monsoons, despising equally all tem-
peratures of the atmosphere, and all

salubrities of district, and travelling

with the rapidity of the fleetest epi-

demy. They are of various kinds,

and appear to issue from various

sources, but we can only dicriminate

them by their specific effects. These
are most clearly exemplified in the

order of Exanthems : in which, for

some thousands of years, they have
proved themselves to be of a deter-

mined character in all parts of the

world, where they have been the

subject of observation, differing only

in circumstances that may be im-

puted to season, climate, and other

external causes, or to the peculiar

constitutions of the individuals af-

fected. Then the miasm of small-

pox has uniformly continued true to

the pox, and that of measles to !

measles ; and neither of them has in
a single instance run into the other
disease, or produced any other ma-
lady than its own. Can we say the
same of the supposed two distinct

miasms of marsh and human efflu-

via? Is it equally true that the
former has never produced any other
than intermittent fever, or the latter

any other than continued ? And, is

it also equally true, that each of
these maladies adheres as strictly to
its own character in every age, and
every part of the world, as small-
pox and measles ; and that they have
uniformly shown as strong an indis-

position to run into one another ?

Dr. Cullen's system is built upon
the affirmative of these questions.
For, in fact, it allows but two kinds
of fever, each as distinctly proceed-
ing from its own specific miasm as
any of the exanthems. But this is

supposing what is contradicted by
the occurrences of every day : which
compel us to confess, that while we
cannot draw a line of distinction be-
tween marsh and human effluvia from
their specific effects, we have no other
mode of distinguishing them.— See
Study of Medicine, by John Mason
Good, vol. ii. p. 6*5, edit. 2, 1825 ;

—

Influence of Tropical Climates, &c.
by J. Johnson, pp. 20, 21. edit. 3,
1822 ;

—

Report on the Epidemic Fe-
ver of Coimbatore, by Drs. Smith,
Anesly, and Christie;—Cullen s Prac-
tice of Physic ;

—

Klemens de Chiinie^

Art. Putrefaction de Substances Ani-
mal, torn. iv. &c.
Microco'smic be'zoar. Sec Cal-

culus.

Microleuconympii^e'a. (From
putpog % small, XsuKog, white, and
vvptyaia, the water-lily). The small

white water-lily.

Micronymph^e'a. (From pataoe,

small, and vvpcpaia, the water-lily).

The smaller water-lily.

M icro'rchis. (From pinpog, small,

and opxlc > a testicle). One whose
testicles arc unusually small.

Microsphyxia. (From fiixpoe,

small, and atyvZig, the pulse). - A
debility and smallness of the pulse.

Midriff'. See Diaphragma.
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Mi'gma. (From fiiyvv<o, to mix).

A confection, or ointment.

Migra'na. A corruption of hemi-

crania.

Milfoil, common. See Achillea mil-

lefolium.

Milia'ria. (From milium, millet

;

so called, because the small vesi-

cles upon the skin resemble millet-

seed). Miliary fever. A genus of

disease in the Class Pyrexia, and

Order Exanthemata, of Cullen.
*
#
* Violent symptoms, such as

coma, delirium, and convulsion fits,

now and then attend miliary fever,

in which case it is apt to prove fatal.

A numerous eruption indicates more
danger than a scanty one. The erup-

tion being steady, is to be considered

as more favourable than its frequent-

ly disappearing and coming out again,

and it is more favourable when the

places covered with the eruption ap-

pear swelled and stretched than when
they remain flaccid. According to

the severity of the symptoms, and
depression of spirits, is the danger
greater. See Sudamina.

Mili'olum. (Dim. of milium,
millet). A small tumour on the

eyelids, resembling in size a millet-

seed.

Milita'ris. (From miles, a sol-

dier; so called from its efficacy in

curing fresh wounds). See Achillea

JSlillefolium

.

Milit'aris he'rba. See Achillea

Millefolium.

IvIVlium. (From milium, a mil-
let seed). Grutum. A very white
and hard tubercle, in size and co-
lour resembling a millet-seed. Its

seat is immediately under the cuticle,

so that, when pressed, the contents
escape, appearing of an atheromatous
nature.

Mi'lium so'lis. See Lithosper-
mum.
Milk. Lac, ~tis, n. A fluid secreted

by peculiar glands, and designed [to

nourish animals in the early part of
their lives. It is of an opaque white
colour, a mild saccharine taste, and
a slightly aromatic smell. It is sepa-
rated immediatelv from the blood, in
the breasts or udders of female ani-

mals. Man, quadrupeds, and cetace-

ous animals, are the only creatures

which afford milk. All other animals

are destitute of the organs which
secrete this fluid. Milk differs greatly

in the several animals.

The general properties of animal
and human milk are :

—

Its spontaneous separation into

cream, cheese, and serum of milk

;

and that sooner in a warm situation

than in a cold one. In a greater

temperature than that of the air, it

acesccs and coagulates, but more
readily and quicker by the addition

of acid salts, or coagulating plants.

Lime-water coagulates milk imper-
fectly. It is not coagulated by pure
alkali; which indeed dissolves its

caseous part. Carbonated alkali

changes the caseous and cremora-
ceous parts of milk into a liquid

soap, which separates in the form of

white flakes ; after which, by boiling,

it is changed into a yellow, and then
into a brown colour. Distilled to

dryness, milk gives out an insipid

water, and leaves a whitish brown
extract, called the extract of milk;
which, dissolved in water, makes a

milk of less value. Milk fresh drawn,
and often and gradually agitated in

a warm place, goes into the vinous
fomentation, so that alcohol may
be drawn over by distillation, which
is called spirit of milk. It succeeds
quicker, if yeast be added to the
milk. Mares' milk, as containing

the greatest quantity of the sugar of
milk, is best calculated for vinous
fermentation.

Cream, the specific gravity of
which, according to the analvsis of
Berzelius, consists of butter 4.5,

cheese 3.5, whey 92. By the ana-
lysis of MM. Gay-Lussac and The-
nard, curd is composed of

Carbon 59.781
Oxygen 11.400
Hydrogen 7.429
Azote 21.381

100.000

Whey reddens vegetable blues,
from the presence of lactic acid.

Xx2
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Milk, according to Berzelius, con-
sists of

Water 928.75
Curd, with a little cream 28 .00

Sugar of milk 35.00
Muriate of potash 1 .70

Phosphate of potash .... 0.25

Lactic acid, acetate of "1

potash, with a trace > 6.00

of lactate of iron ..J
Earthy phosphates 0.36

1000.00

Since both cream and water affect

the specific gravity of milk alike, it

is not possible to infer the quality of
milk from the indications merely of
a specific gravity instrument. A gra-
duated glass tube must be first used
as a lactometer, in which is noted
the thickness of the stratum of cream
afforded, after a proper interval,

from a determinate column of new
milk. A hydrometric instrument is

then applied to the skimmed milk,

from which is learnt the relative pro-
portions of curd and whey. Then
the combination of the two instru-

ments furnishes a tolerably e'xact lac-

tometer.

The principles of milk , or its inte-

gral parts, are:

1. The Aroma, or odorous volatile

principle, which flies off from fresh-

drawn milk in the form of visible

vapour.
2. Water, which constitutes the

greatest part of milk. From one
pound, eleven ounces of water may
be extracted by distillation. This
water, with the sugar of milk, forms
the serum of the milk.

3. Bland oil, which, from its light-

ness, swims on the surface of milk

after standing, and forms the cream

of milk.

4. Cheese, separated by coagulat-

ing milk, falls to the bottom of the

\ ssel, and is the animal gluten.

5. Sugar, obtained from the serum
of milk by evaporation. It unites the

caseous and butyraceous part with

the water of the milk.

(]. Some neutral salts, as the muri-

ate of potash and muriate of lime,

which are accidental, not being found
at all times, nor in every milk. These
principles of milk differ widely in res-
pect to quantity and quality, accord-
ing to the diversity of the animals.
The aroma of the milk is so dif-

ferent with regard to odour, that per-
sons accustomed to the smell, and
those whose olfactory nerves are
very acute, can easily distinguish
from what animal it has been ob-
tained. The same may be said of
the serum of the milk, which is pro-
perly the seat of the aroma. The
serum of milk is thicker and more
copious in the milk of the sheep and
goat, than in that of the ass, mare, or
human milk. The butter of goats'
and cows' milk is easily separated,

and will not again unite itself with
the buttter-milk. Sheep's butter is

soft, and not of the consistence of
that obtained from the cow and goat.

Asses', mares', and human butter,

can only be separated in the form of
cream ; which cream, by the assist-

ance of heat, is with ease again united

to the milk from which it is separated.

The cheese of cows' and goats' milk
is solid and elastic, that from asses

and mares soft, and that from sheep's

milk almost as soft as gluten. It is

never separated spontaneously from
the milk of a woman, but only by
art, and is wholly fluid. The serum
abounds most in human, asses', and
mares' milk. The milk of the cow
and goat contain less, and that of the

sheep least of all. The sugar of

milk is in the greatest quantity in

the marcs and asses, and somewhat
less in the human milk.

Milk, asses'. The milk of asses

has a very strong resemblance to

human milk in colour, smell, and
consistence. When left at rest for

a sufficient time, a cream forms upon
its surface, but by no means in such

abundance as on women's milk.

Asses' milk differ from cows' milk,

in its cream being less abundant and

more insipid ; in its containing less

curd ; and in its possessing a greater

proportion of sugar.

Milk, cows'. The milk of wo-
men, mares, and asses, nearly agree
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in their qualities ; that cf cows,

goats, and sheep, possess properties

rather different. Of these, cows'

milk approaches nearest to that

yielded by the female breast, but

differs very much in respect to the

aroma ; it contains a larger propor-

tion of cream and cheese, and less

serum than human milk ; also less

sugar than mares* and asses* milk.

The milk of cows forms a very es-

sential part of human sustenance,

being adapted to every state and age

of the body ; but particularly to in-

fants, after being weaned.
Milk, ewes'. This resembles

almost precisely that of the cow

;

its cream, however, is more abun-
dant, and yields a butter not so con-

sistent as cows' milk butter. It makes
excellent cheese.

Milk, goats'. It resembles cows',

except in its greater consistence

;

and, like that milk, it throws up abun-
dance of cream, from which butter

may be easily obtained.

Milk, human. The white, sweet-

ish fluid, secreted by the glandular

fabric of the breasts of women. The
secretory organ is constituted by the

great conglomerate glands situated

in the fat of both breasts above the

musculus pectoralis major. From
each acinus composing a mammary
gland, there arises a radicle of a lac-

tiferous or galactiferous duct. All

these canals gradually converging,
are terminated without anastomosis,
in the papillae of the breasts, by many
orifices, which, upon pressure, pour
forth milk. The smell of fresh-

drawn milk is peculiar, animal, fa-

tuous, and not disagreeable. Its

taste sweetish, soft, bland, agreeable.
The specific gravity is greater than
that of water, but it is lighter than
blood ; hence it swims on it. Its

colour is white and opaque. In con-
sistence it is oily and aqueous. A
drop put on the nail flows slowly
down, if the milk be good.

Time of secretion.—The milk most
frequently begins to be secreted in

the last months of pregnancy ; but
on the third day aft^r delivery, a se-

rous milk, called colostrum, is se-

parated ; and at length pure milk is se-

creted very copiously into the breasts,

that from its abundance often sponta-

neously drops from the nipples.

If the secretion of milk be daily

promoted by suckling an infant, it

often continues many years, unless

a fresh pregnancy supervene. The
quantity usually secreted within

twenty-four hours, by nurses, is va-

rious, according as the nourishment
may be more or less chylous. It ap-

pears that not more than two pounds
of milk are obtained from five or six

pounds of meat. But there have been
known nurses who have given from
their breasts two, or even more than
three pounds, in addition to that

which their child has sucked. That
the origin of the milk is derived from
chyle carried with the blood of the
mammary arteries into the glandular
fabric of the breasts, is evident from
its more copious secretion a little

after meals ; its diminished secretion

from fasting ; from the smell and taste

of food or medicines in the secreted

milk ; and, lastly, from its occasional

spontaneous acescence ; for humours
perfectly animal become putrid.

The milk of women differs :

1. In respect to food. The milk
of a woman who suckles, living upon
vegeto-animal food, never acesces

nor coagulates spontaneously, al-

though exposed for many weeks to the
heat of a furnace. But it evaporates
gradually in an open vessel, and the
last drop continues thin, sweet, and
bland. The reason appears to be,
that the caseous and crcmoraceous
parts cohere together by means of
the sugar, more intimately than in

the milk of animals, and do not so

easily separate ; hence its acescence
is prevented. It does acesce, if mixed
or boiled with vinegar, juice of
lemons, supertartrate of potash, di-

lute sulphuric acid, or with the hu-
man stomach. It is coagulated by
the acid of salt, or nitre, and by an
acid gastric juice of the infant ; for

infants often vomit up the coagu-
lated milk of the nurse. The milk
of a sucking woman, who lives upon
vegetable food onlv, like cows' milk.

X x3
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easily and of its own accord acesces,

and is acted upon by all coagulating

substances like the milk of animals.

2. With regard to the time of di-

gestion. During the first hours of
digestion the chyle is crude, and the

milk less subacted ; but towards the

twelfth hour after eating, the chyle

is changed into blood, and then the

milk becomes yellowish and nauseous,

and is spit out by the infant. Hence
the best time for giving suck is about
the fourth or fifth hour after meals.

3. With regard to the time after

delivery. The miJk secreted imme-
diately after delivery is serous,

purges the bowels of the infant, and
is called colostrum. But in the fol-

lowing days it becomes thicker and
more pure, and the longer a nurse

suckles, the thicker the milk is se-

creted ; thus new-born infants can-

not retain the milk of a nurse who
has given suck for a twelve-month,
on account of its spissitude.

4. With regard to food and medi-

cines. Thus, if a nurse eat garlic,

the milk becomes highly impregnated

with its odour, and is disagreeable.

If she indulge too freely in the use

of wine or beer, the infant becomes
ill. From giving a purging medi-

cine to a nurse, the child also is

purged ; and lastly, children affected

with tormina of the bowels, arising

from acids, are often cured by giving

the nurse animal food.

5. With regard to the affections of
the mind. There are frequent ex-

amples of infants being seized with

convulsions from sucking mothers
irritated by anger. An infant of one

year old, while he sucked milk from

his enraged mother, on a sudden was
seized with a fatal hemorrhage, and

died. Infants at the breast in a short

time pine away, if the nurse be

afflicted with grievous care and

there are also infants who, after every

coition of the mother, or even if she

menstruate, are taken ill.

The use of the mother*9 milk is,

1. It affords the natural aliment to

the new-born infant, as milk differs

little from chyle. Those children

arc the strongest who are nourished

the longest by the mother's milk.
2. The colostrum should not be re-
jected ; for it relaxes the bowels,
which, in new-born infants, ought to
be open, to clear them of the meco-
nium. 3. Lactation defends the mo-
ther from a dangerous reflux of the
milk into the blood, whence lacteal

metastasis, and fluor albus are so
frequent in child-bed women, who
do not give suck. The motion of
the milk also being quickened through
the breast by the sucking of the child,

prevents the very common induration
of the breast, which arises in conse-
quence of the milk being stagnated.

4. Men may live upon milk, unless

they have been accustomed to the
drinking of wine. For all nations,

the Japanese alone excepted, use
milk, and many live upon it alone.

Milk, mares*. This is thinner than
that of the cow, but scarcelv so thin

as human milk. Its cream cannot
be converted into butter by agita-

tion. The whey contains sugar.

Milk blotches. Crusta lactea. An
eruption of white vesicles, which as-

sume a dark colour, resembling the

blackening of the small-pox, and are

succeeded by scabs producing an
ichorous discharge, attended with

considerable itching. It generally

appears on the forehead and scalp,

extending half over the face, and
at times even farther. The period

of its attack is the time of teething.

Milk-fever. See Puerperalfever.
Milk-teeth. See Teeth.

Milk-thistle. The leaves of this

plant, when young, surpass, when
boiled, the finest cabbage, and pos-

sess diuretic qualities. See also

Carduus marianus.

Milk-vetch. See Astragalus.

Milk-wort. See Polygala.

JSIilk-wort, rattle-snahe root. See

Pohjgala senega.

Millefolium. (From mille, a

thousand find folium, a leaf; named
from its numerous leaves). Common
yarrow, or milfoil. See Achillea.

Millemo'rbia. (From mille, a

thousand, and morbus, a disease, so

called, from its use in many dis-

eases) . Sec Scrojmularia nodosa.
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Mille'pem. See Oniscus.

Mille'pedes. (From mille, a

thousand, and pes, a foot; named
from their numerous feet). See

Oniscfcs asellus.

Millet seed. See Panicum milia-

ceum.

Millet seed, Indian. See Panicum
Italicum.

Mi'llium. (From mille, a thou-

sand; so called, from the multitude

of its seed). Milium. The millet.

Mill-mountain. See Linam cathar-

ticum.

Milpho'sis. (Ni\(pu)(jir). A bald-

ness of the eyebrows.
Milt of the carp. According to

Fourcroy and Vauquelin, the milt of
the carp contains albumen, gelatin,

phosphorus, phosphate of lime, phos-

phate of magnesia, and muriate of

ammonia.
Mi'ltos. (MtXroc;). Minium, or

red-lead.

Miltwaste. See Ceterach.

Milzade'lla. (From milza, the

spleen (Span.) ; so called, from its

supposed virtues in diseases of the

spleen). The herb archangel.

Mimo'sa. (From ?nimus, an actor

or imitator, meaning a sort of imi-

tative plant, the motions of which
mimic the sensibility of animal life).

The name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pofygamid;
Order, Moncecia. The sensitive plant.

Mimo'sa ca'techu. The former
name of the tree which affords the

terra japonica. See Acacia catechu.

Mimo'sa nilo'tica. Supposed to

be the tree which afforded the gum-
arabic, but this is now considered to

be the acacia vera; which see.

Mimo'sa Se'nbgal. The systema-
tic name of the tree from which the

gum Senegal exudes. The gum is

brought from the country through
which the river Senegal runs, in

loose or single drops, much larger

than gum-arabic. It is similar in

virtue and quality to the gum-arabic,
and the gum which exudes in this

climate from the cherry-tree.

Mindererus spirit. See Ammonia?
acetatis liquor.

Minera'lia. See Minerals.

Mjnera'logy. That department
of natural history which teaches us
to describe, recognize and classify,

the different genera and species of
the objects of inorganic nature. As
the greater part of these are solids,

extracted from the earth by mining,
they are called minerals. The term
fossil is now commonly restricted to

such forms of organic bodies, as
have been penetrated with earthy or
metallic matters.

*** Werner first taught mineralo-
gists to consider the productions of
inorganic nature in a state of mutual
connection, resulting from mineralo-
gical similarity. Thus, heavy spar
is more plainly similar to calcareous
spar than felspar is ; felspar than
garnet ;

garnet than iron glance
;

iron glance than native gold, &c.
A collect'o i of species connected by
the highest, and at the same time
equal degrees of natural history and
similarity, is named a genus. The
same occurs in zoology and botany.
Thus the wolf, dog, fox, the lion,

tiger, cat, unite intl genera. Indivi-

duals whose forms belong to two
different systems of crystallizations,

cannot be united in the same species.

Radiated hepatic, and cristated iron

pyrites, therefore, constitute a dis-

tinct species. Yet this species is so
similar to that of common iron py-
rites (tessular) , that they are united

1 one genus.

An order comprehends several ana-
logous genera, and a class analogous
orders.

The specific character consists

particularly of three characters : viz.

the crystalline forms (including cleav-

age), the degrees of hardness, and
the specific gravity. The crystalline

forms may be reduced in all cases to

one of four systems of crystalliza-
tion : the rhombohedral ; the pyra«i

midal, derived from a four-sided iso-

celes pyramid; the prismatic
9 derived

from a scalene four- sided pyramid
;

and lastlv, the tessular, or that which
is derh ed from the hexahedron.
When we wish to determine the

species to which any mineral belongs,
by means of a tabular view, we must
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first ascertain either its primitive

form, or cleavage, and afterwards

the hardness and specific gravity.

The degrees of hardness are ex-

pressed by Mohs, in the following

manner :

1 . Expresses the hardness of talc.

2.
:

gypsum.
3. calcare-

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10..

ous spar.

fluorspar.

- apatite.

• felspar.

quartz,

-topaz.
- corun-

dum.
diamond,
&c. Slc.

See Professor Mohs* (of Freyberg)

,

JVork, lately published, replete, with

profoundgeneral Views onMineralogy

;

also, An Account of his New Sy&tcm of
Crystallography , by one of his Pupils,

in vol. iii. Edinb. Philosoph. Journ.

Mineral Pitch. See Bitumen.

Minerali'zer (Fr.) To mineralize.

Metallic substances are said to be
mineralized, when deprived of their

usual properties by combination with

some other substances.

Mineral poisons. See Poisons.

Mineral waters. Aqua? minerales.

Waters holding minerals in solution,
*
#
* The mineral waters most es-

teemed, and, consequently the most
resorted to for the cure of diseases,

are those of,

1. Aix. 13. Malvern.
2. Barege. 14. Matlock.

3. Bath. 15. Moffat.

4. Bristol. 16. Pyrmont.
5. Buxton. 17. Scarborough.

6. Dorset. 18. Spa.

7. Cheltenham. 19. Sedlitz.

8. Carlsbad. 20. Sea-water.

9. Epsom. 21. Seltzer.

10. Harrowgate. 22. Tunbridge.

1 1

.

Hartfell. 23. Vichy, <Sc others

12. Holywell. of less note.

For the properties and virtues of
these consult their respective heads.

Also, the Naturaland Medical Dietcti-

con, &c. for a collected History of all

Mineral JTatcrs Natural and Arti-

ial.

Fourcroy divides all mineral and
medicinal waters into the following
nine orders :

1. Cold acidulous waters.

2. Kot or thermal acidulous waters,
3. Sulphuric saline waters.

4. Muriatic saline waters.

5. Simple sulphureous waters.

6. Sulphurated gazeous waters.

7. Simple ferruginous waters.

8. Ferruginous and acidulous waters.

9. Sulphuric ferruginous waters.

Dr. Saunders arranges them into

the following classes :

1. Simple cold.

2. thermal.

3. saline.

4. Highly carbonated alkaline.

5. Simple carbonated chalybeate.

6. Kot carbonated chalybeate.

7. Highly carbonated chalybeate.

8. Saline carbonated chalybeate.

9. Hot saline highly carbonated
chalybeate.

10. Vitriolated chalybeate.

11. Cold, sulphureous.

12. Kot, alkaline, sulphureous.

In order to present at one view, the

mo.it striking features in the compo-
sition of the mineral waters of this

and some other countries, the follow-

ing Synoptical Table is annexed, from
Dr. Saunders' work on mineral wa-
ters ; in which, it will be observed,

that under the head of Neutral Purg-
ing Salts, are included the sulphates

of soda and magnesia, and the muri-
ates of lime, soda, and magnesia. The
power which the earthy muriates may-

possess of acting on the intestinal

canal, is not quite ascertained; but,

from their great solubility, and their

analogy with salts, with similar com-
ponent parts, it may be concluded that

this forms a principal part of their

operation. Also, that where the spaces

are loft blank, it signifies that we arc

ignorant whether any of thesubstance

at the head of the column is con-

tained in the water ; that the word
none, implies a certainty of the ab-

sence of that substance ; and the term

uncertain, means that the substance

is contained, though the quantity is

not known.
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Dr. Henry gives the following con-
cise and accurate account for the

analysis of mineral waters :

Water is never presented by na-

ture in a state of complete purity.

Even when collected as it descends
in the form of rain, chvmical tests

detect in it foreign ingredients ; and
when it has been absorbed by the

earth, has traversed its different

strata, and is returned to us by
springs, it is found to have acquired

various impregnations. The readiest

method of judging of the contents

of natural waters, is by applying

what are termed tests, or re-agents

;

2. e. substances which, on being

added to a wTater, exhibit by the

phenomena they produce, the nature
of the saline and other ingredients.

For example, if, on adding an infu-

sion of litmus to any water, its co-

lour is changed to red, we infer that

the water contains an uncombined
acid : if this change ensue even after

the water has been boiled, we judge
that the acid is a fixed, and not a

volatile one ; and if, on adding the

muriate of barytes, a precipitate falls

down, we safelv conclude that the

peculiar acid present in the water is

either entirely or in part the sulphu-
ric acid. Dr. Henry first enume-
rates the tests generally employed
in examining mineral waters, and de-
scribes their application, and after-

wards indicates by what particular

tests the substances generally found
in waters may be detected.—See
Epitome of C/n/m. &c.

Minerals. Mintralia. (From mi-
na, a mine of metal). All sub-

stances, which do not possess orga-

nization, or are not produced by an
organized body, belong to the class

called Minerals. Among this varied

class of materials, which require the

attention of the chvmist and manu-
facturer, many are compounded of

such principles, and formed under
such circumstances and situations

in the earth, that it ia difficult to

distinguish them without having re-

course to the test of experiment
;

several are formed with considerable

darity as to the proportion of

their principles, their fracture, their

colour, specific gravity, and figure

of crystallization.

*^* Mineral bodies which enter

into the composition of the globe,

are classed by mineralogists under
four heads :— 1. Earths.—2. Salts.

—3. Inflammable fossils—And 4. Me-
tals and their ores. Under the term
earths, are arranged stones and
earths, which have no taste, and do
not burn when heated with contact

of air, &c.
Mineral salts. See Salts.

Mi'nimum. A minim. The sixtieth

part of a fluid drachm. The subdi-

vision of the wine pint into the six-

tieth part of the fluid drachm, is

termed minim ; and glass measures
expressive of such subdivision, have
been adopted by the college.

Mi'nium. Red oxyde of lead. See
Lead.
Mi'nium Grsco'rum. Native cin-

nabar.

Mint, common. See Mentha vi-

ridis.

Mint, pepper. See Mentha pipe-

rita.

Mint, water. See Mentha aquatica.

Miscarriage. See Abortion.

Misere're me'i. (Have mercy
upon me ! so called from its unhappy
torments). The iliac passion.

Mislaw. See Musa paradisiaca.

Misociiy'micus. Thus some were
called who professed themselves ene-

mies to the chymists, and their en-

thusiastic conceits.

MisiYckle. A white, brilliant,

granulated iron ore, composed of

iron in combination with arsenic.

Misletoe. See Plscum.

Mistu'ra. A mixture. A fluid

composed of two or more ingredi-

ents. It is mostly contracted in

prescriptions, thus : Mist, e. g.

Ft. M. which means, let a mixture

be made.
Mistu'ra ammom'aci. Lac ammo-

mad. Mixture of ammoniacum.
Mistu'ra amvgdala'rlm. Lac

amygdala. Almond mixture, or

emulsion.

Mistu'ra asafol'tid^. Lac asa*

ftctida\ Mixture of asafcetida.
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Mistu'ra ca'mfhore. Camphor
mixture. A very elegant prepara-

tion of camphor, for delicate sto-

machs, and those who cannot bear

it in substance, as an antispasmodic

and nervine. There is a great loss

of camphor in making it, as directed

by the pharmacopoeia. Water can

only take up a certain quantity. For
its virtues, see Laurus camphora.

Mistu'ra co'rnu u'sti. Decoctam
album. Decoction of hartshorn. This
is a much weaker absorbent than the

mistura cretse, but is much more
agreeable to most people. It forms
an excellent drink in fevers attended

with diarrhoea, and acidities of the

primae via?.

Mistu'ra cre'tie. Chalk mixture.

A very useful and pleasant form of

administering chalk as an astrin-

gent and antacid. It is particularly

calculated for children, in whom it

allays the many deranged actions of
the primae viae, which are produced
by acidities. Dose, one ounce to

three, frequently. See Creta, and
Carbonas calcis.

Mistu'ra fe'rri compo'sita. This
preparation is the celebrated mixture
of Dr. Griffiths. A chymical decom-
position is effected in forming this

mixture, a subcarbonate of iron is

formed, and a sulphate of potash.

Mistu'ra guai'aci. For its vir-

tues, see Guaiacum.
Mistu'ra mo'schi. An excellent

diaphoretic and antispasmodic. It is

by far the best way of administering

musk, when bolusses cannot be
swallowed. Dose 5J to ^iij, fre-

quently.

Mithridate mustard. See Thlaspi

campestre.

Mithrida'tium. An electuary

called Mithridate; from Mithridates,

king of Pontus and Bithynia, who,
experiencing the virtues of the sim-
ples separately, afterwards com-
bined them ; but then this composi-
tion consisted of but few ingredi-

ents, viz. twenty leaves of rue, two
walnuts, two figs, and a little salt i

of this he took a dose every morn-
ing, to guard himself against the

effects of poison, &c.

Mitral valves. Valvula mitrales.

The valves of the left ventricle of
the heart are so called, from their

resemblance to a mitre.

Mi'va. An ancient term for the

form of a medicine, not unlike a
thick syrup, now called marmalade.

Mi'xture. Mistura. A chymical
mixture should be distinguished from
chymical solution ; in the former,

the aggregate particles can again be
separated by mechanical means, and
the proportion of the different parti-

cles determined ; but, in solution,

no mechanical power whatsoever can
separate them. See Mistura.

Mo'chlia. (From juoyXoc, a le-

ver) . A reduction of the bones from
an unnatural to a natural situation.

Mo'chlica. (From ^ovXew, to

move). Violent purges.

Modiolus. (Dim. of modus > a
measure). The nucleus, as it were,
of the cochlea of the ear is so termed.
It ascends from the basis of the coch-
lea to the apex.

Mofctte. See Nitrogeyi.

Moffat water. A cold sulphure-

ous water, of a very simple compo-
sition.—Moffat, a village in Dum-
fries-shire, situated about fifty-six

miles south-west of Edinburgh, af-

fords this mineral water. When first

drawn, it appears rather milky and
bluish ; the smell is exactly similar

to that of Harrowgate ; the taste is

sulphureous and saline, without any
thing bitter. It sparkles somewhat
on being poured from one glass to

another.
*
#* According to the analysis of

Dr. Garnett, a wine gallon of Moffat-
water contains thirty-six grains of
muriate of soda, five cubic inches of
carbonic acid gas, four of azotic gas,

and ten of sulphuretted hydrogen,
making altogether nineteen cubic

inches of gas. Moffat-water is, there-

fore, very simple in its composition,
and hence it produces effects some-
what similar to those of Harrow-
gate. It is perhaps on this account
also, that it so soon loses the hepa-
tic gas, on which depends the great-

est part of its medicinal power. The
only sensible effect of this water is
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that of increasing the flow of urine
;

when it purges, it appears rather to

take place from the excessive dose

than from its mineral ingredients.

This water appears to be useful

chiefly in cutaneous eruptions, and
as an external application at an in-

Creased temperature, scrofula, in its

early stage, appears to be alleviated

by it ; it is also used as an external

application to irritable ulcers, and is

recommended in dyspepsia, and where
there is inaction of the alimentary

canal.

Mogilalia. (From /xoytc, diffi-

culty, and \a\eio, to speak). A dif-

ficulty of speech.

Mo'la. (Heb.)-l. The patella;

so named because it is shaped like

a mill-stone.—2. A mole, or shape-

less mass of flesh, in utero. See
Mole,
Molar glands. Glandula? molares.

Two salivary glands situated on each

side of the mouth, between the mas-
seter and buccinator muscles, the

excretory ducts of which open near
the last molar tooth.

Mola'ris. (From molaris, a grind-

stone ; because they grind the food)

.

A double tooth. See Teeth.

Molasses. See Saccharum,
Molda'vica. See Dracocephalum.
Mole. Mola. By this term au

thors have intended to describe dif-

ferent productions of, or excretions

from the womb.
*
#* By some, a mole has been used

to signify every kind of fleshy sub-

stance, particularly those which are

properly called polypi; by others,

those only which are the consequence

of imperfect conception, or when the

ovum is in a morbid or decayed
state ; and by many, which is the

most popular opinion, every coagu-
lum of blood which continues long

enough in the uterus to assume
somewhat of an organized form, and
to have only the fibrous part, as it

has been called, remaining, is deno-

minated a mole.—Dr. Denman cen-

sures the impropriety of including,

under one general name, appear-

ances so contrary and substances so

different.

For an account of the first kind,
see Polypus.

Of the second kind, which has
been defined as an ovum deforme, as
it is the consequence of conception,
it might more justly be arranged
under the class of monsters ; for

though it has the appearance of a
shapeless mass of flesh, if examined
carefully with a knife, various parts
of a child may be discovered, lying

together in apparent confusion, but
in actual regularity. The pedicle

also by which it is connected to the
uterus, is not of a fleshy texture,

like that of the polypus, but has a
regular series of vessels like the um-
bilical cord ; and there is likewise a
placenta and membranes containing

water. The symptoms attending the

formation, growth, and expulsion of

this apparently confused mass from
the uterus, correspond with those of
a well formed child.

With respect to the third kind of

mole, an incision into its substance

w ill discover its true nature ; for, al-

though the external surface appears

at the first view to be organized flesh

,

the internal part is composed merely
of coagulated blood. As substances

of this kind, which mostly occur after

delivery, would always be expelled by
the action of the uterus, there seems
to be no reason for a particular in-

quiry, if popular opinion had not

annexed the idea of mischief to them,
and attributed their formation or con-

tinuance in the uterus to the negli-

gence or misconduct of the practi-

tioner. Hence the persuasion arose

of the necessity of extracting all the

coagula of blood out of the uterus,

immediately after the expulsion of

the placenta, or of giving medicines

to force them away ; but abundant ex-

perience hath proved, that the reten-

tion of such coagula is not, under any
circumstances, productive of danger,

and that they are most safely expelled

by the action of the uterus, though
at very different periods after their

formation.

—

SeeDenman's Midwifery.
Mo'lle. Indian mastich.

Molle'scence of the brain. See

Mollifies cerebri.
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Molli'ties cere'bri. Mollescence

of the brain ; in French, Ramollisse-

vte?it cerebri.

=%* Extraordinarychangesarenot

unfrequently produced in the struc-

ture and tenacity of the brain, by va-

rious causes of excitement, which

consist in a more or less extensive

demolition of its substance, so that it

is sometimes found to be pulpy or

pasty, and at others, when the dis-

organization has proceeded further, to

be as liquescent and diffluent as soap.

Morqragni has collected various ex-

amples of these and other modes of

disintegration ; Dr. Baillie (Morbid

Anat. Fascic. X. pi. iii. p. 213; pi.

viii. p. 227, 228), has occasionally

adverted to them ; and Dr. Aber-
combie (Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journ.

vol. xiv. p. 265. Obs. on Chronic In-

flammation of the Brain) , has brought

them into a still more prominent
notice, by an ingenious pathological

explanation of their cause. But
in France the subject has been pur-

sued with peculiar activity, and has

excited an interest of no ordinary

standard. To this change M. Rou-
choux has given the name of Ra-
mollissement de Cerveau, or Molli-

fies cerebri (Recherches sur VApo-
plexie, 8vo. 1814); and its nature

and varieties have since been fol-

lowed up, and systematically ar-

ranged with considerable nicety and
precision, by M. Rostan, (Recher-

ches sur une Maladie encore peu con-

nue qui a rec-us le nam de Ramollisse-

ment de Qerveau, 8vo. 1820), and M.
Lallemand (Recherches Anatomico-
Pathologiques sur VEncephale et ses

Dependances, 1821), who have re-

garded it as an idiopathic affection,

and attempted a development of
its entire pathology and mode of
treatment. Its actual cause is often

doubtful ; and still more doubtful is

it, whether it even exists as a primary
disease. That inflammation conse-
quent on congestion or rupture of the

blood-vessels of the brain, is a fre-

quent cause, is clear, because the

minute and colourless arteries of the

part affected are often found striated

or unfiltrated, as the French call it,

with red blood, and a clot of effused

blood is traced in the centre. The
inflammatory process hereby pro-
duced is sometimes violent, and
passes rapidly into the suppurative

stage, accompanied with severe lan-

cinating pains, and a feeling of con-
striction round the head, and even
delirium ; and hence this condition

is not an unfrequent result of cepha-
lity. The soft, pulpy disorganization

of the brain in this case, is often

intermixed with masses of pus, while
the general hue of the diseased

part is brown or reddish, from a
diffusion of the red particles of the

blood that have been let loose ; and
as the extravasated blood becomes
more or less decomposed and inter-

mixed with the white or grey matter
of the brain, and with effused serum,
the colour is found to vary consider-

ably through all the diversities of
white, grey, yellow, rosy, amaran-
thine, deep red, brown chocolate and
greenish. The grey substance of the
brain, however, as less tenacious,

is found more generally diffluent, and
more completely decomposed than
the white.—See Good's Study of Me-
dicine , vol. iv. p. 632.

Molli'ties o'ssium. (Mollifies,

from mollis, soft). A morbid soft-

ness of the bones, wherein they can
be bent without fracturing them, in

consequence either of the excessive

absorption of the phosphate of lime,

from which their natural solidity is

derived, or else from this matter not
being duly secreted and deposited in

their fabric.
*
# * In rickets, the bones only

yield and become distorted by slow
degrees ; but in the present disease

they may be at once bent in any direc-

tion. The mollities ossium is rare,

and its causes not well understood.
It is supposed, however, to depend
on some peculiar state of the consti-
tution, and the individuals attacked
with it have been remarked to be
mostly about, or rather beyond the
middle period of life. All the cases
of mollities ossium yet on record
have proved fatal, and no means of
cure are yet known. On dissection
Yy
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of those who have died, all the bones,
except the teeth, have been found
unusually soft, so that scarcely any
of them could resist the knife, the

periosteum has been found thicker

than usual, and the bones have been
found to contain a great quantity of
oilv matter and little earth.

Boyer and Richerand treat of

mollities ossium and rickets, as one
and the same disease. But as Mr.
Wilson observes, the first differs from
rickets in attacking people of middle
age, or rather older, and not parti-

cularly children ; and it differs also

in the change produced in the bones
themselves, which when dried, do not
appear as if they had been long
steeped in weak acid, with their

animal part nearly unchanged ; but

both the phosphate of lime and the

animal matter appear to have been
absorbed, so as to leave mere shells,

which are also softer than natural bone
of the same thickness. Mr. Wilson
also observes, that large cavities are

met with in the substance of the bones,

and sometimes communicate with
the soft parts surrounding them. In

some of these cavities is contained

enlv matter like boiled manna ; and
in others coagulated blood, and a

soft inorganic animal substance.

—

See J. Wilson on the Bones, p. 253 ;

—

Boyer , Traite des Maladies Chit. t. iii.

p. (507;

—

Richerand, Nosograph. Chir.

t. iii. p. 142 ;

—

Fries Dissect, de Emol-
litionc Ossium. Argentor, 1775. Chi-

rvrg. Obs. and Cases by TP
r

. Blomfield,

vol. ii. p. 50, &c. See also Fragilitas

ossium.

For cases of preternatural soft-

ness of the bones, see Philosoph.

Trans. Act. Hafnicns.—Ephem. Nat.

Car.—Saviard's Obs. Chirurg.—The
Writings ofForestus ;

—

Gooch's Chi-

rurgical Works, vol. ii. 393-—399,

ed. 1792, &c—J. Wilson on the

Structure and Physiology of the Ske-

leton, and on the Diseases of the Bones

and Joints, p. 252, &c. 8vo. Lond.

1820, &c. Slc.

Molli'ties u'nguium. A preter-

natural softness of the nails : it often

accompanies chlorosis.

Moli n ica'tio. A barbarous term

for a palsy of the muscles in any
particular part.

Molucce'nse li'gnum. See Cro-
ton tiglium.

Moly'bdate. Molybdas. A salj;

formed by the union of the molybdic
acid with different bases : thus, mo-
lybdate of antimony , &c.
Molybde'na. (From poXvtSog,

lead). Molybditis. Molybdenum. A
metal which exists mineralized by
sulphur, in the ore called sulphuret

of molybdena, sp. gr. 8.611.
*
#* This ore, which is very scarce,

is so similar in several of its proper-
ties to plumbago, that they were long
considered as varieties of the same
substance.

Moly'bdos. (On jjloXsi uq (3a9oe,,

from its gravity) . Lead.
Moly'za. (Dim. of fiwXv, moly)

.

Garlick ; whose head, like molyj is

not divided into cloves.

Momi'scus. (From fiu)^og, a ble-
mish). Tbat part of the teeth which
is next the gums, and which is

usually covered with a foul tartareous

crust.

Momo'rdica, (From mordere, to

bite ; from its sharp taste). The
name of a genus of plants in the
Linnaean system : Class, Monoecia ;

Order, Syngenesia. The balsam ap-

ple plant.

Momo'rdica elate'rium. The
systematic name of the squirting cu-

cumber. Elaterium. Cucumis agres-

tis. Cucumis asinijius. Cucumis syl-

vestris. Elaterium officinarum. Bou-
balios. Guarcrba orba. Wild or
squirting cucumber. Momordica ela-

terium; pomis hispidis, cirrhis nullis, of
Linnaeus. The dried sediment from
the juice of this plant is the elaterium

of the shops. It has neither smell

nor taste, and is the most powerful
cathartic in the whole materia medi-
ca. Its efficacy in dropsies is said to

be considerable ; it, however, requires

great caution in the exhibition. From
the eighth to the half of a grain

should be given at first, and repeated

at proper intervals until it operates.

Mona'rda fistulo'sa. The sys-

tematic name of the purple monarda.

The leaves of this plant have a fra-
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grant smell, and an aromatic and

somewhat bitter taste, possessing

nervine, stomachic, and deobstruent

virtues. An infusion is recommended
in the cure of intermittent fevers.

Mone'lli. A species of Anagallis.

Money-wort, See Lysimachia num-
mularia.

Monks rhubarb. See Rumex alpi-

nus.

Monkshood. See Anthora.

Mono'culum. (From fiovog, sin-

gle, and oculus, the eye). A name
given to the caecum, or blind gut, by
Paracelsus, because it is perforated

only at one end.

Mono'culus. (From fiovog, one,

and oculus, an eye). Monopia. A
very uncommon species of mon-
strosity, in which there is but one

eye, and that mostly above the root

of the nose. Also a bandage, for-

merly applied to fistula lachrymalis,

and diseases of the eye ; consisting

of a single-headed roller, the end of

which is to be put on the back of the

neck, and one turn made over the

forehead, so as to meet the extremity

of the bandage. The roller is then

to descend under the ear of the side

afflicted, and to pass obliquely over
the cheek underneath the eye, and
next over the root of the nose, and
the parietal bone, to the nape of the

neck. The third turn of the roller

is to overlap the second a little

;

the fourth, the third ; making what
the French surgeons call doloine* ; and
the application of the bandage is

completed by making turns round the

head.

Monohe'meua. (From fiovog, sin-

gle, and ijfitpa, a day). A disease

of one day's continuance.

Mono'maciion. The intestinum
caecum, or blind gut.

Monope'gia (From fiovog, sin-

gle, and 'GDfywfii, to compresj). A
pain in only one side of the head.

Mono'pia. (From fiovog, single,

and co\p, the eye) . See Monoculus.
Mono'rchid. (From fiovog, one,

and opx lC, a testicle). An epithet
for a person that has but one testicle.

*** There is a set of barbarians
at the back of the Cape of Good

Hope, who appear to be very gene-

rally monorchid, or possessed of only

a single testes ; and Linnaeus, believ-

ing this to be a natural and tribual

defect, has made them a distinct class

of the human species. The same sin-

gularity is noticed by Mr. Barrow

:

but it is doubtful whether, like the

want of a beard among the American
savages, this destitution is not owing
to a barbarous custom in early life.

See Testis.

Mons. A mount, or hill.

Mons ve'neris. The triangular

eminence immediately over the os

pubis of women, that is covered with

hair.

Monster. Lusus natures* Dr.

Denman divides monsters into, 1st,

Monsters from redundance or multi-

plicity of parts ; 2d, Monsters from
deficiency or want of parts; 3d,
Monsters from confusion of parts.

To these might perhaps be added,

without impropriety, another kind,

in which there is neither redundance,

nor deficiency, nor confusion of
parts, but an error loci, as in trans-

position of the viscera. But chil-

dren born with diseases, as the

hydrocephalus, or their effects, as

in some cases of blindness, from
previous inflammation, cannot be
properly considered as monsters,

though they are often so denomi-
nated.

Of the first order there may be
two kinds : redundance or multipli-

city of natural parts, as of two heads

on one body, of one head on two bo-
dies, an increased number of limbs,

as legs, arms, fingers, and toes : or

excrescences or additions to parts of

no certain form, as those upon the

head and other parts of the body.
It is not surprising that we should be
ignorant of the manner in which
monsters or irregular births are ge-

nerated or produced ; though it is

probable that the laws by which these

are governed are as regular, both as

to cause and effect, as in common or
natural productions. Formerly, and
indeed till within these few years, it

was a generally received opinion, that

monsters were not primordial or
Yy2
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aboriginal, but that they were caused
subsequently,by the power ofthe ima-
gination of the mother, transferring

the imperfection of some external ob-
ject, or the mark of something for

which she longed, and with which
she was not indulged, to the child of

which she was pregnant ; or by some
accident which happened to her dur-

ing her pregnancy. Such opinions,

it is reasonable to think, were per-

mitted to pass current, in order to

protect pregnant women from all

hazardous and disagreeable occupa-
tions, to screen them from severe

labour, and to procure for them a

greater share of indulgence and ten-

derness than could be granted to them
in the common occurrences of life.

The laws and customs of every civi-

lized nation have, in some degree,

established a persuasion that there

was something sacred in the person
of a pregnant woman : and this may
be right in several points of view

;

but these only go a little way towards
justifying the opinion of monsters
being caused by the imagination of

the mother. The opinion has been
disproved by common observation,

and by philosophy, not perhaps by
positive proofs, but by many strong

negative facts ; as the improbability

of any child being born perfect, had
such a power existed ; the freedom
of children from any blemish, their

mothers being in situations most ex-

posed to objects likely to produce
them ; the ignorance of the mother
of any thing being wrong in the

child, till, from information of the

fact, she begins to recollect every

accident which happened during her

pregnancy, and assigns the worst, or

the most plausible, as the cause ; the

organization and colour of these ad-

ventitious substances ; the frequent

occurrence of monsters in the brute

creation, in which the power of the

imagination cannot be great ; and the

analogous appearances in the vege-

table system, where it does not exist

in any degree. Judging, however,
from appearances, accidents may per-

naps be allowed to have considerable

influence in the production of mon-

sters of some kinds, either by actual
injury upon parts, or by suppressing
or deranging the principle of growth,
because, when an arm, for instance,
is wanting, the rudiments of the defi-

cient parts may generally be dis-

covered.

Morbi'lli. (Dim. of morbus, a
disease) . See Rubeola.

Mo'rbus arqua'tus. The jaun-
dice.

Mo'rbus atto'nitus. The epi-

lepsy, or apoplexy.

Mo'rbus coxa'rius. SeeArthro-
puosis.

Mo'rbus ga'llicus. The venereal
disease.

Mo'rbus hercu'leus. The epi-

lepsy.

Mo'rbus infantilis. The epi-

leysy.

Mo'rbus I'ndicus. The Indian
disease ; the venereal disease.

Mo'rbus ma'gnus. The epilepsy.

Mor'bus ni'ger. The black dis-

ease. So Hippocrates thus named
and described it.

*** This disease is known by
vomiting a concrete blood of a black-

ish red colour, and mixed with a
large quantity of insipid, acid, or
viscid phlegm. This evacuation is

generally preceded by a pungent ten-

sive pain, in both the hypochondria

;

and the appearance of the disease is

attended with anxiety, a compres-
sive pain in the praecordia, and faint-

ing, which last is more frequent and
violent, when the blood which is

evacuated is foetid and corrupt. The
stomach and the spleen are the prin-

cipal, if not the proper scat of this

disease.

Mo'rbus re'gius. The jaundice.

Mo'rbus sa'cer. The epilepsy.

Mo'rel. See Phallus csculcntus.

More'tus. (From wwrma, the

mulberry) . A decoction of mulber-
ries.

Mo'ria. (From fiiopog, foolish).

Idiotism. Fatuity.

Mo'ro. (From vwnnn, a mul-

berry). A small abscess, resembling

a mulberry.

Moro'8!S. (From /uwpoc, foolish).

See Amentia*
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- Morphe'a alba. (From poo<pt),

form) . A species of cutaneous le-

prosy. See Alphus.

Morphi'ne. Morphia. A new ve-

getable alkali, extracted from opium,

of which it constitutes the narcotic

principles. It was first obtained pure

by M. Setiirner, about the year 1817.
*
# * Two somewhat different pro-

cesses for procuring it have been

given by M. Robiquet and M. Chou-
lant. According to the former, a

concentrated infusion of opium is

to be boiled with a small quantity

of common magnesia for a quarter

of an hour. A considerable quan-
tity of a greyish deposit falls. This
is to be washed in a filter with cold

water, and when dry, acted on by
weak alcohol for some time, at a

temperature beneath ebullition. In

this way, very little morphine, but

a great quantity of colouring matter,
is separated. The matter is then to

be drained on a filter, washed with a
little cold alcohol, and afterwards
boiled with a large quantity of high-
ly rectified alcohol. This liquid being
filtered while hot, on cooling, it de-

posits the morphia in crystals, and
very little coloured. The solution

in alcohol, and crystallization being
repeated two or three times, colour-
less morphia is obtained. The theory
of this process is as follows : opium
contains a meconiate of morphia

;

the magnesia combines with the me-
conic acid, and the morphia is dis-

placed.

Morphia acts with great energy
on the animal economy. A grain
and a half, taken at three different

times, produced such violent symp-
toms, that Setiirner was alarmed,
lest the consequence should have
proved fatal.

According to its discoverer, mor-
phia melts in a gentle heat ; and in

that state has very much the appear-
ance of melted sulphur. On cooling,
it again crystallizes. It burns easily;
and, when heated in close vessels,
leaves a solid resinous black matter,
having a peculiar smell.

Choulant says, morphia crystal-
lizes in double four-sided pyramids,

whose bas^s are squares or rec-

tangles. Sometimes in prisms with

trapezoidal bases. It dissolves in

82 times its weight of boiling water,

and the solution, in cooling, deposits

regular, colourless, transparent crys-

tals. It is soluble in 36 times its

weight of boiling alcohol, and in 42
times its weight of cold alcohol, 0.92.

It dissolves in eight times its weight

of sulphuric ether. All these solu-

tions change the infusion of brazil-

wood to violet, and the tincture of

rhubarb to brown. The saturated

alcoholic and ethereous solutions,

when rubbed on the skin, leave a red

mark.
Morse'llus. Morsulus. A lozenge.

Mo'rsuli. An ancient name for

those forms of medicines which were
to be chewed in the mouth, as a lo-

zenge, the word signifying a little

mouthful.

Mo'rsus dia'boli. The fimbriae

of the Fallopian tubes.

Mo'rta. See Pemphigus.
Mortari'ollm. (Dim. of morta-

rium, a mortar). In chymistry, it is

a sort of mould for making cupels

with, also a little mortar. In ana-
tomy, it is the sockets of the teeth.

Mortific'ation. (From mora,
death, and/t>r/, to become). Morti-

fieatio. Gangrena. Sphacelus. The
loss of vitality of a part of the body.
*
# * Mortification is divided into two

species, the one preceded by inflam-

mation, the other without it. In in-

flammations that arc to terminate in

mortification, there is a diminution
of power joined to an increased ac-
tion ; this becomes a cause of morti-
fication, by destroying the balance of
power and action, which ought to

exist in every part. There are, how-
ever, cases of mortification that

do not arise wholly from that as a
cause: of this kind are the carbun-
cle, and the slough, formed in the
small-pox pustule. Healthy phleg-
monous inflammation seldom ends
in mortification, though it does so
when very vehement and extensive.

Erysipelatous inflammation is ob-
served most frequently to terminate
in gangrene ; and whenever phleir-

Yy3
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mon is in any degree conjoined with
an erysipelatous affection, which it

not unfrequentlyis, it seems thereby
to acquire the same tendency, being
more difficult to bring to resolution,

cr suppuration, than the true phleg-
mon, and more apt to run into a
mortified state.

The external causes of mortifi-

cation, which are manifest, and act

mechanically or chymically, are

burns ; excessive cold ; the applica-

tion of caustics ; the presence of any
ichorous, urinary, or fecal matter
effused in the cellular substance

;

violent contusions ; such as are pro-
duced by gun-shot wounds, or bad
fractures ; the strangulation ,pf a

part, as in cases of hernia, or when
polypi or other tumours are tied ; a

high degree of inflammation ; and,

lastly, every thing that has the power
of stopping the circulation and ner-

vous energy in parts. (Lassus, Patho-

logie Ckir. t. i. p. 34,35).—Inflam-

mation is one of the most frequent

causes of mortification. But the

death of a part may take place with-

out any well-marked appearance of

previous inflammatory disorder ; and
the latter, even when present, has

frequently less share in the mischief

than other incidental circumstances,

and is, in reality, only an effect of

the very same cause, which produces

the sphacelus itself. It is often a

matter of doubt whether actual in-

flammation precedes the occurrence

or not ; for a part, before it mor-
tifies, is, in certain instances, only

affected with pain, and with no de-

gree of preternatural redness. Lastly,

when mortification is unquestionably

preceded by inflammation, there are

so many varieties of the disorder,

depending on incidental causes, that

these latter demand more attention

than the inflammation. — Richter,

Ansfangsgr. b. i. kap. 3.

The following circumstances are

also enumerated as capable of in-

fluencing, in a very great degree,

the disposition of inflammation to

terminate in mortification:— 1. The
powers of the part in which the in-

flammation occurs, being naturally

weak, as in fibrous membranes, the
scrotum, &c.—2. The remote supply
of blood, or nervous energy, as in

the lower extremities.— 3. Obstruc-
tion to the return of blood.— 4. To
the supply of blood. — 5. Disease in

the heart or vessels.— 6*. Debility

from age, habits of life, disorder of
the digestive organs, or fever. —
7. Poor living, foul air, improper
food, scurvy, &c.—8. Impairment of
organization from external injury.

—

9. Of the nervous power by poisons.
—10. Undue excitement ofweakened
parts.—11. Depressing remedies.

—

12. Pressure and tension.— 13. Ex-
cessive violence of inflammatory ac-

tion.— 14. Peculiar dispositon in the

constitution. (James on Inflamma-
tion, p. 102).— Cold is often a cause

of mortification, and when parts that

have been frozen, or frost-bitten, are

suddenly warmed, they are particu-

larly apt to slough.

Preventing the entrance of arterial

blood into a limb, is also another
cause. Paralysis conjoined with pres-

sure, old age, and ossification of the

arteries, may produce mortification ;

also cold, particularly if followed by
the sudden application of warmth

;

and likewise excessive heat applied

to a part.

The symptoms of mortification that

take place after inflammation are va-

rious, but generally as follows :

—

the pain and sympathetic fever sud-

denly diminish, the part affected be-

comes soft, and of a livid colour,

losing at the same time more or less

of its sensibility.

When any part of the body loses

all motion, sensibility, and natural

heat, and becomes of a brown livid

or black colour, it is said to be

affected with sphacelus. When the

part becomes a cold, black, fibrous,

senseless substance, it is termed a

slough. As long as any sensibility,

motion, and warmth continue, the

state of the disorder is said to be

gangrene. This last term is syno-

nymous with mortification.

When gangrene takes place, the

patient is usually troubled with a

kind of hiccough : the constitution
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always suffers an immediate dejec-

tion, the countenance assumes a wild

cadaverous look, the pulse becomes
small, rapid, and sometimes irregu-

lar ; cold perspirations come on, and
the patient is often affected with diar-

rhoea and delirium. — See Encythp.
Method. Part Chirurg. Art. Gangrene}—Kirkland on Gangrene, &c.

—

Hun-
ter on Inflammation ;— RicheraiuCs

Nosograph. Cliir. t. i. p. 215, ed. 4.

— Leveille, Nouvelle Doctrine Chir,

t. iv. p 321, &c. Paris, 1812.—Lar-
reifs Memoircs de Chirurgie Militaire,

t. Hi. ;
particularly, Memoire sur la

Gangrene de Congelation, &c. p. (JO
;

and that Sur la Gangrene Trauma-
tique, p. 141 ;

—

Dr. J. Thompsons
Lectures on Inflammation, p. 501,
Edinb. 1813 ;

— O'Halloran on Gan-
grene and Sphacelus, 8vo. Dublin,

1765 ;— Pott's Obs. on Mortification

of the T'oes and Feet, in his Chirurg.

Works, vol. iii.

—

Kirkland's Thoughts
on imputation, &c. with a short

Essay on the Use of Opium in Morti-

fication,' Svo. Lond. 1780 ;

—

White's

Observ. on Gang, and Mortifications,

accompanied with Convulsive Spasms
;—Guthrie on Gunshot Wounds, &c.

— Hennens Principles of Military

Surg.—J. H. James's Obs. on the

Principles of Inflammation, p. 84,

287, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1821 ;—Surgical

Essays, by Sir A. Cooper, part ii.

~p. 186, 8vo. Lond.—See Gangrene.

Mort de chi'en. A name of the

spasmodic cholera of Mr. Curtis.

%* Among those who have dis-

tinctly noticed this disease, though
in a cursory way, are Sonnerat and
Bartolomeo : by the former, we are

told that it is called by the natives

Mordezyon, a term which, according

to Bartolomeo, Sonnerat has trans-

formed, rather than translated, into

Mort de chien; though Dr. Good is

more disposed to think it is a cor-

ruption of the Arabic Mordchie, or
Mordcchie, the very name by which
Dillon says the natives denominated
it ; and which significantly imports,
" the death blow." according to

Golius, actio inferens mortem; and
hence svnonvmous with " mors vio-

lenta." By the name, however, of

Mori de chicn, in what way soever
derived, it is, accord in j.

r to Mr. Cur-
tis, most generally known in the

present day, and particularly at Ma-
dras ; and under this name, there-

fore, he has described it. For the

history,treatment, &c. of this disease,

see BurrclVs Casein the Bombay Mr-

port, p. 68, 69 ;

—

Essay on the Epi-
demic Cholera of India, 2 vols. BvO.

Madras, 1820 ;—Reports of Dr. Bar-
rel and Mr. fKhite;— Orion s Essays,

Edinburgh Med. and Surg. Joum.
Jan. 1823, and compare with Dr.
Robsons History, ed. Oct. 1823,

p. 507 ;
— N. Annalen, i. p. 404 ;

—
Gazette Salutaire de Bouillon, \7H7

.

Mo'rum. The mulberry. See Mo-
rns nigra.

Mo'rus. The name of a genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Monoecia; Order, Tetrandria. The
mulberry-tree.

Mo'rus ni'gra. The systematic

name of the mulberry-tree. Foliis

cordatis scabris, of Linnaeus.
*
#* The London College directs

a syrupus mori, which is an agree-

able vehicle for various medicines.

The bark of the root of this tree is

said, by Andree, to be useful in cases

of taenia.

Mo'rpis. See Pediculus.

Moscha'ta nux. See Myristica

moschata.

Mo'schus. (Mosch. Arab.) Musk.
An unctuous substance, contained

in excretorv follicles about the navel
of the male animal, called Moschus
moschiferus, by Linnaeus (a rumi-
nating quadruped, resembling the an-
telope), the strong and permanent
smell of which is peculiar to it.

*^.* The medicinal and chymical
properties of musk and castor are

very similar : the virtues of the for-

mer are generally believed to be
more powerful, and hence musk is

preferred in cases of imminent dan-
ger. It is prescribed as a powerful
antispasmodic, in doses of three

grains or upwards, even to half a

drachm, in the greater number of
spasmodic diseases, especially in

hysteria and singultus, and also in

diseases of debility. In typhus, it is
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employed to remove subsultus tendi-

num, and other symptoms of a spas-

modic nature. In cholera it fre-

quently stops vomiting ; and, com-
bined with ammonia, it is given to

arrest the progress of gangrene. It

is best given in the form of bolus.

To children it is given in the form of

enema, and is an efficacious remedy
in the convulsions arising from den-

tition. It is also given in hydro-
phobia, and in some forms of mania.

The best musk is brought from Ton -

quin in China ; an inferior sort from
Agria and Bengal, and a still worse
from Russia.

Mo'schus moschi'ferus. The
systematic name of the musk ani-

mal. See Moschus.
Mosqui'ta. (From mosquito. , a

gnat, Span.) An itching eruption

of the skin, produced in hot climates

by the bite of gnats.

Mosy'llum. (MocrvWov) . The
best cinnamon.
Mother of pearl. Shells com-

posed of alternate layers of coagu-

lated albumen and carbonate of lime,

in the proportion, by Mr. Hatchet,

of 24 of the former, and 76 of the

latter, in 100 parts.

A/other of thyme. See Thymus
serpyllum.

Mother water. When sea-water,

or any other solution containing va-

rious salts is evaporated, and the

crystals taken out, there always re-

mains a fluid containing deliquescent

salts, and the impurities, if present.

This is called the mother water*

Motherwort. See Leonurus cardiaca.

Motion, muscular. See Muscular
motion.

Motion, peristaltic. Sec Peristal-

tic motion.

Moto'res oculo'rum. (Xervi

Motores; so called from their office).

The third pair of nerves of the brain.

They arise from the crura cerebri,

and arc distributed on the muscles of

the bulb of the eye.

Moto'rh OCULO'RUM. Sec Mo-
tores oculorum.

Mould. See Fontanella.

Moutitaiji parsley, black. Sec Alha-
"txanta orcoscti/tu/n .

Mountain soap. Found in the
Isle of Skye, and is used in crayon
painting. It is of a pale, brownish-
black colour ; massive ; dull ; frac-

ture, fine earthy ; opaque ; streak
shining. Writes, but does not soil

;

soft ; sectile ; easily frangible ; ad-
heres strongly to the tongue ; feels

very greasy. It is light, bordering
on rather heavy.

Mouse-ear. See Hieracium pilo-

se11a.

Mouth. Os. The cavity of the
mouth is well known. The parts

winch constitute it are the common
integuments, the lips, the muscles of
the upper and under jaw, the palate,

two alveolar arches, the gums, the
tongue, the cheeks, and salival

glands. The bones of the mouth
are the two superior maxillary, two
palatine, the lower jaw, and thirty-

two teeth. The arteries of the exter-

nal parts of the mouth are branches
of the infra-orbital, inferior alveo-
lar, and facial arteries. The veins

empty themselves into the external

jugulars. The nerves are branches
from the fifth and seventh pair. The
use of the mouth is for mastication,

speech, respiration, deglutition, suc-

tion, and taste.

Mo'xa Japo'nica. (Japoncse
Moxa). See Artem is ia Chinen s is .

*** The diseases in which Baron
Larrey has found the moxa ser-

viceable, are amaurosis, and inci-

pient cataract (cases in which he
applies it over the course of the fa-

cial nerve, just behind the angle of

jaw) ; deafness and aphonia, arising

from cold ; the tic doloureux, and
partial paralysis of the muscles of the

face
;
palsy of the lower extremi-

ties; phthisis; diseased spine; dis-

ease of the hip-joint, Sec,

Mu'cilace. Mucilago. A solution

of gum. See Gum.
Mucila'ginous e'xtracts. Ex-

tracts that readily dissolve in water,

scarcely at all in spirits of wine, and
undergo spirituous fermentation.

Mucila'c;o aca'ci^e. Mucilage of
acacia. Mucilago ginnmi Arabici.
" Take of acacia gum, powdered,
four ounces; boiling water, half a
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pint. Rub the gum with the water,

gradually added, until it incorporates

into a mucilage." A demulcent
preparation, more frequently used to

combine medicines, than in any other

form.
Mucila'go a'myli. Starch mu-

cilage. " Take of starch, three

drachms ; water, a pint. Rub the

starch, gradually adding the water to

it ; then boil until it incorporates

into a mucilage." This preparation

is mostly exhibited with opium, in

the form of clyster in diarrhoeas and
dysenteries, where the tenesmus
arises from an abrasion of the mu-
cus of the rectum.
Mucila'go Ara'bici gu'mmi. See

Mucilago acacice.

Mucila'go se'minis cydo'nii. See
Decoctum cy(lonice.

Mucila'go tragaca'nth.'E. Mu-
cilage of tragacanth, joined with
syrup of mulberries, forms a plea-

sant demulcent, and may be exhi-

bited to children, who are fond of

it. This mucilage is omitted in the

last London Pharmacopoeia, as pos-

sessing no superiority over the mu-
cilage of acacia.

Mlcoca'rneus. In M. A. Seve-
rinus, it is an epithet for a tumour,
and an abscess which is partly fleshy

and partly mucous.
Ml/coUS GLANDS. Glaiululn- mu-

cosa. Muciparous glands. Glands
that secrete mucus, such as the

glands of theSchneiderian membrane
of the nose, the glands of the fauces,

oesophagus, stomach, intestines, blad-

der, urethra, &c.
Mu'ci s, ANIMAL* Animal mucus

differs from that obtained from the

vegetable kingdom, in not being so-

luble in water, swimming on its sur-

face, not capable of mixing oil with
water, and being soluble in mineral
acids, which vegetable mucus is not,

The use of this substance is to lubri-

cate and defend the parts upon which
it is secreted, as the nose, oesopha-
gus, stomach, intestines, urethra,

vagina, &c.
*
# * Many ingenious experiments

have been invented to distinguish

pus and mucus, in order to deter-

mine the actual nature of the dis-

ease. Such trials may gratify the

curiosity of the pathologist, but from
the variable, and frequently com-
plicated nature of the expectoration,

as well in the most dangerous as in

the earlier stages of the complaint,
little assistance can be derived from
this distinction. Mr. Hunter em-
ployed muriate of ammonia as a test,,

from having observed that a drop of
pus united with fluid is rendered
soapy, while neither blood nor mu-
cus is affected by it. Mr. Charles
Darwine proposed a double test of
sulphuric acid, and a solution of
pure potash. If, on the addition of
water to pus, dissolved in each of
these separately, there be a power-
ful precipitation, the matter made
use of is determined to be pus : if

there be no precipitation in either, it

is mucus. But the truest and sim-
plest character of pus, as was first

observed and described by Sir Eve-
rard Home, is, that it is a whitish

fluid, composed of globules, con-
tained in a transparent liquid : that

it does not coagulate by heat ; and is

only condensed by alcohol. The pre-

sence of the globules, as remarked
by Dr. Young, may be easily deter-

mined, by putting a small quantity

of the liquid between two pieces of
plate-glass. If it be pus, we shall

perceive, on looking through it, to-

wards a candle placed a little way
off, the appearance, even in the day-
time, of a bright circular corona of

colours, of which the candle will be
the centre ; a red area surrounded
by a circle of green, and this again

by another of red ; the colours being

so much the brighter, the globules

are more numerous and equable.

According to Dr. Bostock, mucus
is one of the primary animal fluids,

perfectly distinct from gelatin. The
subacetat of lead does not affect ge-
latin ; on the other hand, tannin,

which is a delicate test of gelatin,

does not affect mucus. Both these

reagents, however, precipitate albu-

men ; but the oxymuriate of mer-
cury, which will indicate the pre-

sence of albumen dissolved in 2000
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parts of water, precipitates neither

mucus nor gelatin. Thus we have
three distinct and delicate tests for

these three different principles. Gum
appears to resemble mucus in its pro-
perties. One grain of gum arabic,

dissolved in 200 of water, was not
affected by oxymuriate of mercury,
or by tannin, but was immediately
precipitated by subacetate of lead.

Mu'cus ve'getable. See Gum.
Muffle. A small earthen oven,

made and sold by the crucible ma-
nufacturers. It is to be fixed in a

furnace, and is useful for cupella-

tion, and other processes which de-
mand access of air.

Mugwort. See Artemisia vul-

garis.

Mi/lje. Pustules contracted either

by heat or cold.

Mulberry. See Morns.
Mullein. See Verhascum.
Mu'lsum. Mulsa. Hydromel. Ho-

ney-water ; though sometimes it sig-

nifies wine sweetened with honey.
Multi'fidus spi'n&. (From mul-

tus, many, and findere, to divide)

.

Transverso-spinalis lumborum. Muscu-
lus sacer. Semi-spinalis internus, sive

transverso-spinalis dorsi. Semi-spina-

lis, sive transverso-spinalis colli, pars
interna, of Winslow. Transversalis

lumborum vulgo sacer. Transversalis

dorsi. Transversalis colli, of Dou-
glas. Lumbo-dorsi spinal, of Dumas.

*
# * Most anatomical writers have

unnecessarily multiplied the muscle
of the spine, and hence their descrip-

tions of these parts are confused,
and difficult to be understood. Under
the name of multifidus spina', Albi-

nus has, therefore, very properly
included those portions of muscular
flesh, intermixed with tendinous fi-

bres, which lie close to the posterior

part of the spine, and which Dou-
glas and "Winslow have described as

three distinct muscles, under the

names of transversa les, or tra/iwcrso-

spinales of the loins, back, and neck.
When this muscle acts singly, it ex-
tends the back obliquely, or moves
it to one side ; when both muscles
act, they extend the vertebra back-
wards,

Multiforme os. See Ethmoid bone.

Mu'ltipes. (From multus, many,
and pes, a foot) .—1 . The wood-louse.
—2. The polypus.— 3. Any animal
having more than four feet.

Mumps. See Cynanche.
Mundicati'va. (From mundare,

to cleanse). Mundificantia. Medi-
cines which purify and clean away
foulness.

Mungo, radix. The radix mungo
of Kasmpfer [ophiorrhiza mungos,
of Linnaeus) supposed to be a specific

for the bite of the cobra di capello

and the rattle-snake. In India and
Ceylon it is used to the present day
against the bite ofthe mad dog : Ksemp-
fer highly extols it ; and Gremmius,
who practised with great reputation

at Columbo, employed it very largely.

See Ophiorrhiza Mungos.
Mura'lis. (From ?nurus, a wall

;

so called because it grows upon walls)

.

Pellitory. See Parietaria.

Mura'ria. (From murus, a wall;

because it grows about walls). A
species of maiden hair.

Mu'rias. A muriate, or salt,

formed by the union of the muriatic

acid with certain bases, as muriate of
ammonia, &c.

Mu'rias AMMo'nis. See Sal am-
moniac.

Mu'rias antimo'nii. Butter of an-

timony. Formerly used as a caustic.

Mu'rias bary't/E. See Barytes.

Mu'rias ca'lcis. See Calx.

Mu'rias fe'rri. Ferrum salitum.

Oleum mortis per deliquium. This

preparation of iron is styptic and
tonic, and may be given in chlorosis,

intermittents, rachitis, &c.

Mu'rias fe'rri ammomaca'iis.
See Ferrum ammoniatum.

Mu'rias hvdra'rgvri. There are

two muriates of mercury. See Hy-
drargyri submurias, and Hydrargyri
oxymxrias.

Mu'rias hydra'rgyri ammonia-
Ca'lis. Sec Hydrargyrum praeipi-

tatum album.

Mu'rias hydra'rgyri oxygena'-

TU8. See Hydrargyri o.rymurias.

Mu'rias hyperoxy<;kna'tus po-

ta'ss/e. The oxygenated muriate of

potash. It has lately been extolled
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in the cure of the venereal disease.

It is exhibited in doses of from fifteen

to forty grains in the course of a day.

It increases the action of the heart

and arteries, is supposed to oxygenate

the blood, and prove of great service

in scorbutus, asthenia, and cachectic

diseases.

Mu'rias pota'ss£. Alkali vegeta-

bile salt turn. Sal digestivus. Sal fe-

brifugus Si/lvii. This salt is exhi-

bited with the same intention as the

muriate of soda, and was formerly

in high estimation in the cure of in-

termittens, &c.
Mu'rias so'd^e. See Soda? nutrias.

Mu'rias sti'bii. See Marias anti-

monii.

Muria'tic a'cid gas. The basis

of this gas is still unknown. The
presence of oxygen has not been
demonstrated in it, and it is only by
analogy that we may venture to sup-

pose it instrumental in this acid gns.

Proper tics.—Jt has a very pungent
and suffocating odour, which excites

coughing. It is readily absorbed by
water, by ardent spirit, ether, fat,

and essential oils, melted wax, phos-
phorus, and many other bodies. It

is a true acid. It suffocates animals,

and is so very caustic as to excoriate

the skin. It extinguishes a lighted

taper, the flame of which previously

becomes green, or rather light blue

at the upper part of its disk. Light
has no effect upon it. Caloric rarefies

it. It is heavier than common air.

The specific gravity of the former is

to that of the latter as 1.284 to

1.000. "When brought into contact

with atmospheric air, or oxygen gas,

it forms a white cloud, from con-
densing the vapour in them. Ice is

melted by it as speedily as if thrown
into the fire. It unites to alkaline

and terrene substances, and forms
with them new compounds : but it

has no action on siliceous earths. If

ammoniacal gas be mixed with it,

both gases lose their gaseous form in

a moment, and are transformed to a
concrete salt. Carbonic acid gas,

nitrogen gas, gaseous oxyde of nitro-

gen, sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and
carburetted hydrogen gas, have no

action upon it. It has never been
found in a disengaged state in nature.
When electric explosions are made
to pass through it, its bulk is dimi-
nished, and hydrogen gas is evolved.
These changes are owing to a quan-
tity of water contained in the gas,
and cease when it is deprived of
moisture, as has been proved by Dr.
Henry.

It is obtained by decomposing
muriate of soda, by means of sul-
phuric acid, in the following manner :

Put into a tubulated retort (lodged
in a sand-heat, or supported over a
lamp, and connected with Pepys'
distillatory vessel, orWoulfs bottles,
every one containing a small quantity
of distilled water), three parts of
muriate of soda, and pour on it one
of sulphuric acid very gradually, or
rather let it be suffered to drop into
the retort, by means of a funnel
fastened to its tubulure, and whose
inner opining may at pleasure be
closed, wholly, or in part, by means
of a ground-glass rod. Muriatic acid
gas will be plentifully disengaged,
which passes through the neck of the
retort, and becomes absorbed by
the water, which is heated thereby.
When the water in the first bottle is

fully saturated, it absorbs no more,
and becomes cold, but the gas con-
tinues to pass into the next bottles,
and heats the water they contain.
The water, thus impregnated with
muriatic acid gas, is muriatic acid.

If sulphuric acid, diluted with an
equal quantity, by weight, of water,
be made use of in this process, the
apparatus of Pepys or Woulf may be
dispensed with, and a common re-
ciever may be used with safety.
The salts formed by the combina-

tion of muriatic acid with different
bases, are called muriates.

*
# * Muriatic acid possesses active

tonic powers. In typhus, or nervous
fevers, although employed on the
Continent with success, it has not
proved so beneficial in this country

;

and when freely used, it is apt to de-
termine to the bowels. Externally,
the muriatic acid has been applied in
the form of a bath, to the feet, in
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gout. In a late publication, there are

accounts of its successful application

as a lithontriptic. It appears to have
been tried in syphilis earlier than the

nitric, Dr. Zeller of Vienna, having
employed it as a successful remedy
for this disease since the year 1739.

As a medicine capable of restraining

the force of the disease for a time,

and of improving the appearance of
venereal ulcers, it has been known
to Mr. Pearson. As a gentle injec-

tion, it is also sometimes employed.
Muriatic acid, oxygenated. See

Oxymuriatic acid.

Musa'di. Sal ammoniac.
Mu'sa paradisi'aca. Musa. Palma

humilis. Ficus Indica. Bala, Plata-

nus. The plantain-tree. It grows
spontaneously in many parts of India,

but has been immemorially cultivated

by the Indians in every part of the

continent of South America. It is

an herbaceous tree, growing to the

height of fifteen or twenty feet.

%* Plantains are nearly of the

size and shape ofordinary cucumbers,
and, when ripe, of a pale yellow
colour, of a mealy substance, a little

clammy, with a sweetish taste, and
will dissolve in the mouth without
chewing. When they are brought
to table by way of dessert, they are

either in their ripe or raw state,

fried, or roasted ; but, if intended

for bread, they are cut before they

are ripe, and are then either roasted

or boiled. The trees being tall

and slender, the Indians cut them
down X.% get at the fruit ; and in

doing this they suffer no loss, for the

stems are only one year's growth,

and would die if not cut ; but the

roots continue, and new stems soon
spring up, which in a year produce

ripe fruit also. From the ripe plan-

tains a liquor called mis-taw, is made,
by roasting the fruit in their husks,

and after totally beating them to a

mash, water is poured upon them,

and as the liquor is wanted, it is

drawn off. But the nature of this

fruit is such, that it will not keep

long without running into a state of

putrefaction ; in order, therefore, to

reap the advantage of them at all

times, cakes are made of the pulp,
and dried over a slow fire, and as

mistaw is wanted, the cakes are
mashed in water, which answer all

the purposes of fresh fruit. These
cakes are exceedingly convenient to

make this liquor in during jour-
neys, and the Indians never fail to

carry them for that purpose. The
leaves of the tree being large and
spacious, serve the Indians for table-

cloths and napkins ; and are cooling
applications to blisters.

Mu'sa sapie'ntum. The syste-

matic name of the banana-tree. See
Banana,

Mu'sica: volita'ntes. See Ocular
spectres, &c.

Musci'pula. (From mus, a mouse,
and capere, to take, originally ap-
plied to a mouse-trap ; afterwards
to a plant, so called from its visci-

dity, by which flies are caught, as

with bird-lime). A species of lychnis.

Muscle. Musculus. Muscles con-
sist of distinct portions of flesh, sus-

ceptible of contraction and relaxa-

tion ; the motions of which, in a
natural and healthy state, are subject

to the will, and for this reason they
are called voluntary muscles. There
are also other parts of the body that

owe their power of contraction to

their muscular fibres : e. g. the heart

is a muscular texture, forming what
is called a hollow muscle ; and the

urinary bladder, stomach, intestines,

&c. are enabled to act upon their

contents, merely because they are

provided with muscular fibres ; these

are called involuntary muscles, be-

cause their motions arc not depen-

dent on the will.

The muscles of respiration being in

some measure influenced by the will,

are said to have a mixed motion.

The names by which the voluntary

muscles are designated, are founded

on their size, figure, situation, use,

or the arrangement of their fibres,

or their origin and insertion ; but,

besides these particular distinctions,

there are certain general ones that

require to be noticed. Thus, if the

fibres of a muscle are placed parallel

to each other, in a straight direction,
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they form what anatomists term a

rectilinear muscle ; if the fibres cross

and intersect each other, they con-

stitute a compound muscle ; when the

fibres are disposed in the manner of

rays, a radiated muscle ; when they are

placed obliquely with respect to the

tendon, like the plume of a pen, a

penniform muscle. Muscles that act

in opposition to each other are called

antago?iists ; thus every extensor has

a flexor for its antagonist, and vice

versa. Muscles that concur in the

same action are termed congeneres.

The muscles being attached to the

bones, the latter may be considered

as levers, that are moved in different

directions by the contraction of those

organs. That end of the muscle
which adheres to the most fixed

part, is usually called the origin

;

and that which adheres to the more
moveable part, the insertion of the

muscle.

In almost every muscle two kinds

of fibres are distinguishable ; the one
soft, of a red colour, sensible, and
irritable, called./fej/tr/ fibres, (see Mus-
cular fibre); the other of a firmer

texture, of a white glistening colour,

insensible, without irritability or the

power of contracting, and named ten-

dinous fibres. They arc occasionally

intermixed, but the fleshy fibres ge-

nerally prevail in the belly, or middle
part of the muscle, and the tendinous
ones in the extremities. If these

tendinous fibres arc formed into a
round slender cord, they form what
is called the tendon of the muscle

;

on the other hand, if they are spread
into a broad flat surface, it is termed
an aponeurosis.

Each muscle is enveloped by a very
thin and delicate covering of cellular

membrane, which encloses it like a
sheath, and, dipping down into its

substance, surrounds the most minute
fibres we are able to trace, connect-
ing them to each other, lubricating
them by means of the fat which its

cells contain in more or less quan-
tity in different subjects, and serving
as a support to the blood-vessels,

lymphatics, and nerves which are so
plentifully distributed through the

muscles.—This cellular membrane,
which in no respect differs from what
is found investing and connecting the

other parts of the body, has been
sometimes mistaken for a membrane,
peculiar to the muscles ; and hence
we often find writers giving it the

name of membrana propria muscu-
losa.

The red colour which so particu-

larly distinguishes the belly part of

muscles, is owing to an infinite num-
ber of arteries, which are every where
dispersed throughout the whole of

their reticular substance ; for their

fibres, after having been macerated
in water, are (like all other parts of

the body divested of their blood)

found to be of a white colour. These
arteries usually enter the muscles by
several considerable branches, and
ramify so minutely through their

substance, that we are unable, even
with the best microscopes, to trace

their ultimate branches. Ruysch ima-
gined that the muscular fibre was
hollow, and a production of a capil-

lary artery ; but this was merely
conjectural. The veins, for the most
part, accompany the arteries, but are

found to be larger and more nume-
rous. The lymphatics, likewise, are

numerous, as might be expected from
the great proportion of reticular sub-

stance, which is every where found
investing the muscular fibres. The
nerves are distributed in such abund-
ance to every muscle, that the mus-
cles of the thumb alone are supplied

with a greater proportion of nervous
influence than the largest viscera, as

the liver for instance. They enter the

generality of muscles by several

trunks, the branches of which, like

those of the blood vessels, are so

minutely dispersed through the cel-

lular substance, that their number
and minuteness soon elude the eye,

and the knife of the anatomist. This
has given rise to a conjecture, as

groundless as all other conjectures on
this subject, that the muscular fibre

is ultimately nervous.

Mi/scllar fi'bre. The fibres that

compose the body of a muscle are

disposed in fasciculi, or bundles,

Z z
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which are easily distinguishable by
the naked eye ; but these fasciculi are

divisible into still smaller ones ; and
these again are probably subdivisible

ad infinitum. The most minute fibre

we are able to trace, seems to be
somewhat plaited ; these plaits dis-

appearing when the fibre is put upon
the stretch, seem evidently to be
the effect of contraction, and have
probably induced some writers to

assert, that the muscular fibre is

twisted or spiral. Various have been
the opinions concerning the structure

of these fibres ; they are all of them
founded only on conjecture, and there-

fore we shall mention only the prin-

cipal ones, and this with a view rather

to gratify the curiositvof the reader,

than to afford him information. Bo-
relli supposes them to be so many
hollow cylinders, filled with a spongy
medullary substance, which he com-
pares to the pith of elder, spongiosa

<:d instar samhuci. These cylinders,

lie contends, are intersected by cir-

cular fibres, which form a chain of
j

very minute bladders. The hypothe-
|

sjs has since been adopted by a great

number of writers, with certain va-

riations. Thus, for instance, Bellini

supposes the vesicles to be of a rhom-
boidal shape ; whereas Bernouilli con-

tends that they are oval. Cowpcr
went so far as to persuade himself

that he had filled these cells with

mercury; a mistake, no doubt, which
arose from its insinuating itself into

some of the lymphatics. It is ob-

servable, however, that Leuwen-
hoeck says nothing of any such vesi-

cles. Here, as well as in many other

of her works, Nature seems to have

drawn a boundary to our inquiries,

beyond which no human penetra-

tion will probably ever extend. It

fa surely more commendable, how-
ever, to acknowledge our ignorance,

than to indulge ourselves in chi-

macras.

Mu'scULAR iWo'noN. Muscular
motions arc of three kinds; namely,

voluntary, involuntary, and mixed*

The voluntary motions of muscles

are such as proceed from an imme-
diate exertion of the active powers

of the will : thus, the mind directs

the arm to be raised or depressed,
the knee to be bent, the tongue to

move, &c. The i7tvoluntary motions
of muscles are those which are per-
formed by organs, seemingly of their

own accord, without any attention

of the mind, or consciousness of its

active power : as the contraction and
dilatation of the heart, arteries, veins,

absorbents, stomach, intestines, &c.
The miaed motions are those which
are in part under the controul of the

will, but which ordinarily act with-
out our being conscious of their act-

ing : as is perceived in the muscles
of respiration, the intercostals, the

abdominal muscles, and the dia-

phragm.
When a muscle acts, it becomes

shorter and thicker ; both its origin

and insertion are drawn towards its

middle. The sphincter muscles are

always in action ; and so, likewise,

are antagonist muscles, even when
they seem at rest. When two anta-

gonist muscles move with equal force,

the part which they are designed to

move remains at rest ; but if one of

the antagonist muscles remains at rest,

while the other acts, the part ismoved
towards the centre of motion.

The muscles of living animals are

constantly endeavouring to shorten

themselves;

A divided muscle contracts. If a

muscle be stretched to a certain ex-

tent, it contracts, and endeavours to

acquire its former dimensions, as

soon as the stretching cause is re-

moved : this takes place in the dead
body ; in muscles cut out of the

body, and also in parts not muscu-
lar, and is called bv the immortal
Haller, vis tnortua, and by some vis

elasiica. It is greater in living than

in dead bodies, and is called the tone

of the muscles.—A muscle wounded,
or otherwise irritated, contracts in-

dependent of the will : this power is

called irritability, and by Haller vis

imittr; it is a property peculiar to,

and inherent in the muscles. The
parts of our body which possess this

property are called irritable, as the

heart, arteries, muscles, &c. to dis-
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tinguish them from those parts which

have no muscular fibres. With re-

gard to the degree of this property

peculiar to various parts, the heart

is the most irritable, then the stomach

and intestines ; the diaphragm, the

arteries, veins, absorbents, and at

length the various muscles follow
;

but the degree of irritability depends

upon the age, sex, temperament,
mode of living, climate, state of

health, idiosyncrasy, and likewise

upon the nature of the stimulus.

A muscle stimulated, either through

the medium of the will or any foreign

body, contracts, and its contraction

is greater or less, in proportion as

the stimulus applied is greater or

less. The contraction of muscles is

different, according to the purpose to

be served by their contraction; thus,

the heart contracts with a jerk ; the

urinary bladder, slowly and uniform-
ly

; puncture a muscle, and its fibres

vibrate ; and the abdominal muscles
act slowly in expelling the contents

of the rectum. Relaxation general-
ly succeeds the contraction of mus-
cles, and alternates with it.—The
use of this property is very consider-

able ; for upon it depends all muscu-
lar motion, and the function of every
viscus, except that of the nerves.

Muscular Power. See Irritability.

Mu'sculus, (a diminutive ofnuu,
a mouse, from its resemblance to a

j

flayed mouse). See Muscle.
Mu'sculus cuta'neus. See Pla-

tysma myoides.

Mu'sculus fa'scle la'tjb. See
Tensor vagina?femoris.

Mu'sculus patie'nti.e See Le-
vator scapula?.

Mu'sculus stape'dius. See Sta-
pedius.

Mu'sculus superci'lii. See Cor-
rugator supercilii.

Mu'sculus tu'b£ no'v#. See Cir-

cumflcxus.

Mu'scus. (From fiorrxoc, tender,
so called from its delicate and ten-
der consistence). Moss.
Mu'scus arbo'reus. See Lichen

plicatus.

Mu'scus cam's us. See Lichen
caninus.

Mu'scus cla'vatus. See Lyco-
podium.

Mu'scus cra'nii huma'ni. See"

IAchen saxatilis.

Mu'scus cuma'tilis. This cryp-

togamous plant, Lichen apthosus, is

said to act powerfully on the intes-

tines, though never used in the prac-

tice of the present day.

Mu'scus ere'ctus. Upright club

moss. The pharmacopceial name of

the Lycopodiu?n selago, of Linnaeus,

which see.

Mu'scus isla'ndicus. See Lichen

Ulandicus.

Mu'scus mari'timus. See Coral-

Una.

Mu'scus pulmona'rius ou'erci-

\us. See Lichen pulmonarius.

Mus'cus pvxida'tus. Cup-moss.
See Lichen pyxidat'/s.

Mu'scus squamo'sus terre'stris.

See Lycopodium.
Mu'sia pa'ttr/e. A name for moxa.
Mushroom. See Agaricus.

Musk. See Moschus.

Musk-crancsbill. See Geranium
moschattun.

Mush-melon. See Cucumis me.lo.

Mu.sk-secd. See Hibiscus abelmos-

chus.

Mu'squito. A species of gnat in

the West Indies, which produce
small tumours on whatever part they

settle, attended with so high a degree

of itching" and inflammation, that the

person cannot refrain from scratch-

ing, by a frequent repetition of which
he not uncommonly occasions them
to ulcerate, particularly if he is of a

robust and full habit.

Must. The juice of the grape,

composed of water, sugar, jelly, glu-

ten, and bitartrate of potash.

%* From a French wine pint of
must, the Marquis de Bullion ex-

tracted half an ounce of sugar, and
1-1 6th of an ounce of tartar. Proust

says, the muscadine grape contains

about 30 per cent, of a peculiar spe-

cies of sugar. By fermentation it

forms wine.

Mustard, black. See Sinapis,

Mustard, hedge. See Erysimum.
Mustard, treacle. See Thlaspi.

Mustard^ mithridate. See Thlaspi.

Zz2
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Mustard, yellow. See Sinapis.

Mi/titas, -atisy f. (From mutus,
dumb). Dumbness. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class Locales, and Order
JDyscinesia?, of Cullen, which he de-

fines an inability of articulation. He
distinguishes three species, viz. —
1. Mutitas organica, when the tongue
is removed or injured.— 2. Mutitas
ato?iica, arising from an affection of

the nerves of the organ.—3. Mutitas

surdorum, depending upon being born
deaf, or becoming so in their infan-

tile years.

Mu'za. See Musa.
Myaca'ntha. (From pvg, a mouse,

and axav9a, a thorn ; so called, be-

cause its prickly leaves are used to

cover whatever is intended to be

preserved from mice) . See Ruscus.

Mya'gro. See Myagrum.
Mya'grum. (From pvia, a fly,

and aypevu), to seize, because flies

are caught by its viscidity) . A spe-

cies of wild mustard.

My'ce. (From pvio, to wink, shut

up, or obstruct).—Litis a winking,

closing, or obstruction. It is applied

to the eyes, to ulcers, and to the

viscera, especially the spleen, where
it means obstructions.— 2. Surg. A
fungus, such as arises in ulcers and
wounds.— 3. Some writers speak of

a yellow vitriol, called Myce.
Mycutiii'smos. (From pv^to, to

mutter, or groan). A sort of sigh-

ing, or groaning during respiration,

whilst the air is forced out of the

lungs.—Hipp,
Myconoi'des. (From pv*i], a

noise, and tidoe, a likeness). Applied

to an ulcer full of mucus, and which

upon pressure emits a wheezing

sound.

My'cter. The nose.

Mycte'res. (Mi/>tr?/oce)- The
nostrils.

Myde'sis. (From puSaw, to a-

nound with moisture), hi general,

it means a corruption of any part

from a redundant moisture. But

Galen applies it particularly to the

eve-lids.

Mh'doN. (From pcaw, to grow

putrid). Fungus or putrid flesh in a

fistulous ulcer.

Mydriasis. (From pv$a<o, to

abound in moisture ; so named, be-
cause it was thought to originate in

redundant moisture). A disease of
the iris. A preternatural dilatation of
the pupil of the eye, with or without
a defect of vision. It is known by
the pupil always appearing of the
same latitude or size in the light.

The species of mydriasis are,

1. Mydriasis amaurotica, which,
for the most part, but not always,
accompanies an amaurosis.

2. Mydriasis hydrocephalica, which
owes its origin to an hydrocephalus
internus, or dropsy of the ventricles

of the cerebrum. It is not uncom-
mon amongst children, and is the

most certain diagnostic of the dis-

ease.

3. Mydriasis verminosa, or a dila-

tation of the pupil from saburra and
worms in the stomach or small in-

testines.

4. Mydriasis a synechia, or a dila-

tation of the pupil, with a concretion

of the uvea, with the capsula of the

crystalline lens.

5. Mydriasis paralytica, or a di-

lated pupil, from a paralysis of the

orbicular fibres of the iris : it is ob-
served in paralytic disorders, and
from the application of narcotics to

the eye.

6. Mydriasis spasmodica, from a

spasm of the rectilineal fibres of the

iris, as often happens in hysteric and
spasmodic diseases.

7. Mydriasis atonica, from atony

of the iris, the most frequent cause

of which is a large cataract distend-

ing the pupil in its passing.when ex-

tracted. It vanishes generally in a

few days after the operation : it

may, however, remain so from over

and long-continued distension.—See

Scarpa, sulie Malattic degli occhi—
Beer, Lehor von den Angetdtt, — li.

Wafers' Synopsis
t

<S:c. &lc.

Myla'cRIS. (From pv\}j, a grind-

stone, so called, from its shape).

The patella, or knee-pan.

jMy'i.e. (MvX//). — 1. The knee-

pan.—2. A mole in the uterus.

MVLON, See Staphyloma.

My'lo. Names compounded with
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this word belong to muscles, which
are attached near the grinders ; from

fiv\t]y a grinder-tooth : such as,

Mylo-glo ssi. Small muscles of

the tongue.

Mylo-ijyoide'is. Mylo-hyoidien,

of Dumas. This muscle, first de-

scribed by Fallopius, is so called,

from its origin near the molar teeth,

and its insertion into the os hyoides.

Riolanus, YVinslow, Albinus, and
others, consider it as a single penni-
form muscle. Its use is to pull the

os hyoides upwards, forwards, and
to either side.

MYLO - PHARYNGE'US. {Musculus
mylopkaryngeuSy fivkotyapvyyaioQ

;

from f.iv\?), the grinding-tooth, and
(papuyE, the pharynx.] See Constric-

tor pharyjigis .superior.

Myoce'phalum. (From fivta, a
fly, and xs^^X//, a head, from its re-

semblance to the head of a fly). A
tumour in the uvea of the eye.

Myocoili'tis. (From /xvr, a mus-
cle, and koiXuz, a belly]. Inflam-
mation of the muscles of the belly.— Voirtl.

Iyodeso'psia. (From ixvia, a fly,

ticog, resemblance, and o\puj, vision).

A disease of the eyes, in which the
person sees black spots, an appearance
of flies, cobwebs, or black wool, be-
fore his eyes.

Myo'logy. (Mi/ologia, from livq,

a muscle, and Xoyoc, a discourse;.
The doctrine of the muscles.

Myo'pia. (From livio, to wink,
and aj\p, the eye). Near-sighted:
purblind. The myopes are con-
sidered tj^se persons who cannot see
distinctl\^b )ve twenty inches. The
myopia is likewise adjudged to all

those who cannot see at three, six,

or nine inches. The proximate
cause is the adunation of the rays
of light in a focus before the retina.

The species are,

I. Myopia, from too great a con-
vexity of the cornea. The cause of
this convexity is either from nativity,
or a greater secretion of the aqueous
humour : hence, on one day there
shall be a greater myopia than on
another. An incipient hydrophthal-
QUia is the origin of this myopia.

2. Myopia, from too great a lon-

gitude of the bulb. This length of

the bulb is native, or acquired from
a congestion of the humours in the

eye ; hence artificers occupied in

minute objects, as the engravers of

seals, and persons reading much,
frequently after puberty become
myopes.

3. Myopia, from too great a con-

vexity of the anterior superficies of

the crystalline lens. This is likewise

from birth. The image will so much
sooner be formed, as the cornea or

lens is more convex. This perfectly

accounts for short-sightedness ; but

an anterior too great convexity of

the cornea is the most common
cause.

4. Myopia, from too great a den-
sity of the cornea, or humours of the

eye. Optics teach us, by so much
sooner the rays of light are forced

into a focus, as the diaphanous body
is denser.

5. My,pia, from mydriasis, or top

dilated a pupil.

6. Myopia infantilis. Infants, from
the great convexity of the cornea,

are often myopes ; but by degrees,

as they advance in years, they per-

ceive objects more remotely, by the

cornea becoming less convex.
Mv'ors. (From livcj, to wink,

and oi\l>, the eye). One who is near-

sighted.

Myo'sis. ^IviotriQ, a disease of

the eye. A contraction or too small

perforation of the pupil : it is known
by viewing the diameter of the pupil,

which is smaller than usual, and re-

mains so in an obscure place, where,
naturally, if not diseased, it dilates.

It occasions weak sight, or a vision

that remains only a certain number
of hours in the day ; but, if wholly
closed, total blindness.

The species of this disorder are:

1. Myosis spasmodica, which is

observed in the hysteric, hypochon-
driac, and in other spasmodic and
nervous affections. It arises from
spasm of the orbicular fibres of the
iris.

2. Myosis paralytica arises in pa-
ralytic disorders.

Z z 3
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3. Myosis injlammatoria, which

Arises from an inflammation of the

iris or uvea, as in the internal oph-
thalmia, hypopium, or wounded eye.

4. Myosis, from an accustomed
contraction of the pupil. This fre-

quently is experienced by those who
contemplate very minute objects ; by
persons who write ; by the workers
of the fine needle-work ; and by fre-

quent attention to microscopical in-

quiries.

5. Myosis, from a defect of the

aqueous humour, as after extraction.

6. Myosis nativa
%
with which in-

fants are born.

7. Myosis naturalis, is a coarcta-

tion of the pupil by light, or from an
intense examination of the minutest

objects. These coarctations of the

pupil are temporary, and sponta-

neously vanish.

Myositis. (From fivg, a mus-
cle). Inflammation of a muscle. It

is the term given by Sagar to acute

rheumatism.
Myoso'tis. (Mvc, a muscle, and

ovg f (oroc, an ear ; so called, be-

cause its leaves are hairy, and grow
longitudinally like the ear of a

mouse). See Hieracium pilosella.

Myo'tomy. (From fivg, a mus-
cle, and TEnvio, to cut). The dissec-

tion of the muscles.

My'rica ga'le. The systematic

name of the Dutch myrtle. Myrtus
Brabantica. Myrtus Anglica. Myr-
tifolia Belgica. Gagel. Rus sylres-

trisy &c. The leaves, flowers, and
seeds of this plant, Myrica gale, of

Linnaeus, sweet willow, or Dutch
."Myrtle, have a strong, fragrant smell,

and a bitter taste. They are said to

be used amoagst the common people

for destrovinj? moths and cutaneous

insects, and the infusion is given inter-

nally as a stomachic and vermifuge.

Myriophy'i.lon. (From fivptog,

infinite, and <pu\\ov, a leaf, named
from the number of its leaves) . See

Ach illea m illefolium

.

Myri'stica. The name of a genus

of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Dioecia; Order, Monadelphia.

Myri'stica aroma'tica. Swartz's

name of the nutmeg-tree.

Myri'stica moscha'ta. The sys-
tematic name of the tree which pro-
duces the nutmeg and mace.— l.The
nutmeg, Myristica? nucleus, Nux
moschata. JYux myristica. Chryso-
bulanus Galeni. Nttx aromatica, &c.
The seed, or kernel, of the Myris-
tica moschata, foliis lanceolatis, fructu
glabro, of Linnaeus. It is a spice

that is well known, and has been
long used both for culinary and me-
dical purposes. The best is brought
from the East Indies in stone jars.

*
#* The medicinal qualities of

nutmeg are supposed to be aromatic,

anodyne, stomachic, and astringent

;

and hence it has been much used in

diarrhceas and dysenteries. In large

quantities it is apt to affect the head,

and even to manifest an hypnotic
power in such a degree as to prove
extremely dangerous. The officinal

preparations of nutmeg arc a spirit

and an essential oil, and the nutmeg,
in substance, roasted to render it more
astringent : both the spice itself and
the essential oil enter several com-
positions, as the confcctio aromatica

;

spiritus ammonia* aro)naticus, &c.
Mace is the middle bark of the nut-

meg. It is in common use as a grate-

ful spice, and appears to be in its ge-

neral qualities nearly similar to the

nutmeg. The principal difference

consists in the mace being much
warmer, more bitter, less unctuous,

less astringent, and sitting easier on
weak stomachs. Its oil is supposed
to be more volatile and acrid than

nutmeg.
Myrme'cia. (From /ii/p/u/£, a

pismire). A small painful wart, of

the size and shape of an ant. See
Myrmeciinn.
Myrmf/cium. A moist soft wart,

about the size of a lupine, with a

broad base, deeply rooted, and very

painful. It grows on the palms of

the hands and soles of the feet.

Myro'copum. (From ftvpov, an
ointment, and hottqc,, labour). An
unguent to remove lassitude.

Myroba'lanus. (From fivpov, an
unguent, and €akavog, a nut, so

called because it was formerly used

in ointments). A myrobaian. A
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dried fruit of the plum kind, brought

from the East Indies. All the myro-
balans have an unpleasant, bitterish,

very austere taste, and strike an inky

blackness with a solution of steel.

They are said to have a gently pur-

gative as well as an astringent and
corroborating virtue.

Of this fruit there are several

species; e.g. Myrobalanus bellirica.

( The belliric myrobalan) . Myroba-
lanus chebula. (The chebule myro-
balan). Myrobalanus citrina. (Yellow

myrobalan) . Myrobalanus emblica.

(The emblic myrobalan). Myroba-
lanus ludica. (The Indian or black

myrobalan)

.

Mv'ron. (From fivpoj, to flow).

An ointment, or medicated oil.

MyROPHY'lLUM. Millefolium ar/ua-

ticum. Water-fennel. Said to be
vulnerary.

Myro'xylon. (From fivpov, an
ointment, and t,v\ov, wood). The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Diandria

;

Order, Monogynia.
Myro'xylon perli'ferum. The

systematic name of the tree which
gives out the Peruvian balsam, lial-

samum Peruvianum. Putzochill. In-

dian, Mexican, and American balsam.

Carbareiba, is the name of the tree

from which, according to Piso and
Ray, it is taken. It is the Myro.rylon
peruiferum, of Linnaeus, growing in

the warmest provinces of South Ame-
rica, and is remarkable for its elegant

appearance.

%* Balsam of Peru is of three
kinds ; or rather, it is one and the
same balsam, having three several
names : 1. The balsam of incision

;

2. The dry balsam ; 3. The balsam
of lotion. The virtues of this balsam

,

as a cordial, pectoral, and restorative,

stimulant, and tonic, are by some
thought to be very great. Externally,
it is recommended as an useful ap-
plication to relaxed ulcers, not dis-

posed to heal.

My'rrua. (Myrrha. Heb.) Myrrh.
Also called stacte, and the worst sort
ergasma. The medicinal effects of
myrrh are warm, corroborant, and
antiseptic

; it has been given as an

emmenagogue in doses from 5 to 20

grains ; it is also given in cachexies,

and applied externally as an antisep-

tic and vulnerary. In doses of 5ss.

Dr. Cullen remarks that it heated

the stomach, produced sweat, and

agreed with the balsams in affecting

the urinary passages. It has lately

come more into use as a tonic in

hectic cases, and is said to prove

less heating than most other medi-

cines of that class. The spirituous

solution containing all the active

part of the myrrh is applied to ul-

cers, and other external affections

of a putrid tendency, and also as a

wash, when diluted, for the teeth

and gums.
Myrrhi'ne. (From f-ivppa, myrrh ;

so called because it smells like

myrrh). The common myrtle. See

Mi/rtus communis.

My'rrhis. (From nvppa, myrrh ;

so named from its myrrh-like smell)

.

Sweet cicely ; anti-scorbutic.

Myrsinelje'um. (From fivomi/rj,

the myrtle, and eXaiov, oil). Oil of

myrtle.

Myrtaca'ntua. (From juwproc, a

myrtle, and cihcivOci, a thorn; so

called from its likeness to myrtle,

and from its prickly leaves). But-

cher's broom. See Ruscus.

Myrti'danum. (From fxvpTog, the

myrtle) . An excrescence growing on

the trunk of the myrtle. Astringent.

Myrti'llus. See Vaccinium rnyr-

tillns.

Myrtiform caruncles. See Carun-

culce myrtiformes.

Myrtiform glands. See Caruncula?

myrtiformes.

Myrtle, common. See Myrtus.

Myrtle, Dutch. See Myrica gale.

Myrto-chei'lides. (From fivprov,

the clitoris, and ^£t\oc, a lip). The
nymphoe of the female pudenda.

" My'rton. The clitoris.

My'rtum. (From fivpTog, a myrtle).

A little prominence in the pudenda
of women , resembling a myrtle-berry.

It also means the clitoris.

My'rtus. (From puppet, myrrh,

because of its smell, or from Myrrha,
a virgin who was fabled to have been

turned into this tree) .— 1 . The name
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of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system : Class, Icosanch'ia ; Order,
Monogynia.—2. The pharmacopoeial

name of the Myrrhine. The myrtle.

Myrtus communis, of Linnaeus.
*
#* The berries of this plant are

recommended in alvine and uterine

fluxes, and other disorders from re-

laxation and debility.

My'rtus braba'ntica. See Myrica
gale.

My'rtus caryophylla'ta. The
systematic name of the tree which
#

affords the clove bark. Cassia caryo-

phyllata. The bark of this tree,

Myrtus caryophyllata; pedimculis tri-

fido-multijiuris
,
fuliis avails, of Lin-

naeus. It may be used with the same
views as cloves, or cinnamon.
My'rtus Commi/nis. Myrtus com-

munis ltalica. Common Italian myr-
tle. The systematic name of the

common myrtle. See Myrtus.
My'rtus pime'nta. The syste-

matic name of the tree which bears

the Jamaica pepper. Pimento. Piper
earyophyllatum. Cocculi Indi aro-

matiei. Piper chiapce. A)iiomum pi-

menta. Caryophyllus aromaticus. Ca-

Xyophyllus Americanus. Piper odo-

ratum Jamaicense. Jamaica pepper,

or allspice. The berries of the

^lyrtus pimenta; Jloribus trichotomo-

paniculatis, fuliis ohlongo-lanceolatis,

of Linnaeus.

*
#* This spice, which was first

brought over for dietetic uses, has
been long employed in the shops as

a suecedaneum to the more costly

oriental aromatics : it is moderately
warm, of an agreeable flavour, some-
what resembling that of a mixture of
cloves, cinnamon, and nutmegs.

My'rycine. The ingredient ofwax
remaining after digestion with alco-

hol. It is likewise insoluble in water
and ether ; but very soluble in fixed

and volatile oils. Its melting point

is about 120°. Sp. gr. 0.90. it is of
a waxv consistence.

My'stax, -acts, in. (From fivgvZ,

mustachios). The hair which forms
the beard in man, on the upper lip.

Myu'rus, A name for a sort of

sinking pulse, when the second stroke

is less than the first, the third than

the second, &c. Of this there are

two kinds : the first is when the

pulse so sinks as not to rise again
;

the other, when it returns again,

and rises in some decree. Both
are considered unfavourable pre-

sages.

Myxosarcoma. (From pv^a, mu-
cus, and GapZ, flesh). Mucocarneus.
A partly fleshy and partly mucous
tumour.

My'xter. (From pv'£a, the mucus
of the nose). The nose or nostril.

N.

-N . In prescriptions this letter is a

contraction for numero, in number.
Xa'cta. An abscess of the female

breast.

Na'ducEM, An uterine coagulum,
or mole.

N.e'vi matk'rm. Macula ma-
tricis. Conge aitre notte. Mothers'
marks. Congenital murks on the

skin of children, and which are said

to be produced by the longing of the
mother for particular things, or
her aversion to them ; hence t!

resemble mulberries, strawberries,

grapes, pines, bacon, &c. The truth,

however, that this dot trine, imput-

ing the origin of nam to fancies of

the mother, is neither consistent

with experience nor sound physio-

logy. The causes, as Callisen ob-

serves, ll potlus autem in evolutionc

primorum flaminum, a naturae solita

viaaberrantes, uti in aliis rebua mon-
strosis muerendae erunt."

—

Syst.Chir.

HodieriuEy vol. ii. p. 201.

%* Some of these marks are merely
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superficial, or merely stain-like spots,

and appear to consist of a partial

thickening of the rete mucosum,
sometimes of a yellow or yellowish

brown, sometimes of a bluish, livid,

or nearly black colour. To these the

name of spilus has been more parti-

cularly appropriated. Others, again,

exhibit various degrees of thicken-

ing, elevation, and altered structure

of the skin itself, and consist of clus-

ters of enlarged and contorted veins,

freely anastomosing, and forming
little sacs of blood, &c. (See Batc-
vian's Practical Synopsis of Cutaneous

Diseases, p. 324. ed. 4).—When a

naevus is of a dark red colour, its in-

tensity is generally augmented by
every thing which tends to accelerate

the circulation of the blood. Fits of
anger, hot weather, fevers, and the

period of menstruation in particular,

are observed to be attended with an
increased turgescence and discolour-

ation of the affected part. Indeed,
the excrescence sometimes bursts,

i

and pours out a dangerous quantity
!

of blood, and in females it has been
\

known to become the scat of a re-
j

gular menstrual discharge.

—

Bot/er,
j

Traite des Mai. Chirorg. t. ii. 277 ;

and J. Bell's Principles of Surgery,
Discourse 9.

Some naevi, especially those called '

moles, frequently have long, irregu-

lar hairs growing upon them ; while
the surface of others is streaked, and I

even granulated. It appears then,
from what has been said, that certain

naevi are merely cutaneous spots, of

& red, violet, or purplish colour, of
|

greater or lesser extent, and with
scarcely any perceptible elevation.
They are an organic malformation
of the skin, the natural texture of
which does not exist, but has substi-

tuted for it a plexus of vessels not
endued with the natural sensibility

of the cutis itself. These naevi ge-
nerallv continue stationarv during
lfe, and may be regarded rather as
a deformity than a disease.

Although the original causes of
naevi are buried in obscurity, expe-
rience, says Dr. JJateman, (see Prac.
Synop. &c. p. 327J, proves, that

whatever produces irritation in the
part affected, or an increased deter-
mination of blood to it, has gene-
rally the effect of accelerating the
growth and enlargement of the swel-
ling. Thus, a trifling bruise, or a
tight hat, will sometimes excite a mere
stain -like speck, or a minute livid

tubercle, into that diseased action
which occasions its growth.
With regard to the treatment of

naevi, when they are superficial, with-
out any disposition to enlarge or
spread, and their trivial elevation
does not expose them to accidental
rupture, there appears to be no good
reason for interfering with them. In-
deed, they could only be destroyed
with the caustic or the knife, and
these severe means would leave scars,

accompanied with nearly the same
degree of disfigurement. But, when
naevi evince a tendency to enlarge,
or are very prominent excrescences,
and either troublesome from their

situation, or liable to be ruptured,
either their growth must be repressed
by sedative applications, or the whole
congeries of vessels extirpated with
the knife. Mr. Abernethy has pro-
posed the application of cold water,
and the pressure of a bandage.—See
Abtrnetlu/s Surg. Works, vol. ii.

p. 224 ;— Petit, CEuvres Posthumes,
t. i.;

—

Lasnu, Pathologic Chir. t. i.

p. 476, &c. ed. 1809;

—

Lattas Sys-
tem of Surg. vol. ii. chap. 22 ;

—

Dal-
peek Precis Elemcntaire des Maladies
Chir. t. iii. p. 244. Paris, 1816.—-
Wardrop*s Case, in Med. Chir. Trails.

vol. ix. p. 199, &c.
• Na'i coro'na. A name of the

cowage.

Nail. I'nguis. A horny lamina,
situated on the extremity of the fin-

gers and toes.

Na'kir. Wandering pains of the

limbs.

—

Schenkius.

Xapf/lll s. (A diminutive of na-

pus, a kind of turnip ; so called, be-

cause it has a bulbous root like that

of the napus). See Aconitum.
Na'phje flo'res. Orange flowers

are sometimes so called. See Citrus

aurantium.

Na'phtha. Na^Ga. A very fluid
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species of petroleum, of a lighter co-

lour than petroleum, more or less

transparent, perfectly thin and liquid,

light, so as to float on water, odo-
riferous, volatile, and inflammable.
Naptha has been used as an external

application for removing old pains,

nervous disorders, such as cramps,
contractions of the limbs, paralytic

affections, &c.
Napifo'lia. Bare cole.

Na'pium. The name of the nip-

ple-wort. A species of lapsana. It

is one of the bitter lactescent plants,

similar in virtues to endive. See
Lapsana,

Na'ples yellow. Professor Beck-
man says, this colour is prepared
by calcining lead with antimony
and potash, in a reverberatory fur-

nace.

Na'pus. (From napns, Rabb.) See
Brassica.

Na'pus du'lcis. \ See Brassi-

Na'pus SYLVe'stris. j carapa.
Narca'phthum. An aromatic con-

feet.

Narci'ssus. The daffodil. A ge-
nus of plants in the Linnsean system :

Class, Hevandria; Order, Monogy-
nia.

Narco'sis. (From vapxotx), to

stupify). Stupefaction, stupor, numb-
ness.

Narco'tics (From vapnoio, to

stupify) . Narcotica. Medicines which
have the power of procuring sleep.

See Anodynes,
Nurd, Celtic. See Valeriana Cel-

tica.

Nardy Indian. See Nardus In-

diea.

Nardo'staciiys. (From vapdog,
spikenard, and <?axvg, sage). A spe-

cies of wild sage, resembling spike-

nard in its leaves and smell.

Nar'dus, -i', f. ct n. (Fromnard,
Syr). Spikenard.

Na'udus Ce'lTICA. Valeriana Cel-

tica.

Nar'dus I'ndica. Spica nardi.

Spica Indica. Indian nard or spike-

nard. The root of this plant, *//*-

dropogon /tardus, of Linnaeus, is an
ingredient in the mithridate and the-

riaca ; it is moderately warm and

! pungent, accompanied with a flavour

not disagreeable. It is said to be
used by the Orientals as a spice.

Na'rdus ita'lica. The lavendu-
la latifolia.

Nar'dus monta'na. An old name
of the asarabacca.

Na rdus ru'stica. An old name
of the asarabacca. See Asarum.

Na'res. (PL oinaris), Mycteres.

The nostrils.

*** The cavity of the nostrils is

of a pyramidal figure, and is situated

under the anterior part of the cra-

nium, in the middle of the face. It

is composed of fourteen bones, viz.

the frontal, two maxillary, two nasal,

two lachrymal, two inferior spongy,
the sphenoid, the vomer, the eth-

moid, and two palatine bones, which
form several eminences and cavities.

The eminences are the septum na-

rium, the cavernous substance of the

ethmoid bone, called the superior

concha? , and the inferior spongy
bones. The cavities are three pair of

pituitary sinuses^ namely, the frontal,

sphenoid, and maxillary ; the ante-

rior and posterior foramina of the

nostrils ; the ductus nasalis, the

spheno-palatine foramina, and ante-

rior palatine foramina. All these

parts are covered with periosteum,

and a pituitary membrane which se-

cretes the mucus of the nostrils. The
arteries of this cavity are branches

of the internal maxillary. The veins

empty themselves into the internal

jugulars. The nerves are branches of

the olfactory, ophthalmic, and supe-

rior maxillary. The use of the nos-

trils is for smelling, respiration, and
speech.

Narifuso'ria. (From narcs, the

nostrils, nndfunderc, to pour). Me-
dicines dropped into the nostrils.

Na'ris COMPRESSOR. See Com*
pressor nrrris.

Na'rta. (N«
(

or«, es nardi odore,

from its smell). A plant used in

ointments.

Nartmf/cia. (From Northed*, the

island where it flourished), pfarthex,

A kind of fennel.

N.a sa'li a. (From nasus> the nose)

.

Krrhines.
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Nasa'lis la'bii superio'ris. See

Orbicularis oris.

Nas'arium (From nasus, the

nose) . The mucus of the nose.

Nasca'le. (From nasus, the nose).

A wood or cotton pessary for the

nose.

Nasca'phthum. See Narcaph-

thum.

Na'si depre'ssor. See Depressor

lahii superioris alceque ?iasi.

Na'si o'ssa. (Xasus the nose).

The two small bones of the nose

that form the bridge of the nose. In

figure they are quadrangular and ob-

long.

Nasti/rticm. (Quod nasum tor-

quet, because the seed, when bruis-

ing, irritates the nose) . A genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Tetradynamia ; Order, Siliquosa.

Nastu'rtIUM aoua'ticim. Sec

Sisymbrium nasturtium.

Nastu'rtium iiorte'nse. See Le-

pidium sathum.
Nasiu'rtu M I'ffDICUM. See Tro-

paolum majus.

Na'ta. Natta. A species of wen
with slender pendent neck. Lin-

nsDus speaks of it as rooted in a

muscle.

Na'tes. (From matere, to flow; be-

cause the excrements arc discharged

from them.— 1. The buttocks, or the

fleshy parts upon which we sit.

—

2. Two of the eminences, called tu-

bercula quadrigemina of the brain,

are so named from their supposed
resemblance to the former.

Na'tes ce'rebri. Sec Tulercula
quadrigemina .

Na'troN. (From Natron, a lake

in Judsea, where it was produced) .

—

Natrum. — 1. The name formerlv
given by the College of Physicians to

the alkali, now called soda. — 2. A
native salt (carbonate of soda) , found
Crystallized in Egypt, iu the lake
called Natron, and in other hot coun-
tries, in sands surrounding lakes of
salt water.—3. The name of an im-
pure subcarbonate of soda, obtained
by burning various marine plants.

See Soda.

Natron mltua'tlm. See Soda?

murias.

Na'tron prepara'tum. See Sods?
subcarbonas,

Na'tron tartariza'tum. See Soda
tartarizata.

Na'tron yitriola'tum. See Soda?
sulphas.

Na'tul*:. (Dim. of nates, the but-
tocks ; so called, from their resem-
blance) . Two prominences of the
brain. See Tubercula quadrigemina.
Na'iural a'ctions. Those actions

by which the body is preserved ; as

hunger, thirst, &c. See Actions.

Natlra'lia. (From natura, na-
ture). The parts of generation.

Nai/sea. (yiauvea : from vavQ,
a ship ; because it is a sensation si-

milar to that which people expe-
rience upon sailing in a ship). Nau-
siosis. Nautia.— 1. An inclination to

vomit without effecting it.—2. A dis-

gust of food approaching to vomiting.
%* Nausea is an attendant on

cardiaglia, pregnancy, &c. occasion-
ing an aversion for food, an increase

of saliva, disgusted ideas at the sight

of various objects, loss of appetite,

debility, &c.
Nau'ttcus. (From nauta, a sailor

;

so called, from the use which sailors

make of it, in climbing ropes). A
muscle of the leg exerted in climb-
ing up.

See Brassica
rapa.

Navicila're os. (From navicu-
la, a little boat). Nariformis. Na-
vicularis. Os scaphoides. A bone
of the carpus and tarsus; so called,

from its supposed resemblance to a

boat. Sec Carpus and tarsus.

Neapolita'nus mo'rbus. (From
Neapolis, or Naples, because it was
said to have been first discovered at

Naples, when the French were in

possession of it). The venereal dis-

ease.

Ne'bula. (From veQeXtj).— 1. A
cloudy spot in the cornea of the eye.—2. The cloud-like appearance in

the urine, after it has been a little

time at rest.

Neck. Collum. That part of the

body situated between the head and
trunk.

6 ^i"
Narcw, garden. "1

Navew, sueet. >

Narew, wild. J
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*^* The parts which form the

neck are divided into external and
internal. The external parts are the

common integuments, several mus-
cles, eight pair of cervical nerves,

the eighth pair of nerves of the ce-

rebrum, and the great intercostal

nerve ; the two carotid arteries, the

two external jugular veins, and the

two internal ; the glands of the neck,

viz. the jugular, submaxillary, cer-

vical, and thyroid. The internal

parts are the fauces, pharynx, oeso-

phagus, larynx, and trachea. The
bones of the neck are the seven cer-

vical vertebrae.

Necro'sis. (From vexpou), to de-

stroy]. This word, the strict mean-
ing of which, is only mortification,

is, by the general consent of sur-

geons, confined to this affection of

the bones. The death of parts of

bones was not distinguished from
caries, by the ancients. Necrosis

and caries, however, are essentially

different ; for, in the first, the af-

fected part of the bone is deprived of

the vital principle ; but this is not

the case when it is simply carious.

Caries is very analogous to ulcera-

tion, while necrosis is exactly similar

to mortification of the soft parts.
*
#
* Between caries and necrosis

(Wiedmannde Necrosi ossimn, p. 7),

there is all that difference, which
exists between ulcers and gangrene,

or sphacelus of the soft parts. In

caries, the nutrition of the bone is

only impaired, and a regular action

disunites the elements of the bonv
structure, which consequently sus-

tains a loss of substance ; but every

remaining part of it is still alive. In

necrosis, on the contrary, the vi-

tality and nutritive functions cease

altogether in a certain portion of

the bone, the separation of which
then becomes indispensable.

No age, climate, sex, mode of

life, nor condition, saysWiedmann,
is exempt from this disease; and
though it mostly attacks the cylin-

drical bones, the flat ones are also

its seat. When the body of a cylin-

drical bone, or the middle portion

of a flat bone, is destroyed by necro-

sis, their extremities, which are of a
cellular texture, continue unaffected,

so that, for example, in the cylin-

drical bones, the articular ends are
also formed of portions of the origi-

nal bone, which are engrafted, as it

were, on the new production. There
are, however, a few bad cases, and
these are very uncommon, in which
the necrosis does not altogether spare
the heads of the bones, and the dis-

ease communicates with the joints.

Besides the difference arising from
particular bones affected, necrosis

also varies according as the portion
of bone attacked happens to be thin,

and of little extent, or large, and of

considerable thickness. When con-
fined to one bone, the disease is sim-
ple, and the patient is in other re-

spects healthy ; and compound when
several different parts of the same
bone, or several distinct bones, are

affected at the same time ; when the

health is bad, and other parts of the

body are also diseased.

The causes of necrosis are not
essentially different from those which

r

produce ulcers and gangrene of the

soft parts. As the vitality, however,
of the bones is weaker, we may in-

fer, that necrosis may be occasioned

in them by causes which are less

numerous and intense, and such as

would only give rise to suppuration
in soft parts. Sometimes these causes

are external, while others are inter-

nal, or constitutional. Sometimes
the life of the bone is instantaneously

destroyed by them; but, in other in-

stances, the bone is first stimulated

and enlarged, so that its death is

preceded by true inflammation.

The external causes which injure

the periosteum and medullary struc-

ture, and thus produce necrosis, are

wounds, contusions, pressure, frac-

tures, comminutions, acrid sub-

stances, caustics^ and extreme degree

of heat and cold.

An internal necrosis, affecting the

spongy texture of bones, generally

arises from constitutional causes,

though sometimes an external one,

which seems to affect only the surface

of a bone, extends its action to the
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interior, so as to destroy the medul-

lary membrane, and produce an in-

ternal necrosis.

But necrosis may proceed from

another description of causes, which

are of a constitutional nature. In

fevers of bad type, in the small-pox,

and in the measles, experience has

fully proved that the bones are some-

times attacked with necrosis. Scro-

fula, lues venerea, and the scurvy,

are also diseases, which, according

to the testimony of all surgical

writers, frequently produce such mis-

chief in the bones as terminates in

necrosis. It is likewise well ascer-

tained, that mercury itself may give

rise to the disorder, especially in

the lower jaw-bone. (See Mem. de

VAcad. de Chir. t. v. p. 356, 4to.)—
This happens either in consequence
of the mercury having been intro-

duced too quickly into the system,

or because the patient exposes himself
|

to cold, or deviates in some other re-

spect from a proper regimen. Cer-

tain necroses of the lower jaw, how-
ever, appear also to have been caused

by blows, and the application of acrid

substances to clean the teeth. The
inflammation arising from the causes

which excite necrosis, may be cither

acute or chronic. The part in which
it is seated is affected with swelling,

and contrary to that of abscesses

which is elevated and apex, is so

widely diffused, that the limits which
circumscribe it, can hardly be dis-

tinguished. When the inflammation
is acute, purulent matter of a good
quality soon collects in the vicinity

of the necrosis. When it is chronic,

the pus forms slowly, and is thinner
and less healthy.

The abscess which accompanies a
necrosis naturally soon bursts, when
it arises from intense inflammation,
and is situated near the skin, which
is itself inflamed. But, when the
bone is surrounded by a great thick-
ness of soft parts, and the inflam-
mation is chronic, the quantity of
matter daily increases, the cavity
which it occupies becomes larger and
larger, and considerable pressure is

made in the abscess on every side.

The bones and tendons resist for a

long while the progress of the mat-
ter ; but the cellular substance yields,

and different sinuses form, which
sometimes run to a vast distance

from the main collection of matter,

especially when the abscess is seated

under an aponeurosis.

Although a necrosis must generally
be classed with diseases which are

serious, and of long duration, yet,

the character of the disorder is not
essentially bad, since it is often cured
by Nature, or with the assistance of
surgery.

In the treatment of necrosis, the
primary object of the surgeon should
be, to aid Nature in her object to

effect a cure, and not to disturb her
operations by any superfluous, or
unseasonable interference. The se-

cond should be, to assist her some-
times by the boldest proceedings,
when she loses her wav, and cannot
by herself accomplish what is neces-
sary. But that nothing wrong may
be attempted, it should be correctly

understood what nature does in the
disease, and what it is in her power
to perform ; what she either cannot
accomplish at all, or not with any
degree of certainty ; and, lastly, the
circumstances in which she may err,

and endanger the patient's life.

For an account of the process by
which dead portions of bone are se-

parated from the living, see Exfolia-
tion. For some of the best authorities
on this subject, the following may be
consulted : Blancard, Institut. Chir.

p. 549 ;

—

Duka?nel, Mem. de VAcad.
des Scie?ices, 1741;

—

Chesselderts
Osteographia, or Anat. of the Human
Bones, Lond. 1733, p. 17, and 21 ;

—

Duverney, Traitc des Maladies des
Os. p. 473, Paris, 1751 ;

—

Hunter in
Med. Oos. and Inquiries, vol. ii.

p. 303 ;

—

Saviard, Nouveau Rccueil,
&c. ;

—

Le Dran's Obs. de Chir.;—
J- P* TFiedmann, de Necrosi Ossium
Fal. Francofurti ad Mocnum 1 793 et
de Necrosi Adnotatin : Frank, del.iv. *

—R. Knox on the Pathology and
Treatment of Necrosis, and on the
Regeneration of Bone, &c. Edinb.
Med. Surg. Journ. vol. xviii. p. G2.

3 A '
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&c, and other modern writers on
surgery.

Necro'sis ustilagi'nea. Mildew
mortification ; characterized by dry,
diffuse and divergent mortification,

commencing in the extremities, with-
out fever or intumescence, and spread-
ing till various limbs drop off in

Succession : great hebitude of mind
and body ; often with violent spasms.
Supposed to be produced by grain
blighted or mildewed.

*
#* This is the necrosis ustilaginea

of Sauvages, the specific epithet being
derived from the cause to which it

has commonly been ascribed, and
from which in various cases it seems
\o take its rise ; viz. the use of grain

vitiated or poisoned by the growth of
parasitic plants in the interior of the

culm or straw, chiefly the " ustilago,"
" blight or mildew ;" whence the

name of " mildew mortification,"

among ourselves, as that of ergot, or
spur among the French, from the re-

semblance which mildewed or blighted
corn bears to the spur of a cock, in

Latin, clavus, which is the name
borne by this parasitic plant in the

language of many botanists.

Grain thus injured by some fungus

or other, has been found, when
employed as food, productive of two
dreadful diseases ; to both of which,

indeed, the French have given the

name of ergot, as occasioned by a

common cause ; as they have also

that of maldes ardens, from the burn-
ing internal heat which is felt in

either case. The one of these dis-

orders is a typhus fever, with the

general character of pestis, or what
Sauvages calls erysipelas pesti/ens,

which is synonymous with the third

variety of pestis in Dr. Good's System
of Nosology : the other is the mi-

gratory gangrene before us, which
commences, without fever, in the

hands and feet, and with a sense of

numbness and external coldness, a

dusky or livid cuticle, great debility

of mind and body, often violent

spasmodic contractions, and spreads

rapidly over the system, till the

fingers, arms, nose, legs, or thighs

are affected, and some of them drop

off spontaneously.

—

Morgagni, de
Causis et sedibus Morborum, Ep. lv.

Art. xxiv. Bresl. Sammtung, 1724,
i. p. 43.

Mr. Pott has described this species,
with a few slight varieties of symp-
toms, at full length, but without
appearing to satisfy himself with any
particular cause. " Beginning," says
he, " at the extremity of one or more
of the small toes, in more or less

time it passes on to the foot and
ankle, and sometimes to a part of the
leg, and, in spite of all the aid of
physic and surgery. It is very unlike
to the mortification from inflamma-
tion, to that from external cold,

ligature or bandage ; or to that which
proceeds from any known and visible

cause ; and this, as well in its attack
as in its process. In some few in-

stances, it makes its appearance with
little or no pain ; but, in by much
the majority of these cases, the
patients feel great uneasiness through
the whole foot and joint of the ankle,

particularly in the night, even before
these parts shew any mark of dis-

temper, or before there is any other
than a small discoloured spot on the

end of one of the little toes. Each
sex is liable to it ; but for one female
in whom I have met with it, I think

I may say that I have seen it in at

least twenty males. I think, also,

that I have much more often found
it in the rich and voluptuous, than in

the labouring poor ; more often in

great eaters than free drinkers. It

frequently happens to persons ad-

vanced in life, but is by no means
peculiar to old age. It is not in

general preceded or accompanied by
apparent distemperature either of the

part or of the habit."

In its severe attacks, however,
the constitution seems to be generally

contaminated, the mind and body
become equally debilitated ; there is

great irritability, and a tendency to

convulsive action.

According to every statement, this

singular disease seems to be con-

nected with a diseased state of the

digestive organs, from excess of
! living, deleterious food, or some
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other cause in connection with great

nervous debility : (Home, Facts and

Experiments, p. 81 ;

—

Ludwig, Ad~
versar. I. i. 7, p. 188),—and the

tendency to gangrene proceeds rather

from a deficiency of sensorial power,

&c. than from any morbid condition

of the circulating system, whether

atonic or entonic. (Good's Study of
Med. vol. iii. p. 498).—And, hence,

we find it best relieved by free doses

of opium, in conjunction with a ge-

nerous and even stimulant diet. Bark
is of no avail, and the local use of

spirituous fomentations and cata-

plasms, warm pungent oil and bal-

sams, of as little. Mr. Pott tried

them in every foim, but without the

smallest success ; and at length em-
ployed no other topical application

than smooth, soft, unirritating poul-

tices ; and confined himself to the

use of opium alone, of which he
sometimes gave a grain every three

hours. And, under the influence of

this medicine, the progress of the

gangrene has often become checked
in a few days, and a line of separation

distinctly marked ; soon after which,
the mortified parts have sloughed
away, the diseased bone dropped
spontaneously from the affected joint,

healthy granulations succeeded, and
in due time a cure has been effected.

Ne'ctar. Ntxrcrp. A wine made
of honey.

Nedy'ia. (From vrjcvg, the belly).

Nedys. The intestines.

Ne'gro cache'xy. Cacliexia Afri-
cans. Mai d'estomac of the French.
A propensity for eating dirt, peculiar

to males as well as females, in the
West Indies and Africa.

Nelje'ra. (From vuapog, further-

most) . The lower part of the belly.

Nemoro'sa. (From nemus, a

grove ; so called because it grows in

woods). A species of anemone.
Nep. See Nepeta.
Ne'pa theophra'sti. The spar-

tium scoparium.
Nepe'nthos. (From vrj, neg. and

mivQog, grief ; so called from their

exhilarating qualities). A prepara-
tion of opium, and a kind of bugloss.

Ne'peta. (From nepte, Germ).

Herba felis. Nep, or catmint ; so

called because cats are very fond of

it. The leaves of this plant, Nepeta
cataria; floribus spicatis ; verticillis

subpedicellatis ; foliis petiolatis, cw-
datis, dentato-serratis , of Linnaeus,

have a moderately pungent aromatic

taste, and a strong smell, like an
admixture of spearmint and penny-
royal. The herb is recommended in

uterine disorders, dyspepsia, and
flatulency.

Ne'peta cata'ria. The syste-

matic name of the catmint. See
Nepeta.

Nepete'lla. (Dim. of nepeta).

The lesser catmint.

Ne'phela. (Dim. of vstpog, a
cloud). A cloud-like spot on the

cornea of the eye.

Nepheloi'des. (From ve<pe\i], a
cloud, and t i<*oc, a likeness) . Cloudy.
Turbid. Applied to the urine.

Nephralgia. (From veypog, the

kidney, and aXyog, pain). Pain in

the kidney.

Nephralgia calculo'sa. Pain
from stone in the kidneys.

Nephralgia rheuma'tica. The
lumbago, or pain in the loins.

Nepiirelmi'nthica ischi/rm.
(From vitypog, the kidney, and t\pivc9

a worm;. Applied to suppression of
urine from worms.

Nephritic wood. See Guilandina

moringa.

Nephri'tica a'qua. Spirituous

distillation of nutmeg and hawthorn
flowers.

Nephri'tics. (From veQpog, the

kidney), Nephritica. Medicines are

so termed that are employed in the

cure of diseases of the kidneys.

Nephri'ticum li'gnum. See Gui-
landina moringa.
Nephritis. (From veeppog, a kid-

ney). Inflammation of the kidney.

A genus of disease in the Class Py-
rexia?, and Order Phlegmasia, of
Cullen, known by pyrexia, pain in

the region of the kidneys, and shoot-
ing along the course of the ureter

;

drawing up of the testicles ; numbness
of the thigh; vomiting; urine high
coloured, and frequently discharged;
costiveness, and colic pains. Ne-

°- A 2
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phritis is symptomatic of calculus,

gout, &c.
*
#* Inflammation of the kidneys

may be distinguished from colic, by
the pain being seated very far back,
and by the difficulty of passing urine,

which constantly attends it; and it

may be distinguished from rheuma-
tism, as the pain is but little influ-

enced, or increased, by motion.

—

And from a calculous in the kidney,

or ureter, oy the symptoms of fever

accompanying, or immediately fol-

lowing the attack of pain, and these

continuing without any remarkable
intermission ; whereas, in a calculus

of the kidney, or ureter, they do not

occur until a considerable time after

violent pain has been felt. In the

latter case too, a numbness of the

thigh, and a retraction of the testi-

cle on the affected side, usually takes

place.

When the disease is protracted

beyond the seventh or eighth day,

and the patient feels an obtuse pain

in the part, has frequent returns of

chilliness and shiverings, there is

reason to apprehend that matter is

forming in the kidney, and that a

suppuration will ensue.—Dissections

show the usual effects of inflamma-

tion on the kidney ; and they like-

wise often discover the formation of

abscesses, which have destroyed its

whole substance. In a few instances,

the kidney has been found in a schir-

rous state.

NEPHROLl'THICA ISCHU'RIA.(FrOm

pog f
a kidney, and XiBog, a stone)

.

Applied to an ischury, from a stone

in the kidneys.

NErHROME'TR.E. The psoae mus-

cles.

Nepiiropletho'ricus. (From ve-

ft*os, a kidney, and 7r\?j9iopa, a ple-

>ra). Applied to a suppression of

urine from a plethora.

Nei'iiroi'ik-im.ma'ticus. (From

vvppoc, a kidney, and (f)\eyfia,

phlegm). Suppression of urine from

fortuitous or mucous matter in the

kidneys*
Neimiroiiim.icls. (From vttypog,

a kidney, and 7r\riyr], a strokcj. A
M<ppression of urine from a paraly-

sis of the kidney, is called ischuria
nephroplegica.

Nephropy'icus. (From, vt<ppog, a
kidney, and rnvov, pus) . Suppression
of urine from purulent matter in the
kidneys.

Ne'phros. (From veu, to flow,

and $epu), to bear ; as conveying the
urinary fluid) . A kidney.

Nephrospa'sticus. (From vsippog,

a kidney, and (nraio, to contract).

Suppression of urine from spasm of
the kidneys.

Nephrothromboi'des. (Tromve-
<ppog, a kidney, Opoutog, a grumous
concretion, and ewog, a likeness).

Suppression of urine from grumous
blood in the kidneys.

Nephro'tomy. (From vscppog, a kid-

ney, and rsfivujy to cut) . Nephrotomia,
The operation, perhaps, has never
been actually put in practice, of ex-

tracting a stone from the kidney.

The cutting into the kidney, the

deep situation of this viscus, and the

want of symptoms by which the

lodgment of a stone in it can be cer-

tainly discovered, will always be

strong objections to the practice.

—

SeeWarner*s Cases in Surgery, p. 24 1

,

edit. 4.

Ne'rium. (From vijpog, humid ;

so called, because it grows in moist

places). A genus of plants in the

Linnsean system : Class, Pentandria

;

Order, Monogynia.
Ne'rium antidysente'ricum.TIic

systematic name of the tree which
affords the Codaga pala bark. Co-

ncssi cortex. Codaga pala. Cortex

profluvii. The bark of the Nerium
aiitidyscntericum ; foliis ovatis, acu-

minatisy petiolatis, of Linnaeus. It

grows on the coast of Malabar. It

is very little known in the shops ;

has an austere, bitter taste ; and is

recommended in diarrhoeas, dysen-

teries, &.c. as an astringent.

Ne'rium tincto'riuM. A tree grow-
ing in Hindostan, which, according

to Dr. Roxburgh, affords indigo.

Nk'roli o'leum. Essential oil of

orange flowers. See Citrus etnrwntiitm*

NerVa'LIA o'ssa. (From ?iervus,

a nerve). The bones through which*

the nerves pass.
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Nerve. Nervus. Nerves are long,

white medullary cords, serving for

sensation, and originating from the

brain and spinal marrow; hence dis-

tinguished into cerebral and spinal

nerves ; and distributed upon the

organs of sense, the viscera, vessels,

muscles, and every part that is en-

dowed with sensibility.

The cerebral nerves are the olfac-

tory, optic, motores oculorum, pa-

thetici, or trochleatores, trigemini,

or divisi, abducent, auditory, or

acoustic, par vagum and lingual.

Heister has drawn up the uses of
these nerves in the two following

verses

:

Olfaciens, cerncjis, oculosque 7110-

vens, patiensque,

Gustans, abducc/iSy audiensque, va-

gansque, loquensque.

The spinal nerves are thirty pair,

and are divided into eight pair of cer-
vical, twelve pair of dorsal, five pair
of lumbar, and five of sacral nerves.

In the course of the nerves there are
a number of knots called ganglions

;

commonly of an oblong shape, and
of a grayish colour, somewhat in-

clining to red, which perhaps is ow-
ing to their being extremely vascu-
lar. Some writers have considered
these little ganglions as so many
little brains. Lancisi fancied he had
discovered muscular fibres in them,
but they certainly are not of an ir-

ritable nature. A late writer (Dr.
Johnson) imagines they are intended
to deprive us of the power of the will

over certain parts, as the heart, for
instance ; but, if this hypothesis
were well founded, they should be
met with only in nerves leading to
involuntary muscles; whereas it is

certain that the voluntary muscles
receive nerves through ganglions.
Dr. Munro, from observing the ac-
curate intermixture of the minute
nerves which compose them, con-
siders them as new sources of nervous
energy.

The nerves, like the blood-vessels,
in their course through the body,
communicate with each other, and
each of these communications con-
stitutes what is called a plexus, from

whence branches are again detached

to different parts of the body.

The use of the nerves is to convey
impressions to the brain, from all

parts of the system, and the princi-

|

pies of motion and sensibility from

j

the brain to every part of the system.

j

The manner in which this operation

j

is effected is not yet determined.

j
The inquiry has been a constant

source of hypotheses in all ages, and
has produced some ingenious ideas,

' and many erroneous positions, but

without having hitherto afforded

much satisfactory information.

Some physiologists have consider-

ed a trunk of nerves as a solid cord,

capable of being divided into an infi-

nite number of filaments, by means
of which the impressions of feeling

are conveyed to the common senso-

rium. Others have supposed each
fibril to be a canal, carrying a vola-

tile fluid, which they term the ner-

vous fluid. Those who contend for

their being solid bodies, are of opi-

nion that feeling is occasioned by
vibration ; so that, for instance, ac-

cording to this hypothesis, by prick-
ing the finger, a vibration would be
occasioned in the nerve distributed

through its substance ; and the effects

of this vibration, when extended to

the sensorium, would be an excital

of pain ; but the inelasticity, the
softness, the connection, and the
situation of the nerves, are so many
proofs that vibration has no share in
the cause of feeling.

Physiology ofthe nervous system,—
The nervous system consists of the
medullary substance of the brain,
cerebellum, medulla oblongata, and
spinalis; and of the same substance
continued into the nerves, by which
it is distributed to many different

parts of the body. The whole of
this system seems to be properly dis-

tinguished into these four parts.

—

1- The medullary substance con-
tained in the cranium and vertebral
cavity ; the whole of which appears
to consist of distinct fibres, but with-
out the smaller fibresbeing separated
from each other by any evident en-
veloping membranes.—2. Connected

3 A 3
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with one part or other of this sub-
stance are, the nerves, in which the
same medullary substance is con-
tinued ; but here more evidently di-

vided into fibres, each of which is

separated from the others by an en-
veloping membrane, derived from
the pia mater.— 3. Parts of the ex-
tremities of certain nerves, in which
the medullary substance is divested
of the enveloping membranes from
the pia mater, and so situated,

as to be exposed to the action of
certain external bodies, and perhaps
so framed as to be affected by the
action of certain bodies only ; these
are named the sentient extremities of
the nerves.—4. Certain extremities
of the nerves, so framed, as to be
capable of a peculiar contractility

;

and, in consequence of their situa-

tion and attachments to be, by their

contraction, capable of moving most
of the solid and fluid parts of the
body. These are named the moving
'- xtremities of the nerves.

Ne'rvea sfongio'sa. The caver-
nous part of the penis.

Ne'rvi intercosta'les innomi-
na'ti. The fifth pair of nerves,

without a name.
Ne'rvi nes. (From nervus). Ner-

vina. Neurotics. Medicines that re-

lieve disorders of the nerves. Ail

the antispasmodics, and the various

preparations of bark and iron, are of
this class.

Nervo'rum resolu'tio. A spe-

cies of apoplexy or palsy.

Nervo'sum os. The occipital bone.

Nervous consumption. See Atro-
phia.

Nervous diseases. See Neuroses.

Nervous fever. See Febris ner-

vosa.

Nervous head - ache. See Cepha-

lalgia*

Ne'rvous FLd'iD. Nervous prin-

ciple. The vascularity of the cortical

part of fire brain, and of the nerves

themselves, their softness, pulpini

and natural humid appearance, give

reason to believe il. tween the

medullary particles of winch they

are principally composed, a fine fluid

is constantly-secreted, which may be

fitted to receive and transmit, even
more readily than other fluids do,
all impressions which are made on
it. It appears to exhale from the

extremities of the nerves. The las-

situde and debility of muscles from
too great exercise, and the dulness

of the sensorial organs from exces-

sive use, would seem to prove this.

It has no smell nor taste : for the ce-

rebrine medulla is insipid and ino-

dorous. Nor has it any colour, for

the cerebrum and nerves are white.

It is of so subtile a consistence, as

never to have been detected. Its

mobility is stupendo?is, for in less

than a moment, with the consent of

the mind, it is conveyed from the

cerebrum to the muscles, like the

electric matter. Whether the ner-

vous fluid be carried from the organ

of sense in the sensorial nerves to the

cerebrum, and from thence in the

motory nerves to the muscles, can-

not be positively affirmed.

The constituent principles of the

nervous fluid are perfectly unknown,
as they cannot be rendered visible

by art, or proved by experiment.

Upon making a ligature upon a

nerve, the motion of the fluid is in-

terrupted, which proves that some-
thing corporeal flows through it. It

is therefore a weak argument to

deny its existence, because we can-

not see it ; for who has seen the

matter of heat, oxygen, azote, and

other elementary bodies, the exist-

ence of which no physician in the

present day doubts ? The electric mat-

ter, whose action on the nerves is

very great, docs not appear to con-

stitute the nervous fluid ; for nerves

exhibit no signs of spontaneous elec-

tricity ; nor can it be the magnetic

matter, as the experiment of Gavian

with the magnet demonstrates ; nor

is it oxygen, nor hydrogen, nor azote ;

for the first very much irritates the

nerves, and the other two suspend

their action. The nervous fluid,

therefore, is an clement sui generis,

existing, and produced in the nerves

only; hence, like other elements, it

is only known by its effects. The
pulpous softness oi" some nerved, and
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their lax situation, does not allow

them and the brain to act on the

body and soul only by oscillation.

Lastly, a tense chord, although tied,

oscillates.

The use of the nervous fluid is,

1. It appears to be an intermediate

substance between the body and the

soul, by means of which the latter

thinks, perceives, and moves the

muscles subservient to the will.

Hence the body acts upon the soul,

and the soul upon the body.— 2. It

appears to differ from the vital 'prin-

ciple ; for parts live and are irritable

which want nerves, as bones, ten-

dons, plants, and insects.

Nervous principle. See Nervous

fluid*

Ne'stis. (From in), neg. and
£<tGiw, to eat ; so called, because

generally found empty). The je-

junum.
Nettle, common. See Urtlca.

Nettle, dead. See Lamium album.

Nettle rash. See Urticaria.

Neurociiondro'des. (From viv-

pov, a sinew, xoj'dpog, a cardial

and aooc, resemblance). A hard
substance between a sinew and a car-

tilage.

Nelro'logy. (From vivpov, a

nerve, and \oyog, a discourse). The
doctrine of the nerves.

Neurome'tokes. (From vevpov,
a nerve, and jj,rjrna, a matrix). The
pv
soas muscles are so called by Fal-

lopius, as being the repository of

many small nerves.

Neuro'ses. (From vivpov, a
nerve). Nervous diseases. The se-

cond Class of Cullen's Nosology is

so called ; it comprehends affections

of sense and motion disturbed ; with-
out idiopathic pyrexia, or topical dis-

eases.

Neuro'tica. (From vtnoov, a
nerve). Nervous medicines.

Neurotomy. (From vevpov, a
nerve, and rtftpuj, to cut). N-uro-
tomia. Dissection of the nerves.
Also a puncture of a nerve.

Neutralization. When an acid

and an alkali are combined in such
proportions, that the compound does
not change the colour of litmus or

violets, they are said to be neutra-
lized.

Neutral salts. Secondary salts.

Under these terms are comprehended
such matters as are composed of two
primitive saline substances combined
together.

%* They are called neutral, be-
cause they do not possess the cha-
racter of acid nor alkaline salts,

which are primitive salts ; such are

Epsom salts, nitre, &c.
Xe'xus. (From nectere, to wind).

A complication of substances in one
part, as the membrane which in-

volves the foetus.

Nico'phorus. (From viktj, vic-

tory, and (pepuj, to bear; so called,

because victors were crowned with
it). A kind of ivy.

Nicotia'na. (From Mr. Nicott,
who first brought it into Europe).
Tobacco.— 1 . The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnsean system :

Class, Pcntandrin; Order, Mono-
gyma, — 2. The former pharmaco-
pueial name of the officinal tobacco.

Nicotia'na America'na. Ameri-
can or Virginian tobacco. See Nico-
tiana.

Nicotia'na mi'nor. See Nicotiana
rustica.

Nicotia'na ru'stica. The sys-

tematic name of the English tobacco.
Nicotiana minor. Hyoscyamus luteus.

*
# * This plant is much weaker
i the Virginian tobacco; the

leaves are chiefly used to smoke ver-
min, though they promise, from
their more gentle operation, to be a
safer remedy in some cases than the
former.

Nicotia'na taba'cum. The sys-

tematic name of the tobacco plant.

Petum, by the Indians Tabacum,
Hyoscyamus Pcruvianus. Picelt. The
Virginian tobacco. Nicotiana taba*

cum j foHis lanceolato-ovatis sessilibus

decurrentibus, fiorentibus, acutis, of
Linnaeus, is the plant employed me-
dicinally. It is a very active narcotic

and sternutatory.

A decoction of the leaves of to-

bacco is much esteemed in some dis-

eases of the skin, and is by some
said to be a specific against the itch.
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The fumes and the decoction are em-
ployed in obstinate constipations of
the bowels, strangulated hernia, &c.
and very frequently with success ; it is

necessary, however, to caution the
practitioner against an effect mostly
produced by its exhibition, namely,
syncope, with cold sweats; and, in

some instances, death.

Nicoti'ne. A peculiar principle

obtained by Vauquelin from tobacco.
It is colourless, and has the peculiar

taste and smell of the plant. It dis-

solves both in water and alcohol, is

volatile, poisonous, and precipitable

from its solutions by tincture of galls.

—Ann. de Chi?nie, torn. lxxi.

Nige'lla. (Quasi nigrella, from
mger, black, so named from its black
seed) .— 1 . A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Polyandria

;

Order, Pentagynia—2. The pharma-
copoeial name of the plant called, de-

vil in a bush, or fennel flower.

Nige'lla sati'va. The systematic

name of the devil in a bush, formerly
employed as an expectorant and de-
obstruent.

Nigella'strum. (From nigella,

fennel flower). Pseudomelanthium.
Nigella officinarum, &c. Cockle,
an herb resembling the nigella.

Night-blindness, See Nuctalopia.

Night-mare. Incuius. Oneiro-

dynia gravans. Nervous or indis-

posed persons are oppressed during
sleep with a heavy pressing sensation

on the chest, by which respiration is

impeded, or the circulation of blood
intercepted, to such a degree as to

threaten suffocation. Frightful ideas

are recollected on waking, which oc-

cupied the dreaming mind. Frequent
attempts are made to cry out, but
Often without effect, and the horrors

and agitations felt by the patient are

inexpressibly frightful. These sen-

sations generally originate in a large

quantity of wind, or indigestible mut-
ter in the stomach of supper-eaters,

which, pressing the stomach against

the diaphragm, impede respiration,

or render it short and convulsed.

Inflated intestines may likewise pro-

duce similar effects, or mental per-

turbations.

There is another species of night-

mare mentioned by authors, which
has a more dangerous tendency ; and
this arises from an impeded circula-

tion of blood in the lungs, when
lying down, or too great relaxation

of the heart and its impelling powers.

Epilepsy, apoplexy, or sudden death,

are sometimes amongst the conse-

quences of this species of disturbed

sleep. Polypi in the large vessels,

aneurisms, water in the pleura, peri-

cardium, or lungs, empyema, &c.
are amongst the most dangerous
causes. See Oneirodynia.

Nightshade, American. See Phyto-
lacca decandria.

Nightshade, deadly. See Atropa
belladonna.

Nightshade, garden. See Solanum
nigrum.

Nightshade, Palestine. See Sola-

num sanctum.

Nightshade, woody. See Solanum
dulcamara.

Nigri'ties. (From niger, black)

.

A caries is called nigritics ossium, a

blackness of the bone.

NYhil a'lbum. A name formerly

given to the white oxyde, or flowers

of zinc.

Ni'hilum a'lbum. A name for-

merly given to the oxyde of zinc.

Ni'nzi ra'dix. See Sium ninsi.

Ni'nzin. See Sium ninsi.

Nipple. The small projecting

portion in the middle of the breasts

of men and women. It is much
larger in the latter, and has several

openings in it, the excretory ducts of

the lacteal glands. See Mamma.
Nipple-wort. See Lapsana.
NYsus formati'vus. In the view

of Professor Blumenbach, matter is

divided into two kinds, possessing

properties essentially different from
each other ; these are organized and
unorganized ; unorganized matter is

endued with a creative or formative

power throughout every particle

;

and organized matter with a creative

or formative effort, a nisus Jormati-

v/ts, or bildungstrieb, (nber den Bil-

dungstrieb, 8vo. Gotting. 1791)), as

he calls it, a principle in many re-

spects similar to that of gravitation,
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but endowing every separate organ,

as soon as it acquires structure, with

a vita propria. From the first he
traces the origin of the word in the

simple and inorganic state of the mi-
neral kingdom ; from the last the use

of vegetables and animals.

Ni'tras. (From nitrum, nitre).

A nitrate. A salt formed by the

union of the nitric acid and different

bases, as the nitrate of potash, soda,

silver, &c.
Ni'tras ammo'nii. Alkali volatile

nitratutn. Sal ammouiacus nitrosus.

Ammonia nitrata. A salt composed
of nitric acid and ammonia, the vir-

tues of which are irritating, diuretic,

and deobstruent ; externally, it is

resolvent and sialagogue.

Ni'tras arge'nti. See Argenti
7iitras.

Ni'tras pota'ss.e. See Nitre.

Ni'tras pota'ss.e itj'sls. Sal
immellce. Nitrum talndatum. This
salt, besides the nitric acid and pot-
ash, contains a little sulphuric acid.

Ni'tras so'd;e. Alkali mineralt
7iitratu)n. Nitrum cubicum. Its vir-

tues are similar to those of nitrate of
potash, for which it may be safely
substituted.

Nitrate of potash. See Nitre.

Nitrate ofsilver. See Argenti ni-

tras.

Nl'TRE. Ntlooi/. Nilrum. Potassce
nitras. Salpetrce. Salt-petre. A
perfect neutral salt, formed by the
union of the nitric acid with the ve-
getable alkali, thence called nitrate
of potash. Its taste is cooling, and
it does not alter the colour of the
syrup of violets. Nitre exists in large
quantities in the earth, and is conti-
nually formed in inhabited places ; it

is found in great quantities upon
walls which are sheltered from the
rain. It is of great use in the arts

;

it is the principal ingredient in gun-
powder

; and, burned with different
proportions of tartar, forms the sub-
stances called fluxes. It is of consi-
derable importance in medicine, as
a^ febrifuge, diuretic, and antiphlo-
gistic remedy, in doses of from five

to twenty grains.

NiTiiiC a'cid. Acidum nitricum.

* *
* This acid, undiluted, is a

powerful caustic, and is sometimes
employed as such by surgeons to

destroy fungous excrescences. Very
much diluted, it is exhibited inter-

nally as a tonic and antiseptic in the

cure of typhoid fevers, scurvy, sy-

philoid diseases, and other cachexies.

See Nitrous acid.

The specific gravity of nitric acid

is to that of water, as 1.500 to 1.000.

A fluid ounce, diluted with water,

ought to dissolve of a lump of lime-

stone immersed therein, one ounce.
Both the nitric and nitrous acids

in a diluted state, have been ex-
tensively tried as a substitute for

mercury in the cure of lues venerea

;

and many cases have been adduced
for and against its efficacy. This
practice began with Mr. Win. Scott,

a surgeon at Bombay, who is said

to have been led to the experiment
from a suggestion thrown out by
Girtanner, that the efficacy of the va-
rious preparations of silver probably
depend upon the quantity of oxygen
combined with them. See Grens.

Jour. dcrPhysick,b. 3, p. 31, 1790).

—

He likewise administered the nitric

acid in several cases of tedious in-

termittents ; in two cases of diabetes,

and in many syphilitic cases, with
the happiest effect. This gentleman's
account of the nitrous acid was first

published in the Bombay Courier of
April 30th, 179(J, and soon after-

wards republished in this country.
(See " An Account of the Effects of
the NitrousAcid on the HumanBody,"
by W. Scott, in Du?ica?i's Annals of
Medicine, for 179(>, vol. i. p. 376,
383 ;

—

Reports principally concerning
the Effects of Nitrous Acid in the.

Ven.Dis., by Thomas Beddoes, Bris-

tol, 1797;

—

Rollo's Cases ofDiabetes
Mellitus, &c. vol. ii. Lond. 1797;

—

A. Thompson 's Dispensatory
, p. 441,

edit. 2 ;

—

Med. Chirurg. Transact.
vol. ii. p.3G9, and the article Hospital

Gangrene : also Cruikshanks, Prio-
tcau of Charleston ; and Kellie, re-

specting the Effects ofNitrous Acid in

the Cure of Syphilis, Duncan s An-
nals of Med. for 1797, p. 254, 277,
&c. &c.
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Nitric ojryde of mercury . See Hy-
drargyri nitrico-oaydum*

Ni'trico-o'xydum hydra'rgyri.
See Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum.

Ni'trogen. (From vdpov, nitre,

and ytvvait), to generate ; so called

because it is the generator of nitre.)

Azote. A simple body, very abun-
dant in nature, though not produci-
ble alone, or in an insulated state.

It is not distinctly perceptible to the

human senses, however aided by in-

struments. It is only known in its

combination, although the reality of

its existence is unquestionable; since

we can mark its passage out of one
combination into another. The se-

parate existence and peculiar nature
of this substance were first discover-

ed by Dr. Rutherford. It is the

radical principle of our atmospheric
air, and some other gaseous sub-

stances, and forms a constituent part

of animal and many vegetable sub-

stances. It is a component part of

the nitric acid, and of ammonia. It

has been considered as an alkalizing

principle, in opposition to oxygen,
which, as we have already noticed,

is the principle of acidity. One of

the most remarkable combinations
into which nitrogen is known to en-

ter, is that which takes places be-

tween it and light and caloric. The
compound thus produced is called

Ni'trogen gas. Phlogisticated air.

Azotic gas. Mephitic air.

Properties.—Nitrogen gas, or azo-

tic gas, as it is also called, is not
possessed ofany remarkable property
capable of characterizing it ; but is

principally distinguished by certain

negative qualities, namely, it is ex-
tremely hurtful to respiration, and
quickly kills animals. Plants thrive,

and even flourish in it. It has no sen-

sible taste. It neither reddens blue

vegetable colours, nor precipitates

lime, or barytic-water. Its weight
is to common air, as about .972

to 1.000. No combustible substance

burns in nitrogen gas ; but it is ca-

pable of an imperfect combustion in

combination with oxygen gas when
exposed to the action of the electric

spark. It is not absorbable by water.

It is capable of dissolving sulphur,

phosphorus, and charcoal in miuute
quantities. It unites to hydrogen
under certain conditions, and consti-

tutes with it ammonia. When united

to oxygen in different proportions, it

produces atmospheric air, gaseous

oxyde of azote or nitrogen, nitrous

gas, nitrous acid, and nitric acid.

It is a component part of all animal

substances, and communicates to

them their most distinctive charac-

ters. It was discovered by Dr. Ru-
therford of Edinburgh.

Nitrogen gas has been found by
Priestley in the Bath, and by Dr.
Pearson in the Buxton waters.

Methods of obtaining nitrogen gas

,

—1. Make a quantity of sulphuret of

potash, or sulphuret of iron, into a

paste with water, and place the mix-
ture in a saucer or plate over water,

on a stand raised above the fluid ;

then invert over it a jar or bell-glass,

and allow this to stand for a few days.

The air contained in the bell-glass

will gradually diminish, as will ap-

pear from the ascent of the water,

until only about three-fourths of its

original bulk remain. When no fur-

ther diminution takes place, the

vessel containing the sulphuret must

be removed, and the remaining air

will be found to be nitrogen gas.

—

In this experiment, the moistened

sulpuret of potash or iron has a

great affinity to oxygen ; it attracts

and separates it from atmospheric

air, and the nitrogen gas is left be-

hind ; the sulphur is, during the

experiment, converted iuto sulphuric

acid, which unites to the alkali, and

forms sulphate of potash ; or where

sulphuret of iron is used, the metal

being oxydized at the same time,

sulphate of iron is formed. The
water with which the sulphuret is

moistened likewise undergoes a de-

composition. See Eudiometer.

2. Nitrogen gas may likewise be ob-

tained from fresh animal substances.-—

And, 3. By causing oxymuriatic acid

gas to be received in a vessel contain-

ing liquid ammonia ; for ammonia
consists of hydrogen and nitrogen.

Ni'trogen, gase'ous ox\'de of.
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Formerly called the dephlogisticated

nitrous gas, but now gaseous oxyde

of nitrogen, or nitrous oxyde, was
first discovered by Priestley. Its na-

ture and properties have since been
investigated (though not very accu-

rately;by a society ofDutch chymists.

Sir Humphrey Davy has detected

the sources of error in the experi-

ments of Priestley, and the Dutch
chymists, and to him we are indebted

for a thorough knowledge of this gas.

Properties.—It exists in the form
of a permanent gas. A candle burns

with a brilliant flame and crackling

noise in it ; before its extinction the

white inner flame becomes surround-

ed with a blue one. Phosphorus
introduced into it, in a state of actual

inflammation, burns with increased

splendour, as in oxygen gas. Sul-

phur introduced into it when burning
with a feeble blue flame, is instantly

extinguished ; but when in a state of

vivid inflammation, it bums with a

rose-coloured flame. Ignited char-

coal burns in it more brilliantly than
in atmospheric air. Iron wire, with

a small piece of wood affixed to it,

when inflamed, and introduced into

a vessel filled with this gas, burns
vehemently, and throws out bright

scintillating sparks. No combusti-
ble body, however, burns in it, un-
less it be previously brought to a
state of vivid inflammation, &c.
Animals, when wholly confined in

gaseous oxyde of nitrogen, give no
signs of uneasiness for some mo-
ments, but they soon become restless

and then die. When gaseous oxyde
of nitrogen is mingled with atmos-
pheric air, and then received into

the lungs, it generates highly plea-

surable sensations ; the effects it

produces on the animal system are

eminently distinguished from every
other chymical agent. It excites

every fibre to action, and rouses the

faculties of the mind, inducing a
state of great exhilaration, an irre-

sistible propensity to laughter, a ra-

pid flow of vivid ideas, and unusual
vigour and fitness for muscular exer-
tions, in some respects resembling
those attendant on the pleasantest

period of intoxication, without any
subsequent languor, depression of
the nervous energy, or disagreeable

feelings ; but more generally follow-

ed by vigour, and a pleasurable dis-

position to exertion, which gradually
subsides.

Method of obtaining gaseous oxyde

of nitrogen.'—The most commodious
and expeditious as well as cheapest

mode of obtaining it, is by decom-
posing nitrate of ammonia, at a cer-

tain temperature, in the following

manner :—Into a glass retort intro-

duce some pure nitrate of ammonia,
and apply the heat of an Argand's
lamp, the salt will soon liquefy, and,
when it begins to boil, gas will be
evolved. Increase the heat gradually

till the bodv and neck of the retort

become filled with a semi-transparent

milky white vapour. In this state the

temperature of the fused nitrate is

between 340° and 480°. After the
decomposition has proceeded for a
few minutes, so that the gas evolved
quickly enlarges the flame of a taper
held near the orifice of the retort, it

may be collected over water, care

being taken during the whole process,

never to suffer the temperature of
the fused nitrate to rise above 500°
Fahr. which may easily be judged of,

from the density of the vapours in

the retort, and from the quiet ebul-

lition of the fused nitrate ; for if the

heat be increased beyond this point,

the vapours in the retort acquire a
reddish and more transparent ap-

pearance ; and the fused nitrate be-
gins to rise, and occupy twice the
bulk it did before. The nitrous

oxyde, after its generation, is allowed
to stand over water, for at least six

hours, and is then fit for respiration

or other experiments.

Chymical explanation. Nitrate
of ammonia consists of nitric acid

and ammonia ; nitric acid is com-
posed of nitrous gas and oxygen:
and ammonia consists of hydrogen
and nitrogen. At a temperature of
about 430° the attractions of hydro-
gen for nitrogen in ammonia, and
that of nitrous gas for oxygen in

nitric acid, are diminished : while,
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on the contrary, the attractions of

the hydrogen of ammonia for the

oxygen of the nitric acid, and that of

the nitrogen of the ammonia for the

nitrous gas of the nitric acid, are in-

creased ; hence all the former affini-

ties are broken, and new ones pro-

duced, namely, the hydrogen of the

ammonia attracts the oxygen of the

nitric acid, the result of which is

water; the nitrogen of the ammonia
combines with the liberated nitrous

I gas, and forms nitrous oxyde. The
water and nitrous oxyde produced,
probably exist in biniary combination
in the aeriform state, at the tem-
perature of the decomposition.

To demonstrate this complicated

play of affinity more clearly , the fol-

lowing diagram, exhibiting thegaseous

oxyde of nitrogen, by decomposing
nitrate of ammonia at 480° of Fah-
renheit's thermometer, may not be

unacceptable.
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All these substances most probably

exist in combination, at the tempera-

ture of their production ; and at a

lower temperature assume the form

of nitrous acid, nitrous gas, nitrogen,

and water ; and hence we see the ne-

cessity of not heating the nitrate of

ammonia above the before-stated

temperature.—2. Nitrous oxyde may
likewise be obtained by exposing

common nitrous gas to alkaline sul-

phates, particularly to sulphate of

potash, containing its full quantity

of water of crystallization.— 3. Also

by mingling together nitrous gas and

sulphuretted hydrogen gas. — 4. By
presenting alkaline sulphurets to ni-

trous gas, Davy observed that a so-

lution of sulphuret of strontian, or

barytes, answers this purpose best.

—And 5. In many circumstances si-

milar to those in which nitrous gas
is produced, Dr. Priestley found that

nitrous oxyde was evolved, together
with nitrous gas, during the solution

of iron, tin, and zinc in nitric acid.

There is some difficulty in ascer-

taining the exact rationale of these

processes, as very complicated agen-
cies of affinities take place. Either
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the nascent hydrogen arising from

the decomposition of the water by

the metallic substance, may combine

with portions of the oxygen and ni-

trogen of the nitrous gas ; and thus,

by forming water and ammonia, con-

vert it into nitrous oxydc ; or the

metallic substance may attract at the

same time oxygen from the water

and nitrous gas, whilst the nascent

hydrogen of the water seizes upon a

portion of the nitrogen of the nitrous

gas, to form ammonia. The analogy

between this process and the decom-
position of nitrous gas by sulphu-

retted hydrogen, renders the first

opinion most probable.

Nitro-muria'tic a'cid. The com-
pound acid formed by uniting the

nitric and muriatic acids. It is com-
monly known by the name of aqua
regia. See Oxymuriatic acid.

Ni'trous a'cid. This name has

usually been given to nitric acid, im-

pregnated with nitrous gas, to which

it owes its colour ; for pure nitric

acid is colourless.

%* The common mode of ob-

taining nitrous acid is to decompose
nitrate of potash, by means of sul-

phuric acid, with the assistance of

heat. The nitric ncid suffers a par-

tial decomposition during the pro-

cess, and hence it is the nitrous acid

which is obtained in the first process

of distillation.

It seems to be true, that nitrous

acid of a much darker orange red co-

lour is obtained by decomposing ni-

trate of potash by means of sulphate

of iron, than when the same salt is

decomposed by sulphuric acid. See
Nitric acid.

NITROUS gas. The name of ni-

trous gas is given to an aeriform
fluid, consisting of a certain quantity

of nitrogen and oxygen, combined
with caloric. It is an elastic, colour-

less fluid, having no sensible taste
;

it is neither acid nor alkaline ; it

is exceedingly hurtful to animals,

producing instant suffocation when-
ever they attempt to breathe it. The
greater number of combustible bo-
dies refuse to burn in it. It is ne-

vertheless capable of supporting the

combustion of some of these bodies.

Phosphorus burns in nitrous gas,

when introduced into it in a state

of inflammation
; pyrophorus takes

fire in it spontaneously. It is not
decomposable by water, though 100
cubic inches of this fluid, when freed

from air, absorb about five cubic
inches of the gas. This solution is

void of taste ; it does not redden
blue vegetable colours ; the gas is

expelled again when the water is

made to boil or suffered to freeze.

Nitrous gas has no action on nitro-

gen gas, even when assisted by heat.

It is decomposed by several metals
at high temperatures. Its specific

gravity, when perfectly pure, is to

that of atmospheric air as about
1.04 to 1.

It communicates to flame a green-
ish colour before extinguishing it ;

when mixed with hydrogen gas this

acquires the property of burning
with a green flame. It is absorb-
able by nitric acid, and renders it

finning, <\c.

Methods ofobtaining in'tmus gas.—
1. Put into a small proof or retort,

some copper wire or pieces of the

same metal, and pour on it nitric

acid of commerce diluted with water ;

an effervescence takes place, and
nitrous gas will be produced. After
having suffered the first portions to

escape on account of atmospheric air

contained in the retort, collect the

gas in the water apparatus as usual.

In order to obtain the gas in a pure
state, it must then be shook for some
time in contact with water. The
water, in this instance, suffers no al-

teration, on the contrary, the acid

undergoes a partial decomposition

;

the metal robs some of the nitric

acid of the greatest part of its oxygen
and becomes oxydized ; the acid hav-
ing lost so much of its oxygen, be-
comes thereby so altered, that at

the usual temperature it can exist no
longer in the liquid state, but in-

stantly expands, and assumes the form
of gas ; ceasing at the same time to

act as an acid, and exhibiting differ-

ent properties : but the acid remain-
ing undecomposed, combines with the

3B
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oxyde of copper, and forms nitrate

of copper.

Instead of presenting copper to ni-

tric acid, iron, zinc, mercury, or sil-

ver may be made use of. The me-
tals best suited for the production of
nitrous gas are silver, mercury, and
copper.

Nitrous gas may likewise be ob-
tained by synthesis. This method
of obtaining it we owe to Dr. Mil-

nerof Cambridge, who also obtained

nitrous gas, by passing ammoniacal
gas over sulphate of iron deprived of

its water of crystallization.

Ni'trous oxy'de. See Nitrogen,

gazeous oxyde of.

Ni'trum. This name was an-

ciently given to natron, but in mo-
dern times to nitrate of potash. See
Nitre.

Ni'trum purifica'tum. See Nitre.

Ni'trum yitriola'tum. Sulphu-
ric acid and soda. See Soda? sulphas.

No'bilis. (Quasi ?wscibilis, from
noscere, to know) . A valve of the

heart, by way of eminence, is called

nobilis valvule. , the noble valve.

No'ble me'tals. A name formerly

bestowed on the perfect metals, gold,

silver, and platina.

Noctameula'tio. (From no.v,

night, and amlulare, to walk) . Nocti-

surgium. Walking in the night,

when asleep. See Oneirodynia.

Noctisu'rgium. See Noctambu-
latio.

Nocturnal emissions. See Gonor-

rhoea dormientium.

No'ddisg cni'cus. The systema-

tic name of this plant is Cnicus cer-

juius, of Linnaeus. In Siberia, the

tender stalks are first peeled, and
then boiled and eaten by the in-

habitants.

Node. Nodus. A hard circum-

scribed tumour, proceeding from a

bone, and caused by a swelling of

the periosteum ; they appear on every

part of the body, but are more com-
mon on such as are thinly covered

with muscles, as theos frontis, fore-

part of the tibia, radius, and ulna.

As they increase in size, they be-

come more painful from the disten-

tion they occasion in the periosteum.

*
# * When nodes continue long the

bone becomes completely carious.

No'dus. {Yrom anad, to tie, Heb.)
A node or swelling upon a bone. See
Node.

No'li me ta'ngere. A species of
herpes affecting the skin and car-

tilages of the nose, very difficult to

cure, because it is exasperated by
most applications.

*
#
* This disease generally com-

mences with small, superficial spread-
ing ulcerations on the alae of the

nose, which become more or less

concealed beneath furfuraceous scabs.

Sir A. Cooper believes that it consists

in ulceration of the sebaceous glands,

and follicles of the nose. The car-

tilages, and even also the whole nose,

are frequently destroyed by the pro-

gressive ravages of this peculiar dis-

order, which sometimes cannot be
stopped or retarded by any treatment,

external or internal.

The ulcers for which Sir Everard
Home was induced to employ arsenic,

are named, from the virulence of

their disposition, noli me tangere, and
are very nearly allied to cancer ; dif-

fering from it in not contaminating

the neighbouring parts by absorption,

but only spreading by immediate
contact. Ulcers of this kind differ

exceedingly from one another in their

degree of virulence ; but they are all

so far of the same nature, that ar-

senic in general agrees with them,
and puts a stop to their progress,

while they are aggravated by milder

dressings.— See Home on Ulcers,

p. 267, edit. 2.

The following lotion is an excel-

lent application to noli me tangere

:

Ijl potassae arseniatis gr. iv. aq.

menthae sativae *iv. sper. vin. tenuior.

5J. miscc et cola. The solution of

arsenic which Sir Everard Home has

always used, is made by boiling white

arsenic in water for several hours in

a sand heat. The dose internally is

from three to ten drops. For ex-

ternal application a drachm is to be

diluted with 9ij of water ; and this

solution is gradually strengthened,

as the parts become accustomed to

it, till it is of double strength. The
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above-mentioned lotion, however, is

a much neater application. Sir A.

Cooper applies the following oint-

ment : Jjk arsen. oxyd. flor. sulph.

aa 5J. ung. cetacei ^ij. m. It pro-

duces a slough in twenty-four hours,

which being covered with any simple

dressing separates, and the part fre-

quently heals.

Arsenic is administered in the fol-

lowing form at St. Bartholomew's
hospital : Jt> potassae arseniatis,

gr. ij. Aquae menthae sativae %iv.

Spirit, vin. ten. ^j. misce et cola.

Dos. 3ij. ter quotidie. In this for-

mula the quantity of arsenic is nicely

determined.

A scruple of the nitrate of quick-

silver dissolved in half an ounce of

distilled water, makes a very good
application, although inferior to ar-

senical ones, in the present disease,

and not unfrcquently does good when
nothing else appears to produce any
benefit. Another medicine often use-

ful in noli me ta/igere, is Plummer's
pill, or the compound calomel pill,

one or two of which to be taken
twice in the day. In other instances,

the decoction of sarsaparilla or of
elon, with one of the following pills,

three times a day : ]^ hydrarg. sub-
muriat. gr. vj. succi spiss. acut. 5J.
M. F. Pil. No. 12. The ointments
most likely to prove of any service

in this disease, are the unguent.
1 1 •

hydrarg. nitrat. theunguentum picis,

and unguentum sulph uris, although
they are deemed less efficacious than
lotions ; but, in particular instances,
they are of essential service ; and it

deserves to be particularly noticed,
that no progress can be made against
this inveterate disease, unless they
apply a different sort of dressing every
day; using lotions and ointments
alternately. The little ulcers may
occasionallybe touched with the lunar
caustic, or a strong solution of it

;

and the small furfuraceous scabs
which are continually forming, re-
quire to be softened with a little

spermaceti ointment, and removed
as tenderly as possible. All fluid

remedies are to be applied to the
part, by dipping little bits of lint in

them, placing them on the ulcera-

tions, and covering the whole with a

pledget.

In three or four cases of tubercles

of the face, which had made no pro-

gress towards ulceration, the solution

of the muriate of barytes, taken in-

ternally, materially amended the com-
plaint. Sometimes also, a separation

of the diseased parts from the sound,

has been effected with the knife, or

caustic, and the progress of com-
plaint arrested.—See Batemail's Si/-

nop. of Cutaneous Diseases, p. 296,
edit. 3.

No'mje. (From vo/xevio, to eat).

Noma. Dicers that sometimes at-

tack the cheek or vulva of young
girls. They appear in the form of
red and somewhat livid spots ; are

not attended with pyrexia, pain, or
tumour, and in a few days become
gangrenous.

Nos-na'turals. Under this term,
ancient physicians comprehended air,

meat, and drink, sleep and watching,
motion and rest, the retentions and
excretions, and the affections of the

mind ; or in other words, those prin-

cipal matters which do not enter into

the composition of the body, but at

the same time are necessarv to its
*

existence.

No'sus. {Quasi novenus, from
novem, nine). Humeri musculus pla-

centitis. The ninth or coracoid mus-
cle of the shoulder.

No'pal. Nopalnochetzth. The plant

that feeds the cochineal insect.

Norla'ndicjE ba'cc^e. See Ruhus
arcticus.

Nose. Nasus. See Nares.
Nose, bleeding of. See Epistaxis.

Nosoco'mium, -t, n. (From vogoq,
a disease, and nofxeu), to take care

of) . Nosodochium. An hospital.

Nosodo'chium. See Nosocomium.
Noso'logy. (Nosologia, from vo-

<roc, a disease, and \oyog, a dis-

course). The doctrine of the names
of diseases.

*
#* Modern physicians understand

by nosology, the arrangement of dis-

eases in classes, orders, genera, spe-
cies, &c. Dr. Cullen's Nosology is

generally adopted in this country,
3 B2
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and next to it the arrangement of
Sauvages. Dr. Good's also promises
to become a standard.

Nostalgia. (No<ra\yta : from
vo^ew, to return, and a\yog, pain.)

Longing for home. Home-sick. A
vehement desire for revisiting one's

country. A genus of disease in the

Class Locales, and Order Dysoreaice,

of Cullen, known by impatience

when absent from one's native home,
and a vehement desire to return,

attended with gloom and melancholy,
loss of appetite, and want of sleep.

No'thls. (Froma/o0c£, spurious).
— 1. Those ribs which are not attach-

ed to the sternum are called nothss

costse, the spurious ribs.— 2. The
term is applied to such diseases as

resemble others : as peripneumonia
nothse, &c.

Noti;e'us. (From vwtov, the

back.) A name of the spinal mar-
row.

Notio'oes. (From vorig, mois-

ture.) Applied to a fever, attended

with a vitiation of the fluids, or a

colliquative wasting.

Nou'fer's me'dicine. See Poly-

podium JilLvmas

.

Nube'cula. (Dim. of nubes, a

cloud.) A cloud in the urine. A
white speck in the eye.

Ni/ces ga'll-K. Common galls.

Ni/ces purga'ntes. See Ricinus.

N uce'sta. See Myristica mosckata.

Nu'cha. The hind part or nape

of the neck.

Nuci'sta. The nutmeg.
Nu'cleus. i^E mice, from the

nut.) A kernel. A fruit enclosed

in a hard shell.

Nl/CULTE SAi'ONA'uiiE. Sec Sa-
pindus ,s apofiaria,

Numajula'kia. (From nummus,
money, so called because its leaves

• round, and of the size of the old

silver two-pence.) See Lysimaehia
iiuinniiil'.'ria.

Nut, cocoa. The fruit of the

Cocos nucifera, of Linnaeus.

*** This nut contains a kernel,

as pleasant as an almond, and also a

large quantity of liquor resembling

milk, which the Indians greedily

drink before the fruit is ripe, it being

then pleasant, but when the nut is

matured, the liquor becomes sour.

Some full-grown nuts will contain a

pint or more of this milk, the fre-

quent drinking of which seems to

have no bad effects upon the Indians
;

yet Europeans should be cautious of

making too free with it at first, for

when Lionel Wafer was at a small

island in the South Sea, where the

tree grew in plenty, some of his men
were so delighted with it, that at

parting they were resolved to drink

their fill, which they did ; but their

appetites had liked to have cost them
their lives, for though they were not

drunk, yet they were so chilled and
benumbed, that they could not stand,

and were obliged to be carried aboard
by those who had more prudence
than themselves, and it was many
days before they recovered. The
shells being hard, and capable of re-

ceiving a polish, are often cut trans-

versely, when, being mounted on
stands, and having their edges sil-

vered, or gilt, or otherwise orna-

mented, they serve the purpose of

drinking-cups. The leaves of the

tree are used for thatching, making
brooms, baskets, and other utensils ;

and of the reticular web, growing at

their base, the Indian women make
cauls and aprons, &c.

Nut, Barbadoes. See Jatropha

curcas.

Nut, pistachio. See Pis tacia vera

.

Nut, purging. See Jairopha cur-

cas.

Nutmeg. See Myristica mosch/ttu

.

Nu'trition. Nutritio. The com-
pletion of the assimilating functions.

The aliment changed by a series of

decompositions animalized and ren-

dered similar to the being which it

is designed to nourish, applies itself

to those organs, the loss of which it

is to supply ; and this identification

of nutritive matter to our organs

constitutes nutrition.

The living body is continually los-

ing its constituent parts, which a

variety of causes are incessantly car*

rying olF ; several of its organs are

constantly engaged in separating hu-

mours which pass off loaded with a
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part of its substance, consumed by
the uniting action of air and caloric

;

while internal friction, by a pulsa-

tory motion, detaches its particles.

—

In this manner the animal machine
is continually destroyed, and at dis-

tant periods of life does not, per-

haps, contain a single particle of the

same constituent parts. An expe-

riment made with madder, which,

when mixed with the food, reddens

the bones of animals, proves in a

very decisive manner, this perpetual

decomposition of living animal mat-
ter. Entirely to obliterate the dif-

fused red colour thus given to bones,

it is only necessary to suspend for

a time the use of this root. There-
fore, if the most compact and solid

parts be in a continual motion of

decomposition and recomposition,

there can be no doubt but that this

motion must be more rapid in those

parts, the constituent principles of

which are in the smallest degree of
cohesion, as in fluids.

It has been an object of conside-

ration, to determine the period of the

entire renovation of the body ; it

has been said that an interval of
seven years was necessary for the

same particles to be totally oblite-

rated, and their place supplied by
others ; but this change should seem
to be more rapid in infancy and
youth ; it should also seem to be re-

tarded in manhood, and require a

very long time to be accomplished in

old age, when all our parts acquire a
remarkable degree of consistence and
fixity, at the same time that the vital

actions become more languid. There
is no doubt but that sex, tempera-
ture, climate, profession, mode of
living, and a variety of other causes,

accelerate and retard this period, so
that it is impossible to affirm any
thing certain on the precise time of
its duration.

In proportion as parts are de-
stroyed, they are renovated by ho-
mogeneous particles, or such as are
exactly similar to themselves ; other-
wise, their nature, which is always
alike, would suffer continual changes.
When the nutritive matter has been

animalized, or assimilated to the

body, which it is designed to nourish,

by the organs of digestion, absorp-

tion, circulation, respiration, and se-

cretion, the parts which it supplies

retain and incorporate it with their

own substance. This nutritive as-

similation is variously effected in

different parts, as the brain, muscles,

bones, &c. : each of these appro-
priates to itself, by a true secretion,

that which is found analogous to its

nature, and rejects the heterogeneous
particles. A bone is a secretory or-

gan, that becomes incrusted with
phosphate of lime ; the lymphatic
vessels, which, in the work of nu>-

trition perform the office of excre-

tory ducts, remove this salt, after it

has remained a certain time in the

areolae of its texture. It is the same
in muscles with respect to the fibrin,

and in the brain with albumen : each
part imbibes, and renders solid in

its structure, such juices as arc of

the same nature, in consequence of a

power, of which the affinity of ag-

gregation of the chymists gives us
an idea, and perhaps furnishes us
with an exact model.
The assimilation of alimentary

substance, takes place principally by
the loss of carbon, which is replaced
by azote in animal fluids. These sup-

port themselves in a proper state,

for, as they are continually losing

the carbonic principle in the intes-

tinal, pulmonary, and cutaneous
combinations, they would be too
much animalized if a newly-formed

j
chyle were not to attract the excess
of azote. This theory is admitted
by its author (Hall£), not to account
for the formation of phosphoric salts,

adeps, and abundance of other pro-
ductions ; but without adopting it in

toto, we are inclined to conclude
from the experiments and observa-
tions on which it is established, that
the oxygen of the atmospheric air is

one of the most powerful agents em-
ployed by nature to convert the ali-

ments on which we subsist into our
own peculiar substance.

Nutri'tum ungue'ntum. A com*
position of litharge, vinegar, and oil,.

3 B 3
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Nux aromatica. The nutmeg.
Nux aquatica. See Trapa natans.

Nux Barbaaensis. See Jatropha
cureus.

Nux basilica. The walnut.

Nux bean. See Guilandina mo-
ringa.

Nux gardencathartica. The
spurge.

Nux cathartica Americana. See
Jatropha curcas.

Nux Indica. The cocoa-nut.

Nux juglans. See Juglans.

Nux medica. The Maldivian nut.

Nux metella. The nux vomica.
Nuxmoschata. See JMyristica mos-

chata.

Nux myristica. See Myristica

moschata.

Nux persica. The walnut.

Nux pistacia. See Pistacia vera.

Nux purgans. See Jatropha cur-

cas.

Nux serapionis. St. Ignatius's

bean.

Nux vomica. See Strychnus.

NyctaloVia. (From w%, the

night, and wip, an eye) . Imbecilli-

tas oculorum, of Cclsus. A defect in

vision, by which the patient sees lit-

tle or nothing in the day, but in the

evening and night sees tolerably well.

The proximate cause is various :

—

1. From a periodical amaurosis, or

gutta serena, when the blind pa-

roxysm begins in the morning and
terminates in the evening.—2. From
too great a sensibility of the reti

which cannot bear the meridian light.

{Sqq Photophobia).—3.From an opaque
spot in the middle of the crystalline

lens. When the light of the sun in

the meridian contracts the pupil,

there is blindness ; about evening,

or in more obscure places, the pupil

dilates, hence the rays of light p

through the limhus of the crystalline

lens.— 4. From a di use of light ; thus

persons who are educated in obscure

prison , Bee nothing imim ly in

open meridian light; but by degrees

their eves are accustomed to distin-

guish objects in day-light.— .">. From
an immoveable mydriasis; for in this

instance the pupil admits too great a

quantity of light, which the immo-

bile pupil cannot moderate; hence the
patient, in a strong light, sees little

or nothing.— 6. From too great a
contraction of the pupil. This admits
not a sufficiency of lucid rays, in
bright light, but towards night the
pupil dilates more, and the patient

sees better.

—

7 . Nyctalopia endemica.
A whole people have been nyctalopes,
as the Ethiopians, Africans, Ame-
ricans, and Asiatics. A great flow of
tears are excreted all the day from
their eyes; at night they see objects.—3. From a commotion of the eve ;

from which a man in the night saw
all objects distinctly.

*#* Nyctalopia may sometimes
depend on a peculiarity in the struc-

ture and organization of the eye ; by
reason of which, the quantity of

light, which only suffices for vision

in an eye of natural formation, proves

too abundant for a nyctalop, and ab-

solutely prevents him from seeing at

all. It is known that in the eye there

is a black substance, named the pig*

mention nigrum ; one supposed use

of which is to absorb the redundant
rays of light which enter the pupil.

A deficiency of this substance might,

perhaps, account for a nyctalops be-

ing blinded with day-light, and see-

ing best at night.

In the sense of day-blindness,

nyctalopia is a very rare disease, in

comparison with hemeralopia, which
is a very common disorder in warm
climates. See Hemeralopia). Ac-
cording to Dr. Hillary, there are a

people in Siam, in the East Indies,

and also in Africa, who are all of

this cat-eyed species, or subject to

the disease of being blind in the day-

time, and seeing well at night. (Mod%

Univ. Hist. vol. vii.)— Dr. Hillary

also notices the rarity of the disorder,

and his inning met with but two ex-

amples of it. In 1787 , Baron Larivy

met with a case of day-blindness in

an old man, one of the galley slaves,

who had been shut up incessantly for

thirty- three vears in a subterraneous

dungeon. His long residence m
darkness had produced such an effect

on the organs of vision, that he

could only see in the dark, and was
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completely blind in the day-time.

—

See Mem. de Chit. Mllitaires, t.i. p. 6.

Nycto'basis. (From vvZ,, the

night, and fiaivoj, to go) . Somnam-
bulism, or walking in the sleep.

Ny'mph/e. (From vvpcpa, a water-

nymph ; so called, because it stands

in the water-course). Alee internee

minores alitoridis. Labia minora, &c.

Two membranous folds, situated

within the labia majora, at the sides

of the entrance of the vagina.

Nymphje'a. (From vv^irpa, a wa-
ter-nymph; because it grows in wa-
tery places). A genus of plants in

the LinnJEan system : Class, Polyan-

dria ; Order, Manogyma. The water-

hi..

Nymph* A a'lba. Leuconympkaa.
White water-lily. This beautiful

plant, Nympfuca alba, of Linnaeus,

was formerly employed medicinally

I demulcent, and slightly anodyne
remedy.

Nymphje'a glasdi'ikiia. Nym-
p/uea Indica, and Madraspatana*
\ tmea for the faba /Egyptiaca.

Nymph ;-.'\ lu'tea. Nymph
jor lutea, of Caspar l^auhin. Yellow
water-lily. Nymphwa iutea, of Lin-

naeus.
*
#* This beautiful plant was em-

ployed formerly with the same in-

tentions as the white water-lily, and,

like it, is now fallen into disuse,

ording to Lindestolpe, in some
es of Sweden, the roots, which

are the strongest part, were, in times

of scarcity, used as food, and did not

prove unwholesome.
Nymphje'a lo'tls. The Egyptian

lotus. An aquatic plant, a native of
both Indies. The root has a sweet-

taste, and, when boiled or roasted,

becomes as yellow within as the yolk

of an eg
*
#
* This plant grows in abun-

dance on the banks of the Nile, and
is there much sought after by the

poor, who, in a short time, collect

enough to supply their families with

food for several day-:.

NympHJR'a nelu'mbo. Faba M-
gyptiaca. CyamusJEgyptiacus. Xym-
pheca Indica. The pontic, or /Egyp-

tian bean. The fruit of the nymphcea

nelumbo, of Linnaeus, which grows
on marshy grounds in Egypt, and
some of the neighbouring countries.

It is eaten either raw or boiled, and
possesses tonic and astringent pro-
perties.

Nymphoi'des. (From vvfupaia,
the water-lily, and eidog, likeness).

An herb resembling the water-lily.

Nymphomania. (From vvj^Kpa,

nympha, and jxavia, madness). Fu-
ror uterinum. A genus of disease in

the Class Locales, and Order Dyso-
rexia>

9
of Cullen, characterized by

» xeessive and violent desire for coi-

tion in women. The effects, as de-
scribed by Juvenal, in his sixth sa-

tire, are most humiliating to human
nature. It acknowledges the same
causes as satyriasis.

%* Nymphomania is a species ot

madness, or a high degree of hyste-
rics. The immediate cause is a pre-

ternatural irritability of the uterus

and pudenda of women, or an un-
usual acrimony of the fluids in these

parts. Its presence is known by the

wanton behaviour of the patient
;

she speaks and acts with unrestrained

obscenity, and, as the disorder in-

creases, she scolds, cries, and laughs,

by turns. While reason is retained,

she is silent, and seems melancholy,
but her eyes discover an unusual
wantonness. The symptoms are bet-

ter or worse until the greatest degree
of the disorder approaches, and then,

by every word and action, her con-
dition is too manifest.

Nymphoto'mia. (From vvfMpa,
the nympha, and re^ivu), to cut).

The operation of removing the nym-
pha; when too large.

Nysta'gmus. (From vv^aw, to

sleep) . A twinkling of the eyes,

such as happens when a person is

very sleepy. It is also denned an in-

voluntary agitation of the oculary
bulb. It is known by the instability

or involuntary and constant motions
of the globe of the eye, from one
canthus to another, or in some other

directions. Sometimes it is accom-
panied with an hippus, or an alter-

nate and repeated dilatation and con-
striction of the pupil. TJh species are:
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1. Nystagmus, from fear. This
agitation is observed under the ope-

ration for the cataract ; and it is

checked by persuasion, and waiting

a short space of time.

2. Nystagmus, from sand or small

gravel, falling in the eye.

3. Nystagmus, from a catarrh,

which is accompanied with much in-

flammation.

4. Nystagmus, from saburra in

the primae viae, as is observed in in-

fants afflicted with worms, and is

known by the signs of saburra.

5. Nystagmus symptom aticus,

which takes place in hysteric, epi-

leptic, and sometimes in pregnant
persons, and is a common symptom
accompanying St. Vitus's dance.

O.

(JAK. See Qucrcus,

Oak of Jerusalem. See Chenopo-

diiem botrys.

Oak, sea. See Fucus vesiculosus.

Oak, willow-leaved. See Quercus

Phellos.

Oat. See Arena.
Obelte'a. (From o€f\oc, a dart,

or a spit) . Obela?a sagittalis, a name
for the sagittal suture of the skull.

Obeliscothe'ca. (From otikia-

hoc, an obelisk, and 9)]na 9
a bag ; so

called, from the shape of its seed-

bags). The dwarf American sun-

flower.

Obe'sity. Obesitas. Bulkiness

from a superabundant accumulation

of fat,
*
# * In man, and other animals,

fat is collected in the follicles of the

cellular membrane, accumulated in

the groins, axillae, orbits, cheeks,

and chin ; the breasts, loins, nates,

and limbs of women ; in the belly,

omentum, around the kidneys, and
the blood vessels. It is likewise se-

creted on the surface of the skin,

which it protects from acrid sub-

stances, and where it sometimes con-

cretes, often from want ofcleanliness,

or being intermixed with hardened
mucus in the shape of minute mag-
gots. When perspiration becomes
profuse in consequence of hard walk-

ing, or other exercise, a certain por-

tion of animal oil is dissolved in this

fluid, which makes the chief, per-

haps the only difference, between the

matter of perspiration and that of

sweat. Fat is hence accumulated
by diminished perspiration ; as it is

also by the nature of the aliments
fed on, and from idiosyncrasy. It

is the basis of steatomatous tu-

mours, and contains the sebacicacid,

which acts readily on many metals,

as lead, copper, and iron. It is

rarely to be found in the skin, in the

brain, the ball of the eye, the larynx,

the trachia, the cellular tissue of the

eye-lids, the ears, lungs, liver,

spleen, kidneys, stomach, or uterus.

Its grand repository is the cellular

texture ; but it is not lodged in the

cells of this texture indiscriminately,

but in those of a particular kind,

which do not, according to Dr.Wil-
liam Hunter, communicate with each

other, as those which contain air in

emphysema, or water in anasarca : in

consequence of which, this cclebrat*-

ed physiologist has distinguished

the former by the name of adipose,

and the latter, by that of reticulated,

cells.

Chymically considered, fat con-
tains no azote, which is the peculiar

characteristic of animalization ; it

has also little oxygen, consisting

chiefly, indeed, of hydrogen and car-

bon. It is of late formation in the

foetus: scarcely any trace of its exist-

ence is discoverable before the fifth

month from conception. The mode
of its production is still a matter of

controversy. By some it has been
supposed to be secreted by peculiar

glands, by others, merely to transude.
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from exhalant arteries of a peculiar

kind.

Sauvages was desirous of esta-

blishing a standard weight of healthy

pinguescence, hut the attempt is

fruitless, since it varies in almost

every individual. The fat of the

human frame usually averages about

a twentieth part of the whole ; but

it has sometimes amounted to half,

or even four-fifths. (J. P. Frank,

De Cur. Morb. Horn. Eplt. torn. vi.

8vo. 1821.)—In general obesity, or

this variety of adipose polysarcia,

the bulk of the body has sometimes
been enormous. In many instances,

it has amounted to five hundred,

and nearly to six hundred pounds.

Bright of Maldon, weighed 7281t»s.
;

and Daniel Lambert of Leicester,

7391t>s. a little, before his death. The
German journals furnish examples
of men who weighed 800lbs. And
the Philosophical Transactions (No.

185), give a still more extraordinary

example of this disease in a girl, that

weighed 2361bs., though only four

years old.

When a powerful adipose diathe-

sis prevails, fat is often produced,
whatever be the food fed upon. Ale
and porter drank to excess, are, per-

haps, the most ordinary means.
Akerman (Balding cr, 2V. Mug. b. vi.

p. 489,] gives proof of the same ef-

fects from spirits : and in the Ephe-
mera of Natural Curiosities, is the

case of an individual, who generated
fat faster, and in larger quantities,

upon bread than upon a meat diet.

(Dec. ill. Ann, vii. viii. p. 1338).—In-

dolence, and indulgence in sleep, see 1 1

1

necessary, however, in every instance.

In attempting a cure of the gene-
ral disease, the first step is to avoid

all the common and more obvious

causes as much as possible. Hence,
as a life of indolenee, and indulgence
ia eating and drinking, is highly

contributory to obesity, the remedial
treatment should consist in the use
of severe, regular, and habitual ex-

ercise, a hard bed, little sleep, and
dry scanty food, derived from vege-
tables [done, except where, from a

singularity of constiution, farii.:-

ceous food is found to be a chief

source of obesity.—And where these

are insufficient, we may have re-

course to frequent venesection, and
such medicines as freely evacuate the

fluids, whether by the bowels or the

skin.—And, for the same reason,

scalogogues, as chewed tobacco (Bo-
relli, cent. ii. obs. 11).—And mer-
cury have occasionally been used
with success. (Bartholin, Act. Haf-
niensy i. obs. 74.

—

Bonet, Sepulchr.

lib. ii. obs. 36. Ay,px.)—General-
ly speaking, however, the diet and
regimen just recommended, with a
spare allowance of water, will be
sufficient to bring down the highest

degree of corpulence. Of this we
have a striking example in the his-

tory of Mr. Wood, the noted miller,

of Billericay in Essex, who, by
spare and gradually reduced sleep,

and diminished diet, reduced himself
from a most unwieldy bulk, to the.

condition of a middle-sized man of
linn flesh, well coloured complexion,
and sound health. (See Med. Trans*
vol. ii. art. xvii.)—A similar plan

was once recommended to Daniel
Lambert, by Dr. Good. But either

he had not courage to enter upon it.

or did not choose to relinquish the pro-
fit obtained by making a show of him-
self. He made his choice, but it was a
fatal one, for he fell a sacrifice to it

in less than three years afterwards.

The local disease is for the most
part less manageable ; but it has
sometimes yielded to a steady per-
severance in the above plan, in con-
nection with active purgatives, and
the application of mercurial ointment
to the vicinity of the affected organs

;

or a free use of calomel in the form
of pills.

Oblf/siont
. (From o A, against, and

lerdere, to hurt.) Injury done to

any part.

Obu'ouus asce'ndens") See Obli-

ABPo'.MlNIS. ( quus i/i-

Obli'olus asce'ndens (temusab-
ivie'rnus. J dominis.

Obli'oui;s ai/ris. Sec Laxator
tympani.

Obli'^uus ca'pitjs infe'rior. See
Oblifuus inferior capitis.
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Obli'quus ca'pitis supe'rior. See
Ohliquus superior capitis.

Obli'quus desce'ndens ^ See Ob-
ABDO'lVIINIS. / liquus

Obli'quus desce'ndens > externus

EXIe'rnus. I abdomi-

Obli'quus exte'rnus. J nis.

Obli'quus exte'rnus abdo'minis.

This muscle, which is so named by
Morgagni, Albirms, and Winslow, is

the Obliquus descendens , of Vesalius

and Douglas, and the Obliquus major,

of Haller, and some others. By
Dumas it is named Iliopubicosto-ab-

dominal. It is a broad, thin muscle,

fleshy posteriorly, and tendinous in

its middle and lower part, and is

situated immediately under the inte-

guments, covering all the other mus-
cles of the lower belly. It serves to

draw down the ribs in expiration ; to

bend the trunk forwards when both
muscles act, or to bend it obliquely

to one side, and perhaps, to turn it

slightly on its axis, when either acts

singly ; it also raises the pelvis ob-
liquely when the ribs are fixed ; it

supports and compresses the abdo-
minal viscera, assists in the evacua-
tion of the urine and faeces, and is

likewise useful in parturition.

Obli'quus infe'rior. See Obli-

quus inferior capitis, and Obliquus in-

ferior oculi.

Obli'quus infe'rior ca'pitis. This
muscle, which is the obliquus inferior

sive major, of Winslow, and the Spini

axoido-tracheli-altoidien, of Dumas,
is larger than the obliquus superior

capitis. It is very obliquely situated

between the two first vertebrae of the

neck. Its use is to turn the first ver-

tebra upon the second, as upon a

pivot, and to draw the face towards
the shoulder.

Obli'quus infe'rior o'culi. Ob-
liquus minor oculi, of Winslow, and
Maxillo scleroticien, of Dumas. An
oblique muscle of the eye, that draws
the globe of the eye forwards, in-

wards, and downwards.
Obliquus inferior siPc major. See

Obliquus inferior capitis.

Obliquus intcrnus. See Obliquus

internus abdominis.

Obli'quus inte'unus abdo'minis.

Musculus acclivis. The Obliquus ascen~

dens, of Vesalius, Douglas, andCow-
per, the Obliquus minor of Haller,
the Obliquus intermis oi Winslow, the
Obliquus asce?ide?is intcrnus of Innes,
and the Ilio-lumbo-costi abdominal
of Dumas, situated immediately un-
der the external oblique, and is broad
and thin like that muscle, but some-
what less considerable in its extent.

Its use is to assist the obliquus ex-
ternus ; but it seems to be more evi-

dently calculated than that muscle is

to draw the ribs downwards and
backwards. It likewise serves to

separate the false ribs from the true

ribs, and from each other.

Obliquus major abdominis. See Ob-
liquus externus abdominis.

Obliquus major capitis. See Obli-

quus inferior capitis.

Obliquus major oculi. See Obli-

quus superior oculi.

Obliquus minor abdominis. See Ob-
liquus internus abdominis.

Obliquus minor capitis. See Obli-

quus superior capitis.

Obliquus mi?wr oculi. See Obli-

quus inferior oculi.

Obli'quus supe'rior ca'pitis.

Riolanus, who first gave particular

names to the oblique muscles of the

head, called this muscle obliquus mi-
nor, to distinguish it from the infe-

rior, which, on account of its being
much larger, he named obliquus ma-
jor. Spigclius afterwards distin-

guished the two, from their situation

with respect to each other, into su-

perior and inferior ; and in this he is

followed by Cowper and Douglas.
Winslow retains both names. Du-
mas calls it Trachelo-altoido-ovcipital.

That used by Albums is here adopt-

ed. This little muscle, which is

nearly of the same shape as the recti

capitis, is situated laterally between
the occiput and the first vertebra of

the neck, and is covered by the com-
plexus and the upper part of the

splenitis* Its use is to draw the head
backwards, and perhaps to assist in

its rotatory motion.

Obli'quus supe'rior o'culi. 7>o-

cfilraris. Obliquus major, of Win-
slow, and Optico-troc/ilei-scleroticieiiy
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of Dumas. An oblique muscle of

the eye, that rolls the globe of the

eye, and turns the pupil downwards
and outwards.

Obliquus superior sive minor. See
Obliquus superior capitis.

Obliquus superior sive trochlearis.

See Obliquus superior oculi.

©bli'vion. Amnestia. Failure of

memory. Forgetfulness, &c.
*
#
* Loss of memory takes place

in a variety of ways. It is sometimes
general, and extends to every sub-

ject ; but it is frequently far more
manifest on some subjects than on
others. Salmuth (cent. ii. obs. 41),

mentions a case in which the affected

person had forgotten to pronounce
words, but could nevertheless write

them. The late Mr. John Hunter
(see Sir E. Home's Life, prefixed to

his lYeatisc on the Bloody Inflamma-
tion, &.c. 4to. 1794), was suddenly

attacked with a singular affection of

this kind in December 1789, when
on a visit at the house of a friend in

town. " He did not know in what
part of the house he was, nor even
the name of the street when told it,

nor where his own house was : he
had not a conception of any thing

existing beyond the room he was in,

and yet was perfectly conscious of

the loss of memory. He was sen-

sible of impressions of all kinds from
the senses, and therefore looked out
of the window, although rather dark,
to see if he could be made sensible

of the situation of the house. The
loss of memory gradually went off,

and in less than half an hour is

memory was perfectly recovered."

This might possibly be connected
with a gouty habit to which Mr.
Hunter was subject, though not at

this time labouring under a paroxysm.
The late Bishop of Llandaff, Dr.
Watson, gives a singular case of

partial amnestia in his father, the

result of an apoplectic attack.—
See Anecdotes of the Life of Ri-
chard TFutson, D. D. Bishop of
Llandaff.

From severe suffering of the head
in many fevers, a great inroad is

frequently made upon the memory,

and it is long before the convalescent
can rightly put together all the ideas

of his past life. Such was one of
the effects of the plague at Athens,
as we learn fromThucydides. i( And
many, on recovery, still experienced
such an extraordinary7 oblivion of all

things, that they knew neither them-
selves nor their friends." A few
years back, a man with a brain fever

was taken into St. Thomas's hospital,

who, on recovering, spoke to his

attendants, but in a language they
did not understand. A Welsh milk-
woman going accidentally into the

ward, heard him, answered him, and
conversed with him. It was then
found that the patient was by birth a

Welshman, but had left his native

land in his vouth, forgotten his native

dialect, and had spoken English only
for the last thirty years. Yet in

consequence of this fever, he had
now forgotten the English tongue,
and suddenly recovered the Welsh.
Boerhaave, however, gives a still

more extraordinary instance of ob-
livion, in the case of a Spanish tragic

author who had composed many ex-
cellent pieces, but so completely lost

his memory in consequence of an
acute fever, that he forgot not only
the languages he had formerly learnt,

but even the alphabet : and was hence
under the necessity of beginning to

read again. His own poems and
compositions were shewn to him, but
he could not be persuaded that they
were his production. Afterwards
however, he began once more to

compose verses ; which had so striking

a resemblance to his former writings,

that he at length became convinced
that he was the author of them.

—

Pratlect. Acad, in Justit. Med. ex.

Edit. Haller, torn. iv. p. 463 ;—see

also Crichton onMentalDerangement
t

i. 370.

The memory may also be prema-
turely impaired (for in age it is a
natural defect), by various other
causes. Idleness or inattention will

do it, as in the case of stupidity, as

will also an over exertion of the
faculty, injuries of the head, rheu-
matic or gouty pains in it, dyspeptic
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maladies, various narcotic poisons,

prostrating hemorrhages, or want of
food and libidinous indulgence. (Dis-

sert, de Memories Lcesione ex nimis

Verier. Usic. Alt. 1695).—Dependent
upon this last cause, Sir Alexander
Crichton has given a single example
of what may be called perverse ob-
livion, in an old attorney, nearly

seventy years of age, who, though
married to a lady much younger than
himself, kept a mistress whom he
visited every night. He was sud-

denly seized with great prostration of
strength, giddiness and forgetfulness

;

but the last was of a peculiar kind,

and consisted in the mistaking of the

name of one thing for that of another

;

so that if he wanted bread he would
ask for his boots, and though enraged
at the latter being brought to him, he
would still call out for his boots and
shoes. In like manner, if he wanted
a tumbler to drink out of, it was a

thousand to one but he would call

for the ordinary chamber utensil ; or,

if this were wanted, he would call

for a tumbler or a dish. This gen-
tleman, however, was cured of the

eomplaint by large doses of valerian

and other cardiacs.

So far as this mental infirmity may
relate to corporeal causes, it should

be minutely inquired into, and, as

far as possible, removed or palliated :

and whatever will tend to invigorate

the whole frame, as the metallic tonics

(Agricola Commut. in Popiiml. Tr.

de ArgentOy p. 13G), regularity of

diet, sleep, exercise, and above all,

cold bathing, [Dareter^von Gebranche

des Kalten Wasscrs) must supply the

rest. To the arms of the mental and
moral understanding, however, the

sickly understanding must be chiefly

entrusted ; and where these are pro-

perly applied, the mind may often

be considered sufficiently sound for

all the ordinary purposes of life,

and even for some of its elegancies
;

though it may never be distinguished

for terseness, brilliancy, or compre-
hension. The leading aim should be

to lay hold of the strongest faculty,

and to make the direct cultivation

of this an indirect cultivation of

the rest.

—

Good's Study, &c. vol. iv.

p. 193).

Obsjdia'num. A species of glass
so called, from its resemblance to a
kind of stone, which one Obsidius
discovered in Ethiopia, of a very
black colour, though sometimes pel-
lucid and of a muddy water. Plinv
says also, that obsidianum was a sort
of colour with which vessels were
glazed. Hence the name is applied,
by Libavius, to glass of antimony.
Obst/

etric. (From obstetrLv, a
nurse). Belonging to midwifery.

Orstipa'tio. (From obstipare, to
stop up). Costiveness. A genus of
disease in the Class Locales, and
Order Epischeses, of Cullen, com-
prehending three species :— 1. Obsti-

patio debiliam, in weak and commonly
dyspeptic persons.—2. Obstipatio ri-

gidorum,'m persons of rigid fibres, and
a melancholic temperament.—3. Ob
stipatio obstructorurn, from obstruc-
tions. See Colica.

Obstrue'ntia. (From obstruere, to

shut up). Medicines which close the

orifices of the ducts or vessels.

Obstupefacie'ntia. (From obstu-

pefacere, tostupify). Narcotics.

Obtunde'ntia. (From obtundere,

to make blunt). Obtundents. Sub-
stances which sheath or blunt irrita-

tion, much the same as demulcents,
consisting chiefly of bland, oily, or
mucilaginous matters, which form a

covering on inflamed and irritable

surfaces, particularly those of the

stomach, lungs, anus, &c.
Obtura'tor exte'knus. JS.rtra-

pelvio-pubi-trucliautcricn, of Dumas.
A small flat muscle, situated obliquely

at the upper and anterior part of the

thigh, between the pectinalis and the

fore-part of the foramen thyroideum,
and covered by the adductor brevis

femoris. Its chief uses are to turn

the thigh obliquely outwards, to as-

sist in bending the thigh and in draw-
ing it inwards. It likewise prevents

the capsular ligament from being

pinched in the motions of the joint.

ObTURA'toR INTe'rnus. Marsu-
pia/isjsru obturator interims, of Dou-
glas. Marsupialis seu bursa lis, ofCow-
per, and Intra pclvio-trochanterien

%
of
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Dumas. A considerable muscle, a

great part of which is situated within

the pelvis. It rolls the os femoris ob-

liquely outwards, by pulling it to-

wards the ischiatic niche, upon the

cartilaginous surface of which its ten-

don, which, is surrounded by a mem-
branous sheath, moves as upon a

pulley.

Obtura'tor nerve. A nerve of

the thigh, lost upon its inner mus-

cles.

OCCIPITAL BONE. Os OCcipitis.

Os memoriae. Os nervosum. Os basi-

larc. This bone, which forms the

posterior and inferior part of the

skull, is of an irregular figure, con-

vex on the outside and concave in-

ternally. Its external surface, which

is very irregular, serves, like similar

processes in bones, for the attach-

ment of several muscles, &c.
*
#
* In the fetus, the os occipitis is

divided by an unossified cartilaginous

substance into four parts. One of

these, which is the largest, consti-

tutes all that portion of the bone

which is above the foramen mag-

num ; two others, which are much
smaller, compose the inside of the

foramen magnum ; and include the

condyloid processes; and the fourth

is the cuneiform process. This last

is sometimes not completely united

with the rest, so as to form one

bone, before the sixth or seventh

year.

Occipitalis. See Occipito-fron-

talis.

Occipito-fronta'lis. Digastricus

cranii. Epuramut, ofAlbinoB. Fron-

talis et occipitalis, of Winslow and

Cowper, and Occipitofrontal, of Du-
mas. A single, broad, digastric mus-

cle, that covers the cranium, pulls

the skin of the head backwards,

raises the eye-brows upwards, and

at the same time, draws up and

wrinkles the skin of tbe forehead.

It arises from the posterior part of

the occiput, goes over the upper part

of the os parietale and os frontis,

and is lost in the eyebrows.

O'cciput, -i7w, n. The hinder part

of the head. See Caput.

Occu'lt qua'lity. A term that

has been much used by writers who
had not clear ideas of what they
undertook to explain ; and which
served therefore only for a mask to

their ignorance.

Occu'lt disea'ses. The same as

the former, occultus signifying hid-

den, and, therefore, nothing can be
understood, when a person speaks of
a hidden disease, but that it is a dis-

ease he does not understand.

Oche'ma. (From ox£o>, to carry).

A vehicle, or thin fluid.

Oceieteu'ma. (From o^^roc, a
duct) . The nostril.

O'chetus. (From o^fw, to con-
vey). A canal, or duct. The uri-

nary or abdominal passages.

O'cheus. (From o^tw, to carry).

The bag of the scrotum.

O'chra. (From o>^poc, pale ; so

named, because it is often of a pale

colour).— 1. Ochre. Minera ferri
i'-tea vel rubra. An argillaceous

earth impregnated with iron of a
red or yellow colour. The Arme-
nian bole, and other earths, are often

adulterated with ochre.—2. The fore-

part of the tibia.

O'chrls. (From w^poc, pale; so

called, from the pale muddy colour
of its flowers) . A leguminous plant,

or kind of pulse.

Ochtho'des. (From ox^oc, mean-
ing the tumid lips of ulcers, callous,

tumid). An epithet for ulcers, whose
lips are callous and tumid, conse-
quently difficult to heal.

Ocima'stru.m. (Dim. of oci-

mum, basil). Wild white-campion,
or basil. <*

O'cimlm. (From iokvq, swift;

so called, from its quick growth).
Ocymum. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnasan system:

Class, Didynamia ; Order, Gym-
nospermia.

O'cimum basi'licum. The sys-

tematic name of the common or ci-

tron basil. Basilicum. The plant

which bears this name in the phar-
macopoeias, is the Ocimum, foliis

ovatis glabris ; calycibus ciliatis, of
Linnaeus. It is supposed to possess

nervine qualities, but is seldom em-
ployed but as a condiment to season

3C
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high dishes, to which it imparts a
grateful odour and taste.

O'cimum caryophylla'tum. Oci-

mum minimum of Caspar Bauhin,
and Linnaeus. Small or hush basil.

%* Infusions of this mildly balsamic
plant are drank as tea, in catarrhous
and uterine disorders, and the dried
leares are made into cephalic, and
sternutatory powders. They are,

when fresh, very juicy, of a weak
aromatic, and very mucilaginous
taste, and of a strong and agreeable
smell, which is improved by drying.

Octa'na. (From otto, eight'. An
erratic intermitting fever, which re-

turns every eighth day.

Octa'vus hu'meri. The Teres
7ni?ior.

Octa'vus hu'meri placenti'ni.
The Teres minor*

Ocula'res commu'nes. A name
for the nerves, called Motores oculo-

rum.
Ocula'ria. (From oculus, the eye

;

so called, from its uses in disorders

of the eye). See Euphrasia.
O'cular spe'ctres. The Muscce

Volitantes of authors. According to

Dr. Young, (Delius, Diss. Phantas-
mata ante oculos Volitantia, affectus

oeulorum singularis. Erlang. 1751),
" they are sometimes, if not always,

occasioned by an opacity of some of

the vessels of the vitreous humour
near the retina. They are seen in a

full light, and cannot, therefore, as

Sauvages has justly remarked, be
caused by any thing in the anterior

part of the eye ; and they may be
often observed to change their form
with the motions of the eye ; which
they could not do if they did not de-

pend on some floating substance.

Their apparent change of position,

when we attempt to follow them
with the eye, is a necessary conse-

quence of the motion of the eye it-

self which contains them." If, how-
ever, these phantasmata depended
upon vascular opacity of any kind,

it is difficult to account for their

mobility. And hence Demours
(Traitc dc.s Maladies des Yeux, p. 409) ,

is, perhaps, nearer the mark, in

ascribing them to small portions of

Morgagni's humour that have ac-
quired an increase of density, weight,
and refractile power, without losing
their transparency. And in this view
of their formation, Mr. Guthrie coin-
cides. — See Lectures on the Opera-
tive Surgery of the Eye

^ p. 211. 8vo.
1823.

*** These ocular spectres exhibit

other forms, one of which is that of
net-work : hence called Suffusio re-

ticularis by Sauvages, and Visus re-

ticularis, by Plenck. This is some-
times permanent, sometimes transi-

tory; and is probably, as conjec-
tured by Sauvages, produced by a
morbid affection of the artenolffi of
the retina. Another form is that of
sparks ; and hence, called by Sau-
vages Sitffusio scintillajis. It pro-
ceeds generally from a blow, or
excess of light. The eye is also trou-

bled with an imaginary sense of
dazzling, constituting the thyrma-
ryge of the Greek writers. Its usual
cause is supposed to be a plethora of
the minute vessels of the eye. Some-
times, from the same cause, the ocu-
lar spectres assume an irradescent

appearance, or exhibit, in splendid

succession, all the colours of the

rainbow. This Sauvages calls Sitf-

fusio coloris. It is occasionally a
regular intermittent affection, or it

returns at stated periods, and particu-

larly in the evenings ; and occasion-

ally the morbid appearance is con-
fined to a single colour.

The second variety of false sight,

or that in which real objects appear
changed in their natural qualities,

is by Plenck denominated, in conse-
quence of such change, metamorpho-
sia (for cases of which, see Mr. Scott

in Philosoph. Transact, vol. Ixviii.

1778, p. (ill;—Dr. Priestley, ibid.

vol. lxvii. p. 260j.—This last variety

is especially worthy of notice, as

being in some degree a family defect,

an account of which was communi-
cated to Dr. Priestley by Mr. Hud-
dart of North America.—See, also,

Dr. Nicholl, ofLudlow, in Transact,

of the Med. Chiring. Soc. vol. ix. &c.

The causes of these varieties arc

not always assignable: many of them,
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however, are the same as have been

pointed out under the variety of ocu-

lar spectres. Diplopia, or errors of

number, have often been occasioned

by long exposure to severe cold,

sometimes by local spasm, some-
times by hydrocephalus (Justi. Bal-

dinger, N. Mag. Band. xi. p. 446).

Baumer (Act Hafniens, i. art. xxvii.),

gives a case produced by a wrong
position of the pupil. Rhaghellini

(Lettera al S. Coechi sopra Coffesa

delta vista in una donna. Venet. 1748,

1749)—another, caused by a double

pupil. In Lentin (lib. ii. obs. 20),
is a singular complicated example of

objects seen triply.

The chief diagnostic of many of

these illusions, is their mobility

(Guthrie's Lett. &c. ut supra, p. 21 2) ,

which distinguishes them very de-

cidedly from the fixed spots perceived

in the eye, and which depend on an
opacity of the lens, or a defective

state of the retina. They sometimes
precede amaurosis or cataract,though
not very often ; and when they have
reached a certain point, cease to be-

come more troublesome, or rather

from habit, to be troublesome at all,

and are little attended to : for if ca-

taract or amaurosis do not soon fol-

low, there is no reason for expecting
either of them ; a consolation of no
small moment, as no certain remedy
has hitherto been discovered. In
other cases, and especially where the

misaffection is not structural, but
dependent upon an entonic or atonic
condition of the optic nerve, mus-
cular fibres or blood vessels, benefit
has been derived in the first in-

stance, from local bleeding, blisters,

and sedatives ; the latter being em-
ployed both generally and topically

;

and in the last instance, by stimu-
lant collyriums and general tonics.

Many of these varieties of false

sight, and especially ocular spec-
tres, arc also found as symptoms in

several species of dinus, dyspasia,
syncope, plethora, cephalitis, dys-
pepsy, and various fevers ; some few
of the filaments of the great sympa-
thetic passing off, at its origin, within
the cavernous sinus to the orbit, and

uniting with the lenticular ganglion.

— See Cloquet, Traite d'Anatomic
Description

;

—Blork, Beschreisbung

des fuenster Nonverpaares, &c. Leips.

1817.

O'culi addu'ctor. See Rectus

internus oculi.

O'culi atto'llens. See Rectus

superior oculi.

O'culi cancro'rum. Crab's eyes.

See Cancer.

O'culi depre'ssor. See Rectus

inferior oculi.

Oculi elevator. 1 See Rectus supe-

Oculi levator, j rior oculi.

Oculi obliquus inferior. See Obli-

quus inferior oculi.

Oculi obliquus major. See Obliquus

superior oculi.

Oculi obliquus minor. See Obliquus

inferior oculi.

Oculus bovinus. See HydrophthaU
mia.

Oculus bovis. Sec Chrysanthemum,

leueunthemuiu.

Oculus bubulus. See HydrophthaU
mia.

O'culus ciiri'sti. Austrian flea-

bane ; a species of Inula.

O'culus elephanti'nus. A name
given to Hydrophthal/nia.

O'culus ge'nu. The knee-pan.

O'culus la'chrymans. The Epi-
phora.

O'culus mu'ndi. A species of Opal,

generally of a yellowish colour. By
lying in water it becomes of a trans-

parent amber-colour.
ODAXi'sMos.(From odovg, atooth).

A biting sensation, pain, or itching

in the gums.
Odontago'gos. (From odovg, a

tooth, and ay tu, to draw) . The name
of an instrument to draw teeth, made
of lead.

*** Forrestus relates, that this

instrument was hung up in the tem-
ple of Apollo, denoting, that such

an operation ought not to be made,
but when the tooth was loose enough
to draw with so slight a force as

could be applied with that.

Odonta'gra. (From odovg, a

tooth, andayoa, a seizure).—l.The
gout in the teeth. — 2. A tooth

-

drawer.

3 C 2
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Odontalgia. (From odovg, a
tooth, and aXyog, pain). The tooth-

ach. A well-known disease.

%* The tooth-ach is sometimes
merely a rheumatic affection, arising

from cold, but more frequently from
a carious tooth. It is also a symp-
tom of pregnancy, and takes place in

some nervous disorders. It may
attack persons at any period of life,

though it is most frequent in the
young and plethoric. From the va-
riety of causes which may produce
this affection, it has been named by
authors, odontalgia cariosa, scorbu-
tica, catarrhalis, arthritica, gravida-
rum, hysterica, stomachica, and rheu-
matica.

Odonta'lgica. Odontalgics. (From
cdovraXyia, the tooth-ach) . Medi-
cines which relieve the tooth-ach.

Odonti'asis. (From odovTiau, to

put forth the teeth). Dentition, or
cutting of teeth.

Odo'ntica. (From odovg, a tooth.)

Remedies for the tooth-ach.

Odontirriice'a. (From odovg, a
tooth, and ped), to flow). Hemor-
rhage from the socket of the jaw,
after drawing a tooth.

Odo'ntis. (From odovg, a tooth

;

so called because its decoction was
supposed useful in relieving the tooth-

ach). Odontitis. A species of lychnis.

Odom ogly'phum. (From odovg,

a tooth, and y\v</>oj, to scrape). An
instrument for scaling and scraping

the teeth.

Odonto'id. (From odovg, a tooth,

and ewog, form, because it is shaped
like a tooth). Tooth-like. A pro-

cess of the second vertebra of the

neck. See Dentatus.

Odontoli'thos. (From odovg,

a tooth, and Xt^oc, a stone). The
tartar, or stony crust upon the teeth.

Odontopiiy'ia. (From odovg, a

tooth, and (pvio, to grow). Denti-

tion, or cutting of teeth.

Odontotri'mma. (From odovg,

a tootli and rpt&w, to wear away).

Tooth-powder, or preparation to

clean the teeth.

OdOrYfEKOUS GLANDS, Glandula*

odoriferm. They are situated around

the corona glandis of the male, and J

under the skin of the labia majora and
nymphse of females. They secrete a

sebaceous matter, which emits a pe-
culiar odour ; hence their name.

CE'a. (On; : from oiw, to bear ;

so named from its fruitfulness) . The
service-tree.

CEco'nomy, a'nimal. (Fromooioc,
a house, and vofxog, a law). CEco?w-

mia animalis. The conduct ofnature

in preserving animal bodies, is called

the animal ceconomy.
GEde'ma. (From oideu), to swell).

Synonym with anasarca. See Ana-
sarca.

*** By the term oedema, the an-

cients understood all kinds of tu-

mours ; but now it is limited to a

swelling arising from the effusion of

a serous fluid in the cellular sub stance

ofa part. When this affection extends,

accompanied with a general dropsical

diathesis, becoming a medical case,

it receives the name of anasarca.

An cedematous part is generally

cold, and of a pale colour ; and as

it is little or not at all elastic, it pits,

that is, it retains for some time the

mark of the finger, after being press-

ed by it. These swellings are fre-

quently connected with constitutional

causes. In many cases, however,

they seem to be connected with local

affections arising from such causes

as act only upon the parts in which

the swelling is situated, e. g. after

violent sprains of the wrist or an-

kle-joint, the hands and feet often

become (edematous ; and limbs are

frequently affected with these swell-

ings, in consequence of the return

of blood through the veins being

prevented by the pressure of tu-

mours, bandages, &c. Pregnant

women are particularly subjeet to

(edema of the lower extremities, ow-
ing to the pressure of the gravid

uterus on the iliac veins, &c.

In the treatment ofeedema, atten-

tion must always be paid to the na-

ture of the cause, in order to deter-

mine Whether the disease be the

result of a local or a general consti-

tutional cause. It is frequently one

of the symptoms ofsuppuration, and

when the collection of matter is very
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deeply situated, sometimes leads to

its detection, as exemplified in cases

of empyema. An erysipelatous oede-

ma is also met with, the treatment of

which should be very much the same
as that for erysipelas.

(Edemato'des. Like to an oedema.

(Edemosa'rca. (From uicrjua,

a swelling, and aap%, flesh). A spe-

cies of tumour of a middle nature,

betwixt an oedema, or soft tumour,
and sarcoma, or hard tumour.

—

M.
A. Severnus.

CEna'ntiie. (From oivoq, wine
and avOoc,, a flower ; so called be-

cause its flowers smell like the vine).

— 1. The botanical name of a genus of

the umbelliferous plants : Class, /V//-

tandria ; Order, Digynia.—2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the hemlock
dropwort. CEnanthe charopityHi Jo-
ins.

CEna'nthe croca'ta. The hem-
lock dropwort. CEnanthe chcerophylli

foliis, of Linnams. An active poison

that has too often proved fatal, by be-

ing eaten in mistake instead of water-
parsnep. The juice, nevertheless,

cautiously exhibited, promises to be
an efficacious remedy in inveterate

scorbutic eruptions. The root of this

plant is not unpleasant to the taste,

and esteemed to be most deleterious

of all the vegetables which this coun-
try produces. Several instances are
recorded of its fatal effects.

*** It appears, from various au-
thorities, that most brute animals are
not less affected by this poison than
man ; and Mr. Lightfoot informs us,

that a spoonful of the juice of this

plant given to a dog, rendered him sick

and stupid ; but a goat was observed
to eat the plant with impunity. The
great virulence of this plant has not,
however, prevented it from being
taken medicinally. In a letter from
Dr. Poultenev to SirWiHiani Watson,
we are told that a severe and invete-
rate cutaneous disorder was cured by
the juice of the root, though not
without exciting the most alarming
symptoms. Taken in the dose of a
spoonful two hours afterwards, the
head was affected in a very extraor-
dinary manner, followed with violent

sickness and vomiting, cold sweats,

and rigours ; but this did not deter

the patient from continuing the me-
dicine, in somewhat less doses, till it

effected a cure.—See Natural and
Medical Dieteticon, &c.
CEna'nthe ch^ro-*}

phy'lli fo'liis. ( See CEnan-
CEna'nthe cicu't£ { the crocata.

fa'cie lobe'lli. J
CEna'rea. (Oivaper) : from oivapa

the cuttings of vines). The ashes
prepared from the twigs, &c. of
vines.

(Enelje'um. (From oivoq, wine,
and eXaiov, oil;. A mixture of oil

and wine.

(Eno'gala. (From oivoq, wine,
and yaXa, milk). A potion made of
wine and milk. According to some,
it is wine as warm as new milk.

CEno'garum. (From oivoq, wine
and yapov, garum). A mixture of
wine and garum.

(Eno'meli. (From oivoc, wine,
and piXi, honey). Mead, or wine,
made of honey, or sweetened with
honey.

(Eno'plia. (From oivoq, wine).
The great jnbeb-tree, the juice of
whose fruit is like that of the grape.

CEnosta'gma. (From oivoq, wine
and <7a£(<j, to distil;. Spirit of wine.

CEno'tmera. (From oivoq, wine ;

so called because its dried roots smell
like wine) . A species of lysimachia

.

(E'nls a'nthinos. (From avOoc,
a flower) . Flowery wine. Galen
says it is CEnos anthosmias, or wine
impregnated with flowers, in which
sense it is an epithet for the Cyceon.

(E'nls ANTHO'SMIAS. (From av-
Goq, a flower, and oa\ir), a smell).
Sweet-scented wines.

(E'nls apod^e'dus. Wine in

which the dais, or tasda hath been
boiled.

CE'nts apeze'smenus. A wine
heated to a great degree, and pre-
scribed among other things, as garlic,
salt, milk and vinegar.

(E'nls del'terus. (AevrepoQ, se-
cond) . Wines of the second press-
ing.

QE'nus diacheo'menus. Wine
diffused in larger vessels, cooled and

3C3
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strained from the lees, to render it

thinner and weaker.
*** Wines thus drawn off are

called saccusy and saccata, from the
bag through which they are strained.

GE'pfUS galactoses. (FromyaXct.
milk). Wine with milk, or wine
made as warm as new milk.

(E'nus ma'lacus. CEnusmalthacus
Soft wine. Sometimes it means weak
and thin, opposed to strong wine;
or mild, in opposition to austere.

(E'nus meli'chrqos. Wine in

which is honey.

(E'nus ceno'des. Strong wine.

(E'nus straphi'dios leu'cos.
White wine made from raisins.

(E'nus tethala'smenos. Wine
mixed with sea-water.

(Esophago'tomv. (From oesopha-

gus, and rsfjivio, to cut). The ope-
ration of cutting into the oesophagus,

in order to extract foreign bodies

that may accidentally lodge within it,

and which will neither admit of beir "•

brought up through the mouth, nor
forced down into the stomach, at the

same time that their removal is abso-

lutely necessary for the preservation

of life.

*
#* A substance above a certain

size, lying in the superior part of the

i-ullet, not only impedes deglutition,by

its pressure against the windpipe, but

produces the most urgent symptoms
of suffocation. Under these circum-
stances, if relief cannot be promptly
afforded in any other manner, and
rhe situation of the foreign body is

pointed out by a distinguishable pro-

nence, the operation in question

should be instantly performed. When,
However, the symptoms arc pressing,

without the possibility of detecting

the situation of the foreign body,
t iiher externally or internally, des-

perate as the situation of the patient

may bo, modern surgeons do not

action the practice. When the
• ;. therefore, of suffocation

arc extremely urgent, and the foreign

body produces no extern:'.! promi-
nence- in the nock, (' rgeorre, in

the first Instance, should tracheo-

tomize, in ordsr to remove the im-
minent danger from impeded re-

spiration, and afterwards try such
measures for the removal of the
substance lodged in the oesophagus,

as experience may suggest as most
likely to prove successful.

The practicability of this opera-
tion, and the tendency of wounds of

the oesophagus to heal favourably,

when complicated with other mis-
chief of too serious a description, are

facts proved beyond the possibility of
dispute. In attempts at suicide and
murder, and in cases of gunshot in-

jury, the gullet is sometimes wounded,
together with other parts in the neck,

and yet the patients frequently re-

cover; and, when they die, their fate

seems to depend rather upon other

unfavourable circumstances in their

cases, than from the accidental injury

of the gullet.

Cures of wounds of the neck, in-

volving the oesophagus, as well as the

trachea, are reported by numerous
writers, e. i>\ Dessault, Bohnius,
P. J. Johnson, B. Bell, &c.
As the oesophagus inclines rather

to the left side of the spine, Guattani,

formerly a distinguished surgeon at

Rome, directs the left side of the

neck to be preferred for the per-

formance of cesophagotomy. But
Boyer (Traite des Malad. Chirurg.

t. vii. p. 192), has justly remarked,
that, as the operation should never

be attempted, unless there be a pro-

jection of the foreign body, the place

for the incision is always to be de-

termined by the situation of this pro-

jection, the left side being chosen

only when the prominence is most
distinguishable there, or at all events

not less than on the opposite side of

the neck.

The oesophagus is covered, from
the middle and external part of the

neck to the upper part of the Btei -

num by the skin, fat, cellular sub-

stance, muscles proceeding from the

mum to the larynx, the thyroid

gland, thyroidical arteries and veins,

the trachea, the recurvent nerves,

Slc. Guattani recommended the fol-

lowing mode of operating : the pa-

tient is placed on a chair, with his

head Inclined backward, and steadily
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supported by an assistant. The skin

having- been pinched up into a trans-

verse fold, an incision is to be made
in the integuments from the upper
part of the sternum. The cellular

substance, between the sterno-hyoi-

deus and sterno-thyroideus muscles

and trachea, is not divided. With
two blunt hooks, the lips of the

wounds are to be kept open ; and,

on separating the cellular substance

at the side of the trachea with the

aid of the finger, and a few strokes

of the knife, the oesophagus will be

seen. The lower part of this tube is

then to be opened, and the wound in

it, with a pair of curved blunt-pointed

scissars, employing a director if any
difficulty occurs. With a small pair

of curved forceps, similar to those

used for the extraction of polypi, the

foreign body may then be removed.
The wound, according to Guattani,

will serve for the extraction of the

foreign body, whether this be situated

above or below it ; and he asserts

that the opening will even be useful,

when the extraneous substance has

passed so far down, that it cannot be

taken out, as it can now be easily

pushed into the stomach. He lays

great stress on the utility of endea-
vouring to unite the wound, and ad-

verts to his experiments, proving that,

in animals, wounds of the oesophagus
heal favourably. If the vein, which
brings back the blood from the in-

ferior parts of the thyroid gland, and
runs into the subclavian, happen to

be cut, he directs the hemorrhage to

be stopped with a dossil of lint, held

Upon the aperture in the vein during
the operation, and afterward, if the

bleeding continue, compression, or a

ture is to be employed. If the

recurrent nerve be at all likely to be
touched with the knife, it is to be
cautiously drawn a little out of the

way with the blunt tenaculum. He
also particularly dwells upon opening
the oesopha us as close as possible

to the trachea, especially at its upper
part, where the artery, which goes
from the subclavian to the thyroid

aid, sometimes runs. He likewise

approves of separating the thyroid

gland a little, when enlarged, from
the side of the trachea, when at the

same time the extraneous substance

requires a large aperture for its ex-

traction.

—

SeeMeni. de VAcad. Chit.

t. iii. 4to.

These directions for finding the

oesophagus are very good, and Guat-
tani's chief defect seems to be in

recommending the place for the in-

cision to be always the same, when,
in fact, it ought, in a great measure,
to be regulated by the situation of

the foreign body itself. His advice,

however, to make the incisions close

to the trachea, appears to be more
judicious than that recently delivered

by i'oyer, who directs them to be
made through the cellular substance,

between the
s
sterno-hyoideus and

sterno-thyroideus muscles and the

omo-hyoideus, in which method he
quits the trachea, which is the best

guide to the gullet, unnecessarily

approaches the large vessels of the

neck. Boyer is <.<;ainst the per-

formance of cesophagotomy when
the situation of the foreign body
is not indicated by a prominence in

the neck. He also cautions the ope-
rator to let his incisions be always
made in such a manner as to leave

unhurt the trachea and recurrent

nerve at the inner edge of the wound
;

the carotid artery and internal jugular

vein at its outer edge ; the superior

thyroideal vessels, above ; and the

inferior ones below. With this in-

tention the cellular substance is to

be slowly divided, layer by layer, and
the blood that issues repeatedly taken
up with a sponge ; but should any
vessel bleed freelv, it is to be imme-
diately tied.—See Traite des Maladies

Chirurgicales, &c. t. vii. p. 198, 8vo,
Paris, 1821.

CEsophagje'us (From oiffo^ayoc,

the gullet). The muscle forming
the sphincter oesophagi.

CEsophagis'mus. (From oicrofpa-

yoc, the gullet). Difficult swallow-
ing, from spasm.

(Esopiia'gus. (From otw, to carry,

and (payujy to eat, because it carries

the food into the stomach). The
membranous and muscular tube that
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descends in the neck, behind the

trachea, a little more to the left

side, from the pharynx to the sto-

mach. It is composed of three tu-

nics, or membranes, viz. a common,
muscular, and mucous. Its arte-

ries are branches of the oesopha-

geal, which arises from the aorta.

The veins empty themselves into the

vena azygos. Its nerves are from

the eighth pair and great intercos-

tal ; and it is every where under the

internal or mucous membrane sup-

plied with glands that separate the

mucus of the oesophagus, in order

that the masticated bole may readily

pass down into the stomach.

Foreign bodies in the oesophagus.—
The lodgement of extraneous sub-

stances often takes place at the lower

part of the pharynx, or beginning of

the oesophagus ; and sometimes just

above the diaphragm ; but rarely in

the intervening portion of that ca-

nal.—The substances of this kind

most apt to lodge in the oesophagus,

are not only articles of food, such as

pieces of crust, or meat imperfectly

chewed, the yolk of an egg boiled

very hard, and not masticated, a

chesnut, or small apple, &c. but

also various substances accidentally

swallowed, either alone or with

the food, such as pieces of bone,

stones, pins, needles, buttons, pieces

of money, &c. The latter articles, by

lodging in the pharynx, or oesopha-

gus, may occasion very bad and fatal

symptoms, and, if forced down into

the stomach, may produce equally

serious consequences. An immediate

attempt, therefore, should be made

for their extraction : with this inten-

tion the fingers may be used, and if

they do not reach far enough, a pair

of long curved forceps should be em-

ployed. Weiss's urethral forceps,

used by Sir Astley Cooper for the

removal of calculi under a certain

size from the bladder, seems well

calculated for cases of this descrip-

tion, where the body lodged in the

(esophagus is not too wide. Nooses

of wire, and bunches of thread, with

a multitude of nooses, fastened upon

the end of the probang, and a piece

of sponge fixed on the extremity of
the same instrument, or on that of
the strong wire stilet of a long elas-

tic gum catheter, and various other
contrivances, have been made with
the view of extracting different sub-
stances from the oesophagus ; when
the stomach is full, the excitement of
vomiting has sometimes answered

;

but, if the foreign body be sharp and
pointed, this method is not free from
danger, and instead of relieving the

patient, may put him to great pain,

and bring on violent inflammation
of the passage, attended with the

most distressing symptoms. When
the substances are not of a very in-

jurious kind, and cannot be extract-

ed, they must be thrust down into

the stomach with a large bougie, or
whalebone probang, fifteen or six-

teen inches long, on the end of which
a piece of fine sponge is securely fas-

tened. But sharp pointed substances

likely to prove a source of at least

equal danger and suffering, if placed

in contact with the inner linins: of

the stomach, do not admit of this

practice. The passage of hard irri-

tating substances pushed by the pro-

bang into the stomach, should be
facilitated through the bowels by the

exhibition of mucilaginous draughts >

as the oil of almonds, castor oil, &c.
The great art of putting an instru-

ment down the gullet, consists in put-

ting its extremity at once directly in

contact with the posterior part of the

pharynx, and maintaining it closely

against the vertebrae, so as to avoid the

epiglottis. When elastic gum catheters

are intended to be left in the passage >

for the purpose of introducing the

requisite food and medicines, they

are introduced down the pharynx
from one of the nostrils, and being

secured, they are advantageously

used for this purpose in many cases,

either when the patient cannot swal-

low at all, or where the disturbance

caused by deglutition would be at-

tended with considerable injury. But
when it is not intended to leave the

instruments introduced, they may be
passed through the mouth.

Strictures and other diseases of the.
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wsophagas.— Strictures of the oeso-

phagus are sometimes so complete,

that" swallowing, even of fluids, is

totally prevented ; in consequence of

which, the whole cf the nutrition,

for the support of the patient, is in-

jected per atium; who, notwithstand-

ing, soon perishes in a most emaci-

ated state. Though any part of this

tube is liable to that species of contrac-

tion forming strictures, that part im-

mediately behind the cricoid cartilage,

where the pharynx ends, and the oeso-

phagus begins, is the most frequent

scat ofthe obstruction. Those situated

further down, do not so easily admit of

being examined, and relieved by any

surgical operation. Strictures of the

oesophagus occupy very little extent

of the passage, consist of a transverse

fold of the internal membrane, and

are attended with little thickening of

the transverse of the adjacent parts.

These latter circumstances are such

as render the disease capable of re-

ceiving relief, either from simple or

armed bougies. — There are two
other diseases of the oesophagus,

which have symptoms similar to

those of stricture. One is a thick-

ening of the coats of the stomach,
extending to the circumjacent parts,

generally ending in cancer, or some
incurable disease. The other affec-

tion is an ulcer of the membrane
lining the passage, commonly situated

a little below the seat of the stricture,

on the back part of the tube. These
diseases, in the early state, can only

be distinguished from a stricture by
an examination with a bougie ; their

character is afterwards sufficiently

narked by the consequent symptoms.
Strictures of the gullet take place

more commonly in young subjects :

the other two diseases in the more
advanced stages of life.

Sir Evcrard Koine found, that a

bougie can be with more facility in-

troduc.'cl into the oesophagus;, when
the tongue is brought forward, out

of the mouth. His mode of treat-

ment consists either in passing a

common bougie occasionally through
the stricture, and employing one of a

larger size, in proportion aa the dila-

tation of the obstruction is effected

;

or in introducing an armed bougie
at convenient intervals.

Spasmodic affections of the oesopha-

gus are to be treated by the removal
of the cause of the infirmity which
gives rise to the disease. Paralysis

of the oesophagus is to be treated on
the same principles as other paraly-

tic affections.

—

SeePracticalObserva-

tions on the Treatment of the Urethra
and (Esophagus, 3 vol. edit. 3, 1805;
vol. ii. 1803 ; and vol. iii. 1821 ; by
Sir JS. Home;—Bayer, Traite (Us

Matad. Chirurg. t. vii. Paris, &c. &c.
CEstroma'.ma. (From oi^poq, the

pudenda of a woman, and /.laivofxat,

to rage). A furor uterinus.

CE'strum vknf/rfam. (From
cestrus, a gad-fly ; because by its

bite, or sting, it agitates cattle).

The venereal orgasm, or pleasant

sensation experienced during sexual

copulation.

(E'stkls. Thebreese, or gadfly,

commonly called bots. They are of
a round figure

;
pale-green ; tail ob-

tusely truncate ; head tapering
;

mouth horny, with two lips, and two
recurved black claws on each side of
the mouth. They are found con-
voluted in the mucus and faeces of
man, but far more frequently of

other animals, and especially of the

horse.

%* The genus oestrus is not nu-
merous, containing in all not more
than twelve species. Of these, the

greater number deposit their e^;;s

on the skin of animals, and are there

hatched. The oestrus ovis fixes them
on the interior nostrils of the sheep ;

from which, when hatched, they tra-

vel into the portal sinuses or horns,

and, when full fed, are discharged

through the nares. They excite

great irritation, often compelling
the sheep to shake their heads vio-

lently, and nib or hide their noses
in dust or gravel, and sometimes
produce inflammation in the brain.

There are only three species, how-
ever, whose larves seem capable of
being hatched in the intestinal canal.

These are, oestrus equ\, oestrus k«-
t.wrrh'Adalis, and oestrus v€teri.ra(s,
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The eggs of the last are found de-

posited on the skin of cattle in gene-

ra], and those of all on the skin of

the horse : the part of the horse

preferred by hemorrhoidal breese,

being the lips. The eggs excite a

troublesome titillation, which in-

clines the animal to bite the part,

and lick it with its tongue, in con-

sequence of which the eggs are trans-

ferred from the skin to the tongue
itself, and find a ready conveyance
to the rectum, which is their proper

nidus. It is the hemorrhoidal breese

whose eggs are chiefly, if not solely

batched in the human intestines, and
especially those ofgrooms, and other

persons whose duty leads them to

associate much with horses, and
other large domesticated quadru-

ped*. And it is the grubs or larves

of this genus, when discharged from
the anus, that constitute the proper

dots of veterinary writers, though
the term is often misappplied to the

ascaris vermicularis, as observed al-

ready, to which, indeed, they have

some resemblance.

GE'SYPE. (From oic, a sheep,

and pviroQ, sordcs.) (Esypos. QCsy-

pum. G£sypus. 1 t frequently is met
with in the ancient pharmacy, for a

certain oily substance, boiled out of

particular parts of the lleeces of

"wool, as what grows on the flank,

neck, and parts most used to sweat.

O'ffa a'lba (From phalh, a

fragment, Hcb.) The white coagu-

lation which arises from a mixture

of a rectified spirit of wine, and of

urine ; but the spirit of urine must
be distilled from well fermented

urine ; and that must be well de-

phlegmated, or it will not answer.

—

/ "an ll( Imont.

Ouki'nal. (From oflit-inn, a

shop.) Any medicine, directed by
the colleges of physicians to be kept

in the shops, is so termed.

OffUSCA'tiO. The same uAmm$»
roiis*

On.. Oleum. (From olea, the olive
;

this name being at First confined to

the oil expressed from the olii

oils are defined, by modern chy-

inists, to be proper juices of a fat or

unctuous nature, either solid or fluid,

indissoluble in water, combustible

with flame, and volatile in different

degrees. They are never formed
but by organic bodies ; and all the

substances in the mineral kingdom,
which present oily characters, have
originated from the action of vege-

table or animal life.

%* Oils arc distinguished into

fat, and essential oils ; under the

former head are comprehended oil of

olives, almonds, rape, ben, linseed,

hemp, cocoa, &c. Essential oils

differ from fat oils by the following

characters : their smell is strong

and aromatic ; their volatility is such,

that they rise with the heat of boiling

water, and their taste is very acrid ;

they are likewise much more com-
bustible than fat oils ; they are ob-

tained by pressure, distillation, &c.

from strong-smelling plants, c. g\
peppermint, aniseed, caraway, &c.

—See Klai/iy and Stearine.

The use of fat oils in the arts, and
in medicine, is very considerable ;

they are medicinally prescribed as

relaxing, softening, and laxative re-

medies ; they enter into many medi-

cal compounds, such as balsams,

unguents, plasters, &c. and they are

often used as food on account of

the mucilage they contain. (Sec

(Jtea.J Essential oils are employed
as cordials, stimulants, and anti-

spasmodics.

Fixed oils differ greatly in t/uir

specific gravities, as will appear by

the foliow i/ii>' table :

Cacao, 0.8!)2

Rape-seed, 0.913

Olives, 0.913

Hen, 0.1)17

Beech-nut, 0.923

Walnuts, 0.!)2;i to 0.1M7

Almonds, 0.932

Linseed, 0.939

Poppies, 0.JKW

Ila/.el-nuts, 0.941

Oil of palm, 0.968

M. M. Gay-Lussac and Tbenard
analysed olive oil in 1808, by ignifc*

in '_• a determinate quantity of it,

mixed with chlorate of potash, and
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ascertaining the products : they found

it to consist of

Carbon, 77.213

Hydrogen, 13.360

Oxygen, 9.427

100.000

Or carbon, 77.213

Oxygen and hydrogen^)

in the proportions > 10.712

for forming water, J
Hydrogen excess, 12.075

If the pernitrate of mercury, made
by dissolving 6 parts of mercury in

7.5 parts of nitric acid of sp. gr.1.36

at common temperatures, be mixed
with olive oil, in the course of a few

hours, the mixture, if kept cold, be-

comes solid ; but if mixed with the

oil of grains, it does not solidify.

M. Pontct proposes this substance,

therefore, as a test of the purity of

olive oil ; for the resulting mixture,'

after standing 10 or 12 hours, is

more or less solid, as the oil is more
or less pure. The nature of the

white, hard, and opaque mixture,

formed by olive oil, has not been
ascertained.—See Elain and Fat.

Oil, cethcrial. See Oleum cethe-

reum.

Oil, almond. See Amygdalus.
Oil, cantor. See Ricinus.

Oil gas. It has been long known
to chymists, that wax, oil, tallow,

&c. when passed through ignited

tubes, arc resolved into combustible

gaseous matter, which burns with a

rich light. Messrs. Taylor and Mar-
tineau have availed themselves skil-

fully of this fact, and contrived an
ingenious apparatus for generating

oil gas on the great scale, as a sub-

stitute for candles, lamps, and coal

gas.

%* The advantages of oil gas,

when contrasted with coal gas, arc

as follow :—The material from which
it is produced contains no sulphur or

other matter, by which the gas is

contaminated ; there are no objec-

tions to its use, on account of the

suffocating smell in close rooms. It

does not in the least injure furni-

ture, books, plate, pictures, paint,

&c. All the costly and offensive

operation of purifying the gas by
lime, &c. is totally avoided, when it

is obtained from oil. Nothing is con-
tained in oil gas which can injure the
metal of which the conveyance-pipes
are made.
An estimate of the economy of

light from oil gas, may be formed
from the following table :

—

per fiour.

Argand burner, oil gas ... OJd.
Argand lamps, spermaceti

oil 3
Mould candles 3J
Wax candles 1 2
The oil has a material advantage over
coal gas, from its peculiar richness

in olefiant gas, which renders so
small a volume necessary, that one
cube-foot of oil gas will be found to

go as far as four of coal gas.—See
Ure 011 the Basis of Nicholson.

Oil, olive. See Olea Europcea.
Oil, palm. See Cocos butyracea.

Oil, rock. See Petroleum.

()il
y
.sulphurated. Sec Oleum sul-

phuratum.
Oil of turpentine, rectified. See

Oleum terebinthifUB rcctijicatum.

(For other oils, see Olcum
9 and it*

corresponding equivalentt &c.)

Ointment. See Unguentum.
O'lea. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Monandria ;

Order, Monogynia.
O'lea Europ^'a. The systema-

tic name of the plant from which
olive oil is obtained. Oliva. Olea
saliva. Olea, folds lanccolatis, intc-

gei'rimis, racemis aocillaribus, coarcta-

tis, of Linnaeus.

%* The varieties of this tree arc

numerous, distinguished not only by
the shape of the leaves, but also by
the form, size, and colour of the

fruit : as the large Spanish olive, the

small oblong Provence olive, &c. &c.
These, when pickled, are well known
by the names of Spanish and French
olives, which are extremely grateful

to many stomachs, and said to excite

the appetite and promote digestion ;

they are prepared from the green un-
ripe fruit, which is repeatedly steep-

ed in water, to which some quick-
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lime or alkaline salt is added, in or-

der to shorten the operation : after

this, they are washed and preserved

in a pickle of common salt and water,

to which an aromatic is sometimes
added.

Considered medicinally, oil is sup-

posed to correct acrimony, and to

lubricate and relax the fibres ; and,

therefore, has been recommended
internally to obviate the effects of

various stimuli, which produce irri-

tation, and consequent inflammation.

It enters several officinal composi-

tions, and when united with water,

by the intervention of alkali, is usual-

ly given in coughs and hoarsenesses.

Its external uses are equally nume-
rous.

Ole'amen. (From oleum, oil). A
thin liniment composed of oils.

Olea'nder. (From olea, the olive-

tree, which it resembles) . The rose-

bay.

Olea'ster. (Dim. of olea, the

olive-tree). The wild olive.

Olecranon. (From wXevrj, the

ulna, and aoavov, the head). The
process of the ulna, or that part of

the elbow upon which a person leans.

O'lene. (QXivrj) . The cubit, or

ulna.

Olefi'ant gas. A compound of

one prime of carbon, and one of hy-

drogen, to which Dr. Ure has given

the name of carburetted hydrogen

;

to distinguish it from the gas result-

ing from one prime of carbon and
two of hydrogen, he calls subcarbu-

retted hydrogen.
Oleosaccharum. (From oleum,

oil, and saccharum, sugar). A name
given to a mixture of oil and sugar

incorporated with each other, to ren-

der the oil more easily diffusible in

watery liquors.

O'leum, -i, n. See Oil.

O'leum a'bietinum. The resi-

nous juice which exudes spontaneous-

ly from the silver and red firs. It is

supposed to be superior to that ob-

tained by wounding the tree.

O'LEUM ^the'reum. /Ethereal

oil. Oleum vini. Used as an in-

gredient in the compound spirit of

rvther. It is of a yellow colour, less

volatile than aether, soluble in alco-
hol, and insoluble in water.
O'leum amygdala'rum. Oil of

almonds. See Amygdalus.
O'leum anima'le. Animal oil.

An empyreumatic oil obtained by dis-

tillation from animal substances. It

is sometimes exhibited as an antis-

pasmodic and diaphoretic, in the
dose of from ten to forty drops.
O'leum ani'si. Formerly Oleum

essentiale a?iisi, oleum e seminibus
ajiisi. Oil of anise. The essential

oil of aniseed possesses all the vir-

tues attributed to the anisum, and is

often given as a stimulant and car-

minative, in the dose of from five to

eight drops mixed with an appro-
priate vehicle. See Pimpinella ani-

smn.

O'leum anthe'midis. Oil of ca-

momile, formerly called oleum e

floribus chamaemeli. See Anthemis
nobilis.

O'leum camphora'tum. Cam-
phorated oil. See Linimentum cam-
pkorce.

O'leum carpa'thicum. A fine

essential oil, distilled from the fresh

cones of the tree which affords the

common turpentine. See Pinus syl-

vestris.

O'leum ca'rui. Formerly called

Oleum essentiale carui. Oleum essen-

tiale e seminibus carui. The oil of

caraways. This is an admirable car-

minative, diluted with rectified spirit

into an essence, and then mixed with
any proper fluid. See Carum.

O'leum caryophy'lli aroma'-
tici. Aromatic oil of cloves. A
stimulant and aromatic preparation

of the clove. See Eugenia tarya-

phyllata.

O'leum ce'drinum. Essentia de

cedro. The oil of the peel of citrons,

obtained in a particular manner,
without distillation, in Italy.

O'leum cinnamo'mi. Oil of cin-

namon. A warm, stimulant, and
delicious stomachic. Given in the

dose of from one to three drops,

rubbed down with some yolk of egg 9

in a little wine, it allays violent emo-
tions of the stomach from morbid
irritability, and is particularly ser-
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viceable in debility of the primae

viae, after cholera.

O'leum co'rnu ce'rvi. Oil of

hartshorn. Applied externally, as a

stimulant to paralytic affections of

the limbs.

O'leum gabia'num. See Petro-

leum rubrum.

O'leum juni'peri. Formerly called

Oleum essentiale juniper i baccce. Ole-

um essentiale e baccis juniperi. Oil

of juniper-berries. It possesses sti-

mulant, carminative, and stomachic

virtues, in the dose of from two to

four drops, and in a larger dose

proves highly diuretic. It is often

administered in the cure of dropsical

complaints, when the indication is to

provoke the discharge of urine.

O'leum lave'ndulae. Formerly
called Oleum essentiale lavendulce.

Oleum essentiale e Jloribus lavendulrt.

Oil of lavender. Though mostly

used as a perfume, this essential oil

may be exhibited internally, in the

dose of from one to five drops, as a

stimulant in nervous head-achs, hy-
steria, and debility of the stomach.
See Lavendula spica.

O'LEUM LAu'ri. Oleum laurinum.

Laurel oil. An anodyne and antispas-

modic application, generally rubbed
on sprains and bruises unattended
with inflammation.

O'leum limo'nis. The essential

oil of lemons. It possesses stimulant

and stomachic powers, but is prin-

cipally used externally, mixed with
ointments, as a perfume.
O'leum li'ni. Linseed oil. Emol-

lient and demulcent, in the dose of
from *ss— ~j. It is frequently given

in the form of clyster in colics and
obstipation.

*** Cold-drawn linseed-oil, with

lime-water and extract of lead,

forms, in many instances, the best

application for burns and scalds. See
Linum.
O'leum lu'cii pi'scis. See Esox

lucius,

O'leum ma'cis. Oleum mynsticw
expressum. Oil of mace. A fragrant

sebaceous substance, expressed in

the East Indies from the nutmeg.
There are two kinds. The best is

brought in stone jars, is somewhat
soft, of a yellow colour, and re-

sembles in smell the nutmeg. Their
use is chieflv external, in form of

plaster, unguent, or liniment.

O'leum malaba'thri. An oil si-

milar in flavour to that of cloves,

brought from the East Indies, where
it is said to be drawn from the leaves

of the cassia tree.

O'leum me'sthje piperi't^. For-
merly called Oleum essentiale mentha*

piperitidis. Oil of peppermint. It

possesses all the active principle of

the plant. It is mostly used to make
the simple water ; mixed with rec-

tified spirit it forms an essence,

which is put into a variety of com-
pounds, as sugar drops and troches,

which are exhibited as stimulants,

carminatives, and stomachics.

O'leum me'nthje m'ridis. For-
merly called Oleum essentiale mentha?

sativcp. Oil of spearmint. This es-

sential oil is mostly used for making
the simple water, but may be exhi-

bited in the dose of from two to five

drops as a carminative, stomachic,
and stimulant.

O'leum ne'roli. Essentia nerolL

The essential oil of the flowers of

the Seville orange-tree. It is brought
to us from Italy and France.

O'leum myri'stic;e. The essen-
tial oil of nutmeg. An excellent

stimulant and aromatic, and may be
exhibited with advantage in every case
where such remedies are indicated.

O'leum myri'stic/e expre'ssum.
Commonly called oil of mace. See
Oleum ?nacis.

O'leum oli'vje. See Olea.

O'leum ori'gam. Formerly called

Oleum essentiale origani. Oil of ori-

ganum . A very acrid and stimulating

essential oil. It is employed for al-

leviating the pain arising from caries

of the teeth, and for making the
simple water of marjoram.
O'leum pa'lm;e. See Cocosbuty-

racea.

O'leum pe'tr^e. See Petroleum.

O'leum pime'ntje. Oil of allspice.

Stimulant and aromatic.

O'leum pule'gii. Formerly called
Oleum essentiale pulegii. Oil of
3D
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. penny-royal. A stimulant and anti-

spasmodic oil; and maybe given in

hysterical and nervous affections.

O'leum ri'cini. See Ricinus.

O'leum rosmari'ni. Formerly
called Oleum essentiale roris marini.

Oil of rosemary. The essential oil

of rosemary is an excellent stimu-

lant, and may be given with great

advantage in nervous and spasmodic
' affections of the stomach.

O'leuivi sabi'n^e. Oil of Savine.

A stimulating emmenagogue : it is

best administered with myrrh, in the

form of bolus.

O'leum sa'ssafras. Oil of sas-

safras. An agreeable stimulating

stomachic carminative and sudorific.

O'leum sina'peos. Oil of mus-
tard seed. This is an emollient oil,

the acrid principle of the mustard
remaining in the seed. See Sinapis.

O'leum su'ccini. Oleum succini

rectificatum. Oil of amber. Mostly
used externally, as a stimulating ap-

plication to paralytic limbs, or those

affected with cramp and rheumatism.
Hooping-cough, and other convul-

sive diseases, are said to be re-

lieved also by rubbing the spine with

this oil.

O'leum sulphura'tum. Formerly
called Balsamum sulphuris simplex.

Sulphurated oil. This, which was
formerly called simple balsam of

sulphur, is an acrid stimulating pre-

paration, and much praised by some
in the cure of coughs, and other

phthisical complaints.

O'leum sy'hije. A fragrant es-

sential oil, obtained by distillation

from the balm of Gileacl plant. See

Uracoccphalum mnldavica.

O'leum templi'num. Oleum tem-

plinum verum. A terebinthinate oil

obtained from the fresh cones of the

Pinus ahies, of Linnaeus.

O'leum te'rr^e. See Petroleum.

O'leum tereui'ntiiin*; rectifi-

ca'tum. Stimulant, diuretic, and

sudorific, in the dose of from ten

drops to twenty, given in rheumatic

pains of the chronic kind, especially

sciatica. Its chief use internally,

* however, is as an anthelmintic and
styptic*

*#* Uterine, pulmonic, gastric,

intestinal, and other hemorrhages,
when passive, are more effectually

relieved by its exhibition than by any
other medicine. Externally it is ap-
plied, mixed with ointments, and
other applications, to bruises, sprains,

rheumatic pains, indolent ulcers,

burns, and scalds.

O'leum vi'ni. Oil of wine. Sti-

mulant and anodyne, in the dose of
from one to four drops.

O'leum vitrio'li. See Sulphuric
acid.

Olfa'ctory nerves. (From ol-

factus, the sense of smelling) . Nervi
olfactorii. The first pair of nerves
are so termed, because they are the
organs of smelling. They arise from
the corpora striata, perforate the

ethmoid bone, and are distributed

very numerously on the pituitary

membrane of the nose.

Oli'banum. (From lebona, Chald.)

See Juniperus lycia.

Oligotrophia. (From oXiyog,

small, and rpsfio, to nourish) . De-
ficient nourishment.

Olisthe'ma. (From oXicrOaivu),

to fall out) . A luxation.

O'liva. "}

Olives. >

Olive-tree. J

See Olea.

Olive , spurge. See Daphne meze-
reum.

Oliva'rius. (From oliva, the

olive). Oliviformis. Resembling the

olive ; applied to two eminences on
the lower part of the medulla oblon-

gata, called corpora olivaria.

Olophly'ctis. (From o\oc,whole,

and (bXvHTig, a pustule). A small

hot eruption, covering the whole
body; when partial, it is called

phylctaena.

Olusa'trum. (Id est olus atrum,

the black herb, from its black leaves)

.

Lovage.
Oma'gra. (From wjuoc, the shoul-

der, and rtypa, a seizure). The gout

in the shoulder.

Omentitis. (From omentum, the

caul). Inflammation of the omen-
tum, a species of peritonitis.

Ome'ntum. (From omen, a guess ;

so called, because the soothsayers
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prophesied from an inspection of this

part). Epiploon. The caul. An
adipose membranous viscus of the

abdomen, attached to the stomach,

and lying on the anterior surface

of the intestines. It is thin and

easily torn, being formed of a du-

plicature of the peritoneum, with

more or less of fat interposed. It is

distinguished into the great omentum
and the little omentum.

*
#* The omentum, majus, also

termed omentum gastrocolicum, arises

from the whole of the great cur-

vature of the stomach, and even

as far as the spleen, whence it de-

scends loosely behind the abdominal
|

parietes, and over the intestines to

the navel, and sometimes into the

pelvis. Having descended thus far,

its inferior margin turns inward and
ascends again, and is fastened to the

colon and the spleen, where its ves-

sels enter. — The omentum minus,

called also omentum hepataco-gastri-

cum, arises posteriorly from the

transverse fissure of the liver. It is

composed of a duplicature of perito-

neum, passes over the duodenum,
and small lobe of the liver ; it also

passes by the lobulus spigelii and
pancreas, proceeds into the colon
and small curvature of the stomach,
and is implanted ligamentous into

the oesophagus. It is in this omen-
tum that Winslow discovered a natu-
ral opening, which goes by his name.
If air be blown in at the foramen of
Winslow, which is always found be-
hind the lobulus spigelii, between
the right side of the liver and hepa-
tic vessels, the vena portarum and
duodenum, the cavity of the omen-
tum, and all its sacs may be dis-

tended.

Ome'ntum co'licum. See Omen-
tum.

Ome'ntum gastro-co'ucum. Sec
Omentum.
Ome'ntum hepatico-gas'tricum.

See Omentum.
Omo. (From iopog, the shoulder).

Names compounded with this word
belong to muscles which are attached
to the scapula.

Omoco'tyle. (From o>f.ioc, the

shoulder, and kotvXt], a cavity).

The cavity in the extremity of the

neck of the scapula, in which the

head of the humerus is articulated.

Omo-HYOIDe'us. Coraco- hyoideus,

of Albinus and Douglas, Scapulo hyo-

dien, of Dumas. A muscle situated

between the os hyoides and shoulder,

that pulls the os hyoides obliquely

downwards.
Omopla'ta. (From w/xoc, the

shoulder, and wXarvg, broad). See
Scapula.

Omoplato-hyoide'us. The same
as Omohyoideus.

Omo'tocos. (From ojjjiog, crude,

and riKTiOy to bring forth). An
abortion.

Omo'tribes. (From wpog, crude,

and rpij3(jj, to bruise). Oil expressed

from unripe olives.

Ompiia'cinum. (From ofifyctKiov,

the juice of unripe grapes). Oil ex-

pressed from unripe olives.

Ompha'cion. Omphacium. (From
ofi<pax.oq t

an unripe grape). The
juice of unripe grapes ; and by some
applied to that of wild apples, or
crabs, commonly called verjuice.

Omhiaci'tis. (From op<pa*og 9 an
unripe grape, because it resembles

an unripe grape). A small kind of

gall ; an excrescence from the oak.

Omphaco'meli. (From ofi<paKog y

an unripe grape, and fitXi, honey).
A sort of oxyrael made of the juice

of unripe grapes and honey.

Omphaloca'kpus. (From onQaXoc,
the navel, and aapirog, fruit; so

called because its fruit resembles a

navel) . Cleavers ; hayriff.

Omphaloce'le. (From ojj.<paXog 9

the navel, and kijXtj, a tumour).
Umbilical hernia. See Hernia.

Omphalo'des. (From opL^aXog,

a navel, and udeg, resemblance: so

named because the calyx is excavated

in the middle like the human navel)

.

A plant resembling borage.

Omphaloma'ntia. (From ofKpaXog,

the navel, and fictvrevio, to pro-

phesy) . The foolish vaticination of
midwives, who pretend to foretell

the number of the future offspring

from the number of knots in. the

navel.

3D2
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O'mphalos. (From ofKpaeXKTKiOy to

roll up). The navel.

Omphaloto'mia. (From o/i0aXoc,

the navel, and rspvio, to cut) . The
Separation of the navel-string.

Ona'gra. (From ovaypog, the

wild ass). An American plant; so

called because it is said to tame wild

beasts. Also a name for the rheu-

matism in the elbow.

Oneirodynia. (From oveipov, a

dream, and odvvrj, anxiety). Dis-

turbed imagination during sleep. A
genus of disease in the Class, Neu-
roses, and Order, Vesanice, of Cullen,

containing two species :— 1. Oneiro-

tlynia activa, walking in the sleep.

—

2. Oneirodynia gravans, the incubus,

or night-mare. See Night-mare.
*^* In sleep, accompanied with

dreaming, the faculties of the mind
bear a pretty close parallel with

those of the body, as to the effect

produced upon them. Some of them,

as the will, the perception, the

judgment, are in a state of general

torpitude, like the voluntary organs

of the body ; while the memory and

imagination, like the vital or involun-

tary organs of the body, are in as

high activity as ever. The sensory is

hence as much crowded with ideas as

at any time ; but, destitute of a con-

trouling power, they rush forward

with a very considerable degree of

irregularity, and would do so with

the most unshapeable confusion, but

that the habit of association still re-

tains some degree of influence, and

produces some degree of consonance

and proportion in the midst of the

wildest and most extravagant vaga-

ries. And hence that infinite variety

that takes place in the character of

our dreams ; and the greater regu-

larity in some, and the greater irre-

gularity of others. Hence a com-

bination of thoughts or ideas some-

times only in a small degree incon-

gruous, and at other times most

frantic and heterogeneous ; occa-

sionally, indeed, so fearful and ex-

travagant, as to stimulate the exter-

nal senses themselves iniO a sudden

renewal of their functions, and con-

sequently to break off abruptly the

sleep into which they were thrown.
Now as the stimulant force of our
ideas in dreaming, is often sufficient

to rouse the external senses gene-
rally, and to awake us all of a sud-
den ; it may be of such a kind, and
just of such a strength, as to excite

into their accustomed action the mus-
cles of those organs or members only
which are more immediately con-
nected with the train of our dreams
or incoherent thoughts ; while every
other organ may still remain torpicf.

And hence the muscles chiefly excited

being those of speech, some persons
talk, or the muscles chiefly excited

being those of loco-motion, other
persons walk, in their sleep, without
being conscious, on their waking, of
any such occurrence (Hermings, Von
den Triiumem ttnd nacht Jf^auderlern.

Weimar, 1784).—And by the same
means, a third species of this genus,
or oneirodynia salax (the paroniria

salax of Dr. Good) , may be accounted
for, which consists in dormant and
involuntary salacity.

Oneiro'gmos. (From o^ftpwrlw,

to dream). Venereal dreams.
Oneiro'gonos. (From ovapoc, a

dream, and yovq, the seed). The
Greeks call by this name an occa-

sional emission of the semen in sleep,

when it only happens rarely.

Onion. See Allium crpa.

0?iion
}
sea. See Scilia.

O'nis. (From ovoq, an ass). The
dung of an ass. It was in repute

with Hippocrates.

Oni'scus. (From ovoq, an ass;

so called because, like the ass, itre-

fjuires much beating before it is use-

ful). The stock-fish. Also the slow-

worm.
Oni'scus ase'i.lus. The systema-

tic name of the woodkmse. Millepe-

des. Though these insects obtain a

place in the pharmacopoeias, they are

very seldom used medicinally in this

country ; they appear to act as sti-

mulants and slight diuretics, and for

this purpose they ought to be admi-
nistered in a much greater dose than

is usually prescribed.

*.** The expressed juice of forty

or fifty living millepedes, given in a
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mild drink, has been said to cure

very obstinate jaundices.

Oni'tis. (From ovog, an ass, be-

cause asses covet it) . The origanum

plant.

Onobry'chis. (From ovog, an

ass, and fipvxu, to bray ; so called,

according to Blanchard, because the

smell or taste makes asses bray).

Holy hay ; sainfoin ; cockshead vetch.

Ono'nis. (From ovog, an ass,

because it interrupts asses when at

piough).— 1. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnsean system : Class,

Diadclphia ; Order, Decandria.—
2. The pharmacopx'ial name of the

rest-harrow.

Ono'nis arve'nsis. See Ononis

spinosa.

Ono'nis spino'sa. The systematic

name of the rest-harrow. Remain
uratri, &c. The active matter of
the roots is confined to the bark,
which has been sometimes riven in

powder, or other forms, as go aperi-

ent and diuretic.

Onopo'rdium. {Ovottoqcov, from
ovog, an ass, and irepduj, to break
wind ; so named from its being much
coveted by asses, and from the

noise it makes upon pressure). A
genus of plants in the Linnnean sys-

tem : Class, Syngenesia ; Order, Po-
lygamia crqualis.

Onopo'rdium aca'nthilm. The
systematic name of the cotton-
thistle. Cardiacs tomentosus. The
Onopordium acanthium ; calycibus

squamosis ; squamis patcntibus ; foliis

oiato-oblongis, iiwiti/i'i, of Linnaeus.

%* The expressed juice of this

plant has been recommended as a
cure for cancer, either applied by
moistening lint with it, or mixing
some simple farinaceous substance,
so as to form a poultice, which should
be placed in contact with the disease,
and renewed twice a day.
Ono'sma eciiio'des. The syste-

matic name of the plant whose root in

some pharmacopoeias is called anchusa
lutea. It is supposed to possess em-
menagogue virtues.

Onv'ciiia. (From ovv$, the nail).

A whitlow at the side of the finger
nail. See Whitlow.

O'nyx. (Ojn;£). Unguis. An ab-

scess, or collection of pus between the

lamellae of the cornea ; so called from
its resemblance to the stone called

onyx. The diagnostic signs are, a

white spot or speck, prominent, soft,

and fluctuating. The species are :

1 . Onyx superficialis, arising from
inflammation, not dangerous, for it

vanishes when the inflammation is

resolved by the use of astringent

collyria.—2. Onyx profundus, or a
deep abscess, which is deeper seated

between the lamellae of the cornea,

somecimes breaking internally, and
forming an hypopium : when it opens
externally it leaves a fistula upon the

cornea ; whenever the pus is exsic-

cated, there remains a leucoma.
Some imply by the term onyx, a
small abscess between the layers of
the cornea.

Ooei'des. (From uwv, an egg,
and eicog, a likeness). A name for

the aqueous humour of the eye.

Ophioglossoi'des. (From o<pio-

yXovGov, ophioglossum, and tidog, a
likeness) . A fungus resembling the
adder's tongue.

Ophioglo'ssum. (From o$ig, a
serpent, and yXoxrtra, a tongue ; so

called from the resemblance of its

fruit). A gc:m3 of plants in the
Linnoean system : Class, Cryptcga-
mia ; Order, Filiccs. Adder's tongue.

Opniorrhi'za. (From o<pig, a
serpent, and pt^a, a root, because the
plant, says Hermann, is regarded in

Ceylon, as a grand specific for the
bite of the naja or ribband snake).

A genus of plants : Class, Pe.ntan-

dria ; Order, Monogynia.
Ophiorrhi'za ml'ngos. The sys-

tematic name of the plant whose root

is called radix serpentum in the

pharmacopoeias. Mungos radix. This
bitter root of the plant Ophiorrhiza
mungos, of Linnaeus, -is much es-

teemed in Java, Sumatra, &c. as pre-

venting the effects which usually

follow the bite of the naja, a venom-
ous serpent, with which view it is

eaten by them. It is also said to be
exhibited medicinally in the cure of
intestinal worms. See Mungo radix.

Opiiiosco'rodon. (From o<pig, a

3D3
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a serpent, and tmopotiov, garlic, so

named because it. is spotted like a

pent . Broad leaved garlic.

Ophiosta'phylum. (From ocHg,
a serpent, and rrafuXrj, a berry, so
rilled because serpent.-; fenl upon its

lies). White bryony. See Bryonia,

OPHIC/XYLUMi (From 001ft and
(v\0V, because its root, spreads in a

eag manner Like the twisting of a

pent . A genus of plants m the

Llnnssan system : (lass, Pentandriat
i hdetf Monogynla, Serpentine-wood
plant.

< IPHIO'XYLUM SERPEN! I'tfUM. The
systematic name of the tree whose
wood is termed Lignum serpentum.

*
I

* The nature of this root, do
not appear to be yet ascertained, it

is the produce of the Ophioxvlum
pentinuntf of Linnesus ; by whom

it is said to be very bitter, it. is said

to be efficacious in the cure of the

bite of renomous serpents and ma«
man! dl eases*

O'phrys. (06pvg)< The lowest
part of the forehead, whet'' tie* e

brOWS grOW. Also an herb SO called

because It i juice vras used to make
the hair of the eye-brows black.

Ophtha'lmia. i From o<p9a\uoQf

the eye). Ophthalmitis, An inflam-

i i ition of the whole bulb of the ej «,

Or Of its membrane. >. The sympt<

which characterise this disease are s

preternatural redness of the tunica

« onjunctiva, owing to a turgescence
it , blood ^eSSelS ;

pain and heat

over the whole .surface of I he eye,

often attended with a sensation of
iic extraneous body between the
• and eye-lidj and a plentiful elfu-

i ..I tear i. i b e s) mptoms are

Commonly increased by the motion
of the rye, ( >r itscoverii d like-

wise by exposure to light. We judge
of the extent of t In- intlainma! ion by

vhe degree of pain produced by Ii 'ii

tin-own nponthecve. When the pain

produced by ii" hi
I considerable, w e

liavc much reason to Imagine tint

r i
• parts at the bottom of the I

.nid especially the retina, are chiefly

affected ; and, rirr /v/\w/, when the

I on is no; much inerrasrd by this

t \posure, we conclude v ii!>

probability that the Inflammation hi

Confined perhaps entirely to tlie ex-
ternal COrering of the eye. In super-
ficial affections of this kind too, the
symptoms are in general local ; but,

whenever the Inflammation Is deep-
seated, it Is attended with severe

BllOOtmg pains through the head, and
fever to a greater or less decree com-
monly takes place. During the whole
COUrse Of the disease there is for the
most part a very plentiful How of

tears, which frequently become so hot
and acrid as to excorii te the neigh*
bouring partS) but it often happens,
after the disease has been of some
duration, that together with the team
a considerable quantity of a yellow

purulent-like matter is dischan-

and when the inflammation lias either

I pread to the eye-lids, or has bl

seated there from the beginning, as

soon as the tarsi become affected a

discharge takes place of a viscid glu-

tinous kind of matter, which greatly
adds to the patient's distress, as it

tends to increase the inllamniation,

by cementing the eye lids so firmly

together, as to render it extremely
dift'< u!t to separate them.

Ophthalmia IS divided into ex-

terna^ when the inflammation
superficial, and internal, when the

Inflammation is deep-seated, and the

globe of the eye is much affected.

In severe ophthalmia two distinct

ue commonly observable; the
' i attended with a great deal of

heat and pain in the eve, and con*

sideral.de febrile disorder ; the second

Is comparatively a chronic affection

bout pain and lever. The eye is

merely weakened, moister than in

the health) state, and more or less

red.

Ophthalmia maybe Induced by a

\ iriety of exciting causes, such as

operate in producing Inflammation
in other situations. A severe cold, in

which the eyes are affected at thi

ie time with the pituitary cavitii

fauces, and trachea ; change of w i

tier; sudden transition from heat to

cnid ; the prevalence of cold winds;

IdenCC in damp or sandy counti

in the hot season ; expo ure ol I
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ryes to the vivid rays of the sun ; arc

Causes usually©numerated ; and con-

sidering these, it docs QOt seem ex-

traordinary that ophthalmia should

often make its appearance as an epi-

demic, and afflict persons of every

age and sex. Besides these exciting

causes, writers also generally men-
tion the suppression of some habitual

discharge, as of the menses, bleed-

ings from the nose, from haemor-
rhoids, & inflammation of the

eyes may also be occasioned by the

venereal and BCrofulOUS virus.

—

On diseases, treatment, and opera-

tions of the eye, sec Qt Power's * It-

tempi to investigate the Egyptian
Ophthalmia, with Observations <>n its

Nature (iml ( 'ure

;

—//. lit id, (in Essay
on Ophthalmia, 8vo. Pbftsea, i^0n'-7

;—J. B,Semey
s
Treatise on local In-

flammation, more particularly applied

to Diseases of the Eye9 Bvo. London,
1809 ;

—

James Ware, Chir, Obs* rela-

tive to t/ie Eye, 2 vol . Bvo. London,
1805;

—

Observations relative to the

Trentmint by Sir \\
'. Adams, of the

Ophthalmic t uses of the Armyt Bvo.

Londf 1818;

—

W.Thomas, on Egyp-
tian and purulent Ophthalmia, oVO.

Lond. 1805 ;— I)e Wenztl, Manuel de

VOculiste, 2 vols, y.vi). Paris, 1808 ;—
.Sear//n, liielt!> r, VfOVx TS

t
and otln fS,

cited under the various diseases to

which the eye is subject*

< >l'llTHAI MM GANGLION. (ian-

glion ophthafonicum, A lenticular

ganglion, formed in the orbit, by
the Union of B branch of the third or
fourth pair with the first branch of

the fifth pair of nerves.

Ophtjia lmic nerve. Nervus oph-

thalmicus* Orbital nerve. The first

branch of the ganglion or expansion
of the fifth pair of nerves; from
Which a branch is giren Off, to form,
with a branch of the sixth, the great

intercostal nen e.

Ophtha'lmh i j.xir/uM. See Mo-
tuns oculomm.
OphtHALMODT/niA. (From o</>-

0a\fi')e an eye, and oZ\ i'/y, pain). A
violent pain in the eye, with, or
Without very little ivdm- The
sensation Of pain is various, as itch-

r
, burning, or us if gravel were

between the globe of the eye and
lids. The species are t— I. Ophthdl-

modynia rheumatica, which is a pain in

the muscular expansions of the globe

of the eye, without redness iu the albu*

ginea. The rheumatic Inflammation

IS serous, and rarely produces red-

s.— 2. Ophthalmodynia periodica,

is a periodical pain in the eye, with-

out redness. — 3. Ophthalmodynia
spasmodsca, is a pressing pain in the

bulb of the eye, arising from spas-

modic contractions of the muscles of

the eye, in nervous, hysteric, and

hypochondriac persons. It is ob-

served to terminate by a (low of
"8.—4. Ophthalmodynia from an

internal Inflammation of the eye. In

this disorder there is a pain and sen-

sation, as if the globe was pressed out
of the orbit.— .">. Ophthalmodynia hy*
dropthalmica. After a meat pain in

the inferior part of the oa frontis, the

tired, the pupil is dilated,

and tiie bull) of the eye appe

larger, pressing on the lid. This
eics is likewise perceived from

an incipient hydropthalmiaof the vi-

treous humour.— ti. Opthatmodynia
artnosa, is an itching and sensation
of pain in tie' eye, ;i

I il and or trra-

rel were lodged between the globe
and lid.

—

7 . Ophthalmodynia sympto-
matica! which is a symptom of some
other eye-diseas •> and is to be cured
by removing the exciting cause.-—

H. Ophthalmodynia cancrosa, which
arises from cancerous acrimony de-

posited in the eye, and is rarely cu-
rable.

Ophthalmopo'nia. (From otpOaX*

flOQ, the eye, and ttoi'ho, to labour) .

Intense pain in the eye, rendering
the light intoli ruble.

Oputhalmopto'sis. Prom o40htX>

ftOQ, an eye, and t^uhjic, a fall}. A
falling down of the globe of the eye
on the cheek, canthus, or upwards,
the globe itself being scarce altered

in magnitude; Caused by a relaxa-

tion of the muscles, and ligamentous
expan ions of the globe of the eye.

7'he species art-.— 1. Ophthalmoptosis
viidenta, which is generated by a

violent contusion or strong stroke*

a3 happens sometimes in boxing.
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The eye falls out of the socket on
the cheek or canthus of the eye, and
from the elongation and extension of
the optic nerve occasions immediate
blindness.—2. Ophthalmoptosis , from
a tumour within the orbit. An ex-

ostosis, toph, abscess, encysted tu-

mours, as, atheroma, hygroma : or

scirrhus, forming within the orbit,

or induration of the orbital adeps,

may throw the bulb of the eye out of

the socket upwards, downwards, or

towards either canthus.—3. Ophthal-

moptosis paralytica, or the paralytic

ophthalmoptosis, which arises from
a palsy of the recti muscles, whence
a stronger power in the oblique mus-
cles of the bulb.—4. Ophthalmoptosis

staphylomatica, when the staphyloma

depresses the inferior eyelid and ex-

tends on the cheek.

O'piate. (Medicamentum opia-

tum ; from the effects being like

that of opium). A medicine that

procures sleep, &c. See Anody-
nes,

O'pion. (07rwv). Opium.
Opi'smus. (From otlov, opium).

An opiate confection.

Opi'sthenar. (From 07ri(j9ev,

backwards, and Qevan, the palm).

The back part of the palm.

Opisthocra'nium. (From ottictOev,

backward, and npaviov, the head).

The occiput, or hinder part of the

head.

Opisthocypho'sis. (From onic-

6ep, backward, and 'Avfyuxjic, a gib-

bosity). A curved spine.

Opisthotonos. From otigQev,

backward, and tuvio, to draw.) A
fixed spasm of several muscles, so

as to keep the body in a fixed posi-

tion, and bent backwards. Cullen

considers it as a variety of tetanus.

See Tetanus.

O'pjum. (Probably from o7roc,

juice ; or from opi, Arab.) The in-

spissated juice of the white poppy.
Sec Papaver somnifcrum.

Opoba'lsamum. (From o7roc,

juice, and €a\(Ta/,iov, balsam). See
Amyris opobalsamum.
Opoca'lpason. (From ottoq, juice,

and attkiraGov, a tree of that name).
Opocarpason. The juice of a tree

called carpasus. It resembles myrrh,
but is poisonous.

Opodeoce'le. A rupture through
the foramen ischii, or into the labia

pudendi.

Opodeldoc. A solution of soap
in alcohol, with the addition of cam-
phor and volatile oils. It is used
externally against rheumatic pains,

sprains, bruises, and similar com-
plaints.

Opo'panax. (From o7roc, juice,

and travaZ, the panacea) . See Pas-
tinaca opopanax.

Opo'pia. (From o7rrop.ai, to see).

The bones of the eyes.

Opo'rice. (From o7riopa, autum-
nal fruits. A conserve made of ripe

fruits.

Oppila'tion. Oppilatio. (From
oppilare, to shut up). A close kind
of obstruction ; for, according to

Rhodius, it signifies, not only to shut
out, but also to fill.

Oppilati'va. (From oppilare, to

shut up). Medicines or substances

which shut up the pores.

Oppo'nens po'llicis. See Flexor
ossis metacarpi pollicis.

Oppre'ssio. The catalepsy, or
any pressure upon the brain.

Opsi'gonos. (From oipi, late, and
yivof-iat, to be born). A dens sapi-

ential , or late cut tooth.

O'ptic nerves. Nervi optici, (from

o7rlofiai, to see ; because they are

the organs of sight). The second
pair of nerves of the brain, arising

from the thalami nervorum op-
ticorum, perforating the bulb of
the eye, and forming in it the re-

tina.

Opu'ntia. Ab Opunte, from the

city Opus, near which it flourished).

See Cactus.

Orachc, stinking-. Sec Chcnopodium
vulvaria.

Orange. Sec Citrus aurantium.

Orange, Seville. See Citrus auran-

tium.

Orange , shaddock. See Shaddock.

Orbicula're os. Orbicularis,

shaped like a ring, from orbiculus, a

little ring. Os pisiforme. The name
of a bone of the carpus. Also a very

small round bone, not larger than
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the head of a pin, that belongs to the

internal ear.

Orbicularis o'ris. (Musculus

orbicularis oris, from orbiculus, a

little ring ; so called from its shape).

Sphincter labiorum, of Douglas, semi-

orbicularis, of Winslow, co?istrictor

oris, of Cowper, and labial, of Du-
mas. A muscle of the mouth, form-

ed in a great measure by those of

the lips. Its use is to shut the mouth

,

by contracting and drawing both lips

together, and to counteract all the

muscles that assist in opening it.

Orbicularis palpebrarum. Or-

bicularis, scil. musculus. Orbicularis

palpebrarum ciliaris, of authors, and
maaillo palpebral, of Dumas. A mus-*
cle common to both the eyelids. Its

use is to shut the eye, by drawing
both lids together, the fibres con-

tracting from the outer angle towards
the inner, press the eyeball, squeeze

the lachrymal gland, and convey the

tears towards the puncta lachrymalia.

OreiculaRis PALPEBRARUM ci-

LIARlS. See Orbicularis palpebrarum.

Orbit. Orbita. The two cavities

under the forehead, in which the

eyes are situated, are termed orbits.

%* The angles of the orbits are

called canthi. Each orbit is com-
posed of seven bones, viz. the fron-

tal, maxillary, jugal, lachrymal, eth-

moid, palatine, and sphenoid. The
use of this bony socket is to main-
tain and defend the organ of sight,

and its adjacent parts.

ORciiea. (From 0pY*£i a tes-

ticle). Galen says it is the scrotum.

ORchis. (From ootyofiai, to de-

sire).— 1. A testicle.—2. The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnacan
system: Class, Gynandria; Order,
JJiandria.

ORcms bifoRfa. The systematic

name of the butterfly orchis. See
Orchis mnscula.

ORcms ma'scui.a. The systema-
tic name of the male orchis. Saty-
rioji. Dog's-stone3. Male orchis.

Orchis bulbis indivisis, uectarii labia

auadrilobo crcuulato, cormi obtuso

petalis dorsalihus rejle.vis, of Lin-
nfleus. The root has a place in the

Materia Medica of the Edinburgh

Pharmacopoeia, on account of the

glutinous slimy juice which it con-
tains. The root of the orchis bifolia

is also collected. Satvrion root has
a sweetish taste, a faint and some-
what unpleasant smell. It is recom-
mended as a demulcent. Salep, im-
ported here from the East, is a pre-

paration of a similar root, which,
considered as an article of diet, is

accounted extremely nutritious, as

containing a great quantity of fari-

naceous matter in a small bulk.

%* The supposed aphrodisiac vir-

tues of this root, which have been
noticed ever since the days of Dios-
corides, seem, says Dr. Woodville,
to be founded on the fanciful doc-

trine of signatures, thus orchis, i. e.

opxt-Qy testiculus habet radices instar

testiculorum.

ORchis moRio. The systematic

name of the orchis, from whose root

the salep is made. Salep is a fari-

naceous powder imported from Tur-
key. It may be obtained from seve-

ral other species of the same genus
of plants. Its restorative, mucilagi-

nous, and demulcent qualities, ren-

der it of considerable use in various

diseases, when employed as aliment,

particularly in sea-scurvy, diarrhoea,

dysentery, symptomatic fever, aris-

ing from the absorption of pus, and
the stone or gravel, &c.

Orcih'tis. (From opx lQ> a tes-

tide). See Hernia hunioralis.

ORcnos. (From opxoc, a plan-

tation or orchard ; so called, from
the regularity with which the hairs

are inserted) . The extremities of the

eye-lids, where the eye-lashes grow.
Orcho'tomy. (From opv^csa tes*

tle, and ripvn), to cut). Castration.

The operation of extirpating a testicle

Oreoseli'num. (From opoc, a
mountain, and (Ttkivov, parsley ; so

named, because it grows wild upon
mountains) . Black mountain pars-

ley. See Athainanta.
Ores. The mineral bodies from

which metals are extracted.

Ore'stion. (From opoc, a moun-
tain). The Hclenium, or a kind of

elecampane, growing upon moun-
tains.

—

Dioscoridcs.
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Ore'xis. (From opfyouai, to de-
j

sire). Orexia. The appetite.

Ori'cia. (From Oricus, a city of
j

Epirus, near which it grows). Aj
species of fir or turpentine tree.

Orienta'lia fo'lia. The leaves
j

of senna.

Ori'ganum. (From opoc, a moun-
tain, andyavow, to rejoice ; so called,

because it grows upon the side of
mountains) .-—1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Didynamia ; Order, Gymnos-
permia. — 2. The pharmacopoeial
name of the wild marjoram.
Ori'ganum cre'ticum. See Ori-

ganum dictamnus.

Ori'ganum dicta'mnus. The sys-

tematic name of the dittany of Crete.

Dictamnus creticus. Origanum cre-

ticmn. Onitis. The leaves of this

plant, Origanum dictamnus : foliis

inferioribus tomentosis, spicis nutanti-

bus, of Linnaeus, are now rarely

used ; they have been recommended
as emmenagogue and alexipharmic.

Ori'ganum majora'na. The svs-

tematic name of sweet marjoram,
Marjorana. Origanum

, foliis ovatis

obtusis, spicis subrotundis compactis

pubescentibus, of Linnaeus. This
plant has been long cultivated in our
gardens, and is in frequent use for

culinary purposes. The medicinal

qualities of the plant are similar to

those of the wild plant. (See Origa-

num vulgare). It is now wholly
omitted in the P. L. In its recent

state, it is said to have been success-

fully applied to scirrhous tumours
of the breast.

Ori'ganum Syri'acum. The Sy-
rian herb mastich. See Tcucrium
mar urn,

Ori'ganum vulga're. The sys-

tematic name of the wild marjoram.
Origanum Heracleoticum, from Hera-
dea, where the best was said to be

produced. Wild marjoram. Origa-

num vulgare ; spicis subrotundis pani-

iidatis couglo/jtcratisy bract t is calycv

lo/'gioribu.; oratisy of Linnaeus. It is

deemed emmenagogue, tonic, sto-

machic, &c.
%* The dried leaves used instead

of tea, are said to be exceedingly

grateful. They are employed in

medicated baths and fomentations.
O'ris constructor. See Orbicu-

laris oris.

Orlea'na te'rra. (Orleana, so
named, from the place where it

grows). See Bixa Orleana.

Ornitho'galum mari'timum.
(From opvig, a bird, and yaXaf

milk ; so called, from the colour of
its flowers, which are like the milk
found in eggs). A kind of wild
cnion. See Scilla.

Ornithoglo'ssum. (From opvig,

a bird, and yXaxrcra, a tongue; so

called, from its shape). Bird's tongue.
The seeds of the ash-tree are some-
times so called.

Ornitho'logy. (From opvig, a
bird, and Xoyoc, a discourse). That
part of natural history which treats

of birds.

Ornithopo'dium. (From opine,

a bird, and 7rovc, a foot; so called,

from the likeness of its pods to a
bird's claw). Bird's foot ; scorpion

wort.

O'rnus. (From orn, Heb.) The
ash-tree which affords manna.
Oroba'nche. (From opotog, the

wild pea, and ay^w? to suffocate ;

so called, because it twines round
the orobus and destroys it). The
great tooth-wort or hypocystis.

Orobry'cfhs. (From opo€oc, the

wood-pea, and /3pv%w, to eat) . Tl x

same as orobus.

O'robus, (F" op£7rloi, to e:.\

—1. The name ot a genus ofvtantt

in the Linnaean system : C^a, J)ia-

delphia ; Order, Decandria.—2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the ervum.
See Ervum.
O'robus tubero'sus. The heath-

pea. The root of this plant is said

to be nutritious. The Scotch Island-

ers hold them in great esteem, and

chew them like tobacco.

Oroseli'num. See Aihamanta.

Ohpi'meNT. Orpimcntum. Sul-

phuret of arsenic.
*
#
* Native orpiment is found in

yellow, brilliant, and as it were,

talky masses, often mixed with real-

gar, and sometimes of a greenish

colour. See Arsenic*
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Orpine. See Sedum telephium.

Orrhopy'gium. (From opog, the

extremity, and 7rvyrj, the buttocks).

The extremity of the spine, which is

terminated by the os coccygis.

O'rrhos. (From psio, to flow).

Serum, whey. The raphe ; and the

extremity of the sacrum.

Orris, common. See Ins Germanica.

Orris, Florentine . See Iris Floren-

tine!.

Orthoco'lon. (From opGog,

straight, and xcjXov, a limb) . A
species of inflexible stiff joint.

Orthopnce'a. (FromopOoc, erect,

and nvot], breathing). Very quick

and laborious breathing, during

which the person is obliged to be

in an erect posture.

Orva'le. (Orvale, French). A
species of clary or horminum.
Orvieta'num is used for a medi-

cine that resists poisons, from a

mountebank of Orvieta in Italv, who
first made himself famous by taking

such things upon the stage, after

doses of pretended poisons. Though
some say, its inventor was one H. F.

Orvietanus, and that it is named
after him.

Ory'za. (From orez, Arab.)—
1. The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Trian-

dria; Order, Digynia. The rice

plant. — 2. The name for rice, or

'\c seeds of the Oryza sativa, of Lin-

das.

Ory'za sati'* The systematic

nam. .»f the plant which affords the

rice winch is the principal food of
the inhabitants in all parts of the

East, where it is boiled and eaten,

either alone or with their meat.
Large quantities of it are annually

sent into Europe, and it meets with
a general esteem for family pur-
poses.

*
#* The spirituous liquor called

arrack is made from this grain.

Rice grows naturally in moist places ;

and will not come to perfection,

when cultivated, unless the ground
be sometimes overflowed, or plenti-

fully watered.

Os, ossis, n.— 1. A bone.—2. Os,
oris, n. The mouth.

Os exte'rnlm. The entrance of
the vagina ; so named, in opposition
to the mouth of the womb, which
is called the os internum, or os
tinea?.

Os inter'num. Os tinea?, Galen
calls it oscheon. The orifice or mouth
of the womb.
Os leo'nis. The antirrhinum li-

naria.

Os Ti'NCiE. See Os internum.
Oscheocele. (From ocrxzov, the

scrotum, and vrjXr), a tumour). A
term sometimes given to a tumour
of the scrotum, from an accumula-
tion of water, (see Hydrocele) ; and
sometimes to a scrotal hernia, (see

Hernia).

O'scheon. (Ovxeov). The scro-

tum. Galen gives the name to the
os uteri.

Oscheo'phyma. (From o<ty/ov,

the scrotum, and c^vfxa, a tumour).
A swelling of the scrotum.

Oscillation. See Irritability,

O'scitans, fe'bris. (From osciture
%

to gape). The yawning fever.

Oscita'tion. (From oscitare, to

gape) .

—

Chasm. Yawning. Gaping.
Osculato'rius. (From osculare,

to kiss, so called, because the action
of kissing is performed by it) . The
sphincter muscle of the lips.

O'sculum. (Dim. of os, mouth).
A little mouth.

Osmund-royal. See Osmunda re-

galis.

Osmu'nda. (From Osmund, who
first used it) . A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Crypto-
gamia ; Order, Filices.

Osml'nda rega'lis. FelixJlorida,
The systematic name of the Osmund-
royal. The root possesses astringent
and emmenagogue virtues.

O'sphys. (O<70fc). The loins.

O'ssa spongio'sa. The spongy
bones are two in number, and are
called ossa spongiosa inferiora. The
ethmoid bone has two turbinated
portions, which are sometimes called

the superior spongy bones.
*
#* These bones, which, from

their shape, are sometimes called
ossa turbinata, have, by some anato-
mists, been described as belonging
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to the ethmoid bone ; and by others,

as portions of the ossa palati. In

young subjects, however, they are

evidently distinct bones.

Ossi'cula audi'tus. The small

bones of the internal ear. They are

four in number, viz. the malleus, in-

cus, stapes, and os orbiculare ; and
are situated in the cavity of the

tympanum. See Malleus, Incus,

Stapes, and Orbiculare os,

Ossjfica'tion. (From os, a bone,
andfacere, to make) . The formation
of bone ; also the deposition of cal-

careous phosphate or carbonate on
the soft solids of animal bodies ; as in

the pineal gland, lungs (see Pineal,

2LtidPulmo?iary concretions) , liver, &c.
*#* Bones are well organized parts

of the living structure ; the matter
that keeps their earthy parts together,

is of a gelatinous nature. The phos-
phate of lime to which a bone owes
its compactness, is deposited in the

interstices of the gluten, undergoing
a continual change and renovation.

It is incessantly taken up by the

absorbents, and secreted again by the

arteries ; and it is this continual ab-
sorption and deposition of earthy
matter, which forms the bone at first,

and enables it to grow with the
growth of the body ; it is also this

unceasing activity of the vessels of a
bone which enables it to renew itself,

when it is broken or diseased. In

fine, it is by various forms of one
secreting process, that bone is formed
at first, is supported during health,

and is renewed on all necessary oc-

casions. Bone is a secretion origi-

nally deposited by the arteries of the

bone, which are continuallyemployed
in renewing it. Callus is not, as has
been supposed, a concrete juice, de
posited merely for the purpose of
filling up the interstices between
fractured bones, but it is a regenera-
tion of new and perfect bone, fur-

nished with arteries, veins, and ab-

sorbents, by which its earthy matter
is continually changed, like that of
the contiguous bone. In short, there

could be no connexion between the

original bone and callus, were the

latter only the inorganic concrete,

which it was formerly supposed to
J

be.—For further observations on this
j

subject, see /Prison's Lectures on the
..

Structure, Physiology, &c. of the

Bones;— John Hell's Principles of,
Surgery

;

—N. 31. Midler, de Callo

Ossium, 4to. Novemb. 1707 ;

—

Du-
hamel, in Mem. de VAcad. Roy. de

Sciences, an. 1741, p. 92 and 222 ;—
A. Marriques, sur la Formation du
Cal. Paris, 1783, &c. &c.

Ossi'fraga. (From os, a bone,
and frangere, to break). A petrified

root, called the bone-binder, from its

supposed virtues in uniting fractured

bones.

Ossi'fragus. See Osteocolla.

Ossi'vorus. (From os, a bone,
and vorare, to devour). Applied to

a species of tumour or ulcer, which
destroys the bone.

Osta'gra. (From ogtiov, a bone,
and aypa, a laying hold ofJ. A
forceps to take out bones with.

Ostei'tes. (From o^eov, a bone).
The bone-binder. See Osteocolla.

Osteoco'lla. (From o<?eov, a
bone, and xoXkaio, to glue). Ossi-

fraga, &c. Glue-bone, stone, or

bone-binder. A particular carbonate

of lime found in some parts of Ger-

many, particularly in the Marche of

Brandenburg, and in other countries.

It was formerly celebrated for pro-

moting the coalition of fractured

bones, and the formation of callus ;

which virtues are not attributed to it

in the present day.

Osteo'copus. (From orsov, a

4
bone, and kottoq, uneasiness). A
violent fixed pain in any part of a

bone.
Osteoge'nica. (From o^iov, a

bone, and ytvvau), to beget). Me-
dicines which promote the generation

of a callus.

Osteo'geny. Osteogenia. (From
otsov, a bone, and yevua, genera-

tion). The growth of bones. Bones
are either formed between membranes
or in the substance of cartilages, and
the bony deposition is effected by a

peculiar action of arteries. The se-

cretion of bone takes place in carti-

lage in the long bones, as those of

the arm, leg, &c. ; and betwixt two
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layers of membrane, as in the bones

of the skull, where true cartilage is

never seen. Often the bony matter

is formed in distinct bags, and there

it grows into form, as in the teeth
;

for each tooth is formed in its little

bag, which by injection can be filled

and covered with vessels. Any artery

of the body can assume this action,

and deposit bone, which is formed

also where it should not be, in the

tendons, and in the joints, in the

great arteries, and in the valves, in

the flesh of the heart itself, or even

in the soft and pulpy substance of

the brain.
*
#* The greater number of the

bones in the foetus, before the time

of birth, are only cartilage, which is

never hardened into bone, but is

from the first an organized mass.

It has its vessels, which are at first

transparent, although they soon di-

late ; and, whenever the red colour

of the blood begins to appear in them,
ossification very quickly succeeds,

the arteries being so far enlarged as

to carry the coarser parts of the blood.

The first mark of ossification is an
artery which is seen running into the

centre of the jelly which is formed.
Other arteries soon appear, and a

net-work of vessels is formed, and
then a centre of ossification begins,

stretching its rays according to the
length of the bone, and then the
cartilage begins to grow opaque,
yellow, brittle ; it will no longer bend,
and a bony centre may easily be dis-

covered. Other points of ossification

are successively formed, preceded by
the appearance of arteries. The os-

sification follows the vessels, and
buries and hides those vessels by
which it is formed. The vessels ad-
vance towards the ends of the bone,
the whole body of the bone becomes
opaque, and there is left a small vas-
cular circle only at either end : the
heads are separated from the body of
the bone by a thin cartilage, and the
vessels of the centre, extending still

towards the extremities of the bone,
perforate the cartilage, pass into the
head of the bone, and then its ossifi-

cation also begins, and a small nucleus

of ossification is formed in its centre.

Thus the heads and the body are at

first distinct bones, formed apart,

united by a cartilage, and not united

till the age of fifteen or twenty years.

Then the deposition of bone begins,

and while the bone is laid by the

arteries, the cartilage is conveyed
away by the absorbing vessels ; and
while they convey away the super-

fluous cartilage, they model the bone
into its due form, shape out its

cavities, cancelli and holes, remove
the thinner parts of the remaining
cartilage, and harden it into due
consistence.

As the foetus increases the osseous
fibres increase in number, till a la-

mina is produced ; and as the bone
continues to grow, more laminae are
added, till the more solid part of a
bone is formed. The ossification

which begins in cartilage is consi-

derably later than that which has its

origin between membranes. The
generality of bones are incomplete
until the age of puberty, or between
the fifteenth and twentieth year, and
in some few instances not until a
later period : the small bones of the
ear, however, are completely formed
at birth.—For the diseases to which
bones are liable, see Antrum; Caries;

Exostosis ; Joints; Mollities; Necro-
sis; Osteosarcoma ; Rickets; and Ve-
nereal Disease: also the following
works on the pathology of the bones :

R. Nesbitt, Human Osteogeny

;

—Two
Lectures 071 the Nature of Ossification,

Bvo. Lond. 1736 ;

—

J. G. Sturmius,
de Vulntribiis Ossium. Helmst. 1 743 ;— Sandcfnrt, Museum Anotomicum
Li'gduno BatavcB, Descriptmn, 2 vols,
fol. Francof. 1793 ;—F. G. Spoendli,
de Sensibilitate Ossium Jforbosa, 4 to.

Gott. 1814;

—

A. G. Naumann, de
Ostitidc, 4 to. Leip. 1818;

—

Brodie on
Diseases cf'the Knee-Joint , 8vo. Lond.
1818;—see also works enumerated
at the end of Necrosis, &c.

Osteo'graphy. (From o^sov, a
bone, and ypa(poj

t
to describe). The

description of the bones. See Os-
teogeny.

O^teoli'thos. (Fromo=r£oi/,abone,
and Xi0oc, a stone) . See Osteocolla.

3E
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Osteo'logy. (From ortov, a bone,
and Xoyoc, a discourse). The doc-
trine of the bones. See Osteogeny,

Osteosarcoma, or osteosarco'-
sis. (From oareov, a bone, and <rap£,

flesh). The change of bone into a
substance of the consistence of flesh.

*
# * Bones are sometimes con-

verted into a soft, lardy, homogene-
ous substance, resembling a cancer-

ous gland; and Boyer thinks that

this is the affection to which the above
application ought to be confined.

According also to the same writer,

all the bones are liable to this dis-

ease ; but it has been more frequently

observed in the bones of the face,

those of the base of the skull, the

long bones of the extremities, and
particularly the ossa innominata,

which are perhaps oftener affected

than any other bones of the body.

(See TraiU des Malad. Chirurg. t. 3.

p. 587 et seq.) Foreign surgeons, it

would appear, do not entertain the

same ideas relative to cancer, which
prevail in England ; at least, they

apply the term to many complaints

in which there are no vestiges of a

carcinomatous structure ; and nu-

merous diseases of an incurable na-

ture, receive abroad, very indiscri-

minately, the name of cancer. Thus
the French surgeons have not yet

dstinguished the strongly marked
differences between carcinoma and
fungus haematodes.—See lioux, Pa-
rallele de la Chir. Angloise, &c. ;

and Fungus hcematodes.

Fungous diseases in the antrum,

which expand the bones of the face,

and make their way out, though

known to have nothing to do with

cancer, are considered by Boyer as a

kind of osteosarcoma, proceeding

from carcinomatous mischief in the

neighbouring soft parts ; and this he

adduces as an example of his first

species of osteosarcoma, or that

arising in consequence of previous

disease in other parts. In the second

species the disorder commences, and

the soft parts are secondarily affect-

ed. In all cases osteosarcoma comes

on with deeply-seated pain, which

sometimes lasts a considerable time

before any swelling is manifest. This
pain becomes sometimes more and
more afflicting, and of the lancinat-
ing kind, impairing the health even
before there is any change in the
form of the limb. The swelling at
length takes place, occupying the
whole circumference of the member.
Its nature and situation are in some
measure indicated by its hardness and
depth. It is, as it were, unequal
and tuberculated. Pressure does not
lessen its size, nor render the pain
worse. The soft parts retain then-

natural state. The tumour, however,
increases more or less rapidly, and
the lancinating pains become more
severe. In the course of time the
soft parts themselves inflame, and
become more painful. Sometimes
the skin ulcerates, and, in this very
uncommon case, the sore presents a
cancerous appearance. Hectic symp-
toms supervene, the patient gradu-
ally loses strength, and, at length,

falls a victim to the disease.

In this disease the structure of
bones also undergo considerable

changes. Very frequently, when the

disease has made considerable pro-
gress, and the tumour has existed

for a long time, the bony texture has
disappeared more or less completely

;

and in its place, a homogeneous,
greyish, yellowish, lard-like sub-

stance is found, the surface of a slice

of which is smooth, much like that

of a very hard white of egg
f
or old

cheese, varying in consistence from
that of cartilage to that of very thick

bouillie. The surrounding soft parts,

which have participated in the dis-

ease of the bones, are converted into

a similar matter; muscles, tendons,

periosteum, ligaments, vessels, cel-

lular substance, are all confounded
in the same homogeneous mass,
having undergone the same process

of degeneration.

The prognosis of this disease of the

bones must always be extremely unfa-

vourable; for, it is equally incurable,

•I well as disposed to bring on fatal

consequences, whether Boyer's opi-

nion, concerning its being cancer ofthe

bones be true or not. Boyer also no-
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tices, that even after amputation, the

disease almost invariably recurs. The
only chance, however, of relief, ob-

viously depends on the possibility and

subsequent success of the operation.

Boyer relates two cases of osteo-

sarcoma; one of the thigh ; the other

of the os innominatum. The first

was saved by amputation. (See

Traite des Malad. Chirurg. t. 3.

p. 594-605).—This is the disease for

which Dr. Mott successfully removed
one half of the lower jaw, very nearly

as far as the joint. (See Amer. Med.
Recorder).—And Dr. M'Clellan of

Philadelphia, gives another case,

where the same operation was dex-

terously performed. (See Boyer', as

above) — Nailer's Element. Physiol.

t. 8. p. 2 and 5 ;

—

S.G.Hecjna?in,Dis-

sert. de Osteosteatomate , Lips. 1767
;—S. C. Plenck de Osteosarcosi : Tub.

1781, &C.—B. C. Brodie, in Pathol,

and Surg. Obs. on the Joints, 6lc.

p. 301 ;

—

Dr. Cumin, in Edinb. Med.
Journ. No. 87, p. 13, &.C. where Dr.
Cut/tin of Glasgow, proposes that the

term Osteosarcoma .should be limited to

a degeneration and morbid growth of
the living membranes of the loyigitudi-

nal canals, or vancelli of bones, ac-

companied with absorption of the solid

osseous substance, &c.
Ostia'riis. (From ostium, a door).

The pylorus.

Osu'ola. fDim. of ostium, a door).
The valves of the heart.

O'strea. Ostreum. (From oTpanov,
a shell) . The oyster.

%* The shell of this fish is used
medicinally as an absorbent. See
Creta.

Ostritjum. (Blanchard calls it a
corruption from laserpitium) . 1m-
peratoria, or master-wort.

OsTKu'THiUiM. Laserpitium. See
Jmperatoria.

Osy'ris. Cassia poetica Lobclli.

Cassia lignea inonspeliensium, &c.
Poet's rosemary. The whole shrub
is astringent. It grows in the southern
parts of Europe.

Ota'lgia. (From ovq, the ear,
and aXyog, pain). The ear-ach.

Otenchy'tes. (From wtoq, the
genitive of ovq, an ear, and eyxevuJ )

to pour in). A syringe for the

ears.

Otho'nna. (From oQovn, lint

;

so called from the softness of its

leaves). A species of celandine.

O'tica, (From ovq, the ear).

Medicines for diseases of the ear.

Oti'tes. (From ovq, the ear). An
epithet of the little finger, because it is

commonly used in scratching the ear.

Oti'tis. (From ovq, the ear). In-

flammation of the internal ear. It is

known by pyrexia, and an excru-
ciating and throbbing pain in the

internal ear, sometimes attended with
delirium.

Otopla'tos. (From ovq, the ear).

A stinking ulcer behind the ears.

Otopyo'sis. (From ovq, the ear,

and ttvov, pus). A purulent dis-

charge from the ear.

Otorrhea. (From ovq, the ear,

and poo, to flow). A discharge of
blood or matter from the ear.

Ourf/tic a'cid. A supposed new
acid of Bergman, and Proust and
Bergman, shewn by Klaproth to be
biphosphate of soda.

Oya'le fora'men. See Foramen
ovale.

Ova'hium. (Dim. of ovum, an
rLrg). The ovaria. These consist

of two flat oval bodies, about one
inch in length, and rather more than
half in breadth and thickness, sus-

pended in the broad ligaments of the

uterus, about the distance of one
inch from the uterus behind, and a
little below the Fallopian tubes. Va-
rious uses have been assigned to the

ovaria. Some have supposed their

texture to be glandular, and that they
secreted a fluid similar and equivalent

to the male semen ; but others, who
have examined them with more care,

assert that they are ovaria in the

literal acceptation of the term, and
include a number of vesicles, or ova,

to the amount of twenty-two of dif-

ferent sizes, joined to the internal

surface of the ovaria by cellular

threads or pedicles ; and that they
contain a fluid which has the ap-
pearance of thin lymph. These ve-
sicles are to be seen in the healthy
ovaria of every young woman. They

3E2
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differ very much in their number in

different ovaria, but are very seldom
so numerous as has been stated.

It is generally acknowledged, that

the ovaria prepare whatever the fe-

male supplies towards the formation
of the foetus ; and this is proved by
the operation of spaying, which con-
sists in the extirpation of the ovaria,

after which the animal not only loses

the power of conceiving, but desire is

for ever extinguished. The outer
coat of the ovaria, together with that

of the uterus, is given by the perito-

neum ; and whenever an ovum is

passed into the Fallopian tube, a fis-

sure is observed at the part through
which- it is supposed to have been
transferred. These fissures healing,

leave small longitudinal cicatrices on
the surface, which are said to enable
us to determine, whenever the ova-
rium is examined, the number oftimes
a woman has conceived. The corpora
lutea, said to be calyces, from which
the impregnated ovum has dropped,
are oblong glandular bodies of a yel-

lowish colour, found in the ovaria of all

animals when pregnant, and, accord-
ing to some, when they are sala-

cious : their number is always in

proportion to the number of concep-
tions found in the uterus. They are
largest and most conspicuous in the
early state of pregnancy, and remain
for some time after delivery, when
they gradually fade and disappear.
They are very vascular, except at

their centre, which is whitish ; and
in the middle of the white part is

a small cavity, from which the im-
pregnated ovum is thought to have
immediately proceeded.
The ovaria are frequently the seat

of a particular kind of dropsy, which
most commonly happens at the time
of the final cessation of the menses,
though not unfrequently at an earlier

period of life. They are also subject,

pecially a short time after delivery,

to inflammation, terminating in sup-
puration, and to scirrhous and can-
cerous diseases, &c.

0\ J dl'ct. f Ociductus, from ovum,
an egir, and ductus , a canal). The
Fallopian tube, or canal, which runs

from the ovary to the bottom of the
womb.

Ovipa'rous. (From ovum, an egg,
and parere, to bring forth). Animals
which exclude their young in the

eggy which is afterwards hatched.

Ovo'rum te'st;e. Egg-shells. A
testaceous absorbent.

O'vum, -iy n. See Egg.
O'vum philoso'phicum. Ovum

chymicuriL A glass body round like

an egg.

O'vum Ru'ffum. See Abarnahas.
O'xalate. Oxalas. A salt formed

by the combination of the oxalic

acid with different bases ; thus oxalate

of ammonia , &c.
O'xalic a'cid. Acidum oxalicum.

Acid of sugar.

%* Obtained by evaporating the

fresh juice of wood-sorrel nearly to

the consistence of honey, and after-

wards poured into a glass vessel with

narrow neck, and covered with a

stratum of the oil of olives. After

some weeks the sides of the bottle

are encrusted, which is the salt cf

sorrel, or superoxalate ofpotash. The
salt of sorrel is then to be dissolved

in boiling water, and a small quan-
tity of the nitrate of barytes added
to it, when the barytes will unite

with the oxalic acid, and the potash

with the nitric acid. The oxalate of

barytes, which is precipitated, is

then to be decompounded by diges-

tion with sulphuric acid, by which
means the oxalic acid is let loose. It

is found in a state of oxalate of lime

in a variety of other plants ; and in

a state of binoxalate of potash it ex-

ists in the leaves of the oxalis ace-

tosella, oxalis corniculata, different

species of rumex, and geranium aci-

dum.
Formerly this acid was considered

as different from that of sugar, but

it is now proved by experiment to

be the same in all its properties.

O'xalis. (From o£vc, sharp ;

so called from the sharpness of its

juice). The name of a genus of plants

in the Linncean system : Class, ZJe-

candria; Order, Pentagynia. Wood-
sorrel.

O'xalis acetose'lla. (Dim. of
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acetosa). The systematic name of

the wood-sorrel. Lujula. Alleluja.

Oxalis ; foliis tematis, scapo unifloro,

/lore albo, capsulis pentagonis elasti-

city radice squamoso-articulata, of

Linnaeus. It is recommended by

Bergius, in inflammatory, bilious,

and putrid fevers. The principal

use, however, of the acetosella is to

allay inordinate heat, and to quench

thirst.

%* An essential salt is prepared

from this plant, known by the name
of essential salt of lemons, and com-
monly used for taking ink-stains out

of linen. The leaves of wood-sorrel,

when employed externally in the

form of poultices, are powerful sup-

purants, particularly in indolent scro-

fulous humours.
Oxa'lme. (From o£uc, sharp,

and a\c, salt). A mixture of vinegar

and salt.

Ox-eye-daisy. See Chrysanthe-
mum leucanthemum.

Ox's-to?igue. See Picris echiodes.

Oxyca'ntha gale'ni. (From o£wc,
sharp, and anavOa, a thorn ; so called

from the acidity of its fruitj. The
barberrv. See Berberis.

Oxyce'drus. (From o£v, acutely,

andxedpog, a cedar ; so called from the
sharp termination of its leaves). A
kind of cedar. Spanish juniper.

Oxyco'ccos. From o£vg, acid,
and koxxoc, a berry ; so named from
its acidity). See Vaccinium oxu-
coccos.

Oxy'cratum. (From o£uc, acid,

and KipavvvjAi, to mix). Oxycrates.
Vinegar, mixed with a requisite por-
tion of water, and rendered still

milder by the addition of a little

honey.

Oxycro'cei m empla'strum. (From
o£vc, acid, and xooxoc, crocus, saf-
fron). A plaster in which there is

much saffron, but no vinegar ne-
cessary, unless la dissolving some
gums.

O'xyde. Oxydum. A substance
formed by the union of oxygen with
a basis ; e. g. oxyde of iron, oxyde of
copper, &c.
O'xyde of ca'rbon, ga'zeous. See

Carbon, ga-ccous oxyde of

Oxyda'tion. The process of con-

verting metals, or other substances

into oxydes, by combining with them
a certain portionjof oxygen. It differs

from acidification, in the addition of

oxygen, not being sufficient to form
an acid with the substance oxydized.

Oxyde'rcica. (From o£vc, acute,

and c ep*io, to see). Medicines which
sharpen the sight.

O'xydum. (So called from oxy-

gen, which enters into its composi-

tion) . See Oxyde.

O'xydum antimo'nu. See Ariti-

monii oxydum*
O'xydum arse'nici a'lbum. See

Arsenic.

O'XYDUM CU'PRI Vl'RIDE ACETA'-

TUM. See Verdigris.

O'xydum fe'rri lute'um. See
Ferri subcarbonas

.

O'xydum fe'rri ni'grum. Black
oxyde of iron. The scales which
fall from iron, when heated, consist

of iron combined with oxygen. These
have been employed medicinally, pro-
ducing the general effects of chaly-

beates, but not very powerfully.

O'xydum fe'rri ru'brum. Red
oxyde of iron. In this the metal is

more highly oxydized than in the

black. It may be formed by long
continued exposure to heat and air ;

or by treating iron with acids. Its

porperties in medicine are similar, but
it is seldom employed at present, un-
less to give colour to a plaster, &c.
Oxydum hydrargyria See Hydrar-

cinereum. ( gyri oxy-
Oxydum hydrargyri C dum cine-

nigrum. J rcum,
Oxydum hydrargyri ruhrum. See

Hydrargyri oxydum rubrum.
Oxydum plumbi album. See Plumbi

subcarboiias.

Oxydum plumbi rubrum. See Lead.
Oxydum plumbi scmivitrcum. See

L ithargyrus.

Oxydum stibii album. See Anti-
mojiii oxydum.
O'xydum sti'bii semivi'treum.

A vitreous oxyde of antimony. It

was formerly called Vitrum antimo-
nii, and consists of an oxyde of an-
timony with a little sulphur. Em-
ployed to make antimonial wine.

3 E 3
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O'XYDUM STl'BII SULPHURA'tUM.

An oxycie of antimony with sulphur,
formerly called Hepar antimonii.
Crocus metallorum. Crocus antimonii.
It was formerly exhibited in the cure
of fevers and atonic diseases of the
lungs. Its chief use at present is in
preparing other medicines.
Oxydum zinci subli-~\ Q .

matum. > bee Zi?ici

Oxydum zinci. J
°^di£m'

Oxy'garum. (From o%vg, acid,
and yapov, garum) . A composition
of garum and vinegar.
O'xygex gas. (Oxygenium; from

cZvg, acid, and yevvcuo, to generate
;

because it is the generator of aci-
dity) . Although existing sometimes
in a solid, and sometimes in an aeri-
form state, oxygen is never distinct-
ly perceptible to the human senses,
but in combination.

It is known only in its combina-
tion, by its effects. Nature never
presents it solitary ; chymists do not
know how to insulate it. It is a
principle which was long unknown.
It is absorbable by combustible bo-
dies, and converts them into oxydes
or acids. It is an indispensable con-
dition of combustion, uniting itself

always to bodies which burn, aug-
menting their weight, and changing
their properties. It may be disen-
gaged in the state of oxygen gas,
from burnt bodies, by a joint accu-
mulation of caloric and light. It is

highly necessary for the respiration
of animals. It exists universally dis-

persed through nature, and is a con-
stituent part of atmospheric air, of
water, of acids, and of all bodies of
the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
One of the most remarkable com-

binations into which it is capable of
enteriug, is that which it forms with
light and caloric. The nature of
that mysterious union has not been
ascertained, but it is certain that, in

that state, it constitutes the gazeous
fluid called oxygen gas.

Properties of oxygen gas.—It is an
clastic invisible fluid, like common
air, capable of indefinite expansion
and compression ; and has neither

taste nor smell, nor does it show I

any traces of an acid. Its specific

gravity, as determined by Kirwan,
is 0.00135, that of water being
1.0000 ; it is, therefore, 740 times
lighter than the same bulk of water.
Its weight is to atmospheric air as

1103 to 1000. One hundred and
sixteen cubic inches of oxygen gas
weigh 39.38 grains. It is not ab-
sorbed by water, but entirely ab-
sorbable by combustible bodies,

which, at the same time, disengage
its caloric and light, producing in

consequence a strong heat and flame.

It rekindles almost extinct combus-
tible bodies. It is indispensably ne-
cessary to respiration, and is the
cause of animal heat. It hastens

germination. It combines with every
combustible body, with all * the

metals, and with the greater num-
ber of vegetable and animal sub-

stances ; and it is considered as the

cause of acidity. The act of its com-
bining with bodies is called oxydize-

ment, or oxygenation; and the bo-
dies with which it is combined, are

called oxydes, or acids.

Oxygen gas is the chief basis of

the pneumatic doctrine of chymistry.

Means of obtaining oxygen gas.—
It was obtained by Dr. Priestley in

1774 from red oxyde of mercury,
exposed to a burning lens, who ob-

served its distinguishing properties

of rendering combustion more vivid,

and eminentlysupporting life. Scheele

obtained it in different modes in 1 775

;

and, in the same year, Lavoisier,

who had begun, as he says, to sus-

pect the absorption of atmospheric

air, or of a portion of it, in the cal-

cination of metals, expelled it from
the red oxyde of mercury, heated in

a retort. It is most plentifully sup-

plied from the oxydes of manganese,
lead, or mercury: from nitrate of

potash ; from the green leaves of

vegetables, and from hyperoxymu-
riate of potash, or soda. Besides

these, there are a great many other

substances from which oxygen gas

may be procured.

E. g. In order to procure oxygen
gas in a state of great purity, pure

hypcroxymuriate of potash, or soda,
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must be made use of. With this

view, put some of the salt into a

small earthen or glass retort, the

neck of which is placed under the

shelf of the pneumatic trough, filled

with water ; and heat the retort by
means of a lamp. The salt will be-

gin to melt, and oxygen gas will be

obtained in abundance, and of great

purity, which may be collected and
preserved over water.

Explanation. — Hyperoxymuriate

ofpot-ash consists of kyperozymuria-
tic acid and potash ; at an elevated

temperature, a decomposition of the

acid takes place; its oxygen unites to

the caloric , and forms oxygen gas.

The hyperoxymuriatic acid, by this

process, becomes converted into sim-

ple muriatic acid, which remains in

the retort united to the potash, in

the form of muriate of potash.

Oxy'genated muria'tic a'cid. See
Oxymuriatic acid.

Oxygenation. A word frequently

used instead of oxydation, and often

confounded with it ; but here it dif-

fers, in being of more general import,
as every union with oxygen, what-
ever may be the product, is an oxy-
genation ; but oxydation takes place

only when an oxyde is formed.
Oxygly'cum. (From o%vg> acid,

and y\v*vg, sweet). A mixture of
honey and vinegar. An oxymel.
Oxyla'pathum. (From o|*»c, acid,

and \a.7ra9oif, the dock, so named
;

from its acidity) . See Rumex acu-
tus.

O'xymel. (From o^vg, acid, and

f.u\i 9 honey). Honey and vinegar
boiled to a syrup. Mel acetatum.

Now called Oxymel simplex.

%* This preparation of honey
and vinegar possesses aperient and
expectorating virtues, and is given
with these intentions, in the cure of
humoral asthma, and other diseases

of the chest, in doses of one or two
drachms. It is also employed in the
form of gargle, when diluted with
water.

O'xymel jeru'ginis. See Linimen-
tum aruginis.

O'xymel co'lchici. Oxymel of

meadow-saffron is an acrid medicine,

but is nevertheless employed, for £td

diuretic virtues in dropsies.

O'xymel sci'll;e. Oxymel of
squills. Aperient, expectorant, and
detergent virtues, are attributed to

the honey of squills. It is given in

doses of two or three drachms, along
with some aromatic water, as that

of cinnamon, to prevent the great
nausea which it would otherwise be
apt to excite. In large doses it proves
emetic.

Oxymi/rias hydra'rgyri. See
Hydrargyri oxymurias.

Oxymuria'tic a'cid gas. Oxyge-
nated muriatic acid gas. Chlorine,

Dephlogisticated marine acid. It pos-
sesses an uncommonly pungent and
suffocating odour. It is in every re-

spect non-respirable ; animals im-
mersed in it die instantly. It is ab-
sorbable by water, and forms with
it what is called liquid oxymuriatic
acid. When water is saturated with
it, the compound crystallizes at low
temperatures. It is not invisible,

but has a yellow-greenish colour , and
is capable of maintaining and excit-

ing combustion in many cases.

Phosphorus, charcoal, red sul-

phuret of mercury, sulphuret of an-

timony, bismuth, iron, zinc, copper,
gold, arsenic, cobalt, tin, lead, and
several other combustible bodies, take
fire spontaneously when introduced
into it. It is heavier than atmosphe-
ric air ; weakens and reddens the
rlame of a taper, but does not extin-

guish it ; decomposes ammonia ;

thickens fat oils ; and detonates with
hydrogen gas. Nitrous gas imme-
diately produces a cloud of reddish

vapour with it. It is likewise de-

composed by sulphuretted, phosphu-
retted, and carburetted hydrogen
gases. It is not altered by exposure
to light, and passes unaltered through
an ignited porcelain tube. It bleaches
stuffs, and totally destroys most of
the vegetable colours, rendering
them white. It also bleaches yellow
wax, &c.

Oxymuriatic acid gas may be ob^
tained in several ways.

1. Take one part of the native

oxyde of manganese, and an equal
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quantity of red precipitate of mer-
cury, or red lead, put them into a

glass retort, and add four parts of

concentrated muriatic acid. This, on
distillation, affords a quantity ofyel-

low aeriform fluid, which is oxymu-
riatic acid gas.

2. Put into a retort one part of
powdered black oxyde of manganese,
three or four of concentrated mu-
riatic acid, connect the retort with
the pneumatic trough, and receive

the gas over water in the usual man-
ner. When no more gas is liberated,

apply the heat of a lamp, and gas
will be produced abundantly, which
may be kept in bottles with ground
glass stoppers.

[The retort containing the mixture
should not be filled above one-third

;

for the mixture, on the application

of heat, swells, and is very apt to be

forced over into the neck of the re-

tort.]

3. Oxymuriatic acid gas may also

be obtained in an indirect manner, by
decomposing muriate of soda in con-

tact with black oxyde of manganese.
*** In preparing this gas, great

care should be taken that it does not

escape into the apartment in any
considerable quantity ; as it acts vio-

lently on the pituitous membrane,
occasions a defluxion of the brain,

blunts the senses of smell and taste,

produces head-ach, and proves ex-

tremely injurious to health.— Pelle-

tier fell a sacrifice in attempting to

breathe it ; a consumption was the

consequence, which proved rapidly

fatal. Liquid ammonia is the remedy
best calculated to check its effects

when accidentally set at liberty in

places where it is prepared.— The
water which adheres to the inner

side of the vessel filled with oxynni-
riatic acid gas, crystallizes iu the

form of yellow spangles, if the tem-
perature is near the freezing point.

If a considerable quantity of gas be
thus condensed, care must be taken

to keep it at a low temperature, for,

as soon as the temperature is raised,

it expands, and endangers the burst-

ing of the vessel. When absorbed
by water it forms liquid.

Oxymuriatic acid.— This is of a

greenish-yellow colour, has a styp-

tic bitter taste, and a very suffocat-

ing odour. Instead of reddening

blue vegetable colours, it has the

remarkable property of rendering

them white. In high temperatures,

when light is excluded, phosphorus

remains unaltered in liquid oxymu-
riatic acid ; but if light be admitted,

the colour of the acid gradually dis-

appears, and the phosphorus is con-

verted into phosphoric acid. It

thickens oils and animal fats, and

renders them less disposed to com-
bine with alkalis. Its action upon
metals presents phenomena extreme-

ly curious and important ; the oxy-

gen of the acid unites with the metal,

and the produced oxyde is after-

wards dissolved by the de-oxydized

acid.

Method of obtaining oxymuriatic

acid.— Put into a tubulated retort,

supported over a lamp, one part of

black oxyde of manganese reduced to

a gross powder, and pour over it

three parts of concentrated muriatic

acid : recline the retort in such a

manner, that the fluid which rises

up into its neck, may easily run back

again into the body, and apply a re-

ceiver with a little distilled water in

it ; the receiver must be luted to the

retort by a fillet of paper. When
the effervescence, which instantly

takes place on the affusion of the

acid, ceases, apply a gentle heat.

Oxymuriatic acid gas will be evolved,

and the receiver become filled with
yellow vapours, which are absorbed
by the water. When the water has
acquired a yellowish-green colour,

the receiver may be removed, and
another one applied, till no more gas
is extricated. This process may be
more elegantly conducted by joining

the apparatus of Burkitt or PepySj
to the distillatory vessel. The com-
mon muriatic acid which may arise

is condensed in the first bottle, and
the oxymuriatic acid gas unites to the

water in the second, third, &c.
*
#* The phenomena attending the

formation of this gas, and its action

on other bodies, are here explained
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according to the theory of Berthol-

let. Scheele first discovered it, and

supposed it to be muriatic acid, de-

prived of phlogiston. Sir Humphrey-
Davy maintains a similar opinion,

and has given it the name of chlo-

rine, from its colour. He supposes

muriatic acid to be a compound of

chlorine and hydrogen ; and that, in

all cases, where chlorine appears to

oxydize bodies, it is in consequence
of water, or some other substance

containing oxygen, being at the same
time decomposed.

Oxymyrrhi'ne. (From o%vg,

acute, and fivpoivn, the myrtle ; so

called, from its resemblance to myr-
tle, and its pointed leaves). Oxy-
myrsine. Wild myrtle.

Oxymyrsi'ne. See Oxymyrrhine.
Oxyni'trum. (From o£vg, acid,

and virpov, nitre). A plaster com-
posed chiefly of vinegar and nitre.

Oxyo'pia. (From o£vg, acute, and
to\p, the eye) . The faculty of seeing

more acutely than usual. Thus there
h:\vp lu'o.n instances known of per-

sons who could see the stars in the

day-time.
*
#* The proximate cause of this

disease, is a preternatural sensibility

of the retina. It has been known to

precede the gutta serena ; and it has
been asserted, that prisoners who
have been long detained in darkness,
have learned to read and write in

dark places.

Oxypmlegma'sia. (From
acute, and (p\eyo), to burn),
acute inflammation.

Oxyphce'nicon. (From o£uc, acid,

and (poLvi£, the tamarind ; a native

of Phoenicia) . See Tamarindus.
Oxyphonia. (From oZvg, sharp,

and (pujvrj, the voice). The same as

Paraphonia clangens. A howling.
Oxvrf/gma. (From o£ii£, acid,

and eptvyio, to break wind). An
acid eructation.

Oxyrrho'dinon. (From o^uc, acid,

and pocivov, oil of roses) . A compo-
sition of the oil of roses and vinegar.

Oxysaccha'rum. (From o£f£,acid,
and aaaxapovy sugar). A composi-
tion of vinegar and sugar.

O'xysal diaphoretic um. A pre-

OlVQy

An

paration of Angelo Sala. It is a fixed

salt, loaded with more acid than is

necessary to saturate it. The salt of
juniper is of this kind.

Oxy'toca. (From o%vq, quick,
and TtKTojy to bring forth). Medi-
cines which promote delivery.

Oxytriphy'llum. (From o£vc,
acid, and rpupvWov, trefoil ; so
named from its acidity). Wood-
sorrel.

fiyster, and Oyster -shell. See
Ostrea.

Oz^'na. (From o£>j, a stench).
An ulcer in the nose, discharging a
fetid purulent matter, and sometimes
accompanied with caries of the bones.
Some authors have signified by the
term, an ill-conditioned ulcer in the
antrum. The first meaning is the
original one.

This disease is described as coming
on with a trifling tumefaction and
redness about the alae nasi, accom-
panied with a discharge of mucus,
with which the nostril becomes ob-
structed. The matter gradually as-

sumes the appearance of pus, is

most copious in the morning, and is

sometimes attended with sneezing,

and a little bleeding. The ulceration

occasionally extends round the alas

nasi to the cheek, but seldom far

from the nose, the alae of which also

it rarely destroys.

%* Ozaena is often connected with
scrofulous and venereal complaints.
In the latter cases, portions of the

ossa spongiosa often come away.
After the complete cure of all vene-
real complaints, an exfoliating dead
piece of bone will often keep up
symptoms similar to those of the
ozaena, until it is detached.

It is remarked by Mr. Pearson,
that the ozaena frequently occurs as
a symptom of the cachexia syphi-
loidea. It may perforate the septum
nasi, destroy the ossa spongiosa, and
even the ossa nasi. Such mischief is

now more frequently the effect of the
cachexia syphiloidea, than of lues

venerea. The ozaena must not be
confounded with abscesses in the up-
per jaw-bone.—See Pearson's Prin-
ciples of Surg. chap. xii. — F* A.
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Mayer
y
Commentatio de Ozeena,Frank,

del. op. xi. &c. &c.
Ozmazo'me. If cold water which

has been digested for a few hours on
slices of raw muscular fibre, with
occasional pressure, be evaporated,
filtered, and then treated with pure
alcohol, a peculiar animal principle

will be dissolved, to the exclusion

of the salts. By dissipating the alco-

hol with a gentle heat, the osmazome
is obtained. It has a brownish yellow
colour, and the taste and smell of
soap. Its aqueous solution affords

precipitates, with infusion of nut-
galls, nitrate of mercury, and nitrate

and acetate of lead.

O'zymum. (From o£w, to smell ;

so called from its fragrance). Ocy-
murn. Sweet basil. See Ocimum,

P.

» • stands for pvgillus, a pugil , or
8th part of a handful, and sometimes
for partes, parts.

P. M. An abbreviation of partes

cequales.

P. P. stands for pulvis patrum.
Jesuit's powder.

Pa'bulum, -?, n. (From pascere,

to feed). Food, aliment. The animal
heat and animal spirits are called

pabula vita
y or food of life.

Pacchionian glands. See Glandula*

Pacchionian.

Pachy'ntica. (From rvaxvvu), to

incrassate). Medicines which incras-

sate or thicken the fluids.

Pa'chys. (IIaxt>c, thick). The
name of a disorder described by
Hippocrates, but unknown to us.

Pa'dus. See Prunus padus.

P#r>ANCHo'NE. (From maiq, a

child, and ay%w, to strangulate). A i

species of quinsy common among
i

children.

PjEDARtiiro'cace. (From vraig, a
|

boy, ap9pov, a joint, and kghov, an ,

evil). The joint evil; a scrofulous
j

affection of the bones, producing ul-

ceration.

*** Severinus and Dr. Cullen call

spina ventosa by this name ; others

U3e it to express anasarca.

Pjeo'nia. (From Pa-on
y
who first

applied it to medicinal purposes).

Paeony.— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Polyandria; Order, Digynia.
—2. The pharmacopojial name of

the common paeony.

Pjeo'ma officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the common paeony.

Male and female paeony. This plant,

Pa?onia foliis obhngis, of Linnaeus,

has long been considered as a pow-
erful medicine ; and, till the late

revision by the London College, it

had a place in the catalogue of the

Materia Medica, in which the two
common varieties of this plant are
indiscriminately directed for use

;

and, on the authority of G. Bauhin,
improperly distinguished into male
and female paeony.

*** The roots, flowers, and seeds

of paeony, have been esteemed ano-
dyne and corroborant ; but more
especially the roots ; which, since

the days of Galen, have been very
commonly employed as a remedy in

epilepsy ; for which purpose, it was
usual to cut the root into thin slices,

which were to be attached to a
string, and suspended about the neck
as an amulet ; if this failed of suc-

cess, the patient was to have recourse

to the internal use of this root, which
Willis directs to be given in the form
of a powder, and in the quantity of

a drachm, two or three times a-day,
by which, it is said, both adults and
infants were cured of this disease.

Other authors recommended the ex-
pressed juice to be given in wine, and
sweetened with sugar, as the most
effectual way of administering this

plant. Many writers, however, es-

pecially in modern times, from re-

peated trials of the paeony in epileptic
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cases, have found it of no use what-
ever ; though Professor Home, who
gave the root to two epileptics at

the Edinburgh infirmary, declares

that one received a temporary ad-

vantage from its use. Of the good
effects of this plant, in other diseases,

no instances are found upon record.

PaigiL See Primula verts.

Pain. Dolor, -oris, m. Any un-

pleasant sensation or irritation.

Painter's colic. See Colica pictonum.

Pakfong. The white copper of

the Chinese, said to be an alloy of

copper, nickel, and zinc.

Palate. See Palatum.
Pa'late bone. (Ospalati; from

palare, to hedge in ; because it is

paled in, as it were, by the teeth;

.

These two bones are of very irregular

figure. They are placed between the

superior maxillary bones and the os I

sphenoides, at the posterior part of
\

the roof of the mouth, and extend
from thence to the bottom of the

orbit.

%* The ossa palati are complete
in the foetus. They are joined to the

ossa maxillaria superiora, os sphe-
noides, os ethmoides, ossa spongiosa
inferiora, and vomer.

Pala'ti circimfle'xus. See Cir-

cumflexus.

Pala'ti leva'tor. See Levator
palati.

Pala'ti te'nsor. See Circumflexus.

Palato-piiarynge'us. (Musculus
palato-pharyngeus ; so called from its

origin in the palate and insertion in

the pharynx). Thyro-staphilinus of
Douglas. Thyro-pharyngo-staphilinus
of Winslow, and palato-pharyngieii
of Dumas. A muscle situated at the
side of the entry of the fauces. Its

use is to draw the uvula and velum
pendulum palati downwards and back-
wards, and at the same time to pull

the thyroid cartilage and pharynx
upwards, and shorten it ; with the

constrictor superior pharyngis and
tongue, it assists in shutting the pas-
sage into the nostrils ; and in swal-
lowing, it thrusts the food from the
fauces into the pharynx.

Palato-salpinge'us. (From pa-
latum, the palate, and ffa\Triy£ f a

trumpet; so called from its origin

in the palate, and its trumpet-like
shape). See Circumflexus.

Palato-staphili'nus. See Azy-
gos uvula?.

Pala'tum. (From palare, to hedge
in, because it is staked in, as it were,
by the teeth). The palate, or roof
of the mouth.

Pala'ti m mo'lle. The soft palate.

It lies behind the bony palate ; and
from the middle of it the uvula
hangs down.

Pale'a de mecha. A name given
by some to the Juncus odoratus.

Palimpi'ssa. (From tvakiv, repe-
tition, and rwicraa, pitch). Diosco-
rides says, that dry pitch is thus
named, because it is prepared of
pitch twice boiled.

Palindro'mia. {UaXiv, again, and
(\oojuoc, a course) . Any regurgitation
of humours to the more noble parts ;

and sometimes for the return of a
distemper.

—

Hipp.
Palii/rus. (From waWu), to

move, and ovpov, urine ; so called

from its diuretic qualities). A species

of white thorn.

Palla'dium. A new metal dis-

covered by Dr. Wollaston, associated
with platina, among the grains of
which he supposes its ores to exist,

or an alloy of it with irridium and
osmium ; scarcely distinguishable

from the crude platina, though it be
harder and heavier.

Palliati'va. (From palliare, to

dissemble). Palliatives. Medicines
given only with the intention to re-

lieve pain.

Palm oil. See Cocos butyracea.

Pa'lm a. (From vraWu), to move)

.

—1. The palm of the hand.—2. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem, so called because the leaves are
extended from the top, like the fin-

gers upon the hand. The palm tree.

Pa'lm je. (From palma, the hand).
Palms. One of the natural families of
plants which have trunks similar to

trees, but come under the term stipes,

the tops being frondescent, that is,

sending off leaves. They are the most
lofty, and in some instances, the most
long-lived of plants, and have there-
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fore justly acquired the name of

trees. Yet paradoxical as it may ap-

pear, observes Sir J.Smith, they are

rather perennial herbaceous plants,

having nothing in common with the

growth of trees in general.

Pa'lma chri'sti. See Ricinus.

Palma'ris bre'vis. {Palmaris
;

from palma, the hand). Pahnaris
brevis vel caro quadrata, of Douglas,
and Palmare cutane, of Dumas. A
small, thin, cutaneous, flexor muscle
of the hand, situated between the

wrist and the little finger. Fallopius

tells us that it was discovered by
Cananus. Winslow names it pahnaris

cutaneus. It seems to assist in con-

tracting the palm of the hand.

Palma'ris cuta'neus. See Pal-
maris brevis.

Palma'ris lo'ngus. Vlnaris gra-
cilis, of Winslow, and Epiirochlo

carpi palmaire, of Dumas. A flexor

muscle of the arm, situated on the

fore-arm, immediately under the in-

teguments. In some subjects, the

pahnaris longus is wanting, but the

aponeurosis is always to be found.

Rhodius, indeed, says that the latter

is now and then deficient ; but there

is good reason to think that he was
mistaken. This muscle bends the

hand, and may assist in its pronation

;

it likewise serves to stretch the apo-
neurosis pahnaris.

Palma'te. Palmatus. Applied to

leaves, cut as it were, into several

oblong, nearly equal segments, about
half way, or rather more, towards
the base, leaving an entire space, like

the palm of the hand ; similar to the

passion-flower, &c.
Pa'lmos. (From oraWio, to beat).

A palpitation of the heart.

Pa'lmula. (Dim. of palma, the

hand ; so called from its shape)

.

I. A date.—2. The broad and flat

end of a rib.

Pa'lPEBR^E, pi. f. {A palpitan do,

from their frequent motion). The
eye-lids., distinguished into superior

and inferior ; at each end they unite

and form the cantlii.

Palpebra: ?.upcriaris'\ e r
,

r r
I See Levator

leoator. \ . ,

n , i . > palpebra'
. Palpebrarum aperi- (

ens rictus. J
sujycrioris.

Palpita'tio. 1. A palpitation or
convulsive motion of a part.—2. Pal-

pitation of the heart, which is either

constant or frequently returning. A
genus of disease in the Class Neuroses,

and Order Spasmi, of Cullen.

Palsy. See Paralysis.

Paluda'pium. (From palus, a
lake, and apium, smallage ; so named
because it grows in and about rivu-

lets) . A species of smallage.

Pa'lus sa'nctus. A name for

guaiacum.
Pamphi'lium. (From rsraq, all,

and (piXog, grateful ; so called from
its extensive usefulness) . A plaster

described by Galen.

Pampiniform. Pampiniformis.
(From pampinus, a tendril, and for-
ma, a likeness) . Resembling a ten-

dril y applied to the spermatic chord
and the thoracic duct.

Pana'cea. (From <gxclv, the neuter

of wore, all, and axEOfiai, to cure).

An appellation given by the ancients

to those remedies which they con-

ceived would cure every disease.

Sulphate of potash.

Pana'cea vegeta'bilis. Saffron.

Pana'ces, -is, n. (Havaxeg. Pa-
naces ipso nomine omnium morbo-
riira remedia promittit. Plin. 25. 4).

Water or cow-parsnep. See Panacea.
Pana'ceum duflica'tum, vel hol-

sa'ticum. Bisulphate of potash.

Pana'da. (Dim. of pane, bread.

Ital). Panata. Panatclla. Bread
boiled in water to the consistence of

pap.
*
#
* Dry biscuits soaked are the

best for this purpose.

Panale'thes. (From tsrav, all,

and a\i)6i]Q, true). A name of a

cephalic plaster, from its universal

efficacy.

Panari'tia. Corrupted from paro-
nychia ; which see.

Pana'ris. (Corrupted from paro-

nychia). A whitlow. See Paro-
nychia.

Pana'va. The lignum panavae.

See Croton tig Hum.
Pa'nax. (From >mcii>, all, and meoc,

a cure). See Laterpitimn chironium.

Pa'nax quinquefo'lium. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which af-
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fords the ginseng root. Ginseng.

Panax quinquefolium ; foliis Umis
quinatis, of Linnaeus.

%* The Chinese ascribe extra-

ordinary virtues to the root of gin-

seng, and have no confidence in any
medicine unless in combination with

it. In Europe, however, it is seldom

employed.
Panchre'stos. (From vrav, all,

and xp?7<roc, useful, so named from
its general usefulness). Panchreston.

The name of a collyrium described

by Galen. It is also of the same sig-

nification as Panacea, but little used.

Panchymago'ga. (From mav, all,

XV\loq, succus, humour, and ayoj,

duco, to lead or draw). A term for-

merly ascribed to such medicines as

were supposed to purge all humours
equally alike.

Panco/nus. (From nraq, all, and
xoivoq, common). Epidemic ; ap-

plied to popular diseases, which at-

tack all descriptions of persons.

Pancra'tium, -ii
y

n. (From -arac,

all, and HpareLo, to conquer; so called

from its virtues in overcoming all

obstructions). Sea Onion. See Scilla.

Pa'ncreas, 'litis, n. (From wav,
all, and Kpeag, flesh ; so called from
its fleshy consistence) . A glandular

viscus of the abdomen, of a long
figure, compared to a dog's tongue,
situated in the epigastric region under
the stomach, composed of innumera-
ble small glands, the excretory ducts
of which unite and form one, called

the pancreatic duct, which perforates

the duodenum with the ductus com-
munis choledochus, and conveys a
fluid, in its nature similar to saliva,

into the intestines. The pancreatic
artery is a branch of the splenic.

The veins evacuate themselves into

the splenic vein. Its nerves are from
the par vagum and great intercostal.

*** The use of the pancreas is to

secrete the pancreatic juice, which is

to be mixed with the chyle in the
duodenum. The quantity of the fluid

secreted is uncertain ; but it must be
very considerable, if we compare it

with the weight of the saliva, the
pancreas being three times larger,
and seated in a warmer place. It is

expelled by the force of the circu-

lating blood, and the pressure of the

incumbent viscera in the full abdo-

men. Its great utility appears from
its constancy, being found in almost
all animals; nor is this refuted by

|

the few experiments in which a part

of it was cut out from a robust ani-

mal, without occasioning death ; be-

cause the whole pancreas cannot be

removed without the duodenum : for

even a part of the lungs may be cut

out without producing death, but

they are not, therefore, useless. It

seems principally to dilute the viscid

cystic bile, to mitigate its acrimony,
and to mix it with the food. Hence
it is poured into a place remote from
the duct from the liver, us often as

there is no gall bladder. Like the

rest of the intestinal humours, it di-

lutes and resolves the mass of ali-

ments, and performs every other

office of the saliva.

Pancreatic duct. See Ductus pan-
crcaticus.

Pancreatic juice. See Pancreas.

PancrkSe. (From 'crac, all, and
xpnvn, a fountain). A name of the

pancreas from its great secretion.

Pandali'tium. A whitlow; which
see.

Pande'mic. (From 7rac, all, and
drjfiog, the people). Pandemicus. A
synonym of epidemic. See Epidemic

\

Pandiculation. (From pandicu-
lare, to gape and stretch). That
restless stretching and gaping which
accompanies the cold fit of an ague.

Pandu'riforme. (From pandu-
ra, -CB, f. a violin, and forma, shape).

Panduriformis.—Botan. A leaf which
is oblong, broad at the two extremi-
ties, and contracted in the middle,

as in the fiddle-dock, or Rumex pul-

cher. Fiddle-shaped.

Pa'nicum. (A paniculis, from its

many panicles ; the spike consisting

of innumerable thick seeds, disposed

in many panicles) . A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Tri-
andria; Order, JDigijnia.

Pa'nicum Ita'licum. The syste-

matic name of the plant which pro-
duces the Indian millet- seed, much
esteemed in Italy, where it is a con-

3 F
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stant ingredient in soups, and made
into a variety of forms for the table.

Pa'nicum milia'ceum. The syste-

matic name of the plant which af-

fords the millet-seed. Esteemed as a

nutritious article of diet, and often

made into puddings in this country.

Pa'nis cu'culi. SeeOxalis acetosella.

Pa'nis porci'nus. A species of

cyclamen.
" Panni'cula. A panule. A species

of compound inflorescence which

bears the flowers in a sort of loose,

subdivided, bunch or cluster, with-

out any order, appearing like a

branched spike.

*^* The flowers of the aesculus

hippo-castanum, syringa vulgaris,

rhus cctinus, &c. are good examples

of pannicles ; but this species of in-

florescence occurs most in grasses,

as in the poa aquatica.

Panni'culus. (From pannus,

cloth).— 1. A piece of fine cloth.

—

2. The cellular and carnous mem-
branes are so called, from their re-

semblance to a piece of fine cloth.

Pannifica'tion. The process of

making bread.

Panno'nica. (From pannus, a rag;

so called, because its stalk is divided

into many uneven points, like the

end of a piece of rag
J

. Hawk-weed.
Pa'nnus. (Froimrsvio, to labour).

— 1. A piece of cloth.—2. A tent for

a wound.—3. A speck in the eye,

resembling a bit of rag.—4. An irre-

gular mark upon the skin.

Pano'ctie. Buboes in the groin.

Panopho'bia. (From7rav, all, and

#o€oc, fear). A kind of melancholy

attended with groundless fears.

Pansics. see Viola tricolor.

Pantago'ga. (From nag, all, and

ayi», to drive out). Pantagogues.

Medicines which expel all morbid

humours.
Panto'lmius. (From 7rac, all, and

To\fiaii) y
to dare ; so named, from

its general uses). A medicine de-

scribed by i^gineta.

Pantopho'ijia. The same as hy-

drophobia.

Pa'm s. (From -mva), to work).

—

1. A weaver's roll.— 2. A soft tu-

mour shaped like a weaver's roll.

Papa'ver. (From pappa, pap ; ss
called, because nurses used to mix
this plant in children's food, to re-

lieve the colic, and make them sleep ;

unde, papaver vescum. Virg.)— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Polyandria ; Order, Mo-
nogyriia. The poppy.—2. The phar-
macopoeial name of the white poppy.
See Papaver somniferum.

Papa'ver erra'ticum. See Pa-
paver rhceas.

Papa'ver ni'grum. The black
poppy. This is merely a variety of
the papaver somniferum, producing
black seeds. See Papaver.

Papa'ver rhce'as. The systematic

and pharmacopceial name of the red
corn poppy. Papaver erraticum. Pa-
paver capsulis glabris globosis, caule

piloso multi/loro; foliis pennatifidis

incisis, of Linnaeus. The heads of

this species, like those of the som-
niferum, contain a milky juice of a

narcotic quality ; from which an ex-

tract is prepared, that has been suc-

cessfully employed as a sedative.

The flowers have somewhat of the

smell of opium, and a mucilaginous
taste, accompanied with a slight de-

gree of bitterness.

%* A syrup of these flowers is

directed in the London Pharmaco-
poeia, which has been thought useful

as an anodyne and pectoral, and is

prescribed in coughs and catarrhal

affections. See Syrupus rhwados.

Papa'ver somni'ferum. The sys-

tematic name of the white poppy,
from which opium is obtained. Lin-

naeus describes the plant :

—

Papaver
calycibus, capsulisque glabris, foliis

amplexicaulibus incisis. This drug

is also called opium thebaicum, from
being anciently prepared chiefly at

Thebes : Opion and manus dei, from
its extensive medical virtues, &c.

The Arabians called it affion and

afiam. It is the concreted milky

juice of the capsule or head of the'

poppy. It is brought from Turkey,
Egypt, the East Indies, and other

parts of Asia, where poppies are cul-

tivated for this use in fields, as corn
among us.

*** Opium (the chief narcotic
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now employed) acts directly upon
the nervous power, diminishes the

sensibility, irritability, and mobility

of the system ; and, according to

Cullen, in a certain manner suspends

the motion of the nervous fluid to

and from the brain, thereby inducing

sleep, one of its principal effects.

From the sedative power of opium,
it may be employed with advantage

in a great variety of diseases. In-

deed, there is scarcely any disorder

in which, under some circumstances,

its use is not found proper ; and
though in many cases it fails of pro-

ducing sleep, yet, if taken in a full

dose, it occasions a pleasant tran-

quillity of mind, and a drowsiness,

which approaches to sleep, and which
always refreshes the patient. It is

known also to act more or less as a

stimulant, exciting the motion of the

blood. By a certain combined effort

of this sedative and stimulant effect,

opium has been thought to produce
intoxication, and with this inten-

tion it is much used in eastern coun-
tries.

The principal indications which
opium is capable of fulfilling are,

supporting the actions of the system,
allaying pain and irritation, relieving

spasmodic action, inducing sleep, and
checking morbidly increased secre-

tions ; being differently administered,
as it is designed to fulfil one or other
of these intentions j e. g. where it

is given as a stimulus, it ought to be
administered in small doses, fre-

quently repeated, and slowly in-

creased, as by this mode the excite-
ment it produces is best kept up.
But where the design is to mitigate
pain or irritation, or the symptoms
arising from these, it ought to be
given in a full dose, and at distant
intervals, by which the state of di-

minished power and sensibility is

most completely induced.
Another general rule, with respect

to opium, is, that it ought not to be
given in any pure inflammatory af-
fection, at least until evacuations
have been used, or unless means are
employed to determine it to the sur-
face, and produce a diaphoresis.

The great practical rule, therefore,

in all cases where opium is given,

is, that it ought to be given in such
quantities only, that the pulse may
become slower and fuller from its

operation. Its exhibition is improper
where local inflammation, especially

of the brain, or of its membranes,
exists.

Opium is employed with laxatives

in colic, and often prevents ileus

and inflammation, by relieving the

spasm.— It is often given to promote
healthy suppuration, and is a princi-

pal remedy in arresting the progress

of gangrene.

The sudorific property of opium is

justly considered of considerable

power, more especially in combina-
tion with ipecac uan or antimony.
The compound powder of ipecacuan,

consisting of one part of ipecacuan,

one part of opium, and eight of sul-

phate of potash, is a very powerful
sudorific, given in a dose from 15

to 25 grains. The combination of

opium with antimony is generally

made by adding 30 to 40 drops of

antimonial wine to 25 or 30 drops of
tincture of opium, in the form of a
draught. Taken into the stomach
in immoderate doses, opium proves

a narcotic poison, producing vertigo,

tremors, convulsions, delirium, stu-

por, stertor, and, finally, apoplexy
and death.—Where it has been taken
so as to produce these dangerous
consequences, the contents of the
stomach are first to be evacuated by
the stomach pump, if at hand, or by
a powerful emetic, as a solution of
the sulphate of zinc. Large drauglits

of vinegar, or any of the native ve-
getable acids, are then to be swal-

lowed. Moderate doses of brandy,
or a strong infusion of coffee, have
also been found useful, &c.
As regards the external applica-

tion of opium, authors seem not
sufficiently agreed. Applied to the
naked nerves of animals, it produces
immediate torpor and loss of power
in all the muscles with which the
nerves communicate.
The dose of opium varies in diffe-

rent individuals,and in different states

3 F2
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of the same person : e. g. a quar-
ter of a grain will, in one adult, pro-
duce effects, which ten times the
quantity will not do in another ; and
a dose that might prove fatal in

cholera or colic, would not be per-
ceptible in many cases of tetanus, or
mania.
The lowest fatal dose of opium to

those unaccustomed to it, seems to be
about four grains ; but a dangerous
dose is so apt to produce vomiting,that
it has seldom time to occasion death.

When given in too small a dose, it

often produces disturbed sleep, and
other disagreeable consequences ; and
in some cases it seems impossible to

be made to agree in any dose or
form. Often, on the other hand, a

small dose procures sound sleep and
alleviates pain, while a larger one oc-

casions vertigo and delirium. Some
prefer the repetition of small doses

;

others a full dose at once. Its ope-
ration is supposed to last about eight

hours; this, however, must depend
upon circumstances. The usual dose
is one grain.

The seeds of this species of poppy
contain a bland oil, and in many
places are eaten as food ; as a medi-
cine, they have been usually given in

the form of emulsion in catarrhs,

stranguries, &c.
Papaw. The fruit of the carica

papaya, which see.

Papaw tree. The juice of this

tree is remarkable for containing

febrinc.

Papi'i.ia, -ce, f.— 1. The nipple of
the breast. See Nipple.—2. The fine

D iiiations of nerves, as the ner-

vous papillae of the tongue, skin, &c.

Pajh'lla medulla'res. Small
eminences on the medulla oblon-
gata.

Papillaris iie'kba. Sec Papsa/ta.

Pa'i PUB. The hair on the middle
of the chin. See Cajiillus.

Pa'pii.A. (Papula, dim. of pappa,
r dug or nipple). Avery small and
acuminated elevation of the cuticle,

with an inflamed base, not contain-

ing a fl. id, nor tending to suppura-

tion.

%* The duration of papulae is un-

certain, but they terminate for the
most part in scurf.

Pa'r cuculla're. So Casserius

calls the Musculus Crico Arytcenoi-
deus.

Par va'gum. (Par, a pair). The
eighth pair of nerves. They arise

from the corpora olivaria of the me-
dulla oblongata, and proceed into

the neck, thorax, and abdomen.
*%* In the neck the par vagum

gives off two branches, the lingual

and superior laryngeal ; and, in the

thorax, four branches, the recurrent

laryngeal, the cardiac, the pulmo-
nary, and the oesophageal plexuses.

At length the trunks of the nervi

vagi, adjacent to the mediastinum,
run into the stomach, and there

form the - stomachic plexus, which
branches to the abdominal plexi.

Paracentesis, -is, f. (From wapa-
KsvTEb), to pierce through). The ope-
ration of tapping, as in ascites, hydro-
thorax, dropsy of the ovarium, &c.
Paracentesis abdo'minis. Tap-

ping the abdomen.
*
#* This operation, when called

for, should not only be performed at

as early a period of the disease as

may be compatible with the safety of

the contents of the abdomen, but it

should also be repeated as soon as

the quantity of the fluid accumulated
again is sufficient to make the punc-
ture practicable without danger ; and
whatever may be the efficacy of di-

gitalis, mercury, calomel, squills and
other evacuants, in ascites, they are

rarely of any service in cases of local

and encysted dropsies. When there-

fore these swellings continue to en-

large, notwithstanding the adoption

of a few measures, the sooner the

fluid is evacuated the better. With
respect, however, to early tapping in

ascites, there is a fact mentioned by
Sir A. Cooper in his Lectures, which
ought not to be overlooked, namely,

that dropsy arising from the debility

caused by fever, or a course of mer-
cury, and attended with diseased

liver, spleen, or disorganization of

other important organs, may often

be cured by medical treatment, with-

out any operation at all ; he therefore
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does not approve of paracentesis in

such cases, as long; as the fluid is not

sufficiently copious to prevent the

risk of the bowels being wounded by
the trocar. As soon, however, as

this risk ceases, the practice seems
commendable, because it will rather

promote than retard, the good effect

of any other means which might be

deemed advisable. At the same time

it is Sir Astley's opinion, that the

operation itself will never effect a

cure, except where the disease has

proceeded from the debility left by
some kind of fever, or the abuse of

mercury.
Whenever a considerable quantity

of fluid is suddenlv drawn from the

abdomen in tapping, the quick re-

moval of the pressure of the water

off the large blood-vessels, and vis-

cera, may produce swooning, con-

vulsions, and even sudden death.

These consequences led the ancients

to consider paracentesis as a very

dangerous operation, and, when they

ventured to perforin it, they only

permitted the water to escape at in-

tervals.

In tapping, it is not uncommon for

the water to stop suddenly, long be-

fore the full quantity is discharged.

This sometimes occurs in consequence
of a piece of intestine or omentum
obstructing the cannula; which, how-
ever, admits of being removed by
the introduction of a probe or di-

rector, and holding the portion of
bowel back. When the water is very
viscid, the only thing we can do is to

introduce a large trocar, if such a
step would be likely to facilitate the

evacuation. A larger instrument also

might allow hydatids to escape when
they obstruct the cannula. In en-
cysted dropsies, the practitioner, of

course, can only evacuate the fluid

from those cavit ; es which he can
safely puncture.

The plan of tapping in the linea

semilunaris is justly abandoned by
every prudent surgeon : the linea

alba being now commonly preferred,

because here no muscular fibres need
be wounded, the place can be hit

Willi certainty, and no large blood-

vessel can be injured. About the

middle point between the navel and
pubes, is as good a situation for

making the puncture, as can possibly

be chosen. The trocar should be
introduced in a steady, firm manner,
never in an incautious, sudden way,
lest parts contained within the peri-

toneum be rashly wounded. For the

same reason, immediately the point

of the trocar has entered the abdo-
men, which is always known by the

sudden cessation of resistance to its

passing inward, it should be intro-

duced no farther, as the passage for

the cannula is already effected. The
surgeon now takes hold of the can-

nula with the thumb and index finger

of the left hand, and gently insinuates

it sufficiently into the cavity of the

peritoneum, while, with his right

hand, he withdraws the stilette. The
fluid now rushes out, and regularly

as it escapes, the sheet previously

placed round the patient's body is to

be tightened. After all the water is

evacuated, a piece of flannel and a
roller are to be immediately applied,

a bit of lint and soap plaster having
been previously laid on the wound.
When a dropsy of the ovary is

very large, it also admits of being

tapped in the linea alba ; but in this

particular case, it is generally best

to make the puncture where the

swelling is most prominent.
Paracente'sjs thoracis. Tapping

the thorax.

%* The necessity for performing
this operation is indicated, when the

heart or lungs are oppressed by any
kind of fluid confined within the

cavity of the chest. The nature of
the effused fluid can make no dif-

ference in regard to the propriety

of discharging in this manner ; and
though this operation is described by
some authors as only applicable to

hydrops pectoris and empyema, it

may also be of the greatest service

when air is confined in the chest.

(See Emphysema) , or blood extrava-

sated there (see Thorax, wounds of),

so as to make pressure on the lungs

and diaphragm dangerous. The case

in which this operation is least likely.

3Fa
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to be followed by a perfect recovery,

is hydrothorax ; and Sir Astley

Cooocr, in the course of his exten-

sive experience, has never seen an
instance where, under similar cir-

cumstances, a patient recovered after

it ; which he considers by no means
surprising, as the collection of fluid

is the effect of disease of the thoracic

viscera, the heart, or lungs, &c.

Though a successful case, in which
eleven pints of a fluid, resembling

whey, were discharged from the

chest by tapping, and the patient

recovered, is detailed by Dr. Archer,
in the Transactions of the King's and
Queen's College of Physicians , in Ire-

land, vol. i. art. 1.

The safest and most convenient

situation for making an opening into

the chest, is between the sixth and
seventh true ribs, on either side, as

circumstances may render necessary.

It should always be recollected, that

the two cavities of the pleura are

completely distinct from each other,

and have no communication whatso-

ever, so that, if fluid were contained

on the left side of the thorax, making
an opening into the eighth cavity

would not discharge the fluid accu-

mulated there. The practitioner

should also remember, that, when
there is a fluid on both sides of the

chest, paracentesis must never be

done for the relief of the two col-

lections, at the same time ; because

there is great reason to believe, that,

as the lungs on one side usually

collapse, when there is a free com-
munication between the air and inside

of the thorax, they would do so on
both sides, were an opening made
at the same time into each bag of

It is hardly necessary

that in this condition,

would not be able to

breathe, consequently would be suf-

focated.

The operation of paracentesis tho-

racis, consists in making an incision,

about two inches long, through the

integuments, covering the space be-

tween the sixth and seventh true ribs,

just where the indigitatieus of the

senatus major anticus muscle meets

the pleura,

to remark,
the patient

those of the external oblique. Here
it becomes necessary to divide any
muscular fibres, except those of the
intercostal muscles, and, by placing
the patient in a proper position, the
opening intended to be made, will be
depending enough for any purpose.
The operator, avoiding the lower
edge of the upper rib, where the in-

tercostal artery lies, is then cautiously
to divide the layers of the intercostal

muscles, till he brings the pleura into

view ; when this membrane is to be
very carefully divided with the lancet.

The instrument should never be in-

troduced in the least deeply, lest the
lungs should be injured. The size

of the opening in the pleura should
never be larger than necessary. The
discharge of blood and matter will of

course require a freer aperture than
that of air or water. A cannula, if

requisite, may be introduced into the
wound for the purpose of facilitating

the evacuation of the fluid, and it

may even in sgzne cases be proper to

let this instrument remain in the part,

in order to let the water or pus
escape, as often as another accumu-
lation takes place. For this purpose,
however, it is obvious that a cannula
should only be just long enough to

enter the cavity of the pleura, and
should have a broad rim to keep it

from slipping into the chest. A piece

of sticking-plaster would easily iix

the cannula, which might be stopped

up with a cork, or any other con-
venient thing, or left open, according

as the circumstances of the ease, and
the judgment of the surgeon, should

direct.

These operations are fully describ-

ed in all surgieal systems and trea-

tises, &c. For an account of para-

centesis of the bladder, see Urinary

bladder. Sec also Emphysema, Em-
pyema, and Thorax.
Paracma'sticos. (From Tra^axjtta^j,

to decline). Parncmv. The decline

of any distemper; also, according

to Galen, that part of life where a

person is said to grow old, and
which he reckons from 35 to 49,

vrhen he is said to be old.

Para'coe. (From napa, dim. and
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rotouw, to hear). Difficult hearing,

dulness of hearing.

Paracolle'tica. (From 7rapa-

KoWaofjiai, to glue together) . Agglu-
tinants ; substances which unite parts

preternaturally separated.

Para'cope. (From 7rotpaxo7rra>, to

be delirious). A slight delirium.

—

Hipp.
Paracri/sis. (From 7rapaapovix),

to deprecate). A slight disarrange-

ment of the faculties, where the pa-

tient is inattentive to what is said

to him.
Paraci'sis. (From wapa, wrong,

and anovw, to hear) .. Depraved hear-

ing. Deafness. A genus of disease in

the Class Locales, and Order Dy-
sesthesia, of Cullen. There are two
species

:

1. Paracusis imperfecta. Surditas.

When existing sounds are not heard
as usual.

2. Paracusis bnaginaria, called

also susurrus. Syrigmus. Syringmos.
Tinnitus aurium. When imaginary
sounds are heard, not from without,

but excited within the ear.

Paracyna'nciie. (From irana,

hvujv, a dog, and ay\u) 9
to strangle).

A species of quinsy ; being a distem-

per to which dogs are subject.

Paradi'sus. (Heb.) A pungent
seed resembling the cardamom, i>

named granum parodist , from its

virtues.

Paradisi grana. See A-momum.
Paraglo'ssa. (From irapa, and

yXuvrra, the tongue). A prolapsus
of the tongue. A swelled tongue.

Parago'ge. (From -rrapayu), to

adduce). Fitness of the bones to

one another, which is discernible in

their articulation ; and bones thereby
easier of reduction, when dislocated,

are by Hippocrates called -n-apayto-

yortpa.

Parala'mpSJS. (From 7rapa\ap7rco,
to shine a little) . Some writers apply
this word to a cicatrix in the tran-

sparent part of the cornea of the eye.

PARALLA'GMA. (From TrapaWarroj,
to change) . Parallaxis. The shifting

of a solid part from its proper place,

e\ g. where one part of a broken
bone lies over another.

Paralla'xis. See Parallagma.
Paralle'la. (From 7rapa\\r)\ocf

parallel) . A sort of scurf or leprosy ,.

affecting only the palms of the hands,
and running down them in parallel

lines ; it happens sometimes in the
venereal disease.

Paralo'gia. (From TrapaXeyu), to

talk absurdly). Delirium in which
the patient talks incoherently.

Paralo'phia. (From vrapa, near,
and Xo(pia, the first vertebra of the

back). Some anatomical writers, as

Keil, &c. express the lower and la-

teral part of the neck, near the ver-
tebrae, by this term.

Para'lysis. (From 7rapaXvio, to

loose or weaken). The palsy. A
genus of disease in the Class Neu-
roses, and Order Comata, of Cullen,
characterized by a loss or diminution
of the power of voluntary motion,
affecting certain parts of the body,
and often attended with drowsiness.

%* In some instances, this disease

is confined to a particular part ; but
it more usually happens that one en-
tire side of the body, from the head
downwards, is affected.—The species

are :

1. Paralysis partialis, partial, or
palsy of some particular muscle.

2. Paralysis hemiplegica, palsy of
one side longitudinally.

3. Paralysis paraplegica, palsy of
one half of the body, taken trans-

versely, as both legs and thighs.

4. Paralysis venenata, from the

sedative effects of poisons.

Paralysis is also symptomatic of

several diseases, as worms, scrofula,

syphilis, &c.
Palsy usually com\?s on with a

sudden and immediate loss of the

motion and sensibility of the parts;

but in a few instances it is preceded
by a numbness, coldness, and pale-

ness, and sometimes by slight con-
vulsive twitches. When the head is

much affected, the eye and mouth
are drawn on one side, the memory
and judgment are much impaired,
and the speech is indistinct and in-

coherent. If the disease affects the
extremities, and has been of Ions:

duration, it not only produces a lo^s
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of motion and sensibility, but like-

wise a considerable flaccidity and
wasting away in the muscles of the

parts affected.

When palsy attacks any vital part,

such as the brain, heart, or lungs, it

soon terminates fatally. When it

arises as a consequence of apoplexy,

it generally proves very difficult of
cure. Paralytic affections of the lower
extremties, ensuing from any injury

done to the spinal marrow, by blows
and other accidents, usually prove
incurable. Palsy, although a dan-
gerous disease in every instance,

particularly at an advanced period

of life, is sometimes removed by the

occurrence of a diarrhcea or fever.

—

See Bell's System of Surgery, vol.

vii. p. 213 ;

—

Essay on Nervous Dis-

eases , hy John Reid;—Medical Re-
pr/rts and Cases, p. 183, by Dr.
Rardsley;—Dr. Clutterbuck's Pam-
phlet on the Use of Mercury in Para-
lytic Cases;—Lind on the Diseases

of TVarm Climates, p. 286;

—

Pem-
berton s Treatise on the Diseases of
the Abdominal Viscera, &c. &c.

Para'lysis hf/rba. (From icapa-

Xvlo, to weaken ; so called from its

use in paralytic disorders). The
cowslip and primrose are sometimes
so termed. See Primula veris, and
Primula vulgaris.

Parame'ria. (From Tcapa, near,

and prjpog, the thigh). The inward
parts of the thigh.

Para'mesus. (From napa, near,

and /uecoc, the middle). The ring

finger, or that which is between the

middle and the little fingers.

Paranof/a. Paranoia. (From napa,
dim. and voeto, to understand).
Alienation of mind ; defect of judg-
ment.

Parape'ciiyum. (From nana, near,

and 7r£%wc, the cubit). That part of
the arm from the elbow to the

wrist.

Paraphiivio'sis, or Paraphymosis.
(From 'wapa, about, and <pijioo>, to

bridle). A morbid retraction of the

prepuce towards the root of the pe-

nis, preventing its being returned

over the glands, and forming a kind

<>f ligature behind the corona.

*** This disease

from two causes e.g.

may proceed
1. From the

imprudence of young people, and
sometimes also of grown persons,

who, having the end of their prepuce
too straight, cannot uncover their

glans without pain, and when they
have done it, neglect returning it so

soon as they ought; and thus the

contracted part of the prepuce forms
a constriction behind the glans. Soon
after, the glans and penis swell, and
the prepuce , being consequently much
distended, is affected in the same
manner; an inflammation seizes upon
both, and swellings quickly appear
upon the stricture formed by the

prepuce, so that the whole may be
liable to a gangrene, if not speedily

relieved. — 2. Venereal virus. In

adults, whose glans is uncovered,
there frequently arise venereal chan-
cres in the prepuce after impure
coition, which, before they digest,

are generally attended with inflam-

mation, more or less considerable.

This inflammation is alone sufficient

to render the prepuce too straight

for the size of the penis ; conse-

quently, a swelling, or inosculation,,

may take place, like that before

mentioned ; and this is what is termed
a paraphimosis.

Parapho'nia. (From /sraprt, wrong,
and (piovj], sound). Alteration of the

voice. A genus of disease in the

Class Locales, and Order Dyscinesia?,

of Cullen, comprehending six spe-

cies, viz. paraphonia puberum,—pa-
raphonia rauca,—paraphonia resonans,

.—paraphonia palatina ,

—

paraphonia
clangens,— and paraphonia coma-
tota.

Para'piiora. (From Trapafepio,

to transfer) . A slight kind of febrile

delirium, or light-headedness : some
use this word for a delirium in ge-

neral.

Paraphrene'sis. A delirium; also

paraphrenitis.

Paraphrenias. (From napa,
dim. and <})pi)v, the mind). Dia-
phragmatitU' Inflammation of the

diaphragm. A genus of disease in the

Class Pyrexia', and Order Phlegma-
sia3 , of Cullen, known by delirium.
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with difficulty of breathing, and pain

in the region of the diaphragm.

Paraph ro'syne. (From Trapa-

Qpovtu), to be estranged in mind).

The same as Mania.
Paraphymo'sis. See Paraphi-

viosis.

Paraple'gia. (From7rapa7r\?;(r(r<i>,

to strike inharmoniously) • Palsy of

one half of the body taken trans-

versely. A species of paralysis. See
Paralys is.

Parapople'xia. (From 7rapa, dim.

and <nro7r\r]Zia, an apoplexy). A
slight apoplexy.

Pararthre'ma. (From wapa, and
apQpov, a joint). A slight luxation

;

a tumour from protrusion, as a

hernia.

Pararthre'mata. Plural of pa-

rarthrcma, and synon. with ecto-

pia?.

Parary'thmos. (From xapa, and

pvQfioQ, number) . A pulse not com-
patible with the age of the indivi-

dual.

ParacepaVtra. (From 7rapa
9
and

<r*£7ra£(t», to cover). A cap or band-
age to go round the whole head.

Para'sciude. (From napa, and
o-^i^o), to cleave). A fragment or
tissure in a broken bone.

Parasi'tic. Parasiticalis. (From
7rapa(Tirog, a parasite, or hanger
on;. Animals and plants are thus
termed, that receive their nourish-

ment in the bodies of others, as

worms, polypes, hydatids, cSic.

Para'simiacis. (From napa, near,
and (7(payij, the throat). The part
of the neck contiguous to the cla-

vicles.

Paua'stata. (From TrapiTijpi, to

stand near). Any tiling situated near
another.

Para'stat-e. (From irapinjpi, to

stand near). In Hippocrates it sig-

nifies the . .I'lulijmis. Herophilus
and Galen called these the Varicosa?

Parastata?, to distinguish them from
the GUuululoscr Parastata, now called

Prostata-. Ilufus Ephesius called the
tubae Fallopianoe by the name of
Partutatee Varicosa?.

Paravi ki/mma. (From irapaa-
TOftpUf to distort or pervert, . A per-

version, or convulsive distortion of
the mouth, or any part of the face.

Parasyna'nche. A species of
Quinsy. See Paracynanche,
Para'thenar. (From napa, near,

and Stvap, the sole of the foot). A
muscle situated near the sole of the
foot.

Para'thenar mi'nor. See Flexor
brevis minimi digiti pedis.

Parda'liim. (From Trapc'oc, the
panther). An ointment smelling like

the panther.

Paregoric elixir. See Tinctura
camphora? composita.

Parego'rics. (Medicamenta pare-
gorica, 7rapiiyopix,og ; from irapayo-
peujy to mitigate, to assuage). Me-
dicines that allay pain.

Parei'a. (Uapeia). That part
of the face which is between the
eyes and chin.

Parei'ra bra'va. See Cissampelos.

Parence'phalis. (From csrapa,

near, andfynf^aXoc, the brain). See
Cerebellum.

Pare'nchyma. (From vTaptyx V(x) >

to strain through, because the an-
cients believed the blood was strained

through it). The spongy and cellu-

lar texture connecting parts together.

It is now only, in anatomy, applied

to the connecting medium of the sub-
stance of the lungs.

Pa're'^is. (From <ar«pi?//xi, to re-

lax). An imperfect palsy.

Parie'ra bra'va. (Span.) See
Cissampelos.

Parie'tal bones. (Parietalis,

from paries , a wall, because they
defend the brain like walls). Ossa
verticis. Ossa si?tcipitis. Ossa vcrti-

calla rel bregmatis. Two arched and
somewhat quadrangular bones, situ-

ated one on each side of the superior

part of the cranium. Each of these

bones forms an irregular square.

They arc thicker above than below ;

but are somewhat thinner, and at

the same time more equal and smooth
than the other bones of the cranium.
The onlv foramen observed in them,
is a small one towards the upper and
posterior part of each, which lias

been named the parietal foramen ;

and serves for the transmission of a
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Small vein to the longitudinal sinus.

In many subjects this foramen is

wanting.

#
*
# In new born infants, the pa-

rietal bones are separated from the

middle of the divided os frontis by a

portion of the cranium, then unos-

sified. When the finger is applied to

this part, the motion of the brain,

and the pulsation of the arteries of

the dura mater, may be easily dis-
9. J J

tinguished. In general, the whole of
this part is completely ossified before

the age of seven.

Parieta'ria. (From paries, a

wall ; because it grows upon old

walls, and among rubbish).— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Polygamia ; Order, Mo-
noecia.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the wall pellitory. See Parietaria

officinalis.

Parieta'ria officinalis. The
systematic name of the wall pelli-

tory. Parietaria ;. foliis lanceolato-

ovattSy jpedunculis dichotomis, calyci-

lus diphyllis, of Linnaeus. This plant

has no smell, and its taste is simply
herbaceous. In the practice of the

present day, it is wholly laid aside,

though it was, at one time, in high
estimation as a diuretic.

Pa'ris. (So called from the youth
of that name, who adjudged the gol-

den apple to Venus, this herb bearing
but one seed). — 1. The name of a

genus of plants in the Linna?an sys-

tem : Class, Octandria ; Order, Te-
tragynia. — 2. The pharmacopceial
name of the herb Paris. The herb
true-love. Paris auadrifulia, of Lin-

neeus. The colour and smell of this

plant indicate its possessing narcotic

powers.
*** The leaves and berries of

this plant are said to be efficacious

in the cure of hooping-cough, and
to act like opium. Much caution is

requisite in their exhibition, as con-
vulsions and death are caused by an
overdose. The root possesses emetic

qualities.

Pa'ris yuAURiFo'uA. The syste-

matic name of the herb Paris. See
Paris.

PABi'sTHMIA. (From qrapa, and

ktBH-lov : the part of the throat where
the tonsils are). A part of the throat
near the tonsils ; or disorders of the

tonsils.

Paristhmio'tomus. (From ma-
piaOjiia , the tonsils, and rsfivio, to

cut). An instrument with which the

tonsils were formerly scarified.

Parodo'ntis. (From wapa, near,

and oCovq, a tooth) . A painful tu-

bercle upon the gums.
Paronychia. (From vrapa, about,

and ovv%, the nail) . Panaris. Pana-
ritiamn. See Tf^hitlow.

Paro'pIjE. (From mapa, near, and
(*>\p 9 the eye) . The external angles of

the eyes.

Paropte'sis. From vrapa, and
oTrJaw, to roast) . A process of pro-
voking perspiration by making a pa-
tient approach the fire, or by placing

him in a bagnio.

Parora'sis. (From wapa, dim,
and opacj, to see). An imbecility of
sight.

Parorchj'dium. (From wapa,
and op%tc, a testicle) . A tumour in

the groin, occasioned by the testicle

passing into the scrotum.
Paro'tid duct. The parotid duct

crosses the cheek, being situated

about one-third from the zygoma,
and two-thirds from the basis of the

jaw. After passing over the masscter
muscle, it pierces the buccinator,

and terminates in the mouth by a
considerable orifice, opposite the

space between the second and third

bicuspid grinders of the upper jaw.

As soon as it has passed the masse-
ter, it dives deeply into the fat of
the cheek, and, as M. Louis, (Mem.
de VAcad. de Chit. t. iii. p. 437),
has observed, makes an angle be-

fore it opens into the mouth.—See
Fistula, Salivary.

Paro'tid GLAND. Glandala pa-
rotidea. (From 7zapa

y
about, and

ovg 9
the ear). Parotis. A large

conglomerate and salivary gland, si-

tuated under the ear, and behind the

jaw on each side, between the ma-
millary process of .the temple bone
and the angle of the lower jaw.

*
#
* The excretory duet of this

gland opens in the mouth, and is
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called, from its discoverer, the Ste~

ncniaji duct. See Parotid duct.

Parotid/e'a. (From orapwnc, the

parotid gland). The mumps. A spe-

cies of quinsy, in which the parotid

gland, neck and throat, are consi-

derably affected. See Cynanche.
Paro'tis. (From mapa, near, and

ovg, the ear). See Parotid gland.

Paro'xysm. [Paroxysmus ; from
tzrapoZwii), to aggravate). A perio-

dical exacerbation or fit of a disease.

Parsley, black mountain. See.Atha-

manta (h'coselinum.

Parsley, common. See Apium Pe-
trosclinum.

Parsley, Macedonian. See Bubon
Macedonicum

.

Parsnip. See Pastinaca.
Pars7iip, water. See Siu?n.

PaRTHENIA'sTOUM. (Dim. of par-
thenium, tansy). A species of tansy,

or bastard fever- few.

Parthe'mlm. Part/tenis. (From
TtranQtvoQ, a virgin ; so called, be-
cause of its uses in diseases of young
women). See Matricaria.

Parthe'nium mas. SeeTanaceli/w.
PARTLRl'TION. Parturitio. The

expulsion of the foetus from the ute-

rus after the regular period of gesta-

tion. See Pregnancy.
Pari'lis. (From wapa, near, and

ovXov, the gum). An inflammation,
boil, or abscess in the gums.

Parv'gron. (From mapa, and
vypoq, humid). A liquid or moist
preparation for allaying topical in-

flammation.

PASl'PHILUS. (From txrac, all,

and (piKoq, grateful ; from its general
usefulness) . A name given to a vi-

triolic plaster.

Pa'sma. (From Graved), to sprinkle
over). See Catapasma.

Pa'ssa. (From pandere, to spread)

.

In Paracelsus it is a whitlow.
Pa'ssa mi'nor. Seel/vapassa minor.
Passava'nticus. (From cxrag, all,

and auaivo), to dry *p). A term
given by Schroeder to a powder,
which dries up, and evacuates mor-
bid humours.

Passiflo'ra. A genus of plants
in the Linnaean system : Class, Gy-
nandria ; Order, Pentandria.

Passiflo'ra laurifo'lia. Bay-
leaved passion-flower. A native of
Surinam. The fruit grows to the
size of a small lemon, which it great-
ly resembles. They have a delicious

smell and flavour, and are excellent,

for quenching thirst, abating heat of
the stomach, increasing the appetite,

recruiting the spirits, and allaying

the heat in burning fevers.

Passiflo'ra malifo'rmis. Apple-
shaped granadilla.

%* The fruit of this spccie3 of
passion-flower is esteemed a deli-

cacy in the West Indies, where it is

served up at table in desserts : they
arc not unwholesome.

Passion, cosliac. See Diarrhoea.
Passion y hysteric. See Hysteria.
Passion, iliac. See Iliac passion.

Passi/l* majo'res. See Uva
passa viajor.

Passula'tum. (From passula, a
fig, or raisin). A term given by
pharmaceutical writers to some me-
dicines where raisins are the chief
ingredient, as the electuarium passu-
latum, &c.

Pa'ssum. (From passa, a grape,
or raisin) . Raisin-wine.

Pa'sta re'gia. (From gtchtvu), to

sprinkle) . A lozenge, or small cake*
sprinkled over with some dry pow-
dered substance.

Pasti'llum. (Dim. of pasta, a
lozenge) . Pastillus. A little lump
of paste, or ball, made to take like

a lozenge ; a troch, or pastil.

Pastina'ca. {A pastu; from its

usefulness as a food) .— 1 . The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Pentandria ; Order,
Digynia. Parsnep.— 2. The phar-
macopceial name of the parsnep.
See Pastinaca sativa.

Pastina'ca opo'panax. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which
yields opopanax. The plant from
whence this gum resin is produced
is known by the names of opopona-
cum,pa7iax heracleum,panax costinum,
panax pastinacea, kyna, Hercules-all-
heal, and opopanax-wort. Pastinaca
opopanax

, foliis pinnatis ,foliolis bast,

antica excisis, of Linnaeus. It is the
gummi-resinous juice, obtained by
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tneans of incisions made at the bot-

tom of the stalk of the plant, and

by undergoing spontaneous concre-

tion, assumes the appearance under

which it is imported from Turkey
and the East Indies. It has a strong

disagreeable smell, and a bitter, acrid,

somewhat nauseous taste. It is only

employed as an antispasmodic, in

combination with other medicines,

although it was formerly in high es-

timation as an attenuant, deobstru-

ent, and aperient.

*** The antispasmodic virtues of

opopanax are less powerful than gal-

banum, and more so than ammonia-
cum. It has no place in the Edin-

burgh Pharmacopoeia, but is directed

by the London College.

Pastina'ca sati'va. The syste-

matic name of the parsnep. The
cultivated or garden parsnep is the

pastinaca

:

—foliolis simpliciter pinna-

tis, of Linnaeus. Elaphoboscum, of

the ancients. Its roots are sweet

and nutritious, and in high esteem

as an article of food. They possess

an aromatic flavour, more especially

those of the wild plant, and are ex-

hibited in calculous complaints for

their diuretic and demulcent qualities.

Pate'lla. (Dim. of patina, a dish

;

so named from its shape). Rotula.

The knee-pan. A small flat bone,

which, in some measure, resembles

the common figure of the heart, with

its point downwards, and is placed

at the fore-part of the joint of the

knee. In new-born children it is

entirely cartilaginous.

*.£* The use of this bone seems to

be to defend the articulation of the

joint of the knee from external in-

jury. It likewise tends to increase

the power of the muscles, which act

in the extension of the leg, by re-

moving their direction farther from

the centre of motion, in the manner
of a pulley. When we consider the

manner in which it is connected with

the tibia, we find that it may very

properly be considered as an appen-

dix to the latter, which it follows in

nil its motions, so as to be to the

tibia what the olecranon is to the

ulna ; with this difference, however,

that the patella is moveable, whereas
the olecranon is a fixed process. With-
out this mobility, the rotary motion
of the leg would have been prevented.

Pathe'tici, pi. of Pathcticus.

(From waOog, an affection ; because
they direct the eyes to express the

passions of the mind) . Trovhleatores.

The fourth pair of nerves. Tluey

arise from the crura of the cerebel-

lum laterally, and are distributed in

the musculus obllquus superior, seu

trochlearis.

Pathogno'mOxNIC. (Pathognomo-
nicus; from ivaOog, a disease, and
yiviocTKU), to know). A term given

to those symptoms which are pecu-
liar to a disease : also termed proper
or characteristic symptoms.

Patho'logy. (Pathologia; from
ixraQoe,, a disease, and Xoyoc, a dis-

course) . The doctrine of diseases ;

comprehending nosology, etiology,

symptomatology, semeiotics, and the-

rapeia.

Patie'ntia. (From pati, to bear,

or suffer) . The name of the herb
monk's rhubarb, from its gentle

purging qualities. See Rumex pa-
tientia.

Patience, garden. See Rumex pa-
tientia.

Pa'toR Na'rium. (From patcre,

to be opened) . The sinus, cavity,

or chasm of the nose.

Pa'trum co'rtex. (So called

from the Jesuits, termed fathers in

the church of Rome, who first spread

its use in Europe). See Cinchona.

Patu'rsa. The venereal disease.

Pauli'na conff/ctio. (From -arava>j

to rest). A warm opiate, similar to

the Confectio Opii of the London
Pharmacopoeia. It is the Paulina of

Aristarchus, which is the same as

the Confectio Archigenis.

Paul's betony. See T
r
cronica.

Pau'lus. See JEgiiuta.

Pava'na. See Croton tiglium.

Pa'vor. (From pavcre, to fear ;

so called, from the dread there is of

approaching or touching a person
affected with it) . The itch.

Pea. A species of pulse of great

variety, and much in use as a nou-
rishing article of diet.
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Peach. See Amygdalus Persica.

Peagle. See Primula vcris.

Pearl. See Margarita.

Pearl ashes. See Potassa.

Pearl barley. See Hordeum, &c.

Pear. Of this fruit there are

many varieties, affording a whole-

some nourishment, and a drink

called perry.

Peche'dion. (Uijx^wv) . The pe-

rinaeum.

Pechu'rim co'rtex. A highly

aromatic bark, the produce of a

species of Laurus. It is extremely

fragrant, like that of cinnamon,
which it greatly resembles in its

properties.

%* In Lisbon, this bark is much
esteemed in the cure of dysenteries,

and for allaying obstinate vomit-

ings.

Pechu'rim va'ba. I See Faba pe-

Pechu'ris. J churim.

Pechya'gra. (From 'anjxvc., the

cubit, and ayna, a seizurej. The
gout in the elbow.

Pf/ciivs. (ID/y^c/)- The cubit, or

elbow.

Pechytv'ree. A name for the

scurvy.

Pecquet''s duct. See Thoracic duct.

Pf/cten. The pubes, or share

-

bone.

Pe'cTIC, or COAGULATING ACID.

(From TrtKriQ, ivaguhmiy in conse-

quence of its resembling a jelly or
gum). A new acid, discovered by
M. H. Braconnot : it is found in all

vegetables ; it is sensibly acid ; it

reddens turnsole paper; it is scarcely

soluble in cold water, but more so

in hot water ; it is coagulated into a

transparent and colourless jelly by
alcohol, by all the metallic solutions,

by lime-water, water of barytes, the

acids, muriate and sulphate of soda,
and nitre, &c. ; it forms, with pot-
ash, a very soluble salt, consisting
of 85 parts of lead, and 15 of pot-
ash.

%* This salt has the remarkable
effect of communicating to large
masses of sugar and water the pro-
perty of gelatinising, which renders
it of great use to the confectioner.
M. Braconnot, in this way, prepared

aromatized jellies, perfectly trans-

parent and colourless, and very
agreeable to the taste and the eye.

He also made with rose-water, co-
loured with a little cochineal, rose-

jelly of exquisite taste.

—

Ann. de

Chim.
Pectina'lis. (So named from its

arising at the pecten, or pubes).

The Pectinepus, of authors, and Pubo-
femoral, of Dumas. A small flat

muscle, situated obliquely between
the pubes and the little trochanter,

at the upper and anterior part of the

thigh. It serves to bend the thigh,

by drawing it upwards and inwards,

and likewise assists in rolling it out-

wards.

PeCTINa'tI Ml/SCULI. (Pcctinatus ;

from pecten, a comb ; so named
from their supposed resemblance).
The fasciculated muscular fibres of
the right auricle of the heart.

Pectora'lis ma'jor. Musculus
pectoralis. (From pectus, the breast).

Pectora/L, of authors, and sterno-

costo-clario- humeral
t
of Dumas. A

broad, thick, fleshy, and radiated

muscle, situated immediately under
the integuments, and covering al-

most the whole anterior part of the

breast. Winslow calls it pectoralis

major, to distinguish it from the

sorratus anticus, which he has named
pectoralis minor. The use of the pec-

toralis is to move the arm forwards,

or to raise it obliquely towards the

sternum. It likewise occasionally

assists in moving the trunk upon the

arm ; thus, when we make any ef-

forts with the hand, as in raising

ourselves from off an arm-chair, or
in sealing a letter, the contraction

of this muscle is particularly observ-

able. To these uses, Haller adds that

of assisting in respiration, by raising

the sternum and ribs.
*
#
* Haller says, he well remem-

bers, that when this muscle was
affected by rheumatism, his breath-

ing was incommoded ; and that, when
troubled with difficulty of respiration,

he had often found himself greatly

relieved by raising and drawing back
his shoulders, keeping his arms at

the same time firmly fixed. Winslow,
3G
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however, has denied this use, and
Albinus has omitted it, probably,

.-because it does not take place in a

natural state.

Pectora'lis mi'nor. Serratus an-

ticus, of Albinus. Douglas and Cow-
per call this muscle Serratus minor
aiiticus; and Winslow gives it the

name of Pecturalis minor; and Dumas
calls it Costo-caracoidieji. It is a

fleshy and pretty considerable mus-
cle, situated at the anterior and la-

teral part of the thorax, immediately
under the pectoralis major. The
principal use of this muscle is to

draw the scapula forwards and down-
wards ; and when that is fixed, it

may likewise serve to elevate the

ribs.

Pe'ctorals. (Medieamenta pec-

tora.lia; from pectus, the breast).

Medicines that relieve disorders of

the chest.

Pectori'loquism, or Mediate
Auscultation. A name given by M.
Laennec to certain results of the

stethoscope applied to the chest,

e. g. when this instrument is applied

to the chest of a healthy person in

the act of singing or speaking, no-

thing is heard but a kind of low
murmuring, more distinct in some
parts of the chest than in others;

yet, where an ulcer, or other morbid
excavation, exists in the lungs, a

very singular change takes place

;

for the voice of the invalid is no
longer heard by the disengoged ear,

but comes entirely to the observant

ear that is applied to the end of the

cylinder opposite to that affixed to

the chest—a phenomenon ascribed

by M. Laennec to the greater degree

of strength exercised by the vocal

sound, in a cavity of a wider calibre

than the bronchia themselves. And
this opinion is rendered the more
probable, from the occurrence of

flu* same phenomenon when the cy-

linder is applied to the trachea or

Larynx* It is, therefore, to this ap-

parent transfer of the voice to the

chest, that M. Laennec has applied

the above terms. See Stethoscope.

Pe'ctuS, -oris, n. The breast.

Thoriu .

Pectu'sculum. (Dim. of pectusJ
the breast ; so named from its,

shape). The metatarsus.

Pe'des hippoca'mpi. (Pes, a foot,!

so named, from their resemblance tc

the feet of the hippocampus, or sea-

horse) . Two columns at the end oi

the fornix of the brain, which diverge,

posteriorly.

Pede'thiwus. (From Tnjdaa), to

leap). The motion which is sensible

in the arteries from the impulse oi

the blood. The pulse.

Pedia'smus. (From rrtSwv, a.

field) . A name of a species of wild
myrrh.

Pedicula'ria. (From pcdiculus,

a louse ; so called from its use in

destroying lice). The herb staves-

acre. See Delphinium staphisagria,

Pedicula'tion. Morbus pedicula-

ris, (00tipiacrig) . That disease ol;

the body in which lice are continually

bred on the skin. See Vermination ,i

cutaneous.

Pedi'culus, -i, m. (Dim. of pes,

a foot).—1. A louse, so named from
its many small feet.—2. A pedicle,

or foot-stalk of a flower or leaf.

*** The insects of this name thai

trouble our own race, arc the twe

!

following : the pediculus humanus, oi

common louse, which chiefly inha-

bits the head of uncleanly children,

where it produces a greasy scurf, oi

other filth, and sometimes exulcera-

tion and porrigo : occasionally it mi-
grates over the body. The pediculm
pubis, or crab-louse, or morpio, is

found chiefly in the groins anci

eye -brows of uncleanly men : i<

causes extreme itching, without ul-

ceration.

The common pediculi arc too wel
known to render any descriptioi

necessary. Lewenhoeck, who cau-

tiously watched them, by way of ex
periment, in his own person, affirms

that the male is furnished, at thi

extremity of the abdomen, with l

sting, and that it is this sting whicl
produces the usual irritation, th«

suction of the proboscis hardly seem
ing to occasion any irksome sensatioj

on the skin of the hand. The mal
is readily distinguished from the fe
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male, by having the tail, or tip of

the abdomen, rounded, which in the

female is forked or bifid. The ani-

mal is produced from a small oval

egg, vulgarly called a nit, which is

agglutinated by its smaller end to the

hair on which it is deposited. From
this egg proceeds the insect, com-
plete in all its parts, and differing

only from the parent animal in its

size. To determine the time of preg-

nancy, and proportion of increase,

this indefatigable physiologist took

two females, and placed them in a

black silk stocking, which he wore
day and night, that they might have

the full benefit of feeding upon him.

He found that, in six days, each laid

fifty eggs, without exhausting its

store, and that in twenty-four days

the young were capable of laying

eggs themselves ; and, carrying on
the calculation, he estimates, that

the two females, conjointly, might
produce eighteen thousand in two
months.

The largest animals of this kind

were discovered by Linnaeus in the

warm caverns of Fahlum, in Sweden.
It has been observed, however, by
many entomologists, that those which
conceal themselves in clothes, form-
ing the pediculi vestu/ientortt/zi, are,

in some respects, a different animal
from the lice of the hair, or pediculi

capitis. Dr. Willan remarks, that

the latter lay single nits on the hairs

of the head, and do not spontaneously
quit the scalp, or its natural cover-
ing. The former are large, flat, and
whitish, and seldom appear on the
head, but reside on the trunk of the
body, on the limbs, and on the
clothes. Their nits arc conglome-
rate, and usually deposited in the
folds of linen, or in other articles of
dress.

Swediaur tells us, that he once 6aw
a young woman, thirty years of age,
a patient in the Westminster infir-

mary, who was covered very generally
with minute pustules, produced by
an unlimited assault of these animal-
culae over the whole body ; and sup-
poses that universal phthisias was by
no means an unfrequent disease

among the ancients.—See Nov. Nosol.

Meth. Syst. ii. 233.

The pcdiculus pubis is distinguished

by the cheliform structure of its

legs, whence its name of crab-louse :

its antennae consist of five articula-

tions; its excrement stains the linen,

and appears like diluted blood. It is

a frequent cause of local porrigo

;

for these animals burrow in the

skin, and, being almost unknown
amongst decent persons, may re-

main a long time unsuspected, since

even an examination for the purpose
will scarcely detect them. They are

chiefly discoverable by their nits,

which may be seen attached to the

basis of the hairs, the insects them-
selves appearing only like discoloura-

tions of the skin.

All these arc bred among the in-

habitants of sordid dwellings, jails,

and work-houses, or those who are

habitually uncleanly . Monkeys, Hot-
tentots, and some tribes of negroes,

eat them ; neither need we go so far

a-fielu to find amateurs of this epi-

curean luxury; for, with the lower
orders in some parts in the west of
England, it is as common for them to

eat a louse as it is a pilchard. The
cutaneous secretion is sometimes so

changed by disease, that it becomes
offensive to them, and they quit the

person who is labouring under it :

various infectious fevers seem to

produce this result.

It is affirmed bv some writers,

that the pcdiculus capitis, or huma-
?ius> has been found useful in epilep-

sies, diseases of the head, and in

scrofula; and that the worst conse-
quences have arisen from drying the

little ulcerations they produce. In

Russia, and other parts of the Con-
tinent, where this kind of uncleanli-

ness is, perhaps, less attended to

than in our own country, all this

may have occurred ; for we have
already had occasion to remark,
that any cutaneous irritation, whe-
ther from scabies, porrigo, or other
excitement, maintained till it has
become habitual, should be sup-
pressed gradually, or we shall en-
danger a transfer of the morbid ac-

3 G2
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tion to a part of far more importance.
Upon the whole, however, such re-

marks are only apologies for filth

and indolence, as we are in no want
of much more effectual irritants,

where such means are called for, than
can be obtained from so disgusting a

source.

The most fatal poisons to all these

vermin, are the mercurial oxydes,
stavesacre, menispermum, rue, opi-

um, angelica, and laurel; saffron,

pepper, sedum, lycopodium, pingui-

cula, tobacco, and the seeds of ve-

ratrum. Cleanliness itself, however,
is a sufficient antidote, and a sure

prophylactic. The pediculus pubis is

best destroyed by calomel, mixed
with starch-powder, and applied by
a down puff. See Vermination, cu-

taneous.

Pedi'culi, ma'lis. Lousiness. Cu-
ticle infested with lice, depositing

their nits or eggs at the roots of the

hair : troublesome itchings. See Pe-
diculus.

Pedlcus. See Extensor brevis di-

gitorum pedis.

Pedili/vium. (From pedes, the

feet, and lavare, to wash). A bath

for the feet.

Pf/dion. (From move, the foot).

The sole of the foot.

Pf/dora. (From pes, a foot). The
sordes of the eyes, ears, and feet.

Peganel/e'um. (From mrjyavov,
rue, and ekawv, oil). Oil of rue.

Pegane'iujm. (From wriyavov,
ruej. A plaster composed of rue.

Pe'ganum. (From wrjyvvoj, to

compress; so called, because, by its

dryness, it condenses the seed) . Rue.

Pe'ge. (ll?/y», a fountain). The
internal angles of the eye are called

pegce.

Pe'laDA. A Species of baldness;

or shedding of the hair from a ve-

nereal cause.

Pela'gra. The Elephantiasis Tta-

lica of Dr. Good. The Ichthyosis

pellagra of Abbert. The disease

called by this name, docs not appear

to have been noticed by any of our

nomologists. Indeed, few accounts

of it have hitherto been published,

although the peculiar symptoms with

which it is attended, and the fatal

consequences which generally result

from it, render it equally curious

and important. In certain districts,

as Milan and Padua, in Italy, where
it is peculiarly prevalent, it is com-
puted to attack five inhabitants out

of every hundred,
*** The following account of this

singular disease is extracted from
Dr. Jansen's treatise on the subject,

who had witnessed it at Milan :

" About the month of March or
April, when the season invites the

farmers to cultivate their fields, it

often happens that a shining red spot

suddenly arises on the back of the

hand, resembling the common erysi-

pelas, but without much itching or

pain, or indeed any other particular

inconvenience. Both men and wo-
men, girls and boys, are equally sub-

ject to it. Sometimes this spot af-

fects both hands, without appearing

on any other part of the body. Not
uncommonly it arises also on the

shins, sometimes on the neck, and

now and then, though very rarely,

on the face. It is sometimes also

seen on the breasts of women, where

they are not covered by tine clothes,

but such parts of the body as are not

exposed to the air, are very seldom

affected ; nor has it ever been ob-

served to attack the palm of the

hand, or the sole of the foot. This

red spot elevates the skin a little,

producing numerous small tubercles

of different colours; the skin be-

comes dry and cracks, and the epi-

dermis sometimes assumes a fibrous

appearance. At length it falls off in

white furfuraceous scales ; but the

shining redness underneath still con-

tinues, and, in some instances, re-

mains through the following winter.

In the mean time, excepting this

mere local affection, the health is

not the least impaired, the patient

performs all his rural labours as be-

fore, enjoys a good appetite, eats

heartily, and digests well. The bowels

are generally "relaxed at the very

commencement of the disease, and

continue so throughout its whole

course. All the other excretions are
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as usual ; and, in females, the men-

ses return at their accustomed pe-

riods, and in the proper quantity.

But what is most surprising is, that

in the month of September, when the

heat of the summer is over, in some
cases sooner, in others later, the dis-

order generally altogether disap-

pears. and the skin resumes its na-

tural healthy appearance. This change

has been known to take place as early

as the latter end of May or June,

when the disease has only been in its

earliest stage. The patients, how-
ever, are not now to be considered

as well ; the disease hides itself, but

is not eradicated : for, no sooner

does the following spring return,

but it quickly re-appears, and gene-

rally is accompanied with severer

symptoms. The spot grows larger,

the skin becomes more unequal and
hard, with deeper cracks. The pa-

tient now begins to feel uneasiness

in the head, becomes fearful, dull,

less capable of labour, and much
wearied with his usual exertions. He
isexceedingly affected with thechanges
of the atmosphere, and impatient

both of cold and heat. Neverthe-
less he generally gets through his

ordinary labour, with less vigour and
cheerfulness indeed, than formerly,

but still without being obliged to

take to his bed ; and, as he has no
fever, his appetite continues good,
and the chylopoietic viscera perform
their proper functions. When the pe-

lagra has even arrived at this stage,

the returning winter, nevertheless,

commonly restores the patient to ap-

parent health ; but the more severe
the symptoms have been, and the

deeper root the disease has taken,

the more certainly does the return
of spring produce it with additional

violence. Sometimes the disease in

the skin disappears, but the other
symptoms remain notwithstanding.
T,he powers both of the mind and
body now become daily more enfee-
bled

;
peevishness, watchings, ver

tigo, and, at length, complete me-
lancholy, supervene. Nor is there
a more distressing kind of melancholy
any where to be seen, than takes

place in this disease. On entering

the hospital at Legnano, I was asto-

nished at the mournful spectacle I

beheld, especially in the women's
ward. There they all sat, indolent,

languid, with downcast looks, their

eyes expressing distress, weeping
without cause, and scarcely return-

ing an answer when spoken to ; so
that a person would suppose him-
self to be among fools and mad
people : and, indeed, with very good
reason ; for gradually this melan-
choly increases, and at length ends
in real mania.
" Many, as I had an opportunity

of observing in this hospital, were
covered with a peculiar and characte-
ristic sweat, having a very offensive

smell, which I know not how better

to express, than by comparing it to

the smell of mouldy bread. A person
accustomed to see the disease, would
at once recognize it by this single

symptom. Many complained of a
burning pain at night in the soles of
the feet, which often deprived them
of sleep. Some with double vision ;

others with fatuitv ; others with vis-

ceral obstructions ; others with ad-
ditional symptoms. Nevertheless,
fever still keeps off, the appetite is

unimpaired, and the secretions are
regularly carried on. But the dis-

ease goes on increasing, the nerves
are more debilitated, the legs and
thighs lose the power of motion,
stupor or delirium come on, and the
melancholy terminates in confirmed
mania. In the hospital at Legnano,
I saw both men and women in this

maniacal state. Some lay quiet

;

others were raving, and obliged to

be tied down to the bed, to prevent
them from doing mischief to them-
selves and others. In almost all

these, the pulse was small, slow,
and without any character of fever.

One woman appeared to have a slight

dergee of furor uterinus ; for, at the
sight of men she became merry,
smiled, offered kisses, and by her
gestures desired them to come to-

wards her. Some were occupied in

constant prayers: some pleased them-
selves with laughter, and others with

3 G 3
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other things. But it was remarkable,
that all who were in this stage of

the disease, had a strong propensity

to drown themselves. They now be-

gin to grow emaciated, and the de-

lirium is often followed by a species

of tabes. A colliquative diarrhoea

comes on, which no remedy can
stop, as also has been observed in

nostalgia. Sometimes in the pelagra,

the diarrhoea comes on before the

delirium, and the delirium and stu-

por mutually interchange with each

other. The appetite often suddenly

failed, so that the sick will some-
times go for near a week without

tasting food. Not uncommonly it

returns as suddenly, so that they

eagerly devoured whatever was of-

fered them, and this even at times

when they are horridly convulsed.

The convulsions with which they are

attacked, are most shocking to see,

and are of almost every kind, cata-

lepsy excepted, which has been de-

scribed by writers. I saw one girl

in bed, who was violently distorted

by opisthotonos every time she at-

tempted to rise. Some are seized

with emprosthotonos ; and others

with other species of tetanus. At
length, syncope and death close the

tragedy, often without any symptom
of fever occurring through the whole

course of the disease."

Dr. Jansen observes, that the first

stage of the pelagra, in which the

local affection only takes place,

continues in some instances for a

great length of time
;
persons being

occasionally met with in whom it has

lasted six or eight, or even fifteen

years, disappearing regularly every

winter, and returning again in the

spring. This occasions some of the

inhabitants to pay little attention to

it; although, in other cases, it

readhea its greatest height after the

second or third attack.

It appears that this disease is not

infectious, and that the causes pro-

ducing it are yet unascertained. It

has been supposed by some, to arise

from the heat of the sun's rays ; and

hence it is now and then called mai

ik sole; but this does not produce

any similar disease in other parts of
the world, where it is in an equal or
even much greater degree than at

Milan ; no disease in any respect re-

sembling it, having hitherto been
noticed in such regions, except the

lepra asturiensis described byThiery,
and after him by Sauvages. In this,

a tremor of the head and trunk of

the body takes place, which does not
happen in the pelagra. In this, how-
ever, the principal difference in the

two diseases consists.

The first writer on this subject

appears to have been Francis Fra-
polli, a physician of Milan, whose
work •* hi Murium vulgo Pelagram
dictum," was published at Milan in

1771.—The next tract of any note

on the subject, was published at

Venice in 1784, by G. M. d'Gleggio,

under the title of " A Theoretical

and Practical Treatise on the Diseases

of Vernal Insolation, commonly called

Pellagra" But the best account is

given by Jansen of Leyden, from
whose work Dc Pelagra? Morbo in

Mediolanensi Ducatu Endemio, the

preceding extract is taken. See also

Parallels fra la Pellagra ed alcuna

Malattie che piu lo rassomigliana, de

F. Fanzago, Padova, 171/2 ;

—

Aleg-
gio, di una Spezia partico'cre di Scor-

huto. Venet. 1776* ;

—

Vi'demur7, dc

quadam Impetigenis Specie, Morbo
apud ?ios in rusticis nunc frcquentiori,

vulgo Pellagra ?i uncupata, 8vo. 1790 ;—Stra?idbide Pellagra, observation**,

Ann. i. ii. iii. Mediol. 1785;

—

Dr.

Holland, in Medico-Chirurg. Trans.

vol. viii. part ii.

Pela'rIUM. (From vri]\og, mud ;

so called, from its muddy consist-

ence) . A collyrium

.

Peleca'nus. (From rn-tXsKau), to

perforate).—l.The pelican.—2. An
instrument to draw teeth : so named,
from its curvature at the end resem-

bling the beak of a pelican.

Pei.eci'num. (From rsre\cKvg, a

hatchet, so called, because its seeds

are shaped like a two-edged hatchet)

The hatchet- vetch.

Peuo'ma. (From vrtXog, black)

An ecchymosis when of a livid co-

lour.
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Pellitory, bastard. See Achillea

ptarmica.

Pellitory of Spain. See Anthemis
pyrethrum.

Pellitory, wall. See Parietaria.

Pe'lma. (From 'stsXoj, to move
forwards). The sole of the foot, or

a sock adapted to it.

Pei.ta'lis cartila'go. (Yxompelta,

a buckler ; so called, from its shape).

The scutiform cartilage of the larvnx.

Pe'lvic ligaments. The articu-

lation of the os sacrum with the last

lumbar vertebra, and with the ossa

innominata, is strengthened by means
of a strong transverse ligament,whicb
passes from the extremity and lower
edge of the last lumbar vertebra, to

the posterior and internal surface of

the spine of the ilium.

*** The most remarkable liga-

ments of the pelvis are the two sacro-

ischiatic ligaments, which are placed

towards the posterior and inferior

part of the pelvis. They not only
serve to strengthen the articulation

of the ossa innominata with the os
sacrum, but to support the weight
of the viscera contained in the pelvis,

the back and lower part of which is

closed by these ligaments. The pos-
terior and external surface of the

greater ligament likewise serves for

the attachment of some portions of
the gluteus maximus and gemini
muscles. The symphysis pubis is

strengthened internally by a trans-
verse ligament, some of the fibres of
which are extended to the obturator
ligament.

Pe'lyis, -is, f. (From vteXvc, a ba-
sin, because it is shaped like a basin
used in former times). The cavity
below the belly. The pelvis consists,
in the child, of many pieces, but, in
the adult, it is formed of four bones,
of the os sacrum behind, the ossa
innominata on either side, and the
os coccygis below. (See Sacrum, In-
nominatum Os, and Coccygis Os). It

is wide and expanded at its upper
part, and contracted at its inferior

aperture.

*#* The pelvis is composed by the
arch of the ossa pubis, and by the
sciatic ligaments ; it is wide and

dilateable, to permit the delivery of
the child ; but being sometimes too
wide, it permits the child's head to

press so suddenly, and with such
violence upon the soft parts, that the

perineum is torn.

Characteristic marks of the female
skeleton have been sought for in the

skull, as in the continuation of the
sagittal suture ; but the truest marks
are those which relate to that great

function by which chiefly the sexes
are distinguished ; for while the male
pelvis is large and strong, with a
small cavity, narrow openings, and
bones of greater strength, the female
pelvis is very shallow and wide, with
a large cavity and slender bones, and
with every peculiarity which may
conduce to the easv passage of the

child.

The use of the pelvis is to give a
steady support to the trunk, and to

connect it with the lower extremities,

by a sure and firm joining, to form
the centre of all the great motions of
the body, to contain the internal

organs of generation, the urinary
bladder, the rectum, and occasionally

part of the small intestines, and to

give support to the gravid uterus.

Pelvis au'rium. The cochlea in

the ear.

Pe'lvis ce'rebri. The infundi-

bulum in the brain.

Pemphico'des. (From vrsfitful, a
blast of wind) . A fever distinguished

by flatulencies and inflations, in which
a sort of aerial vapour was said to

pass through the skin.

Pe'mphigus. (From 'srsfHpiZ, a
bubble, or vesicle). Febris bullosa.

Exanthemata serosa. Moria. Pem-
phigus helveticus. Pemphigus major.
Pemphigus minor. The vesicular

fever. A fever attended by successive
eruptions of vesicles about the size

of almonds, which are filled with a
yellowish serum, and in three or four
day3 subsidy. The fever may be either

synocha or typhus. It is a genus of
disease in the Class Pyrexia?, and
Order Exanthemata, of Cullen.

*** The latest writers on this dis-

ease contend, that it is sometimes
acute and sometimes a chronic affec-
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tion ; that the former is constantly

attended with fever, the latter is con-

stantly without ; that in neither case

is it an acrimonious or contagious

matter thrown out by the constitu-

tion, hut pure serum, secreted by the

cutaneous exhalant arteries. So rare

was this disease when Dr. Cullen

wrote, that he never saw it but

once, in a case, which was shown
to him by Dr. Home. Dr. David
Stuart, then physician to the hos-

pital at Aberdeen, published an ac-

count of it in the Edinburgh Me-
dical Commentaries. Since which,

his observations on this disease have

been published by Dr. Dickson of

Dublin, by Mr. Gaitskell and Mr.
Upton, in the Mem. of the Medi-
cal Societv of London. Some sub-

sequent observations on pemphigus
were also published in the London
Med. Journal, by Mr. Thomas Chris-

tie, who, in a case which he de-

scribes, is disposed to agree with

Dr. Dickson, in thinking that some-
times, at least, pemphigus is not

contagious. He remarks, however,
that the pemphigus described by
some foreign writers was extremely

infectious ; circumstances which, he

thinks > may lead to a division of the

disease into two species, the pem-
phigus simplex and complicatus, both

of which, but especially the last,

seem to vary much with respect to

mildness and malignity.

Pe'mphigijs ma'jor. A title under
which pemphigus is spoken of by
Sauvages, who defines it an eruption

of phlyctocnae, about the size of an
hazel-nut, iilled with a thin yellow

serum.
Pe'mphigus mi'nor. In this spe-

cies the vesicles are no larger than
garden-peas.

Pe'mpiiis. A species ot J,ythrum.
Pi:Mpr.i;'us, (From mtfiTTToc, the

fifth). An ague, the paroxysm of

which returns every fifth day.

PENfi'A- A species of Polygala.

Pi.nje'a mucrona ta. The syste-

matic name of the plant said to nllbrd

the sarcocolla. It is brought from
Persia and Arabia in small grains of

a pale yellow colour, having also

sometimes mixed with them a few of
a deep red colour. Its taste is bitter,

but followed with some degree of
sweetness. It has been chiefly used
for external purposes, and, as its

name imports, was thought to glue
the edges of wounds and ulcers to-

gether.

Penetra'ntia. (From penetrare,

to pierce through). Penetrants. Me-
dicines which pass through the pores
and stimulate.

Penicilli'form . (Pen uilliformh

\

from penicillum, a pencil, and forma,
likeness). Resembling a painter's

pencil.

Penici'llus. Penicillum. (Dim. of
peniculum, a brush).— 1. A tent, or

pledget.—2. The secreting extremi-
ties of the vena porta? are called

penicilli. See Liver.

Pem'dium. A kind of clarified

sugar, with a mixture of starch,

made up into small rolls. The con-
fectioners call it barley-sugar.

Peni'dium sacchara'tum. See
Penidiam.

Pe'nis. (A pendendo, from its

hanging down). The yard of males,
or viril member. Anatomists divide

it into the root, the body, and head
called the glans penis. It is com-
posed of common integuments, two
corpora cavernosa, and one corpus

spongiosum, which surrounds a canal

(the urethra), that proceeds from the

bladder to the apex of the penis,

where it opens by the meatus iirLna-

rius. See I'rethra.

%* The fold of the skin that

covers the glans penis is termed the

prepuce. The arteries of the penis

arise from the hypogastric and
ischiatic. The vein of the penis

(vena magna ipriut penis), empties

it; elf into the hypogastric vein. The
absorbents of this organ are very

numerous, and run under the com-
mon integuments to the inguinal

glands : absorbents also are found in

great plenty in the urethra. The
glands are Cowper's, the prostate,

muciparous, and odoriferous glands.

The nerves are branches of the sacral

and ischiat'u

P'ems, amputa'tion or. Before
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a surgeon ventures to perform this

important operation, he ought to be

certain that it is the substance of the

penis that is incurably diseased ; for

tumours, excrescences, ulcers, and
gangrenous mischief of the prepuce,

sometimes present appearances which
may lead an inexperienced practi-

tioner to fancy the whole thickness

of the part affected with irremediable

disorder, while the gland of the penis

is actually in a sound state. Hence,
whenever the least doubt exists, it is

better first to remove the prepuce
and skin, that the real state of the

gland may be detected. See Callisens

Systerna Chirurgice Hodiemice
, pars

posterior, 4to. Hafniae.

%* The amputation of the penis

may be performed in the following

manner :—A circular incision is to

be made through the skin, about a

finger-breadth from the cancerous
part. Calliscn observes, that it is

hardly ever necessary to draw the
skin back before it is cut ; because,
after the corpora cavernosa are di-

vided, they retract so considerably,
that there is always a sufficiency of
integument. (Op. Citat. p. 421). As
soon, therefore, as the circular inci-

sion through the skin has been made,
the corpora cavernosa and urethra
are to be cut through by one stroke
of the knife, on a level with the cut
edges of the integuments. Sabatier
even advises us to draw the skin to-
wards the glans penis before the
knife is applied, so convinced does
he appear to be of the inutility of
saving any of it, and from the incon-
veniences which may result from its

lying over, and obstructing the ori-

fice of the urethra. His mode of
operating is no less remarkably sim-
pie, as he cuts through the integu-
ments and penis at once, by a single
stroke of the knife, without any pre-
liminary division of the skin.

—

(Me-
decine Operatoire, t. iii. p. 305, ed. 2) .

7 he corpora cavernosa and urethra
being divided, the bleeding arteries
are now to be immediately tied : the
chief of which are, one on the dor-
sum of the penis, and one in each
corpus cavernosum.

When, after the operation, a ge-
neral oozing continues from the
stump, sponge is recommended by
White, Hey, and others, to be ap-
plied to the surface ; others (Latta)
finely scraped agaric, with a small
proportion of pounded white sugar,
or gum arabic. Finely scraped lint,

however, supported with compres-
ses, might answer as well, if not
better, from being less stimulating,

consequently not so productive of
pain and inflammation ; but a surer
and more preferable mode, tending
equally, at the same time, to heal

the wound, might be, to bring the
skin forward over the stump with
two strips of sticking-plaster, and
then introducing a flexible gum ca-
theter into the continuation of the
urethra, so as to keep its orifice

free, and to prevent the urine get-

ting into contact with the wound.
And there is little doubt that the
elastic gum catheter, as recommend-
ed by Callisen, in similar cases, is

better than a silver one, or any me-
tallic cannula, as commonly advised
for this purpose, because the former
lies in the passage with less irrita-

tion.

—

Op. Cit. p. 221.

The French method of fixing the

catheter in the urethra, is an ex-
cellent one.—See Sketches of the

MedicalSchooh of Paris, by J.Cross.

When amputation of the penis
takes place near the pubes, what is

left shrinks under that bone, and
within the integuments so far, that

it becomes difficult to tie the arteries.

To obviate this inconvenience, Scre-

ger recommends the skin to be drawn
forwards, and fixed with a band

;

then an incision to be made just deep
enough to divide the dorsal arteries,

which are to be tied before the knife

is again used. Hie incision is then
to be continued perpendicularly,

until the two arteries of corpora
cavernosa are divided ; which are

then to be tied. Then the corpus
spongiosum, and its two arteries, are

to be cut through, which last are to

be secured. Lastly, the remainder
of the skin of the penis is to be di-

vided. In this manner did Sere:.
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himself amputate a diseased penis,
of which only a part, about an inch
in length, was sound. On this sub-
ject consult Le Dran, Bertrandi,
and Sabatlev's Operations;— Hey's
Practical Obs. in Surgery, p. 455 ;

—

Pearson on Cancerous Complaints,

p. 103; and Warners Cases, &c.
p. 2/8, edit. 4th ;—E. C. Bienec, de
Extirpatione Penis per Ligaturam,
4to. Lips. 1816 ,—J.H. Thaut, Dis-
sert, de Virga> Virilis statu sano et

JSIorb. ejusdem imprimisAmputationc

;

—J. B. Screger's Chir. Versuche;
Neue Methode den Penis zu Ampu-
iiren, b. i. p. 242, 8vo. Nuremberg,
1801.

Pe'nis, cancer of. A tubercle,

or a wart, on the foreskin, the
fraenum, or the glans penis, is gene-
rally the first symptom of this dis-

ease ; and it may, and frequently
does, remain in a quiescent state for

several years. When irritated, how-
ever, it becomes painful, and en-
larges, sometimes enormously, in a
very short time ; while ulceration,

and a discharge of sanious fetid mat-
ter, takes place. The disease also

occasions in the urethra fistulous

openings, out of which the urine,

and the lymphatic glands in the
groin, may become affected as the
disease advances.

Foul, spreading, sloughy ulcers

of the penis, should be discrimi-

nated from cancer, and likewise dis -

eases kept up by local irritation of
the prepuce.—Sec Earle's Obs. in

Med. Chir. Trans, vol. xii. p. 287,
&c. ;

—

Pearson on Cancerous Com-
plaints ;

—Hoys Practical Observa-
tions;—Roua-y Parallele de la Clii-

rurgie Anglaise, &c. p. 306'.

Pe'nis ce'rebri. The pineal gland.
Pe'nis erf/ctor. See Erector penis.

Pe'nis mulif/bris. See Clitoris.

Pennyroyal. See Mentha pulrgium.
Pennyroyal, hart's. See Mentha

cervi/ta.

Pentada'ctyi.on. (From vjtvrt,

five, and fiaxruXoe, a finger ; so

called, became it lias five leaves

upon each stalk, like the fingers

upon the hand;. The herb cinque-

Jfoil ; also a name for the ricinoB.

the fruit of which resembles a

hand.
Pentamy'rum. (From -ar^r*, five,

and pvpov, ointment) . An ointment
composed of five ingredients.

Pentaneu'ron. (From 7T£?'r«,five,

and vevpov, a string ; so called, be-
cause it has five-ribbed leaves)

.

Ribwort.

Pentapha'rmacon. (From <&ivti,

five, and fyapjiaxov, remedinm, re-

medy). Any medicine consisting of
five ingredients.

Pentaphylloi'des. (From onv-
TCHpvWcv, cinquefoil, and eicoc,

likeness ; so called, from its resem-
blance to cinquefoil) . Barren straw- -

berry.

Pentaphy'llum. (From mtvre,
five, and <pvXkov, a leaf; so named,
because it has five leaves on each
stalk) . See Potentilla reptans.

Pentapleu'rum. The same as

pentaneuron.

Penta'tomum. (From mevre , five,

and repvo), to cut ; so called, be-

cause its leaves are divided into five

segments). Cinquefoil.

Pento'robus. (From gtevte, five,

and opo£og, the wood-pea ; so called,

beeause it lias five seeds, resembling

the wood-pea). The herb peony.
Peony, common. See Pceonia,

Pepa'nsis. (From 'TreTraivio, to

concoct). Pepasmus. Pcpasmos. The
maturation or concoction of hu-

mours.
Pepa'stica. (From wsrraivio, to

concoct). Digestive medicines.

Pe'pita nux. St. Ignatius's bean.

Pe'plion. (From ^E7r\og, the

herb devil's-milk ; so called from
its resemblance). Peplos. Wild
parsley.

Pe'po. (From T*r£Trrw, to ripen).

See Cucurbita.

PEPPER* See Piper nigrum.

Pepper%
Guinea. See Capsicum.

Pepper, Jamaica. See Myrtus pi-

menta.

Pepper, long. See Piper hngum.
Pepper9 poor-man*** See Polygo-

num hydroyiper.

Pepperi wall. Sec Illcccbra.

Pepper, icutcr. See Polygonum
hydropiper.
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Pepper y white. See Piper nigrum.

Peppermint. See Mentha piperita.

Pepperwort. See Lepidium.

Pe'pticos. (From wsttto), to

ripen). Such a thing as promotes

digestion, or is digestive.

Peracu'te. Very sharp. Diseases

are thus called when greatly in-

flamed, or aggravated.

Perce'pier. Parsley-piert, or pars-

ley-breakstone.

Percola'tion. (Percolatio, strain-

ing through ; from per, through, and

colare, to strain) . It is generally ap-

plied to animal secretion, from ttie

office of the glands being thought to

resemble that of a strainer, in trans-

mitting the liquors that pass through

them.
PERCu'sSiON. (From percutere,

to strike) . The act of striking. A
means of detecting disease, by strik-

ing on the chest, applied, as *cir-

cumstances may direct, to the fore-

part of the chest, the sides, or the

back, &c. first suggested by M.
Avenbrugger of Vienna, which gave

rise to the invention of the stethos-

cope by M. Laenncc.
*
#
* At the present day, percussion

and auscultation are used simulta-

neously by many physicians in France,

and by M. Laenncc himself. The
comparative pretensions of each,

have been ably estimated by different

authors.— See Inventum novum ex
Pcrcussione thoracis humani, ut segno,

ahstrusos inter ni pectoris morbos de-

legcndi, 8vo. 1761, hy M. Avenbrug-
ger, Vienna;

—

Diverscs Methodes
d'Exploration de la poitrinc et de leur

Application an Diagnostics de ses

Maladies, 8vo. Paris, by Dr. Collin;

r

—

Auscultation Mediate, by Laennec;—Original Cases, with Dissections,

&c. illustrating the Use of the. Ste-

thoscope, by Dr. Forbes, &c.—See
Stethoscope.

Perde'tum. In Paracelsus it is

the root of skirret.

Perennial worm-grass. See Spi-
gelia.

Perete'rion. (From wtpau), to

dig through) . The perforating part
of the trepan.

Perdi'cium. (From arepdiZ, a

partridge; so called, because par-
tridges were said to feed upon it).

Pellitory of the wall.

Perfolia'ta. Perfoliated. (From
per and folium, so called, because
the leaves surround the stem, like

those of a cabbage) . See Bupleurum,
Pe'rforans. See Flexor profundus

perforans.

Pe'rforans, seu fle'xor pro-
fu'ndus. See Flexor longus digitorum
pedis profundus perforans.

Pe'rforans, seu fle'xor te'rtu
intern o'dii digito'rum pe'dis. See
Flexor longus digitorum pedis pro-

fundus perforans.

Pe'rforans, vi/lgo profu'ndus.
See Flexor profundus perforans.

Perfora'ta. (From perforare, to

pierce through ; so called, because
its leaves are full of holes). See
Hypericum.

Perfora'tus. See Flexor brevis

digitorum pedis, and Flexor sublimis

perforatus.

Perfora'tus, seu fle'xor se-
cu'ndi interno'dii digito'rum pe'-

DlS. Sec Flexor brevis digitorum pe-
dis perforatus sublimis.

Peria'mma. (From 'GTzpianTit),

to hang round). An amulet, or
charm, which was hung round the
neck to prevent infection.

Periblf/psis. (From 'sr^pi^Xewa),

to stare about) . That kind of wild
look observed in delirious persons.

Peri'bole. (From Grepi€a\\uj, to

surround;. Sometimes it signifies

the dress of a person ; at others, a
translation of the morbific humours
to the surface of the body.

Peribro'sis. Ulceration, or ero-
sion, at the corners or uniting parts

of the eyelids. This disorder most
frequently affects the internal com-
missure of the eyelids. The species

are— 1 . Peribrosis, from the acrimony
of the tears, as may be observed in

epiphora.— 2. Peribrosis, from an
aegylops, which sometimes extends
to the commissure of the eyelids.

Pericardi'tis. (From 'nrspiKCtp-

diov, the pericardium) . Inflamma-
tion of the pericardium. See Car-
ditis.

Perica'rdium. (From -artpi, about,
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and x,apdia, the heart). The mem-
branous bag that surrounds the heart.

Its use is to secrete and contain the

vaponr of the pericardium, which
lubricates the heart, and thus pre-

serves it from concreting with the

pericardium.

Perica'rpia. (From wept, about,

and carpus, the wrist). Medicines
applied to the wrist.

Pericne'mia. (From nnoi, about,

and Kvrjfii], the tibia). The parts

about the tibia.

Perichondrium. (From wept,

about, and ^ov^pog, a cartilage)

.

The membrane that covers a car-

tilage.

Ferichri'sis. (From <srepi, about,

and xpiw, to anoint). A liniment.

Perichri'sta. (From crfpi, around,

and xPU0 > to anoint). Unguents for

the eyelids in ophthalmia.

Pericla'sis. (From &Epi, about,

and xXacu, to break) . A term used

by Galen, to express that fracture of
the bone which quite divides it, and
forces it through the flesh into sight

;

or a fracture with a great wound,
wherein the bone is laid bare.

Pericly'menum. (From >snpi-

x\v£u), to roll round ; so called, be-

cause it twists itself round whatever
is near it). The honey-suckle, or

woodbine.
Pericranium. (From mtpi, about,

and KpavioVy the cranium). The
membrane that is closely connected

to the bones of the head.

Periderm ic a. (From mtpi, about,

and dsafiog, a ligature). Applied to

an ischuria, or suppression of urine,

from stricture in the urethra.

Peri'dromos. (From -artpt, about,

and dpofioc, a course). The extreme
circumference ofthe hairs of the head

Perif/rgia. (\Upitpyia). Any
needless caution or trouble in an

operation, as txrepupyoq is one who
dispatches it with unnecessary cir-

cumstances : both the terms are met
with in Hippocrates, and others of

the Greek writers.

PfiRlBfl if/cos. (From wepiiTij/n,

to surround, or to guard). A name
for diseases, signs, or symptoms,
importing their being salutary, and

that they prognosticate the recovery
of the patient.

Peri'g raphe. (From vrepiypcupb),

to circumscribe) . An inaccurate de-
scription or delineation. Certain
white lines and impressions, observ-
able in the musculus rectus of the
abdomen.

—

Vessalius.

Pe'rin. (From vn]pa, a bag). A
testicle. By some, the perinwum ;

others, the anus.

Perineocele. (From vrspivaiov,
the perinseum, and xtjXjj, a rupture).
A rupture in the perinaeum.

Perine'um. (From wspivtio, to

flow round ; because that part is ge-
nerally moist) . The space between
the anus and organs of generation.

PERiNiE'us transve'rsus. See
Transversvs perincei.

Periny'ctides. (From wept, and
vv%, the night). Little swellings,

like nipples ; or, according to others,

pustules, or pimples, which break
out in the night.

Ferio'steum. (From nrepi, about,
and o^eov, a bone) . The membrane
investing the external surface of all

the bones, except the crowns of the
teeth. It is of a fibrous texture, and
well supplied with arteries, veins,

nerves, and absorbents.
*
#* It is called pericranium, on the

cranium
; periorbita, on the orbits

;

perichondrium, when it covers car-

tilage ; and peridesmium, when it

covers ligament. Its use appears to

be to distribute the vessels on the
external surface of bones.

Peripiiimo'sis. See Phimosis.

Peripleumo'nia. See Pneumonia.
Peripneumonia. (From orepi, and

vrvtvfiu)v 9
the lung) . Peripneumony,

or inflammation of the lungs. See
Pncuynonia.

Peripneumonia no'tha. (Xothus,

adj. false; e.g. nothae costa?, the

false ribs). Bastard, or spurious pe-

ripneumony.
%* Practitioners, it would ap-

pear, do not all affix this name to

the same disease ; some affirming it

to be a rheumatic affection of the

respiratory muscles, while others

consider it as a mild peripneumony.
It is characterized by difficulty of
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breathing, great oppression at the

chest, with obscure pains, coughs,

and occasionally an expectoration.

Spurious peripneumony is sometimes

so slight as to resemble only a vio-

lent catarrh ; and, after the employ-

ment of a few proper remedies,

goes off by a free and copious expec-

toration ; but sometimes the symp-

toms run high, and an effusion of

serum into the bronchia takes place,

which destroys the patient.

Peripye'ma. (Prom crept, about,

and wvov, pus). A collection of

matter about any part, as round a

tooth in the gums.
Perirriie'xis. (From crept, about,

and pi/yvw/a, to break). A breaking

off, or a separation round about,

either of corrupted bones or of dead

flesh. Sloughing. Exfoliation.

Perirrhce'a. (From nepipptio, to

flow about; . A reflux of humours
from the habit of the body into any

of the larger emunctories for its ex-

cretion, as in an hydropsical case, of

water upon the bowels or kidneys,

where it passes away by urine, or

stool.

Periscyphi'smus. (From crept,

about, and xvcpog, gibbous). An in-

cision made across the forehead, or

from one temple to another, over the

upper part of the os frontis, over the

coronary suture. It was formerly

used when a considerable inflamma-

tion or dettuxion in the eyes was
present.

Perista'ltic mo'tion. (Peristal-

ticus; from GrepirtWoj, to contract).

The vermicular motion of the intes-

tines, by which they contract and
propel their contents.

*** A similar motion takes place

in the Fallopian tubes, after concep-

tion, by means of which the ovum is

translated from the ovarium into the

uterus.

Peristapiiyli'nus. (From ctrepi,

about, and Ta<*>u\7/, the uvula). A
muscle connected with the staphy-

linus.

Periste'rium. (From 'srepiTSpog,

a pigeon ; so called because pigeons
covet it). The herb vervain. See
Verbena ,

Peristro'ma. (From GrepLTopsvvva),

to strew about) . Peristroma properly

signifies any covering, and probably
in place of this, the term Peristroma

is applied, by Pecquet, to the mucous
or villous coat or lining of the intes-

tines, the same which Bilsius calls

Museum Villosum; Bartholine, Crusta

Membranosa ; and De Graaf, Crusta

Vermicular is.

Perisystole. (From vrEpi^tWoj,

to compress).— 1. The time between
each contraction and dilatation of the

heart.—2. A pause, or intermission

between the systole and diastole,

which is by most denied to be per-

ceived in healthy persons, but when
dying it is very sensibly felt.

Perite'rion. (From vrepi, and
rrjoeoj, to preserve). The perforating

part of the trepan.

Periton^eore'xis. (From ^spiro-
vctwv, the peritoneum, and pTjacrio,

to break). A bursting of the peri-

toneum, and consequent hernia.

Peritone'i.m. (From vrepiTuvo),

to extend round). A strong simple
membrane, by which all the viscera

of the abdomen are surrounded. It

has an exceedingly smooth, exhaling,

and moist internal surface. Out-
wardly, it is every where surrounded
by cellular substance, which, towards
the kidneys, is very loose and very
fat ; but is very short at the lower
tendon of the transverse muscles.
*** The peritoneum commences

from the diaphragm, which it com-
pletely lines ; and, at the last fleshy

fibres of the ribs, and the external

lumbar fibres, it completes the sep-
tum, in conjunction with the pleura,

with which it is continuous through
the various intervals of the dia-

phragm. Posteriorly, it descends
before the kidneys ; anteriorly, be-
hind the abdominal muscles ; it dips

into the pelvis from the bones of the
pubes, passes over the bladder, and
descends behind ; and being again
carried backwards, at the entrance
of the ureters, in two lunar folds, it

rejoins upon the intcstinum rectum,
that part of itself which invests the
loins, and in this situation lies before
the rectum. The cellular texture,

3H
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which covers the peritoneum on the

outside, is continued into sheaths in

very many places; of which, one
receives the testicle on each side,

another the iliac vessels of the pelvis,

viz. the obturatoria, those of the

penis and bladder, and the aorta,

and, ascending to the breast, accom-
panies the oesophagus and vertebrae

;

by means of which, there is a com-
munication between the whole body
and the peritoneum, well known in

dropsical people. It has various pro-

longations for covering the viscera.

The shorter productions of the

peritoneum are called ligaments ; and
are formed by a continuous redupli-

cation of the peritoneum, receding

from its inner surface, enclosing cel-

lular substance, and extending to

&ome viscus, where its plates sepa-

rate, and, having diverged, embrace
the viscus ; but the intermediate cel-

lular substance always accompanies

this membranaceous coat, and joins

it with the true substance of the

viscus. Of this short kind of pro-

duction, three belong to the liver,

one or two to the spleen, and others

to the kidneys, and to the sides of

the uterus and vagina. By these

means, the tender substance of the

viscera is defended from injury by
any motion or concussion, and their

whole mass is prevented from being

misplaced by their own weight, and
from injuring themselves, being se-

curely connected with the firm sides

of the peritoneum.
Peritoni'tis. (From 'crsptrovaiovy

the peritoneum). An inflammation

of the peritoneum. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class Pyrexia1

, and Order
Phlegmasia, of Cullen, known by
rhc presence of pyrexia, with pain in

the abdomen, that is increased when
in an erect position, but without

other proper signs of inflammation

of the abdominal viscera.
*
#* When the inflammation at-

Mcks the peritoneum of the viscera,

it takes the name of the viscus : thus,

peritonitis hepatis, peritonitis intcs-

tinalis, peritonitis omentalis
y or epi-

ploitts, or omentitis, peritonitis vie-

All these Dr. Cullen considers un-
der the general head of peritonitis,

as there are no certain signs by
which they can be distinguished from
each other, and the method of cure
must be the same in all. He, how-
ever, distinguishes three species :•—

«

1 . Peritonitis propria ; when the pe-
ritoneum, strictly so called, is in-

flamed. — 2. Peritonitis omentalis.

Omentitis. Epiploitis, when the omen-
tum is affected.—3. Peritonitis wiesen*

terica, when the mesentery is in-

flamed.

Perizo'ma. (From 7rEpi(iovvvfii,

to gird round). This term strictly

signifies a girdle ; but by Hildanus,
and some other chirurgical writers,

it is applied to those instruments for

supporting ruptures, which we com-
monly call trusses. Some also ex-
press by it the diaphragm.

Pe'rla. (Ital. and Span. Perl,

We\sh,perlen, Germ.) See Margarita.
Perla'tid a'cjd, or oure'tic. Di-

phosphate of soda.

Pe'rnio. A kibe or chilblain. A
species of erythema, of Cullen.

*
# * Chilblains are painful inflam-

matory swellings, of a deep purple or

leaden colour, to which the fingers,

toes, heels , and other extreme parts of

the body are subject, on being exposed
to a severe degree of cold. The pain is

not constant, but rather pungent and
shooting at particular times, and an
insupportable itching attends. In

some instances the skin remains en-

tire, but in others it breaks and dis-

charges a thin fluid. When the de-

gree of cold has been very great, or

the application long continued, the

parts affected arc apt to mortify and
slough off, leaving a foul ill- condi-

tioned ulcer behind. Children and
old people are more apt to be trou-

bled with chilblains than those of a
middle age ; and such as are of a

scrofulous habit, are remarked to

suffer severely from them.
Perone'us anti'cus. See Pero-

nct/s hrevis.

Perone'us bre'vis. (Peroneus, sc.

musvulns, irtpovaioQ, from perone,

the fibula). This muscle is the pe-

roneus secundus seu anticus, of Doug-.
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las, the peroneus medius seu anticus,

of Winslow, the peronceus secuudus^

of Cowper, and petit peroneo sus-me-

tatarsien, of Dumas. Its use is to

assist the peroneus longus.

Perone'us lo'ngus. This muscle,

which is the peroneus primus seu

posticus, of Douglas, peroneus maxi-
mus, seu posterior, of Winslow, pe-

roneus primus, of Cowper, and tibi-

peroneo-tarsien, of Dumas, is situ-

ated somewhat anteriorly along the

outer side of the leg. It draws the

foot outwards, and likewise assists in

extending it.

Perone'us ma'ximuS. See Pero-
neus longus.

Perone'us Me'dics. See Peroneus

brevis.

Perone'us posticus. See Pero-

liens longus.

Perone'us pri'mus. See Peroneus

longus.

Perone'us secun'dus. See Pero-

neus brevis.

Perone'us te'rtjus. A name gi-

ven by Albinus to a muscle which,
by some writers, is called nonus Ve-
salii, or Vesalius's ninth muscle of

the foot ; but by most considered

in the present day as a portion of

the extensor longus digitorum pedis.

It is situated at the anterior, inferior,

and outer part of the leg, along the

outer edge of the last-described mus-
cle, to which it is intimately united.

It assists in bending the foot.

Pe'rone. (From irtipio, to fasten

;

so called, because it fastens together
the tibia and the muscles) . The fibula.

Pe'rsica. (From Persia, its na-
tive soil) . The peach. See Amijgdalus.

Persica'ria. (From Persica, the

peach-tree, so called, because its

blossoms are like those of the peach)

.

See Polygonum Persicaria.

Persica'ria mi'tis. See Polygo-
num Persicaria.

Persica'ria u'rens. See Poly-
gonum hydropiper.

Pe'rsicus i'gnis. A carbuncle.
That species of carbuncle which is

attended with pustules and vesica-
tions. Avicenna.

Persi'stens fe'bris. A regular
intermitting fever, the paroxysms of

which return at constant and stated

times.

Persona'ta. (From persona, a

mask, because, according to Pliny,

the ancient actors used to mask
themselves with the leaves of this

plant). See Arctium lappa.

Perspira'tion. Perspiratio. The
vapour secreted by the extremities of

the cutaneous arteries from the ex-

ternal surface of the body. It is dis-

tinguished into sensible and i?isejisible.

The first is separated in the form of

an invisible vapour ; the second so

as to be visible in the form of minute
drops adhering to the epidermis.

The component principles of the

perspiration appear to be—1. Water,
attenuated into vapour by the mat-
ter of heat.

2. Animal gas, or carburetted hy-
drogen ; as the production of carbo-

nic acid gas with the oxygen of the

atmosphere shews.

3. Azotic gas. For water, in which
a man has bathed, soon becomes pu-
trid. Carburetted hydrogen, chymi-
cally combined with azote, would ap-

pear to constitute putrid miasma.
4. The glandular smegma and sub-

cutaneous oil ; hence linen is stained

with a vellowish colour, and lean-

ness is brought on, when perspiration

is profuse.

5. The serum of the blood. This
affords an immense quantity of wa-
ter, and the albuminous and saline

part of the sweat. It makes the linen

of a viscid rigidity, and of a salt

taste. Glass-blowers sometimes ex-

crete so acrid a sweat, that salt has
been seen collected in crystals on
their faces.

The variations of perspiration arc

affected— 1. By the temperature of the

atmosphere. Thus men have a more
copious, viscid, and higher-coloured

sweat in summer than in winter, and
in warm countries, than in colder

regions.— 2. Sex. The sweat of a
man is said to smell more acrid than
that of awoman.—3. Age. The young
are more subject to sweat than the
aged, who, during the excessive heat
of the summer scarcely sweat at all.

. Jngesta. An alliacious sweat is

3 H 2
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perceived from eating garlick ; a
leguminous from peas; an acid from
acids ; a foetid from animal food only;
and a rancid sweat from fat foods,

as is observed in Greenland. A long
abstinence from drink causes a more
acrid and coloured sweat ; and the

drinking a great quantity of cold

water in summer, a limpid and thin

sweat.— 5. Medicines. The sweat of
those who have taken musk, even
moderately, and asafcetida, or sul-

phur, smells of their respective pro-
perties.—6. Region of the body. The
sweat of the head is greasy ; on the

forehead it is more aqueous ; under
the axillae very unguinous ; and in

the interstices of the toes, it is verv
fcetid, forming, in the most healthy

man blackish sordes.— 7. Diseases.

Here it varies very considerably in

regard to quantity, smell, and colour;

for the perspiration of gouty people

is said to turn blue vegetable juices

to a red colour. Some men also have
a lucid sweat, others a sweat tinging

their linen of a caerulean colour.

The uses of the insensible perspira-

tion are — 1. To liberate the blood

from superfluous animal gas, azote,

and water.

2. To eliminate the noxious and
heretogeneous excrements ; hence
the acid, rancid, leguminous, or pu-

trid perspiration of some men.
3. To moisten the external surface

of the body, lest the scarf skin and
tts nervous papillae be dried up by
the atmospheric air.

4. To counter-balance the sup-

pressed pulmonary transpiration of

the lungs ; for when it is suppressed,

the cutaneous is increased ; hence the

nature of both appears to be the same.

The uses of the sensible perspiration

in an healthy man, are scarcely ob-

servable, unless from an error of

the non-naturals. Its first effect on

the body is always prejudicial, by

exhausting and drying it, although it

is sometimes beneficial.— I. 13y sop-

plying a watery excretion : thus,

when lie urine is deficient, the sweat

is often more abundant. In this

mamicr an aqueous diarrhoea is fre-

quently cured by sweating.—2. By

eliminating, at the same time, any
morbid matter. Thus various mias-
mata are critically expelled, in acute
and chronic diseases, with the sweat.

Perti/ssis, -is, f. (From per, con-
tinuation, and tussis, cough). The
hooping-cough. A genus of disease

in the Class, Neuroses, and Order,
Spas?7ii, of Cullen, known by a con-
vulsive strangulating cough, with
hooping, returning by fits, that are

usually terminated by a vomiting,
and being contagious.

%* Children are commonly the

subjects of this disease, which ap-
pears to depend on a specific conta-
gion, and affects them but once in

their life. The disease being once
produced, the fits of coughing are

often repeated without any evident

cause ; but in many cases the conta-

gion may be considered as only giv-

ing the pre-disposition, and the fre-

quency of the fits may depend upon
various exciting causes, such as vio-

lent exercise, a full meal, the having
taken food of difficult digestion, and
irritation of the lungs by dust,smoke,

or disagreeable odours. Emotions of

the mind may likewise prove an ex-

citing cause.

Its proximate or immediate cause

seems to be a viscid matter or phlegm
lodged about the bronchia, trachea,

and fauces, which sticks so close as

to be expectorated with the greatest

difficulty. Some hare supposed it to

be a morbid irritability of the sto-

mach, with increased action of its

mucous glands; but the affection of

the stomach which takes place in the

disease, is clearly only of a secon-

dary nature, so that this opinion

must be erroneous.

After the disease has arrived at its

height, it usually continues for some
weeks longer, and at length gradu-

ally goes off. In some cases, how-
ever, it is protracted for several

months, or even a year.

Although the hooping-cough often

proves tedious, and is liable to re-

turn with violence on any fresh ex-

posure to cold, when not entirely re-

moved, it nevertheless is seldom

fatal, except to very young children,
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who are always likely to suffer more
from it than those of a more ad-

vanced age. The danger seems in-

deed always to be in proportion to

the youth of the person, and the de-

gree of fever, and difficulty of breath-

ing, which accompany the disease,

as likewise the state of debility which
prevails.—See Thomas's Practice of
Phi/sic,

It has been known in some in-

stances to terminate in apoplexy and
suffocation. If the fits are put an
end to by vomiting, it may be re-

garded as a favourable symptom, as

may likewise the taking place of a

moderate and free expectoration, or

the ensuing of a slight hemorrhage
from the nose or ears,

Dissections of those who die of the

hooping-cough usually show the con-
sequence of the organs of respira-

tion being affected, and particularly

those parts which are the seat of ca-

tarrh. When the disease has been
long protracted, it is apt to dege-
nerate into pulmonary consumption,
asthma, or visceral obstructions, in

which last case the glands of the

mesentery are found in a hard and
enlarged state.

In the treatment of this disease it

should be borne in mind, that in the
early period palliative measures can
only be employed ; but when it con-
tinues merely from habit, a variety
of means will often at once put a
stop to it. In the first stage, in mild
cases, very little is required, except
obviating occasional irritation, keep-
ing the bowels regular, &c. But
where it puts on a more serious cha-
racter, the plan will differ accord-
ingly, as it is attended with inflam-
matory symptoms, or exhibits a
purely spasmodic form. — See Dr.
fPatts on Pertussis;—Med. Chirurg.
Transact, art. 3 ;

—Webster s Cases,
in Med. Chir. and Philosuph. Mag.

Peruvian balsam. See Myroxylon
peruiferum.

Peruvian bark. ~\

Peruvianas cortex. (SeeCm-
Peruvianus cortexfiavus. C chona.
Peruvianus cortex ruber. J
Pervigilium, .t, n. (From per,

continuance, and vigilare, to watch)

.

Watching, or a want of sleep. See
Vigilance.

Pervi'nca. (From pervincere, to

tie together) . So called, because its

stringy roots were used for binding

substances together. The herb peri-

winkle.
Pes Alexandri'nus. See Anthe-

mis pyrethrum.

Pes ca'prje. Goat's foot, a spe-

cies of Oxalis ; also a species of Cow-

volvulus.

Pes ca'ti. See Gnaphaliufn.

Pes columbi'nus. See Geranium
rotundifolium.

Pes leo'nis. The herb ladies'

mantle is sometimes so called. See
Alchemilla.

Pes ti'gridis. Tiger's foot. A
species of Ipomaja.

Pe'ssary. (Pcsarium, from 'areaffu),

to soften). An instrument that is

introduced into the vagina to sup-

port the uterus.

Pestilcntwort. See Tussilago pe-
tasites.

Pe'stis, -is, f. The plague. A genus
of disease in the Class Pyrexia?, and
Order Exanthemata, of Cullen, cha-

racterized by typhus, which is con-
tagious in the extreme, prostration

of strength, buboes, and carbuncles,

petechiae, hemorrhage, and colliqua-

tive diarrhoea, &c.
%* Some writers have divided the

disease into three species, viz. that

attended with buboes ; that attended

with carbuncles ; and that accompa-
nied with petechiae ; these divisions

appear wholly superfluous. Dr. Rus-
sel, in his elaborate treatise on the

plague, mentions many varieties

;

but when these have arisen, they
seem to have depended in a great

measure on the temperament and
constitution of the air at the time the

disease became epidemical, as like-

wise on the patient's habit of body
at the time of being attacked with it.

By most writers, the plague is

considered as the consequence of a
pestilential contagion, which is pro-
pagated from one person to another
by association, or by coming near in-

fected materials.

3 H 3
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It has been observed that it gene-
rally appears as early as the fourth or
fifth day after infection : but it has
not yet been ascertained how long a
person who has laboured under the

disease is capable of infecting others,

nor how long the contagion may lurk

in an unfavourable habit without
producing the disease, and may yet

be communicated, and the disease

excited, in habits more susceptible

of the infection. It has generally

been supposed, however, that a qua-
rantine of 40 days is much longer

than is necessary for persons, and
probably for goods also. Experience
has not yet determined how much of

this term maybe abated. " If I am
not much mistaken," observes Dr.
Thomas, " the Board of Trade has,

however, very lately, under the sanc-

tion of the. College of Physicians,

somewhat abridged it."—See Prac-
tice of Physic.

It sometimes happens, that after

the application of the putrid vapour,

the patient experiences only a con-

siderable degree of languor and slight

head-ach for many days previous to

a perfect attack of the disease : but

it more usually comes to pass, that

he is very soon seized with great de-

pression of strength, anxiety, palpi-

tations, syncope, stupor, giddiness,

violent head-ach, and delirium, the

pulse becoming at the same time very

weak and irregular.— These symp-
toms arc shortly succeeded by nausea,

and a vomiting of a dark bilious

matter, and in the further progress

of the disease, carbuncles make their

appearance ; buboes arise in different

glands, such as the parotid, maxil-

lary, cervical, axillary and inguinal

;

or petechia4

, hemorrhages and a col-

liquative diarrhoea, ensue, which do-

note a putrid tendency prevailing to

a great degree in the mass of the

blood.—Such indeed are the charac-

teristic symptoms of this malignant

disease ; but it seldom happens that

they are all to be met with in the same

j erson. Some, in the advanced state

or" the disease, labour under buboes,

Others under carbuncles, and others

again are covered with petechia?.

Dissections of the plague have
discovered the gall-bladder full ol

black bile, the liver very conside-

rably enlarged, the heart much in-

creased in size, and the lungs, kid-

neys, and intestines, beset with car-

buncles. They have likewise disco-

vered all the other appearances ol

putrid fever.

The following works may be con-
sulted on this disease : Sir Brooke
Faulkner, Essay on the Plague, in

Edinb. Med. and Phys. Jour. vol. x.
;—Dr. R. Pearson s brief Description

of the Plague;—Dr. M'Lcan's Re-
searches in the Levant;—Mr. Tf

;r

ebbe*s

Narrative of Facts relative to the

Plague, in Trans, of Lond. Coll. of
Physicians, vol. vi. p. 118 ;

—

Sir Ro-
bert Wilson s Hist' of the Expedition

to Egypt

;

—Baron Larrey*s Memoirs
of Military Surgery;—Desgenettes,

IJistoire Medicate, de VArmee de V O-
ricnt;—J. Armstrong, Illustrations

of Typhus, and other Febrile Dis-
eases, Edinburgh Journal for April

1814 ;

—

Sonninis Travels into Greece

and Turkey;—Sir James M( Gregor,

MedicalSketches;—Jackson's Account

of the Kmpire of Morocco, &c.

Petal. Petalum.—Bot. The name
of the coloured leaflets of the corolla

of a flower. The great variety of

form, duration, &c. give rise to

many names; e.g. Petala patentia,

as in the Rosa canina; P. paten tis-

sima, very spreading ; /\ erecta, as

in Allium Nigrum, Slc. &c.

Peta'li form. Petalifonnis. Like

a petal ; applied to the stigma of the

iris Germanica.
Peta'lite. A mineral found in the

mine of Utts, in Sweden, interest-

ing from its analysis having led to

the discovery of a new alkali.

Petalo'des. (From wsraXov, a

loaf or thin scale). Urine which

hath in it flaky substances resem-

bling leaves. Hipp.

PetaSi'tBS. (From meracyoc, a

hat; so named, because its leaves

are shaped like a hat). See 7\cssi-

la.SC }>( tasites,

Pete'chia, (From the Italian 7^-

tcchio, a flea-bite). Red or purple

spots, mostly appearing in conta-
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gious diseases, and resembling flea- I the harder species of wood : on the

bites. ! contrary, those that are aptest to

Petiola'tus. Petiolate.

—

Bot. Ap-
|
putrefy are rarely found petrified

;

plied to leaves formed with a stalk, as fish, and the softer parts of ani-

whether long or short, simple or
]

mals, &c — 3. That petrifactions are

compound, as most leaves are ; e.g. \ most commonly found in strata of
verbascum nigrum, &.c. ! marie, chalk, limestone, or clay,

Petio'lls.— Bot. Foot-stalk or seldom in sandstone, still more
leaf-stalk. Applied exclusively to the rarely in gypsum ; but never in

stalk of the leaf.
: The petiole is distinguished*

gneiss, granite, basaltes, or shorle;

but they sometimes occur among
into the apex, which is inserted into

I
pyrites, and ores of iron, copper,

the leaf; and the base, which comes and silver, and almost always con-
from the stem. It derives many ! sist of that species of earth, stone, or
names from its figure; e. g. P. U-

t

other mineral that surrounds them,
nearis, equal in breadth throughout; sometimes of silex, agate, or corne-
P. Alatus. Anguiatus. Triquetrus. lian.—4. That they are found in

Cimiculatus. Teres. Semi-teres. Ar- climates where their originals could
ticulatus. Decurrens. Amplexicau- not have existed.—5. That those
lis, &c. &c.

; found in slate or clay, are com-
Fetra'piuM. (From petra, a rock,

j

pressed and flattened,

and apium, parsley ; so called, be- Petrifica'tio, -onis, f. (From
cause it grows in stony places). See petra, a stone, Hadfacere, to make)

.

Buboii Macedonicum. Petrifaction. A disease in the eyes
Petrel #:'um. (From or^rpa, a and eyelids. Celsus.

rock, and e\aiov, oil; . An oil or i Petro'leum. [Yrcm petra, a rock,
liquid bitumen which oozes from
rocks.

Petrifa'ctions. Stony matters
deposited either in the way of in-

crustation, or within the cavities of
organized substances.

and oleum, oil). This name is given

to a liquid bituminous substance

which flows between rocks, or in

different places at the surface of the

earth. The more fluid species are

distinguished by the name of naph-
Calcarcous earth being uni- tha, and the thicker by those of pis-

versally diffused, and capable of so-
j

asphaltam and pisselteum. See Xap/i-
lution in water, either alone or by tha, Bitumen, &c.

***

the medium of carbonic acid or sul-
phuric acid, which are likewise very
abundant, is deposited whenever the
water, or the acid, becomes dissi-

pated. In this way we have in-
crustations of limestone, or of sele-
nitc, in the form of stalactites, or
drop-stones from the roofs of ca-
verns, and in various other situations.
Mr. Kirwan gives the following

remarkable observations relative to
petrifactions :

1. That those of shells are found
on, or near, the surface of
earth ; those of fish deeper

;

the

and
those of wood deepest. Shells in
specie are found in immense quanti-
ties at considerable depths.—2. That
those organic substances which re-
sist putrefaction most, are frequently
found petrified ; such as shells and ! rynx.

Petro'leum Barbadf/nse. Bar-
badoes tar. This is chiefly obtained

from the island of Barbadoes, and is

sometimes employed externally in

paralytic diseases.

Petro'leum ru'brum. Oleum ga-
bianum. Red petroleum. A spe-

cies of rock-oi) of a blackish red

colour, of thicker consistence, with

a less penetrating and more disa-

greeable smell than the other kinds

of petroleum. It abounds about the

village of Gabian, in Languedoc.
Petro'leum sulpiiura'tum. A

stimulating balsamic remedy given

in coughs, asthmas, and other affec-

tions of the chest.

Petropharyng^'ls. A muscle
which arises in the apophysis pe-^

trosa, and is inserted into the pha-
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Petro-salpingo-staphyli'nus. See

Levator palati.

Petroseli'num. (From vrsrpa, a

rock, and cekivov, parsley). See

Apium.
Petroseli'num Macedo'nicum.

See Bubon.
Petroseli'num vulga're. See

Apium petroselinum.

Petro'silex. A species of coarse

flint, of a deep blue, or yellowish

green colour. It is interspersed in

veins through rocks ; and from this

circumstance derives its name.
Peuce'danum. (From vrevKn, the

pine-tree ; so called, from its leaves

resembling those of the pine-tree).

—

1. A genus of plants in the Linnsean

system: Class, Pentandria; Order,

Digynia.— 2. The pharmacopoeia)

name of the hog's-fennel and sul-

phur-wort.
Peuce'danum officinale. The

systematic name M the hog's-fennel.

Marathrum sylvesfre. Fceniculum por-

cinum, &c. The plant which bears

these names in the pharmacopoeias,

is the Peucedanum officinale;—foliis

quuiqueparlitis, filiformibus lineari-

bus, of Linnaeus. The root is the

officinal part. Wounded, when fresh,

it yields a considerable quantity of

yellow juice, which soon dries into a

solid gummy resin, retaining the

taste and strong smell of the root.

This, as well as the root, is recom-

mended as a nervine and anti-hysteric

remedy.
Peuce'danum sila'us. The sys-

tematic name of the meadow-saxi-

frage. Saxifraga vulgaris. Saxi-

fraga Anglica. Fosniculum errati-

cum, &c. English, or meadow saxi-

frage. Peucedanum silaus of Lin-

naeus. The roots, leaves, and seeds

of this plant have been commended
as aperients, diuretics, and carmina-

tives ; and appear, from their aro-

matic smell, and moderately warm,
pungent, bitterish taste, to have

some claim to these virtues. They
are now rarely used.

Pe'wter, A compound metal, the

basis of which is tin.

*
#
* There are three sorts of pew-

ter, distinguished by the names of
\

plate, trifle, and ley-pewter. The
first was formerly much used for

plates and dishes ; of the second,
are made the pints, quarts, and other
beer-measures ; and of the ley-

pewter, wine-measures and large

vessels.

The best sort of pewter consists

of seventeen parts of antimony to

one hundred parts of tin; but the

French add a little copper to this

kind of pewter. A very fine silver-

looking metal is composed of one
hundred pounds of tin, eight of an-
timony, one of bismuth, and four of
copper. On the contrary, the ley-

pewter, by comparing its specific

gravity with those of the mixtures
of tin and lead, must contain more
than a fifth part of its weight of lead.

Peye'ri gla'ndul^. Peyer's glands.

Brunner's glands. Small glands si-

tuated under the villous coat of the

intestines.

Pezi'za AURi'cula. Auricula Judce.

Fungus sambucinus. Agaricus auri-

cula? forma. Jew's-ears. A mem-
branaceous fungus. Peziza auricula

;

concava, rugosa, auriformis, of Lin-
naeus ; which resembles the human
ear. Its virtues are astringent, and,
when employed (by some its inter-

nal use is not thought safe), it is

made into a decoction, as a gargle

for relaxed sore throats.

Ph^no'mena, plur. of phenome-
non. (From (paivoj, to make ap-

pear). Those appearances in the

human l>ody which are contrary to

the usual process of nature.

Phagedena. (From (payto, to

eat). A species of ulcer that spreads

very rapidly.

Phagede'n i cs. Phageda'nica.(From
(paytjj to eat). Applications that

destroy fungous flesh.

Piia'lacrum. (From 0a\axpoc,
bald).

—

Surg. An instrument with a

blunt smooth top ; as a probe.

Piiala'nges, plur. of phalanx;

which see.

Phalango'sis. (From QaXayZ, a

row of soldiers).— 1. An affection of

the eye-lids, where there are two or

more rows of hairs upon them.—
2. A morbid inversion of the eye-lids.
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, Pha'lanx, -gis, f. (From 6a\ay%,

a battalion) . The small bones of the

fingers and toes, which are distin-

guished into the first, second, and

third phalanx.

Pha'laris canarie'nsis. (From
(paXog, white, shining; so named
from its white shining seed ; and

tanariensis, from its being the prin-

cipal food of the canary-birds)

.

Canary-grass.
*
#
* The seeds of this plant are

well known as the common food of
j

canary-birds. In the Canary islands,

the inhabitants grind them into meal,

of which they make a coarse sort of

bread.

Pha'llus escule'ntls. The sys-

tematic name of the morel fungus.

It grows on moist banks and wet
pastures, and springs up in May. It

is used in the same manner as the

truffle, for gravy and stewed dishes,

but gives an inferior flavour.

Pha'llus impl'dicls. The sys-

tematic name of the plant called

fiutgus pfialloides, stink-horns. A
stinking kind of fungus, more fre-

quently detected at a distance by the

smell, than the eye. When near, it

has only the pungency of volatile

alkali. It is applied to allay pains in

the limbs.

(From <pavra^io, to

De-Imagination.

Phanta'sma.
make appear)

.

praved vision.

Fha'rICUM. (From Pharos, the

island from whence it was brought)

.

A violent kind of poison.

Pharmaceutics. Pharmaceutical
(From (paojjiaicevu), to exhibit medi-
cines) . The doctrine of compounding
and dosing medicines. SeePharmacy,

Pharmacociiy'mia. (From <pao-

fiaxov, a medicine, and ^j^ta, chy-
niistry). Pharmaceutic chyniistry,

or that part of chyniistry which
relates to the preparation of medi-
cines.

Pharma'colite. Arsenic bloom.
Native arseniate of lime.

Pharmacopoeia, -«, f. (From
(paofianapy a medicine, and moteio,

to make). A dispensatory, or book,
containing directions for the com-
position of medicines approved of

by medical practitioners, or published

by the authority of the respective

colleges.

Pharmacopoz'ls, -i, m. An apo-
thecary, or one who prepares medi*
cines.

Pharmacopo'la. (From (pappa-

aov, a medicine, and mufXao, to

sell). A dragster, or vender of me-
dicines ; also a quack or mounte-
bank. Gell.

Pharmacopo'lium, -ii, n. (From
(papfianoV) a medicine, and 'aruAta;,

to sell) . A druggist's or apothecary's

shop.

Pharmacopoeia. (From cpapfia-

kop, a medicine, and 'sroaig, a po-
tion). A liquid medicine.

Piiarmacothe'ca. (From <pap-

fxctKov, a medicine, and TiOtj^i, to

place). A medicine- chest.

Pha'rmacy. (Pharmaccutice; from
(papfianevTixyj, ars medicamentaria)

.

The art of preparing remedies for

the treatment of diseases.

%* The articles used medicinally,

being generally unlit for administra-
tion in their original state, are sub-
mitted to various operations, mecha-
nical or chymical, by which they be-

come adapted to this purpose. In this

consists the practice of pharmacy,
which requires a previous knowledge
of the sensible and chymical proper-
ties of the substances operated on.

PhARYNGE'uS. (From tyapvyZ, the

pharynx) . Belonging to or affecting

the pharynx.
Pharynge'thron. (QapvyftOpov).

The pharynx, or fauces.

Pharyngo-staphyu'nus. A mus-
cle originating in the pharynx, and
terminating in the septum, above the

uvula.

Puaryngoto'mia. (From (papvy%,

the pharynx, and rtfivo), to cut).

The operation of cutting the pharynx.
Ph a'rynx, -gis, m. (A7ro tov <f>tp*) 9

because it conveys the food into the

stomach). The muscular fennel-

shaped bag at the back part of tLe

mouth, adhering to the fauces behind
the larynx, and terminating in the

oesophagus. Its use is to receive the

masticated food, and to convey \£

into the oesophagus,
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Phase'olls tclga'ris. (From
•«<nj\oe, a little ship, or galliot,

which its pods were supposed to re-

semble . The systematic name of
tke kidney-bean.
%* This is often called the Frtnck

bean ; when young and well boiled,

it is easv of digestion, and delicatelv

flavoured. They are less liable to

produce fiatulency than peas.

Phasga'mum. From (fxMrycrvov,

a knife; so called, because its leaves

are shaped like a knife or sword .

The herb sword-grass.
Pha'tnium. From parvi], a stall .

The socket of a tooth.

Phella\vdrii>i. From 9£\\oc;
the cork-tree, and avcpio^, male

;

so called, because it floats upon the

water like cork . The name of a
genus of plants in the Linna»an sys-

tem : Class, Pentandria ; Order, Zh-

Phelul'.vdrio* aquatic cm. The
tematic name of the water-fennel.

Fxniculum aquatintm. Fine-leaved
wmter-hemlock. The plant which
bears this name in the pharmaco-
poeias, is the Phellandrhcm aquaticwm ;

faBantm rttmi^cationibuj diraricatu,

ofLinmrus. It possesses vertiginous

and poisonous qualities, which are

best counteracted bv acids, after

the primae vis. The seeds

recommended by some, in con-
>n with Peruvian bark, in the

cure of pulmonary phthisis,

Phf/mos. From ciuooj y to shat

up . A medicine against a dysentery.

Philade'lphcs. From pcVau, to

lore, and aceA^oc, a brother; so

caDed, because, by its roughness, it

attaches itself to whatever is near
it . See Gotham, mparine.

Philanthro'p Trom ^tX^w,

to love, and aiS^trvo^, a man ; so

called from its uses .— 1. Medicine*
relieving the pain of the stone.

—

The herb goose-grass, because it

to the garments of those who
it. Sec Galiittu (rparitte.

Philo'm From 1 its in

-

renter . A warm opiate.

Ph^ltrlm. rFrom£<A£w,tolo
— 1. A phi. r imaginary me-
dicine, to excite love.—2. The de-

pression on the upper lip, where
lovers salute.

Philly'ria. The name of the
daughter of Chiron, who first applied

it medicinally . A genus of plan*

Class, Dicnidria; Order, Ztecandria.

Mock -privet.

Phimosis. (From phimus, -i, m.
a dice-box. Paul, ^i/zoc. PreEciuri

cstioii vuhree morbus, 6lc.) A con-
striction or straightness of the ex-
tremity of the prepuce, preventing

the glans from being uncovered, oc-

casioning many troublesome com-
plaints.

* « * Phimosis may arise from dif-

ferent causes, i. e. congenital or ac-

cidental, both in children and grown
persons. Children have naturally the

prepuce very long ; and as it exceeds
the extremity of the glans, and is not
Hable to be distended, it is apt to

contract its orifice. This often oc-

casions a lodgment of a small quan-
tity of urine between that and the
glans, which, if it grow acrimonious,
may irritate the parts, and produce
inflammation. In this case, the ex-

tremity of the fore-skin becomes
more contracted, consequently the

urine more confined. Hence the

whole inside of the prepuce excori-

ates and sappurates ; the end of it

grows thick and swells, and in some
months becomes callous. At other

times it does not grow thick, but

becomes so straight and contracted,

as hardly to allow the introduction

of a probe. The only way to remove
this disorder, is by an operation.

This disease may affect grown per-

sons from the same cause as little

children ; though there are some
grown persons who cannot uncoveT
their glans, or at least not without pain,

and yet have not the extremity of

the prepuce so contracted as to con-

fine the urine from passing, notwith-

standing they are sometimes troubled

with a phimosis, which might be

inspected to arise from a venereal

taint, but has, in reality, a much
more innocent cause. The sebaceous

glands, situated in the prepuce, round

the corona, secrete an unctuous hu-

mour, which sometimes becomes
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icrim-: . irritates the skin that

ie elans, and the irritation

extending" to the internal membrane
of : ice, they both become
inflamed, and yield a purulent serum.

:ch cannot be discharged, because I

the gland is swelled, and the orifice

o: the fore -skin c ted. Some
:

grown persons are also met with,

who, though they never uncovered

the rlans. have been subject to phi-

mosis from a venereal cause. In

some persons it is owing- to gonor-
rhoea, where the matter lodzed be-

tween the prepuce and the srl - >c- ,

casioned the same excoriation as :

discharge before mentioned from the

sebaceous glands. In others, it pr

ceeds from venereal chancre-

fore-skin, the elans, or the fraenum

;

which producing an inflammation,

ler on the (ore-skill, or eland,

both, the extremity oi the fore-

skin contracts, and prevents the dis-

f charge of the matter. The parts, in

a short time, are greatly swelled,

and gangrene sometimes comes on
in less than 4" h urs,—Sac J. 1

Petit, on Phimosis ef Paraphimosis, t

in his Tr atie des Malad ' -urgi-

<, t. ii.;

—

J. FT—fir on the J'c-

nereal Disease

;

—Sabatirr, Med* Ope- '.

rmiwiit,— T-fwers, in Stirs: I Essavs, !

o. Lond. 1*1 >, &c.
Phleborkha gia. From aXrv^, a

vein, and orprtui. to break out\
The r :; :ure Of :i.

PhleD"'to^:v. ' P \lebotomia
•-. a vein, and nyn»i to c.

* -nesection. or the opening of a w%

Phlegm. Fr j. to burn,
or to excite \

—

Ckym. Water fr

distillation; but, in the common ac-

ceptation of the word, it is a thick

I and tenacious mucus, secreted in I

hmgi
ftll Trom 6\(ypas

eem. and ayu>, to drive o

Medicines which promote the dis-

charge or' _m.
Phlegmasia. From £\f* .

burn
s

. An inflammation.
Phlf.gva'sia Do/UBMS, BucHewi/i

spargauosis oi Dr. Good. Puerperal
:

leg-. After D l is, by
whom it was denominated spargano-

sis, from <nrafr
:

: k . to tumefy and
ftjtfiid .

*** The tumid lee of -in

women n ifsrnbed by differ-

ent authors under a varietv of nam^
\Ugma&ia factea, fcvhymotnalym-

pkaticr. Qf C alien as anasarca

serosa* by :h French writers under
the name of L'enflttre des jambes et

de la cuisse de 1-afcmmc accmie&ee; and
depot d-ela -

. : m its supposed can.;

By the Germans it is . CE '.< -.-z

tewmn, or niilckstreiehe*, and
some English writer-. lee ; :

of which express the real nature of

the affection, and some of them, a

source obrio Toneoos.
A minuter attention to this disease

has sumciently shown. -
.. H -el-

dom any connexion with the milk :

haps never. It has occurred whe
the breasts have been des' of

milk, and where they have over-

flowed; where suckling has been re-

linquished, and where it has been-

:inued. T od obse:

it is not long since he was consulted
by a young woman labouring: under

. who was socklinc" her infant with-

out any complaint of the breast what-
ever.—See Study ofMedicine, toI. ii.

p. 5 '5.

It is as little influenced by the state

of the lochia as by that of the milk.

:tacks women of all ranks, and
ill habits ; the healthy and the

diseased ; the lean and the cor:

lent ; the sedentary and the active ;

the young and the middle-aged. I:

also occurs, at all —*ai?™81 and situa-

tions ; and has never, perhaps, been
known to appear in any other part

! of the body than the lower extre-

mities. Pr-. H 'ssack and Frauds,
: New York. have, however, it.

niously contended that it h:.

been found in the npp well as
in the lower limb, and in males as

I well as i - and they espe-

]
cially appeal to one case communi-

I
cated to them by Dr. Hiermans
Ontario, which, could it be relied

would go far to settle the ques-

l ; but, as it appears that th

like vark ases that have
occurred in Dr. Goods practice,
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was an instance of erratic, or metas-

tatic rheumatism rather than spar-

ganosis, •* We are not," he ob-

serves, " authorized to deviate from
the ordinary character assigned to

the disease, or to generalise it in the

manner which this more extended

view of its occurrence would de-

mand of us." There are other local

affections which make an approach

to it, of which Dr. Denmark has de-

scribed one that occurred in a male,

which, however, he prudently avoids

calling a phlegmasia dolens, content-

ing himself with saying that it re-

sembled it ; while Dr. Davis seems

to have mistaken for this complaint,

an inflammation of one of the larger

veins of the pelvis, or its vicinity.

Description of the disease, — In

about twelve or fourteen days after

delivery, according to the common
course of the disease, the patient

complains of pain in the groin of one

side, accompanied with the general

train of pyrectic symptoms, but with-

out the precursive shivering. The
part affected soon becomes swelled

and distended, the swelling usually

extending to the labia pudendi of

the same side, and down the inside

of the thigh to the leg and foot ; in

a day or two the limb is double the

natural size, is hot, exquisitely ten-

der, and moved with great difficulty.

It has not, however, the ordinary

external signs of inflammation, but

is hard, smooth, glabrous, pale, and

equable, except where the conglobate

glands are situated, which are corded

and knotty, as in the groin, the

ham, and the back and fleshy part of

the leg. There is, occasionally, an

uneasiness in the loins and in the

region of the pubes on the same

side. The swelling has sometimes

appeared as early as twenty-four

hours after delivery, and sometimes

not till five weeks afterwards. The
accompanying fever, which is of a

hectic form, usually declines about

the fourteenth or twenty-first day,

but in some cases runs on for six or

eight weeks, and the patient becomes

greatly emaciated. The first appear-

ance of improvement takes place

where the disease commenced, about
the groin, the pain and tumour gra-
dually subsiding in this quarter, and
the amendment spreading in a con-
tinuous line. Sometimes, though
rarely, both sides are affected simul-
taneously, and, in a few instances,

the sound leg has exhibited some-
thing, though a less degree of the
same complaint, as the diseased leg

has improved. The improvement is

very slow ; and in many cases, the

affected limb continues weak, and of

a morbid enlargement through life.

Writers o?i this subject.—The latest

and best writers on this disease are,

Dr. Whyte, M. Caspar, Mr. Trye,
Dr. Ferriar, and Dr. Hull, who con-
cur in deriving the disease from some
affection of the lymphatics in the

affected side, though they differ as

to the nature of the affection.

Dr. Whyte supposes it to be an
extravasation of the lymphatic ves-

sels ruptured by the pressure of the

child's head against the brim of the

pelvis during a severe labour-pain,

the extravasated fluid not being duly

absorbed : Professor Caspar to a
mixed inflammation of the local ab-

sorbents, and cellular membrane,
(Conunentaires de Phlegmasia Do~
lente, 8vo. Halle, 1819).— Mr. Trye
refers it to inflammation of the lym-
phatic glands; Dr. Ferriar to inflam-

mation of the muscles, cellular mem-
brane, and inferior surface of the

cutis seated in the affected part, and
an effusion of coagulable lymph, in-

stead of an effusion of the proper
fluid of the lymphatics, by a rupture
of their coats, the large blood-ves-
sels, nerves, lymphatic glands, and
glands imbedded in them, at times
participating in the inflammatory
action.

The last, if not the real cause,

would be sufficiently plausible, if the

inflammation be supposed to com-
mence in the lymphatics instead of

being merely extended to them. As
it is, Dr. Hull's hypothesis has been
adopted and enlarged by Dr. Hos-
saek, who regards the complaint as

an inflammatory disease, " not mere-
ly affecting the limb, but the whole
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system," commencing, not in the

groin or pelvis, but about the calf of

the leg ; not limited to the lympha-

tic, or even to females, but common
to both sexes, and to every part of

the affected limb ; sometimes appear-

ing in both limbs at the same time ;

and when depletion is not actively

employed occasionally, like gout and

rheumatism, transferred from one

limb to another : produced usually

by a suppression of the natural ex-

cretions, exposure to cold, stimu-

lating drinks, and other means of

excitement. To the disease thus

described, Dr. Hossack has given

the name of Cruritis. Dr. Denman
considers the disease an inflamma-

tion of the lymphatics, and refers

the inflammation to an absorption

of some acrimonious matter secreted

by the uterus ; although the disease

has occurred where there has been

no more morbid action of the uterus

than of the mammae ; and all the

secretions have proceeded healthily,

and in their proper quantity.

The cure of this disease is to be

attempted, first by a free application

of leeches following down the course

of the limb, poppy-head fomenta-

tions, or, what is better, a swathe of

flannel wrung out in hot water, ap-

plied over the whole extent of the

limb, surrounded by a loose bandage
of sheeting. To this plan should be

added purgatives of considerable ac-

tivity, and, where the irritation is

considerable, free doses of Dover's
powder. General bleeding is rarely,

though sometimes necessary. As
soon as the inflammatory symptoms
have a little subsided, local stimu-
lants may be had recourse to, so as

to excite the torpid absorbents to in-

creased action : of which, the vola-

tile liniment with laudanum has been
found of essential service. The lau-

danum, on a cursory view, may seem
to add to the vascular torpor ; but
it tends to take off the pain and
soreness that still remain, and thus
enables the tranquillized vessels the

more easily to recover their tone.

iet, whatever applications of this

kind may be employed, it should be

accompanied with gentle frict'on, for

half an hour, or more, as the limb

mav be able to bear it : for the fric-

tion itself is of important service,

and tends, perhaps, even more than

any other local stimulant, to restore

the limb to a healthy action.—See
Good's Study of Medicine, vol. citat.

p. 591.

Dr. Trye advises, for the same
purpose, the use of mercurial oint-

ment ; and others, that of small

doses of calomel. But neither have
proved decidedly useful ; while, in

some instances of great debility, they
have evidently been productive of

mischief. The chronic weakness is

to be removed by a continuance of

the friction, bathing with sea-water,

or, which is much better, bathing in

the sea itself ; an elastic flannel ban-
dage, horse exercise, pure air, and,
if necessary, general tonics and as-

tringents.—See Observations on Cru-
ritis, or Phlegmasia Dole?ts, &c. 8vo.
New York, 1822 ;—also, Dr. Davis,
in Med. Chirurg. Trans, vol. xii.

part 2, p. 3;— Dr. Duncan's inte-

resting Case, in Trans, of the Edinb.
Med. and Chirurg. Society, vol. i.

p. 439 ;—and p. 582 of the same,
for Dr. Hull's Hypothesis of the

Disease.

Pi l leg ma's i #. Inflammations. The
second order in the class Pyrexia?,

of Cullen, characterized by pyrexia,

with topical pain and inflammation
;

the blood, after venesection, exhi-

biting a buffy appearance.

Phlegm atorrha'gia. (From.

(pXsyixa, mucus, and pijyvvjxi, to

break out) . A discharge of thin

mucous phlegm from the nose, oc-

casioned by cold.

Phle'gmon. (From cpXeyuj, to

burn). Phlegmone. An inflamma-
tion of a bright red colour, with a
throbbing and pointed tumour, tend-
ing to suppuration.

Phlogiston. (From (pXoyi^o), to

burn). The supposed general in-

flammable principle of Stahl.

Phlogistica'ted a'lkali. Prus-
siate of potash.

Phlogistica'ted gas. Nitrogen
,

or azote; which see.

3 I
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Phlogo'sis. (From (f>\oyou), to

inflame) . Inflammation.

Phlycte'na. ($\vKTaivai, small
bladders). Phlyctis. Phlysis. Small
pellucid vesicles, containing a se-

rous fluid. Linnaeus and Vogel use

phlyctcena as synonymous with hy-
datis.

Phlyza'cium. (From <p\v%<», to

be hot). A pustule on the skin,

excited by fire, or heat. See Pus-
tule.

Phge'nix dactyli'fera. {Phoenix

;

Phoenicia, its native soil) . The sys-

tematic name of the date-tree. Phoe-

nixfrondibus pinnatis ; foliolis ensi-

formibus complicatis , of Linnaeus.

The fruit is called dactylus or date.

*V* Before dates are ripe, they are

rather rough and astringent ; but
when perfectly matured, they are

much of the nature of the fig. (See

Ficus Carica). Senegal dates are

most esteemed, as having a more
sugary, agreeable flavour than those

of ./Egypt and other places.

Phosge'ne gas. (Called Phosgene
by its discoverer, Dr. John Davy)

.

Chlorocarbonaceous acid. It has a

peculiar pungent odour, is soluble in

water, and is resolved into carbonic

and muriatic acid gases.

Phosphorescence. The light

emitted by phosphorus in the dark.

Pho'sphates. {Phosphas; from
phosphorus). Salts formed by the

union of phosphoric acid with diffe-

rent bases; thus phosphate of am-
monia, phosphate of lime, &c.

Phospha'tic a'cid. Acidum phos-

phaticum. An acid obtained by the

slow combustion of cylinders of

phosphorus in the air.

%* Phosphatic acid has no action

cither on oxygen gas, or on the at-

mospheric air at ordinary tempera-
tures. In combining with water, a
slight degree of heat is occasioned.

In its action on the salifiable bases,

it is transformed into phosphorous
and phosphoric acid, whence proceed
phosphites and phosphates. When
heated in a retort, phosphuretted

hydrogen gas is evolved, and phos-

phoric acid remains, &c.
Pho'spiiites. Phosphis. Salts

formed by the combination of phos-
phorous acid with different bases

;

thus, ammoniacal phosphite, &c.
Phosphorated hydrogen gas. See

Hydrogen gas, phosphuretted.

Phospho'ric a'cid. Acidum phos-
phor icum.

*#* This acid may be obtained
from bones in the following man-
ner :—Three parts of diluted sul-

phuric acid are to be poured upon
four parts of pulverized ashes of

bones, and occasionally stirred. By
these means the sulphuric acid com-
bines with the calcareous earth, and
disengages the phosphoric acid. The
mass is then to be repeatedly washed
in water, and the ley slowly evapo-
rated ; the sulphate of lime, which
still adheres, will be thus gradually
expelled and separated by filtration ;

and at last, phosphoric acid, in a
dry and vitreous form, will be ob-
tained.

PHO'sPHATIC a'cid. Acidum Phos-
phorosum. It contains less oxygen
than the phosphoric acid ; and is ob-
tained by the slow combustion of

phosphorus at common temperatures.
* * * This acid was discovered

by Sir
#Humphrey Davy, in 1812.

When phosphorus and corrosive

sublimate act on each other at an
elevated temperature, a liquid called

protochloride of phosphorus is form-
ed. Water added to this resolves it

into muriatic and phosphorous acids.

A moderate degree of heat expels

the former, leaving the latter in

combination with the water.

Properties. — Phosphoric acid has
a sour taste, reddens vegetable blues,

and neutralizes bases. When heated

strongly in open vessels, it inflames

;

phosphuretted hydrogen flies off,

and phosphoric acid remains. Ten
parts of it heated in close vessels,

give off one half of bihydroguret of

phosphorus, and leave 8-J of phos-

phoric acid. Hence the liquid acid

consists of 80.7 acid, X 19.3 water.

Its prime equivalent is 2.5.

Pho'sphorus. (From 0wc, light,

and <ptpu), to carry).
*
#
* Phosphorus has never been

found pure in nature. It is always
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met in combination with oxygen, or

in the state of phosphoric acid. In

that state it exists very plentifully,

and is united to different animal,

vegetable, and mineral substances.

Properties,—Phosphorus is a flesh-

coloured or yellowish semi-transpa-

rent substance, of the consistence of

wax, but brittle during frost. In

atmospheric air, it is luminous at

common temperatures without emit-

ting any material heat. It has a

rough disagreeable taste, and its

odour resembles that of garlic. Its

specific gravity is about 1.770, water

being 1.000. Phosphorus crystal-

lizes in laminae, in needles, or in

elongated octohedra. Exposed to

the light, it becomes covered with a

crust, which is first white, next

orange, and at last red. It becomes
liquid at a temperature of 9 (J° Fahr.

It ignites spontaneously, and burns
rapidly in the open air, at 148° Fahr.

with a brilliant white flame, and be-

comes converted into phosphoric
acid. It is volatilized at 554° Fahr.

if air be excluded. It is soluble in

caustic alkalies, by the assistance of

heat. Expressed and essential oils

take up a small quantity, rind arc

rendered luminous. Sulphuric ether,

nitric ether, and ardent spirit, spar-

ingly dissolve it in the cold. It

combines with lime, strontia, ba-
rytes, sulphur, and with metals. It

is soluble in hydrogen gas, and de-

composes nitric acid, and metallic

solutions. It acts strongly, and fre-

quently, like poison, on living animals.

In order to purify phosphorus, it

should be put into a piece of chamois
leather, and closely tied up in it.

The whole is then to be immersed in

a vessel of boiling water ; the phos-
phorus melts, and may be pressed
through the leather, taking care to
keep it under the water.—It is better,

however, to purify it by a second
distillation.—Dr. Higgins purified it

by means of hydrogen gas.

The earliest history we have of
the medicinal use of phosphorus, is

in the seventh volume of Haller's
Collection of Theses, relating to the
history and cure of diseases. The

original dissertation is entitled, De,
Phosphori Loco Medicamenti adsump-
ti virtute medica, aliquot casibus sin-

gularibus confirmata, AuctoreJ. Gabi
Mentz. There are three cases of
singular cures performed by means
of phosphorus, narrated in these

theses ; the history of which, with
the cures, were sent to Dr. Gabi
Mentz, by his father.

The first case, is of a man who la-

boured under a putrid fever, for

whom the best alexipharmic medi-
cines, as they are called, together

with a proper regimen, were pre-

scribed. A diarrhoea, however, en-
sued, accompanied with great anxiety

about the praecordia, delirium, and
general prostration of the powers of
life. Proper icmedies were tried to

stop the diarrhoea, and check the

disease, but in vain. For three days
the patient had been insensible and
exhausted. In this extremity, the

physician had recourse to phospho-
rus ; two grains of which were ex-
hibited, together with a' sufficient

quantity of thcriaca to make them
into a bolus. This occasioned a
gentle sweat, and general quiet. The
dose was twice repeated in the even-
ing, and again towards morning,
with the addition of another grain.

The sweat became copious, and the
memory and the use of the external

senses were restored. The patient,

thus revived, was afterwards com-
pletely re-established by other re-
medies.

The second case, is that of a man
who laboured uuder a bilious fever.

Although various remedies appear to
have been judiciously employed, yet
the disease gained ground, until at

last the patient was almost quite ex-
hausted. Three grains of phospho-
rus were exhibited at eleven o'clock
in the forenoon, which produced a
little quiet ; but the patient became
so thirsty, that he could not refrain
from drinking. After this he was
quiet for two hours, and a profuse
sweat broke out all over his body.
The physician seeing this, ordered
him another dose in the evening.
He slept and perspired the whole

3 I 2
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evening, and by means of proper
remedies, was afterwards completely
cured.

The third case, is entitled a malig-

nant catarrhal fever, with petechia?.

It seems to have been the common
typhus petechialis, of Cullen, accom-
panied with cough, and other ca-

tarrhal symptoms, in the beginning.

We are informed, that on the third

day of the disease, the patient was
deprived of the use of his external

senses, that he became delirious, and
exceedingly exhausted. Two grains

of phosphorus were given to him at

two o'clock, and two more in the

evening, which restored him to his

senses, and occasioned a copious

sweat. Proper remedies were after-

wards employed, which accomplished
his recovery.

Dr. Mentz appears to have been
one of the first practitioners who
tried this heroic remedy internally.

Dr. Morgenstern and Dr. Hatman
seem both to have afterwards pre-

scribed it.

Twelve cases, relating to this in-

teresting subject, are translated from
a thesis which is very little known
in this country. It is the inaugural

dissertation of Dr. Wolff, who gra-

duated at Gottingen in the year 1791;

and who states that the cases are

extracted from the private diary of

his father, a physician of eminence
in Poland, who practised physic with

great success and reputation for up-

wards of thirty years.

The dangerous consequences which
are likely to follow the injudicious

administration of phosphorus, are

forcibly illustrated by the cases and
experiments mentioned by Wcikard,
in the fourth part of his miscella-

neous writings.— Vermhchte \ledi-

i Incite Scrijften, von M. A. Jrrikard.

Phosphorus (of Baldwin). Ignited
muriate of lime.

Pho'sphoRUS (of Bologna). Sul-

phate of barvtes.

Pho'sphoRUS (ofCanton). Oyster-

shells calcined with sulphur.

V\\(^v\\v)\KY:\.Ph<>sphun ttan (From
-phosphorus) . A combination of phos-

phorus, not oxygenated, with differ-

ent bases ; as, phosphuret of copper
f

phosphuret of iron, &c.
Photoci'te. A mixture of the sili-

cate and carbo-silicate of manganese.
Photopho'bia. (From 0o>c, light,

and (pofieoj, to dread). An intole-

rance of light, so great, that the
retina can scarcely bear its irritating

rays. Such patients generally wink,
or close their eyes in light, which
they cannot bear without exquisite

pain, or confused vision. The proxi-
mate cause is too great a sensibility

in the retina. There are four species :

1. Photophobia injlammatoria, or
dread of light from an inflammatory
cause, which is a particular symptom
of the internal ophthalmia.

2. Photophobia, from the disuse
of light, happening to persons long
confined in dark places or prisons ;

on coming thence into light, the pu-
pil contracts, and the persons can-
not bear it. The depression of the
cataract occasions this symptom,
which appears as if fire and lightning

entered the eye, not being able to

resist the strong rays of light.

3. Photophobia nervea, or nervous
photophobia, arising from an increase

of sensibility of the nervous expan-
sion and optic nerve. This is a

symptom of hydrophobia, and many
disorders, both acute and nervous.

4. Photophobia, from too strong

light, as looking at the sun, or other
light.

PiiOTo'rsiA. (From <pcog, light,

and oi//tc> vision). Lucid vision.

An affection of the eye, in which
the patient perceives luminous rays,

ignited lines, or coruscations.

Phra'gmus. (From (ppaccio, to

enclose, or fence ; so called, from
their being set round like a fence of

stakes). The rows of teeth.

Puke'nes. (Phrcn, from <pp*)V,

the mind, because the ancients ima-

gined it was the seat of the mind)

.

The diaphragm.
PHRENE'SIS, Sec P/iroiitis.

Phre'nic* (From (pntvu;, the dia-

phragm). Of, or belonging to the

diaphragm.
Phrenic nerve. (Xcrvus phrc-

nicu8{ from cppivifj the diaphragm).
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Diaphragmatic nerve. It arises from
an union of the branches of the third,

fourth, and fifth cervical pairs, on
?ach side, passes between the clavicle

and subclavian artery, and descends

from thence, by the pericardium, to

the diaphragm.
Phre'nic a'rteries. The arteries

going to the diaphragm.
Phre'nic veins. The veins com-

ing from the diaphragm.
Phreni'tis, -idis, f. (<PpevirtQ,

from (pprjv, the mind). Phrejiesis.

PhreJietiasis. Phrenismus. Cephalitis.

Spkacelismus. Cephalalgia inflamma-
loria. By the Arabians, karabitus.

Phrenzy, or inflammation of the
brain. A genus of disease in the
(J lass Pyrexiae , and Order Phleg-
masia?, of Cullen ; characterized by
strong fever, violent head-ach, red-
ness of the face and eyes, impatience
of light and noise, watchfulness, and
furious delirium. It is symptomatic
of several diseases, as worms, hy-
drophobia, &c.

*** Eller observes, that when
phrenitis proves fatal, the patient
generally dies within six or seven
days. In many fatal cases, how-
ever, it is protracted for a longer
time, especially where the remissions
have been considerable. Upon the
whole, however, the longer it is pro-
tracted, providing the symptoms do
not become worse, the better is the
prognosis.

Phreno'logy. (From0p//i/, mind,
and \oyoc, discourse). A system of
philosophy of the human mind, and
is founded on facts, ascertainable by
consciousness and observation.
%* It is a principle of physiology

which cannot be disputed, that dissec-
tion alone cannot give us any informa-
tion concerning the functions of the
bodily organs. No anatomist, by dis-
secting the optic nerve, could predi-
cate that its function is to minister
to vision ; or, by dissecting the
tongue, could discover that it is the
organ of taste.—Metaphysicians hav-
ing confined themselves chiefly to
reflexion or consciousness, could not
discover the organs of the mind;
and anatomists; having merely dis-

sected the brain, could not discover

the functions of that organ ; and
hence the comparative ignorance

which has hitherto prevailed regard-

ing that interesting point in the phi-

losophy of man—the connection be-

twixt the mind and his organic con-
stitution.

Phrenologists have endeavoured
to avoid the obstacles presented by
these modes of philosophizing, and
have compared manifestations of

mind with development of brain, in

a great number of individuals. The
system now taught, is the result of

observations thus made ; and the

principal points which are conceived

to be established by extensive induc-

tion, are the following :

1 st, That the brain is the material

instrument, by means of which, the

mind carries on intercourse with the

external world.

2d, That the brain is an aggregate
of parts, each of which has a special

and determinate function.

3d, That the form of the brain

can be ascertained by inspecting the

cranium ; and that the functions of

the several parts may be determined
by comparing their size with the

power of manifesting their mental
faculties.

The accuracy of the facts and
observations made by Drs. Gall and
Spurzheim, remain to be refuted or
confirmed by experience alone, :ind

it will then be seen, that their mode
of enquiry is not only reasonable,

but highly philosophical and worthy
of attention—that if the accuracy of
their observations be confirmed by
those of future enquirers, it will ad-
vance the philosophy of mind with a

certainty and success far greater than
have hitherto attended the efforts of

its most devoted cultivators.

Mr. Abernethy, in an especial

manner (see Refections on Phreno-
logy , addressed to the Court of As-
sistants of the College of Surgeons

,

Lond. 1821), recommends them to

the attention of the medical profes-

sion, as probable in themselves, and
teeming with the most important
results. In his preface he observes,

3 I 3
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that he was one of the " many
who treated the doctrines of phre-
nology with disregard, if not with
contempt and derision. His opposi-
tion did not proceed from conviction
arising from any examination, but
rather from an ignorance of what
they truly were, and a general im-
pression of their being absurd, hete-
rodox, and irreconcileable to the
principles of true philosophy."
Some articles in favour of phre-

nology, which appeared in the New
Edinburgh Review, excited his at-

tention, and induced him to examine
the standard works on phrenology.
In the course of this enquiry, it ap-
peared to him that the prevailing

opposition to the new doctrines was
at least as much owing to misap-
prehension of their importance as to

any doubt of their truth. He there-

fore conceived, that " if it could be
shown that this system (of philoso-
phy) is a reasonable one, and that

it is conformable to analogy, and to

the order of nature in other in-

stances : that it accounts for the

phenomena in a perspicuous and
beautiful manner : that every part

pf it tends to some useful end, and
that the whole is well connected and
consistent with itself: such a de-

monstration, could it be accom-
plished, would afford a kind of in-

ternal evidence of the truth of the

system, which would go far to re-

move the aversion with which it

seems at present to be regarded by
many of the most intelligent and
scientific in this country ;" and " the

following pages contain the sub-

stance of an attempt to elucidate the

subject in this way."
In another place (p. 46*) he re-

marks—" I am sensible I have not

treated the subject in the manner
a phrenologist would have done.

Taking his stand upon the high

ground of facts, and firm, from the

conviction arising from experience,

he will probably feel no addition to

his fait!) from any arguments drawn
from Other sources, and may re-

paid ;is aeedle88, any attempts to

,»port the system by probable rea-

soning, or what he may consider
fanciful and wire-drawn analogies.

But there may be minds so consti-

tuted as to be affected by such argu-
ments and analogies, and which re-

quire to be invited to the study of

the facts by such means."
Our author first discusses the pro-

bability of the brain being an assem-
blage of different organs, each hav-
ing for its function the operations of

an individual faculty. He says :
" If

different parts of the brain are des-

tined to different purposes, where is

the absurdity of supposing, that cer-

tain separate portions of the brain

are more intimately connected with,

and more closely subservient to,

different individual functions of the

mind, than any other part? If this

be so, it may appear to us a very

curious and wonderful provision;

but it is no more absurd or incon-

sistent with reason, than that dif-

ferent organs are appropriated to

the use of the different senses ; that

the eye is connected with, and sub-

servient to, the sense of vision, the

ear to that of hearing, and the tongue

to that of taste. The only difference

is, that, in the one case, the organs

are more open to observation, their

configuration is more mechanical,

and more obvious to our gross and

imperfect powers of observing—but

in the principle itself, that the dif-

ferent powers may ha e different

portions of the brain assigned to

them, connected with and subservi-

ent to them, and by means of which

they act and manifest themselves,

there is no absurdity whatever. It

mu
if ,

perhaps, nut be true: that is a

different matter, and must be de-

cided by observation and experience

;

but it is quite conformable to rea-

son and analogy to say, that it may
be so."

He then proceeds to discuss the

nature of the powers of the mind to

which the different organs are re-

spectively subservient, and the situa-

tion of the organs, as given by Drs.

Gall and Spuraheim. In looking

over the list of faculties, in order to

try if he could reconcile it to reason
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and analogy, he could observe no
order or connection between them.

<l The whole presented to me a rude
appearance, quite different, as I then

thought, from what is commonly
found in nature. After a mere at-

tentive consideration, however, light

began to dawn upon me, and begin-

ning to consider the faculties in a

certain way, and to group them after

a certain order, the whole gradu-
ally formed themselves before me
into a system of surprising symme-
try, and, like the disjointed parts of

an anamorphosis, when seen from the

proper point of view, collecting

themselves under one elegant de-

sign, delighted me with the appear-
ance of that very order and beauty
which I would beforehand have ex-

pected to find in them."
The harmonious junction of the

organs, the beautiful adaptation of

the faculties to each other, and to

the phenomena of mind, as observ-
able in every state in which it ex-

ists, arc, he says, far too remark-
able, and the coincidences are by
far too numerous and exact, to have
occurred by chance.
u As soon would a number of

letters shaken out of Swift's Lapu-
tian machine, fall of themselves into

the order of a scientific treatise, as

that the names of thirty-three facul-

ties, put down at random, should
compose a complete and well- com-
bined scheme of the human mind,
such as this appears actually to be.
The inference is, I think, irresisti-

ble, either that the scheme which
appears so well arranged, has been
invented by the ingenuity of Drs.
GalL and Spurzkeim ; or, if they
actually proceeded in the manner in

which they tell us, and formed it

piecemeal, by a gradual and patient

examination "of facts, that the har-
mony and systematic junction of
these scattered members forms a
very strong presumption (to say no
more) in favour of the accuracy of
their separate observations, and of
the system being truly founded in
nature."

Our author, in addition, observes,

that " had Drs. Gall and Spurzheim
sat down with the purpose of con-
structing a system from their own
imagination, it is next to morally
impossible that they could have con-
trived one which harmonized so

completely with itself, and with the

actual state of the human faculties,

and the uses to which these faculties

are subservient. This is a problem
which has puzzled the most eminent
philosophers of ancient and modern
times; and all attempts to solve it

have hitherto been fruitless, so as

almost to entitle us to conclude, that

its accomplishment is beyond the

reach of human ingenuity. If, then,

these gentlemen had actually suc-

ceeded in inventing a system like

this, which affords a key to the

mental constitution of man, and a
facility of accounting for the diver-

sities of human intellect and human
character, far surpassing any other
system that ever appeared—suppos-
ing it to be, as all former systems

have been, entirely hypothetical—it

would entitle the authors of it to

rank as philosophers along with the

highest names which have ever

adorned the annals of the world."
This, our readers will think,

would be strong language, even
from a convert ; but coming from
one who has only a half acquaint-

ance with phrenology, not having
observed the facts on which it is

alleged to rest, and who, from his

own statement, came to the en-
quiry with his mind prepossessed

against it, what are we to think ?

Surely there must be a greater air

of probability about the system,

when taken as a whole, than one
would be apt to suppose from the

disjointed statements and anecdotes

with which the public have been long
entertained. The author before us

is clearly of this opinion, since he
has published, for the sake of sti-

mulating to farther enquiry.
m I am not aware," says he, 4< that

any such connected view of this sys-

tem has been given as the above, or

that the mutual relation, and de-

pendence of its different parts, have
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been brought forward exactly in the
light in which I have endeavoured to

place them. The argument may not
strike every one as strongly, but to

me, I own it appears to have consi-

derable weight. It goes, at least,

the length of inclining me to exa-
mine the facts in which the system
is said to be founded, and of remov-
ing any positive dislike to it, or
hardness of believing it on reason-
able evidence."—See Dr. Gall, aur
I 'Influence du Cerveau, sur la forme du
Crane, 1 vol. Bvo. Paris, 1823, &c;

—

Spiirzheims System, &c,
Phtheiri'asis. (From <p6tio, a

louse). See Phthiriasis.

Phthei'ril m. See Phtheimctcnum.
Phthiri'asis. (From ^Gap, a

louse). Morbus Pediculosus. Pcdicu-
latio. Phtheiriasis. A disease in which
several parts of the body generate
lice, which often puncture the skin,

and produce little sordid ulcers. See
Pedicuhis.

Phtiieiro'cto* i m. (From tpOeip,

a louse, and xreivio, to kill, because
it destroys lice). Phtheirium. The
herb staphis-agria, or staves-acre.

Phthisis. (From <pBuo, to con-

sume). Tales Pulmonalis. Pulmonary
consumption. Represented by Cullen

as a sequel of haemoptysis. It is

known by emaciation , debility, cough

,

hectic fever, and purulent expectora-

tion. The species are :— 1. Phthisis

incipiens, incipient, without any ex-

pectoration of pus.—2. Phthisis />>/-

inida, with an expectoration of pus.

—

3. Phthisis scrofulvsa, from scro-

fulous tubercles in the lungs, &c.
—4. Phthisis hamoptoica, from hae-

moptysis.— f). Phthisis exanthema

-

tica, from exanthemata.— (J. Phthisis

chlorotica, from chlorosis.—7. Phthi-

sis syphilitica, from a venereal ulcer

in the lungs.

Phtiu'ms iscmia'uica. A wasting
of the thigh and leg, from an abscess

or other cause in the hip.

I'htiii'ms pupi'll/e. An amaurosis.
Phtiio'hia. (From <pQopa, an

abortion) • Medicines which promote
abortion.

Phu. (<I>ou, or <f)iv, from p/mtm,

Arab.) bee laleriana phu.

Phyge'thlon. (From (j>vu), to

grow). A red and painful tubercle

in the arm-pits, neck and groins.

Phylacte'rium. (From (pvKaaau),

to preserve). An amulet or pre-

servative against infection.

Phylla'nthus e'mblica. The
systematic name of the Indian tree,

from which the emblic myrobalan is

obtained.

Phylli'tis. (From qvWov , aleaf

;

so called because the leaves only ap-

pear). See Asplenium scolopendrium.

Phy'ma. (From <pvto, to produce).

A small tubercle on any external part

of the body.

%* Tubercles comprehend eight

genera, and Dr. Bateman (see his Sy-
nopsis of Cutaneous Diseases, p. 270,

edit. 3), says, that, under the genus

Phyma, the late Dr. Willan intended

to comprise the terminthus, the epin-

cytis, the furuncidus, and the car-

buncle.

According to Mr. Pott, the term
phyma was formerly applied to an
inflammation near the anus.

Phy'salis. (From (pvaauj, to in-

flate ; so called, because its seed is

contained in a kind of bladder). A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Pcntandria ; Order, Mo-
7iogynia.

Phy'salis alkeke'ngi. The sys-

tematic name of the winter cherry.

sPkekengi. Halicacabum. This plant,

Physatis ; foliis gem in is, in tt gris, acu -

tis ; caule herbaceo, inj'crnr subramosa,

of Linnaeus, is cultivated in our gar-

dens. The berries are recommended as

a diuretic (from six to twelve for a

dose) , in dropsical and calculous dis •

eases.

Pmysco'nia. (From fi'muor, a

big-bellied fellow), llypcsarca. Hy-
persarchidios. Enlargement of the

abdomen. A genua of disease in the

Class Cachexies, and Order Intumc-

santia>, of Cullen ; known by a tu-

mour occupying chiefly one part of

die abdomen, increasing slowly, and

neither sonorous nor fluctuating.

Species :— 1. Jlcpatica.—2. Splenica*
'.'>. licnclis.—4. Uterina.—5. Abova-
rio.— (i. AfesetUeriea,—7. OmentalUi

—B. 1'isccralis.
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Physe'ma. (From 0i/<raw, to in-

ite). Physesis. A windy tumour.
PiIYSE'tER MACROCE'PHALUS.fP/iy-
eter, from (pvaaot, to inflate ; so

lamed from its action of blowing and
lischarging water from its nostrils,

id macroccphalus, from panpog,
>ng, and xHpaXrj, the head ; from
he length of its head). The sper-

laceti whale. Spermaceti, now called

the pharmacopoeia Cetaceum, is an
>ily, concrete, crystalline, semi-tran-

sparent matter, obtained from the

:avity of the cranium of several spe-

cies of whales, but principally from
:he Physeter macroccphalus , or sper-

maceti whale. It was formerly very
highly-esteemed, and many virtues

were attributed to it ; but it is now
chiefly employed in affections of the

lungs, primce viae, kidneys, &c. as a

softening remedy, mixed with mu-
cilages. It is also employed by sur-

geons as an emollient in form of

cerates, ointments, &c. See also

Ambergris.

PiiYSio'i;xoMY.P/:i/sio[r7iomia.(Trom

(pvffic nature, and yivioamo, to know).
The art of knowing the disposition

of a person from the countenance.
A fallacious science revived by La-
vater.

Piiysio'logy. (Physiologia, from
(pvtng, nature, and Xoyoc, a dis-

course). The science which treats

of the phenomena proper to living

bodies. It is divided into human,
animal or comparative, and vege-
table physiology.

^ Physoce'le. (From <pvGa, wind,
and arjXjj, a tumour). A species of

hernia, whose contents are distended
with wind.

Physoce'phalus. (From (pvcra,

wind, and heQclXt], the head). Em-
physema of the head. See Pneuma-
tosis.

Physome'tra. (From (pvaau), to

inflate, and finrpa, the womb).
Hysterophysc. A windy swelling or
tympany of the womb. A genus of
disease in the Class Cachexia!, and
Order Intumesceniue, of Cullen

;

characterized by a permanent elastic

swelling of the hypogastrium, from
flatulent distension of the womb. It

is a rare disease, and seldom admits
of a cure.

PHYTEu'MA,-a/*j,ii. (From (pvrevu,

to generate ; so called, from its great
increase and growth). The herb
rocket. A genus of plants : Class,

Pentandria; Order, Monogynia.
Phyteu'ma orbicularis. Ra~

punculus Corniculatas. Horned ram-
pions. Supposed by some to be effi-

cacious in the cure of syphilis.

Phytolacca. (From <pvrov, a
plant, and Xax.ua, gum lac; so
called, because it is of the colour of
lacca) . Phytolacca. The name of a
genus of plants: Class, Decandria

;

Order, Decagynia.
Phytolacca deca'ndria. The

systematic name of the Pork-physick.
Pork-weed. Poke-weed. Red weed
of Virginia. Red night-shade. Ame-
rican night-shade. Solanum race-

mosum Americanum. Solanum mag-
num Virginianum rubrum.

*
#* In Virginia and other parts of

America, the inhabitants boil the
leaves, and eat them in the manner
of spinach. They are said to have
an anodyne quality, and the juice of
the root is violently cathartic.

Phyto'logy. (From (pvrov, an
herb, and Xoyoc,, a discourse). Phy-
tologia. That part of the science

of natural history wlrch treats on
plants.

Phytominera'lis. (From (pvroi> 9

a plant, and mineralis, a mineral).

Substances of a vegeto-mineral na-
ture, as amber.

Pi'a mater. (Pia mater, trie na-
tural mother ; so called, because it

folds the brain after the manner of
a good mother embracing her child;

.

Localis membrana. Meninx tenuis,

A thin membrane, almost wholly
vascular, that is firmly accreted to

the convolutions of the cerebrum,
cerebellum, medulla oblongata, and
medulla spinalis. Its use appears to

be, to distribute the vessels to, and
contain the substances of, the cere-

brum.
Pi'c a. (Pica, the magpie ; so

named, because it is said the mag-
pie is subject to this affection) . Pi-
catio. Malacia. Allotriophagia. Citta*
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Cissa, Longing. Depraved appetite,

with strong desire for unnatural food.
*
#* This disease is very common to

pregnant women and chlorotic girls,

and by some it is said to occur in

men who labour under suppressed
haemorrhoids.

Pi'cea. (Tlirvg, pitch). The com-
mon or red fir or pitch-tree is so

termed. The cones, branches, and
every part of the tree, afford the

common resin called frankincense.

See Pinns abies.

Pichij'rim. See Pechurim.
Pi'cris echioi'des. (From 7nx,pog,

bitter, and echioides, from fx l£> a
viper, and eidog, resemblance). The
systematic name of the common ox-
tongue ; the leaves are frequently

used as a pot-herb by the country
people, who esteem it good to relax

the bowels.

Picro'mel. The characteristic

principle of bile.

*** If sulphuric acid, diluted with
five quarts of water, be mixed with
fresh bile, a yellow precipitate will

be thrown down. Heat the mixture,
then leave it to repose, and decant
off the clear part. The residue was
formerly called resin of bile, but it is

a greenish compound of sulphuric

acid and picromel. Edulcorate this

with water, and digest with carbo-
nate of barytes. The picromel now
liberated will dissolve in the water.
On evaporating this solution it is ob-
tained in a solid state. Or by dis-

solving the green sulphate in alco-

hol, and digesting the solution over
carbonate of potash, till it cease to

redden litmus paper, we obtain the

picromel combined with alcohol.

Properties oj picromel.—It resem-
bles inspissated bile. The colour is

greenish yellow ; its taste is intensely

bitter at first, with a succeeding im-
pression ofsweetness. It is not affected
by infusion of galls ; but the salts of
iron and subiieetate of lead precipi-

tate it from its aqueous so'ution. Jt

affords no ammonia by its destruc-

tive distillation. Hence the absence
of azote is inferred, and the pecu-
liarity of picromel.

PlCROTO'xiNE. Pierataxia. The

poisonous principle of the cocculus

lndicus, the fruit of the Menisperynum
cocculus; discovered by M. Boullay.

It is very bitter and inodorous ; com-
bines with the acids ; and, according

to Orfila, acts like camphor, but

more actively. It has not hitherto

been used medicinally.

Picto'nius. (From the Pictones,

who were subject to this disease).

Applied to a species of colic. It

should rather be called collica picto-

rum, the painter's colic, because,

from their use of lead, they are very

subject to it.

Pje'strum. (From 7rie(w, to press).

An instrument to compress the head
of a dead foetus, for its more easy

extraction from the womb.
Pig-nut. Earth-nut. Ground-

nut. The bulbous root of the Bu*
nium bulbocastanum , of Linnaeus

;

which see.

*** Pig-nuts, so called, because

that animal is very fond of them, and
will dig with its snout to some depth
for them, are of a dirty brownish
colour, a little bigger than a hazel-

nut, and flavoured like the chesnut.

They are said to be of a styptic qua-

lity, and are deemed serviceable in

laxity of the kidneys.

Pigme'ntum. (From pingere, to

paint). Pigment. This name is given

by anatomists to a mucous substance

found in the eye, which is of two
kinds. The pigment of the iris, is

that which covers the anterior and

posterior surface of the iris, and gives

the beautiful variety of colour, in

the eyes. The pigmenturn nigrum, OX

black pigment of the choroid mt mbrane,

is a black or brownish mucus, which
covert the anterior surface of the

choroid membrane, contiguous to

the retina and the interior surface of

the ciliary processes.

IYi.a iiy'stricis. The bezoar

hystricis.

Pi'LA MARl'NA. A species of alcy-

onium found on sea-coasts amongst
wrack. It is said to kill worms, and

when calcined, to be useful in scro-

fula.

Piles. Sec I/rrmorrhois.

Pile-wart. See Ranunculus /it aria.
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Pi'li conge'niti. The hair of the

lead, eye-brows, and eye-lids, are

jo termed, because they grow in utero.

Pi'li postge'niti. The hairs which

Trow from the surface of the body
after birth, are so termed, in contra-

distinction to those which appear be-

fore birth ; as the hairs of the head,

eye-brows, and eye-lids.

Pilose'lla. (From pilus, hair,

because its leaves are hairy). See

Hieracium.

Pilosus. Hairy. Applied bota-

nically to the stems, leaves, and re-

ceptacles of plants, e. g, cerastium

Alpinum; and to the nectary of the

parnassus paluatris, which is in form
of five hairy fascules at the base of

the stamina. The receptacle of the

carthamus tinct.orius.

Pill. Pilula. A round form of me-
dicine, about the size of a pea. The
consistence of pills is best preserved

by keeping the mass in bladders, and
occasionally moistening it. In the

direction of masses divided in this

manner, the proper consistence is to

be looked for at first, as well as its

preservation afterwards ; for, if the

mass then become hard and dry, it is

unfit for that division for which it

was originally intended ; and this, in

many instances, is such an objection

to the form, that it is doubtful whe-
ther, for the purposes of the phar-
macopoeia, the greater number of
articles had not better be kept in

powder, and their formation into

pills, left to extemporaneous direc-

tion. See Pilules.

Pi'lul*: a'loes coMPo'siTiE. Com-
pound aloetic pills. From fifteen to

twenty-five grains prove moderately
purgative and stomachic.

Pi'lulje a'loes cum my'rrha.
Aloetic pills with myrrh. From ten
grains to a scruple of this pill, sub-
stituted for the pilula Rufi, prove
stomachic and laxative, and are cal-

culated for delicate females, espe-
cially where there is uterine obstruc-
tion.

Pi'lul^ arge'nti nitra'tis. ]J.
Argent nitrates, gr. iij. Aquae dis-

tillat. gutt. aliquot. Micae panis. q. s.

ut fiant pilulae, No. xx. The author

of the Pharmacopoeia Chirurgica,
suggests the trial of these pills in ob-
stinate leprous and other cutaneous
affections and phagedenic anomalous
ulcers, connected with constitutional

causes. Dose, two or three twice
a-day.
*** Dr. Powell gave the argen-

tum nitratum internally, in a case of
hydrophobia, but without any visible

effect.

Pi'lul.e ammoniare'ti cu'pri.
An excellent tonic and diuretic pill,

and may be given with advantage in
dropsical cases, where tonics and
diuretics are indicated.

Pl'LULiE CAMBO'GI/E COMPO'siTJE.
Compound gamboge pills. These
pills were latterly introduced in the
London Pharmacopoeia, as forming
a more active purgative pill than the
pil aloes cum myrrha, and in this

way supplying an article very com-
monly necessary in practice. The
dose is from ten grains to a scruple.

Pl'LULiE COLOCY'NTHIDIS CUM
hydra'rg. submur. — Jjk. Extracti
colocynthidis comp. 9ij. Hydrarg.
submur. gr. xij. Saponis 3j. Misce
ut fiant pilulae, No. 12. These pills

are often prescribed in surgery : two
of them act as a purgative.

Pi'lul/e co'mi.—Jk. Extracti co-
nii 3ss. Pulv. herb, acutae. q. s. fiant

pil. Ix. These are the hemlock pills

of Guy's hospital. They are occa-
sionally given in scrofulous, can-
cerous, and venereal cases. They
should be administered in small
doses, and gradually increased, till

nausea and head-ach arise. From
one to a greater number of these
pills may be given in this manner,
every day.

Pl'LULJE CU'PRI SULPHA'TIS. JJfc,

Cupri sulphatis, gr. xv. Olibani,
extracti cinchonae, sing. 31J. Syr.
simp. q.s. fiant pil. Ix. Dose, from
one to four daily, in gleets.

Pi'lul*: fe'rri compo'sit^e. Com-
pound iron pills. Pills of iron and
myrrh. These pills answer the same
purpose as the mistura ferri compo-
sita. The dose is from ten grains
to one scruple.

Pi'lulje ga'lbani compo^it*.
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Compound galbanum pills. For-
merly called pilule? gummosa. A
stimulating antispasmodic and em-
rnenagogue. From half a scruple to

half a drachm, may be given three

times a day in nervous disorders of

the stomach and intestines, in hyste-

rical affections and hypochondriasis.

Pi'luls hydra'rgyri. Mercurial
pills, often from its colour called the

blue pill.

*
#* An alterative and anti-venereal

pill , which mostly acts on the bowels
if given in sufficient quantity to at-

tempt the removal of the venereal

disease, and therefore requires the

addition of opium. The dose is from
five grains to a scruple. Three grains

of the mass contain one of mercury.

Joined with the squill pill, it forms
an excellent expectorant and altera-

tive, calculated to assist the removal
of dropsical diseases of the chest,

and asthmas attended with visceral

obstructions.

Pi'lul^e hydra'rgyri cum co'nio.

—
J£> Hydrarg. purificat. jdrach. j.

Arabicae gammu pulverisatae, drach. ij.

Extract, conii. drach. j. Conii folior.

in pulv. trit. q. s. The quicksilver

is first to be reduced by trituration

with the gum arabic, moistened with

a little rain-water. The inspissated

juice of hemlock is afterwards to be
added ; and, lastly, the powdered
leaves, in sufficient quantity to make
a suitable mass for pills.

*** These, with a slight variation

in the proportion of the hemlock,
are the pilulaj mercuriales of Plenck,

who directs three or four, each of
three grains, to be given every night

and morning. In enlarged prostate

gland, and some forms of broncho-
cele, &c. this formula appears well

adapted. For these and similar dis-

eases, Dr. Saunders, in his Formulae
Selectsc, directs equal parts of the

blue pill and the extract of hemlock.
Pi'lul/e hydra'rgyri o'xydi ru'-

nRi. One grain of this preparation

in each pill, is the dose, which is

commonly taken at bed-time.

Pi'lUL/E HYDRA'kgyKI SUBMURl'-
atis compo'sit/e. Compound pills

of submuriate of mercury.

*
# * This is intended as a substitute

for the famed Plummer's pill. It is

exhibited as an alterative in a variety

of diseases, especially cutaneous
eruptions, pains of the venereal or

rheumatic kind, cancerous and scir-

rhous affections, and chronic oph-
thalmia. The dose is from five to

ten grains. In about five grains of

the mass there is one grain of the

submuriate of mercury.
Pj'lul*: hydra'rg. submur.—$,.

Hydrarg. submur. gr. xij. Conservae

cynosbati, q. s. M. fiant pil. xij.

%* These are the calomel pills in

use ; given as alterative, one or two
daily, in numerous cases. At Guy's

hospital, three grains of the pulvis

opiatus is added to each pill, using

syrup instead of the conserve.

Pi'lul/e hydra'rg. submur. c.

co'nio.—J&. Hydrarg. submur. gr. ij.

Extracti conii 5J. M. F. pil. No. 12.

Dose j. three times a- day, in scir-

rhous, cancerous, scrofulous, and

some anomalous diseases.

Pi'lul^e hydra'rg. submur. cum
antimo'nio tartariza'to.—Jk. Hy-
drarg. submur. 5J. Antim. tart. gr.

xv. opiipur. 5SS. syr. simp. q. s. fiant

pil. lx. One of these is given twice

a-day, in St. Thomas's hospital,

in cases of diseased joints. They
are also of use in herpetic affections,

and obstinate ulcers. According to

Dr. Fordyce, the union of antimony
with quicksilver, quickens the spe-

cific action of the latter.

Pi'lulje o'ph compo'sit/e.—JjlOpii

purif. ; camphorae, sing. 5J ; antim.

tart. gr. xv. ; syr. simp. q. s. ; fiant

pil. lx. To alleviate pain, and keep

up a gentle perspiration; and they

are particularly useful in prevent-

ing painful erections, in gonorrhceal

cases, &c.
Pi'lul/e sapo'nis cum o'pio. PiHs

of soap and opium. Formerly called

pilulae saponaceae. The dose is from

three to ten grains. Five grains of

the mass contain one of opium.
Pi'lulte sci'lla: compo'sphe. Com-

pound squill pills.

%* An attenuant, expectorant,

and diuretic pill, mostly adminis-

tered in the cure of asthma and
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ropsy. The dose is from ten grains

) a scruple.

Pi'lulje so'd^e cum sa'pone.—J&.

odae subcarb. exsicc. 3J. saponis

>j M.F. pil. xij. Dose, four, three

.mes a day, in cases of bronchocele

nd indurations of the absorbent

lands from scrofula.

Pi'lulje zi'nci sllpha'tis.—Jk.

'incisulphatis 51J. Terebinthinae q.s.

ant pil. lx. Dose, one or two occa-

ionally, three times a day, in gleets.

Pi'lus. (ITiXoc, wool carded),

'he short hair which is found all

ver the body. See Capillus,

Pime'nta. (From Pimienta. Sp.

epper) . See Myrtus pimenta.

Pime'nto. See Myrtus pimento..

Pimpernel. The Anagallis arvensis

3 sometimes so called. See Anagallis.

Pimpernel , water. See Veronica

cccabunga.

Pimpine'lla. Quasi bipinella, or

ipinula, from the double pennate

rder of its leaves).— 1. The name
f a genus of plants in the Linnaean

ystem : Class, Pentaudn'a ; Order,

~Hgynia. Pimpinella.—2. The phar-

lacopoeial name of the Pimpinella

Iba and magna.
Pimpine'lla a'lba. A variety of

ae pimpinella magna , whose root is

idifFerently used with that of the

reater pimpinell. The pimpinella

ixifraga was also called by this name.
Pimpine'lla ani'sum. The syste-

matic name of the anise plant. Alli-

um. Anisum vulgarp.. Pimpinella

nisum ; foliis radicalibuSy trifidis, in-

isisy of Linnaeus. A native of

;gypt.

*** Anise seeds have an aromatic
nell, and a pleasant, warm, and
sveetish taste. An essential oil and
istilled water are prepared from
lem, which are employed in flatu-

•ncies and gripes, to which children

re more especially subject ; also in

eakness of the stomach, diarrhoea,

nd loss of tone in the prims viae.

Pimpine'lla ita'lica. The root
hich bears this name in some phar-
lacopceias is that of the Sanguisorba
fficinalis, of Linnaeus.

Pimpine'lla ma'gna. The syste-

latic name of the greater pimpi-

nella. Pimpinella nigra. The root

of this plant has been lately extolled

in the cure of erysipelatous ulcera-

tions, tinea capitis, rheumatism, and
other diseases.

Pimpinella ni'gra. See Pimpi-
nella magna.

Pimpine'lla no'stras. See Pim-
pinella.

Pimpine'lla saxifra'ga. The sys-

tematic name of the Burnet saxi-

frage. The roots which now obtain

a place in the Materia Medica of the

Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, are those
of the Burnet saxifrage, the Pimpi-
nella saxifraga; foliis pinnatis, fo-
liolis radicalibus subrotundis, ummis
linearibus, of Linnaeus. They have
an unpleasant smell ; and a hot,

pungent, bitterish taste : they are
recommended by several writers as a
stomachic. As a gargle, they have
been employed for dissolving viscid

mucus, and to stimulate the tongue
when that organ has become para-
lytic.

Pinaste'llum. (From pinus, the
pine-tree ; so called, because its leaves
resemble those of the pine-tree).

Hog's fennel. See Peucedanum.
Pi'nciiijeck. An alloy of copper,

in which the proportion of zinc is

greater than in brass.

Pi'nea. The stone pine. The
young and fresh fruit of this plant,

Pinus pinea
y
of Linnaeus, are eaten

in some countries in the same man-
ner as almonds here, either alone,

or mixed with sugar. They are nu-
tritive, demulcent, and laxative.

Pi'neal concre'tions. Matter of
a stony consistence is sometimes
found deposited in the substance of
the pineal gland, formerly reckoned,
from its position in the centre of the
brain, to be the seat of the soul,

the intellectual sanctuary. These
concretions were proved by Dr. Wol-
laston to be phosphate of lime.

Pi'neal gland. (Called pineal,

from pinea, a pine-apple, from its

supposed resemblance to that fruit).

Glandula pinealis. Conarium. A
small cordiform substance, about the
size of a pea, situated immediately
over the corpora quadrigemina, and

3 K
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hanging from the thalami nervorum
optivorum by two crura or peduncles.

Its use is not known.
Pine-apple. See Bromelia ananas.

Pine-thistle. See Atrectylis gum-
mifera.

Pi'neus pu'rgans. See Jatropha
eurcas,

Pingue'do, -edinis, f. (From pin-

guts, fat). Fat. See Fat.

Pingue'scence. The disposition

to accumulate fat ; which varies in

almost every individual. See Obesity.
*
#* The fat of the human subject

usually averages about one -twentieth
of the whole, but has sometimes
amounted to half, or even to three-

fourths.—See J. P. Frank, de cur.

3/orb. Horn. Epit. torn. vi. 8vo. 1821.

Pingui'cula. (From pinguis, fat,

so called because its leaves are fat to

the touch). A genus of plants :

Class, Diandria ; Order, Monogynia.
Butterwort.

Pinguecula vulga'ris. Sanicula

montana. Sanicula eboracensis. Viola

pafustris. Liparis. Cucullata. Do-
tipcatheon Pliriii. Butterwort. York-
shire sanicle.

%* The remarkable unctuosity

of this plant has caused it to be ap-

plied to chaps, and as a pomatum
to the hair. Decoctions of the leaves

in broths, are used by the common
people in Wales as a cathartic.

Pinho'nes i'ndici. See Jatropha

eurcas.

Pink, Indian. Sec Spigelia.

Pi'nna. {Hivva, a wing). The
name of the lateral and inferior part

of the nose, and the broad part of

the ear.

PiNNA'cuLUM,-?,n. (Dim. ofpinna,

a wing). A pinnacle. A name of the

uvula from its shape.

Pi'nus. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system: Class, Monoccia

;

Order, MouadvlpJtia. The pine tree.

Pi'nus a'bies. Elate; Thcleia. The
Norway spruce fir, which affords the

Burgundy pitch and common frank-

incense.

1. Pix arida. Formerly called

Pl.r Ihtrgiuidica. The prepared resin

of the Pinus abies : foliis solitarii.s.

xnhtctragonis, acutiusculis, distichis /

ramis infra nitdis; conis cyli?idraceis,

of Linnaeus. It is of a solid, though
somewhat soft, consistence ; of a

reddish brown colour, and not dis-

agreeable smell. It is used exter-

nally as a stimulant in form of plas-

ter in catarrh, pertussis, and dysp-

noea.—2. Abietis resina. Thus: Com-
mon frankincense. This is a spon-
taneous exudation, and is brought
in small masses, or tears, chietly

from Germany, but partly and purest

from France. It is applicable to the

same purposes as Burgundy pitch,

though little used at the present day.

Pi'nus balsa'mea. The systema-
tic name of the tree which affords

the Canada balsam. Abies Canadensis.

*** The Canada balsam is one of

the purest turpentines, procured
from the Pinus balsamea, of Linnaeus.

For its properties, see Turpentine.

Pi'nus ce'mbra. The tree that

affords the Carpathianbalsam. Oleum
Germanis. Carpathicum. This bal-

sam is obtained both by wounding
the young branches of the Pinus
cembra ; foliis quints, levibus, of Lin-

naeus, and by boiling them. It is

mostly diluted with turpentine, and
comes to us in a very liquid and pel-

lucid state, rather white.

Pi'nus la'rix. The systematic

name of the tree which affords the

agaric and Venice turpentine. The
larch tree.

*
# * Venice turpentine issues spon-

taneously through the bark of the

Pinus larix ; foliisfasciculatis , molli-

bus, obtusiusculis, bracteis extra squa-

mas strobilorum exta?itibus. Hort.

Kew. It is usually thinner than any

of the other sorts ; of a clear whitish

or pale yellowish colour; a hot,

pungent, bitterish, disagreeable taste,

and a strong smell, without any thing

of the aromatic flavour of the Chian

kind. For its medicinal virtues, see

Turpentine, also Boletus laricis.

Pi'nus pi'cea. The systematic

name of the silver fir.

Pi'nus pi'nea. The systematic

name of the stone pine-tree. See

Pinca,

Pi'nus sylve'stris. The svste-

matic name of the Scotch fir, which
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fiords common turpentine, and its

il, resin, tar, and pitch.

1

.

Common turpentine is the juice,

vdiich flows out on the tree being

rounded in hot weather. See Tur-

>entine.

2. From this the oil is obtained by
Hstillation, mostly with water, in

-vhich case yellow resin is left ; but

f without addition, the residuum is

;ommon resin, or colophony. The
3il is ordered to be purined in the

jharmacopceia. See Oleum terebin-

rftince rectification,

3. When the cold begins to check

ihe exudation of the juice, part of

this concretes in the wounds ; which
is collected, and termed galipot in

Provence, barras in Guienne, some-
times also white resin , when tho-

roughly hardened by long exposure
to the air. See Resina fiava, and
R, alba,

4. The Pur liquida, or tar, is pro-

duced fron. the Pinus sylvestris ; foliis

geminiSy rigidis, conis, ovato-conicis

longitudine fcliorum subgcininis basi

rotundatis, of Linnaeus, by cutting it

into pieces, which are enclosed in a

large oven constructed for the pur-

pose. It is well known for its eco-
nomical uses. Tar-water, or water
impregnated with the more soluble

parts of tar, was sometime ago a very
fashionable remedy in a variety of
complaints, but has fallen into dis-

use.

5. Common pitch is tar inspis-

sated ; and is now termed in the
pharmacopoeia, Resina nigra; which
see.

Pi'per, -erw, n. (Il£7r£oi : from7r*7r-
t(.;, to concoct, because by its heat it

assists digestion) . Pepper. A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Diandria; Order, Trigynia.
Pi'per a'lbum. Lcucopiper. See

Piper nigrum.
Pi'per brasilia'num. 1 SecGuinea
Pi'per calecu'tk lm. ) pepper.
Pi'per caryophvlla'tlm. Jamai-

ca pepper.

Pi'per cauda'tum. See Piper
cubeba.

Pi'per cupe'ba. The plant whose
berries are called cubebs. Piper cau~

datum. Cumamus. The dried berries

of the Piper, foliis oblique ovatis, stu

oblongis venosis acutis, spica solitaria

pedunculata oppositifolia ,
fructibus pt~

dicellatis, of Linnaeus.
*
#* Cubebs are of an ash-brown

colour, orenerallv wrinkled, and re-

sembling pepper, but furnished each
with a slender stalk. Thev are a

warm spice, of a pleasant smell, and
moderately pungent taste, imported
from Java : and may be exhibited in

all cases where warm spicy medicine*

are indicated, but they are inferior

to pepper.

Pi'per decortica'tim. White
pepper.

Pi'per fava'sci. The clove-berry

tree.

Pi'per guinee'nse. See Capsicum.

Pi'per Hispa'nicum. Seet'apsicnm.

Pi'per I'ndicum. Guinea or Indian

pepper. See Capsicum.

Piperi'ne. The new name of a
peculiar chymical principle discover-

ed in black pepper by M. Oerstiidt.

It resembles the resins. It has been
successfully employed by M. Meli as

a febrifuge, who remarks, that it is

more certain than sulphateof quinine,
and, from its being more active,

must be given in smaller doses.

Pi'per Jamaice'n^e. See Afyrtut
pimenta.

Pi'per lo'ngum. Macropiper. Aca-
patli. Catu-tripali. Pimpilim. Long
pepper. Piper,foliis cordatis.petiolat is

sessilibusque, of Linna?us.

%* The berries or grains of this

plant are gathered while green, and
dried in the heat of the sun, when
they change to a blackish or dark-
grey colour. They possess precisely
the same qualities as the piper Indi-

cum, only in a weaker degree.

Pi'per Lusita'njcum. See Cap-
sicuvi.

Pi'per mura'le. See Sedum acre.

Pi'per nigrum. Melanopiper. Mo-
lagocodi. Lada. Piper aromaticum.
Black pepper.

%* This species of pepper is ob-
tained in the East Indies, from the
Piper,foliis ovatis, septem-nerviis, gla-
bris ; petiolis simplicissimis, of Lin-
naeus. Its virtues are similar to those
3K2
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of the other peppers. The black and
white pepper are both obtained from
the same tree, the difference depend-
ing on their preparation and degrees
of maturity.

Piperi'tis. (From piper, pepper,
so called, because its leaves and roots

are biting, like pepper, to the taste)

.

The herb dittany or lepidium.

Piramida'lia co'rpora. See Cor-
pora pyramidalia.

Pisifo'rme os. The fourth bone
of the first row of the carpus.

Pismire. See Formica rufa.

Pis-a-bed. See Leontodon taraxa-

cum.
Pissaspha'ltus. (From Tricca,

pitch, and aff^aXroc, bitumen). The
thicker kind of rock oil.

Pista'cia. (Yli^ama, supposed to

be a Syrian word). A genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Dioecia; Order, Pentandria.

Pista'cia lenti'scus, The syste-

matic name of the tree which affords

the mastich. Mastiche. Mastix.

Produced by the Pistacia ; foliis

abrupte pinnatis, folio/is lanceolatis,

of Linnaeus, a native of the south of

Europe.
*^* The officinal mastich is brought

to us from the Island of Chio, in

small, yellowish, transparent, brittle

tears, or grains ; it has a light agree-

able smell, especially when rubbed

or heated ; on being chewed it first

crumbles, soon after sticks together,

and becomes soft and white, like

wax, without impressing any consi-

derable taste. It is considered to be

a mild corroborant and astringent

;

and as possessing a balsamic power,

it has been recommended in haemop-

tysis, proceeding from ulceration,

leucorrhcea, debility of the stomach,

and in diarrhoeas and internal ulce-

rations. Chewing this drug has like-

wise been said to have been of use in

pains of the teeth and gums, and in

some catarrhal complaints ; it is,

however, in the present day sel-

dom used, either externally or inter-

nally.

Pista'cia mix. Pistachio-nut See

Pi*taria van.

Pista'cia TERBBrVraus. The sys-

tematic name of the tree which af-

fords the Cyprus turpentine. Tere-
binthina de Ohio. Chio or Chian
turpentine. This substance is classed

among the resins. It is procured by
wounding the bark of the trunk of

the Pistacia terebinthus, of Linnaeus.

%* The best Chio turpentine is

about the consistence of honey, very
tenacious, clear, and almost transpa-

rent, of a white colour, inclining to

yellow, and a fragrant smelt, mode-
rately warm to the taste, but free

from acrimony and bitterness. Its

virtues are similar to those of the

other turpentines. See Turpentine.

Pista'cia ve'ra. The systematic
name of the tree which affords the

mix pistacia. An oblong pointed nut,

about the size and shape of a filbert,

containing a kernel of a pale green-
ish colour, covered with a yellow or

greenish skin. It is the produce of a
large tree, the Pistacia vera ; filiis

imparipennatis ; foliolis subovatis re"

curvis, of Linnaeus.
*
#* Pistachio-nuts have a sweet-

ish unctuous taste, resembling that

of sweet almonds, and, like the lat-

ter, afford an oil, and may be formed
into an emulsion.

Pistachio-nut. See Pistacia vera.

Pish'llum, -t, n. A pestle.

—

Bot.

A pistil or pointal : the female geni-

tal organ of a flower, which, being

no less essential than the male, stands

within them, in the centre of the

flower.

*** Linnaeus conceived the pistil

to originate from the pith, and the

stamens from the wood, and since

constructed an ingenious hypothesis

relative to the propagation of vege-

tables, which is not destitute of ob-

servations and analogies in its sup-

port, although it is not countenanced
by the structure and function of the

parts.

A pistil consists of three parts :
—

1. The Germem, or rudiment of the

young fruit and seed.— 2. The Sty-

lus, or style, various in length and

thickness ; .sometimes deficient, and,

when present, serving merely to ele-»

rate the third part.

—

'.). The Stigma%

which is indispensible*
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The Nicotiana tobaccum has the

>ove organs well developed.

Pistolo'chia. (From 7ri<zog, faith-

ful, and Xox^ta, parturition ; so called,

because it was thought to promote
lelivery) . Birth-wort.

Pitch. See Resina nigra.

Pitch, Burgundy. See Pinus abics.

Pitch, Jews. See Bitumen Judai-

cum.
Pitch-tree. See Picea.

Phta'cium. (From ttittci, pitch)

.

A pitch plaster.

Pjtto'ta. (From Trirra, pitch).

Medicines in which pitch is the prin-

cipal ingredient.

PlTUi'TA. Phlegm, or viscid and
glutinous mucus.

Pitui'tary gland. Glandula pi-

tuitaria. A gland situated within
the cranium, between a duplicaturc

of the dura mater, in the sella tur-

cica of the sphenoid bone.

Pituitary me'mbrane. Membrnna
piiuitaria. Schneiderian membrane.
The mucous membrane that lines the
nostrils and sinuses, communicating
with the nose, is thus called, because
it secretes the mucus of those parts,

to which the ancients gave the name
of pituita.

Pityriasis. (From 7rirvpov,bran,
so named, from its bran-like ap-
pearance). A genus in the second
order, or scaly diseases, of Dr. Wil-
lan's cutaneous diseases.

*** Pityriasis consists of irregu-
lar patches of small thin scales, which
repeatedly form and separate, but
never collect into crusts, nor are at-

tended with redness or inflammation,
as in the lepra and scaly tetter. Dr.
Willan distinguishes pityriasis from
the porrigo of the Latins, which has
a more extensive signification, and
comprehends a disease of the scalp,

terminating in ulceration ; whereas
the former is, by the best Greek
authors, represented as always dry
and scaly. Thus, according to Alex-
ander and Paulus, pityriasis is cha-
racterized bv " the separation of
slight furfuraceous substances from
the surface of the head, or other
parts of the body, without ulcera-
tion." Their account of this appear-

ance is confonnable to experience ;

and the two varieties of it which they

have pointed out may be denomi-
nated, Pityriasis capitis, and Pity-

riasis versicolor ; which see.

Pityriasis capi'tis. A variety of

pityriasis ; when it affects very young
infants, it is termed by nurses the

dandriff. It appears at the upper
cda:e of the forehead and temples, as

a slight whitish scurf set in the form
of a horse-shoe • on other parts of

the head there are large scales, at

a distance from each other, flat and
semi-pellucid. Sometimes, however,
they nearly cover the whole of the

hairy scalp, befog close together,

and imbricated. A similar appear-

ance may take place in adults ; but

it is usually the effect of lepra, scaly

tetter, or some general disease of the

skin.

%* Elderly persons have the pity-

riasis capitis in nearly the same form
as infants ; the only difference is,

that this complaint in old people oc-

casions larger exfoliations of the cu-

tide.

Pityriasis versicolor. A va-

riety of pityriasis, chiefly affecting

the arms, breast, and abdomen, dif-

fused very irregularly, and of a dif-

ferent colour from the usual hue
of the skin ; it exhibits a singular

chequered appearance. These irre-

gular patches, which are at first

small, and of a brown or yellow

hue, appear at the scrobiculus cordis,

about the mamm£e, clavicles, &c;
Enlarging gradually, they assume a

tesselated form ; in other cases they

are branched, so as to resemble the

foliaceous lichens growing on the

bark of trees ; and sometimes when
the discolouration is not continuous,

they suggest the idea of a map being

distributed on the skin like islands,

continents, peninsulas, &c. All the

discoloured parts are slightly rough,
with minute scales, which soon fall

off, but are constantly replaced by
others. This scurf, or scaliness, is

most conspicuous on the sides and
epigastric region. The cuticular lines

are somewhat deeper in the patches

than on the contiguous parts \ hvt
3 K. 3
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there is no elevated border, or dis-

tinguishing boundary between the
discoloured part of the skin and that

which retains its natural colour. The
discolouration rarely extends over
the whole body. It is strongest and
fullest round the umbilicus, on the

breasts, and sides ; it seldom appears
in the skin over the sternum, or along
the spine of the back. Interstices of
proper skin colour are more nume-
rous, and largest at the lower part

of the abdomen and back, where the

scales are often small, distinct, and
a little depressed. The face, nates,

.and lower extremities are least af-

fected ; the patches are found upon
the arms, but mostly on the inside,

where they are distinct, and of dif-

ferent sizes.

*#* Pityriasis versicolor is not a

cuticular disease ; for when the cu-

ticle is abraded from any of the

patches, the sallow colour remains
as before in the skin or retemucosum.
This singular appearance is not at-

tended with any internal disorder,

nor with any troublesome symptom,
except a little itching or irritation

felt on getting into bed, and after

strong exercise, or drinking warm
liquors. There is in some cases a

slight exanthema, partially distri-

buted among the discoloured patches

;

and sometimes an appearance like

the lichen pilaris; but eruptions of
this kind are not permanent, neither

do they produce any change in the

original form of the complaint. The
duration of the pityriasis versicolor

is always considerable. Dr. Willan
has observed its continuance in some
persons for four, five, or six years.

It is not limited to any age or sex.

Its causes are not pointed out with

certainty. Several patients have re-

ferred it to fruit taken in too great

quantities ; some have thought it

was produced by eating mushrooms ;

others by exposure to sudden altera-

tions of cold and heat. In some in-

dividuals, who had an irritable skin,

and occasionally used violent exer-

cise, the complaint has been pro-

duced, or at least much aggravated,

by wearing flannel next to the skin.

It is likewise often observed in per-
sons who had resided for a length of
time in a tropical climate.

Pix a'rida. 1 See Pimm
Pix Burgi/ndica. J abies.

Pix li'quida. Tar. See Pimm
sylvestris.

Place'bo. I will please. An epi-

thet given to any medicine adapted
more to please than benefit the pa-
tient.

Place'nta. (From ttXciicovc, a
cake ; so called, from its resemblance
to a cake). It is the principal me-
dium by which the communication
between the parent and child is pre-
served ; but though all have allowed
the importance of the office which it

performs, there has been a variety

of opinions on the nature of that

office, and of the manner in winch
it Is executed.

*
# * A placenta, or something

equivalent to it, is to be found con-
nected with the young of every living

creature. It is found requisite that

a pabulum should be supplied to

ever)T animal, and that certain changes
should be performed on the blood,

to qualify it for the support of life.

In the human subject, the placenta

is a flat, circular substance, about a

span in diameter, and, when unin-

jured, an inch in thickness. It be-

comes gradually thinner from the

centre to the circumference, by which
it ends less abruptly in the mem-
branes. Its common shape is cir»

cular ; but it is sometimes oblong,

or divided into different portions.

The umbilical cord may be fixed

into any part of the placenta, or
sometimes into the membranes, at a

distance from the placenta. When
this happens, the vessels run in dis-

tinct branches to the placenta, with-

out forming any spongy substanee

on the membranes. Most frequently,

however, the cord is inserted at a

point about half way between its

centre and circumference. From
this, the umbilical vessels spring out

like a fan, ramifying over the sur-

face, and dipping their extremities

into the substance of the placenta

itself.
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i The surface of the placenta, which

is attached to the uterus, is divided

into lobes, with slight sulci between
them, and is covered with a layer of

the decidua, like clotted blood. On
the surface next the child is seen the

eminent branches of the umbilical

vessels, over which is spread the

chorion and amnion.
If we inject from the umbilical

vessels of the human foetus, the pla-

centa is rendered turgid, and vessels

are to be found filled in every part

of it ; but always between their ra-

mifications there remains an injected

substance ; even the uterine surface

of the placenta is not injected, for

the foetal vessels do not pass all the

way to that surface. If the uterine

arteries be injected, the placenta in

like manner is rendered turgid, but

nothing passes into the umbilical

vessels ; and when we cut into the

placenta, the cells are found full of
injection, and covered with a fibrous

uninjected matter. Hence it may ra-

tionally be inferred, that the placenta

consists uniformly of two portions.

The one is furnished bv the decidu-

ous coat of the uterus, the other by
the vessels of the chorion ; and these

two portions may, during the first

three months, be separated, by ma-
ceration, from each other. The
structure of the foetal portion of the

placenta, so far as is known, ap-
pears to be similar to that of the

pulmonary vessels, the artery ter-

minating in the vein. But the other
portion is somewhat different : there
is not a direct anastomosis, but the
artery opens into a cell ; for, by
throwing in wax by the uterine ar-

tery, we may frequently inject the
veins. These ceils communicate freely

with each other in every part of the
placenta,.. and may be compared to
the corpora cavernosa penis.

From the general principles of
physiology, as well as from experi-
ments on the chick in ovo, and from
the fatal effects which instantly fol-

low compression of the cord wrhilst

tiie child is in utero, it is allowable
to infer, that the placenta serves to

produce a change on the blood of

the fcetus, analogous to that which
the blood of the adult undergoes in
the lungs ; and from considering,
that the fcetus itself cannot create
materials for its own growth and
support, we may farther infer, that
the placenta is the source of nutri-
tion also.

The placenta may be formed at

any part of the uterus, but, in ge-
neral, it is found attached near the
fundus. Its structure is sometimes
changed, part of it being ossified or
indurated, or, on the contrary, un-
usually soft. These changes may
produce either hemorrhage, or re-
tention of the placenta. Hydatids
may form in the placenta ; or fleshy
tumours may grow in its substance.
In neither of these cases does the
child necessarily die.

According to the opinion of Har-
vey, the placenta performs the office

of a gland, conveying air, or secret-
ing the nutritious juices from the
blood brought from the parent by
the arteries of tlie uterus, and car-
ried to the foetus by the veins of the
funis, ib a manner probably not un-
like to that in which milk is se-
creted and absorbed from the breasts.
The veins in the placenta are men-
tioned as the absorbents, because no
lymphatic vessels have yet been
found in the placenta or funis ; nor
are there any nerves in these parts ;

so that the only communication hi-
therto discovered between the parent
and child, is by the sanguineous sys-
tem. The proofs of the manner in

which the blood circulates between
the parent and child, are chiefly
drawn from observations made upon
the funis. When it was supposed
that the child was supplied with
blood in a direct stream from the
parent, it was asserted that, on the
division of the funis, if that part
next to the placenta was not secured
by a ligature, the parent would be
brought into extreme danger by the
hemorrhage which must necessarily
follow. But this opinion, which laid

the foundation of several peculiari-
ty in the management of the funis

and placenta, is proved not to bq
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true ; for, if the funis be compressed
immediately after the birth of the

child, and whilst the circulation in

it is going* on, the arteries between
the part compressed and the child,

throb violently ; but those between
the compression and the placenta

have no pulsation : but the vein be-

tween the part compressed and the

placenta swells, and that part next

to the foetus becomes flaccid ; but if,

under the same circumstances, the

funis be divided, and that part next

the child be not secured, the child

would be in danger of losing its life

by the hemorrhage ;
yet the mother

would suffer no inconvenience if the

other part was neglected. It is

moreover proved, that a woman
may die of an hemorrhage occa-

sioned by a separation of the pla-

centa, and the child be nevertheless

born, after her death, in perfect

health. But should the placenta be
injured, without separation, either

by the rupture of the vessels which
pass upon its inner surface, or in

any other manner, the child, being
deprived of its proper blood, would
perish, yet the parent might escape

without injury. See also Secundines.

Placf/ntula. (Dim. of placenta).

A small placenta.

Pladaro'tis. (From vrXaeapog,

moist, flaccid). A fungous and flac-

cid tumour within the eye-lid.

Planta'go. (From planta, the

sole of the foot; so called, from the

shape of its leaves, or because its

leaves lie upon the ground, and are

trodden upon) .—1. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Te-
trandria; Order, Monogynia. The
plantain.— 2. The pharmacopceial
name of the plantago major.

Pi.anta'go coro'nopus. Coronopo-

diitm, Cornu cervinum, Stella ferret.

Plantago. Buck's -horn plantain.

The Plantagn coronopus, of Linnams.
Its medical virtues are the same as

those of the other plantains.

Pi.anta'go latifo'lia. See Plan-
tago.

Planta'go ma'jor. The systema-
tic name of the broad-leaved plan*

lain; Cent inertia. Polyneuron, Plan*

tago latifolia. Plantago major ; foliis

ovatis glabris, scapo tcreti, spica flos*
cutis imbricatis, of Linnseus.

*** This plant, until lately, was
retained in the materia medica of the
Edinburgh College, in which the
leaves are mentioned as the pharma*
ceutical part of the plant; they have
a weak herbaceous smell, an austere^

bitterish, subsaline taste ; and their

qualities are said to be refrigerant,

attenuating, substypiic, and diuretic.

Planta'go psy'llium. The sys-

tematic name of the branching plan-
tain. Psyllium. Pulicaris herba,

Crysiallion and cynomoia of Oriba-
sius. Flea-wort. The seeds of this

plant, Plantago psyllium; caule ra-

moso herbaceo, foliis subdentatis , re-

curvatis; capitulis aphyllis, of Lin-
naeus, have a nauseous mucilaginous
taste, and no remarkable smell.

%* The decoction of the seeds is

recommended in hoarseness and aspe-

rity of the fauces.

Plantain. See Plantago.

Plantain-tree. See JMusa paradi-
siaca.

Planta'ris. (Plantaris, sc. muscu-
lus. From planta, the sole of the
foot, to which it belong^. 7'ibialis

gracilis, vulgo plantarts, of Wins-
Jow. Extensor tarsi minor, vulgo
plantaris, of Douglas. A muscle of
the foot, situated on the leg, that
assists the soleus, and pulls the cap-

sular ligament of the knee from be-

tween the bones. It is sometimes,
though seldom, found wanting on
both sides. Its use is to assist the

gastrocnemii in extending the foot.

It likewise serves to prevent the cap-
sular ligament of the knee from be-
ing pinched.

Plants. See Sexual system, and
Vegetable, &c.
Pla'num os. (Planus, soft, smooth;

applied to a bone whose surface is

smooth or flat). The papyraceous,
or orbital portion of the ethmoid
bone, was formerly so called.

Plaster, annnuniacum. See Em-
plastrum amtntmiaci.

Plotter, annnoniacum, with mer-
cury. See Emplaxtrum ammoniaci}
cunt hydrargt/ru.
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Plaster, blistering fly. See Em-
plastrum lytta?.

Plaster, compound Galbanum. See
Emplastrum Galbani compositum.

Plaster, compound pitch. See Em-
plastrum picis compositum.

Plaster, cumin. See Emplastrum
cumini.

Plaster, lead. See Emplastrum
plumb i.

Plaster, mercurial. See Emplas-
trum hydrargyri.

Plaster of opium. See Emplastrum
opii.

Plaster, resin. See Emplastrum
resina?.

Plaster, soap. See Emplastrum
saponis.

Plaster, wax. See Emplastrum
cerce.

Pla'ta. (From txrXarvc, broad).
The shoulder-blade.

Platia'smi/s. (From vrXarve.,

broad). A defect in the speech, in

consequence of too broad a mouth.
Pla'tina. A metal so called.

Pure, or refined platina, is by much
one of the heaviest bodies in nature.

*
#
* The largest mass of which

we have heard, is one of the size of
a pigeon's egg, in the possession of
the Royal Society of Bergara. It is

found in the parishes of No vita and
Citaria, north from Choco in Peru,
and near Carthagena in Soirh Ame-
rica. It was unknown in Europe
before the year 1748. Don Antonio
Ulloa then gave the first informa-
tion concerning its existence, in the

narrative of his vova^e with the

French academicians to Peru.

—

Sp. g. 21.5.—It is malleable and
ductile like gold ; but to what de-
gree, is not yet ascertained. Dr.
Wollaston has succeeded in produc-
ing platinum wire not exceeding
l-3000th of an inch, by enclosing
a wire of it in a little tube of silver,

and drawing this through a steel plate

in the usual way. It is the most in-

fusible of all the metals. It cannot
be melted (in a considerable quantity
at least) by the most violent heat
of our furnaces, but may be fused
by the heat of a burning lens, or by
the assistance of oxygen gas. Some

curious phenomena of its fusion have
latterly been elicited by means of the
blow-pipe. When pure, its parts

may be made to combine or weld,
by hammering in a white heat; a
property confined to this metal and
iron. It suffers no alteration from
the action of air ; neither water, the
earths, nor the salino-terrene sub-
stances, have any power of re-action

upon it. Potash acts upon it at a
high temperature. It is not oxy-
dized when exposed red-hot to the
air for a very long time. It may
however be oxydized by thegalvano-
electric spark, and by the nitro-

muriatic acid. This acid dissolves

it, and assumes first a yellow, and
afterwards a deep orange colour.

The solution tinges animal substances
with a dark colour, and may be de-
composed by alkalies, and by mu-
riate and nitrate of ammonia, which
have no effect on solutions of gold.

The precipitate, which is a triple

compound, consisting of ammonia,
muriatic acid, and oxyde of platina,

may be reduced by the action of a
violent heat. No other acid has any
action upon platina ; but they will

combine with its oxyde. Platina

combines with phosphorus and sul-

phur with considerable facility. It

unites with the greater number of
the metals by fusion. Of these

alloys, that with copper is the most
valuable, as it is ductile, susceptible

of a fine polish, and does not tar-

nish on exposure to air ; the rest of
them are very little known. It is

now hammered in Paris into leaves

of extreme thinness.

The salts of platinum have the fol-

lowing general characters— 1. Their
solution in water is yellowish brown
—2. Potash and ammonia determine
the formation of small orange-co-
loured crystals—3. Sulphuretted hy-
drogen throws down the metal in a

black powder.
Ferro-prussiate of potash, and in-

fusion of galls, occasion no preci-

pitate. According to Sir Humphrey
Davy, the protochloride is soluble

in water, while the bichloride is in-

soluble. That they are two phos *
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phurets and three sulplmrets of pla-

tinum.—See PhilosophicalMagazine

,

vol. xl.

Fulminating platinum has been
lately discovered by Mr. Edmund
Davy. Into a solution of the sulphate
in water, aqueous ammonia is pour-
ed, and the precipitate which falls,

being washed, is put into a matrass
with potash-ley, and boiled for some
time. It is then filtered, washed and
dried. A brown powder is obtained,

lighter than fulminating gold, which
is the fulminating platinum. It ex-
plodes violently when heated to 400°;

but does not detonate by friction or
percussion. It is a non-conductor
of electricity. With sulphuric acid

it forms a deep-coloured solution.

Chlorine and muriatic gas decompose
it. According to its discoverer, it

consists of peroxyde of platinum 82.5

nearly 2 primes.

Ammonia 9.0 1

Water 8.5 2
—See Trans. Roy. Society, for an
important paper lately read by Mr.
Davy, on Platinum.
Platyco'ria. (From wXarfc, broad,

and xopn, the pupil of the eye). An
enlarged pupil.

Platyophtha'lmum. (From 7r\a-

rvc, broad, and o(p0a\^oQ, the eye

;

so called, because it is used by women
to enlarge the appearance of the eye)

.

Antiraonv.

Platyphy'llum. (From irXarvg,
broad, and <pv\\ov, a leaf) . Broad-
leaved.

Platy'sma myoi'des. (From 7r\a-

tvc, broad, five,, a muscle, and cidoe.,

resemblance). Musculus cutaneus , of
Winslow. Quadratics genm vel latis-

simus colli, of Douglas. Latissimus
colli, of Albinus. Quadratus gencp,

seu tetragonus, of Winslow, and
thoraco maxittifacial, of Dumas. A
thin muscle on the side of the neck,
immediately under the skin, that

assists in drawing the skin of the

cheek downwards ; and when the
mouth is shut, it draws all that part
of the skin to which it is connected
below the lower jaw upwards.

PleVtan/e. (From TrXcuno, to

fold). The horns of the uterus.

Ple'ctrum. (From wXijtuo; to

strike, so named from their resem-
blance to a drum-stick) . The styloid

process of the temporal bone, and
the uvula.

Plero'sjs. ")
£s D/ .

7

PLE'SMONE.i
866 ^^'^

Pletho'ra. (From 7r\i]6u), to
fill) . Plesmone. Plerosis. An exces-

sive fulness or redundance of blood
in the vessels.

Pleumo'nia. See Pneumonia.
Pleu'ra. (JlXevpa). The mem-

brane which lines the internal surface

of the thorax, and covers its viscera.

It forms a great process, the media-
stinum, which divides the thorax into

two cavities. Its use is to render
the surface of the thorax moist by
the vapour it exhales.

*** The cavity of the chest is

every where lined by this smooth
and glistening membrane, which is

in reality two distinct portions or
bags, which, by being applied to

each other laterally, form the sep-
tum called the mediastinum : this

divides the cavity into two parts, and
is attached posteriorly to the verte-

brae of the back ; and anteriorly to

the sternum. But the two laminae

of which this septum is formed, do
not every where attach to each other

;

for at the lower part of the thorax
they are separated, to afford a lodg-
ment to the heart ; and at the upper
part of the cavity they receive be-

tween them the thymus gland. The
pleura is plentifully supplied with
arteries and veins from the internal

mammary, and the intercostal?. Its

nerves, which are very inconsidera-

ble, are derived chiefly from the

dorsal and intercostal nerves. The
surface of the pleura, like that of
the peritoneum and other membranes
lining cavities, is constantly bedewed
with a serous moisture, which pre-

vents adhesions of the viscera. The
mediastinum, by dividing the tho-

rax into two cavities, obviates many
inconveniences to which we should
otherwise be liable. It prevents the

two lobes of the lungs from com-
pressing each other when we lie on
one side, and consequently contri-
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butcs to the freedom of respiration,

which is disturbed by the least pres-

sure on the lungs. If the point of a

sword penetrate between the ribs

into the cavity of the thorax, the

lungs on that side cease to perforin

their office, because the air being ad-

mitted through the wound, prevents

the dilatation of that lobe, while the

other lobe, which is separated from
it by the mediastinum, remains un-
hurt, and continues to perform its

functions as usual.

Pleura'lgia. (From 'srXivpa.y and

a\yoc, pain). Pain in the pleura,

or side.

Pleuri'tis. (From 7rXevpa
y
the

membrane lining the lungs). Pleu-

risy, or inflammation of the pleura.

A species of pneumonia, of Cullen.

See Pneumonia. In some instances

the inflammation is partial, or affects

one place in particular, which is

commonly on the right side ; but in

general, a morbid affection is com-
municated throughout its whole ex-

tent.

*#* This disease is occasioned by
exposure to cold, and by all the

causes which usually give rise to all

inflammatory complaints ; and it at-

tacks chiefly those of a vigorous con-
stitution and plethoric habit. In

consequence of the previous inflam-

mation, it is apt at its departure to

leave behind a thickening of the

pleura, or adhesions to the ribs and
intercostal muscles, which either lay

the foundation of future pneumonic
complaints, or render the patient

more susceptible of the changes in

the state of the atmosphere than
before.

Pleurocolle'sis. (From nXevpa,
the pleura, and KoXXaio, to ad-
here). An adhesion of the pleura
to the lungs or some neighbouring
part.

Pleurodynia. (From nXevpa,
and odvvrj, pain) . A pain of the side,

from a rheumatic affection of the
pleura.

Pleuro-pneumo'nia. (From orXev-
pa y and nveviiovia, an inflammation
of the lungs). Inflammation of the
lungs and pleura.

Pi.eurorthopn/T.'a. (From nXcv-
pa, the pleura, opOog, upright, and
7Tveio y

to breathe). A pleurisy in

which the patient cannot breathe
without keeping his body erect.

Plklroviiio'tonos. (From 7rA£t;-

pov, the side, and ritvojy to stretch).

A spasmodic disease, in which the
body is bent to one side.

Ple'xus. (From plecterc, to plait

or knit). A net-work of vessels.

The union of two or more nerves is

also called a plexus.

Ple'xus cardi'acus. The cardiac
plexus of nerves, formed by the union
of the eighth pair of nerves and great
sympathetic.

Ple'xus choroi'des. The choroid
plexus is a net-work of vessels si-

tuated in the lateral ventricles of the
brain.

Ple'xus pampiniform is. The
pampiniform plexus of vessels about
the spermatic chord.

Ple'xus pulmo'nicus. The pul-
monic plexus of nerves is formed by
the union of the eighth pair with
the great sympathetic.

Ple'xus reticularis. A net-work
of vessels under the fornix of the
brain.

Pli'ca. (From plicare
y to entan-

gle). This disease is commonly dis-

tinguished by the adjective Polojiica
y

it being almost peculiar to the inha-
bitants of Poland). Helotis. Kolto,
Rhopalosis. Plica Pulonica. Tricho-
ma. Plaited hair. A disease of the
hairs, in which they become long
and coarse, and matted and glued
into inextricable tangles. It is pecu-
liar to Poland, Lithuania, and Tar-
tary, and generally appears during
the autumnal season.

Plica'ria. (From plicarey to en-
tangle ; so called because its leaves
are entangled together in one mass)

.

Wolf's-claw, or club moss.
Pli'nthius. {IWlvtQioc) . The four-

fold bandage.
Plum, Malabar. See Eugenia

Jambos.
Plumba'go. (Frompiumbum, lead

;

so called, because it is covered with
lead-coloured spots).— 1. Lead-wort.
(See Polygonum penicaria.—2. An
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ore of a sliming blue-black colour,

a greasy feel, and tuberculated when
fractured. It is by many erroneously
taken for molybdena, from which it

is easily distinguished by its fracture,

that of the latter being always lamel-
lated.

Plumba'go Europ^'a. The sys-

tematic name of the tooth-wort.

Dentaria. Dentillaria. The Plum-
bago. Europcea ; foliis amplexicauli-

busy lanceolatis scabris, of Linnaeus.

The root was formerly esteemed,
prepared in a variety of ways, as a
cure for the tooth-ach, arising from
caries.

*
# * This plant is to be distin-

guished from the pellitory of Spain,

which is also called dentaria.

Plu'mbi carbo'nas. See Plumbi
subcarbonas.

Plu'mbi o'xydum semivi'treum.
Lithargyrus.

Plu'mbi subaceta'tis li'quor.

Liquor acetatis plumbi. Solution of

acetate of lead, formerly called aqua
lithargyri acetati. Goulard's ex-

tract.

*#* Principally employed, in a di-

luted state, by surgeons, as a resol-

vent against inflammatorv affections.

Plu'mbi subaceta'tis li'quor di-

LU'tus. Liquor acetatis plumbi di-

lutus. Diluted solution of acetate

of lead. Aqua lithargyri acetati

composite/.. " Take a solution of

subacetate of lead, a fluid drachm
;

distilled water, a pint ; weak spirit,

a fluid drachm. Mix." The virtues

of this water, the aqua vegeto-minc-

ralis of former pharmacopoeias, ap-

plied externally, are resolvent, refri-

gerant, and sedative.

Plu'mbi subcarbo'nas. Carbonas

plumbi. Subcarbonate of lead, com-
monly called cerusse, or white lead.

*
#
* This preparation is seldom

used in medicine or surgery, but for

the purpose of making other prepa-

rations, as the super-acetate. It is

sometimes employed medicinally in

form of powder and ointment, to

children whose skin is fretted. It

should, however, be cautiously used,

as there is great reason to believe

that complaints of the bowels of

children originate from its absorp-
tion. See Pulvis cerussa? compositus.

Plu'mbi superace'tas. Cerussa
acetata. Formerly called saccharum
saturni, or sugar of lead, from its

sweet taste. It possesses sedative

and astringent qualities in a very
high degree, and is perhaps the most
powerful internal medicine in pro-
fuse hemorrhages, especially com-
bined with opium : but its use is not
entirely without hazard, as it has
sometimes produced violent colic and
palsy ; for which reason, it is better

not to continue it unnecessarilv. The
dose maybe from one to three grains.

It has been also recommended to

check the expectoration, and colli-

quative discharges in phthisis. Ex-
ternallv, it is often used for the same
purposes as the liquor plumbi sub-

acetatis.

Plu'mbum, -t, n. See Lead.
Plum'bum can'didum. See Tin.

Plum'bum cine'reum. Bismuth.
Plu'mbum ni'grum. Black lead.

Plu'mbum ru'bei m. The philo-

sopher's stone.

Plu'mbum u'stum. Burnt lead.

Plumme'ri pi'lul.e. Plummer's
pills. A composition of calomel, an-

timony, guaiacum and balsam of co-

paiba. See Pilulce hydrargyri sitb-

muriatis composite?.

Plums. Three sorts of plums are

ranked amongst the articles of the

Materia Medica ; they are all met
with in the gardens of this country,

but the shops are supplied with them
moderately dried, from abroad.

1. The prima brignolensia ; the

Brignole plum, or prunelloe, brought
from Brignole in Provence ; it is of

a reddish-yellow colour, and has a

very grateful, sweet, sub-acid taste.

2. The pru/ia Gailica; the com-
mon, or French prune.

3. The jinuia damaacenat
or dam-

son. All these fruits possess the

same general qualities with the other

summer fruits.
*
#* The prunclloes, in which the

sweetness has a greater mixture of
acidity than in the other sorts, are

used as mild refrigerants in fevers,

and other hot indispositions. The
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French prunes and damsons are the

most emollient and laxative ; they

are often taken by themselves to

gently move the belly, where there

is a tendency to inflammations. De-
coctions of them afford a useful basis

for laxative or purgative mixtures,

and the pulp in substance for elec-

tuaries.

Plunket's remedy for cancer.
—M Take crows' foot, which grows

in low grounds, one handful ; dogs'

fennel, three sprigs ; both well pound-

ed ; crude brimstone in powder, three

middling thimbles-full ; white arsenic

the same quantity ; incorporated to-

gether in a mortar, and made into

small balls the size of a nutmeg, and

dried in the sun. These balls must be

powdered and mixed with the yolk

of an egg, and laid over the sore or

cancer upon a piece of pig's bladder,

or stripping of a calf when dropped,

which must be cut to the size of the

sore, and smeared with the yolk

of an egg. This must be applied

cautiously to the lips or nose, lest

any part of it get down ; nor is it to

be laid on too broad on the face, or

too near the heart, nor to exceed

the breadth of half a crown ; but

elsewhere, as far as the sore goes.

The plaster must not be stirred until

it drops off of itself, which will be

in a week. Clean bandages are often

required."

Pneuma'tic appara'tus. The dis-

covery of aeriform bodies has, in

modern chymistry, pointed out the

necessity of some peculiar instru-

ments, by means of which those sub-

stances might, in distillations, solu-

tions, or other scientific operations,

be caught, collected, and properly

managed. The proper instruments

for this are designated the pneumatic
apparatus.

%* Any kind of air is specifically

lighter than any liquid; and, there-

fore, if not decomposed by it, rises

through it in bubbles. On this prin-

ciple rests the essential part of the

apparatus, adapted to such opera-

tions. Its principal part is the pneu-
matic trough, which is a kind of re-

servoir for the liquid, through which

the gas is conveyed and caused to

rise, and is filled either with water
or with quicksilver. Some inches
below its brim an horizontal shelf is

fastened, in dimension about half or
the third part of the trough, and in

the water-trough this is provided on
its foremost edge with a row of holes,

into which, from underneath, short-
necked funnels are fixed. The trough
is filled with water sufficient to cover
the shelf, to support the receivers,

which, being previously filled with wa-
ter, are placed invertedly, their open
end turned down upon the above-
mentioned holes, through which af-

terwards the gases, conveyed there
and directed by means of the funnels,

rise in the form of air-bubbles. The
trough, in some cases, must be filled

with quicksilver, because water ab-
sorbs or decomposes some kinds of
air. The price and specific gravity
of that metal make it necessary to

give to the quicksilver-trough smaller
dimensions. It is either cut in marble,
or made of wood well joined.

To disengage gases, retorts of
glass, eithercommon or tubulated, are
employed, and placed in a sand-bath,
or heated by an argand or other lamp.
Earthen, or coated glass retorts, are
put in the naked fire. If necessary,
they are joined with a metallic or
glass conveying-pipe. When, besides

the aeriform, other fluids are to be
collected, the middle or intermediate
bottle finds its use ; and to prevent,
after cooling, the rising of the water
from the trough into the disengaging
vessels, the safety-tube is employed.
For the extrication of gases taking
place in solutions, for which no ex-
ternal heat is required, the disen-

gaging-bottle, or proof, may be used.

For receivers to collect the disengaged
airs, various cylinders of glass are

used, graduated or not, closed at

one end, or open at both ; and, in

this last case, they are rendered air-

tight by a properly fitted stopper.

Glass bells and common bottles are

also employed.
To combine with water, in a com-

modious way, some gases that are

only gradually and slowly absorbed
3L
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(From wv&vfia,
tumour) . Any
distended with

by it, Parker's glass apparatus is

serviceable.

Pneumatocele.
wind, and an\r}, a

species of hernia,

flatus.

Pneumato'mphalus. (From *urvev-

jia, wind, and of.i(pa\og, the navel).

A flatulent, umbilical hernia.

Pneumatosis. (From irvsvparou),

to inflate). Emphysema. Windy
swelling. A genus of disease in the

Class Cachexia, and Order Intu-

mescentia, of Cullen, known by an

accumulation of air in the cellular

texture under the skin, rendering it

tense, elastic, and crepitating. The
species of pneumatosis are:

—

1.Pneu-

matosis spontanea, without any ma-
nifest cause.— 2. Pneumatosis trau-

matica, from a wound. — 3. Pneu-

matosis venenata, from poisons.

—

4. Pneumatosis hysterica, with hys-

teria.

! neumo'nia. (From wvtvfjaov, a

i:ing). Pneumonitis. Peripneumonia.

Peripneumonia vera. Inflammation

of the lungs. A genus of disease in

the Class Pyrexia, and Order Phleg-

suffocate. The night mare. A dis-

ease in which the patient appears to

be suffocated.

Pmx. (From vrvcyu), to suffo-

cate) . An hysterical sense of suffo-

cation.

Poda'gra. (From move, the foot,

and afpa, a taking, or seizure). Fe-
bris podagrica. Arthritis. Dolor j)o-

dagricus. The gout. A genus of dis- !

ease in the Class Pyrexia, and Order
Phlegmasia, of Cullen ; known by
pyrexia, pain in the joints, chiefly of
the great toe, or at any rate of the

hands and feet, returning at inter-

vals : previous to the attack, the
functions of the stomach are com-
monly disturbed. The species are

—

1 . Podagra regularis. Arthritis po •

dagra. Arthritis rachialgica. Ar-
thritis JEstiva, of Sauvages. The
regular gout. — 2. Podagra atonica.

Arthritis melancholica , hiemalis, chlo-

rotica, and asthmatica, of Sauvages.
The atonic gout.—3. Podagra retro-

grada. The retroeedent gout.

—

i. Po-
dagra aberrans. Misplaced or wan-
dering gout. See Arthritis,

Podagra'ria. (From podagra, the

mosia, of Cullen ; characterized by gout ; so called, because it was

pyrexia, difficult respiration, cough, thought to expel the gout). Gout-

and a sense of weight and pain in the

thorax.
%* The species of pneumonia,

according to the above nosologist,

Hve— l. peripneumonia. The pulse

netimes soft: an obtuse pain in

the breast : the respiration always

difficult; sometimes the patient can-

not breathe, unless in an upright pos-

ture ; the face swelled, and of a livid

colour ; the cough for the most part

with expectoration frequently bloody.

—2. Peuritis. The pulse hard : a pun-

gent pain in one side, aggravated dttr-

the time of inspiration ; an un-

-mess when lying on one side
j

a

iv painful cough, dry in the begin-

ning of the disease, afterwards with

pectoration, and frequently bloody.

See Pliwitit.

PNEUmOPtBURltlB. (From arvtv-

f.io)i>, the lungs, and 'zrXtvpiTtr, an

irfflattunatiOD tk the pleura). An
mtiammatlon of the lungs and pleura.

P\K.VuiUM. (From vri'iyio, to

weed. A species of segopodium.
PODONl'PTRUM. (From 7T0VC, a

foot, and viiz\o), to wash or bathe).

Pediluvium, or bath for the feet.

Podophyllum. (From wovg, a

foot, and (pvWov, a leaf; so named,
from its shape) . A species of wolf's-

bane.

Podothe'ca. (From vrovg, a foot,

and nOn^i, to put). A shoe or stock-

ing. An anatomical preparation,

consisting of a kind of shoe of the

scarf-skin, with the nails adhering to

it, taken from a dead subject.

Poison. Venenum, -/, n. Those
substances are called poisons, which,
in small quantities, produce delete-

rious effects upon the body. Though
tliis is considered the best definition

of poisons, yet there is no substance

regarded as poisonous, which, in

\erv small doses, is not capable of
producing a beneficial effect. Several

of the poisons, indeed, in minute
and Well-regulated doses, produce
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the best possible effects : arsenic is

an example of this.

*
#* Poisons differ materially from

each other, not only with respect to

the modes in which they produce

their effects in relation to the several

vital organs, but with respect to

their application. Some of those,

for instance, which are speedily fatal,

if introduced into a wound, may be

taken into the stomach with complete

impunity, as in the instance of the

venom of the viper and other snakes,

which appears to exert no influence

on the stomach : others, on the con-

trary, display their deleterious action

on the stomach alone ; such as caus-

tic acids and alkalies, corrosive sub-

limate, and other chymical poisons :

while others, again, arc equally de-

structive, whether applied to the in-

ner surface of the stomach, or to the

lower intestines, in the form of clys-

ter, or even to the mucous membrane
of the mouth or nose ; to the eye

;

to the vagina and orifice of the

uterus, or to an abraded portion of

the skin. There is, moreover, a

class of substances, which may be

termed aerial poisons ; for they may
exist in the state of gas, or held dis-

solved in the atmosphere, and be

received by respiration, or by the

mucous membranes of the nose and
throat; the saliva may also thus be-

come the medium for transferring

various subtile poisons from the at-

mosphere to the body. This is well

illustrated by the fact of the transfer

of metallic influence, as related in

the case of a gentleman in perfect

health, who became salivated in

consequence of sitting for one hour
by the side of a person who was in

a state of mercurial ptyalism, in or-

der to give him a lesson in botany.

It also deserves notice, that a poi-

son acts with different degrees of

force and celerity in different parts

of the same tissue ; its absorption,

for instance, would appear to be ener-

getic in proportion to the number of
veins, although several apparent ex-

ceptions to this law might be adduced;
and it is evident that the plethoric

state of the part, with respect to its

blood-vessels,has a considerable share

in modifying the effects. This ob-

servation, however, has no relation

to those poisons which operate on
the system through the sympathetic

communication of the nerves. Mr.
Brodie, for instance, found that the

poison of bitter almonds, acted more
speedily when applied to the tongue

than when injected into the intes-

tine, though the latter presents a

much better absorbing surface.

Foder£, in the fourth volume of

his M^decine Legale, arranges poi-

sons according to their action on the

living system, and which, with a

slight alteration. in the order of the

classes, has been adopted by Orfila,

and most other writers on toxicology.

Poisons are thus reduced into six-

classes : viz.— 1. Corrosive, or Es-
charotic, as the preparations of mer-
cury, arsenic, antimony, copper, tin,

zinc, silver, gold, and bismuth ; fche

concentrated acids, and caustic al-

kalies and earths; cantharides; gla^s,

and enamol powder.—2. Stringent
Poison:;, of which the preparation?

of lead constitute the only species.

—

3. Acrid, or Rubefacient Poisons,

which, with a few exceptions, are

furnished by the vegetable kingdom,
as certain drastic purgatives, helle-

bore, euphorbium, &c.—4. Narcotu
Poisons, opium, henbane, the cherry-

laurel, stramonium, &C.—5. Narca-
tio-Acrid, embracing such articles

as produce the united effects of the

two former, and which constituU-

some of the most deadly poisons, as

theticunas, nux-vomica, belladonna,

tobacco, hemlock, digitalis, &c.

—

6. Septic Poisons, contagious mias-

mata, putrid exhalations from ani-

mal matter, sulphuretted hydrogen,
the venom of the viper, &c. If we
are to found our classification upon
views strictly pathological, the above
arrangement is perhaps as eligible

as any that could be proposed, and
it has certainly the obvious advantage
of bringing together those individual

substances which occasion effects

somewhat analogous upon the living

system ; and yet such a plan will not

enlighten our therapeutical doctrines.

3L2
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Arsenic and corrosive sublimate are,

for instance, both corrosive poisons,
but they differ from each other ma-
terially in their physiological action

;

and, when swallowed, require, for

the preservation of the individual, a
very different system of treatment.
It is from the views of their physio-
logical and chymical action, that our
curative indications are to be chiefly

derived ; and the able and interest-

ing researches of Mr. Brodie, enable
us, in a very satisfactory manner, to

construct an arrangement by which
the treatment of poisons may be at

once rendered more efficacious and
simple : thus poisons may be said to

act

—

I. Through the medium of the

nerves, without being absorbed.

a. By destroying the functions of
the brain.—Alcohol. Essential oil

of almonds. Juice of aconite. Oil

of tobacco. Opium ?

b. By rendering the heart insensi-

ble to the stimulus of its blood.

—

Infusion of tobacco.

II. By entering the circulation,

and acting through that medium,
with different degrees of force, on
the heart, brain, and alimentary

canal.—Arsenic. Emetic tartar. Mu-
riate of barytes. Thewoorara, and
all poisons which act by external

application, as the venom of the

viper, &c.
III. By a local action on the mu-

cous membrane of the stomach.

—

Corrosive sublimate of mercury.

Acids and alkalies. Mechanical irri-

tants, as diamond dust ? powdered
glass ?

It had been long admitted, that a

poison may produce death by acting

on the extremities of the nerves of

the stomach and intestines, without

being absorbed ; but to the experi-

mental labours of Mr. Brodie we
are indebted for our present correct

views upon the subject. It was ob-

served by Bichat (and the observa-

tion has been confirmed by Brodie)

,

that the influence of the brain is not

directly necessary to the action of

the heart ; for that when the func-

tions of the brain are destroyed

—

even when the head is removed

—

the
heart continues to contract for some
time afterwards, and then ceases
only in consequence of the suspen-
sion of respiration, which is under
the direct influence of the brain.

Assuming this as a principle, it will

easily appear, that certain poisons
may, by infecting the brain, paralyse
the muscles of respiration, and oc-
casion death by suffocation. Mr.
Brodie accordingly found that, by
the administration of a large dose
of alcohol to a rabbit, the pupil of
its eyes became dilated, extremities

convulsed, and the respiration labo-
rious ; and that this latter function
was gradually performed at longer
and longer intervals, and that it at

length entirely ceased. Two minutes
after the apparent death of the ani-

mal, he opened the thorax, and
found the heart acting with moderate
force and frequency, circulating- dark-
coloured blood. He then introduced
a tube into the trachea, and pro-
duced artificial respiration by inflat-

ing the lungs ; and found that, by
these means, the action of the heart
might be kept up to the natural

standard, as in an animal from whom
the head is removed. The same
phenomena resulted from the injec-

tion of two drops of the essential oil

of bitter almonds, diffused in half an
ounce of water, into the rectum of a

cat ; and from the application of the

empyreumatic oil of tobacco to the

tongue and rectum of cats and dogs.

Now, it is obvious that the functions

of the brain are immediately disor-

dered by the influence of these poisons

on the tongue, stomach, and lower
bowels of animals, so instantaneously,

that it is impossible that absorption

should have already taken place. The
poisons above enumerated, appear to

affect the brain only, and through it

the organs of respiration, leaving the

powers of the circulation unimpaired

:

there are, on the contrary, certain

substances which act on the heart at

once ; such as the infusion of tobacco,

which suspends its action even before

the animal ceases to respire, and kills

by producing syncope. The same
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effect* are occasioned by the two spe-

cies of upas from Java, called upas

nntiur, and upas ticutc. In these

cases, it is probable that the spina]

marrow is primarily affected, which
recent experiments have shewn to

have an intimate relation with the

action of the heart. We next come
to speak of those poisons which enter

the circulation, and act through that

medium on the heart, brain, and ali-

mentary canal. These organs, how-
ever, are aifected in very different

degrees by different poisons. Mr.
Brodie has shewn, that vegetable

poisons, although, when introduced

into the alimentary canal, affect life,

in consequence of the nervous sym-
pathy which subsists between this

surface and the common sensorium,
yet, that the same poisons, applied

externally to a wound, produce their

effects exclusively through the me-
dium of the circulation, being con-

veyed to the brain only by mixing
with the blood in the vessels, and
not by being conveyed through the

absorbents ; for a ligature upon the

great vessels, prevents them from
producing their deleterious effects

;

whereas, a ligature upon the thoracic

duct, or general canal, through which
all the absorbents pour their contents

into the blood, does not in the least

retard or prevent the operation of
the poison. There are also several of

the mineral poisons, which, whether
introduced into the stomach, or ap-
plied externally to a wound, poison
the animal, in consequence of being
earned into the circulation.

It had long been supposed, that

arsenic occasioned death by inflaming

the stomach ; but Mr. Brodie has
clearly demonstrated, that its influ-

ence arises from its being absorbed,
and that it must be regarded as a
vital, rather than as a chymical
agent. In the first place, he has
found the inflammation of the sto-

mach in several cases so slight, that I

on a superficial examination, it

might have been easily overlooked ;

and in most of his experiments with
arsenic, death took place in too

short a time to be considered as the :

result of inflammation ; and, in ]

next place, in whatever manner the

poison is applied, whether externally

to a wound, or internally to the

membrane of the stomach, the in-

flammation is confined to the sto-

mach and intestines; an;l, indeed, •'

is commonly more violent, and e.

more immediate, when applied r-

wound, than when internally admi-
nistered, and it also precede -

inflammation of the wound. This
important fact was proved by an i

periment made by Mr. Hunter and
SirEverard Home, and subsequently
by the repeated investigations of Air.

Brodie. It deserves notice, however,
that, although the affection of the.

stomach and intestines from \

poison is not, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, the cause of death, it

may be so in some instances, where
the animal survives the effects pro-

duced on the organs which are more
immediately subservient to life. Mr.
Henry Earle communicated to Mr.
Brodie an interesting case of this

description, of a woman in St. Bar-
tholomew's hospital, who had re-

covered from the immediate symp-
toms occasioned by the ingestion of

arsenic, but died at the end of four

or five days ; when, upon dissection,

there appeared extensive ulcerations

of the stomach and bowels.

Barytes, and still more actively \

muriate, produce similarly deleteri-

ous effects, whether internally or

externally applied ; and, like arsenie,

it affects life by rendering the heart

insensible to its blood. The saim-

observations will apply to the opera-

tion of tartarized antimony.
Corrosive sublimate of mercury,

and some other poisons, produce
their destructive effects, not by im-
pression on the nervous system, nor
by entering the circulation, but by
inducing local injury on the mucous
membrane of the stomach.
Where a poisonous substance has,

either through accident or design,

found its way into the alimentary

canal, three important indications

are, if possible, to be fulfilled ; and
under these heads 1 shall offer suc't.

3 L 3
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observations as may serve to instruct

the practitioner in the philosophy of

the general treatment. The indica-

tions to which I allude, are the fol-

lowing : viz.

1 . The immediate ejectment of the

poison from the body, by the operation

of vomiting and purging.—Whatever
may be the nature of the poison, we
should endeavour, with all possible

expedition, to eject it from the body
;

and upon the promptness with which
this is effected, the safety of the pa-

tient will generally depend ; for the

dangerous effects of such substances

advance in a very increasing ratio,

with the time thev remain in contact

with a living surface. A question

may arise, whether, in some cases,

it would not be judicious to attempt,

in the first instance, the neutraliza-

tion or decomposition of the poison.

Where a mineral acid or a caustic

alkali has been swallowed, it would
undoubtedly be right to neutralize

and dilute it as soon as possible, and
then to excite vomiting, which may
be advantageously effected by thrust-

ing the finger down the throat, or
by tickling the internal fauces with

a feather. Where an emetic is at

hand, whatever may be its nature,

it should be promptly given ; but, if

circumstances will allow us the op-

portunity of selection, antimonials,

ipecacuanha, &c. should be rejected,

and sulphate of zinc, and sulphate

of copper, for several reasons, be
preferred : in the first place, they

do not require much dilution for

their action,—a circumstance of no
small importance in the treatment of

poisons that act by being absorbed
;

in the next place, they are extremely
expeditious,—a dose of fifteen or
twenty grains producing almost in-

stantaneous vomiting, without ex-

citing that previous stage of nausea
which so frequently characterizes

other emetics, and which occasions

a. state of the vascular system highly

favourable to the function of ab-

sorption. After all has been ejected

which the Operation of vomiting can

•ftect*, ire are to proceed to the ful-

tilmoiit of the second indication, viz.

2. The decompositiori of the remain-'

ing portion, and the adoption of mea-
sicres best calculated to obviate its

absorption.—Where the substance is

in a solid form, and acts by absorp-
tion, we should be very cautious

how we favour its solution ; while,
if it exists in a liquid state, our ob-
ject must be to render its active

portion insoluble : this problem in-

volves a series of questions which
are wholly chymical. In order to

prevent or retard the absorption of
the active matter, we mu^t, to a
great degree, depend upon the agency
of vital adjuvants. This latter indi-

cation, however, does not apply to
corrosive sublimate, and other sub-
stances which act upon the stomach
locally, and are not absorbed. Co-
pious dilution also, in such cases,

will frequently disarm the poison of
its virulence ; but it should be fol-

lowed, as quickly as possible, by
vomiting. In cases where the poison
requires to be absorbed before it can
display its energies, it would be ge-
nerally unsafe to administer any
solvent. Alkaline solutions and mag-
nesia, in cases of the ingestion of
arsenic, accelerate its fatal effects,

by promoting its solution ; whereas
lime, or its carbonate, has an oppo-
site tendency, in consequence of the

insolubility of arsenic of lime: so
again, Or'fila has shewn, that the.

pernicious qualities of the muriate of
barytes are counteracted by the ad-
ministration of any soluble sulphate,

which renders the former substance
insoluble. In cases where verdigris

has been swallowed, the administra-

tion of vinegar greatly increases its-

virulence, as M. Drouard has ascer-

tained, by converting the substance
into a soluble acetate of copper.
This view of the subject will explain

why the pure earth of barytes is so

slow, and comparatively inert, in its

effects upon the system, while its

muriate is distinguished by the ex-

treme rapidity and virulence with
which it operates. The propriety of
administering vinegar, lemonade, and
different acid potations, in order to

counteract the baneful effects of
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Opium, which has been so often

questioued, will thus also receive

ample explanation. It must appear

that, if any quantity of the substance

of opium remain in the primae vise,

acid or mucilaginous drinks will, by
favouring its solution and absorption,

accelerate its fatal effects ; but, should

it have been previously ejected from
the stomach, that then the anti-nar-

cotic influence of a vegetable acid

may remove the consecutive stupor

and delirium.

Chardin, in his travels through
Persia, informs us that, when a

Persian finds himself in a distressed

situation, he has recourse to a piece

of opium as large as the thumb, and
that immediately afterwards he drinks

a glassful of vinegar ; by which he
is thrown into a lit of laughter, ter-

minating in convulsions and death.

With regard to the use of anti-

dotes, it has been alreadv stated how
tittle they are to be depended upon :

in certain cases, however, we are

bound to acknowledge their power,
but they should be very rarely trust-

ed, unless subsequent to, or in con-
junction with, the operation of an
emetic. In many cases, the effect)

of this latter remedy may be pro-
moted by the ingestion of liquids

holding the particular antidote in

solution—a practice which offers the
double advantage of accelerating the
elimination of the poison, and at the
same time of decomposing any v\ hich
mav remain. Orfila has fullv esta-

blished the fact of albumen being a

counter-poison to corrosive subli-

mate: vomiting may, therefore, be
very judiciously promoted, in cases
of such poisoning, by water holding
the white of egg in solution. With
equal effect, where verdigris has been
swallowed, sugared water may be
used as a diluent to encourage erne-
sis ; and muriate of soda in solution
will be found the most efficient an-
tidote to nitrate of silver, and sul-

phate of magnesia to acetate of lead.

Where an emetic salt, like tartarized

antimony, has been taken, copious
dilution with common water will, in

general, so provoke vomiting, as to

render it its own antidote ; but it/

maybe useful to remember, that the
infusion of galls, and, according to

Berthollet, the decoction of bark,
at the temperature of from 30° to
40°Fahr., have the power of decom-
posing it; while Ortila considers milk
the most efficient counter-poison to
the sulphate of zinc.

Having caused to be ejected from
the stomach all the poisonous mat-
ter we can, by vomiting, or the
stomach-pump, and attempted to de-
compose what remains, we are to

pursue such measures as may be
calculated to prevent the absorption
of the poison into the circulation

:

it has been already observed that,

on this account, nauseating emetics
should be avoided. Venesection proves
one of the most powerful means of
exciting the function of absorption ;

hence, in poisoning by arsenic, such
an expedient should never be recom-
mended while a particle of that sub-
stance remains in the body : where
corrosive sublimate has been swal-
lowed, the same precaution is un-
necessary. The last indication which
remains to be fulfilled, is

—

3. To anticipate the occurrence of
the consecutive phenomena, and to

combat them by an appropriate treat-

t ,xent.—This is to be conducted on
the general principles of therapeutics:

the treatment must necessarily vary
in each particuli r case. When the
i haustion of nervous energy is to

be feared fas after poisoning by
prussic acid), ammonia, and other
di reusable stimulants, will furnish

the best resource : where, on the

other hand, inflammatory action is

to be anticipated, it is unnecessary
to detail the plan of treatment which
ma}' be adopted with the greatest

chance of success. In cases where
the nervous system is stupified, the

symptoms may be combated by ve-

getable acids, infusion of coffee, &c.

;

but where it is in a state of preter-

natural excitement, recourse must
be had to opiates.—See Dr. Paris on
Poisons;— Orfda s System, &c. &e.

Poison-oak. See Rhus toxicoden-

dron.
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Polemo'nium. (From Polemon,

its inventor) . Wild sage.

Poley-mountain. See Teucrium.

Po'lium. (From, gtoXloc, white;

so called, from its white capilla-

ments) . Poley. Teucrium of Lin-
naeus ; of which botanists enumerate
several species.

Po'lium cre'ticum. See Teucrium
creticum.

Po'lium monta'num. See Teu-
crium capitatum.

Po'llen. The powdery matter

evolved from the antheras of flowers.

From the experiments of Fourcroy
and Vauquelin, that of the date seems
to approach in its constitution to

animal substances ; that of the hazel

nut contains tannin, resin, much
gluten, and a little fibrin ; and that

of the tulip yielded to Grothus the

following constituents in 26 parts :

Vegetable albumen, 20.25

Malate of lime, with trace 1 « rn
of malate of magnesia, J

Malic acid, 1.00

Malate of ammonia,
"J

Colouring matter, > 1.25

Saltpetre, , J

26.00

*
#* The principle in pollen, in-

termediate between gluten and albu-

men, has been termed by Dr. John,
Pollenin. It is vellow, without taste

or smell ; insoluble in water, alcohol,

ether, fat, volatile oil, and petro-

leum. It burns with flame. On
exposure to air, it assumes the smell

and taste of cheese, and soon be-

comes putrid with disengagement of

ammonia.
Po'llex, icit, m. The thumb, or

great-toe.

Polyciire'stus. (From mroXve,

much, and X(>?/tcc> usefulj. Having
many virtues, or uses. Applied to

many medicines, from their extensive

usefulness.

Polvciiroi'ie. The colouring

matter of saffron*

Polydipsia. (From oroXvg* much,
and ci\p7), thirst}. Excessive thirst.

A genus of disease in the Class Lo-
ualety and Order Dysorexicp, of Cul-

len. Mostly symptomatic of fever,
dropsy, excessive discharges, or poi-
sons.

Poly'gala. (From 'sroXvg, much,
and yaXa, milk ; so named, from the
abundance of its milkyjuice) .— 1 .The
name of a genus of plants in theLin-
nsean system : Class, Diadelphia; Or-
der, Qctandria.— 2. The pharmaco-
pceial name of the common milk-
wort.

Poly'gala ama'ra. This is a re-

markably bitter plant, and though
not used in this country, promises to

be as efficacious as those in greater
repute. It has been given freely in

phthisis pulmonalis, and, like other
remedies, failed in producing a cure -

y

yet, as a palliative, it claims atten-

tion. Its virtues are balsamic, de-
mulcent, and corroborant.

Poly'gala se'nega. The syste-

matic name of the rattlesnake milk-
wort. Seneka. Folygala ; floribus

imberbibus spicatis, taule erecto, her-

baceo, siinplicissimu, foliis ovato lan-

ceolatisy of Lirmseus.
*
#* The root of this plant was

formerly much esteemed as a specific

against the poison of the rattle-

snake, and as an antiphlogistic in

pleurisy, pneumonia, &c. but it is

now very much laid aside. The dose
is from ten to twenty grains ; but

when employed, it is generally used
in the form of decoction, which,
when prepared according to the for-

mula of the Ed. Pharm. may be

given every two or three hours.

Poly'gala vulga'ris. The sys-

tematic name of the common milk-

wort. The root of this plant, Poly-

gala vulgaris, of Linnaeus, is some-
what similar in taste to that of the

seneka, but much weaker. The
leaves are very bitter, and a handful

of them, infused in wine, is said to

be a safe and gentle purge.

Polygona'tlm. (From vtoXvq,

many, and yovv, a joint ; so named,
from its numerous joints or knot

Sigillum Solomo/u's. Solomon's seal.

The Cojwallaria polygonatum, of

Linnaeus.

Poly '<;onum. (From ttoXvc many,
and yui'i>, a joint; so named, from
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its numerous joints). A genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Octandria; Order, Trigynia. Knot-
grass.

Poly'gonum avicula're. The sys-

tematic name of the knot-grass. Cen-
tumnodia.

*^* This plant is never used in

this country ; it is said to be useful

in stopping hemorrhages, diarrhoeas,

&c. ; but little credit is to be given

to this account.

Polygonum bacci'ferum. A
species of equisetum, or horse-tail.

Poly'gonum bisto'rta. The sys-

tematic name of the officinal bistort.

Bistorta. Polygonum ; caule sim-
plidssimo monostachio, folds watts
in petiolum decurrentibus, of Linnaeus.

%* This plant is a native of
Britain. Every part manifests a

degree of styptieity to the taste, and
j

the root is esteemed to be one of
j

the most powerful of the vegetable

astringents, and frequently made use
j

of as such, in disorders proceeding
from a laxity and debility of the

solids, for restraining alvine fluxes,

after due evacuations, and other pre-

ternatural discharges, both serous
and sanguineous. It has been some-
times given in intermittent fevers

;

and sometimes also, in small doses,

as a corroborant and antiseptic, in

acute malignant and colliquative fe-

vers ; in which intentions Peruvian
bark has now deservedly superseded
both these and all other astringents.

The common dose of bistort root in

substance, is fifteen or twenty grains:

in urgent cases it is extended to a

drachm. Its astringent matter is to-

tally dissolved both by water and
rectified spirits.

Poly'gonum divarica'tum. The
systematic name of the eastern buck-
wheat plant.

*** The roots, reduced to a coarse
meal, constitute the ordinary food of
the Siberians.

Poly'gonum fagopy'rum. The
systematic name of the buck-wheat.
%* The grain of this plant con-

stitutes the principal food of the in-

habitants of Russia, Germany, and
Switzerland, &c.

Poly'gonum hydro'piper. The
systematic name of the poor man's
pepper. Hydroviper. Biting arsmart.

Lake-weed. Water-pepper.
*** This plant is very common in

our ditches; the leaves have an acrid

burning taste, and seem to be nearly

of the same nature with those of the

arum. They have been recommended
as possessing antiseptic, aperient,

diuretic virtues, and given in scurvies

and cachexies, asthmas, hypochon-
driacal and nephritic complaints, and
wandering gout. The fresh leaves

have been applied as a stimulating

cataplasm.

Poly'gonum latifo'lium. Com-
mon knot-grass.

Poly'gonum mas. Common knot-
gra - -

Poly'gonum mi'nus. Rupture-
wort.

Poly'gonum Persic a'ria. The
systematic name of the Persicaria of
the old pharmacopoeias. Persicaria

mitis. Plumbago. Arsmart. This
plant, Polygonum persicaria, of Lin-
naeus, is said to possess vulnerary
and antiseptic properties ; with which
intentions it is given in wine to check
the progress of gangrene.

Poly'gonum selenoi'des. Pars-

lev break-stone.

Polypo'di u m . (From mok vq, many,
and 7roi;r, a foot ; so called, because

it has many roots). A genus of

plants in the Linna?an system : Class,

Cryptogamia; Order, Filiccs. Fern,

or polypody.

PoLYl'o'lMUM ACULEA'TUM. Filix

acukata. Spear-pointed fern.

Polypo'dium fi'lix mas. Aspi-
diurn filix mas, of Dr. Smith. Pteris,

Blunoion Oribasii. Lonvhitis. Male
polypody, or fern. Polypodium filix

mas, of Linnaeus.

%* The root of this plant has lately

been greatly celebrated for its effects

upon the tctnia osculis superjicialibus

,

or broad tape-worm. Madame Nou-
fer acquired great celebrity by em-
ploying it as a specific. This secret

was thought of such importance by
some of the principal physicians at

Paris, who were deputed to make a

complete trial of its efficacy, that it
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was purchased by the French king,

and afterwards published by his

order.

The method of cure is the follow-

ing : — After the patient has been
prepared by an emollient glyster,

and a supper of panada, with butter

and salt, he is directed to take in

the morning, while in bed, a dose of

two or three drachms of the pow-
dered root of the male fern. The
powder must be washed down with a

draught of water, and, two hours
after, a strong cathartic, composed
of calomel and scammony, is to be

given, proportioned to the strength

of the patient. Should this not ope-

rate in due time, it is to be followed

by a dose of neutral salts, and if the

worm be not expelled in a few hours,

this process is to be repeated at pro-

per intervals.

Po'lypus. (From 'sroXt'c, many,
and rsxovQ, a foot, from its sending

off many ramifications, like legs).

—

—1. The name of a genus of zoo-

phytes.—2. In Cullen's Nosology, a

synonym with sarcoma. A kind of

tumour, which is generally narrow
where it originates, and then be-

comes wider, somewhat like a pear
;

which most commonly is met with
in the nose, uterus, vagina, &c. and
which received its name from an
erroneous idea, that it usually had
several roots, or feet, like polypi, or

aooplrytes.
*
# * Polypi are more frequent in

the cavity of the nose than in any
other situation, and are visibly of

different kinds, varying according to

the causes by which they are pro-

duced. One kind of polypus is red,

soft, and sensible, but free from pain,

resembling a piece of healthy flesh

—

this constitutes the polypus of various

writers. When this kind (if polypus
is of a softer consil I :i 56, semi-tran-

sparent, and of a paler yellowish

colour, in consequence of being less

vascular, it is called the gelatinous

polypus
9
and usually arises from the

side of the antrum, or the middle of

the cavity of the nostril, between the

upper and lower turbinated hones.

Other polypi are called malignant,

being hard, scirrhous, and painful :

the carei?io?r.atous and fungoid polypi,

as termed by Sir Astley Cooper, who
also describes hydatid polypi, which
generally occur in young people, and
the cysts of which may be burst by
pressure, and the fluid in them dis-

charged. Richter (Ansfangsgr. dcr

Wundarzen, b. i. kap. 21), describes

another kind of nasal polypus, which
is pale, very tough, and secretes a

viscid discharge ; which undergoes
an alteration of its size with every

change of the weather ; and which is

rather a relaxation, or elongation of

a part,ofthe Schneiderian membrane,
than a polypous excrescence. The
whole membranous linino: of the nos-

trils is sometimes thus relaxed and
thickened. Besides the preceding

varieties of polypi, children are sub-

ject, as Sir A.Cooper has explained,

to red projections within the nose,

which are liable to be mistaken for

polypi, but are of a different nature,

and may be cured by touching them
with the end of a bougie, armed with

the nitrate of quicksilver.

Mr. Fott has taken some trouble

to explain that there is one kind of

polypus, originally benign; another

originally malignant, (On the Poly-

pus of the Nose).—Mr. John Bell,

however, has criticized such distinc-

tions, which are still adopted in the

best schools of surgery. Fie ob-

serves, that a polypus is never mild,

and never malignant : time, and the

natural growth of the tumour, and

the pressure it occasions within the

soft and Jiony cells of the nostrils

and jaws, must bring every poly-

pus to one invariable form, in

Last and fatal si ge. Polypus, he

says, is indeed a dreadful disca:

but it becomes so by a slow progres-

sion, and advances by gradations

easily characterized' (See Prirtciplei

of Surg* -•//, vol. iii. part 1, p. 90, \)2).

—There are four modes of extirpat-

ing nasal polypi : viz. extracting them
with forceps ; tying them with a

tore • cutting them out ; and de-

Btroj ing them with caui I

Polypi <f the uterus are of three

kinds, in respect to situation. They
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o-row either from the fundus, the

inside of the cervix, or the lower

edge of the os uteri. The first case

is the most frequent ; the last, the

most uncommon. Polypi of the uterus

are of a pyriform shape, and have a

thin pedicle. They are almost in-

variably of that species which is

denominated fleshy, hardly ever being

scirrhous, cancerous, or ulcerated.

Sometimes they contain a cavity,

filled with fluid, resembling mucus
or lymph. They originate under the

mucous membrane, which still covers

them ; a circumstance in which they

differ from sarcoma and steatoma

of the uterus, which are situated in

its substance, or on its external

surface.

A polypus 'of the fundus uteri is

very difficult to detect in its incipient

state. While small, it does not pro-

duce the smallest perceptible change
in the organs of generation. As it

enlarges, it distends the uterus, and
often excites a suspicion of preg-

nancy, which, however, an attentive

enquiry soon dispels. While the

polypus lies in the uterus, its growth
is slow. At this early period, it fre-

quently occasions profase bleeding.

Women afflicted with the disease

are seldom pregnant, and when they
are so, a miscarriage mostly follows.

They sometimes, however, hold out
till the regular time, and the labour
is easy and safe. Cases are recorded
by Levret, Bach, and I Org, in which
the foetus reached its full term. In

Bach's case, the placenta was at-

tached to the polypus : a fact, I should
think, quite sufficient to dispel all

doubt about the vascularity of the
uterine polypi. In some instances,

however, the case is more perplex-
ing ; the catamenia disappears, and
other marks of pregnancy are pre-
sent, such as nausea, vomiting, and
enlargement of the breasts. By de-
grees the uterus, and sometimes even
the abdomen, is distended. The cer-

vical portion of the uterus is shorten-
ed, and becomes thick and tumid,
but, instead of the softness peculiar
to pregnancy, it retains a solid feel.

A sensation of weight about the ge-

nitals, and of bearing down, is also

experienced; frequently the bowels
are constipated, and there is difficulty

in voiding the urine. (Mayer, de
Polypis Uteri. Beroiini, 1821).—As
the polypus increases, it expands the
os uteri, and, at length, protrudes
into the vagina, whence it subse-
quently protrudes externally. This
happens gradually, or suddenly from
some effort or concussion of the
body. Additional grievances are now
excited. As the polypus cannot de-
scend so low, without dragging the
fundus uteri downward with it, and
occasioning a prolapsus of this organ,
the patient, in walking or standing,

commonly experiences a very painful

sense of dragging, or stretching in

the pelvis. As the bladder and ureter
are also forced into a deranged posi-

tion, the evacuation of the urine is

more or less disturbed, or rendered
difficult. Lastly, the dribbling of the
urine over the polypus, and the
friction which the part accidentally

suffers, frequently cause it to inflame,
and become painful and ulcerated.

With regard to the treatment of
uterine polypi, no attempt can be
made to extirpate them, until the os
uteri is sufficiently dilated to permit
t!if application of a ligature, or the

practice of excision. In the mean-
time a hemorrhage which occurs is

to be checked by complete repose ;

the supine posture ; small doses of
opium ; mineral acids, particularly

the phosphoric ; alum, and cold in-

jections of vinegar. When these
means fail, and the hemorrhage en-
dangers life, the os uteri should be
artificially dilated, and the polypus
immediately removed. Constipation
and retention of urine may also some-
times require special attention, be-
fore the os uteri has become dilated

enough for the extirpation of the
tumour. According to Mayer, the
besc period for undertaking either to
tie, or cut away a polypus of the
uterus, is soon after the menses, or
after hemorrhage, the genitals being
then lax, and the flow of blood to
them diminished.

For the extirpation of the polypus
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of the uterus, all the methods men-
tioned for the eradication of nasal

polypi, have heen proposed ; but mo-
dern practitioners hardly ever employ
more than two : viz. the ligature,

which is generally the most proper

means, and excision.

Levret's instrument, and one de-

scribed by Nissen de polvpis uteri

(see Richters Chir. Bibl. 9 b. s. 613)

,

is sometimes preferred for this ope-

ration. Besides these, many others

have been devised, and recommended
for tying polypi of the uterus : one

in particular, invented by Dessault,

and another which is preferred by
Mayer, claim the attention of those

who may wish to become acquainted

with them.
Fleshy excrescences occasionally

form in the vagina, some of which
have a broad basis, and others a thin

pedicle. The last merit the appellation

of polypi. Their existence is easily

ascertained by the touch. By making
pressure on the bladder and rectum,

they occasion several impediments

to the evacuation of the urine and
feces. They may be conveniently

tied bv means of the double cannula.

Should the polypus be situated at the

lower edge of the vagina, this in-

strument would not be required, as

the ligature might be applied with

the hand, and the tumour cut off

below the constricted part.

A polypus in the oesophagus ren-

ders deglutition difficult ; and, when
of large size, puts an entire stop to

it. When an inclination to vomit is

excited by irritating the throat with

the finger, or a feather, the polypus,

if situated towards the upper part of

the tube, ascends into the mouth, so

as to become visible. But, as it im-

pedes respiration during its residence

in the mouth, the patient is soon
necessitated, as it were, to swallow

it again. "When it is situated far

down the oesophagus, of course, it

cannot be brought up into the mouth,
and is very difficult to detect. The
difficulty of swallowing, its only

symptom, may result from other

causes. In this case it is also in-

surable ; for it is impossible to take

hold of it with instruments. An
operation can only be practised, when
the polypus is situated at the upper
part of the oesophagus. The tumour
cannot be extracted ; and the tying

of it is difficult.

Polypi in the rectum, may be tied

with the aid of cannulas

.

Excrescences in the meatus audito-

rius externus, resembling polypi,

have been successfully extirpated by
extraction, or ratber by twisting them
off.— On the subject of polypi in

general, the following authors and
works, among others, may be ad-

vantageously consulted : A. Levret,

Observations sur la Cure radicale de

Plusieurs Polypes de la Matrice, de la

Gorge, et du Nez, 8vo. Paris, 1749
;—M. G.Herbiniaux, Traite sur divers

Accouchments laborxeux, et sur les

Polypes de la Matrice, &c. 2 torn.

8vo. Bruxelles, 1782-1 794 ; — E.
Grainger, Medical and Surgical Re-

marks, including a Description of a

simple and effectual Method of re-

moving Polypi from the Uterus, &.C.

8vo. Lond. 1815 ;

—

Denman*s Plates

of a Polypus, with an inversion of the

Uterus, arid ofa Polypus ofthe Uterus,

fol. 1801 ;

—

Pott
f

s Remarks on Poly-

pus of the Nose;— Whatelcy's two

Cases of extraordinary Polypus, 8vo.

Lond. 1805 ;

—

J. Bell's Principles of
Surg. vol. iii. part 1 ;

— Calliscn's

Systema, &c. vol. ii. p. 169 ;

—

J. G.

Haase, de Narium Morbis Comment.

;

—Wen z el, Krankfa iten des Uteri's.

Maintz, 1816, &c. &c.
Polysa'rcia. From wo\vQ,mnch t

and crapZ, flesh). Polysomatia. Obe-

sitas. Corpulentia. Steatites, of Vo-
gel. Troublesome corpulency, or

fatness. A genus of disease in the

Class Cachexia*, and Order Intumes-

centia?, of Cullen. See Obesity.

Polysoma'tia. (From woXi'Ct

much, and out-ia, a body). See

Polysarcia.

Polyspa'stum. (From <sroA»>c»

much, and aircuo, to draw). A for-

cible instrument for reducing luxa-

tions.

Polytri'chum. (From ttoXvc,

many, and Qpi£, hair ; so called,

from its resemblance to a woman's
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hair ; or because, in ancient times,

women used to dye the hair with

it, to keep it from shedding) . Poly-

tricon.— 1. The name of a genus of

plants in the Linnsean system : Class,

Cryptagarnia ; Order, Musci.—2. The
pharmacopceial name of the golden

maidenhair.

Polytri'chum commu'ne. The
systematic name of the golden mai-

denhair. Adianthum aureum. It pos-

sesses, though in an inferior degree,

astringent virtues ; and was formerly

given in diseases of the lungs and

calculous complaints.

Polyu'rica ischu'ria. (From wo-
Xuc, much, and ovpov, urine) . Ischu-

ria, from long retention of urine.

Poma'celm. From pomum, an ap-

ple). Cider, or the fermented juice

of apple.

Pomegranate. See Punica gra-

natum.

Pompholygo'des. (From vrofupo-

\v£, a bubble, and tuoc, resem-

blance) . Urine, with bubbles on the

surface.

Po'mpholyx. (From mofxcpoQ, a

bladder).— 1. A bubble.— 2. The
whitish powder, or oxyde of zinc,

which adheres to the covers of the

crucibles in making brass, in the

form of small bubbles.

Po'mpiios. (From tjtc/h^w, to put

forth). A bladder, or watery pustule.

Po'mlm. An apple. See Pyrus
mains.

Po'mum ada'mi. (Pomum, an ap-

ple ; so called, in consequence of a

whimsical supposition, that part of
the forbidden apple which Adam
ate, stuck in his throat, and thus

became the cause) . The protuber-
ance in the anterior part of the

neck, formed by the fore-part of the

thyroid cartilage.

Po'mum amo'ris. Love-apple. A
name for the solanum lycopersicum.

Po'ns varo'lij. Corpus annulare.

Processus annularis. Eminentia an-
nularis. Varolius's bridge. An emi-
nence of the medulla oblongata, first

described by Varolius. It is formed
by the two exterior crura of the cere-

bellum becoming flattened, and pass-

ing over the crura of the cerebrum.

Po'ntica vi'na. Acid, feculent,

and tartarous wines.

Po'nticum mel. A sort of poi-

sonous honey.
Poor-man's pepper. See Polygo-

num hydropiper, and Lcpidium,
Poplar. See Populus.

Po'ples. (lyvva et lyvtvc). The
ham, or joint of the knee.

Poplite'al a'rtery. (From po-
ples, the ham) . Arteria poplitea. The
continuation pf the crural artery,

through the hollow of the ham.
Poplite'us, -7tis,m. (From poples,

the ham). Popliteus mtisculus. A
small triangular muscle, lying across
the back part of the knee-joint.

Poppy, red corn. See Papaver
rhoeas.

Poppy, white. See Papaver somni-
ferum.

Popula'go. (From populus, the
poplar ; because its leaves resemble
those of the poplar). Marsh-mari-
gold.

Po'pulus. (From vro\ve, many;
because of the multitude of its

shoots).— 1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Dioe-
cia; Order, Octandria. — 2. The
pharmacopceial name of the Populus
nigra of Linnaeus, the black poplar

;

called also JEgeiros.

*** The young buds, oculi, or ru-

diments of the leaves, which appear
in the beginning of the spring, were
formerly employed in an officinal

ointment. At present they are almost
entirely disregarded ; though they
should seem, from their sensible

qualities, to be applicable to pur-
poses of some importance. They
have a yellow, unctuous, odorous,
balsamic juice.

Po'pulus balsam i'fera. See Fa-
gara.

Po'pulus m'gra. The systematic
name of the black poplar. See Po-
pulus.

Po'rcus. A name for the puden-
dum muliebje.

Po'ri bilia'rii. The biliary pores,
or ducts, that receive the bile from
the penicilli of the liver, and convey
it to the hepatic duct. See Liver.

Poroce'le. (From wwpoc, a cal-
3M
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Jus, and Ju/Xq, a tumour). A hard
tumour of the testicle.

Poro'mphalum. (From -3-wpoc, a

callus, and o^KpaXog, the navel). A
hard tumour of the navel.

Porri'go,- /;«'.?, f. Scurfon the head,

dandriff, manginess. (A porrigendo

,

from its spreading abroad). Tinea
capitis; called also ringworm of the

scalp, scald-head, &c. A disease

common among children, in which
the skin of the hairy part of the head
becomes dry and callous, and falls off

like bran, upon combing the head.
*** According to Dr. Bateman,

porrigo is a contagious disease, prin-

cipally characterized by an eruption

of the pustules denominated favi
and achores. The achor is denned
to be a small acuminated pustule,

containing a straw-coloured matter,

which has the appearance, and nearly

the consistence of honey, and is suc-

ceeded by a thin brown, or yellow-

ish scab. The favus is larger, flat-

ter, and not acuminated, and con-

tains a more viscid matter : its base,

which is often irregular, is slightly

inflamed ; and it is succeeded by a

yellow, semi-transparent, and some-
times cellular scab, like a honey-
comb ; whence it has obtained its

name. (See Synopsis of Cutaneous

Diseases, p. xxiv. and 159, ed. 3d).

—Dr. Bateman notices six species

of porrigo.— l.The porrigo larvalis,

or crustea lactca, of authors.

—

2. Porrigo furfurans.— 3. Porrigo

Lnpinosa.—4. Porrigo scutulata; or

ringworm of the scalp.—5. Porrigo

decalvans.—6. Porrigo favosa.—Vide
Op. cHat. and Willan on Porrigo.

Po'rrum, -i, n. Porret, or com-
mon leek. See Allium porrum.

Po'RTA. (A portundo ; because

through it, the blood is carried to

ihe liver). That part of the liver

where its vessels enter.

Po'rTJE ve'na. See Vena porta1

.

PORTAIGUl'LLEf (Fr. from port, >,

to carry ; and aiguille, a needle;

.

The acutenaculum.

Po'STIO DU'RA. (A branch of the

seventh pair of nerves is called portio
,

dura, the hard portion, either from
\

••
I Dg more iirm than the other, I

or because it runs into the hard part
of the skull ; and the other the por-
tio mollis, or soft portion) . Facial
nerve. This nerve arises near the
pons, from the cms of the brain,

enters the petrous portion of the
temporal bone, gives off a branch
into the tympanum, called the chorda
tympani, and then proceeds to form
the pes ayiserinus on the face ; whence
the integuments of the face are sup-
plied with nerves. See Facial nerve.

Po'rtio mo'llis. Auditory nerve.

This nerve arises from the medulla
oblongata, and fourth ventricle of

the brain, enters the petrous portion

of the temporal bone, and is distri-

buted on the internal ear by innume-
rable branches, notonlvto the coch-
lea, but also to the membrane lining

the vestibulum and semicircular ca-

nals, and is the immediate organ of

hearing.

Portland gout-powder. A once
celebrated remedy, consisting of va-

rious bitters
; principally of hore-

hound, birthwort, the tops and leaves

of germander, ground-pine, and cen-

taury, dried, powdered, and sifted.

It is now fallen into disuse.

Portora'rium. (From porta, a

door ; because it is, as it were, the

door or entrance of the intestines),

The right orifice of the stomach.
Portu la'ca . (From portare,to carry

and lac, milk ; because it increases

the animal milk).— 1. A genus oi*

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Dodecandria ; Order, Digynia.—
2. The pharmacopoeia! name of the

purslane. Andrachne. Allium galli-

cum. The plant so called in die-

tetical and medical writings, is the

Portulaca oleracea, of Linnaeus : it

abounds with a waterv and some-
what acid juice, and is often put into

soups, or pickled witli spices. It is

said to be antiseptic and aperient.

PoRTULA'cA oi.kra'cea. The sys-

tematic name of the edible purslane.

See Portulaca.

Po'rus. A'pore, or duct.

Po'sca. Vinegar and water mixed.

Posse'] lm. Posset. Milk cur-

dled with wine, treacle, or any acid.

Post bractiia'le. (From p<**t,
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after, and brachium, the arm). The
metacarpus.

Poste'rior annularis. (Musculus

posterior annularis). An external in-

terosseal muscle of the hand, that

extends and draws the ring-finger

inwards.

Poste'rior au'ris. See Retra-

hentes auris.

Poste'rior i'ndicis. (Musculus

posterior indicts)* An internal in-

terosseal muscle of the hand, that

extends the fore-finger obliquely,

and draws it outwards.

Poste'rior me'dii. An external

interosseal muscle of the hand, that

extends the middle finger, and draws
it outwards.

Potamogei'ton. (From vrorapoc,
a river, and ytiriov, adjacent ; so

named, because it grows about rivers).

A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Tetrandria; Order,
Tetragynia.

Pota'sh. For the various prepa-
rations of—see Potassa and Potassre.

Pota'ssa. (So called from the

pots, or vessels, in which it was
first made). Potash. Kali, com-
monly called the vegetable alkali.

%* This alkali may be obtained
from several substances.

1. By evaporating the lixivium of
the ashes of wood and other parts of
plants. This is calcined, and so dis-

engaged from all the blackening
principles, when it is commonly
termed Pearl-ask; and in the phar
macopaeia Potassa impttra.

2. The lees of wine are almost to-
tally converted into this alkali by
combustion. This salt is called cen
dres gravele'es ; it has almost always
a greenish colour, and is considered
as very pure.

3. The combustion of tartar of
wine likewise affords an alkali of
considerable purity. It is usually
burned wrapped up in paper, in
small packets, which are dipped in
water, and afterwards exposed upon
burning coals. In order to purify it,

the residue of the combustion is dis-
solved in water, the solution con-
centrated by fire, the foreign salts

separated in proportion as they pre-

cipitate, and a very pure alkali is at

last obtained, which is known by
the name of salt of tartar. To pro-

cure salt of tartar more speedily, as

well as more economically, a mix-
ture of equal parts of nitrate of pot-

ash, or common nitre, and tartar,

may be burned. The residue, after

lixiviation, affords a beautiful salt of

tartar, which is the form of this al-

kali most commonly employed for

medicinal uses.

4. If saltpetre be fused upon char-

coal, the nitric acid is decomposed
and dissipated, while the alkali re-

mains behind ; this is called extem-
poraneous alkali.

When the salt has been brought
to a considerable degree of purity, it

attracts the humidity of the air, and
is resolved into a liquor. In this

state it is known by the very impro-
per name of Oil of tartar per ddi-

(liiiHm.

Prom all these salts-, which are

impure and imperfect carbonates of
potash, the pure alkali may be ex-
tracted.

Table of'the saline product of 1000/A.v.

of ashes ofthefollowing vegetables*

Saline products.

Stalks of Turkey wheat,
or maize 198 lbs.

Stalks of sun-flower 349
Vine-branches 162.6

Elm 166
Box 78
Sallow 102
Oak Ill

Aspen 61

Beech 219
Fir 132
Fern, cut in August 162
Or according to Wilden-
heim 125

Wormwood 748
Fumitory 360
Heaths 115—TFUdenheim

.

On these tables Kirwan makes- the

following remarks:— 1. That in ge-
neral, weeds yield more ashes, and
their ashes much more salt, than
woods ; and that consequently, as to

salts of the vegetable alkali kind, as

potash, pearlash, cashup, &c. neither
3 M 2
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American, Trieste, nor the northern
countries, have any advantage over
Ireland.—2. That of all weeds, fu-

mitory produces most salt, and next
to it, wormwood. But if we attend

only to the quantity of salt in a
given weight of ashes, the ashes of

wormwood contain most. Trifolium
fibrinum also produces more ashes

and salt than fern.—For the various

methods of obtaining pure potash,

see works of Bouillon la Grange,
Lowitz, Kirwan, Berthollet, &c.

Properties of pure potash. — Pot-
ash, in a crystallized form, consists

of soft, quadrangular, compressed
prisms, which are extremely caustic

and deliquescent. Ic dissolves all

soft animal matters when brought
into contact with it. It liquefies by
a gentle heat, and rises in fumes
at high temperatures. It unites in

a direct manner with phosphorus.
It easily combines with sulphur and
many of the metallic oxydes. It dis-

solves alumine in the humid way,
and even a small quantity of silex

;

but it does not act on glucine, or
zircon, nor on magnesia, or lime.

It contracts no union with barytes.

It absorbs water and carbonic acid

rapidly. It fuses into glass with si-

lex, by the aid of fire. It combines
with the acids, and forms salts,

which in general do not yield their

acids unless to barytes. It changes

blue vegetable colours green, and
possesses all the general properties

of alkalies.

Decomposition of potassa.—Potas-

sa, from its analogy to ammonia,
has often been conjectured to be a

compound body ; but nothing satis-

factory had ever been proved. Its

decomposition, however, has since

been effected by the labours of Sir

Humphrey Davy, and the discovery

of its constituents will ever be re-

garded as the most important in

chymistry. Sir H. Davy was led to

institute experiments, with a view

to decompose the fixed alkalies by

his previous discovery, that, by the

powers of galvanism, the principles

of bodies were separated, according

to a certain law, some being at-

tracted to the one galvanic pole,
others to the other; and that the
strength of these attracting forces
are proportional to the energies of
the opposite electricities in the gal-

vanic circle, and to the conducting
power and the degree of concentra-
tion of the substances submitted to

their action.

The preparations of this alkali that

are used in medicine are:—1. Po-
tassa fusa.— 2. Liquor potassae.

—

3. Potassa cum calce.—4. Subcarbo-
nas potassae.—5. Carbonas potassae.— 6. Sulphas potassae.—7. Super-sul-
phas potassae.—8. Tartras potassa?.—9. Acetas potassae.—10. Citras po-
tassae.— 1 1 .Hyperoxymurias potassae.—12. Sulphuretum potassae.

Pota'ssa cum ca'lce. Potash with
lime. Calx cum kali puro. Causti-

cum commune fortius. Lapis infer'

iialis sive septiers.

*** This is in common use with
surgeons, as a caustic, to produce
ulcerations, and to open abscesses.

Pota'ssa impu'ra. See Potassa.

Pota'ssa fu'sa. Fused potash.
Kali purum . Alkali vegetabile fixu

m

causiicum.
*
#* This preparation of potash is

is violently caustic, destroying the

living animal fibre with great energy.

Pota'ss/E ace'tas. Acetate of pot-

ash. Acetated vegetable alkali. Kali
acetatum. Sal diureticus. Terra fo-
liata tartari. Sal sennerti.

*
#* The acetate of potash is es-

teemed as a saline diuretic and de-

obstruent. It is given in the dose of

from gr. x. to 5SS. three times a day
in any appropriate vehicle against

dropsies, hepatic obstructions, &c.
Pota'ssa carbo'nas. Carbonate

of potash. This preparation, which
has been long known by the name of

Kali aeration, appeared in the last

London Pharmacopoeia for the first

time.
*
#
* The carbonate of potash is

now generally used for the purpose

of imparting carbonic acid to the

stomach, by giving a scruple in so-

lution with a table-spoonful of lemon-
juice, in the act of effervescing.

Pota'ssa: Li'quor, Solution of
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potash. A'qua kali puri. Lixivium

saponarium.
*
#
* A pint of this solution ought

to weigh sixteen ounces.

Pota'ss.e m'tras. See Nitre.

Pota'sse subcarbo'nas. Subear-
bonate of potash, formerly called

Kali prceparatum. Sal absinthii. Sal

Tartari. Sal plantarum.
*
#
* This preparation of potash is

in general use to form the citrate of

potash for the saline draughts. A
scruple is generally directed to be

saturated with lemon-juice. In this

process, the salt which is composed
of potash and carbonic acid is decom-
posed. The citric acid having a grea! er

affinity for the potash than the carbo-

nic, seizes it and forms the citrate of

potash, whilst the carbonic acid flies

off in the form of air. The subcarbo-
nate of potash possesses antacid vir-

tues, and may be exhibited with advan-
tage in convulsions and other spasms
of the intestines arising from acidity,

in calculous and gouty complaints,
leucorrhoea, scrofula, and aphthous
affections. The dose is from ten
grains to half a drachm.
Pota'ssje subcaubosa'tis li'qjior.

Solution of subcarbonate of potash.
Aqua kali praparati. Lixivium tar-

tari. Oleum tartari per deliquium.
" Take of subcarbonate of potash,
a pound ; distilled water, twelve fluid

ounces. Dissolve the subcarbonate
of potash in the water, and then
strain the solution through paper/'
Pota'ssje su'lpiias. Formerly called
Kali vitriolatum. Alkali vegetabile

variolation. Sal de duobus. Arcanum
duplication. Sal polychrestus. Xitrmn
vitriolatum. Tartarian vitriolatum.
The virtues of this preparation are
cathartic, diuretic, and deobstruent

;

with which intentions it is adminis-
tered in a great variety of diseases,
as constipation, suppression of the
lochia, fevers, icterus, dropsies, milk
tumours, &c. The dose is from one
scruple to half an ounce.

Pota'ssje sulphure'tlm. Sul-
phuret of potash. Kali sulphuratum.
Jlepar sulphuris. Liver of sulphur.

** This preparation has been em-
ployed in several cutaneous diseases

with advantage, both internally and
in the form of bath or ointment. It

has also been recommended in dia-

betes. The dose is from five to

twenty grains.

Pota'ss.*e supersu'lph as. Super-
sulphate of potash.—" Take of the

salt which remains after the distilla-

tion of nitric acid, two pounds ; boil-

ing water four pints. Mix them to-

gether, so that the salt may be dis-

solved, and strain the solution ; then

boil it to one half, and set it by that

crystals may form. Having poured
away the water, dry these crystals

upon bibulous paper."

Pota'sss; superta'rtras. See Tar-
tarinn.

Pota'ss.e ta'rtras. Tartrate of

potash, formerly called Kali tarta-

risatian. Tartarian solubile. Tartarus
tartarisatus. Sal vegetabilis. Alkali

vegetabile tartarisat itm. Diuretic,

deobstruent, and eccoprotic virtues

are attributed to this preparation.

Pota'toe, common. The root of

the Solanum tuberosum, of Linnaeus :

which see.

Pota'toe, Spa'msii. The root of
the Convolvulus batatas, of Linneeus.

It is a native of the West Indies. It

is firm, and of a pale brown on the

outside ; white within, and very

sweet, like chesnuts, and the only
esculent root of the genus convol-
vulus.

Potentilla. {A poteutia, from
its efficacy) .— 1 . The name of a genus
ofplants in the Linnsen system : Class,

Icosandria; Order, Poh/gynia. —

r

2. The pharmacopceial name of the
wild tansy.

Potenti'lla anseri'na. The sys-

tematic name of the silver-weed, or
i wild tansy. Argentina. Anserina.

!
The leaves of this plant, Potentilla;

|

foliis dejitathy serratis, caule repente,

: pedunculis iaiifloris y
of Linnaeus, pos-

i
sess mildly astringent and corrobo-
rant qualities ; but are seldom used.

Potenti'lla re'ptans. The sys-

tematic name of the common cinque-

j

foil, or five-leaved grass. Penta-

,

phijllum. The roots of this plant*
' Potentilla; foliis quinatis, caule re*

pcnte, pedunculis unijloris, of Lin»
6 M 6
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naeus, have a bitterish styptic taste.

They were used by the ancients in

the cure of intermittents ; but the

medicinal quality of cinquefoil is

confined, in the present day, to stop

diarrhoeas and other flaxes.

Pote'riuM. (From 'sronjpLOv, a

cup ; so named, from the shape of its

flowers). A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Monoecia;
Order, Poluandria.

Pote'rium sanguiso'rba. The
systematic name of the Burnet saxi-

frage, the leaves of which are often

put into cool tankards : they have

an astringent quality.

PoUPa'rt's LIGAMENT. Ligamen-
tum Poupartii. Fallopian ligament.

Inguinal ligament. A strong ligament,

or rather a tendinous expansion of

the external oblique muscle, going

across from the inferior and anterior

spinous process of the ilium, to the

crista of the os pubis. It is under this

ligament that the femoral vessels

pass ; and when the intestine or

omentum passes underneath it, the

disease is called a femoral hernia.

Powder, antimonial. See Antimo-
nialis pulvis.

Pow'der. For the various pre-

parations in this form, see Pulvis.

Pow'der ofalga'roth. The white

oxydeof antimony thrown down from

the muriate, by water.

Power, muscular. See Irritability

,

and Muscular motion.

Power, tonic. See Irritability

.

Precipitate, red. See Hydrargyri
nitrico-oxydum.

Precipitate, white. See Hydrar-

g '/rum precipitatum album.
* Pr/ECo'rdia. )From pre, before,

and cor, the heart). The fore-part

of the region of the thorax.

Pr/EFu'rnium. (From pre, be-

fore, and Junius, a furnace). The
mouth of a ehymical furnace.

pRCMO'RSUS, part. (From pr* -

rdere, to bite off)* Bitten off.

Ijr/t. This term is variously ap-

plied : the radix pr&morsa is an

abrupt root, naturally, it is sup-

posed, inclined to a t .per root, but

from some decay or interruption

its descending point, it becomes

abrupt ; or, as it were, bitten off, as
in the Scabiosa succisa, and Hedyp-
nois hirta.

*** In Gerard's Herbal, the old
opinion of this plant is described as

follows :
" The great part of the

root seemeth to be bitten away : old

fantasticke charmers report that the
divel did bite it for envy, because it

is an herbe that hath so many good
vertues, and is so beneficial to man-
kind."— The folium premorsum is

jagged pointed, very blunt, with va-

rious irregular notches, as in Epi-
deiidrum premorsum, &c.
PRiEPARA'NTiA medicame'nta. Me-

dicines preparing the peccant fluids

to pass off.

Pr>epara'xtia va'sa. The sper-

matic vessels of the testicles.

Prepu'tium, -//, n. (From pre-
pitfare, to cut off before, because
gome nations used to cut it off in

circumcision). Epagogion of Dios-
corides. Postke. The prepuce. The
membranous or cutaneous fold that

covers the glans penis and clitoris.

Pra'silm. (From Trpaaia, a square

border ; so called, from its square

stalks). Marrubium, orhorehound.
Pra'sum. (From 7roaoj, to burn,

because of their hot taste). The leek.

Pra'xis. (From 7rp«(T(7w, to per-

form). The practice of medicine.

Precipjta'tiox. Precipilatio ;

(from precipitare, to cast down).
When two bodies are united, e.

an acid, and an oxyde, and a third

body is added, such as an alkali,

which has a greater affinity with the

acid than the metallic oxyde has,

the consequence is, that the alkali

combines with the acid, and the

oxyde, thus deserted, appears in a

separate state, at the bottom of the

vessel in which the operation is per-

formed. This decomposition is com-
monly known by the name of pr<

pitation, and the substance that sinks

is named a precipitate. The substance,

by the addition of which this pheno-

menon is produced, is denominated

the precipitant,

Precipi'tate, per se. Red oxyde

of mercury by heat.

Predisposing cause. Causa pre-
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disponens. Causa proegumena. That
state which renders the body suscep-

tible of disease.

*** The most frequent predis-

posing causes of diseases are, the

temperament and habit of the body,

idiosyncrasy, age, sex, and structure

of the part diseased.

Predisposition. Prtedispositio.

That constitution, or state of the so-

lids, or fluids, or of both, which dis-

poses the body to the action of dis-

ease.

PREGNA'NCY. Utero-gestation. The
particular manner in which the ute-

rus is impregnated, lias hitherto re-

mained involved in obscurity. Al-

though pregnancy is a state which
(with a few exceptions) is natural to

all women, it is in general the source

of many disagreeable sensations, and
often the cause of diseases which
might be attended with the worst
consequences if not properly treated.

It is now, however, generally ac-

knowledged, that women who bear

children enjoy, usually, more certain

health, and arc less liable to dange-
rous diseases than the unmarried, or

those who prove barren.

Signs of pregnancy. Some women,
immediately after conception, feel a

particular sensation, which apprizes

them of their situation ; but such in-

stances are not frequent; and, gene-
rally, the first circumstances which
lead a woman to suppose herself

pregnant, are the suppression of the

menses, and an irritable dyspeptic

State of the stomach. She is sick, or
vomits in the morning, and has re-

turning qualms or fits of languor dur-

ing the forenoon ; is liable to heart-

burn through the day, or in the even-
ing, and to that disturbed sleep

through the night, which so fre-

quently attends abdominal irritation.

In some instances, also, the mind
is affected, becoming unusually irri-

table, changeable, or melancholy.
The breasts often at first become
smaller, but about the third month
they enlarge, and occasionally be-
come painful ; the nipple is sur-

rounded with a brown circle, or
areola ; and often even at an early pe-

riod, a serous fluid begins to ooze from
it. She becomes altered in her looks,

is paler, and the lower part of the in-

ferior eyelid is of a leaden hue. The
features become sharper, and some-
times the whole body begins to be
emaciated, whilst the pulse quickens.

In many instances, particular sym-
pathies take place, causing saliva-

tion, tooth-ach, jaundice, &c. In

other cases very little disturbance is

produced, and the woman is not

certain of her condition until the

period of quickening.—See J. Burn's
Principles of "Midwifery, including

the Diseases of TVomen and Children,

p. 211. 8vo. Lond. 1825.

Pregnancy is set down by some
writers as a preventive of the union
of fractures of the bones ; but in

practice there are many exceptions

to this remark. Pregnant women
also frequently bear operations much
better than might be expected. M.
Nuod has recently published a suc-

sfol case of amputation of the left

leg during pregnancy, in a case where
the right tendon Achilles was rup-

tured. Both the wound and the

broken tendon was also ruptured
;

but they united very well.—See An-
nuaier Med, Chir. des Hupitaux di

Paris, p. 309. Paris, 1819.

Preiif/nsio. (From prekendere,

to surprise ; so named, from its sud-

den seizure). The catalepsy.

Presbyo'pia. (From TrptcGve, old,

and to\p, the eye ; because it is fre-

quent with old men). That defect of

the sight by which close objects are

confusedly seen, but distinctly at re-

moter distances. As the myopia is

common to infants, so the presby-

opia is a malady common to the

aged. The proximate cause is a

tardy adunation of the rays in a

focus, so that it falls beyond the re-

tina. The species are,

1. Presbyopia from a flatness of

the cornea.

2. Presbyopia from too flat a crys-

taline lens.

3. Presbyopia from too small density

of the cornea or humours of the eye.

4. Presbyopia from a custom of

viewing continually remote objects.
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5. Presbyopia senilis. From a mul-

titude of causes aged persons are

presbyopes.

6. Presbyopia, from too close a

proximity of objects.

7. Presbyopia from a coarctated

pupil.

8. Presbyopia mercurialis , arising

from the use of mercurial prepara-

tions. Many have supposed this dis-

order an imperfect amaurosis.

Prf/sbyt/E. See Presbyopia.

Presby'tia. (From Trpeatvg, old;

because it is usual to old people).

See Presbyopia.

Presu'ra. (From 7rp7j6u), to in-

flame) . Inflammation at the ends of

the fingers from cold.

Priape'ia. See Nicotia?ia rustica.

Priapi'scus. (From ITpia7roc, the

penis) .— 1. A tent made in the form

of a penis.—2. A bougie.

Priapi'smus. (From lipionroQ, a

heathen god, whose penis ia always

painted erect). Priapism. A con-

tinual erection of the penis.

*** Ccelius Aurelianus says it is

a palsy of the seminal vessels, by

which this disorder is produced.

Pria'pus. (npicnrog, a heathen

god, remarkable for the largeness

of his genitals).— 1. The penis.

—

2. A name of the nepenthes, or won-
derful plant, from the appendages

at the ends of the leaves resembling

an erected penis.

Pri'm^e w'je. The first passages.

The stomach and the intestinal tube

are so called. The lacteals are the

secundo? vice.

Primrose. See Primula vulgaris.

Primula. (From primulus, the be-

ginning ; so called because it flowers

in the beginning of the spring). A
genus of plants in the Linnsean sys-

tem : Class, Pentandria; Order, Mb-
nogynta,

Pri'mula ve'ris. (From primulas,

the beginning, so called because it

tlowers in the beginning of the spring).

Verbasculum. The cowslip, paigil,

or peaglc. The flowers of this plant

hare a moderately strong and plea-

sant smell, and a somewhat roughish

bitter taste.

%* Vinous liquors impregnated

with the flavour of the flowers of
this plant, by maceration or fermenta-
tion, and strong infusions of them
drank as tea, are supposed to be
mildly corroborant, antispasmodic,

and anodyne.
Pri'mula vulga'ris. The prim-

rose. The leaves and root of this

common plant possess sternutatory

properties.

Pri'nceps alexipharmico'rum.
Angelica; which by some was for-

merly so much esteemed as to obtain

this name.
Principles. Principia, Primary

substances.

*** According to modern chy-
mists, this term is applied to par-

ticles composed of two or more
elements (see Elements), that may
again be decomposed by the action

of fire or putridity ; e. g. water,
gum, resin, &c.

Priono'des. (From 7rptwv, a saw).

Serrated : applied to the sutures of
the skull.

Pri'or annula'ris. Fourth inter-

osseus, of Winslow. An internal

interosseus muscle of the hand. See
Interossei manus.

Pri'or i'ndicis. Extensor tertii

internodii indicis, of Douglas. Seu~
metacarpo-lateri-pkalangien, of Du-
mas. An internal interrosseal muscle
of the hand, which draws the fore-

finger inwards towards the thumb,
and extends it obliquely.

Pri'or me'dii. Second interosseus,

of Douglas, and Seu-metacarpo-lateri

phalangien, of Dumas. An external

interosseus muscle of the hand. See
Interossei manus.

Pro'bang. A piece of whalebone,
with sponge fastened to the end.

Probe. (From probare, to try

;

because surgeons try the depth and
extent of wounds, &c. with it).

Stylus. A chirurgical instrument,

of a long and slender form, usually

made of silver.

Pro'bole. (From 7rpo£a\\a>, to

project). A prominence. An apo-
physis.

Probo'scis. (From irpo; before,

and j3o(Ticu)y to- feed). A snout or

trunk, as that of an elephant.
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Proca'rdium. (From 7rpo, before,

and Kapha, the stomach or heart).

The pit of the stomach.
Procata'rctic cause. (From

7rpo»arapxw, to go before). See

Exciting cause.

Pro'cess. (From procedere, to go
before) . Processus. An eminence of

a bone ; e. g. the spinous and trans-

verse processes of the vertebrae.

Processus cauda'tus. See Lo-
bulus caudatus.

Processus cje'ci vermifo'rmis.
See Intestines.

Procf/ssus cilia'ris. See Ciliar

ligament.

Proce'ssus mamilla'res. A name
formerly applied to the olfactory

nerves.

Procidentia. (From proddere,
to fall down) . A falling down of any
part ; thus, procidentia ani, uteri, &c.

Proco'ndylus. (From -irpo, be-

fore, and HovdvXog, the middle joint

of the finger) . The first joint of a
finger next the metacarpus.

Proctalgia. (From Trpwaroc,

the fundament, and aXyoc, pain).

A violent pain at the anus ; mostly
symptomatic of some disease, as

haemorrhoids, schirrus, prurigo,

cancer, &c.
Proctitis. (From 7rpw*ror, the

anus). Clunesia. Cyssotis. Inflam-
mation of the internal or mucous
membrane of the lower part of the
rectum.

Proctoleucorrhce'a. (From
7rpionrocy the anus, Xivkoq, white,
and peoj, to flow). Proctorrhea. A
purging of white mucus) with heat
and itching.

Proctorrhea. (From 7rpwxroc,
the anus, and poo, to flow;. See
Proctoleucorrhcea.

Proegu'menal cause. Synon.
with prcdisponent.

Proflu'via. (From pro/lucre, to

run down). Fluxes. The fifth Order
in the Class Pyrexia, of Cullen's
Nosology, characterized by pyrexia,
with increased excretions.

Proflu'vii co'rtex. See Ncrium
anti-dysentericvm .

Profu'ndus. See flexor profun-
dus perforans.

PRO

Profu'sio. A passive loss of blood.
A genus of disease in the Class Lo+
cales, and Order Apocenoses, of
Cullen.

Proglo'ssis. (From Trpo, before,
and yXojvffa, the tongue). The tip

of the tongue.

Prognosis. (From irpo, before,

and yivixxyyujj, to know). The science

of foretelling the event of diseases

from particular symptoms.
Prognostic. (From Trpoyivwamo,

to know before-hand) . Progjiosticus.

Applied to those symptoms which
may be fore-told before they appear.

Prola'psus. (From prolabi, to

slip down). Procidentia. Delapsio.

Exania. Proptoma, Proptosis. A
protrusion. A genus of disease in

the Class Locales, and Order Ecto-
pia, of Cullen ; distinguished by the
falling down of a part that is un-
covered.

Pkole'pticus. (From 7rpoXap-
Gavoj, to anticipate). Applied to

those diseases whose paroxysms an-
ticipate each other, or nturn after

shorter and shorter intervals of in-
termission.

Promalacte'rium. (From 7rpo,

before, and paXaaGO), to soften).

The room where the body was soft-

ened previous to bathing.

Prometopi'dium. (From7rpo, be-
fore, and fierix)7rov, the forehead).

Prometopis. The skin upon the fore-

head.

Pro.meto'pis. See Prometopidium*
Pronation. The act of turning

the palm of the hand downwards; this

is performed by rotating the radius

upon the ulna, by means of several

muscles, termed pronators, e. g.
Prona'tor ouadra'tus. See Pro-

nator radii quadratics.

Prona'tor ra'dii bre'vis. See
Pronator radii quadratics.

Prona'tor ra'dii quadra'tus.
Pronator quadratics, of Douglas and
Albinus. Pronator quadratus sive

tronsversus, of Winslow. Pronator
radii brevis seu quadratus, of Cowper.
Cubito radial, of Dumas. This, which
has its name from its use and shape,
is a small fleshy muscle, situated at

the lower and inner part of the fore-
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&rm> and covered by the tendons of
the flexor muscles of the hand. It

assists in the pronation of the hand,
by turning the radius inwards.

Prona'tor ra'dii te'res, of Innes
and Cowper. Pronator teres, of Al-
binus and Douglas. Pronator teres,

slue obliquus, of Winslow. Epitrock-
loradud, of Dumas. A small mus-
cle, situated at the upper and ante-
rior part of the fore-arm. It is called

teres, to distinguish it from the pro-
nator quadratus. It serves to turn
the hand inwards.

Pronerva'tion. (From pro, be-

fore, and nervus, a string). Proner-
vatio. A tendon, or string, like the

end of a muscle.

Prophyla'ctic. Prophylaetica.

-(From >utqo, and <pv\a<j<joj, to defend)

.

Any means used to preserve health.

Proprieta'tis eli'xir. Elixir of

aloes, or the tinctura aloes compo
sita.

Propto'ma. (From 7rpo7ri7rh<>, to

fall down). Procidentia. A relaxation,

such as that of the scrotum, of the

under lip, of the breasts in females,

of the prceputium in males, or of

the ears.

Propyf/ma. (From czrpo, before,

and 7TV0V, pus). A premature col-

lection of pus.

Pro'ra. (From wptopa, the prow
of a vessel). The occiput.

Prosarturo'sis. (From 7rpoc, to,

and apOpoco, to articulate). An ar-

ticulation, having manifest motion.

Prospe'gma. (From TrpoaTnjyuvpi,

to fix near). A fixing of humours
in one spot.

Pro'stasis. (From 7rnc1rrjf.11, to

predominate) . An abundance of mor-
bid humours.

Pno'STfATEj GLAND. Glandula pros-

tata.
|
From 7rpo, before, arid t?mu,

to stand ; because it is situated be-

fore the urinary bladder). A very
large, cordiform, firm gland, situated

between the neck of the urinary

bladder and the bulbous part of the

urethra. It secretes the lacteal fluid,

which is emitted into the urethra by
tea or twelve ducts, that open near

the verumontanum, during coition.
*
#
* Diseases of the prostate gland.

—Mr. Hunter (on the Fen. Disease)

observes, that the use of this gland

is not sufficiently known to enable

us to judge of the bad consequences
of its diseased state, abstracted from
swelling. Its situation is such, that

the bad effects of its being swelled

must be evident, as it maybe said to

make a part of the canal of the

urethra, and, therefore, when it is

so diseased, that its shape and size

are altered, it must obstruct the

passage of the urine. A swelling of

the prostate gland, however, may be

of very different kinds : e. g. it may
depend either upon common inflain*

mation of the part, abscesses, cal-

culi formed within its substance, a

varicose enlargement of its vessels,

or a scirrhous chronic induration.

(See (Euvres Chir. de Dessault, par

Biehat, t. iii.p. 220).—Modern ana-

tomists have described the prostate

gland as not being of itself a very

sensible part, and hence it is more
subject to chronic than acute disease,

to which, nevertheless, it is also

liable. We have the authorities of

Hunter, Baillie, and Dessault, for

setting it down as subject to scrofula.

Dr. Baillie (see Morbid A nat.}, after

stating that he has seen a common
abscess on it, adds, that it is also

subject to scrofulous disease, as, on

cutting into it, he has met with the

same white curdy matter which is

formed in a scrofulous absorbeut

gland ; he has also forced out of its

duct scrofulous pus.

Like every other part of the body>

the prostate gland is sometimes,

though not very frequently, the scat

of common phlegmonous inflamma-

tion. Mr. Wilson (on the Male Uri-

nary and Genital Organs, p. W27),

has known two or three instances of

this kind to take place soon after

puberty : one case was from a fall

;

the others arose without any assign-

able cause. There is also a phleg-

monous swelling of the prostate

gland, sometimes an effect of stric-

tures.

According to Dessault, when an

abscess follows inflammation of the

prostate, the body of the gland doe*
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iot suppurate, but only the sur-

ounding parts, and the cellular sub-

•tance, which cements its lobes to-

gether. This, at least, was what

vas observed on the examination of

,everaldead subjects, who were pub-

icly opened in the amphitheatre of

the Hotel Dieu.

Morgagni has noticed retentions

of urine, arising from the presence

of calculi in the prostate gland. Cal-

culi also sometimes form in or about

the prostate gland, when after litho-

tomy, the outer part of the wound
heals sooner than the bottom. A
kind of urinary fistula then ensues.

When a calculus projects from the

prostate gland into the urethra, the

end of a sound will strike against it

;

but then it can rarely be known
j

whether the extraneous substance
(

may not be a calculus that has passed
j

out of the bladder into the urethra,
j

or lies close to the neck of this vis-
j

cus. The treatment, however, in

either case, will be the same ; namely,

the calculus should be extracted by

an incision ; and if the situation of

the calculi will admit of being taken

out without cutting the bladder, this
j

plan should undoubtedly be pursued.

—The diagnosis of prostatic calculi is
'

seldom very clear. A retention of

urine, and an impediment to the

emission of semen, are said to he the :

only symptoms, and these are com-
|

mon to several other affections of

the prostate gland and urethra. When
the finger is introduced into the rec-

tum, the gland may indeed be felt

to be enlarged ; but the cause and
nature of such enlargement cannot
in general be distinguished. In one
instance, however, recorded by Dr.
Marcet, the calculi could be plainly

felt through the coats of the rectum,
and a proposal was made to extract

them by an incision in that situation

;

but the patient did not accede to so

judicious a measure. — Med. and
Chym. History of Calculous Diseases,
Hvo. 1817.

Another disease treated of by
writers, as one cause of the retention
of urine, is a considerable varicose

affection of the vessels of the pros-

tate gland. In this case the water
should be drawn off by a large elas-

tic gum catheter, which should be
kept in the urethra.—See CEuvres dc
Uessault

f t. iii. p. 234.

The most frequent disease of the
prostate gland, and, of course, that
which is most interesting to the prac-
tical surgeon, is a slow hardening,
and enlargement of it, sometimes
denominated scirrhus, whereby its

natural size, which is that of a com-
mon chesnut, is sometimes gradually
changed to that of a man's fist.

(J. L. Petit).—According to the ob-
servation of John Hunter, Dessault,
and Sir Everard Home, this chronic
swelling of the prostate gland r< does
not lessen the surface of the urethra
at the part, like a stricture ; on the
contrary, it rather increases it ; but
the sides of the canal are pressed to-

gether, producing an obstruction to

the passage of the urine, which irri-

tates the bladder, and brings on all

the symptoms in that viseus, usually
arising from a stricture or stone.

The canal is flattened into a narrow
groove, and sometimes the gland
swells more on one side than the
other, which makes an obliquity in

the canal passing through it. Be-
sides this effect of the lateral parts

swelling, a small portion of it, which
lies behind the very beginning of the
urethra, swells forwards, like a point,

as it were, into the bladder, acting

like a valve to the mouth of the ure-
thra, which can be seen even when
the swelling is not considerable, by
looking upon the mouth of the ure-
thra from the cavity of the bladder
in a dead body. It sometimes in-

creases so much as to form a |n#
mour, projecting into the bladder
some inches. This projection turns
or bends the urethra forwards, be-
coming an obstruction to the pas-
sage of a catheter, bougie , or any
such instrument ; and it often raises

the sound over a small stone in the
bladder, so as to prevent its being
felt. (See Hunter on Ven, Disease,

p. 16*9.)—The valvular production just
behind the beginning of the urethra,
here described, particularly merits
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attention, because it is represented

by Sir Everard Home as arising from
the enlargement ofwhat he considers

a newly-discovered part in anatomy,
viz. a third or middle lobe of the pro-

state gland.—See Philosoph. Trans.

1806.
According to Mr. Wilson (on the

Male and Urinary Organs, p. 339)

,

the symptoms which generally attend

an enlarged prostate gland, are simi-

lar to those of an irritable bladder :

constant, heavy, dull pain in the

gland, and sometimes sharp lanci-

nating pains, darting from it to the

urethra, and occasionally to the

bladder and ureters. Frequent calls

to void the urine, which is passed

with difficulty, only a small quantity

being discharged at a time, as more
or less always remains behind in the

bladder. A complete retention of

urine may be produced, so that no
one drop will pass, although much
straining is used. Great difficulty

in expelling the faeces, and after each

evacuation, a feeling is still experi-

enced, as if the gut were not yet

emptied. During the efforts to ex-

pel the urine and feeces, a quantity

of the mucous secretion of the pros-

tate gland is not unfrequently forced

out. Most of these symptoms are

similar to those produced by stone,

and, therefore, when they occur,

•the gland should be examined by the

rectum, and, if it be not found dis-

eased, a sound should be introduced

into the bladder.

The particular differences between
the symptoms of stone in the blad-

der and enlarged prostate gland, is,

that the latter is attended with symp-
toms resembling the former, but

with this difference, that the motion

of a coach or horse, does not in-

crease the grievance when the pros-

tate is affected, while it does so in

an intolerable degree in cases of

stone. It also generally happens,

that the fits of the stone come
on at intervals ; whereas the pain

from a diseased prostate gland, is

neither so unequal nor so acute.

—

Sharp, in Critical Enquiry, p. 165,

edit. 4th.

It was formerly observed by Mi\
Hunter, that a certain cure for the
scirrhous enlargement of the pros-
tate gland is not yet discovered

:

however this may be, surgery is un-
questionably capable of affording a

great deal of relief, so as to lengthen
the patient's days, and render thera

much more comfortable. This is

principally accomplished by anodyne
medicines, and drawing off the pa-
tient's water, when he cannot void

it himself, either at all, or but im-
perfectly, and with considerable

straining and suffering. As a tem-
porary relief from pain, and also

as a means of removing spasm, opi-

ate clysters should be administered
once or twice a day . (Hunter, p . 1 74 )

.

—Scrofulous enlargement of the

prostate gland, occurring in younger
subjects, is probably more under
the controul of judicious treatment.
Mr. Hunter has seen hemlock admi-
nistered with considerable benefit,

given under the supposition of a
scrofulous habit. He has also re-

commended sea-bathing, &c. Sir

Everard Home mentions an instance,

in which suppositories of opium and
hemlock, passed up the fundament,
and allowed to dissolve there, gave
more relief than any other plan,

not only lessening the irritation, but
producing a diminution of the pro-
jection of the gland. Sir Everard,
in the first stage of the enlargement
of the middle lobe, when there is no
absolute obstruction to the passage
of the urine, recommends bleeding

from the loins, opiate clysters, and
the pulv. ipecac, comp. &c.—See
Diseases in the Prostate Gland, vol. i.

p. 70, Lond. 1311-1818;—Hunters
Treatise on the Ven. Disease, p. 169,

&c. 2d edit. ;

—

Baillie's Morbid Ana-
tomy

;

—Dessault, CEuvres Chirurgi-

cales, torn. iii. p. 220, &c. Bvo. Pa-
ris, 1803;

—

J. Shaw, on the Struc-

ture of the Prostate Gland, in Chas.

Bell's Surg. Observations, vol. i. 8vo.

1816;

—

Wilson on the Male Genital

Orga?is, 8vo. Lond. 1821 ;—//ow-

ship, J'ract. Obs. 071 the Diseases of
the Urinary Organ* , 8vo. Lond.
1816, &c. &c.
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Pro'state, infe'rior. SeeTrans-

versus perinei alter,

Proto'gala. (From -arpwroc, first,

and yaXa, milk). The first milk

after delivery.

Pro'ximate cause. Causa proximo..

The proximate cause of a disease

may be said to be, in fact, the dis-

ease itself.

*** All proximate causes are

either diseased actions of simple

fibres, or an altered state of the

fluids.

Pru'na. (PI. of prmium). Plums
or prunes. See Plinns.

Prime. See Plums.
Prune'lla. (From pruna, a burn,

because it heals burns) .— 1 . The name
of a genus of plants in the Linnaean

system: Class, Didynamia; Order,

Gymnospermia.—2. The pharmaco-
poeial name of what is also called

self-heal. Prunella; foliis omnihus

ovato-oblongatis, serratis, petiolatis
y

of Linnaeus : it is recommended as

an astringent in hemorrhages and
fluxes ; as also in gargles, against

aphthae and inflammation of the

fauces.

Prune'lla vulgaris. The syste-

matic name of the self-heal. Pru-
nella. Consolida minor. Symphitum
minus.

Prunelloe. See Plum,
Pru'num ga'llicum. See Primus

domestica.

Pru'num sylve'stre. See Pru-
nus spinosa.

Pru'nus. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Icosan-

dria; Order, Mwnogynia.
Pru'nus Armem'aca. Apricots are

the fruit of the Primus Armeniaca,
of Linnaeus. When ripe, they are

easily digested, and are considered
as a pleasant and nutritious deli-

cacy.

Pru'nus a'vium. The systematic
name of the black cherry-tree. Pru~
nus; umbellis sessilibus, foliis ovato-

lanceolatiSy subtus pubescentibus, con-

duplicatis, of Linnaeus. The flavour

of the ripe fruit is esteemed by
many, and if not taken in too large

quantities, they are extremely salu-

tary. A giim exudes from the tree,

the properties of which are similar

to those of gum arabic.

Pru'nus ce'rasus. The systema-

matic name of the red cherry-tree.

Primus; umbellis subpedunculatis, fo-
liis ovato-lanceolatis, glabi'is, con-

duplicatisy of Linnaeus. This spe-

cies possesses a pleasant, acidulated,

sweet flavour, and is extremely pro-

per in fevers, scurvy, and bilious

obstructions.
*
#
* Red cherries are mostly eaten

as a luxury, and are very whole-
some, except where the bowels arc

remarkably irritable.

Pru'nus dome'stica. The syste-

tematic name of the plum or damson-
tree. Primus; pedunculis subsolitariis,

foliis lanceolato , ovatis, convolutis, ra-

mis muticis ; gemma3florifera aphylla?
y

of Linnaeus.
*
#
* Prunes are considered as

emollient, cooling, and laxative,

especially the French prunes, which
are directed in the senna decoction,

&c. and the pulp is ordered in the

confectio senna3 . The damson is only
a variety, which, when perfectly

ripe, affords a wholesome article for

pies, tarts, &c. gently opening the

body ; but when damsons are not

perfectly mature, they produce co-

licky pains, diarrhoea, and convul-

sions in children. See Plums.
Pru'nus lauro-ce'rasus. The

systematic name of the poison-laurel.

Laurocerasus. Common, or cherry-

laurel. Prunus ; floribus racemosis

,

foliis sempervirentibus dorso biglan-

dulosis, of Linnaeus. The leaves of
the lauro-cerasus have a bitter styp-

tic taste, accompanied with a flavour

resembling that of bitter-almonds,

or other kernels of the drupaceous
fruits : the flowers also manifest a

similar flavour. The powdered leaves,

applied to the nostrils, excite sneez-
ing, though not so strongly as to-

bacco.

%* The kernel-like flavour which
the leaves of the common or cherry-
laurel impart, being generallyesteem-
ed grateful, has sometimes caused
them to be used for culinary pur-
poses, and especially in custards,
puddings, blancmange, &c. : and as

3 N
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the proportion of this sapid matter
of the leaf to the quantity of the

milk is commonly inconsiderable,

bad effects have seldom ensued. But
as the poisonous quality of this lau-

rel is now indubitably proved, the

public ought to be cautioned against

its internal use. See Communication
to the Royal Society, of two extraor-

dinary Cases.

To brute animals this poison (lau-

rel-water) is almost instantaneously

mortal, as amply appears by the

experiments of Madden, Mortimer,
Nicholls, Fontana, Langrish, Vater,

and others. The experiments con-

ducted by these gentlemen, show
that the laurel-water is destructive

to animal life, not only when taken

into the stomach, but also on being

injected into the intestines, or ap-

plied externally to different organs

of the body. It is remarked, by
Abbe Fontana, that even " when
applied in a very small quantity to

the eyes, or to the inner part of the

mouth, without touching the oeso-

phagus, or being carried into the

stomach, it is capable of killing an
animal in a few minutes : but when
applied in a much larger quantity to

wounds, it has so little activity, that

the weakest animals, such as pi-

geons, resist its action."—The most
volatile is the most active part of the

lauro-cerasus ; and if we judge from

its sensible qualities, an analogous

principle seems to pervade many
other vegetable substances, espe-

cially the kernels of drupaceous

fruits; and in various species of the

amygdalus, this sapid principle ex-

tends to the Mowers and leaves. It

is of importance to notice, that this

is much less powerful in its action

upon human subjects than upon dogs,

rabbits, pigeons, and reptiles. To
poison man, the essential oil of the

lauro-cerasus must be separated by

distillation, as in the spirituous or

common laurel-water; and unless

this is strongly enibued with the oil,

or given in a large dose, it proves

innocent. Dr. Cullcn observes, that

the. aedative power of the lauro-ce-

rasui acts upon the nervous system

in a different manner from opium
and other narcotic substances, whose
primary action is upon the animal
functions ; for the lauro-cerasus does
not occasion sleep, nor does it pro-
duce local inflammation, but seems
to act directly upon the vital powers.

Abbe Fontana supposes that this

poison destroys animal life, by ex-
erting its effects upon the blood;
but the experiments and observa-
tions from which he draws this opi-

nion are evidently inconclusive. It

may also be remarked, that many
of the Abbe's experiments contradict
each other. Thus, it appears from
the above quotation, that the poison
of this vegetable, when applied to

wounds, does not prove fatal ; but
future experiments led the Abbe" to

assert that the oil of the lauro-cera-

sus, " whether given internally, or
applied to the wounds of animals, is

one of the most terrible and deadly

poisons known."
Though this vegetable appears to

have eluded the notice of Stoerck,

yet it is not without advocates for its

medical use. We are informed by
Linnaeus, that in Switzerland it is

commonly and successfully used in

pulmonary complaints. Langrish

mentions its efficacy in intermittens

;

and as Bergius found bitter almonds
to have this effect, by analogy, it

may be concluded that this power of

the lauro-cerasus is well established.

Baylies found that it possessed a re-

markable power of diluting the blood,

and from experience, recommended it

in all cases of disease supposed to pro-

ceed from too dense a state of that i

fluid; adducing particular instances

of its efficacy in rheumatism, asth-

ma, and scirrhous affections. Nor
does this author seem to have been

much afraid of the deleterious qua-

lity of lauro-cerasus, as he directs a

pound of its leaves to be macerated

in a pint of water, of which he gives

from thirty to sixty drops three or

four times a-day.

Pru'nus pa'dus. The systematic

name of the wild cluster, or bird

cherry-tree. Padus.

%* The bark and berries of this
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;hrub are used medicinally. The
former, when taken from the tree,

rias a fragrant smell, and a bitter,

mbastringent taste, somewhat simi-

ar to that of bitter-almonds. Made
.nto a decoction, it cures intermit-

:ents, and it has been recommended
in the cure of several forms of sy-

philis. The latter are said to cure

the dysentery.

Pru'nus sfino'sa. The systema-

tic name of the sloe-tree. Prunus
rtjlvestris. Prunus ; pedunculis solita-

it'ui, foliis lanceolatis, glabris, ramis

spinosis, of Linnaeus. Sometimes em-
ployed in gargles, to tumefactions

of the tonsils and uvula; and from
ks. astringent taste was formerly

much used in hemorrhages, &c.

Pkuri'go, -inis, f. (From prurire,

to itch). Pruritus. Scabies. Psora.

Darta. Libido. Pavor. A genus
of disease in the order papulous enn>-

Honsy of Dr. Willan's cutaneous dis-

eases. As it arises from diiferent

causes, or at different periods of life,

and exhibits some varieties in its

form, it is described by this author
by the names of prurigo mitis, pru-
rigo formicans , and prurigo senilis.

In these the whole surface of the

skin is usually affected ; but there are

likewise many cases of local prurigo.

1. The prurigo witis originates

without any previous indisposition,

generally in spring, or the beginning
of summer.

2. The prurigo formicans, which
is a much more obstinate and trou-

blesome disease than the forecfoin".

3. Prurigo senilis. Differing little

in its symptoms and external appear-
ances from the prurigo formicans ;

but has been thought by medical
writers to merit a distinct considera-
tion, on account of its peculiar inve-
teracy.

In connection with the preceding,
Dr. Willan mentions some prurigi-
nous affections which are merely lo-
cal. He limits his observations to
the most troublesome of these, seated
in the pode.v, prrrputium, urethra,
pubes, scrotum, and pudendum inn-
liebre. Itching of the nostrils, eye-
ids, lips, or of the external ear,

being generally symptomatic of other

diseases, do not require particular

consideration.

1. Prurigo podicis. (From as-

carides in the rectum) . Hemorrhoi-
dal tumours, or other obvious causes,

which is mostly found to affect per-

sons engaged in sedentary occupa-

tions, &c.
Women, after the cessation of the

catamenia, are liable to be affected

with this species of prurigo, more
especially in summer or autumn. It

sometimes also occurs as a symptom
of the lues venerea.

2. The prurigo pra'putii is owing
to an altered state of secretion on
the glans penis, and inner surface of

the praeputium, &c.

3. Prurigo urethralis. A very

troublesome itching sometimes takes

place at the extremity of the ure-

thra in females, without any mani-

fest cause ; occurring as -well in

young women as in those who are

of an advanced age.

4. Prurigo pubis. Itching papulae

often arise on thepubes, and become
extremely sore if their tops are re-

moved by scratching. They are oc-

casioned sometimes by neglect of

cleanliness, but more commonly by

a species of pediculus, which per-

forates the cuticle, and thus derives

its nourishment, remaining fixed in

the same situation. See Pediculus.

5. Prurigo scroti. The scrotum

is affected with a troublesome and

constant itching from ascarides with-

in the rectum, from friction by vio-

lent exercise in hot weather, and

very usually from the pediculi pubis.

Another and more important form of

the complaint appears in old men,
sometimes connected with the prurigo

podicis, and referable to a morbid
state of the skin, or superficial glands

of the part. The itching extends to

the skin covering the penis, more
especially along the course of the

urethra ; and has little respite, either

by day or night.

6. The Prurigo pudendi ?7iuliebris 9

is somewhat analogous to the prurigo

scroti in men. It is not unfrequently

a symptomatic complaint in the lichen

3N 2
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and lepra ; it likewise originates from
ascarides irritating the rectum, and
is in some cases connected with a dis-

charge of the fluor albus.

A similar affection arises in con-
sequence of the change of state in the

genital organs at the time of puberty,

attended with a series of most dis-

tressing sensations. Dr. Willan con-
fines his attention to one case of the

disorder, which may be considered

as idiopathic, and which usually af-

fects women soon after the cessation

of the catamenia.

%* Deep ulcerations of the parts

seldom take place in the prurigo

pudendi ; but aphthae on the labia

and nymphae, are by no means un-
usual. From intercourse with females

under these circumstances, men are

liable to be affected with aphthous
ulcerations on the glans, and inside

of the praeputium, which prove trou-

blesome for a length of time, and
often excite an alarm, being mistaken
for chancres.— Women, after the

fourth month of their pregnancy,
often suffer greatly from the prurigo

pudendi, attended with aphthae. The
complaint has generally some remis-

sions ; and the aphthae usually dis -

appear soon after delivery, whether
at the full time, or by abortion.

Pruri'tus. (From prurire, to itch)

.

See Prurigo.

Prussia'tes. Salts formed by the

union of the prussic acid, or colouring

matter o£ Prussian blue, with different

bases; e. g. prussiate ofpotash, &c.
Pri/ssic a'cid. An acid obtained

from Prussian blue, in which it is

combined with oxyde of iron. Its

compounds with bases are termed
Prussiates.

Psalloi'des. (From xf/aWog, a

stringed instrument, anda^oc, a like-

ness ; because it appears as if stringed

like a dulcimer). Applied by the

ancients to the inner surface of the

fornix of the brain.

Tsui! 'itiuivi. (A harp; because
it is marked with lines that give it

the appearance of a harp). Lyra.
The medullary body uniting the pos-

terior crura of the fornix of the

brain.

Psammi'smus. (From ^a^p,0Q
y

sand). An application of hot sancj

to any part of the body.
Psammo'des. (From ipafipog, sand).

Urine which deposits a sandy sedi-

ment.
Pselli'smus. (From \pe\\i^ixj, to

have a hesitation of speech) . Psel-

lotis. Defect of speech. A genus of

disease in the Class Locales, and
Order Dyscinesice, of Cullen.

Psello'tis. See Psellismus.

Pseu'do. (^Evdrjg, false). Spu-
rious

;
prefixed to many substances

which are only fictitious imitations
;

e. g. pseudamomum, a spurious kind
of amomum, &c.

Pseuda'corus. See Iris pseuda-

corus.

Pseudoble'psis. (From ipsvdrjQ,

false, and €\sipig, sight). Phantasma.

Suffusio. Imaginary vision of ob-

jects. A genus of disease in the

Class Locales, and Order Dyses-
thesia, of Cullen ; characterized by
depraved sight, creating objects, or

representing them different from
what they are. Species :

1. Pseudoblepsis imaginaria, in

which objects are perceived that are

not present.—2. Pseudoblepsis mu-
tans, in which objects that are pre-

sent appear somewhat changed.

Pseudopyre'thrum. See Achillea

ptarmica.

Psi'dium. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system.

Psi'dium pomi
/ferum. The sys-

tematic name of the apple guava.

%* This plant, and the pyr iferurn,

bear fruits, the former like apples,

the latter like pears. The apple

kind is most cultivated in the Indies,

on account of the pulp having a fine

acid flavour, whereas the pear species

is sweet, and therefore not so agree-

able in warm climates. Of the inner

pulp of either, the inhabitants make
jellies ; and of the outer rind they

make tarts, marmalades, &c. The
latter they also stew and eat with

milk, and prefer them to any other

Btewed fruits. They have an astrin-

gent quality, which exists also in

every part of the tree, and abundantly

in the leaf-buds, which are occa*
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sionally boiled with barley and li-

quorice, as an excellent drink against

diarrhoeas. A simple decoction of

the leaves, as a bath, is said to

cure the itch, and most cutaneous

eruptions.

Psi'dium pyri'ferum. The sys-

tematic name of the pear guava.

See Psidium pomiferum,
Psilo'thra. (From \pi\ow, to

denudatc). Applications to remove
the hair. Depilatories.

Psilo'thrum. (From \pi\o(o, to

depilate ; so called, because it was
used to remove the hair) . The white

brionv.

Psimmy'thium. (From i//iw, to

smooth ; so called because of its use

as a cosmetic). Cerusse, or white

lead.

Pso'/E. (^oai, the loins). Alope-

ces. Nefrometrce* Neurometeres. The
name of two pair of muscles in the

loins.

Pso'as abscf/ss. See Lumbar ab-

scess.

Pso'as MA'GNUS. (From \poai, the

loins, because it is situated in the

loins). Psoas, sen lumbar is interims,

of Winslow. Pre-lumbo-trochantin,
of Dumas. This is a long, thick, and
very considerable muscle, situated

close to the fore- part and sides of
the lumbar vertebrae.

*** Between the tendon of this

muscle and the ischium, there ia a

considerable bursa mucosa. This
muscle, at its origin, has some con-
nection with the diaphragm, and
likewise with the quadratus lumbo-
rum. It is one of the most powerful
flexors of the thigh forwards, and
may likewise assist in turning it out-
wards. When the inferior extremity
is fixed, it may help to bend the body
forwards, and in an erect posture, it

greatly assists in preserving the equi-
librium of the trunk upon the upper
part of the thigh.

Pso'as pa'rvus. Pre-lumbo-pubien,
of Dumas. This muscle, first de-
scribed by Riolanus, is situated upon
the psoas roagnus, at the anterior
part of the loins.

*** In the human body the psoas
parvus is very often wanting; buiina

dog, according to Douglas, it is never

deficient. Riolanus was of opinion,

that it occurs oftener in men than in

women ; Winslow asserts just the

reverse ; but the truth seems to be,

that it is as often wanting in one sex

as in the other. Its use seems to be

to assist the psoas magnus in bending

the loins forwards ; and when we are

lying upon our back, it may help to

raise the pelvis.

Pso'as s'ive lumba'ris inte'rnls.

See Psoas magnus.
Pso'ra. (^loqci). Scabies. The itch.

A genus of disease in the Class Lo-
cales, and Order Diali/ses, of Cul-

len : appearing first on the wrists and
between the fingers in small pustules

with watery heads. It is conta-

gious.

Psori'asis. (From ipcopci, the itch)

.

The disease thus named by Dr. Wil-
lan is characterized by a rough and
scaly state of the cuticle, sometimes
continuous, sometimes in separate

patches, of vatious sizes, but of an
irregular figure, and for the most
part accompanied with rhagades or
fissures of the skin. It may be
distinguished from the lepra, not

only by the distribution of the patches,

but also by its cessation and recur-

rence at certain seasons of the year,

and by the disorder of the constitu-

tion with which it is usually attend-

ed. Dr. Willan gives the following

varieties :

1. Psoriasis guttata, which ap-
pears in small, distinct, but irregular

patches of laminated scales, with
little or no inflammation round them.
In the venereal disease there is an
eruption which very much resembles
the psoriasis guttata, the only dif-

ference being a slighter degree of
scaliness, and a different shade of
colour in the patches, approaching to

a livid red, or very dark rose colour.

2. Psoriasis diffusa spreads into

large patches irregularly circum-
scribed, reddish, rough, and chap-

py, with scales interspersed, com-
mencing, in general, with numerous
minute asperities, or elevations of
the cuticle, more perceptible by the
touch than by sight. Upon, these,.

3 N 3
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small distinct scales are soon after

formed, adhering by a dark central

point, while their edges may be seen
white and detached. In the course
of two or three weeks all the inter-

vening cuticle becomes rough and
chappy, appears red, and raised, and
wrinkled, the lines of the skin sink-

ing into deep furrows, &c. The scales

which form among them are often

slight, and repeatedly exfoliate. Both
the psoriasis guttata and diffusa like-

wise occur as a sequel of the lichen

simplex : a transition which takes

place more certainly after frequent

returns of the lichen. The parts

most affected by psoriasis diffusa are

the cheeks, chin, upper eyelids, and
corners of the eyes, the temples, the

external ear, the neck, the fleshy

parts of the lower extremities, and
the fore-arm, from the elbow to the

back of the hand, along the supinator

muscle of the radius. The fingers are

sometimes nearly surrounded with a

loose scaly incrustation ; the nails

crack and exfoliate superficially. The
scaly patches likewise appear, though
less frequently, on the forehead and
scalp, on the shoulders, back, and
loins, on the abdomen and instep.

This disease occasionally extends to

all the parts above-mentioned at the

same time ; but, in general, it af-

fects them successively, leaving one
place free, and appearing in others

;

sometimes again returning to its

first situation.

This complaint is not general

among bakers ; that it is only aggra-

vated by their business, and affects

those who are otherwise disposed to

it, may be collected from the follow-

ing circumstances :— 1. It disappears

about Midsummer, and returns in

the cold weather at the beginning of

the year;— 2. Persons constantly

engaged in the business, after having

been once affected with the eruption,

..ictimes enjoy a respite from it

for two or three years ;—3. When
the business is discontinued, the com-
plaint does not immediately eease.

'I he grocers' itch lias some affinity

with the bakers' iteh,or tetter; but,

being usually a pustular disease at

its commencement, it properly be-
longs to another genus. Washer-
women, probably from the irritation
of soap, are liable to be affected with
a similar scaly disease on the hands
and arms, sometimes on the face
and neck, which, in particular con-
stitutions proves very troublesome,

|

and of long duration.

3. The Psoriasis gyrata is distri-

buted in narrow patches or stripes,

variously figured ; some of them are
nearly longitudinal ; some circular,

or semicircular with vermiform ap-
pendages ; some are tortuous, or
serpentine ; others like earth-worms
or leeches : the furrows of the cu-
ticle being deeper than usual, make
the resemblance more striking, by
giving to them an annulated appear-
ance. There is a separation of slight

scales from the diseased surface, but
no thick incrustations are formed.
The uniform disposition of these
patches is singular : like the psoriasis

diffusa, it has its remissions and re-

turns ; it also exhibits, in some cases,
patches of the latter disorder on the
face, scalp, or extremities, while the
trunk of the body is chequered with
the singular figures above-described.

4. Psoriasis palmaria. One very ob-
stinate species of tetter is nearly con-
fined to the palm of the hand. Shoe-
makers have the psoriasis palmaria
locally, from the irritation of the

wax they so constantly employ. In
braziers, tinmen, silversmiths, &c.
the complaint seems to be produced
by handling cold metals, &c. The
fingers and toes are not affected with
the patches, &c. in venereal cases, &c.

5. Psoriasis labialis. The psoria-

sis sometimes affects the prolabium
without appearing on any other part

of the body. Its characteristics are,

as usual, scaliness, intermixed with

chaps and fissures of the skin. The
scales are of a considerable magni-
tude, so that their edges are often

loose, while the central points are

attached, a new cuticle gradually

forms beneath the scales, but is not
durable. In the course of a few
hours it becomes dry, shrivelled, and
broken ; and, while it exfoliates,
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gives way to another layer of tender

cuticle, which soon, in like manner,
perishes. These appearances should

be distinguished from the light chaps

and roughness of the lips produced

by very cold or frosty weather, but

easily removed. The psoriasis la-

bialis may be a little aggravated by
frost or sharp winds, yet it receives

no material alleviation from an op-

posite temperature. The under lip

is always more affected than the

upper ; and the disease takes place

more especially in those persons

whose lips are full and prominent.
6'. Psoriasis serotalis. The skin

of the scrotum mav be affected in
w

the psoriasis diffusa, like other parts

of the surface of the body ; but some-
times a roughness and scaliness of the

scrotum appears as an independent

complaint attended with much heat,

itching, tension, and redness, &c.

7. Psoriasis infantilis. Infants

between the ages of two months and
two years, are occasionally subject

to the dry tetter. Irregular scaly

patches, of various sizes, appear on
the cheeks, chin, breast, back, nates,

and thighs, <kc. They arc sometimes
red, and a little rough, or elevated

;

sometimes excoriated, then again co-

vered with a thin incrustation ; and
lastly, intersected by chaps or fis-

sures. The general appearances nearly

coincide with those of the psoriasis

diffusa; but there are several pecu-
liarities in the tetters of infants re-

quiring a distinct consideration.

8. The Psoriasis inveterate, cha-
racterized by an almost universal

scaliness, with a harsh, dry, and
thickened state of the skin. It com-
mences from a few irregular, though
distinct patches on the extremities,

&c. appear afterwards on different

parts, and becoming confluent, spread
at length over all the surface of the
body, except ;; part of the face, or
sometimes the palms of the hands,
and soles of the feet. The skin is

red, deeply furrowed, or wrinkled,
stiff and rigid, so as somewhat to

impede the motion of the muscles,
and of the joints. So quick, like-

wise, is the production and separa-

tion of scales, that large quantities

of them are found in the bed on
which a person affected with the dis-

ease has slept. They fall off in the

same proportion by day, and being
confined within the linen, excite a
troublesome and continual itching.

—

See JVillan on Cutaneous Diseases, &c.
Pso'rica. (From -fyojpa, the itch).

Medicines to cure the itch.

Psorophtha'lmia. (From \po)pa,

the itch, and otiOakpog, an eye). An
inflammation of the eye-lids, at-

tended with ulcerations, which itch

very much. The species of the pso-
rophthalmia are:

1. Psor-ophthalmia crustosa, which
forms dry or humid crusts in the
margins of the eye-lids.

2.Psorophthalmia herpetica, in which
small papulae, itching extremely, and
terminating in scurf, are observed.

%* By psorophthalmy, Mr. Ware
means a case, in which the inflam-

mation of the eye-lids is attended

with an ulceration of their edges,

upon which a glutinous matter lodges,

and becomes hard, so that in sleep,

when they have been long in contact,

they become so adherent, that they
cannot be separated without pain.

The proximate cause is an acrimony
deposited in the glands of the eye-
lids.—See Beer, Lehrc von den Au-
genlir. 1). i. p. 566 ;

—

Tfeller's Ma~
nual of Diseases of the Eye, vol. ii.

p. 264 ;

—

7f
r
are on Ophthalmia, &c.

Psyciiago'gica. (From \j/vxn, the
mind, and ayuj, to move). Restora-
tives used in syncope or apoplexy.

Psycho'tria eme'tica. (From
\pvxoc, cold, because it grows in

cold places). See Callicocca ipeca-

cuanha.

Psyciio'tropiium. (From ypvxoc,,

cold, and rpscpoj, to nourish; so

called, because it grows in places

exposed to the cold) . The herb be-
tony.

Psychrolu'trum. (From -^v^oc,
cold, andXovoj, to wash). Acoldbath.

Psy'chtica. (From ^u%oj, to re-

frigerate). Refrigerating medicines.

Psydra'cia. (From ^vxog, cold).

R.ed and somewhat elevated spots,

which soon form broad and super-
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ficlal vesicles, such as those pro-

duced by the stinging-nettle, the

bites of insects, &c. See Pustule.

PSYLLIUM. (From -ipvWoe, a

flea ; so called, because it was
thought to destroy fleas). See Ptan-
taga psylUuiHi

PTA'RMICA. (From TTTOinco. to

sneeze ; so called, because it irritates

the nose, and provokes sneezing).

Sncezewort. See Achillea ptarmica.
Pte'ris. A genus of plants in the

Linnsean system : Class, Cryptoga*
,)iia ; Order, Filices.

Ftf/ris AQUlLl'NA. (From wrenov,
a wing; so called, from the likeness

of its leaves to wings, and aquilina,

from aquila, an eagle, from its re-

semblance to an eagle's wings). The
systematic name of the common
brake, or female fern. Fi/i.r ftemina.
*** The plant which is thus called

in the pharmacopoeias, is not the

Polypodium filix farmineay
but the

Pteris aquiU.ua i jfrondibus suprade-

compnsitisy foliolis pinnatis
9 pitrnis

lancculatis, i/tjimis, pinnaiijidis, su-

pcrioribus mutoribus, of Linnams.
The root is esteemed as an anthel-

mintic, and is supposed to be as

efficacious in destroying the tape-

worm, as the root of the male fern.

Pteroca'rfus. (From 7rlepov
f
a

wing, and xapTToc, fruit). A genus
of plants in the Linnsean system.

Pteroca'rfus santali'nus. The
systematic name of the red saunders

tree. Stintalum rubram.
*** According to Lewis, this wood

is of a dull red, almost blackish

colour on the outside, and a deep
brighter red within ; its fibres are

now and then curled, as in knots.

It has no manifest smell, and little

or no taste, even of extracts made
from it with water, or with spirit,

the taste is not considerable.—To
watery liquors it communicates only

a yellowish tinge, but to rectified

spirit a line deep red. lied saunders

has been esteemed as a medicine
;

but its only use attaches to its co-

louring property. Thejuiceof this

J ice, like that of some others, al-

ls a species of sanguis draconisi

Pii;ry'<;ii;m. (llrtnr£, awing).

A membranous excrescence, which
grows chiefly upon the internal can-
thus of the eye, and expands itself

over the albuginea and cornea towards
the pupil. It appears tobe an extension
or prolongation of the fibres and ves-

sels of the caruncula lachryinalis, or
semilunar membrane, appearing like

a wing. The species of pterygium
are four

:

1. Pterygium tenue, sen ungukr
%

is a pellucid pellicle, thin, of a cine-

ritious colour, and unpainful ;
grow-

ing out from the caruncula lachry-

malis, or membrana semilunaris.—
2. Pterygium crassum, seu pa/t/ius,

differs from the ungula by its thick-

ness, red colour, and fulness of the

red vessels on the white of the eye,

and it stretches over the cornea like

fasciculi of vessels.—3. Pterygium
malignum, is a pannus of various

colours, painful, and arising from a

cancerous acrimony.—I. Pterygium
pingue, seu pinguicula, is a molecule
like lard or fat, soft, without pain,

and of a light yellow colour, which
commonly is situated in the external

angle of the eye, and rarely extends

to the cornea, but often remains
through life.

%* The pterygium is observed by
Mr. Travers to be most prevalent

in warm countries. It is also said

to be most frequent in old people,

though Mr. Wardrop and Mr. Mon-
teath have seen it in very young in-

fants.

It is customary, says Scarpa, to

remove the pterygium, by making
the incision on the cornea, and ex-

tending it over the white of the eye,

as far as the base of the disease

reaches in the conjunctiva; so that

when the pterygium prows from the

internal angle of the eye, most sur-

geons contmue the section as far as

the caruncula. This practice is dis-

advantageous ; first, because it de-

nudes too much of the white of the

eye ; secondly, because, in conse-

quence of the large portion of the*

conjunctiva removed at the base of

the pterygium, and in consequence

of the direction of the wound, the

cicatrix in the white of the eye forms
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an elevated fraenum, which, like a

little cord, keeps the eye-ball ap-
proximated to the caruncula lachry-

malis, and destroys the freedom of

its motions, particularly towards the

external angle.—See Scarpa, suite

Mallatie degli occhi, cap. ii. ;

—

J.

Ward) op, Essays on the MorbidAna-
tomy of the Human Eye, vol. i.

p. 22, &c. 8vo. Edinb. 1808 ;— G. J.

Guthrie, on the Operative Surgery of
the Eye, p. 124, &c. 8vo. Lond.
1823 ;

—

B. Travers, Synopsis, &c.

p. 101 -—jrellcrs Manual, &c. &c.
Ptery'go. Names compounded

of this word belong to muscles which
are connected with the pterygoid

process of the sphenoid bone ; e. g.
pterygo-pharyngeus , &c

.

PiEin (;o i'maryngk'us. See Con-
strictor pharyngis superior.

PrERYGa-STAPHILI NU0 exte'rni is.

See Levator palati.

Pierygo'id PROCESS. Pterygoides
from rrltpvZ, a wing, and tunc, re-

semblance). A wing-like process of
the sphenoid bone.
Pterygoide'um os. See Ethmoid

hour.

Pterygoide'us exte'rnus. Pie*
rygoidrus minor, of Winslow. Ptery-
gO'Colli-mn.iillaire, of Dumas. A
muscle placed, as it were, horizon-
tally along the basis of the skull, be-
tween the pterygoid process and the
condyle of the "lower jaw. All that

part of this muscle, which is not hid
by the pterygoideus interims, is co-
vered by a ligamentous expansion,
which is broader than that belonging
to the pterygoideus internus, and
originates from the inner edge of the
glenoid cavity of the lower jaw, im-
mediately before the styloid process
of the temporal bone, and extends
obliquely downwards, forwards, and
outwards, to the inner surface of the
angle of the jaw. When these mus-
cles act together, they bring the jaw
horizontally forwards. When they
act singly, the jaw is moved for-

wards, and to the opposite side. The
fibres that are inserted into the cap-
sular ligament, serve likewise to

bring the moveable cartilage for-

Pterygoide'us inte'rnus. Ptery-
goideus major, of Winslow. Pterygo-
anguli-maxillaire, of Dumas. This
muscle covers a great part of the
pterygoideus extcrnus ; and along its

posterior edge we observe a ligamen-
tous band, which extends from the
back part of the styloid process to

the bottom of the angle of the lower
jaw. The use of this muscle is to
raise the lower jaw, and to pull it a
little to one side.

Pterygoide'us ma'jor. See Pte-
rygoideus internus.

Pterygoide'us mi'nor. See Pte-
rygoideus extern us.

Ptilo'sis. (From tcIiKoq, bald).

See Madarosis.
Pii'sana. (From 7rn<7<rw, to de-

corticate, bruise, or pound) . Ptissana.

Harley deprived of its husks, pounded
and made into balls.

Pio'sis. (From ititAlo, to fall).

Blepharoptosis, Inability to raise the
upper eye-lid.

%* The affection may be owing
to several causes, the chief of which
are a redundance of the skin on the
eye-lid ; a paralytic state of the le-

vator muscle, and a spasm of the

orbicularis. See Authors enumerated
under Pterygium, and other Diseases

of the Eye, &c.
Pro'sis i'ridis. Prolapsus iridis.

A prolapsus of the iris through a
wound of the cornea. It is known
by a blackish tubercle, which pro-
jects a little from the cornea in va-

rious form-. The species of the

ptosis of the iris are : — 1. Ptosis re-

cens, or a recent ptosis from a side

wound of the cornea, as that which
happens, though rarely, in or after

the extraction of the cataract. —
2. Ptosis inueterala, in which the in-

carcerated prolapsed iris is grown or
attached to the wound or ulcer, and
lias become callous or indurated.

Ptyalago'gA. (Prom 7r1ua\ov,

spittle, and ayoj, to excite). Ptyus-
magoga. Medicines which promote
a discharge of the saliva, or cause

salivation.

Pi YAl.i'sMOS. See Ptyulismus.

Ptyali'smus. (From 7r1va\i{oj, to

spit). A ptyalisrn or salivation, or
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increased secretion of saliva from the

mouth.
Pty'alum. (From ttIvoj, to spit

up). The saliva or mucus from the

bronchia.

Ptyasmago'ga. (From Trlvacrfia,

sputum, and ayuj, to expel). See
Ptyalasroga.

Pu'bes, -is, f. The external part

of the organs of generation of both
sexes, which, after puberty is co-

vered with hair.

Pu'bis os. A separate bone of

the foetal pelvis. See I/uiomina-

tiini os.

Pude'nda. (From pudor, shame)

.

The parts of generation.

Pudenda'gra. (From pudenda,
the private parts, and aypa, a sei-

zure) . Cedma. A pain in the pri-

vate parts. By some it is called the

venereal disease. Others define it

to be, " pain or uneasiness in the

genital parts of men or women,
somewhat resembling a gonorrhoea,

but without dysuria."
*
# * Dr. Beddocs says, in his es-

say on the Pudendagra, that it is dis-

tinct from the venereal disease ; and
also, that it is peculiar to women

;

but that a woman labouring under
it, can communicate such inflamma-
tory symptoms to the penis of a

man who cohabits with her.

Pude'ndum mulie'bke. The fe-

male organ of generation.

Pu'dical a'rtERY. Arteria pudlca

vel pudenda. Pudendal artery. A
branch of the internal iliac distri-

buted on the organs of generation.

Pueri'lis morbus. The epi-

lepsy.

Pue'rperaL ie'ver. Childbed-fe-

ver. Cullen considers this disease

as a species of continued fever.

%* Puerperal fever begins some-
times in an insidious manner, with-

out that, shivering, which usually

gives intimation of the approach of

;i serious malady. Jn other cases,

the shivering is perceived, and va-

ries considerably in degree, being

either Blight or pretty severe. The
lirst symptoms, independent of the

shivering, are frequency ofthe pulse,

Oppression, nausea, or retching, pain

in the head, particularly over the !

eye-brows. The night is passed with
little sleep, much confusion, and oc-
casionally some delirium. In many
instances, however, there is nohead-
ach in any stage of the disease, nor
any sickness or vomiting in the be- \

ginning. In some, the temper is

from the first uncommonly irritable

;

in others there is much timidity, or
listlessness, or apathy. Hysterical

symptoms not unfrequently super-

vene ; or particular nerves become
more sensible ; or organs of sense
are affected : thus some imagine they
hear the performance of a piece of
music. From the beginning of the

attack, Or very soon afterwards,

pain is felt in the belly, at first slight,

but it presently increases ; and in

some instances the abdomen becomes
so tender, that even the weight of
the bed-clothes is productive of dis-

tress. A general fulness of the belly

accompanies this from the first, and
it usually increases pretty rapidly,

and may proceed so far as to make
the patient nearly as large as she
was before delivery ; and in such
cases, the breathing becomes very

much oppressed: indeed, in every
instance, the respiration is more or

less affected, the free action of the

abdominal muscles, which are con-
cerned in that function, being pro-

ductive of pain. The degree of pain,

its seat, and period of accession,

vary in different cases. In some it

evidently begins in the uterus, never

going off entirely, yet subject to se-

vere exacerbation, accompanied with

sense of bearing down, &c.

This fever generally attacks on
the second, or sometimes on the

third day after delivery, but it has

also occurred so late as after a week.

The earlier the attack, the greater is

the danger, and few women recover,

who have the belly much swelled.

It is most frequent, and most fatal,

in hospitals. In private practice it

is less malignant, though still very

dangerous. It is sometimes epidemic ;

and in some instances, the contagion

has been traced from one woman to

another. It is dangerous in propor-
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tion to the malignancy of the cause,

and the situation of the patient.

With regard to the best mode of

treatment, there has been a great

difference of opinion, which in some
measure depends on giving the name
of puerperal fever to different dis-

orders.

Dr. Denman, vol. ii. p. 493, con-

siders puerperal fever as contagious.

He strongly advises early bleeding,

giving an emetic or antimonial, so

as to vomit, purge, or cause per-

spiration ; and if this do good, he
repeats the dose, and uses clys-

ters, fomentations, leeches and blis-

ters. He gives an opiate at night,

and a laxative in the morning ; or,

if there be great diarrhea, he em-
ploys emollient clysters. The strength

is to be supported by spt. ether, nit.

or other cordials.

Dr. Leak, vol. ii. trusts much to

blood-letting; if the patient be sick,

he gives a gentle vomit ; if not, lax-

atives, and then antimonials ; ap-

plies blisters, and in the end re-

strains purging with opiates, and
prescribes bark.

Dr. Gordon, p. 77 , et scq depends
on early and copious blood-letting,

taking away at lirst from 20 to 24
ounces, and purging with calomel and
jalap. He is regulated rather by the

period of the disease, than the state

of the pulse ;
— bleeding, though it

be feeble.

Dr. Butter purges and bleeds only
where there is well marked inflam-

mation, and is satisfied often with
taking only three ounces of blood
at a time, where there is an exacer-
bation.

Dr. Manning very rarely bleeds,
but trusts to emetics and purges,
and employs Dr. Denman's antimo-
nial, which is two grains of tartar

emetic, mixed with 9ij of crabs'-
eyes, and the dose is from three to

ten grains.

Dr. Walsh forbids venesection,
and advises emetics, followed by
opiates and cordials.

Dr.Hulm trusts to clysters, purges
and diaphoretics, and does not bleed
unless there be pain in the hypogas-

only if the

uterine dis-

indicate it.

and in the

trium, accompanied with violent

stitches, and a resisting pulse. Even
then he bleeds sparingly.

M. Doulcet advises repeated eme-
tics, followed by oily poisons, and
bark, combined with camphor.

Mr. Whyte is against blood-let-

ting. He gives at first a gentle eme-
tic, followed by a laxative and dia-

phoretic. He then gives bark with

vitriolic acid, and supports the

strength.

Dr. Joseph Clark trusts chiefly to

saline purges and fomentations.

Dr. John Clarke, in his excellent

Essays, forbids venesection, and ad-

vises bark as freely as the stomach
will bear it. Opium is also to be
given, together with a moderate
quantity of wine, along with sago.

If there be much purging, the bark
is to be omitted, till some rhubarb
is given, or a vomit, if there be little

pain in the belly.

Dr. Kirkland bleeds

patients have had little

charge, and the pulse

He employs laxatives,

end bark and camphor.
Dr. Hull considers this disease as

Bimple peritoneal inflammations-Inch
may affect three classes, the robust,

the feeble, and those who are in an
intermediate state. In the first, he
bleeds and purges ; in the second, he
begins with emetics, and ends with
bark ; and in the third, he bleeds

with great caution.

Dr. Hamilton advises puerperal fe-

ver to be treated as putrid fever.

Guinot, Allan, and others, re-

commend carbonate of potash, in

doses of ten or fifteen grains.

M. Vigarous joins with those who
consider this as not a fever sui generis,

but one varying according to circum-
stances. It frequently, he says, begins
before delivery, but becomes formed
about the third day after it. He has
five different species :— 1. The gas-
trobilious.—2. The putrid bilious.

—

3. The pituitous fever, attended with
vomiting of pituita.—4. With phlo-
gistic affection or inflammation of
the womb.—5. Sporadic fever, pro-
ceeding from cold, &c. Puerperal
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fever, lie considers as apt to termi-

nate in milky deposits in the brain,

chest, legs, &c.
Dr. Armstrong considers this fever

as decidedly inflammatory, and trusts

to the early use of the lancet, fol-

lowed by a large dose of calomel,

from a scruple to half a drachm, and
the subsequent assistance of infusion

ofsenna with salts. Latterly he seems,
from meeting with other constitu-

tions, to trust more to bleeding, fol-

lowed by the use of full doses ofopium.
Dr. Brenan has published a pam-

phlet, recommending, in place of

blood-letting, the free use of the oil

of turpentine internally, and the ex-

ternal application of cloth to the

belly, dipped in it.

Mr. Hey is decided as to the in-

flammatory nature of the disease,

and trusts entirely to the early and
free use of the lancet, and the admi-
nistration of jalap and calomel, with

other cathartics, so as to maintain a

purging for two or three days, or
longer if necessary.

Hufeland applies cold poultices to

the abdomen.
Gardien admits six species, which

he treats according to the existing

symptoms.
Dr. Campbell and Dr. Macintosh

have both published on puerperal fe-

ver, and consider it as inflammatory,

non-contagious, and to be cured only

by active depletion. Their treat-

ment consists in bleeding freely from
the arm, fomenting the abdomen,
and applying to it and the pudendum
from 60 to 100 leeches, conjoining

also the use of purges, such as calo-

mel, with antimony and clysters.

Dr. Douglas (vol. 8, of Dub-
lin Hospital Reports), divides the

disease into three species :—the sy-

nochal, gastriobilious, and epidemi-
cal or contagious. In the first, he
advises venesection freely, purges,

&c. ; in the second, venesection more
moderately, and calomel in the dose

of ten grains with castor-oil ; in the

third, the same dose of calomel,

with opium and a clyster : then from
two to four dozen of leeches to the

abdomen, and pure oil of turpentine

to be exhibited in the dose of three
drachms.

In the Edinburgh Journal for July,

1824, there is an account of the re-

port made on this disease, as it ap-

peared at Vienna, and an abstract of

the opinion of Boerhaave, &c.
Mr. J. Burn (Principles of Mid-

wifery, &c. p. 562), states, that in

peritoneal inflammation, blood-let-

ting and laxatives are the principal

remedies ; but that, in this disease,

venesection must be employed with

greater caution. " It must be resorted

to very early, and ought not to be
pushed very far, but the exact ex-

tent to which we may prudently go,

must depend on the nature of the

epidemic, and the constitution of the

patient, as well as the special symp-
toms of the particular case." If

bleeding be indicated, we ought early

to have resort to it, and be guided

by its effects. On the appearance of

the disease, it will be proper imme-
diately to give a smart dose of some
purgative medicine, such as the

infusioA of senna, with the addi-

tion of Epsom salts ; or calomel suc-

ceeded by the sulphate of magnesia
;

afterwards commencing the use of

bark in liberal doses, as far as the

stomach will support it, or admi-
nistering it in the form of clysters ;

repeating occasionally the aperient

medicine. Opiates, after purgatives,

have the effect of abating irritation

and pain, and of restraining imme-
diate diarrhoea, should it supervene.

Anodyne, and rubefacient embroca-
tions, sometimes abate the pain in

the abdomen, &c. Most authors

have laid down distinct and formal

indications to be fulfilled ; but it is

much to be doubted, if the means
proposed be adequate to the effect

intended to be produced ; or if all

the parade of science has done more
than show,' that, with the addition

of remedies for removing particular

symptoms, one class of practitioners

have trusted to the lancet as the

chief engine of cure, and another to

the use of bark and cordials. Peri-

tonitis is much more frequent than

puerperal fever.
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Puff^balL See Lycoperdon.

Pugi'llus, -t, m. (From pugnus,

the fist) . Dragmis. A pugil. The
eighth part of a handful.

Pule'gium, -icit, m. (From pulex,

a flea; because the smell of its leaves,

burnt, destroys fleas). See Mentha
puleglum.
Pule'gium cervi'num. Hart's pen-

nyroyal. Mentha cervina of Linnaeus.

Pulica'ria. (From pulex, a flea
;

so named because it was thought to

destroy fleas if hung in a chamber).

See Plantago psyllium.

Pu'lmo, -onis, f. (Plin. ttviv\io)v.

Attice 7c\ev[iu)V,unde, per metathesin

pulmo). The lung. See Lung.
Pulmona'ria. (From pulmo, the

lung ; so called because of its virtues

in affections of the lungs) . A genus

of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Pcntandria ; Order, Monogy-
nia. Lungwort.
Pulmona'ria arbo'rea. See Li-

chen pulmonarius.

Pulmona'ria macula'ta. See Pul-

monaria officinalis.

Pulmona'ria officinalis. The
systematic name of the spotted lung-

wort. Pulmonaria maculata. Sym-
phitum maculosum. Jerusalem cow-
slips, Jerusalem sage. This plant

is rarely found to grow wild in Eng-
land ; but is very commonly culti-

vated in gardens, where its leaves

become broader, and approach more
to a cordate shape.

*
#
* The leaves, which are the

part medicinally used, have no pecu-

liar smell ; but, in their recent state,

manifest a slightly astringent and
mucilaginous taste ; hence it seems
not wholly without foundation that

they have been supposed to be de-

mulcent and pectoral. They have
been recommended in tickling coughs,

and catarrhal de fluxions upon the

lungs. The name pulmonaria, how-
ever, seems to have arisen rather

from the speckled appearance of the

leaves resembling that of the lungs,

than from any intrinsic quality which
experience discovered to be useful in

pulmonary disorders.

Pulmonary consumption. See Phthi-
sis.

Pulmona'ry ve'ssels. The pul-

monary artery, arteria pulmonalis,

arises from the right ventricle of the
heart, and soon divides into the

right and left, which ramify through-
out the lungs, and form a beautiful

net-work on the air vesicles, where
they terminate in the veins, vencs

pulmonales, whose branches at length
form four trunks, which empty them-
selves into the left auricle of the heart.

Pulmo'nia. (From pulmo, the

lungs). An inflammation of the

lungs.

Pulmo'ntca. (From pulmo, the
lung). Medicines for the lungs.

Pulsatilla nigricans. (From
pulsare, to beat about ; so called from
its being perpetually agitated by the

air) . See Anemone pratetisis.

Pulse. Pulsus. The beating of

the artery at the wrist is termed
the pulse. It depends upon the

impulse given to the blood by the

heart ; hence physicians feel the

pulse, to acertain the quickness or
tardiness of the blood's motion, the
strength of the heart, &c.

*
#* The discovery of the circula-

tion of the blood, has given a great

importance to the doctrine of pulsa-
tion; for by the strength or weak-
ness, the slowness or frequency, the
hardness or softness, the freedom or
oppression, the regularity or irre-

gularity of the beat of the artery

against the pressure of the finger,

we are now able to determine many
momentous facts, relative, not merely
to the state of the heart, but of the

general system, and, in many cases,

to prognosticate upon grounds which
were altogether unknown to the ear-

lier cultivators of medicine. And on
this account it is, that the Greek
physicians took but little notice of

the pulse, which, even in the days
of Celsus, was regarded as a res

fallacissima.

The pulse is influenced indirectly

by the general state of the body,
but directly by that of the heart, or
of the arteries, or of both, or of the
quantity of blood which the vessels

have to contain. The common stand-
ard of the pulse, in an adult male,

3 O
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may be fixed at seventy strokes in a

minute : hut it varies in different

individuals from sixty to eighty, be-

ing greatly affected by the tempera-
ment, and partly by the habit of
life. In the man of a high san-

guine temperament it rarely sinks

below eighty, and is often at ninety;
and in the melancholic it seldom
rises above sixty, and sometimes
sinks to forty. In some idiosyncra-

sies, the discrepancy is so consider-

able, and complicated with, other
changes than those of frequency and
tardiness, that there is no reducing
them to any rule.

Lizzari informs us (see Raccolta

tV Opusculi Scientifici, p. 265} of a

person whose pulse was not more
than ten beats in a minute. Dr.
Heberden says, he once saw a person
whose pulse, as he was told, did

not number, in the beginning of his

illness, above twelve or sixteen in a

minute ; though he suspects in this,

and all other instances, where it is

below forty, that the artery beats

oftener than can be felt ; because
such slow pulses are usually unequal
in their strength, and some of the

beats are so faint, as but just to be
perceived ; so that others, probably
still fainter, are too weak to make a

sensible impression on the finger.

He had attended two patients, who,
in the best health, had alwavs verv
unequal pulses, as well in their

strength as in the spaces between
them, but which constantly became
regular as the patient grew ill, and

re a never-failing sign of reco-

very, in their once more returning

to a state of irregularity. (Med.
Trans, vol. ii. p. 2 (J).— In women,
the pulse is, generally speaking, six

or eight strokes in a minute quicker

than in men ; and hence many wo-
men of firm health and lively dispo-

sition, have a standard pulse of 85.

In a weakly frame the pulse is

USUalty rapid ; for debility is almost

always accompanied with irritabi-

lity, and the heart partakes of the

general infirmity'. In this ease also,

from the feebleness with which the

heart contracts, the ventricle is

but imperfectly emptied, and conse-
quently soon filled again, and sooner
stimulated to contraction. Hence,
in infancy the pulse is peculiarly

quick, and gradually becomes slower
as the child increases in strength.

Dr. Heberden, who paid particular

attention to this subject, estimates

the pulse on the day of its birth,

and while asleep, from 130 to 140
;

and fixes it at little less than the

same rate, or that of 120 strokes,

for the first month. During the first

year he calculates it at from 120

to 108 ; during the second, from
100 to 90 ; during the third, from
108 to 80, at which it continues for

the three ensuing years. In the

seventh year it is frequently reduced

to 72; and in the twelfth to 70.

(Vide Op. cet.J—In an advanced age,

from the small quantity of sensorial

power secreted, and the general in-

ertness of the organs, the pulse sinks

often considerably below sixty strokes

in a minute. " I knew one," says

Dr. Heberden, " whose chief distem-

per was at the age of fourscore, in

whom, for the last two years of his

life, I only once counted so many as

42 pulsations ; but they were seldom

above 30, and sometimes not more
than 26' ; and though he seemed
heavy and torpid, yet he could go

out in a carriage, and walk about

his garden, receive company, and

eat with a tolerable appetite."

Dr. Good relates a cure of still

greater anomaly, in which the pulse

is never more than thirty, and more
commonly, even after walking, not

more than 27 strokes in a minute.

The patient alluded to is 65 years of

age. About six years ago, from the

bursting of a pipe for the conveyance

of coal-gas, he fell down in a fit of

asphyxy, from which he revived with

great difficulty. " The reducent

plan," observes Dr. Good, " was

carried too far ; and though he has

recovered from the accident, and his

head is uniformly clear, he is dys-

peptic, and subject to palpitations of

the heart."

The pulse may be counted with

great accuracy up to 140 or 150 in a
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minute ; but if the stroke be equal,

and the wrist slender, so that we
can take in more than half the artery

hy the pressure of two fingers, we
can reach 180. Professor French

gives an instance of 200 (De Cur.

Hem. Morb. Epit. torn. 11. p. 175.

8vo. Manheim, 1792), in a case ofV J

complicated crudities ; but beyond
this, there is great confusion and un-

certainty ; and it is difficult, there-

fore, to understand by what nice

mode of measurement Dr. Wenclt

could distinguish, as he tells us he

has done (JJc Mutatione quadam Pul-

sus insigtiis. Erlang, 1778, V. Bald.

Sijll. v.), a pulse of 243 strokes in

a minute.

The pulse is quickened by very

slight excitements both external and
internal. The stimulus of the air,

of the light, and of sounds, is suffi-

cient to make that of an infant

awake, fifteen or twenty strokes

more frequent than when it is asleep,

and beyond their controal. The
pulse of an adult is usually quick*

ened eight or ten strokes during the

digestion of a meal ; and running,

or any sudden and rapturous emo-
tion of the mind, will double the or-

dinary scale. The depressing pas-

sions, on the contrary, check it, and
have, sometimes, put a total stop

to the heart's motion, with a deadly

shock, and killed the patient in a

moment. There are many drugs that

have a like tendency, of which all the

simple narcotic poisons afford exam-
ples. The digitalis and hyoscyamus
are expressly used on account of

this property: the prussic acid,

and the plants that contain it, as

bitter almond and the leaves of
the prunus lauro-cerasus, when given

in free doses, destroy the irrita-

bility, and extinguish the pulse in-

stantly, and this so effectually, that

the heart, when immediately exa-
mined, has been insensible, not only
to puncture, but to concentrated
acids.

As the excitement of the stomach
during the natural process of diges-

tion is capable of accelerating the

pulse eight or ten strokes in a mi-

nute, there can be no difficulty in

conceiving that it may be still more
accelerated by a morbid excitement

of any other large organ, and parti-

cularly when the primary seat of

excitement is in the sanguiferous sys-

tem itself : and as, generally speak-
ing, the frequency of the beat is in

proportion to the degree of excite-

ment, the pulse becomes a sort of
nosometer, or measure of the vio-

lence and danger of the disease : ami
it measures it equally, whether the

return of the beat be below the stand-

ard of health or above it. How far,

in either case, the pulse may vary
from its natural number without
great danger, depends upon a multi-

tude of collateral circumstances, as

the age of the patient, his idiosyn-

crasy, the peculiar disease he is la-

bouring under, and the strength or
weakness of the system. And hence,
in addition to the number of the

pulse, we should also attend to its

degree of fulness, softness, firmness;

freedom, and regularity; a critical

knowledge of whicli can only be
;ned by experience and a nice dis-

crimination.

Pulselessness. E?itasia acrotis-

mus, a species of Dr. Good's Noso-
logy. Failure, or cessation of the

pulse, often accompanied with pain

in the epigastrium ; the perceptive

and voluntary muscles remaining
undisturbed.

Pulsilf/gium. (From pulsus, the

pulse, and legcre, to gather). An
instrument for measuring the pulse.

Pulvi'nar, -oris, n. (From pukri*,

dust or chaff, with which they are

filled). A medicated cushion.

Pulvjna'rium. See Pulvinar.

Pu'lvjs, ~veris, d. g. A powder.
Pulviiiarium. This form of medi-
cine is either coarse or very fine,

simple or compound. In the com-
pounded powders the intimate and
complete admixture of the several

ingredients, and more especially in

those to which any of the more ac-

tive substances, as opium, scam-
mony, &c. are added, cannot be too

strongly recommended, and for this

purpose it may be proper to pass

3 O 2
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them, after they are mixed mechani-
cally, through a fine sieve.

Pu'lvis a'loes compo'situs. Com-
pound powder of aloes. Formerly
called pulvis aloes cum guaiaco. The
dose is from gr. x to 9j. It is a
warm aperient, laxative powder,
calculated for the aged, and those

affected with dyspeptic gout, at-

tended with costiveness and spas-

modic complaints of the stomach
and bowels.

Pu'lvis a'loes cum cane'lla. A
cathartic, deobstruent powder, pos-

sessing stimulating and aloetic pro-

perties omitted in the L. P. as rather

suited to the purpose of extempo-
raneous prescription.

Pu'lvis a'loes cum fe'rro. This
possesses aperient and deobstruent

virtues ; and is mostly given in chlo-

rosis and constipation. In the L. P.

this prescription is omitted for the

same reason as pulvis aloes cum ca-

nella.

Pu'lvis a'loes cum guai'aco.
See Pulvis aloes compositus.

Pu'lvis antimonia'lis. See An-
timonialis pulvis.

Pu'lvis aroma'ticus. See Pulvis

cinnamomi compositus.

Pu'lvis ceru'ss^e compo'situs.

Mostly used in the form of collyrium,

lotion, or injection, as a mucilagi-

nous sedative.

Pu'lvis chela'rum ca'ncri com-
po'situs. An antacid and astringent

powder, mostly given to children

with diarrhoea and acidity of the

prima viae.

Pu'lvis cinnamo'mi compo'situs.

Compound powder of cinnamon.

Formerly called pulvis aromaticus

;

sjiccies aromatica : species diambra;

.sine odoratis. The dose is from five

to ten grains. An elegant stimulant,

carminative, and stomachic powder.

Pu'lvis contraje'rva: compo'si-

tus. A febrifuge diaphoretic, mostly

given in the dose of from ono to two

scruples in Blight febrile affections.

Pu'lvis CO'RNU u'sti cum o'pio.

Powder of burnt hartshorn with

opium. Pulvis opiutus. This pre-

paration affords u convenient mode
of exhibiting small quantities of

opium, ten grains containing one of
the opium. It is absorbent and ano-
dyne.
Pu'lvis cre't^e compo'situs. Com-

pound powder of chalk. Pulvis e
bolo compositus sine opio. Species e

scordio sine opio. Diascordium, 1720,
Dose from 5SS. to 5i. An astringent,

carminative, and stomachic powder
exhibited in the cure of diarrhoea,

pyrosis, and diseases arising from
acidity of the bowels, inducing much
pain.

Pu'lvis cre't^e compo'situs cum
o'pio. Compound powder of chalk
with opium. Pulvis e bolo compositus-

cum opio. Species e scordio cum opio.

The dose from one scruple to two.
The above powder, with the addition

of opium, in the proportion of one-

grain to two scruples.

Pu'lvis ipecacua'nh;e compo'si-
tus. Compound powder of ipeca-

cuanha. A diaphoretic powder, simi-

lar to that of Dover's, which gained

such repute in the cure of rheuma-
tisms, and other diseases arising

from obstructed perspiration and
spasm. Th'e dose is from five grains

to a scruple.

Pu'lvis ki'no compo'situs. Com-
pound powder of kino. The pro*

portion of opium this astringent con-

tains is one part to twenty. The dose

is from five grains to a scruple.

Pu'lvis my'rrh;e compo'situs.

A stimulant, antispasmodic, and em-
menagogue powder, mostly exhibited

in the dose of from fifteen grains to

two scruples, in uterine obstructions

and hysterical affections.

Pu'lvis opia'tls. See Pulvis cor-

nu usti cum opio.

Pu'lvis scammo'ne*: comto'si-

tus. Compound powder of scam-

mony. Pulvis com it is }Varwice)is\$.

" Take of scammony gum resin,

hard extract of jalap, of each two
ounces; ginger-root, half an ounce.

Reduce them separately to a very

fine powder, and then mix." From
ten to fifteen grains or a scruple ope-

rates as a stimulating cathartic.

Pu'lvis scammo'nii cum a'loe.

A stimulating cathartic, in the do

of from ten to fifteen grains.
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Pi'lvis scammo'sii cum calo-
me'lane. A vermifugal cathartic, in

the dose of from ten to fifteen grains.

Pu'lvis se'nnJE compo'situs. Com-
pound powder of senna. Pulvis dia-

senncE. The dose is from one scruple

to one drachm. A saline stimulating

cathartic.

Pu'lvis tragaca'nth.e compo'si-

tus. Compound powder of traga-

canth. Species diatragacantka? fri-

gidce. The dose is from ten grains

to a drachm. A very useful demul-
cent powder, which may be given in

coughs, diarrhoeas, strangury, &c.
Tragacanth is very difficultly reduced
to powder.

Pumpion, common. See Cucurbita.

Pu'ncta lachryma'lia. Lachry-
mal points. Two small orifices, one
of which is conspicuous in each eye-

lid, at the extremity of the tarsus,

near the internal canthus.

Pu'ncti m au'rbum. Formerly,
when a hernia of the intestines was
reduced by an incision made through
the skin and membrana adiposa,

down to the upper part of the sper-

matic vessels, a golden wire was
fixed and twisted, so as to pi event
the descent of any thing down the

tunica vaginalis.

Pu'nctured wou'nds. Sccl^ounds.
Pu'nica. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Icosandria

;

Order, Monogynia.
IVmca grana'ium. The syste-

j

matic name of the pomegranate,
j

Granatum. Punicafoliis lanceolatis,
\

caule arborco, of Linnaeus. The rind
of the fruit and the flowers called

Balaustineflowers, are the parts di-

rected for medicinal use. In their

smell there is nothing remarkable,
but to the taste they are very astrin-

gent, and have successfully been em-
ployed in diseases internally and ex-
ternally.

Pupil. (From pupa, a babe ; be-
cause it reflects the diminished image
of the person who looks upon it like

a puppet). Papilla. The round
opening in the middle of the iris, in

which we behold ourselves in the
eye of another.

*
#* The pupil is subject to va-

rious affections. Of the species, pa-

ropsis synizesis, or closed pupil,which
consists in dimness or abolition of

the sight from contraction or oblite-

ration of the pupil, according to Dr.
Good, there are the two following

vaVieties :— 1. Simple closure of the

pupil.—2. Closure of the pupil com-
plicated with cataract, or opaque
cornea.— See Study of Medicine,

vol. iv. p. 230.

The pupil becomes closed or ob-

literated from a gradual contraction,

and, at length, coalition of the mus-
cular fibres of the eye ; from inflam-

mation of the surrounding mem-
branes, or from protrusion of the

iris. In all these cases it is a simple

obliteration of the pupil. It is com-
plicated when the obliteration is

combined with an opacity of the

cornea, or with a cataract. When
the disease is an effect of inflamma-
tion, it forms the atresia iridis of

Dr. Schmidt of Vienna, who farther

subdivides into complete, incomplete,

and partial, according as the vision

is totally destroyed, impaired, or
confined to a part of the pupil.

—

I'ebcr Xachstaar und iritis Xachstaar
Opcrationen, 4to. Wien. 1301.

The natural form of the human
pupil is circular, this being the natu-

ral form of the fine fringe of the iris

by which it is surrounded. But in a
very few instances, the fringe, or
rays of the iris has evinced a diffe-

rent figure, and the pupil, in conse-

quence, has been found oblong, or
heart-shaped. (Eph. Nat. Cur. Dec.
iii. Ann. vii. Obs. 12).— The first

has occurred most frequently; and,
according to Albinus, has sometimes
preceded loss of vision. (Anat. Acad.
lib. vi. cap. 3).—Block gives an in-

stance, in which the disease was con-
genital and hereditary. — Medici-
nischc Bermeskungcn, p. 1.

If the iris contract irregularly,

sometimes only a few of its fibres

spread across the pupil, while others
are retracted ; and hence we have
examples of double, and more than
double pupils, though of smaller di-

mensions than the natural circle.

Solinus gives an instance of two pu>
303
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pils hereby produced (see Marcel.
Donat. lib. vi. cap. ii. p. 619) ; and
Janin, of not less than five (Memoires,
&c.)—Dr. Plenck, whoveryunneces-
sarily multiplies diseases, confines
the term synizesis to a total contrac-
tion of the pupil ; and makes its par-
tial contraction, a distinct affection,

which he calls Myosis : and the se-

cond, or complicated variety, ano-
ther distinct affection, which he deno-
minates Synechia. But this is to per-
plex rather than simplify the subject.

< Medicines in this disease are of
little avail. In the first variety, an
external application of the tincture

of belladonna, or a solution of stra-

monium, which is said (Annual Re-
port of the Liverpool Institution for
Diseases of the -Eye, by Alexander
Harmes, M.D. 1822), to answer
the same purpose, has occasionally

effected a cure by destroying- the con-
tractile action ; and dilute solutions

of brandy, camphor, or sulphate of

zinc, by their tonic or stimulant

power. When the disease does not

vield to this mode of treatment, or

consists of the complicated variety,

it belongs manifestly to the art of

surgery, and its removal must be

sought for in books on that subject.

Among these, are Afr. Guthrie's Lec-
tures on the Eye, and Professor Beer's

Kssay on Staphyloma, and Artificial

Pupil, published in 1804, and his

Doctrine of the Diseases of the Eye,
published in 1807. According to the

nature of the eoalition, Beer employs
three varieties of operation, incision,

excision, and separation, which he

distinguishes by the names of coro-

tomia, corcctomia, and corodialysis.

The first is the simplest, and that

most usually had recourse to. In

tke second, an incision being made
with a cataract knife, close to the

edge of the cornea, and not larger

than the third of its cireunifereuce,

the iris, if it protrude, is laid hold

of by the hook ; or if no protrusion

t?ike place, the hook introduced

through the incision, is made to lav

} old of the papillary edge of the

, which drags it out through the

wound, when a sufficient portion of

it is removed by a pair of scissars.

In the third method, which is that

formerly proposed by Dr. Reseinger,

the operation is performed by a double

hook, or hook forceps. See different

diseases of the eye, with the works
there quoted

—

G. H. Guthrie o?i Arti-

ficial Pupil, p. 63, &c. 8vo. Lond. ;

—

Langenbech's Neue Bibl. 1 B. p. 13,
and 106 ;

—

Gibson's Praet. Ob a. on the

Formation ofan Artificial Pupil, 8vo.
Lond. 1811 ;

—

Wenzel on the Cata-
ract ;

—

Sir William Adams on JEctro-

pium, and 07i the Modes offorming an
ArtificialPupil, &c. 8vo.Lond. 1812;
also an Artificial Pupil, 8vo. Lond.
1819;

—

P. Asalini, Ricerche suite

Pupille Artificial, in Milano, 1811
;—R. Muter, Pract. Observ. on various

novel Modes of operating on Cataract,

and of forming an Artificial Pupil,

8vo.Wisbeach, 1816 ;

—

Jules Cloouet

sur laMcmbrancPupillaire, 1818, &C.
See also D. Timelier s Treatise, Ueber
Kit nstliche Pupillen, und ein besondere

Methode, diese fertigen, published in

Langefibeck's Ueber den gagen TJ'arli*-

gen Zustand, der Kunstlichen Pupil-

lunde bildnng, &c. Munchen, 1818 ;

—

Xeue Bihliothek, b. ii. sect. 4.

Pupi'lla. See Pupil.

Pupilla'ris membra'na. (From
pupilla, the pupil}. Papilla3 velum.

A fine vascular membrane which in

the fcetus of 5, 6, or 7 months grows
across the part where the pupil is

afterwards seen.

PuRGATl'vES. Purgantia. Cathar-

tica. Catocathartica. Catorctica. Ca-
toterica. Dcjectoria. Alviduca. Pur-
gativa. Those substances which in-

crease the peristaltic motion of the

bowels, &c.

Purging -flax. See Linum eathar-

ticum.

Purging-nut. See Jatropha curcas,

Pi/riform. Purifonuis. Similar

to the secretion called pus.

Pu'RPURA a'lba. Purpura rubra.

Manywriters term the miliar}* fever,

when the pustules are white, purpura
alba, and when they are red, purpura

rubra.

Purpura scorbutica. Petechial

eruptions in scurvy.

IVksinkss. A term applied to
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dyspeptic patients, proceeding from,

or accompanied with a short, stunted

figure, and considerable corpulence,

or at least obesity of the chest. We
see people of this description signi-

ficantly described by the colloquial

term of -pursy , pant, perspire, and
become fatigued, day after day, upon
little exercise, and yet press on with-

out any serious inconvenience to a

late period of life.—See Dr. Good's

Study of Med. vol. i. p. 573.

Purslane. See Portulaca.

Pus, -uris, n. Matter. Corrup-
tion. A whitish, bland, cream-like

fluid, heavier than water, found in

phlegmonous abscesses, or on the

surface of sores. It is distinguished,

according to its nature, into laudable

or good pus, scrofulous, serous, and
ichorous pus, &c.
*** Mr. Hewson decidedly proved

that pus is a peculiar secretion, and
that it is often, indeed, secreted where
there is no abscess or breach of sur-

face : and he ingeniously accounted

for its production, by supposing it

to be formed out of the coagulable

lymph by a new power given to the

secernent vessels in consequence of the

inflammatory action. " And, if pus,"

says he, " in these cases is produced
merely by a secretion, so likewise

it would seem probable that even in

abscesses, where there is a loss of

substance, it is not the melting down
of the solids that gives rise to the

pus, but the pus being secreted into

the cellular membrane from its pres-

sure, and from other causes, deadens
the solids, and then dissolves them."
— Experimental Enquiries, Part If.

p. 118.

The idea of the solids contained
in an abscess, being deadened and
dissolved by the pus which surrounds
them, in the ordinary sense of the

expression, (for in one sense they
may be said to be dissolved) , was
one of the erroneous opinions of
Mr. Hewson to which we have al-

luded ; and originated from too close

an adherence to the earlier, and still

more mistaken hypothesis we have
just noticed. And hence, with all

his ingenuity, Mr. Hewson advanced

not much more than half the way, m
explaining the entire economy of
suppurative inflammation. It re-

mained for the exploring eye, and
commanding genius, of Mr. Hunter
to penetrate through a considerable

portion of the remaining half of this

curious process, and to prove that

the solid parts contained in the area
of an abscess, instead of being dead-
ened by the pressure of the surround-
ing pus, are dead before-hand, de-

stroyed indeed by the violence of the

accident, or of the inflammation

;

and that, instead of being merely dis-

solved in the circumambient pus, they
are absorbed and carried off by a new
and increased action of the circum-
ambient absorbents ; thus shewing
that even ulceration itself, when of
a healthy kind, is another link in the

restorative chain of nature made use
of on this occasion.

The greater part of this nice fabri-

cation is rendered so clear in Mr.
Hunter's fl'ork on Inflammation, and
his arguments and facts have been
so fully confirmed, and so abun-
dantly exemplified by latter phy-
siologists, and particularly by Mr.
Cruikshank, in his valuable Trea-
tise on the absorbents, as to remove
every doubt upon the subject, in

the minds of the great body of the

profession. u And, it is hence,"
observes Dr. Good, (see Study of
Medicine, vol. ii. p. .HOI), " that Dr.
Cullen's Practice of Physic should
be still printed and circulated ; and
more than this, be still employed as

a test book (as I am told it is) in

many of the most celebrated schools
of the present day, with the old, mis-
taken, and exploded hypothesis of
the formation of pus out of secreted

serum, advanced as a true and ge-
nuine doctrine, (Book II. ch. i*

§ 250) , without the slightest hint of
any newer or more satisfactory ex-
planation of the subject. It is still

more surprising that the same anti-

quated doctrine should be taught in

the latest editions of Mr. B. Bell's va-
luable Treatise on Ulcers, (see Part I.

§ 3) ; and most of all (to the present,

at least, most of all) , that his friend
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Dr. Parr, with all the light of his

contemporaries before him, should
have offered it as his own opinion, in

his elaborate, and upon the whole,
very excellent medical dictionary ; in

which he tells us, after M. Gaber,
that the pus of an abscess, " consists

of the substa?ice of the vessels, and
of the cellular membrane, dissolved
in the serum."
That pus, instead of being a mere

solution of dead animal matter, is a

distinct and peculiar secretion, is

now known to most practitioners

from personal observation, who must
have witnessed it repeatedly in situa-

tions in which there has been no ul-

ceration or breach of structure, and
consequently, where there could be
no dead animal matter to dissolve.

It was noticed in this form by De
Haen, so far back as the middle of
the last century ; and was pointed
out by Mr. Hewson as frequently

found, on dissections, on the surface

of the pleura, the peritoneum, and the

pericardium, in a perfectly genuine
state. A very decided case, to which
both Dr. Hunter and Mr. John Hun-
ter were witnesses, was published

by Mr. Samuel Sharp about the same
time that De Haen first brought the

subject before the public. Nothing
is more common, or more copious,

than the secretion of pus without

ulceration in the first stage of puru-

lent ophthalmy, and in purulent in-

flammation of the mucous membrane
bf the glans penis.

That pus is a peculiar secretion,

distinguished by peculiar properties,

and not a solution of the dead ani-

mal matter, which it is the design

of nature to remove, has already

been sufficiently shown. (i But I

am apt to believe," says Mr. Hunter,
u that we are not yet well , or perhaps

n )t at all acquainted with its use
;

for, it is common to all sores ; takes

place in the most perfect degree in

those sores which may be said to be

the most healthy, and especially in

those where the constitution is most

h-althy." (On the Blood, &C. Part II.

chap. v. p- 436).— It forms, Indeed,

an exit to foreign bodies i is sup-

posed by many to carry off hu-
mours from the constitution, or con-
vert general into local complaints

;

and by others, to act as a preventive

to numerous diseases. Yet all these

services, even admitting them to ex-

ist, are but secondary, and the final

intention still remains to be accounted
for.—See Hunter on the Blood, &c.
— Sir E. Home's Dissertation on the

Properties of Pus.—Dr. Pearson, in

Philosoph. Trans, vol. 1809, p. 313.—Good's Study of Medicine, vol. ii.

p. 301, et seq.;—Also, a further de-

scription, under Marasmus Phthisis,

in sequel to the same vol.

—

Boer-

haave Aphor. 387. — Gaber, Acta
Tauriensia, vol. ii.— Sir John Prin-
gle's Ireatise on Diseases of the

Army, &c. &c.
Pu'stula. (Dim. of pus, matter).

See Pustule.

Pu'stule. Pustula, a little pim-
ple, frompus, corruption). Ecthyma.
Eczema.

*** Dr. Willan defines a pustule

to be an elevation of the cuticle,

sometimes globate, sometimes co-

noidal in its form, and containing

pus, or a lymph which is in general

discoloured. Pustules are various in

their size, but the diameter of the

largest seldom exceeds two lines.

There are many different kinds of

pustules, properly distinguished in

medical authors, by specific appella-

tions, as— 1. Phlyzactum, a small

pustule containing pus, and raised

on a hard, circular, inflamed base of

a vivid red colour. It is succeeded

by a thick, hard, dark -coloured scab.

2. Psydracium, according to Dr.

Willan, a minute pustule, irregular-

ly circumscribed, producing but a

slight elevation of the cuticle, and

terminating in a laminated scab.

Many of these pustules usually ap-

pear together, and become confluent.

A\ lien mature they contain pus : and,

after breaking, discharge a thin wa-

tery humour
IN s'tula o'ris. See Aphtha*.

PpTA'MEN, -inis,n. ( From putarr,

to cut). The bark or paring of any

vegetable, as the walnut. See Juglans.

Pltrfj a'ction. Putrid fermenta-
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tion. Putrefactive fermentation. That
process by which a substance is de-

composed and dissipated in the air

in the form of putrid gas. All liv-

ing bodies, deprived of life, perform

a retrograde process, and become
decomposed. This is called fermen-

tation in vegetables, and putrefaction

in animals. The same causes, the

same agents, and the same circum-

stances, determine and favour the

decomposition in vegetables and ani-

mals ; and the difference of the pro-

ducts obtained, arises from the dif-

ference of the constituent parts of

each. Necessary to this process are,

1. A certain decree of humidity.

—

2. The access of atmospheric air.

—

3. A certain degree of heat. The
atmospheric air is also active in pu-

trefaction ; hence its exclusion fa-

vours the preservation of food, on
which principle, patents have been
obtained. See Fermentation.

Putridfever. A species of typhus.

See Typhus gravior.

Pylo'ric a'rtery. Arteria pylo-

rica. A branch of the hepatic artery.

Pylo'rus, -«, m. (From vtvXt], an
entrance, and ovpoq, a guard ; be-
cause it guards, as it were, the en-
trance of the bowels). Janitor. Por-
torarium. Ostiarius. A porter or
keeper of a gate. The inferior aper-
ture of the stomach, which opens
into the intestines.

Pyopoe'tica. (From rcvov, pus,
and TTouco, to make). Suppurative
medicines.

Fyorri-ke'a. (From irvov, pus,
and peio, to flow) . A purulent dis-

charge from the belly.

Pyotu'ria. (From mvov, pus,
and ovpov, urine) . Pyuria. A mu-
cous or purulent urine.

Pyramida'lis. (From 7r»prt/uc,

a pyramid). Fallopius, who is con-
sidered as the first accurate describer
of this muscle, gave it the name of
'pyramidalis, from its shape, hence it

is called pyramidalis Fallopii, by
Douglas. But Vcsalius seems to have
been acquainted with it, and to have
described it as a part of the rectus.
It is called pyramidalis vel succentu-
7iatns, by Cowper. And pubio-ombi-

lical, by Dumas. It is a very small

muscle, situated at the bottom of
the fore-part of the rectus, and is

covered by the same aponeurosis

that forms the anterior part of the

sheath of that muscle.
*
#
* In some subjects the pyrami-

dalis is wanting on one or both sides,

and when this happens, the internal

oblique is usually found to be of

greater thickness at its lower part.

Now and then, though rarely, there

are two at one side, and only one at

the other, and M. Sabatier has even
seen two on each side. Fallopius,

and many others after him, have
considered it as the congener of the

internal oblique ; but its use seems to

be to assist the lower part of the rectus.

Pyramida'lis facie'i. See Leva-
tor labii superioris absque nasi.

Pyaenoi'des. (From 'nvprjv, a
kernel, and ucoe, likeness ; so called,

from its kernel-like shape). Applied
to the odontoid process of the se-

cond vertebra.

Pyrete'rium. (From mvp, fire,

and T)]peio, to keep). The fire-hole

of a furnace.

Pyre'thrum. (From >mvp, fire,

because of the hot taste of its root)

.

Sec Anthemis pyrethrum.

Pyre'thrum sylve'stre. See

Achillea ptarmica.

Pyreto'logy. (From Trvpelog, fever,

and Xoyog, a discourse). Pyreto-

logia. A discourse, or doctrine on
fevers.

Pyre'xia. (From vrvp, fire). Fever.

Pyre'xi*. Febrile diseases. The
first class of Cullen's Nosology ; cha-
racterized by frequency of pulse af-

ter a cold shivering, with increase of

heat, and especially, among other

impaired functions, a diminution of
strength.

Pyre'xial. Belonging to fever.

Pyrifo'rm. (From pyrus, a

pear, and forma, a shape, shaped
like a pear) . A small radiated mus-
cle of the pelvis, situated under the

glutaeus maximus, along the inferior

edge of the glutaeus minimus. Pyri-

f'ormis, seu iliacus externus, of Dou-
glas and Cowper. Spigelius was the

first who gave a name to this irtus^
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tic, which he called pyriformis, from
its resemblance to a pear. It is the

piriformis site pyramidalis, of Wins-
low, and sacrotrochanterie?i , of Du-
mas. A small radiated muscle, si-

tuated under the glutaeus maximus,
along the inferior edge of the glutaeus

minimus. The use of this muscle
is to assist in moving the thigh out-
wards, and in moving it a little up-
wards.

Pyri'tes. (From izrvp, fire : so

called, because it strikes fire with
steel). Native compounds of metal
with sulphur.

Pyri'tes arsenica'lis. Sulphuret
of iron with arsenic.

Pyrmont water. Aqua pyrmo?i-
tana. A celebrated mineral spring

at Pyrmont, a village in the circle

of Westphalia, in Germany.
%* The diseases to which this

mineral water may be advanta-
geously applied, are the same as

those for which the Spa, and others

of the acidulated chalybeates, are

resorted to, that is, in all cases of
debility that require an active tonic

that is not permanently heating ; as

various disorders in the alimentary
canal, especially bilious vomiting,

and diarrhoea, and complaints that

originate from obstructed menstrua-
tion. At Pyrmont, the company ge-

nerally drink this water by glassfuls,

in a morning, to the quantity of two,
three, or more English pints. Its

common operation is by urine ; but,

if taken copiously, it generally proves
laxative ; and when it has not this

effect, and that effect is wanted, they
commonly mix, with the first glass

drank in the morning, from one to five

or six di achms of some purging salts.

PYROACE'TIC a'cid. Obtained by
the destructive distillation of the

acetates, from which a modified vine-

gar esc: pes, called pyroacetic, or
spirit.

Pyro( i : !<ic a'cid. Antacid, newly
discovered by J. L. Lassaigne. it is

white* inodorous, and of a strongly

acid taste. It is very soluble in

water and in alcohol ; the former at

the temperature of 10°. C. (50°. F.)

dissolve! ona third of its weight.

T"!The watery solution has a strongly

acid taste; it does not precipitate

lime or barytes water, nor the greater

part of metallic solutions, with the

exception of the acetate of lead and
protonitrate of mercury. With the

oxydes, it forms salts possessing pro-
perties different from the citrates,

it is difficult to make it crystallize in

a regular manner; but it is usually

presented in a white mass, formed
by the interlacement of some very
fine needles. Projected on a hot body
it melts, is converted into white very

pungent vapours, and leaves some
traces of carbon. When heated in a

retort, it affords an oily-looking

acid, and yellowish liquid, and is

easily decomposed. The solution of

the pyrocitric acid, saturated with
barytes water, lets fall, at the end of

some hours, a very white crystalline

powder, which is pyrocetrate of

barytes. This salt is soluble in 150
parts of cold water, and in 50 of

boiiing water.

P\'rola. (From pyrus, a pear;
so named, because its leaves resem-
ble those of the pear-tree).— 1. The
name of a genus of plants in the

Linnasan system : Class, Decandria ;

Order, Monugynia.—2. The phar-

macopceial name of the round-
leaved winter-green.

Py'rola rotundifo'lia. The sys-

tematic name of the winter-green.

This elegant little plant, common in

our woods, is now forgotten in the

practice of medicine. It possesses

gently astringent qualities, and has

a somewhat bitter taste.

Pyro-li'gneous a'cid. Aciduvk
pyro-Ugnosnm. An acid liquor of a

brown colour, of a pretty strong and

peculiar smell, obtained by distilla-

tion from wood, especially the beech,

birch, and box. It is thought to be

the acetic acid, somewhat disguised

by empyreumatie oil.

%* About two years ago, Monge
discovered that this acid has the pro-

perty of preventing the decompo-
sition of animal substances. Three
years prior to the date of Mongc's
discovery, a Mr. W. Dimsdale, near

Colchester, proposed to the Lords
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of the Admiralty, to apply a pyrolig-

neous acid (prepared out of the con-

tact of iron vessels which blacken it)

to the preservation of animal food,

wherever their ships might go. It

is sufficient to plunge meat for a

few moments into this acid, even

slightly empyreumatic, to preserve

it for any time. Putrefaction, it is

said, not only stops, but retrogrades.

Part of this effect has been ascribed

to the empyreumatic oil ; and hence

the agency of smoke has been ac-

counted for, in the preservation of

tongues, hams, herrings, &c, — Dr.

Jorg, of Lcipsic, entirely recovered

several anatomical preparations from
incipient corruption, by pouring this

acid over them. With the empyreu-
matic oil or tar, he has smeared
pieces of flesh already advanced in

decay, and notwithstanding that the

weather was hot, tliey soon became
dry and sound. To these statements,

see Mr. Ramsay, in Edinb. Philosoph.

Journ. No. 5.

Pyroli'thic a'cid. When the con-

cretions of uric acid are distilled in a

retort, silvery white plates sublime.

These are pyrotithate of ammonia.
When this solution is poured into

that of subacetate of lead, a pyroti-

thate of lead falls, which, after pro-
per washings, is to be shaken with
water, and decomposed by sulphu-

retted hydrogen gas. The superna-
tant liquid is now a solution of pyr >-

lithic acid, which yields small aci-

cular crystals by evaporation. By
heat, these melt and sublime in

white needles. They are soluble in

four parts of cold water, and the

solution reddens vegetable blues, &c.
Pyroiua'lic a'cid. When sorbic

or malic acid is distilled in a retort,

an acid sublimate, in white needles,

appears in the neck of the retort,

and an acid liquor distils into the
receiver. This liquid, by evapora-
tion, affords crystals, constituting a
peculiar acid, to which the above
name has been given.

Pvromf/ter. (From vrvp, fire, and
fiirpov, measure). An instrument
for measuring high temperatures.

*** The most celebrated instru-

ment of this description is that in-

vented by the late Mr. Wedgewood,
founded on the principle, that clay

progressively contracts in its dimen-
sions, as it is progressively exposed
to higher degrees of heat. He formed
his white porcelain clay into small

cylindrical pieces, in a mould, which,
when they were baked in a dull red

heat, just fitted into the opening of

two brass bars, fixed to a brass plate,

so as to form a tapering space be-

tween them. This space is gradu-
ated ; and the farther the pyrometric-

clay gauge can enter, the greater

heat does it indicate. The two
converging rules are placed at a dis-.

tance of 0.5 of an inch at the com-
mencement of the scale, and of 0.3

at the end. Mr. Wedgewood sought
to establish a correspondence be-

tween the indications of his pyrome-
ter and those of the mercurial ther-

mometer, by employing a heated
rod of silver, whose expansions he
measured, at their connecting link.

The clay-piece and silver rod were
heated in a muffle.—See Pliilosoph,

Transact,

Pyro-mi/cic a'cid. Acidum pyro-

mucicifm. The acid liquor obtained

by distillation from saccharine, gum-
my, or farinaceous mucilages.

*** This acid, discovered in 1818
by Houton Labellardicre, is one of
the products of the distillation of
mucic acid. It is white, inodorous,

of strongly acid taste, and a decided

action on litmus. It melts at a tem-
perature of 2(>b*° Fahrenheit, then
volatilizes, and condenses into a

liquid, which passes, on cooling, into

a crystalline mass, covered with very
fine needles. It leaves very slight

traces of residuum at the bottom of

the retort, &c.
Pyropiio'rus. An artificial pro-

duct, which takes fire or becomes
ignited on exposure to the air. Hence,
in the German language, it has ob-
tained the name of luft-zunder, or
air-tinder. It is prepared from alum
by calcination , with the addition of va-

rious inflammable substances. Hom-
berg was the first that obtained it,

which he did accidentally in the year
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1630, from a mixture of human ex-

crements and alum, upon which he

was operating by fire.

*^* Very good pyrophorus has

been obtained by simply mixing three

parts of alum with one of wheaten
flour, calcining them in a common
phial till the blue flame disappeared

;

and keeping it in the same phial, well

stopped with a good cork, when cold.

If this powder be exposed to the

atmosphere, the sulphuret attracts

moisture from the air, and generates

sufficient heat to kindle the carbona-

ceous matter mingled with it.

Pyro-ta'rtarous a'cid. Acidum
pyro-tartrosum. See Tartar, spirit of.

Pyro'sis. (From gtvqow, to burn)

.

Pyrosis Suecica, of Sauvages. Car-

dialgia sputatoria, of Linnaeus. A
disease called in Scotland the water-

brash ; in England, black-water. Cul-

len places it in the Class Neuroses,

and Order Spasmi. It is known by

a burning pain in the stomach, at-

tended with copious eructation, ge-

nerally of a watery insipid fluid.

Pyrote'chnia. (From mvp, fire,

and r^x^r/, an art). Chymistry, or

that art by which the properties of

bodies are examined by fire.

Pyro'tica. (From -srupow, to burn).

Caustics.

Py'rus. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Icosandria .-

Order, Pentogynia.

Py'rus cydo'nia. The systematic

name of the quince-tree. The fruit

is termed Cydonium malum, or quince.

The tree which affords this fruit is

the Pyrus cydonia;foliis integerrimis,

Jloribus solitariis, of Linnaeus.
*** Quince seeds are directed by

the London College to be made into

a decoction, which is recommended
in aphthous affections, and excoria-

tions of the mouth and fauces.

Py'rus ma'lus. The systematic

name of the apple-tree. The com-
mon crab-tree, Pyrus malus, of Lin-
naeus, is the parent of all the vast

variety of apples at present cultivated.

*** Apples, in general, when ripe,

afford a pleasant and easily digestible

fruit for the table ; but, when the

stomach is weak, they are very apt

to remain unaltered for some days,

and to produce dyspepsia. Sour fruits

are to be considered as unwholesome,
except when boiled or baked, and
rendered soft and mellow with the

addition of sugar.

Pyu'lcum. (From rzvov, pus, and
e\Ku>, to draw). An instrument to

extract the pus from the cavity of

any sinuous ulcer.

Pyu'ria. See Pyoturia.

Pyxaca'ntha. (From nrv^oq, box,

and axavQciy a thorn). The barberry,

or thorny box-tree.

Py'xis. (JIv^lq). Properly a box;
but, from its resemblance, the cavity

of the hip-bone, or acetabulum, has

been sometimes so called.

Q.

Q. P. stands for quantum placet, as

much as you please.

Q. S. for quantum suffi-cit, a suffi-

cient quantity.

£). V. quantum vis, as much as

you will.

Qi adra'tus. See Depressor labii

ijiftrioris.

QUADRA'TUS Fe'mOKIS. (Quadra-

tus ; from quadra, a square ; so called

from its supposed shape). Tuber-

ischio-trochanterien , of Dumas. A

muscle of the thigh, situated on the

outside of the pelvis. It is a flat,

thin, and fleshy muscle, but not of

the shape its name would seem to

indicate. It is situated immediately

below the gemini. Its use is to bring

the os femoris outwards.

Quadra'tus ge'n^e. ScePlatys-

ma my oides.

Quadua'tus la'bii interio'ris.

See Depressor labii inferioris.

Qvadra'tus lumbo'rum. Qua*
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dratus, sen Lumbaris, externus of

Winslow. llio-lumbi-costal, of Du-
mas. A muscle situated within the

cavity of the abdomen.
*
#
* This is a small, flat, and ob-

long muscle, that has received the

name of quadratus
y
from its shape,

which is that of an irregular square.

It is situated laterally, at the lower

part of the spine. When it acts

singly, it draws the loins to one

side ; when both muscles act, they

serve to support the spine, and per-

haps to bend it forwards. In labo-

rious respiration, thequadratus lum-

borum may assist in pulling down
the ribs.

Quadra'tus maxi'lls inferio'ris.

See Platysma-my aides.

Quadra'ius ra'dii. See Pronator

radii quadrat us.

Quadri'<;a. (From quatuor, four,

and juguniy a yoke). A bandage
which resembles the trappings of a

four- horse-cart.

Qi'ARTa'na. Febris quartana. A
fourth-day ague. Of this species of

ague, as well as the other kinds,

there are several varieties. The most
frequent are,

1. The double quartan, with two
paroxysms, or fits, on the first day,

none on the second and third, and
two again on the fourth day.

2. The double quartan, with a pa-

roxysm on the first day, another on
the second, but none on the third.

3. The triple quartan, with three

paroxysms every fourth day.

4. The triple quartan, with a slight

paroxysm every day, every fourth

paroxysm being similar. See also

Febris intermittens.

Quartz. This name is given to

an opaque , or irregularly figured veri-

fiable stone.

Qua'ssia. (From a slave of the

name of Quassi, who first used it

with uncommon success, as a secret

remedy in the malignant endemic
fevers which frequently prevailed at

Surinam).— 1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, JDecan-
dria; Order, MonogyiUa. — 2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the bitter-

quassia.

Qua'ssia ama'ra. The systematic

name of the bitter-quassia tree. The
root, bark, and wood of this tree,

Quassia, Jluribus hermaphroditis
, fo-

liis impari-pinnatis
,
foliolis oppositis,

sessilibus, petiolo articulato, alato, jlo-

ribus racemosis, of Linnaeus, are all

comprehended in the catalogues of

the Materia Medica. The tree is a

native of South America, particu-

larly of Surinam, and also of some
of the West-India Islands.

*#* Quassia, as already observed,

derived its name from a negro named
Quassi, who employed it with un-
common success, as a secret remedy
in the malignant endemic fevers

which frequently prevailed at Su-

rinam.

Various experiments with quassia

have been made, with a view to as-

certain its antiseptic powers, from
which it appears to have considerable

influence in retarding the tendency

to putrefaction. The medicinal vir-

tues ascribed to quassia are, tonic,

stomachic, antiseptic, and febrifuge.

It has been found very effectual in

restoring digestion, expelling flatu-

lencies, and removing habitual cos-

tiveness, produced from debility of

the intestines, and common to a se-

dentary life. Dr. Lettsom says, il In
debility, succeeding febrile diseases,

the Peruvian bark is most generally

more tonic and salutary than any
other vegetable hitherto known; but

in hysterical atony, to which the fe-

male sex is so prone, the quassia

affords more vigour and relief to the

system than the other, especially

when united with the vitriolum al-

bum, and still more, with the aid of
some absorbent."

In dyspepsia, arising from hard
drinking, and also in diarrhoeas, Dr.
Lettsom prescribed the quassia with
great success. But, with respect to

the tonic and febrifuge qualities of
quassia, he says, " I by no means
subscribe to the Linnaean opinion,
where the author declares, ' me qui-
dem judice, chinchinam longe supe-
rat." It is very well known, that
there are certain peculiarities of the
air, and idiosyncrasies of constitution,

3 P
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unfavourable to the exhibition of

Peruvian bark, even in the most clear

i ltgnuissions of fever ; and writers

have repeatedly noticed it. This,

however, is comparatively rare.

About Midsummer, 1785, Dr. L.

met with several cases of low remit-

tent and nervous fevers, in which the

bark uniformly aggravated the symp-
toms, though given in intermissions

the most favourable to its success,

and in which quassia, or snake-root,

was successfully substituted. In such

cases, it was observable that there

was great congestion in the hepatic

system, the debility at the same time

discouraging copious evacuations.

Quassia may be given in infusion, or

in pills made from the watery extract

;

the former is generally preferred, in

the proportion of three or four scru-

ples of the wood to twelve ounces of

water.

Qua'ssia simarou'ba. The sys-

tematic name of the simarouba quas-

sia. Simarcuba. Simaraba. Euony-
mus. Quassia

,
ftoribus moncicis, foliis

abruptc pinnaiis
, foliolis alterJiis sub-

pet iolatis, petiolo undo,jloribus pani-

culatis, of Linneeus. The bark sold

in the shops is obtained from the

roots ; and, according to Dr. Wright
of Jamaica, is rough, scaly, and wart-

ed ; the inside, when fresh, is a full

yellow, but when dried, paler: it has

but little smell ; the taste is bitter,

but not disagreeable. In the West
Tndies it is esteemed, in dysenteries

and other Muxes, as restoring tone to

the intestines, allaying the spasmodic
motions, promoting the secretions

by urine and perspiration, and re-

moving lowness of spirits attending

those diseases. It is also said that it

soon disposes the patient to sleep
;

takes off the griping pains and tenes-

mus, and brings back the stools to

their natural colour and consistence.

Qua'ssy. See Quassia.

Qu a'tkio. (From quatuor, four
;

*o called, because it has four sides).

The astragalus.

Queen of the meadow. Sec Spirtra

ulmaria.

On.'i;( n.A. (Dim. of qucrcus, the

bnk ; so called, because it has leaves

like the oak) . An ancient name for
the germander. See Teucrium cha-
mcedrvs.

%s

Que'rcus. (From queerere, to en-
quire ; because divinations were for-

merly given from oaks by the Druids).
The oak.— 1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnsean system:
Class, Monoecia ; Order, Polyandria.
The oak.— 2. The pharmacopceial
name of the oak.

Que'rcus ce'rris. The systema-
tic name of the tree which affords

the Turkey galls. Nux galla. The
gall-nut. By this name is usually

denoted any protuberance, tubercle,

or tumour produced by the puncture
of insects on plants and trees of dif-

ferent kinds.
*
# * The gall used in medicine is

produced as follows:— the cynips

quercus folii, an insect of the fly

kind, deposits its eggs in the leaves

and other tender parts of the tree.

Around each puncture an excrescence
is presently formed, within which
the egg is hatched, and the worm
passes through all the stages of its

metamorphosis, until it becomes a

perfect insect, when it eats its way
out of prison.

The best oak-galls are heavy,
knotted, and of a blueish colour,

and are obtained from Aleppo.
They are supposed to be the strong-

est astringent in the vegetable king
dom. Both water and spirit take up
nearly all their virtue, though the

spirituous extract is the strongest

preparation. The powder is, how-
ever, the best form ; and the dose is

from a few grains to half a drachm.
Gall-nuts are not much used in

medicine, though they are said to be

beneficial in intermittents. Dr. Cul-

len has cured agues by giving half

a drachm of the powder every two
or three hours during the inter-

mission ; and by it alone, or joined

with camomile flowers, has prevented

the return of the paroxysms. A fo-

mentation, made by macerating half

an ounce of bruised galls in a quart

of boiling water for an hour, has

been found useful for the piles, the

prolapsus ani, and the fluor albus,
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ipplied cold. A simply astringent

njection is made by diluting this fo-

: nentation, and used in gleets and

eucorrhoea. The campliorated oint-

nent of galls has been found also

erviceablc in piles, after the use of

ceches ; and is made by incorporat-

ng half a drachm of camphor with

me ounce of hog's lard, and adding

;wo drachms of galls in very fine pow-
ler. In fact, galls may be employed

for the same purposes as oak-bark,

and are used under the same forms.

Qu'ercus e'sculus. Thesystema-
:ic name of the Italian oak, the acorn of

which are, in times of scarcity, said

;o afford a meal ofwhich bread is made.

Que'rcus mari'na. See Fucus vc-

iiculosus.

Que'rcus piie'llos. The syste-

matic name of the willow-leaved oak,

whose acorns are sweeter than ches-

QUts, and much eaten by the Indians,

fhey afford, by expression, an oil

tittle inferior to oil of almonds.

Qik'rcus ro'bur. The oak-tree.

Quercus, foliis oblongis, glabrU w-

vuatis, lobis rotundis, glandibus ob-

longis, of Linnaeus. Balanos. This
raluable tree is indigenous to Bri-

tain. Its astringent effects were suf-

ficiently known to the ancients, but

it is the bark which is now directed

for medicinal use by our pharmaco-
poeias. Oak-bark manifests to the

taste a strong astringency, accom-
panied with a moderate degree of bit-

;

terness. Like other astringents, it

has been recommended in agues,

and for restraining hemorrhages, al-

vine fluxes, and other immoderate
evacuations. A decoction of it has
also been advantageously used as a

gargle, and as a fomentation or lo-

tion in procidentia recti et uteri.

The fruit of this tree was the food
of the first ages ; but when corn was
cultivated acorns were neglected.

They are of little use with us, ex-
cept for fattening hogs and other
cattle, and poultry. A decoction of
acorns is reputed good against dysen-
teries and colics; and a pessary of
them is said to be useful in immode-
rate menstruation. Some have recom-
mended the powder of acorns in in-

termittent fever ; and in Brunswick,
they mix it with warm ale, and ad-

minister it for producing perspira-

tion in cases of erysipelas. Acorns
roasted and bruised have restrained

a violent diarrhoea. For their other

medical uses, see Murray's Appar.
Medic, vol. i. p. 100.

Que'rcus su'ber. The systema-
tic name of the cork-tree. Subcr.

*
#* The fruit of this tree is much

more nutritious than our acoi'ns ; it is

sweet and often eaten, when roast-

ed, in some parts of Spain. The
bark, called cork, when burnt, is

applied as an astringent application

to bleeding piles, and to allay the

pain usually attendant on hemor-
rhoids, when mixed with an oint-

ment. Pessaries and other chirur-

gical instruments are also made of it.

Quick-grass. See Triticum repens.

Quick-lime. Sec Lime.

Quick 'rcr. See Mercury.
Quid j-ro quo. These words are

applied the same as succcdaneum,
when one thing is made use of to

supply the defect of another.

Ouina ouina. The Peruvian bark.

Quince. See Pyrus cydonia.

Quince, Bengal. See Erateva mar-
ine los.

Qtrincy. Sec Cynanche.

Quini'ne. The name of the most
celebrated of all the new vegetable

i alkalies, and procured from the red

Peruvian bark

—

(Cinchona oblongi-

folia), as the cinchonine is from the

grey bark. It is white, and intensely

bitter.—Dose from five to ten grains*

*** This valuable preparation of
bark is now prescribed in a large

number of surgical and medical cases;

it may also be given to children mixed
with syrup. Its other preparations are

the wine and tincture. It has been suc-

cessfully administered in agues, &c.
Quinquefo'lium. (From quinque,

five, &ndfolium, a leaf ; so called, be-

cause it has five leaves on each foot-

stalk). Pentaphyllum. Cinquefoil or
five-leaved grass. See Potentilla rep-

tans.

Quinqui'NA. See Cinchona.

Quinsey. See Cynanche.
Quoti'dian . See Febris intermittens
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R.
"'• or R, placed at the beginning
of a prescription, stands for recipe,

take : tbus, J^ pulv. rhei, gr. x. sig-

nifies, Take ten grains of rhubarb.
Ra'bies Cam'na. (Rabies; from

rabire, to be mad, and canina, from
canis

9
a dog). See Hydrophobia.

RAcmA'LGiA. (From pax^c;, the

spine, and aXyoc, pain). A pain in

the spine ; formerly applied to seve-

ral species of colic which brought on
pain in the back.

Rachi'tis. (From pax^C* the spine

of the back ; so called, because it

was supposed to originate in a fault

of the spinal marrow). The rickets.

A species of disease in the Class Ca-
chexia3 , and Order Intumesccntia* , of

Cullen ; known by a Large head,

prominent forehead, protruded ster-

num, flattened ribs, big belly, and
emaciated limbs, with great debility.

*
#* This disease is usually con-

fined in its attack between the two
periods of nine months and two
years of age, seldom appearing
sooner than the former, or showing
itself, for the first time, after the

latter period. The muscles become
flaccid, the head enlarges, the caro-

tids are distended, the limbs waste
away, and their epiphyses increase

in bulk. The bones and spine of
the back are variously distorted

;

disinclination to muscular exertion

follows ; the abdomen swells and
grows hard ; the stools are frequent

and loose ; a slow fever succeeds,

with cough and difficulty of respira-

tion ; atrophy is confirmed, and deatli

ensues. It frequently happens that

nature restores the general health,

and leaves the limbs distorted. In

some cases the disease does not pro-

ceed to an extreme, and the child

gradually recovers its health and

Strength ; the limbs, however, being

left in a distorted state. In others it

continues to increase, till at last every

function of animal economy becomes
affected, and the tragic scene is closed

in death.

i

It is somewhat singular, that irt

the kindred diseases which Hoffman
and Sauvages call the atrophy of

infants, there are many of the same
symptoms ami the same appearances
nearly after death. " Those who pe-
rish by this disease," says Hoffman,
" have the mesenteric glands en-
larged and scirrhous ; the liver and
spleen obstructed, and increased in

size ; the intestines are much in-

flated, and are loaded with black and
fetid matters, and the muscles, more
especially of the abdomen, waste
away."

Besides altering any improprieties

in the regimen, which may have co-

operated in producing this disease

the treatment should consist i

adopting those means by which the

system may be invigorated. Tonics
are therefore proper, particularly

chalvbeates, and the cold bath. The
child should be regularly and well

exercised, kept clean and dry, en-

joy pure air, with food nutritious and
easy of digestion. When the appe-

tite is much impaired, a gentle eme-
tic, occasionally, may do good ; more
frequently tonic aperients, as rhu-

barb, will be required to regulate

the bowels ; or sometimes a dose of

calomel in gross habits. Latterly

certain compounds of lime have been

strongly recommended, particularly

i he phosphate, which is the earthy

basis of the bones ; though it does

not appear likely to enter the sys-

tem, unless rendered soluble by an

excess of acid. Where the bones are

inclined to bend, care must be taken

not to throw the weight of the body

too much upon them.

The proximate cause of the dis-

ease is now supposed to be a defi-

ciency of the phosphate of lime, 01

animal gluten, in the bones, by

which they are deprived of that ne-

cessary strength and solidity, in

consequence of the prevailing debi-

lity in the vessels ; so that the ani

mal gluten, instead of being con-
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veyed to the bones, is deposited in

other parts of the body. Thus, par-

ticles of lime are often found eva-

cuated in the urine of ricketty chil-

dren.

. Cretinism (which is met with very

generally among the inhabitants of

that part of Switzerland nearest to

Italy, in the deepest vallies of the

Alps, where the atmosphere, in con-

sequence of numerous waterfalls and
rivulets that emit powerful exhala-

tions, through the influence of the

sun's heat, while they are secluded

from the access of every drying

wind] , is a disease which has been
supposed to be only as high a degree

of rachitis as human nature can pos-

sibly sustain. This opinion is cor-

roborated by an observation that the

different stages or degrees of the

evil correspond with the variations

in the atmosphere. (Sec Dr. F.

Akermari s Inquiry into the Causes of
a singular deviationfrom the Hainan
Species in the Alps) .—In many in-

stances, cretinism is connected with
goitre, or bronchocele. An enlarge-

ment of the thyroid gland is indeed
a striking feature in the unsightly

aspect of the cretin, but it is not a

constant attendant ; for cretinism is

frequently observed without any af-

fection of the thyroid gland, and this

gland is often much enlarged with-
out any affection of the intellectual

faculties.

Cretinism was formerly observed
in Chinese Tartary by Sir George
Staunton, in that part of the coun-
try much resembling Savoy and
Switzerland in its Alpine appearance.
Dr. Abercrombie mentions, in his

inaugural dissertation on Alpine
idiotism, that many cases of it are
to be met with in the Pyrenees, and
ks Ceveanes of France. A race of
cretins existing in the South of
France, has lately been presented
to the notice of the profession, under
the appellation of Caggotts.—See
Translation of Travels in the Pyrc-
HfC», hy Mons. Rrunond.
Mons. Leveille has paid some at-

tention to the structure of a soft

ricketty bone, which he has described

as having been exceeding light,

yielding with facility to the scalpel,

and presenting throughout a cellular

and spongy texture. (See Memoires
de Physiologie et de Chirurgerie Pra-
tique, par Scarpa et Leveille)

.

—In
some instances, the bones in rickets

have been observed to be nearly of

the consistence of common carti-

lage ; have presented throughout an
areolated texture, the cells being in

some parts large, and containing a
brown gelatinous substance. (See

Medico-Ckirurgical Transactions, vol.

vii. part II. p. 407)- —Mr. John Vei-

rac, surgeon at Rotterdam, in his

treatise on the rickets, which ob-
tained a premium from the Society

of Arts and Sciences at Utrecht, as-

serts, that the acidity of the milk in

the stomachs of infants is incorpo-

rated with the mass of blood, and
insinuates itself into the very sub-

stance of the bones. We are in-

formed by him, that the blood, in

these cases, after death, effervesces

with the liquor amnion, subcarb.

The cure he recommends corres-

ponds with this theory, and consists

in the exhibition of alkaline medi-
cines. M. Bonhomme, of Paris, in

his memoir on the nature and
cure of rachitis, advises a similar

mode of treatment.—See Dr. Dun-
can'sAnnaU ofMedicine for 1797 ;

—

Dr. Thomas's Practice cf Physic, &c.
Many very rickety and deformed

infants improve as they grow up
and acquire strength. The defor-

mity of their limbs spontaneously

diminishes, and the bones gain a

proper degree of firmness, a due
quantity of the phosphate of lime

being deposited in their texture.

More good is generally effected by
keeping children in healthy situa-

tions, and in a salubrious air, than
by any medicine whatever. Light,

wholesome, nutritious, and easily

digestible food ; cold bathing, good
nursing, regular and gentle exer-

cise, the use of the flesh-brush, &c.
are attended with the best conse-
quences. (See Mollities ossium).

The following works may be con-
sulted on rickets Buchner de Ra-

.

3 P 3
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chitide. Argent. 1754 ;

—

Glisson de
Rachitide, sive Morbo puerili. Ludg.
Batav. 1671;

—

Bonhommes Mem.
on Rachitis , in Duncan s Medical An-
nals for 1797;

—

Rickerand's Noso-
grapkie Ckirurg. t. iit. p. 142, &c.
ed. 4 ;

—

Leveille, in Mem. de Physio-
lagie et de Chirurgie, par Scarpa;—
R. Hamilton on Scrofulous Affec-
tions, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1791 ;

—

J.

Ur
ilson on the Structure and Physio-

logy of the Skeleton, Diseases of the

Bones, &c. p. 139, 8vo. Lond. ;

—

A. Portal, Observations sur la Nature
et sur le Traitement du Rachitisme,
ou des Courbures de la Colonne Verte-

brate, et de celles des Extremites, 8vo.

Paris, 1797;

—

Stanleys Obs.inMed.
Chir. Trans, vol. vii. p. 404. ;

—

Del-
peck, precis Elementaire, &c. p. 739,
Sec. &c.

Racka'sira ba'lsamum. See Bal-
samum rackasira.

Raco'sis. (From paicoe., a rag).

A ragged excoriation of the relaxed
scrotum.

Ra'dial a'rtery. Arteriaradialis.

A branch of the humeral artery, that

runs down the side of the radius.

Radia'lis exte'rncs brf/vior.
See Extensor carpi radialis brevior.

Radia'lis exte'r-"^ o ^
*US Lo'nGIOR. I

S0C &'>*>'?.'»

Radia'lis exte'r- > "!r>" raltia-

f I Its lonuior.
NUS PRI MUS. } &

Radia'lis inte'rnus. See Flexor
carpi radialis.

Kadia'lIS secu'ndus. See Exten-
sor carpi radialis brevior.

Ra'dical. Ckym. That which is

ronsidered as constituting the dis-

tinguishing part of an acid, by its

union with the acidifying principle

or oxygen common to all acids ; e, g.

sulphur is the radical of the sulphuric

and sulphurous acids ; and is some-
times called the base of the acid

;

though base is a term of more ex-

tensive application.

Ra'dical vi'negar. See Are-

tain.

Radi'cula. (Dim. of radix, a

root). A little root; the fibrous

part of u root. The common radish

M sometimes called by this name.
See Itnphanus sativus.

Radish, garden. See Rapkanu?
sativus.

Radish, horse. See Cochlcaria ar-
moracia.

Ra'dius. (A spoke, a staff, or
beam ; so called, from its resem-
blance). One of the bones of the

fore-arm, which has received its

name from its supposed resemblance
to the spoke of a wheel, or to a
weaver's beam ; and sometimes, from
its supporting the hand, it has been
called manubrium manus.—See Che-

selden and Munro on the Bones, &C.
Ra'dix, -icis, f. A root.

Ra'dix a'cori. Galanga, or ga-

1an gal.

Radix Bengale. See Cassumimian
Radix Brasilic7isis. See Callicocca

ipecacuanha.

Radix calaguala*. See Calaguala?

radix.

Radix callaguellce . See Calaguala
radix.

Radix cassumuniar. See L'assu-

muniar.
Radix chynlen. See Cki/nlen radix.

Radix Colomba. See Columba.

Radix dulcis. See Glycyrrhiza.

Radix ikan. See Ikan radix.

Radix Indiana. See Callicocca ipe-

cacuanha.

Radix indica lopcziana. See Lo-
pez radix.

Radix matalista. See Matalista radix.

Radix rosea. See Rhodiola.

Radix rubra. See Rubia.

Radix timac. See Timac.

Radix ursina. See JEtkusa meum.
Ra'di'LA. (From radere, to scrape

off). A wooden spatula, or scraper.

Ragwort. Sec Senrrio Jarobcea.

Raisin. Sec Vitis vinifera.

Rama'lis ve'na. (From ramalr,

a dead bough). Applied to the vena

porta?, whose numerous ramifica-

tions resemble a bough stripped of

its leaves.

Ra'mex, -icis, m. (From ramus,

a branch ; from its protruding for-

wards like a bud
|

. A rupture.

Ra'na esci le'nta. The French

edible frog. The flesh of this spe-

cies of* frog is highly nutritious and

easily digested. They are very

common in France.
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Ra'ncid. When oily substances

acquire by keeping a strong offensive

smell, and altered taste, they are

said to become rancid.

Ra'mne a'rtery. Arteriaranina.
Sublingual artery. Tne second branch
of the external carotid.

Ra'nula. (From rana, a frog;

so called from its resemblance to a

frog, or because it makes the patient

croak like a frog). Hypoglossus. A
tumour under the tongue. These tu-

mours are of various sizes and degrees
of consistence, seated on either side

of the fraenum. Children, as well as

adults, are sometimes affected with

them ; in the former, they impede
the action of sucking ; in the latter,

of mastication, and even speech.
*
#* As these tumours are pro-

duced originally from an obstruction

in the salivary duct, and this ob-
struction cannot be removed by the

bursting of the tumour, it happens
that they leave an ulcer, which can-

not be healed till the cause is re-

moved.
Persons who move their tongue

a good deal, and those who sing,

have been remarked as liable to

this complaint ; though such opi-

nion rests on a very fragile founda-

tion. The fluid in the tumour is

precisely like the white of cs:^, but

after having remained some time in

the tumour, becomes thicker ; and
is occasionally of a calcareous, and
even stony nature. Ranula proceed
from an obstruction of the duct, or
orifices of this tube. The collection

often produces a tumour of a very
large size ; but the swelling generally

hursts when it has attained the di-

mensions of a walnut, and then
leaves an ulcer, which cannot be
healed while the real cause of the

disease is unknown. Mr. Bell wit-

nessed an ulcer of this kind, which
was treated with the utmost care for

several months, by the employment
of various detergent and corrosive

applications, and even a mercurial
course, but all to no purpose. The
true cause of the disease, at length,

aviag been ascertained, a cure was
effected in a few days, by the removal

of a piece of calcareous matter;
which, by obstructing the ducts, had
first caused the swelling, and then
the ulceration. The opening, when
made with a lancet, and not of suf-
ficient magnitude, closes up again.
In ranula of moderate size, there is

nothing like a cyst requiring extir-
pation. It is generally enough to
lay open the cavity, and cut off the
edges of the incision, when they will
not otherwise unite. In certain cases,
however, when these means are not
adequate, the tumour must be en-
tirely extirpated.—See Encyclopedic
Mctfwdique, Art. Grenouillette. \

Monoires de VAcad. dc Chirurg. t. iii.—Sabatier, Med. Operatoire, torn. ii.

p. IS) et seq. ed. 2; — Richter,
Anfangr, der Tf'undarsen, b. iv.

kap. I. Gottingen, 1800 ;

—

J. J.
Staid, et J. F. L. de Schcencrben ds
Ranula, sub lingua, spcciali cum
Casu. Erfurt, 1734 ;

—

Callisen, St/ste-

nm Chirurgia? Wodierna' , vol. ii . p.
108, &c. Hafniae, lfeCO ;

—

Lams Pa-
thologie Ckir. t. i. p. 402, &c. 8vo.
Park, 1809, &c. &c.

Ranunculoi'des. (From ranun-
culus, and ticoc, resemblance; so
called from its resemblance to the
ranunculus) . The Caltha palustris,

or marsh marigold.

Ranunculus. Dim. of rana, a
frog ; because it is found in fenny
places, where frogs abound). A ge-
nus of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Polyandria; Order, Polygyria.
*** The corrosive acrimony which

this family of plants possesses, was
not unknown to the ancients, as ap-
pears from the writings of Diosco-
rides ; but its nature and extent had
never been investigated by experi-
ments, before those instituted by C.
Krapf, at Vienna, from whom we
learn, that the most virulent of the
Linnaean species of ranunculus, are
the bulbcsus, sceleratus, acris, arven-
sis, thorcc, and illyricus ; the effects

of which being tried, either upon
himself or upon dogs, show that the
acrimony of the different species is

often confined to certain parts of the
plant, manifesting itself either in

the roots, stalks, leave?, flowers,
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or buds ; the expressed juice, ex-

tract, decoction, and infusion of the

plants, were also subjected to expe-

riments. Krapf also attempted to

counteract the venomous acrimony

of the ranunculus by means of vari-

ous other vegetables, none of which,

however, was found to answer the

purpose, though he conceived that I

the juice of sorrel, and that of un-

ripe currants, had some effect in

this way ;
yet these were much less

availing than water ; while vinegar,

honey, sugar, wine, spirit, mineral

acids, oil of tartar, per dcliq. and

other sapid substances, manifestly

rendered the acrimony more corro-

sive.

The virulency of most of the

plants of this genus, depends much
upon the situation in which they

grow, and is greatly diminished in

the cultivated plant.

Ranu'nculus aborti'vus. The
systematic name of a species of ra-

nunculus possessing acrid and vesi-

cating properties.

Ranu'nculus a'cris. The syste-

matic name of the meadow crow-foot.

llanuncuhis prutensis.

*^* This, and some ether species

of ranunculus, have been chiefly cm-
ployed externally as a vesicatory, and

are said to have the advantage of a

common blistering plaster, by pro-

ducing a quicker effect, and never

causing strangury ; although it has

been observed, that the ranunculus

is less certain in its operation, and

that it sometimes occasions ulcers,

which prove troublesome and difficult

to heal. But in certain fixed pains,

and such complaints as require a long

continued local stimulus or discharg-

ing from the part, in the way of an

issue, it has in various eases been

found to be a powerful remedy.

Kanu'ncl i.us a'i.uus. The Arte-

jjioiic ncmorosa, of Linnoeus : which

see.

Ram/nci it S in LBO'SUS. Bulbous

;U-d crow-foot. The roots and

leaves of this plant, Ranunculus

:

—
cafycitnts retrofiexis^ peduneulis sul-

cut/s, cattle erecto9 tnuUifluro, fioliu

mpoiUiSg of Liimajus, have no con-

siderable smell, but a highly acrh
and fiery taste. Taken internally

they appear to be deleterious, evei

when so far freed from the caustl

matter by boiling in water, as to dis

cover no ill quality to the palate

The effluvia, likewise, when freel;

inhaled, are said to cause head-aches
anxieties, vomitings, &c. The leave

and roots, applied externally, mfkiim
and ulcerate, or vesicate the parts

and are liable to affect also the auja

cent parts to a considerable extent.

Ranu'nculus fica'ria. The sys-

tematic name of the pilewort. Cheli

donium minus. Scrofulariu minor
Chdidonia roiundifulia minor. Cur
suma hcemorrhoidalis herba. Ranun
adus vermis. Lesser celandine, an
pilewort. The leaves and root o

this plant, Ranunculus; foliis cordatis

angulatis, peliulatis, caule u?ii/?aro,

Linnaeus, are used medicinally. Th
first are deemed antiscorbutic, an

the second a specific, if beat in

cataplasms, and applied to the pile

Ranu'nculus fla'mmula, Th
systematic name of the smaller wate
crow-foot, or spearwort. Surrect

alba. The roots and leaves of thi

common plant, Ranunculus.— foli\

ovatis-lanceolatis, petiolatis, caule de

clinato, of Linnaeus, taste very acri

and hot, and, when taken in a BUM
quantity, produce vomiting, spasm
of the stomach, and delirium. Ap
plied externally, they vesicate th

skin.
•
#* The best antidote to counter

act the deleterious effects of this plant

after clearing the stomach, is col

water acidulated with lemon juice,

and then mucilaginous drinks.

Ranu'nculus pall'stkis. Wate
crow-foot. Set Ranunculus sccleratus

Ranu'nculus pratf/nsis. Meado
crow-foot. See Ranunculus acri\.

Ranu'nculus scklfra'tus. The
systematic name of the marsh crow-

foot. Ranunculus palustrit,

*** The leaves of this species are

so excessively acrid, that the beggars

in Switzerland are said, by rubbin

their legs with them, to produce

very fetid and acrimonious ulceration.

Ra'pa. The turnip. See Brassic
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- Rape. See Brassica.

Rapha'nia. (From raphanus, the

radish ; because the disease is said

to be occasioned bv eating the seeds

of a species of raphanus) . Eclampsia
typhodes. Necrosis ustilaginea. Crip-

ple disease. A genus of disease in

the Class Neuroses , and Order Spasmi,
of Culien ; characterized by a spas-

modic contraction of the joints, with

convulsive motions, and a most vio-

lent pain returning at various periods.

It sets in with cold chills, lassitude,

pain in the head, and anxiety about
the praecordia. These symptoms are

followed by spasmodic twitchings in

the tendons of the fingers and of the

feet, discernible to the eye ; heat,

fever, stupor, delirium, sense of

suffocation, aphonia, and horrid con-

vulsions of the limbs. After these,

vomiting and diarrhoea come on, with

a discharge of worms, if there are

any. About the elc enth or the

twentieth day, copious perspirations

succeed, or purple exanthemata, or

tabes, or rigidity of all the joints.

—

See Necrosis ustilaginea, &c.
Ra'phanus. (racpavog wapa to

pahwe, (paivtaOai : from its quick

growth). The radish. A genus of

plants in the Linnaean system : Class,

Tetradynamia ; Order, Siliculosa.

Ra'phanus horte'n-*) c t> r
( beeRapka-

sis. > /.
r> /„ / ( nussativus.Ra phanus m ger. J
Ra'phanus rustica'nus. SeeCock-

learia armoracia.
Ra'phanus sati'vus. The syste-

matic name of the radish plant. Ra-
phanus hortensis. Radicula. Rapha-
nus niger. The radish.

%* The several varieties of this

plant r are said to be used in the cure
of calculous affections. The juice,

made into a syrup, is given to re-

lieve hoarseness ; and mixed with
honey or sugar, it is administered
in pituitous asthma. As antiscorbu-
tics, their efficacy is generally ac-
knowledged.
Ra'phasus sylve'stris. The poor

man's pepper is sometimes so called.

See Lepidium.

Ka'phe scro'ti. (Pa<pn, a suture).

The rough eminence which divides

the scrotum, proceeding from the

root of the penis inferiorly towards
the perineum.

Ra'phe ce'rebri. The longitudi-

nal eminence of the corpus callosum
of the brain is so called, from its ap-
pearing somewhat like a suture.

RAP?STRUM. (From rapa, the tur-

nip, because its leaves resemble those

of turnip;. Lampsarna. Miagra. Wild
mustard.

Ra'pum, -i, n. (Plin. aoavrvc,

Athen. ^ol. pro pa<pvg, Canin. qu.

Ruapum, quod e terra ruat. Var.) A
turnip or navew : also an excrescence

coming from the root of trees. Ra-
pum porcinum, Jun. Sowhead, or
swine-bread. Rapum sylvestre, Ge-
rard. Rampions. See Brassica-

rapa.

Rapu'nculus. (Dim. of rapa, the

turnip). The wild turnip.

Rapu'nculus virginia'nus. Blue
cardinal flower ; thus named by Mor-
rison. See Lobelia.

Ra'pus. See Brassica rapa.

Rash. Exanthema. Red patches
on the skin, variously figured; in

general confluent, and irregularly

diffused over the body, leaving in-

terstices of a natural colour. Por-
tions of the cuticle are often elevated

in a rash, but the elevations are not
acuminated. The eruption is usually

accompanied with a general disorder

of the constitution, terminating in

cuticular exfoliations.

Raspato'rium. (From radere, to

scrape). A surgeon's rasp.

Raspberry. See Rubus idants.

Rasu'ra. (From radere, to scrape).
— 1. A rasure or scratch. — 2. The
raspings or shavings ofany substance.

Ratifi'a. A liquor prepared by im-
parting to ardent spirits the flavour

of various kinds of frutts.

Rattlesnake root. See Polygala
Senega.

Raucf/do, -inis, f. (From rau-

cut, hoarse). Raucitas. Hoarseness,
which is always symptomatic of some
other disease.

Re-agents. Tests. Substances
used in chymistry to detect the pre-

sence of other bodies.

In the application of tests, two
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two circumstances are to be attended
to, viz. To avoid deceitful appear-
ances, and to have good tests.

The principal tests are the follow-
ing ;

1

.

Alcohol. A most useful re-agent,
applicable in a variety of ways in ana-
lysis. As it dissolves some substances
found in fluids, and leaves others un-
touched, it is a means of separating
them into two classes, which saves
considerable trouble in the further
investigation. Those salts which it

does not dissolve, it precipitates from
their watery solution, more or less

completely according to the salt con-
tained, and the strength of the alco-

hol. As a precipitant, it also assists

in many decompositions.
2. Ammonia, when perfectly caus-

tic, serves as a distinction between
the salts of lime and those of mag-
nesia, as it precipitates the earth
from the latter but not from the
former. Two sources of error are
to be obviated, one is that of carbo-
nic acid being present in the water,
the other is the presence of alumi-
nous salts.

3. Bury tic salts are all equally
good tests of sulphuric acid in any
combination.

. 4. Brazil wood. Chips of this

wood, when infused in warm water,
yield a red liquor, which readily
turns blue by alkalies, either caustic
or carbonated. It is also turned
blue by the carbonated earths held in

solution bycarbonic acid, so that it is,

by no means, an unequivocal test of
alkalies, until the earthy carbonates
have been precipitated by boiling.
Acids change to yellow the natural
red of Brazil wood, and restore the
red when changed by alkalies.

5. Carbonated alkalies; used to

precipitate all the earths. Where
carbonate of potash is used, particu-
lar earc should be taken of its pnrit ,

as it generally contains silex.

G. Ga/u'c at id and tincture ofgalU ,

are tests of iron. Where the iron is

in very minute quantities, and the
water somewhat acidulous, they do
not always produce a precipitate,

but only a Blight reddening, but their

action is much heightened by pre-

viously adding a few drops of any al-

kaline solution.

7. Lime-water. This is the com-
mon test for carbonic acid ; it decom-
poses all the magnesian, and likewise

the aluminous salts ; it also produces
a cloudiness with most of the sul-

phates, owing to the formation of

selenite.

8. Litmus; the purple of which is

changed to red by every acid ; so

that this is the test generally used to

detect excess of acid in any fluid.

Litmus already reddened by an acid,

will have its purple restored by an
alkali ; and thus it may also be used

as a test for alkalies, but it is much less

active than other direct alkaline tests.

9. Muriated almnine . Proposed by
Mr. Kirwan as a test to detect carbo-

nate of magnesia, which, like carbo-

nated lime, cannot be separated by
ebullition, but remains till the whole
liquid is evaporated.

1 . Nitric and o.iymuriatic acid. A
peculiar use attends the employment
of these acids in the sulphuretted

waters, from the sulphuretted hydro-

gen being decomposed by them, its

hydrogen absorbed, and the sulphur

separated in its natural form.

1 1

.

Xitro-muriate ofp/ati/ta, is still

more discriminative between potash

and the other alkalies, than acid of

tartar; and will produce a precipitate

with a very weak solution of any salt

with potash.

12. Oxalic acid and oxalate of am-
monia>., are the most delicate tests for

lime and all soluble calcareous salts.

Oxalate of lime, though nearly in-

soluble in water, dissolves in a mo-
deraie quantity in its own or any
other acid, and hence in analysis

oxalate ofammonia is often preferred,

as no excess of this salt can re-dis-

solve the precipitated oxalate of lime.

Again, the ammonia should not ex-

ceed, otherwise it might give a false

indication.

13. Prussiate of potash or lunc.

The presence of iron in water is

equally well detected by these prus-

siates, causing a blue precipitate :

and, if the prus>iatc of potash is pro-
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•perly prepared, it will only be preci-

pitated by a metallic salt, so that

manganese and copper will also be

detected, the former giving a white

precipitate, the latter a red preci-

pitate.

14. Red cabbage has been found by
Mr. AVatt to furnish as delicate a test

for acids as litmus, and to be still

more sensible to alkalies. The natural

colour of an infusion of this plant is

blue, which is changed to red by

tuous infusion is yellow, which 13

changed to a brick or orange red bv
alkalies, caustic or carbonated, but
not by carbonated earths, on which
account it is preferable to Brazil
wood. The pure earths, such as
lime and barytes produce the same
change.

22. Violets. The delicate blue of
the common scented violet is readily
changed to green by alkalies, and
affords a delicate test for tbese sub-

acids, and to green by alkalies in very
j

stances. Syrup of violets is generally
minute quantities.

j

used as being more at hand ; but a
i."). Rhubarb, Infusion or tine- tincture of the flower will answer

lure of rhubarb undergoes a similar equally as well.

change with turmeric and is equally \
Rea'i.car. Arlada. Arladar. Au-

delicate. ripigmentum rubrum. Arsenicum ru-

16. Salts of lead. The nitrate and brum factitium. Abessi. Sulphuret
acetate of lead are the salts of this

,

of arsenic, a native ore. See Arsenic.
metal employed as tests. They will

j

RECEIVER.

—

C/tym, A receiver is

indicate the sulphuric, muriatic, and a vessel adopted to the necks or
boracic acids, and sulphuretted hy- beaks of retorts, alembics, and other
drogen or sulphuret of potash. vessels used in distillation, to collect,

17. Salts of silver. These are the receive, and contain what comes over
most delicate tests of muriatic acid, to it during the process.

in any combination, producing the Reclina'tton. Reclinatia. A term
precipitated luna cornea. They like- much employed abroad, to denote
wise give a dark-brown precipitate the operation of turning a cataract,
with ;iie sulphuretted waters, which BO as to change the position of its

is as delicate a test as any that we anterior and posterior surfaces.

possess. Recepta'culum chy'li. (Recep-
18. Soap, Asolution of soap in dis- taculum, from recipere, to receive),

tilled water, or in alcohol, is curdled ' Receptaculttm Pecqueti, because Pee-
by water containing any earthy or quet first attempted to demonstrate
metallic salt. it. Sera/Jus c/tj/tiferus, S:c. The

19. Sulphuric acid. A drop or existence of such a receptacle in the
two of concentrated sulphuric acid, human body is doubted.
added to water that contains carbonic

i

%* In brute animals, the rccep-
scid, free or in combination) causes tacle of the chyle is situated en the
the latter to escape with a pretty dorsal vertebra?, where the lacteals all

brisk effervescence, whereby the pre-
j meet. Sec Absorbent.,.

tence of this gaseous acid may be
detected.

20. Tartaric acid. Used to dis-

tinguish the salts of potash 'with
which it forms a precipitate of
cream of tartar) , from those of soda,
from which it does not precipitate.
The potash, however, must exist in

dme quantity to be detected bv this
test.

21. Turmeric is a very delicate
test for alkalies, and on the whole,
perhaps, one of the best. The natu-
ral colour either in watery or spiri-

Rectifica'tion. Rectificatio. (From
rectificarc, to make clears A second
distillation, in which substances are

purified by their morcvolatile parts

being raised by heat carefully ma-
naged ; e.g. spirit of wine, ether, &c.
are rectified by their separation from
the less volatile and foreign matter

which altered or debased their pro-

perties.

Re'ctor spi'ritls. The aromatic

part of plants.

Re'ctum, -t, n. (So named, from
an erroneous opinion that it was
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straight). Rectum intestinum. The
last portion of the large intestines ter-

minating in the anus. See Intestines.

*^* The rectum is the seat of

many diseases : e. g. hemorrhoids,
prolapsus ani, fistula in ano; ob-

struction of the bowel, from masses
of indurated matter, imperforate

anus ; it is also liable to be cut in

the operation of lithotomy, and to

be punctured in one method of tap-

ping for retension of urine. Scirrhus,

or stricture of the rectum, sometimes
called the scirrho-contracted rectum,
and sometimes cancer, especially

when the case is inveterate, and in a

state of ulceration, is a disease which
lias received much elucidation from
the writings of Dessault, Sir E.Home,
Dr. Sherwin, Mr. White, and Mr.
Copeland. In the various descrip-

tions given of this complaintby these

and other writers, one great point of

difference is remarkable, viz. that

some of them represent the case as

always of an incurable nature, while

others consider it as admitting of re-

lief, at least when it has not made
considerable progress, and the parts

are free from ulceration.

A fatal case of mortification of

the rectum is given by Baron Larrey,

in vol. ii. p. 398, &c. of the Parisian

Chirurgical Journal.—See Dr. Sher-

win on the Scirrho-contracted Rectum,
in vol. ii. of the Mem. of the Land.
Med. Sue;—Sir E. Home on Cancer,

p. 129, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1805;—
C. G. Siebold, de Morbus In*estini

Recti;—Baillie's Morbid Anatomy,
p. lid;

—

Q\uvres Chirurg. de. Des-
sault, par Bichat, t. ii. p. 422 ;

—

Observ. on the Principal Diseases of
the Rectum, by T. Copeland, 1814 ;

—

jy. White, Obs. o?i the Contracted

Intestinum Rectum, 8vo. Bath. 1812;
— G. Calvert, on Hemorrhoids, Stric-

tures, and other Diseases of the Rec-

tum, Hvo. Lond. 1824, &c. &c.
Rk'ctus ABDo'MINISt Pubio-stcmal,

of Dumas. A long and straight

muscle situated near to its fellow, at

the middle and fore-part of the ab-

domen, parallel to the linea alba,

and between the aponeuroses of the

other abdominal muscles.

*
#* The fibres of this muscle are

commonly divided by three tendinous

intersections; first noticed by Carpi,

an Italian anatomist, who lived in

the sixteenth century. One of these

intersections is usually where the

muscle runs over the cartilage of the

seventh rib ; another is at the umbi-
licus ; and the third is between these

two. Sometimes there is one, and
even two, between the umbilicus and
the pubes. When one, or both of

these occur, however, they seldom
extend more than half way across

the muscle. As these intersections

seldom penetrate through the whole
substance of the muscle, they are

all of them most apparent on its an-

terior surface, where they firmly ad-

here to the sheath ; the adhesions of

the rectus to the posterior layer of the

internal oblique, are only by means
of cellular membrane, and of a few
vessels which pass from one to an-

other.—Albinus, and some others,

have seen this muscle extending as

far as the upper part of the sternum.

The use of the rectus abdominis
is to compress the fore-part of the

belly, but more particularly the

lower part ; and, according to the

different positions of the body, it

may also serve to bend the trunk

forwards, or to raise the pelvis. Its

situation between the two layers of

the internal oblique, and its adhe-

sions to this sheath, secure it in its

place, and prevent it from rising into

a prominent form when in action

;

and, lastly, its tendinous intersec-

tions enable it to contract at any of

the intermediate spaces.

Rectus abducent oculi. See Rectus

externus oculi.

Rectus adducens oculi. See Rectus

interims oculi*

Rectus anterior brcvis. Sec Rectus

capitis interims minor.

Rectus anterior longus. See Rectus

capitis interims major.

Rectus attollcns oculi. See Rectus

superior oculi.

Rectus capitis anticus longus. See

Rectus capitis interims major.

Rf/ctus ca'pitu inte'knus IV! a'-

JOK. Rectus internus major, of Al-
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binus, Douglas, and Cowper. Tra-

chelo-basilaire , of Dumas. Rectus an-

terior longus, of Winslow. A muscle,

situated on the anterior part of the

neck, close to the vertebrae ; was
known to most of the ancient anato-

mists, but not distinguished by any
particular appellation until Cowper
gave it the present name, which has

been adopted by most writers ex-

cept Winslow. It is a long muscle,
thicker and broader above than be-

low, where it is thin, and termi-

nates in a point. Its use is to bend
the head forwards.

Re'ctus ca'pitis inte'rnus mi'-

nor. Cowper, who was the first

accurate describer of this little mus-
cle, gave it the name of rectus in-

terims minor, which has been adopted
by Douglas and Albinus. Winslow
calls it rectus anterior brevis, and
Dumas petit-trachelo-basilaire. It is

in part covered by the rectus major.

It assists in bending the head for-

wards.

Re'ctus ca'pitis latera'lis. Rec-
tus lateralis Fallopii, of Douglas.
Transversalis an ticus primus , ofWins-
low. Rectus lateralis, of Cowper

;

and Trac/wli-altoido-basilaire, of Du-
mas. This muscle appears to have
been first described by Fallopius.

Winslow calls it transversalis anticus

primus. It is somewhat larger than
the rectus minor, but resembles it

in shape, and is situated immediately
behind the internal jugular vein, at

its coming out of the cranium. It

serves to pull the head to one side.

Re'ctus ca'pitis po'sticus ma'-

JOR. The rectus major, of Douglas
and Winslow ; the rectus capitis pos-

ticus minor, of Albinus ; and the spi-

neo-cuvoido-occipital, of Dumas. A
small, short, and flat muscle, broader
above than below, situated, not in a

straight direction, as its name would
imply, but obliquely, between the

occiput and the second vertebra of
the neck, immediately under the

complexus. Its use is to extend the

head, and pull it backwards.
Rectus ca'pitis po'sticus mi'-

NOR. The rectus minor, of Douglas
and Winslow j and the tuber -altoido-

occipital, of Dumas : it is smaller
than the last described muscle, but
resembles it in shape, and is placed
close by its fellow, in the space be-
tween the recti majores. It assists

the rectus major in drawing the head
backwards.
Re'ctus cru'ris. See Rectus fe-

?noris.

Rec'tus de'primens o'culi. See
Rectus inferior oculi.

Re'ctus exte'rnus o'culi. Ab-
ductor oculi, Indignabundus\ Its use
is to move the eye outwards.

Re'ctus fe'moris. Rectus sive

Gracilis anterior, of Winslow. Rec-
tus cruris, of Albinus, and Ilio-rotu-

lien, of Dumas. A straight muscle of
the thigh, situated immediately at

the fore part ; and arises from the
os ilium by two tendons ; the anterior
and shortest of which arises from
the outer surface of the inferior and
anterior spinous process of the ilium

;

the posterior tendon, which is thicker
and longer than the other, arises

from the posterior and outer part of
the edge of the cotyloid cavity, and
from the adjacent capsular ligament.
These two tendons soon unite, and
form an aponeurosis, which spreads
over the anterior surface of the upper
part of the muscle ; and through its

whole length is observed a'middle ten-

don, towards which its fleshy fibres

run on each side in an oblique direc-

tion, so that it may be styled a pen-
niform muscle. It is inserted tendi-

nous into the upper edge and anterior

surface of the patella, and thence
sends off a thin aponeurosis, which
adheres to the superior and lateral

part of the tibia. Its use is to extend
the leg.

Re'ctus infe'rior o'culi. Depres-
sor oculi. Deprimens. Humilis. The
lowermost of the straight muscles
of the eye. It pulls the eye down-
wards. .

Rec'tus inte'rnus fe'moris. See
Gracilis.

Re'ctus inte'rnus o'culi. Ad-
ducens oculi. Bibitorius. The inter-

nal, straight, and shortest muscle of
the eye. Its use is to turn the eye
towards the nose.

3Q *
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Re'ctus lateralis fallo'pii. See

Rectus capitis lateralis,

Rf/ctus ma'jor ca'pitis. See Rec-

tus capitis posticus major.

Re'ctus supe'rior o'culi. Attol-

lens oculi. Levator oculi. Superbus.

The uppermost straight muscle of

the eye.

Recurrent nerves.Two branches

of the par vagum in the cavity of the

thorax ; the right of which is given

off near the subclavian artery, which

it surrounds, and is reflected up-

wards to the thyroid gland ; the left

is a little lower, and reflected round

the aorta to the oesophagus, as far

as the larynx. Both branches dis-

tributed to the muscles of the la-

rynx and pharynx.
" Re'ddle. A species of ochre or red

chalk, sometimes used as a tonic and

antacid.

Red saundcrs. See Pterocarpus

santalinus,

Redu'ction.—Chym. In its most

extensive sense, this word applies to

all operations by which any sub-

stance is restored to its natural state,

or which is considered as such ; hut

custom confines it to operations by

which metals are restored to their

metallic state, after they have been

deprived of that form, either by com-

bustion, as the metallic oxydes, or

by means of some heterogeneous

matters which disguise them, as ful-

minating gold, luna cornea, cinna-

bar, and other compounds of the

sum kind. These reductions are

also called revivifications.

Refrigerants. (From refrigerare,

to cool). Refrigerant ia. Medicines

which allay the heat of the body, or

of the blood.

Refrigeratory. (From refit-

gcrarr, to cool).

—

Chym. A vessel

filled with water to condense vapours,

QT to make cool any substance which

passes through it.

Ki/<.imkn. (From f§gett% to go-

vern),

—

MetL A term employed to

express the plan or regidation of the

diet.

Rlgi'na pka'ti. Sec Spira-a ul-

nii«.

Regions, abdominal. See Body.

Re'gjus mo'rbus. (From rex, a

king) .

—

Med. The royal disease ; a

term applied to the jaundice, from its

golden colour.

—

Chym. Aqua regia,

a mixture of nitric and muriatic acids,

because it alone dissolves gold.

Regular gout. See Arthritis.

Re'gulus. (Dim. of rex, a king ;

because the alchymists expected to

find gold, the king of metals, col-

lected at the bottom of the crucible

after fusion). A name given by
the alchymists to metallic matters,

when separated by fusion from other

substances ; e. g. regulus of anti-

mony, regulus of arsenic, &c.
Regulus of antimony. The pure

metal antimony. See Antimony,
Regulus of arsenic. Pure metallic

arsenic. See Arsenic.

Reme'dium divi'num. See Impe-
ratoria.

Remittentfever , See Febris Inter-

mittens,

Re'mora ara'tri. (From re-

morari, to hinder, and aratrum, a
plough; so called, because it hinders

the plough). See Ononis spincsa.

Remote cause. See Exciting cause.

Ren, -nis, m. (From airo tov peiv ;

because, through them the urine

flows). The kidney. See Kidneys.

Re'nal arte'ries. Arteriae re-

nales. See Emulgent.
Re'nal glands. Glandulce renalcs.

Renal capsules. Supra-renal glands :

two hollow bodies placed one on
each side upon the kidney, covered

by a double tunic, having their cavi-

ties filled with a liquor of a brownish
red colour. Their figure is triangular;

they are larger in the foetus than the

kidneys ; but in adults they are less

than the kidneys. The right is affixed

to the liver, the left to the spleen

and pancreas, and both to the dia-

phragm and kidneys. They have ar-

teries, veins, lymphatics, and nerves;

their arteries arise from the diaphrag-

matic, the aorta, and the renal ar-

teries. The vein of the right supra-

renal gland empties itself into the

vena cava : that of the left into the

renal vein ; their lymphatic vessels

go directly to the thoracic duct ; they

have nerves common alike to these
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glands and tlie kidneys. They have

no excretory duct, and their use is

at present unknown. It is supposed

they answer one use in the foetus,

and another in the adult, but what
these uses are is uncertain.

Re'nal veins. See Emulgent.
Renal vessels. See Emulgent.
Re'nnet, or Ru'nnet. The gastric

juice and contents of the stomach of-

calves ; much employed in preparing

cheese, and, in pharmacy, for mak-
ing whey.
%* To about a pound of milk, in a

silver or earthen basin placed on hot

ashes, add three or four grains of

rennet, diluted with a little water;

as it becomes cold the milk curdles,

and the whey, or serous part, sepa-

rates itself from the caseous part.

When these parts appear perfectly

distinct, pour the whole upon a

strainer, through which the whey
will pass, while the cards remain be-

hind. To clarify it, put into a basin

the white of an egg, a glass of the

serum of milk, and a few grains of

tartaric acid in powder ; whip the

mixture with an ozier twig, and hav-

ing added the remainder of the un-

clarified whey, place the mixture
again over the fire until it begins to

boil. The tartaric acid completes
the coagulation of the white part

of the milk which remains ; the

white of egg
y
as it becomes hot, co-

agulates and envelopes the caseous
part. When the whey is clear, filter

it through paper ; it will then be

perfectly limpid, und have a green-
ish colour.

Re'nuens. (From renuere> to nod
the head back in sign of refusal ; so

called, from its office of jerking back
the head). A muscle of the head.

Repe'llen is. (From repellere, to

drive back). Repellcntia. Applica-
tions which make diseases recede, as

it were, from the surface of the body.

Repi/lsion. All matter possesses

a power in constant opposition to

attraction. This agency, which is

equally powerful and equally obvious,

acts an important part in the phe-
nomena of nature, and is called the

power of repulsion.

*
#* That a force of this nature

exists, and opposes the approach of

bodies towards each other, is evident

from numerous facts.

Newton has demonstrated, that,

when a convex lens is put upon a
flat glass, it remains at a distance of

the one-hundred -and-thirty-seventh
part of an inch, and a very consider-

able pressure is required to diminish

this distance ; nor does any force

which can be applied bring them into

actual mathematical contact ; a force

may indeed be applied sufficient to

break the glasses into pieces, but it

may be shewn that it does not di-

minish their distance much beyond
the 1000th part of an inch. There is,

therefore, a repulsive force which
prevents the two glasses from touch-

ing each other. — Boscovich has
shown, that when an ivory billiard-

ball sets another in motion by strik-

ing against it, an equal quantity of

its own motion is lost, and the ball

at rest begins to move, while the

other is still at a distance.—There
exists, therefore, a repulsion between
bodies : this repulsion takes place

while they are yet at a distance from
each other ; and it opposes their ap-

proach towards each other.— The
cause or the nature of this force is

equally inscrutable with that of at-

traction, but its existence is un-
doubted : it increases, as far as has

been ascertained, inversely as the

square of the distance, consequent-

ly at the point of contact it is in-

finite.

The following experiments more

fully prove the energy of repulsion

:

Experiment 1.—When a glass tube

is immersed in water, the fluid is at-

tracted by the glass, and drawn up
into the tube ; but if mercury be sub-

stituted instead of water, we shall

find a different effect. If a glass tube

of any bore be immersed in this fluid,

it does not rise, but the surface of

the mercury is considerably below
the level of that which surrounds
it when the diameter of the tube is

very small.—In this instance, there-

fore, a repulsion takes place between
the glass and the mercurv, even con-

322
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siderably greater than the attraction

existing between the particles of the

mercury; hence the latter cannot
rise in the tube, but is repelled, and
becomes depressed.

Experiment 2.— If two small cork
balls be suspended from a body so

as to touch each other, and the body
be charged in the usual manner with

electricity, the two cork balls sepa-

rate from one another, and stand at

a distance proportional to the quan-
tity of electricity with which the

body is charged ; the balls of course

repel each other.

Experiment 3.—If over the sur-

face of a sheet of paper the fine dust

of lycopodium or puff-ball be rubbed,

and then water let fall on it in small

quantities, it will instantly be re-

pelled, and form itself into distinct

drops, which do not touch the lyco-

podium, but roll over it with uncom-
mon rapidity. That the drops do
not touch the puff-ball, but are ac-

tually kept at a distance above it, is

obvious from the copious reflection

of white light.

Experiment 4. — If the surface of

water contained in a basin be covered

over with puff-ball, a solid substance

deposited at the bottom of the fluid

may be taken out of it with the hand
without wetting it. The repulsion,

in this case, is so powerful, as to de-

fend the hand completely from com-
ing in contact with the water, &c.

Res natuka'ees. The natural

things which, according to Boer-
haave, are life, the eause of life, and

its effects; and which, he says, re-

main in some degree, however dis-

ordered a person may be.

Ui.m.'da. (From rest flare , to ap-

pease ; from its virtue in allay-

ing inflammation). The herb wild-

rocket.

Resin, black* See Retina nigra.

Resin, elastic, (See Indian

Resin-tree, elastic, f rubber*

Resin, while Sir lir.sina alba.

Resin, yellow. See Resina flava.

Resi'na, -<r> f. Resin. The es-

sential properties of resin are, being)

in the solid form, Insoluble in water,

perfectly soluble in alcohol, and in

essential and expressed oils, and be-
ing incapable of being volatilized

without decomposition.
Resins are obtained chiefly from

the vegetable kingdom, either by
spontaneous exudation, or from in-

cisions made into vegetables afford-

ing juices which contain this prin-

ciple. These juices contain a portion
of essential oil, which, from expo-
sure to the air, is either volatilized,

or converted into resinous matter, or
sometimes the oil is abstracted by
distillation. In some plants the resin,

is deposited, in a concrete state, in

the interstices of the wood, or other
parts of the plant.

Resins, when concrete, are brittle,

and have generally a smooth and
conchoklal fracture ; their lustre is

peculiar, they are more or less trans-

parent, and of a colour which is

usually some shade of yellow, or
brown; they are of a greater specific

gravity than water ; they arc often

odorous and sapid, easily fusible,

and, on cooling, become solid.

Resi'na a'lba. The inspissated

juice of the Finns sylvestris, &c. is so
called ; and sometimes the residuum
of the distillation of oil of turpentine.

See Resina Jlavct.

Resi'na ela'stica. Sec Indian
rubber.

Resi'na fla'va. Resina alba. Yel-

low resin, that which remains in the

still after distilling oil of turpentine,

by adding water to the common tur-

pentine. It is of very extensive use
in surgery as an active detergent,

and forms the base of the unguentum
resina? flava?.

Resi'na lu tea no'vi be'lgie Bo-
tany-bay gum.

*
#
* A variety of experiments have

been made with this gum, principally

with the view of determining what
menstruum would most readily dis-

solve it, from which It appears alco-

hol and ether dissolve the greatest

quantity of it.

The diseases in whieh it is ad-
ministered, are those of the prima?

via*, and principally BUCh as arise

from spasm, debility, loss of tone,

or diminished action iu the muscular
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fibres of the stomach and bowels,

f. g. loss of appetite, sickness, vo-

miting, flatulency, heart-burn, pains

in the stomach, &c. when they were

really idiopathic complaints, and not

dependent upon any disease in the

stomach, or affections of other parts

of the body communicated to it k In

debilities and relaxations, and the

symptoms thence arising, such as

purging, flatulency, &c. it has been
|

found of good effect. In certain cases

of diarrhoea, however, (and it seemed
to be those in which an unusual de-

gree of irritability prevailed), it did not

answer so well, unless given in small

doses, and combined with opiates,

when the patient seemed to gain

greater advantage than when opiates

only were had recourse to. In Cl

ofamenorrhoea, depending on a slug-

gishness, debility, and flaccidity of

the system, this medicine, assisted

by proper exercise and diet, has, by
removing the dyspeptic symptoms,
and by restoring the tone and action

of the muscular fibres, been found

very beneficial in the dose of about

half a drachm. It ^oes not appear to

possess any remarkably sensible ope-

ration. It neither vomits, purges,

nor binds the belly, nor does it ma-
terially increase the secretion of

urine or perspiration, it has, indeed,

sometimes been said to purge, and at

others to occasion sweating, but they
are not constant effects, and when
they do occur, it generally depends
on some accidental circumstance. It

would seem to possess, in a very ex-

tensive degree, the property of al-

laying morbid irritability, and of re-

storing tone, strength, and action,

to the debilitated and relaxed fibre.

When the gum itself is given, it

should always be the pure unmixed
part ; if given in the form of a

draught, it should be mixed in water
with mucilage of gum arable. If

made into pills, a small portion of
Castile soap may be employed ; the
lixiv. saepon. was found to dissolve
it entirely. It is more commonly,
however, made into a tincture by
mixing equal parts of the gum and
rectified spirit ; one drachm of this

tincture, (containing half a drachm
of the pure gum), made into a.

draught with water and syrup, by
the assistance of fifteen grains of

gum arabic in mucilage, forms an

elegant, and at the same time, a very

palatable medicine.

Resi'na Nl'ORA. Colophonia. Cob-
bler's wax. That which remains in

the retort after distilling the balsam of

turpentine from the common turpen-

tine. This name is also given in the

L. P. to pitch.

Rf.so'lvents. Resolccntia. (From
rcsolrerc, to loosen). A term given

by surgeons to such substances SB

discuss inflammatory tumours.

Resolu'tion. Reiolfttio. (From re-

solvere, to loosen). One of the ter-

minations of inflammation, in whicli

the diseases disappear without any
abscess, mortification, &c. being oc-

casioned. The term is also applied

to the dispersion of swellings, in-

durations, &c.
Resi'ira'tion. Rcspirutio. (From
/jirare, to breathe).
*
#* Physiology of the organs of

respiration. The lungs, whose ves-

sels receive the air from the trachea,

and in which the blood undergoes
the important process of ventilation,

are well known as a pair of large,

light, elastic, and spongy organs,
suspended by the tracheal tubes and
large blood-vessels in the cavity of
the chest, and in size adapted to the
two sacs of the pleura, whicb they
completely fill when inflated. They
are surrounded by an exquisitely fine

duplicatureofthis delicate membrane,
whicb lines the entire cavity of the
thorax, and separates the lungs from
each other by a process or septum,
which, from its running between the
two, is called mediastinum. The
substance of the lungs is lobular
the large lobes dividing into smaller
and the subdivision being continued
through an almost infinite series, till

the ultimate lobules terminate m
very minute vesicles, which, after
birth, but not antecedently, are filled

with air, conveyed by an innume-
rable host of exquisitely slender ra-
mifications from the two grand

3 Q 3
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branches into which the trachea at

first forks off, so as to form a main
division for each of the lungs, and
which are denominated bronchiae, as

their subdivisions are named bron-
chial vessels. The vesicles or air-

cells are inverted, and held in con-
nection by the mucous web, common
to all animal organs, which, at the
same time that it unites them, and
forms their boundaries, opens a com-
munication between the one and the

other, and is itself freely supplied

with exquisitely fine blood-vessels,

that are ramifications from the pul-

monary artery, and continue to di-

vide and subdivide, till they at length
form a beautiful net-work upon the

sides of the air-cells, and ultimately

become invisible from their attenua-

tion ; by which means every particle

of blood is exposed, in its turn, to

the full benefit, whatever this may
consist in, of the gases of the at-

mosphere contained in the air-cells

which they thus surround.

The moving powers of the lungs
consist in the bones, cartilages and
muscles by which they are connected.

The bones are the ribs and sternum,
which, in their form, insertion, and
general freedom of, play (for even
the sternum itself seems to move a

little), exhibit a perfection of art,

that the most indifferent among us

cannot avoid admiring.

Before birth, the whole of this

machinery, with the blood-vessels,

may be contemplated as at rest, and
the lung's in a state of collapse, in

the interstices of which there is a
perfect vacuum. From the moment
the infant becomes exposed to the

atmosphere, the air, which presses

forcibly on every side, presses also

upon the tipper part of the trachea
through the channels of the mouth
and nostrils ; the motive powers of

expansion, and which aire afterwards

those of expiration« are immediately

Stimulated into action ; the ribs ris'e

by the agency of the intercostal mus-
cleS| and the cheat becomes elevated ;

tie' diaphragm, whose broad and

muscular septum divides the thorax

from the abdomen, sinks, from in-

stinctive sympathy, towards the vis-

cera beneath, and the chest becomes
deepened ; and into the dilated va-
cuum hereby produced, the external
air rushes forcibly into the trachea,
and, inflating the lungs to the full

stretch of their elasticity, compresses
all the surrounding organs. Yet as

the force with whieh the air ope-
rates is very inconsiderable, perhaps
as much as three hundred times less

than that of the heart when stimu-
lated to contract, the blood, instead

of being hereby impeded in its course
through the pulmonary vessels, flows

far more freely, and dilates these

vessels by its plenitude, as they are

already necessarily elongated by the
expansion of the lungs ; and the

heart in this manner becomes libe-

rated from a load, which, were it

to remain in its cavity, would op-
press it and put a stop to its action.

And hence we behold at once, the

important connection that exists be-

tween the sanguiferous and the res-

piratory systems, and how much the

soundness of the one must depend
upon that of the other.

The process of expiration, or that

of throwing the air back again after

it has accomplished its intention, is

not of more difficult comprehension.
All the muscles of the body become
exhausted and fatigued by their own
action, and show an evident ten

dency to return to an opposite state

or that of rest ; some indeed in a

shorter, and others in a longer pe-

riod of time ; but all of them soon-

est, when, independently of thei

own exertion, they are also opposed

by a set of counteracting muscles,

whose resistance they must subdue

before they can accomplish their

purpose. But the -most important

part of the general economy of res-

piration consists in the change which

takes place in the blood, in conse-

quence of its being acted upon by
the inspired air.

We see the blood conveyed to the

lungs of a deep purple hue, faint

and exhausted by being drained in a

considerable degree of its vital pow-
ers , or immature and unassimilated
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to the nature of the system it is

about to support, in. consequence

of its being received fresh from
the trunk of the lacteals. We
find it returned from the lungs

spirited with newness of life, perfect

in its elaboration, more readily dis-

posed to coagulate, and the dead
purple hue transformed into a bright

scarlet. What has the blood hereby
lost ? How has this wonderful

change been accomplished ? These
are questions which have occupied

the attention of physiologists in al-

most all ages, and were as eagerly

studied in the Greek schools as in

our own day. To the present hour,

however, thev have descended in a

mantle of Cimmerian darkness ; and
though the researches of a more ac-

curate chymistry have disclosed vo-

lumes of facts heretofore unknown,
and the ingenuity of able theori

have laid hold of them, and applied

them to an explanationof this curious

subject in a variety of hypotheses, it

is to be feared we are still in the

dark on this subject ; and that there

is no inquiry in the whole range of

physiology, in a more unsatisfactory

state than that concerning the ven-

tilation of the blood in the lungs.

—

See Dr. Good's Translation of Lu-
cretius ; — Xote on Booth, 2d v.

743 ;

—

Ellis's Inquiry into the Cfumges
induced on Atmospheric Air, Bvo.

1807, sect. 20, p. 23 et seq. ;
—

Thompsoit's Annals of Philosophy,

No. xliii. pp. 7;"), 7(i ;

—

Mr. John
Hunter 071 the Animal Economy, p.

207 ;
—Dr. Godwin's Connexion of

Life with Inspiration, pp. 27, 37 ;

—

Sir Kverard Home, in Philosoph.

Trans, for 1>18, p. 180 ;—Borrtli,

de Motu Animate, p. 126* ; —Dr. Ed-
wards, de VInfluence des Agent Phy-
siques sur la fir, &c. Paris, 8vo.
1^24;

—

Mr. Brodie. in Philosoph.

Trans; 1812, p. 378 ;

—

J<hn Hunter
on the Blood, pp. 204—20o et seq.

Ih st-harroiv. 8ee Ononis.

Re'sta ik/vis. The rest-harrow
is so called, because it hinders the
plough ; hence resta bovis. See Ononis.

Rr.SL'sc: i \ i ION. Resuscitatio.

(From resuicilare, to resuscitate or

rouse, to awaken, &c.) The re-

storing of persons, apparently dead,

to life, from being immersed in a
fluid, or by hanging. On this sub-

ject, the late Dr. Curry, of Guy's

hospital, has written a very valuable

treatise, an account of which we
here insei't.

" From considering," he observes,
" that a drowned person is sur-

rounded by water instead of air,

and that in this situation he makes
strong and repeated efforts to breathe,

we should expect that the water
would enter and completely fill the

lungs. This opinion, indeed, was
once very general, and it still conti-

nues to prevail among the common
people. Experience, however, has

shown, that unless the body lies so
long in the water as to have its liv-

ing principle entirely destroyed, the

quantity of fluid present in the lungs

is inconsiderable ; and it would seem
that some of this is the natural

moisture of the part accumulated ;

for, upon drowning kittens, puppies,

&c.in ink, or other coloured liquors

and afterwards examining the lungs,

it is found that very little of the

coloured liquor has gained admit-
tance to them.
" To explain the reason why the

lungs of drowned animals are so free

from water, it is necessary to ob-
serve, that the muscles which form
the opening into the wind-pipe are
exquisitely sensible, and contract,

violently upon the least irritation, as
we frequently experience when any
part of the food or drink happens to

touch that part. In the efforts made
by a drowning person, or animal, to

draw in air, the water rushes into

the mouth and throat, and is ap-
plied to these parts, which immedi-
ately contract in such a manner as

to shut up the'passage into the lungs.

This contracted state continues as
long as the muscles retain the prin-

ciple of life, upon which the power
of muscular contraction depends

;

when that is gone, they become re-
laxed, and the water enters the
windpipe, and completely fills it.

" On dissecting the body of a re-
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cently-drowned animal, no particular

fulness of the vessels within the

skull, nor any disease of the brain or

its membranes, is visible. The lungs

are also sound, and the branches of

the windpipe generally contain more
or less of a frothy matter, consisting

chiefly of air, mixed with a small

quantity of colourless fluid. The
right cavity of the heart, and the

trunks of the large internal veins

which open into it, and also the

trunk and larger branches of the

artery which carries the blood from
this cavity through the lungs, are

all distended with dark - coloured

blood, approaching almost to black-

ness. The left cavity of the heart,

on the contrary, is nearly, or en-

tirely empty ; as are likewise the

large veins of the lungs which sup-

ply it with blood, and the trunk and
principal branches of the great artery

which conveys the blood from hence
to the various parts of the body. The
external blood-vessels are empty

;

and the fleshy parts are as pale as if

the animal had been bled to death.

When a body has lain in the water
for some time, other appearances
will also be observable ; such as the

skin livid, the eyes blood-shot, and
the countenance bloated and swoln

;

but these appearances, though cer-

tainly unfavourable, do not abso-

lutely prove that life is irrecoverably

gone.
" It is now known, that in the case

of drowning, no injury is done to

any of the parts essential to life
;

but that the right cavity of the

heart, together with the veins and
arteries leading to and from that

cavity, are turgid with blood, whilst

every other part is almost drained of

this fluid. The practice of holding

up the bodies of drowned persons by
the heels, or rolling them over a

cask, is unnecessary; the lungs not
being filled with any thing that can

be evacuated in this way. Therefore
!i a practice is highly dangerous,

the violence attending it may rea-

dily burst some of thoi <
v VC88ela which

nre already overcharged with blood,

um\ thus convert what was only sus-

pended animation, into absolute and
permanent death.

1
< The operation of inflating the lungs

is a perfectly safe, and much more
effectual method of removing any
frothy matter they may contain ; and
whilst it promotes the passage of the
blood through them, also renders it

capable of stimulating the left cavity

of the heart, and exciting it to con-
traction. As soon as the body is

taken out of the water, it should be
stripped of any clothes it may have
on, and be immediately well dried. It

should then be wrapped in dry, -warm
blankets, or in the spare clothes taken
from some of the by-standers, and
be removed as quickly as possible to

the nearest house that can be got
convenient for the purpose. The
fittest will be one that has a tolerably

large apartment, in which a fire is

ready, or can be made. The body
may be carried in men's arms, or
laid upon a door ; or, in case the

house be at a distance from the place,

if a cart can be procured, let the

body be placed in it, on one side,

upon some straw, with the head and
upper part somewhat raised ; and in

this position a brisk motion will do
no harm. Whatever be the mode of
conveyance adopted, particular care

should be taken that the head be

neither suffered to hang backwards,
nor to bend down with the chin upon
the breast. When arrived at the

house, lay the body on a mattress,

or a double blanket, spread upon a
low table, or upon a door supported

by stools ; the head and chest being

elevated by pillows.
" As the air of a room is very soon

rendered impure by a number of peo-

ple breathing in it, for this reason, as

well as to avoid the confusion and
embarrassment attending a crowd, no
more persons should be admitted into

the apartment where the body is

placed, than are necessary to assist

immediately in the recovery : in ge-

neral, sis will be found sufficient for

this purpose, and these should be the

most active and intelligent of the

by-standers. It will be found most
convenient to divide the assistants
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into two sets ; one set being employed
in restoring the heat of the body,
while the other institutes an artificial

breathing in the best manner they
are able. Every skilful person should

be provided with a flexible tube made
of elastic gum, half a yard in length,

to introduce into the wind-pipe, and
also with a similar tube to which a

syringe can be affixed, to be put into

the oesophagus. Should these not

be at hand, air should be thrown into

the lungs in the best manner that can
be suggested at the time. Should it

still be found that the air does not
pass readily into the lungs, immediate
recourse must be had to another and
more effectual method for attaining

that object. As this method, how-
ever, requires address, and also some
knowledge of the parts about the

throat, we would recommend, that

when there is not a medical gentle-

man present, the mode already de-

scribed be tried repeatedly before this

be attempted.
u As a quantity of frothy matter

occupying the branches of the wind-
pipe, and preventing the entrance of
the air into the lungs, is generally

the circumstance which renders this

mode of inflation necessary, the mouth
should be opened from time to time,
to remove this matter as it is dis-

charged. While one set of the as-

sistants are engaged in performing
artificial respiration, the other should
be employed in communicating heat
to the body. The warm-bath has
been usually recommended for this

purpose ; but wrapping the body in

blankets, or woollen cloths, strongly
wrung out of warm water, and re-

newing them as they grow cool, be-
sides being a speedier and more prac-
ticable method of imparting heat, has
this great advantage, that it admits
of the operation of inflating the lungs
being carried on without interruption.
Until a sufficient quantity of warm
water can be got ready, other me-
thods of restoring warmth may be
employed ; such as the application
of dry warm blankets round the body
and limbs ; bags of warm grains or
sand, bladders or bottles of hot water,

or hot bricks applied to the hands,
feet, and under the arm-pits, the

bottles and bricks being covered with
flannel : or the body may be placed

before the fire, or in the sunshine, if

strong at the time, and be gently

rubbed by the assistants with their

warm hands, or with cloths heated
at the fire by a warming-pan. The
restoration of heat should always be
gradual, and the warmth applied

ought never to be greater than can
be comfortably borne by the as-

sistants. If the weather happen to

be cold, and especially if the body-

has been exposed to it for some time,

heat should be applied in a very low
degree at first : and if the weather
be under the freezing point, and the
body, when stripped, feel cold, and
nearly in the same condition with
one that is frozen, it will be neces-
sary at first to rub it well with snow,
or wash it with cold water ; the sud-
den application of heat in such cases,

having been found very pernicious.

In a short time, however, warmth
must be gradually applied. To assist

in rousing the activity of the vital

principle, it has been customary to

apply various stimulating matters to

different parts of the body. But as

some of these applications are in

themselves hurtful, and the others

serviceable only according to the time
and manner of their employment, it

will be proper to consider them par-

ticularly. The application of all such
matters in cases of apparent death, is

founded upon the supposition that the

skin still retains sensibility enough to

be affected by them. It is well known,
however, that even during life, the

skin loses sensibility in proportion as

it is deprived of heat, and does not
recover it again until the natural de-

gree of warmth be restored. Previous
to the restoration of heat, therefore,

to a drowned body, all stimulating

applications are useless, and so far

as they interfere with the other mea-
sures, are also prejudicial.
" The practice of rubbing the body

with salt or spirits is now justly con-
demned. The salt quickly frets the

skin, and has, in some cases, pro^
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duced sores, which were very painful

and difficult to heal after recovery.

Spirits of all kinds evaporate fast,

and thereby, instead of creating

warmth, as they are expected to do,

carry off a great deal of heat from
the body. Spirit of hartshorn, or of
sal volatile, are liable to the same
objection as brandy or other dis-

tilled spirits, and are besides very
distressing to the eyes of the assist-

ants.
" When there is reason to think

the skin has in any degree recovered
its sensibility, let an assistant moisten
his hand with spirit of hartshorn, or
eau de luce, and hold it closely ap-
plied to one part : in this way eva-

poration is prevented, and the full

stimulant effect of the application

obtained. A liniment composed of

equal parts of spirit of hartshorn
and salad oil, well shaken together,

would appear to be sufficiently sti-

mulating for the purpose, and as it

evaporates very slowly, will admit of
being rubbed on without producing
cold. The places to which such re-

medies are usually applied, are, the

wrists, ankles, temples, and the

parts opposite the stomach and heart.

The intestines, from their internal

situation and peculiar constitution,

retain their irritability longer than
the other parts of the body, and,
accordingly, various means hare been
proposed for increasing the action of
their fibres, in order to restore the

activity of the whole system. To-
bacco-smoke, injected by way of

clyster, is what has been generally

employed with this view, and thc/w-
viigaior, or instrument for adminis-

tering it, makes a part of the appa-
ratus which is at present distributed

by the different societies established

for the recovery of drowned persons.

Of late, however, the use of tobacco-

smoke has been objected to, and
upon very strong grounds ; for when
we consider that the same remedy is

successfully employed with the very

opposite intention, namely, that of

lessening the power of contraction in

the muscles, and occasioning the

greatest relaxation consistent with

life, it must be acknowledged to be a

very doubtful, if not dangerous re-

medy, where the powers of life are

already nearly exhausted. Instead of

tobacco-smoke then,we would recom-
mend a clyster, consisting of a pint or

more of water, moderately warmed,,
with the addition of one or two table-

spoonsful of spirit of hartshorn, a

heaped tea-spoonful of strong mus-
tard, or a table-spoonful of essence

of peppermint ; in defect of one or

other of these, half a gill, or more,
of rum, brandy, or gin may be added,

or the warm water given alone. This
step, however, need not be taken,

until artificial respiration has been be-

gun ; for it will answer but little pur-
pose to stimulate the heart through
the medium of the intestines, unless

we at the same time supply the

left cavity with blood fitted to act

upon it ; which we cannot do with-

out first removing the collapsed state

of the lungs, and promoting the pas-

sage of the blood through them by
a regular inflation.

"As the stomach is a highly sensible

part, and intimately connected with

the heart and brain, the introduction

of some moderately warm and stimu-

lating liquor into it, seems well cal-

culated to rouse the dormant powers
of life. This is very conveniently

done by means of the syringe and

flexible tube. The quantity of fluid

thrown in ought not to exceed half

a pint, and may be either warm ne-

gus, or water with the addition of

one or other of the stimulating mat-

ters recommended above, using, how-
ever, only half the quantities men-
tioned there.
" As soon as the pulse or beating oi

the heart can be felt, the inside of the

nostrils may be occasionally touched

with a feather dipped in spirit of

hartshorn or sharp mustard ; it be-,

ing found by experience, that any

irritation given to the nose, has con-

siderable influence in exciting the

action of the muscles concerned in

respiration. When the natural breath-

ing commences, the flexible tube and

canula should be withdrawn, and

any farther inflation that maybe ne«
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cessarv, performed by blowing into I

the nostril.

" Letting blood has been generally

thought requisite in every ease of

suspended animation. The practice,

however, does not appear to Lave

been founded upon any rational prin-

ciple at first, and it has been conti-

nued from the force ofcustom, rather

than from any experience of its go^d
,

effects. In the case of drowned per-

sons there is not, as in those who
suffer from hanging or apoplexy,

anv unusual fulness of the vessels

of the brain; and the quantity of !

blood that can be drawn from the !

external veins, will not sensibly di-
'

nourish the accumulation of it in

those near the heart. Besides, blood-

letting*, which always tends tj feu

the action of the heart and arteries

in the living body, cannot be sup-

posed to have a directly opposite

effect in cases of apparent death ; on
the contrary, if employed here, it

will hazard the entire destruction of

those feeble powers which yet re-

remain, and to increase and support

which, all our endeavours should be

directed.

H. When the several measures re-

oommended above have been stea-

dily pursued for an hour or more,
without any appearance of return-

ing life, electricity should be tried ;

experience having shown it to be

one of the most powerful stimuli

yet known, and capable of exciting

contraction in the heart and other

muscles of the body, after

other stimulus had ceased to pro-

duce the least effect. Moderate shocks
are found to answer best, and these

should, at intervals, be passed through
the chest, in different directions, in

order, if possible, to rouse the heart

to act. Shocks may likewise be sent

through the limbs, and along the

spine ; but we are doubtful how far

it is safe or useful to pass them
through the brain, as some have re-

commended. The body may be con-
veniently insulated, by placing it on
a door, supported by a number of

quart bottles, whose sides are pre-

viously wiped with a towel, to re-

move any moisture they may have
contracted. By experiments made
on different animals, it is found that
the blood passes through the lungs
most readily when they are fully dis-

tended with air ; consequently, that
if the lungs of a drowned person are
inflated, and kept in the expanded
state, whilst the electric shock is

passed through the chest, the blood
accumulated in the right cavitv of
the heart and its vessels, will move
forward without any resistance,should

the heart be brought to contract
upon it. As soon as the shock is

given, let the lungs be emptied of
the air they contain, and filled again
with fresh air; then pass another
shock, and repeat this until the heart
i> brought into action, or until it

appear that all farther attempts are
ust I In order more certainly to

j the shock through the heart,

place the knob of one discbargincr

rod above the collar-bone of the
t ^ide, and the knob of the other

above the short ribs of the left: the
ition of the discharging rods,

however, may be changed occasion-
ally, so as to vary the direction of
the shock. Two thick brass wir
each about eighteen inches lone,

Bed through two glass tubes, or
•den cas.-s, well varnished, and

having at one end a knob, and at

the other a ring to fasten the brass
chain to, form very convenient dis-

charging rods ; and by means of
them, the shock may be administered
without the risk of its being commu-

;
nicated to the assistants, or carried

: off by the skin being wet.
" When the patient is so far reco-

vered as to be able to swallow, he
. should be put into a warm bed, with
his head and shoulders somewhat

\
raised by means of pillows. Plenty
of warm wine-whey, ale-posset, or
other light and moderately nourish-
ing drink, should now be given, and
gentle sweating promoted, by wrap-
ping the feet and legs in flannels

well wrung out of hot water. If the
stomach and bowels feel distended
and uneasy, a clyster, consisting of

j
a pint of warm water, with a table-
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spoonful of common salt, or an ounce
or more of Glauber's or Epsom salt,

dissolved in it, may be administered.

The general practice, in this case, is

to give an emetic ; but considering

that the powers of the machine are

still very weak, the agitation of vo-

miting is certainly hazardous. The
patient should on no account be left

alone, until the senses are perfectly

restored, and he be able to assist

himself; several persons having re-

lapsed and been lost, from want of

proper attention to them, after the

vital functions were, to all appear-

ance, completely established.
<e Either from the distension which

the arteries of the lungs have suf-

fered, or from the sudden change
from great coldness to considerable

warmth, it now and then happens,

that the patient is attacked, soon af-

ter recovery, with inflammation of

some of the parts within the chest.

This occurrence is pointed out by
pain in the breasfc^r side, increased

on inspiration, and accompanied with

frequent, and full or hard pulse, and
sometimes with cough. Here the

taking away some blood from the

arm, or the application of cupping-

glasses, leeches, or a blister, over
the seat of the pain, will be very
proper ; but the necessity for these

measures, as well as the time for

putting them in practice, shoidd be

left to the judgment and discretion

of a medical person. Dull pain in

the head, lasting sometimes for two
or three days, is by no means an un-
frequent complaint in those who are

recovered from this and from the

other states of suspended animation;

and here also a moderate bleeding

from the neck, either with the lan-

cet or with cupping-glasses, may
prove serviceable.
u In hanging, the external veins of

the neck are compressed by the cord,

and the return of the blood from the

head thereby impeded, from the mo-
ment that suspension takes place

;

but as the heart continues to act for

a few seconds after the wind-pipe is

closed, the blood which is sent to

the head during this interval, is ne-

cessarily accumulated there. Hence
it is, that in hanged persons the face

is greatly swoln, and of a dark red
or purple colour ; the eyes are com-
monly suffused with blood, enlarged,
and prominent. On dissection, the

blood-vessels of the brain are found
considerably distended ; but, in ge-
neral, no further marks of disease

appear within the skull. The lungs
are found generally quite collapsed,

and free from frothy matter. The
heart and the large blood-vessels ad-
joining to it, exhibit the same ap-

pearances as in the bodies of drown-
ed persons.
M From the great accumulation ol

blood in the vessels of the head,
many have been of opinion, that

hanging kills c/Hefly by inducing
apoplexy ; but the following experi-

ment made at Edinburgh several

years ago, by an eminent medical
professor there, clearly proves, that

in hanging, as well as in drowning,
the exclusion of air from the lungs
is the immediate cause of death. A
dog was suspended by the neck with
a cord, an opening having been pre-

viously made in the wind-pipe, be-

low the place, where the cord was ap-
plied, so as to admit air into the

lungs. In this state he was allowed
to hang for three quarters of an hour,
during which time the circulation

and breathing went on. He was then

cut down, without appearing to have
suffered much from the experiment.
The cord was now shifted below the

opening into the wind-pipe, so as

to prevent the ingress of air to the

lungs ; and the animal being again

suspended, he was completely dead
in a few minutes.

" Upon the whole, then, it appears

that the same measures recommend-
ed for drowned persons, are also ne-

cessary here: with this addition, that

opening the jugular veins, or apply-

ing cupping-glasses to the neck, will

tend considerably to facilitate the

restoration of life, by lessening the

quantity of blood contained in the

vessels of the head, and thereby

taking off the pressure from the brain.

Except in persons who are very full of
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blood, the quantity taken away need
seldom exceed an ordinary tea-cup-
ful, which will in general be suffi-

cient to unload the vessels of the

head, without weakening the powers
of life.

ReYe, -w, n. A net. A conge

-

geries of vessels, or any animal sub-
stance, resembling a net.

Re'te malpi'ghii. The fine net-

work of the extremities of the pul-

monary arteries.

Re'te mira'bile. A net-work of

blood-vessels in the basis of the
brain of quadrupeds.

Re'te mlco'sum. Corpus reiicu-

lare. Corpus mucosum. Mucus Mal-
pighii. A mucous substance, depo-
sited in a retiform shape, covering
the sensible cutaneous papillae, con-

necting the epidermis with the cutis,

and giving the colour to the body.

In Europeans it is of a white colour,

in Ethiopians black. See Skin.

Rete'ntion of urine. See Urine,

retention of.

Reticular. (From rete, a net).

Reticularis. Interwoven like a net.

Retiform. (From rete, a net, and

forma, resemblance). Retiformis.

Net-like.

Re'tina, -cp, f. (From rete, a net).

Amphiblestntides. The third or in-

nermost membrane of the eye, ex-

panded round the choroid coat, to

the ciliary ligament. It is formed
by an expansion of the pulp of the

optic nerve, and is the true organ of

vision.

Retinaculum. (From retincre, to

prop or restrain). An instrument

for retaining the bowels in their pro-

per place.

Retort. (From retorquere, to bend
back again

;
probably so called, be-

cause its neck was curved and bent

back again). Retorta. — Chym. A
vessel employed for many purposes

Of distillation ; and most frequently

for those requiring a degree of heat

superior to that of boiling water.

They are made of common glass,

stone-ware, and iron ; differing in

form and materials. When pierced

with a little hole in their roof, they

are called tubulated retorts.

Retra'ctor a'nguli o'ris. See
Buccinator.

Retrahe'ntes au'ris. Posterior

auris, of Winslow. Retrahentes au-
ricula, of Albinus. Deprimens au-
ricula, of Douglas. Retrahentes auri-

culam, of Cowper, and mastoido-con-
chinien, of Dumas. Two small bun-
dles of muscular fibres arising from
the external and posterior part of the
mastoid process of the temporal
bone immediately above the inser-

tion of the sterno-cleido-mastoideus
muscle. They draw the ear back-
wards, and stretch the concha.

Retrocedent gout. See Arthritis.

Retroye'rsio u'teri. See Uterus,
retroversion of.

Reverbera'tory fu'rnace. See
Furnace.

Revu'lsion. (From revellere, to draw
away) . Revulsio. A term used by the
humoral pathologists, signifying the
drawing of humours a contrary way.
Rhaba'rbarum. (From Rha, and

barbarus, wild ; so called, because it

was brought from the banks of the
Rha, now called the Wolga, in Rus-
sia) . Rhubarb. See Rheum.
Rhaba'rbarum a'lbum. See Con-

volvulus JWechoacanna.

Riiaba'rbarum an-^ o nl
tiouo'rum.

[See Rheum

Riiaba'rbarum di- f
*******

osco'ridis. J
cum '

Rhaba'rbarum monacho'rum.
See Rumejc patientia.

Riiaba'rbarum Sibe'ricum. See
Rheum undulatum.

Rhaba'rbarum tar-"

ta'ricum.
Rhaba'rbarum ve'-

rum.
Rhachia'lgia. (From pa\iq, the

spine of the back, and aXyog, pain).— 1. A pain in the spine of the back.
—2. Rachialgia? colica. A species in

Dr. Good's Nosology for colic of Poi-
tou. Painter's colic. Devonshire colic.

Rha'chis. (Pa^ic, the spine of
the back). See Spine.

Rhachisa'gra. (From paxiQ* the
spine of the back, and aypa, a prey).

A species of gout in the spine of the
back.

Rhachi'ta. (From pa\iQi the
3 R

See Rheum,
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spine of the back). A muscle be-
longing to the spine.

Rhachi'tis. See Rachitis.

Rhaco'sis. (From panog, a rag).

A ragged excoriation of the relaxed
scrotum.

Rha'gades. (From ptiyvv/u, to

break or bruise). Chaps. Clefts.

Malignant, dry, and deep cutaneous
fissures.

Rhagoi'des. (From pa%, a grape-
stone, and tiSog, a likeness ; so

called, from its likeness in colour to

a grape-seed) . Applied to the reti-

form tunic of the eye.

Rha'mni ba'ccje. Buckthorn

-

berries,

Rha'mnus. (From pai<o, to de-

stroy, because of its many thorns)

.

— 1. A genus of plants in the Lin-
mean system: Class, Pentandria;
Order, Monogynia. Buckthorn.

—

2. The pharmacopceial name of the

purging buckthorn. See Rhamnus
catharticus.

Rha'mnus catha'rticus. The
systematic name of the buckthorn.
Spina cervina. Rhamnus solutivus.

Cervispina, &c. Purging buckthorn.
The fruit or berries of this shrub,
Rhamnus : spirits terminalibus, fiori-

bus uuadrifidis y
dioicis, foliis ovatis,

caulc credo, of Linnams, have been
long' received into the materia me-
dica : they contain a pulpy deep
green juice, of a faint unpleasant

smell, a bitterish, acrid, nauseous
taste, which operates briskly by
stool, producing thirst, dryness of
the mouth and fauces, and severe

gripings, unless some diluting liquor

be drank plentifully after it : at pre

sent it is rarely employed, except as

. a drastic purge. The dose is said to

be about twenty of the fresh berries

m substance ; twice or thrice that

number in decoction ; 5J .-^ijs. of the

dried berries; and *}. of the expressed

juire, or *ss. of the rob or extract,

obtained by inspissating the juice.

Rha'mnus fka'ngula. The sys-

tematic name of the black alder.
/«'/ 'ongvia (linns. Alnus nigra. This
officinal tree is the Rhamnus, invi'jnis

tiuribus monogynU$ kermaphroditis
f

iutegcrrimif, of Linnaeus.

All the parts of this tree, as well
as of the common alder, are astrin-
gent and bitter. The bark is the
most astringent part ; a decoction of
which has cured agues, and is often
used to repel inflammatory tumours
of the throat, by way of gargle. The
inner yellow bark of the trunk, or
root, given to 51J., vomits, purges,
and gripes; but, joined with aro-
matics, it operates more agree-
ably, &c.
*** Dr. Murray of Gottingen, re-

commends the leaves of alder chopped
in small pieces, and heated over the
fire, as the best remedy he is ac-
quainted with, for dispersing milk in
the breasts.

Rha'mnus zi'zyphus. The sys-
tematic name of the tree which pro-
duces the jujubs. See Jujubce.

Rha'phanus. See Raphanus.
Rhapo'ntic. Applied to rhubarb.
Rhapontic rhubarb. See Rheum

rhaponticum.

Rhapo'nticum, (The Rha of Pon-
tus, 1. e. the Rha, in Russia, a river
on whose banks it grew) . SeeRheum
rhaponticum.

Rhapo'nticum vulga're optic i-

na'rum. See Centaurea.
Rhata'ny root. A substance

long known to manufacturers of port
wine. It is the production of Peru,
and is probably the root of the cin-

chona cordifolia ; described as ex-
ternally resembling the root of the
rubia tinctorum, to the taste ; being
aromatic, bitter, and very astringent.

An infusion or decoction of it turns
black with sulphate of iron and pre-
cipitates tannin.

*** The medical virtues of this

root are powerfully tonic. In de-
bility of the digestive organs, in

chronic rheumatism, fluor albus,

and in intermittent fevers, it has

been employed with good effect.

While givpn in doses similar to cin-

chona, it has the advantage of being
only one-third the price of that sub-

stance. On the authority of Dr.
Rath of Nordhausen, it has been
peculiarly serviceable in many ca

of superfluous menstruation ; and

particularly in the form of decoction

;
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an ounce being boiled for ten mi-

nutes in half a pint of water, and

slightly covered.

Rhe'ume. (From peco, to flow).

A defluxion, a common cold or ca-

tarrh.

Rhe'um. (From Rha, a river in

Russia).— 1. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Kuneandria

;

Order, Trigynia. Rhubarb.—2. The
pharmacopceial name of the officinal

rhvbarb. See Rheum palmatum.

Rhe'um palma'tum. The syste-

matic name of the officinal rhubarb.

Rhabarbarum. Rheon. Rhaeum. Bar-
baria. Lapathum oriental?. Lapathum
chijiense. Rhabarbarum verum. Rha-
barbarum tartaricitm.

*
#
* The purgative properties of

rhubarb are extracted more perfectly

by water than by rectified spirit : the

part remaining after the action of

water is almost, if not wholly inac-

tive ; whereas, after repeated diges-

tion in spirit, it proves still very

considerably purgative. " The qua-
lities Clf tVllS rorw*/' cayc V\f Pillion,

" are that of a gentle purgative, and
so gentle, that it is often inconve-

vient on account of the bulk of the

dose required, which, in adults, must
be from 3SS. to ~j. When given in

a large dose it will occasion some
griping, as other purgatives do ; but

it is hardly ever heating to the sys-

tem, or shows the other effects of

the more drastic purgatives. The
purgative quality is accompanied
with a bitterness, which is often use-

ful in restoring the tone of the sto-

mach when it has been lost ; and,
for the most part, its bitterness

makes it sit better on the stomach
than many other purgatives do. Its

operation joins well with neutral

laxatives ; and both together operate
in a lesser dose than either of them
would singly. Some degree of styp-
ticity is always evident in this medi-
cine ; and as this quality acts when
that of the purgative has ceased, so
in cases of diarrhoea, when any
evacuation is proper, rhubarb has
been considered as the most proper
remedy to be employed. It must,
however, be remarked here, that in

many cases of diarrhoea, no further

evacuation than what is occasioned

by the disease, is necessary or pro-

per. The use of rhubarb, in sub-

stance, for keeping the belly regular,

for which it is frequently employed,
is by no means proper, as the astrin-

gent quality is ready to undo what
the purgative has done ; but it is

found that the purpose mentioned
may be obtained by it, if the rhubarb

is chewed in the mouth, and no more
is swallowed than what the saliva

has dissolved. And it must be re-

marked, that in this way employed,
it is very useful to dyspeptic persons.

Analogous to this, is the use of rhu-

barb in solution, in which it appears

to me, that the astringent quality is

not so largely extracted as to ope-

rate so powerfully as when the rhu-

barb was employed in substance.
" The marks of the goodness of

rhubarb are, the liveliness of its colour

when cut ; its being firm and solid,

but not flinty or hard ; its being
easily pulvcrable, and appearing
when powdered, of a fine bright yel-

low colour; its imparting to the

spittle, when chewed, a deep saffron

tinge, and not proving slimy or mu-
cilaginous in the mouth ; its taste is

subacrid, bitterish, and somewhat
styptic ; the smell lightly aromatic.
" The officinal preparations of this

drug are, a watery and avinous infu-

sion, a simple and a compound tinc-

ture. It is also an ingredient in dif-

ferent compositions."

Rhe'um rhapo'nticum. The sys-

tematic name of the rhapontic rhu-

barb. R/iaponticum. Rhabarbarum.
dioscoridis. Rhabarbarum antiquo-

rum. The root of this species ap-

pears to have been the true rhubarb
of the ancients. Some have con-

founded it with the modern rhubarb,

though considerably different from
that root in appearance, as well as

in quality.

Rhe'um unduia'tum. The sys-

tematic name of the Siberian rhu-
barb. The Rheum undulatum ; foliis

subvillostSy widulatis, petiolis cequali-

bus, of Linnaeus. It possesses similar

properties with those of the palmate
3 R 2
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species, and is in common use in

Russia.

Rhe'uma, -atis, n. (From pew, to

flow) . The discharge from the nos-
trils or lungs arising from cold

;

hence the following Salernian lines :

Si fluit ad pectus, dicatur rhcuma
catarrhus,

Ad fauces branchus, ad naves esto

coryza I

Rheumati'smus. (From pevjia-

ri£w, to be afflicted with defluxions).

A genus of disease in the Class Py-
rexia?, and Order Phlegmasia?, of
Cullen ; Dolores rheumatici et arthri-

tici, of Hoffman. Myositis, of Sagar,
characterized by pyrexia, pains in

the joints, increased by the action

of the muscles belonging to the

joint, and heat of the part. The
blood, after venesection, exhibits the
inflammatory crust.

*
#* Rheumatism is distinguished

into acute and chronic. The acute is

preceded by shivering, heat, thirst,

and frequent pulse ; after which the
pain commences, and soon Cacjs ou
the joints. The chronic, by pain in

the joints, without pyrexia, and is

divided into three species ; viz. lum-

bago, affectiug the loins ; ischias, or

sciatica, affecting the hip; and arthro-

dynia, or pains in the joints. The
acute rheumatism mostly terminates

in one of these species. It may at-

tack at all seasons of the year, when
there are frequent vicissitudes of the

weather, from heat to cold ; but in

spring and autumn it is most preva-
lent; and it attacks persons of all

ages ; but very young people are less

subject to it than adults. It is usually

caused by obstructed perspiration,

occasioned either by wearing wet
clothes, lying in damp linen, or
damp rooms, or by being exposed
to cool air when the body has been
much heated by exercise. Those
who are much afflicted with this

complaint, are extremely apt to be

sensible of the approach of wet wea-
ther, by wandering pains about thein

at that period. On the treatment, &c.
of rheumatism, see Dr. G. Fordyce;
—Dr. Ifaygarth's Clinical History

uf Acute Rheumatism ;

—

Rccucil Pe-

riodique de la Societe de Medecine dc
Paris, No. xlviii. ;

— Dr. Kentish's
Treatise on the Warm Bath

;

—Dun~
cans Annals of Medicine, for 1801

;

—New Method of Treating Rheuma.
tism, by Dr. Balfour; — Bardley's
Med. Reports, Med Chirurg. Trans.
vol. i. &c. &c.

Rhibe'sia. (From ribes, a cur-
rant). See Ribes nigrum, Ribes ru-
brum, and Fruits, summer.
Rhin^'us. (From piv, the no?s).<

See Compressor naris.

Rhinenchy'tes. (From pw, the
nose, and eyxvio, to pour in). A
syringe for the nose.

Rhinopho'nia. (From pip, the nose,
and (pojvrj, the voice). A nasal voice.

Rhiza'gra. (From pt£a, the root,
and aypevw, to seize). An instru-i
ment for extracting the roots or
stumps of teeth.

Rho'dia. (From podov, a rose

;

so called, because its root smells like
the damask rose) . See Rhodiola.
Rhodi'ola ro'sea. Radix rhodiae

of K« !>*•«*enmu pbivrmacoixeiaa
duce of the Rhodiola rosea, of Lin-
naeus, called rosewort. When dry,
it has a very pleasant smell, resem-
bling that of the damask rose.

%* Poultices where this root en-
ters as a chief ingredient are said to
allay violent pains of the head.

Rho'dium. A new metal disco-,

vered among the grains of crude pla-

tina, by Dr. Wollaston.
Rno'DiUiM li'gnum. (Frompo<5oiv

a rose ; a wood which smells like

roses). Rhodium, or rose-wood. The
wood or root of a tree brought from
the Canary islands ; supposed to be
the Genista Canariensis, of Linnaeus.

An essential oil is obtained from it,

which, though used principally as a

perfume, possesses cordial and cor-i

roborant virtues. Jt is an ingredient

in the composition of powders for

the destruction of rats, 4c
Rhooode'ndron. (From podov,

a rose, and divdpov, a tree; so

called, because its flowers resemble
the rose).— 1. A genus of plants in

the Lianaean system : Class, Dtcau-
dria ; Order, Monogynia.— 2. The
pharmacopojial name of the olean^
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der. Rose-bay. See Rhododendron
chrysanthemum.

Rhodode'ndron chrysa'nthe-
mum. The systematic name of the

oleander, rose-bay, or yellow rho-
dodendron. This species of rhodo-
dendron, foliis oblongis, impunctis,

supra scabris venosissimis ; corolla ro-

tata, irregulari; gemmafiorij"era, fer-
rugineo-tomentosa , has not yet been
introduced in Britain ; it is a native

of Siberia, affecting mountainous
situations, and flowering in June
and July.

*
# * Little attention was paid to

the medical virtues of this plant till

the year 1779, when it was strongly

recommended by Koelpin as an effi-

cacious medicine, not only in rheu-
matism and gout, but even in vene-
real cases ; and it is now verv gene-
rally emploj-ed in chronic rheuma-
tisms, in several parts of Europe.
The leaves, which are the part di-

rected for use, have a bitterish sub-
astringent taste. Taken in a large

dose, they prove a narcotic poison
;

and, in moderate doses, they are

said to occasion heat, thirst, a de-
gree of delirium, and a, peculiar

sensation of the parts affected.

As a medicine active and power-
ful, this shrub, says Dr. Woodville,
may probably be found an addition

to the materia medica. Dr. Home,
who tried it unsuccessfully in some
cases of acute rheumatism, says,
M It appears to be one of the most
powerful sedatives which we have,
as, in most of the trials, it made
the pulse remarkably slow, and in

one patient reduced it to thirty-eight

beats. And in other cases, in which
the rhododendron has been used at

Edinburgh, it has been productive
of good effects, and accordingly it is

now introduced into the Edinburgh
Pharmacopoeia. The manner of
using this plant by the Siberians,
was by putting two drachms of the
dried leaves in an earthen pot, with
about ten ounces of boiling water,
keeping it near a boiling heat for a
night ; and this they took in the
morning, and by repeating it three
or four times, generally effected a
cure."

Rhodo'meli. (From podov, the rose,

and fjieXiy honey) . Honey of roses.

Rhce'ados pe'tala. The petals of

the red poppy.
Rhce'as, -ados, m. (From pew,

to flow). The wild poppy is some-
times so called. See Papaverrhceas.

Rhomboide'us. (From pofjutog,

a geometrical figure, whose sides are

equal but not right-angled, and eidog,

resemblance). Rhomboideus major
and minor. Rhomboides , of Dou-
glas, Winslow, and Cowper ; and
Ccrvici-dorso-scapulaire, of Dumas.
This muscle, thus named from its

shape, is situated immediately under
the trapezius. It is usually, though
not always, found divided into two
portions, which Albinus describes as

two distinct muscles. Its use is to

draw the scapula obliquely upwards,
and directly backwards.

Rhopalo'sis. (From powa\ov 9
a

club). A disease in which the hair

cleaves together, and hangs down in

clusters resembling clubs. The
plaited hair.

Rltuhnrb. See Rheum,
Rhu'barbine. Tiie name of a nevr

chymical principle discovered by M.
Pfaff. in the common rhubarb of

Europe. It is solid, dark brown,
opaque, of a disagreeable odour,
and a nauseouslv bitter taste, con-
verted by nitric acid into oxalic. It

is deliquescent, and very soluble in

water, alcohol, and ether. It ap-
pears to be the active principle of

Eurone.
Rhubarb

y monks. See Rvmex pa~
iicnt'"'.

Rhubarb, rhapontic. See Rheum
rhapontic) m,

Rhus. (From psoj, to flow; so
called, because it stops fluxes). A
izcuus of plants in the Linnaean sys-
tem : C\nss, Pent', ndria; Order, 7Vi-
gynta. The sumach-tree.

Rhus Be'lgica. The Dutch myr-
tle is sometimes so termed. See
Myrica gale.

Uhus coria'ria. Sumach. Elm-
leaved sumach. The Rhus coriaria;

foliis pinnatis, obtusiuscule serratis;
ovalibus subtus villosis, of Linnseus,
a small tree, a native of the south of,

3 R 3
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Europe. It is singular that this is

the only species of the genus thus

which is perfectly innocent ; the

others being active poisons.
*
#* The leaves and berries of this

plant are used medicinally, both as

astringents and tonics ; the former
are the most powerful, and have
been long in common use, where
they may be easily obtained, in va-

rious complaints indicating this class

of remedies. An infusion of the

dried fruit, however, is not rendered

black by a solution of iron; hence
it appears to have no astringency

;

but its acidity is extremely grateful

;

therefore, like many other fruits,

these berries may be advantageously

taken to allay febrile heat, and to

correct bilious putrescency.

Rhus radicans. See Rhus vernix.

Rhus tiphi'num. The systematic

name of the Virginian sumach, whose
seeds are said to be useful in stop-

ping hemorrhages.
Rhus toxicodendron. Poison

oak, or sumach. A native of North
America. The stems, if cut, exude a

milky juice, which inflames the skin.
*
# * The leaves of this plant, now

introduced into the pharmacopoeia,

have no smell, and have a mawkish
subacrid taste. Their virtues are

extracted more perfectly b/ water

than by alcohol. They prove stimu-

lant and narcotic, when taken inter-

nally. Dr. Alderson found them
successful in several cases of para-

lysis. They excite a sense of heat

and pricking, and irregular twitches

in the affected limbs. They have

been sometimes useful, also, in her-

petic eruptions. The dose may be

from gr. -§, bis terve indies, gradu-

ally increased to gr. iv.

Rhus vf/rnix. Rhus radicans.

The systematic name of a poisonous

ylant, the efficacy of which Dr.

Kresnoi has endeavoured to prove,

in the disease called paralysis, and

herpetic affections. He, in order

that others should not suffer by his

i xperinients, began by taking an in-

fusion of one of the three foliola of

which each leaf of this plant consists ;

.,i.d as this dose produced no sen-

sible effect, he increased the number
to twelve. His urine and perspira-
tion were increased in quantity, and
he had some pains in his belly. He
relates seven cases, in which h^
thinks he can remove all doubt of
the efficacy of this infusion, in her-
petic affections ; from these the fol-

lowing are selected

:

" A country woman," says Dr,
Fresnoi, " came to me in the month
of July, 1780, to consult me about
the herpes farinosa, with which her
face had been covered for more than
a year. She was ordered to take an
infusion of this plant, and, in six

weeks, was entirely free from the
disease."

He likewise relates five cases of
paralysis, which were cured by the

use of this plant.

The leaves of this plant are to be
cut when in the greatest vigour,

about the month of June. " Those
who cut this plant," says Dr. F.,

"wear leathern gloves, on account of

its poisonous qualities." The same
gentleman observes, he saw one case

in which inflammation of the eye-

lids was produced by the vapour
from the plant. Four pounds of the

leaves being distilled with thirty-two

pounds of water, give it a slight

odour, although the plant is entirely

free from it. Its taste is pungent,

and inflames the mouth. The de-

coction which remains in the still is

brown, and is generally covered

with a light brown pellicle. When
strained and evaporated, it gives a

shining black extract. The leaves

inflame and swell the hands and arms
of those who take them out of the

still, and bring on an itching, which
remains for several days. Forty-two

pounds of the leaves afford twenty

ounces of extract, of a proper con-

sistence for pills. Dr. Fresnoi also

gives the following case :

" A girl, in Flanders, already sub-

ject to fits, laid down some flowers

in her bed-room. Next day she

told me that she had undergone a

great change ; that she had had no

fits, and slept much better. It oc-

curred to me, that the flowers
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occasioned this change. Next day,

the flowers being removed, and the

window opened, the convulsions re-

appeared ; on their being again in-

troduced, the fits disappeared ; which
proved plainly it was the effect of

the flowers. The success of the ex-

tract in tussis convulsiva exceeded

my hopes ; forty-two children being

cured of this disorder in Valenciennes,

during the end of the year 1786.

Four grains of extract are to be dis-

solved in four ounces of syrup, of

which one tabie-spoonful given to

the child every third hour, generally

abates the cough, and mostly leaves

them.
Rhy'as. (Puac, a disease of the

eye). A decrease or defect of the

lachrymal caruncle. The pioximate
cause is a native defect ; it may also

originate from excision, erosion, or
acrimony.
*^* This disorder is commonly

incurable, and it induces an incurable

epiphora, or watery eye.

Rhytido'sis. See Rutidosis.

Ri'bes. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pentandria

;

Order, Monogynia. The currant-

tree.

Ri'bes ni'grum. Black currant.

This indigenous plant, Ribcs ; racemis

pilosis, floribus oblo/tgis, of Linnaeus,

produces larger berries than those of

the red, which are said to be pecu-
liarly useful in sore throats, and to

possess a diuretic power in a very
considerable degree.

%* The leaves of the black cur-

rant are extremely fragrant, and have
been likewise recommended for their

medicinal virtues.

Ri'bes ru'brum. Grossularia non
spinosa. The red currant. Ribes,

inerme ; racemis glabrispendulis, flori-
bus planiusculis, of Linnaeus. It is

esteemed to be moderately refrige-

rant, antiseptic, attenuant, and ape-
rient ; and may be used with consi-

derable advantage to allay thirst, in

most febrile complaints, to lessen an
increased secretion of bile, and to

correct a putrid and scorbutic state

of the fluids, especially in sanguine
teuq eraments ; but, in constitution^

of a contrary kind, it is apt to occa^
sion flatulency and indigestion.

Ribs. Costa?, The ribs are the
long curved bones placed in an ob-
lique direction at the sides of the
chest. Their number is generally
twelve on each side ; but, in some
subjects, it has been found to be
thirteen, and in others, though more
rarely, only eleven. They are dis-

tinguished into true and false ribs.

The seven upper ribs, which are arti-

culated to the sternum, are called true

ribs ; and the five lower ones, not im-
mediately attached to that bone, are
called false ribs.

%* The first rib is the shortest
of any, and is likewise the broadest
and most curved.

The second rib is longer than the
first, but shorter than the ribs below
it. The other ten ribs, the two last

only excepted, differ from the others
chiefly in the difference of their length,

which goes on gradually increasing,

from the first or uppermost, to the
seventh or last of the true ribs, and
as gradually diminishing from that to

the twelfth. Their obliquity, in re-

spect to the spine, likewise increases

as they descend, as does the distance

between the head and angle of each
rib, from the first rib to the ninth.

The two lowest ribs differ from all

the rest in the following particulars :

—

Their heads, like that of the first rib,

are rounded, and received into a
cavity formed entirely in the body of
one verLebra ; they have no tubercle

for their articulation with the trans-

verse processes, to which they are
only loosely attached by ligaments,
and, in this respect, the tenth rib is

sometimes found to agree with them :

they are much shorter than the rest

of the false ribs, and the twelfth is

still shorter than the eleventh. The
length of the latter, however, is dif-

ferent in different subjects, and is

not always found to be the same on
both sides. Anteriorly, their carti-

lages are short and loose, not being
attached to the cartilages of the other
ribs ; and this seems to be, because
the most considerable motions of the
trunk are not performed on the lum-
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bar vertebrae alone, but likewise on
the lower vertebrae of the back ; so

that if these two ribs had been con-

fined anteriorly, like the rest, and
likewise united to the bodies of two
vertebrae, and to the transverse pro-

cess, this disposition would have im-
peded the motion of the two last

vertebrae of the back, and conse-

quently would have affected the

motion of the trunk in general.

The ribs serve to give form to the

thorax ; to cover and defend the

lungs ; to assist in breathing ; for

they are joined to the vertebrae by
regular hinges, which allow of short

motions, and to the sternum by car-

tilages, which yield to the motion of

the ribs, and return again when the

muscles cease to act.—See Cheselden

and Monro on the Bones, &c. &c.

Ribwort, The Plantago lanceolata,

of Linnaeus, or narrow-leaved plan-

tain, is sometimes called by this

name.
Rice. See Oryza.

Ri'cinus. (Quasi ptv kvpoc, a

dog's nose ; because they stick to the

noses of dsgs) .—1. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Mo~
noecia; Order, Monadelphia.—2 The
pharmacopoeia! name of the plant

which affords the seed from which
the castor-oil is prepared.

Ri'cinus commu'nis. The syste-

matic name of the castor-oil plant.

Cataputia major. Ricinus vulgaris.

Palma christi. Ricinus foHis peltatis,

subpalmatis, serratis, of Linnaeus.

The castor-oil plant was first cul-

tivated in England, in the time of

Turner, and is now annually roared

in many gardens in the neighbour-

hood of London ; and in that of Dr.

Saunders, at Highbury, the plant

grew to a state of groat perfection".

An oil extracted from the seeds of

this plant, and known by the name
of oleum ricini, palma ehrisli, or

castor-oil, is the drug to which the

pharmacopoeias refer, and which has

lately come into frequent use, as a

quick but gentle purgative.

*^* Dr. ( Ialien says, that " this oil,

when the stomach can be reconciled

to it, is one of the most agreeable

purgatives we can employ. It ha*
this particular advantage, that it

operates sooner after its exhibition
than any other purgative I know of,

as it commonly operates in two or
three hours. It seldom gives any
griping, and its operation is gene-
rally moderate, producing one, two,
or three stools only. It is particu-
larly suited to cases of costiveness,
and even to cases of spasmodic colic.

In the West Indies, it is found to be
one of the most certain remedies in the
dry belly ache, or colica pictonum.
It seldom heats or irritates the rec-

tum ; and, therefore, is sufficiently

well suited to haemorrhoidal per-
sons. The common dose of this oil

is a table-spoonful, or half an ounce ;

but many persons require a double
quantity."

Ri'cinus ma'jor. See Jatropha
c ureas.

Ri'cinus vulga'ris. See Ricinus.

Rickets. See Rachitis.

Ri'gor. A coldness, attended by
a shivering, more or less perfect.

Ri'ma. A fissure, or opening ; as

the rima laryngis, rima vulva*, &c.
Ri'ma glo'ttidis. The opening of

the larynx, through which the air

passes in and out of the lungs.

Ri'mula. (Dim. of rima, a fissure)

.

A small fissure.

RiNiE'us. (From ptv, the nose).

See Compressor ?iaris.

Ring-worm: A species of herpes.

See Herpes.

Ri'sagon. See Cassumuniar.
Rl'SLS, SARDO'NICUS. See Sardo-

nic laugh.

Roasting.—Chym. A process ge-

nerally performed in crucibles, by
which mineral substances are di-

vided, some of their principles being
volatilized ; and others changed, so

as to prepare them for further ope*
rations.

Ron. Rob, dense, Arab.) An old

term for an inspissated juice.

Ro'BORANTS. Roborantia ; (from
rvliorare, to strengthen). Strength-
ening medicines. See 7'onics.

Roc ( k'i.la. See Lichen roccella.

Rochelle salt. See Soda tartarU
sata.
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Rocka'mbole. The Allium scoro-

doprasum, of Linnaeus. The root is

used for pickles and high-seasoned

dishes.

Rock butter. Colour yellowish.

Massive and tuberose. Glimmering.
Fracture straight foliated. Translu-

cent on the edges. Feels rather

greasy. Easily frangible. It is alum,
mixed with alumina and oxvde of

iron. It oozes out of rocks that

contain alum. It occurs at the Hur-
lett alum-works, near Paisley.

Rock-oil. See Petroleum.

Rock-samphire. See Crithnium ma-
ritimum.

Rocket, garden. \ See Brassica

Rocket, Roman. ) eruca.

Rocket, wild. See Brassica eru~

castrum.

Rock-salt. Hexahedral rock-

salt. The constituents of Cheshire

rock-salt, in 1000 parts, are, muriate

of soda, 983^ ; sulphate of lime, 6£;

muriate of magnesia, 0.-^; muriate
of lime, O.-jJ.^ ; insoluble matter, 10.

J-fru rt/

.

*** The greatest formation of
rock-salt is in the muriatiferous clay.

The salt is occasionally associated
with thin layers of anhydrite, stink-
stone, limestone, and sandstone. The
principal deposit in Great Britain is

in Cheshire. The beds alternate
with clay and marie, which contains
gypsum. It occurs also at Droit-
wich, in Worcestershire. For other
localities, &c. see Professor Jamie-
son s ^Mineralogy , vol. iii. 6.

Rore'lla. See Drosera.
Ros, -roxis, m. Dew.
Ros calabri'nus. The officinal

manna is sometimes so called.

Ros so'lis. See Drosearotundifolia.
Ro'sa,-<z>, f.— 1. A genus of plants

in the Linnacan system : Class, Ico-
sandria; Order, Polygynia. The rose.—2. A name sometimes given to the
erysipelas, because it begins with a
redness like that of a rose.

Ro'sa a'lba. The white rose. The
flowers possess similar but inferior
virtues to those of the damask. They
are directed in some officinal prepa-
rations.

Ro'sa cant'na. Rosa sylvestris.

Cynorrhodon. Cynoshatos. The dog-
rose, or wild brier, or hip-tree.

Rosa ; germinibus ovatis peduncu-
lisque glabris, caule petiolisque acu"

leatis, of Linnaeus. It is seldom em-
ployed, unless to give form to more
active remedies, in the form of pills,

boluses, linctuses, &c.
Ro'sa centifo'lia. The systema-

tic name of the damask rose. Rosa
damascena. Rosa pallida. The da-
mask rose. The pharmacopoeias di-

rect a syrup to be prepared from the

petals of this rose, (Rosa; germini-
bus ovatis pedunculisqnc hispidis, caule

hispido aculeatOy petiolis inermibus,

of Linnaeus) , which is found to be a

pleasant and useful laxative for chil-

dren, or to obviate costiveness in

adults.

%* The petals directed for medi-
cinal use are of a pale red colour, and
of a very fragrant odour, which, to

most people, is extremely agreeable.

The petals impart their odorous mat-
ter to watery liquors, both by infu-

sion and distillation. A hundred
pounds of the flowers, according to

the experiments of Tachenius and
Hoffman, afforded scarcely half an
ounce of oil. The smell of the oil ex-
actly resembles that of roses, and is

therefore much used as a perfume. It

possesses very little pungency, and
has been highly recommended for

its cordial and analeptic qualities.

Ro'sa damasce'na. See Rosa
centifolia.

Ro'sa ga'llica. The pharmaco-
pceial and systematic name of the

red-rose. Rosa rubra. The flowers
of this species, Rosa; germinibus
ovatis pedunculisque hispidis, caule

petiolisque hispido aculeatis, of Lin-
naeus, are esteemed for their astrin-

gent qualities, which are most con-
siderable before the petals expand

;

and in this state, therefore, they are
selected for medicinal use, and or-
dered in different preparations, as in

the form of a conserve, confection >

honey, an infusion, and a syrup,

%* The infusion of roses is a
grateful cooling, sub-astringent, and
useful in haemoptysis, and other hae*
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morrhagic complaints. Its efficacy

depends chiefly on the sulphuric acid
added to it.

Rosa pallida. See Rosa centifalia.

Rosa rubra. See Rosa gallica.

Rosa sylvestris. The Rosa canina,
of Linnaeus.

Rosa'cea. The term gutta rosacea
is applied to little rosy - coloured
spots upon the face and nose.

Rose. See Rosa.

. Rose, damask. See Rosa centi-

folia.

Rose, dog. See Rosa canina.

Rosea radix. See Rhodiola.
Rose, red. See Rosa gallica.

Rose root. See Rhodiola.

Rose, white. See Rosa alba.

Ro'SEBAY WILLOW HERB. The Epi-
lobium angustifolium, of Linnaeus,

common in our woods, in moist si-

tuations.

The young shoots of this herb are

said to be little inferior to aspara-

gus, when boiled.

Rosemary. See Rosmarinus.
Rosewood. See Rhodium lig?ium.

Rosewort. See Rhodiola.

Rosin. See Resina.

Rosmarinus. (Quasi rosa,(jfxvgvi)Q^

because it smells like myrrh;.— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Dia?idria ; Order, Mo-
nogynia. — 2. The pharmacopoeia!

name of the common rosemary.

Rosmarinus horte'nsis. Garden
rosemary. See Rosmarinus.
Rosmarinus officinalis. The

systematic name of the common
rosemary. Ros/narinus hortensis.

JLibanotis coronaria. Dendrolioanu.s.

Rosmarinus officinalis, of Linnaeus.

It is reckoned one of the most power-
ful of those plants which stimulate

and corroborate the nervous system,

therefore is recommended in various

affections supposed to proceed from
debility, or defective excitement of

the brain and nerves, as in eeitain

head-achs, deafness, giddiness, and
in some hysterical and dyspeptic

symptoms.
*
#* The officinal preparations of

rosemary are, an essential oil from

their leaves, or from the herb in

flower, a conserve of the flowers.

and a spirit formerly called Hun-
gary water, from the flowery tops.

The tops are also used in the com-
pound spirit of lavendar, and soap
liniment.

Rosmarinus sylve'stris. Sec
Ledum palustre.

Ro'strum. (From rodere, to gnaw \

because birds use it to tear their
food with). A beak. The piece of
flesh which hangs between the di-

vision of the hare-lip is called ros-
trum leporinum.
Rotang cane. See Calamus.
Ro i a'tor. (From rotare, to turn)

.

A muscle whose office is to wheel
about the thigh.

Ro'tula. (Dim, of rota, a wheel

;

so called, from its shape). See Pa -

tella.

Round-leaved sorrel. See Rumex
scutatus.

Round li'gaments. Ligamenta
rotunda. A bundle of vessels and
fibres contained in a duplicature
of the peritoneum, that proceed
from the sides of the uterus, through
the abdominal ring, and disappear
in the pudenda.

Rube'do. (From ruber, red). A
diffused, but not spotted, redness in

any part of the skin ; such as that

which arises from blushing.

Rubefacients. (From rubefacere9
to make red). Rubefacientia. Sub-
stances which, when applied a cer-

tain time to the skin, induce redness

without blistering it.

Rube'ola. (From ruber, red ;

from rubcre, to become red}. Mor-
bili. The measles. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class Pyrevue, and Order
E.caiit/umata, of Cullen ; known by
synocha, hoarseness, dry cough,
sneezing, drowsiness ; about the

fourth day, eruption of small red

points, discernible by the touch,'

which, after three days, end in

mealy desquamation. The blood,

after venesection, exhibits the in-

flammatory crust ; the eyes and eye-

lids somewhat inflamed and suffused

with tears. The synocha continues

during the whole progress of the

:se.

*** Several varieties of tnea&toa
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are mentioned, but they may all be
comprehended under two heads ; the

one attended with more or less of

the symptoms of general inflamma-
tion ; the other accompanied by a

putrid diathesis.

Measles, like the small-pox, not
unfrequently call into action a dis-

position to scrofula, where such hap-
pens to exist in the habit. Another
bad consequence of this disease is,

that the bowels are often left by it

in a very weak state ; a chronic diar-

rhoea remaining, which has some-
times proved fatal. Dropsy has also

been known as a consequence of

measles.—See Willan, his Description

and Treatment of Cutaneous Diseases;—Trans, of a Societyfor the Improve-
men t of Medical Kn owledge , v ol . i i .

;—yew York Medical Report ; — Dr.
Armstrong on Scarlet Fever, &c. ;

—

Thomas's Practice of Physic, &c.

p. 259, &c. &c.
• Ri/bia. (From ruber, red ; so

called, from its red roots) .— 1. A ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean system:
Class, Tetrandria; Order, Mono-
gynia.— 2. The pharmacopceial name
of the madder plant.

Pu'bia tincto'rum. The syste-

matic name of the madd?r plant

Erytkrtdanum. Rubia major. Rudi.r

rubra. Dyer's madder. Rubia tine-

forum
, foliis annuls, caulc aculeato, of

Linnaeus. The roots have a bitter-

ish, somewhat austere taste, and a

slight smell, not of the agreeable kind.

*** Madder was formerly con-
sidered as a deobstruent, detergent,

and diuretic, but it is now seldom
Used.

R i" BfG
o

' c u'rR i . Sec Verdigris

.

Rub i'go ff/rri. (Rubigo, a colore

rubro, from its reddish colour). Rust
of iron. See Ft-rri subcarbonas.

Ruhi'nus. (From ruber, red, so

named, from its colour). A car-

buncle.

Ru'bus. 'From ruber, red, so

called, from its red fruit). A genus
of plants in the Linnsean system :

Class, Icosandria ; Order, Polygynia.

Ru'bus a'kcticus. The systema-
tic name of the shrubby strawberry.
The Uaccad Norlandicw , Rubus, foliis

alternatis, caule inermi unifloro; re-

commended by Linnaeus as antisep-

tic, refrigerant, and antiscorbutic.

Ru'bus c^'sius. The systematic
name of the dewberry plant, whose
fruit in appearance and qualities re-
sembles the blackberry.

Ru'bus chams'morus. The sys-

tematic name of the cloudberry-tree.
Chama?morus. Chama?rubus foliis ribis

Anglica'. Rubuspalustris humilis. Vac-
cinium La7icastrense. Rubus alpinus
humilis Anglicus. Cloudberries, and
knotberries.

%* The fruit, when ripe, of this

plant, Rubus cham&morus
, foliis sim~

jdicibus lobatis, caule intemo unifloro,

of Linnaeus, is prepared into a jam;
and is recommended to allay thirst,

&c. in fevers, phthisical diseases,

haemoptysis, &c. As an antiscor-
butic, it is said to be superior to
the scurvy-grass and other vegeta-
bles of that class in common use.

Ru'bus frutico'sus. The syste-

matic name of the common bramble,
which affords blackberries.

The berries are wholesome and
gently aperient. In too large quan-
tities, however, when the stomach
is weak, they produce vomiting and
great distension of the belly, from
Matus. Sec Fruits, summer.
Ru'm s idte'us. The systematic

name of the raspberry. Rubus ida?us,

foliis cp'iuato-pinnatis ternatisque,

caule aculeato, petiolis canaliculatis,
of Linnseus. Its virtues consist in
allaying heat and thirst, and pro-
moting the natural excretions. A
grateful syrup is prepared from the
juice, and directed for officinal use.

Ru'ctus, -us, m. An eructaticn.

Rue. See Ruta.
Rue, goats' . See Galega.

Ru'fi pi'lule. Rufus's pills. A
compound very similar to the pil.

aloet. c. myrrh a.

Rum. A well known spirituous li-

quor, the produce of the sugar-cane.
Ru'.mex. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Hexandria

;

Order, Tryginia. The dock.

Ru'iMEX aceto'sa. The systematic
name of the common sorrel. Acetosa,

Acetosa vulgaris, Acetosa pratensis.
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Acetosa arvensis. Sorrel ; sour-dock.

Rumex, foliis oblongis, sagittatis,flo-

ribus dioeciis, of Linnaeus. The leaves

are sour, but the root is bitter. It

grows in meadows, &c.
Ru'mex acu'tus. The systematic

name of the sharp-pointed wild dock.

Oxylapathum. Lapathum. Floribus

hermaphroditis ; valvulis dentatis, gra-

niferis,foliis cordato, ob longis acumi-

natis, of Linnaeus. A decoction of

the root is used in Germany to cure

the itch.

Ru'mex alpi'nus. The systematic

name of the plant which affords the

monks' rhubarb. See Rumexpatientia.

Ru'mex aqua'ticus. The water-

dock. See Rumex hydrolapathum.

Ru'mex cri'spus. The systematic

name of the crisp-leaved dock.

Ru'mex hydrolapa'thum. The
systematic name of the water-dock.

Hydrolapathum. Rumex aquaticus.

Herba Britannica. Lapathum aqua-

ticum. The water-dock. Rumex,
floribus hermaphroditis, valvulis in-

tegris, graniferis, foliis lanceolatis, of

Linnaeus. The leaves manifest con-

siderable acidity, and are said to

possess a laxative quality. The root

is strongly astringent, and has been

much employed, externally and in-

ternally, in the cure of some dis-

eases of the skin, as scurvy, lepra,

lichen, &c. The root powdered is

an excellent dentifrice.

Ru'mex patie'ntia. The syste-

matic name of the garden patience.

Rhabarbarum monachorum. Hypo-
lapathum. Patientia, Monks' rhu-

barb. This root, supposed to pos-

sess the virtues of rhubarb, but in

an inferior degree, is obtained from
the Rumex patientia, of Linnaeus,

and, according to Professor Murray,
from the Rumex alpinus, of Linnaeus.

It is obviously more astringent than

rhubarb, but falls far short of its

purgative quality.

Ru'mex sanguineus. The systema-

tic name ofthe bloody dock. The root

has an austere and astringent taste ;

and is sometimes given by the com-
mon people in the cure of dysentery.

Ru'mex scuta' rus. The systema-

tic name of the French sorrel, some-

times called acetosa rotundifolia in

the shops. Acetosa Romana. Acetosa
rotundifolia hortensis. Roman, or
garden-sorrel. Rumex ; foliis cordato-

hastatis, ramis divergentibus
, floribus

hermaphroditis, of Linnaeus. In some
places it is known by the culinary

name of Green-sauce. Its virtues

are similar to those of common sor-
rel. See Rumex acetosa.

Rupelle'nsis sal. (From Rupclla,

Rochelle, where it was first made by
M. Seignette). Rochelle salt. Now
called tartarized soda.

Ru'pture. See Hernia.

Rupture-wort. See Herniaria.

Ru'scus. (A russo colore, from
the carnation colour of its berries.

—

1. A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system: Class, Dioecta ; Order, Syn-
genesia. — 2. The pharmacopceial
name of the butchers' broom, or

knee holly.

Ru'scus aculea'tus. The syste-

matic name of butchers' broom.
Bruscus. Oxymyrrhine. Myrtacan-
tha. Scopa regia, &c. Wild myrtle.

A small evergreen shrub, the ruscus

aculeatus, foliis supra florifer is nudis,

of Linnaeus. It grows in woods and
thickets in this countrv. The root

r

has been recommended as aperient

and diuretic in dropsies, obstruc-

tions of the urinary passages, and
nephritic cases ; though seldom used
in this country. See Ruscus.

Ru'scus hypoglo'ssum. The sys-

tematic name of the uvularia. It

was formerly used against relaxation

of the uvula, but is now laid aside

for more efficacious remedies.

Rush-nut. The root of the Cy-
perus esculentus, of Linnaeus, a na-

tive of Italy, where it is collected

and eaten, being of a more delicate

and pleasant taste than our chesnuts.

Rush, sweet. See Andropogon
scha'nanthus.

Russia ashes. The impure potash,

as imported from Russai.

Ru'ta. (From pv<o, to preserve,

because it preserves heaith).— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Decandria; Order, Mo-
nogynia. — 2. The pharmacopceial

name of the common rue.
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Ru'ta grave'olens. The syste-

matic name of the common rue.

Ruta, foliis decompositis, floribus la-

teralibus quadrifidis , of Linnaeus.

Rue has a strong, ungrateful smell,

and a bitter, hot, penetrating taste
;

the leaves are so acrid, that by much
handling they have been known to

irritate and inflame the skin ; and the

plant, in its natural or uncultivated

state, is said to possess these sen-

sible qualities still more powerfully.
*
# * The imaginary virtue of the

rue, in resisting and destroying con-

tagion, is now disregarded. It is,

nevertheless, a powerful stimulant

;

and, like other medicines of the fetid

kind, is considered as possessing at-

tenuating, deobstruent, and anti-

spasmodic powers.
Ru'ta mura'ria. The Asplenium

rutainuraria, of Linnaeus; which see.

Rutido'sis. A corrugation and
subsiding of the cornea of the eye.

The species are :

1. Rutidosis
9
from a wound or

puncture penetrating the cornea.

2. Rutidosisy from a fistula pene-
trating the cornea.

3. Rutidosisy from a deficiency

of the aqueous humour, which hap-
pens from old age, fevers, great and
continued evacuations, and in extreme
dryness of the air.

4. Rutidosisy of dead persons,
when the aqueous humour exhales
through the cornea, and no fresh

humour is secreted ; so that the cor-
nea becomes obscure and collapsed :

this is an unequivocal sign of death.
Ri/tile. An ore of titanium.

Ru'tula. (From ruta, rue). A
small species of rue.

Ruyschia'na tu'nica.. The in-

ternal surface of the choroid mem-
brane of the human eye, imagined
by Ruysch to be a distinct lamina
from the external surface.

Ry'as. See Rhoeas.

Rye, common. A very common
bread-corn among the northen parts
of Europe ; less nourishing than
wheat, but sufficiently nutritive and
wholesome. It is disposed more
than any other grain to acescency

;

hence its liability to ferment in the
stomach, and to produce purging,
which people on first using it, com-
monly experience.—See Necrosis us-
telaginea.

S.

^. A. Stands for secundum artem.
S, or ssy immediately following any
quantity, signifies semis, or halt".

Sabadi'lla. See Cevadilla.

Sabi'na. (From the Sabines, whose
priests used it in their religious cere-

monies) . See Juniperus Sabina.

%* The leaves of sabina form the
active ingredient in the ointment pre-
ferred for keeping up a discharge from
blistered surfaces. Mixed with an
equal proportion of the subacetate of
copper, it is used in destroying warts,
and other excrescences, and also for
keeping open the hollows of issues
by rolling the pea in this powder.
But when the whole surface of the
issue has risen above the level of the
skin, the powder must be sprinkled

all over the sore, so as to produce
an absorption of the granulations.
Although it frequently becomes ne-
cessary, where this fails, to rub the
whole surface of the issue with caustic
potash, or the potassa cum calce.

Sa'bulous. Sabulosus. Gritty,
sandy. A term often applied to the
calcareous matter in urine.

Sabi/rra. Dirt, sordes, filth. Foul-
ness of the stomach, of which several
kinds are mentioned by authors, as
the acid, the bitter, the empyreu-
matic, the insipid, the putrid.

Sa'ccated dro'psy. Ascites sac-
catus. See Ascites.

Sa'cchari a'cidum. Acid of sugar.
One part of sugar distilled with three
parts of nitric acid, till nitrous gas

3S &
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ceases, are developed, and then re-

distilled with three parts of the same
acid, the residue is a white crystal-

lized salt, which is the acid of sugar.

Sa'ccharum, -i, n. ^Eaitxapov,
from sacchar, Arab.) By the Ara-
bians it is called suchar, succhar,

sutlert
zuchar, zucaro, and zozar;

the Greeks call it oaxxag, Gaxxapi,
and craHxaP0V '— !• A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Trian-

dria; Order, TAgynia. The sugar
cane.—2. The sweet substance called

sugar, obtained from the Saccharum
officiftarum, of Linnaeus, the Arundo
icccharifera, of Sloane.

*** Sugar is made in the West and
East Indies, from the expressed juice

of the sugar-cane boiled with the

addition of quick -lime or common
vegetable alkali. It may also be

obtained from a number of plants,

as the maple, birch, wheat, corn,

beet-root, skirret, parsnips, and dried

grapes, &e. by digesting in alcohol,

which dissolves the sugar, and leaves

the extractive matter untouched, at

the bottom.
Sugar may be taken into the

stomach in very large quantities,

without producing any bad conse-

quences, although there are instances

of its mischievous effects relaxing

the stomach, and thus inducing dis-

ease. It is extensively used in phar-

macy, as it forms the basis of syrups,

lozenges, &c. It is very useful as a

medicine, although it cannot be con-

sidered to possess much power, to

favour the solution or suspension of

resins, oils, &c. in water, and is

given as a purgative for infants. Dr.

Cullen arranges it with the attenuants;

and Bergius states it to be saponacea,

erlulcorans, rclaxans, pectoralis, vul-

nenris, antiseptics, nutriens.

In catarrhal aifections both sugar

and honey are frequently employed :

it has also been advantageously used

in calculous complaints ; and from its

known power in preserving animal

and vegetable substances from putre-

faction, it has been given with a view

to its antiseptic effects, It is every

where the basis of that which is

railed sweetness. Its presence is

previously necessary in order to the
taking place of vinous fermentation.
Its extraction from plants, which
afford it in the greatest abundance,
and its refinement for the common
uses of life, in a pure and separate
state, are among the most important
of the chymical manufactures. Sugar-
candy, by dissolving slowly in the
mouth, is well suited to relieve tick-

ling coughs and hoarsenesses. See
Treacle.

Sa'ccharum ace'rnum. See Sac-
charum canadense.

Sa'ccharum a'lbum. Sugar of
alum. White sugar.

Sa'ccharum alu'minis. Alum
mixed with dragon's blood and dried.

Sa'ccharum Canade'nse. Canada
sugar. The sugar procured from a

species of maple-tree, the Acer pseudo-
plata?ius> of Linnaeus, in Canada, and
imported into some parts of Europe.
Supposed to be efficacious in disorders,

of the chest. Every part of the plant

contains a sweet saccharine juice.

The unboiled juice has been drank
as an antiscorbutic. The Canada
sugar is much esteemed in France in

disorders of the breast.

Sa'ccharum ca'ndidum. Sugar-
candy. Prepared from sugar. By
suffering it to dissolve slowly in the

mouth, it relieves tickling coughs,
and hoarseness.

Sa'ccharum non purifica'tlm.

Brown sugar. It is often adminis-

tered as a laxative in clysters ; and
internally to children.

Sa'ccharum officina'rum. A
systematic name of the sugar-cane.

See Saccharum.
Sa'ccharum furifica'tum. Dou-

ble refined, or lump sugar. See Sac-

charum.

Sa'ccharum sa'turm. Sec Plum-
bi superacetas.

Saccho-la'ctic a'cid. The sugar

of milk in combination with oxygen.

Sa'ccholate. Saccholas. A salt

formed by the union of the saccho-

lactic acid with different bases, e. g.

accholate of iron, saccholate of am-
monia, 6lc. &c.

Sa'cculi adifo'si. Adipose bags.

The bursae mucosae of the joints.
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Sa'cculus, -i, m (Dim. of&accus,

a bag). A little bag.

Sa'cculus chyli'ferus. The re-

ceptacle of the chyle.

Saccu'lus co'rdis. The pericar-

dium, or membrane enveloping the

heart.

Sa'cculus lachryma'lis. See

Saccus lachrymalis.

Sa'ccus lachryma'lis. The la-

chrymal sac. It is situated in the

internal canthus of the eye, behind

the lachrymal caruncle, in a cavity

formed by the os unguis. It receives

the tears from the puncta lachryma-

lia, and conveys them into the duc-

tus lachrymalis.

Sa'cer. (From sagur, secret. Heb.)

Sacred. Applied to diseases formerly

supposed to be immediately inflicted

from heaven, as sacer morbus, the

epilepsy, sneer ignis, erysipelas, &c
See os sacrum.

Sack. A wine used by our ances-

tors, which some have taken to be

Rhenish, and others Canary wine.

Probably it was what is called dry

mountain, or some Spanish wine of

that kind. This conjecture is the

more plausible, as Howell, in his

French and English Dictionary,

printed in the year 16*50, translates

sack by the words Via d'Espagne.

Vin sec.

Sa'cra iie'kba. Common vervain.

Sa'cka tinctu'ra. Made of aloes,

canella alba and mountain wine.

Sa'cral. Belonging to the sacrum
;

e. g. sacral arteries, veins, nerves,

muscles, &c.
Sa'cro-coccyce'us. A muscle

arising from the sacrum and inserted

into the os coccygis.

Sa'cro-lumba'lis. Sacro-lumba-
m, of authors. Lumbo-costo trache-

ites, of Dumas. A long muscle,
thicker and broader below than
above, and extending from the os

sacrum to the lower part of the neck,
under the scrrati postici, rhomboideu>,
trapezius, and latissimus dorsi. At
the bottom of the back it separates

from the longissimus dorsi, with
which it arises, and with which it

had before formed, as it were, only
one muicle; and, ascending obliquely

outwards, gradually diminishes in

thickness, and terminates above in a

very narrow point. Besides a number
of thin bundles of fleshy fibres, com-
monly seven or eight, which, after

a very short progress, terminate in

the inner side of this muscle, and
have been named by Steno, muscuti

ad sacro-lumbalem accessorii, we lind

this muscle sending off a fleshy slip

from its upper part, which is in-

serted into the posterior and inferior

part of the transverse processes of

the five inferior vertebrae of the

neck, by as many distinct tendons.

This is generally described as a dis-

tinct muscle. Diemerbroeck, Dou-
glas, and Albinus, call it cervicalls

descendant : Winslow, traiisversalis

collateralis colli. Morgagni considers

it as an appendage to the sacro-lum-
balis. The uses of this muscle are

to assist in erecting the trunk of the

body, in turning it upon its axis or
to one side, and in drawing the ribs

downwards. By means of its upper
slip, it serves to turn the neck ob-

liquely backwards, or to one side.

Sacro-scia'tic li'gaments. The
i

ligaments connecting the ossa inno-

! minata with the os sacrum.

Sa'crum, os. (From sacer, sacred,
1 and os, a bone. Because it was for-

I merlv offered in sacrifices). Os sa-

crum. Os basilare. The holv, or sa-

I

cred bone. It derives its name from
its being offered in sacrifice by the

ancients, or, perhaps, from its sup-

porting the organs of generation,

which they considered as sacred.

%* In young subjects the os sa-

crum is composed of five or six pieces,

united by cartilage ; but in more ad-

vanced age it becomes one bone, in

which, however, the marks of the for-

mer separation may be easily distin-

guished. Its shape has been some-
times compared to an irregular trian-

gle ; and sometimes, and perhaps with
more propriety, to a pyramid, flat-

tened before and behind, with its

basis placed towards the lumbar ver-

tebrae, and its point terminating in

the coccyx. It is convex behind,
and slightly concave before, with its

inferior portion bent a little forwards.
3S2
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Its anterior surface is smooth, and
affords four, and sometimes five trans-

verse lines, of a colour different from
the rest of the bone, which are the

remains of the intermediate cartilages

by -szhich its several pieces were united

in infancy. Its posterior convex sur-

face has several prominences, the

most remarkable of which are its

spinous processes, usually three in

number, gradually becoming shorter

;

so that the third is not so long as the

second, nor the second as the first.

This arrangement enables us to sit

with ease.

Safjlower. See Carthamus.

Saffron, See Crocus.

Saffron, bastard. See Carthamus.

Saffron, meadow. See Colchicum.

Saffron ofsteel. A red oxyde of iron.

Sagape'num. (Derived from some
eastern dialect) . Serapinum. Con-
jectured to be the production of an
oriental umbelliferous gummi-resi-
nous plant. It is brought from Per-

sia and Alexandria in large masses,

externally yellowish, internally paler,

and of an horny clearness. Its taste,

smell, and virtues, are similar to those

which have been ascribed to asafce-

tida, but weaker ; consequently less

powerful in its effects.

Sage. See Salvia.

Sage of Bethlehem. See Putmo-
naria.

Sage ofJerusalem. See Pulmonaria

officinalis.

Sage of virtue. See Salvia hortensis

minor.

Sagi'ital SU'ture. Satura sagit-

talis. (From sagitta, an arrow) . The
suture which unites the two parietal

bones.

Sagitta'rium alexipiia'rmacum.
Malacca radix, &c. A root, culti-

vated in Jamaica, supposed to be a

remedy for the wounds of poisonous

arrows.

Sag in a'rla. (From sagitta, an

arrow, in reference to the shape of

the leaves in the original species and
some others). A genus of plants in

the LiniiT;;n system : Class, Monoe-
cia ; C ) rder , Pok/an dria

.

Sagiita'uia sagiitjfo'lia. The
systematic name of the common ar-

row-head, the roots of which are

esculent, but not very nutritious.

Sago. Sagus. Sagu. A dry fe-

cula, obtained from the pith of a

species of palm, the Cycas circualis y

of Linnaeus, in the islands of Java,

Molucca, and the Philippines. Sago
is also brought from the West Indies,

but it is inferior to that brought from
the East. It becomes soft and trans-

parent by boiling in water, and forms

a light and agreeable liquid, much
recommended in febrile, pthisical,

and calculous disorders, &c.
*
#* To make sago palatable, it is

customary to add to it, when boiled

or softened with water, some lemon
juice, sugar, and wine.

Sagu. See Sago.

Saint Anthony'sfire. See Erysi-

pelas.

Saint Ignatius's bean. See Igna-

tia amara.
Saint James's wort. See Senecio

Jacob&a.
Saint John's wort. See Hypericum.

Saint Situs's dance. See Chorea

sancti Viti.

Sal absi'nthii. Salt of worm*
wood : an imperfect carbonate of

potash. See Potassa? subcarborias.

Sal acetose'llje. The salt of

wood-sorrel, usually sold for salt of

lemons. An acidulous oxalate of

potash, and called in the new chymi-

cal nomenclature, potassa? super-ox-

alas.

Sal alkali'nus ei'xus. See Al-

kalifixum.
Sal alkali'nus vola'tilis. See

Ammonia

.

Sal ammo'niac, se'cret. Sul-

phate of ammonia, so called by its

discoverer, Glauber.

Sal ammo'niac. Muriate ofammo-
nia. A saline concrete formed by

the combination of the muriatic

acid with ammonia. This salt is

obtained from several sources. It

is found in places adjacent to volca-

noes. In Egypt it is made in great

quantities from the soot of camel's

dung, which is burnt at Cairo in-

stead of wood.
In this country sal ammoniac is

prepared as follows : the volatile
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alkali is obtained from soot, bones,
and other substances known to con-
tain it ; to which the sulphuric acid

is added; and the sulphate of am-
monia so formed is decomposed by
common salt through a double affi-

nity. The liquor thus obtained con-
tains sulphate of soda and muriate
of ammonia. The first is crystal-

lized, and the second sublimated so

as to form cakes, which are then
exposed for sale.

%* Muriate of ammonia has a

poignant, acrid, and urinous taste.

Its crystals are in the form of long,

hexahedral pyramids, a number of
them are sometimes united together
in an acute angular direction, so as

to exhibit the form of feathers. It is

totally volatile, but requires a very
strong fire to sublime it. It is not al-

tered by air ; it may be kept for a long
time without Buffering any change;
and dissolves very readily in water. Six

parts of cold water are sufficient to

dissolve one of the salt. A consider-

able degree of cold is produced as

the solution takes place, and this

cold is still keener when the salt is

mixed with ice. This artificial cold
is happily applied to produce several

phenomena, e. g. the congelation of
water on certain occasions, the
crystallization of certain salts, the
fixation and preservation of certain

liquids, naturally very subject to eva-
poration, &c.
Sal ammoni'acum aceto'sum. See

Ammonite acctatis liquor.

Sal ammoni'acum li'ouidum. See
Ammonite acetatis liquor,

Sal ammoni'acum martia'le. See
Ferritin ammoniacum.

Sal ammoni'acum secre'tum
glaube'ri. See Sulphas ammonite.

Sal ammoni'acum vegeta'bile.
See Amm/mice acetatis liquor.

Sal ammoni'acus fi'xus. The mu-
riate of lime.

Sal ammoni'acus nitro'sus. See
Nitras ammonite.
Sal ANTIMo'nh. Tartar emetic.
Sal arge'nti. Salt of silver. See

Ar^cnti nitras.

Sal catha'rticus ama'rus. See
Magnesia* sulphas.

See Putassee

See PotassiB

nutrias.

Sal catha'rticus Anglica'nus.
See Magnesia sulphas.

Sal catha'rticus Glaube'ri. See
Soda? sulphas.

Sal commu'nis. See Soda* murias.

Sal co'rnu ce'rvi vola'tile. See
Ammonia? subcarbonas.

Sal culina'ris. See Soda* mu-
rias.

Sal de duo'bus.

sulphas.

Sal diure'ticus.

acefas.

Sal digesti'vus Sy'lvii. The di-

gestive salt of Sylvius. A natural

salt, formed of muriatic acid and
potash . See Murias potassa*.

Sal Epsome'nsis. See Magnesia?
sulphas.

Sal esskntia'lis ta'rtari. See
Tartaric acid.

Sal febriVugus Sy'lvii. See
Murias putassa*.

Sal fon'tium. i c e ,

• > Sec Soda*
Sal po nsilis. j

Sal ge'mm.e. Common or rock
salt. See Soda1 murias.

Sal Glaube'ri. See Soda? sul-

phas.

Sal iierba'rum. See Polassa*

subcarbonas.

Sal mari'nus. See Sodce murias.

Sal ma'rtis. See Ferri sulphus.

Sal ma'rtis muria'ticum subli-

ma'tum. See Fcrrum ammoniatum.
Sal microco'smicus. The com-

pound saline matter obtained by in-

spissating human urine.

Sal mira'bilis Glaube'ri. See
Sod 1? sulphas.

Sal mira'bile, vel sal muci'-
bile Glaube'ri. Sulphate of soda.

Sal muci'eile perla'tum. Phos-
phate of soda.

Sal muria'ticus. See Soda: mu-
rias.

Sal planta'rum. See Potassa?

subcarbonas.

Sal polychre'stus. See Potassa?

sulphas.

Sal polychre'stus Glase'ri. See
Potassa? sulphas.

Sal polychre'stus Seigne'tti.
See Soda tartarizata.

Sal prune'll*. Nitrate of potash
cast into Hat cakes or round balls.

3 S3
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Sal rupelle'nsis. See Soda tar-

tarizata.

Sal satu'rni. See Plumbl supe-
racctas.

Sal sedati'vus. See Boracic acid.

Sal sedati'vus hombe'rgii. See
Boracic acid.

Sal seidlice'nsis. See Magnesia?
sulphas.

Sal Seigne'tti. See Soda tar-

tarizata.

Sal su'ccini. The succinic acid.

See Succinic acid.

Sal ta'rtari. See Potassce sub
carbonas, and Potassa.

Sal therma'rum carolina'rum.
The union of sulphuric acid with
magnesia. See Magnesia sulphas.

Sal vegeta'bilis. See Potassce

tartras.

Sal volatile. See Spiritus am-
monice aromaticus, and Ammonia.
Sal vola'tilis sa'lis ammoni'aci.

See Amnionic? subiarbonas.

Salep. Salap. Salab. See Orchis
morio.

Salico'rnia. A genus of plants

in the Linnsean system : Class, Mo-
nandria; Order, Monogj/nia.

Salico'rnia Europte'a. The sys-

tematic name of the jointed glass-

wort, which is gathered by the coun-
try people, and sold for samphire.
%* It forms a good pickle with

vinegar, and is little inferior to the

samphire.

Salifiable bases. The alkalies,

and those earths and metallic oxydes
which have the power of neutra-
lizing acidity, entirely or in part,

and producing salts.

Sa'linc su'bstances. The num-
ber of saline substances is very con-
siderable ; and they possess peculiar

characters, by which they are dis-

tinguished from other substances.

%* All such substances posses-

sing several of the four following

properties are considered as saline :

—

1 . A strong tendency to combination,

or a very Strong affinity of compo-
sition ;—2.Agreater or lesser degree

of sapidity;—^>. A greater or lesser

degree of solubility in water ;—4. Per-

fect incombustibility.

Saliu'nca. See Valeriana Celtica.

Sali'ya. (From cia\oc, spittle).

The fluid secreted by the salivary

glands into the cavity of the mouth ;

which flows in a considerable quan-
tity during a repast. The secretory

medium is composed of three pair of

salivary glands :

1. The parotid glands , which eva-

cuate their saliva by means of the

Slenonian duct behind the middle

dens molaris of the upper jaw.

2. The submaxillary glands
y which

pour out their saliva through the

TVarthonian ducts on each side of

the frenulum of the tongue, by a nar-

row osculum.
3. The sublingual glands , situated

between the internal surface of the

maxilla and the tongue, which pour

out their saliva through numerous
Rivinian ducts at the apex of the

tongue.
*** Besides water, which consti-

tutes at least four-lifths of its bulk,

saliva contains the following ingre-

dients : — 1. Mucilage.— 2. Albu-

men.

—

?). Muriate of soda.—4. Phos-

phate of soda.—5. Phosphate of lime.

— 6*. Phosphate of ammonia. But it

cannot be questioned, that, like all

the other animal fluids, it is liable to

many changes from discastv Brug-

natelli found the saliva of a patient

labouring under an obstinate vene-

real disease, impregnated with oxalic

acid.—The concretions which some-

times form in the salivary ducts, &c.

and the tartar or bony crust which

often attaches itself to the teeth, arc

composed of phosphate of lime.

Use,—To augment the taste of the

food — to mix with, dissolve, and

resolve it into its principles, change

it into a pultaceous mass, fit to be

swallowed : by which it commences
chymification : to moderate thirst,

by moistening the cavity of the

mouth and fauces.

Sali'val ducts. The excretory

ducts of the salival glands. That

of the parotid gland is called the

Stetumimn duct ; those of the sub-

nnixillarygland the Warthoman duett;

and those of the sublingual, the Ri-

vinian ducts.

Sali'val glands. The glands
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which secrete the saliva; which
see.

Saliva'ntia. (From saliva, spit-

tle) . Medicines which excite saliva-

tion.

Saliva'ria. (From saliva , the spit-

tle ; so called, because it excites a

discharge of saliva). Pellitory of

Spain.

Saliva'ris he'rba. See Antkemis
Pyrethrum,

Sali'vary fi'stulje. See Fistu-

la, salivary.

Saliva'tion. An increased secre-

tion of saliva. See Ptyalismus.

Sa'lix. (From sala, Heb.)— 1 .A ge-

nus of plants in the Linnrean system

:

Class, Dioecia ; Order, Diandric.

The willow.—2. The pharmacopoeia!

name of Saliv caprea ; which see.

Sa'lix a'lua. See Salix fra-
gilis.

Sa'lix ca'prea. The systematic

name of a species of willow, the bark

of whose branches possess the same
virtues with that of the fragilis. Sec
Salix fragMs.
Sa'lix pka'gilis. The sytematic

name of the common crack willow.

Salix. It is recommended as a good
substitute for Peruvian bark, and is

said to cure intermittent and other

diseases requiring tonic and astrin-

gent remedies.

Sa'lix penta'ndria. The bark of

the branches of this species of wil-

low possesses the same virtues as

the former. See Salix fragilis.

Sa'lix yitlli'na. The bark of

the branches of this species may be
substituted for the Salix fragilis

;

which see.

. Sa'laiiac. A word sometimes used
for sal ammoniac.

SALriNGO-PIlARYNGE'uS. A niU5-

cle composed of a few fibres of the

palato-pharyngeus, which it assists

in dilating the mouth of the Eusta-
chian tube.

Salpingo-stapiiili'nus. See Le-
vator palati.

Salpingo-staphili'nus inte'rnus.
See Levator palati.

Salsafy. The root of the purple

goat's beard. See Tragopogon pra-
tense.

Salso'la. A genus of plants in

the Linnsean system : Class, Pe?i-

tandria; Order, Digyjiia.

Salso'la ca'li. Snail-seeded glass-
wort or salt-wort. The systematic
name of the plant which affords the
mineral alkali. See Soda.

CThe systema-
tic name of

Salso'la sati'va.

Salso'la so'da.

plants which
afford the mi-
neral alkali.

See Soda.

Salt. This term has been usually

employed to denote a compound, in

definite proportions, of acid matter
with an alkali, earth, or metallic

oxyde. When the proportions of the

constituents are so adjusted, that the

resulting substance does not affect

the colour of infusion of litmus, or
red cabbage, it is then called a neu-
tral salt. When the predominance
of acid is evinced by the reddening
of these infusions, the salt is said to

be acidulous, and the prefix, super,

or li, is used to indicate this excess

of acid. If, on the contrary, the

acid matter appears to be in defect,

or short of the quantity necessary

for neutralizing the alkalinity of the

base, the salt is then said to be
with excess of base, and the prefix

sub is attached to its name.
%* The discoveries of Sir Hum-

phrey Davy, however, have taught

us to modify our opinion concerning
saline constitution. Many bodies,

such as culinary salt, and muriate of

lime, to which the appellation of
salt cannot be refused, have not

been proved to contain either acid

or alkaline matter ; but must, accord-

ing to the strict logic of chymistry,

be regarded as compounds of chlo-

rine with metals.

Salt of amber. Succinic acid.

Salt, ammoniacal, fixed. Muriate
of lime.

Salt, ammoniacal, secret, of Glau-

ber. Sulphate of ammonia.
Salt, arsenical, neutral, of Maquer.

Super arseniate of potash.

Salt of Benzoin. Benzoic acid.

Salt, cathartic. See Magnesia? sul*

phas, and Soda? sulphas.
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Salt, bitter cathartic. Sulphate of
magnesia.

Salt of canal. Sulphate of mag-
nesia.

Salt of colcothar. Sulphate of
iron.

Salt, common. Muriate of soda.

See Soda* murias.

Salt, digestive, of Sylvius. Acetate

of potash.

Salt, diuretic. Acetate of potash.

Salt of Egra. Sulphate of mag-
nesia.

Salt, Epsom. See Magnesia? sul-

phas.

Salt, febrifuge, ofSylvius. Muriate
of potash.

Salt, fusible. Phosphate of am-
monia.

Salt , fusible of urine. Triple phos-

phate of soda and ammonia.
Salt, Glauber's. Sulphate of soda.

Salt, green. In the mines of

Wielicza, the workmen give this

name to the upper stratum of native

salt, which is rendered impure by a

mixture of clay.

Salt of lemons, essential. Super-

oxalate of potash.

Salt, marine, argillaceous. Muriate

of alumina.

Salt, microcosr.iic. Triple phos-
phate of soda and ammonia.

Salt, nitrous, ammoniacal. Nitrate

of ammonia.
Salt, Rochelle. See Soda tartari-

zata.

Salt-petre. See Nitre.

Salt of Saturn. Acetate of lead.

Salt, sea. See Soda,' murias.

Salt, sedative. Boracic acid.

Salt ofSeidliiz. Sulphate of mag-
nesia.

Salt of Scignttte. Triple tartrate

of potash and soda.

Salt of soda. Subcarbonate of

soda.

Salt of sorrel. Superoxalate of

potash.

Sitlt, spirit of. Muriatic acid.

Salt oj' .steel. See Fcrri sulphas.

Salt of tartar. Subcarbonate of

potash.

Salt of vitriol. Purified sulphate

of zinc.

Salt of wisdom. Sal alembroth.

Salts. With respect to their chy-

mical properties, salts are divided

into two classes ; into acid salts or

acids, and into alkaline salts or al-

kalies ; and from the mutual combi-
nation of these two arises a third

class, viz. that of neutral salts. Sec
Saliue substances.

Salts, a'cid. These are distin-

guished by their sour taste when di-

luted with water. See Acid.

Salts, a'lkaline. These salts

possess a urinous, burning, and
caustic taste ; turn the syrup of vio-

lets to a green ; have a strong affinity

for acids, dissolve animal substances
;

unite readily with water; combine
with oils and fat, and render them
miscible with water ; dissolve sul-

phur, and are crystallizable. See

Alkali.

Salts, neutral. Secondary salts.

%* Under this name are com-
prehended those composed of two
primitive saline substances combined
together in a certain proportion.

They are called neutral, because *hcy

do not possess the characters of pri-

mitive salts ; that is, they are neither

acid nor alkaline: e. g. as Epsom salts,

nitre, &c. But in many secondary

salts the qualities of one ingredient

predominate; e. g. tartar, or super-

tartrate of po'ash, has an excess of

acid; borax, or subcarbonate of soda,

an excess of base. The former are

termed acidulous, the latter sub-al-

kaline salts.

Salts, pri'mitive. Simple salts.
* * Under this term are compre-

hended those salts which were for-

merly thought to be simple or pri-

mitive, and which are occasionally

called simple salts. They are never

met with perfectly pure in nature,

but require artificial processes to

render them so. Primitive salts are

divided into three genera, compre-
hending saline terrestrial substauces,

alkalies, and acids.

Salts, secondary. See Salts,

neutral.

Salt-irort. See Salsola kali.

Salvaif/lla. (From salus, health,

because the opening of it was for-

merly thought to be of singular use
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in melancholy). A vein runs along

the little finger, uniting upon the

back of the hand with the cephalic

of the thumb, and emptying its blood

into the internal and external cubical

veins.

Sa'lvia.—1. The name of a genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, JDiandria; Order, Monogynia.
(Sage). — 2. The pharmacopceial
name of the common sage. See
Salvia officinalis.

Sa'lvia horte'nsis mi'nor. The
small garden-sage, or sage of virtue.

A variety of the officinal sage, pos-

sessing similar virtues.

Sa'lvia officinalis. The syste-

matic name of the garden sage. Ele-
lisphacos. Salvia officinalis , foliis laa-

ceolato - ovatis, integris, crenulatis,

fioribus spicatis, calycibus acutis, of

Linnaeus.

*** In former times sage was ce-

lebrated as a remedy of great effi-

cacy, if we may judge from the fol-

lowing lines of the Salernian school.
(< Cur moriatur homo, cut salvia

crescit in horto ?

Contra vim mortis, non est medica-
men in hortis ?

Salvia salvatrLv, naturae concilia-

trix.

Salvia cum ruta faciunt tibi pocula
tuta."

At present, however, it is not con-
sidered of much importance. It has
a strong fragrant smell ; a warm

,

bitterish, aromatic taste, and, like

other plants, contains an essential

oil. It has the remarkable property
of resisting the putrefaction of ani-

mal substances, and is in frequent
use in China as a tonic, in the form
of tea, in weakness of the stomach
and nervous system.

Sa'lvia sclare'a. Horminum. The
systematic name of the garden clary.

The leaves and seeds, which have
a bitterish, warm taste, and a strong
smell, of the aromatic kind, are re-

commended as corroborants and an-
tispasmodics, particularly in fluor

albus and hysterical weaknesses.
Samhu'cus, -i, f. (From sabucca,

Heb. a musical instrument formerly
made of this tree) . Elder.— 1 .A genus

of plants in the Linnaean system

:

Class, Pentandria ; Order, Trigynia.
—2. The pharmacopceial name of
the elder-tree. See Sambucus nigra,

Sambu'cus e'bulls. The syste-

matic name of the dwarf elder, or
dane-wort. The root, interior bark,
leaves, flowers, berries, and seeds of

this herbaceous plant, (Sambucus;
cymis trifidis, stipulis foliaceis, caule

herbaceo, of Linnaeus) , have all been
administered in moderate doses, as

resolvents and deobstruents, and, in

larger doses, as hydragogues.
This species is chiefly employed by

the poor of this country, amongst
whom it is in common use as a pur-
gative, but Dr. Cullen speaks of it as

a violent remedy.
Sambu'cus ni'gra. The systema-

tic name of the elder-tree. Sambucus
vulgaris, &c. [Sambucus nigra ; cymis
quinque-partitis, foliis pinnatis, caule

arboreoy of Linnaeus). It has an un-
pleasant narcotic smell, and some
authors have reported its exhalations

to be so noxious, as to render it un-
safe to sleep under its shade.
*** The parts of this tree pro-

posed for medicinal use are, the inner

bark, the flowers, and the berries.

The first has scarcely any smell, and
very little taste ; on first chewing it, it

impresses a degree of sweetness, fol-

lowed by a very slight but durable

acrimony, in which its powers seem
to reside.

From the cathartic property of

the sambucus nigra, itis recommend-
ed as an effectual hydragogue by Sy-
denham and Boerhaave. It usually

operates both upwards and down-
wards, and upon the evacuation it

produces, its utility depends. The
flowers have an agreeable flavour

;

and infusions of them, when fresh,

are gently laxative and aperient.

When dry, they are said to promote
chiefly the cuticular excretion, and
to be particularly serviceable in ery-

sipelatous and eruptive disorders.

Externally they are used in fomenta-.

tions, &c. and are directed in the

L. P. in the form of an ointment.
The berries have a sweetish, and not

unpleasant taste j on expression they
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yield a fine purple-coloured juice,

which proves an useful aperient and
resolvent in several chronic diseases,

gently opening the belly, and pro-

moting the urine and perspiration.

Sa'mphire. See Crithmum mart-
timum.

Sa'mpsuchus. See Thymus mas-
tichina.

Sa'mpsychum. (From craw, to

preserve, and ^-v^r], the mind, on
account of its cordial qualities) . Mar-
joram.

Sanati'va. (From sanare, to

heal). Medicines which cure dis-

eases.

Sa'nctum se'men. The worm-
seed, or santonium.

Sandara'cha. (From saghad na-

tch, Arab) . A gummy resin ; also

a kind of arsenic.

Sandara'cha a'raeum. A resi-

nous juice which appears to have
been the produce of a large species

of juniper-tree.

Sa'ndrack. (An Arabian word)

.

See Jwdperus communis.
Sa'ndvx. (From sani duk, red,

Arab.) Cerusse burnt until it be-

comes red.

Sangujfica'ticn. Sanguijicatio.

(From sanguis, blood, and facere,

to make). A natural function, by
which the chyle is changed into blood.

*
# * The uses of sanguification are

the generation of blood, which serves

to fill the blood vessels, to irritate

and stimulate the heart and arteries,

to generate heat, to secrete the hu-
mours, and to excite the actions of
life.

Sanguina'lis. Sanguinaria. (From
sanguis, blood ; so named, from its

uses in stopping bleedings). The
Polygonum aviculare, or knot-nrass
is sometimes so called. See Poly-
gonum aviculare.

Sanguineous apoplexy. See Apo-
plcxia.

Sangi iiu'rgium. (From sanguis,

blood, and purgare, to purge). A
gentle fever supposed to purify the

blood.

Sa'nguis, -guinis, m. See Blood.

SA'NGI 18 DRACO'ltlS. See Calamus
Tvtnvg,

Sa'nguis iie'rculis. A name for

the crocus.

Sanguiso'rba. A genus of plants

in the Linncean system : Class, Tri*

andria ; Order, JSlonogynia.

Sanguiso'rba officinalis. The
systematic name of the Italian pim-
pinel, which is not used at present.

Sanguisu'ga. (From sanguis,

blood, and sugere, to suck). The
leech or blood sucker. See Leech,

Sanicle. See Sanicula.

Sanicle, Yorkshire. See Pingui-
cula.

Samcu'la. (From sanare, to heal

;

so called from its virtues in heal-

ing).— 1. A genus of plants in the

|

Linnsean system : Class, Pentandria

,

Order, Digynia.—2. The pharma-
copoeial name of sanicle.

SANl'cULA EBORACe'nSIS. Pingui-
cula. Sanicula montana. flolapa-
tustris. The Yorkshire sanicle or

butter-wort. See Pinguicula.

Sani'cula Europe'a. The syste-

matic name of the sanicle. The Sa-
nicula Europea,oi\Anr\&us, formerly
recommended as a mild astringent,

and is supposed to have received its

name from its curative power. It is

only in use in the present day amongst
the country people.

Sani'cula iuas. See Sanicula.

Sa'nies. Ichor. A term some-
times applied to a thin, limpid, and

greenish discharge ; at other times

to a thick and sanguineous kind of

pus.

Sa'ntalum. (From zandal, Arab.)

A genus of plants in the Linnapan

system: Class, Tetrandria ; Order,

Monogyn ia. Saunders.

Sa'ntalum a'lbum. The syste-

matic name of the yellow saunders.;

Santalum vitrinum. Santalum palli-.

dum. Yellow saunders.
*** White saunders wood is of

pale white colour, often with a yel-

lowish tinge, and, being destitute of

taste or smell, it is superseded by
the santalum citrinum, which is oi

a brownish yellow colour, of a bit

terish aromatic taste, and of a plea-

sant smell, approaching to that of

(he rose. Both kinds are brought

from the East Indies in billets. I)is-
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tilled with water, it yields a fragrant

essential oil, winch thickens in the

cold into the consistence of a balsam,

approaching in smell to ambergris,

or a mixture of ambergi'is and roses ;

the remaining decoction, inspissated

to the consistence of an extract, is

bitterish, and slightly pungent. Rec-
tified spirit extracts, by digestion,

considerably more than water. The
wood is valued highly on account of

its fragrance. Hoffman considers its

virtues as similar to those of amber-
gris ; others, as possessing a corro-

borant and restorative property.

Sa'ntalum citri'mm. See Sau-
talum album.

Sa'ntalum pa'llidlm. See Sa?i-

talum album.

Sa'ntalum rl'brum. Red saun-

ders. See Pterocarpu* santalinus.

Santoli'na. (From tantalum,

saunders, because it smells like the

saunders woodj. See Artemisia san-

tonica.

Santoli'ni cuamc-cypari'ssus.
The systematic name of the lavender

cotton.

Sa.kto'nicuMi (From Santonia,

its native place). See Artemisia
Santonica.

SAPHE'NA. Venn snphena. (From
Ga6r]Q, visible). The large vein of

the leg, ascending along the little toe

over the external ancle. It evacuates

part of * he blood from the foot into

the popliteal veins.

Sapie'sti.e de'ntes. The teeth

of wisdom. The four last grinders

are so called, because they appear
when the person is supposed to be
arrived at years of discretion. See
Teeth.

Sapi'ndus sapona'ria. The syste-

matic name of the plant which af-

fords soap-nuts. Saponaria? nuculce.

Bacca? bermudenser, . Soap-berries.

A spherical fruit, about the size of a
cherry, the produce of the Sapindus
sfiponaria, of Linnaeus, growing in

Jamaica.
*
# * It is said that the cortical

part of this fruit has a bitter taste,

and no smell ; that it raises a soapy
froth with water, and produces the

same effects as soap in washing

;

that it is a medicine of singular and
specific virtue in chlorosis. They are

not known in the shops of this country.

Sa'po, -?iis, m. Soap. A com-
position of oils, or fats, with an al-

kali. The medicinal soap (sapo

amygdaliuus) , is made with oil of
sweet almonds, and half its weight
of caustic alkali. Common or soft

soap (sapo mollis) , is made of potash
and oil, or tallow. Spanish, or Cas-
tile soap (sapo durus) , of oil of
olives and soda, or barilla. Black
soap is a composition of train oil and
an alkali ; and green soap of hemp,
linseed, or rape oil, with an alkali.

The white Spanish soap, being made
of the finer kinds of olive oil, is the

best, and therefore preferred for inter-

nal use.

%* The utility of soap in jaun-
dice, was inferred chiefly from its

supposed power of dissolving biliary

concretions ; but it has lost much of
its reputation in this disease, since

it is now known that gall-nuts have
been found in many after death, who
had been daily using it for several

months, and even years. Of its

good effects in urinary calculi, we
have the testimonies of several, es-

pecially when dissolved in lime-wa-
ter, by which its efficacy is consi-

derably increased. It was a general
medicine with Boerhaave ; for as he
attributed most complaints to visci-

dity of the fluids, he, and most of
his followers, prescribed it, in con-
junction with different resinous and
other substances, in gout, rheuma-
tism, and various visceral complaints.
Soap is also externally employed as

a resolvent, and gives name to seve-
ral officinal preparations.

S\'po terebi'nthine. Starkey's

soap.
u R, kali preparati calidi, 5J. Olei

terebinth, ^iii." The hot kali prae-

paratum is to have the oil of tur-

pentine gradually blended with it,

in a heated mortar.
%* Indolent swellings were for-

merly rubbed with this application,

and perhaps some chronic affections

of the joints might still be benefited

by it.
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Sapona'ria. (From sapo, soap
;

so called because its juice, like soap,

cleans clothes) .—1 . A genus of plants

in the Linnsean svstem : Class, De-
candria ; Order, Digynia.—2. The
pharinacopceial name of the soap-

wort. Bruise-wort. See Saponaria

officinalis,

Sapona'ria nu'cula. See Sapiiidus

saponaria.

Sapona'ria officinalis. The
systematic name of the soap-wort.

Struthium. Lanaria. Lychnis syl-

vestris. Ibixuma. The root of this

plant [Saponaria officinalis ; calycibus

cylindricis, foliis ovato-lanceolatis, of
Linnaeus) , is employed medicinally.

On being chewed for some time, it

is said to discover a degree of acri-

mony, which continues to affect the

mouth a considerable time.
*
#* According to Neuman, two

ounces of the root of soap-wort

yielded eleven drachms of watery
extract ; but Cartheuser, from a like

quantity, only obtained six drachms
and twenty-four grains. Decoctions

of the root, on being sufficiently agi-

tated, produce a saponaceous froth.

A similar soapy quality is observable

also in the extract, and still more
manifestly in the leaves. It has been

used for soap.

The diseases for which the sapo-

naria is recommended, as syphilis,

gout, rheumatism, and jaundice, are

not, perhaps, the complaints in which

its use is most availing ; for a fancied

resemblance of the roots of saponaria

with those of sarsaparilla, seems to

have led physicians to think them
similar in their effects ; and hence

they have both been administered

with the same intentions, particularly

in fixed pains, and venereal affections.

According to several writers, the

most inveterate cases of syphilis were

cured by a decoction of this plant,

without the use of mercury. Boer-

haave entertained an high opinion of

its efficacy in jaundice and other vis-

ceral obstructions.

Saponu'les. Saponuli. Combina-
tions of the volatile or essential oils

with different bases ; as saponule of
annnonia, &c«

A gem of a sky-blue

Solidago

Saponu'les a'cid. Combinations
of the volatile or essential oils with
different acids.

Sapo'ta. The oval-fruited sapota,

the seeds of which are sometimes
given in the form of emulsion in cal-

culous complaints, is the Acrassapota,
of Linnaeus ; a native of South Ame-
rica, and bears a fruit like an apple,

which when ripe, has a luscious taste,

resembling that of the marmalade of

quinces, whence it is called natural

marmalade.
Sa'ppan li'gnum. Logwood has

been so called. See H&matoxylon
Campechianum.

Sapphiri'na a'qua. Aqua cupri

ammoniati. Made by a solution of

sal ammoniac in lime-water, suffered

to stand in a copper vessel.

Sa'pphire.

colour.

Saracens consound. See
virga aurea.

Sa'rcium. (Dim. of capS, flesh).

A caruncle, or small fleshy excres-

cence.

Sarci'tes. (From <7ap£, flesh).

An anasarca.

Sarcoce'le. (From crapZ, flesh,

and kijXij, a tumour). Herjiiacarnosa*

An enlargement of the testicle. See
Testicle, diseases of the.

Sarcoco'lla. (From crap'i, flesh,

and xoXXa, glue ; because of its

supposed power of gluing together

wounds). See Penaa.
Sarcoepiploce'le. Enlarged tes-

ticle, with rupture, containing omen-
tum.

Sarco'logy. (Sarcolugia. From
<rap£, flesh, and Xoyoc, a discourse).

The doctrine of the muscles and soft

parts.

Sarco'ivia. (From <rapS, flesh).

Sarccsis. Porrus. Sarcophyia. Narvas.

A fleshy excrescence. A genus of

disease in the Class, Locales, and

Order, Tumores, of Cullen.

Sarco'mphalus. (From crapZ,

flesh, and op<pa\oc,, the navel). A
fleshy excrescence about the navel.

Sarcophy'ia. (From aap% t
flesh,

and <pvw, to grow) . A fleshy excres-

cence.

Sarcopyo'des. (From capS, flesh,
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and mvov, pus). Applied to the

purulent, fleshy discharge which is

thrown up in some stages of con-
sumption.

Sarco'sis. (From <rapZ, flesh). A
fleshy tumour. The generation of
flesh.

Sarco'tica. (From crapZ, flesh)

.

Medicines which promote the gra-

nulations in wounds.
Sardi'asis. (From trapdwvin, the

sardonia, or herb, which, being eaten,
causes convulsive laughter). The
Risus sardonicus, or a convulsive in-

voluntary laughter.

Sardo'ma. (From Sardonia, its

native soil) . A kind of smallage.

Sardo'nic LAUGH. Risus sardoni-
cus; so called from the herb sardonia,

which being eaten, is said to cause a
deadly convulsive laughter. Hence
risus sardonicus, thesardonian laugh-
ter, or spasmodic grin.

Sardo'nicus ri'sls. See Sardonic
laugh.

Sarsapari'lla. (This word is of
Spanish origin, signifying a red tree).

See Smilax sarsaparilla.

Sarsapari'lla Germa'nica. The
root of the Carex arenaria, of Lin-
naeus, is so termed, and it appears,
that the carer disticha and hirta have
also been collected, and their roots
used indifferently instead of the
true sarsaparilla. See Carex are-
na ria.

Sarto'rius. (From sartor, a tailor,

because tailors cross their legs with
it) . A muscle so called. Sartorius seu
longissimus femoris, of Cowper ; and
Ilio cresti tibial, of Dumas. This
flat and slender muscle, the longest
of the human body, is from an inch
and a half to two inches in breadth

;

it is situated immediately under the
integuments, and extends obliquely
from the upper and anterior part of
the thigh, to the upper, anterior, and
inner part of the tibia, being enclosed
by a thin membranous sheath, which
is derived from the adjacent fascia
lata. It serves to bend the leg ob-
liquely inwards, or to roll the thigh
outwards, and at the same time to
bring one leg across the other, on
which account Spigelius first gave it

the name of sartorius, or the tailor's

muscle.

Sa'ssafra S . (Quasi saxifraga ; from
saxian, a stone, and frangere, to

break ; so called, because a decoction

of its wood was supposed good for

the stone). See Laurus sassafras.

Sata'nus devo'rans. The red
lion, or antimony.

Sa'tellite veins. Vena? comites.

The veins which accompany the bra-

chial artery as far as the bend of the
cubit

Sa'the. The penis.

Satura'ntia. Saturants. Medi-
cines which neutralize the acid in

the stomach.
Saturation. In pharmacy and

chymistry this term is employed to

express the state of a body which has
a power of dissolving another, to a
certain extent only, in which it has
effected that degree of solution ; thus,

nitric acid, for instance, can only dis-

solve a certain quantity of lime, be-
yond which it does not act, having
lost its former affinity; this degree of
solution is termed the point of satu-

ration, and it is then said that the

nitric acid is saturated with lime.

Saturei'a. (From satyri, the lust-

ful satyrs, because it makes those

who eat it lascivious. Blanch) .—1 . A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem: Class, Didynamia ; Order, Gym-
nospcrmia.—2. The pharmacopceial
name of the summer savory.

Saturei'a capita'ta. The syste-

matic name of the ciliated savory.

Thymus creticus. It possesses similar

virtues to our thyme, but in a stronger

degree.

Saturei'a horte'nsis. The sys-

tematic name of the summer savory.

Satureia sativa. Culiiia sativa Plinii.

Thymbra. This low shrub is culti-

vated in our gardens for culinary

purposes. It has a warm, aromatic,
penetrating taste, and smells like

thyme, but milder. It is an ingre-

dient in most of the warm stews and
made dishes.

Saturei'a sati'va. See Satureia.

Satu'rnus. (From the planet, or
heathen god, of that name). The
chymical name of lead.

3T
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Satyriasis. (From crarvpof, a
satyr, because they are said to be
greatly addicted to venery). Satyrias-

mus. Priapismus, Salacitas, &c. Ex-
cessive and violent desire for coition

in men. A genus of disease in the

Class, Locales, and Order, Dysorexice,

of Cullen.

Saty'rion. (From <rari>poe, an
animal addicted to venerv, so called

because it was supposed to excite

venery if only held in the hand) . See
Orchis mascula.

Saty'rium. See Orchis mascula.

Sauce alone. See Erysimum al-

liaria.

Saujiders, red. See Pterocarpus.

Saunders , yellow. See Santalum
album.

Saur kralt. Sourcrout. Cabbage
preserved in brine. Antiscorbutic.

Savin, See Juniperus sabina.

Savin ointment. See Ceratum sa-

bina'.

Savi'na. See Juniperus sabina.

Savoury. See Satureia.

Saxi'fraga. (From sa:vum, a

stone, and frangere, to break). A
genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Dccandria ; Order,
Digynia.

Saxi'fuaga a'lba. See Saxifraga
granulata.

Saxi'fraga a'nglica. See Peu-
cedanum.

Saxi'fraga crassifo'lia. The
root of this species of saxifrage is

extolled by professor Pallas as an an-

tiseptic.

Saxi'fuaga granlla'ta. The sys-

tcmatic name of the white saxifrage.

Saxifraga alba.
*

#
* This species of saxifrage has

been long employed as a popular re-

medy in nephritic and gravelly dis-

orders, yet we do not find that it de-

mtvcs a place in the Materia Me-
diea. The superstitious doctrine of

signature! suggested the use of the

root, which is a good example of

what fciwin—

T

has termed radix gra-

Qubtta*

Saxi'fraga ru'hra. See Spirits

filipendida.

Saxi'iraga vulga'ris. Sec Peu-

ccdafium $ilaus%

Saxifrage, burnet. SeePimpinell<

saxifraga.

Saxifrage, English. 1 SeePe?iceda-

Saxifrage, meadow,f numsHaus
Saxifrage, white. See Saxifrage

granulata.

Scab. A hard substance formed
by a concretion of the fluid dis

charged from superficial ulcerations.

Sca'bies. See Psora.

Scabio'sa. (From scaber, rough;
from its rough hairy surface).— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys

tern : Class, Tetrandria; Order J/o-

nogynia. — 2. The pharmacopoeial
name of the common scabious.

Scabio'sa arve'nsis. The sys-

tematic name of the common field

scabious. This herb, (Scabiosa, co-

rollis quadrijidis radiantibus ; folii

pinnatifdis, incisis ; caule hispido, o
Linnaeus) , and its flowers, are some-
times used medicinally. The whole
of the plant possesses a bitter and
subastringent taste, and was for-

merly used in the cure of some le-

prous affections and diseases of the
lungs.

Scabio'sa succi'sa. The syste-

matic name of the devil's bit sca-

bious.

Sca'la ty'mpam. The superior

spiral cavity of the cochlea.

Sca'la vesti'buli. The inferior

spiral cavity of the cochlea.

Scald head. See Tinea capitis.

Scale. Squama. A lamina of

morbid cuticle, hard, thickened,

whitish, and opaque, of a very small

size, and irregular, often increasing

into layers, denominated crusts.

Both scales and crusts repeatedly

tall off, and are reproduced in a

short time.

Scale'nus. A muscle so called.

(From (TKaXrjvog, irregular or une-
qual). Anatomists have differed

greatly in the description of this

muscle, which is situated at the side

of the neck, between the transverse

processes of the cervical vertebrae

and the upper part of the thorax.

The ancients, who gave it its name
from its resemblance to an irregular

triangle, considered it as one mus-
cle. Vesalius and Winslow divide it
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nto two, Fallopius and Cowper into

hree, Douglas into four, and Albi-

ms into five portions, which they (

lescribe as distinct muscles ; al-
|

hough without deviating at all from
matomical accuracv, it mav be con-

idered as one muscle divided into

hree portions. Its use is to move
he neck to one 6ide, when it acts

iingly, or to bend it forwards, when
>oth muscles act ; and when the

leek is fixed, it serves to elevate the ,

ibs, and dilate the chest.

Scalenus pri'mus. See Sc«-
|

eniis.

Scale's us secu'ndus. See Sea-

enus.

Scale's us te'rtius. See Scale-

IUS.

Sca'lpel. Scalpt'hun. A com-
Qon dissecting knife. A raspatory.

Sca'lprum. A denticular raspa-

ory, or rugire, used in trephining.

Scamjvio'mum. (A corruption of

he Arabian word chamotah). See
Convolvulus scammuii ia .

Scammony . See Convolvulus scam-
jutnia.

Sca'ndix. A genus of plants in

he Linnaean system : Class, Pentan-
Iria ; Order, Digynia.
Sca'ndix cerefo'lium. The sys-

ematic name of the officinal chervil.

lerefolium. Chaerephylttan. Clurre-

olium. Chervil. This plant, Scan-
'ix, seminibus nitidis, ovato-subulatis

;

rabellis sessilibus, latcralibus, of

iinnaeus, is a salubrious culinarv

terb, used as a salad, equally grate-

ul both to the palate and stomach,
lightly aromatic, gently aperient,

nd diuretic.

Sca'ndix odora'ta. The syste-

matic name of the sweet cicely, pos-
essing virtues similar to the com-
mon chervil. See ScamlLv cerejb-

ium.

Sca'pha, -*?, f. (A skiff, or cock-
oat; from <jA.a.TTTo)> to make hol-

3w ; because formerly they were
lade by excavating a large tree) —
• The excavation or cavity of the

uricula, or external ear, between
He helix and antihelix.—2. The name
•f a double-headed roller.

Scaphoi'des. (From <r*a0/j, a

little vessel, or boat, and a£oc, re-

semblance). Scaphoid. Boat-like.

See Xaviculare os.

Sca'pula. (From the Hebrew schi-

pha). Os homoplatse, &c. The shoul-

der-blade. This bone, which ap-

proaches nearly to a triangular

figure, is fixed, not unlike a buck-
ler, to the upper, posterior, and
lateral part of the thorax, extending

from the first to about the seventh

rib.

Sca'pularia.
shoulder-bone),

shoulder-blade.

Sca'pulary a'rteries. The sca-

pnlaria arteriae branches of the sub-

clavian .

Sca'pulary veins. Arterice Sca-
1'ilaTio3 . Branches of the axillary.

Scarborough water. A ferrugi-

nous spring at Scarborough, in York-
shire.

*
#* Tberc arc two species of cha-

lybeate water found at Scarborough,
differing considerably in their coin-

(From scapula, the

A bandage for the

position. though they rise nearly

contiguous to each other. The one
is a simple carbonated chalybeate,

like the Tunbridge water ; the other,

which is better known and more fre-

quented, and more particularly dis-

tinguished as Scarborough water,

has, in conjunction with the iron, a
considerable admixture of a purging

salt, which adds much to its value.

The diseases in which it is ordered,

are similar to those in which Chel-

tenham water is prescribed, only it is

necessary to increase the purgative

effect of this water by adding similar

salts. It is, therefore, chiefly as an
alterative that it can be employed in

its natural state.

Scarborough has an advantage
which Cheltenham does not possess,

viz. that of affording an opportunity

for sea-bathing, the use of which
will, in many cases, much assist in

the plan of cure for many of the dis-

orders for which the mineral water
is resorted to.

Scarf-skin. See Cuticle, and Skin.

Scarifica'tion. (From scarificare,

to scarify). Scarificatio. A super-
ficial incision made with a lancet,

3T2
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or scarificator, for the purpose of
abstracting blood, or letting out
fluids, &c.

Scari'ola. See Lactuca sca-

riola.

Scari'ola gallo'rum. The lac-

tuca scariola is sometimes so termed.

See Lactuca scariola.

Scarlatina. (From scarlatto, a

deep red. Ital.) The scarlet fever, a
genus of disease in the Class, Py-
rexia1

, and Order, Exarithemata, of

Cullen ; characterized by contagious

synocha : the fourth day the face

swells ; a scarlet eruption appears

on the skin in patches ; which, after

three or four days, ends in the des-

quamation of the cuticle, and is often

succeeded by anasarca. It has two
species:

—

I. Scarlatina simplex, the

mild.— 2. Scarlatina cynanchiea, or

anginosa, with ulcerated sore throat.

Dr. Willan has added to these a

third, called maligna, agreeing with

the cynanche maligna, of Cullen. It

has been asserted that scarlatina

never attacks the same person a

second time ; more extensive obser-

vation has confuted this opinion. It

attacks persons of all ages, but

children and young persons are most

subject to it, and it appears at all

seasons of the year ; but it is more
frequently met with towards the end

of autumn, or beginning of winter,

than at any other periods, at which

time it very often becomes a preva-

lent epidemic. It is, beyond all

doubt, very contagious ; and the one

to which it bears the greatest resem-

blance is the measles ; but from this

it is readily to be distinguished by the

absence of the cough, watery eye,

running at the nose and sneezing,

which are the predominant symp-

toms in the early stage of the measles,

but which do not usually attend on

the scarlatina, or at least in any

high degree.—See Dr. Armstrong on

Measles and Scarlet Fever ; — Dr.

JFillun on Cutaneous J)iseascs, Or-

der iii. ;
— Dr. Blackbourne an the

Prevention and Care of'Scarlet Freer
;

J)r. Duncu/t's .limals ofMed. 1799,

Art. xii.—Med. and Phys. Jmtrn. vol.

xi. p. 27 ;
— Dr. Pcart's TteatUe on

See
Scarla-

tina,

the Malignant Scarlet Fever and Sot
Throat

;

—Practice of Physic, byDr
Thomas, &c. &c.

Scarlatina Anginosa. "\

Scarlatina Cynanchiea. C

Scarlatina Simplex, (

Scarlet Fever. J
Sceleton. See Skeleton.

Sceloty'rbe. (From atteXog, th

leg, and rvptrj, riot, intemperance)
Debility of the legs from scurvy o

irregular living.

Schero'ma. A dryness of th

eye, from a deficiency of the lachry

mal fluid.

%* The effects of this lachryim
fluid being wanting, are, the eyes be

come dry, and in their motions pro
duce a sensation as though sand, o

some gritty substances, were betwee
the eye and the eyelid ; the vision I

obscured, the globe of the eye aj

pears foulish and dull, which is

bad omen in acute diseases. Tl
species are :

1. Scheroma febrile, or a drynej

of the eyes, which is observed in ft

vers complicated with a phlogisti

density of the humours.
2. Scheroma exhaustorum, whic

happens after great evacuations, ai

in persons dying.

3. Scheroma inftammatorum, whi<

is a symptom of the ophthalm
sicca.

4. Scheroma itinerantium, or tl

dryness of the eyes, which happe:

in sandy places to travellers, as

hot Syria, or from dry winds, whi»

dry up the humidity necessary :

the motion of the eyes.

Schidace'don. (From <rxi#a£,

splinter). A longitudinal fractu

of the bone.

S( minel/e'um. (From o^ivc

mastich, and ikatov, oil). Oil

mastich.

Schneide'rian .-membrane. T
very vascular pituitary membrane
the nose, thus called from Schm
dcr, who discovered it.

Scnoena'niiius. (From axoivt

a rush, and avtioe, a flower). Sw(

rush, or camel's hay. See Audi

VOSfon H ha-nunt/nts.

Scuo/.nolagu'rus. (From a\>
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%oq, a rush, \ayiog, a hare, and
ovpa, a tail ; so called from its re-

semblance to a hare's-tail). Hare's-

tail. Cotton-grass.

Scia'tic a'rtery. Ischiadic ar-

tery. Arteria sciatica. A branch of

the internal iliac.

Scia'tic nerve. Ischiadic nerve.

Nervus sciaticus. A branch of a

nerve of the lower extremity, formed
by the union of the lumbar and sa-

cral nerves. It is divided near the

popliteal cavity into the tibial and
peroneal, which are distributed to

the leg and foot.

Scia'tic notch. Ischiadic notch.

See Innominatum os.

Scia'tic vein. Vena sciatica. The
vein which accompanies the sciatic

artery in the thigh.

Scia'fica. Ischias. A rheumatic
affection of the hip-jcint.

Scia'tica cresses. The iberis or
cardamantica, raised in gardens for

culinary uses.

Sci'lla. (From o-xiXXw, to dry
;

so called from its property of drying
up humours).— 1. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Ht-.r-

andria; Order, Afonogyiria,—2. The
pharmacopoeial name of the medi-
cinal squill. See Scilla mmritimm,

Sci'lla exsicca'ta. Dried squill.

Sci'lla Hispa'nica. The Spanish
squill.

Sc'illa mari'tima. The syste-

matic name of the officinal squill.

Scilla maratima, nndi/lora, bracttis

re/ractis, of Linnaeus. A native of
Spain, Sicily, and Syria, growing on
the sea-coast.

*** In dropsical cases, squills have
long been esteemed the most certain

and effectual diuretic with which we
are acquainted ; and in asthmatic af-

fections, or dyspnoea, occasioned by
the lodgment of tenacious phlegm, it

has long been the expectorant usually

employed. In large doses, however,
it is apt to stimulate the stomach,
and to prove emetic ; and it some-
times acts on the bowels, and be-
comes purgative ; but when these

operations take place, the medicine
ik prevented from reaching the blood-
vessels and kidneys, and the patient

is deprived of its diuretic effects,

which are to be obtained by giving

the squill in smaller doses, repeated

at more distant intervals, or by com-
bining an opiate with it, which was
found by Dr. Cullen to answer the

same purpose. The doctor further

observes, that from a continued re-

petition of the squill, the dose may
be gradually increased, and the in-

terval of its exhibitions shortened ;

and when in this way the dose comes
to be tolerably large, the opiate may
be most conveniently employed to

direct the operation of the squill

more certainly to the kidneys. M hi
cases of dropsy, that is, when there
is an effusion of water into the cavi-

ties, and therefore less water goes to

the kidneys, we are of opinion that

neutral salt, accompanying the squill,

may be of use in determining this

fluid more certainly to the kidneys ;

and whenever it can be perceived
that it takes this course, we are per-
suaded that it will always be useful,

and generally safe, during the exhi •

bition of the squills, to increase the

usual quantity of drink."
The diuretic effects of squills have

been supposed to be increased by the
addition of some mercurial ; and the

purgative preparations of mer-
cury, in the opinion of Dr. Cullen,
are best adapted to this purpose

;

a solution of corrosive sublimate is

therefore recommended as being more
proper than any other, because most
diuretic. Where the priinae viae

abound with mucous matter, and
the lungs are oppressed with viscid

phlegm, this medicine is also in ge-
neral estimation. As an expecto-
rant, it may be supposed not only to

attenuate the mucus in the follicles-,

but also to excite a more copious se-

cretion of it from the lungs, and
thereby lessen the congestion, upon
which the difficulty of respiration very
generally depends. In all pulmonic
affections, therefore, excepting only
those of actual or violent inflamma-
tion, ulcer, and spasm, the squill

has been found to be an useful medi-
cine.

The red-rooted variety of the squill

3T3
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has been supposed to be more effica-

cious than the white, and is conse-
quently preferred for medicinal use.

Sci'll*: ace'tum. Squills mace-
rated in vinegar.

Sci'lljE conse'rva. Squills beat
up with sugar.

Sci'll.e mel. Tincture of squills

boiled with honey.
Sci'lle: o'xymel. Vinegar of

squills boiled with honey.

Sci'llji pi'lul^e. Squill pills, con-
sisting of dried squills, ginger, soap,

and ammoniacum.
Sci'llx tixctu'ra. Squills di-

gested in spirit of wine.

Sci'llites. (From crxiXA'z, the

squillj. A wine impregnated with
squills.

Sci'lutine. The name of a new
vegetable principle discovered by M.
Vogel, in the Scilla Mctritima.—It is

white, brittle, and transparent, ino-

dorous, and a bitter taste. It is deli-

quescent, and very soluble ; excites

vomiting, diarrhoea, and acts diureti-

cally, like squills.

—

New Loud. Med.
Pocket Book.

Sc/ncus. (From skeuue, Heb.)
The skink. An amphibious animal
of the lizard kind, found about the

banks of the Nile, and thence brought
dried into this country. They are

remarkably smooth aud glossy, and
appear as if varnished.
*^* The Mesh of this animal, parti-

cularly about the belly, has been said

to be diuretic, alexipharmic, aphro-
disiac, and useful in leprous dis-

orders.

Scirrhoma. (From mppow, to

harden). Scirrhotis. A hard tumour.
See Scirrhus.

Sci'rrhus. (From 0*10000), to

harden). Scirrhoma. Scirrhosts. A
genus of disease in the Class, Lo-
cales ; and Order, Tumores, of Cul-

\en ; known by a hard tumour of a

glandular part, indolent, and not

readily suppurating.
11 A scirrhus," says Mr. Pearson,

" is usually defined to be a hard, and
almost insensible tumour, common-
ly situated in a glandular part, and
accompanied with little or no disco-

louration of the surface of the skin."

This description agrees with the true

or exquisite scirrhus; but when it

has proceeded from the indolent to

the malignant state, the tumour is

then unequal in its figure, it becomes
painful, the skin acquires a purple

or livid hue, and the cutaneous veins

are often varicose.
*
#
* Scirrhus is most commonly

confined to glands, and particularly

the testes and mammae; but is, ne-

vertheless, now and then to be met
with in the uterus, as likewise in the

face, and other parts that are thinly

covered with flesh, and which are at

the same time a good deal exposed
to external induration ; such as the

lower lip, the angles of the eyes,

the organs of vision, the alae nasi,

tongue, and penis. From a lodgment
of soot in the rugae of the scrotum,
chimney-sweepers who have arrived

at the age of puberty are subject to

a peculiar cancerous affection in this

part, which was first noticed by Mr.
Pott {Chirurgieal lV-jrks,n.7M).—
It has been observed by many sur-

geons, that cancerous affections are

most prevalent in persons of a scro-

fulous constitution. (See Howard on

Cancer).—A cancer arises most fre-

quently from such external injury

as a blow ; but is now ami then to

be met with as a consequence of pre-

vious inflammation excited by other

causes.— See Mr. North's Observa-

tions on the Treatment of Scirrhous

Tumours of the Breast

;

—Dr. Adams
on Morbid Poisons;— M. Alibert,

Descriptions des Maladies dc laPcuu ;—Practical Observations in Surgery,

by Mr. lieu ;
— Mr. Fear071 on Can-

ccr, &c.

—

Mr. Howard's Practical

Obs. on Cancer, &c.

—

Dr. Ewart's

History of Tiro Cases if Ulcerated

Cancer of the Mamma, &c.

—

Sketches

of the Medical Schools of Paris, by

Mr. J. Cross. — Mr. Carmichiu l's

Essays on the EJftcts of Carbonate

and other Preparatio)is of Iron upon

Cancer*—Denmans Obs. on the Cure

of Cancer;—Cases of Cancer, and
Cancerous Tendency, successfully

treated by Mr. S. Young.

Scla'rea. (From <nt/\?;poc, hard ^

because its stalks are dry and hard*
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Blanch). The garden clary. See
Salvia sclarea.

Scla'rea Hispa'nica. Wild clary,

or horminum sylvestre.

Scleri'asis. (From o>A?/pow, to

harden) . Scleroma. Sclerosis. A hard
tumour or induration.

Sclerophtha'lmia. (From <tk\j]-

poc, hard, and o<p9a\f.iog, the eye)

.

— 1. Protrusion of the eye-ball.

—

2. Inflammation of the eve, attended
with hardness of the parts.

Sclerosarco'ma. (From <r;c\>/poc>

hard, and aamo}\xa, a fleshy tumour)

.

A hard fleshy excrescence on the

gums.
Sclero'sis. See Scleriasis.

Sclero'tic coat* (From cr*\?/poo>,

to harden ; so called, from its hard-
ness). Tunica sclerotica. The ex-

ternal coat of the eye, of a white
colour, dense, and tenacious. Its

anterior part is transparent, and is

termed the cornea transparent, into

which the muscles of the bulb are

insetted.

Sclopeta'ria a'ola. (From ado-
petum, a gun; so called, from its

supposed virtues in healing gun-shot
wounds; . Arquebusade. It is made
of sage, mug-wort, and mint, dis-

tilled in wine.

Sclopetopla'ga. (From sclopr-

ttcm, a gun, and plaga, a woundj . A
pun-shot wound.

Scoliosis. (From <jx.o\ioio, to

twist). A distortion of the spine.

ScoLori/.SDRiA. A name for the

spleenwort:, or miltwaste. See Cvtc-

rac/i

.

Scolope'ndrium. (From <jko\o-

Trivcpa, the ear- wig ; so called, be-

cause the leaves resemble this insect)

.

See Asplcnium.

Scoloiomach/e'rium. (From <jv.q-

Xo7ra£, the woodcock, and pa\awa,
a knife ; so called, because it is bent
a little at the end, like a woodcock's
bill;. An incision-knife.

Sco'ly.mls. (From crxoXoc, a thorn;
so named from its prickly leaves).

A name for the artichoke. See Cl-
unra.

Sco'pa re'gia. The butcher's
broom, or knee-holly, was formerly
so termed. See ftu&cus.

Scorbu'tia. (From scorbutus,

the scurvy). Medicines for the

scurvv.

Scorbu'tus. (From schorboet,

Germ.) Gingibrachium, because the

gums and arms, and gingipedium,
because the gums and legs are af-

fected by it. The scurvy. A genus of

disease in the Class Cachexia?, and
Order, Impetigines, of Cullen; cha-
racterized by extreme debility ; com-
plexion pale and bloated ; spongy
gums ; livid spots on the skin

;

breath offensive; oedematous swe -

lings in the legs ; hemorrhages
;

foul ulcers; fetid urine; and ex-
tremely offensive stools.

*
#
* The scurvy is a disease of a

putrid nature, much more prevalent
in cold climates than in warm ones,
and which chiefly affects sailors, and
such as are shut up in besieged
places, owing, as is supposed, to

their being deprived of fresh pro-
visions, and a due quantity of aces-
rent food, assisted by the prevalence
of cold and moisture, and by such
other causes as depress the nervous
energy, as indolence, confinement,
want of exercise, neglect of cleanli-

ness, much labour and fatigue, sad-
ness, despondency, &c. These se-

veral debilitating causes, with the
concurrence of a diet consisting prin-
cipally of salted or putrescent food,
will be sure to produce this disease.

It seems, however, to depend more
on a defect of nourishment, than on
a vitiated state ; and the reason that
salted provisions are so productive
of the scurvy, is, most probably, be-
cause they are drained of their nu-
tritious juices, which are extracted
and run off in brine. As the disease

is apt to become pretty general
amongst the crew of a ship when it

has once made its appearance, it has
been supposed by many to be of a
contagious nature ; but the conjec-
ture seems by no means well founded.
A preternatural saline state of the

blood has been assigned as its proxi-
mate cause. It has been contended
by some physicians, that the primary
morbid affection in this disease is a
debilitated state of the solids, aris~
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ing principally from the want of ali-

ment.
The scurvy comes on gradually,

with heaviness, weariness, and un-
willingness to move about, together

with dejection of spirits, considerable

loss of strength, and debility. As it

advances in its progress, the counte-

nance becomes sallow and bloated,

respiration is hurried on the least

motion, the teeth become loose, the

gums are spongy, the breath is very

offensive, livid spots appear on diffe-

rent parts of the body, old wounds
which have been long healed up,

break out afresh, severe wandering
pains are felt, particularly by night,

the skin is dry, the urine small in

quantity, turning blue vegetable infu-

sions of a green colour ; and the pulse

is small, frequent, and, towards the

last, intermitting ; but the intellects

are, for the most part, clear and dis-

tinct. By an aggravation of the symp-
toms, the disease, in its last stage,

exhibits a most wretched appearance.

The joints become swelled and stiff,

the tendons of the legs are rigid and
contracted, general emaciation en-

sues, hemorrhages break forth from
different parts, fetid evacuations are

discharged by stool, and a diarrhoea

or dysentery arises, which soon ter-

minates the tragic scene.

Scurvy, as usually met with on
shore, or where the person has not

been exposed to the influence of the

remote causes before enumerated, is

unattended by any violent symptoms;
as slight blotches, with scaly erup-

tions on different parts of the body,

and a sponginess of the gums, arc

the chief ones to be observed. In

forming our judgment as to the event

of the disease, we are to he direr

by the violence of the symptoms, by
the situation of the patient with re-

spect to a vegetable diet, or other

proper substitutes, by his former

state of health, and by his constitu-

tion not having been impaired by
previous diseases.—Sec Mod* rn Prac-

tice of Phi/sie, &9< by Dr. Thomas:—
Med. Trans, of the Loud. (.'oil. vol. vi.

J. 27 ;

—

>Sir (j. Plane, on the Diseases

tf Stamen;—Dr. Bancroft's Sequel

to a Treatise on Yellow Fever ;-~Dr.
Trotter's Medicina Nautica; — Dr.
Harness , in Dimcans Annals ofMe-
dicine for 1797 ;

—

Treatise on Scurvy,
hy Mr. D. Patterson, &c.

Sco'rdium. (From aicopocov, gar-

lick ; because it smells like garlick).

See Teucrium scordium.

Sco'rie. {Scoria, from cxwp, ex-

crement). Dross. The refuse or use-

less parts of any substance.

Scorodopra'sum. (From ffxopovov,

.garlick, and rrpaaov, the leek; . The
wild garlick or leek shalot.

Sco'rodum. (Atto tov (Txiopo^eir,

from its filthy smell). Garlick.

Scorpi'aca. (From cuopTnog, a

scorpion). Medicines against the

bite of serpents.

Scorpioi'des. (From vKopiTioc, a

scorpion, and sidog, a likeness ; be-

cause its leaves resemble the tail of

a scorpion). Scorpinrus. Scorpion-
wort. Bird's-foot.

Scorpiu'rus. See Scorpioides.

Scorzone'ra. (From cscorza, a

serpent, Span. ; so called, because it

is said to be effectual against the bite

of all venomous animals).— 1. A ge-

nus of plants in the Linnnean system :

Class, Syngcnesia ; Order, Polygamia
cpejualis. — 2. The pharmacopceial
name of the officinal viper-grass.

Scorzone'ra Hispanj'ca. The
systematic name of the esculent vi-

pers' grass.

Scorzone'ra iiu'mims. The sys-

tematic name of the officinal vipers'

grass. Viperaria. Goat's grass. Vi-

pers' grass. The roots of this plant,

Scor*9H€ra luimiiis; cattle subnudo,

luiifioro; fuliis lato-lcmceulatis , Hi

vojis, plants, of Linnaeus, have been

sometimes employed medicinally

\ipharmics, and in hypochondria-

Dai disorders, and obstructions of

viscera*.

Scotow'ne. (From (tkotoc, dark-

ness, and Cn>oc, a giddiness.) S<o-

ioditiia. Scotodinos. Scotoma. Seo-

tiDnia. Giddiness, with impairid

sight.

ScRomVru s co'rdis. (Dim. of

serobs, a ditch j. The pit of the

stomach.
SCBOvFULA. (From scrofa, a swine ;
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because this animal is said to be sub-

ject to a like disorder.) Scrofula.

Struma. Ecruelles, Fr. Scrofula.

The king's evil. A genus of disease

in the Class Cachexia3 , and Order,
Impetitrines , of Cullen, who distin-

tinguishes four species of it

:

1. Scrofula vulgaris, when it is

without other disorders external and
permanent.
2. Scrofula mesenterica, when in-

ternal, with loss of appetite, pale

countenance, swelling of the belly,

and an unusual foetor of the excre-
ments.

3. Scrofula fugax. This is of the

most simple kind ; it is seated only
about the neck, and for the most part

is caused by absorption from sores

on the head.

4. Scrofula Americana, when it is

joined with the yaws.
*
# * Scrofula consists in hard in-

dolent tumours of the conglobate
glands in various parts of the body

;

but particularly in the neck, behind
the ears, and under the chin, which
after a time suppurate and degene-
rate into ulcers, from which, instead

of pus, a white curdled matter,
somewhat resembling the coagulum
of milk, is discharged.

When there is any predisposition

in the constitution to scrofula, and
the person happens to contract a
venereal taint, this frequently ex-
cites into action the causes of the

former ; as a venereal bubo not un-
frequently becomes scrofulous, as

soon as the virus is destroyed by
mercury.
The most unequirocal symptoms

of scrofula, are a chronic swelling
of the absorbent glands of various
parts of the body, which generally
tend, very slowly, to imperfect sup-
puration. Our ideas, however, of
this disease would be very imperfect,
were we to define it a morbid state

of the lymphatic glandular system.
It generally manifests itself during
infancy, between the age of three
and seven, sometimes rather sooner,
but frequently as late as puberty

;

and in some, though in very few
instances, not till a much more ad-

vanced period of life. In the latter

cases, the disease is said to be rarely

so complete, or so well marked, as

it is in young subjects. Sir Astley
Cooper mentions the period of
growth generally, as the time of life

for scrofula ; and its commencement
afterwards, he agrees with most
writers in pronouncing very uncom-
mon. It is said by some writers,

that scrofula seldom attacks the
glands in children under two years
of age. Dr. Thompson, however,
has seen the glands affected before

this period ; and Dr. Cullen used to

mention a case in which the disease

broke out in an infant only three

months old ; which is very uncom-
mon. But though glandular scro-

fula occurs most frequently in chil-

dren, it is by no means confined to
that period of life. Dr. Lloyd ob-
serves, that the susceptibility of dif-

ferent parts to the disease, is altered

by age : thus, in children the upper
lip, eyes, glands of the neck, and
those of the mesentery, are ge-

nerally the parts first affected ; the

lungs, bones, and other parts being

subsequently attacked. It happens
sometimes too in children, that small

lumps form under the skinin various

parts of the body, which suppurate,

ulcerate, and pursue the same course

with scrofulous abscesses in general.

Scrofula is also as hereditary as any
disease can be, that is, it is so far as

any particular kind of temperament
can descend, more or less com-
pletely, from parents to children.

—

See on this important subject, Cul-

len s First Lines, &c. vol. iv. ;

—

J.

Morley, Essay on the Nature and
Cure of Scrofulous Disorders, &c.
1778 ;

—

JTliite on Struma, ed. 2d,

1794 ;

—

R. Hamilton's Obs. on Scro-

fulous Affections, 8vo. Lond. 1791 ;—Lectures on Inflammation, by J.

Thompson, p. 130 et seq. 155—191 ;—Crowther on Diseases of the Joi?its 9

&.C. ;

—

Ch. Brown, Treatise on Scro-

fulous Diseases, &.C. ; — C. Arm-
strong, Essay on Scrofula, &c. ;—//^.

Lambe's Inquiry, &c. ;

—

R. Carmi-
chael, Essay on the Nature and Cure

of Scrofula, &C. j—E. A, Lloyd
}
©*
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.the Nature and Treatment of Scro-

fula;—Dr. Coindefs Letter on the

Administration of Iodine in Scrofula,

in Journ, of Science, &c. vol. xii.

Jan. 1822;

—

Gibsons Institutes, &c.

of Surgery ;

—

IF*. Goodlad's Prac-
tical Essay on the Diseases of the

Vessels and Glands of the Absorbent

System, Svo.Lond. 1814 ;

—

Treatise

on Scrofula, by Mr. J. Russel;—
Obs. on Scrofula, by Mr. J. Bran-
drish, &c. &c.

Scrophula'ria. (From scrofula,

the king's evil ; so called, from the

unequal tubercles upon its roots,

like scrofulous tumours). A genus

of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Didynamia; Order, Angios-

perrnia. The fig-wort.

Scrophula'ria aqua'tica. Beto-

nica aquatica. Greater water-fig-

wort. Water-betonv. The leaves

of this plant, Scrophularia ; foliis

cordatis obtusis, petiolatis, decurren-

tibus ; caule membranis angulato ;

racemus terminalibus, of Linnaeus,

are celebrated as correctors of the

ill flavour of senna ; and were, also,

formerly in high estimation against

the piles, tumours of a scrofulous

nature, inflammations, &c.
Scrophula'ria mi'nor. The pile-

wort is sometimes called by this

name. See Raiiunculus ficaria.

Scrophula'ria nodo'sa. The sys-

tematic name of the fig-wort. Scro-

phularia vulgaris, &c. Common fig-

wort, or kernel-wort. The root and

leaves of this plant [Scrophularia

;

foliis cordatis, trinervatis ; caule ob-

tusangulo, of Linnaeus) , have been

celebrated both as an internal and

external remedy against inflamma-

tions, the piles, scrofulous tumours,

and old ulcers; but they are now
only used in this country by the

country people.

SCROl'iiLLA'KIA VULGARIS. See

Scrophularia nodosa

.

Scro'taj. he'rnia. Hernia scrota-

lis, Scrutoccle. A protrusion of any

part of an abdominal viscus or vis-

cera into the scrotum. See Hernia.

Scrotoc i/i.k. (From scrotum, and
4//X)/, a tumour). Rupture or her-

nia in the scrotum.

Scro'tum. (Quasi scortuni, a

skin or hide). Bursa testium. Os-

chcus. Oscheon. Orckea, of Galen.

The common integuments which co-

ver the testicles.

Scroll1 m, cancer of. Chimney-
sweepers' cancer. The soot-wart.

*** According to Mr. Pott, this

peculiar disorder, which commences
as a wart-like excrescence, always

makes its attack on, and its first ap-

pearance in, the inferior part of the

scrotum ; where it produces a super-

ficial, painful, ragged, ill-looking

sore, with hard and rising edges.

He never saw it under the age of

puberty. — (See Pott's Chirurgicai

Works, vol. iii. edited by Mr.Earle.)

—According to the observations of

Mr. Earle (see Med. Chir. Trans.

vol. xii. p. 299), it very rarely at-

tacks persons under the age of thirty.

Most of the cases seen by him , were in

individuals between the ages of thirty

and forty. He has seen three in-

stances in subjects between twenty

and thirty ; but only one at the age

of puberty. A single case is men-
tioned by Sir James Earle, which

happened in a child under eight

years of age. Mr. Cooper has seen

one case in a boy not more than six-

teen.—See W. Simmonds, Obs. on

Lithotomy , to which are added Obs.

on Chimney-sweepers' Cancer, 8vo.

Manchester, 1808, &c.
Scro'tum, sarcomatous thick-

ening and enlargement of the. Several

cases of this curious disease are re-

corded by Baron Larrey, Delacroix,

and other writers, particularly by

Dr. Chcston, Dr. Titley, and the

celebrated Sandefort. A very cu-

rious example, in which a similar

disease affected the labia pudenda

in a surprising degree, is also de-

tailed by Baron Larrey. The woman
was a native of Cairo.—See Mem. d§

laChirurgcrie, t.ii. p. 110, et seq.

—

Richeraiid's Nosngraphie , Chir. t. iv.

p. ;il4, &c. edit. 4 ;

—

Delonne's Me-
moir;—Dr. Chestons Case, in Med.

Chir. Trdjis. vol. vi.

Scru'pulus. (Dim. of scrupus, a

small stone.) A scruple or weight

of 20 grains; represented by 9.
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Scurf. Furfura. Exfoliations of

the cuticle, which take place after

some eruptions on the skin, a new
cuticle being formed below, during

the exfoliation.

Scurvy. See Scorbutus.

Scurvy-grass. See Cochlearia offi-

ciitalis.

Scurvy-grass lemon. See Coch-

learia officinalis.

Scurvy-grass, Scotch. See Con-

volvulus soldanella.

Scuti'form ca'rtilage. See

Thyroid curtilage.

Scutellaria. 'From scutclla, a

small dish, or saucer, apparently in

allusion to the little concave appen-

dage which crowns the calyx). A
genus of plants in the Linn&an sys-

tem : Class, l)idy)ia)iiia ; Order,

GymnosjH rmiu.

Scutellaria galericula'ta. The
systematic name of the skull-cap.

The Scutellaria, foliis (ordato-lan-

ceolatis, crcnatis ; fioribus axilla-

ribus, of Linnaeus, common in the

hedges and ditches of this country.

It has a bitter taste, and an allia-

ceous smell ; and is said to be ser-

viceable in that species of agile which

attacks the patient every other day.

Scy'BALA, pi. of scyhalum. (I'au-

€a\a). Dry hard excrements.

Scy'tiiicus. (From Scythia, its

native soil). A name for the liquo-

rice-root or any thing brought from
Scythia.

Sea- air. This is a powerful and
valuable remedy, and is prescribed

in a variety of complaints, being con-

sidered as more medicinal and salu-

brious than that on land, though not

known to possess a greater quantity

of oxygen. It is resorted to with the

best effects against most cases of de-

bility, and particularly against scro-

fulous diseases which affect the exter-

nal parts of the body. See Bath, cold.

Sea-holly. See Kryngium.
Sea-moss. See Fucus helmintho-

corton.

Sea-oak. See Fucus vesiculosus.

Sea-onion. See Scilla.

Sea-salt. See Sodce murias.

Sea-sickness. Nausea, or incli-

lation to vomit, varying in respect

of duration, in different persons on
first going to sea. With some it

continues only for a day or two

;

while with others it remains through-
out the voyage.

*** The diseases in which sea-

sickness are principally recommended
are asthma and consumption.

Sea-water. On the British coast
sea-water may be calculated to con-
tain in the wine pint of muriatcd soda
186.5 grains, of muriated magnesia
fifty-one, of selenite six grains ; total

243 one-half grains, or half an ounce
and three and one-half grains of sa-

line contents.

*.** The disorders for which the

internal use of sea-water has been
and maybe resorted to, are in gene-
ral the same for which all the simple
saline waters, amongst which it is

arranged, may be used. The pecu-
liar power of sea-water and sca-sait

as a discuticnt, employed either in-

ternally or externally in scrofulous

habits, is well known, and is attended

with considerable good effects when
judiciously applied.

Sea-wrack, See Fucus vesiculosus.

Seated earths. See Sigillata terra.

Searching. The act of intro-

ducing a metallic instrument, called

a sound, through the urethra into

the bladder, for the purpose of ascer-

taining whether the patient lias the

stone or not.

Seba'ceous glands. (Glandultp

sebacca-, from sebum, suet) . Glands
which secrete a sebaceous or suety
humour.

Sebadi'lla. See Cevadilla.

Sebate. (From sebum, suet). Se-
bas. The name in the new chymistry
of every compound of the acid of fat.

Sebe'sten. (An Egyptian word)

.

See Cordia my.va.

Seca'le.— 1. The name of a genus*

of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Triandria ; Order, Uigynia.
Rye.— 2. The common name of the
seed of the Secalecereale, ofLinnams.
See Rye.

Seca'le cerea'le. The syste-

matic name of the rye-plant. It is

principally used as an article of diet,

and in the Northern countries of
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semen, cerumen,

facilitated

Europe is employed for affording an
ardent spirit. See Secale.

Se'condary. This term in general

denotes something that acts as se-

cond or in subordination to another.

Thus, in diseases, we have secondary

symptoms.
Secondary fever. That febrile

affection which arises after a crisis,

or the discharge ofsome morbid mat-
ter, as after the declension of the

small-pox or the measles.

Secre'tion. That function by
which an organ separates from the

blood the constituent parts of a fluid,

that does not exist in it with its cha-

racteristic properties ; e. g. the bile,

tears, &c.

Secretion and excretion are

by the irritation occa-

sioned by the presence of air, ali-

ment, or urine ; by the compression
induced by them, and finally, by the

peristaltic contractions of the mus-
cular fibres to which mucous mem-
branes adhere throughout the whole
extent of the primae vise.

The action of secretory organs is

not continual, most of them are sub-

ject to the alternate state of action

and rest ; all, as Barden observed,

are asleep or awake when any irri-

tation operates on them, or in their

vicinity, and determines their imme-
diate or sympathetic action. Thus
saliva is secreted in greater quantity

during mastication, &c. — When a

secretory organ enters into action,

the surrounding parts, or such as are

situated in its vicinity, usually sym-
pathize ; for instance, the liver is

comprised in the sphere of action

of the duodenum, since the repletion

of this intestine irritates it, deter-

mines a more abundant afflux of hu-

mours, and a more copious secretion

of bile.

Secretion dependent on a peculiar

action inherent in a glandular organ,

is assisted by the action of surround-

ing muscles.

After having remained for a longer

or shorter time in a state of excita-

tion, the glands relax, become col-

lapsed, and fluids are not conveyed
to them in such abundance; they re-

main in a state of sleep, and during
repose renew their sensibility, which
is consumed by long exertion.

Secretions mutually replace and
supply each other, so that, when the

urine is less copious, perspiration is

more abundant. A sudden coldness

of the skin frequently occasions diar-

rhoeas, the humours are immediately
repelled towards the intestinal tube,

and pass off by the mucous glands of

the intestines, the action of which is

considerably increased. — See Blu-
menback, Richerand, and Magendie's
Physiology, &c.

Se'ctio CjESa'rea. See Ccesarian

operation.

Se'ctio Franco'nia. Sectio hypo-

gastrica. The high operation for

the stone. See Lithotomy.

Secu'ndines. The placenta and
membranes expanded from its edge,

which form a complete involucrum
of the foetus and its waters, go un-

der the common appellation of after-

birth, or secundines, See Placenta.

Secu'ndlm a'rtem. According
to art. A term frequently used in

prescription, and denoted by the

letters S. A. usually affixed, when
the making up of the prescription in

a certain degree of perfection re-

quires some uncommon care and
dexterity.

Securi'daca. (From sccuris, an

axe ; so called, because its leaves re-

semble a small axe). Henbane.
Sedatives. (From sedere, to ease

or assuage). Sedativa. Medicines

which have the power of diminishing

animal energy, without destroying

life. They are divided into soporific

sedatives, as opium, papaver, hy-

oscyamus ; and refrigerant sedatives

,

as neutral salts, acids, &c.

Sedative salt of Homberg. See

Buracic acid.

Sedenta'ria o'ssa. The os coc-

cygis and ischia.

Sedge. See Iris pseudacorus.

Sf/diment. The heavy parts of

liquids, which fall to the bottom.

Sediment, lateritious. See Lateri-

tious sediment.

Sedlitz water. Seydschutc wa-

ter. A simple saline mineral water.
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*^* From analysis it appears, that

Sedlitz water is strongly impregnated

with sulphate of magnesia, and it is

to this, with probably the small quan-

tity of muriate of magnesia, &c. that

it owes its bitter and saline taste,

and its purgative properties. The
diseases in which this water is re-

commended are, crudities of the sto-

mach, hypochondriasis, amenorrhcea,

and the anomalous complaints suc-

ceeding the cessation of the menses,

cedematous tumours of the legs in

literary men, haemorrhoidal affec-

tions, scorbutic eruptions, &c.

Se'dum. (From sedarc, to assuage;

so called, because it allays inflamma-

tion) . The name of a genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, De-
candria; Order, Pentagynia,

Se'dum a'cre. Piper murale.

Sedum minus, &c. Wall -pepper.

Stone-crop. This plant, in its recent

state, is extremely acrid, like the

hydropiper ; hence, if taken in large

doses, it acts powerfully on the pri-

mae viae, proving emetic and cathar-

tic ; applied to the skin, it frequently

produces vesications and erosions.

Boerhaave, on this account, imagines

that its internal use must be unsafe
;

hut experience has shewn, that a de-

coction of it is not only safe, but of

great efficacy in scorbutic complaints

;

for which purpose a handful of the

herb is directed, by Below, to be
boiled in eight pints of beer, until

they are reduced to four, of which
three or four ounces are to be taken
every, or every other, morning.
Milk has been found to answer the

purpose better than beer.
*
# * Ulcers simply scorbutic, and

those of a scrofulous, or even can-
cerous tendency, have been cured by
the use of this plant ; and Marquet,
who relates several instances, like-

wise found it useful as an external

application in destroying fungous
tiesh, and in promoting a discharge
in gangrenes and carbuncles. It is

also useful in intermittent fevers.

Se'dum lu'teum mura'le. Navel-
wort.

Se'dum ma'jus. See Sempervivum
tectorum.

Se'dum mi'nus. See Sedum acre.

Se'dum tele'phium. The syste-

matic name of the orpine. Faba
crassa. Telephium. Fabaria cras-

sula. Anacampseros. The plant which
bears these names in various pharma-
copoeias, is the orpine, Sedum, foliis

planiusculis serratis, corymbo folioso,

caule erecto, of Linnaeus. It was for-

merly ranked as an antiphlogistic,

but now forgotten.

Seeing. The sensation by which
we perceive bodies and their sensi-

ble qualities. See Eye, and Vision.

Seignette's salt. A neutral salt,

consisting of soda, potasli and tarta-

ric acid. Prepared and made known
by a Frenchman named Peter Seig-

nette, about the end of the seven-
teenth century ; when it was em-
ployed in preference to many other
medicines, long known, which had
been equally serviceable.

*** Seignette recommended this

salt in some small treatises, printed in

particular about the year 16'6'2. He
called it sometimes alkaline salt,

sometimes sal polycrest, and some-
times Rochelle salt. He discovered
it while he was engaged in making
soluble tartar, and according to the
old opinion, imagining that both the
fixed alkalies were the same, used
soda instead of potash. By this

means he procured, not without sur-

prise, a salt different from the com-
mon soluble tartar which he wished
to prepare, and from the other well-

known salt also. He was induced,
therefore, to examine it. The ex-
periments of learned chymists dis-

covered the component parts of this

salt. The mode of preparing it was
then made publicly known ; and, by
more accurate examination, the dif-

ference before overlooked, between
vegetable and mineral alkali, was
determined ; by which new light was
thrown upon chymistry, and an im-
portant service rendered to a variety

of arts.

Seleni'tes. (From as\r]vrf, the
moon). A white stone, having a
figure upon it resembling * moon.
Sulphate of lime.

I
Sele'nium. (From atXijvn, the
3U
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moon ; so called from its usefulness

in lunacy) . A kind of peony.

Self-keal. See Prunella.

Seline. A disease of the nails,

in which white spots are occasional-

ly seen in their substance.

Seli'num. (From Geknvi], the

moon ; from its supposed usefulness

m disorders proceeding from the in-

fluence of the moon). Marsh small-

age.

Se'llA Tu'RCICA. (Sella
, quasi

sedda,from sedere, to sit ; and Turcica,

from its supposed resemblance to a

Turkish saddle) . Ephippium. A ca-

vity in the sphenoid-bone, contain-

ing the pituitary gland, surrounded

by the four clinoid processes.

Seltzer water. A saline, slight-

ly alkaline water, highly acidulated

with carbonic acid.

%* This water is particularly ser-

viceable in relieving some of the

symptoms that indicate a morbid af-

fection of the lungs ; in slow hectic

fever, exanthematous eruptions of

the skin, foulness of the stomach,

bilious vomiting, acidity, and heart-

burn, spasmodic pains in any part of

the alimentary canal, and bloody or

highly offensive stools. On account

of its property in relieving spasmodic

pains, and from its rapid determina-

tion to the kidneys, and perhaps its

alkaline contents, it has been some-

times employed with great advan-

tage in diseases of the urinary or-

gans, especially those that are at-

tended with the formation of cal-

culus. The usual dose is from half

a pint to a pint.

Semeca'rpus anaca'rdium. The
systematic name, according to some,

of the tree which is supposed to af-

ford the Malacca bean. See Avicenna

tomentosa.

Semeio'sis. (From (r/j/iaow, to

notify). See Semiotice.

Se'm en, -*>»•*> n -—1-Thc seed, ker-

nel , or stone of the fruit of any vege-

table.—2. The prolific liquor secreted

in the testicles, and carried through

the epididymis and vas deferens into

the vcsk-ulaj seminales, to be emitted

.sub cnitu into the female vagina, and

there, by its aura, to penetrate and

impregnate the ovulum in the ova-
rium.

Specific gravity of semen. The
greater part of the semen sinks in

water, yet some swims on the sur-

face, which it covers like very fine

threads mutually connected in the
form of a cobweb.

Colour of semen.—In the testicles

it is somewhat yellow, and in the

vesiculae seminales it acquires a
deeper hue. The semen emitted by
pollution or coition, becomes white
from its mixture with the whitish
liquor of the prostate gland during
its passage through the urethra. In
people who labour under jaundice,
and from the abuse of saffron, the

semen has been seen yellow, and in

an atrabiliary young man, black.

Quality ofsemen.—Exposed to the

air, the semen loses its pellucidity,

and becomes thick ; but after a few
hours it is again rendered more fluid

and pellucid than it was immediately
after its emission ; (this phenome-
non cannot arise from water or oxy-
gen attracted from the air) . At length

it deposits phosphate of lime, and
forms a corneous crust.

Experiments with semen.—It turns

the syrup of violets green, and dis-

solves earthy, neutral, and metallic

salts. Fresh semen is insoluble in

water, until it has undergone the

above changes in atmospheric air.

It is dissolved by alkaline salts. By
aetherial oil it is dried into a pellucid

pellicle, like the cortex of the brain.

It is dissolved by all the acids, except

the oxy-muriatic,by which it is coagu-
lated in the form of white flakes. It is

also acted upon by alcohol of wine.

By dry distillation , semen gives out

a small portion of empyreumatic oil,

and volatile alkali : the remaining
incinerated carbon affords soda and
phosphate of lime.

The constituent principles of semen.— One hundred parts of semen con-

tain :— 1. Of water, ninety parts.—
2. Of animal gluten, six parts.—3. Of
phosphate of lime, three parts.—4. Of
pure soda, one part.—5. By microsco-

pical examination, it is asserted that

an immense number of very small
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animalcula, with round tails, called

spermatic animalcules, may be seen.

—6. The odorous principle, which

flies off immediately from fresh se-

men. It appears to consist of a pe-

culiar vital principle, and by the an-

cients was called aura seminu.

Use of semen,— 1. Projected into

the female vagina, sub coitu, semen
possesses the wonderful and stupen-

dous power of impregnating the ovu-

lum in the female ovarium. The
odorous principle, or aura sper-

matica only, appears to penetrate

through the cavity of the uterus and
Fallopian tubes to the female ova-
rium, and there to impregnate the

albuminous latex of the mature ovu-
lum by its vital power. The other

principles of the semen appear to be
only a vehicle of the seminal aura.

2. In chaste men, the semen re-

turning through the lymphatic ves-

sels into the mass of the blood, gives

strength to the body and mind ; ,

hence the bull is so fierce and brave,
the castrated ox so gentle and weak ; :

hence every animal languishes post
\

xntum ; and hence tabes dorsalis from
j

onanism.

3. It is by the stimulus of the se-

men absorbed, at the age of puberty,
into the mass of the humours, that ,

the beard, and hair of the pubes,but
ill animals the horns, are produced ;

'

ind the weeping voice of the boy
changed into that of a man.
Se'men adjo'waen. A seed of a •

pleasant smell, a grateful aromatic
taste, somewhat like savory, im-
ported from the East Indies, where
X is given in nervous weakness, dys-
pepsia, flatulency, heart-burn, &c.
Se'men agate. An East In-

dian seed, exhibited there in atonic
?out.

Se'men co'ntra. See Artemisia
tantonica.

Se'men sa'nctum. See Artemi-
sia santonica.

Se'mi. (From r\piav, half). Semi,
n composition generally signifies
lalf, e. g. snnk upium, a half-bath,
^r bath up to the navel ; semilu-
naris, in the shape of a half-moon.
Semicircular canals. These

are three in number, and take their

name from their figure. • They be-

long to the organ of hearing; arc

situated in the petrous portion of the

temporal bone, and open into the

vestibulura.

Semicu'pium, -», n. Ahalf-bath,

or such as receive only the hips or

extremities.

Semi-intero'sseus i'ndios. See

Abductor indicis manus.
Semilu'nar valves. Three valves

at the beginning of the pulmonary
artery and aorta ; so called, from
their half-moon shape.

Se'minal mis-emission. Agnesia

Duspermia of Dr. Good. Imperfect

emission of seminal fluid. See Ste-

rility, &c.
Semio'tice. (From anpeiov, a

sign) . Semeiosis. That department
of pathology which treats on the signs

of diseases.

Semimembranosus, Ischio-pop-

liti-fcmoral, of Dumas. A muscle
of the thigh, which serves to bend
the leg, and seems likewise to pre-

vent the capsular ligament from be-

ing pinched.

Semi-nervo'sus. See Semitendi-

nosus.

Semi'nis ejacula'tor. See Acce-
lerator urina3.
Sem i -orbicularis o'ris. See Or-

bicularis oris.

Semi-spjna'lis co'lli. Semi-spi-

nalis sive transverso-spinalis colli, of

Winslow ; Spinalis cervicis, of Albi-

nus; Spinalis colli, ofDouglas ; Trans-
versalis colli, of Cowper ; and Trans-
verso-spinal, of Dumas. A muscle
situated on the posterior part of the

neck, which turns the neck obliquely

backwards, and a little to one side.

Semi-spina'lis do'rsi. Semi-spi-

jialis e.vtemus seu transverso-spinalis

dorsi, of Winslow ; Semi-spinatus
,

of Cowper ; and Transversospinal, of
Dumas. A muscle situated on the
back, which extends the spine ob-
liquely backwards.

Semi-spina'lis ext'ernus. See
Semi-spinalis dorsi.

Semi-spina'tus. See Semi-spinalis
dorsi.

Semi-tendino'sus. The semi-
3U2
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nervosus, of Douglas and Winslow

;

and Ischio-creti-itbial, of Dumas, is

situated obliquely along the back
part of the thigh. It assists in bend-
ing the leg, and at the same time
draws it a little inwards.

Sempervi'vum. (From semper,
always, and vivo, to live ; so called,

because it is always green).-— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Dodecandria ; Order,
Polygyria.—2. The pharmacopoeia!
name of some plants.

Sempervi'vum a'cre. The stone-

crop is sometimes called by this name.
See Sedum acre.

Sempervi'vum tecto'rum. The
systematic name of the house-leek.

Sedum majus, &c. House-leek, or

sengreen.
*** The leaves of this plant have

no remarkable smell, but discover

to the taste a mild subacid auste-

rity ; they are frequently applied by
the vulgar to bruises and old ulcers.

Sene'cio. (From senescere, to

grow old ; so called, because it has a

greyish down upon it, like the beard
of old men).— 1. A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Syn-
genesia; Order, Polygamia superjlua.

—2. The pharmacopceial name also

ofthe groundsel. See Senecio vulgaris.

Sene'cio Jacobje'a. Jacoba?a. St.

James's wort. Ragwort. Senecio

Jacobcpa, of Linnaeus.

*** A decoction of this herb is

said to have been of infinite service

in the cure of epidemic camp dysen-

tery. A poultice made of the fresh

leaves is said to have a surprising

effect in removing pains of the joints,

and in removing the sciatica, or hip-

gout, in two or three applications,

when ever so violent. It is also good
for wounds and bruises. The root

is of an healing, astringent nature.

Sene'cio mai>raspa'tanus. See

Senecio pseude* china.

Sene'cio i -ski !)()-( iu'na. China

i upporita* Senecio madraspatanus*

Senecio psrttdo-china, of Linmews.

Bastard China. It grows in Malabar.
In appearance and qualities, the root

greatlv resembles the China root.

Sene'cio vulgaris. Erigtrmm,

E. See

Se?iecio. Erigeron. Groundsel. A
very common plant, frequently ap-
plied, bruised, to inflammations and
ulcers, as a refrigerant and anti-

scorbutic.

Sene'cta a'nguium. The cast

skin of a serpent ; a decoction of it

is said to cure deafness.

Se'nega. See Seneka.
Senegal gum. See Mimosa Se~

negal.

Senegaw milkwort. See Polygala
senega.

Se'neka. (So called because the
Seneca or Senegaw Indians use it

against the bite of the rattlesnake).

See Polygala senega.

Sengreen. See Sempervivum tec-

torum.

Se'nna. (From senna, an Arabian
word, signifying acute ; so called

from its sharp-pointed leaves). See
Cassia se?ma.

Se'nna Alexandri'na. See Cassia

senna.

Se'nna electua'rium
Confectio senna?.

Se'nna Ita'lica. See Cassia senna.

Se'nna pau'perum. Bastard sen-

na, or milk-vetch.

Se'nna sco'rpium. The scorpion

senna.

Se'nn*; extra'ctum. Extract of

senna.

Se'nnje infu'sum. See Infutnm
senna'.

Se'nna infu'sum tartariza'tum.
Senna leaves, coriander seed, and

cream of tartar, infused in water.

Sensa'tion. The impression pro-

duced on any organ by the action of

an external body, constitutes sensa-
|

tion. It is the consciousness of a

change taking place in any part,

from the contact of a foreign body
with the extremities of the nerves.

The seat of sensation is in the pulp

of the nerves.

Senses. These may be enumerated
under the following heads, viz. the

sense of vision, hearing, smellin

tasting, touching ; which sec.

Sensibi'lii v. The natural capa

bility which a nerve possesses, of

conveying the sensation produced by

its contact with another body. All
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parts possessed of a power receiving

a change, so as to excite a sensation,

are called sensible ; those which are

not possessed of this property, inse?i-

sible.

%* To the insensible parts belong

all our fluids, the blood, bile, saliva,

Sec. and many of the solids, the hair,

epidermis, nails, &c. ; but the sen-

sible parts are the skin, eyes, tongue,

ear, nose, muscles, stomach, intes-

tines, &c.
Senso'rium. See Cerebrum.

Senso'rium commu'ne. See Ce-

rebrum.

Se'nsus exte'rm. The external

senses, viz. seeing, hearing, tasting,

smelling, and feeling.

Se'nsus inte'rni. The internal

senses, viz. imagination, memory,
judgment, the passions, &c.

Se'ntient extre'mities. The
extreme ends of the nerves.

Separato'rium. (From separare,

to separate).

—

Surg. An instrument
for separating the pericranium from
the skull.

—

Chym. A vessel for se-

parating essential parts of liquids.

Se'pia officina'lis. Septum. Prrp-

oipitans magnum. The systematic

name of the cuttle-fish.

Se'pi^E OS. See Sepia officinalis.

Septe'nary years. Climacteric

years. A period, or succession of

years in human life, at which impor-
tant constitutional changes are sup-
posed to take place ; and the end of
this period is therefore judged criti-

cal. This period is fixed at every
seventh vear.

%* The grand climacteric is

fixed at 63, and, passing that time,
age, it is considered, may be pro-
tracted to 90. So general is this

belief, that the passing of 60 gene-
rally gives much anxiety to most
people.

Sept/oil. See Tormentilla.

Se'ptic. Septica. (From arj7Tio,

to putrefy) . Relating to putrefaction.

Sf/pium. See Sepia officinalis.

Septifo'lia. (From stptem, se-

ven, and folium, a leaf ; so named
from the number of its leaves). Co-
ral-wort, or septfoil tooth-wort.

Septine'rvia. (From septem, se-

ven, and nervus, a string ; so called,

from the seven strings upon its leaf).

A species of plantain.

Se'ptum cerebe'lli. A process

of the dura mater, which divides the

cerebellum perpendicularly into two
principal parts.

Se'ptum ce'rebri. The falciform

process of the dura mater is some-
times so called. See Falciform pro-

cess.

Se'ptum co'rdis. [Septum; from
sepire, to separate). The partition

between the two ventricles of the

heart.

Se'ptum lu'ctdum. Septum pellu-

cidum. The thin and tender portion

of the brain, which divides the late-

ral ventricles from each other.

Se'ptum na'rium. Interseptum.

The partition between the nostrils.

Se'ptum pala'ti. The partition

of the palate.

Se'ptum thora'cis. See Medias-

tinum.

Se'ptum transve'rsum. See Dia-
phragm.

Sera'pias. (From Scrapis, a las-

civious idol ; so called, because it

was thought to promote venery ; or

from the testiculated shape of its

root). A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Gynandria;
Order, Diandria.

Serapi'num. The gum-resin sa-

gapenum is sometimes so called. See
Sagapenum.

Seri'phium. (From Scripkus, the

name of the island upon which it

grew. Flix-weed.

Se'ris. (2£pic). Endive.

Sermountain. See Laserpitium siler.

Serous apoplexy. See Apoplexia.

Serpenta'ria gallo'rum. The
arum dracunculus. See Arum dra-

cunculus.

Serpenta'ria Hispa'nica. The
viper's grass. See Scorzonera.

Serpenta'ria Virginta'na. (From
the resemblance of its roots to the

tail of the rattle-snake). See Aris-

tolochia serpentaria.

Serpe'ntum li'gnum. See Ophi-

oxylum serpentinum.

Serpe'ntum ra'dix. See Ophior*

rhiza mungos,
3 U3
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Serpi'go. (From serpere, to creep

;

because it creeps on tbe surface of
the skin by degrees) . A ring-worm,
or totter. See Herpes.
Serpy'llum. (From spnio, to creep,

or a serpendo, on account of its creep-
ing nature). See Thymus serpyHum.

Serpy'llum citra'-"^ c „,
tum. (

See Thy-

Serpy'llum vulga're r ""I,
S€1"

mi'nus. J
PSrto™-

Serra'ta. (From serra, a saw
;

so called, from its serrated leaves)

.

See Serratula.

Serra'thjla. (From serra, a saw;
from its serrated leaves) . A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Syngcnesia ; Order, Polyga-
mia a^q, talis.

Seria'tula aiyja'ra. The syste-

matic name of a species of saw-wort
which is said to cure agues.

Serra'tula arve'nsis. The com-
mon creeping way-thistle.

Serra'tus anti'cus. See Pecto-
7'alis minor.

SeRRa'tuS m a'gN U S . fSerratvs

:

from serra, a saw ; so called from its

saw-like appearance). Serrattts major
anticus, of Douglas and Cowper. Ser-

ratus major, ofWinslow; and CWo
basi-scapulaire, of Dumas ; and Serra-

tus magnushy A\b'mus. Douglas calls

it Scrratus major anticus, but impro-
perly, as it is seated at the side, and
not at the anterior part of the thorax.

It is a broad fleshy muscle, of a very
irregular shape, and is in part covered
by the subscapulars, pectoralis, and
latissimus dorsi. The ancients, and
even many of the moderns, particu-

larly Douglas and Cowper, supposed
its chief use to be to dilate the thorax,

by elevating the ribs ; but it can only

do this when the scapula is forcibly

raised.

Serra'tus ma'jor a'nticus. See
Scrratus magnus.

Serra'tus mi'nor a'nticus. See
[*(Ctoralis minor.

Serra'tus po'sticus infe'rior.

Dorso-himho-cnstal', of Dumas. A
thin muscle of considerable breadth,

situated at the bottom of the back,

under the middle part of the latissi-

uins dorsa.

Serra'tus supe'rior po'sticus.
Cervici-dorso-costal, of Dumas. A
small, flat, and thin muscle, situated
at the upper part of the back, im-
mediately under the rhomboideus.
Its use is to expand the thorax, by
drawing the ribs upwards and out-
wards.

Se'rtula campa'na. See THfolium
melilotus.

Se'rum, -i, n. (From serus, late

;

because it is the remainder of the
milk, after its better parts have been
taken from it).— 1. Whey.—2. The
yellow and somewhat greenish fluid

which separates from the blood when
cold and at rest. See Blood.

Sf/rum all mino'sum. Alum whey.
Se'rum la'ctis. Whey.
Se'rvice-tree. The fruit is con-

sidered powerfully astringent, and
recommended in fluxes and dysen-
teries. It is given in the form of
rob ; and is equally useful in dis-

tilling brandy and making cider.

Sesa'moid bones. (Ossa scsamoi-

dea; from cnicaf.it], an Indian grain,

and eicoc, likeness). Ossa sesamoid

dea. The little bones found at the

articulations of the great toes, and
sometimes at the jointsof the thumbs

;

now and then met with upon the

condyles of the os femoris, at the

lower extremity of the fibula, under
the os cuboides of the tarsus, &c.

•
#* These bones do not exist in

the foetus, but as we advance in life,

begin first to appear in a cartilaginous

state, and, at lergth, in adult sub-

jects, are completely ossified. Ace
and hard labour seem to add to the

number and size of these bones, and

being mostcommonly found wherever

the tendons and ligaments are most

exposed to pressure from the action

of the muscles, they are now gene-

rally considered by anatomists as the

ossified parts of tendons and liga-

ments. It would seem nevertheless

as if these bones were of some utility
;

perhaps by removing the tendons

farther from the centre of motion,

and thus increasing the power of the

muscles. Tbe ossa sesamoidea of

the great-toe and thumb seem like-

wise to have their use, by forming a
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groove for lodging the flexor tendons

secure from compression.

Sesamoidal bones. See Sesamoid
bones.

Se'samum. (Egypt.)—1. A genus
of plants in the Linnsean system.

—

2. The pharmacopoeia! name of the

Scsamum orientate,ofLinnaeus ; which
sec.

Se'samum orienta'le. Sesamum.
The seeds of this plant are in much
esteem in South Carolina, where they
are called oily grain , they are made
into soups and puddings after the

manner of rice. Toasted over the

fire, they are mixed with other in-

gredients, and stewed into a delicious

food. The fresh seed affords a con-
siderable quantity of a warm pungent
oil, otherwise not unpalatable. In a

year or two the pungency leaves it,

when the oil is used for salad, ice,

Tiie seeds of the Sesamum indicum

are used in the same manner. The
leaves are also used medicinally in

some countries, being of a mucila-
ginous quality.

Se'seli. (liana to (rauxrai eWov;
because it is salutary for youmr
fawns).— 1. The name of a genus of
plants: Class, Pentandria; Order,
Digynia.—2. See Laserpitium titer,

Se'seli cre'ticim. There is great

confusion amongst the species of the

seseli. The plant which bean this

epithet in the pharmacopoeias is the

TordyHum officinale, of Linnaeus.

The seeds are said to be diuretic.

Se'seli massilie'nse. See Seseli

tortuo&um.

Se'seli tortuo'sum. The syste-

matic name of the hart-wort of Mar-
seilles. The Seseli tortuosum, of Lin-
naeus. The seeds are directed for

medicinal use, and have a warm bit-

ing taste, and a greater degree of
pungency than those of the Laser-
pitin in.

Se'squi. Joined with any num-
ber, weight, measure, &c. this word
signifies one integer and an half; as

jui granum, a grain and a half.

Shia'ceum. From seta, a bristle;

because horse-hairs were first used
to keep open the wound). A seton.

See Seton.

Se'ton. Setaceum. An ulcer made
under the skin by means of an in-

strument called the seton needle,

which carries with it a portion of

thread or silk, that is moved back-

wards or forwards, and thus keeping

up a constant irritation.

Settenvort. See Helleborus foeti-

dies.

Se'vum ce'ti. See Physeter ma-
crocepkalus,

Se'vum ovi'le. Scvum ovyllum.

Mutton suet.

Se'xual a'ctions. Sexual functions.

The functions proper to' each sex, by
which the species is propagated, e.g.

the excretion of semtn in men ; men-
struation, conception, the evolution

of the foetus, parturition, &c. iri

women.
Se'xual system op plants. The

sexual system of plants, invented by
Linnaeus, is founded on the parts of
fructification ; viz. the stamens and
pistils, which have been observed
with more accuracy since the disco-

very of their various uses, a new set

of principles has been derived from
them, rendered more conformable to

true philosophy, in this system, than
in any other which has preceded.

The fructifying parts of a plant are,

1. The calyx, called also the empale-
ment, or flower-cup, (see Calyx).—
2. The corolla, or foliation, which
is the gaudy part of the flower, (see

Corolla)

.

—3. The stamens or threads,

called also the chives ; which are

considered as the male parts of the

flower, (gee Stamen).—4. The pistil,

or pointal, which is the female part,

(see Fistilium).—5. The seed-vessel,

i see Pencarpium). — 6. The seed,

(see Semen).—7. The receptacle, or
base, on which these parts arc seated,

(see Receptaculum) .

The first four are properly parts

of the fruit. From the number, pro-
portion, position, and other circum-
stances attending these parts of the

fructification, that the classes and
orders, and the genera they contain,

are to be characterized according to

the sexual system.

Flowers wanting the stamens, and
that have the pistil, are styled female*
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Those which have the stamens, and
want the pistil, are called male. Such
as have both stamens and pistils, are

termed hermaphrodite. Those with-

out either stamens or pistils, are called

neuter flowers.

The distinction of male hermaphro-

dites and female hermaphrodites takes

place when, although the flower con-

tains the parts belonging to each sex,

one of them proves abortive or in-

effectual ; if the defect be in the

stamina, it is a female hermaphro-
dite, if in the pistil, a male one.

In regard to sex, plants take also

their denomination in the following

manner

:

1. Hermaphrodite plants , or such

as bear flowers upon the same root

that are all hermaphrodite.

2. Androginous plants, or such as,

upon the same root, bear both male
and female flowers, distinct from each

other, that is, in separate flowers.

3. Male plants, or such as bear

male flowers only upon the same root.

4. Female plants, or such as bear fe-

male flowers only upon the same root.

5. Polygumous plants, or such as,

cither on the same or on different

roots, bear hermaphrodite flowers,

and flowers of either or both sexes.

The first general division of the

whole body of vegetables in the Lin-

naean system, is into twenty-four

classes; these again are subdivided

into orders; the orders into genera

;

the genera into species; and the spe-

cies into varieties, where they are

worthy of note.

Explanation of botanical terms,

accordi?tg to the Linnaan arrange-

ment.

. Monandria ; from jiovoq, one, and

avnp, a husband, that is, a stamen.
Dxandria, having two stamens.

Triandria, three stamens.
Tetrandria, four stamens.

Pentandria, five stamens.

Hexandria, six stamens.

Heptandria, seven stamens.

(hlandria, eight stamens.

Enncandria, nine stamens.

Dtcundria, ten stamens.

// is /ucessari/ to 0&#ffTtf, that the

JIvwers must all be hermaphrodite i?i

these classes ; for should the female
par* be wanting, the plant would ap-
pertain to some other class, notwith*

sta7iding the number of stamina may
be such as would otherwise refer it to

one of these,

Dodecandria, twelve stamens.
Icosandria, twenty stamens.
Polyandria, many stamens.
Didynamia; from lie, two, and

§vva\Lic_, power.
This term imports the power or

superiority of two, and is applied to

this class, because its flowers have
four stamina, of which there are two
longer than the rest.

Tettadynamia, four powers.
Monadelphia ; from fiovoc,, one,

and adeXcpoQ, a brother.

This relation is employed to ex-

press the union of the filaments of

the stamen, which in this class do
not stand separate, but join at the

base, and form one substance, out of

which they proceed as from a com-
mon mother, and the title, there-

fore, expresses a single brotherhood,

meaniug, that there is but one set of

stamens so united, which distin-

guishes this class from the two fol-

lowing. The number of stamens, it

is to be recollected, is not limited.

Diaddphia, two brothers.

Polyadclphia, many brothers.

Syngencsia ; from aw, together,

and yiveaiQ, generation.

This term implies congencration,

for though the stamens stand sepa-

rate, yet their anthers or tops, which

are the parts more immediately sub-

servient to generation, are united in

a cylinder, and perform their office

together.

Gynandria ; from yvvn, a wife,

and avnp, a husband.
This alludes to the singular cir-

cumstance of this class, in the flow-

ers of which the stamens grow upon
the pistil ; so that the male and fe-

male parts are united, and do not

stand separate, as in other herma-
phrodite flowers.

Monoccia; from fiovoQ, one, and

oixoc, a house.

To understand the application of

this title, it must be observed, that
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the plants of this class are not her-

maphrodite but androgynous ; the

flowers that have the stamens want-
ing the pistil, and those that have
the pistil wanting the stamen, so

that monoecia, signifying a single

house, alludes to this circumstance,
that in this class the male and fe-

male flowers are both found on the

same plant or house.

Diuecia; from cig, two, and outog,

a house.

Applied to this class, the plants of
which are male and female, to ex-

press the circumstance of the male
flowers being on one plant, and the

female on another ; the contrary of
which is the case of the androgynous
Class Monoecia.
Polygamia ; from »vo\vc, many,

and ya/xoc, nuptials. Plurality of
marriages.

This class produces, either upon
the same or different plants, herma-
phrodite flowers, and also flowers of
one sex only, be it male or female

;

or flowers of each sex ; and the lat-

ter receiving impregnation from, or
giving it to the hermaphrodites, as

their sex happens to be ; the parts

essential to generation in the herma-
phrodite flowers, do not confine
themselves to the corresponding
parts within the same flower, but
become of promiscuous use, which is

the reason of giving this title.

Cryptogamia ; from kovtt"oq, con-
cealed, and yapog, nuptials. A con-
cealment of marriages.

This class consists of such plants
as either bear their flowers con-
cealed within the fruit, or have them
so small as to be imperceptible.

Explanation of the orders.

Monogyiiia ; from f.iovog, one, and,
yvvrj, a woman, that is, a pistil.

Digynia, two pistils.

Trigynia, three pistils.

Tetragynia, four pistils.

Pentagynia, five pistils.

Hejcagynia , six pistils.

Heptagynia, seven pistils.

Deeagynia, ten pistils.

Polygyria, many pistils.

These titles occur in the thirteen

first classes, and the general expla-

nation of one pistil, two pistils, &c.
will be sufficient to make it appear
how they are employed in the class.

The Class JDidynamia contains the

orders

:

Gymnospermia ; from yvfivog 3

naked, and (rrreppa, a seed.

—

Angi-
ospermia; from afyog, a vessel, and
aTrspfia, a seed, which are distin-

guished by the seed being either

naked, or enclosed in a pericarp or
seed-vessel.

The other two orders in the Class

Tctradynamia, are founded on a
distinction in the pericarp.

Siliculosa, means having a little

siliqua.

Siliquosa, having a siliqua, or par-

ticular kind of seed-vessel.

To explain the orders contained

in the Class Syngenesia, viz. Poly-

gamia cequalis, Polygamia superflua,

P"lygamia frustranea, Polygamia
nccessaria, Polygamia segregata, Mo-
nogamia, it is necessary to explain

what is meant by polygamy in flowers.

It has been already observed, what
is meant by polygamous plants : but
with respect to flowers, the term is

ap plied to a single flower only, for

the flowers of this class being com-
pound, a polygamy arises from the

intercommunication of the several

florets in one and the same flower.

Now, the polygamy of flowers, in

this sense of the word, affords four

cases, which are the foundations of

the four first orders of this class :

equal polygamy , is when all the flow-

ers are hermaphrodite : superfluous

polygamy , is when some of the flo-

rets are hermaphrodite, and others

female only ; for, in this case, as

the fructification is perfected in the

hermaphrodites, the addition T>f the

females is a superfluity: frustraneotis

polygamy, is when some of the flo-

rets are hermaphrodite, and others

neuter; for in this case, the addition

of the neuters is of no assistance to

the fructification : necessary poly-

gamy, is when some of the florets

are male, and the rest female ; for,

in this case, there being no herma-
phrodites, the polygamy arising from
the composition of the florets of dif-
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ferent sexes, is necessary to perfect I

the fructification : polygamia segre-

gata implies separation : the plants
|

of this order having partial cups
growing out of the common calyx

which surround and divide the florets.

The Order Monogamia signifies a
single marriage, and is opposed to

the polygamy of the four other or-

ders ; for in this, although the an-
thers are united, which is the essen-

tial character of the flowers of this

class, the flower is simple, and not

compounded of many florets, as in

the other orders.

The title of the other orders to

that of Trioecia
y

in the Class Poly-
gamia, have been explained.

Trioecia : from rpac, three, and
outog, a house ; because the poly-

gamy is on three distinct plants, one
producing male flowers, another fe-

male, and a third hermaphrodite or
androgynous.
The Class Cryptogemia contains

the orders, Filices, or ferns ; Musci,
or mosses ; Alga?, or flags ; Fungi,
or mushrooms.— See Linnceus Sys-
tema Natura?, &c.
Se'ydschutz water. See Sedlitz

water.

Shaddock. A variety of orange.
Shallot. A species of onion.

Sharp-pointed dock. See Rumex
acutus.

Shedding-teeth. The primary or
milk-teeth. See Teeth.

Shells
, prepared. See Testa? pre-

parata?.

Sherbet. A compound liquor pre-

pared for punch, before the spirit is

added.

Shingles. See Erysipelas.

Shrub. A compound prepared
from spirits, lemon-juice, and sugar.

Si'acon. (Hiayujv). The jaw.

Siagona'<;ra. (From oiaywv, the

jaw, and aypa, a seizure). The
gout in the jaw.

Sia'lagogues. Sialagoga. (From
ffiaXopy saliva, and «yw, to expel).

Those medicines arc so railed, which
excite an uncommon flow of saliva :

such arc mercurial preparations, py-
r< thrum, &c. They are divided into

sifilngo<>a topica, as scilla, nicotiana,

piper, &c. and sialagoga interna , as

the various preparations of mercury.
Sibbe?is. A disease resembling sy-

philis.

Sicca'ntia. (From siccare, to dry).

Drying medicines.

Siccha'sia. (From cikxoq, weak,
weary) . An unpleasant lassitude and
debility, peculiar to pregnant wo-
men.

Si'cula. (Dim. of sica, a short

sword ; so called, from its dagger-

like root). The beet.

Sicye'don. (From aixvog, a cu-

cumber). A transverse fracture, si-

milar to a cucumber broken in two.

Sicyo'ne. (From amvog, a cu-

cumber or gourd ; so named, from
its resemblance to a gourd) . A cu-

curbit.

Sidera'tio. (From sidus, a pla-

net ; because it was thought to be
produced by the influence of the

planets).— 1. Apoplexy.—2. A blast.

—3. A slight erysipelas.

Side'rium. (From cridijpog, iron).

An herb so called, from its sup-

posed virtues in healing wounds
made by iron instruments.

Side'rum. A name given by Berg-
mann to the phosphuret of iron.

Sigesbf/ckia orienta'lis. The
systematic name of a plant said to be

useful in removing strangury, and
in calculous diseases, gout, and fluor

albus.

Sight. See Vision.

Sigilla'ta te'rra. Sealed earth;

a species of bolar earth made into

cakes.

Sigi'llum bea't-e ma'ri^e. Black
briony.

Sigi'llum herme'ticim. An her-

metic seal ; made by closing the end

of a glass tube by melting it.

Sigi'llum Salomo'ms. (Dim. of
signnm, a sign). Solomon's seal;

thus named, because jt lias upon its

root the resemblance of an impres-

sion made by a seal. See Conrallaria

j)olygo?uttum.

SIGMOID. Sigmoides. (From the

Greek letter (Tryiter, anciently written

C, and ucor, a likeness ; resembling

the Greek letter gigma). Applied to

the valves of the heart, and some-
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times to the cartilages of the trachea,

or the semilunar apophysis of the

bones.

Sigmoide'a flexu'ra. The sig-

moid flexure, or turn of the colon.

Sigmoi'des processus. Valves of

the heart.

Si'gna cri'tica. Critical signs of

disease.

Si'gna diagno'stica. Diagnostic

or distinguishing signs.

Si'ler monta'sum. Common
hartwort. See Laserpitium siler.

Si'lex,-icm, m.etf. (Selag,Hcb.)

Silex, or siliceous earth, is the prin-

cipal constituent of a great number
of the compound earths and stones

which form the immense mass of

the solid nucleus of the globe.

*** Silcx is the basis of almost

all the scintillating stones, such as

flint> rock crystal, quartz , agate,

calcedony, jasper, &c. The sand of

rivers, and of the sea-shore, chiefly

consist of it. It is deposited in ve-

getable substances, forming petrified

wood, &c. It is also precipitated

from certain springs, in a stalactical

form. It has been discovered in se-

veral waters, in a state of solution,

and is found in many plants, parti-

cularly grasses and equisetums. Pro-

fessor Davy has proved that it forms

a part of the epidermis of these ve-

getables. It is never met with abso-

lutely pure in nature ; but when per-

fectly so, it exists in the form of a

white powder. It is insipid and inodo-

rous. It is rough to the touch, cuts

glass, and scratches or wears away
metals. Its specific gravity is about

2.66, &c.
Si'lica. (From silex). Siliceous

earth. See Silex.

Sili'go. (2i\tyvic). Fine wheat
or rye.

Si'liqua. (From silo, a nose turned
up, a hooked nose). A pod or re-

ceptacle for seed, consisting of two
valves, and in which the seeds are

fixed alternately to each suture.

Also some plants which bear pods.

Si'liqua di/lcis. Sweet-pod. The
fruit is the produce of the Ceratonia

aUtaua, of Linnaeus ; which see.

Si'liqua hirsu'ta. The cowhage

is sometimes so called. See Doli-
chos.

Siliqua'strum. (From siliqua, a
pod ; named from its pods) . Judas-
tree. The capsicum or Guinea-pep-
per was so termed by Pliny. See
Capsicum.

Siliouo'sa I'ndica. An American
plant ; its juice is alexipharmic.

Silk-worm, acid of. See Bomhic
acid.

Si'lphium. (Zalaph, Arab.) Asa-
fcetida, or the plant which affords it.

Si'lvan. A name given by Werner
to Tellurium.

Si'lver. Argentnm. The whitest

of all metals, considerably harder
than gold, very ductile and malleable,

but less malleable than gold ; for the

continuity of its parts begins to break
when it is hammered out into leaves

of the 160,000th part of an inch
thick, which is one-third thicker

than gold-leaf: in this state it does
not transmit the light. Its specific

gravity is from 10.4 to 10.5. It ig-

nites before melting, and requires a

strong heat to fuse it.

%* Silver is found both native

and mineralized, and combined with
lead, copper, mercury, cobalt, sul-

phur, arsenic, &c.—The principal

ores of silver arc the following

:

Native silver, antimoniated silver,

sulphuret of silver, sulphuretted ox-
yde of silver and antimony, muriate
of silver, native oxydc of silver, &c.
It is found in different parts of the

earth ; is of a white colour, and of

the most lively brilliancy; and, next

to gold, the most malleable of all

metals. It is sometimes found pure,

but for the most part in combination
with tin or lead. It has neither taste

nor smell ; its specific gravity is such,

that it loses about the eleventh part

of its weight by immersion in water

;

and a cubic foot of this metal weighs
270 pounds. Native silver is found
in the greatest abundance in Peru
and Mexico. The officinal argenti

nitras is obtained from this metal.

Silver-weed. See Potentilla aiise-

rina.

Simarou'ba. (A patronymic name
of America) . See Quassia simarouha .
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Simarou'bx infu'sum. See In-

fusum simarouba?.

Si'MiiE la'pis. See Bezoar simice.

Simple substances. See Elements.

Si'mplex o'culus. A bandage for

the eye.

Sinapelte'um. (From aivairiy mus-

tard, and ekaiov, oil). Oil of mus-

tard.

Sina'peos se'men. Mustard-seed.

Sina'pis. (On mvu rovg u>7rac,

because it hurts the eyes). Eruca.

Napus.— 1. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Tetradyna-

mia; Order, Siliquosa. Mustard.

—

2. The pharmacopceial name of the

black mustard. See Sinapis nigra.

Sina'pis a'lba. The systematic

name of the white mustard plant,

which is directed for medicinal use

in the Ed. P. It is less pungent

than the black species. See Sinapis

nigra.

Sina'pis ni'gra. The systematic

name of the common black mustard.

Napus. Eruca. Si?iape. Sinapi. Com-
mon black mustard; directed for

use in the L. P. Sinapis nigra; si-

liquis glabris racemo apjwessis, of

Linnaeus. The seeds have an acrid,

pungent taste, and, when bruised,

this pungency shews its volatility by

powerfully affecting the organs of

smell.
*
#
* Mustard is considered as ca-

pable of promoting the appetite, as-

sisting digestion, attenuating viscid

juices, and, by stimulating the fibres,

it proves a general remedy in paraly-

tic affections. It also frequently, if

taken in considerable quantity, opens

the body, and increases the discharge

of urine : hence it has been found

useful in dropsical complaints. Flour

of mustard is often used, mixed with

vinegar, as a stimulant or sinapism.

Sina'pis se'ivien a'lbum. White
mustard-seed.

Sina'pis se'men m'grum. See

Sinapis.

Sinapi'smus. Sinapismum. Cata-

plasma sinapios. A sinapism, or mus-
tard poultice. A mixture of mustard

and vinegar in form of poultice, ge-

nerally applied to the calves of the

legs or soles of the feet, as a sti-

mulant, and employed in low states

of fevers and other diseases, intended
to supersede the use of a blister.

See Cataplasma sinapis.

Sina'pium. (From GivaTri, mus-
tard) . The infusion or decoction of
mustard-seed.

Si'nciput, -ipitis, n. The fore

part of the head. See Caput.
Si'ne pa'ri. Several muscles, veins,

arteries, &c. are so called, which are
without a fellow. See Azygos.

Singu'ltus. Lygmos. The hic-

cough. A convulsive motion of the

diaphragm and parts adjacent.

Si'nus. A cavity or depression. In

surgery it means a long, narrow,
hollow track, leading from some
abscess, diseased bone, &c.

*
# * The veins of the dura mater

are called sinuses ; the principal of

which are—l.The longitudinal sinus 9

which rises anteriorly from the crista

galli, ascends and passes between the

two laminae of the falciform process,

to where this process ends. It then

opens into—2. Two lateral sinuses,

distinguished into right and left, ly-

ing in the crucial spine of the os

occipitis.—3. The inferior longitu-

dinal, which is a small sinus, situated

at the acute inferior margin of the falx.

Si'nus co'xiE. The acetabulum.

Si'nus ge'njE pituita'rius. See

Antrum of Highmore.
Si'nus longitldina'lis. SeeZo/2-

gitudinal si?ius.

Si'nus maxilla'ris. The antrum
of Highmore. A cavity in the cheek.

Si'nus mulie'bris. Sinus pudoris.

The vagina.

Si'nus ve'n^e porta'rum. The
entrance into the liver.

Sinu'ses, la'teral. See Lateral

sinuses.

Sl'PHILIS. Sec Si/philis.

Sipho'nia ela'siica. The sys-

tematic name of the elastic resin-

tree. See Indian rubber.

Siri'asis. (From aipog, a cavity).

Inflammation of the brain, peculiar

to children, attended with a hol-

lowness of the eyes, and depression

of the fontanels.

Si'rium myrtifo'lium. The sys-

tematic name of the tree supposed
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by some to afford the yellow saun-

ders. See Santalum album,

Si'sarum. (Sim, Heb.) Siser or

skirret.

Si'ser. See Sisarum.

Si'son. A genus of plants : Class,

Pentandria; Order, Monugynia.
Si'son a'mmi. The systematic name

of the plant which affords the ammi
verum of the shops. The seeds of

this plant (Sison, foliis tripinnatis,

Tadicalibus linearibus , caulinis seta-

ceis, stipularibus longioribus, of Lin-

naeus) have a grateful smell, some-
what similar to origanum, and were
formerly administered as a carmi-

native.

Sisy'mbrilm. (From <7i<Tt>€oc,

fringe; so named, from its fringed

roots). A genus of plants in theLin-
naean system : Class, Tetradynamia

;

Order, Siliquosa. The water-cress.

Sisymbrium nastu'rtium. The
systematic name of the water-cress.

Nasturtium aquaticum, &c. Water-
cress. This indigenous plant, Sisym-
brium siliquis declinatis, foliis puina-

tis, foliolis subcordatis, of Linnaeus,

grows plentifully in brooks and stag-

nant waters.
*
#
* Water-cresses obtain a place

in the Materia Medica, for their anti-

scorbutic qualities, which have been
long very generally acknowledged by
physicians. The most pleasant way
of administering them is in form of

a salad.

Sisy'mbrium So'phia. The sys-

tematic name of the herb sophia. It

was formerly in high estimation in

the cure of wounds, and has been
given internally in hysterical affec-

tions, and uterine hemorrhages. The
seeds are also said to be efficacious

in destroying intestinal worms.
Sitio'logy. Sitiologia. (From

(Tiloc, aliment, and Xofog, a discourse

or treatise). A treatise on food.

Si'um. (From veiaj, to move,
from its agitation in water).—1. A
genus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Pentandria; Order, Di-
gynia.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the creeping water-parsnep.

Si'um aroma'ticum. The amo-
mum is sometimes so called.

Si'um ni'nsi. The systematic name
of the plant, the root of which is

called radio: ninsi in some pharma-
copoeias ; long supposed to be the

same as ginseng. It now, however,
appears to be the produce of this

plant. It possesses similar, though
weaker properties, than ginseng.

Si'um nodiflo'rum. The syste-

matic name of the creeping water-
parsnep. Sium nodiflorum, of Lin-
naeus. An antiscorbutic. It is not
nauseous, and children take it rea-

dily if mixed with milk.

Ske'leton. Sceletus. (From crxe\-

\o>, to dry). When the bones of the
body are preserved in their natural

situation, and deprived of the flesh,

the assemblage is called a skeleton.

See Bone.
Ske'leton, artificial. The whole

of the bones of the animal, when
hung in their respective situations by
means of wire. See Bone.

Ske'leton, na'tukal. A skeleton,

in opposition to an artificial one,
where the bones are retained in their

proper places by means of their na-
tural ligaments.

Skin. (Aepfiic,). Pellis. Cutis.

Apparently a simple membrane, but
ia reality laminated, consisting of
several subdivisions : the first, or
outermost lamina, is termed - the

scarf-skin, or cuticle ; the second is

called rete mucosum; after these two
are removed, we come to, as is com-
monly thought, the cutis vera, or the

skin itself.

*
# * When carefully separated from

all adventitious matter, in a middle-
sized man, the skin weighs about
four pounds and a half.

Skin, scarf. Sec Cuticle and
Skin.

Skink. See Schicus.

Skull. Cranium. The boney box
which contains the brain, forms the
forehead, and every part of the head
except the face. It consists of eight
bones, viz. one os frontis, one os
occipitis, one os sphenoides, one os
ethmoideum, two ossa temporalia,
and two ossa parietalia.

Slaters. See Oniscus asrllus.

Sleep. Somnus. That state of the
3 X
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body, in which the internal and ex-
ternal senses and voluntary motions
are not exercised.

*
#* The end and design of sleep

is to renew, during the silence and
darkness of the night, the vital energy
which has been exhausted through
the day, and to assist nutrition, &c.

Sloe. See Primus sylvestris,

Smallage. See Apium.
Small-pox. See Variola.

Sme'lling. The sense of smell is

that by which we perceive odorous
effluvia, taken in by inspiration, and
principally applied to the Schneiderian

membrane, which invests both sides

of the septum narium and the con-
vexities of the turbinated bones.

*
#* The principal seat of smell,

the fungous and nasal portion of the

membrane, besides numerous blood-

vessels, remarkable for being more
liable to spontaneous hemorrhage
than other parts of the body, is sup-

plied by nerves, chiefly the first pair,

which are distributed on both sides

of the septum of the nose, and also

by two branches of the fifth pair.

The former appear to be the seat of

smell : (See Loder*s Obs. Tumoris
Scirrhosi in basi Cranii Pvperti, Jen.

1779.4, for a case of anosmia, fol-

lowing a compression of the first

pair, by a scirrhns); the latter to

serve for the common feeling of the

part, which excites sneezing, &c.

The organ of smell is very small

and imperfect at birth. The sinuses

scarcely exist. Smell consequently

takes place but late, when the inter-

nal nostrils are evolved, and is more
acute in proportion to their size and

perfection. No external sense is so

intimately conected with the sen-

soriuin and internal senses, nor does

any one influence them so much as

the sense of smell. No other is so

liable to idiosyncrasies, nor so power-

ful in exciting and removing syncope.

Nor is any other so capable of re-

ceiving such delicate and delightful

impressions; for which reason, Rous-

leau very aptly called smell, the sense

of imagination. Neither can sensa-

tions be remembered in so lively a

manner as those of peculiar odours.—

See Blumenbach's Physiology
f p. 103,

ed. J.

S.mi'lax. (From (rpiXsvo), to cut;
so called, from the roughness of its

leaves and stalk) . A genus of plants

in the Linnaean system : Class, Dioe-
cia; Order, Octandria. Rough bind-

weed.
Smi'lax Chi'na. The systematic

name of the China root tree. It

was formerly in esteem, as sarsapa-

rilla now is, in the cure of the ve-
nereal disease, and cutaneous dis-

orders.

Smilax, Chinese. See Smilax China,

Smi'lax sarsapari'lla. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which
affords the sarsaparilla. Sarsa, &c.
The root of this plant, Smila.v; caule

aculcato angulato 9 foliis i?iermibus
f

ovatiSy retuso-mncronatis , trinerviis, of

Linnaeus, has a farinaceous, some-
what bitter taste, and no smell.

%* It was introduced into Spain,

about two centuries ago, as an un-
doubted specific in syphilitic disor-

ders ; but owing to difference of cli-

mate, or other causes, it has not

answered the character which it had
acquired in the Spanish West Indies,

It is considered, however, as capable

of improving the general habit of

body, after it has been reduced by
the continued use of mercury. The
root, in powder or decoction, is

sometimes employed in rheumatic
affections, scrofula, and cutaneous

complaints, where an acrimony of the

fluids prevails, &c. SeeSai'saparilla.

Smy'rnion horte'nse. The mas-
ter-wort has been so termed. See

Imperatoria.

Smy'knium. (So called from

(jpvpvay myrrh, the smell of the seed

resembling that of myrrh very much).

A genus of plants : Class, Pentan-

dria; Order, Ih'gyniat

Smy'rmlm olusa'tkum. The sys-

tematic name of the plant called

Alexanders. Smymium. Herba Alex-

undrina> &c. Common Alexanders.

It was formerly cultivated in our

gardens, for culinary use, but is now
superseded by celery. The seeds are

bitter and aromatic, and the roots

are more powerfully bitter. They
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are recommended as resolvents, diu-

retics, and emmenagogues, though

seldom used.

Snail. See Limax.
Snail-seeded glasswort. See Salsola

kali.

Snakeroot, Virginian. See Crista-

lochia serpentaria.

Snakeweed. See Polygonum bis-

torta.

Snaheivood. See Colubrinum lignum.

Sneezewort. See Achillea ptarmica.

Sneezing. A convulsive action

of the muscles of the chest, from
irritation of the Schneiderian mem-
brane of the nose.

Snuff. See Nicotiana.

Soap. See Sapo.

Soap-berry. See Sapindus sapo-

naria.

Soapwort. See Saponaria.

Socotorine aloes. An epithet of the

best aloes which are brought from
Socotora. See Aloe.

So'da. (Arab.) The name now
generally given by chymists and phy-
sicians to the mineral alkalies. See
Soda impura.

So'da aceta'ta. A neutral salt

formed of a combination of acetic

acid with soda. Its virtues are simi-

lar to those of the acetate of potash.

So'da boraxa'ta. See Borax.
Soda, carbonate of. See Sodcs car-

bonas.

So'da Hispa'nica. See Soda? im-
pura.

So'da Hispa'nica purifica'ta. See
Sodfp subcarbojias

.

So'da impu'ra. Impure soda. Soda.
Barilla. Bariglia. Sal alkalinusfi.rus

fossilis. Carbonas soda? impurus. Sub-
carbonas soda? impura, &c. Barilla

is the name given to the impure
mineral alkali, or imperfect carbo-
nate of soda, of commerce, imported
from Spain and the Levant. It is

made by burning to ashes different

plants that grow on the sea-shore,
chiefly of the genus salsola. Many
have referred it to the Salsola kali,

of Linnams; but various other plants,
on being burned, are found to afford
this alkali, and some in a greater
proportion than this : viz.

The Salsola sativa, Lin. Salsola

sonda, Lofling. Kali d'Alicante, &c.

growing abundantly on that part of

the Spanish coast which is washed by
the Mediterranean sea.

Salsola soda, Lin. which grows on
the French Mediterranean coast.

—

Salsola tragus, Lin. affords an ordi-

nary kind of soda, with which the

French frequently mix that made in

Languedoc. — Salicornia herbacea,

Lin. common in salt marshes, and
on the sea-shore all over Europe.—

i

Salicornia Arabica,\Jm. Mesembryan-
themum nodijlorum, Lin. Plantago

squarrosa, Lin. All these, accord-

ing to Alpinus, afford this alkali. It

has also been procured from several

of the fuci, especially F. vesiculosus,

and distinguished here by the name
kelp.

%* Various other marine plants

might also be noticed as yielding an
impure soda by combustion ; but the

principal are confined to the genus
salsola, and that of salicornia. On
the authority of Rawolf, the salsola

kali is the species from which the salt

is usually obtained in Eastern coun-
tries: which is brought to us in hard
porous masses, of a speckled brown
colour. Kelp, a still more impure
alkali made in this country by burn-
ing various sea-weeds, is sometimes
called British barilla. The marine
plants, collected for the purpose of

procuring barilla in this country, are

the salsola kali, salicornia Europaea,

zostera maritima, triglochen mariti-

mum,chenopodiummaritimum,atri-
plex portulacoides et littoralis, plan-

tago maritima, tamarix gallica, eryn-

gium maritimum, sedum telephiura,

dipsacus fullonum, &c. &c.
So'da muria'tis. 1 See Soda?

So'da muria'tica. J murias.

So'da pnosphora'ta. Phospho-
rated soda. Alkali minerale phospho-
ratum, of Bergman. A compound
of phosphoric acid and soda, and
therefore called phosphas soda? in the
new chymical nomenclature. It is

cathartic in the dose of half an ounce
to an ounce ; dissolved in gruel it is

not unpleasant, and it is said to be
useful in small doses, in scrofula,

bronchocele, rachitis, and gout.

3X2
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Soda, subcarbonate of. See Sodce
subcarbonas.

Soda, subcarbonate of, dried. See
Soda? subcarbonas exsiccata.

Soda, sulphate of. See Soda? sul-

phas.

So'da tartariza'ta. Tartarized
soda, formerly called sal rupellensis

,

sal polychrestum Seignetti, and lat-

terly, natron tartarizatum. A salt

consisting of tartaric acid, soda, and
potash, the soda only combining with

the superabundant acid of the super
salt ; it is, therefore, a triple salt,

and it has been deemed bytheLond.
Col. more convenient to express this

difference by the adjective tartari-

zata, than to introduce the three

words necessary to its description.
*
#* Tartarized soda possesses mildly

cathartic, diuretic aud deobstruent

properties, and is exhibited in doses

from 3J.-5J. as a cathartic, and in

the dose of gr. xx.-xxx. in abdomi-
nal physconia, and torpidity of the

kidneys. See Seigfiette's salts.

Soda, tartarized. See Soda tarta-

rizata.

So'da bo'ras. Borate of soda.

See Borax.
So'da ca'kbonas. Carbonate of

soda. Aerated soda.

%* This salt bears to the subcar-

bonate of soda the same relation

that the carbonate of potash does
to its subcarbonate. It is prepared
in the same way, possesses the same
comparative advantages, and also

contains double the quantity of car-

bonic acid.

So'da mu'rias. Muriate of soda.

Alkali minerale salinum. Sal com- '

munis. Sal culinaris. Sal fontium.
Sal gemnuB. Sal marinus. Natroji

iiutriatum. Soda muriata. Common
j

culinary salt. It possesses antiseptic,
j

diuretic, and resolvent virtues, and
'

is often employed in the form of

clyster, fomentation, lotion, pedi-

luvium, and bath, in costiveness,

against worms, gangrene, scrofu-

lous tumours, herpetic eruptions,

gout, &c.
%* This salt is more abundant in

nature than any other, and is found

in prodigious masses in the internal

part of the earth, in Calabria, ir

Hungary, in Muscovy, and more
especiallyWeilicska, in Poland, neai

Mount Capax, where the mines are

very large, and afford immense
quantities of salt. It is also ob-

tained by several artificial means
from sea-water.

So'da: subbo'ras. See Borax.
So'da: subca'rbonas. Subcarbo-

nate of soda, formerly called natron

pr&paratum and sal soda?. It con-

sists of soda imperfectly saturated

with carbonic acid, and is, therefore,

called soda? subcarbonas. It is given

in doses of from ten grains to half a

drachm as an attenuant and antacid

;

and combined with bark and aro-

matics, it is highly praised in the

cure of scrofula. It is also a power-

ful solvent of mucus, a deobstruent

and diuretic ; and has been thought
an antidote against oxvde of arsenic

and corrosive sublimate.
*** The other diseases in which

the subcarbonate of soda is given,

are those arising from an abundance
of mucus in the primae viae ; calcu-

lous complaints ; gout ; some affec-

tions of the skin \ rickets ; tinea ca-

pitis; crusta lactea, and worms. It

is likewise recommended in the form

of lotion, to be applied to scrofulous

ulcers.

So'da subca'rbonas exsicca'ta.

Dried subcarbonate of soda. Its vir-

tues are similar to those of the sub-

carbonate.

So'da su'lphas. Sulphate of soda,

commonly known by the name of

natron vitriolatum, and formerly sal

catharticus Glauberi. It possesses

cathartic and diuretic virtues, and is

in hio:h esteem as a mild cathartic.

It is found in the mineral kingdom
formed by nature, but that which is

used medicinally is prepared by art.

Dose 5J.-5J.
Sol, -is, m. The sun. A name

given to gold by the older chymists.

SoLA'iMEN. (From solari, to com-

fort). Anise-seed is called solamen

intcstinorum, from the comfort it

affords in disorders of the intes-

tines.

Solano'ides. (From sola?iu?n,
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night-shade, and eicog, likeness).

Bastard night-shade.

Sola'nlm. (From solari, to com-
fort, because it gives ease by its stu-

pifving qualities.— 1. A genus ofplants
in the Linnaean system : Class, Pen-
tandria; Order, Monogynia. Night-
shade.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the Solan im nigrum.
Sola'num dulcama'ra. The sys-

tematic r.ame of the bittersweet.
lyulcamara. Solatium sca7tdens

f &c.
Woody nightshade: Solanutn: caule

inermi\frutescente^flexuosa ; foliis su-

perioribus htutatit ; racemis cymosis,

of Linnaeus. The roots and stalks

of this plant chewed, cause first a
sensation of bitterness, and then a

considerable degree of sweetness

;

hence the name of bitter-sweet. The
berries hitherto have not been used
medicinally; they seem to act pow-
erfully upon the prima? viae, exciting

violent vomiting and purging. The
younger branches are directed for

use, and may be employed either

fresh or dried, making a propor-
tionate allowance in the dose of the
latter for some diminution of its

powers by siccation. Dulcamara
does not manifest those strong nar-
cotic qualities which arc common to
many of the nightshades ; it is,

however, very generally admitted to

be a medicine of considerable effi-

cacy. Two drachms or half an ounce
of the dried stipites, or younger
branches, are directed by Linnaeus to

be infused half an hour in boiling

water, and afterward to be boiled
ten minutes. Of this decoction he
gives two tea-cups full, morning and
evening. See Decoctum dulcamara?.

Sola'nlm fcf/tidlm. The thorn-
apple is sometimes thus called. See
Datura stramonium.
Sola'nlm letiia'le. See Atropa

belladonna.

Sola'nlm ligno'sum. The bitter-

sweet is sometimes so called. See
Solatium dulcamara.

Sola'nlm melo'ngena. The sys-

tematic name of the mad apple plant.

%.* The oblong egg-shaped fruit

of this plant are ofcen boiled in their

native places, in ^oups and sauces, the

same as the love-apple ; they are ac-

counted very nutritive, and are much
sought after by the votaries of Venus.

Sola'nlm ni'grum. The syste-

matic name of a highly deleterious

plant called the garden nightshade.

Sola'nlm sa'nctum. The syste-

matic name of the Palestine night-

shade. The fruit is of a globular form,
and in Egypt is much eaten by the

inhabitants.

Sola'nlm tlbero'sum. Batabas.

Solatium esculentum. Pappus Amt-
ricanus. Convoh ulus Itidicus, &c. The
potatoe plant, a native of Peru. -An
extremely nutritious, wholesome, and
well-known vegetable.

*** Potatoes were first brought
into Europe by Sir Francis Drake,
1486, and planted in London.
Sola'num vesica'rium. The win-

ter cherry plant of Caspar Bauhin.

See Physalis alkekengi.

Soldane'lla. [A solidando, from
its uses in healing fresh wounds).
The sea convolvulus. See Convolvu-

lus soldatulla.

So'len. (2oA?/j/). A tube or

channel. A cradle for a broken limb.

Solena'r;um. (Dim. of outX-nv,

a tube). A catheter.

So'leus. From solea, a sole, from
its shape being like the sole fish).

The name of a muscle. See Gastroc-

nemius internus.

Solida'go. {Yromsolidare, to make
firm ; so called from its uses in con-
solidating wounds). A genus of
plants in the Linnaean system : Class:,

Syngenesia ; Order, P(,lygamia su-

per/lua. The herb comfrey.
Solida'go virgau'rea. The sys-

tematic name of the golden rod.

Virga aurea. Hcrba dorea, &c. The
leaves and flowers of which are re-

commended as aperients and corro-

borants in urinary obstructions, ulce-

rations of the kidneys and bladder
;

and are said to be particularly useful

in stopping internal hemorrhages.
So'lids. Solida. — Anat. The

bones, ligaments, membranes, mus-
cles, nerves, and vessels, &c.

So'lium. (From solus, alone ; so

called, because it infests the body
singly). The tape-worm.
3X3
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Solomon's seal. Sigilla Salomo-

tits. The convallaria polygonatum.
Used as an outward application for

buises
\—dried and powdered, it is

said to be antidysenteric ; and, if

beaten into a conserve with sugar
whilst green, it is recommended in

fluor albus.

Solse'quium. (From sol, the sun,

and segai, to follow, so called, be-

cause it turns its flowers towards
the sun). Marigold or turnsole, or
sun-flower.

So'lvent. See Menstruum.
Solu'tion. Solutio. An intimate

commixture of solids with fluids,

into one apparently homogeneous
liquor. The dissolving fluid is called

a menstruum or solvent.

Soluti'va. (From solvere, to

loosen) . Laxatives, gentle purgatives.

Somna'iyibulism. (From somjius,

sleep, and ambulare, to walk) . Sleep-

walking. The muscles of loco-motion
excited into their accustomed action,

by the force of the imagination during

dreaming.
%* In profound sleep, all the

faculties of the mind, as well as all

the voluntary organs of the body,
are in a state of inactivity or torpi-

tude, and the only organs that pre-

serve their active tenor, are the in-

voluntary ones : so that in this state

there is neither thought nor idea of
any kind. In dreaming, some of

the mental faculties only sleep, or
are torpid, while the others, like

the involuntary organs of the body,
continue wakeful or active : the

somnolent faculties are, the will,

the perception, and the judgment.
Now it sometimes happens, cither

from disease, or peculiarity of con-

stitution, that all the external or-

gans of sense do not associate in the

general action that has taken place,

or yield alike to the general torpor

to which it gives rise ; and that the

auditory, the optical, or some other

sense, continues awake or in vigour,

while all the rest are become inert

;

as it does also, that such particular

sense, like the muscles of particular

members, is awakened or re-stimu-

lated into action in the midst of the

soundest sleep, by the peculiar force
or bent of the dream, while the rest

still sleep on and are unaffected.

—

If the external organ of sense, there-
fore, thus stimulated, be that of
sight, the dreamer may perceive ob-
jects around him, and be able to

distinguish them ; and if the tenour
of the dreamer's ideas should as

powerfully operate upon the muscles
of loco-motion, these also may be
thrown into their accustomed state

of action, and he may rise from his

bed, and make his way to whatever
place the drift of his dream may di-

rect him, with perfect ease and free

from danger. He will see more or
less distinctly, in proportion as the

organ of sight is more or less awake

:

yet from the increased exhaustion,
and of course increased torpor of
the other organs, in consequence of
an increased demand of sensorial

powers from the common stock, to

supply the action of the sense and
muscles immediately engaged, every
other sense will probably be thrown
into a deeper sleep or torpor than if

the whole had been quiescent.

Hence the ears may not be roused
even by a sound that might other-

wise awake the sleeper. He may be
insensible, not only to a slight

touch, but to a severe shaking of the

limbs ; and may even cough vio-

lently without being recalled from
his dream. Having accomplished
the object of his visionary pursuit,

he may safely return, even over the

most dangerous precipices, for he
sees them distinctly, to his bed ; and
the organ of sight being now quite

exhausted, or there being no longer

any occasion for its use, it may once

more associate in the general acti-

vity, and the dream may take a new
turn, and consist of a new combi-

nation of images.

Somnabulism occurs in many per-

sons without any manifest predis-

posing cause, though it is generally

connected with a considerable irri-

tability of habit. A morbid state of

the stomach, where this habit exists,

has very frequently proved an ex-

citing cause. Dr. Vcates has given
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an example, in the case of a young
gentleman of ten years of age : for

which see Medical Transactions , vol.

V. art. xxviii. p. 444. See also

Oneirodynia.

Somm'fera. (From som?ius, sleep,

and ferre, to bring). Medicines
which induce sleep.

Sonchi'tes. (From croyxog, the

sow-thistle ; so called, from its re-

semblance to the sonchus). The
herb hawkweed.
So'nchus. (Hapa to gojov xeHV >

from its wholesome juice) . A genus
of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Syngenesia; Order, Pol. cequa-

lis. The sow-thistle.

So'nchus olera'ceus. The sys-

tematic name of the sow-thistle.

*** Most of the species of son-

chus abound with a very bitter milky
juice, and are said to possess diuretic

virtues. This is sometimes employed
with that intention. Boiled, it may
be eaten as a substitute for cab-

bage.

Scot. Fuligo. A volatile matter

,

arising from coals, wood, and other
fuel along with the smoke. It is

used as a material for making mu-
iate of ammonia.
%* A tincture of soot was, at one

[me, directed in our dispensatories;

he most material ingredient of
bich, however, was asafoetida.

So'phia. (From cro^oc, wise ; so

amed, from its great virtues in stop-

fluxes . Fiix-wced or flux-

eed.

So'phia chirurgo'rum. See Si-
i/ui brium Sophia

.

Sonus iica'tion.—Pharm. A term
mployed to signify the counterfeit-

g or adulterating any medicine.
his practice unhappily obtains with

most dealers in drugs, &c. ; and the
fraud is carried on so artificially by
many, as to prevent the detection,
even by the most acute analysis.

Sophroniste'res. (From cw^oo-
?<£«*, to become wise ; so called, be-
cause they do not appear till after
puberty). The last of the grinding-
teeth.

Sopho'ra heptaphy'lla. The sys-
tematic name of the shrub, the- root

ping

and seeds of which are sometiriies

called aniicholerica ; they are intense-

ly bitter, and said to be useful in

cholera, colic, and dysury.

Sopie'ntia. (From sopire, to make
sleep). Opiates.

So'por, -oris, m. Profound sleep.

Sopor'iferous. Soporifera. (From
sopor, sleep, and ferre, to bear). A
term given to medicines which in-

duce sleep. See Anodynes.
So'ra. (Arab.) The nettle-rash.

Sorbastre'lla. (From sorbere, to
suck up, because it stops hemor-
rhages). The herb burnet.

So'rbates. Compounds of sorbic

or malic acid, with the salifiable

bases.

So'rbus. (From sorbere, to suck
up; because its fruit stops fluxes).

A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system : Class, Jcosandria ; Order,
Trigynia. The service-tree.

So'rbus aucupa'ria. The wild
service-tree. The berries of this

plant are astringent, and, it is said,

have been found serviceable in allay-

ing the pain of calculous affections in

the kidnies.

So'rdes. The viscid or glutinous
matter discharged from ulcers, which
is frequently of a brownish-red colour,

somewhat resembling the grounds of
coffee, or grumous blood mixed with
water.

*#* Sordes, Sanies, and Ichor, are
all of them much more foetid than pu-
rulent matter, and none of them are
altogether free from acrimony ; but
that which is generally termed Ichor,

is by much the most acrid of them,
being frequently so sharp and corro-
sive as to destroy large quantities of
the neighbouring parts.

Sore, Bay. A disease considered
by Dr. Mosely as a true cancer,

co7nmencing with ,an ulcer. It is en-
demic at the Bay of Honduras.

Sore-throat. See Cynanche.
Sorrel, common. See Ilumex ace-

iosa.

Sorrel, French. See Rumex scu-
tatus.

Sorrel, round-leaved. See Rumex
scutatns.

Sorrel, waod. See Oxalis acetosella.
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So'ry. The ancient name of the

sulphate of iron.

Sound. An instrument which sur-

geons introduce through the urethra
into the bladder, to discover whether
it contains a stone or not.

Sour dock. See Rumex acctosa.

Southernwood, See Artemisia abro-

tanwm.
Sow-bread. See Cyclamen.
Spa water. A very strongly acidu-

lous chalybeate, containing more iron

and carbonic acid than any other mi-
neral spring.

Spain, pellitory of. See Anthemis
Pyrethrum.
Spanish fly . See Lytia.

Spanish Liquorice. See Glycyrrhiza.

Spargano'sis. (From (nrapyaw,

to swell) . A milk abscess.

Spa'rtium. A genus of plants in

the Linnasan system : Class, Diadel-

phia; Order, Decandria.

Spa'rtium scopa'rium. The sys-

tematic name of the common broom.
Genista. The tops and leaves of this

indigenous plant, Spartium ; foliis

ttrnatis solitariisque, ramis inc•rmibus

,

angulatis, of Linnaeus, are the parts

employed medicinally ; they have a

bitter taste, and are recommended
for their purgative and diuretic qua-

lities, in cases of dropsy.

Spasm. Spasmus. (From airau),

to draw). A spasm or convulsion.

An involuntary contraction of the

muscular fibres, or that state of con-

traction of the muscles which is not

spontaneously disposed to alternate

with relaxation, is properly termed
spasm. When the contractions alter-

nate with relaxation, and are fre-

quently and preternaturally repeated,

they are called convulsions.

*** Spasms are distinguished by
authors into clonic and tonic spasms.

In clonic spasms, which are the true

convulsions, the contractions and
relaxations are alternate, as in epi-

lepsy ; but in tonic spasms the mem-
ber remains rigid, as in locked jaw.

See Convulsion , Tonic spasm, and
Tetanus.

Spa'sM!. Spasmodic diseases. The
third Order of the Class, Neuroses,

ji Cullen ; characterized by a mor-

bid contraction or motion of mus-
cular fibres.

Spasmodic colic. See Colica.

Spasm o log v. Spasmologia. (From
(TTTctcrfioc, a spasm, and Xofog, a dis-

course). A treatise on convulsions.

Spa'smus cy'nicus. The sardonic

grin. A convulsive affection of the

muscles of the face and lips on both
sides, involuntarily forcing the mus-
cles of those parts into a species

of grinning distortion. If one side

of the face only be affected, the dis-

ease is nominated tortura oris. If

the masseter, buccinator, temporal,
nasal, and labial muscles, be inv^'un-

tarily excited to action, or contorted

by contraction or relaxation, they,

form a species of malignant sneer.

It sometimes arises from eating hem-
lock, or other acrid poisons; but,

more frequently succeeds an apoplec-

.

tic stroke.

Spathome'le. (From <T7ra9 ;/, a
sword, and pi]\rj, a probe). An
edged probe.

Spa'tula. (Dim. of spatha, a

broad instrument).— 1. An instru-

ment for spreading salve.— 2. A
name for the herb spurge-wort,
from its broad leaves.

Spearmint. See Mentha viridis.

Spcanvort , water. See Ranunculus
flammula.

Specific. A remedy of infallible

eflicacy in the cure of disorders

;

the existence of which is much
doubted.

Speci'fic gra'mty. The density

of the matter of which any body is

composed, compared to the density

of another body, assumed as the,

standard. This standard is pure dis-

tilled water, at the temperature of

60° Fahrenheit.

%* To determine the specific

gravity of a solid, we weigh it first

in air, and then in water. In the

latter case it loses of its weight, a

quantity precisely equal to tie weight

of its own bulk of water; and hence,

by comparing this weight with its

total weight, we find its specific

gravity. The rule therefore is—di-

vide the total weight by the loss of

weight in water ; the quotient is the
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specific gravity. If it be a liquid or

a gas, it is to be weighed in a glass,

or other vessel of known capacity,

and by dividing that weight by the

weight of the same bulk of water,

the quotient is, as before, the spe-

cific gravity. (See Hydrometer, for

another modification of the same
rule).—To calculate the mean spe-

cific gravity of a compound from
those of its components, is a problem
of perpetual recurrence in chymistry.

It is only by a comparison of the

result of that calculation, with the

specific gravity of the compound,
experimentally ascertained, that we
can discover whether the combina-
tion has been accompanied with ex-
pansion or condensation of volume.

Rule.—The specific gravity of one
body is to that of another, as the

weight of the first, divided by its

volume, is to the weight of the se-

cond, divided by its volume ; and the

mean specific gravity of the two, is

found, by dividing the sum of the

weights by the sum of the volumes.
—For a paper on this subject, pub-
lished by Dr. Ure, see Journal of
Science, No. 7.

Speci'llum. (From specere, to

examine). A probe.

Spe'culum a'ni. An instrument
for distending the anus, whilst an
operation is performed within the

rectum.

Spe'culum ma'tricis. An instru-

ment to assist any manual operation
connected with the womb.

Spe'culum o'cull Speculum.
(From specere, to view) . An instru-

ment to keep the eyelids open, and
the eve fixed.

Spe'culum o'ris. An instrument
to force open the mouth.
Spe'culum ve'neris. See Achillea

millefolium.

Speech. See Voice.

Speedwell, female. See Antirrhi-
num elatine.

Speedwell, male. ") See Vero-
Specdwell, mountain, f nica.

Spermace'ti. (From (nreppa, seed,

a (nrtinu), to sow, and cete, or cetus,

the whale). See Physeter.

Sperma'tic. Belonging to the tes-

ticle and ovary ; e. g. as the sper-

matic artery, chord, and veins.

Spermatocele. {J£.TrtpiLa.To*r)\ri 9

from enrepua, seed, and nnXrj, a tu-

mour). Epididymis distensa. A swell-
ing of the testicle or epididymis,
from an accumulation of semen;
known by a swelling of those or-
gans, pain extending to the loins

without inflammation.
Sperm atopoe'tica. (From G7reppa 9

and 7tois(jj, to make). Medicines
which increase the generation of seed.

Sphaceli'smus. (From acpa^Xi^cj ,

to gangrene). A gangrene. Also a
phrenitis.

Spha'celus. (From crQaxu), to de-
stroy). Mortification of any part.

See Gangrene and Mortification.

Sph&noi'des. See Sphenoides. ^3

Sph^ri'tis. (From crcpaipa, a
globe ; so called, from its round
head). Sphcerocephalus , &c. The
globe-thistle.

Sph-ero'ma. (From a<paipa, a
globe). A fleshy globular protuber-
ance.

Spiienoi'des os. (From <j<pnv 9 a
wedge, and u£oq, a likeness ; be-
cause it is fixed in the cranium like

a wedge) . Os cuneiforme. Os multi-

forme. Os azygos. Papillare os. Ba-
silare os. Os polymorphos. Pterygoid
bone. The os sphenoides, or cunei-

forme, as it is called, from its

wedge-like situation amidst the other

bones of the head, is of a more ir-

regular figure than any other bone.
It has been compared to a bat with
its wings extended. This resemblance
is but faint ; but it would be difficult

perhaps to find any thing it resem-
bles more.
Sphenoidal su'ture. Sutura sphe-

noidalis. The sphenoidal and eth-

moidal sutures surround the many
irregular processes of the sphenoid
and ethmoid bones, and join them
to each other and to the rest.

Spheno-maxilla'ris. An artery,

and a fissure of the orbit of the eye,

is so called.

Spheno-salpi'ngo-stapiiyli'nus.
See Circumflexus.

Spheno-staphyli'nus. See Lc<*

vator palati.
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Sphi'ncter. (From <r0ryyw, to

shut up) . A name given to several

muscles, whose office is to shut or

close the aperture around which they
are placed.

Sphi'ncter a'ni. Sphincter exter*

nus, of Albinus and Douglas. Sphinc-

ter cutatieus, of Winslow ; and cocci-

go- cutani-sphincter , of Dumas. A
single muscle of the anus, which
shuts the passage through the anus
into the rectum, and pulls down the

bulb of the urethra, by which it as-

sists in ejecting the urine and semen.
Sphi'ncter a'm cuta'neus. See

Sphincter a?ii.

Sphi'ncter a'ni exte'rnus. See
Sphincter ani,

Sphi'ncter a'ni inte'rnus. The
circular fibres of the muscular coat

of the rectum, which surround its

extremity.

—

Albinus and Douglas.
Sphi'ncter cuta'neus. SceSphinc-

ter ani.

Sphi'ncter exte'rnus. SeeSphinc-
ter ani.

Sphi'ncter gi/lje. The muscle
which contracts the top of the

throat.

Sphi'ncter labio'rum. See Or-
bicularis oris.

Sphi'ncter o'ris. See Orbicularis

oris.

Sphi'ncter vagi'n*:. Constrictor

cunni, of Albinus. Second muscle of
the clitoris, of Douglas; and anulo-

ST/ndesmo-clitoi'idien
y
of Dumas. Its

use is to contract the mouth of the
vagina.

Sphingo'nta. (From o^iy-yw, to

bind). Astringent medicines.

Spiiondy'lilm. (From G7rovSv\oe,
vertebra ; named from the shape of

its root; or probably, because it was
used against the bite of a serpent,

called G7rovc°v\ic). Supposed to be the

branckursine. See Acanthus mollis.

Spi'ca. (From ora^fc, an ear of

corn) . A bandage resembling an ear

of corn.
*
# * In applying the gpica bandage

to the shoulder, the margins of the

axillae must be protected from the

effects of the pressure, by means of

M/t*t compresses ; and the end of a

Common roller is then to be placed
|

under the arm-pit, on the sound
side. After conveying the bandage
backward, obliquely over the sca-

pulas, it is to be brought forward
over the injured shoulder. The roller

is next to descend under the arm-
pit, then be carried upward again,

and made to cross on the deltoid

muscle. It is now to be carried ob-

liquely over the front of the chest,

and under the opposite arm-pit,

where the end of it is to be pinned
or stitched. The bandage is next to

pass across the back, over the part

of the roller previously applied in

this situation, and is to be conveyed
round the head of the os brachii, so

as to form a turn, or doloire, with

the first circle of the roller. Three
or four doloires or turns, each of

which cover about one-third of the

preceding one, are to be made, and
then the upper part of the arm is to

be once surrounded with a plain cir-

cle of the bandage. This last circu-

lar application leaves it, and the

cross previously made, a triangular,

equilateral space, technically named
by writers, geranis. The roller is

now to be carried up in a spiral

manner; its head is to be brought
to the opposite arm-pit, and the

application of the whole concludes

with a few turns round the body.

The bandage is to be fastened with

pins at the place where it com-
menced.

In the application of the spica

inguinis, or inguinal bandage, the

end of the roller is to be placed on
the spine of the os ilium of the af-

fected side. The bandage is then to

be carried obliquely over the groin,

and under the perineum. Then it is

to pass over the back of the thigh,

and next forward, so as to cross the

part previously applied on the front

of the groin. The application is con-

tinued by carrying the roller over

the pubes, over the opposite os ilium,

and next round the body, above the

buttocks. The bandage thus returns

to the place where it began ; and the

whole is completed by making a few

turns, like the preceding ones, and

lastly, a few circles round the body.
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Spi'ca bre'vis. Fox-tail plant.

Spi'ca Ce'ltica. See Valeriana

Celtica.

Spi'ca fs/mina. Common laven-

der.

Spi'ca I'ndica. See Xardus In-

diea.

Spi'ca inguina'lis. A bandage or

truss for ruptures in the groin.

Spi'ca inguina'lis du'plex. Double
bandage for ruptures.

Spi'ca mas. Broad-leaved laven-

der.

Spi'ca na'rdi. See Nardus Indica.

Spi'ca si'mplex. A common rol-

ler or bandage.
Spige'lia. (From spica, an car of

corn ; so called, from its spicated

top).— 1. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pcntandria;

Order, Monogynia. — 2. The name
in some pharmacopoeias for the Spi-

gclia anthclmia.

Spi'gelia antiie'lmia. The sys-

tematic name of the spigelia of some
pharmacopoeias. Its virtues are

much the same with those of the

Indian pink. See Spigelia marilan-

dica.

Spigf/lia lonice'ra. See Spigelia.

Mari!a)idica.

Spige'lia Marila'ndica. Spigelia

Ionic era. Perennial worm-grass, or
Indian pink. Spigelia; caule tetra-

gono,foliis omnibus oppositis, of Lin-

naeus. The whole of this plant, but
mostly the root, is employed as a

vermifuge bv the Indians and inha-

bitants of America.
%* Dr. Hope has written in fa-

vour of this plant, in continued and
remitting low worm -fevers ; besides

its property of destroying the worms
in the intestines, it acts as a purga
tire.

Spigelian lobe. See Liver.

Spignel. See JEthusa meum.
Spikenard. Spike. See tardus

indica.

SPILA'NTHUS ACMe'lla. Achmella.
Achamella. The systematic name of
the balm-leaved spilanthus. It pos-
sesses a glutinous bitter taste and
a fragrant smell. The herb and seed
are said to be diuretic and emmena-
gogue ; and useful in dropsies, jaun-

dice, fluor albus, and calculous cok
plaints, given in infusion.

Spi'na. (Quasi spiculina, dim. of
spica)

.

— 1. A thorn.— 2. The back-
bone ; so called, from the thorn-

like processes of the vertebrae. -^

3. The shin-bone.

Spi'na a'cida. See Berberis.

Spi'na acu'ta. The hawthorn.
Spi'na tEgvpti'aca. The Egyptian

thorn or sloe-tree. See Acacia vera.

Spi'na a'lea. The white-thorn
tree.

Spi'na Ara'bica. The chardon, or
Arabian thistle.

Spi'na bifi'da. Hydrops medulUr
spinalis. Hydrocele spinalis. Hydro-
rachitis spinosa. A tumour upon the

spine of new-born children imme-
diately about the lumbar vertebrae

and upper parts of the sacrum : at

first, it is of a dark livid colour ; but
in proportion as it increases in size,

it approaches nearer and nearer to

the colour of the skin, becoming per-

fectly diaphanous.—From the sur-

face of tins tumour a pellucid watery
fluid sometimes exudes, and this cir-

cumstance has been noticed bv diffe-

rent authors. It is always attended
with a weakness, or, more properly
speaking, a paralysis of the lower
extremities. The opening of it rashly

has proved suddenly fatal to the

child. Tulpius, therefore, strongly

dissuades us from attempting this

operation.
•
#* Acrel mentions a case of spina

bifida, where a nurse rashly opened
a tumour, which, as she described

it, was a blood-bag on the back of
the child at the time of its birth, in

bigness equal to a hen's e^ ; in two
hours after which the child died.

Upon dissection it appeared that the

bladder lay in the middle of the os
sacrum, and consisted of a coat, and
some strong membrane, which pro-
ceeded from a long fissure of the

bones. The extremity of the spinal

marrow lay bare, and the spinal

duct, in the os sacrum, was uncom-
monly wide, and distended by the

pressure of the waters. Upon trac-

ing it to the head, the brain was
found nearly in its naturaL state, but
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./ventricles contained so much
/ater, that the infundibulum was
quite distended with it, and the pas-

sage between the third and fourth

ventricle was greatly enlarged. He
likewise notices another case, where
a child lived about eight years, la-

bouring under this complaint, during

which time it appeared to enjoy to-

lerable health, though pale. Nothing
seemed amiss in him, but such a de-

gree of debility as rendered him in-

capable to stand on his legs.—The
tumour, as in the former case, was
in the middle of the os sacrum, of

the bigness of a man's fist, but little

discoloured ; and on pressure it be-

came less. When opened it was found

full of water, and the coats were the

same as in the former, but the sepa-

ration of the bones was very consi-

derable . The spinal marrow, under
the tumour, was rigid, and as small

as a pack-thread ; but there were no
morbid appearances in the brain.

According to Morgagni, spina bifida

is mostly attended with hydrocepha-

lus, and the enlargement of the head
has been known to undergo a con-

siderable diminution, after the casual

rupture of the tumour of the spine.

The fluid which was lodged in the

lateral ventricles, and third ventricle,

passed into the fourth, through the

aquaductus Sylvii, ruptured the cala-

mus scriptorius, and thus passed into

the spinal canal (De Sed. et Caus.

Mori, epist. vii. art. 9 ; Ephem. Cur.

Nat. decad. iii. art. 1 ; decad. ii.

art. 2). Spina bifida usually occur

on the lower part of the spine ; but

they occasionally occur on the cer-

vical vertebrae, where the tumours
have the same characteristic marks
as those near the sacrum. Many
facts recorded by Ruysch, in his

anatomical observations, confirm the

preceding account. The disease is

one of a most incurable nature ; for,

with the exception of one case men-
tioned by Morgagni (De Sed. ct Caus.

Morb. epist. xii. art. 9) ; a second

recorded by Keilman (Prodrom. Act.

Ilavn. p. 136*) ; and two or three

others more recently published by
Sir Astley Cooper, there is not on

record any case which either got
well of itself, or was benefited by
any mode of treatment. The be-
nefit of pressure is shewn in these

cases. — vSee Med. Chirurg. Trans,

p. 323, &c.
Children are sometimes born with

tumours analogous to spina bifida,

but situated on the head. There is a

deficiency of bone at some part of the

skull, and through the sac, composed
of the dura mater, protrudes, covered
only by the integuments. Mr. Earle

lately met with such a swelling situ-

ated upon the occiput of a female

infant. The plan of repeatedly mak-
ing small punctures with a common
needle, discharging the fluid, healing

up the punctures, and applying pres-

sure, was tried, and followed up for

some time without the occurrence

of any unpleasant symptoms. Even
punctures were sometimes made with

an ordinary lancet ; yet the child

suffered no harm from the operation,

and hopes of a cure were indulged.

At length, however, ulceration of

the swelling took place, the child

became indisposed, and rapidly sunk.

—See Med. Chir. Trans, vol. vii.

p. 427.—On this disease the following

works may also be consulted : War-
ner's Cases in Surgery;—B. Bell's

System of Surgery, vol. v. ;

—

Portal*s

Cours d'Anat. torn. iv. p. 66 ;

—

Lassus

Pathologie Chir. torn. i. p. 2(*0, et

seq. edit. 1809 ;

—

Abemethy's Surgi-

cal and Physiological Essays, parts i.

and iii. ;

—

Sir A. Cooper in Med. Chir.

Trans, vol. ii. p. 322 ;

—

Othes, An
Account of Spina Bifida, with Re-

marks on the Method of Treatnu nt

proposed by Mr. Abemethy, 8vo.

Cambridge, 1810;

—

Richter, An-

fangsgr. dcr JJ'urdarzen, b. v., «S.c.

Spi'na bl'rgiii monspelie'nsi*
Ever-green privet.

Spi'na cervi'na. (So called, frcm

its thorns resembling those of the

stag). See Rhamnus catharticus.

Spi'na hi'rci. The goats'-thorn

of France, yielding gum-tragacanth.

Spj'na infecto'ria. See Rhamnus
catharticus.

Spi'na purga'trix. The purging

thorn.
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Spi'na solstitia'lis. The calci-

trapa officinalis. Barnaby's thistle.

Spi'na vento'sa. {Spina seems to

have been applied by the Arabians to

this disease, because it occasions a

prickling in the flesh like the punc-

ture of thorns ; and ve?itosa'\s added,

because, upon touching the tumour,

it seems to be filled with wind,though

this is not the cause of the disten-

sion). Spina? ventositas. Teredo.

Fungus articuli. Gangrcena ossis,

&c. Some French authors term it

exostosis. When children are the

subjects of this disease, M. Severi-

nus calls it Posdarthrocace. A tu-

mour arising from an internal caries

of a bone. It most frequently occurs

in the carpus and tarsus ; and is

known by a continual pain in the

bone, and a red swelling of the

skin, which has a spongy feel.

—

See J. Pandolphinus, de Ventositalis

SpinesSaevhsimo Morbo, 1 2mo. Nor ib.

1647 ;

—

A. J. Vandermecr, de Spina

Ventota, Duisb. 1729 ;

—

F. L. Au-
vust'in, de Spina Ventosa Ossium,

Icon. iv. 4to. Halae, 1797;

—

F. H.
Schuchardt, Annotata quondam de

Spina Ventosa, cumannexis Singula-

rs hujus Morbi Observationibus,12mo.

Marburg, 1817.—See also Joints.

Spina'chia. See Spinacia.

Spina'cia. Spinachia. (From I<x-

waviUy Spain, whence it originally

:arae ; or from its spinous seed)

.

Spinach. Spinage. This plant, Spi-

tacia oleracea, of Linnaeus, is some-
imes directed for medicinal purposes

n the cure of phthisical diseases

;

nade into a poultice, by boiling the

eaves and adding some oil, it forms
m excellent emollient.

%* As an article of food, spinach

nay be considered as similar to cab-

>age, and other oleraceous plants.

See Brassica capitata.

Spina'cia olera'cea. The syste-

matic name of spinage. See Spinacia.

Spi'n^e cra'tes. The spine of the

>ack.

Spi'nje vento'sitas. A caries, or
lecay of a bone.

Spinal marrow. See Medulla spi-

mlis.

Spina'lis cervi'cis. A muscle

situated close to the vertebrae at the

posterior part of the neck and upper
part of the back. Its use is to ex-

tend the neck obliquely backwards.

Spina'lis co'lli. See Semi'-spinalis
colli.

Spina'lis do'rsi. Transversalis

dorsi, ofWinslow, and inter-epineuxy

of Dumas. The name given by Al-
binus to a tendinous and fleshy mass
situated along the spinous processes

of the back and the inner side of the

longissimus dorsi. Its use is to ex-
tend the vertebrae, and to assist in

raising the spine.

Spina'les lumbo'rum. Muscles
of the loins.

Spine. (Spina, from spina, thorn
;

so called from the spine-like pro-
cesses of the vertebras) . Spina dorsi.

I Columna spinalis. Columna vertebralis.

j

A bony column or pillar extending
: in the posterior part of the trunk
from the great occipital foramen to

|

the sacrum ; composed of twenty-

j

four bones called vertebrae. See

I

Vertebra?.

Spino'sa. See Spina bifida.

Spino'sum Syri'acum. The Syrian
broom.

Spirs'a. (From spira, a pillar ; so
named from its spiral stalk) . Meadow-
sweet. A genus of plants in the Lin-
naean system : Class, Pentagynia;
Order, Icosandria.

Spir^'a Africa'na. African mea-
dow-sweet.

Spire'a filipe'ndula. The sys-

tematic name of the officinal drop-
wort. Filipendula. Saxifraga rubra.

Drop-wort. The root of this plant,

Spiraea; foliis pennatis, foliolis uni-

formibus, serratis ; caule herbaceo; flo-
ribus corymbosis, of Linnaeus. It pos-
sesses .astringent, and, it is said,

lithontriptic virtues. It is now seldom
used.

Spir^'a ulma'ria. The systematic
name of the meadow-sweet. Ulmaria,
Regina prati. Barba capra?. Mea-
dow-sweet. Queen of the meadows.
A beautiful and fragrant plant, the
leaves of which are recommended as
mild astringents. The flowers have
a strong smell, resembling that of
May ; and are supposed to possess an-

3 Y
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tispasmodic and diaphoretic virtues,

though very rarely used medicinally.

%* Linnaeus suspects that the

neglect into which the meadow-sweet
has fallen, has arisen from the plant

being supposed to possess some
noxious qualities, from its being left

untouched by cattle. It may be ob-

served, however, that the cattle also

refuse the Angelica and other herbs,

whose innocence is apparent from
daily experience.

Spirit. Spiritus. A name formerly

given by chymists to all volatile sub-

stances collected by distillation. Three
principal kinds were distinguished :

inflammable or ardent spirits, acid

spirits, and alkaline spirits.

*V* The word spirit is now almost
exclusively confined to alcohol.

SPl'RITUS iE'THERIS Nl'TRICI. Spi-

ritus cetheris ?iitrosi. Spiritus nitri

dulcis. A febrifuge, diaphoretic, and
diuretic compound, mostly admini-

stered in asthenia, nervous affections,

dysuria, and calculous diseases.

Spi'ritus /e'theris sulphu'rici.

Spiritus vitrioli dulcis. Spiritus cethe-

ris vitriolici. Diaphoretic, antispas-

modic, and tonic, mostly exhibited

in nervous debility, and weakness of

the primae viae.

Spi'ritus #'theris aroma'ticus.

An excellent stimulating and sto-

machic compound; administered in

Aveakness of the stomach and ner-

vous affections,

Spi'ritus je'tiieris sulphu'rici

compo'situs. A stimulating ano-

dyne, supposed to be similar to the

celebrated liquor mincralis anodynus
y

of Hoffman, exhibited in fevers,

nervous affections, hysteria, &c.

;

and in most cases of fever where
medicines are rejected by the sto-

mach, &c.
Spi'kitus ammo'ni/e. Spirit of

ammonia. Formerly called Spiritus

sulis ammoniaci dulcis. Spiritus salts

ammoniaci. A stimulating antispas-

modic, occasionally administered in

cases of asphyxia, asthenia, and in

nervous diseases ; but mostly used

as an external stimulant in rheuma-
tism, sprains, and bruises.

Sn'iuTUS ammo'ni.e aroma'ticus.

Aromatic spirit of ammonia. For-
merly known by the name of Spin-
tus ammonia compositus : Spiritus

vclatilis arnmaticus : Spiritus salis vo-

latilis oleosus. A stimulating anti-

spasmodic and sudorific in very ge-

neral use, to smell at in fainting?-

and lowness of spirits. It is alsc

exhibited internally in nervous affec-

tions, hysteria, and weakness of the

stomach. The dose is from half x\

ad 51J.

Spi'ritus ammo'ni^ foz'tidus.

Foetid spirit of ammonia. Formerly
called Spiritus volatilisfoetidus. A sti-

mulating antispasmodic, frequently

exhibited to children against convul-

sions, and to gouty and asthmatic

persons. The dose is from 5SS-5J.

Spi'ritus ammo'ni^: succina'tus,
Succinated spirit of ammonia. For-
merly known by the names of Eau
de luce ; Spiritus salis ammoniaci
succinatus ; Liquor cornu succinatus.

A preparation much esteemed as a

stimulant and nervine medicine, and
is employed internally and externally

against spasms, hysteria, syncope,

vertigo, and the stings of insec

The dose is from x minims to 3SS.

Spi'ritus a'nisi. Spirit of ani

seed. Formerly called Spiritus ani,

compositus; Aqua seminum unisi com
posita. Stimulating, carminative an
stomachic preparations, calculate

to relieve flatulency, borborygmus,
colic, and spasmodic affections of

the bowels. The dose is from half

to a whole fluid drachm.
Spi'ritus armora'cije compo'si-

tus. Compound spirit of horse-ra-

dish, formerly called Spiritus rapha-

ni compositus : Aqua raphani compo-

sita. A warm stimulating compound
given in gouty, rheumatic, and spas-

modic affections of the stomachy

and in scorbutic diseases. The dos

is from 5SS-3SS.

Spi'ritus ca'mphor£. Spirit

camphor. Formerly known by the

names of Spiritus camphoratus : Spi-

ritus vinosus camphoratus : Spiritus

tuns camphoratus. Used externally

against chilblains, rheumatism, palsy,

numbness, and gangrene.

Spi'ritus ca'rui. Spirit of cara-
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\ Formerly called Aqua seminum,

rut. Carminative, &c. The dose

from 5J-3SS *

Spi'ritus cinnamo'mi. Spirit of

:innamon. Formerly called Aqua
lamomi spirituosa. Aqua cinna-

,i fortis. Mostly used in con-

unction with other carminatives to

^ive a pleasant flavour ; although it

nay be exhibited alone as a carmi-

aative and stimulant. The dose is

from a fluid 5s-gss.

Spi'ritus co'rnu ce'rvi. See

dmmonice subcarbonas.

Spi'ritus juni'peri compo'situs.

Compound spirit of juniper. For-

merly called, Aquajujriperi compu-

sita. Diuretic dose.

Spi'ritus lava'ndulje. Spirit of

avender. Formerly called, Spiritus

lavendulce simplex. Mostly used as

i perfume, but may be given inter-

nally, as a stimulating nervine and
tntispasmodic. The dose is from 5J
to ^ss.

Spi'ritus lava'ndul/e compo'si-

tus. Compound spirit of lavender.

Formerly called, Spiritus lavendulce

:ompositus matthice. An useful an-

tispasmodic, and stimulant in very

general use against nervous diseases,

owness of spirits, and weakness of

;he stomach, taken on lump sugar.

Spi'ritus lumbrico'rum. Spirit

Df worms. The spirit obtained by
:lie distillation of the earth-worm is

similar to hartshorn.

Spi'ritus me'nth.'e piperi't^.

Spirit of peppermint. Formerly
railed, Spiritus menthce piperit idis :

Aqua menthce piperitidis spirituosa.

This preparation possesses all the

properties of peppermint with the

stimulating virtues of the spirit. The
lose from 5J-3J.
Spi'ritus me'nthae vi'ridis. Spi-

lt of spearmint. Formerly called,

Spiritus menthce sativce : Aqua men-
thce vulgaris spirituosa. Commonly
ulded to carminative or antispasmo-
Uc draughts, and seldom exhibited

done. The dose from 3J-3J.
Spi'ritus millepepa'kum. Spirit

)f millepedes. A fluid volatile al-

kali, whose virtues are similar to

hartshorn.

Spi'ritus mindere'ri. A solution

of acetate of ammonia, made by
adding concrete carbonate of ammo-
nia to distilled vinegar till salivation.

See Ammonice acetatis liquor,

Spi'ritus myri'stice. Spirit of

nutmeg. Formerly called, Aqua ?iu-

cis moschatce. A stimulating and
agreeable spirit, possessing the virtues

of the nutmeg. The dose from

Spi'ritus nitri du lcis. See
Spiritus atheris nitrici,

Spi'ritus ni'tri du'plex. The
nitrous acid. See Acidum 7iitrosum,

and Aitric acid.

Spi'ritus ni'tri fu'mans. Fum-
ing spirit of nitre. See Acidum ni-

trosum, and Nitric acid.

Spi'ritus ni'tri Glaube'ri. See
Acidum nitrosum, and Nitric acid.

Spi'ritus ni'tri si'mplex. The
dilute nitrous acid. See Acidum ni-

trivutn dilutum.

Spi'ritus ni'tri vulga'ris. Com-
mon spirit of nitre, now called Aci-

dum uitricum dilutum,

Spi'ritus pime'nt^e. Spirit of pi-

mento. Formerly called, Spiritus

pimento. A stimulating aromatic

tincture, mostly combined with as-

tringent and carminative medicines.

The dose is from 3SS-3J.

Spi'ritus pule'gii. Spirit of pen-

nyroyal. Formerly called Aqua pu-
legii spirituosa. Used as an emme-
nagogue amongst the lower orders.

It possesses nervine and carminative

virtues. The dose is from 5ss-^ss.

Spi'ritus re'ctor. Boerhaave
and others gave this name to a very
attenuated principle, in which the

smell of odoriferous bodies peculi-

arly reside. It is now called, Aroma.
Spi'ritus rosmari'ni. Spirit of

rosemary. A very fragrant spirit,

mostly used externally in conjunction

with other resolvents.

Spi'ritus sa'lis ammoni'aci
aquo'sus. See Ammonice subcarhonas

.

Spi'ritus sa'lis ammoni'aci du'l-
CIS. See Spiritus ammonicp,

Spi'ritus sa'lis ammoni'aci si'm-

plex. See Ammonice subcarbonas.

Spi'ritus sa'lis Glaube'ri. See

1 Muriatic acid,

3 Y 2
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Spi'ritus sa'lis mari'ni. See Mu-
riatic acid.

Spi'ritus vi'ni rectifica'tus. Rec-
tified spirit of wine is generally used
to dissolve resinous and other medi-
cines, and is seldom exhibited inter-

nally, though it exists in the diluted

state in all vinous and spirituous li-

quors. See Alcohol.

Spi'ritus vi'ni tenu'ior. Proof
spirit. It is about half the strength

of rectified spirit, and is much em-
ployed for preparing tinctures of
resinous juices, barks, roots, &c.

Spi'ritus vitrio'li. See Sulphuric

acid.

Spi'ritus vitrio'li du'lcis. See
Spiritus cetheris sulphurici.

Spi'ritus vola'tilis foz'tidus.

See Spiritus ammonia? fostidus.

Spissame'ntum. (From spissare,

to thicken). A substance put into

oils and ointments to thicken them.
Spitting of blood. See Hamateme-

sis and Haemoptysis.

Spla'nchnica. (From <jTtXayxvov >

an intestine) . Remedies for diseased

bowels.

Splanchnology. (From awXafx-
vov, an entrail, and Xofog, a dis-

course). Splanchnologia. The doc-

trine of the viscera.

Spla'nchnic nerve. The great

intercostal nerve. See Intercostal

nerve.

Spleen. (SttXi/j/). Lien. The
milt. A spongy viscus, of a livid

colour, and so variable in form, si-

tuation, and magnitude, that it is

hard to determine either. Neverthe-
less, in a healthy individual, it is

always placed on the left side, in the

left hypochondrium, between the

eleventh and twelfth false ribs. Its

circumference is oblong and round,

resembling an oval figure. It is

larger, to speak generally, when the

stomach is empty, and smaller when
it is compressed, or evacuated by a

full stomach.

It should particularly be remem-
bered of this viscus, that it is convex

towards the ribs, and concave inter-

nally i also, that it has an excava-

tion, into which vessels are inserted.

It is connected with the following

parts:—1. With the stomach, by a
ligament and short vessels.—2. With
the omentum and the left kidney.—
3. With the diaphragm, by a portion

of the peritoneum.—4. With the be-

ginning of the pancreas, by vessels.—5. With the colon, by a liga-

ment.
In man, the spleen is covered with

one simple, firm membrane, arising

from the peritoneum, which adheres
to the spleen very firmly, by the
intervention of cellular structure.

The vessels of the spleen are, the-

splenic artery, coming from the cce-

liac artery, which, considering the

size of the spleen, is much larger

than is requisite for the mere nutri-

tion of it. This goes by serpentine

movements, out of its course, over

the pancreas, and behind the sto-

mach, and after having given off

branches to the adjacent parts, it is

inserted into the concave surface of

the spleen. It is afterwards divided

into smaller branches, which are

again divided into other yet smaller/

delivering their blood immediately

to the veins, but emitting it no
where else. The veins, at length,

come together into one, called the

splenic vein ; and having received

the large coronary vein of the sto-

mach, besides others, it constitutes

the left principal branch of the vena

porta*

.

The nerves of the spleen are small

;

they surround the arteries with their
;

branches ; they come from a parti-

cular plexus, which is formed of the

posterior branches of the eighth pair,

and the great intercostal nerve.

Lymphatic vessels are almost only

seen creeping along the surface of

the human spleen.
*
#
* The use of the spleen has

not hitherto been determined; yet, if

its situation and fabric be regarded,

one would imagine its use to consist

chiefly in affording some assistance

to the stomach during the progress

of digestion.

SpUcnivort. See Ceterach.

Sti.kna'lgia. (From airXijv, the

spleen, and aXyoo, pain). A pain in

the spleen, or its region.
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Splene'tica. (From inrXqv, the

spleen). Medicines which relieve dis-

eases of the spleen.

• Splenitis. (From (nrXrjv, the

spleen) . Inflammation of the spleen.

Modem Practice of Physic, by Dr.
Thomas, p. 192.

Sple'nium. (From (tttXtjv, the

spleen ; so called, from its efficacy in

disorders of the spleen).— 1. Spleen-

A genus of disease in the Class, Py-
j wort.—2. A compress, shaped like

fexice ; and Order, Phlegmasia , of ! the spleen.

Cullen ; characterized by pyrexia,! Sple'nius. (From (nrXrjv, the spleen;

tension, heat, tumour, and pain in so named, from its resemblance, in

the left hypochondrium, increased shape, to the spleen, or, according

by pressure. to some, from splenium, a. ferula, or

%* According to Juncker, this
; splint, which surgeons apply to the

disease comes on with a remarkable
shivering, succeeded by a most in-

tense heat, and very great thirst

;

sides of a fractured bone). Splenitis

capitis, and splenitis colli, of Alhi-

nus ; and cervico-dorsimastoidien, ct

pain and tumour are felt in the left
\

dorso-trachelien, of Dumas. A flat,

hypochondrium, and the paroxysms
|

broad, and oblong muscle, partly

for the most part assume a quartan covered by the upper part of the

form: when the patients expose them- , trapezius, and obliquely situated be-

selves for a short time to the free tween the back of the ear and the

air, their extremities immediately lower and posterior part of the neck.
grow very cold. If an hemorrhage * The splenitis may easily be
happen, the blood flows out of the separated into two parts; a circum-
left nostril. The other symptoms stance of which Eustachius and Fal-

are the same with those of the hepa- lopius were aware, and which Wins-
titis. Like the liver, the spleen is low has distinguished into the supc-

also subject to a chronic inllamma- ' rior and inferior portions: Albinus
tion, which often happens after agues, has described them as two distinct

and is called the ague-cake, though muscles, calling the part inserted

that name is also frequently given to into the mastoid process and os oc-
a scirrhous tumour of the liver, sue- cipitis, splenitis capitis, and that in-

ceeding intermittents. The causes serted into the vertebrae of the neck,
are, in general, the same with those splenitis colli. We here follow Dou-
df other inflammatory disorders; glas, and the generality of writers,

though those which determine in- in describing these two portions as

flammation to this particular part one muscle, especially as they are
more than another, are not much ;

intimatelv united near their origin.

Known. It attacks persons of a very ! Its use, when it acts singly, is to

plethoric and sanguine habit of body, !
draw the head and upper vertebra;

rather than others. of the neck obliquely backwards;
During the acute stage of splenitis, when both act, they pull the head

we must follow the antiphlogistic directly backwards.
plan, by general and topical bleed-
ings, by purging frequently, and by
the application of biisters near the
part affected. If it should terminate
in suppuration, we must endeavour
to discharge the pus externally, by
fomentations or poultices. When the
organ is in an enlarged scirrhous
state, mercury may be successful in

preventing its farther progress, or
even producing a diminution of the
part ; but proper caution is required
in the use of it, lest the remedy do
rtiore harm than the disease.—See

SPLENIUS CAPITIS.lc c , .

c , • < > bee Splenitis.
SPLE NILS CO LLI. J

J

Splenoce'le. (From gttXtiv, the

spleen, andxj/X?;, a tumour). Her-
nia of the spleen.

Splint. A long piece of wood,
tin, or strong pasteboard, employed
for preventing the ends of broken
bones from moving, so as to inter-

rupt the process by which fractures

unite : also, in certain cases, for the

purpose of keeping limbs from mov-
ing, particularly in some kinds of
dislocations, wounds, &c.

3Y3
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*
#* Whatever may be the sub-

stance of which splints are made,
they ought always to be at least as
long as the fractured bone ; and if

the situation of the limb will allow,
they ought, says Boyer, to extend
its whole length. (See Traite des

Mai. Chir. t. iii. p. 5).—The num-
ber of splints must depend upon
their breadth , and the thickness of
the limb. For the fore-arm, two
are sufficient; for the upper arm
and thigh, four are often used ; and
for the leg, two, and sometimes
three.

Spo'dium. C2<GTofoov) . The spo-

dium of Dioscorides and of Galen
(not known in the shops) , is said to

have been produced by burning cad-
mia alone in the furnace ; for throw-
ing it in small pieces into the fire,

near the nozzle of the bellows ; the

most fine and subtle parts are blown
against the roof of the furnace, and
what reflected thence was called by
this name.
*** Spodium differed from the

pompholyx in not being so pure, and
in being more heavy. Pliny distin-

guishes several kinds of it, as that

of copper, silver, gold, and lead.

Spo'dium a'rap.um. Burnt ivory,

or ivory black. See Abaisir.

Spo'dium Gr^co'rum. Album
Graecum. The white dung of dogs.

Spolia'rium. The name of a
private room at the Roman baths,

in which the bathers undress.

Spondy'lium. (From O7rov$v\og,
a vertebra ; so named, from the
shape of its root, or probably because
it was used against the bite of a ser-

pent called cnrovcvXig) . The herb
all-heal. Cow-parsnep.

Spo'ndylus. C27tovcv\oq) . A
name given to call the spine or back-
bone by, from the shape and fitness

of the vertebrae to move every way
upon one another.

Sponge-tent* See Spongia preppa-

ruta.

Spongia. See Sponge.
Sponge. (27royfoc. (nroyha).Spo?i-

via. A sea-production, the Spongia
officinalis, of Linnaeus, the habita-

tions of insects. Sponge tents are

employed by surgeons to dilate fistu*

lous ulcers, &c. See Spongia usta.

Spo'ngia officinalis. The sys-
tematic name of the sponge. See
Sponge,

Spon'gia pr^para'ta. Prepared
sponge. Sponge tent. This is made
by dipping pieces of sponge in hot
melted emplastrum cera? compositum,
and pressing them between two iron

plates. As soon as cold, it may be
cut into pieces of any shape.
*^* Sponge tents were formerly

used for dilating small openings, for

which theywere well adapted, as when
the wax melted, the elasticity of the

sponge made it expand and distend

the opening, in which it had been
put. They are still used in French
practice.

Spo'ngia u'sta. Burnt sponge.
" Cut the sponge into pieces, and
beat it, that any extraneous matters

may be separated ; then burn it in a

close iron vessel until it becomes
black and friable ; lastly, rub it to

a very fine powder."
*
#
* Burnt sponge is exhibited

with bark in the cure of scrofulous

complaints ; and it forms the basis

of a lozenge, which has been known
to cure the bronchocele in many in-

stances. The dose is from 3J-5J.
Spongio'sa o'ssA. Ossa turbinata

inferiora. Small bones situated in

the under part of the side of the nose;

of a triangular form and spongy ap-

pearance, resembling the os spon-

giosum superius.
*
#* The ossa spongiosa afford a

large surface for extending the or-

gan of smell, by allowing the mem-
brane of the nose to be expanded,

upon which the olfactory nerves are

dispersed.—In the foetus, they are

almost complete.

Spongiosum os.— 1 . The ethmoid

bone.—2. See Spongiosa ossa.

Spongoi'des. (E'&oyfoEiSrig, from
crtjToyyoc, a sponge, and uSoq, forma y

a shape; . It is the same as the Os

cribri/orme, because it is hollow and

porous, like a sponge or sieve.

Spora'dic. (Sporadicusjvom (77T«pw,

to sow) . A term given to such in-

fections and other diseases that seize
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ft few persons at any time or sea-

son.

Spotted lungwort. See Pulmonaria.
Spruce.— 1. A species of fir.

—

2. A fermented liquor called spruce-
beer, prepared from the spruce fir.

%* From the quantity of carbonic

acid contained in spruce, it is found
a useful antiscorbutic.

Spurge Jinx. See Daphne gnidium.
Spurge laurel. See Daphne lau-

reola.

Spurge olive. See Daphne mczc-
vcum.

Sprain. See Subluxation

Sputa'men. See Sputum.
Spu'tlm, -i 9 n. (From spuerc, to

spit). Sputamen. Saliva. Any kind
oi expectoration.

Souama'ria. (From squama, a

scale ; so called, from its scaly roots)

.

The great tooth-wort.

Scuamo'se su'ture. Satura squa-

mosa. (From squama, a scale ; be-

cause the bones lie over each other

like scales). The suture which
unites the squamose portion of the

temporal bone with the parietal.

Squill. SquiUa. See SciMa.

Squina'nthus. (From squinanthia,

the quinsy ; so named, from its uses

in the quinsy) . Squinanthum. A name
formerly given to the sweet-rush.
See Andropognn scha?nanthus.

Sta'chys. (Htcixvg, a spike; so

named, from its spicated stalk and
seed) . The wild sage. The mar-
rubium hispanicum, or base hare-
hound.
Sta'chys f ce't ida. Yellow ar-

changel. Hedge-nettle.

Sta'chys palu'stris. Clown's
wound-wort, or all-heal.

Sta'cte. CEraHTT], from <rct{oL>,

to distil). This term signifies that

kind of myrrh which distils or falls

in drops from the trees. It is also

used by some writers for a more
liquid kind of amber than what is

commonly met with in the shops;
whence in Scribonius Largus, Paulus
/Egineta, and others, we find a col-

lyrium, and several other forms, in

which this was the chief ingredient,

distinguished by the name of Stac-
tica.

Sta'cticon. Instillation. An eye»
water.

Staff. An instrument of consider*
able utility in the operation of li-

thotomy, being in fact the director
for the gorget or knife. It is made
of steel, and its handle is generally
rough, in order that it may be more
securely held. As it is intended to

be introduced through the urethra,
its shape ought to be principally de-
termined by the natural course of
that passage.

%* " The English generally,"
says Roux, 4< employ a staff, the
curvature of which forms the seg-
ment of a larger circle than that de-
scribed by the curvature of a staff

used by the French practitioners."

—

See Voyage fait a Londres en IB 14,
&c. p. 319.

Sta'gma. (From ?a^o;, to distil).

Any distilled liquor. The vitriolic

acid.

Stala'ctites. Found suspended
from vaults, formed by the oozing
of water charged with calcareous
particles, and gradually evaporating,
leaving those particles behind.

Stalagmi'tis. (From ^aXayfiog,
! a dropping, or distillation, because
I the gum which it yields escapes in

that manner). A genus of plants:
Class, Poli/gamia; Order, Monoecia.

Stalagmi'tis cambogioi'des. Tho
tree which affords gamboge. Gummi
gutta, gamboidea, scammonium orie,\-

tale, &c. a concrete vegetable juice,

supposed to be the produce of two
trees, both called by the Indians,
Caracapulli, and by Linnaeus, Gam-
bogia gutta; but Kcenig ascertained
its true source. It is partly of a
gummy and partly of a resinous na-
ture ; is brought to us chiefly from
Gambaja, in the East Indies, either
in form of orbicular masses, or of
cylindrical rolls of various sizes ; and
is of a dense, compact, and firm
texture, and of a beautiful yellow
colour.

%* Medicinally, gamboge is chiefly

used as a drastic purge ; it operates
powerfully both upwards and down-
wards. The dose is from two to
four grains, as a cathartic ; from
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ioMY to eight grains it prores emetic
and purgative. The roughness of
its operation is said to be diminish-
ed, by giving it in a liquid form,
sufficiently diluted. Rubbed with
almonds, from its want of taste, it

is a convenient laxative for children.

Gamboge has been given in dropsy,
with cream of tartar, to correct its

operation. It has also been recom-
mended bv some, to the extent of
fifteen grains, joined with an equal
quantity of vegetable alkali, to de-

stroy the tape-worm. This dose is

ordered in the morning, and if the

worm is not expelled in two or three
hours, it is repeated even to the

third time, with safety and efficacy.

This is said to be the remedy alluded

to by Van Swieten, which was em-
ployed by Dr. Herenchwand, and
with him proved so successful in

the removal of the taenia lata. Dr.
Cullen gave it, on account of its

quick passage through the intestines,

in small, and frequently repeated
doses, as three or four grains, rubbed
with a little sugar, every three hours ;

and thus found it to operate with-
out griping or sickness, and in three

or four exhibitions, to evacuate a
considerable quantity of water both
by stool and urine.

Stala'gmus. (From <?a\a£u), to

distil). Distillation.

Sta'ltica. (From ^eWio, to con-
tract). Healing applications.

Sta'nnane. Protochioride of tin.

Stan'ni pu'lvis. Tin finely di-

vided is exhibited internally as a
vermifuge ; but the filings arc more
effectual than the powder.

Sta'nnum. Sec Tin.

Stape'dis Mu'sculus. See Sta-
pedius.

Stape'dii'S. (From stapes, one of

the bones of the car). Mutculus sta-

pes, of Cowper ; and pyramidal-sta-
pedien, of Dumas. A muscle of the

internal ear, which draws the stapes

obliquely upwards towards the ca-

vern, by which the posterior part

of its base is moved inwards, and
the anterior part outwards.

Sta'pes. (In quo pes stat, a stir-

rup). A bone of the internal ear,

so called, from its resemblance to a

stirrup.

Staph^'nus. See Azygos uvulce,

Stafhili'nus exte'rnus. See Cir-

cumfle.xus.

St'aphis. 2ra0ic, is strictly a

grape, or a bunch of grapes ; whence,
from their likeness thereunto, it is

applied to many other things, espe-

cially the glandulous parts of the

body, whether natural or diseased.

Staphisa'gria. Stavesacre. (Stcl*

0ic afpia, wild vine ; from the resem-

blance of its leaves to those of the

vine). See Delphinium.

Sta'phyle. C2T<x(pv\?). A grape

or raisin ; so called, from its resem-

blance) . The uvula.

Staphyli'nus. (From aracbvXt] ,

the uvula) . See Azygos uvulce.

Staphyli'nus exte'rnus. See Cir-

cumflexus.
Staphyli'nus grteco'rum. Sta-

phylinus sylvestris. The wild carrot.

Staphyloma. (From <^a(pv\rj, a

grape ; so named, from its being

thought to resemble a grape). Sta-

phylosis. A disease of the eye-ball,

in which the cornea loses its natural

transparency, rises above the level

of the eye, and successively even

projects beyond the eyelids, in the

form of an elongated, whitish, or

pearl-coloured tumour, sometimes

smooth, sometimes uneven, and at-

tended with a complete loss of sight.

The proximate cause of this disease

is an effusion of thick humour be-

tween the lamellse of the cornea, so

that the internal and external super-

fices of the cornea, very much pro-

tuberate. The remote causes are,

an habitual ophthalmia, great contu-

sion, and frequently a deposition of

the variolous humour in the small-

pox. The species are :

—

1st, Staphyloma totalc. Staphy-

loma occupying the whole of the

transparent cornea ; this is the most
frequent species. The symptoms are,

the opaque cornea protuberates, and,

if in the form of a cone, increasing

in magnitude; it protrudes and in-

verts the lower eyelid ; and some-
times the morbid cornea is so elon-

gated as to lie on the cheek, causing
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friction and excoriation. On the

bulb of the eye being exposed to the

air, sordes generate, the inferior

palpebra is irritated by the cilia, and
very painful red and small papillae

are seen.

2d, Staphyloma racemosum, form-
ed by carnous tubercles, about the

size of a small pin's head.

3d, Staphyloma partiale, occupy-
ing some part of the cornea : it pre-

sents an opaque tumour prominent
from the cornea, similar to a small

blueish grape.

4 th, Staphyloma sclerotica3 , in

which a blueish tumour attached to

some part of the sclerotica, arises

from the tunica albuginea.

5 th , Staphyloma pcllucidum , where
the cornea is not thickened or incras-

sated, but very much extended and
pellucid.

6th, Staphyloma complication, com-
plicated with an ulcer, cctropium,
caruncles, or any other disorder of
the eye.

7th, Staphyloma iridis. See Ptosis

iridis.

Starch. Amylum. The fecula of
wheaten flour. A white, insipid,

combustible substance, insoluble in

cold water, but forming a jelly with
boiling water. It exists chiefly in

the white and brittle parts of vege-
tables, particularly in tuberose roots,

and the seeds ofthe gramineous plants.

%* Subjected to distillation, starch

gives out water impregnated with
empyreumatic acetous acid, a little

red or brown oil, a great deal of
carbonic acid, and carburetted hy-
drogen gas. With boiling water it

forms nearly a transparent muci-
lage, emitting a peculiar smell, neither

disagreeable nor very powerful.When
dissolved, it is much more easily di-

gested and nutritious than before it

has undergone this operation. Both
acids and alkalies, combined with
water, dissolve it. It separates the
oxydes of several metals from their

solutions, and takes oxygen from
many of them. It is found naturally

combined with all the immediate prin-

ciples of vegetables, and may easily

be united with most of them by art, |

When starch is triturated with
iodine, it forms combinations of va-
rious colours. When the proportion
of iodine is small, these compounds
are violet ; when somewhat greater,

blue ; and when still greater, black.

The finest blue colour can always
be obtained by treating starch with
an excess of iodine, dissolving the
compound in liquid potash, and pre-

cipitating by a vegetable acid. Starch
is not affected in the cold, by water,
alcohol, or ether. But it dissolves

readily, when triturated with pot-
ash-water. It is convertible into

sugar by dilute sulphuric acid ; al-

though the presence of the latter

is not indispensible, as sugar may
also be obtained by leaving the starch

to itself, either with or without con-
tact of air, or by mixing it with
dried gluten ; at the same time seve-
ral other products are formed.— See
M. Theodore De Saussure's interest-

ing Observations on this Subject, pub-
lished in the Annates de Chimie et de

Physique, xi. 379.

Potatoe starch differs perceptibly

from that of wheat ; it is more fri-

able; is composed of ovoid grains,

about twice the size of the other ; it

requires a lower temperature to re-

duce it into a jelly with water ; it

is soluble in more dilute alkaline leys,

and is less readily decomposed by
spontaneous fermentation. It also

contains more hydrometric water;
for 100 parts of it dried, at the tem-
perature of boiling water, lost 16.41

parts of water ; whilst wheat-starch
lost by the same process only 13.66.

They had both been previously ex-
posed, for some time, to a dry at-

mosphere, at the heat of 72.5° F.

—Starch is composed, according to

Gay-Lussac &c

Thenarci. Berzelius. Saussuve.

Of Carbon ..43.55 ...43.481 ...45.39

Oxygen...49.68...49.455 ...48.31

Hydrogen 6.77 ... 7.064 ... 5.90

100.00 100.000

Azote
99.60

.. 0.4
m

loo.oa
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Roasted at a moderate heat in an
oven, starch is converted into a spe-

cies of gum, employed by the calico-

printers. Potatoe-starch answers best

for this purpose.

Starthi'stle. The roots of this

plant, CarUna acaulis, of Linnaeus,

are said to be diuretic, and by some
recommended in gravel and jaundice.

Sta'tice. (From ?an{w, to stop,

so named, from its supposed pro-

perty of restraining haemorrhages).

The name of a genus of plants in

the Linnsean system : Class, Pentan-

dria ; Order, Pentagynia. The herb

sea-thrift.

Sta'tice limo'nium. The syste-

matic name of the sea-thrift. Behen
rubrum. Limonium. Limonium majus.

Behen. Sea-lavender, or red behen.

The roots possess astringent and
strengthening qualities, but not in

a very remarkable degree.

Stationa'ria fe'bris A stationary

fever. So Sydenham called those fe-

vers which happen when there are

certain general constitutions of the

years, which owe their origin neither

to heat, cold, dryness, nor moisture,

but rather depend on a certain secret

and inexplicable alteration in the

bowels of the earth, whence the air

becomes impregnated with such kinds

of effluvia as subject the body to

particular distempers, so long as that

kind of constitution prevails, which,
after a certain course of years, de-

clines and gives way to another.

Stavesacre. See Delphinium sta-

phisagria.

Stearine. See Fat.

Steatoce'le. (From ^eap f
suet,

and xn\7], a tumour). A collection

of a fatty substance in the scrotum.

Steato'ma. (From «?tctp, suet).

An encysted tumour, whose con-

tents are of a suety consistence.

Steel. Chalybs. The best, hard-

est, finest, and closest grained iron,

combined with carbon by a parti-

cular process.

Si ei. (/rui'j i'.s. See Osteofot/o.

Ste'lla. (From ^tWio, to arise).

A star. A bandage with many cross-

ings like a star.

%* A roller applied in the man-

ner of the figure 8, so as to keep-

back the shoulders. It is often em-
ployed in fractures and dislocations

of the clavicle.

Stella'ria. (From stella, a star
;

so named, from the star-like disposi-

tion of its leaves). Stitch-wort.

Ladies' mantle.

Ste'ma. (From i^rjpi, to stand).

The penis.

Stemless milkvetch. See Astraga-
lus excapus.

Stenothora'ces. (From <?evoc,

narrow, and Owpat, the chest).

Those who have narrow chests are

so called.

Steri'litv, male. Imperfection
or abolition of generative power.
Inability to beget offspring. Agne-
sia: a genus in Dr. Good's Nosology
(from a neg. and yivofiat, to beget),

which comprehends the following

species, derived from impotency of
power or energy; an imperfect emis-
sion where the power is adequate

;

or an incongruity in the copulative

influences or fluids upon each other :

1. Agnesia impotens. Male im-
potency.

2. «——— dysspermia. Seminal
mis-emission.

3. incongnuu Copulative

incongruity.
*
#* Among plants, we sometimes

meet with a like generative disability

;

occasionally from imperfectly formed
styles or stigmas, stamens or anthers ;

sometimes from a suppression of

farina, and sometimes from a total

destitution of seeds : which last de-

fect is common to bromelia ananas ;

musaparauisiaca, or banyan; artacar-

pus incisa, or bread-fruit tree ; and
berberis vulgaris, or common bar-

berry.

Impotency in males may proceed

from two very distinct causes ; shew-
ing themselves in different ways, and
laying a foundation for the following

varieties :

Ato?rica
9

Atonic impotency.
Oiytniira, Organic impotency.

In the first of these there is a direct

imbecility, or want of tone; produced
chiefly by excess of indulgence, long

continued gleet, or a paralytic affec-
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tion of the generative organs. It

has also been occasioned by a violent

contusion on the loins, or a fail on
the nates (Hildan. cent. vi. obs. 59).

Under the two last causes, a cure is

often effected by time, and local tonics

and stimulants, especially cold bath-

ing : and the same process will fre-

quently succeed where the weakness
lias followed upon a chronic gleet

;

in which we may also employ the

cause of remedies recommended in

tliis complaint. (Art. Nat. Cur. vol. v.

obs. 59;. Where the impotency re-

sults from a paresis, or paralysis of
the local nerves, or has been brought
on by a life of debauchery, the case

is nearly hopeless.

In organic impotency , the chance
of success is generally without hope.

|

This proceeds from a misforniation
j

on misorganization of the parts, i

either natural or accidental ; as an
amputated, injured, or enormous
penis ; or a defect or destitution of

the testes. Plater (Observ. libr. i.

pp. 249, 250) introduces brevity or

exility of the penis among the causes,

but these evils are generally overcome
by habit. An incurvated, retracted,

or otherwise distorted form, is also

mentioned by many writers, but these

seem rather to belong to the ensuing

species. An unaccommodating bulk

of the organ seems to have been no
uncommon cause (Schurig. (Jyncr Co-

kig. p. 22(> ;

—

JFade.l, Pathol, sect. iii.

p. 11;—Obs. lib. iv. N. 2, 8).—
Schenck gives an instance of this

kind, in which the bulk was pro-

duced by the monstrosity of a double

penis ; and Albinus relates a case of

a divorce obtained against a husband,
from inability to enter the vagina. Ob
penem inormem.—Dissert, de inspec-

Hone Corporis, Foreuses, in Causis

Matrimonial/bus fullacibus ct dubiis.

Hail. 1740.

It has been doubted, whether a re-

tention of the testes in the abdomen,
or in the path of their descent, will

necessarily produce impotency. Swe-
diaur distinctly affirms, that impo-
tency is not a consequence, and points

out the importance of rightly distin-

guishing between a real and an ap-

parent deficiency, in respect to the
one or the other of these cases.

—

Nov. Nosol. Syst. vol. ii. p. 351.
Sterility, female. Barrenness

or inability to conceive offspring.

Aphoria of Dr. Good : the species of
which are; — 1. Aphoria impotens.

Barrenness from impotency.—2. A.
paramenica. Barrenness from mis-
menstruation.—3. A.imperata, from
irrespondence. — 4. A. incongrua;
from incongruity.

*,£* The first species runs precisely

parallel with the same disease in

males, consequently offers the same
varieties : viz. atonic and organic

barrenness.

In atonic barrenness , there is a di-

rect imbecility, or want of tone,
rather than a want of desire ; and
the ordinary causes are, a life of in-

temperance of any kind, and espe-

cially of intemperate indulgence in

sexual pleasures, a chronic lcucor-

rhoe, or paralytic affection of the

generative organs. It has also been
occasioned by violent contusion in

the bones, or the hypogastric region,

and by over-exertion in walking.

The plan of treatment is to be the

same as that already laid down under
atonic sterility orimpotency in males-;

yet it is seldom that any treatment has

afforded success under this variety.

Organic barrenness, is produced by
some structural impediment or de-

fect, whether natural or accidental.

In barrenness of mis-menstruation,

the catamenial discharge is morbidly
retained, secreted with difficulty, or
in profusion. a It is not always ne«-

cessary to impregnation, that a fe-

male should menstruate : for we have
already observed, that a retention

of menses, or rather a want of men-
struation, is not always a disease ; but
only where symptoms occur whichin-
dicate a disordered state of some part

or other of the body, and which ex-

perience teaches us, is apt to arisf.

in consequence of such retention."

(See Dr. Good's Study of Medicine,

vol.. v. p. 144).—But where there is

a manifest retention of the catame r

nial flux, producing the general symp-
toms of disorder, it is rarely that
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conception takes place, in conse-

quence of the morbid condition of

the organs that form its seat, &c.
The cure here, will depend upon the

cure of the particular kind of mor-
bid affection that operates at the

time, and lays a foundation for the

disease, ike.

Barrenness of irrespondence, or

sterility produced by personal aver-

sion, or want of appetency, is a dis-

ease irremediable by the healing art,

and can only be attacked by a kind,

assiduous, and winning attention,

which, however slighted at first, will

imperceptibly work into the cold and
stony heart, as the drops of rain

work into the pavement. It should

teach us, however, the folly of form-
ing family connections, and endea-

vouring to keep up a family name,
where the feelings of affection are

not engaged on both sides.

Barrenness ofinco7igruity, or where
-the conceptive power does not accord

with the constituent principles of the

seminal fluid received on the part of

the male.. This species runs pre-

cisely parallel with the third under
the preceding genus (agnesia incon-

grua); and the physiological and the-

rapeutical remark there offered, will

equally apply to the present place.

Sterility from seminal mis-

emission, or imperfect emission of

the seminal fluid. This is the dys-

spermatismus, or, as it is usually, but

incorrectly spelt, dy-spermatismus, of
authors. The termination is varied, not

merely on account of greater brevity

and simplicity, but in conformity with

the parallel Greek compounds, po-
lyspermia, gymnospermia, aspermia;

terms well known to every botanist,

and the two former of which are

elegantly introduced into the Lin-

naean vocabulary.

Imperfect, or defect of emission,

proceeds from numerous causes, ac-

companied with some change of

symptoms, as appertaining to each,

and hence laying a foundation for

the following varieties

:

1« Entonica. Entonic misemission.

The imperfect emission, proceeding

from priapism.

2. Epileptica. Epileptic misemis-
sion. Rendered imperfect by the in-

cursion of an epileptic spasm, pro-
duced by sexual excitement during
the intercourse.

3. Anticipans. Anticipating mis-
emission. The discharge ejected has-
tily, prematurely, and without due
adjustment*

4. Cunctans. Retarding misemis-
sion. The discharge unduly retard-
ed, from hebetude of the genital or-
gans : and hence not accomplished
till the orgasm on the part of the
female has subsided.

5. Rejluens. Refluent misemission.
The discharge thrown back into the
vesiculae seminales, or the bladder,

before it reaches the extremity of
the penis.

*** In all these cases, the cure of
impotency must depend upon a cure o f

the local cause of construction. The
dyspermatismus urethralis nodosus,
and mucosus of Sauvages, and Cul-
len, who has copied from him, are
all resolvable into this variety, as

proceeding from like causes, and
producing a like effect.— See 71/e-

moires de I*Acad, de Chirurgie, i.

p. 434.

Ste'rno. Names compounded of
this word, belong to muscles at-

tached to the sternum ; as,

Sterno-cleido - iiyoide'us, See
Sterno-hyoideus.

Stern o-c l e i d o-mas t o i d e'u s.

Ster?w-mastoideus , and cleido-mastoi-

deits, of Albinus. Mastoiditis, of
Douglas and Cowper ; and sterno-

clavio-mastoidie?i, of Dumas. A
muscle, on the anterior and lateral

part of the neck, which turns the

head to one side, and bends it for-

ward.
Sterno-costa'les. Muscles situ-

ated at each side of the under sur-

face of the sternum, upon the carti-

lages of the third, fourth, fifth, and
sixth ribs. Their number varies in

different subjects ; very often there

are only three ; sometimes five, and
even six, but most usually we find

only four.

%* Vesalius considered these as

forming a single muscle on each side
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of a triangular shape ; hence we find

the name of triangularis adopted by
Douglas and Albinus ; but Verheyen,

who first taught that they ought to

be described as four or fire distinct

muscles, gave them the name otstcmo*

costales ; and in this he is very pro-

perly followed by Winslow, Haller,

and Lieutaud. They are more or

less intermixed with one another at

their origin ; and this probably oc-

casioned them to be considered as

one muscle. Fallopius informs us,

that the plate Vesalius has given of

them, was taken from a dog, in

which animal they are much larger

than in man. Douglas has endea-

voured to account for this difference,

but his explanation is far from being

satisfactory.

Sterno-iiyoide'ls. As this mus-
cle arises from the clavicle as well

as from the sternum, Winslow calls

it sterna- cleido-}iy<>idens. It is along,

flat, and thin muscle, situated ob-
liquely between the sternum and os

hyoides, behind the lower part of

the mastoideus, and covering the

sterno-thyroideus and the hyo-thy-

roidens. Its use is to draw the os

hyoides downwards.
Sterno-mastoide'is. See Stemo-

pleido-mastoideus.

Sterno-thyroi or/us. Sterno-thy-

roidien, of Dumas. A flat and thin

muscle, like the sterno-hyoideus,

but longer and broader, situated at

the fore-part of the neck, between
the sternum and thyroid cartilage,

and behind the stcrno-hyoides. Now
and then a few of its fibres pass on
to the os hyoides. Its use is to draw
the thyroid cartilage, and conse-

quently the larynx, downwards.
Ste'knum. Os pectoris. The breast-

bone. An oblong, flat bone, placed

at the fore-part of the thorax.

The ossification of this bone in

the foetus, begins from many differ-

ent points at the same time ; hence,
in young subjects, we find it com-
posed of several bones, united by
£arti!ages ; but as we advance in

life, most of these cartilages ossify.

The sternum, in the adult state, is

found to consist of three, and some-

times only of two pieces, the two
lower portions being united into one

;

and very often, in old subjects, the

whole is formed into one bone. But
even in the latter case, the marks
of its former divisions may still be
observed ; so that, in describing this

bone, it may very properly be di-

vided into its upper, middle, and in-

ferior portions, &c.
The internal substance of the

sternum is of a light, spongy texture

;

externallv it is covered with a thin
it

bony plate ; hence it happens that

it is so easily fractured. It serves

for the articulation of seven true

ribs on each side ; and is hence of

considerable use in respiration ; it is

articulated with each of the clavicles
;

it serves for the origin and insertion

of several muscles ; it supports the

mediastinum ; and lastly, defends the

heart and lungs. A similar bone is

found in almost all animals that have
lungs ; and even in such as have no
ribs ; of which latter, the frog is an
instance.

Sternutamento'ria. See Achillea

ptarmica.

Stf/rtor. A noisv kind of re-

spiration, as is observed in apoplexy.

A snoring or snorting.

Sic'thescope. (Gr.) A chest

sound. An acoustic instrument in-

vented by M. Lacnnec, for the pur-

pose of detecting disease of the tho-

racic viscera, &c. through the me-
dium of the voice, respiration, and
action of the heart and arteries, &c.
%* It is now well-known, that

M. Avenbrugger of Vienna suggested,

more than half a century ago, the

possibility of determining whether
there were such morbid hollow, or
other diseased condition of the chest,

by means of percussion with tin

hand (Inventum novum ex Pert/ -

sianc Thoracis Uumani, ut signo ab-

strusos interni Pectoris Morhos dele-

gendi. Vienn. 8vo. 1761); and that

M. Corvisj-artwasso much impressed
with the importance of the sugges-
tion, that he not only translated

i
Avenbrugger's work on the subject,

|

from the German into the French
I tongue, but recommended his me-

3 Z
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thod warmly in his chymieal lec-

tures, and employed it so generally

in his practice, as to obtain for it a

considerable degree of reputation.

There is no doubt of it giving us

correct information at times : but

the whole process is accompanied

with difficulties, which we shall no-

tice presently, and its application is

also of limited use. To remedy
these evils, M. Laennec, from an

early period of his life, conceived

it possible to attain the same end,

and with much greater exactness, by

an acoustic instrument. {De VAus-
cultation Mediate ; ou Traite du Dia-
gnostique,&c.)—His mind was direct-

ed to the fact, that if the ear be ap-

plied to one end of a beam of wood,

we may distinctly hear the scratch

of a pin when made at the other

end ; and, taking advantage of this

hint, he first made a roll of a sheet

of paper wound up close, and well

tied, when " applying," says he,

"one end of it to the region of the

praecordia, and placing the ear at

the other end, 1 was as much surprised

as gratified, on hearing the heart

beat more clearly and distinctly than

I had ever done by a direct appli-

cation of the ear itself." And, hence,

he foresaw that the same instrument

mi$?ht also be employed to ascertain

a variety of modifications in the pul-

sation of the heart and larger arte-

ries. Having experimented on a

series of substances, he found that

bodies of such a density as folded pa-

per, wood, or cane, were best cal-

culated for the purpose ; and he at

length fixed on a cylinder of wood of

a foot long, and an inch and a half

in diameter, with a bore or canal in

the centre three lines in diameter.

To render this instrument more
portable, he made it divisible in the

middle, like a German flute, the

parts, however, being united by a

screw.

When this cylinder, to which M.
Laennec gives the name of stcthe-

ecope, and which, in our language,

may appropriately enough be called

a chest-sound, is applied to the chest

of a healthy person in the act of

speaking or singing, nothing is heard
but a kind of low murmuring, more
distinct in some parts of the chest

than in others
; yet, where an ulcer

or other morbid excavation exists in

the lungs, a very singular change
takes place ; for the voice of the
invalid is no longer heard by the
disengaged ear, but comes entire to

the observant ear that is applied to

the end of the cylinder opposite to

that affixed to the chest. This phe-
nomenon M. Laennec ascribes to the

greater degree of strength which the

vocal sound exercises in a cavity of

wider calibre than the bronchia them-
selves. And the opinion is rendered
probable, as the phenomenon occurs

when the cylinder is applied to the

trachea or larynx. To this apparent
transfer of the voice to the chest, the

experimenter has given the name of

pectoriliquism, or mediate auscultation

of the voice. And as the same instru-

ment, or with slight variations, is

capable of determining the morbid
changes that take place in the breath-

ing or contraction of the heart, he
hence employs it in like manner to ob-

tain wmediate auscultation of the respi-

ration , or ofthe pulsation ofthe heart,

or the aorta. For the first of these

two purposes, however, the canal

should be gradually widened at the

end applied to the chest, in a funnel-

form, to an ascent of about an inch,

and then suffered to return suddenly

to its general calibre. For the se-

cond purpose, the canal should be

entirely obliterated, which may easily

be done by a plug of the same kind

of wood ; the pulses being propa-

gated through the cylinder by vibra-

tory chords.

—

De V Auscultation Me-
diate; ou Traitc du Diagnostique des

Maladies des Poumons et du Cceur, &.C.

par A\ T. If. Laennec, D. M. &C
2 torn. Paris, 1818.

Fercussion and auscultation are in

the present day used simultaneously

by many physicians in France, and

among the rest, by M. Laennec him-

self; and their comparative preten-

sions have been ably estimated in

the saivt ecountry by Dr. Collen (Des

Divcrses Mcthodes d?Exploration de la
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Poitrinc, et de leur Application aiuv

Diagnostiques de ces Maladies, 8vo.

Paris, 1824), as they have in our

own by Dr. Forbes. (See Original

Cases, with Dissections and Obser-

vations illustrating the Use of the

Stethescope and Percussion, &c. 8vo.

London, 1824). — The diseases in

which the former method is chiefly

employed are, phthisis, dropsy of

the chest, chronic pleurisy, chronic

peripneumony, emphysema of the

lungs, pneumathorax, or a morbid
communication of the interior of the

lungs with the thoracic cavity, and
hypertrophy of the heart, or a mor-
bid enlargement of its substance.

Method of application. — in the

use of this kind of exploration, the

patient should be in a sitting posture ;

the points of the fingers brought
close together, may be employed,
or the flat of the hand, and either

upon the naked chest, or with the

body-linen drawn tight over it.

The act of percussion is applied,

as circumstances may direct, to the

fore-part of the chest, the sides,

or the back. In the first of which
^ases, the patient is to hold his head
erect, and threw back his shoulders,

that the chest may be protruded,
and the skin and muscles drawn
tight over its bones, by which the

sound is rendered more distinct. In

striking the lateral parts of the

chest, the patient is to hold his arms
.across his head, so that the walls of
the thorax may become tense, and
the sound rise distinct, as in the
former instance. If the back be
operated upon, the patient is, for

the same reason, to bend forward,
and draw his shoulders towards the
-anterior part of the chest, thereby
rounding the dorsal region. The
degree of percussion is to be varied
according to the subject and the
place ; so that a more powerful im-
pulse is to be employed in a fat or
robust, than in a slender and ema-
ciated subject ; tor the stroke that
is sufficient to elicit a clear sound in

the latter case, may draw forth none
in the former.

The amount of sound, must depend

upon the general sum of the hollow
contained in the chest, as in striking a

cask, to which M. Avenbrugger very

forcibly compares it. And hence, to

determine whether this amount be
more or less than it ought, it is neces-

sary we should become first acquainted

with its character in a healthy state,

and accustom ourselves to the per-

cussion of those who are well. Its

changes from this standard are of
three kinds : it may be greater or
stronger than natural ; dull or ob-
scure, or totally wanting. The first

takes place where the cavity or hol-

low is enlarged, as in emphysema of
the lungs, which, so to speak, re-

sembles a cask comparatively empty,
or rather containing a large volume
of air; the second, in cedema of the

lungs, severe catarrh, or the earlier

stage of peripneumony ; in which
the interior is more than usually oc-
cupied with dense matter ; and the

third, in a tuberculated or hepatised

state of the lungs, or when they are

crowded with any other morbid se-

cretion or induration, so as to be
choked up, and leave no room for

resonance.

The chief difficulties attending the

diagnostic of percussion, are the

long habit required for its use, be-

fore it can be employed with any
advantage, and the peculiar tact or
address with which the stroke must
be applied, to produce its proper
effect : the limited power of our hav-
ing recourse to it, in many cases of

females, on the score of delicacy;

and its occasional uselessness, per-
haps deception, in other cases. Then
it is altogether unavailing in patients

possessing much corpulency ; and
although it affords a pretty clear in-

dication in hydrothorax, when the

chest is but partially loaded, and in

peripneumony before suppuration has
taken place

;
yet as no sound is

yielded when the chest is quite full

of fluid, and a very different sound
to what was at first elicited when a
vomica has burst, both these diseases

may be mistaken in their most im-
portant stage.

The diagnostic of auscultation has
3 Z 2
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some advantages in most of these

respects. It is employed, as already

observed, for three distinct purposes,

viz. as a test of the voice, of the re-

spiration, and of the action of the

heart and aorta. When employed for

the first purpose, or that of deter-

mining the state of the voice, it af-

fords,k under different circumstances,

four different kinds of measure; as

that of its degree of intensity, which

M. Laennec has demonstrated its re-

sonance ; its articulation, to which,

as above stated, he has given the

name of pectoriloquism ; its suppres-

sion or undertone, which, from its

supposed resemblance to the voice of

goats, he has called hagophonism;

and its vibratory clink, distinguished

by the name of metallic tinkling.

The first of these tests, when exist-

ing in a higher tone than natural, is

supposed, for the most part, to in-

dicate a certain degree of induration

in the substance of the lungs. The
second, or that of pectoriloquism,

we have already noticed ; it is a

measurer of tuberculous excavations,

communicating with the bronchia.

The third, in the opinion of M.
Laennec, a flattening of the bron-

chial tubes. And the fourth, a mor-

bid communication of the interior

of the lungs with the cavity of the

chest.

When the stethescope or chest-

sound, is employed as a measurer of

respiration, it runs parallel with the

modification of percussion, deter-

mines its intensity, its atony, and its

absence, and detects also its combi-

nation with foreign sounds. Under

the first modification it strikes the

ear like the strong and sonorous

breathing of children, into which

the action of the trachea greatly en-

ters ; ami on this account, the pre-

sent modification is distinguished by

M. Laennec by the name of puerile,

or trm heal. It occurs especially in

cases in which an entire lung, or a

considerable portion of both, is ren-

dered impervious to air, and espe-

cially in acu'e diseases. The modi-

fications of a wea/i or abteni respi-

ration upon the use of the cylinder,

indicate a general obstruction in the
respiratory organ, and only vary in

the degree or extent of such morbid
change ; and hence, as in the paral-

lel modifications of percussion, they
become tests of certain different

stages of hydrothorax and perip-

neumony. The foreign sounds with
which the cylinder detects the respi-

ration to be occasionally combined,
are various kinds of rale, or rattle, to

which the inventor of the present
method has given the name of ere*

pitous, and subcrepitous, mucous, so*

jiorous, sibilous. The first, or ere*

pitous rattle, is denominated, from
its resembling in sound the crepita-

tion of salt in a heated vessel, or
that emitted by frying butter. It is

supposed to be a pathognomic sign

in peripneumony on its first at'

tack, and occurs sometimes in hae-

moptosis.—The subcrepitous, is an
under-sound of the same kind, and
indicates an cedematous state of the

lungs. The mucous rattle, is that

peculiar kind of stertor called, " the

dead rattle," by the vulgar of our
own country, though in a less de-

gree of intensity. It is produced by
a transmersion of the breath through
fluids accumulated in the trachea or

bronchia, and measures the extent

of such accumulation in catarrhal

phthisis, haemoptysis, and other im-
portant diseases. The sonorous and
sibilous rattles are of less importance

as diagnostics, and exhibit considera-

ble ramifications in their character.

The former gives sometimes the

cooing of a wood-pigeon ; the latter

consists of a whizzing, or whispering

tone, or of chirping like that of

birds, often alternately ceasing and

renewing its murmur. Both de-

scriptions indicate some partial ob-

struction of the bronchial tubes ; the

latter perhaps of the smaller cells.

The method of mediate ausculta-

tion, is also employed to determine

the quantity of tin 4 strength and ac-

tion of the heart ; which it is sup-

posed to do in four distinct ways :

—

I. By measuring the extent of the

pulsation ;—2. By its shock or im-

pulse ;— ;$. By its sound ;—i. By its
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rythm, or relative duration and suc-

cession of the ventricular and auri-

cular contractions, &c.
From this general outline, it ap-

pears that the method of mediate

auscultation may be advantageously
applied in one or all its forms, to a

detection of various important dis-

eases of the chest, and especially to

the different varieties of phthisis : that

it may be more generally employed
than that of percussion, since cor-

pulency will seldom prove a bar to

its use ; and that it is often more
definite in its results. Notwithstand-
ing, however, ail the ingenuity that

it evinces, it must often be found an
imperfect guide in deciding on the

actual state of a disease, or even
iadicating the disease itself, to say

nothing of the long and repeated

experience which is absolutely ne-

cessary to its being employed with
precision. In the earlier stages of
phthisis it is of little use ; and as its

use is limited, or nearly so, to the

ulcerative forms of this disease, it

may exist in the catarrhal variety,

and still elude its power. For these

and other reasons, little dependence
is placed on this instrument by M.
Rostan, and still less by M. Fod£rc

;

nor is it likely to obtain a very ex-

tensive use in our own practice. It

has also been employed to ascertain

the existence of pregnancy, but with
yery doubtful success. Vide Op.
prid-cm citat. pariter Good's Study of
Med. vol. ii. p. 280 et seq.

Stue'nia. A term employed by
the proselytes of Dr. Brown, to de-
note that state of the body which
disposes to inflammatory diseases in

opposition to those of debility, which
arise from asthenia.

SriBiA'LiA. (From stibium, anti-

mony). Antimonials. Medicines in

which the chief ingredient is anti-

mony.
Sti'bii essentia. Antimonial

wine.

Sn'Biu.M. CZtlZiov: from tl\€uj,
to shine) . An ancient name of anti-

mony. See Antimony.
Sti'gma. (Snyder : from <ri{o>,

to inflict blows). A small red speck

in the skin, without any elevation of

the cuticle.

*** Stigmata are generally distinct,

or apart from each other. They
sometimes assume a livid colour,

and are then termed petechias.

Stilbo'ma. (From <ri\6a>, to po-

lish). A cosmetic.

Stillici'dium, -t
3
n. (From stil-

lare, to drop, and cadere, to fall).

A strangury, or discharge of the

urine guttatim. Also the act of

pumping upon a part.

StYmmi. (Srtju/zt). Antimony.
Sti'mulants. Stimulant in. (From

stimulare, to stir up). Medicines are

so termed, which possess a power of

exciting the animal energy.
*** Stimulants are divided into,

1

.

Tonic stimulants, as mustard, can-

tharides, mercurial preparations.—
2. Diffusible stimulants , as volatile

alkali, electricity, heat, &c.—3. Car-

diac stiniidants, as cinnamon, nut-

meg, icinc, &C.
Stimulus. Any thing which irri-

tates.

Stinking lettuce. See Lactuca vi-

rosa.

Stizolo'bium. The cowhage is

sometimes so called. See Dolichos.

Stoz'chas. (From Sroixac^tc, the

islands on which it grew). French
lavender.

Stcf/chas Ara'bica. French la-

vender. See Lavendula stoechas.

Stoz'chas citri'na. See Gnapha*
Hum stcechas.

Stomaca'ce. (From <70/ta, the

mouth, and kcikoq, evil). Canker.
A fetor in the mouth, with a bloody
discharge from the gums. It is ge-
nerally a symptom of the scurvy. It

is also a name for the scurvy.

Sro'.MACH. Stomachus. Ventri-
cuius. Gaster, &c. A membranous
receptacle, situated in the epigastric

region, which receives the food from
the oesophagus : its figure is some-
what oblong and round : it is largest
on the left side, and gradually dimi-
nishes towards its lower orifice,

where it is the least.

%* The superior orifice of the
stomach, where the oesophagus ter-
minates, is called the cardia; the-

3 Z 3
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inferior, where the intestine begins,

the pylorus. The anterior surface is

turned towards the abdominal mus-
cles, and the posterior opposite the

lumbar orifice.

The stomach has two curvatures :

the great curvature of the stomach
extends downwards, from one ori-

fice to the other, having the omentum
adhering to it ; the second or small

curvature, also between both orifices,

but superiorly and posteriorly.

Like the intestinal canal, the sto-

mach is composed of three coats, or

membranes : — 1. The outermost,

which is very firm, and from the pe-

ritoneum.—2. The muscular , which
is very thick, and composed of va-

rious muscular fibres ;—and, 3. The
innermost, or villous coat, which is

covered with exhaling and inhaling

vessels, and mucus. These coats are

connected together by cellular mem-
brane.

The glands of the stomach, which
secrete the mucus, are situated be-

tween the villous and muscular coat,

in the cellular structure. The arte-

ries come chiefly from the cceliac ar-

tery, and are distinguished into the

coronary, gastro epiploic, and short

arteries ; they are accompanied by
veins which have similar names, and
which terminate in the vena portse.

The nerves are very numerous, and

come from the eighth pair and inter-

costal nerves. The lymphatic ves-

sels are distributed throughout the

whole substance, and proceed imme-
diately to the thoracic duct.

The use of the stomach is to ex-

cite hunger and partly thirst, to re-

ce the food from the oesophagus,

and to retain it, till, by the motion

«f the stomach, the admixture of

rations fluids, and many Other

changes, it is rendered fit to pass

the right orifice of the stomach, and

ird chyle to the intestines.

Stomachy inflammation of. See
iritis.

Sioma'chica pa'ssio. A disorder

in which there is an aversion to food,

the thought of which even begets

nausea, anxiety, cardialgia. effusion

pi Bali?*, and often vomiting. Fast-
|

ing is more tolerable than eating;
for, if obliged to eat, a pain follows

worse than hunger itself.

Sto.ma'chics. Stomachica. (From
TOfiaxog, the stomach). Medicines
which stimulate and strengthen the

powers of the stomach.
Sto'machus. See Stomach,
Stone, See Calculus.

Stone-crop. See Sedum acre,

Sto'rax. {JZTVpaZ). See Styra.v,

Storax, liquid. See Liquidambra,
Sto'rax li'ouida. See Liquidam-

bra.

Sto'rax ru'bra officinalis.
Cascarilla bark.

Storax, white. See Myroxyton
peruiferum.

Strabali'smus. See Strabismus.

Strabismus. (From <zpaQi{o>, to

squint). Squinting. An affection of

the eye, by which a person sees objects

in an oblique manner, from distor-

tion of the axis of vision. Culien

arranges this disease in the Class,

Locales, and Order, Dyscinesia?. He
distinguishes it into the three fol-

lowing species :

1. Strabismus habitualis, when
from a custom of using only one eye.

—2. Strabismus covimodus, when one
eye, in comparison with the other,

from greater weakness, or mobility,

cannot accommodate itself to the

other. — 3. Strabismus necessarius,

when some change takes place in the

situation or figure of the eye, or a

part of it.

Stuabo'sitas. See Strabis?nus.

Stka'men camelo'rum. Camel's
hay, or juncus odoratus.

Stramo'mum. (From stramen,

straw ; so called from its fibrous

roots)

.

*
#
* In a dissertation read to the

Faculty of Medicine of the University

of Pennsylvania, by Dr. Samuel
Cooper, on the 12th May, 17 (J7, a

series of interesting experiments

were detailed, in illustration of the

properties of stramonium. A drop

of an infusion of the powder of

stramonium was let fall into the left

eye. In half an hour the pupil be-

gan to enlarge, and attained its

greatest dimensions about 12 hours
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after the experiment, at which time

it was viewed in a considerable light,

and seemed thrice as large as the

other. It continued dilated two days.

In a strong light, objects were seen

more distinctly with the right eye

;

but in a weak light, with the left.

Others, however, or when the same
experiment was tried, experienced

no increased power of seeing in the

dark. A drop of the expressed juice,

dropped into the eye of a cat, soon
converted the whole of the coloured

part of the eye into pupil. (See

Caldwell's Med. T'heseSyV). 173, 8vo.

1805).—In producing these effects,

stramonium resembles belladonna and
hyoracimus, in its action upon the

iris. It has been exhibited internally

in epilepsy, tic douloureux, and se-

vere chronic pains, and used in poul-

tices for dispersing indurations of the

breast, and as ointments for allaying

the pain of piles. The dose at first

should not exceed gr. ss of the ex-

tract twice a day ; but it may be
gradually increased to five grains.

Datura.

Stramonium offi-

cinale.
Stramonium spi-

NO'SUM.

Stra'ngalis. (From ^payftvuj,

to torment). A hard, painful tumour
in the breast from milk.

Stra'ncjury. Stranguria. (From
^payt,, a drop, and ovpov y

urine;.

A difficulty of discharging the urine,

attended with pain and dripping. See
Ischuria.

Stratio'tes. (From rpaloQ, an
army; so named from its virtues in

healing fresh wounds, and its use-

fulness to soldiers). See Achillea

millefolium.

STRATIO'TICUM. See Achillea mille-

folium.

Strawberry. See Fragaria.

Strea'tham waters. A weak
purging water, drunk to the amount
of one, two, or more pints, in a

See Datura
and Stra-

monium.

morning.
St R e'm m a. (^.rpenfia : from

rrpttioi, to turn). A strain or sprain

of tlie parts about a joint.

STRUCTURE* (From siringere, to

bind) . A diminution or contracted

state of some tube, or duct, of the

body; e.g. the oesophagus, intes-

tines, urethra, vagina, &c. They are

either organical or spasmodic.

Stri'dor de'ntium. Grinding of

the teeth.

Stri'gil. Strigilis. An instru-

ment to scrape off the perspiration

during the gymnastic exercises of the

ancients, and in their baths.

*#* Strigils were made of metals,

horn, or ivory, and were curved;

others were made of linen.

Stkigmb'ntum. The strigment,

filth, or sordes, scraped from the

skin, in baths and places of exercises.

Stro'phos. (From Tpscpco, to turn).

A twisting of the intestines.

Strophulus. A papulous erup-

tion peculiar to infants, and exhibit-

ing a variety of forms, which are

described by Dr. Wiilan, under the

titles of,

1

.

Strophulus intertinctus, (from
intertiugere, to spot here and there,)

usually called the red-gum , and, by
the French, Efflorescence henigne.

2. The Strophulus albidus
y
by some

called the white-gum, is merely a

variety of strophulus intertinctus,

though its papulae have a different

appearance.

3. The Strophulus confer7'us. (From
confertire, to crowd together). An
eruption of numerous papulae, vary-

ing in their size, appears on different

parts of the body in infants, during

dentition, and has thence been de-

nominated the tooth- rash. It is some-
times also termed the rank red-gum.

An obstinate and very painful mo-
dification of this species takes place,

though not often, on the lower ex-

tremities. The papulre spread from
the calves of the legs to the thighs,

nates, loins, and round the body, as

high as the navel : being very nu-
merous and close together, they pro-

duce a continuous redness over all

the parts above mentioned, &c.
4. The Strophulus volaticus (from

volare, to fly), is characterized by
an appearance of small circular

patches, or clusters of papulae, aris-

ing successively on different parts of
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^Jhe body. The number of papulae in

each cluster, is from six to twelve.

Both the papulae and their inter-

stices are of a high red colour. These
patches continue red, with a little

heat, or itching, for about four days,

when they turn brown, and begin to

exfoliate, &c.

5. Strophulus candidus. (From
candere, to shine) . In this form, the

papulae are larger than in any of the

foregoing species. They have no in-

flammation round their base; their

surface is very smooth and shining,

whence they appear to be of a lighter

colour than the adjoining cuticle.

Thev are diffused, at a considerable

distance from each other, over the

loins, shoulders, and upper part of

the arms ; in any other situation they

are seldom found.

This species affects infants about

a year old, and most commonly suc-

ceeds some of the acute diseases to

which they are liable.—See Willan

on Cutaneous Diseases, &c
Stru'ma. (From struere, to heap

up). Applied by some authors to

scrofula ; and by others to an indu-

ration of the thyroid gland, which is

endemial to the Tyrolese, Swiss,

and others.

Stru'men. (From struma, a scro-

fulous tumour) . A herb called by

this name, from its uses in healing

strumous tumours.
Stru'thium. (From ^pvQoc,, a

sparrow ; from the resemblance of

its flowers to an unfledged sparrow).

The master- wort. See Imperatoria.

Stry'chmne. An alkaline sub-

stance, discovered by Pelletier and

Caventon, in the fruit of the Strych-

nos nux vomica, and Strychnos igna-

tia, about the year 1818.
•
#* When strychnine is introduced

into the stomach, it acts with pro-

digious energy. A locked jaw is in-

duced in a very short time, and the

animal is speedily destroyed. Half

a prain blown into the throat of a
rabbit, proved fatal in five minutes,

and brought on locked jaw in two
minutes.

A new process for extracting strych-

nine from nux vomica, has been lately

published by M. Henry, in the Jour-
nal de Pharmacie, for September
1822 : the details are inserted in the
Journal of Science and the Arts,

xiv. 443.—See Ann, de Chim. et de

Phys. x. 142.

Strychnoma'nia. (From ^QvyvoQy
night-shade, and pavia, madness)
So the ancients called the disease

produced by eating the belladonna,

or deadly night-shade.

Stry'chnos. (From Tpir^w, to

torment ; so named from its proper-
ties of producing insanity) . A genus
of plants in tlie Linnaean system.

Stry'chnos nux vo'mica. The
systematic name of the tree whose
seed is called the poison-nut. NuX
vomica. Nux metella. Lignum colu-

brinum, fuba Sayicti Ignatii, have
been long known in the Materia Me-
dica as narcotic poisons, brought
from the East Indies, while the ve-

getables which produced them were
unknown, or at least not botanically

ascertained. By the judicious discri-

mination, however, of Linnaeus, it

was found to be the fruit of the tree

described and figured in the Hortus
Malabaricus, under the name of Ca-
niram, cucurbitifera malabariensis,

of Plukenet ; Vomica, of Linnaeus.

Now called Strychnos nux vomica.

*^* This deleterious drug is reck-

oned amongst the most powerful

poisons of the narcotic kind, espe-

cially to brute animals ; nor are in-

stances wanting of its deleterious

effects upon the human species. It

proves fatal to dogs in a very short

time, as appears by various autho-

rities. Hillefeld and others found
that it also poisoned hares, foxes,

wolves, cats, rabbits, and even some
birds, as crows and ducks ; and
Loureiro relates, that a horse died

in four hours, after taking a drachm
of the seed in an half-roasted state.

Its effects upon different animals,

and even upon those of the same
species, appear to be rather uncer-

tain, and not always in proportion

to the quantity of the poison given.

With some animals it produces its

effects almost instantaneously ; with

others, not till after several hours.
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when laborious respiration, followed

by torpor, tremblings, coma, and
convulsions, usually precede the fatal

spasms, or tetanus, with which this

drug commonly extinguishes life.

In four cases related of its fatal

effects upon human subjects, the

symptoms corresponded nearly with

those which are here mentioned of

brutes ; and these, as well as the

dissections of dogs destroyed by this

poison, not exhibiting any injury

done to the stomach or intestines,

prove that the nux vomica acts im-
mediately upon the nervous system,

destroying life by the virulence of

its narcotic influence.

The quantity of the seed necessary

to produce death upon a strong dog,

as appears by experiments, need not

be more than a scruple. A rabbit

was killed by five, and a cat by four

grains : and of the four persons here

alluded to, and who unfortunately

perished by it, one was a girl ten

years of age, to whom fifteen grains

were exhibited at twice for the cure

of an ague. Loss, however, informs

us, that he took one or two grains

of it in substance, without discover-

ing any bad effect ; and that a friend of

his swallowed a whole seed without

injury. See Strychnine.

Stry'chnos volu'bilis. The sys-

tematic name of the tree which was
supposed to afford the Jesuit's bean.

See Ignutia amara.
Si upefa'cients. (From stupefa-

cere, to stupify). Narcotics.

Stu'pha. (From <7V(pu), to bind).

Stupa. Stuppa. A stupe, or fomen-
tation.

Stu'por, -oris, m. (From stupere,

to be senseless). Insensibility.

Stu'por de'ntium. Commonly
called teeth on-edge.

Stu'ppa. See Stupha.

Stye. A little- inflammatory tu-

mour on the eyelid. See Hordeolum.
Sty'gia. (From Styx, a name

given by the poets to one of the ri-

vers in hell). A water made from
corrosive sublimate, and directed in

old dispensatories ; called by this

name from a supposition of its poi-

sonous qualities. The Aqua Regia is

also thus sometimes called, from its'

corrosive qualities.

Sty'lieorm. Styliformis. (From
stylus, a bodkin, and forma, a like-

ness) . Shaped like a bodkin or style.

Styli'scls. (From <?v\og, a bod-
kin). A tent made in the form of a
bodkin.

Stylo. Names compounded of this

word, belong to muscles attached to

the styloid process of the temporal
bone ; e. g.
Stylo -cerato- hyoide'us. See

Stylo-hyoideus.

Stylo-chondro-iiyoide'us. See
Stylo-hyoideus .

Stylo-glo'ssus. Stylo-glosse, of
Dumas. A muscle, situated between
the lower jaw and os hyoides late-

rally, which draws the tongue aside

and backwards.
StyLO-HYOIDE'US. (3/usculus sty-

lo-hyoideus). Stylo-hyoidien, of Du-
mas. It is a small, thin, fleshy mus-
cle, situated between the styloid pro-

cess and os hyoides, under the pos-
terior belly and middle tendon of the

digastricus, near the upper edge of
that muscle. Its fleshy belly is usually

perforated on one or both sides, for

the passage of the middle tendon of

the digastricus. It pulls the hyoideus

to one side and a little upwards.
*** We sometimes find another

smaller muscle placed before the

stylo-hyoideus, which, from its hav-
ing nearly the same origin and in-

sertion, and the same use, is called

stylo-hyoideus-alter. It seems to have
been first known to Eustachius : so

that Douglas was not aware of this

circumstance when he placed it

amongst the muscles discovered by
himself. It arises from the apex of

the styloid process, and sometimes
by a broad and thin aponeurosis,

from the inner and posterior part of

the angle of the lower jaw, and is

inserted into the appendix, or little

horn, of the os hyoides.

Stylo - hyoideus - a'lter. See

Stylo-hyoideus.

Stylo-ma'stoid fora'men. Fora-

men stylo-mastoideum. A hole be-

j

tween the styloid and mastoid pro*

! cesses of the temporal bone, through
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which the portio dura of the audi-

tory nerve passes to the temples.

Stylo-pharynge'us. Stylo-thyro-

pharyngien, of Duraas. A muscle
situated between the lower jaw and
os hyoides laterally. It dilates and
raises the pharynx and thyroid car-

tilage upwards.
Stymato'sis. (From <?vlo, to have

a priapism). A violent erection of
the penis, with a bloody discharge.

Stypte'ria. (From tv^oj, to bind;

so called, from its astringent proper-
ties). Alum.

Styptics. (From <ru0w, to ad-
stringe). Styptica. A term given to

those substances which possess the

power of stopping discharges of
blood, e.g. turpentine, alum, &c.

Styraci'flua. (From styrax, sto-

rax, and fluere, to flow). Liquid
storax. See Liquidambra.

Sty'rax. (From <?vpa%, a reed, in

which it was used to be preserved) .

—

1. A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system; Class, Deca?idria; Order,
Monogynia.—2. The pharmacopceial
name of the Styrax calamita.

Sty'rax a'lba. See Myroxylon
peruiferum.

Sty'rax be'nzoin. The svstematic
name of the tree which affords the

gum-benzoin. Benzoe. Benjoinum.
Benzoin, &c. Gum-benjamin. This
substance is classed, by modern chy-
mists, among the balsams.
%* There are two kinds of ben-

zoin, benzoe amygduloidcs, and com-
mon benzoin, which is brown and
without tears. It lias rarely been
used medicinally in a simple state,

but its j) reparations are much esteem-
ed against inveterate coughs and
phthisical complaints, unattended
with mucli fever. It has also been
used as a cosmetic, and in the way
of fumigation, for the resolution of
indolent tumours. The benzoic acid

is employed in the Hnctura camphors
compotitd, and a tincture is directed

to be made of the balsam.
Sty'kax CALAMi'ta. Storax in the

cane, because it was formerlybrought
to us in reeds, or canes. See Styrax

tzoin.

Stv'kax cola'ta. Strained storax.

Sty'rax li'qlida. Liquid storax.

See Liquidambra.
Sty'rax officinalis. The syste-

matic name of the tree which affords

the solid storax. Officinal storax.

Styrax
,
foliis ovatis, subtus villosis,

racemis simplicibus folio brevioribus,

of Linnaeus. There are two kinds of
storax to be met with in the shops.

%* Storax was formerly used
in catarrhal complaints, coughs,
asthmas, obstructions, &c. In the
practice of the present day it is

almost totally neglected, notwith-
standing it is an efficacious remedy
in nervous diseases.

Sty'rax ru'bra. Red storax, or
storax in the tear.

Subace'tas cu'pri. Subacetate of
copper. See Verdigris.

Subacetate ofcopper . See Verdigris,

Subala'ris ve'na. The vein of
the axilla or arm-pit.

Subca'kbonas pota'sse. See Pc-

tassa subcarbonas.

Subca'rbonas fe'rri. See Ferri
subcarbo?tas.

Subca'rbonas plu'mbi. SeePlumbi
subcarbonas.

Subcartilagi'neum. (From sub,

under, and cartilago, a cartilage).

The hypochondrium, or part of the

body which lies under the cartilages

of the false ribs.

Subcla'vian a'rtery. (From sub,

under, and clavis, a key, because the

clavicles were supposed to resemble

the key of the ancients). The right

subclavian arises from the arteria

innominata, and proceeds under the

clavicle to the axilla ; the left from
the arch of the aorta, and ascends

under the left clavicle to the axilla.

%* The subclavian arteries in

their course give off the internal

mamillary, the cervical, the verte-

bral, and the superior intercostal

arteries.

Suihla'vian vein. This receives

the blood from the veins of the arm,
and runs into the vena cava superior.

Subcla'vius. (From sub, under,

and clavicula, the channel bone, as

being situated under the clavicle, or
channel bone). Subc/avia/ius. Costo-

clavicutaire, of Dumas. A. muscle,
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situated on the anterior part of the

thorax, which pulls the clavicle down-
wards and forwards.

Subcrurje'i. Two small muscular

slips sometimes under the cruraeus,

inserted into the capsular ligament

which they pull up.

Subcuta'neous glands. Glandules

subcutanca?. Sebaceous glands lying

under the skin, which they perforate

by their excretory ducts.

Subcuta'neus. The platysma

myoides muscle.

Suber, -eris, n. Cork. The cork-

tree. See Quercus suber.

Sublimame'ntum. (From ntbli-

mare, to lift up). The pendulous
substance which floats in the middle

of urine.

Sublimate. See Ilydrargyri oxy-

murias.

SuBLiMA'rios. Sublimatio. (From
sublimare, to raise or sublime, . This
chymical process differs from eva-

poration only in being confined to

solid substances.

%* This process is usually per-

formed either for the purification of i

certain substances, and disengaging
j

them from extraneous matters ; or

to reduce into vapour, and combine,
under that form, principles which
would have united frith greater diffi-

culty if they had not been brought to

that state of very minute division.

Subli'mis. See Flexor brevis digi-

torum pedis, and Flexor sublimis per-

foratus.

Sublingual glands. Glandulw
sublinguals vel Bartholinianre vel

RiviniancB. The glands situated under

the tongue ; the excretory ducts of

which are called Rivinian, from their

discoverer. Their use is to secrete

saliva.

Subluxation. A sprain.

Subiwe'rsion. Submcrsio. (From
sub, under, and mergere, to sink).

Drowning. A variety of the apoplexia

svffocata. Sauvagcs calls it asphyxia

immersorum.
Submu'rias hydra'rgyri. See

////drargyr i subm urias.

Suborbita'rius. The suborbitary

nerve ; a branch of the fifth pair.

Subscapula'ris. [Yvomsub, under,

and scapula, the shoulder-bladej,

Sous-scapulo-trochinien, of Dumas.
The name of a muscle, situated un-
der the scapula, composed of many
fasciculi of tendinous and fleshy fibres

,

the marks of which are seen im-
pressed on the under surface of the
scapula. These fasciculi, which arise

from all the basis of this bone inter-

nally, and likewise from its superior,

as well as from one- half of its inferior

costa, unite to form a considerable

flat tendon which adheres to the cap-

sular ligament, and is inserted into

the upper part of the lesser tuberosity

at the head of the os humeri.—Its

principal use is to roll the arm in-

wards. It also serves to bring it

close to the ribs ; and, from its ad-
hesion to the capsular ligament, to

prevent that membrane from being
pinched.

Subsu'ltus te'ndinum. (Subsut-

tus, from subsultarc, to leap) . Weak
convulsive motions or tuitchings of
the tendons, mostly of the hands,
generally observed in the extreme
stages of typhus or putrid fever.

Subu'beres. (From sub, under,

and ubtra, the breasts). This term
has been used for sucking infants, in

contradistinction from those who are

weaned, and then are c&Vedexuberes.

Succa'go. The rob or conserve

of fruit.

Succeda'nkim. A medicine sub-

stituted for others.

Succenturia'ti mu'sculi. The
pyramidal muscles of the belly.

Succenturia'ti re'nes. The re-

nal capsules. Two glands lying above
the kidneys.

Succinate. Succinas. Salts form-
ed by the combination of the acid of
amber, or succinic acid, with different

bases ; as, succinate of potash, suc-

cinate of copper, &c.
Succi'ngens membra'na. The

diaphragm.
Succinic a'cid. Acidum succinic

cum. Sal succini. The succinic acid

is procured from amber by sublima-

tion in a gentle heat, and rises in a
concrete form into the neck of ^the

subliming vessel. The process must
not be pushed too far, nor by too
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strong a fire, otherwise the oil of

amber rises along with the acid.

Su'ccinlm. (From succus, juice
;

because it was thought to exude from
a tree). See Amber.

Su'ccinlm cinere'um. The am-
bergris is so called by some authors.

See Ambergiis.

Su'ccinlm grise'um. The amber-
gris is sometimes so called. See
Ambergris.

Su'ccinlm o'leum. See Oleum
suedid.

Su'ccinlm prepara'tum. Prepared
amber. See Amber.

Succi'sa. (From succidere, to cut

;

so named from its being indented,

and as it were cut in pieces). Devil's

bit. A species of the genus Scabiosa.

Su'cci scorbu'tici. The juice of

the English scurry-grass, &c
Succory. See Cichorium.
Su'ccubus. See Incubus.

Su'ccus, -i, m. Juice.

Su'ccus aca'ci^e ve'rjE. See Aca-
cia vera.

Su'ccus acom'ti spissa'tus. The
inspissated juice of monkhood. See
Aconitum.

Su'ccus ba'ccje sambu'ci spissa'-

tus. The inspissated juice or rob
of elder-berries. An aperient and
deobstruent extract, frequently em-
ployed, diluted with water, in the

cure of catarrhal affections.

Su'ccus bellado'nn.e spissa'tus.

The inspissated juice of the deadly
nightshade. See Atropa Belladonna.

Su'ccus cicl'tje spissa'tus. See
Conium.

Su'ccus cochlea'ri.e compo'si-

TUS. Compound juice of horse-

radish. A warm aperient and diu-

retic, exhibited mostly in the cure

of diseases of the skin arising from
scurvy.

Su'ccus cyreni'acus. Juice of

laser-wort.

Su'ccus ga'stricus. See Gastric

juice.

Su'ccus glycirrhi'z£. Spanish
liquorice.

Su'ccus heliotro'pij. See Croton

tinctorium.

Su'ccus hyoscVami spissa'tus.

See Hyoscyamus*

Su'ccus i'ndicus pu'rgans. Gam-
boge.

Su'ccus lactu'cje viro'ss spis-

sa'tus. See Lactuca virosa.

Su'ccus limo'nis spissa'tus. See
Citrus medica.

Su'ccus liquori'ti.e. Spanish
liquorice.

Su'ccus pruno'rum svlve'stri-
UM. Acacia Germanica. See Prunus
spinosa.

Su'ccus spissa'tus cacco'rum
sambu'ci. The inspissated juice or
rob of elder-berries.

Suda'mina. fSudamen, from sudor,

sweat) . Vesicles in form and mag-
nitude resembling millet-seeds,which
appear suddenly, without fever, espe-
cially in the summer-time after much
labour and sweating.

Suda'tio. (From sudor, sweat).

A sweating. See Ephidrosis,

Sldato'rium. (From sudarc, to

sweat). A stew or sweating-house.

Su'dor A'nglicls. Called also

Hydronosus, ccc. The sweating sick-

ness of England ; an endemic fever.

Br. Cullen thinks it is a species of

typhus. It is thus named from its

first appearing in this island ; and
acquires the title of sudor, from the

patient suddenly breaking out into a

profuse perspiration, which forms
the great character of the disease.

Sudori'fic Sudorijica. (From
sudor, sweat, and facere, to make).
A synonym of diaphoretics. See
Diaphoretics.

Slffime'ntum. (From suflimen,

a perfume). A sufFumigation. A per-

fume.

Suffi'tls. The same.
Suffoca'iio BYSTe'rica. A con-

vulsive affection of the throat.

Suffoca'tio stri'oula. Thecroup.
Suffumiga'tion. (From sub, un-

der, and fumigare, to smoke . Stfffit*

migatio. The burning odorous sub-

stances to remove an evil smell, or

destroy miasma.
Suffu'sion. (From suffundere, to

pour down ; so called, because the

ancients supposed the opacity pro-

ceeded from something running un-

der the crystalline humour), Sujfu-

sio. A cataract.
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Siffl'sio alrigino'sa. A jaun-

dice.

Sugar. See Saccharum.

Sugmr of Lend. See Plumbi supe-

racetas.

Sugar of Milk. A substance pro-

duced from whey, which, if not

sour, contains a saline substance to

which this name has been given.

Slgilla'tion. (From sugillare, to

stain* . Sugillatio. A bruise. A spot

or mark made by a leech or cupping
glass.

Sl'lcls, -ci, m. A groove or fur-

row ;
generally applied to the bones.

Sl'lphas, -atis, n. (From sulphur,

brimstone;. A sulphate or salt form-
ed by the union of the sulphuric acid

with different bases.

Sl'lphas allmino'sls. Alum. See

AInmen.

Sl'lpua^ AMMO'SIX. Alkali vola-

tile vitriolatum, of Bergman. Sal

ammoniacum secreturn, of Glauber.
Vitriolurn ammoniacale.
*,* Thi> salt, which has been

found native in the neighbourhood
of some volcanoes, is esteemed diu-

retic and deobstruent, and exhibited

in the same diseases as the muriate of

ammonia.
Sl'lphas cl'pri. See Cupri sul-

phas.

Sl'lphas pe'rri. See Fcrri sul-

phas.

Sl'lphas hydrargy'ri. See Hy-
drargyrus vitriolntus.

Sl'lpua> ma'.m.'mi. See Mag-
ia* sulpha

Sl'lphas pota'ss.e. See Potass a?

sulphas.

Sl'lphas so'de. See Sod& sul-

phas.

Sl'lphas zi'nci. See Zinci sul-

phas.

Sulphate. See Sulphas.

Sl'lphite. Sulphis. A salt formed
by the combination of the sulphurous
acid with different bases : as sulphite

ofpotash, runmo)tiacal suljjhite, &C.
Sl'lphlr. Known also by the

name of brimstone. Sulphur is the

only simple combustible substance

which nature offers pure and in

abundance. It is found in the earth,

and exists externally in depositions,

in sublimed incrustations, and on
the surface of certain waters, princi-

pally near burning volcanoes. It is

found combined with many metals.

It exists in vegetable substances, and
has lately been discovered in the al-

bumen of eggs. — In the mineral
kingdom, it is either in a loose pow-
der, or compact ; and then either

detached or in veins.

Sulphur is found in the greatest
plenty in the neighbourhood of vol-

canoes or pseudo-volcanoes, whether
modern or extinct, as at Solfatara,

&c. and is deposited as a crust on
stones contiguous to them, either

cry:>tallized or amorphous. It is fre-

quently met with in mineral waters,
and in caverns adjacent to volcanoes

;

sometimes also in coal-mines. It is

found in combination with most of
the metals. United to iron, it forms
the mineral called martial pyrites, or
iron pyrites. All the ores known by
the name of pyrites, of which there
are a vast variety, are combinations
of sulphur with different metals

;

and hence the names of copper, tin,

arsenical, &c. pyrites. It exists like-

wise in combination with alumine
and lime ; it then constitutes diffe-

rent kinds of schistus, or alum
ores.

%* Sulphur is combustible, drv,

and exceedingly brittle, and of a pale

lemon-yellow colour. Its specific

gravity is L.990. It is destitute of
odour, except when rubbed or heated

;

and is of a peculiar faint taste, &c.
It unites with most of the earths and
with all alkalies, and becomes solu-

ble, when thus combined in water;
and to most of the metals, rendering
them brittle and fusible. It is solu-

ble in oils ; water takes up a minute
quantity, as does ardent spirit by
means of heat. It dissolves in hy-
drogen gas. It does not readily com-
bine with charcoal, but unites to

phosphorus by fusion. Like all

combustible bodies, it burns in pro-
portion to the quantity of oxygen
which combines with it. Sulphur,
heated in a close vessel, sublimes
without alteration. It is not changed
by exposure to air. It is attacked

4 A
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by the nitric acid when poured on it

in its fused state.

Flowers of sulphur are formed by
subliming purified sulphur with a

gentle heat in close rooms, where
the sublimed sulphur is collected,

though the article met with in gene-

ral under that name is nothing but

sulphur finely powdered. In this

state it has been long an esteemed

article of the Materia Medica ; it

stimulates the system, loosens the

belly, promotes the insensible per-

spiration ;
pervades the whole habit,

and manifestly transpires through

the pores of the skin, as appears

from the sulphurous smell of per-

sons who have taken it, and from
silver being stained in their pockets

of a blackish colour. In the stomach

it is probably combined with hydro-

gen. It is a celebrated remedy against

cutaneous diseases, particularly psora,

both given internally and applied ex-

ternally. It has likewise been recom-
mended in rheumatic pains, flying

gout, rickets, atrophy, coughs, asth-

mas, and other disorders of the breast

and lungs, and particularly in ca-

tarrhs of the chronic kind, also in

colica pictonum, worm cases, and

to lessen salivation. In hsemorrhoi-

dal affections it is almost specific;

but in most of these cases it is ad-

vantageously combined with some
cooling purgative, especially super-

tartrate of potash.

Su'lphur aniimo'nii prjecipita'-

TUM. Precipitated sulphur of anti-

mony. Sulphur auratum antimonii.

An alterative and sudorific, in high

estimation, and given in diseases of

the skin and glands. Joined with

calomel, it is one of the most power-

ful and penetrating alteratives we
are in possession of.

Si/lphur aura'tum antimo'mi.

Golden sulphur of antimony. See

Sulphur antimonii pravipitatum.

Si/lphur lo'tum. Washed sul-

phur, Flores sulphuris loti. " Take
of sublimed sulphur, a pound. Pour
on boiling water, so that the acid, if

there be any, may be entirely washed
away ; then dry it." The dose is

from 5ss-jij.

Su'lPHUR PRiECIPITA'TUM. Lac
sulphuris. This preparation is mostly
preferred to the flowers of sulphur,
in consequence of its being freed
from its impurities. The dose is

from pss-5iij.

Su lphur sublima'tum. Sub-
limed sulphur. See Sulphur,

Su'lphur vi'vum. Native sul-

phur.

Sulphur-wort. See Peucedanum.
Sulphuretted hydrogen gas. See

Hydrogen gas, sulphuretted.

Sulphure, See Sulphuret,

Sulphureous acid. See Sulphureous
acid gas,

Su'lphuret. Sulphuretum, A
combination of sulphur with differ-

ent alkaline, earthy, and metallic

bases.

Sulphure'tum ammo'nije. Sul-

phuret of ammonia. Hepar sulphu-

ris volatile, Boyle's or Beguine's
fuming spirit. Sulphuret of am-
monia is obtained in the form of a
yellow fuming liquor, by the am-
monia and sulphur uniting whilst in

a state of gas during distillation*
*
# * It excites the action of the ab-

sorbent system, and diminishes arte-

rial action, and is given internally in

diseases arising from the use of mer-
cury, phthisis, diseases of the skin,

and the phlegmasia^ : externally, it is

prescribed in the form of bath in pa-

ralysis, contractura, psora, and other

cutaneous diseases.

Sulphure'tum ca'lcis. Hepar
calcis, Sulphuret of lime. Princi-

' pally used as a bath in various dis-

eases of the skin.

Sulphure'tum hydrargy'ri ni'-

grum. See Hydrargyri sulphuretum

nigrum.

Sulphure'tum hvdrargy'ri ru'-

rrum. See Hydrargyri sulphuretum

rubrum.

Sulphure'tum pota'ss^. Sec

Potassa? sulphuretum,

Sulphure'tum so'd/e. Sulphuret

of soda ; a combination of soda and

sulphur.

Sulphure'tum sti'bii nati'vum.

Sulphuretum stibii nigrum. Antimo-
nimn vrudum. Native sulphuret of

antimony. It is from this ore that
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all the preparations of antimony are

made. See Antimony.
Su'lphuric a'cid. Acidum sulphu-

ricum. Oil of vitriol. Vitriolic acid.

Sulphuric acid consists of sulphur,

which constitutes its basis, and of

oxygen. It frequently occurs in com-
bination with alkalies, earths, and
metals ; but seldom in a state of

.purity, and whether at all, has been
doubted. For chymical, medical,

and other purposes, it is obtained
by the rapid combustion of sulphur
with nitre, and the decomposition of

metallic and earthy sulphates by fire.

%* Oil of vitriol is a very strong

acid, burns and corrodes the skin.

When pure, it has neither colour

nor smell, but is very apt to turn

more or less brown, and of a sulphur-
ous odour, by combustible, animal,
and vegetable matter, as is usually

the case with what is sold in the

shops. If it be highly concentrated,

it congeals at a temperature of 48°,

and becomes a crystalline mass, for-

merly termed glacial oil of vitriol.

Mixed with water it becomes hot,

and is then termed spirit of vitriol.

Sulphuric acid is a powerful antisep-

tic and tonic, and is given, properly
diluted, in the dose of from one to

three drops with bark and other me-
dicines in the cure of fevers and de-
bilities. Externally , it is often applied,

when very much diluted, against psora
and some chronic affections of the

skin.

Su'lpiiuris flo'res. See Sulphur
sublhnatum.

Su'lpiiuroi s a'cid gas. A per-

manently elastic, aeriform fluid at the

ordinary pressure and temperature
of our atmosphere.

*** The odour of sulphurous acid
gas is strong and suffocating. It cannot
maintain combustion, nor the respi-

ration of animals. Its weight is

more than double that of atmosphe-
ric air. Its specific gravity, accord-
ing to Bergman, is 0.00246, and
0.00251, according to Lavoisier. It

is not inflammable. One hundred
cubic inches of it weigh nearly 63
grains. It is composed, according
to Fourcroy, of 85 sulphur and 15

oxygen, but subsequent experiments

have made the proportions equal. It

is acid ; it first reddens, and then de-

stroys the greater part of the vege-
table colours. It exerts little action

on the metals, and has a weak at-

tra tion to alkalies and earths. It

has the property of whitening silk,

and giving it a lustre. Priestley,

Bergman, Berthollet, &c. say that

at high temperatures it deposits sul-

phur ; but Fourcroy and Vauquelin,

in consequence of some new experi-

ments, deny this assertion. It decom-
poses nitric and oxymuriatic acid,

and dissolves camphor. Sulphurous
acid gas and hydrogen gas have no
action upon each other at common,
temperatures, but if they are passed

through an ignited tube, a decom-
position is effected. Charcoal like-

wise decomposes sulphurous acid gas

at a high temperature, &c. It is ab-
sorbed by oil, ether, and sulphuric

acid.

Si/lpiiurous a'cid. Water impreg-
nated with sulphurous acid gas.

*** The salts formed by the com-
bination of sulphurous acid with dif-

ferent bases, are called sulphites.

Sulphur, washed. See Sulphur lo-

tum.

Sulphur, precipitated. See Sulphur
prwcipitatum.

Sultan flower. The Centaureamos-
ckata, of Linnaeus.

Su'macii. [Sumak, from samak, to

be red ; so called, from its red beiiy)

.

See Rhus coriaria.

Sumach, elm-leaved. See Rhus co-

riaria.

Su'men. (Arab.) The lower or
adipose part of the belly.

Sun dew. See Drosera rotundi-

folia.

Supera'cetas plu'mbi. Superace-
tate of lead. See Plumbi super acetas.

Superarse'nias pota'ss*:. Supe-
rarseniate of potash. A compound of
potash with excess of arsenic acid.

*
# * This was called Macguer's

Arsenical Salt, from its discoverer ;

and has been sometimes given in

medicine, possessing similar proper-
ties to those of the white oxyde of
arsenic.

4 A 2
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Supe'rbus. The name of a muscle.
See Rectus superior oculi.

Superci'lium. See Eyebrow.
Superci'lium ve'neris. The mil-

foil or yarrow was once so termed.
See Achillea millefolium.

Superfoeta'tion. (From super,

above or upon, and foetus, a foetus).

The impregnation of a woman al-

ready pregnant.
*** After impregnation has taken

place, the membranes produced in

the uterus form a complete septum,
and consequently, a bar to the ascent

of any subsequent flow of semen, so

as to prohibit the possibility of two
or more successive impregnations
co-existing in any part of the uterus

during the period of a determined
gravidity. Children, indeed, have
been born within a few weeks, or
even months, of each other, and
hence a colour has been given to

the hypothesis, that they may be
conceived at different periods of a

common parturition, and such births

have, in consequence, been distin-

guished by the name of superfceta-

tion, but it is far more probable that

foetuses thus formed in succession,

however they may vary in size and
maturity, are real twins, conceived at

one and the same time, from the

descent of a plurality of ovula into

the uterus, instead of a single one

;

and that the difference of size or ma-
turity depends upon some unknown
causes in the dead or puny foetus,

which has killed it, or prevented it

from keeping pace with the other.

If, however, a second connexion
take place within a few hours of the

first, and before the occluding mem-
brane produced on impregnation be
formed, a twin may be the result

of this additional coition ; but the
foetuses will in such cases be parallel

in their progress to perfection. M.
Bouillon (see Bulletin dc la Faculte
ft de la Societe de Midtcine, &c.
No. iii. 1821), has given a curious

example of this in a negress, who, at

the usual time of pregnancy was de-

livered of two male children full

grown, and of like proportions, but

the one a negro and the other a mu-

latto. The mother, after long re-

sistance, confessed that she had had
connexion the same evening, with a
white and with a negro.

Supergemina'lis. (From super,

above, and gemini, the testicles).

The epididymis, or body above the

testicles.

Supergenua'lis. (From super,

above, and genu, the knee). The pa-

tella, or knee-pan.
Superimpregna'tion. (From su-

per, above, and impregnatio, a con-

ception). Sup&'impregnatia. SeeSu-
perfoetation.

Supe'rior au'ris. See Attollens

aurem.

Superli'gula. (From super, above,

and ligula, a little tongue, the glot-

tis). The epiglottis.

Superpurga'tion. (From super,

beyond, and purgare, to purge). Su-
perpurgatio. An excessive evacuation

by stool.

Superscapula'ris. (From super9

upon, and scapula, the shoulder-

blade). A muscle seated upon the

scapula.

Supina'tjon. (From supinus, placed

upward) . Supinatio. The act of turn-

ing the palm of the hand upwards,

by rotating the radius upon the ulna.

Supina'tor. (From supinus, up-

wards). A name of the muscles

which turn the hand upwards.

Supina'tor bre'yis. See Supinator

radii brcvis.

Supinator lo'ngus. See Supi-

nator radii longus.

Supina'tor ra'dii bre'vis. Supi-

nator brevis, sive minor, of Winslow,
and epicondylo-radial, of Dumas. This

small muscle, tendinous externally,

is situated at the upper part of the

fore-arm under the supinator lon-

gus, the extensor carpi radialis bre-

vis, the extensor carpi ulnaris, the

extensor digitorum communis, and

the extensor minimi digiti. It as-

sists in the supination of the hand by
rolling the radius outwards.

Supinator ra'dii lo'ngus. Su-

pinator longus, of Albinus. Supina-

tor longus sive major, of Winslow,

and humerosus radial, of Dumas. A
long flat muscle, covered by a very
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thin tendinous fascia, and situated

immediately under the integuments
along the outer conrex surface of the

radius.
*
# * This muscle not only assists

in rolling the radius outwards, and
turning the palm of the hand up-
wards, on which account Riolanus

first gave it the name of supinator,

but it likewise assists in pronation,

and in bending the fore-arm.

Supposito'rium. (From sub, under,

and pouere, to put). A suppository,

a substance to put into the rectum,
there to remain and dissolve gra-

dually.

Suppressedmenses. See Amenorrhea.
Sltpura'tiom. (From suppurare,

to suppurate). Suppuratio. A mor-
bid action by which pus is deposited

in inflammatory tumours.

*i* When purulent matter accu-

mulates in an affected part, it is

termed an abscess, which is distin-

guished into several kinds ; e. g.
acute, chronic, venereal, scrofulous.

Professor Thompson observes (on

Inflammation, p. 305, 306;, that the

texture in which suppuration seems
to be .nost readily produced, by a
certain degree of inflammation, is

mucous membrane, whether this

lines the excretory ducts or canals, or
covers the inner surface of the respi-

ratory or urinary organs. In a icw
hours, after an irritating cause has
been applied to these surfaces, the

physical and chymical qualities of
the fluid which they secrete in their

natural state, are changed. From
being a tough viscid substance, not
easily miscible with water, the mucus
of the nose and bronchia becomes,
during an attack of inflammation,
very readily miscible with water, of
a yellowish-white colour, and fluid

consistence. If, in this state, the se-

cretion of these membranes be ex- I

amined with a microscope, it will be '

found to contain small globules, si-
j

milar to those which are seen in the
blood ; and these globules are found
to increase in number, in proportion
to the degree and continuance of the !

inflammation. We have examples of
the production of this pus, or, at

least, of a puriform fluid, in the

respiratory organs of persons affected

with catarrh, and in the urinary or-
gans of those who labour under go-
norrhoea. In the progress of these
diseases, we can generally trace the
changes which take place, by slow,
but sensible degrees, in the nature
of the secretion, from mucus to pus,
and from pus back again to the state

of mucus. This puriform discharge
from mucous membranes, in a state

of inflammation, maybe kept up for

months, without these membranes
appearing to undergo any other mor-
bid changes than a slight degree of
redness and swelling. A loss of sub-
stance, or ulceration, is found not
to happen oftener than in one case
out of ten examples of suppuration
from mucous membranes. Suppu-
ration may readily be produced in the
skin or cutaneous texture, by what-
ever excites inflammation in that tex-
ture, and causes a separation of the
cuticle. Of this fact we have ex-
amples in blisters from cantharides,

and in vessications of the cuticle

from superficial burns. Suppuration
may be kept up in cutaneous texture

for an indefinite length of time, as

may be seen in the management of
perpetual blisters. In these cases
ulceration is seldom observed, and,
consequently, in cutaneous texture,

loss of substance is by no means
necessary for the production of pus.

See Pus.
Symptoms of suppuration.—When

matter is fully formed in a tumour,
there is a remission of all the symp-
toms. The throbbing pain, which
was before frequent, now subsides,

and the patient complains of a more
dull, constant, heavy pain. A conical

eminence, or pointing, as it is term-
ed, takes place at some part of the
tumour, generally near the middle
of it. In this situation, a whitish or
yellowish appearance is usually ob-
servable, instead of the deep red
previously apparent; and a fluctua-

tion of a fluid underneath, may, on
a careful examination, be detected
with the fingers. Sometimes, how-
ever, when an abscess is thickly co-»

4A3
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vered with muscular substance, the

fluctuation can easily be discovered,

though, from other concurring cir-

cumstances, little doubt can be en-

tertained of the existence of a col-

lection of matter, even to a very-

considerable extent. An cedematous
swelling over the seat of deeply-

situated abscesses, is a symptom
which often occurs, and is well

worthy the attention of every sur-

geon. Together with the several lo-

cal symptoms of the existence of

pus, may be mentioned shiverings,

to which patients are liable, espe-

cially in the first formation of acute

abscesses. These rigors, however,
seldom occur so as to be distinctly

observed, unless the collection of

matter be considerable, or situated

in some internal viscus.

Professor Thompson observes, that
iC in the progress of fever accom-
panying acute inflammation, rigors,

or cold shiverings not unfrequently

take place, which recur at regular

intervals, and are in general follow-

ed by a hot fit, and slight increase of

the febrile symptoms. These rigors

or cold shiverings, in general in-

dicate, when they occur in the pro-

gress of inflammatory diseases, that

pus either is formed, or is about to

be so. In inflammation succeeding to

injuries of the head, these rigors are

often the first constitutional symp-
toms which give alarm to the well-

informed practitioner : for, they are

generally, though not always, an in-

dication, that inflammation has al-

ready made a dangerous, if not fatal

progress. These rigors also accom-
pany the formation of pus in the

viscera contained within the cavities

of the chest and belly, and are often

the first symptoms which inform

the practitioner that his endeavours

to procure resolution have not been

successful."—See Lectures on Jnjiam-

iiiation, p. 321.

Rigors, as remarked by Mr. Hun-
ter, are more common at the com-
mencement of spontaneous inflam-

mations than in inflammations from
external injury. They seldom occur

in the suppuration which follows

operations. Sir A. Cooper observes,
that, " when matter is formed upon,

the external surfaces of the body,
which are connected with vital or-

gans, much irritation and disturbance

take place ; but when matter is pro-
duced upon the surface of a wound,
in a part not important to life, or

upon parts of little vital import-
ance, then its formation is often im-
peded by irritative fever. (See Lee-*

tures, &c. vol. i. p. 113).—The con-
stitutional symptoms which attend

the formation of pus in the progress

of chronic suppurations, are general-

ly comprehended under the name of
hectic fever. (See Febris Hectica),

—The pain attending what Mr. Hun
;

ter termed suppurative inflammation,
is increased at the time when the ar-

teries are dilated, and this gives the

sensation called throbbing, in which
every one can count his own pulse,

by merely paying attention to the

inflamed part. Perhaps this last

symptom is one of the best charac-

teristics of this species of inflam-

mation. When the inflammation
is moving from the adhesive state

to the suppurative, the pain js con-

siderably increased ; but, when sup-

puration has taken place, the pain

in some degree subsides. The red-

ness that took place in the adhe-
sive stage is now increased, and is of

a pale scarlet colour. The part which
was firm, hard, and swelled, in the

previous stage of the inflammation,

now becomes still more swelled, in

consequence of the greater dilatation

of the vessels, and the greater quan-
tity of coagulating lymph thrown out.

For the treatment ofsuppuration , and
the different methods of opening ab-

scesses, consult Hunter on the Bloody

Inflammatioiiyanid Gun-shot ff
r
ounds,

—Dissertations oji Inflammation, by

J.Burns, 8vo. 1800;

—

Sir Everard
Home's Dissertation on the Properties

of Pus , 1788 ; and his Practical Ob-
servations on Ulcers, 2d edit. 1801;—IJcndy's Essay on Glandular Secre-

tion, containing an Experimental En-
quiry into the Formation of Pus, &c
8vo. Lond. 1/75 ;

—

C. Darwin s Ex-
periments, establishing- a Criterion
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hetween Mucilaginous and Purulent
Matter. Lichfield, 1780. — Pott's

Treatise on Fistula in Ano.— Dr. J.

Thompson's Lecture on Inflammation

;

—Pearson's Principles of Surgery;
~*-Dr. G. Pearson's Observations and
Experiments on Pus, in Philosophical

Transactions for 1811, &c. &c.
Si/pra costa'les. A portion of

the intercostal muscles. See Inter-

costal muscles.

Su'pra-spina'tus. {Musculus su-

pra spinatus). Supra-spinatus seu

superscapularis, of Cowper; and sous-

spino-scapulo-trochiterien, of Dumas.
This muscle, first so named by Rio-
lanus, from its situation, is of con-
siderable thickness, wider behind
than before, and fills the whole of
the cavity or fossa that is above the

spine of the scapula. Its principal

use seems to be to assist in raising

the arm upwards ; at the same time,

by drawing the capsular ligament
upwards, it prevents it from being
pinched between the head of the os
humeri and that of the scapula. It

may likewise serve to move the sca-

pula upon the humerus.
Su'ra. (Arab.) The calf of the

leg ; the fibula.

Su'rfeit. A heavy load or op-
pression of the stomach, with nausea,
sickness, impeded respiration, and
at times eruptions on the skin ; the

consequences of excess in eating or
drinking, or of something unwhole-
some or improper in these articles.

Su'rgery. Chirurgia. (From x eiP>
the hand, and epyov, labour.) A
branch of the science of medicine,
having for its object the cure of ex-
ternal diseases.

Sus scro'fa. The systematic name
of the hog which affords lard.

Suspended animation. See Resus-
citation.

Suspenso'rkjm. (From suspendere,
to hang) . A suspensory ; a bag, or
bandage, to suspend the scrotum.
%* In cases of hernia humoralis,

varicocele, cirsocele, some particu-

lar ruptures, and several other affec-

tions of the testicles and spermatic
chord, a suspensory bandage is of
great service.

Suspenso'rium he'patis. The
broad ligament of the liver.

Suspenso'rius te'stis. The cre-
master muscle of the testicle.

Susu'rrus. (From susurrare, to

murmur). An imaginary sound in

the ear.

Su'ture. Sutura. (From suere, to

join together) .

—

Anatom. The word
suture is applied to the union of bones
by means of dentiform margins, as
in the bones of the cranium. See
Temporal, sphenoidal, zygomatic,
transverse, coronal, lambdoidal, and
sagittal sutures.—Surg. This term
signifies the uniting the lips of a
wound by sewing. Different kinds
of sutures have been recommended
by writers on surgery, all of which
are now reduced to two : namely, the

twisted, ami the interrupted, called

also the knotted suture. The twisted
suture, usually adopted in the opera-
tion for hare-lip, is made in the fol-

lowing manner : having brought the
divided parts nearly into contact, a
pin is to be introduced from the out-
side inwards, and carried out through
the opposite side to the same distance
from the edge that it entered at on
the former side ; a firm wax ligature

is then to be passed around it, making
the figure of 8, by which the wounded
parts are drawn gently into contact.
The number of pins is to be deter-
mined by the extent of the wound

;

half an inch, or at most three quar-
ters, is the proper distance between
two pins. The interrupted suture is

practised where a number of stitches

is required, and the interruption

is only the distance between the
stitches.

*** Sutures, by which is meant
such as were made in the flesh with
a needle and ligature, were much
more frequently employed by the
old surgeons than they are at pre-
sent by the moderns. The best prac*
titioners of the present da)7, never
resort to this method of holding the
sides of a wound in contact, unless
there be a real necessity for it,

and where other methods will not
suffice. They are mostly requisite

ill all cuts and wounds occurring;
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in parts subject to an unusual degree

of motion, which would be apt to

derange the operation of bandages,

sticking-plaster, and compresses.

—

Hence the propriety of using the

twisted or interrupted suture in hare-

lip. They may also, for the same rea-

son, be advantageous in long wounds
of the abdomen, attended with the

risk of the viscera protruding. Also,

in some wounds of the trachea, and

those for the cure of certain fistu-

lous communications between the

vagina and bladder, or others for

the cure of similar affections in the

perineum, scrotum, &c. afford like-

wise instances where they may be

adopted. — See Pebrac and Louis on
the subject of Sutures, in Mem. de

VAcad, de Chir. torn, ill - and iv.

—

Sharp, Dibnis, Gooch, Le Dran, Ber-

trandi, Sabatier, B. Bell, and J. Bell;

—C. E. Boeder, Suturee Vulnerum,

Upsal, 1772, &c. &c.
Swallow-wort. See Asclepias via-

tetuxicum.

Sweat. See Perspiration.

Sweating, i7?imense. See Ephi-
drosis.

Sweet marjoram. See Origanum
major<uia.

Sweet navcw. Sec Brassica rapa.

Sweet rush. See Andropogon sca?-

nanthus.

Sweet sultan. The Centaurea mos-

chata, of Linnaeus.

Sweet willow. See Myrica gale.

Swietf/nia. (Named after Van
Swieten). A genus of plants : Class,

Decandria; Order, Monugynia.
Swiete'nia maiia'goni. The sys-

tematic name of the mahogany tree.

*** The bark of the wood of this

tree is of a red colour internally

;

has an astringent bitter taste ; and
yields its aetive matter to water. It

has been prepared as a substitute for

Peruvian bark, and has been used as

such with advantage. Dose jss.

Swine^-po.v. See Varicella*

SrCO'HA. (From crrm], a fig). A
wart or excrescence resembling a fig,

Svco'ms. The ophthalmia tra-

choma of Salivates ; also a fungous
ulcer; and according to some, the

tumour on the anus, called marisca.

Sy'lphium. Asafcetida is so termed
by some writers. See Ferula asa-

fostida.

Symble'pharum. (From aw, with,
and fiXetyctpov, the eye-lid) . A con-
cretion of the eye-lid to the globe of
the eye, chiefly happening in the su-
perior, but very rarely in the inferior

palpebra.

%* The causes of this disease are,

a bad conformation of the parts, or
from ulcers of the cornea, the mem-
brana conjunctiva, or internal super-
ficies of the palpebrae, or imprudent
scarifications, or burns, especially if

the eye remains long closed. There
are two species ; viz. the partial, or
total. In the former the adhesion is

partial ; in the latter, the membrana
conjunctiva and cornea are concreted

to the eye-lid together.

Sy'mbole. (From avfiGaXXu, to

knit together) . 1 1 is said either of the

fitness of parts with on© another, or
of the consent between them by the

intermediation of nerves, and the

like.

Symbo'logy. (From avptoXov,
a sign, and Xoyog, a discourse) . Sym-
bologia. The doctrine of the signs

and symptoms of disease.

Sy'mmetry. The exact and beau-
tiful proportion of parts to one an-
other.

Sympathetic nerve. See Intercostat

nerve.

Sy'mpathy. Sympathia. (From
avjU7Taaxu), to suffer together, to

sympathise) . The natural agreement
of things ; a conformity in nature,

passions, dispositions or affections ;

a fellow-feeling or compassion, &c.
%* Every part of the body is

sympathetically connected together,,

and dependent, the one upon the

other, constituting a general sym-
pathy. Sometimes however we find

particular parts more intimately de-

pendenton each other than upon the

rest of the body, constituting a par-

ticular sympathy. Action cannot be

greatly increased in any one organ,

wit bout being diminished in some
other ; but certain parts are more
apt to be affected by the derangement
of particular organs than others^.,
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e . g. from the extensive sympathy of

the stomach with almost every part

of the body, it is found that this

viscus most frequently suffers, and
has its action diminished in every
disease, whether general or local,

provided that the diseased action

arises to any considerable degree.

There are also other organs which
may, in like manner, suffer from
their association or connection with
others which become diseased. Thus,
for instance, we sec, in the general

disease called puerperal fev'er, that

the action of the breasts is diminished

by the increased inflammatory action

of the uterus : and this dependence
appears more evidently in what may
be called the smaller systems of the

body, or those parts which seem to

be more intimately connected with

each other than they are with the

general system. Of this kind is the

connection of the breasts with the

uterus of the females, of the urethra
with the testicles of the male ; of the

stomach with the liver ; and of the

intestines with the stomach, and of
this again with the brain ; of the one
extremity of the bone with the other

;

and of the body of the muscle with
its insertion ; of the skin with the
parts below it.

Sympathy is divided into, first, the

sympathy of equilibrium, in which
one part is weakened by the increased

action of another, as between the

stomach and lower part of the in-

testines ; and, secondly, the sympathy
of association, in which two parts act

together at the same time, as between
the glands and testicles in coition.

The sympathy of association is pro-

duced suddenly, and for a short time.

The sympathy of equilibrium is pro-

duced more slowly, and continues to

operate for a much longer time, &c.
It is a well established fact, that

when any particular action disappears

suddenly from a part, it will often

speedily affect that organ which
sympathizes most witli the part that

was originally diseased. This is best

seen in the inflammatory action,

which , as practical writers have well

observed, occasionally disappears

quickly from the part first affected,

and then shows itself in some other.
But upon this principle, when action
is much increased in one part, it is

to a certain degree diminished in

some other; the general sum or de-
gree of action in the body is thus
less than it otherwise would be, and
consequently the system suffers less.

Sympe'psis. (2>jU7T£7nf/ic). Accord-
ing to the humoral pathology, a con-
coction or ripening of those hu-
mours that are growing into inflam-
mation.

Symphysis. (From aw, together,
and <pv(t), to grow). Mediate con-
nection. A genus of the connection
of bones, in which they are united
by means of an intervening body. It

comprehends four species, viz. syn-
chondrocis, syssarcosis, syneurosis,
and syndesmosis.

Symphytum. (From avfupvu, to
unite ; because it is supposed to unite
and close the lips of wounds toge-
ther).— 1. A genus of plants in the
Linnaean system: Class, Pentandria

;

Order, Monogynia.—2. The pharma-
copceial name of the comfrey. See
Symphytum officinale.

Symphytum maculo'si.m. See
Puhnonaria officinalis.

Symphytum mi'nls. See Pru-
nella.

Sy'mphytum officinale. The
systematic name of the comfrey.
Consolida major. This plant, Sym-
phytum:—-foliis ovatis, lanceolatis de-

currentibus, is administered where
the althaea cannot be obtained. Its

roots abound with a viscid glutinous
juice, whose virtues are similar to

those of the althcpa.

Syna'nche. See Cynanche.
Syna'nciiica. (From awayxtj,

the quinsey ; so called from its uses
in that disease). Quinsey-wort.

Synarthrosis. (From aw, to-
gether, and ap9pov, a joint). Im-
moveable connection. A genus of
connection of bones, where they are
united together by an immoveable
union. It has three species, viz. su-
ture, harmony, and gomphosis.

Synastomo'sis. This is used in
the same sense as Anastomosis*
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See Parietal

Synchondrosis. (From aw,
with, and xov£pog> a cartilage^. A
species of symphysis, in which one
bone is united with another by means
of an intervening- cartilage, as the

vertebrae and the bones of the pubes.

Synchondroto'mia. From vvv-
XOv^puxriQ, the symphysis of the

pubes, and rtpvio, to cut). The ope-
ration of dividing the symphysis of

the pubes.

Sy'nchysis. (From avfxvix), to

confound) . A solution of the vitre-

ous humour into a fine attenuated
watery fluid. In Cullen's Nosology
it is a variety of his species, Caligo

pupillcs.

Synci'pitis o'ssa.

bones,

Sy'nciput. The forepart of the

cranium.

Syncope. (From gvv, with, and
kottIu), to cut, or strike down). Ani-
mi deliquium. Leipothymia. Faint-
ing or swooning. A genus of disease

in the Class, Neuroses, and Order,
Adynamics

y of Cullen, in which the

respiration and action of the heart
either cease, or become much weaker
than usual, with paleness and cold-

ness, arising from diminished energy
of the brain, or from organic affec-

tions of the heart. The species are :

1. Syncope cardiaca
t
the cardiac

syncope, arising without a visible

cause, and with violent palpitation

of the heart, during the intervals, and
depending generally on some organic
affection of the heart or neighbouring
vessels.—2. Syncope occasionalis, the

exciting cause being manifest.
*** This disease consists in a de-

creased action, and sometimes total

cessation of the pulse and respira-

tion. It is sometimes preceded by
anxiety about the prcecordia, a sense

of fulness ascending from the stomach
towards the head, vertigo, or confu-

sion of ideas, dimness of sight, and
coldness of the extremities. The at-

tacks are frequently attended with,

or end in vomitinsr, and sometimes
in epileptic or other convulsions.

The ( -auses are sudden and violent

emotions of the mind, pungent or

disagreeable odours, derangement of

the primse vise, debility from preced-
ing disorders, loss of blood sponta-
neous or artificial, the operation of
paracentesis, &c. During the pa-
roxysm the nostrils are to be stimu-
lated with some of the preparations of

ammonia, or these mav be exhibited

internally, if the patient is capable

of swallowing ; but when the disease

has originated from large loss of
blood, such stimulants must be used
cautiously. When it is connected
with a disordered state of the sto-

mach, if an emetic can be given, or

vomiting excited by irritating the

fauces, it will probably afford relief.

Sometimes sprinkling the face with

cold water, will recover the patient.

And when there is reason for suppos-

ing an accumulation about the heart,

the disease not having arisen from
debilitating causes, a moderate ab-

straction of blood may be made with
propriety. Between the fits we
should endeavour to strengthen the

constitution, where debility appears

concerned in producing them, and
the several exciting causes must be

carefully guarded against. Organic
affections of the heart, and parts

connected with it, admit only of

palliation, unless the primary dis-

ease can be removed, which is ex-

tremely rare.—See Thomas's Practice

of P/iys. p. 356
Sy'ncope angino'sa. See Angina

pectoris.

Syndesmo'logy. Syndesmologia,

(From avvhrjpor, a ligament, and

Xofoc, a discourse). The doctrine

of the ligaments.

Synpcsmo-puaryngf/ls. See Con-

strictor pharyngis mcdiits.

Syndesmosis. (From avi'ctafiog,

a ligament). That species of sym-
physis or connection of bones in

which thoy are united by ligament,

as the radius with the ulna.

Syndf/s.yius. (From avvhu), to

bind together), A ligament.

Synf/ciua. (£io'fx"0> A concre-

tion of the iris with the cornea, or

with the. capsule of the crystalline

lens. The proximate cause is adhe-

sion of these parts, the consequence

of inflammation. The remote causes
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are, a collapse of the cornea, a pro-

lapse of the iris, a swelling or tume-
fied cataract, hypopium, or original

formation. The species are :

1. Synechia anterior totalis, or a

concretion of the iris with the cor-

nea.—2. Synechia anterior -partialis,

when only some part of the iris is

secreted.—3. Synechia anterior conn-

posita, when not only the whole
iris, but also a prolapse of the crys-

talline lens, unites with the cornea. !

—4. Synechia posterior totalis, or a I

concretion of the whole uvea, with

the ciliary processes and the capsule

of the crystalline lens.—5. Synechia
posterior partialis, when only some
part of the crystalline lens is con- i

creted with the uvea and cornea.
|—6. Synechia complicata, with an

amaurosis, cataract, mydriasis, my-
\

osis, or synizesis.—See Beer Lehre
von den Augenkr. b. ii. p. 34-263 ; I

—Beglcr, I)e Synechia scu prajterna-

turali adhesione Cornece cum Iride.

—Haller, Desp. Chir. t. i. p. 435.

Synelro'sis. (From avv, with,

and vevpov, a nerve, because the :

ancients included membranes, liga-

ments, and tendons, under the head
of nerves). A species of symphysis,

|

in which one bone is united to ano- !

ther bv means of an intervening

membrane.
Symzf/sis. Considentia. A per-

fect concretion and coarctation of

the pupil. It is known by the ab-

sence of the pupil, and a total loss

of vision. The species arc :

1. Synizesis nativa, with which
infants are sometimes born.<—2. Sy-
nizesis acctdentalis , a concretion of

the pupil, from an inflammation or
exulceration of the uvea or iris, or

from a defect of the aqueous or vi-

treous humour.—3. Synizesis, from
a secession of the iris or cornea.

—

4. Synizesis complicata, or that which
is complicated with an amaurosis,
synechia, or other ocular disease.

—

5. Synizesis spuria, is a closing of the

pupil by mucus, pus, or grumous
blood.

Sy'nocha. (From (rvvex^t to con-
tinue) . Inflammatory fever. Fever
characterized by increased heat

;

pulse frequent, strong, hard ; urine
high-coloured ; senses not impaired.

*
# * This fever is named from its

being attended with symptoms de-
noting general inflammation in the
system, by which it may always be
readily distinguished from either the
nervous or putrid. It attacks at all

seasons of the year, but is most pre-
valent in the spring ; and it seizes

persons of all ages and habits, but
more particularly those in the vi-

gour of life, with strong elastic

fibres, and of a plethoric constitu-

tion. It is a species of fever almost
peculiar to cold and temperate cli-

mates, being rarely, if ever, met
with in very warm ones, except
amongst Europeans lately arrived

;

and even then, the inflammatory
stage is of very short duration, as it

very soon assumes either the ner-
vous or putrid type.

Sy'nochis. (From avvexto, to
continue). A mixed fever. A spe-
cies of continued fever, commencing
with symptoms of synocha, and ter-

minating in typhus; so that synocha
and typhus, blended in a slight de-
gree, seem to constitute this species
of fever ; the former being apt to
preponderate at its commencement,
and the latter towards its termina-
tion.

%* Every thing which has a ten-
dency to enervate the body, may
be looked upon as a remote cause of
this fever ; and accordingly we find

it often arising from great bodily
fatigue, too great an indulgence in

sensual pleasures, violent exertion,

intemperance in drinking, and errors
in diet, and now and then likewise

from the suppression of some long-
accustomed discharge. Certain pas-
sions of the mind (such as grief,

fear, anxiety, and joy), have been
enumerated amongst the causes of
fever, and in a few instances it is

probable they may have given rise

to it ; but the concurrence of some
other powers seems generally neces-
sary to produce this effect. The
most usual and universal cause of
this fever, is the application of cold

to the body; and its morbid effects
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seem to depend partly upon certain

circumstances of the cold itself, and
partly upon certain circumstances of

the person to whom it is applied.

As a fever once produced will go
on, although its cause be entirely

removed, and as the continued or

fresh application of a cause of fever

neither will increase that which is

already produced, nor occasion a

new one, there can be no certainty

as to the duration of fever ; and it is

only by attending to certain appear-

ances or changes, which usually take

place on the approach of a crisis,

that we can form any opinion or de-

cision. The symptoms pointing out

the approach of a crisis are, the

pulse becoming soft, moderate, and
near its natural speed; the tongue

losing its fur, and becoming clean,

with an abatement of thirst ; the skin

being covered with a gentle moisture,

and feeling soft to the touch ; the

secretory organs performing their

several offices ; and the urine depo-

siting flaky crystals of a dirty red

colour, and becoming turbid on being

allowed to stand any time.

Many physicians have been of opi-

nion, that there is something in the

nature of all acute diseases, except

those of a putrid kind, which usually

determines them to be of a certain

duration, and, therefore, that these

terminations, when salutary, happen
at certain periods of the disease,

rather than at others, unless dis-

turbed in their progress by an im-
proper mode of treatment, or the

arising of some accidental circum-

stance. These periods are known by
the appellation of critical days ; and
from the time of Hippocrates down
to the present, have been pretty ge-

nerally admitted. The days on which
it is supposed the termination of

continued fevers principally happens,

are the third, fifth, seventh, ninth,

eleventh, fourteenth, seventeenth,

and twentieth.—A simple continued

fever terminates always by a regular

crisis, in the manner before men-
tioned, or from the febrile matter
falling on some particular parts, it

excites inflammation, abscess, erup-

tion, or destroys the patient.—Great
anxiety, loss of strength, intense

heat, stupor, delirium, irregularity!

in the pulse, twitchings in the fin-

gers and hands, picking at the bed-i

clothes, startings of the tendons,

j

hiccoughs, involuntary evacuations]

by urine and stool, and such like

symptoms, point out the certain ap-

proach of death. On the contrary
when the senses remain clear and
distinct, the febrile heat abates, the
skin is soft and moist, the pulse be-

comes moderate and is regular, and
the urine deposits flaky crystals, we
may then expect a speedy and happy
termination to the disease.

The usual appearances which are
to be observed on dissection of those
who die of this fever, are an effusion

within the cranium, and topical affec-

tions perhaps of some viscera.

This disease being of a mixed na-

ture, the treatment must be modified
accordingly. In the beginning, the

same plan is to be pursued as in

synocha, except that we must be
more sparing in the use of the lan-

cet, in proportion as there is less

power in the system to maintain the

increased action of the heart and ar-

teries; although, if any important
part should be much affected," we
must act more vigorously, to pre-

vent its disorganization, and the con-
sequent destruction of life. When
the character of the disease is chang-
ed, the means proper will be such
as are pointed out under the head of

Typhus.—See Mod. Prac. Phys. by
Dr. Thomas

, p. 27 ;

—

Inquiry into the

Seat and Nature of Fever, by H.
Clutterbuck

;

—Dissertation on Fever y

by Dr. George Fordyce

;

—Tforks of

Dr. Armstrong, Percevat
i
and Cheyne.

See also Fever.
Syno'via. A peculiar fluid thus

named by anatomists, within the

capsular ligament of the different

joints of the body, intended evidently

to lubricate the parts, and to facili-

tate their motion.
*** By the analysis of M. Mar-

gueron, it appears that synovia is

composed of the following ingre-

dients :
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Fibrous matter 11.86

Albumen . 4.52

Muriate of soda 1.75

Soda 0.71

Phosphate of lime .... 0.70

Water 80.46

100.00

Svno'vial GLANDS. Glandular sy-

novia*. The assemblage of a fatty

fimbriated structure within the ca-

vities of some joints.

Synteno'sis. (From <rvv, with,

and revioVf a tendon) . A species of

articulation, where the bones are

connected together by tendons.

Synte'xis. (From awrrjx^f to

dissolve). A marasmus, or colli-

quative wasting of the body.

Sy'nthesis. (From awriQnpLi, to

compose) .— Chym. Combination.

—

Surg. A generic term formerly used
So the schools, comprehending every
operation by which parts that had
been divided, were re-unibcd. The
antithesis of analysis.

Syntheti'smus. (From avvOeuj,

to concur). The reduction of a
fracture.

Synulo'tica. (From <ruvov\ou),

to cicatrise). Medicines which heal

wounds.
Sy'philis. (From tn^Xoc, filthy).

Lues venerea. Morbus Gallicus. A
genus of disease in the Class, Ca-
chexia; and Order, Impetigines, of
Cullen. See Venereal disease.

Sy'philis I'ndica. The yaws.

Sy'philis polo'mca. A variety

of venereal disease.

Sy'philis vene'rea. See Syphilis.

Sy'ri^e o'leum. A fragrant es-

sential oil, obtained by distilling the

Canary balsam plant, or moldavica.

Syrian herb maslich. See Teucrium
marum.

Syri'gmus. See Paracusis.

Syri'nga. (From avpiyZ, a pipe
;

so called, because from its branches

pipes were made, after the removal
of the pith). The pipe-tree.

Syri'ngmos. See Paracusis.

Syringo'tomum. (From avpiyZ,
a fistula, and rtpvu), to cut). An
instrument to cut fistulas.

Sy'rinx. (Heb.) A pipe. A sy-

ringe. A fistula.

Syrmai'smus. (From crvpfiai^o),

to evacuate) . A gentle evacuation by
vomit or stool.

Sy'rup. (Serab, a potion, Arab.)
When sugar is dissolved in any ve-
getable liquor, to the consistence of
thin honey, a medical preparation is

formed, called a syrup ; which, if

obtained from a single plant, is call-

ed simple; but if from more than
one, compound.

*** To keep syrups from ferment-
ing, it is necessary that their tem-
perature should be attended to, and
kept as near 55° as possible. A good
cellar will answer this purpose, for

there are few summers in which the
temperature of such a place rises to
60°.—For the officinal syrups, see
Syrupus, &c.

Syru'pus ace'ti. Sugar and vine-

!

gar. A refrigerating and antiseptic

i syrup.

Syru'pus alth^'^e. Syrup of
marsh-mallow. Syrupus ex althcea.

Syrupus de altfuea. An emollient and
demulcent ; mostly given to allay

tickling coughs, hoarseness, &c. in

conjunction with other medicaments.
Syru'pus aura'ntii. Syrup of

orange. Syrupus corticis aurantii.

Syrupus e corticibus aurantiorum.
Syrupus de cor tice aurantiorum This
is a pleasant bitter, and stomachic.

Syru'pus caryophy'lli ru'bri.

Syrup of red cloves, warm and stimu-
lating.

Syru'pus co'lchici. Syrup of
meadow-saffron. An acrid and diu-

retic compound given in dropsies.

Syru'pus co'rticis aura'ntii.
Syrup of orange-peel. See Syrupus
aurantii.

Syru'pus cro'ci. Syrup of saffron.

It imparts a beautiful colour to li-

quids, and is sometimes employed as

a cordial.

*** Syrup of saffron is in high
esteem in measles, small-pox, &c.
among the lower classes.

Syru'pus limo'num. Syrup of
lemon. Syrupus sued limonis. Sy-
rupus e succo limonum. Syrupus e

succo citrorum. A very pleasant,

4B
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cooling, and acid syrup, which may
be exhibited with advantage, in fe-

brile and bilious diseases.

Syru'pus mo'ri. Syrup of mul-
berry. Syrupus mororum. A very
grateful aperient syrup, and may
be given with such intentions to

children.

Syru'pus papa'veris. Syrupus pa-
]javeris albi. Syrupus e meconio. Sy-
rupus de meconio, sive diacodium. A
useful anodyne preparation, which
may be added with advantage to a
vast variety of medicines against dis-

eases of the bowels, coughs, &c.

Syru'pus papa'veris erra'tici.

Syrup of wild poppies. See Syrupus
raceados.

Syru'pus rhoz'ados. Syrupus pa-
paveris erratici. Syrupus de papa-
ve.re erratico. Syrup of red-poppy.
This is a very mild anodyne syrup,

used more for the colour, than for

its medical properties.

Syru'pus rha'mni. Syrup of buck-
thorn.

*^* In doses of three or four

spoonfuls, this syrup operates as a

brisk cathartic. The principal in-

convenience attending it is, that it is

very unpleasant, and occasions a

thirst and dryness of the mouth and
fauces, and sometimes violent gripes,

which may be prevented by drinking

liberally of water-gruel, or other

warm liquids during the operation.

Syru'pus ri'bis ni'gri. Syrup of

black currants. Aperient and diu-

retic.

Syru'pus ro's;e. Syrup of roses.

Syrupus rosarum solutivus. Syrupus
e rosis siccis. Useful as a laxative

for children. From 5J. to ^ss.

Syru'pus ru'bi idje'i. Syrup of
raspberry. A pleasant aperient syrup
for children.

Syru'pus scilli'tjcus. Syrup of
squills. Expectorant and diuretic.

Syru'pus se'nnje. Syrup of senna.

A useful purgative for children.

Syru'pus si'mplex. Syrupus. Sim-
ple syrup used to qualify nauseous
drugs.

Syru'pus Toluta'nus. Syrup of

Tolu. A useful balsamic syrup, cal-

culated to allay tickling coughs and
hoarsenesses.

Syru'pus vi'ol^e. Syrup of vio-

lets. A pleasant laxative for young
children.

Syru'pus zingi'beris. Syrup of

ginger. A carminative and stoma-
chic syrup. Dose from 5J.-5UJ.

Syssarco'sis. (From aw, and
cap4', flesh). A species ofbony union

in which one bone is united to ano-

ther by means of an intervening mus-
cle. In this manner the os hyoides

is connected with the sternum and
other parts.

System, absorbent. See Absorbents

and Lymphatics.

System, genital. The parts of ge-

neration.

System, nervous. See Nerve.

Syste7ii, vascular. The arteries

and veins.

Sy'stole. (From gvteWu), to

contract). The contraction of the

heart. See Diastole, its opposite.

T.

T-BANDAGE. A bandage, so named
from its figure. It is principally used

for the support of dressings, after

the operation of fistula in ano, in

diseases of the perineum, and those

of the groins, anus, &c.
*
#* This bandage is composed of

two longitudinal pieces of cloth, of

greater or lesser breadth , according

as occasion requires. The transverse

piece serves to go round the body
above the hips : the perpendicular

piece is sewed, at one of its ends, to

the middle of the latter; and, gene-

rally, its other extremity is slit into

two portions, or tails, about six or
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eight inches long. The perpendicu-

lar piet 2 of the T-bandage applies it-

self between the gluteei muscles, and
to the perineum ; while its two ends

just described, are to be carried be-

tween the thighs and the pudenda to

the right and left, and fastened to

the transverse .piece surrounding the

body. Besides the common T-ban-
dage, there is another one named
double, which has two perpendicular

pieces, sewed to the transverse one,

about four inches apart. The double

T-bandage is said to be more parti-

cularly applicable after lithotomy
;

and for the diseases of the perineum
;

because one may make the two per-

pendicular pieces cross each other on
the part affected, and leave the anus

uncovered ; an advantage which the

simple T-bandage certainly has not.

Taba'cum. (From Tobago, the

.island in the West Indies, whence it

was first brought). Tobacco. See
Nicotiana.

Tabe'lla. (Dim. of tabula, a ta-

ble). A lozenge.

Ta'bes. (From tabescere, to con-
sume or pine away) . A wasting of

the body. A genus of disease in the

Class, Cachexia- ; and Order, Mar-
cores, of Cullen ; characterized by
emaciation and weakness, attended
with hectic fever, but without any
cough or spitting, which last symp-
toms distinguish it from phthisis.

There are three species of it :
—

1. Tabes jmrulenta, from an ulce-

rous discharge. — 2. Tabes scrofu-

losa, from a scrofulous habit. —
3. Tabes venenata, from poison. See
Atrophy.

Ta'bes COXA'RIA. Phthisis ischia-

dica. A wasting of the thigh and
leg from an abscess, or other cause

in the hip.

Ta'bes dorsa'lis. Cullen makes it

a variety of Atrophia inanitorum.

Hippocrates calls it Tabes ossis iocri.

%* By the name of tabes dorsa-
lis, is now understood a wasting of

the body, attended at first with pain

in the back or loins, and afterwards

also in the neck and head, caused by
a too early or a too frequent use of
venery.

A variety of

Tabes dor-

Ta'bes nutri'cum.
atrophia inanitorum.

Ta'bes o'ssis sa'cri.

salis.

—

Hippocrates.

Ta'bes pulmona'lis. A name for

pulmonary consumption.

Ta'bes rena'lis. An abscess of

the kidney.

Ta'bes syphilitica. A variety

of the atrophia cacachymica.

TacaiMaha'cca. (Indian). A resin

having the aroma of musk, and solu-

ble in alcohol. See Fagara octandra.

Ta'ctus. See Touch.

Te'da. (Aciida, from daio, to

burn). A torch. A species of pine

which burns like a torch. A medi-
cated torch for fumigations.

T^e'nia. (Taivia, a Hebrew word,
signifying a fillet ; so named, from
its resemblance to a fillet or piece of

tape). The tape-worm. A genus
of intestinal worms ; characterized

by a long, flat, and jointed body.

Species;

—

\.Tajnia osculis marginali-

bus, the long tape-worm, and the so-

lium of authors, which is peculiar

to this country, Russia, France, &c.
—2. Tcenia osculis superjicialibus, the

broad tape-worm, which is peculiar

to the inhabitants of Switzerland, &c.
See fforms.
Talc. (From talk, German). Tal-

cum. A white, grey, yellow, or

greenish substance of a soft and
soapy touch, formed of transparent

laminae placed upon each other. It

is composed of pure magnesia mixed
with near twice its weight of silex,

and less than its weight of alu-

mine.
*
#* There are several different

appearances of talc. The greenish

foliaceous Venice talc was formerly

used medicinally, as possessing an-

tacid and aperient qualities.

TA'LPA,-6?,f. (From ru^Xoc, blind).

Talparia. A mole. Also, a tumour
resembling a mole in eating, and
creeping under the skin. Sometimes
it means an encysted tumour on the

head.—See Athecoma and Tumours,
encysted.

Ta'lus. Synonymous with Astra-
galus ; which see.

Tamalapa'tra. The Indian leaf

4B2
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is thus called by some authors. See
Laurus cassia.

Ta'marind. (From tamar, or ta-

marindi, which is, in the Arabian
language, a synonym of the dactylus

or date) . Tamarindus—1. The name
of a genus of plants : Class, Mona-
delphia; Order, Triandria. The ta-

marind-tree. — 2. The pharmaco-
pceial name of the tamarind fruit.

Tamari'ndus I'ndica. The sys-

tematic name of the tamarind-tree.

—

Med. The tamarind is employed as

a laxative, and for abating thirst or
heat in various inflammatory com-
plaints, and for correcting putrid

disorders, especially of a bilious

kind, in which the cathartic, anti-

septic, and refrigerant qualities of
the fruit have been found equally

useful. When intended merely as a

laxative, it may be joined with
manna or purgatives of a sweet kind,

by which its use is rendered safer

and more effectual. Three drachms
of the pulp are usually sufficient to

open the body ; but to prove mode-
rately cathartic, one or two ounces
are required. It is aningredient in the

cojifectio cassia?, and cojifectio senna?.
*
#
* According to Vauquelin, the

pulp of the tamarind consists of

bitartrate of potash 300
;
gum 432

;

sugar 1152; jelly 576; citric acid

864 ; tartaric acid 144 ; malic acid

40; feculent matter 2880; water
3364 ; in 9752 parts.

Tamari'scus. (From tamarik,

abstersion, Heb.; so called, from its

properties of cleansing and purifying

the blood). See Tamarix gallica.

Ta'marix. A genus of plants

:

Class, Pentandria ; Order, Digynia.

The tamarisk -tree.

Ta'marix ga'lljca. The syste-

matic name of the tamarisk-tree.

Tamariscus. Tamarisk. The bark,

wood, and leaves of this tree, were
formerly employed medicinally,

though seldom used at present.

Tame poison. See Asclejnas vince-

lo.vivum.

Tanace'tum. (Corrupted from
tanasidy atkanasia, the old name for

tansy). Tansy.— 1. A genus of plants

in the Linnaian system : Class, Syn-

genesia; Order, Polygamia super'-'

flua. — 2. The pharmacopceial name
of the tansy. See Tanacetum vuigare.

Tanace'tum balsami'ta. The sys-

tematic name of the officinal alecost.

Tanacetum hortense, &c. Costmary
or alecost. The plant which bears

the name of the pharmacopoeias, is

the Tanacetum balsamita ; foliis ova-

tis, integris, serratis, of Linnaeus. It

is a fragrant smelling herb, some-
what like that of mint ; formerly
esteemed as a corroborant, carmina-
tive, and emmenagogue.
Tanace'tum vulga're. The sys-

tematic name of the common tansy.

Tanacetum vuigare; foliis bipinnatisy

incisisy serratis, of Linnaeus.
*
#* The virtues of tansy are tonic,

stomachic, anthelmintic, emmena-
gogue, and resolvent. It has been
much used as a vermifuge. The
leaves as well as the seeds have been
employed with this intention, and
substituted for those of santonicum.

Dr. Clark says, that in Scotland

tansy was found to be of great ser-

vice in various cases of gout ; and
Dr. Cullen, who afterwards was in-

formed of this effect, observes, " I

have known several who have taken

it without any advantage, and some
others who reported that they had
been relieved from the frequency of

their gout/* Tansy is also recom-
mended in the hysteria, especially

when this disease is supposed to pro-

ceed from catamenial obstructions.

It may be given in powder to the

quantity of a drachm or more for a

dose ; but more commonly it has

been taken in infusion.

Tana'sia. See Tanacetum.

Ta'nnin. One of the immediate
principles of vegetables, first distin-

guished by Seguin from the gallic

acid, with which it had been con-

founded under the name of the

astringent principle. He gave it the

name of tannin, from its use in the

tanning of leather ; which it effects

by its characteristic property, that of

forming with gelatin a tough inso-

luble property.
*
#
* Tannin maybe obtained from

vegetables by macerating them ia
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cold water ; and precipitated from
this solution, which contains likewise

gallic acid and extractive matter, by
hyperoxygenized muriate of tin . From
this precipitate, immediately diffused

in a large quantity of water, the

oxydeof tin maybe separated by sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas, leaving the

tannin in solution.

According to Berzelius, tannin

consists of hydrogen, 4.186 -f- Car-

bon, 51.160 + Oxygen, 44.654. And
the tannate of lead is composed of

Tannin, 100 ... 26.932

Oxyde of lead,... 52 ... 14.

But there is much uncertainty con-

cerning the definite neutrality of this

compound.
Tansy. See Tanacetum.
Tansy, wild. See Potentilla.

Tape-ivorm, See Taenia.

Tapioca. A species of starch prepared

from the Jatropha manihot ; which see.

Tapping. See Paracentesis.

Ta'psus barba'tus. See Verbascum.
Tar. See Pin us sylvestris.

Tar, Barbadues. See Petroleum
Barbadense.

Tar-water. A once celebrated

remedy, but now neglected more
than it deserves. It is made by in-

fusing tar in water, stirring it from
time to time, and lastly pouring off

the clear liquor now impregnated with

the colour and virtues of the tar. it

is drunk in many chronic affections,

particularly of the lungs.

Taranti'smus. (From tarantula,

the animal whose bite is supposed to

be cured only by music) . The danc-

ing produced by the bite of the ta-

rantula.

Tara'ntula. (From Taranta, a

city in Naples, where they abound).

A kind of venomous spider, the bite

of which is said to be cured by music.
Tara'xacum. (From rapaaau,

to alter or change ; because it alters

the state of the blood) . Fr. De?is de

lion, vulgarly dandelion. See Leon-
todon.

Tara'xis. (From Tapavaio, to

disturb). A slight inflammation of

the eye.

Ta'rchon sylve'stris. See Achil-
lea p tarutica.

Tare. See Ervum,
Ta'rsi exte'nsor mi'nor. See

Plantaris.

Ta'rsus. (Tapcroc).—1. The in-

step, or that part of the foot which
is between the leg and metatarsus ;

composed of seven bones, viz. the

astragalus, os calcis, os naviculare,

os cuboides, and three ossa cuneifor-

mia.— 2. The thin cartilage situated

at the edges of the eyelids, to pre-

serve their firmness and shape.

Ta'rtar. (From raprapoc,, infer-

nal ; because it is the sediment or
dregs) . Tartarum. The concretion

which attaches to the inside of pun-
cheons, containing wine. It is al-

loyed with much extractive and co-

louring matter, from which it is

purified by decoction with argilla-

ceous earths and subsequent crystal-

lization. By this means it becomes
perfectly white, and forms crystals

of tartai^ consisting of a peculiar

acid, called acid of tartar, imperfectly

saturated with potash ; it is therefore

a super-tartrate of that alkali,which,
when powdered, is the cream of tar-

tar of the shops. Its virtues are ec-

coprotic, diuretic, and refrigerant

;

it is also exhibited in abdominal
physconia, dropsy, inflammatory and
bilious fevers \ dyspepsia, from ran-
cid or fat substances ; bilious diar-

rhoea and colic, haemorrhoids and
constipation.

*
# * Tartar is also a name for-

merly given to many officinal prepa-
rations, containing the acid of tar-

tar ; now superseded by appellations

more expressive of the respective

compositions.

Tartaric a'cid. Acidum tartari-

cum. Sal essentiale tartari. Acidum
tartari essentiale. Its virtues are an-
tiseptic, refrigerant, and diuretic. It

is used in acute fevers, scurvy, and
haemorrhagia.

Ta'rtarine. The name given by
Kirwan to the vegetable alkali, or
potash.

Ta'rtarous a'cid. See Tartaric

acid.

Ta'rtar, chalybea'ted. This is

prepared by bo.ling three parts of
the supertartrats of potash, and two

4B3
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of iron filings in 46 parts of water,
till the tartar appears to be dissolved.

The liquor is then filtered, and crys-
tals are deposited on cooling, more
of which are obtained by continuing
the evaporation. See Ferrum tarta-

rizatum.

Tartar, cream of. The popular
name of the purified supertartras of
potassa.

Ta'rtar, crude. The supertar-

trate of potash in its natural state,

before it has been purified.

Tartar, emetic. See Antimonium
tartarizatum.

Tartar, oil of. See Potassa? subcar-

bonatis liquor.

Tartar, regenerated. See Potasses

acetas.

Tartar, salt of. See Potassce sub-

carbonas.

Tartar, soluble. See Potassa- tartras.

Ta'rtar, spirit of. Pyrotarta-

reous acid. The crystals of tartar

distilled by a strong heat, without

any additional body, from which also

a very fetid empyreumatic oil is fur-

nished.

Ta'rtar of the teeth. The po-

pular name for the concretion that

so frequently encrusts the teeth, and
which consists apparently of phos-

phate of lime.

Tartar, vitriolated. See Potassa

sulphas.

Ta'rtarus ammo'mje. See Tar-

tras ammonite.

Ta'rtras ammo'ni*. Alkali vo-

latile tartarizatum, of Bergman. Sal

ammoniacum tartareum, Tartarus

ammonia?. A salt composed of tar-

taric acid and ammonia, its virtues

diaphoretic, diuretic, and deobstruent.

It is exhibited in fevers, atonic exanthe-

mata, catarrh, arthritic and rheuma-
tic, arthrodynia, hysteric spasms, &c.

Ta'rtras pota'ss^. See Potassa?

tartras.

Ta'rtras pota'ss.e aci'dui.us.

Cream of tartar. See Tartar.

Ta'rtras pota'ss.e ao'dllus
FERRA'tL'S. Globuli martialcs. Tar-

tarus ( hti ly beat us. Mars s'/lubilis.

Ferrum potabilc. Its virtues arc

itringent, and is principally used

externally in the form of fomeuta

tions or bath, in contusions, distor-
tions and luxations.

Ta'rtras pota'ss^ aci'dulus
stibia'tus. See Antimonium tarta-
rizatum.

Ta'rtras so'd*:. See Soda tar*

tarizata.

Ta'rtrate. A neutral compound
of the tartaric acid with a base.

Taste. (From tast. Belg.) Gustus.
Savour; relish; also the sense of
tasting ; a light touch.

*** The organ of taste varies but
slightly from that of touch. It is

seated chiefly in those nervous pa-
pillae of the tongue which are formed
by the minute ends of the ninth or
lingual pair of nerves.

Ta'xis. An operation by which
parts that have quitted their natural
situation are replaced by the hand,
without the assistance of instruments,
as in reducing hernia, &c. *

Tea. Thea. There are two species

of this tree ; viz. I. The bohea, or
black tea ; and, 2. The viridis, or
green tea ; both of which are natives

of China or Japan, where they at-

tain the height of five or six feet.

*** In Britain, teas are divided

into three kinds of green, and five

of bohea. The first class includes

—

1 . Imperial, or bloom tea, having a
large leaf, a faint smell, and being
of a light green colour.—2. Hysun,
which has small curled leaves, of a
green shade inclining to blue. —
3, Singh tea, thus termed, from the

place where it is cultivated. The
bohcas comprehend— 1. Souchong,
which, on infusion, imparts a yel-

lowish green colour.—2. Camho, a
fine tea, emitting a fragrant violet

smell, and yielding a pale shade : it

receives its name from the province

where it is reared.—3. Pekoe tea is

known by the small white flowers

that are mixed with it.— 4. Congo
has a larger leaf than the preceding
variety, ami yields a deeper tint to

water.—5. Common bohea, the leaves

of which are of an uniform green co-

lour. There are, besides, other kinds
of tea, sold under the names of gun~
powder tea, &c. which differ from
the preceding only in the minuteness
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of their leaves, and being dried with
additional care.

Tea, in its natural state, is a nar-

cotic plant ; on which account the

Chinese abstain from its use till it

has been divested of this property by
keeping it at least for twelve months.
If, however, good tea be drunk in

moderate quantities, with sufficient

sugar and milk, it invigorates the

system, and produces a temporary
exhilaration ; but when taken too

copiously, it is apt to occasion weak-
ness, tremor, palsies, and various

other symptoms arising from nar-

cotic plants, while it contributes to

aggravate hysterical and hypochon-
driacal complaints. It has also been

supposed to possess considerable di~

uretic and sudorific virtues, which,
however, depend more on the quan-
tity of warm water employed as a
vehicle, than the quality of the tea

itself. Infusions of the leaves are
the safest for refreshment, after un-
dergoing great bodily fatigue or men-
tal exertion ; they afford an agree-

able beverage to those who are ex-
posed to cold weather, tending to

support and promote perspiration,

which is otherwise liable to be ob-
structed.

The following interesting results

ofexperimentsontea,byMr.Brande,
have been published by him in his

Journal, No. xii. 206.

100 parts of Green Tea.
Soluble in

Water.
Soluble in

Alcohol.
Precipit.

with Jelly.

Inert Resi-
due.

Green Hyson, i.. 14a. per lb. 41 44 31 56
Do. 12a. 34 43 29 57
Do. 10a-. 36 43 26 57
Do. 8a. 36 42 25 58
Do. 7s, 31 41 24 59

Black Souchong, 12a. 35 36 28 64
Do. 10a. 34 37 28 63
Do. «A. 37 35 28 63
Do. 7a. 36 35 24 64
Do. 6a. 35 31 23 65

Tears. Lachrymal. The limpid

fluid secreted by the lachrymal glands,

and flowing on the surface of the

eyes.

Tears are composed of the fol-

lowing ingredients : — 1. Water.

—

2. Mucus.—3. Muriate of soda.

—

4. Soda.—5. Phosphate of lime.

—

6. Phosphate of soda.—The saline

parts amount only to about 0.01 of

the whole, or probably not so much.
The tears have no smell ; a bri-

nish taste ; and are of a transparent

colour and aqueous consistence. The
quantity of tears in their natural

state, are just sufficient to moisten
the surface of the eye and eyelids

;

but from sorrow, or other stimuli

applied to the surface of the eye,

the quantity of tears secreted is

so great, that the puncta lachry-

ni'ilia are unable to absorb them. In

this case, the greatest part runs
down from the internal angle of
the eyelids, in the form of great and
copious drops, upon the checks. A
great quantity also descends through
the lachrymal passages into the nos-
trils ; hence those who cry have an
increased discharge from the nose.

The uses of the tears, are— 1. To
moisten the surface of the eye and
eyelids, to prevent the transparent

cornea from drying and becoming
opaque, or the eye from concreting

with the eyelids.—2. To prevent that

pain, which would otherwise arise,

from the friction of the eyelids

against the bulb of the eye, from
continually winking.—3. To wash
and clean away the dust of the at-

mosphere, or any thing acrid that

has fallen into the eye.—4. To un?
load the head of congestions.
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TEETH. (Dens, a tooth ; quasi

edens, from edere, vel esse, to eat).

Small bones fixed in the alveoli of

the upper and under jaw.
*^* The teeth are the hardest and

whitest of our bones, and, at full

maturity, we usually find thirty-two

in both jaws ; viz. sixteen above, and
as many below. Their number varies

indeed in different subjects ; but they

are seldom found to exceed thirty-

two, and very rarely less than twenty-

eight.—Each tooth may be divided

into two parts ; viz. its body, or that

part which appears above the gums
;

and its fangs or root, which is fixed

into the socket. The boundary be-

tween these two, close to the edge of

the gum, where there is usually a

small circular depression, is called

the neck of the tooth. The teeth of

each jaw are commonly divided into

three classes, viz. the incisores, or the

four teeth in the fore part of each

jaw ; which derive their name from
their use in dividing and cutting the

food in the manner of a wedge, and
have each of them two surfaces,

which meet in a sharp edge, &c.

—

The canini or cuspidati, the longest

of all, deriving their name from their

resemblance to a dog's tusk. There
is one of these teeth on each side of

the incisores, so that there are two
in each jaw. Their fangs differ from
that of the incisores only in being

much larger, and their shape may be

easily described to be that of an in-

cisor with its edge worn off, so as to

end in a narrow point instead of a

thin edge. The canini not being cal-

culated for dividing like the incisores,

or for grinding, seem to be intended

fn laying hold of substances.

The molares, or grinders, ten in

each jaw, are so called, because

from their size and figure they are

calculated for grinding the food. The
canini and incisores have only one

fang, but the three last grinders in

the under jaw have constantly two
fangs, and the same teeth in tin 1

upper jaw three fangs. These fangs

are sometimes divided into two points

near their base, and each of these

points has, perhaps, been sometime*

considered as a distinct fang. The
grinders likewise differ from each
other in their appearance. The two
first on each side, which Mr. Hunter
appears to have distinguished very
properly by the name of bicicspides,

seem to be of a middle nature be-
tween the incisores and grinders

;

they have in general only one root,

and the body of the tooth terminates
in two points, of which the anterior

one is the highest, so that the tooth
has in some measure the appearance
of one of the canini. The two grin-

ders beyond these, on each side, are
considerably larger. Their body
forms almost a square with founded
angles ; and their grinding surface

has commonly five points or protu-
berances, two of which are on the
inner, and three on the outer part of
the tooth. The last grinder is shorter
and smaller than the rest, and from
its con ing through the gums later

than the rest, and sometimes not ap-
pearing till late in life, is called dens
sapientice. The variation in the num-
ber of teeth usually depends on these

dentes sapientice.—See Hunter on the

Teeth,

The teeth are subject to a variety

of accidents. Sometimes the gums-
become so affected as to occasion
them to fall out, and the teeth them-
selves are frequently rendered ca-

rious by causes which have not hi-

therto been satisfactorily explained.

The disease usually begins on that

side of the tooth which is not ex-
posed to pressure, and gradually ad-
vances till an opening is made into the

cavity : as soon as the cavity is ex-
posed, the tooth becomes liable to

considerable pain, from the air coming
into contact with the nerve. Besides
these accidental means by which the

teeth are occasionally affected, old

age seldum fails to bring with it

sure and natural causes for their re-

moval. The alveoli fill up, and the

teeth consequently fall out. The
gums then no longer meet in the

lbre part of the mouth, the chin

projects forwards, and the face being

rendered much shorter, the whole
physiognomy appears considerably
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altered. Besides the use of the teeth

in mastication of the aliments, they

likewise serve a secondary purpose,

by assisting in the articulation of the

voice.

Teething. See Dentition and Teeth.

Te'gula Hibe'rnica. See Lapis
Hibernicus.

Te'guments, common. The cu-

ticle, rete mucosum, skin, and adi-

pose membrane, as being the cover-

ing to every part of the body except

the nails, are thus termed. See Skin.

Te'la, -ce, f. A web of cloth. The
cellular membrane is so called, from
its likeness to a fine web.

Te'la cellulo'sa. See Cellular

membrane.
Tele'phium. (Because it heals

old ulcers, such as that of Telephus,

made by Ulysses). See Sedum tele-

phium.
Tellure'tted hy'drogen. Tel-

lurium and hydrogen combine to

form a gas, called telluretted hydrogen.
*** To make this compound, hy-

drate of potash and oxyde of tel-

lurium are ignited with charcoal,

and the mixture acted on by dilute

sulphuric acid, in a retort connected

with a mercurial apparatus. An elas-

tic fluid is generated, consisting of hy-

drogen holding tellurium in solution.

Properties.—It is soluble in water,

and forms a claret-coloured solu-

tion. It combines with the alkalies.

It burns with a bluish flame deposit-

ing oxyde of tellurium. Its smell is

very strong and peculiar, not unlike

that of sulphuretted hydrogen.
This elastic fluid was discovered

by Sir Humphrey Davy in 1809.

When tellurium is made the electri-

cal negative surface in water in the

voltaic circuit, a brown powder is

formed, which appears to be a solid

combination of hydrogen and tel-

lurium. It was observed by Mr.
Ritter, in 1808. The -composition
of the gas and the solid hydruret has
not been ascertained. The prime
equivalent of tellurium, according to

Sir H. Davy, is 4.93, reduced to the

oxygen radix. Berzelius makes the

oxyde of tellurium a compound of

meta! 100 +, oxygen, 24.8. If we call

the oxygen 25, then the atom or
prime would be 4. In this case, tel-

luretted hydrogen, if analogous in

its constitution to sulphuretted hy-
drogen, would have a specific gra-

vity of 2.2916, not 2.3074, as Dr.
Tnomson deduces it from the same
data.

Tellu'rium. A very scarce me-
tal, of a tin white colour, and a high
metallic lustre, found in nature al-

loyed with gold, silver, and lead, in

the aurum paradoxicum and syl-

vanite.

Temperament.' (From tempe-
rare, to mix together) . The peculiar

constitution of the humours. Tem-
peraments have been variously dis-

tinguished : the division most gene-
rally received is into the sanguineous,

phlegmatic, choleric, and melancholic.

Te'mperature. A definite degree
of sensible heat, as measured by the
thermometer. Thus we say a high
temperature, to denote a manifest

intensity of heat or cold : the tempe-
rature of boiling water is 212° Fahr.
and a range of temperature, to de-

signate the intermediate points of
heat between two distant terms of

thermometric indication.

*** According to M. Biot, tempe-

ratures, are the different energies of
caloric, in different circumstances, &c.
Temple. The lateral and flat parts

of the head above the ears.

Temporalis arte'ria. The tem-
poral artery. A branch of the exter-

nal carotid, which runs on the tem-
ples and gives off the frontal artery.

Te'mporal BONES. Ossa tempora-

lia. Ossa temporum. Two bones si-

tuated, one on each side of the head, of

a very irregular figure ; usually di-

vided into two parts, one of which,
from the manner of its connection

with the neighbouring bones, is call-

ed os squamosum, and the other os

pelrosum, from its irregularity and
hardness. In both of these bones
there are many processes and cavi-

ties.— See Fife's Anatomy

;

—Munro
and Cheselden on the Bones, &c. &c.
Temporalis. (From tempus, the

temple). A muscle of the lower jaw,

situated in the temple. ArcaxdiAem*
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poro-maxillaire, of Dumas. Crota-

pkites of Winslow. Its principal use is

to draw the lower jaw upwards, as in

the action of biting ; and as it passes a

little forwards toits insertion, it may at

the same time pull the condyle a little

backwards, though not so much as

it would have done if its fibres had
passed in a direct line from their

origin to their insertion, because the

posterior and lower part of the mus-
cle passes over the root of the zygo-
matic process, as over a pulley.

Te'ndo Achi'llis. See Achillis

tendo.

Te'ndon. (From tendere, to

stretch). The white and glisten-

ing extremity of a muscle. See

Muscle.
*** The tendons are liable to be

broken by the violent action of the

muscle with which they are connect-

ed ; among those most subject to

this accident are, the tendo Achillis,

the extensors of the leg, the tendon
of the triceps extensor cubiti.

The honour of first divining the

plan of treating the ruptured or di-

vided tendo Achillis, by keeping the

leg and foot in a particular posture,

by the aid o£an apparatus, is due to

J. L. Petit ; who, observing that the

extension of the foot brought the

ends of the tendon into contact, it

occurred to him, that a similar ex-

tension ought to be maintained dur-

ing the whole of the treatment, in

order to effect a permanent union.

This intention, in fact, is the mode
of cure since recommended. The
ancient method of using sutures to

keep the ends of ruptured tendons

in contact, is now justly exploded,

position being the grand agent by
which means this eifect is accom-
plished.

Rupture of the tendon of the ex-

tensor muscles of the leg, requires

nearly the same kind of treatment as

fracture of the patilla ; with the ex-

ception, that pressure exactly on the

seat of the broken tendon shouM be

avoided ; the limb being retained in

a state of extension, and somewhat
raised. A bandage might be applied

to the thigh, and the antiphlogistic

treatment at first adopted. In the

course of two or three weeks, the

joint should be gently moved, with-
out any muscular exertion on the

part of the patient himself. When the

tendon of the triceps extensor cubiti,

is broken, the limb is to be kept
straight ; cold applications are to be!

used for a few days ; and, if requi-

site, strict antiphlogistic treatment
enforced. For a case of rupture of
the tendon Achillis which happened
to himself, see the TJ'orks of Monro,
primus, p. 661 ;—also Enci/clopcdu

Methodique, art. Achille, tendon dc

;

and Mem. sur la Division du Tendon
d 'Achille, in CEuv. Chir. de Dessault,

par Bichat, t. i. p. 306.

—

Life of
John Hunter, by Adams, &c.
Tenesmus. (From tuvo), to con-

stringe ; so called from the percep-

tion of a continual constriction or

bound state of the part). A conti-

nual inclination to go to stool, with-

out a discharge.

Te'nsor. (From tendere, to stretch).

A muscle whose office it is to extend

the part to which it is fixed.

Te'nsor pala'ti. See Circum?

flexus.

Te'nsor ty'mpani. Internus nu-

n's, of Douglas and Cowper. Inter"

nus mallei, of Winslow, and salpingo*

malleen, of Dumas. A muscle of the

ear, the use of which is to pull the

malleus and the membrane of the

tympanum towards the petrous por-

tion of the temporal bone, by which
means the membrana tympani is

made more concave and intense.

Te'nsor vagi'n^ fe'morjs. /Y/,y-

cial/'s. Manbranosus , of Douglas.

Mcmbranus vel fascia lata, of Cow-
per, and IHo aponcurosi-fcmoral , of

Dumas. Musculus aponeurosis, vel

fascia? lata-, of Winslow. A muscle,

situated on the outside of the thigh,

which stretches its membranous fas-

cia, assists* in its abduction, and

somewhat in its rotation inwards.

Tbnt. A roll of lint, or piece of

prepared sponge, for dilating open-

in ts, sinuses, &c. Sec Spongiuprifr

pa rata.

Tento'rium. A process of the

dura mater, which separates the ce-
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rebrum from the cerebellum ; ex-

tending from the internal horizontal

spine of the occipital bone, directly

forwards, to the sella turcica of the

sphenoid bone.

Terebe'lla. (Dim. oiterebra, a

piercer or gimblet) . A trephine or
instrument for sawing out circular

portions of the skull.

Terebi'nthina. (From repeoivOoc,,

the turpentine-tree). Turpentine,
the produce of pine-trees.

Terebi'nthina argentorate'n-
sis. Strasburg turpentine. It is

generally more transparent and less

tenacious than either the Venice or
Chio turpentines.

%* This species is extracted, in

several parts of Germany, from the

red and silver fir, by cutting out,

successively, narrow strips of the
bark. In some places a resinous
juice is collected from under the
bark, called Lachryma abiegua, and
oleum abieiinum.

Terebi'nthina Canadf/nsis. Ca-
nada turpentine. See Pinus bakamea.
Terebi'nthina Chia. Cyprus tur-

pentine. Obtained from the pistacia

terebinthus ; which see.

'FEREBl'NTHINA COUM i'nTS. See
Pin us sylvestris.

Terebi'nthina Cy'pria. See Pis-
tacia terebinthus.

Terebi'nthina Vene'ta. Venice
turpentine. See Pinus lurix.

Terebi'nthina vulga'ris. Com-
on turpentine. The liquid resin of

the Pinus sylvestris. See Turpen-
tine.

Terebi'nthina o'leum. The oil

distilled from the liquid resin of the
pinus sylvestris.

Te'res. Round, smooth.— 1. The
lame of some muscles and ligaments.
—2. The name of the ascaris lum-
bricoides, or round worm, which
infests the intestines. See If^orms.

Te'res ligame'ntum. The liga-

ment at the bottom of the socket of
the hip-joint.

Te'res ma'jor. (Teres, round,
smooth) . A muscle situated along
:he inferior costa of the scapula, co-
hered partly by the deltoid. It is

onger and thicker than the teres

minor. Riolanus, who was the first

that distinguished this and the other
muscles of the scapula by particular

appellations, gave the name of teres

to this and the following muscle, on
account of their long and round
shape. Anguli-scapulo-humerisy of
Dumas.

It assists in the rotatory motion
of the arm, and likewise in drawing
it downwards and backwards ; so
that we may consider it as the con-
gener of the latissimus dorsi.

Te'res mi'nor. Marginisus-sca-
pulo-trochiterien, of Dumas. A thin
fleshy muscle, first described by Fal-
lopius, situated along the inferior

edge of the infra-spinatus, and is in

part covered by the posterior part of
the deltoides.

The tendinous membrane, conti-
nued from the infra-spinatus, and
spread over the teres minor, likewise
forms a thin septum between the
teres major and teres minor ; which
in some subjects, however, are so
closely united, as to be with difficulty

separated from each other. Some of
the fibres of the teres minor are inter-

mixed with those of the teres major
and subscapularis. Its uses are si-

milar to those of the infra-spinatus.

Te'retrum. (From repeu), to

pierce). The trepan.

Termina'lia be'nzoin. The Ben-
jamin gum-tree.

Termi'nthus. (From rsppivOoc,
the turpentine-tree). Albatis. Black
and ardent pustules, mostly attack-
ing the legs of females ; so called,

from their resemblance to the fruit

of the turpentine-tree.

Te'rnary. Of, or belonging to

three ; threefold : the most remark-
able distinction of this kind, and the
only one worth notice, is that of
Hippocrates, who divides the parts of
a human body into continentes, con-
te?ita, and impetum facientes, though
the latter is resolvable into the me-
chanism of the two former, rather
than any thing distinct in itself.

Te'rra. Earth, as distinguished

from minerals and metals and pre-
cious stones.

Te'rra cario'sa. Rotten stone, a
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species of non-effervescent chalk, of

a brown colour.

Te'rra ca'techu. See Acacia
catechu,

Te'rra damna'ta. Terra mortua.

Condemned earth is the remainder,

after some distillations, where all

that will rise is drawn off; the same
as Caput mortuum.

Te'rra folia'ta ta'rtari. The
acetate of potash.

Te'rra Japo'nica. Japan earth.

The inspissated juice of a species of

acacia, growing in great abundance
in the kingdom of Bahar, prepared
from a decoction of the inner part of
the wood. It is much used in medi-
cine, and is employed for many pur-
poses in arts, particularly for paint-

ing the beams of houses, to protect

them from vermin. See Acacia ca-

techu.

Te'rra Le'mnia. Earth"}

of Lemnos. > SeeBole.

Te'rra Livo'nica. J
Te'rra mari'ta. The curcuma or

turmeric root is sometimes called by
this name.

Te'rra mo'rtua. See Terra dam-
nata.

Te'rra pondero'sa sali'ta. See
Murias baryta.

Te'rra sigilla'ta. See Bole.

Te'rrjE o'leum. See Petroleum.

Te'rrea absorbe'ntia. Absor-
bent earths, distinguished from other

earthy and stony substances by their

solubility in acids, e.g. chalk, crabs'

claws, oyster-shells, egg-shells, pearl,

coral, &c.
Te'rthra. (From repOpov, a

crane) . The middle and lateral parts

of the neck.

Tertian ague. See Febris inter-

mittens.

Tertia'na du'plex. A tertian

fever that returns daily ; but the pa-
roxysms are unequal, every other fit

being alike.

Tertia'na duplica'ta. A tertian

fever that returns every other day

;

with two paroxysms in one day.

Tertia'na ie'bris. See Febris

intermittens.

Tertia'na tri'plex. A tertian

lever returning everyday, every other

day there are two paroxysms, and
but one in the intermediate one.

Tertiana'ria. (From tertiana, a
species of intermittent fever which
is said to be cured by this plant).

See Scutellaria galericulata.

Te'rtium sal. (From tertius,

third) . A neutral salt as being the

product of an acid and an alkali,

making a third body different from
either.

Te'ssera. (From rtaaapa, four).

A four-square bone. The cuboid
bone.

Te'sta PROBA'trix. (Quasi tosta,

from torrere, to burn). A cupel or
test. A pot for separating baser
metals from gold and silver.

Testa'do. (From testa, a shell

;

because it is covered with a shell).

A tortoise, a snail. An ulcer, which,
like a snail, creeps under the skin.

Te'sta. Oyster-shells.

Te'sta prepara't^:. Prepared
oyster-shells. " Wash the shells,

previously cleared of dirt, with boil-

ing water, then prepare them as is

directed with chalk."

Te'stes ce'rebri. See Tubercula
quadrigemina.

Te'sticle. (From testis, a wit-

ness, being the test of our manhood).
Orchis. Also called didymi, and by
some perin. Two small oval bodies

situated within the scrotum, covered

by a strong, white, dense coat,

called tunica albnginea testis. Each
testicle is composed of small serpen-

tine vessels, arising from the sper-

matic artery, and convoluted into

little bundles, separated from each

other by cellular partitions. In each

partition there is a duct, receiving

semen from the small vessels ; and

all the ducts constitute a net, which

is attached to the tunica albuginea.

From this plexus, twenty or more
vessels arise, all of which are vari-

ously contorted, and, being reflected,

ascend to the posterior margin of

the testis, where they unite into

one common duct, bent into serpen-

tine windings, forming a hard body,

called the epididymis. The sperma-

tic arteries are branches of the

aorta. The spermatic veins empty

.
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themselves into the vena cava and

emulgent vein. The nerves of the

testicle are branches of the lumbar

and great intercostal nerve. The
use of the testicle is to secrete the

seminal fluid.

*
# * The testes of most animals

that possess this organ, and procre-

ate only once a year, are extremely

small during the months in which
they are excited. Those of the spar-

row, in the winter season, are

scarcely larger than a pin's head,

but in the spring are the size of a

lazel-nut. In many, this organ, be-

fore birth, or rather during the early

nonths of pregnancy, is an abdomi-
lal virus : about the seventh month
t descends gradually through the

ibdominal ring into the scrotum,

vhich it reaches in the eighth month
;

ind if this descent do not take place

interior to birth, it is accomplished

vith difficulty, and is rarely com-
peted till the seventh or eighth
rear. Sometimes, indeed, only one
estis descends under these circum-

tances, and occasionally neither. It

* generally admitted, that the pro-

luctive power of man is greatly

mpaired, if not totally lost, by a

etention of both testes in the ab-

omen, as, in this situation, they

re seldom completely developed.

It. Hunter imagines never ; and
Jacchias and Riolan concur with

im. Mr. Wilson met with one
ase of this kind, in which the gene-

itive power was perfect; and M.
odere" boldly affirms, that persons

ius incompletely formed, are most
Mnarkable for their vigour : thus

rangely impeaching the ordinary

Durse of nature. Yet in the euna-
jus, or hedge-hog genus, and a

:w other quadrupeds, they never
lit the cavity of the abdomen. In

le cock, whose penis is dichotomous,
' two-pronged, they are situated on
ich side of the back bone.

The diseases to which the testi-

es are liable, may be consulted

ider the heads of, cirsocele, fungus
ematodes, hernia humoralis, hae-

atocele, hydrocele, and sarcocele.

The testicle, according to Mr.

Abernethy, is particularly liable to

three kinds of sarcoma, viz. the
common vascular , the cystic, and the

medullary. The latter, which used
to be called soft cancer of the testi-

cle, is described under the name of
fungus heematodes. Sometimes the
testicle is converted into a truly scro-

fulous mass. It is increased in size,

and when cut into, a whitish or
yellowish coagulated matter is dis-

covered, mixed with pus. The com-
plaint is not attended with so much
pain and induration as a scirrhous

disorder of the testicle ; nor is it

productive of any unfavourable state

of the health.

The testicle is often found con-
verted into a hard mass, of a brown-
ish colour, and generally intersected

with membranes. Sometimes there
are cells in the tumour, which are
filled with a saneous fluid. (See
Baillies Morbid Anat. &c. p. 352,
353, edit. 2d).—This is the truly

scirrhous testicle, which is attended
with great hardness, severe pains
darting along the spermatic chord to

the loins, and an unequal knotty
feel. In general, the health be-
comes impaired. Chronic enlarge-

ments of the testicles are sometimes
attended with an accumulation of
limpid fluid in the tunica vaginalis,

and the disease is then termed /*y-

drosarcocele; a name first employed
by Fabricius, ab Aquapendente. Sar-
cocele sometimes continues for years,

without undergoing any particular

change ; in other instances, it in-

creases with surprising rapidity. At
times it bears a resemblance to

hydrocele of the tunica vaginalis

;

having sometimes the usual pyrami-
dal shape of the latter disease, and
like it, is always situated at the
lower end of the spermatic chord ;

with this principal difference be-
tween the two cases, that the sarco-

cele is hard, while the hydrocele has
a soft, yielding, elastic feel. It

should be known, however, that the
fungus nematodes of the testicle is

remarkable for the deeceitful feel of
fluctuation and elasticity which it

presents ; and every surgeon ought
4C
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to be aware, that a sarcocele is

always particularly hard, and that

hydroceles are sometimes particu-

larly indurated. For the treatment,

&c. of these diseases, see JVarner,
Pringle, and Home, in Chymical
Experiments

;

—Bergins, Mat. Med.

;

—Richter, Chir. Bill, 7th b. p. 650 ;—Baron Larrey's Mem. Militaire,

&c. t. ii. p. 110, et seq. ;

—

Pott's

Surgical TVorks;—Dr. H. TVein-

hold's Case, in the Journ. der Pract.

Heilkunde Von C. W. Huffeland, and
K. Hemby, 1812;

—

Zehntes, Stuck,

p. 1 12 : in this case, the operation

for bubonocele was performed, and
as the testicle was diseased, the sur-

geon completely divided the sper-

matic chord, tied the spermatic ar-

teries, and then left the testicle in

its natural situation. After a time,

the absorbents had diminished the

part to a very inconsiderable little tu-

mour. (Nouvelle Methode de Traiter

le Sarcocele, saur avoir recours a

I 'Extirpation da Testicule, par C. Th.

Maunoir, 8vo. Geneve, 1820).—This
new method consists in dividing and
tying the spermatic arteries, and
leaving the rest of the chord and
testes unmolested.

—

Systema Chirur-

gifE Hodierna?, vol. ii. p. 145, ed.

1800, &c. &c.
Testicle, swelled. See Hernia hu-

mora lis.

Testi'culus. (Testiculus, dim. of

testis}, A small testicle. Also the

orchis plant; so named, from the re-

semblance of its roots to a testicle.

Testi'culus cani'nus. See Orchis

mascula.

Te'stis, -is, c. g. See Testicle.

Tetano'mata. (From reravoo),

to smooth). Tetanothra. Medicines

which smooth the skin, and remove
wrinkles.

Te'tanus. (From tuvoj, to stretch).

Spasm with rigidity. A more or less

violent contraction of the muscles

of voluntary motion, attended with

tension and rigidity of the parts

affected. A genus of disease in the

Class, Neuroses, and Order, Spasmi,

of Cullen ; eharaeterized by a spas-

modic rigidity of almost the whole

body. The varietie of tetanus are,

>

—1 . Opisthotonos, where the body is

thrown back by spasmodic contrac-
tions of the muscles.—2. Empros-
thotonos, the body being bent for-

wards.—3. Trismus, the locked jaw.
*
#* To the above varieties of te

tanic affections some authors have
added another, which they denomi-
nate pleurosthotonos, characterized
by the body being drawn to one side.

This is the tetanus lateralis of Sau-
vages. Also when all the body is

affected, and becomes rigid, but re-

tains its ordinary straightness, the

case is named tetanus.

In this disease, the excessive con-
traction of the muscles is kept up,

without any intervals of complete
relaxation, in which respect it differs

from ordinary spasms and convul-
sions, where the contractions and
relaxations alternate in rapid suc-

cession. In tetanus, the powers af

sensation and intellect also remain
unimpaired, in which particularity

it forms a contrast to epilepsy. (See

Rets's Cyclopaedia, art. Tetanus).—
The different terms which are ap-

plied to tetanic affections, do not,

however, imply so many particular

diseases, but only the seat and va-

rious degrees of one and the same
complaint. A far more important
division of tetanus than the pre-

ceding, is into acute and chronic,

according to its lesser or greater in-

tensity. The first is exceedingly dan-

gerous, and usually fatal ; while the

latter, on account of the more gra-

dual progress of the symptoms, af-

fords more opportunity of being suc-

cessfully treated.

—

Baron Larrey, in

Mem. Chirurg. Militaire, t. i. p. 235,

236.

Tetanus may also be distinguished

into the traumatic, or that arising

from wounds ; and into the idiopa-

thic, or that proceeding from a va-

riety of other causes.

Tetanic affections arise more fre-

quently in warm climates than in

cold ones, and are very apt to occur

when much rain or moisture quickly

succeeds excessively dry and sultry

weather. They attack persons of all

ages, sexes, temperaments, and cora-

i
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plexions, but the male sex more fre-

quently than the female, and those

of a robust and vigorous constitution

than those of a weak habit. An idea

is entertained by many, that negroes

are more predisposed to these at-

tacks than white people : they cer-

tainly are more frequently affected

with them ; but this circumstance

does not arise from any constitutional

pre-disposition, but from their being

more exposed to punctures and
wounds in the feet, by nails, splin-

ters of wood, pieces of broken glass,

&c. from usually going bare-footed.

They arc occasioned either by ex-

posure to cold, or by some irrita-

tion of the nerves, in consequence
'•. of local injury by puncture, incision,

or laceration. Lacerated wounds of

tendinous parts prove, in warm cli-

mates, a never-failing source of

these complaints ; and in cold cli-

mates, as well as in warm ones, the

locked jaw, or trismus, is a frequent

consequence of amputation. — See
Modern Practice of Physic, by Dr.
Thomas;—Sir Gilbert Blanc's Ob-
servations on the Diseases of Seamen,
.3d. 3;

—

Sir James McGregor, in

Med. Chirurg. Trans, vol. vi. p. 449,
&c. ;— Dr. Phillips

1

Case, in the

same work and vol. p. 65 ;—also in

vo\. vii. Dr. Dickson's Observations

in Tetanus, and Dr. M lArthur's
Letter, p. 448, &c. ;

—

C. H. Parry's
Cases of Tetanus and Rabies Conta-
giosa, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1814 ;

—

John
Morrison, a Treatise on Tetanus, 8vo.

N'ewry, 1816 ;

—

R. Reid on the Na-
ture and Treatment of Hydrophobia
ind Tetanus, 8vo. Dublin, 1817;

—

Stewart, in Med. CJdr. Journal; Oil

f Turpentine tried;—Sir A. Cooper,

Surg. Essays, part ii. p. 190;

—

Burmester, in Med. Chir. Trans.
»
T

ol. ii. ;

—

Rush's Obs. on the Cause
md Cure of Tetanus

;

—Baron Lar-
rey, Mem. Chirurg. Militaire, &c. &c.
Tetart &'vs. (Ttrapraioq, fourth).

\ quartan fever.

Tetramy'rum. (From rsTpae,
our, and fivpov, an ointment). An
ointment containing four ingredients.

Tetrangu'ria. (From rerpae,
our, and ay fog, a cup; so called,

because its fruit resembles a cup di-

vided into four parts) . The citrul.

Tetrapha'rmacum. (From rs-

rpac, four, and <pa.ppa.Kov, a drug).

A medicine composed of four in-

gredients.

Tetters. See Herpes.

Teu'crium. (From Teucer, who
discovered it). A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Didy-
namia; Order, Gymnospermia % The
herb speedwell.

Teu'crium Capita'tum. The sys-

tematic name of the poley mountain
of Montpellier. Polium muntanum.
The Teucrium capitatum, of Lin-

naeus. It bears the winter of our
climate, and is generally substituted

for the candy species.

Teu'crium chamje'drys. The
systematic name of the common ger-

mander. Cham&drys. Cham&drys
minor repens, vulgaris, &c Chama?-
drops, of Paulus jEgineta, and Ori-

basius. The creeping germander,
small germander, and English trea-

cle. Teucrium ; foliis cuneiformi-

ovatis, incisis, crenatis, petiolatis ;

foribus ternis ; caulibus procumbenti-

bas, subpilosis, of Linnaeus. It Has

a moderately bitter and somewhat
aromatic taste, and was formerly in

high repute in intermittent fevers,

rheumatism, and gout ; and where
an aromatic bitter is wanting, ger-

mander may be administered with

success. Either water or spirit will

extract their virtue ; but the watery
infusion is more bitter. This plant

is an ingredient in the once cele-

brated powder called from the Duke
of Portland, Portland powder.

*#* The best time for gathering

this herb is when the seeds are form-
ed, and the tops are then preferable

to the leaves. When dry, the dose

is from 5SS to 5J.
Teu'crium cham^e'pitys. The

systematic name of the ground pine.

Common ground pine. Teucrium

;

foliis trifdis, linearibus, integerri-

mis ; Horibus sessilibus, lateralibus,

solitariis ; caule diffuso, of Linnaeus.

It has a moderately bitter taste, and
a resinous, not disagreeable smell,

somewhat like that of the pine.

4 C2
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%* The tops or leaves of this

low hairy plant are recommended as

aperients and corroborants of the

nervous system, and said to be par-

ticularly serviceable in female ob-
structions and paralytic disorders.

Teu'crium Cre'ticum. The sys-

tematic name of the poley mountain
of Candy. Folium Creticum. The
plant is obtained from the island

of Candy ; has a moderately aroma-
tic smell, and a nauseous bitter taste.

It is placed amongst the aperients

and corroborants.

Teu'crium iva. Chamcepitys mos-
chata. Iva moschata monspeliensiunx.

Champapitys anthyllus. The Teu-
crium iva, of Linnaeus. French
ground-pine : weaker, but similar in

virtue to chamaepitys.

Teu'crium ma'rum. The syste-

matic name of the Syrian herb mas-
tich. Marum Syriacum. Marum Cre-

ticum. Majorana Syriaca, Marum
verum. Marum Cortusi. Chamadrys
incana maritima. Marum german-
der, or Syrian herb mastich. The
Teucrium; foliis integerrimis , ovatis

acntisy petiolatis, subtus, tomentosis

;

floribus racemosis secundis, of Lin-
naeus.

*** This shrub grows plentifully

in Greece, Egypt, Crete, and Syria.

The leaves and younger branches,

when fresh, on being rubbed between
the fingers, emit a volatile aromatic
smell, which readily excites sneez-

ing ; they are bitterish to the taste,

accompanied with a sensation of heat

and acrimony. It is recommended
as a stimulant aromatic, and deob-
struent ; and Linnaeus, Rosenstein,

and Bergius, speak highly of it.

Dose, ten grains to half a drachm of

the powdered leaves, given in wine.

At present, however, it is chiefly^

used as an errhine.

Teu'crium monta'num. The sys-

tematic name of the common poley

mountain.
Teu'crium Po'lium. The sys-

tematic name of the golden poley

mountain.

Tl u'crium sco'rdium. The sys-

tematic name of the water german-
der. Scordium. Trissngo palustris.

Chamadrys palustris. Allium redolent

Water germander. The leaves have
a somewhat alliaceous smell, from
which circumstance it is supposed to

take its name ; they are bitterish, and
slightly pungent to the taste.

%* This shrub was formerly in

high estimation, but is now justlj

fallen into disuse, although recom-
mended by some in antiseptic cata-

plasms and fomentations.

Teu'thrum. (TevOpov). The herb
polium.

Tha'lami nervo'rum optico'rum.
(GaXa/toc, a bed). Two apparently
white bodies, forming in part the

optic nerve, placed near to each
other, protruding at the base of the

lateral ventricles, and running in

their direction inwards, a little down-
wards, and upwards.

Thalasso'meli. (From Qakaaaa,
the sea, and pe\i, honey) . A me-
dicine composed of sea-water and
honey.

Thali'ctrum. (From QaWu), to

flourish) .— 1 . A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Polyan'
dria; Order, Polygynia.—The phar-
macopceial name of the poor man's
rhubarb.

Thali'ctrum fla'vum. The sys-

tematic name of the poor man's rhu-
barb. The root is said to be ape-
rient and stomachic, and to come
very near in its virtues to rhubarb.

It is a common plant in this coun-
try, though seldom used medici-

nally.

Tha'psia. (From Thapsus, the.

island where it was found). The
deadly carrot. Thapsia asclepias, of

Linnaeus. The root operates vio-

lently both upwards and downwards,
and is not used in the practice of the

present day.

Tha'psus. (From the island Thap-
sus). The great white mullein, or

cow's lung-wort.

The'a Germa'nica. Flucllin ; male

speedwell. See Veronica.

Tiieba'ica. (A Thebaide regionet

from the country about the ancient

city of Thebes in Egypt, where it

flourished). The Egyptian poppy.

Thebe'sii fora'mina. The ori-

'
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ices of veins in the cavities of the

leart.

The'ca vertebra'lis. (Theca,

rom Ti9r)f.u, to place). The verte-

)ral canal.

Thely'pteris. (From O^Xvc, fe-

nale, and itteoiq, fern). The female

era.

The'nar. The name of a muscle.

See Flexor brevis pollicis manus.
Theobro'ma caca'o. (Tkeobroma,

rom 9toi, the gods, and /3pw/.za,

ood ; so called, from the delicious-

iess of its fruit : Cacao, an Indian

erm). The systematic name of the

ree which affords cocoa and choco-
ate.

Theodo'ricum. (From Qeot, the

jods, and viopov, a gift). The pom-
)Ous name of some antidotes.

Therapei'a. (From Qepcnrevoj,

o heal). The art of healing dis-

uses.

Therapeu'tics. The.rapcutica .

From $epa7revii), to cure). The-
apia. Metnodus medendi. The
•ranch of medicine which treats of

j

he operation of the different means '

•mployed for curing diseases, and of i

he application of these means.
Theri'aca. (From 3//o, a viper, !

r venomous wild beast). Treacle,
;

r molasses : also a medicine appro-
bated to the cure of the bites of

enomous animals, or to resist poi-

ons.

Theri'aca andro'machi. The
r

enice or Mithridate treacle ; a com-
j

osition consisting of sixty-one in-

gredients, prepared, pulverized, and
ith honey formed into an electuary. I

Theri'aca CxELr'stis. Liquid !

ndanum.
Theri'aca commu'nis. Common
acle, or molasses.

Theri'aca dam o'c rati s. An old

reparation usually called Confectio

)amocratis.

Theri'aca Edine'nsis. Edinburgh
heriaca. The thebaic electuary.

Theri'aca Germano'rum. A rob
f juniper-berries.

Theri'aca Londine'nsis. A ca-

aplasm of cummin seed, bay-ber-
ies, germander, snake-root, cloves,

nd honey.

Theri'aca rustico'rum. The
roots of the common garlick were so

called. See Allium.

Therio'ma. (From Oijpioto, to

rage like a wild beast). A malig-

nant ulcer.

The'rmje. Warm baths or springs.

See M neral TVater.

Therm o'm ete r . Thermometrum .

(From OepfiT) heat, and fierpov, a

measure). An instrument for mea-
suring the degrees of heat, founded
on the principle, that the expansions

of matter are proportional to the

augmentation of temperature. With
regard to aeriform bodies, this prin-

ciple is probably well founded ; and
hence our common thermometers-
may be rendered just, by reducing

their indications to those of an air

thermometer.
*
#* Solids, and still more liquids,

expand unequally, by equal incre-

ments of heat, or intervals of tempe-
rature. With regard to water, alco-

hol, and oils, this inequality is so

considerable as to occasion their re-

jection, for purposes of exact ther-

mometry. But it is shown that mer-
cury approaches more to solids than
ordinary liquids, in its rate of ex-

pansion ; and hence, as well as from
its remaining liquid through a long

range of temperature, it is justly

preferred to the above substances for

thermometric purposes. A common
thermometer, therefore, is merely a

vessel in which very minute expan-

sions of mercury may be rendered

perceptible; and, by certain rules of

graduation, be compared with ex-

pansions made on the same liquids

by other observers. The first condi-

tion is fulfilled, by connecting a nar-

row glass tube with a bulb of consi-

derable capacity, filled with quick-

silver. As this fluid metal expands
l-63d by being heated in glass ves-

sels, from the melting point of ice

to the boiling point of water, if

10 inches of the tube have a capa-

city equal to l-6'3d of that of the

bulb, it is evident that, should the

liquid stand at the beginning of the-

tube at 32°, it will rise up and oc-

cupy 10 inches of it at 212°. £Jence,

4 G3
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if the tube be uniform in its calibre,

and the above space be divided into

equal parts, by an attached scale,

then we shall have a centigrade, or

Fahrenheit's thermometer, according

as the divisions are 100 or 180 in

number. Such are the general prin-

ciples of thermometric construction.

But to make an exact instrument

more minute, investigation is re-

quired.— See Nicholson s Dictionary

of Chymistry , &c.
Thigh-bone. See Femur.
Thikst. Sitis. The sensation by

which we experience a desire to

drink. The seat of this sensation

appears to be either in the fauces or

the stomach.
Thistle, carline. See Carlina acau-

lis.

Thistle, holy. See Centaurea be-

nedicta.

Thistle, pine. See Carlina gum-
tnifera.

Thla'spi. (From OXaio, to break,

because its seed appears as if it were

broken or bruised) .— 1 . A genus of

plants in the Linna?an system : Class,

Tetradynamia ; Order, Siliculosa.—
2. The pharmaceutical name of the

herb penny-cress. Two species of

thlaspi are directed in some pharma-
copoeias for medicinal uses:— tbe

Thlaspi arvense, of Linnaeus, or

treacle mustard, and Thlaspi cam-

pestre, of Linnaeus, or mithridate

mustard.
*
#* Both species of thlaspi have

an acrid biting taste, approaching

to that of common mustard, with

which they agree nearly in their

pharmaceutic qualities. They have

also an unpleasant flavour, some-
what of the garlick or onion kind.

Thla'spi arve'nse. The systema-

tic name of the treacle mustard. See

Thlaspi.

Thla'spi campe'stre. The sys-

tematic name of the mithridate mus-
tard. See Thlaspi.

Thora'cic duct. Ductus thora-

t -it-its. Ductus Pccquettii. The trunk

of the absorbents ; of a serpentine

form, and about the diameter of a

i row-quill.

%* The thoracic duct lies upon

the dorsal vertebrae, between the
aorta and vena azygos ; and extends
from the posterior opening of the

diaphragm to the angle formed by
the union of the left subclavian and
jugular veins, into which it opens
and evacuates its contents. In this

course it receives the absorbent ves-

sels from almost every part of the

body.

Tho'rax, -acis, m. (From Sopeio, to

leap, because in it the heart leaps).

The chest. That part of the body
situated between the neck and tha.

abdomen.
%* The external parts of the

chest are, the common integuments,
the breasts, various muscles, and the

bones of the thorax. The internal

parts are, the pleura and its produc-
tions, the lungs, heart, thymus gland,

oesophagus, thoracic cluct, arch of

the aorta, part of the vena cava, the

vena azygos, the eighth pair of

nerves, and part of the great inter-

costal nerve.

Wounds of the thorax.— The tho-

rax is subject, like every other vul-

nerable part of the human fabric, to

all kinds of wounds, and, like these

in general, the importance of them
will depend, not only on their depth,

but on the structure injured, the na-

ture, extent, &c. thereof being well

considered. On these wounds, in

general, the practical surgeon should

be well acquainted ; and to refresh

his memory, he may consult the most

popular modern writers in surgery.

Thorn, /Egyptian. The Mimosa
nilotica, of Linnaeus. See Acacia

vera.

Thorn-apple, See Datura stra-

monium.
Thorn, black. See Prunits spi~

nosa.

Throat, wounds of. Injuries of

the throat are frequently attended

with great danger, in consequence of

the great number of important parts

here intersected ; although mere in-

cisions of the integuments of this

part and the neck, are, generally

speaking, not dangerous cases ; nor

do they differ materially from com-

mon cut wounds of the skin in any
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Other part of the body. As they are

not liable to be attended with any
particular consequences, they require

the same kind of treatment as wounds
of the same description generally.

*** In wounds, however, of the

throat and neck, the larynx and tra-

chea, pharynx and oesophagus, the

trunk of the carotid artery, and all

the principal branches of the exter-

nal carotid ; the large jugular vein ;

the eighth pair of nerves, and the

recurrent nerve, are all exposed to

injury; some much more so than
others, but all of them occasionally

wounded by the instrument attack-

ing the part.—See Henneris Military
Surgery ;

—John Bell on Wounds , &c;—Baron Larrey's Military Surgery

,

—Thompson s Report of Observations

made in the Military Hospital of Bel-
gium, 8vo. Edinb. 181G, &c. ;

—

Sur-
gical Writers generally.

Tiiro'mbus. (From Sooeu, to dis-

turb). A small tumour which some-
times arises after bleeding, from the
blood escaping from the vein into the
cellular structure.

*
#* A thrombus after bleeding,

arises generally from the opening in

the vein not corresponding to that of
the integuments. It frequently oc-
curs from the position of the arm
being altered by the patient during
the time the blood is flowing. A
thrombus also not unfrequently forms
when the usual dressings, compress,
and bandage, have been placed over
the puncture, in consequence of the

patient using too freely the arm in

which the simple, though no less im-
portant operation of bleeding has
been performed. These occurrences,

deserving, however, of every atten-

tention when they do arise, submit
to the simplest surgical treatment.

Thrush. See Aphthce.

Thry'ptica. (From 0pv7rrw, to

break). Lithontriptics, or medicines
Raid to have the power of dissolving

stones in the blaclder.

Thi/ris co'rtex. The cascarilla

and eleutheria barks, were so called.

See Croton Cascarilla.

Thus, -uris, n. (From ^w, to

sacrifice, so called, from its great

use in sacrifices) . Frankincense. See
Juniperus Lycia, and pinus abies.

Thus judjeo'rum. See Thymiama.
Thus ma'sculum. See Juniperus

lycia. v

Thuy'a. (From Ovov, odour, so
named, from its fragrant smell). A
genus of plants : Class, Monoecia ;

Order, Monadelphia.
Thuy'a occidenta'lis. The sys-

tematic name of the tree of life.

Thuya ; strobilis lawibus ; squamis
obtusis, of Linnaeus. Arbor vitce. The
leaves and wood of this plant were
formerly in high estimation as re-

solvents, sudorifics, and expecto-

rants, and were given in phthisical

affections, intermittent fevers, and
dropsies.

Thylaci'tis. (From OvXaxog, a
seed-vessel, so called, from its large

head). The white garden poppy.
Thy'mbra. (From Qvfiog, thyme ;

so named, because it smells like

thyme). See Saturcja.

Thy'mbra Hispa'nica. The name
given by Tournefort to the common
herb mastich. See Thymus masti-

china.

Thyme, lemon. | See Thymus
Thyme, mother of. ) serpyllum.

Thymelce'a. (From Ovpog, thyme,
and eXaia, an olive; the first al-

luding to the leaf, and the latter to

the shape and oiliness of the fruit.

Sec Daphne gnidium.

Th ymia'ma. (From Ovfia, an odour,
so called, from its odoriferous smell).

Muskwood. Thus judtEorum. A bark
brought from Syria, Cilicia, &c. sup-
posed to be the produce of the liquid

storax tree. It has an agreeable

balsamic smell, approaching to that

of liquid storax; and a sub- acrid,

bitterish taste, with some slight de-

gree of astringency.

Thy'mium. (From Qvpog, thyme,
because it is of the colour of thyme).
A small wart upon the skin.

Thyimoxa'lme. (From Ov/xog,

thyme, G%vg, acid, and aXg, salt).

A composition of thyme, vinegar,

and salt.

Thy'mus. (A7ro tov Sv/xoj, because
it was used in faintings ; or from
dvfia, an odour, because of its fra-
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grant smell) . Thyme.— 1 . A genus

of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Didynamia; Order, Gymnos-
permia.—2.The pharmacopoeial name
of the common thyme. (See Thymus
vulgaris).—3. A small indolent car-

nous tubercle like a wart, arising

about the anus, or the pudenda, re-

sembling the flowers of thyme, from
whence it takes its name.—4. (Gv/jiog,

the thymus gland) . A gland of con-

siderable size in the foetus, situated

in the anterior duplicature or space

of the mediastinum, under the supe-

rior part of the sternum. An ex-

cretory duct has not yet been de-

tected in this gland, but lymphatic

vessels have been seen going from
it to the thoracic duct. Use un-

known.
Thy'mus citra'tus. See Thymus

serpyllum.

Thy'mus cre'ticus. The plant

bearing this name in some pharma-
copoeias is the Saticreja capitata, of

Linnaeus ; which see.

Thy'mus mastichi'na. The svs-

tematic name of the common herb

mastich. Marum vulgar e, &c. Jaca
Indica. Thymus mastichina, of Lin-

naeus. A low shrubby plant, a native

of Spain, which is employed as an
errhine. It has a strong, agreeable

smell, like mastich. Its virtues are

similar to those of marum syriacum,

but less powerful.

Thy'mus serpy'llum. The sys-

tematic name of the mother of thyme.
Sferpillum. Serpyllum vulgare minus,

&c. Wild or mother of thyme. Thy-
muts fioribus capitatis, caulibus re-

pentibus, foliis plants, obtusis, Las I

n Hat is, of Linnaeus.

*** This plant has the same sen-

sible qualities as those of the gar-

den thyme, with a milder and ratl/er

more grateful flavour. Lemon thyme,

the Serpyllum citratum, is merely a

variety of the Thymus serpyllum, of

Linnaeus. Jt is very pungent, and
lias a particularly grateful odour, ap-

proaching to that of lemons.

THY'MUS VtfLGA'RIS. The syste-

matic name of the common thyme.
This herb, the Thymus : crectus, foliis

rtrolutis, ovatis, fioribus vcrticillato,

spicatis, of Linnaeus, has an agreeable
aromatic smell, and a warm pungent
taste. Its virtues are said to be re-

solvent, emmenagogue, tonic, and
stomachic

; yet there is no disease

mentioned in which its use is parti-

cularly recommended.
Thy'ro. Names compounded with

this word belong to muscles which
arc attached to the thyroid cartilage

;

as,

Thyro-aryt/enoide'us. A mus-
cle situated about the glottis, which
pulls the arytenoid cartilage forwards
nearer to the middle of the thyroid ;

consequently it shortens and relaxes

the ligament of the larynx.

Thyro-hyoide'us. A muscle, si-

tuated between the os hyoides and
trunk, which pulls the os hyoides

downward, and the thyroid cartilage

upward.
Thyro-pharynge'us. See Cow-

strictor pharyngis inferior.

Thyro-piiaryngo - staphili'nus.

See Palato-pharyngeus.

Teiyro-staphili'nus. See Palato-
pharyngeus.

Thy'ro id ca'rtilage. Cartilago,

(Thyroidea, from Svpsog, a shield,

and eidoQ, resemblance, from its sup-

posed resemblance to a shield). Scu-
tiform cartilage. The cartilage placed

perpendicular to the cricoid carti-

lages of the larynx, constituting the

anterior, superior, and largest part

of the larynx.

%* This cartilage is harder and
more prominent in men than in wo-
men, in whom it forms the pojnum
Adami.
Thy'roid GLAND. Glandula thy-

roidea. A large gland situated upon
the cricoid cartilage, trachea, and
horns of the thyroid cartilage. It is

uncertain whether it be conglobate

or conglomerate. Its excretory duct

has never been detected, and its use

is not yet known.
Thyroidgland, diseased. Sec Bron-

choeele.

Thyroid gland, extirpation of.—
The extirpation of this gland is an
operation of extreme difficulty, re-

quiring the nicest anatomical know-
ledge. The number and magnitude
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of the vessels divided, the proximity

of the trachea, oesophagus, jugular

vein, and carotid, near which the

knife of the operator must pass, are

the principal dangers which have

deterred the majority of practitioners

from performing the operation. The
first time Gooch (see his Med. and
Chir, Observations

, p. 130) under-

took the operation, he was deterred

from finishing it by the hemorrhage,
and his patient died on the eighth

day. The second time he succeeded

better, but was incapable of securing

the vessels, and the hemorrhage,
which would have been mortal, was
only stopped by the hands of assist-

ants for the space of eight days.

Vogel and Thedder also performed
the same operation successfully ; and
Dr. Hedenus of Dresden, has re-

moved the diseased thyroid six dif-

ferent times, under a variety of ob-

stacles. (See Graefe's Journal, b. ii.

p. 237, &c. ; — Anderson s Quar-
terly Journal of Foreign Medicine) .•

—

A case in which Klein removed a

very large thyroid gland, has very

recently been published. (See Journ.

tie Chirurtf. b. l.p. 120. 8vo. Berlin,

1820 ; or vol. ii. of Quart. Journ. of
Foreign Med. p. 380) .—Mr. Cooper,
(see Surg. Diet. p. 1066) considers

that the practice of tying the thy-

roidal arteries is generally a safer

experiment than the removal of the

enlarged gland with a knife ; al-

though, now that the efficacy of the

preparations of iodine, in many cases

of bronchocele, is proved, it is to

be hoped, continues Mr. S. Cooper,
that few cases will present them-
selves, in which either measure will

be absolutely necessary.

Ti'bia. (Tibia, the hautboy, qu.

tubia, from tuba, a tube ; so called,

from its pipe-like shape). Focile

majus; Arundo major ; Fosilus ; and,

from its resemblance to an old musi-
cal instrument, Carina major ; Can-
'na-domestica cruris. The largest bone
of the leg.

%* In the foetus both ends of the

tibia are cartilaginous, and become
afterwards epiphyses.

Ti'bial a'rteries. Arteries tibi-

als*. The two principal branches of
the popliteal artery : the one pro-

ceeds forwards) and is called the

anterior tibia ; the other backwards,
and is called the posterior tibia ; of

which the external tibial, the fibular,

the external and internal plantar,

and the plantar arch, are branches.

Tibia'lis A^TICUS. Tibio-sus-

metatarsien, of Dumas. A flexor

muscle of the foot, situated on the

leg, which bends the foot by drawing
it upwards, and at the same time
turns the toes inwards.

Tibia'lis gra'cilis. See Plantaris.

Tibia'lis po'sticus. Tibio-tarsien y

of Dumas. A flexor muscle of the

foot, situated on the leg, which ex-

tends the foot, and turns the toes

inwards.

Tic douloureux. A painful af-

fection of the nerves, which mostly
attacks the face, particularly that

branch of the fifth pair, which comes
out of the infra-orbitary foramen.

*** On tic douloureux, we have
no hesitation in referring to Mr.
B. Hutchinson's work, published in

1820 ; and whatever may be the ex-

isting ideas relative to the palliation

or subj ligation of this farcical, though
no less afflicting, malady, this expe-

rienced and candid gentleman, an ho-
nour to his profession, carries the

palm over both predecessors and con-

temporaries, in having favoured the

world with a practice comparatively

as simple as efficacious. For pre-

ceding theories and treatment of this

disease, see FothergiWs Paper, in

vol. v. of the Med. Obs. and Enqui-
ries ;
—Dr. Haightoji's Observations

in the Medical Records and Research-

es ; — Darwin y

s Zoonomia ; — Aber-
nethy's Surg. Works, vol. ii. p. 203,
&c. ;

—

Dr. S. FothergiWs Systematic

Account of the Tic Douloureux, 1824
;—Med. Chir. Trans, vol. iv. p. 48,

vol. vii. p. 578, &c. ;

—

H. Jeffreys,

Neuralgia of the Median Nerve, af-
ter a Burn on the Thumb, cured by

Carbonate of Iron.—See Med. and
Phys. Journ. May, 1823,—T. Tay-
lor, in Fdinb. Med. Journ. No. 76,

Carbonate of Soda, Hemlock, and the

Prussic acid, prescribed with success*
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-r-See SirAstley Cooper s Led. vol. iii.

oi Lancet, p. 113, <&c. &c.
Ti'glia gra'na. See

Hum,
Croton tig-

Ti'lbury water. This is found
at West Tilbury, in Essex. Its vir-

tues are aperient and chalybeate,

though now seldom used medicinally.

Ti'lia. (IlleXea, ulmus. the elm-
tree).— 1. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Polyandria ;

Order, Monogynia.—2. The phar-
macopceial name of the lime, or lin-

den-tree.

IYlia Europ-e'a. The systematic

name of the lime-tree. The flowers

are supposed to possess anodyne and
antispasmodic properties. They have
a moderately strong smell, in which
their virtue seems to consist, and
abound with a strong mucilage. They
are in high esteem in France. See
Tilia.

Ti'lli gra'na. See Croton tig-

Hum.
Ti'lmus. (From riXku), to pluck)

.

Floccitatio,or picking of bed-clothes,

observable in the last stages of some
diseases.

Ti'mac A root imported from the

East Indies, said to possess diuretic

virtues, and therefore exhibited in

dropsies. It is not known from what
plant it is obtained.

Tin. Stannum. Jupiter of the al~

chymists. It has been much doubted
whether this metal is found native.

In the opinion of Kirwan, there are

sufficient authorities in the affirma-

tive. The native oxyde of tin, or tin

stone, occurs both massive and crys-

tallized.
*
# * Tin is comparatively a rare

metal, as it is not found in great

quantity any where but in Cornwall
or Devonshire ; though it is likewise

met with in the mines of Bohemia,
Saxony, the island of ISanca, the pe-

ninsula of Malacca, and in the East
Indies.

Ti'nc;e os. (Tinea, a tench). The
mouth of the uterus is thus called,

from its resemblance to a tench's

mouth.
Tf'NCAt, See Borax.

Tjm n/uius. (From tingere, to

dye). An epithet of a species of
broom used by dyers : the genista
tinctoria of Linnaeus.

Tinctu'ra. (From tingere, to

dye). A tincture. A solution of
any substance in spirit of wine.
*#* Rectified spirit of wine is the

direct menstruum of the resins, and
essential oils of vegetables, and to-

tally extracts these active principles

from sundry vegetable matters, which
yield them to water not at all, or
only in part. It dissolves likewise

the sweet saccharine matter of ve-
getables, and generally those parts

of animal bodies in which their pe-
culiar smell and taste reside.

Tincti/ra a'loes. Tincture of
aloes. It possesses stomachic and
purgative qualities, but should never
be given where there is a tendency
to haemorrhoids. In chlorotic cases

and amenorrhcea it is preferred to

other purgatives. The dose is 5SS-5J.

Tincti/ra a'loes compo'sita.

Compound tincture of aloes, for-

merly called Elixir aloes : Elixir
proprietatis. This is a more stimu-

lating preparation than the former.

It is a useful application to old indo-

lent ulcers. The dose is 5SS-51J.

Tinctu'ra a'loes vitriola'ta.

With the bitter infusion, a drachm
or two of this tincture is extremely
serviceable in gouty and rheumatic
affections of the stomach and bow-
els, and also in the weaknesses of

those organs which frequently attend

old age.

Tinctu'ra asafce'tid*:. Tincture
of asafcetida, formerly known by
the name of tinctnra Jcetida. Di-
luted with water, it is mostly given

in all kinds of fits, by the common
people. It is useful as an antispas-

modic, especially in conjunction with

sulphate of zinc. The dose is 5^8-5'^.

Tinctu'ra auha'nth. Tincture

of orange-peel, formerly tinctura

eortieis auraiitii. A mild and plea-

sant stomachic bitter.

Tinctu'ra benzoi'ni compo'sita.

Compound tint tine of benzoin, for-

merly known by the names of tine*

tura benzoe* composita, and balsamum
traumaticiun. This is more generally
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applied externally to ulcers and

wounds, than given internally, though
possessing expectorant, antispasmo-

dic, and stimulating powers. Against

coughs, spasmodic affections of the

stomach, and bowels, and diarrhoea,

produced by ulcerations of those

parts, it is a very excellent medicine.

The dose, when given internally,

is 5ss-5ij.

Finctu'ra calu'mbje. Tincture

of calumba, formerly called tinctura

columbcB.
*
#
* This tincture contains the ac-

tive part of the root, and is gene-

rally given with the infusion of it,

as a stomachic and astringent.

Tinctu'ra ca'mphor^e compo'-
sita. Compound tincture of cam-
phor, formerly called tinctura opii

camphorata, and elixir parcgoricum.

This differs also from the former
preparation, in the omission of the

oil of aniseed, which was often com-
plained of as disagreeable to the pa-

late, and to which, as an addition,

no increase of power could be affixed.

The dose is 5SS-5SS.

Tinctu'ra cantma'ridis. See
Tinctura hjttce.

Tinctu'ra ca'psici. Tincture of

capsicum.

Tinctu'ra cardamo'mi. Tincture

of cardamom. This is a powerful

stimulating carminative. In spasm
of the stomach, an ounce, with some
other diluted stimulant, is given with

advantage. The dose may vary ac-

cording to circumstances, from half

a drachm to an ounce and upwards.

Tinctu'ra cardamo'mi compo'-
mta. Compound tincture of carda-

mom, formerly called tinctura sto-

viachica. An useful and elegant car-

minative and cordial. The dose is

from half a fluid drachm to half a
tluid ounce and upwards.

Tinctu'ra cascari'll^e. Tincture
of cascarilla. A stimulating aromatic
tonic, that may be exhibited in de
bility of the bowels and stomach,
and in those cases of fever in which
the Peruvian bark proves purgative.

The dose from half a drachm to two
drachms.
Tinctu'ra casto'rei. Tincture

of castor. A powerful stimulant and
antispasmodic, mostly exhibited in

hysterical affections, in a dilute form.
The dose is 5ss~5ij.

Tinctu'ra ca'techu. Tincture of
catechu, formerly known by the
name of tinctura Japonica. An aro-
matic astringent, mostly given in

protracted diarrhoea. The dose is

5ss-5ij.

Tinctu'ra ci'nchonje. Tincture
of cinchona, formerly known by the

name of tinctura corticis Peruvians
simplex. The dose is from a fluid

drachm to half a fluid ounce. For
its virtues, see Cinchona.

Tinctu'ra ci'nchon^: ammoni-
a'ta. Ammoniated tincture of cin-

chona. Volatile tincture of bark.

Tinctu'ra ci'nchon^ compo'-
sita. Compound tincture of cin-

chona. The dose is from one fluid

drachm to half a fluid ounce. For
its virtues, see Cinchona.

Tinctu'ra cinnamo'mi. Tincture
of cinnamon, formerly called aqua
cinnamomifortis. The dose is from
a fluid drachm to three or more.
Tinctu'ra cinnamo'mi compo'-

sita. Compound tincture of cinna-

mon, formerly called tinctura aro-

matica. Dose, 3ss"5y*
Tinctu'ra digita'lis. Tincture

of fox-glove. The dose is from ten

to fortv minims. For its virtues see

Digitalis.

Tinctu'ra fe'rri aceta'tis. This
preparation is directed in the Dublin
pharmacopoeia, with acetate of pot-
ash, two ounces ; sulphate of iron,

one ounce ; and rectified spirit, two
pints.

Tinctu'ra fe'rri ammonia'ti.
Tincture of ammoniated iron, for-

merly called tinctura ferri ammonia-
calis: tinctura fiorwm martialium,
tinctura martis mynsichti. This is

an excellent chalybeate in all atonic

affections ; and may be given with
cinchona in the cure of dropsical

and other cachectic diseases. Dose
5SS-51J.

Tinctu'ra fe'rri muria'tis. Tinc-
ture of muriate of iron. Formerly
called tinctura martis in spiritu salis :

tinctura martis cum spiritu salis; and
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lately known by the name of tinctura

ferri inuriati.

*
#* Mr. Justamond's liquid for

external use in cancers, and which
the original inventor called his pa-
nacea antica?icrosa, partook consi-

derably of the nature of this tincture,

which, indeed, with an equal quantity

of spirit of wine, was sometimes sub-

stituted for it. It is also remarkably
efficacious in destroying venereal or

other warts, either used alone, or
diluted with a small proportion of

water.—See Pharm. Chir.

Mr. Cline strongly recommends
this tincture in ischuria, and many
diseases of the kidneys and urinary

passages. The dose is from ten to

twenty drops. It is a good chaly-

beate, and serviceable against most
diseases of debility without fever.

Tinctu'ra gentia'n^e compo'sita.

Compound tincture of gentian. For-

merly called tinctura amara. Dose

5J-3ij. For its virtues see Gen-

tiana.

Tinctu'ra guai'aci. Tincture of

guaiacum. This preparation, which
possesses all the active parts of this

peculiar vegetable matter, is now first

introduced into the London Pharma-
copoeia. Dose 3J-3ij. For its vir-

tues see Guaiacum,
Tinctu'ra guai'aci ammonia'ta.

Ammoniated tincture of guaiacum.

Formerly called tinctura guaiacina

volatilis. Dose 3J-31J.

Tinctu'ra helle'bori m'gri.

Tincture of black hellebore. For-

merly called tinctura melampodii.

Dose 5SS-5J. For its virtues consult

Helleborus nigcr.

Tinctu'ra hu'muli. Tincture of

hop.
%* Various modifications of the

preparations of this bitter have lately

been strongly recommended by Mr.
Freke (Observations on Humulus Lu-
pulusj , and employed by many prac-

titioners, who believe that it unites

sedative and tonic powers, and thus

forms a useful combination. Dose

5SS-5J. See Humulus.
Tinctu'ra hyoscy'ami. Tincture

of henbane. The dose is from ten

minims to one fluid drachm.

Tinctu'ra jala'p;e. Tincture of
jalap, formerly called tincturajalapii.

Dose 3SS-3SS. For its virtues see

Convolvulusjalapa .

Tinctu'ra ki'no. Tincture of kino.
Dose 5SS-31J. See Kino.

Tinctu'ra ly'tts;. Tincture of
blistering fly. Formerly called tine-

tura cantharidis:—tinctura canthari-

dum. A very acrid, diuretic, and sti-

mulating preparation, which should
always be administered with great
caution from its known action on the

parts of generation. In chronic erup-

tions on the skin, and dropsical dis-

eases of the aged, it is often very
useful when other medicines have
been inert. Dose 3SS-31J.

Tinctu'ra my'rrh^. Tincture of

myrrh. The dose is from half to a

whole fluid drachm. For its virtues

see Myrrha.
Tinctu'ra o'pii. Tincture of

opium. The dose is from ten minims,
or twenty drops, to half a fluid

drachm. For its virtues see Opium.
Tinctu'ra rhe'i. Tincture of

rhubarb. Formerly known by the

names of tinctura rhabarbaris
and

tinctura rhabarbari spirituosa. Dose
^ss-^ijs. For its virtues see Rheum.
Tinctu'ra rhe'i compo'sita. Com-

pound tincture of rhubarb. Formerly
called tinctura rhabarbari composita.

This is a mild stomachic aperient.

Dose ^ss-^ijs.

Tinctu'ra iodi'n#:. Take of alco-

hol 3vij gr. 52 troy : iodine, gr. 39,

36 troy—dose 10 drops three times

a day, in a little water sweetened.

Used in bronchocele and scrofulous

cases.—See JMajendie's Formulary,

2nd ed. translated, or rather copied,

p. 35.

Tinctu'ra sci'll*. Tincture of

squill.

%* For the virtues of this tinc-

ture, see Scilla. It is administered

in doses of from twenty drops to a

fluid drachm.
Tinctu'ra se'nnje. Tincture of

senna. Formerly called elixir salutis.

A carminative, aperient, and pur-

gative, in doses from 31J-3J. See

Cassia semia.

Tinctu'ra serpenta'ri/e. Tine-
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tare of serpen tary. Formerly called

tinctura serpentaria? virginiance.

%* In addition to the virtues of

the spirit, this tincture possesses those

of the serpentaria. The dose is from
half a fluid drachm to two. See
Aristnlochia serpentaria.

Tinctu'ra theba'cia. See Verum
opii.

Tinctu'ra valeria'na:. Tincture

of valerian. Formerly called tinctura

Valeriana? simplex. A useful antispas-

modic in conjunction with others.

The dose is 5SS-31J. See Valeriana.

Tinctu'ra valeria'n\e ammom-
a'ta. Ammoniated tincture of va-

lerian. Formerly called tinctura Va-

leriana? volatilis. A strong antispas-

modic and stimulating tincture. The
1 dose is 5SS-51J.

Tinctu'ra vera'tri. A very active

I alterative, recommended in the cure
" of epilepsy and cutaneous eruptions.

f Its exhibition requires great caution,

1 the white hellebore being a powerful
poison.

Tinctu'ra zingi'beris. Tincture
of ginger. A stimulating carminative,

i The dose is from a fluid drachm to

1 three.

Tincture. See Tinctura, &c.
Ti'nea ca'pitis. (Tinea, from

tenere, to hold). The scald-head],

A genus of disease in the Class, Lo-
cales, and Order, Dialyses, of Cul-
len ; characterized by small ulcers

at the root of the hairs of the head,
which produce a friable white crust.

) See Porrigo.

Tin-glass See Bismuth.
Tinni'tus au'rium. See Paracusis.

Tita'nium. A lately discovered
metal, first noticed by Macgregor, as

existing in the state of an oxyde
mixed with iron, manganese, and
silex, in a greyish black sand found

! in the vale of Menachan in Corn-
wall, and thence named Menacha-
lite, or oxyde of titanium, com-
)ined with iron. It has since been
liscovered by Klaproth, in an ore
lamed titanite, or oxyde of tita-

lium, combined with lime and silex.

Tithy'malus. (From riQog, a dug,
ind fiaXog, tender ; so called, from

' ts smooth leaves and milky juice).

Spurge. Two plants are directed

for medicinal purposes by this name.
See Euphorbia paralias, and Esula
minor.

Tithy'malus cypari'ssius. See
Esula minor.

Tithy'malus para'lios. See Eu-
phorbia paralias.

TiTHYMELiE'A. See Daphne gni-
dium,

Titi'llicum. (From titillare, to

tickle ; so called, from its being ea-

sily tickled) . The arm-pit.

Toad-flax . See Antirrhinum linaria.

Tobacco. See Nicotiana.

Tobacco, E?iglish» See Nicotiana
rustica.

Tobacco, Virginian. See Nicotiana.

Toes. Digiti pedis. Three dis-

tinct bones disposed in rows, called

phalanges, or ranks of the toes.

%* The great-toe has but two
phalanges ; the others have three

ranks of bones, which have nothing
particular, only the joints are made
round and free, formed by a round
head on one bone, and by a pretty

deep hollow for receiving it, in the
one above it.

Tola balsam. See Toluifera bal-

samum.
Tolui'fera ba'lsamum. The sys-

tematic name of the tree which af-

fords the Tolu balsam. Balsamum
Tolutanum. Balsam of Tolu. The
tree Toluifera balsamum, of Linnaeus,

from which this balsam is procured,
grows in South America, in the pro-

vince of Tolu, behind Carthagena,
whence we are supplied with the
balsam, which is brought to us in

little gourd-shells.

*** Tolu balsam has been used
as an expectorant; but its .powers
are very inconsiderable ; and it is at

present employed principally on ac-

count of its flavour, somewhat re-

sembling that of lemons. It is di-

rected, by the pharmacopoeias, in

the syrupus Tolutanus, tinctura To-
lutana, and syrupus balsamicus.

Toluta'num ba'lsamum. See To-
luifera balsamum.
Tomei'um. (From r£/xvw, to cut).

An incision- knife.

Tomenti'tia. (From tomentum,
4 D
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a flock of wool ; thus called, from
its soft coat) . Cotton-weed.

Toivie'tstum ce'rebri. [Tomen-
tum, a flock of wool). The small

vessels that penetrate the cortical

substance of the brain from the pia

mater, which, when separated from
the brain, and adhering to the pia

mater, give it a flocky appearance.

Tongue. Lingua. A soft fleshy

viscus, very moveable in every di-

rection, situated inferiorly in the

cavity of the mouth, and constitut-

ing the organ of taste.

%* The tongue is divided into a

base, body, and back, an inferior

surface, and two lateral parts. It

is composed of muscular fibres, co-

vered by a nervous membrane, on
which are a great number of nervous
papillae, particularly at the apex and
lateral parts, the rete mucosum, and
epidermis. The arteries of the tongue
are branches of the ranine and la-

bial. The veins empty themselves

into the great linguals, which pro-

ceed to the external jugular. The
nerves come from the eighth, ninth,

and fifth pair. The use of this or-

gan is for chewing, swallowing,

sucking, and tasting. See also Taste.

The tongue is subject to various

diseases ; e. g. ulcers, tumours, and

such enlargements as sometimes

cause imminent danger of suffoca-

tion.—See Louis, sur les Maladies de

la Languc, in Mem. de VAcad, de

Chir. t. v. ;

—

Mr. Earle, in Med.
Chir, Trails, vol. ii. p. 283 ;

—

Sir E.
Home's Pract. Obs. on Cancer, 8vo.

Lond. 1805 ;

—

C. Lane and H. Earle,

in Med. Chir. Trans, vol. viii. & xii.

;

—J. Rowland

;

—Aglossotimograjihic,

ou Description d'anc Bouche sans

Languc, laquelle parle et fait natu-

rellemcnt toutes ses autres fonctions.

12mo. Saumur, 1M0.
To'nic spasm. Spasmus tonicus.

(Tovixoc, from teivu), to pull or

draw). Contractura a spasmo. A
rigid contraction of the muscles,

without relaxation, as in trismus,

tetanus, &.C. See Tetanus.

Toni'city. A word often used sy-

nonymously with elasticity.

%* While contractility belongs to

the muscular structure alone, elas-

ticity appertains to many other sub-
stances as well, whether animal, ve-
getable, or even metallic. Muscles
also have their elasticity, but the
principle is altogether of a different

kind, though often confounded with
the preceding by modern patholo-
gists, and particularly in their use
of the term tonicity (see Bostock's

Eleme?itary System of Physiology
,

p. 1G8, 8vo. 1824), which is often

employed with little precision, and
frequently means nothing more than
this common principle of elasticity, to

which indeed it seems to be directly

applied by Dr. Cullen. See Elasticity.

To'nics. Tonica. (From tovooj,

to strengthen). Medicines which
increase the tone of the musculaT
fibre ; such as vegetable bitters

;

also stimulants, astringents, &c.
To'nsils. Tonsillce. Amygdala^

&c. Two oblong, suboval, glands,

situated on each side of the fauces,

and opening into the cavity of the

mouth by twelve or more large ex-

cretory ducts.
*
# * The tonsils, as well as all other

parts situated in the back part of the

mouth, are subject to different kinds

of swelling, varying as much in their

nature as their consequences. Some,
for instance, are rapid in their pro-

gress, and these are frequently ob-

served to affect persons of a sangui-

neous temperament. They are also

prone to attack young people, and

such as are exposed to hard labour;

and they have all the essential cha-

racteristics of inflammation. Other
swellings of the tonsils, slower in

their progress, occur in damp, cold

weather, and in indolent and phleg-

matic constitutions. Another kind

of enlargement of the tonsils, usu-

ally contagious, readily falls into a

sloughing gangrenous state, some-
times extends to the neighbouring

parts, and often proves fatal. Hence,

the various species of angina have

been named inflammatory, catar-

rhal, and gangrenous. The two

first frequently terminate in resolu-

tion ; but sometimes, the affected

tonsils assume afterwards a scirrhous

I
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iiardness-, and obstruct respiration

and deglutition ; so that it becomes
indispensably requisite to extirpate

the diseased parts, either with the

ligature or knife. Sometimes, in

cases of angina, the tonsils are sud-

denly attacked with such a degree of
swelling, that respiration is dange-
rously obstructed. This case is ana-

logous to the occasional endemous
inflammatory swelling of the tongue,

and, if it resist venesection and
leeches, the most prompt mode of

relief is that of making several deep
scarifications with a knife, in the

part. Many cases, confirming the

j

good effects of this practice, have
tbeen seen by Langenbeck.—See Neue
Bibl. b. ii. p. 492, &c.

Tooth. See Teeth.

Tooth-ac/i. See Odontalgia.

To'rnus. (Toph. Heb.) A toph.

Epiporomu, a soft swelling on a

bone. The concretion on the teeth,

or in the joints of gouty people. See
Node.

To'pica. (From ro7roc, a place).

Topics. Medicines applied to a par-

ticular place.

Topina'ria. A species of tumour
in the skin of the head.

To'rcular. (From torquere, to

twist). The tourniquet; a bandaire

to check hemorrhages, after wounds
or amputations. See Tourniquet.

To'rcular Hero'phili. (7
y

orcu-

lare ; from torquere, to twist). Le-
vkcnon. Lenos. The press of Hero-
philus. That place where the four
sinuses of the dura mater meet

;

first accurately described by Hero-
philus.

Tordy'lium officinale. (Tordy-
lium, quasi tortilium; from torquere,

to twist: so samed, from its tortuous
branches) . The systematic name of
the officinal seseli crcticun. The seeds
are said to be diuretic.

Tormentil. See Tormentilla.

Tormenti'lla. (From tormenturn,
pain ; because it was supposed to

relieve pain in the teeth).— I. A ge-
nus of plants in the Linnaean system :

Class, Icosaudria; Order, Monogy-
nia. The pharmacopceial name of
the upright septfoil.

Tormenti'lla ere'cta. The sys-

tematic name of the upright septfoil.

Heptaphyllum. Consolida rubra* l^or-

mentilla: caule erectiusculo, foliis ses-

silibu-s, of Linnaeus. The root of

this plant is the only part used me-
dicinally. It has a strong styptic

taste, but imparts no peculiar sapid

flavour ; and has been long held in

estimation as a powerful astringent.

As a proof of its efficacy in this way,
it has been substituted for oak bark,

in the tanning of skins for leather.
*
# * Tormentil is ordered in the

pulvis cretce compositus of the London
Pharmacopoeia. See Tormentilla.

To'rmina. Gripes. Pains in the

bowels.

To'rpor. A numbness, or defi-

cient sensation.

Torticollis. (From torquere, to

twist, and collum, the neck). The
wry neck ; which see.

Tortu'ra o'ssis. The locked jaw.
To'ta ijo'na. See Chenopodiunt,

Bonus Ileuricus.

Touch. Tactus. The sensation by
which we perceive any thing that is

applied to the skin. The organ of

touch is formed by the nervous pa-
pillae, which are situated all over the

skin, but more especially at the

points of the fingers.

Touch-me-not. See Noli ?ne tan-

gere.

Touch- wood. See Agaricus.

Tourniquet. (Fr. from tourtier,

to turn). An instrument used for

stopping the flow of blood from a
limb.

*
#* When hemorrhage takes place

from a large artery, in one of the

limbs where the vessel can be con-
veniently compressed above the

wound in it, a tourniquet, judiciously

applied, never fails to put an imme-
diate stop to the bleeding. Before
the invention of tourniquets, which
did not take place till the latter part

of the 1 7th century, surgery was really

a defective art. In the Armamenta-
rium nfChirurgicum Scultetus, there is

a plate of a machine invented by him

,

for compressing the radial artery, by
means of a screw ; but J. L. Petit is

universally allowed to be the first

4D2
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who brought the tourniquet to per-

fection, by combining the circular

band with a screw, so that the great-

est pressure may operate on the prin-

cipal artery. The advantages of the

modern tourniquet are, that it ad-
mits of being regulated with the ut-

most exactitude ; it operates chiefly

on the point where the pad is placed,

and where the main artery lies ; it

does not require the aid of an assist-

ant to keep it tense ; it completely
commands the flow of blood into a

limb ; can be relaxed or tightened

in a moment ; and where there is

reason to apprehend a sudden return

of the hemorrhage, it can be left

slackly round the limb, and, in case

of necessity, tightened in an instant.

Its utility, however, is confined to

the limbs ; and as the pressure ne-

cessary to arrest the flow of blood
through the principal artery, com-
pletely prevents the return of blood
through the veins, its application

cannot be made very long, without

inducing mortification. It is only of

use also in putting a sudden stop to

profuse hemorrhages for a time, that

is, until the surgeon has put in prac-

tice some means of more permanent
efficacy.

Toxica'ria macassarie'nsis. An
Indian poison, obtained from a tree

hitherto undescribed by any medical

botanist, known by the name of

Boas-upas : it is a native of South
America. Concerning this plant, va-

rious and almost incredible particu-

lars have been related, both in an-

cient and modern times ; some of

them true, others probably founded

on superstition. Rumphius testifies,

that he had not met with any other

more dreadful product from any ve-

getable. And he adds, that this poi-

son, of which the Indians boast,

was much more terrible to the Dutch
than any warlike instrument. He
likewise says, it is his opinion, that

it is of the same natural order,

if not of the same genus, as the

((•strain.

Toxicodf/ndrum. (From to^ixov,

a poison, and StvSpov, a tree). The
poison-tree, which is so noxious that

no insects ever come near it. See
Rhus toxicodendron.

Toxico'logy. Toxicologic (From
toZ,ov, an arrow or bow ; because
the darts of the ancients were usually

besmeared with some poisonous sub-
stance, and \oyog, a discourse). A
dissertation on poisons. See Poison.

To'xict'M. (From to^ov, an ar-

row, which was sometimes poison-
ed) . Any deadly poison.

Toxite'sia. The artemisia, or
mugwort.
Trabe'cula. (Trabecula, a small

beam). This word is mostly applied

by anatomists to the small medullary
fibres of the brain, which constitute

the commissures
Tra'chea. (So called from its

roughness; from rpaxvg, rough).
The windpipe.

*
#* The trachea, or windpipe, is

a cartilaginous and membranous ca-

nal, through which the air passes

into the lungs, ks upper part, which
is called the larynx, is composed of

five cartilages. The uppermost and
smallest of these cartilages is placed

over the glottis, or mouth of the

larynx, and is called epiglottis, as

closing the passage to the lungs in

the act of swallowing. The sides of

the larynx are composed of the two
arytenoid cartilages, which are of a

very complex figure, not easy to be

described. The anterior and larger

part of the larynx is made up of two

cartilages, one of which is called

thyroides or scutiformis, from its

being shaped like a buckler ; and

the other cricoides or annularis,

from its resembling a ring. Both

these cartilages may be felt imme-
diately under the skin, at the fore-

part of the thorax ; and the thy-

roides, by its convexity, forms an

eminence, called the pomum adami,

which is usually more considerable

in the male than in the female sub-

ject.

The cartilages of the trachea, by

keeping it constantly open, afford a

free passage to the air which we are

obliged to be incessantly respiring

;

and its membranous part, by being

capable of contraction or dilatation,
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enables us to receive and expel the

air in a greater or less quantity, and
with more or less velocity, as may
be required, in singing and declama-
tion. This membranous structure of

the windpipe posteriorly, seems like-

wise to assist in the descent of the

food, by preventing that impedi-
ment to its passage down the gl'so-

phagus, which might be expected,
if the cartilages were complete rings.

It receives its arteries from the.ca-

rotid and subclavian arteries, and its

wins pass into the jugulars. Its

nerves arise from the recurrent
branch of the eighth pair, and from
the cervical plexus.

Trachea, wounds ofthe. See Throat.

Trachela'gra. (From rpaxn^og,
the throat, and aypa, a sei/.urej.

The gout in the neck.

Traciie'lium. (From rpaxv^og,
the throat; so called, from its effi-

cacy in diseases of the throat) . The
herb throat-wort.

Trachelo. (From rpaxqXoc., the
neck). Names compounded of this

iword, belong to muscles which are
attached to the neck.

Tracueloce'le. (From rpaxua,
the wind-pipe, andiufXif, a tumour).
A wen or tumour upon the wind-
pipe.

Traciielo - mastoide'us. The
name of a muscle situated on the
neck. The complextts minor seu mas-
toideus lateralis, of Winslow. Tra-
c/ielo-mastoidien, of Dumas. It as-

sists the complexus, but pulls the
head more to one side.

Trachelo'phyma. (From rpaxq-
\og, the throat, and <pvpa, a tu-
mour) . A swelling of the bronchial
gland.

Trache'los. (From rpaxvg,
rough, because of the rough carti-

lages). The wind-pipe.

Traciieo'tomy. Tracheotomia.
(From rpax^ia, the trachea, and
rtfjivLo, to cutj. Laryngotomy. A sy-
lonym of bronchotomy. See Bron-
:h':tomif.

Tr \cno'\iA.(From rpaxvg,rough)

.

Vn asperity in the internal supcr-
iciesofthe eye-lid. The effects of
vhich are a violent ophthalmia, and

a severe pain, as often as the eye-

lid moves. The species are :— 1. Tra-
choma sabnfasum, from sand falling be-

tween the eye and the eye-lid ofpersons

travelling, blown by a high wind ; this

happens chiefly in sabulous situa-

tions, and may be prevented by spec-

tacles for the purpose, or by guard-
ing against the flights of sand by
covering the eyes.—2. Trachoma ca-

runculosum, arising from caruncles,

or fleshy verruca?, which grow in the

internal superficies of the eye-lid.

This species is called morum palpe-

bral interna?, because the tubercu-

lous internal superficies appear of a
livid red, like a mulberry. Others
call these caruncula? pladorotes.—

3. Trachoma herpeticum, which are

hard pustules in the internal super-

ficies of the eye-lids. This is also

called ficosis, and palpebra ficosa,

from its resemblance to the granu-
lated substances in a cut fig. The
Greeks calls it atomablepharon, or
proptoris.

Tragacanth gum. See Astragalus.

Tragaca'ntha. (From rpayog, a

goat, and aKavxa, a thorn ; so called,

from its pods resembling the goat's

beard) . See Astragalus.

Tra'gicus. The name of a pro-

per muscle of the ear, which pulls

the point of the tragus a little for-

ward.

Tra'gium. (From rpayog, a goat,

so named, from its filthy smell).

Bastard dittany.

Trago'cerus. (From rpayog, a

goat, and nepag, a horn ; so called,

from the supposed resemblance of

its leaves to the horn of a goat) . The
aloe.

Tragopo'gon. (From rpayog, a

goat, and 7rojyiov, a beard) ; so called,

because its downy seed, while en-

closed in the calyx, resembles a goat's

beard.— 1. A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Syngenesia

;

Order, Polygamia.—2. The phar-

macopceial name of the common
goat's beard.

Tragopo'gon prate'nse. The
systematic name of the common
goat's beard.

*** The young stems of this plant.

4 D 3
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are eaten like asparagus, and are a
pleasant and wholesome food. The
root is also excellent, and was for-

merly used medicinally as a diuretic.

See Tragopogon.
Tragopy'rum. (From rpayog, a

goat, and ttvqov, wheat ; so named,
from its beard). Buck-wheat.

Trago'rchis. (From rpayoc, a

goat, and op%ic, a testicle ; so named,
from the supposed resemblance of

its roots to the testicles of a goat)

.

A species of orchis.

Tragori'ganum. (From roayoc,
a goat, and opiyavov, marjoram ; so

called, because goats are fond of it).

A species of wild marjoram.

CERVI CIS. SeeTransversa'lis
Longissimus dorsi.

Transversa'lis co'lli. A muscle,
situated on the posterior part of the
neck, which it turns obliquely back-
wards, and a little to one side.

Transversa'lis do'rsi. See Mid-
tifidus spince.

Transversa'lis ma'jor co'lli.

See Longissimus dorsi.

Transversa'lis pe'dis. A mus-
cle of the foot, which it contracts,

by bringing the great toe and the two
outermost toes nearer each other.

Tra'nsverse suture. Sutura
transversalis. A suture which runs

across the face, and sinks down into

Tragoseli'num. (From rpayoc, the orbits, joining the bones of the

a goat, and atkivov, parsley; named skull to the bones of the face ; but

from its hairv coat like the beard of with so manv irregularities and in-

a goat). The burnet saxifrage was terruptions, that it can scarcely be

formerly so called. See Phnpi- recognized as a suture.

nella.

Tra'gus. (Tpayoc, a goat; so

called, from its having numerous
little hairs, or from its being hairy

like the goat). A small cartilaginous

eminence of the auricular or external

ear, placed anteriorly, and connected

to the anterior extremity of the

helix.

%* The tragus is beset with nu-

merous little hairs, defending in

some measure the entrance of the

external auditory passage.

Tra'mis. (Toajuic). Raphe. The
line which divides the scrotum, and
runs on to the anus.

Transfu'sion. 7'ransfusio. (From
hansfundi re , to pour from one vessel

into another). The transmission of

blood from one animal to another,

by means of a canula.

Transpira'tion. Transpiratio.

(From trans, through, and spirare,

t<» breathe). A synonym of perspira-

tion. See Perspiration.

Transudation. The same as pcr-

.tion.

Transversa'lis abdo'minis. A
h •. clc situated on t\\$. anterior part

of the abdomen. Its use is to sup-

I
art and compress the abdominal
..'•era.

Transversa'lis a'nticus pri'mus.
c

,-< /.< ( tus capitis lateralis.

Transversa spina'les. See Mul-
tifedus spinrr.

Transve'rsus au'ris. A muscle
of the external

v
ear, which draws

the upper part of the concha towards

the helix.

Transve'rsus perine'i. A mus-
cle of the organs of generation,

which sustains and keeps the peri-

neum in its proper position.

Transve'rsus perine'i a'lter.

Prostatitis inferior, of Winslow.
A small muscle occasionally found

accompanying the former.

Tra'pa. (A term given by Lin-

naeus, from an ancient instrument of

A genus of

Order,
war which it resembles,

plants : Class, Tetrandria

Afonogynia,

Tra'pa na'tans. The systematic

name of the plant which affords the

mix aquatica. Tribalus aqu at ic us.

Caltrops.

Its fruit is of a quadrangular and

somewhat oval shape, including a

nut of a sweet farinaceous flavour,

somewhat like that of the chesnut,

which is apt to constipate the bowels,

and product disease ; it is said, how-
ever, to be nutritious and demul-

cent, and to be useful in diarrhoeas

from abraded bowels, and against

calculi *

*** A poultice of these nuts is
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also said to be efficacious in resolving

hard and indolent tumours.
Trape'zium. (A four-sided

figure ; so called from its shape). The
first hone of the second row of the

carpus.

Trapezius. (From rpctTrt^ioc,

four-square ; so named from its

shape). Cucultaris. A muscle si-

tuated immediately under the integu-

ments of the posterior part of the

neck and hack. It serves to move
the scapula in different directions.

Its upper descending fibres pull it

obliquely upwards ; its middle trans-

verse ones pull it directly back-

wards ; its inferior fibres, which as-

cend obliquely upwards, draw it ob-

liquely downwards and backwards.

—

The upper part of the muscle acts

upon the neck and head, the latter

of which it draws backwards, and

turns upon its axis. It likewise con-

curs with other muscles in counter-

acting the flexion of the head for-

wards.

Trapezoi'ljes os. The second

bone of the second row of the car-

pus; so called from its resemblance

to the trapezium, or quadrilateral

geometrical figure.

TRAUMATIC. (From Tpavpa, a

wound). Any thing that relates to a

wound.
Traveller**joy. Sec Clematis vi-

talua.

Treacle. See Theriaca.

Treaclei mustard. See Thlaspi.

Trefoil, marsh. See Menyanthes.

tnfoliata.

Tre'mor. An involuntary trem-
bling of par's. Tremulous, simul-

taneous, and chronic agitation of va-

rious muscles, especially when ex-

cited by the will. The syclonic

spasm of Dr. Good ; of which he
st!.? following species:

1 . Syclonic tremor. Trembling.
2. Chorea. St.Vitus' dance.

\\. Balismus. Shaking palsy.

4. Raphania. Raphania.
5.- Eerebera. Barbiers.

%* As clonus imports (i agita-

tive," or " tremulous motion of the

muscles ;" hence syclmus necessarily

I their Ci multiplied, conjunc-

tive, or compound agitation, or tre-

mulous motion." The former, there-
fore, is intended to denote a group
of diseases more complicated in form,
of more extensive range, or more
connected with the general state of
the constitution, than those of the
latter genus ; and it runs parallel

with the clonici uniuersales of Sau-
vages, as far as they can be correctly

said to belong to this genus.—See
Study of Med. vol. iv. p. 457.

Trf/pan. (From rpu^7raw, to

perforate). Trepanum; Terebellum

;

modiolus. A circular saw, by means
of which the skull is perforated in

the operation called trepanning, or
a circular portion of any bone may
be sawn out. It bears a consi-

derable resemblance to the well-

known instrument called a wimble,
and is worked in the same manner.
Formerly the saw was sometimes
made of a conical shape (see Abap-
tiston) ; but this construction ren-

dered the action of the instrument
difficult.

*
# * In this country the trepan is

now superseded by the instrument
called a trephine, which has a diffe-

rent handle, and is not worked in

the same way. On the Continent,
however, the trepan still has the
preference.

Tre'phine. The instrument now
commonly preferred for perforating

the cranium, consists of a simple
cylindrical saw, with a handle placed

transversely, like that of a gimlet

;

and, from the centre of the circle,

which the teeth of the saw describe,

a sharp little perforator projects,

named the centre-pin. The upper part"

of the centre-pin is made to screw
in a corresponding hole at the inside

of the top of the saw, and is capable
of being taken out, or put in, at the
surgeon's option, by means of a lit-

tle key for the purpose. Its use is

to fix the trephine, when it is first

applied, that is, before the teeth of
the instrument have made a sufficient

circular groove, in which they can
steadily work. When this has been
accomplished, the centre-pin must
always be removed ; because now it
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is not only unnecessary, but, if left,

would retard the progress of the

operation, and inevitably wound the
dura mater and brain, when the

teeth of the saw had cut to a certain

depth through the cranium. Some
trephines have their centre-pins con-
trived to slide up or down, and can
be fixed in either position by turning

a small screw. The cylindrical part

of the trephine is often termed the

crown of the instrument. The sur-

geon should have two or three cylin-

drical saws of various sizes, but

there is no occasion for more than
one handle, which may be made to

suit any of the saws. Trephines are

also applied occasionally to other

bones, besides those of the cranium.
In cases of Carles , Exostosis, Frac-
tures of the sternum, Xecrosis, Spina
ventosa, Sic. the employment of these

instruments sometimes becomes pro-

per.
*
#
* It is not always desirable to

remove a complete circular portion
j

of the cranium, the taking away a
piece of smaller size, and of a dif- ,

Cerent shape, being frequently much !

more advantageous. To prevent the

removal of any unnecessary quantity
|

of the cranium, a trephine terminat-

ing in a semi-circular, instead of a

circular saw, is occasionally employ-

ed, by which means the base of a

depressed portion of the skull can be

cut across, and taken away, without

there being any occasion for remov-

ing a circular piece of bone. The
reader may find an account of the

operation of trepanning, or trephin-

ing, in every system of surgery; but,

he should particularly consult the

writings of Sharp, Le Dran, Dionis,

Bertrandi, Pott , Sabatier ,Schmucker
,

j

Abcrnethy, Desault, Callhcn, Richer-

nud, and several parts of the Mem.
de VA<ad. dt Cfdrurgie.

Triangularis. See stemocos-

tales and Depressor atlguk oris.

Tui'mJLUS AQUA'TICUSi See Tre-

pa-natans.

Tricauda'lis. (From tres, three,

and eat/da, a tail). A muscle with

three tails.

Tri'ceps adliAtou fe'moris,

[Triceps, from tres, three, and caput,

a head ; having three heads) . Under
this appellation are comprehended
three distinct muscles. See Adduc-
tor brcvis, adductor longus, and ad-

ductor magnus fevioris.

TrTceps au'ris. See Retrahentes

auris.

Tri'ceps exte'nsor ci/biti. This
muscle, which occupies all the pos-

terior part of the os humeri, is de-

scribed as two distinct muscles by
Douglas, and as three by Winslow.
The upper part of its long head is

covered by the deltoides : the rest of

the muscle is situated immediately
under the integuments. Its use is

to extend the fore-arm.

Trichiasis. (From 6pi% 9 a hair).

Trichosis. Entrcpeon. Distichiasis,

&c. A disease of the eye-lashes, in

which they arc turned in towards the

bulb of the eye.

Triciii'smus. (From Opi%, a hair)

.

A species of fracture which appears

like a hair, and is almost impercep-

tible.

Tricho'ma. (From rpixsg, the

hair). The plaited hair. See Plica.

Tricho'manes. (From rpix^t
hair, and fiaroe,, thin, lax ; so called,

because it resembles fine hair).

Common maiden-hair. See Asplenia/,*..

Tricho'sis. -See Plica.

Trichu'ris. (From 3-j0t£, a hair).

The long hair-worm. See Worms.
Tricuspid valves. Valvule? tri-

cuspides. (From ires, three, and
cuspis, a point ; so called, from their

being three-pointed). The name of

the valve in the right ventricle.

Trifoil, water. See Mu.i/unthes

trifoliate.

Trifo'lium. (From tres, three,

and folium, a leaf; so called, be-

cause it has three leaves on each

stalk). A genus of plants in the Lin-

naean system : Class, Pentandria :

Order, Munogi/nia. Trefoil.

TRIFO LIUM aceto'sum. The wood-
sorrel was so called. See O.ialis aee-

tosella.

Trifo'lium aqua'ticum. SceA/V-

nyantlu s ti'j'oliata.

Trifo'lium ar\f/nse. Hare's-

foct trefoil or lagopodium.
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Trifo'lium au'reum.
nity ; noble liverwort.

Herb tri-

caballi'num. Meli-

ceru'leum. Sweet

falca'tum. The Au-
See Hieracium pilo-

Trifo'lium
lotus.

Trifo'lium
trefoil.

Trifo'lium
ricula muris.

sella.

Trifo'lium fibri'num. See Me-
nyanthes trifoliatu.

Trifo'lium hepa'ticum. See Ane-
mone hepatica.

Trifo'lium melilo'tus offici-

nalis. The systematic name of the

officinal melilot. Lotus sylvestris.

Trifolium caballinum. Trifolium odo-

ratum, &c. Common melilot. This
plant has been said to be resolvent,

emollient, anodyne, and to partici-

pate of the virtues of chamomile. Its

taste is unpleasant, subacrid, subsa-

line, but not bitter ; when fresh it has

scarcely any smell ; in drying it ac-

quires a pretty strong one of the

aromatic kind, but not agreeable.

%* The principal use of melilot

has been in clysters, fomentations,

and other external applications.

Trifo'lium odora'tum. See Tri-

folium melilotus officinalis

.

Trifo'lium paludo'sum. See Ma-
nyanlhes trifoliata.

Trige'mini. [Trigeminus, from
tres, three, and geminus, double

;

three-fold). The fifth pair of nerves,

which arise from the crura of the

cerebellum, and are divided within

the cavity of the cranium into three

branches, viz. the orbital, superior,

and inferior maxillary

.

*
#
* Of the fifth pair of nerves,

the orbital branch is divided into

the frontal, lachrymal, and nasal

nerves ; the superior maxillary into

the spheno-palatine, posterior alveo-

lar, and infra-orbital nerves; and the

inferior maxillary into two branches,
the internal lingual, and one more
properly called the inferior maxillary.

Trigone'lla. (A diminutive of
trigona, three-sided, alluding to its

little triangular flower). A genus
of plants : Class, Diadelphia ; Order,
J)ecandria.

Teigone'lla fce'num Gr^'cum.

The svstematic name of the foenu-

greek. Fosnum Grcecum. Fenu-greek.
Irigonella fosnum Grcecum, legumi-

nibus sessilibus, strictis, erecliusculis

subfalcatis, acuminatis ; caule erectoy
of Linnaeus. A native of Montpel-
lier.

*** The seeds of this plant are

brought to us from the southern
parts of France and Germany ; they
have a strong disagreeable smell,

and an unctuous farinaceous taste,

accompanied with a slight bitterness.

They are considered to assist the

formation of pus, in inflammatory
tumours; and the meal, with that

intention, is made into a poultice

with milk.

Trinita'tis iie'rba. See Anemone
hepatica.

Trinity-herb. See Anemone he"

patica.

Tripa'strum ape'llidis. Tripus-

trum Archimedis.—Surg. An instru-

ment for extending fractured limbs ;

thus named, because it resembled a

machine invented by Apellides or

Archimedes, for launching ships, and
because it was worked with three

chords.

Trique'tra ossi'cula. (Trique-

trus, from tres, three). Ossicula

JFormiana. The triangular-shaped

bones found mostly in the course of

the lambdoidal suture.

Tri'smus. (From rpi^io, to gnash).

Locked jaw. Spastic rigidity of the

under jaw. Capistrum, of Vogel.

Dr. Cullcn makes two species :—

-

1. Trismus 7iascentium, attacking in-

fants during the two first weeks from
their birth. — 2. Trismus traumaticus,

attacking persons of all ages, and
arising from cold or a wound. See
Tetanus.

Trissa'go. (Quasi tristago, from
trutis, sad ; because it dispels sad-

ness). The common germander. See

Tcucrimn chamcedrys.

Trissa'go palu'stris. The wa-
ter-germander was so called. See

Teucrium scordium.

Trit.eo'phya. (From Tpiraioc,

tertian, and Qvoj, importing a like

nature or original). The name of a

fever much of a nature with a tear-
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tian, of which it is a consequence.
Some call it a continued tertian. It

is remittent or intermittent.

Triteo'phya cau'sus. The fever

called causus by Hippocrates.
Trit2e'us. (Tpiraioc). The same

as Tritceophya.

Tri'ticum, -tjj n. (From terere,

to thresh from the husk) . Wheat;
which see.

Tri'ticum re'pens. Gramen ca-

nintim, Gramen repens. Loliaceum
radice repenie. Dog's grass. Couch
grass. A very common grass, the

roots of which are agreeably sweet,

and possess aperient properties. The
expressed juice is, recommended to

be largely given.

Trito'rium. (From tritus, beaten
small).— 1. A mortar.— 2. A glass

for separating the oil from the wati r

in distilling.

Tro'car. (Corrupted from un
trois quart, French, a three quarters,

from the three sides with which the

point is made). The name of an in-

strument used in tapping for the

dropsy, &c.
Trochanter. (From rp€%u>, to

run ; because the muscles inserted

into them perform the office of run-
ning). Two processes of the thigh-

bone, distinguished into the greater

and lesser trochanter. See Femur,
Trociu'sci a'myli. Starch lo-

zenges, used in tickling coughs and
acidities of the stomach and bowels.

Trociu'sci cre't.e. Chalk lo-

zenges. These are exhibited in car-

dialgia, acidities of the prima? viae

and diarrhoea.

Trociu'sci glycyrri-ii'ze. Li-

quorice lozenges. Pectoral and de-

mulcent.

Trociu'sci glycyrriii'zje cum
o'pio. Liquorice lozenges with opium.

*** This lozenge possesses pec-
toral and anodyne qualities, but re-

quires that the quantity be regulated,

one grain of opium being contained
in a drachm.

Trociu'sci magne'sie. Lozenges
of magnesia. Extremely serviceable

in pyrosis and flatulent colic.

TaoCHl'sci ni'tri. Lozenges of

nitre. An attenuating diaphoretic,

calculated to remove viscid phlegm
arising from inflammatory angina,

Trochi'sci sulphl'ris. Sulphur
lozenges. Aperient and antiscor-

butic.

Trochi'scus. (Dim. of rpoxog,
a wheel). A troch or round tablet.

*** Troches and lozenges are
compounded of powders made up
with glutinous substances into little

cakes, and afterwards dried. This
form is principally used for the more
commodious exhibition of certain

medicines, by fitting them to dis-

solve slowly in the mouth, so as to

pass by degrees into the stomach ;

hence they generally contain a con-
siderable portion of sugar or other
materials grateful to the palate.

Tro'chlea. (TpoxW, a pulley,,

from Tpsx<*> 9 to run). A kind of
cartilaginous pulley, through which
the tendon of one of the muscles of

the eye passes.

Trochlea'ris. See Obliquus su-

perior oculi.

Trochleato'res. The fourth pair

of nerves are so called, because they

are inserted into the musculus tro-

chlearis of the eye. See Pathetici.

Trochoi'des. (From rpo%oc, a

wheel, and eidoc,, resemblance], ^.rea
commissura. A species of diarthrosis,

or moveable connection of bones, in

which one bone rotates upon another;

e. g\ the first cervical vertebra upon
the odontoid process of the second.

Trop;e'olum. (A diminutive of

tropaum, or Tpuiraiov, a warlike

trophy ; a name chosen by Linnaeus.

A genus of plants : Class, Octandria

;

Order, Monogynia.
Iropje'olum ma'jus. The syste-

matic name of the Indian cress. Nat*
turtium I/tdicum, &c. Greater Indian

cress or nasturtium. This plant (a

native of Peru) was first brought to

France in lo"84, where it was called

La grandc cajiucuw. In its recent

state, this plant, and more especially

its flowers, have a smell and taste re-

sembling those of water-cress; and

the leaves, on being bruised in a

mortar, emit a pungent odour, some-
what like that of horse-radish. By
distillation with water they impreg-
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nate the fluid in a considerable de-

gree with the smell and flavour of

the plant. Hence the antiscorbutic

character of the nasturtium seems to

be well founded , at least as far as

we are able to judge from its sensible

qualities. In all those cases, there-

fore, where the warm and antiscor-

butic vegetables are recommended,
this plant may be occasionally adopt-

ed as a pleasant and effectual variety.

Those to whom the nauseous taste

of scurvy-grass is intolerable, may
find a grateful substitute in the nas-

turtium. The flowers are frequently

used in salads, and the capsules arc

by many highly esteemed as a pickle.

The flowers of this plant, in the

warm summer months, about the

time of sunset, have been observed

to emit sparks like those of the elec-

trical kind.

Truffle. See Lycoyerdon tuber.

Truss. (From trousse, Fr.) Bra-
cherium. A bandage, or apparatus,

for keeping a hernia reduced.
•
#* A truss which fulfils its in-

tention properly, should compress

the neck of the hernial sac, and the

ring, or external opening of the her-

nia, in such a manner, that a pro-

trusion of any of the contents of the

abdomen will be prevented with com-
plete security. Hence it is the in-

dispensable quality of a good truss,

first, to make effectual and equal

pressure on the parts indicated, with-

out causing pain, or inconvenience to

the patient ; secondly, not easily to

slip out of its right situation, in the

varying motions and positions of the

body.—The springs of trusses intend-

ed for persons who do not undergo
much labour and exertion, or for

children, need not be made so strong

as those designed for hard-working
active people. The following in-

structions with respect to the appli-

cation and use of trusses, merit at-

tention : — A truss should never be

first applied, or changed, exceptwhen
the patient is in the horizontal pos-

ture, and it is known, with certainty,

that all the contents of the rupture

are completely reduced. The first

applications of a truss should always

be made under the superintendance

of the surgeon himself ; and care

should be taken to put on the instru-

ment in such a manner, that the lower
third of the pad will compress the

neck of the hernial sac against the os

pubis, while the upper portion will

compress the abdominal ring. The
surgeon should also make the patient

acquainted with the right manner of

applying the truss ; the principles on
which it keeps up the bowels, and
affords a chance of a radical cure ;

the requisite cautions to be observed,

&c. When a patient first begins to

wear a truss, he should be particu-

larly careful not to be guilty of any
imprudent exertions, and it behoves
him to observe most attentively, that

the instrument does not slip from its

proper position. It will also be ne-

cessary for him to pay attention to

the instrument being neither too tight

nor too loose. The patient ought to

be provided with at least two trusses,

which should be changed every morn-
ing in bed. In order to save the

truss, especially in fat persons who
perspire a great deal, it is a good
plan to lay a soft piece of calico

under the pad. An uneasiness about
the ring, which always gives rise to a

suspicion that a portion of intestine,

or omentum, is obtruded, makes it

proper to take off the truss and care-

fully to examine the parts, that if

they have descended they may be re-

duced. When the skin is excoriated

by the truss, the part may be cured
by sprinkling upon it the powder of

acetate of lead, fullers' earth, lapis

calaminaris, &c. or bathing the part

with an astringent lotion. It will

also be right to protect the excoriated

part with a piece of linen put under
the truss. When the pressure of the

truss excites affections and swellings

of the spermatic chord and testicle,

either the thigh-strap must be re-

laxed, or the lower part of the pad
made less prominent. And when
strong pressure is absolutely neces-

sary to keep the hernia reduced, the

pad should have an excavation in it,

over the spermatic chord. Whoever
wears a truss, should be careful to
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wear it day and night without in-

terruption, so that there may be no
opportunity for the hernia to protrude
again. If, under the employment of
a truss, the rupture once descends
again, either a strangulation happens
from the narrowness of the neck of

the sac ; or, at all events, the hope
of a radical cure, which mav have
been entertained for years and months,
is destroyed in a moment ; for, ex-

perience has put it beyond all doubt,

that, by the continual unremitted use

of a truss, and the steady retention

of the contents of the hernia, the

neck of the hernial sac, and the ring,

may be gradually lessened in dia-

meter, until they are entirely closed,

and a radical cure of the rupture
effected. This is more frequently

observed in young subjects, seldom
in adults, and scarcely ever in per-

sons of advanced years. But trusses

must be worn a long while ; nor
should the patient venture to lay

aside their use till after many cautious

attempts ; beginning the experiment
at first only in the night-time, and
not making it in the day, till after a
considerable period from the time
when he first considers himself safe.

The hope of a radical cure becomes
greater, the longer and more atten-

tively a truss is worn.

—

Callisen, Syi>t.

Chir. Hod. t. ii. &c.
Tube Eustachian. Tula Aris-

tolclica. Aqu&ducus. Aqua^ductus

Fallopii. Meatus siccus. Palatin us

ductus. Ductus auris palatinus. The
auditory tube : called the Eustachian

tube, because it was first described

by Eustachius. It arises in each ear

from the anterior extremity of the

tympanum by means of a bony semi-

canal ; runs forwards and inwards,

at the same time becoming gradually

smaller ; and after perforating the

petrous portion of the temporal bone,

terminates in a passage, partly carti-

laginous, and partly membranous,
narrow at the beginning, but be-

coming gradually larger, and ending

in a pouch behind the soft palate. It

is through this orifice that the pitui-

tary membrane of the nose enters

the tympanum.

*** This tube is always open, and
affords a free passage for the air into

the tympanum ; hence persons hear
better with their mouth open.
Tube, Fallo'pian. Tuba Fcllo-

pia?ia. First described by Fallopius.

The uterine tube. A canal included
in two laminae of the peritoneum,
which arises at each side of the fun-

dus of the uterus, passes transversely,

and ends with its extremity turned
downwards at the ovarium. Its use
is to grasp the ovum, and convey
the prolific aura to it, and to con-
duct the fertilized ovum into the ca-

vity of the uterus.

Tube of safety. A tube open
at both ends, inserted into a re-

ceiver, the upper end communicating
with external air, and the lower be-
ing immersed in water.

*** The intention of a tube of
this description, is to prevent acci-

dents from too sudden condensation

or rarefaction taking place during
any chymical operation. For, if a

vacuum be produced within the ves-

sels, the external air will enter

through the tube ; and if the air be
generated, the water will yield to

the pressure. being forced up the

tube. Thus, too, the height of the

water in the tube indicates the de-

gree of pressure from the confined

gas or gases. This tube is now more
frequently used in a curved form ; and
is commonly called a Welter's tube.

Tube'rcle. Tuberculum. A hard

superficial tumour, circumscribed

and permanent : or proceeding very
slowly to suppuration.

*
#* The term tubercle has been

used in very different senses by diffe-

rent writers, and the morbid change
it imports, has been derived from
very different sources. Etymologi-
cally considered, it is a diminutive

of tuber, a bump, or knot of any
kind; in the present work, piiyma ;

and has hence been conveniently ap-

plied to minute prominences gene-

rally : though, when accompanied

with inflammations, they are usually

called papulae, or pimples; and when
filled with a limpid fluid, vesicles;

and if the vesicles, or rather the
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vesicular cysts, be supposed to pos-

sess an independent, or animalcu-

lar life, hydatids. There is not an

organ of the body but is capable,

as well in its substance as in its

parenchyma, of producing tubercles

of some kind or other ; and oc-

casionally of almost every kind at

the same time ; for Bonet, Boer-

haave, and De Haen, as well as in-

numerable writers in our own day,

have given striking examples of clus-

ters of cystic tubes, or enlarged tu-

bercles of every diversity of size, ex-

isting both in the abdomen and tho-

rax, formed in the interior of their

respective viscera, or issuing from
the surface of their serous mem-
branes, so/neof which are filled with

a limpid fluid, others with a gelati-

nous, a mucous, or a puriform ; and

others again with a cheesy, pulpy,

or steatomatous mass : in some in-

stances, indeed, sarcomatous : though,

wherever a morbid growth of this

last kind exists, it is for the most
part firmly and directly connected

with the organ which gives rise to

it, without the intervention of a

cyst. Tubercles, therefore, as well

in their effects as in their minute-

ness of size, may be regarded as the

seeds of by far the greater number
of tuberosities, unaccompanied with

inflammation, that exist in the body;

and it is not improbable, that even a

certain degree of inflammation itself

is often favourable to their growth
and general spread. In their origin,

thev seem to be single cvsts, or often

perhaps single follicles ; but as they

enlarge, the interior is at times di-

vided by reticulations of vessels, or

membranous bands, or distinct cells,

thus exhibiting almost every variety

of the animal structure; while the ex-

ternal tunic usually becomes stouter,

sometimes duplicate, and at times

cartilaginous.

Tube'rcula quadrige'mina. Cor-
pora quadrigemina. Eminent ic& qua-
drigemincr. Four white oval tuber-

cules of the brain, two of which arc

situated on each side over the poste-

rior orifice of the third ventricle and
the aqueduct of Sylvius.

*
#
* The ancients called them

nates and testes, from their supposed
resemblance to these appendages.

Tube'rculum annula're. The
commencement of the medulla ob-

longata.

Tube'rculum Lowe'ri. An emi-
nence in the right auricle of the

heart, where the two venae cavae

meet ; so called, from Lower, who
first described it.

Tu'buli lacti'feri. The ducts

or tubes in the nipple, through which
the milk passes.

Tu'mid leg, pue'rperal. See
Phlegmasia dolens.

Tu'.mour. A swelling.
*
#* Tumours and their formation

are variously described by different

authors ; e.g. sarcomatous, encyst-

ed, &.c. For ample information on
this subject, the following authors
may be advantageously consulted :—I/llliam Ogle, Letter concerning

the Cure of Encysted and other kinds

of'Tumours, without the Knife, 8vo.
Lond. 1754 ;

— Abernethy's Surgical
JT'orks

,

—If
r

. Hey, Practical Obs. in

Surgery, p. 517, ed. 2, 8vo. Lond.
1810 ;

— Allan Burns, Surgical Anat.

of the Head and Neck, 8vo. Edinb.

1811;— this work contains much
valuable information respecting the

extirpation of swellings about the

neck, &c.

—

John Baron, an Inquiry,

illustrating the Nature of Tuberculated

Accretions of Serous JMembranes, and
the Origin of Tubercles and Tumours
in different Textures of the Body,
8vo. Lond. 1819;— Also, Illustra-

tions of the Inquiry, &c. 8vo. Lond.
1822;— Sir Astley Cooper, Surgical

Essays, part ii. ; and Med. Chir.

Trans, vol. ii. ;

—

R. Liston, Cases of
huge Tumours in the Scrotum and
Labium, removed by Operation. See
Ed. Med. Journ. No. 77 ;

—

Surgical
Operations, containing a Classifcation

of Tumours, p. 6", 8vo. 1804, by Mr.
Abcrnethy , &c. &C.

Tumo'res. (Tumor, from tumere,

to swell). Tumours. An order in the

Class, Locales, of Cullen's Nosology,
comprehending partial swellings,

without inflammation.

Tu'nbridge-wells. This populous
4 £
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village, in the county of Kent, con-
tains many chalybeate springs, all

of which resemble each other very
closely in their chymical properties.

Two of these are chiefly used, which
yield about a gallon in a minute, and
therefore afford an abundant supply

for the numerous invalids who yearly

resort thither.
*
#* The analysis of Tunbridge wa-

ter, proves it to be a very pure water,

as to the quantity o f solid matter

;

and the saline contents (the iron ex-

cepted) are such as may be found in

almost any water that is used as

common drink. It is only as a cha-

lybeate, and in the quantity of car-

bonic acid, that it differs from com-
mon water. Of this acid it contains

one twenty-second of its bulk. The
general operation of this chalybeate

water is to increase the power of the

secretory system in a gradual, uni-

form manner, and to impart tone

and strength to all the functions

;

hence it is asserted to be of eminent
service in irregular digestion; flatu-

incipientlencv ; in the stages of

those chronic disordei's, which are

attended with great debility ; in chlo-

rosis ; and numerous other com-
plaints incident to the female sex.

The prescribed method of using the

Tunbridge water, observes Dr. Saun-
ders, is judicious. The whole of the

quantity daily used, is taken at about

two or three intervals, beginning at

eight o'clock in the morning, and
finishing about noon. The dose at

each time varies from about one to

three quarters of a pint; according

to the age, sex, and general con-

stitution of the patient, and espe-

cially the duration of the course, for

it is found that these waters lose

much of their effect by long habit.

Tungsten. {Tungsten, Swed. pon-
iTous stonej. This metal, which is

irver found but in combination, is

i v no means common. The sub-

mce known to mineralogists, un-

rhe name of tungsten, was, after

ie time, discovered to consist of

lime, combined with the acid of this

metal. This ore is now called tung-

•f lime, and is exceedingly

:ce.

*** Tungsten appears of a steel-

grey colour. Its specific gravity is

about 17.6. It is one of the hardest
metals, but it is exceedingly brittle ;

and it is said to be almost as infu-
sible as platina.

Tu'nica, -a?, f. (A tue?ido cor-

pore, because it defends the body).
A membrane or covering, as that' of
the coats of the eye, &c.

Tu'nica acinifo'rmis. The uvea
or posterior lamella of the iris.

Tu'nica albugi'nea o'culi. See
Conjunctive membrane.
Tu'nica albugi'nea te'stis. See

Albuginea testis.

Tu'nica arachnoide'a. See Arach-
noid membrane.

Tu'nica cellulo'sa ruy'schii.
The second coat of the intestines.

Tu'nica choroide'a. See Choroid
membrane.

Tu'nica conjunctiva. See Con-
junctive membrane.

Tu'nica co'rnea. See Cornea.

Tu'nica filamento'sa. The false

or spongy chorion.

Tu'nica re'tina. See Retina.

Tu'nica vagina'lis te'stis. Acon-
tinuation of the peritoneum through
the inguinal ring, which loosely in-

vests the testicle and spermatic chord.
Tu'nica villo'sa. The villous or

inner folding coat of the intestines.

Tu'NGSTATE. Tungstas. A Salt

formed by the combination of the

tungstic acid, with different bases, as

tungstate of lime, &c.
Turbeth, mineral. See Hydrargy-

rus vitriolatus.

Turbeth root. See Convolvulus tur-

rethum.
TURBINATED BONES. Ossa turbi-

nata. (From turbinarc
y
to sharpen at

the top, shaped like a sngar-loaf).

The superior spongy portion of the

ethmoid bone ; and the inferior

spongy bones, are so called by some
writers.

Turbina'tum. The pineal gland.

Tnrbith. A cathartic Eastern bark;

a species of cicely.

Tu'rcica se'lla. See Sella Tur-

cica.

Turge'scence, m'sceral. Knotty
or unequal intumescence of the ab-
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domen, from an indurated enlarge-

ment of one or more of the viscera

contributory to the digestive func-

tion ; derangement of the general

health ; the species of which are

numerous, and may be arranged un-

der the following heads : Turges~

cence of the liver— the spleen— the

pancreas—the mesentery—the intes-

tines—omentum— complicated tur-

gescence of various organs, &c.
%* All the viscera of the abdo-

men are subject to an indurated en-

largement of this kind, from various

causes, of which some are common
to the whole, and others peculiar to

particular viscera, &c.—See Surgical

Obs. containing a Classification of Tu-
mours, p. 6, 8vo. 1804, by Mr. Aber-
nethy ;

—

Inquiry into the Nature of
Tuberculated Secretions, by Mr. Ba-
ron, p. 122, &c.— See also Authori-
ties after Tumours, &c.

Turmeric. See Curcuma.
Turnhoof. A vulgar name of the

ground-ivy. See Glecoma hederacea.

Turnip. See Brassica rapa.

Turnip, French. See Brassica

rapa.

Terpentine. The different tur-

pentines employed medicinally are,

the Chian or Cyprus turpentine, (see

Pistacia tcrebinthus), the common
turpentine, (see Terebinthina com-
munis), and the Venice turpentine,

(see Pinus larix).

* All the turpentines have been
considered as hot, stimulating, cor-

roborant, and detergent. They sti-

mulate the prima? vise, and prove
laxative; when carried into the

blood-vessels they excite the whole
system, and thus prove serviceable

in chronic rheumatism and paralysis.

Turpentine readily passes off by
urine, to which it communicates a

peculiar odour ; also by perspiration

and by exhalation from the lungs
;

and to these respective effects are

.ascribed the virtues it possesses in

gravelly complaints, scurvy, and
pulmonic disorders. Turpentine is

much used in gleets, and fluor albus,

and in general with much success.

Latterly in tetanic affections, taenia

and epilepsy. The essential oil, in

*

which the virtues reside, is not only-

preferred for external use, as a ru-

befacient, but also internally as a

diuretic and styptic ; the latter of
which qualities it possesses in a very

high degree. Formerly it was much
used as a digestive application to ul-

cers, &c. but in the modern practice

of surgery, it is almost exploded.

Turpeth, mineral. See Hydrargu-
rus vitriolaius.

Tlrpe'thum. (From Turpeth,

Ind.) Turbeth. See Convolvulus tur-

pethum.
Turpe'thum minera'le. See Hy-

drargyrus vitriolatus.

Turl'nda. (A terendo, from its

being rolled up]. A tent or supposi-

tory.

Tlssila'go. (From tussis, a cough ;

because it relieves coughs).— 1. A ge-

nus of plants in the. Linnaean system .

Class, Syngenesia; Order, Polyga-
mia superfiuu.— 2. The pharmaco-
pceial name of the coltsfoot. See

Tussilago farfara.

Tlssila'go fa'rfara. Farfara.

(From farfarus, the white poplar

;

so called, because its leaves resemble

those of the white poplar) . The sys-

tematic name of the coltsfoot, ite-

chium. Calceum equinum. Filius an-

tepatrem. Farfartila. Farfara. Tus-

silago vulgaris. Farfara bechium.

Ungula caballina. Coltsfoot. Tutsi-

lago farfara : scapo unifloro imbri-

( ato
, foi

'/
'is subcordatis , angulatis, den-

ticulatis, of Linnaeus.
*
# * The sensible qualities of this

plant are very inconsiderable ; it has

a rough, mucilaginous taste, but no
remarkable smell. The leaves have
always been esteemed as possessing

demulcent and pectoral virtues, and
hence they have been exhibited in

pulmonary consumptions, coughs,

asthmas, and catarrhal affections.

It is used as tea, or given in the way
of infusion with liquorice-root or

honey.
Tlssila'go petasi'tes. (From

7T€ra(Toc, a hat ; so named, because

its leaves are shaped like a hat) . The
systematic name of the butter-bur.

Petasites. Pestilent-wort. Tussilago

petasites, of Linnaeus.

4 E 2
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*^* The roots of this plant are

recommended as aperient and alexi-

pharmic, and promise, though now
forgotten, to be of considerable ac-

tivity. They have a strong smell,

and a bitterish acrid taste, of the

aromatic kind, but not agreeable.

Tu'ssis, -is, f. A cough. A sono-
rous concussion of the breast, pro-

duced by the violent and, for the

most part, involuntary motion of the

muscles of respiration. It is symp-
tomatic of many diseases.

Tu'ssis convulsi'va. See Pertus-

sis.

Tu'ssis exanthema'tica. A cough
attendant on an eruption.

Tu'ssis feri'na. See Pertussis.

Tu'tenag. A name given in India

to the metal zinc. It is sometimes
applied to denote a white metallic

compound, brought from China,

called also Chinese copper, the art

of making which is not known in

Europe.
Tu'tia. (Persian). Pompholyx.

Cadmia. Tutty. A grey oxyde of

zinc, generally formed by fusing

brass or copper, mixed with blende,

when it is encrusted in the chimnies

of the furnace. Mixed with any
common cerate, it is applied to the

ii

tee

bo

eye. in debilitated states of the con-

junctive membrane.
Tu'tia prepara'ta. Prepared tut-

ty. Often put into collyria, to which
it imparts an astringent property.

Tutty. See Tutia.

Twinkling of the eye-lids.

Clonus nictitatio. Rapid and vibra-

tory motion of the eye-lids.

%* To a certain extent, twink-

ling or winking with the eyes is per-

formed every minute, without our

thinking of it. it is a natural and

instinctive action, for the purpose of

cleansing and moistening the eve-

hall, and rendering it better fitted

lor vision. Dr. Darwin has some in-

genious remarks on this subject (see

Zoo item: a, el. i. 1. i. 2). It also

becomes a morbid habit, from a va-

riety of causes, which has some-
times been cured by ;i powerful ex-

rrtion of the will; but more gene-

rally by using one eye only at a

time, and closing the other; the I

open eye being employed in examin-
ing an object for a considerable pe- r
riod, with great attention and stea- P
diness. A minute examination of the
stars at night, through a telescope.,

has a like corrective tendency, and f
may be employed for the same pur-
pose.

Twins. Gemini. This term comes !

;i

f

under the head of multiparous la-

bour, or labour complicated by a r
plurality of children. }

%* The fertility of women seema P
to depend upon various circum- P

r(

stances
;
partly, perhaps , on the extent W

or resources of the ovaria, partly on f01

the constitutional warmth of orgasm, W
and partly on the adaptation of the

p
u

male semen to the organization ot

the respective female. Eisenmenger fE

(Epist. App. ad Strauss, de Foetu,

Mussipont. p. 228), gives us the his-

tory of a woman who produced fifty-

one children : and sometimes the

fertility seems to pass from genera-

tion to generation, in both sexes,

though it must be always liable to po

some variation, from the constitution P]

of the family that is married into, pi

But while it is known that women w
produce thus rapidly in single sue-W
cession, there are others that are jF

multiparient, and bring forth occa- jN

sionally two, or even three at a 1

time, more than one ovum
detached by the orgastic shock.

Twins are mostly produced at a po.

common birth ; but owing to the -Wt

incidental death of one of them while our

the other continues alive, there is fed

sometimes a material difference in l]
sLi

the time of their expulsion, and con- m
sequently, therefore, in their bulk Ui

or degree of maturity ;
giving us, *$r.

according to Dr. Good (see Study ojmUi

Med. vol. v. p. 233), the following ery

varieties : Congruous, or congruous kief

twinning, I. e. of nearly equal growth, «nil

and produced at a common birth ; om

Incongmtmj or incongruous twin-

ning, t. c where there is unequal

growth, and produced at different

births.

There are no precise signs by

which a woman or her attendant cuu

being •ee

%tii

ft!
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Jetermine whether she be pregnant

[with twins or not. Inequalities in

•;he prominence of the abdomen, pe-

culiarities of internal sensation or

notion, slowness in the progress of

i labour, have been advanced as

higns; but these as frequently be-

long to the uniparient as to the mul-
iparient, consequently merit no at-

tention. The claim to priority of

nirth in a twin case, is dependent,

not on superiority of strength, or

Lny other endowment, but on a close

nroximity to the mouth of the uterus

llone, and, consequently, as a greater

[onvenience of position. Though
then, in the birth of twins, one is

ound small and emaciated, and the

Ither plump and strong, there is

Lome ground to apprehend that the

rigorous child has absorbed the

I reatcr part of the nutriment'afForded

ly the mother, as is notunfrequently

leen in plants shooting from the same

f
pot of earth.

The general rules that govern in

lorbid labour of individual children,

vern equally in morbid labour of
ins. The second child is usually de-

vered with comparatively few pains

d little inconvenience, as the parts

ve been sufficiently dilated by the

Kssage of the first ; and, although

here is commonly some interval be-

iveen the termination of the one
lid the commencement of the other

Iruggle, it is not often that this

literval exceeds half an hour or an
Dour. In some instances it has in-

2ed extended to whole days; in one
stance (see Hist, de VAcad, des

deuces, 1751, p. 107), to ten; and
another (De Boset in Vcrhcnde-

Wi u Van Harlem, xii. App. No. 6),

seventeen days. But these arc

iry uncommon cases ; and as mis-
icf possibly may happen to the

mb, and to the system at large,

m a long protraction of uterine

itation, it is now the practice to

•liver the second child by art, after

iving waited four or five hours in

in for a return of the expulsatory

ertions.—See Study of Med. pri-

nt ciUU. p. 235, et seq. ;—also Su-

rf&tatioHt

i

Twi'tchings. Clonus suhsultus

.

Subsidtus tendinum, of authors. Sud-
den or irregular snatches of the ten-

dons.
*#* This affection is to the ten-

dinous extremities of the muscles,
in which the principle of irritation

is often apt to accumulate, as pal-

pitation is to the irritative fibres of

the heart and arteries ; and hence it

is included by Vogel under the gene-
ral term of palpitation, which see;

—also Suhsultus tendinum, &c.
Tylo'sis. (From ruXog, a callus).

Tyloma. An induration or callus of
the margin of the eye-lids.

TVmpanj membra'na. See Mem-
brana tympani.

Tympanites. (From TvpTravov,
a drum ; so called, because the belly

is distended with wind, and sounds
like a drum when struck). Tym-
pany. An elastic distension of the ab-
domen, not readily yielding to pres-
sure, and sounding like a drum, with
costiveness and atrophy, but no fluc-

tuation ; of which two species are

given :— 1 . Tympanitis intestiualis, a
lodgment of wind in the intestines,

known by the discharge of wind giv-

ing relief.—2. Tympanites abdomi-
nalis, when the wind is in the cav'ity

of the abdomen.
Ty'.mpanu.m, -i, n. (Tvfnravov, a

drum). The drum or barrel of the
ear. The hollow part of the ear, in

which are lodged the bones of the

car. It begins behind the membrane
of the tympanum, which terminates
the external auditory passage, and
is surrounded by the petrous portion
of the temporal bone. It terminates
at the cochlea of the labyrinth, and
has opening into it four foramina,
viz. the orifices of the Eustachian
tube and mastoid sinus, the fenestra

ovalis, and rotunda. It contains the
four ossicula auditus.

Ty'pha. (From rirpog, a lake

;

because it grows in marshy places).

A genus of plants in the Linnaean
system. The cat's tail.

Typhoma'nia. (From rv$u, U
burn, and }iavia, delirium). Atom-
plication of phrenzy and lethargy
with fever.

4 E3
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Ty'phus. (From tvQoc,, stupor).

A species of continued fever, cha-

racterized by great debility, a ten-

dency in the fluids to putrefaction,

and the ordinary symptoms of fever.

It is to be readily distinguished from
the inflammatory by the smallness

of the pulse, and the sudden and
great debility which ensues on its

first attack ; and, in its more ad-

vanced stage, by the petechia?, or

purple spots, which come out on va-

rious parts of the body, and the fetid

stools which are discharged ; and it

may be distinguished from a nervous
fever by the great violence of all its

symptoms on its first coming on.
*£* The most general cause that

gives rise to this disease, is conta-

gion, applied either immediately

from the body of a person labouring

under it, or conveyed in clothes or

merchandize, &c. ; but it may be

occasioned by the effluvia arising

from either animal or vegetable sub-

stances in a decayed or putrid state

;

and hence it is, that in low and
marshy countries, it is apt to be pre-

valent when intense and sultry heat

quickly succeeds any great inunda-

tion. A want of proper cleanliness

and confined air are likewise causes

X)f this fever; hence it prevails in

hospitals, gaols, camps, and on
hoard of ships, especially when such

places are much crowded, and the

strictest attention is not paid to a

free ventilation and due cleanliness.

A close state of the atmosphere,

with damp weather, is likewise apt

to give rise to putrid fever. Those
of lax fibres, and who have been

weakened by any previous debili-

tating cause, such as poor diet, long

ting, hard labour, continued want

of sleep, &c. are most liable to it.

—See Mod. Prac. Phi/sic.

On the first accession of this dis-

(
i

,\ the person is seized with lan-

guor, dejection of spirits, amazing
pression and loss of muscular

engthj universal weariness and

,
pains in the head, back,

and extremities, and rigors; the

eyes appear full, heavy, yellowish,

and often a little inflamed ; the tem-

poral arteries throb violently, the
tongue is dry and parched, respira-

tion is commonly laborious, and in-

terrupted with deep sighing ; the
breath is hot and offensive, the

urine is crude and pale, the body is

costive, and the pulse is usually

quick, small, and hard, and now and
then fluttering and unequal. Some-
times a great heat, load, and pain

are felt at the pit of the stomach,
and a vomiting of bilious matter en-
sues. As the disease advances, the

pulse increases in frequency (beating

often from 100 to 130 in a minute);
there is great debility, with great

heat and dryness in the skin, op-

pression at the breast, with anxiety,

sighing, and moaning ; the thirst is

greatly increased ; the tongue, mouth,
lips and teeth are covered over with

a brown or black tenacious fur;

the speech is inarticulate, and scarcely

intelligible ; the patient mutters much,
and delirium ensues. The symptoms
continuing to increase still more in

violence, symptoms of putrefaction

show themselves ; the breath be-

comes highly offensive ; the urine

deposits a black and fetid sediment

;

the stools are dark, offensive, and
pass off insensibly ; hemorrhages
issue from the gums, nostrils, mouth,
and other parts of the body ; livid

spots or petechias appear on its sur-

face ; the pulse intermits and sinks

;

the extremities grow cold ; hiccups

ensue ; and death at last closes the

tragic scene.

When typhus does not terminate

fatally, it generally begins, in cold

climates, to diminish about the com-
mencement of the third week, and

goes off gradually towards the end

of the fourth, without any very evi-

dent crisis ; but in warm climates it

seldom continues above a week or

ten days, if so long.—See Dr. Hay
i>artfis Letter to Dr. Percival, p.3Jj—Dr. Bancroft on Typhus and Yd-

low Fevers, p. 516;

—

Foxe Nana
Schictd. Abhundl. Band. viii. ;

—

Manniugham on the Symptoms, Na-
ture, and Cure of the Felricula, cow
monly called the Nervous or Hysteria

cal Fever, Lond. 1776 ;

—

Stolt. Rat,
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Med.— p. 79 ;

—

Dr. Satterley, in

Med. Trans, vol. v. art. xxii. ;

—

Ueber der Austechenden Typhus, von
J. V. Edler von Hildenbrand, &c.
Wiln. 1815;

—

De cur Morborum
Horn. Epit. torn. i. p. 107, 8vo.

Mannh.- 1792, by Professor Frank;
— Observ. on the Disease commonly
called the Jail or Hospital Fever, by
John Hunter, M. D. Phys. to the

Army

;

—See Med. Trans, vol. iii. art.

xxii. ;

—

He?ine?i
,

s Principles of Mili-
tary Surg-, p. 218 ;

—

Dr. Armstrong's
Practical Illustrations of Typhus,
&c. 8vo. ;

—

Principles of Pathology,

&c. by Dan. Pri/tg, M. D. 8vo.

1825 ; — Dr. Gilchrist, in Edinb.

Med. Essays, vol. iii. p. 281 , &c. &c.
Ty'phus iEciYPTi'ACUs.The plague

of Egypt.

Ty'phus ca'rcerim. The jail

fever.

Ty'phus castre'nsis. The camp
fever.

Ty'phus gra'vior. The severe
species of typhus.

Ty'phus ictero'des. Typhus with
symptoms of jaundice.

Ty'phus mi'tior. The low fever.

Ty'phus nervo'sus. The nervous
fever.

Ty'phus petechia'lis. Typhus
with purple spots.

Tyri'asis. {TvQiaaig). A species

of leprosy, in which the skin may
be easily withdrawn from the flesh.

Tyro'sis. (From rvpoot, to coa-
gulate). A disorder of the stomach,
from milk curdled in it.

U.

L lcera'tion. Ulcer alio. The pro-

cess by which sores, or ulcers, are

produced in animal bodies.

%* In the ulcerative process, the

lymphatics appear at least to be as

active as the blood vessels. At first

it mav be difficult to conceive how a
J

part of the body can be removed by
itself; but there is not more diffi-

culty here, than Kb conceiving how
the body can form itself. Both facts

are equally well confirmed. Mr.
Hunter observes (on Inflammation,

&c. p. 442-446), that when it be-

comes necessary that some part of

the body should be removed, it is

evident that Nature, in order to effect

this object, must not only confer a

new activity on the absorbents, but
must throw the part to be absorbed,

i;ilo i state which more readily yields

to this operation. The absorption of
w ole parts in disease, arises from
five causes : viz. pressure ; irritation

t>fstimulatingsubstances; weakness;
inactivity of parts; death of them.
Ulceration takes place more readily

in the cellular and adipose sub-

stances, than in muscles, tendons,

ligaments, nerves, and blood-vessels.

Hence, in the progress of pus to the
surface of the body, ulceration takes
a circuitous course, for the purpose
of bringing the matter to the skin.

New-formed parts, as cicatrices, cal-

lus, and all adventitious new matter,
like tumours, readily admit of being
absorbed. Thus, in Lord Anson's
voyage, when the crew of his ship

began to suffer from great privations,

fatigue, scurvy, &c.itwas remarked,
that such men as had had ulcers

and broken bones formerly, became
disabled again, by their old sores

breaking out a-fresh, and the callus

of their old fractures being removed.
The adventitious matter is even more
prone to be absorbed than that which
is a substitute for the old ; a circum-
stance explained by Mr. Hunter on
the principle of weakness. When
ulceration takes place in consequence
of the death of an external part, it

first occurs on the outer edge, be-

tween the dead and the living sub-

stance. A tumour, when it makes
equal pressure in every direction,

will only make its way in an ex-
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ternal course, because what Mr.
Hunter termed interstitial absorp-

tion, happens in no other direction.

—See Hunter on Inflammation, &c.

p. 449, &c. ;

—

Sir A. Cooper's Lec-

tures, vol. i. p. 132 ;

—

Thompson on

Inflammation, p. 341), &c.

Ulcer. Ulcus. (From s\koq, a

sore). A purulent or ichorous so-

lution of continuity of the soft parts.

A chasm formed on the surface of

the body, by the removal of parts

back into the system, by the action

of the absorbents. See Ulceration.
*
#* Ulcers, arise from a variety of

causes, as all those which produce

inflammation, from wounds, specific

irritations of the absorbents, from
scurvy, cancer, the venereal or scro-

fulous virus, &c.
The following is the most frequent

division; viz. according to the causes

by which they are induced, by the

symptoms they exhibit, and by the

parts of the body in which they oc-

cur :— 1. The simple ulcer, which
takes place generally from a super-

ficial wound.—2. The sinuous, that

runs under the integuments, and the

orifice of which is narrow, but not

callous.—3. The fistulous ulcer, or

fistula, a deep ulcer, with a narrow
and callous orifice.—-4. Thefungous
ulcer, the surface of which is covered

with fungous flesh.—5. The gan-
grenous, which is livid, fetid, and
gangrenous.

—

6. The scorbutic, which
depends on a scorbutic acrimony.

—

7. The venereal, arising from the

venereal disease.—8. The cancerous

ulcer, or open cancer (see Cancer).

—9. The carious ulcer, depending
upon a carious bone.— 10. The in-

veterate ulcer, which is of long con-
tinuance, and resists the ordinary

applications.— 11. The scrofulous nl-

cer9 known by its having arisen from
indolent tumours, its discharging a

viscid, glairy matter, and its indolent

nature. Ulcers also arc divided into

local and constitutional ; but, as

Professor Thompson has wrell ob-
served, it is only within certain li-

mits that this distinction is well

founded; for an ulcer, which is at

first completely local, may in time

affect the system, so as to become
constitutional ; and ulcers which de-
rive their origin from some general

affection of the system, may remain
after the removal of the constitu-

tional disorder, by which they were
originally produced.—See Led, on

Inflammation, p. 427, &c.
SirEverard Home, in his valuable

treatise on ulcers, divides these sores

into six principal kinds: viz.— 1.

Ulcers in parts which have sufficient

strength to carry on the actions ne-

cessary for their recovery.—2. Ulcers

in parts which are too weak for that

purpose.—3. Ulcers in parts whose
actions are too violent to form healthy

granulations, whether they arise from
the state of the parts, or of the con-
stitution.—4. Ulcers in parts which
have acquired some specific action,

either from the state of the parts,, or

of the constitution.—5. Ulcers in

parts which have acquired some spe-

cific action, either from a diseased

state of the parts, or of the consti-

tion.

—

6. Ulcers in parts which are

prevented from healing by a varicose

state of the superficial veins of the

upper part of the limb.—For every
information on this subject, see

Michael Underwood \? Treatise on

Ulcers of the Le^s, &c. 8vo. Lond.
1784 ;—Surg. Tracts, 3d ed. 1799 ;—Benj. Bell's Treatise on the Theory
and Managc?ne?it of Ulcersy &c. 8vo.

1791 ;

—

Buynton's Descriptive Ac-
count of a Xcw Method of Treating
Old Ulcers of the Legs, 8vo. 1799 5— JUhatebj's Practical Obs. on the

Cure of IVounds and Ulcers on the

Legs, without Rest, 8vo. Lond 1799
;—Sir K. Home's Practical Observ.

on the Treatment of Ulcers on the

Legs, &c. 1801 ;

—

Hunter on the

Blood and Inflammation, &c. ;

—

B.
Brodie on the Treatment of Uaricosi

Veins of the Legs, in Med. Chir.

Trans, vol. vii. p. 195, &c. ;

—

Dr.
J. Thompson s Lectures on Inflam-
mation, p. 423, &c. Edinb. 1813 ;

—

Dr. Dinar on the Treatment of Si-

nuous Ulcers, in Med. Chir. Trans.

vol. vii. p. 482, &c. ;

—

Sir A. Coo-

per's Lectures, vol. i. 1824 ;

—

Gib-

ion's Institutes of Surgeryy vol. u
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Philadelphia ;

—

Bateman's Synopsis,
&c. &c.

Ulcerated sore throat. See Cy-
nanche.

Ulma'ria. (From ulmus, the elm
;

so named, because it has leaves like
the elm). See Spiraea ulmaria.

Ulmin. A temporary name given
by Dr. Thompson to a very singular
substance lately examined by Klap-
roth. It differs essentially from
every other known body, and must
therefore constitute a new and pe-
culiar vegetable principle. It exudes
spontaneously from the trunk of a
species of elm, conjectured by Klap-
roth to be the ulmus ?iigra, and was
sent to him from Palermo in 1802.

U'lmus.— 1. A genus of plants in

the Linnaean system : Class, Pen-
tandria ; Order, THgynia.—2. The
pharmacopcrial name of the common
elm. See Ulmus campestris.

U'lmus campe'stris. The sys-

tematic name of the common elm.

Ulmus; foliis d/tplicato-serratis, basi

intequalihus, of Linnaeus. The inner

tough bark of this tree, which is di-

rected for use by the pharmacopoeias,

has no remarkable smell, but a bit-

terish taste, and abounds with a

slimy juice, which has been recom-
mended in nephritic cases, and ex-

ternally, as a useful application to

burns. It is also highly recommended
in some cutaneous aifections allied

to herpes and lepra.
*
#
* This plant is mostly exhibited

in the form of decoction, by boiling

four ounces in fowr pints of water to

two pints ; of which, from four to

eight ounces are given two or three

times a day.

U'lna. (From ioXsvi], the ulna or

cubit). Cubitus. The larger bone of

the fore-arm. It is smaller and
shorter than the os humeri, and be-

comes gradually smaller as it de-

scends to the wrist.

*** In children, both extremities

of the ulna are first cartilaginous,

and afterwards epiphyses, before

they are completely united to the

rest of the bone.
Ulnar artery. See Cubital artery.

Ulnar nerve. See Cubital nerve

\

Ulna'ris exte'rnus. See Ex-
tensor carpi ulnaris.

Ulna'ris inte'rnus. See* Flexor
carpi ulnaris.

Umbili'cal cord. Funis umbili-
calis. Funiculus umbilicalis. The
navel-string. A cord -like substance
of an intestinal form, about half a
yard in length, that proceeds from
the navel of the foetus to the centre
of the placenta. It is composed of
a cutaneous sheath, cellular sub-
stance, one umbilical vein, and two
umbilical arteries.

*Y* The umbilical vein conveys
the blood to the child from the pla-
centa, and the umbilical arteries re-
turn it from the child to the pla-
centa.

Umbilical hernia. See Hernia um-
bilicalis.

Umbili'cal re'gion. Regio um-
bilicalis. The part of the abdominal
parities about two inches all round
the navel.

Umbii.i'cus. The navel.

Umbili'cus mari'nus. Cotyledon
marina. Androsace. Acetabulum ma-
rinum. Androsace Maithioli. Fun-
gus petrams marinus. A submarine
production found on rocks and the
shells of fish, about the coast of
Montpellier, &c. It is said to be
useful as an anthelmintic and diu-
retic.

U'nciform bone. Os unciforme.
(From uncus, a hook, and forma, a
likeness). The last bone of the
second row of the carpus or wrist

;

so named, from its hooklike process,
which projects towards the palm of
the hand, and gives origin to the
great ligament by which the tendons
of the wrist are bound down. See
Bones.

Ungue'ntum. (From ungere, to

anoint). An ointment. The usual
consistence of ointments is about
that of butter. The following are
among the best formulae.

Ungue'ntum a'cidi sulphu'rica.

— J£,. Acidi sulphurici 5J. Adipis suil-

lae praeparatae *j. well incorporated
in a glass mortar.

*^* This ointment has been used
by Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, fo?
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curing the itch. It has the charac-

ter also of being efficacious in the

reduction of some chronic swellings

of the joints ; and when mixed with

a good deal of camphor, it was
rubbed upon the tumour, in cases of

bronchocele, by Mr. Naylor, of

Gloucester, with good effect. As the

sulphuric acid is particularly destruc-

tive of vegetable substances, the parts

to which this ointment is applied,

should always be covered with flan-

nel, instead of linen.

Ungue'ntum anti'monii tarta'-

razati. — Jc. Antim. tart. 5J. ung.

cetacei ~j. misce.
*** This ointment is frequently

used for the purpose of exciting in-

flammation of the skin, with a view
of relieving diseases in the vicinitv

of the irritated part, as exemplified

in the treatment of some diseases of
the eyes and joints, and a variety of

indolent swellings.

Ungue'ntum cantha'ridis. See
Vnguentum lytta?.

Ungue'ntum ce'r/e cum ace'to.

—]jt. cerae albas -iv. olei olivae lbj.

Aceti distillati £ij. The vinegar is to

be gradually mixed with the two
first ingredients, after these have
been melted together.
*** Dr. Cheston recommends this

ointment for superficial excoriations,

cutaneous eruptions, &c.
Ungue'ntum ceta'cei. Ointment

of spermaceti, formerly called lini-

mentum album, and latterly unguen-
turn spermaceti,

Ungue'ntum co'nii. Hemlock
ointment. To cancerous or scrofu-

lous sores l his ointment may be ap-

plied with a prospect of success.

—

Pharm. Chirurg,

Ungue'ntum digita'lis.— ]^. Fol.

Digitalis purpurea? recentium. Adipis

suillae praparatffi sing. Jir.
*#* This ointment may be made

in the same manner as the unguen-
tum eicutaj, and tried in the same
cases.

Unclf/.vh m e'lemi comfo'si-

i I'M. Compound ointment of clcmi,

formerly called linimentum arcmi

and ttnguentutn c gitvtmi elemi. An
excellent application to indolent ul-

cers, chilblains ; chronic ulcers after

burns, and indolent tumours are

often removed by this ointment.

Ungue'ntum ga'll^ campho'ra-
tum.—J^. Gallarum pulv. subtilis-

simi 5ij. camphor 55s. adipis suillae

praeparatae ^ij. misce.

*% A good application to piles,

after their inflammatory state has

been diminished by leeches and the

liq. plumb, acet. dilut. &c.
Ungue'ntlm hydra'rgyri for-

tius. Strong mercurial ointment,

formerly called utiguentum can'uleum

fortius. An ointment in very general

use for mercurial frictions. It may
be employed in almost all cases

where mercury is indicated.

Ungue'ntum hydra'rgyri mi'-

tius. Mild mercurial ointment, for-

merly called ungucntum ccerukum
miiius. Weaker than the former.

Ungue'ntum hydra'rgyri nt-

TRa'tis. Unguentum hydrargyri ?ii-

trati. Ointment of nitrate of mer-
cury. A stimulating and detergent

ointment. Tinea-capitis, psoroph-

thalmia ; indolent tumours on the

margin of the eye-lid, and ulcers in

the urethra, are cured by its appli-

cation.

Ungue'ntum hydra'rgyri ni-

tra'tis mi'tius. Weaker only than

the former.

Ungue'ntum hydra'rgyri ni-

trico o'xydi. Ointment of nitric-

oxyde of mercury. A most excel-

lent stimulating and escharotic oint-

ment.
Ungue'ntum hydra'rgyri pr-e-

cipita'ti a'lbi. Ointment of white

precipitate of mercury, formerly

called ujigucntum e tnercurio pra < i-

pitato albo, and latterly unguentum
c alcis hydrargyri alba-. Used to de-

stroy vermin in the head, and to as-

sist in the removal of scald head,

venereal ulcers of children, and cu-

taneous eruptions.

Ungue'ntum iVit/e. Cjiguen~

turn cautharidis. Ointment of the

blistering-fly. Used sometimes to

keep a blister open ; but the savine

cerate is to be preferred.

I \r.lt/m I'M ophtha'lmicum.
Ophthalmic ointment of Janin. This
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the same diseases of the eye and eye-

lid as the ung. hydrarg. nitratis. It

must be at rirst weakened with about
twice its quantity of hog's-lard.

Ungle'ntu.m pi'cis a'rid.e. See
UngueiLtum resince nigra?.

Ungue'ntum pi'cis li'quid.e. Tar
ointment, formerly called unguentum
picis; unguentum e pice. Used in cases

of tinea-capitis, and some eruptive

complaints ; also to some kinds of
irritable sores.

Ungue'ntum kesi'n;e flaV^e. Yel-
low basiiicon is in general use as a

stimulant and detersive ; it is an ele-

gant and useful form of applying the

resin.

Ungue'ntum resi'n/E ni'gr.e. Un-
guentum picis aridce. Pitch ointment,
formerly called unguentum basilicum

nigrum vel tetrapharmacum. This is

useful for the same purposes as the
tar ointment.

Unguk'ntum sambu'ci. Elder
ointment, formerly called ungueji-

tum sambucinum. A cooling and
emollient preparation.

Ungue'ntum su'lphuris. Sul-

phur ointment, formerly called un-
guentum csidphnre. An effectual pre-

paration to destroy the itch. It is

aUo serviceable in the cure of other
cutaneous eruptions.

Ungue'ntum su'lpiiuris compo'-
S1TUM. Compound sulphur oint-

ment,
%* This preparation is introduced

into the London Pharmacopoeia as a

more efficacious remedy for itch than
common sulphur ointment. In the

army, where it is generally used,
the sulphur vivum, or native admix-
ture of sulphur with various hete-

rogeneous matters, is used instead of

sublimed sulphur.

Unc;ue'ntum tu'tue. — Jjk tutiae

praeparatae, unguent, cetacei, q. s.

misce.

%* In use for smearing the borders
and inside of the eye-lids, in cases of
chronic ophthalmia, &c.
UNGUENTUM TU'TIrE COMPO'siTUM.

—Jc tutiae praeparatae, lapidis calami-
naris praeparati, sing, ytj camphorae
5'ij unguent. Sambuci ftj. misce.

5 URA

*£.* This formula is contained in

the pharmacopoeia of St. Bartholo-
mew's hospital. It is occasionally

applied to the inside of the eye-lids,

piles, ulcerations, excoriations, &c.
Ungue'ntum vera'tri. White

hellebore ointment, formerly called

unguentum hellebori albi. Used in

psoriasis, &c.
Ungue'ntum zi'nci. Zinc oint-

ment. A useful astringent applica-
tion to chronic ophthalmia and re-
laxed ulcers.

U'nguts. (From ovv%, a hook).

—

1. The nail.—2. An abscess or col-

lection of pus between the lamellae of
the cornea transparens of the eye

;

so called from its resemblance to the
lunated portion of the nail of the
finger.—3. The lachrymal bone is so
named, from its resemblance to a nail

of the finger.

U'ngula caballi'na. See Tussi-
lago.

Union by the first intention.
Adhesive inflammation.

%* When the opposite surfaces
of a wound are brought into contact,
and at once unite, without suppura-
tion ensuing, union by the first in-

tention or adhesive inflammation is

said to have taken place. When
wounds, on the contrary, heal by the
process of suppuration and granula-
tion, &c. they are sometimes surgi-

cally described as getting well by the
second intention.

Unio'nes, plur. of unio. (From
unusy one; so called, because there is

never more than one found in the
same shell, or according to others,

for that many being found in one
shell, not any one of them is like the
other). Pearls. See Margarita.
Upas Tientf/. A poisonous plant,

the juice of which, though with oc-
casional relaxations, has the effect

of fixing the muscles as rigidly as in

tetanus, and continues the rigidity

until the patient dies.

U'rachus. (From ovoov, urine)

and f%w > to contain). Urinaculum.

The ligamentous cord that arises from
the basis of the urinary bladder,

which it runs along, and terminates

in the navel string.
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•
#* In the foetuses of brute ani-

mals, which the ancients mostly dis-

sected, the urachus is a hollow tube,

conveying the urine to the allantoic!

membrane.
Ura'gium. (From ovpayog, the

hinder part of an army) . The apex
or extreme point of the heart.

Uranis'cus. (From ovpavog, the

firmament ; so called from its arch)

.

The palate.

Ura'nium. A metal discovered by
Klaproth in the year 1789. It exists

combined with sulphur, and a portion

of iron, lead, and silex, in the mi-
neral termed Pechblende, or oxyde of
uranium,
*** Combined with carbonic acid,

uranium forms the chalcolite, or green
mica: and mixt with oxyde of iron,

it constitutes the uranitic ochre. It

is always found in the state of an
oxyde with a greater or smaller por-

tion of iron, or mineralized with sul-

phur and copper. The ores of ura-
nium are of a blackish colour, in-

clining to a dark iron grey, and of a

moderate splendour ; they are of a

close texture, and when broken pre-

sent a somewhat uneven, and in the

smallest particles a conchoidal sur-

face. They are found in the mines
of Saxony.

Urates. Compounds of uric or
lithic acid, with the salifiable bases.

Urce'ola. (From urceolus, a small

pitcher ; so named from its uses in

scouring glazed vessels) . The herb
fever-few.

Per cent.

Hydrogen 10.80 .,

Carbon 19.40 .

Oxygen 26.40 .

Azote 43.40 .

Ure\. Salts of urine.
*
#
* Obtained by the evapora-

tion of urine to the consistence of
syrup, taking care to regulate the

heat towards the end of the evapora-
tion ; adding very gradually to it, its

volume of nitric acid (24° Baum£)
of 1.20, stirring the mixture, and
immersing it in a bath of iced water,

to harden the crystals of the acidu-

lous nitrate of urea which precipitate.

These crystals are to be washed with

ice-cold water, drain them, and press

afterwards between the folds of blot-

ting-paper. When the adhering he-

terogeneous matter is thus separated,

the crystals are to be re-dissolved

in water, and a sufficient quantity of

the carbonate of potash added to

them, to neutralize the nitric acid.

The new liquor is then to be evapo-
rated, at a gentle heat, almost to

dryness ; the residuum is then to be
treated with a very pure alcohol,

which dissolves only the urea. On
concentrating the alcoholic solution,

the urea crystallizes in four-sided

transparent and colourless prisms,

with a slight pearly lustre. The
specific gravity of the crystals is

about 1.35. It is very soluble in

water. The fixed alkalies and alka-

line earths decompose it. It unites

with most of the metallic oxydes,

and forms crystalline compounds
with the nitric and oxalic acids.

Urea has been recently analyzed

by Dr. Prout and M. Berard. The
following are its constituents :

Per cent. Per atom.

, 6.66 2= 2.5

. 19.99 1 = 7.5

. 26.66 1 = 10.0

. 46.66 1 = 17.5

stan

pea:

rati
:

h
ir.i

100.00 100.00
> — B
32 .;>

Uric, or lithic acid, is a substance

quite distinct from urea, in its com-
position. This fact, according to

Dr. Prout, explains why an excess

of urea generally accompanies the

phosphoric diathesis, and not the

lithic. He has several times seen

urea as abundant in the urine of a

person where the phosphoric dia-

thesis prevailed, as to crystallize

spontaneously, on the addition of

nitric acid, without being concen-

trated by evaporation. As urea and
uric acid, says M. Berard, are the
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most azotized of all animal sub-

stances, the secretion of urine ap-

pears to have for its object the sepa-

ration of the excess of azote from the

blood, as respiration separates from
it the excess of carbon. Urea has a

singular effect in the crystallization

of some salts. If muriate of soda be

dissolved in a solution of urea it

will crystallize by evaporation, not

in cubes, but in octoedra; muriate

of ammonia, on the contrary, treated

in the same way, instead of crystal-

lizing in octoedra, will assume the

cubic form. The same effect is pro-

duced, if fresh urine be employed.
Ure'do, -inis, f. (From urere, to

burn) . An itching or burning sensa-

tion of the skin, which accompanies
many diseases. The nettle-rash is

also so called.

U'reter. Urelur, -eris, m. (From
ovpov, urine). The membranous canal

which conveys the urine from the kid-

ney to the urinary bladder ; at its supe-

rior part it is considerably the largest,

occupying the greatest portion of the

pelvis of the kidney ; it then con-

tracts to the size of a goose-quill,

and descends over the psoas magnus
muscle and large crural vessels into

the pelvis, in which it perforates the

urinary bladder very obliquely. Its

internal surface is lubricated with

mucus to defend it from the irrita-

tion of the urine.

Ureteri'tis. (From oupnrrjp, the

ureter). Inflammation of the ureter.

Urete'ricus. (From ovprjnjp,

the ureter, or ovprjTrjpiric, an inflam-

mation of the ureter). Ischuria, or

suppression of urine, from an in-

flammation of the ureter.

Ureteroli'thicus. (From ovpri-

r?/o, the ureter, and XtOog, a stone).

Ischuria from a stone in the ureter.

Ureterothromboi'des. (From
ovprjrijp, the ureter, 6pofi€oc, gru-
mous blood, and eidoc, a likeness).

Ischuria from grumous blood in the

ureter.

Ureterophlegma'ticls. (From
ovprjTrjpj the ureter, and (j)\eyp,a,

phlegm). Suppression of urine from
pituitous matter in the ureter.

Ureteropy'icus. (From ovpijrrjp,

the ureter, and 'srvov, pus) . Ischuria

from purulent matter in the ureter.

Ureterostoma'ticus. (From
ovpiiTtjp, the ureter, and <=rofxa, a
mouth) . Suppression of urine from
an obstruction in the lower orifice of
the ureter.

Ure'thra, -<p, f. (From ovpov,
the urine ; because it is the canal
through which the urine passes) . A
membranous canal extending from
the neck of the bladder through the
inferior part of the penis to the ex-
tremity of the glans penis, in which
it opens by a longitudinal orifice,

called meatus urinaria*. In this

course it first passes through the

prostate gland, which portion of it

is distinguished by the name of the
prostatical urethra ; it then becomes
much dilated, and is known by the

! name of the bulbous part, in which

I

is situated a cutaneous eminence
called the caput gallinaginis or vera-

montanum, around which are ten or
twelve orifices of the excretory ducts
of the prostate gland, and two of the

spermatic vessels. The remaining
part of the urethra contains a num-
ber of triangular mouths, which are
the lacuna*

9
or openings of the ex-

cretory ducts of the mucous glands
of the urethra. The urethra is liable

to many accidents and diseases, e. g.
Ure'thra, destruction of a part

of the.—For the cure of a case of
this kind, by attempting to complete
the canal by operations performed on
the Taliacotian principles, by Mr.
Earle, see Philosoph. Transactions for

1821.

Ure'thra, structure of the, is

by far the most common complaint
incidental to this canal. This con-
sists of some morbid alteration of
action or structure, by which a part

of the canal is rendered narrower
than the rest. (See IFilson on the

Male Urinary and Genital Organs,

p. 361.)—According to Mr. John
Hunter, most obstructions to the

passage of the urine, if not all, are

attended with nearly the same symp-
toms. Few persons take notice of
the first symptoms of a stricture,

till they have either become violent,

4F
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or other inconveniences have been
the consequence. A patient may
have a considerable stricture of the

urethra, yet be unconscious that his

urine does not pass freely ; and in

consequence of a stricture, there

may be even a tendency to inflamma-
tion and suppuration in the peri-

neum, while he feels no obstruction

to the passage of his urine, and does
not suspect that he has any other com-
plaint. Three kinds of strictures are

described, viz. the permanent, which
arises from an alteration in the struc-

ture of the part of the urethra ;—the

•mixed case, consisting of a permanent
stricture and a spasm ;—and the spas-

modic stricture.—See Sir Everard
Home, in Philosoph. Trans. 1820 ; and
Pract.Obs. on Strictures , vol.iii. p. 26,
&c. 3vo. Lond. 1821 ;

—

Treatise on
the Venereal Disease, by J. Hunter,
edit. 2 ; — An improved Method of
treating Diseases of the Urethra,

by Thomas Whately;—Practical Obs.

071 the Treatment of Strictures of the

Urethra and (Esophagus, by Sir E.
Home, 3 vols. Lond. ; — TV. An-
drews, on the Application of the Lu-
nar Caustic to Strictures of the Ure-
thra, and (Esophagus, 8vo. Lond.
] 806 ;

—

Howship's Practical Obs. on

the Diseases of the Urinary Organs,

8vo. Lond. 1816-1823 ;

—

Letters con-

cerning the Diseases of the Urethra,

by C. Bell, 1810, subsequently pub-
lished with Additions by Mr. Shaw

;

—James Arnott, a Treatise on Stric-

ture of the Urethra, 8vo. Lond. 1819
;—Macilwain, on Stricture of the Ure-

thra, 8vo. Lond. 1824;

—

Delpcche,

Cliniqnc de Montpellier , t. i. 4to. Pa-
ris, 1823 ;

—

Buyer, Traitd de Mai.
Chirurg. t. ix. Paris, 1824, &c. &c.

Urethra, false passage of the.
This is one of the worst consequences

of using bougies and catheters in

an improper manner ; occasioned ge-

nerally by trials to excite ulceration,

by the application of the end of the

bougie to the stricture, when this

inst tunent cannot be passed through
it. When once the new passage has

been formed, whenever the bougie

is introduced, it cannot be prevented

from going into the false tract, and

its action on the stricture is altoge-
ther frustrated. For an operation
to be performed in a case of this

kind, see Hunter on the Venereal
Disease.

Urethralmi'nthicus. (From ov-
pj]9pa, the urethra, and eXfiivOec,

worms). Ischuria from worms in,

the urethra.

Urethri'ticus. (From ovpijQpiriq,

an inflammation of the urethra}.'

Suppression of urine from inflamma-
tion of the urethra.

Urethritis. (From ovprjOpa, the
urethra) . Inflammation in the ure-
thra. See Gonorrhoea.

Urethrohyivieno'des. (From ov-
pijOpa, the urethra, and vprjv, a
membrane). Ischuria from a mem-
brane obstructing the urethra.

Urethroli'thicus. (From ov-

pr)6pa, the urethra, and \i9og, a
stone) . Applied to a suppression of
urine from a stone in the urethra.

URETHROMBorDES. From ov-
prjOpa, the urethra, and 6pop€oiSrjg,

like a grumous concretion). A ca-

runcle in the urethra.

Urethrophlegma'ticus. (From
ovpr]6pa, the urethra, and <p\eypa,

phlegm). Ischuria from mucus ob-
structing the urethra.

Urethropy'icus. (From ovprjQpa,

the urethra, and wvov, pus). Sup-
pression of urine from pus collected

in the urethra.

Ure'tica. (From ovpov, urine).

Medicines which promote a discharge

of urine.

U'rias. (From ovpov, urine).

The urethra.

U'ric (or li'thic) a'cid. Disco-
vered by Scheele in the year 1776,
in analysing human calculi, of many
of which it constitutes the greater

part, and of some, particularly that

which resembles wood in appearance,

it forms almost the whole. It is.

likewise present in human urine, and
in that of the camel ; and Dr. Pearson
found it in those arthritic concretions

commonly called chalk-stones, which
Mr. Tennant has since confirmed.

See Urea.

U'rinary abscf/sses. Extravasa-

tion of urine. This fluid may be ex-
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iravasated in three different states :

—

1. It may be collected in a particu-

lar point. — 2. It may be widely

diffused in the cellular membrane ;

—

or, lastly, it may present itself in a

purulent form, after having excited

inflammation and suppuration in the

parts amongst which it is situated.

This case is termed an urinary ab-

scess.—Such extravasations of urine

always imply a rupture, either in

the kidneys or ureter, the bladder,

or the urethra. The solution of con-

tinuity maybe produced by a variety

of causes. It is most frequently the

effect of a forcible distension of these

passages, in consequence of a reten-

tion of urine. The bursting of phleg-

monous abscesses into the same pas-

sage, may occasion the breach. It

may also be produced by the pene-

tration of the parts with any pointed

instrument, or other foreign body ;

there are likewise examples of the

effusion of urine from the displace-

ment of the cannula of the trocar,

after the operation of puncturing the

bladder. Others are caused by false

passages in the urethra, or by vio-

lent contusions of the perineum, at-

tended with laceration of the urethra.

%* There is no fluid whose ex-

travasation is so fatal as that of the

urine. If it be not promptly dis-

charged, it soon excites suppura-
tion and sloughing of the cellular

membrane, a gangrenous inflamma-
tion of the skin, and almost inva-

riably a mortification of the parts

amongst which it flows.—See CEuvres
Chirurgicales de Dessault, par Bi-
chal, t. iii. p. 277-287.

U'rinarv ca'lculi. Dr. Prout di-

vides mechanical deposits from the

urine into three classes :— 1. Pulve-
rulent or amorphous sediments.

—

2. Crystalline sediments, usually de-
nominated gravel.— 3. Solid concre-
tions, or calculi, formed by the ag-
gregation of these sediments.— See
An Inquiry into the Nature and Treat-
ment of Gravel, and Calculus, and
other Diseases connected with a de-

ranged Operation of the Urinary Or-
gans, 8vo. Lond. 1821.

%• The difficulty of tracing the

causes of the formation of stone in

the bladder, is rather increased than
facilitated by the fact, that, except

when the urinary organs are much
diseased, the patient may appear to

be in perfect health. Indeed, per-

sons of the strongest constitutions

are often troubled with stone, quite

independently of the entrance of

any foreign body, as a nucleus, into

the bladder ; and it is now univer-

sally admitted, that lithic acid itself

constitutes by far the most common
nucleus, even when other calculous

matter is deposited in it.— (See Op.

citat. p. 95). It is sometimes con*

jectured, that the female is less liable

than the male sex, to calculi ; but

whether this be the fact, or whether
the circumstance can be satisfactorily

exphiined on another principle, viz.

the facility with which any calculi

of moderate size are generally dis-

charged through the short and capa-

cious meatus nrinarius, are questions

which perhaps are still left in consi-

derable doubt.

Infants, and children to the age of

twelve or fourteen, are very liable to

stone. Delpech, however, asserts

that, at this period of life, relapses

are unfrequent ; that is, an entire

fresh stone is ever hardly formed
again ; and, if return of the com-
plaint happens, the quickness of its

recurrence, and an attentive exami-
nation of the calculus, will mostly
prove, either that the second stone

has formed round a fragment of the

first, left behind, or that it existed

when the former one was taken out,

but was not discovered.

Dr. Marcet is of opinion, that cal-

culous complaints are frequent only

among the children of the poor; and
that in those of the higher ranks, or

even of the lowest classes, provided
they are well fed, the same frequency

is not observed. In the Foundling
Hospital, for instance, within the last

twenty-seven years, during which
1151 children have been admitted,

only three cases of stone have oc-

curred, all of which were among
children, while at nurse in the coun-
try. And, in the Military Asylum
4F2
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at Chelsea, which contains about

1250 children, and into which up-

wards of 6000 of them have been

already admitted, no more than one

single case of stone has occurred.

(See Marcel's Essay on Calculous

Disorders, p. 36).—Between the pe-

riods of life from 12 to 14, and from
this to 40, the liability to stone in

|

the bladder is much less, than in

infancy, childhood, or old age. And,
no doubt, many of the cases which

do present themselves in adults or

middle-aged individuals, either com-

menced at an earlier period of tif<

or are to be attributed to some ex
traneous nucleus. Delpech observes,
(Precis des Mai. Chir. t. ii. p. 193,
&c.) , that in old men, who are par
ticularly subject to calculi, the dis-

position to the return of the disease

always continues during life; and
hence, in them relapses are frequent.

The following table, by Dr. Prout,
shews the proportion of stone cases

before and after puberty, and their

occurrence in the different sexes :

Bristol. Leeds. Norwich. Total.
Consisting: of

Males. [Females.

14 years, and under

:

Above 14 years

178

177

96
101

235
271

509
549

1014 44355 197 506
!

1058

from which it may be seen, that

nearly one half of the stone cases

occur before the completion of the

fourteenth year ; and it also appears

from Mr. Smith's valuable reports,

that there is an evident increase in

the number of cases, about the age

of forty years.— See Prout on Gra-

rcl, &c. p. 210; and R. Smith, in

Med. Chir. Trans, vol. 10.

Dr. Marcet, who estimated the

comparative frequency of calculous

disorders in various countries, and in

the different stations of life, tried to

ascertain whether their frequency be

influenced by varieties of climate, or

situation, cr by peculiarities in our

habits and occupations. With these
views, he instituted inquiries at the
great hospitals of the metropolis ; but
he found it impossible to procure all

the particulars of such cases, as no
record of them had been made. The
following interesting details, how-
ever, were afforded him by the Nor-
wich lospital, where all the calculi

that have been extracted (506) for

44 years, viz. from 1772 to 1816, are

preserved, with every circumstance
appended to each stone, as well as an
account of the results of the opera-
tion ; which are recorded by Dr.
Marcet in the following table :

Females ...

Number of operations. Deaths.

Children
under 14. Adults. Total. Children. Adults. Total

227
8

251

20
478
28

12

1

56
1

68

2

2;-;r> 271 506 13 57 70

( I

" It appears," says Dr. Marcet,

from the above table, that the

mean annual number of cases of

lithotomy in the Norwich hospital,

during the last 44 years, has been

11^ to 23 in every two years; and
that the total number of fatal (uses,

in the 506 operations, is 70, cr 1 in
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7-f, or 4 in 29. The proportion of

females who have undergone the

operation, is to that of males, as 53

to 1000, or about 1 to 17 ; that the

mortality from the operation in chil-

dren was only about 1 in 18 ; while

in adults, it was 4 in 19, or nearly

quadruple.

At the Bristol infirmary, the mor-
tality from lithotomy, according to

Mr. Smith, has been in the following

proportions :

Age.

10 years & under
Between 10 and 20

Rate of

Mortality

1

1 —
in 4J

20 — 30 1

30 —
40 —
50 —
60 —
70 —

40
50
60
70
60

o
— 7

— 5
31

-d-2
9

Mean at all ages 1 in 4J

The following table, which refers Mr. Smith's paper. See Med. Chit*

to the Leeds hospital, is also from
j
Trans, vol. 10.

Cases uf Lithotomy.

From 1767-1777, 24, of which 2 died, or 1 in 12

1777-1787, 62,

1787-1797, 23,

1797-1807, 42,

1307-1817, 40,

8

3

7

8

6

°4

Mean at all ages 1 in 7

The mortality in the Norfolk in-

firmary has been much less in chil-

dren than adults. But at St. Bartho-

lomew's hospital, the proportion of

deaths in children, during the twenty

years Mr. Samuel Cooper frequently

attended operations there (see Diet,

p. 1138), was very great. In the

Bristol infirmary, the risk in children

seems to have been about equal to

what it has been in adults. In all

calculations, however, of this kind,

it should be remembered, that as

operations for the stone are perform-

ed, not only by surgeons of various

degrees of skill, but in different ways,

and even with instruments of great

diversity, such computations do not

give the fair average of any one

method of operating. From the year

1772 to 1816, the Norwich hospital

received 18,859 patients of all de-

scriptions, forming an average of 428
annual admissions ; and the propor-

tion, observes Dr. Marcet, of 506
operations of lithotomy, out of 18,359

patients, which corresponds to about

1 in 38, exceeds, in an astonishing-

degree, that obtained from any other

public institution, whose records he
examined.

Next to the Norwich hospital, Dr.
Marcet derived the most distinct in-

formation of this nature from Che-
selden, who, in hiswork on anatomy,
mentions, that, during the course of
his public practice in St. Thomas's
hospital, a period of about 20 years,
he had performed the operation of
lithotomy 213 times, and lost only 20
patients ; which is about two cases
in 21, which is considerably less than
the common average.— In St. Tho-
mas's hospital, during the last ten
years, the operation for the stone ap-
pears upon an average to have been
performed 11 times in each two
years ; and one case of stone has oc-
curred in each 528 patients admitted.
In Guy's hospital the same operation
has been performed, on an average,
about nine or ten times annually,
during the last ten or twenty years.
In Bartholomew's it was performed
56 times in the years 1312, 1813,
1814, 1815, and 1816; making the
yearly average about 11, or 1 lo

each 340 patients of all descriptions.

In the Royal Infirmary at Edinburgh,
the average number annually of stone
cases, during the last six years,, is

said not to have exceeded- two ; al-

4 F3
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though about 2000 patients are ad-
mitted there every year. According to

M. Roux, 10 or 12 cases of stone occur
every year in La Charite, at Paris,

out of about 2600 patients ; and that

the proportion of deaths from the

the operation there, is one in 5 or 6.

Dr. Marcet, on the authority of

Dr. Biet, states, with respect to the

Hopital des Enfans, that about six

cases of stone are received there

every year, where about 3000 children

of both sexes are annually admitted.

There have been only three cases in

females ; and what is remarkable,
only two deaths from the operation,

in the course of the last seven years.

Dr. M. was informed that lithotomy

is comparatively rare at Vienna, not

on account of the want of good sur-

geons, or the unfrequent occurrence

of stone cases there, but in conse-

quence of the little attention paid to

the disease by the most eminent sur-

geons in the Austrian capital. At
Geneva, says Dr. Marcet, in a po-

pulation of 30,000, lithotomy has

been performed only thirteen times

in the last 20 years, though good
surgeons are never wanting in that

town, to perform the operation

whenever an opportunity presents

itself. Out of these thirteen patients,

seven were not strictly Genevese,

though belonging to the neighbour-
ing districts, and one was an Eng-
lishman; so that the disease would, at

first sight, appear to be a rare occur-

rence at Geneva. But, as Dr. Mar-
cet observes, if the smallness of the

Genevese population be taken into

account, this proportion of calcu-

lous cases may not fall very short

of that remarked in other places. At
Lyons, a populous town, not more
than eighty miles distance from Ge-
neva, the disease is stated to be ra-

th er frequent.

With regard to the chymical na-

ture of urinary calculi, although no-

thing was known until 1776', when
Scheele published on the subject in

the Stockholm Transactions, and
whose discoveries were afterwards

t onnrmed by Bergmann and Morveau,
experiments have continued to be

repeated and diversified on the na-
ture of these concretions, and on
their solvents. At length it was
fully ascertained that there existed
others, besides those composed of
uric acid ; and latterly our know-
ledge of them has been much ex-
tended by the researches of Pearson,
Wollaston, and Brande.— (See Phil.

Trans, and Journal of Science and
Arts, vols. 6 and 8, &c); Fourcroy,
(Systeme de Connoissances Chimi-
ques), Vauquelin.— Several import-
ant facts have also been established

by the talents and industry of some
other distinguished men ; viz. Dr.
Henry, of Manchester; Professor

Brande, of the Royal Institution of
London ; the late Dr. Marcet, of
Guy's hospital ; Dr. Prout, &c—*

The facts and considerations of the

latter writer, render it probable,

however, that the common opinion

of pure lithic acid being contained

in the urine, is not exactly correct

;

but that this acid, *' in healthy

urine, exists in a state of combination
with ammonia, and that, in reality,

this fluid contains no uncombined
acid at all."—See Prout on the Na-
ture, &c. of Gravel and Calculus y

c. 13, &c. ; — Murrey's System of
Chymistry , vol. iv. p. 636 ; edit, of

1809; — JVilson Philip, in Med.
Trans, vol. vi. ; and Dr. Henry, in

vol. x. ;— F. Magendie, Recherchcs

Physiologiques et Medicales sur Ui>

Causes, &c. de la Gravelle, Bvo. Paris,

1818 ; — Walther, Uebcr die Ham-
steine, in Journ.fur Chir. b. i. Ber-

lin, 1820;

—

A. Copland Hutchinson,

on the Comparative unfrequency of
Urinary Calculi among Seafaring

People, in Med. Chir. Trans, vol.x.

;

— 11. Smith's Statistical Inquiry into

the Nature avid Treatment of Gravel,

Calculus, &c. 8vo. Lond. 1821;

—

J. Wilson on the Structure and
Physiology of the Male Urinary and
Genital Organs, and the Nature and
Treatment of their Diseases, Bvo.

Lond. 1821 ;— J. P. Frank en Uri-

-Aany Calculi.—See Journ. of Foreign

Med. No. xix. &lc. ;—see also Urea,

and Uric acid.

U'rinary bladder. Vesica Uri-
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naria. A membranous pouch, ca-

pable of dilatation and contraction,

situated in the lower part of the ab-

domen, immediately behind the sym-
physis pubis, and opposite to the be-
ginning of the rectum.

*** The figure of the urinary

bladder is nearly that of a short

oval. It is broader on the fore and
back, than on the lateral parts;

rounder above than below, when
empty ; and broader below than
above, when full. It is divided into

the body, neck, and fundus, or up-
per part ; the neck is a portion of

the lower part, which is contracted

by a sphincter muscle. It is made up
of several coats ; the upper, poste-

rior, and lateral parts are covered
by a reflection of the peritoneum,
which is connected by cellular sub-

stance to the muscular coat, which
is composed of several strata of
fibres, the outermost being mostly
longitudinal, the interior becoming
gradually more transverse, con-

nected together by reticular mem-
brane. Under this is the cellular

coat, which is ncarlv of the same
structure with the tunica nervosa of

the stomach. Winslow describes

the internal or villous coat as some-
what granulated and glandular; but
this has been disputed by subsequent

anatomists. A mucous fluid, how-
ever, is poured out continually from
it, which defends it from the acri-

mony of the urine. Sometimes the

internal surface is found very irre-

gular, and full of rugae, which ap-

pear to be occasioned merely by the

strong contraction of the muscular
fibres, and may be removed by dis-

tendingit. The sphincter docs not seem
to be a distinct muscle, but merely
formed by the transverse fibres being

closely arranged about the neck.

The urine is received from the

ureters, which enter the posterior

part of the bladder obliquely; and
when a certain degree of distension

lias occurred, tlse muscular fibres are

voluntarily exerted to expel it.

U'kinauy Fi'sTULX. A deep, nar-

row ulcer, leading into some of the

urinary passages, &c.

%* The application of this name
to sinuses, which do not communi-
cate with those passages, but only

terminate near some point of their

course, appears rather absurd. Mr.

Cooper, (see Diet, ofSurg* p.l 1 HJ
/ ,

in whose opinion here we perfectly

Concur, observes, that " one of the

chief circumstances tending to evince

that a sinus has no communication
with the urethra, is, that no urine

has ever escaped through the open*

ing; for, with respect to the judg-

ment formed from the impossibility

of making a probe touch a catheter

in the passage, it must be exceed-

ingly fallacious, because the winding

course of the sinus, or, the small

size of its communication with tiie

urethra, may prevent the instruments

from touching each other." Most of

these fistulae are the consequence of

a retention of urine, and owing to

the same causes as the diseases of

which they are a symptom ; their

treatment, therefore, will principally

depend on the nature of their com-
plications. Those which communi-
cate with the rectum in the male

subject, are sometimes a consequence

of this intestine having been wound-
ed in the operation of lithotomy ;

and those which communicate with

the vagina, are often the effect of

a violent contusion, caused by the

head of the child, in difficult labour,

or of ulceration produced by pessa-

ries, which are too large, and whose
margin are too sharp and irregular.

Carcinoma of the rectum and vagina

also give rise to fistula, by extend-

ing into the bladder. The discharge

of urine from the external orifice of

the fistula, is an unequivocal proof

of its communication with the uri-

nary passages ; when the fistula is

narrower, and there is no obstruc-

tion of the urethra, the urine some-
times escapes more readily the latter

way, than through the fistula. It

may also be difficult, or even impoSr
sible, to find out the internal orifice

of the fistula with a probe. When
the fistula communicates with the

rectum or vagina, a staff introduced

through the urethra, may sometimes
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be felt in those parts.— See on this

important subject, Sir Evcrard Home
on Strictures, vol. iii. p. 262, &c;

—

CEuvres Chirurg. de Dessault, par
Bichat ; — Sir A. Cooper s Surgical

Essays, p. ii. p. 221, &c;

—

Dr. Cu-
min, of Glasgow, in Edinb. Med.
Journ. No. 78, p. 62, 64. — Mr.
Earle, in Philosoph. Trans, for 1821,

&c. &c.
U'rine. l'i'i/ia. 'Ovpov, from ovoetjj,

to rush out;. The saline liquid, se-

creted in the kidneys, and dropping

down from them, guttatim, through

the ureters, into the cavity of the

urinary bladder.

%* The organ which secretes the

urine is composed of the arterious

vessels of the cortical substance of

the kidneys, from which it passes

through the uriniferous tubuli and
renal papillae, into the renal pelvis :

whenceitflows, drop by drop,through
the ureters, into the cavity of the

urinary bladder : where it is de-

tained some hours, and at length,

when abundant, eliminated through
the urethra.

Urine contains the following sub-
J

stances :— 1. Water.—2. Acetic acid,
j—3. Phosphate of lime.—4. Phos-
'

phate of magnesia.— 5. Carbonic'
acid.— 6. Carbonate of lime.—7.

< "ric acid.—8. Rosacic acid.—9. Ben-
zoic acid.— 10. Albumen.— 11. Urea.
— 12. Resin.— 13. Muriate of soda.
— 14. Phosphate of soda.— 15. Phos-
phate of ammonia.— 16. Muriate of

ammonia.— 17. Sulphur.

No liquor in the human body i

-variable, in respect to quantity i

quality, as the urine ; for it varies

as regards age, food, drink, m<

cine, time of the year, muscular
motion, affection of the mind, &.<-.

Use.—The urine is an ezcren

titious fluid, like lixivium, by which
the human body if not only libera

from the superfluous water, bat also

rrom the loperflooos salta and animal

defended from corrup-

tion. Lastly, the vis medicatrix na-

turae sometimes eliminates many
morbid and tu i id al

urine; ai may be observed in

levers, dropsies! &c.

U'rine, incontinence of. Thu
complaint is just the reverse of re-

tention of urine. In the latter affec-'

tion, the urine is continually flowing
into the bladder, without the patient
having the power to expel it ; in the
former, it flows out, without the pa-
tient being able to retain it.

% * Dessault states , th at the causes
of an incontinence of urine, strictly

so called, are the very reverse of
those of a retention. The latter case
happens whenever the action of the
bladder is weakened, and the resist-

ance in the urethra is increased. On
the contrary, an incontinence arises

either from the expulsatory power of
the bladder being augmented, while
the resistance in the urethra is not
proportionately increased ; or from
the resistance being lessened, while
the expelling force continues the
same. It was on these principles

Dessault thought it easy to explain,

why the disorder should be most
common with children, rather than
in adults, and people advanced in

years ; and one reason which he gives

for the circumstance is, that in child-

hood there is more irritability than
at any other period of life. It was
not, however, the doctrine of Des-
sault, that no period of life, except-
ing childhood, is subject to inconti-

nence of urine. On the contrary, he
admits that other ages are subject to

it ; hut then it depends almost in-

variably on the want of resistance to

the escape of the urine. Thus, it

may be occasioned by weakness, or
paralysis of the sphincter of vesicae,

or of the levatores ani ; sometimes
also, by a forcible dilatation of tin

urethra, and loss of it* elasticity,

and its muscular power of contrac-

tion. A calculus, or fungu3, or

any other extraneous body of an ir-

regular shape, but not accurat

filling it, may allow the urine to

spe at the sides; or there may
even be in the calculus, grooves
through which the urine may past

into the urethra. A violent contu-

sion, or forcible distension of the

sphincter, is often followed by an

incontinence of urine. Women, after
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difficult labours, and in whom the

child's head has seriously contused

and weakened the neck of the blad-

der, are also subject to a species

of incontinence of urine; which,

however, is generally experienced

onlv when thev laugh, or make ex-

crtions. Incontinence of urine was
also formerly very common after the

operation of lithotomy, called the

apparatus major ; and even at pre-

sent, it is not an unusual consequence

of the extraction of calculi from fe-

males, either by dilatation, or divi-

sion of the meatus urinarius and
neck of the bladder.—See CEuvrcs

Chirurgicales de Dessault, par Bi-
chat, torn. iii. ;

—

Med. Obs. and In-

quiries ;
—Journ. de Medeeine, t. lv.

p. 72 ;

—

Ilowship on the Diseases of
the Urinary Organs, p. 205, &C. &C.
U'rine, retention of. An inabi-

lity, total or partial, of expelling the

urine by the natural efforts con-

tained in the bladder.

*** It is observed by Mr. Hey,
that a retention of urine in the blad-

der, when the natural efforts are in-

capable of affording relief, is in male
subjects, a disease of great urgency
and danger. Persons advanced in

years, are more subject to this com-
plaint than the young, or middle-

aged. It is often brought on by an

incautious resistance to the calls of

nature ; and, if not speedily relieved,

generally excites some degree of fe-

ver. The distinction which has some-
times been made, between a suppres-

sion and a retention of urine, is, says

Mr. Hey, practical and judicious.

The former most properly points

out a defect in the secretion of the

kidneys ; the latter an inability of

expelling the urine when secreted.

Retention of urine may be the effect

of a great many different causes ; as

paralysis of the bladder ; inflamma-
tion of its neck ; the presence of

foreign bodies in it ;
pressure made

on its cervix by the gravid uterus ;

enlargement of the prostate glands
;

strictures in the urethra, &c. and
from whatever cause it may arise,

the rase demands the most prompt
assistance.— See CEuvres Chir. De

Dessault, &c. — Sabatier, de la Med.
O^tratoire, t. ii.— C. B. True, Re-
marks on Morbid Retentions of Urinet

2d edit. Gloucester.— Hey's Prcut.

Obs. in Surg. ed. 3.

—

Dessault's Pa-
risian Chiruroicul Journal. —Sam-,
merutsr

1

* Abhandlnng, &c.

—

Dessault

et Chopart, Truite des Maladies tU f

Votes Uiinaircs, 8vo. 1T%' ;

—

Home's
Practical Observations on the Treat-

ment of Strictures, <xc. 3 vols, and
On Diseases of the Prostate Glandy

2 vols. 8vo.—//. Eaile, in Med. C/u-

rurg. Trans, vol. vi. p. 82, <xc.

—

J .ilowship on Diseases ofthe Urinary
Organs, 8vo. Loud. 1823.

I'rine, suppression of. See Is-

churia

.

Urina'culim. See Uracku*,

Uri'nA a'rdor. See Di/suria.

Urina'ria. (From uri/ia, urine ;

so named from its diuretic qualities) .

The herb dandelion. See Leontodon
Taru.racum.

Urocri'sia. (From ovpov, urine,

and xpiyu), to judge). The judg-
ment formed of diseases by the in-

spection of urine.

I rotla'ma. A compound Greek
word for erratic urine, (Parana
erratiea, of Dr. Good), though sel-

dom introduced into nosological ar-

rangements, the cases, however, are

so numerous and distinct, in writers

of good authority, that it ought not

to be rejected.
*
#
* In most instances this is not

a vicarious discharge ; or in other

words, a secretion of a different kind

compensating for a destitution of

urine, but a discharge of an urinous

fluid apparently absorbed after its

secretion by the kidneys, and con-

veyed to the outlet from which it

is 'ies by a path, or under a protec-

tion that has hitherto never been ex-

plained. We sometimes meet with

it while there is a free secretion of
urine by the kidneys, and a free

passage by the bladder and urethra,

in which case alone it can be called

a disease. In other cases it is found

(see Paruria Inops of Dr. Good)

performing a remedial part, and tra-

velling in the new direction to carry

off rccrementory matter that cannot
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be discharged at its proper outlet,

nor retained in the blood without
mischief. It has in different persons
been evacuated bv the rectum, sali-

vary glands, the skin at the navel,

and by a fistulous opening into the

perineum, and has sometimes been
found, on post mortem examinations,
filling the ventricles of the brain. For
a singular case where the urine dis-

charged alternately from bowels and
kidneys in extensive gushes, with
long intervals of suppression, occa
sionally extending to six weeks or

two months.—See Howskip's Prac-
tical Diseases, &c. on Complaints
that affect the Secretion of Urine.

Urorkh,e'a. (From ovpov, the
urine, and psco, to flow). A dis-

charge of the urine through the
eroded perineum.

Ursi'na ra'dix. The root of the
plant called baldmoney. See Ethusa
meum .

Urosco'pia. (From ovpov, the
urine, and gxottzu), to inspect). In-
spection of urine, that a judgment
of diseases may be made from its

appearance.

Un'cA. Ab urcndo ; because it

excites an itching and pustules like

those produced by fire) .— 1 . A ge-
nus of plants in the Linnasan s) stein :

Class, Monoccia; Order, Tetrandria.
The nettle.— 2. The pharmacopaual
name of the common nettle. See
Urtica dtoica.

Urti'ca dioi'ca. The systematic
name of the common stinging-nettle.

*
# * Though generally despised as

a noxious weed, this plant has been
long used for'medical, culinary, and
economical purposes. The young
shoots in the spring possess diuretic

and antiscorbutic properties, and are

with these intentions boiled and eaten
instead of cabbage greens.

Urti'ca .mo'kit a. See Laniium
album,

Urti'ca PILUU'FERA. The syste-

matic name of the pill-bearing nettle.

Urtica Romana. The plant which
bean this name in the pharmaco-
poeia! is the Urtica piMifera, of
Linnaeus.

%*To raise an irritation in para-

lytic limbs the fresh plant may be
employed, as producing a more per-
manent sting than the common nettle.

Urti'ca Roma'na. See Urtica
pit'u Iifera.

Urti'ca u'rens. The systematic
name of a lesser nettle than the
dioica, and possessing similar vir-

tues.

Urtica'ria. (From urtica, a net-

tle). Febris urticata. Uredo. Pur-
pura urticata. Scarlatina urtica. The
nettle-rash. A species of exanthe-
matous fever, known by pyrexia, and
an eruption on the skin like that

produced by the sting of the nettle.

*#* Tin; little elevations which
characterize this disease often ap-

pear instantaneously, especially if

the skin be rubbed or scratched, and
seldom stay many hours in the same
place, and sometimes not many mi-
nutes. No part of the body is ex-

empt from them; and where many
of them rise together, and continue

an hour or two, the parts are often

considerably swelled, which particu-

larly happens in the arms, face, and
hands. They will continue to infest

the skin, sometimes in one place,

and sometimes in another, for one
or two hours together, two or three

times a day, or perhaps for the great-

est part of 24 hours. In some con-
stitutions they last only a few days,

in others several months.
Urtica'tion. Urticatie. (From

urtica, a nettle). The whipping a

paralytic or benumbed limb with net-
tles, in order to restore its feelings.

U'SNEA. J/ustus crunii hiunani.

See Lichen saaatHis. -

Utera'ria. (From uterus, the

womb). Medicines appropriated to

diseases of the womb.
Uterinefury. See Nymphomania*
U'tERUS. (Vcrfpa.) Matrix. The

womb. A spongy receptacle resem-
bling a compressed spear, situated in

the cavity of the pelvis, above the

vagina, and between the urinary blad-

der and rectum'.
* *1 The uterus is liable to many

diseases, the principal of which are,

inversio uteri*, prolapsus uteri, proci-

tia uteri, hydatids, dropsy of the
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uterus or tympanitis uteri, moles,

ulceration, increased secretions, &c.

U'teiu s, inve'rsion of. Inversio

uteri. The inside of the womb turned

out, and down into the vagina.
*
#
* In a great majority of instances,

inversion of the uterus depends upon
the midwife endeavouring to extract

the placenta by pulling the cord ; or

in delivering the head, in footling

cases. Sometimes the uterus is di-

rectly pulled down, and the placenta

still adheres ; in other cases, it is se-

parated. It may also happen, if the

child be allowed to be rapidly ex-

pelled ; for if the cord be short, or

entangled about the child, the fundus

may receive a sudden jerk, and be-

come inverted. From the same
cause, or sometimes perhaps from
sudden pressure of part of the intes-

tines on the fundus uteri , occasioued

by strong contraction of the abdo-

minal muscles, a part of the fundus

becomes depressed like a cup, and
encroaches on the uterine cavity.

This generally rectifies itself if let

alone; but if the cord be pulled, or

if there be any tendency in the ute-

rine action to go towards the fun-

dus, as happens when that part is

Lacerated, and may in like manner
occur in the present case, the depres-

sion is speedily converted into per-

fect inversion, which may thus take

place spontaneously, and without

any fault of the attendant.— (For a

cause mentioned by Dr. Merriman,
of this description, see Synopsis,

[k 149).

Inversion of the womb may take

place in different degrees, and it has

been divided accordingly into com-
plete and incomplete. The complete,

when the uterus protrudes out of the

vagina, and exactly resembles the

womb after delivery ; the incomplete

when the fundus is merely engaged
in the orifice. In the first case the

vagina is also partly reversed or in-

verted, so that the tumour is of con-

siderable length. When it is partial,

the tumour is retained altogether, or
chiefly, within the vagina, and the

f indus only protrudes to a certain

degree through the os uteri, forming

a firm substance like a child's head.
Mr. White of Paisley describes it

very well (see Med. Comment, vol. xx.

p. 147), as resembling a printer's

ball. According to Dr. Denman, it

sometimes does not pass through the
os uteri. Mangetus (lib. iv. p. 1019)
relates a fatal case, where the tu-
mour was taken for the head of a
second child. It was at first par-
tially, then completely inverted, with
excruciating pain. Mr. Smith re-

lates a case of inversion, where the
accident was followed by syncope,
subsultus, &c. The subsultus and
frequent pulse continued for some
days, with smart fever, and inabi-

lity to move. {Med. and Phys. Journ.
vol. vi. p. 503). In the same vo-
lume, Mr. Primrose gives an in-

stance where a great part of the
uterus sloughed off, and the woman
recovered.

When the uterus is inverted, the
patient feels great pain, generally

accompanied with a bearing down
effort, by which a partial inversion

is sometimes rendered complete. The
pain is obstinate and severe ; she
feels very weak ; the countenance is

pale, the pulse feeble, perhaps nearly
imperceptible ; a hemorrhage very
generally attends the accident, and is

often mast profuse. But it is worthy
of notice, that frequently complete
inversion is not accompanied with he-
morrhage

;
(sec a case related by Dr.

Hamilton, in Med. Com. vol. xvi.

p. 315) ; whilst a very partial in-

version may be attended with a fatal

discharge ; although there be little

hemorrhage, the face is pale, and
the pulse weak and rapid, a sensa-

tion of dragging at the stomach, or
a feeling as if the bowels were pulled

out of the belly, may accompany
inversion. Fainting and convulsions
are not unfrequent attendants, al-

though the hemorrhage has been
trifling. From the symptoms men-
tioned, inversion is suspected to ex-
ist, and on examination, the womb
is felt more or less protruded like a
mass of flesh, whilst no hard uterus

can be discovered in the hypogas-
trium.—For cases, &c. see Baudeloauc¥
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and Gardien, Traite, t. iii'. p. 335

;

— Memoirs of Med. Society, vol. v.

p. 202 ;—Case by Dr. Duffield, in

Trans, of Coll. Philadelphia, p. 167 ;—by Dr. Albers, Annals of Med.
vol. v. 390 ;

—

Schmucker's Surgical
Essays, art. xvii. ;

—

Journ. de Med.
torn. xli. p. 40 : in this case the ute-

rus was torn off with the crotchet,

having mistaken it for the child's

head. See also the same work for

August, 1786 ;

—

Annals of Med. vol.

iv. p. 366;

—

Treatise on Inversion,

&c. 8vo. Lond. by Mr. Newnham

;

—
Mem. deVAcad, de Sciences, 1732 •

—

Mem. of the Med. Soc. vol. v. p. 14 ;—J. TVindson, Observations on In-
version of the Uterus, with a Case of
successful Extirpation of that Organ,
Med. Chir. Trans, vol. x. p. 358 ;

—

Denman's Plates of a Polypus, with

an Inversion of the Uterus, 1801 ;

—

Dr. Baillies Series of Engravings,
&c. fasc. ix. tab. 5 ;

—

E. B. Herzog
de Inversione Uteri, 4to. Wirceb.
1817 ;

—

Dr. C. Johnson, in Dublin
Hospital Reports, vol. iii ;

—

Diet, des

Sciences Medicates, t. xxiii. p 288 ;—
Principles of Midwifery , &c. by J.

Bums, 8vo. Lond. 525, et seq.

U'terus, po'lypi of. See Poly-
pus.

U'terus, prolapsus of. A de-

scent of the womb, taking place in

various degrees.
*
# * The slightest degree, or first

stage, of prolapsus uteri, has been
called a relaxation, a greater degree

a prolapsus ; and the protrusion

from the external parts, a prociden-

tia. It is necessary to attend care-

fully to this disease, to ascertain its

existence, as it may, if neglected,

occasion bad health, and many un-
easy sensations. The symptoms at

first, if it do not succeed parturition,

are ambiguous, as some of them
may proceed from other causes, par-

ticularly from an affection of the

nerves which supply the uterus, and
in this case one part of the back is

generally pained on pressing it, some-
times at the very coccyx.— (See Prin-

ciples of Midwifery , by J. Burns,

p. 122). — Hut if the patient has

been recently delivered, there is less

likelihood of the practitioner being
misled. The effects caused by the
pressure of the prolapsus of the womb
on the bladder and rectum are

more' or less difficultly felt in voiding
the urine and faeces. The dysuria
and constipation increase in propor-
tion as the patient continues in an
upright posture, and as the uterus
descends nearer to the inferior origin

of the vagina. Sometimes the irri-

tation brings on a considerable mu-
cous' discharge, which, when the pa-
tient suffers little other inconvenience
from the prolapsus, is apt to be mis-
taken for fluor albus, or gonorrhoea.
—A woman may become pregnant,
notwithstanding an incomplete pro-
lapsus of the womb. The displace-

ment may even take place at a more
or less advanced period of gestation,

Portal des Accouchemens) while, in

other still more uncommon instances,

the prolapsus has been remarked to

disappear when the period of labour
drew near. Cases illustrating these
facts are given by Loder, {Journ.

filr de Chirurg. b. ii. p. 13) ; by Sa-
viard and Portal, {Mem de I Acad*
t. iii. in Journ. de Medecine, torn,

xlv.) and by Chopart, {Traite dts

Maladies des Votes UrinairesJ. A
prolapsus uteri may also happen dur-
ing parturition.— {Garin, Journ. de

Med. Continue, t. iv. p. 265 ;

—

Du-
croux, Mem. de VAcad. de Chir.

t. viii. p. 393 ;

—

TFhite, in Med. Obs.

and Inq. vol. ii. ;— Sabatier, Med.
Operatoire, t. ii. ; and in Mem. de

CAcad. de Chirurg, t. iii. p. 361.

Uterus, retroversion of. That
change of the position of the uterus

whereby the fundus is turned back-
wards and downwards upon its cer-

vix, between the vagina and rectum,
and the os uteri is turned forwards
to the pubis, and upwards in propor-
tion to the descent of the fundus, so

that by an examination per vaginam,
it cannot be felt, or not without dif-

ficulty, when the uterus is retroverted.

By the same examination there may
also be perceived a large round tu-

mour, occupying the inferior part of

the cavity of the pelvis, and pressing

the vagina towards the pubes. By an
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, examination per anion, the same tu-

I mour may be felt, pressing the rec-

f turn to the hollow of the sacrum,

land if both these examinations are

I made at the same time, we may rea-

I dily discover that the tumour is

I confined within the vagina and rec-

IStum.%* Besides the knowledge of the

retroversion which may be gained

I by the preceding examinations, it is

I found to be accompanied with other

j very distinguishing symptoms, e. g.

I there is in every case, together with

I extreme pain, a suppression of urine;

I and by the continuance of this dis-

I tension of the bladder the tumour
I formed by it in the abdomen often

I equals in size, and resembles in

I shape, the uterus in the sixth or

I seventh months of pregnancy; it

lis necessary, however, to observe,

that the suppression of urine is fre-

quently absolute only before the re-

troversion of the uterus, or during

the time it is retroverted ; for when
the retroversion is completed, there

is often a discharge of urine, so as to

prevent an increase of the distension

of the bladder, though not in a suf-

ficient quantity to remove it. There
is also an obstinate constipation of

the bowels, produced by the pres-

sure of the retroverted uterus upon
the rectum, which renders the in-

jection of a clyster very difficult, or

even impossible. But it appears that

all the painful symptoms are chiefly

in consequence of a suppression of

urine ; for none of those parts which
are apt to sympathize in affections or

diseases of the uterus are disturbed

by its retroversion. The retrover-

sion of the uterus has generally oc-

curred about the third month of

pregnancy, and sometimes after de-

livery it may likewise happen, where
the uterus is, from any cause, en-

larged to the size it acquires about

the third month of pregnancy, but

not with such facility as in the preg-

nant state, because the enlargement
is then chiefly at the fundus. If the

uterus is but little enlarged, or if it

be beyond a certain time, it cannot

well be retroverted ; for, in the first

case, should the cause of a retrover-

sion exist, the weight at the fundus
would be wanting to produce it ; and
in the latter, the uterus would be
raised above the projection of the

sacrum, and supported by the spine.

The ancients are supposed to have
had some imperfect notion of retro-

version of the uterus, and, in proof
of this opinion, certain passages are

referred to in iEtius {Tetrab. 4 Serm.
4 c. 77), Mercurialis, Mercatus, and
others. (See Diet, des Sciences Me-
dicates, t. iii. p. 273).—However this

may be, it is generally confessed,

that the subject had fallen into obli-

vion, when Dr. W. Hunter called

the attention of his pupils to it, in

1754, and afterwards drew u ] an
interesting paper concerning it. See
Med. Obs. and Inquiries, vol. iv. 8vo.

Lond. 1771).—The knowledge of the

subject was subsequently extended by
the observations of Wizezeck, [De
Utero RetroJiexot

Prag. 1777) ; the

remarks of Richter {Chir. Bibl. b. v.

p. 521, and b. ix. p. 182), and those
of Wall (I)isserta(ione de Uteri Retro-

version, Hal. 1782) ; and by the

Memoir of Desgranges, to which the

prize of the Royal Academy of Sur-
gery was adjudged in the year 1785.

—According to Sabatier, retrover-

sion of the worn!) was a case men-
tioned by Gregoire, in his private

lectures on midwifery at Paris. (See

Med. Opcratoire, t. 2;— Croft, in

Land. Med. Journ. vol. ix. p. 53;

—

DenmaiCs Introduction to Midwifery,
4to. Lond. 1801, also 8vo. 1823;—
Dr. Merriman, on Retroversion of
the Womb, 8vo. Lond. 1810.—These
eminent practitioners discourage ma-
nual interference to reduce the ute-

rus, on the supposition that drawing
off the urine will render such inter-

ference unnecessary.—See also Lynn,
W. Hunter, Garthshore , Bird, and
Hooper, in Med. Obs. and Inquiries,

vols. iv. v. and vi. ; Cheston and Cleg-

horn, vol Med. Communications , vol. 2 ;—John Clarke, PracticalEssays on the

Manageme7it of Pregnancy and La-
bour, Lond. 1793 ;

—

Baudcloque, sur

le Renversement de la Matrice, &c.
Paris, 1803 ;

—

Cockell, Essay on the

4 G
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Retroversion of the Uterus, Lond.
1785 ; Richter, &c.

U'terus, rupture of. Rupture
of the gravid uterus may take place

at any period of gestation. The
moment of the accident is generally

marked by severe pain, occasionally

by vomiting, and frequently by a

tendency to syncope, which, in some
instances, continues for a length of

time to be the most prominent symp-

tom. (See Dr. Underwood's Case, in

Lond. Med. Journ. vol. vii. p. 321).

—The pain sometimes resembles

labour, but more frequently colic,

and its duration is variable. In some
cases, hemorrhage takes place from

the vagina, but the greatest quantity

of blood flows from the abdomen.

Sometimes the hemorrhage proves

fatal. (See a singular case in Medi-
\

cal Facts, vol. iii. p. 171, by Ca-
j

nestrine, where the woman had a !

double uterus. One of the uteri,
'

after some pains, burst in the fourth

month. The ovum was found entire

in the abdomen, and much blood I

was effused). At the time of the ;

accident, and for a short time after,
j

the child is felt to struggle vio-
j

lently. Then the motion ceases,

the woman feels a weight in the

belly, and if the pregnancy be far

advanced, the members of the child

can be traced through the abdominal

parietes. (A twin case is related by

Dr. J. Hamilton, where the uterus

was so thin, that even the sutures of

the head could be felt through the ab-

dominal parieties. Violent pains were

produced by the motion of the child,

the titerus felt very light, and the

woman had been exposed to a degree

of violence. This case had a very

considerable resemblance, in some re-

spects, to a ruptured uterus, but she

vas delivered safety of two children.

—Cases, p. 124).—The tumour of

the belly generally lessens, though

sometimes it rather increases. (See

Dr. Perceval's Case, in Med. Com-

ment, vol. ii. p. 77) ; and the milk

is secreted, indicatiug the death of

the child.

If the hemorrhage, or peritoneal

inflammation do not quickly carry

off the patient, we find that at the
end of some time, occasionally of the

ninth month of gestation, pains like

those of labour come on, which either

gradually go off, and the child is

retained for many years (in Dr.
Perceval's Case, above quoted, thefce-

tus was retained for 22 years, and
then discharged by the rectum) , being
inclosed in a kind of cyst ; or in-

flammation and abscess take place,

and the child is discharged piece-

meal. (See Dr. Drake's Case, in Phil.

Trans, vol. xlv. p. 121). — Rupture
of the uterus may be the conse-

quence of mental agitation ; but in

most cases, it is owing to external

violence. For instances of this kind,

see Mem. of the Acad, ofSciences

;

—
Journ. de Med.for 1780 ;

—

Mr. Ti'il-

son's Case, ascribed to violence, in

Annals of Med. vol. ii. p. 317, and
vol. iv. p. 401 ;

—

Dr. Garthshore's

Med. Journ. vol. viii. p. 334 ;

—

Mr.
Goodsir's Case, Ann. of Med. vol. vii.

p. 412, to exertion;—See also two

Cases in the v. and vi. vol. of the

Journal de Med. , where the first was
produced by a fall from a tree ; the

second by a bruise from a waggon,
&c. &c. ;

—

Principles of Midwifery,
&c. by J. Burns, C. M. &c. 8vo.

Lond.
Utrica'ria. (From titer, a bot-

tie ; so named, from its appendages
at the end of the leaves resembling

bottles, to contain water). A name
of the nepenthes, or wonderful plant.

Utri'culus. (Dim. of titer, a bot-

tle; so called, from its shape). The
womb.
U'va. (Quasi uvida, from its juice).

An unripe grape. A tumour on the

I
eye resembling a grape.

U'va grui'na. Cranberries. They
are brought from New England,

and are esteemed antiscorbutic.

U'va pa'ssa ma'jor. The raisin.

! See Vitis vinifera.

U'va pa'ssa mi'nor. The dried
' currant. See Vitis corinthica.

U'va u'rsi. Bear's whortle-berry,

first brought into notice by De Haen,

I
was once thought a powerful remedy

,

in calculus ; but though its virtue in

lessening the irritation of the bladder
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is still acknowledged, its claim to

utility on any other principle is quite

rejected. Dr. Austin recommended
it for lessening the irritability of the

bladder, and diminishing the secre-

tion of diseased mucus, which he

supposed greatly contributed to the

augmentation of the stone. Mr. B.

Bell also strongly recommended it in

gonorrhoea, where the irritability of

the bladder was excited in a high

degree, and where the urine was
loaded with viscid matter. In these

cases he directed a scruple, or half a

drachm of the powder three times

a-day.—Dr. Saunders used to order

three drachms of it to be macerated
in a pint of hot water (Pharm. Chi-

rurg.) and two or three ounces of the

strained liquor to be given three times

a-day. See Arbutus.

U'vea. (From uva, an unripe

grape). The posterior lamina of

the iris ; so called, because, in

beasts, which the ancients chiefly

dissected, it is of the colour of unripe

grapes.

U'vula. (Dim. of uva t a grape).

The small conical fleshv substance,

hanging in the middle of the velum

pendulum palati, over the root of the

tongue.
*
#* The uvula is composed of the

common membrane of the mouth,
and a small muscle resembling a
worm, which arises from the union of

the palatine bone, and descends to

the tip of the uvula. It was called

Palato staphilimis, by Douglas, and
Stapkiluius epistaphilinus, by Win-
slow. When it contracts the uvula

is raised up.

U'vula, diseases of. The uvula

is subject to several kinds of enlarge-

ment, in which it becomes both longer

and more bulky than natural, or is

simply lengthened. In consequence
of such changes, it becomes trouble-

some in swallowing and speaking,

and causes a disagreeable tickling at

the root of the tongue, frequent

retching, and an annoying cough.
When the disease has attained this

state, medicines are frequently in-

effectual, and the only plan of relief,

consists in nipping off a portion of

the uvula with a pair of scissars.

Uyula'ria. (From uvula, because
it cured diseases of the uvula) . See

Ruscus hypoglossum.

V.

Va'cca, <e, f. A cow.
Vacca'ria. (From vacca, a cow

;

because it is coveted by cows). The
herb cow's-basil.

Vaccina'tion. The insertion of
the matter to produce the cow-pox.
%* As the cow-pox destroys the

susceptibility of the small-pox, so the
small-pox destroys that of the cow-
pox. To this general rule, however,
a ft'w exceptions are said to have
occurred. Certain it is, that a pus-
tule has now and then been excited
by the insertion of vaccine virus, in

those who have had the small-pox,
and that this pustule has been known
to yield the genuine virus ; but it is

not equally certain that the pustule
has been perfect in all respects. Pos-

sibly it may have been defective in

point of size or duration ; in respect

to its areola, or the limpidity of its

contents. That such a pustule has,

in some instances, yielded effectual

virus, is admitted ; but this is no
more than what has often happened,
in cases where persons who have had
the small-pox are a second time sub-
mitted to that infection in the same
form. The artificial cow-pox in the
human subject is much milder than
the casual disease ; and incomparably
milder than the small-pox, even
under the form of inoculation. It

neither requires medicine nor regi-

men ; it may be practised at any
season of the year ; and, not being
infectious by effluvia, one person may

4 G2
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be inoculated without endangering
the life of another.—This affection

produces no pustulous eruptions.

When such attend vaccine inocula-

tion, they are owing to some adven-
titious cause, such as the small-pox,

which it is well known may co-exist

with the cow-pox. The vaccine ve-

sicle is confined to the parts where
matter is inserted ; it is, therefore,

entirely a local and an inoculated

disease. Nevertheless, it is certain,

that eruptions of other kinds, in

£ome instances, attend vaccine ino-

culation ; such as a nettle-rash, or
an eruption resembling a tooth-rash,

but rather larger than what is com-
monly called by that name.
Among other singularities attend-

ing the cow-pox, the mildness of the

disease, under the form of inocula-

regards the constitutional indisposi-

tion, it is seldom considerable, unless

there is a complication of this with
some other distemper ; and whenever
any unfavourable symptoms appear,
they may in general be traced to

some other cause. We have, indeed,

great reason to believe, that no ill

consequence ever arises from the

cow-pox itself, unless from igno-

rance or neglect.

But notwithstanding the symptoms
are so mild, they frequently occur
at a very eaily period. A drowsi-

ness, which is one of the most com-
mon attendants of the disease, is

often remarked by the parents them-
selves, within forty-eight hours after

the matter is inserted. In a majo-
rity of cases, a slight increase of

heat is perceptible, together with an

degree as to alarm the most timorous

mother. Sometimes the patient is

restless at nights ; and now and then

ing occurs ; but in many cases, no

tion, has been urged as an argument acceleration of the pulse, and other

against the practice, the cause ap- signs of pyrexia; but not in such a

pearing to ordinary comprehensions
inadequate to the effect. This, it

must be allowed, is the best apology
that can be offered for scepticism on a case is met with, in which vomit-

that point ; but it will weigh but
little when put into the scale against

actual observation, and incontro-

vertible fact. The efficacy of the

cow- pox as a safeguard against the

small-pox, rests, perhaps, on more
extensive evidence, and a more solid

foundation, than any other axiom in

the whole circle of medical science

can boast.

That the cow-pox is not infectious

by effluvia, is naturally concluded

from its never being communicated
from one person to another in the

dairies ; where the disease is casual,

and appears under its worst form.

The same inference may be drawn
from its never spreading in a family,

when only one person is inoculated

at a time. To confirm this proposi-

constitutional indisposition whatever

can be perceived. Even then, the

cow-pox has never failed to prove an

effectual preservative against the

small-pox, provided the pustule has

been perfect. This being the grand

criterion of the security of the pa-

tient, too minute an attention cannot

be paid to its rise, progress, and

decline. The best mode of inocu-

lating is by making a very small ob-

lique puncture in the arm, near the

insertion of the deltoid muscle, with

the point of a lancet charged with

fluid matter. In order to render in-

fection more certain, the instrument

may be charged again, and wiped

upon the puncture, ike. 6lc.

Vacci'mum. (Quasi baccinium,

:

tion more fully, the vaccine pustules from its berry). A genus of plants

have been ruptured, and persons in the Linnsean system • Class, Qo
who have never had the disorder tandria; Order, Mouogynitu

have been to inhale the efflu- Y.u ci'mi m myuti'i.ia s. The sys-

via several times a day, but to no tematic name of the myrtle berry,

purpose. This is no more t linn might %• The berries directed in ptiar-

be expected, in an affection where macopoejas by the name of bm

the pustulous appearance on the sur- myrtiUorum, are the fruit of the /ef-

face of the body i.s nearly local. As cinium myrtillHS} of Linnaeus. Ire-

\
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I

pared with vinegar, they are esteemed
antiscorbutic ; and when dry, they

possess astringent virtues.

Yacci'nium oxvco'ccos. Thesys-
t tematic name of the cranberry-plant.

I Qxycoccos. Vaccinia palustris. Vitis

] idaa palustris. Moor-berry. The
| cranberry. The berries of the Vac-
% cinium oxycoccos, of Linnaeus, are

\ inserted in some pharmacopoeias.
*** Cranberries are about the size

J
of haws, and are pleasantly acid, and

(cooling, with which intention they
are used medicinally in Sweden. In

i this country they are mostly pre-

served, and made into tarts.

Vacci'nium vi'tis idje'a. The sys-

tematic name of the red whortle-
• berry. Vitis idcra. The leaves of this

I plant, Vaccinium vitis idcra, of Lin-

i nseus, are so astringent, as to be
iused in some places for tanning,

i They are said to mitigate the pain

J itt°ndanton calculous diseases, when
| afiven internally in the form of de-

ft :oction.

%* Ripe whortle-berries abound
I vith a grateful acid juice, and are

9 esteemed in Sweden as aperient, an-

il
iseptic, and refrigerant, and as such

J
ire often given in putrid diseases.

Vagi'na, -a?, f. Vagina uteri. That
I anal which leads from the pudendum
1 >r external orifice to the uterus, is

i 'ailed the vagina.

%* The shape of the vagina is

c omewhat conical, with the apex
lownwards ; and is described as be-
ng five or six inches in length, and

i :bout two in diameter. But it would
b e more proper to say, that it is ca-

able of being extended to those di-

I lensions ; for in its common state,

he os uteri is seldom found to be
viore than three inches from the ex-
1 3rnal orifice, and the vagina is con-
I racted as well as shortened. The
f agina is composed of two coats, the

|
rst or innermost of which is villous,

t iterspersed with many excretory
1 ucts, and contracted into plicae, or
I nail transverse folds, particularly

I I the fore and back part, but, by
I lild-bearing, these are lessened or

I"

oliterated. The second coat is com-

|
muscular fibres are not distinctly

;

observable, but which are endowed,
to a certain degree, with contrac-

! tile powers like a muscle. This is

j

surrounded by cellular membrane,
j

which connects it to the neighbouring
! parts. A portion of the upper and
posterior part of the vagina is also

covered by the peritoneum. The
entrance of the vagina is constricted

by muscular fibres, originating from
the rami of the pubis, which run on
each side of the pudendum, surround-
ing the posterior part, and executing
an equivalent oince, though they
cannot be said to form a true sphinc-

ter. The upper part of the vagina
is connected to the circumference of
the os uteri, but not in a straight

line, so as to render the cavity of
the uterus a continuation of that of
the vagina ; for the latter stretches

beyond the former, and, being joined
to the cervix, is reflected over the os
uteri, which, by this mode of union,
is suspended with protuberant lips in

the vagina, and permitted to change
its position in various ways and di-

rections. When, therefore, these
parts are distended and unfolded at

the time of labour, they are conti-

nued into each other, and there is

no part which can properly be con-
sidered as the precise beginning of
the uterus, or termination of the
vagina.

The diseases of the vagina are,

first, such an abbreviation and con-
traction as render it unfit for the
uses for which it was designed ; se-

condly, a cohesion of the sides, in

consequence of preceding ulceration

;

thirdlv, cicatrices after an ulceration
of the parts ; fourthly, excrescences,
polypi, prolapsus ; fifthly, fluor al-

bus, &c.
Vagina, imperforate. Female

infants are frequently, after birth,

found with different imperforations
of the vagina, which, sometimes, is

not completely shut up, so that the
usual evacuations happen in an un-
interrupted manner, and it is often
a considerable time before the mal-
formation is discovered. Some fe-

males are even stated to have be-
4G3
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come pregnant, notwithstanding such
obstruction ; and in these cases, the
membrane, which shut up a part of
the mouth of the vagina, either was
torn by the effects of labour, or di-

vided as much as was necessary for

delivery. Two membranes,one placed

beyond the other, and obstructing

the vagina, have also been found.
That which is commonly met with,

is only the hymen, thicker and
stronger than natural.

•
#* When the vagina is completely

imperforate, and the time of the

menses begins, many complaints

arise, which are proportionally se-

vere, as the blood accumulates in

the passage ; and they may even lead

to a fatal termination, when the

cause is not understood, or not de-

tected until it be too late. These
complaints are very similar to those

of pregnancy ; hence, girls in this si-

tuation, have often been supposed to

be pregnant, although they were not

in a state even to become so ; and
some young women have been known
to die, after dreadful suffering. When
the malformation consists altogether

in the orifice of the vagina being

shut up by a membrane, t!ic patient

may be easily relieved by a crucial

incision, or a single cut, the edges

of which are to be kept asunder by
a tent of a suitable shape and size

;

but when it is produced by an ex-

tensive accretion of the sides of the

vagina to each other, the cure is

sometimes difficult.—See Sabatier de

la Medicine Gpcratoire, t. i. for a

Casefrom de Haens W6rky
entitled,

Ratio Medendiy &c. &c.
Vagi'na of nerves. The outer

covering of nerves. By some it is

said to be a production of the pia

iter only, and by others, of the

dura mater, because it agrees with

it in tenacity, colour, and texture.

Vagi'na, prola'psus, or inver-
sion op. Richter describes the vagina

as liable to two kinds of prolapsus ;

in one, all its tunics are included in

the protrusion ; in the other, its re-

laxed lining only; and according to

batier and Levret, the lining of

vagina is alone displaced.

*
# * Sometimes a prolapsus of

very limited portion of the vagina i

observed. This case is generally the
consequence of an uncommon sor

of rupture, termed the hernia vagi

Halts; but it ought also to beknown
that in some cases of dropsy, a cir

cumscribed protrusion of the vagina
in the form of a cyst or pouch, fille

with fluid, is sometimes noticed

When a prolapsus of the vagina i

in a recent state, the part may b

easily reduced, and kept up with
pessary. The use of astringent lo

tions will then prevent a relapse

but when the case has been of Ion

standing, it is neither easy to etfe

the reduction, nor to prevent a re

currence of the disorder ; the reduc-

tion also is more difficult, from th

vagina, in this state, becoming af-

fected with swelling and induration

During pregnancy, a prolapsus o

the whole substance of the vagin

may cause much embarrassment, an
even danger. A prolapsus of the in

ner membrane of the vagina, whil

small and recent, might perhaps b

removed by astringent application

When, however, it is of long stand

ing, indurated, and of large siz

much expectation of success fro

this treatment, cannot be entertaine

Richter observes, that he sees n
reason why, in such a case, the s

perfluous relaxed part should not

cut away, especially if the disea

be accompanied with ulceration, an

other serious complaints, as the

can be no doubt, that a prolapsus

the inner membrane of the vagin

when limited to one part of this c

nal, may always be safely cxtirpat

either with the knife or ligature.

^hifiwgr* dcr M'undnrzcn
y

b. vi:

chap. 1.

Vagi'na of Te'ndons. A loo

membranous sheath, formed of ce

lular membrane, investing the ten

dons, and containing an unctuo

juice, which is secreted by the v

sels of its internal surface. Ganglia
are nothing more than an aceuiuul

tion of this juice.

Vaginalis tu'nica te'stis.

Tuniea vaginalis testis.
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'ana.

Vagum par. See Par vagum.
Valerian, Celtic. See Valeriana

Celtica.

Valerian, garden.lSee Valeriana

Valerian, great, j 7najor.

Valerian, lesser. ) C ,A T/ , .

Tr 7 .
' ... > bee Valern

Valerian, wild. J
Valeria's a. (From Valerius, who

first particularly described it).— 1. A
genus of plants in the Linnsean sys-

tem : Class, Triandria; Order, Mo-
nogynia. Valerian.—2. The pharma-
copoeia] name of the wild valerian.

See Valeriana officinalis.

Valeriana Ce'ltica. The sys-

tematic name of the Celtic nard.

Nardus Celtica. Celtic nard. Valeri-

ana Celtica, of Linnaeus. The root

of this plant, a native of the Alps,

has been recommended as a sto-

machic, carminative, and diuretic.

At present it is only used in this

country in the theriaca and mithri-

date, though its sensible qualities

promise some considerable medicinal

powers.

Valeria'na Ma'jor. Phi. The
- irden valerian. The root of this

plant, Valeriana phu, of Linnaeus, is

said to be efficacious in removing
rheumatism, especially the sciatica,

and also inveterate epilepsies.

Valeria'na mi'nor. See Vale-

riana.

Valeria'na officinalis. The
systematic name of the wild valerian.

Valeriana minor. Officinal valerian.

Valeriana officinalis ; Jtoribus trian-

dris, foliis omnibus pinnatis, of Lin-

naeus.

%* The root of the wild valerian

has been long extolled as an effica-

cious remedy in epilepsy, which
caused it to be exhibited in a variety

of other complaints, termed nervous,

in which it has been found hitrhlv

serviceable. It is also in very genera!

use as an antispasmodic, and is ex-

hibited in convulsive hysterical dis-

eases.

Valeria'na piil. The systematic

name of the garden valerian. See
Valeriana major.

\'alekia'na sylve'stris. See Va-
leriana.

Va'llum. (From callus, a hedge-

stake ; so called, from the regular
trench-like disposition of the hairs).

The eye-brows.
Va'lye. Valva. (From cohere, to

fold up). A thin transparent mem-
brane, situated within certain ves-

sels, as arteries, veins, and absor-
bents.

*** The office of the valves ap-
pears to be to prevent the contents
of the vessel from flowing back.

Va'lye of the co'lon. The end
of the iliac portion of the small in-

testine enters the large one obliquely,

and projects somewhat within it, so
as to form a kind of valve, called

from its discoverer, the valve of Tul-
pius, also the valve of the caecum.

Valces, semilunar. See Semilunar
calces.

Valces, tricuspid. ~) See Tricuspid
Valves, triglochin. j calces.

Va'lvula. (Dim. of valva). A
little valve.

\ /i.mt.a co'li. See Intestines.

Va'lvula Eusta'chii. A mem-
branous semilunar valve, which se-

parates the right auricle from tie
inferior vena cava, first described by
En ita hiu .

Va'lvula Tu'lpil See Valve of
the c don.

\:.'\.\ 1 1
". connive'ntes. The se-

milunar folds formed of the villous

coat of the intestinum duodenum,
and jejunum. Their use appears to

be to increase the internal surface of
the intestines.

Valvular mitrates. See Mitral
valves.

Vali'ula? semilunares. See Semi-
lunar calces.

Valvula? triglochines. See Tricus-

pid calces.

Vunelloe. ~) See Epidendrum va-
Vanilla. j raila.

Vapora'rium. (From vapor, va-
pourj. A vapour-bath.

VAPOUR. Vapor* A watery ex-

halation either by the heat of the
sun, or that of fire.

*
#
* Aqueous vapour of an elastic

force balancing the atmospheric pres-

sure, has a specific gravity compared
to air, by the accurate experiments

of M. Gay-Lussac, of 10 to 16.
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Table of Latent Heat of Vapours*

Degrees.
Corrected

5 column.

Vapour of water, at its boiling point, 967 3000
alcohol, sp. gr. 825 442 457
ether, boiling point 112 dcg 302.4 312.9
petroleum, 177.8 183.8

oil of turpentine, 177.6 183.8

nitric acid, boiling point 165 deg. ") „. ^ A
.494, J

liquid ammonia, sp. gr. 0.978, 837.3 865.9
vinegar, sp. gr. 1.007, 875.0 903

Dr. Darwin has ingeniously ex-

plained the production of snow on
the tops of the highest mountains,

by the precipitation of vapour from
the rarefied air which ascends from
plains and rallies. li The Andes,"
says Sir H. Davy, " placed almost

under the line, rise in the midst of

burning sands ; about the middle

height is a pleasant and mild cli-

mate ; the summits are covered with

unchanging snows ; and these ranges

of temperature are always distinct

:

the hot winds from below, if they

ascend, become cooled in conse-

quence of expansion ; and the cold

air, if by any force of the blast it is

driven downward, is condensed and
rendered warmer as it descends.

—

Evaporation and rarefaction, the

grand means employed by nature to

temper the excessive heats of the

torrid zone, operate very powerfully

among mountains and seas. But
the level sands are parched up with

unmitigated heat. In milder climates,

the fervours of the solstitial sun are

assuaged by the vapours copiously

raised from every river and field,

while the wintery cold is moderated
by the condensation of atmospheric
vapour in the form of snow.
The equilibrium of animal tempe-

rature is maintained by the copious

discharge of vapour from the lungs

and skin. The suppression of this

exhalation is supposed to be the

common cause of many formidable

diseases,

the lead.

among which fever takes

Va'rech. The French name for

kelp, or incinerated sea-weed.
Va'ri. See Jonthus.

Va'ria. (From variits, changeable).

The small-pox ; also small red pim-
ples in the face.

Varice'lla. (Dim. of varia, the

small-pox ; so called, from its be-
ing changeable) . Variola lymphatica.

The chicken-pox. A genus of dis-

ease in the Class, Pyrexia, and Or-
der, Exanthemata, of Cullen ; known
by moderate synocha

;
pimples hav-

ing some resemblance to the small-

pox, quickly forming pustules, which
contain a fluid matter, but scarcely

purulent, and desquamating after

three or four days from their first

appearance.

Varicocele. (From varix, a dis-

tended vein, and x^X?;, a tumour).
A swelling of the veins of the scro-

tum, or spermatic cord ; hence it is

divided into the scrotal varicocele,

which is known by the appearance
of livid and tumid veins on the scro-

tum ; and varicocele of the spermatic

cord, known by feeling hard vermi-

form vessels in the course of the

spermatic cord.

%* This disease mostly arises

from excessive walking, running,

jumping, wearing of trusses, and the

like, producing at first a slight un-

easiness in the part, which, if not

remedied, continues advancing to-

wards the loins, &.c.

It is remarked by Pott, that the

varicocele, (which is an enlargement

and distension of the blood-vessels
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of the scrotum), is very seldom an

original disease, independent of any
other, and, when it is, is hardly an
object of surgery. The original dis-

ease is that which engages our atten-

tion, and not the simple effect of it.

—See Chirurgical Worksy
vol. ii.

Varicose vein. See Varix.

Vari'ola. (From varius, changing

colour, because it disfigures the

skin). The small-pox. A genus of

disease in the Class, Pyrexia?, and
Order, Exanthemata , of Cullen ; dis-

tinguished by synocha ; eruption of

red pimples on the third day, which,
on the eighth day, contain pus,

and afterwards drying, fall off in

crusts.
*
#* The small-pox is a disease

of a very contagious nature, sup-

posed to have been introduced into

Europe from Arabia, and in which
there arises a fever that is suc-

ceeded bv a number of little inflam-

mations in the skin, which pro-

ceed to suppuration, the matter
formed thereby, being capable of

producing the disorder in another

person. It makes its attack on peo-

ple of all ages, but the young of both
sexes are more liable to it than those

who are much advanced in life ; and
it may prevail at all seasons of the

year, but in general is most preva-
lent in the spring and summer. It

is distinguished into the distinct and
confluent, implying, that in the for-

mer, the eruptions are perfectly se-

parate from each other, and that, in

the latter, they run much into one
another.

Vari'ola vacci'na. The cow-pox.
See Vaccination.

Va'rils. (From varus, unequal,

so called, from the irregularity of

its shape). The cuboid bone is

called os varium, from its irregular

shape.

Va'rix, -icis, m. et f. (From varus,

i. e. obtorlus). A dilatation of a vein.

A genus of disease in the Class, Lo-
cales, and Order, Tumores, of Cul-
len ; known by a soft tumour on a

vein which does not pulsate.

*.** Varicose veins mostly become
serpentine, and often form a plexus

of knots, especially in the groins and
scrotum.
The term varix is applied by sur-

geons to the permanently dilated

state of a vein, attended with an ac-
cumulation of dark-coloured blood,
the circulation of which is materially

retarded in the affected vessel.* When
veins become varicose, they are not
only dilated, but are also evidently

elongated ; for, besides being irre-

gular, and in several places studded
with knots, they make a variety of
windings, and coiling themselves,
form actual tumours. Varices are

most commonly observed in the
lower extremities, reaching some-
times even as far up as the abdomen.
They have, however, been noticed
in the upper extremities, and it is

not improbable that the whole ve-
nous system is susceptible of the af-

fection. A well-informed writer ob-
serves, " the great venous trunks
sometimes become varicose. When
the disease is situated near the heart,

it is attended with pulsation, which
renders it liable to be mistaken for

aneurism. Morgagni observed, that

the jugular veins were occasionslly

very much dilated, and possessed a
pulsation. — See Let. 8, art. 9, 10,

11, 20, 29;

—

Portal's Cours d'Anat.
Medicate, torn. iii. p. 354, 373 ;

—
Petit 's Traite des Mai. Chirurg. t. ii.

p. 49 ;
— Hodgson's Treatise on the

Diseases of the Arteries and Veins,

p. 538, 539, 537 ;
—Delpcch, precis

des Maladies Chir. t. iii. sect. 8.

art. 3 ;

—

Tracers on JVounds of Li-

gaturcs and Veins ; — Surgical Es-
says, part i. p. 216; — Oldknow,
in Edinb, Med. and Surg. Jourji.

vol. v.;— It. Carmichacl, in Trans.

of the King's and Queen's College

of Physicians i?i Ireland, vol. ii.

p. 315, &c.

Vas de'ferens. {Vas, a vessel,

and deferens, from defcrre, to convey)

.

A duct, which, arising from the epi-

passing through the

permatic cord
into the cavity of the pelvis, ter-

minates in the vcsicula seminalis.

Its use is to convey the semen se-

creted in the testicle, and brought to

didymis, ana
inguinal ring in the s
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it by the epididymis, into the vesi-

cula seminal is.

Va'sa brf/via. The arteries which
come from the spleen, and run along
the large arch of the stomach to the
diaphragm.

Va'sa defere'ntia. See Vas de-

ferens.

Va'sa vortico'sa. The contorted

vessels of the choroid membrane of
the eye.

Va'stus exte'rnus. {Vastus, so

called, from its size). The name of

a large, thick, and fleshy muscle,
situated on the outer side of the

thigh.

%* The fibres of this muscle de-

scend obliquely forwards, and after it

has run four or five inches down-
wards, it adheres to the anterior sur-

face and outer side of the cruraeus,

with which it continues to be con-
nected to the lower part of the thigh,

where it terminates in a broad ten-

don, which is inserted into the upper
part of the patella laterally, and it

sends off an aponeurosis that ad-
heres to the head of the tibia, and is

continued down the leg.

Va'stus inte'rnus. This mus-
cle, less considerable than the vastus
externus, is situated at the inner side

of the thigh, being separated from
the preceding by the rectus.

*
# * Like the vastus externus, this

muscle is connected with the cru-
raeus, but it continues longer fleshy

than that muscle. A little above the

knee, its outer edge unites with the

inner edge of the rectus, after which
it is inserted tendinous into the up-
per part and inner side of the pa-

tella, sending off an aponeurosis,
which adheres to the upper part of
the tibia.

Vegetable kingdom. In the mi-
neral kingdom, little of chymical
operation takes place, wherein the

peculiar locality or disposition ofprin-

< iples, which act upon each other,

appears to have any considerable
effect. The principles, for the most
part simple, act upon each other by
virtue of their respective attractions :

if heat be developed, it is for the

most part speedily conducted away
;

if elastic products be extricated, they
in general make their escape ; in a
word, we seldom perceive in the ope-
rations in the mineral kingdom, any
arrangement w?hich at all resembles

the artificial dispositions of the chy-
mist. But in the animal and vege-

table kingdoms it is far otherwise.

In the former of these, bodies are

regularly changed by mechanical di-

vision, by digestion, and the appli-

cation of peculiar solvents, in a tem-
perature exceeding that of the at-

mosphere ; and the whole of the

effects are assisted, modified, and
kept up, by an apparatus for ad-

mitting the air of the atmosphere.
The subjects of the vegetable king-

dom possess undoubtedly a structure

less elaborate. They exhibit much
less of those energies which are said

to be spontaneous. The form of

their vessels is much simpler, and,

as far as we can perceive, their ac-

tion is obedient to the changes of

the atmosphere in quality and mois-

ture, the mechanical action of winds,

the temperature of the weather, and
the influence of light. In these or-

ganized beings, the chymist disco-

vers principles of a more compound-
ed nature than any which can be

obtained from the mineral kingdom.
These do not previously exist in the

earth, and must therefore be results

of vegetable life.

*
#* The following are the princi-

pal products of vegetation : viz.

—

1. Sugar.— 2. Sarcocol.— 3. Aspa-
ragus—4. Gum.—5. Ulmin.— 6. Inu-

lin.—7. Starch.—8. Indigo.—9. Glu-

ten.— 10. Albumen.-— 11. Fibrin.

—

12. Gelatin. — 13. Bitter principle.

— 14. Extractive. — 15. Tannin.

—

— 16'. Fixed oils.— 17. Wax.— 18. Vo-
latile oil.— 19. Camphor.—20. Bird-

lime.—21. Resins.— 22. Guaiacum.
—23. Balsams.—24. Caoutchouc.

—

25. Gum resins. -^ 26. Cotton. —

!

27. Suber.—28. Wood.—To which
may be added emetin, fungin, hema-
tin, nicotin, pollenin ; the new vege-

table alkalies, aconita, atropia, brucia,

cicuta, datura, dclphia, hyosciama,
morphia, picrotoxia, strychnia, vera-

tria; and the various vegetable acids.
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Vegeta'tion, sa'line. A good
memoir on the subject is furnished

by M. Chaptal, in the Journal de

Physique for October 1788, entitled,

Observations on the Influence of the

Air and Light upon the Vegetation of
Salts.

Vein. (Vena, from venire, to

come, because the blood comes
through it). Veins are long mem-
branous canals, which continually

become wider, do not pulsate, and
return the blood from the arteries

to the heart.

%* All veins originate from the

extremities of arteries only, by anas- i

tomosis, and terminate in the auri-

cles of the heart : e. g. the venae I

cavae in the right, and the pulmo-
nary veins in the left auricle. They
are composed, like arteries, of three

tunics or coats, which are much
more slender than in the arteries,

and are supplied internally with se-

milunar membranes, or folds, called

valves. Their use is to return the

blood to the heart.

The blood is returned from every

part of the body, except the lungs,

into the right auricle, from three

sources :— 1. The vena cava superior,

which brings it from the head, neck,

thorax, and superior extremities.

—

2. The vena cava inferior, from the

abdomen and inferior extremities.

—

3. The coronary vein receives it from
the coronarv arteries of the heart.

The action of the veins. The veins

do not pulsate ; the blood they re-

ceive from the arteries flows through
them very slowly, and is conveyed
to the right auricle of the heart by
the contractility of their coats, the

pressure of the blood from the arte-

ries, called the vis a tergo, the con-
traction of the muscles, and respira-

tion. The blood is prevented from
going backwards in the vein by the

valves. See Valvula, &c.
Veins, varicose. See Varix.
Veins, diseases of. Mr. Hodg-

son justly observes, that " the veins

are liable to all those morbid changes
which are common to soft parts in

general ; but the membranous lining

of these vessels is peculiarly suscep-

tible of inflammation. When a vein

is wounded, the inflammation, which
is the effect of the injury, sometimes
extends along the lining of the ves-

sel into the principal venous trunks,
and in some instances, even to the
membrane which lines the cavities

of the heart. — This inflammation:

sometimes produces an effusion of
coagulated lymph, by which the oppo-
site sides of the veins are united so as

to obliterate the tube ; in this manner
a great extent of the vessel is occa-
sionally converted into a solid chord.
In some instances, the secretion of
pus into the cavity of the vessel

is the consequence of inflammation
of the membranous lining of a vein :

under these circumstances, the mat-
ter is either mixed with the circu-

lating blood, or the inflammation
having produced adhesion of the sides

of the vessel at certain intervals,

boundaries are formed to the collec-

tion of pus, which in this manner form
a chain of abscesses in the course of
the vessel. When the inflammation
of veins is not very extensive, its

symptoms are the same as those
of local inflammation in general

;

but when the inflammation extends
into the principal venous trunks, and
pus is secreted into the vessel, it is

accompanied with a high degree of
constitutional irritation, and with
symptoms which bear a striking re-

semblance to tho:;e of typhus fe\er."—On the Diseases of Arteries and
Veins, p. 511, 512.

For further obsferv;-tions on the
diseases of veins, reference may be
made to the following works : —
J. Hunter, in Trans for the Im-
provement of Med. and Chir. Know-
ledge, vol. i.

—

Abernethy's JVorks

;

— J. Hodgson on the Diseases of
Arteries and Veins ;— B. Travers,
in Surgical Essays, Lond. 1818 ;

—

Carmickael, in Trans, of the Asso-
ciation of Fellows, &c. of the King's
and Queen s College of Physicians in
Ireland. Dublin, 1818.—See Varix.
Veju'ca du gua'co. A plant which

has the power of curing and pre-
venting the bite of venomous ser-
pents.
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Velame'ntum bomby'cinum. The
interior soft membrane of the intes-

tines.

Ve'lum PENDULUM PALA'TI. Ve-
lum. Velum palatinum. The soft

palate. The soft part of the palate,

which forms two arches, affixed late-

rally to the tongue and pharynx.

Ve'nA A'ZYGOS. See Azygos vein,

Ve'na medine'nsis. See Medinen-

sis vena,

Ve'na P0'rt;e. [Vena porta?, a

portando, because, through it things

are carried) . Vena portarum. The
great vein situated at the entrance of

the liver, which receives the blood

from the abdominal viscera, and car-

ries it into the substance of the liver.

*^* The vena porta; is distinguish-

ed into the hepatic and abdominal

portion : the former is ramified

through the substance of the liver,

and carries the blood destined for

the formation of the bile, which is

returned by branches to the trunk

of the vena cava ; the latter is com-
posed of three branches ; viz. the

splenic, mesenteric, and internal hae-

morrhoidal veins. See Vein.

Ve'nte la'cteje. The lacteal ab-

sorbents were so called. See Lac-

teals.

Vene'real disease. (Lues Ve-

nerea. Morbus Gallieus, Syphylis).

The venereal disease is said to have

made its appearance in Europe about

the year 14 (J4 or 1495. Some wri-

ters believe that it first broke out at

the siege of Naples ; but most of

them suppose that the followers of

Columbus, who returned from the

first expedition to the West Indies

on March 13th, 14 (J3, brought it

with them from the new world. Mr.

B. Hell, Dr. Swediaur, and other

authors, however, maintain the opi-

nion, that the venereal disease was

well known upon the old continent,

long before the discovery of America,

and that it prevailed among the

.lews, Greeks, Romans, and their

descendants. Another doctrine, not

entirely destitute of ingenious argu-

ment, and even containing many
valuable truths, is, that the vene-

real disease, as it is considered in

modern times, lias no real exist-

ence as a distinct affection arising

from any particular virus, but is a
name given to an assemblage of dis-

orders of different kinds, to which
the human race has always been sub -

! ject from time immemorial.— See a
tract, entitled, Sur la Non-existence
de la Maladie J^cnerienne, 8vo. Paris,

1811.

The venereal disease is supposed
to arise from a specific morbid poi-

son, which, when applied to the

human body, has the power of pro-
pagating or multiplying itself, and
is capable of acting both locally and
constitutionally. Mr. Hunter was of

opinion, that the effects produced
by the poison arise from its peculiar

or specific irritation, joined with
the aptness of the living principle to

be irritated by such a cause, and the

parts so irritated acting accordingly.

He hence considered, that the vene-
real virus irritated the living parts

in a manner peculiar to itself, and
produced an inflammation peculiar

to that irritation, from which a mat-
ter, peculiar to the inflammation is

produced. The poison is in two dif-

ferent ways capable of affecting the

human body : namely, locally, and
constitutionally ; locally, that is, in

those parts to which it is first ap-

plied ; and, constitutionally, in con-
sequence of its absorption. The
venereal poison, according to the

same author, is commonly in the

form of pus, or some other secre-

tion. In most cases, it excites an
inflammation, which (to use his own
language) is attended with a specific

mode of action, different from all

other actions attending inflainma-

tion, and accounting for the specific

quality in the matter. The late Mr.
Hey of Leeds, however, gave it as

his opinion, that a man, after all the

symptoms of the disease had been

removed, and he was apparently in

perfect health, might communicate
lues venerea. (Med. CUir. Trcnis.

vol. vii. p. 547).—This sentiment is

not only at variance with common
observation, and all sound reasoning,

but repugnant to the authority of
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Mr. Hunter. The very case which
Mr. Hey adduced in proof of the oc-

currence is decidedly inadequate to

the purpose, in consequence of the

impossibility of trusting to the ac-

counts which patients are apt to give

of themselves, when under circum-
stances involving their honour. In

th-; ited by him, the patient

might, at the period of, or subse-

quently to his marriage, h:ive had
some venereal affection, and might
conceal the real truth from his sur-

geon, induced by a sense of the dis-

grace which he had incurred by in-

fecting virtuous woman. The
conduct of the ladv herself mav

•

have been incorrect, and if she had
exposed In to infection, -

would not be likely to inform her
husband, or Mr. Hey. To suspect
the veracity of indivl si

- in life are reputable, i>

at :ill
•

itul-; but it is better

to do b contrary

the ice o: _ ml experience;

and in a a of th.it kind, every

ility ought to be taken into

co:isi .tion. On this subject, there

are an infinite number of authori-

ties ae of the -* modern I

re on the J'encrcal 1)

1777; — H. te on Gonor-

rka .

'
- i Hunter* A

Tr
'

f J

led., / \ .Jdams' Com-
me — J. Al mcthy on Diseases

rat :
— ./. P«rr-

Lond. 1 " 7 :

—

F. S diaur,

Tr m. ii. ed

Par 4;—

(

Primary
Sy) . S

.'
• I

Lond. 1 . ' ; and _

.

•' *te-

. nl, Lond.
1 ' 2'< ;

—

J. . wmd J, ffenm .

in 1 d. and s g cal Journal,
vol. rir. ; also, J , in Prim>

ifary S s- . edit. 2d,
>. Edinb. 1-.

Ye'nit.r. \ term formerly appll

nmscr
the .1 thofl

Vr'srRicLE. A tern l by ana-

tomists to the cavities of I rain and
heart. See Cerebrum and Heart.

YeVTRICI'LIS FI'LMONA'RIS. The
right ventricle of the heart.

Yentri'clli s st ccentl ria'tl s.

That portion of the duodendum,
which is surrounded by the perito-

neum, is sometimes so large as :

resemble a second stomach, and is

so called by some write:

i

Yentri'loqusm. From Verniery

the belly, and loqvi, to speak .

v making inwardly, or as it m
from the belly.

*** One of the most extrae

nan* instances of the imitative ar:

consists in ventriloquism, of which,
however, no verv plausible expla
tion has hitherto been offered to

The practitioner of this oc-
cult art is well known to have a
power of modifying his voice i: -

a manner as to imitate the voice of
different per- as onversing at some
distance from each other, and in verv
different tones : hence the first im-
pression which this ingenious trick

or exhibition produced on the world.

wa> "f tht 4 artist's • - •

double or triple larynx, the additional

larynxes be: g - nosed to I .ted

the chest than the

lowermost of the two that belong
birds ; whence indeed the

beL _ This rude an 1 early

i M. Richerand
pted to revive ; but a closer i

-abject, convinc

him that it could not be supported.
Mr. Gough ha>

the Man.
to resolve the whole into the phe-
nomena of t\ entriloqu

on thi> h;

H to

a room well (&
•*. and merely I

. by dir

rural voice in a s

low uds sn -

oi in a

\ upon tl - w of |

be art A.

pine sides of i

ttriloquist. In d to i.

H
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that it does not account for the per-
fect quiescence of the mouth and
cheeks of the performer, while em-
ploying his feigned voices ; and that

an adept in the art, like M. Fitz-

jamcs, who exhibited a few years

ago in our own country, or M. Alex-
andre of the present day, is totally

indifferent to the room in which he
practises, and who will readily allow

another person to choose a room for

him. Of M. Fitzjames, M. Riche-

rand observes, that he always made
a strong inspiration before he com-
menced his performance, and could

support his various voices till he re-

quired a fresh supply of air ; thus

evidently proving, that the inhaled

air was expired, though not through
the lips, but, as appears from ano-

ther case, observed by M.Richerand,
at least partly through the nostrils.

But as the means by which the ven-

triloquist is enabled to modify his

articulations into the semblance of

distinct voices, still remains to be

explained, Dr. Good (see Study of
Medicine, vol. i. p. 464), throws

out the following suggestion on the

subject: " From various concurrent

facts, ventriloquism appears to be an

imitative art, founded on a close at-

tention to the almost infinite va-

riety of tones, articulations, and in-

flexions which the glottis is capable

of producing in its own region alone,

when long and dexterously practised

upon ; and a skilful modification of

these vocal sounds, thus limited to

the glottis, into mimic speech, passed

for the most part, and whenever ne-

cessary, through the cavity of the

nostrils instead ofthrough the mouth.

It is possible, however, though no

opportunity has hitherto occurred

of proving the fact by dissection,

that those who learn this art with

facility, and carry it to perfection,

possess some peculiarity in the struc-

ture of the glottis, and particularly

in respect to its muscles and carti-

lages.—Vide op. citat. p. 465 ;

—

Ma-
trendie's Compendium of Physiology,

translated by the author, &c. &c.

Ve'nus. Copper was formerly so

called by the chymists.

Ve'ratrine. The name of a new
alkali found by M. M. Pelletier and
Caventou, in the Veratrum Saba-
dilla, V. Commune, and Colchicum
Autumnale. It is inodorous, but vio-
lently errhine, very acid, and with-
out bitterness.—Dose, one-eighth to
half a grain, as a powerful cathartic in

the obstinate costiveness of old people.
Vera'trum .— 1 . A genus of plants

in the Linnssan system : Class, Po-
lygamia ; Ortler, Monoecia.—2. The
pharmacopceial name of white helle-

bore. See Veratrum album.
Vera'trum a'lbum. Helleborus

albus. White hellebore, or veratrum.
Vetratrum album : racemo supra-de-
composito, corollis erectis, of Linnaeus.

This plant is a native of Italy, Swit-
zerland, Austria, and Russia.

%* Every part of this plant is

extremely acrid and poisonous. The
dried root has no particular smell,

but a durable, nauseous, and bitter

taste, burning the mouth and fauces :

when powdered, and applied to is-

sues, or ulcers, it produces griping

and purging ; if snuffed up the nose,

it proves a violent sternutatory. As
a powerful stimulant and irritating

medicine, its use has been resorted

to in desperate cases only, and even
then it ought first to be exhibited in

very small doses, as a grain, and in

a diluted state, and to be gradually

increased, according to the effects,

which are generally of an alarming
nature. See Veratrine.

Vera'trum ni'grum. See Helle*

boms ?u'g'e9'.

Vkrba'sclm. (Quasi barbascum,

from its hairy coat).—1. A genus of

plants in the Linnsean system : Class,

Pcntundria; Order, Monogynia. Mul-
lein.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the yellow and black mullein.

Verija'scum ni'grum. The sys-

tematic name of the black mullein.

(an dela regin : Tapsus barbatus ;

Candelaria : Lanaria. The Verbas-

enm nigrum, and Vcrbascum thnpsus

appear to be ordered indifferently by

this name in the pharmacopoeias.

The flowers, leaves, and roots, are

used occasionally as mild astringents.

The leaves possess a roughish taste,
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and are serviceable in diarrhoeas and
other debilitated states ofthe intestines.

Verba'scum tha'psus. The sys-

tematic name of the yellow mullein.

See ferba.scum nigrum.
Verbe'na. {Quasi herbena, a name

of distinction for all herbs used in

sacred rites). Vervain.— 1. A genus
of plants in the Linnscan system :

Class, Decandria ; Order, ftlono-

gynia.—2. The pharmacopceial name
of the vervain. See Verbena officinalis.

Verbe'na fce'mina. The hedge
mustard is sometimes so called. See
Erysimum.

Verbe'na officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of vervain. Herba sa-

cra. Vervain. Formerly the ver-

vain seems to have been held sacred,

and was employed in celebrating the

sacrificial rites ; and with a view to

this, more than the natural power of
the plant, it was worn suspended
about the neck as an amulet.— This
practice, founded on superstition,

was, nevertheless, in course of time,

adopted in medicine ; and, in order

to obtain its virtues more effectually,

the vervain was directed to be bruised

before it was appended to the neck \

and of its good effects thus used for

inveterate head-achs, Foresttis re-

lates a remarkable instance. In still

later times, vervain has been em-
ployed in the form of cataplasm, by
which we are told the most severe and
obstinate cases of cephalalgia have
been cured, for which we have the

authorities of Etmuller, Hartman,
and more especially De Haen.

Notwithstanding the preceding tes-

timonies in favour of vervain, it has
deservedly fallen into disuse in Bri-

tain ; nor has Mr. Morley's pam-
phlet, written professedly to recom-
mend its use in scrofulous affec-

tions, had the effect of restoring its

medical character.

Vp/RDKiRis. An impure subacetate
of copper, used as a pigment in some
of the processes of dyeing ; and in

surgery, it is externally applied as a
mild detergent in cleansing foul

ulcers, or other open wounds.
%* On account of its virulent

properties, verdigris ought not to be

used as a medicine without profes-

sional advice ; and in case any portion

of this poison be accidentally swal-
lowed, emetics should be first given,

and afterwards cold water, gently

alkalized, ought to be drunk in

abundance.
Mr. Phillips has latterly published

the following analysis of verdigris :

French. Ensrlisb.

Acetic acid, 29.3. ..29.62
Peroxydeof copper, ... 43.5 ...44.25

Water, 25.2 ... 25.51

Impurity, 2.0... 0.62

100.0 100.00—Phillips' Annals, No. 21.

Ve'rditer. A blue pigment, ob-
tained by adding chalk or whiting to

the solution of copper in aquafortis.

%* From M. Pelletier's analysis,

100 grains of the very best ver-

diter contain, of carbonic acid 30,
of water 3^, of pure lime 7, of

oxygen 9§-, and of pure copper 50.

The author remarks, that the ver-

diters of inferior quality contain more
chalk and less copper.

Ve'rjuice. An acid liquor pre-

pared from grapes or apples, that

are unfit to be converted into wine
or cyder. It is also made from crabs.

*** Verjuice is principally used in

sauces and ragouts, though it some-
times forms an ingredient in medi-
cinal compositions.

Vermicula'ris. See Sedmn acre.

Ve'rmiform pro'cess. Protube-

rantia vermiformis. The substance

which unites the two hemispheres of

the cerebellum like a ring, forming
a process, called vermiform, from its

resemblance to the contortions of

worms.
Ve'rmifuges. Vermifuga. (From

vermis , a worm, nndfugare, to drive

away). See Anthelmintics.

Vermilion. The red sulphuret of

mercury, or cinnabar.

Vermina'tion, cuta'neous. The
cuticle or skin infested with animal-

cules. See Pcdiculus, and Pediculi

7nalis.

Ve'rmis mo'rdicans. dermis re-

pens. A species of herpetic eruption

I on the skin.

4 H2
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Ve'rmis terre'stris. See Earth-
worm.

Vero'nica.— 1. A genus of plants

in the Linnsean system : Class, JDian-

dria; Order, Monogynia. Speedwell.
i—2. The pharmacopceial name of
the male veronica. See Veronica

officinalis.

Vero'nica beccabu'nga. Becca-
bunga. Anagallis aquatica. Laver
Germanicum, veronica aquatica. Ce-

ntra. Water pimpernel and brook-
lime. The plant which bears these

names, is the Veronica heccabunga

;

racemis lateralibus; foliis ovatis pla-

nts; caule repente, of Linnaeus. It

was formerly considered of much
use in several diseases, and was ap-

plied externally to wounds and ul-

cers : but if it have any peculiar effi-

cacy, it is to be derived from its

antiscorbutic virtue. As a mild re-

frigerant juice, it is preferred where
an acrimonious state of the fluids

prevails, indicated by prurient erup-

tions upon the skin, or in what has
been called the hot scurvy. To de-

rive much advantage from it, the

juice ought to be taken in large

quantities, or the fresh plant eaten

as food.

Vero'nica officinalis. The sys-

tematic name of the plant which is

called in the pharmacopoeias Veronica

mas. Thea Gcrmanica. Betonica pauli.

Chamcedrys spuria. Veronica offici-

nalis; spicis lateralibus pedunculatis

;

foliis oppos itis ; caule procumbente, of

Linna?u3, is not unfrequent on dry

barren grounds and heaths, as that

of Hampstead, flowering in June and
July. This plant was formerly used

as a pectoral against coughs and
asthmatic affections, but it is now
justly forgotten.

\ frricula'ris tu'.mca. The re-

tina of the eye.

Wrtebr^e. (From vertere, to

turn). The irregular bones com-
posing the spine, or long bony co-

lumn, which extends from the* head

to the lower part of the trunk.
*
#* The spine is considered as

composed of two irregular py-
ramids* united to each Other in that

part of the loins where the last of

the lumbar vertebra joins to the os
sacrum. The vertebrae, which form
the upper and longest pyramid, are
called true vertebrae; and those
which compose the lower pyramid,
or the os sacrum and coccyx, are

termed false vertebrae, because they
do not in every thing resemble the

others, and particularly because, in

the adult state, they become perfectly

immoveable, while the upper ones
continue to be capable of motion. Fof
it is upon the bones of the spine that

the body turns, and their name has
its derivation from the Latin verb
vertere, to turn, as observed above.
The true vertebrae, from their si-

tuations with respect to the neck,
back, and loins, are 24 in number,
divided into three classes, viz. the

cervical, dorsal, and lumbar.
In the foetus, at the ordinary time

of birth, each vertebrae is composed
of three bony pieces, connected by
cartilages which afterwards ossify.

One of these pieces is the body of
the bone ; the other two are the

posterior and lateral portions, which
form the foramen for the medulla
spinalis. The oblique processes are

at that time complete, and the trans-

verse processes beginning to be
formed, but the spinous processes

are totally wanting.

1. The cervical vertebrce are seven

in number, their bodies are smaller,

and of a firmer texture than the other

bones of the spine.

2. The dorsal vertebra, which are

twelve in number, are of a middle
size, between the cervical and lum-
bar vertebrae ; the upper ones gra-

dually losing their resemblance to

those of the neck, and the lower

ones coming nearer to those of the

loins. The bodies of these vertebrae

are more flattened at their sides,

more convex before, and more con-

cave behind, than the other bones of

the spine. Their upper and lower

surfaces are horizontal, cS;c.

3. The lumbar vertebra, the lowest

of the true vertebra?, are live in

number. They are larger than the

dorsal vertebra?. Their bodies are

extremely prominent, and nearly of
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a circular form at their fore-part

;

posteriorly they are concave.

In a part of the body that is

composed of so great a number
of bones, and constructed for such

a variety of motion, as the spine

is, luxation is more to be exported

than fracture ; and this is very wisely

guarded against in every direction,

by the many processes that are to

be found in each vertebrae, and by
the cartilages, ligaments, and other

means of connection, which we hare
described as uniting them together.

Ve'rtebr.e, diseases of. A dis-

ease of the spine, sometimes origi-

nating in an ulceration of the inter-

vertebral cartilages, sometimes in a

morbid condition of the cancellous

structure of the bodies of the verte-

brae, followed by a more or less

complete loss of the power of using

the legs, is the case here to be con-

sidered. {Brodie on Diseases of the

Joints, p. 259).—Formerly the affec-

tion of the limbs was generally called

a palsy, and treated as a paralytic

affection, to which it is perfectly un-
like in almost every respect. (Mr.
Pott {on Diseases of the Spine) says

that, from whatever cause, the mus-
cles of the affected limb are, in the true

paralysis, soft, flabby, unresisting,

[and incapable of being put into even
a tonic state ; the limb itself may be
placed in almost any posture or posi-

tion ; if itbc lifted up, and then let go,

it falls down, the patient having no
power over it; the joints are easily

moveable in any direction ; if the af-

fection be of the lower limbs, neither

[hips, knees, nor ankles, have any
'.degree of rigidity or stiffness ; but
admit of the limb being turned, or
itwisted, in almost any manner.

Ve'rtebral a'rterv. Arteria ver-

I tehralis. A branch of the subclavian,

i irhich proceeds through the vertebras

:o within the cranium, where, with
\xs fellow, it forms the basilary ar-

tery, the internal auditory, and the

>osterior artery of the dura mater.

Ye'rtex, -ids, m. The crown of

the head.

Vertica'lia o'ssa. See Parietal

mcs.

Ve'rticis OS. See Parietalbonefr-

Yerti'go, -iginis, f. Giddiness.

Vervain. See Verbena.

Vervain, female. See Erysimum.
Vesa'-ME. (From vesanus, a mad

man). The fourth Order in the

Class, Neuroses, of Cullen's nosologi-

cal arrangement ; comprehending dis-

eases in which the judgment is impair-

ed, without either coma or pyrexia.

Vesica, -cr, f. (Dim. of vas, a

vessel 1

. A bladder.

Vesi'ca fe'llis. The gall-bladder.

See Gall-bladder.

Vesi'ca urina'ria. The urinary

bladder. See Urinary bladder.

Vesica'tories. VcsUatoria. (From
vesica, a bladder; because they raise

a bladder;. Blisters. SeeEpispastics.

Ve'sicle. Vesicula. (A diminutive

of vesica, a bladder). An elevation

of the cuticle, containing a transpa-

rent watery fluid.

Vesi'cula fe'llis. The gall-blad-

der.

Vesi'cul;e di'v/E ba'rbar^e. The
confluent small-pox.

Yesi'cllse gingiva'rum. The
thrush.

Vesi'cula pllmona'les. The air

cells composing the greatest part of

the lungs, and which are situated at

the termination of the bronchia.

Vesi'cule semina'les. The se-

minal vessels. Two membranous re-

ceptacles, situated on the back part

of the bladder, above its neck. The
excretory ducts are called ejaculatory

ducts. They proceed to the urethra,

into which they open by a peculiar

orifice at the top of the verumonta-
num. They have vessels and nerves

from the neighbouring parts, and
are well supplied with absorbent ves-

sels, which proceed to the lymphatic
glands about the loins.

*
#* The use of the vesiculae se-

minales is to receive the semen
brought into them by the vasa de-

ferentia, to retain, somewhat inspis-

sate, and to excern it sub coitu into

the urethra, from whence it is pro-
pelled into the vagina uteri.

Vesicularfever. See Pemphigus.
Vesti'bulum, -i, n. A round ca-

vity of the internal ear, between the
4 H3
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cochlea and semicircular canals, in

which are an oval opening commu-
nicating with the cavity of the tym-
panum and the orifices of the semi-

circular canals.

*** It is within the cavity of the

vestibulum and the semicircular ca-

nals, that the new apparatus, disco-

vered by Scarpa, lies. This cele-

brated anatomist has demonstrated
membranous tubes, connected loosely

by cellular texture, within the bony
semicircular canals, each of which
is dilated in the cavity of the vesti-

bule into an ampulla ; it is upon
these ampullae, which communicate
by means of an alveus communis,
that branches of the portio mollis

are expanded, &c.
Veto'nica co'rdi. See Betnnica.

Vi'bex. (Vibex, sing. plu. Vibi-

ces). The large purple spots which
appear under the skin in certain ma-
lignant fevers.

Vibri'ss^e. Vibrissa. (From vi-

brate, to quaver) , Hairs growing in

the nostrils. See Capillar.

Vic ny water. This water is ob-
tained from the tepid mineral springs

that arise in the vicinity of Vichy, in

France.
*^* On account of the chalybeate

and alkaline ingredients contained in

this water, it is taken internally, and
is reputed to be of great service in

bilious colics, diarrhoeas, and in dis-

orders of the stomach, especially

such as arise from a relaxed or debi-

litated state of that organ. These
waters are likewise very useful when
employed as a tepid bath, particularly

in rheumatism, sciatica, gout, &c. by
combining the internal use with the

external application, they have often

effected a cure where other remedies

had failed to afford relief.

Vi'ciA fa'ba. The systematic name
t lie common bean plant; a native

of Egypt ; of which there arc many
varieties.

*^* Beans are very wholesome
and nutritious to those whose sto-

machs are strong, and accustomed

to the Coarser modes of living, in

delicate stomachs they produce lla-

Uilency, dyspepsia, cardialgia, <Xe.

especially when old. See Legu-
mina.

Victorians lo'nga. See Allium
victorialis.

Vi'gilance. Pervigilium. Vigilance
(when attended by anxiety, pain in

the head, loss of appetite, and dimi-
nution of strength) , is by Sauvages
and Sagar considered as a genus of
disease, and is called agrypnia,

Verru'ca, -ce, f. A wart.

Verkuca'ria. (From verruca, a
wart ; because it was supposed to

destroy warts). The herb turnsole.

Vi'nca. (From vincere, to bind
;

because of its usefulness in making
bands). A genus of plants in the

Linnaean system : Class, Pentand'ria

;

Order, Monogynia. The herb peri-

winkle, or pervincle.

Vi'nca mi'nor. The systematic

name of the lesser periwinkle. Vinca
pervinca. Clematis daphnoides major*

Jt possesses bitter and astringent vir-

tues, and is said to be efficacious in

stopping nasal hemorrhages, when
bruised and put into the nose. Boiled,

it forms a useful astringent gargle ii

common sore throat, and it is given

by some in phthisical complaints.

Vi'nca pervi'nca. Sec Vinca mi
nor.

Vinceto'xicum. (From vincere

to overcome, and to.ricum, poison

so named, from its supposed virtues

of resisting and expelling poisons)

See Asclepias.

Vine. See Vitus.

Vine, white. 1 & r> tl
j,. ... >bcc Bryonia alba.
r me, iviia. i

Vinegar. "1

J^'negar, distilled. >Sce Aeelurn.

Vinegar, spirits of.J
Vinegar, radical. See Acetic acid.

Vi'negar of Sa'turn. Solution of

the acetate of lead.

Vi'negar from wood. See Pyroi
ligneous acid.

*«.* M. Stolze, apothecary n
I Jail c, has discovered a method of

purifying vinegar from wood, by

treating it with sulphuric acid, man
g&nese, and common salt, and after

wards distilling it over.

ViV.m, -i, n. Wine.; which s

Yi'num a'lof.s. Wine of aloes*
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Formerly known by the names of

tine tiera fiierce, and tinctura sacra.

A stomachic purgative, calculated

for the aged and phlegmatic, who
are not troubled with the piles.

Dose, 5ss-3j.

Vi'num antimo'nii. Antimony
wine. In small doses this proves

alterative and diaphoretic, and a

large dose emetic ; in which last in-

tention it is the common emetic for

children.

Vi'num antimo'nii tartariza'ti.

See Aulimunium tartarizutum.

Vi'num fe'rri. Wine of iron, for-

merly, vinum c/tali/bcatum. For its

virtues, see Ferrum tartarizutum.

Vi'num ipecacua'nh.b. Wine of

ipecacuanha. Dose, when used as

an emetic, 5ij-3Ss.

Vi'num o'pii. Wine of opium,
formerly, laudanum liquidum St/den-

kamif and tmetura thebaica. For
its virtues, see Opium.
Vi'num vera'tri. Wine of white

hellebore. See Veratrum.

Vi'ola. (From lov ; because it

was first found in Ionia).— 1. A ge-

nus of plants in the Linnaean sys-

tem : Class, Sf/n^ / ic sia; Order, ,Vo-

nogynia. The violet.—2. The phar-
macopoeial name of the sweet violet.

See Violata odorata,

Vi'ola cani'na. The dog violet.

The root of this plant, Viola ca/iina,

of Linnseus, possesses the power of
vomiting and purging the bowels

;

with which intention a scruple of the

dried root must be exhibited.

Vi'ola ipecacua'nna. The plant

which was supposed to afford the

ipecacuanha- root.

Vi'ola lu'tea. The wall-flower

was so called. Sec Cheiranthus cheiri.

Vi'ola odora'ta. The systematic

name of the sweet violet. Viola

acaulisy foliis cordatis, stolonibus re-

Uibttf, of Linnaeus. The recent

flowers of this plant, received into

! catalogues of the Materia Me-
dica, have an agreeable sweet smell,

a mucilaginous bitterish taste.

Their virtues are purgative or laxa-

,*, and by some they arc said to

po an anodyne and pectoral

. ility.

*
#* The omcinal preparation of

this flower is a syrup, which, to

young children, answers the purpose
of a purgative ; it is also of consi-
derable utility in many chymical
inquiries, to detect an acid or an al-

kali, the former changing the blue
colour to a red, and the latter to a
green.

Vi'ola palu'stris. See Pingui-
cula.

Vi'ola tri'color. Heart's-ease.
Pansies. A well-known beautiful
little plant, growing in corn-fields,

waste and cultivated grounds, flow-
ering all the summer months.
%* Though many of the old writ-

ers on the Materia Medica represent
this plant as a powerful medicine in

epilepsy, asthma, ulcers, scabies,

and cutaneous complaints, yet the
viola tricolor owes its present cha-
racter, as a medicine, to the modern
authorities of Starck, Metzger,
Haase, and others, especially as a
remedy for the crusta lactea. For
this purpose, a handful of the fresh

herb, cr half a drachm of it dried,

boiled two hours in milk, is to be
strained, and taken night and morn-
ing. Bread, with this decoction, is

also to be farmed into a poultice,

and applied to the part. By this

treatment, it has been observed, that
the eruption, during the first eight
days, increases, and that the urine,

when the medicine succeeds, has an
odour similar to that of cats ; but,

on continuing the use of the plant a
sufficient time, this smell goes off,

the scabs disappear, and the skin re-

covers its natural purity. Instances
of the successful exhibition of this

medicine, as cited by these authors,
are very numerous ; indeed, this re-

medy, under their management,
seems rarely, if ever, to have failed.

It appears, however, that Mursinna,
Ackermann, and Henning, were less

fortunate in its employment.
It is remarkable that Eergius

speaks of this plant as a useful mu-
cilaginous purgative, and takes no
notice of its efficacy in the crusta lac-

tea, or in any other disease.

Viola'pja. Sec Viola,
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Violet, dog. See Viola ca?iina.

Violet, sweet. See Viola odorata.

Violi'ne. The name of a* new al-

kali discovered by M. Boullay in the

viola odorata. It is bitter and acrid,

and possesses emetine properties, si-

milar to the emetic procured from
ipecacuanha. Orfila observes, that

it is highly poisonous.

Viper. See Vipera.

Viper-grass. See Scor z onera.

Vi'pera. (Quod vi pariat ; because

it was thought that its young eat

through the mother's bowels). The
viper or adder. See Coluber bents.

Vipera'ria. See Aristolochia ser-

pentaria.
ViPERi'NA. (From vipcra, a snake ;

so called, from the serpentine ap-

pearance of its roots). See Aristo-

lochia serpentaria.

Viperi'na virginia'na. See As-
trolochia serpentaria.

Vi'rga au'rea. See Solidago vir-

ga aurea.

Virga'ta sati/ra. The sagittal

suture of the skull.

Virgin a'le clai/strum. The
hymen.

Virginian tobacco. See Nicotiana.

Virgin s bower, upright. See Cle-

matis recta.

Virgin s milk. A solution of gum
benzoin.

Vi'rus.* A synonym of contagion.

See Contagion.

Vis conserva'trix. See vis me-
dicatriv nature?.

Vis ela'stica. Elasticity.

Vis INE'rtme. The propensity to

rest inherent in nature.

Vis i'nsita. Haller defines this

property to be that power by which

a muscle, when wounded, touched,

or irritated, contracts, independent

of the will of the animal that is the

object of the experiment, and with-

out its feeling pain. See Irrita-

bility

.

Vis MEDICA'TRIX natu'rje, Vis

co/iscrvatri.v. A term employed by

phvsicians to express that healing-

power in an ani mated body, by which,

when diseased, the body is enabled

to regain its healthy actions.

Vis MO'btUA. That property by

which a muscle, after the death of
the animal, or a muscle, imme-
diately after having been cut out
from a living body, contracts.

Vis nervo'sa. A property consi-

dered by Whytt to be another power
of the muscles, by which they act

when excited by the nerves.

Vis pla'stica. That facility of
formation which spontaneously ope-
rates in animals.

Vis a te'rgo. Any impulsive
power.

Vis vi't.e. The natural power of
the animal machine in preserving
life.

Vi'scum a'lbuivi. Mistletoe. A
singular parasitical plant, growing
most commonly on apple-trees, also

on the pear, hawthorn, service, oak,
hazel, maple, ash, lime-tree, willow,

elm, horn- beam, &c. It is sup-

posed to be propagated by birds, es-

pecially by the field-fare and thrush,

which feed on its berries ; the seeds

of which pass through the bowels
unchanged, and along with the ex-

crement, adhere to the branches of
trees where thev vegetate.

*** The mistletoe is the l%oq of
the Greeks, and was in former times

thought to possess many medicinal

virtues ; little, however, is known
concerning its efficacy from the an-
cient writers on the Materia Medica,
although extraordinary powers were
ascribed to it by the crafty designs

of druidical knavery. It obtained a

great reputation for the cure of epi-

lepsy ; and a case of this disease, of

a woman of quality, in which it

proved remarkably successful, is

mentioned by Boyle. Some years

afterwards its use was strongly re-

commended in various convulsive

disorders by Colbach, who has re-

lated several instances of its good
effects. He administered it in sub-

stance in doses of half a drachm,
or a drachm, of the wood or leaves,

or an infusion of an ounce. This
author was followed by others, who
have not only given testimony of the

efficacy of the mistletoe in different

convulsive affections, but also in

those complaints denominated ner-
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vous
?

in which it was supposed to i Wtis sylve'stris. White bryony,
act in the character of a tonic. All,

j

Wtis vim'fera. The systematic
however, that has been written in name of the grape-tree. VituifoliU
favour of this remedy, which is cer- lobatis, sinuatis, nudis, of Linnaeus.

tainly well deserving of notice, has

not prevented it from failing into

general neglect.

VYscus, -eris, n. A bowel or en-

trail. Any organ or part which has an

*V* Vine leaves and the tendrils

have an astringent taste, and were
formerly used in diarrhoeas, hemor-
rhages, and other disorders requiring

refrigerant and styptic medicines.

appropriate use, as the viscera of the The juice or sap of the vine, called

f

abdomen, &c.
Vi'sion. The sense of sight. See

I fir/e, and Retina.

Vision, defective. See Dysopia.
Vi'sus defigura'tus. See Meta-

ftiorphopsia*

Vi'tje a'rbor. See Arbor litre.

Vi't.e li'gmm. See Guaiacmn.

lachryma, has been recommended in

calculous disorders : and it is said to

be an excellent application to weak
eyes and specks of the cornea.

The unripe fruit of the vine has a
harsh, rough, sour taste; its ex-
pressed juice, called verjuice, was for-

merly much esteemed, but is now
Vital actions. See Vital functions. superceded by the juice of lemons ;

Vital air. See Oxygen. for external use, however, particu-

Vi'tal fi/nctions. Vital actions, larly in bruises and pains, verjuice is

Those actions of the body upon still employed, aud considered to be
which life immediately depends, as a very useful application.

the circulation of the blood, respira-

tion, heat of the body, &c. See
Action.

Vital principle. See Life.

Vita'lba. Traveller's joy. See

Clematis recta.

Vmex. (From yiere, to bind .

Agnus castui. The chaste tree, Vi-

test agtuu castas ; fob'is digitatis9 ser~

ratis ; spicis verticillatis, of Linnaeus. I able, lubricating, acescent sweats in

The dried fruit is termed Uva passu
major. Passulm major. The raisin.

Raisins are prepared by immersintr
the fresh fruit into a solution of
alkaline salt and soap-ley, made boil-

ing hot, to which is added some olive

oil, and a small quantity of common
salt, and afterwards drying them in

the shade. They are used as agree-

The seeds are the medicinal part,

which have, when fresh, a fragrant

nilell, and an acrid aromatic taste
;

pectoral decoctions, and for obtund-
ing the acrimony in other medicines,
and rendering them grateful to the

they were formerly celebrated as an- palate and stomach. They are di-

taphrodisiac, but experience does rected in the dec••> hordei co,.i-

not discover in them any such virtue
;

position, tinctura sentur, and tinctura

and some have ascribed to them an
opposite one.

Vi'n sa'ltls. See Chorea.

VlTILLl'GO. (From vitiare, to in-

fect,. See Alphas.

Vi\is.— 1. A genus of plants in

cardamomi composite. See also /Vine
and Aceturn.

Vitra'ria. The pellitory of the

wall.

Vi'tRBOUS HUMOUR. Humor vi-

treus. The pellucid body which fills

the Linnaean system : Class, Pentan- \
the whole bulb of the eye behind the

dr ia ; Order, Mon ogy/i iu.— 2 . The
pharmacopceial name of the grape.

See Vi'is vinifara.
Vi'ns a'lba. See Bryonia alba.

Vi'iis cori'nthica. This affords

the Uva passu minor. Passu conn-
ihiaoa. The currant. The dried fruit

Of the ritis corinthiuca. Their virtues

are similar to those of the raisin.

Yi'tis id.t/a. See Vmccyiiu

crystalline lens.

%* The vitreous substance is com-
posed of small cells which communi-
cate with each other, and are dis-

tended with a transparent fluid.

Yitrifica'tion*. The art of con-
verting silica, &c. into glass.

Vitriol, acid of. See Sulphuric acid.

Vitriol, blue. See Cupri sulphas.

Vitriol, green, SeeVerri sul[
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Vitriol, JRoma/i. See Cupri sulphas.

Vitriol, sweet spirit of. SeeSpiritus
<ptheris sulphurici.

Vitriol, white. See Zinci sulphas.

Vitriolated kali. See Potassw sul-

phas.

Vitriolic acid. See Sulphuric acid.

Vitri'ollm. (From vitrum, glass:
so called from its likeness to glass.

Hollandus says this word is fictitious,

and composed from the initials of the

following sentence : Vade in terrain,

rimando hwenies optimum lapidem,
veram medicinam). Vitriol, or sul-

phate of iron.

Vitri'olum a'lbum. White vitriol.

See Zinci sulphas.

VlTRl'OLUM CCERU'lEUM. Blue
vitriol. See Cupri sulphas.

Vitri'olum Roma'num. See Cupri
sulphas.

VnRi'oLUM vi'ride. Green vitriol.

See Ferri sulphas.

Vi'trum, -t, n. Glass.

Vi'trum antimo'mi. Glass of

antimony. Antimony first calcined,

then fused in a crucible.

Vi'trum antimo'nii cera'tum. A
diaphoretic compound, exhibited in

the cure of dysenteries arising from
checked perspiration.

Vi'trum hypoclepti'cum. A fun-

nel to separate oil from water.

Voice. Vox. The sound of the

air propelled through, and striking

against the sides of the glottis, or
aperture into the mouth.

*
# * The principal organ of the

voice is the larynx, its muscles, and
other appendages. The shrillness or

roughness of the voice depends on
the internal diameter of the glottis,

its elasticity, mobility, and lubricity,

and the force with which the air is

protruded. Speech is the modifica •

tion of the voice into distinct articu-

lations in the cavity of the glottis

itself, or in that of the mouth or the

nostrils. Sec Ventriloquism.

Volatile alkali. See Ammonia.
Voi.atiYity. The property of cer-

tain bodies, by which they are dis-

posed to assume the vaporous or

clastic state, and quit the vessels in

which they are plaeed.

Volca'.noes. The combustion of

those enormous masses of bitumen,
which are deposited in the bowels of

the earth.

*** Volcanoes owe their origin

more especially to the strata of py-
ritous coal. The decomposition or

action of water upon the pyrites, de-

termines the heat, and the production
of a great quantity of hydrogen,
which exerts itself against the sur-

rounding obstacles, and at length

breaks them. This effect appears
to be the chief cause of earthquakes

;

but when the concourse of air faci-

litates the combustion of the bitumen
and the hydrogen, the flame is seen

to issue out of the chimneys or vents

which are made ; and this occasions

the fire of volcanoes. — See Ure's

Diet, of Chym. p. 767.

Volsk'lla. A probang, or in-

strument to remove bodies sticking

in the throat.

Vo'lvulus. (From volvere, to roll

up). The iliac passion, or inflam-

mation of the bowels, called twist-

ing of the guts.

Vo'lvulus terre'stris. Small
bind- weed. The convolvulus minor.

Vo'mer. (Named from its great

resemblance to a plough-share). A
slender, thin bone separating the

nostrils from each other, consisting

of two plates much compressed to-

gether, very dense and strong, yet

so thin as to be transparent ; these

two plates seem at every edge to se-

parate from each other, and thus a

groove is formed at every side.

Vo'mica, -re, f. (From vomere, to

spit up ; because it discharges a

sanies). An abscess of the lungs.

Vo'mica liquo'ris jETe'rni. Quick-
silver.

Vo'miting. Vomitio, A forcible

ejection of food, or any other sub-

stance, from the stomach, through

the oesophagus and mouth.
%* Vomiting is either idiopathic,

when arising from a cause in the

stomach itself; or symptomatic, when
originating from diseases seated in

any other part of the body. Its im-

mediate cause is an antiperistaltic,

spasmodic, convulsive constriction

of the stomach and pressure of the
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diaphragm and abdominal muscles.

It is an effort of nature to expel

whatever molests or is troublesome
in the stomach ; although, according

to the experiments of Magendie, this

viscus takes no part in the ejection

of its contents.

Vomiting of blood. 1 See Hcemate-
Vomitus crueutus. J mesis.

Voracious appetite. See Bulimia.
Vox absci'ssa. Hoarseness. A

loss of voice.

Vulga'go. The asarabacca was
so called. Sec Asarum.

Vulnera'ria. (From vulnus, a

wound). Medicines which heal

wounds. A herb named from its

use in healing wounds.
Vulnera'ria a'qua. Arquebusade.
Vu'lnus sclope'ticum. A gun-

shot wound.
Vu'lva, -<z>, f. (Quasi valva, the

aperture to the womb ; or quasi volva,

because the foetus is wrapped up in

it). The pudendum muliebre, or
female parts of generation ; also a

foramen in the brain.

Vulva'ria. (From vulva, the

womb ; so named, from its smell,

or use in disorders of the womb).
Stinking orach. See Chenopodium
vuluaria.

W.
WAKE ROBIN. See Arum,
Wall-flower. See Cheiranthus cheiri.

JVall-pellilory. See Parictaria.

TVall-pepper. See Sedum acre.

Walnut. See Juglans.

Walton water. A mineral spring

near Tewkesbury, in Gloucestershire,

which contains a small portion of

iron dissolved in fixed air ; of ab-

sorbent earth combined with hepatic

air ; of vitriolated magnesia, and
muriatcd mineral alkali ; but the

proportions of these constituent parts

have not been accurately ascertained.

*** Walton water is chiefly bene-

ficial in obstructions and other affec-

tions of the glands.

Wart. Verruca. An excrescence

from the cutis, or a tumour formed
upon it, by which means it becomes
covered with a cuticle, which is

either strong or hard, or thin and
soft, just as the cuticle is which
covers the parts from which the ex-

crescence arises. Hunter on Ven.
Disease, &c.

*
#* As warts are adventitious sub-

stances, and not any part of the ori-

ginal structure of the body, their

powers of life are weak. Hence, when
stimulated, they generally become
smaller, and at length altogether

disappear or drop oX On this prin-

ciple, they may frequently be cured
by the application of the sulphate of

copper, or a powder, composed of

the powders of savine leaves and the

subacctate of copper, in equal pro-
portions. The employment, how-
ever, of stronger escharotics, like

the nitrate of silver, or the concen-
trated acetic acid ; the removal of
these excrescences with a knife or a

pair of scissors ; or tying their necks
with a ligature, is a mode frequently

preferred, because the cure is soon-
est accomplished.

Wash. A technical term for the

fermented liquor, of whatever kind,

from which spirit is intended to be

distilled.

Water. Aqua. According to the

opinion of modern chymists, this

fluid is a compound, made up of two
substances, neither of which can be
exhibited separately, except in the

gaseous form ; and when aeriform,

they are known, the one as hydro-
gen gas, or inflammable air ; the

other as oxygen gas, or vital air.

These gases, in the proportion of
about two measures of hydrogen to

one of oxygen, when united chymi-
cally, and reduced from the form of
an air to that of a liquid, constitute

the fluid water.
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'Water is transparent, without co-

lour, smell, or taste; in a very slight

degree compressible ; when pure,

not liable to spontaneous change

;

liquid in the common temperature

of our atmosphere, assuming the

solid form at 32° Fahrenheit, and
the gaseous at 212°, but returning

unaltered to its liquid state on re-

suming any degree of heat between
these points ; capable of dissolving

a greater number of natural bodies

than any other fluid whatever, and
especially those known by the name
of the saline

;
performing the most

important functions in the vegetable

and animal kingdoms, and entering

largely into their composition as a

constituent part. The simple waters

are the following :

I. Distilled water. This is the

lightest of all others, containing nei-

ther solid nor gaseous substances in

solution ; is perfectly void of taste

and smell, colourless, and beautifully

transparent ; has a soft feel, and wets

the fingers more readily than any
other.—2. Rain ivater, the next in

purity to distilled water, is that

which has undergone a natural dis-

tillation from the earth, and is con-

densed in the form of rain. This is a

a water so nearly approaching to ab-

solute purity, as probably to be equal

to distilled water for every purpose,

except in the nicer chymical experi-

ments.—3. Ice and snow-water. This

equals rain water in purity, and,

when fresh melted, contains no air,

which is expelled during freezing.

—

4. Spring water. Under which are

included all waters that spring from
some depth beneath the soil, and are

used at the fountain head, or at

least before they have run any con-

siderable distance exposed to the

air.— 5. River water. This is in ge-

neral much softer and more free

from earthy salts than the last, but

contains less air of any kind ; for,

by the agitation of a long current,

and in most cases a great increase of

temperature, it loses common air

and carbonic acid, and, with this

last, much of the lime which it held

in solution. The specific gravity

thereby becomes less, the taste not
so harsh, but less fresh and agreeable,

and out of a hard spring is often

made a stream of sufficient purity

for most of the purposes where a
soft water is required.

—

6. Stagnated
waters. The waters that present

the greatest impurities to the senses,

are those of stagnant pools and low
marshy countries ; being saturated

with the remains of animal and ve-

getable matter undergoing decompo-
sition, and, during that process, be-

coming in part soluble in water,
thereby affording a rich nutriment
to the succession of living plants and
insects which is supplying the place

of those that perish.

The noxious effects produced by
marshmiasma and stagnant pools,

have been often supposed to extend
to the internal use of these waters

;

and often, especially in hot climates,

a residence near these places has

been as much condemned on one ac-

count as on the other> and, in like

manner, an improvement in health

has been as much attributed to a

change of water as of air.—See Na-
tural and Medical Dictcticon, &c. by
J. S. Forsyth) 12mo. Lond. 1824.

Water-brash. See Pi/rosis.

Tfater-cress. See Sisymbrium nas-

turtium.

Water of crvstaluza'tion.
Many salts require a certain pro-

portion of water to enable them to

retain the crystalline form, and this

is called their water of crystalliza-

tion. Some retain this so feebly,

that it flies off on exposure to the

air, and they fall to powder. These
are the exflorescent salts. Others
have so great an affinity for water,

that their crystals attract more from

the air in which they dissolve. These
are the deliquescent.

Wu/tr-dock. Sec Rumex hydrola-

patfnun.

U'ater-fiag, yellow. See Iris pseu-

dacorns.

Jrater-germander . See Teucrium
scordium.

Water-hemp. See Eupatorium,

Water-lily , white. See Xymjthcea

alba.

.
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Water-lily, yellow. See Nymphcea
lutea.

Water, oxygenized, or deutox-

yde of hydrogen. An interesting com-
pound, lately formed by M. Thenard,

an account of which is published in

the Annates de Chymie et de Physique.
*
#
* The deutoxyde of barium be-

ing dissolved in water, and sulphuric

acid added, the protoxyde of barium

or barytes falls down, leaving the

oxygen combined with the water. It

contains at 32° F. when saturated,

twice the quantity of oxygen of com-
mon water ; that is to say, a cu-

bic inch absorbs 662 cubic inches

r=224.46 gr. forming 476.98 grains,

and acquires a specific gravity of

1.453. Hence 1.0 in volume, be-

comes apparently 1 .3 ; containing

1324 volumes of oxygen ; and 1 vo-

lume, therefore, contains very nearly

1000 volumes, &c. Oxygenized wa-
ter attacks the epidermis almost in-

stantly, and produces a prickling pain,

according to the quantity of liquid

applied. Applied to the tongue, it

whitens it, thickens the saliva, and
produces in the organ of taste, a sen-

sation difficult to express, but one

that approaches to that of tartar

emetic. Its action on oxyde of sil-

ver is extremely violent. Every
drop of the liquid let fall on the dry

oxyde, produces a real explosion,

and so much heat is evolved, that if

the experiment be made in a dark

place, there is a very sensible dis-

engagement. Besides the oxyde of

silver, there are several other ox-

ydes, which act with violence on oxy-

enated water ; for example, thepe-
iroxyde of magnesia, that of cobalt,

ithe oxyde of lead, platinum, gold,

osmium, iridium, rhodium, palla-

dium, &c.
Water-parsnep. See Stum, &c.
JF'ater-pepper. See Polygonum

hydro-piper.

Water zizany. A reed -like

plant, zizania aquatica, of Linnaeus;

which see.

Waters, mineral. See Mineral wa-
ters, &c.
Wax. An oily concrete matter,

*#* Proust says, that the bloom
on fruit is real wax ; and that it is

wax spread over leaves, which pre-

vents them from being wetted, as on
the cabbage leaf. He likewise finds

it in the fecula of some vegetables,

particularly in that of the small

house -leek, in which it abounds.
Huber, however, asserts, from bis

observations, that the wax in bee-
hives is an artificial production,

made by the bees from honey ; that

they cannot procure it, unless they
have honey or sugar for that pur-
pose ; and that raw sugar affords

more than honey.
Wax may be deprived of its natu-

ral yellow, disagreeable colour, and
be perfectly whitened, by exposure
to the united action of the air and
water, by which method the colour
of many substances may be destroyed.

According to M. M. Thenard and Gay-
Lussac, wax is composed of

Oxygen, 5.544

Hydrogen, 12.672

Carbon, 81.784

100.000

Wax is employed for many pur-
poses in the useful arts. It is also

used in medicine, as a softening,

emollient, and relaxing remedy; but
it is only used externally, mixed with
other substances.

Weld, or woald. Reseda luteola

of Linnaeus. A plant cultivated in

Kent, Herefordshire, and many other
parts in this kingdom. The whole
of it is used for dyeing yellow; though
some assert, that the seed only affords

the colouring matter. There are two
sorts of weld ; the bastard, or wild,

and the cultivated.

Welter's tube. It often happens
in chymical processes, from the irre-

gularity of the heat, or other cir-

cumstances, that the condensation is

more rapid in proportion to the sup-

ply of vapour at some period of the

same operation than in others, which
would endanger the fluid being forced

backward, by the pressure of the at-

mosphere, into the receiver, or even
into the retort. To prevent this,

4 I
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Woolfe's bottles had a central neck,

in addition to other two, for the in-

sertion of a tube of safety. See Tube

of safety.

Wheat. Triticum. The seeds of

the Triticum hibernum, and cestwum
y

of Linnaeus.

*** Wheat is first ground between
mill-stones, and then sifted to obtain

its farina or flour, which may be se-

parated into its three constituent

parts, in the following manner. It

is to be kneaded into a paste with

water, in an earthen vessel, and the

water to continue pouring upon it

from a cock; this liquid, as it falls

upon the paste, takes up from it a

very fine white powder, by means
of which it acquires the colour and
consistency of milk. This process

is continued till the water runs off

clear, when the flour will be se-

parated into three distinct parts :

—

1 . A grey elastic matter, that sticks

to the hand, and, on account of its

properties, has gained the name of

the glutinous, or vegeto-animal part.

—2. A white powder which falls to

the bottom of the water, and is the

fceculum, or starch.—3. A matter

which remains dissolved in the water,

and seems to be a sort of mucilagi-

nous extract.—Flour, from whatever

species of corn obtained, is likewise

disposed to vinous fermentation, on

account of its saccharine contents.

Barley and wheat are generally

chosen for making malt ; from which

beer is made by extraction with wa-

ter and fermentation.

Wheat, buck. See Polygonumfa-
gopyrum.

Wheat, Eastern buck. See Poly-

gonum divarieatum.

J J 7/ eat, Indian. See Zea mays.

Wheat, Turkey. A native of

America, where it is much culti-

vated, as it is also in some parts of

Europe, especially in Italy and Ger-

many.
*^* There arc many varieties of

this grain, which ditferinthe colour,

and art- frequently raised in our

gardens by way of curiosity. It is

the chief bread corn in some of the

southern parts of America ; but since

the introduction of rice into Carolina,
it is but ittle used in the northern
colonies. It also constitutes a prin-
cipal part of the food of the poor
people in Italy and Germany. This
is the sort of wheat mentioned in

the book of Ruth, where it is said

that Boaz treated Ruth with parched
ears of corn dipped in vinegar ; a
method of eating the roasted ears of
Turkey wheat still practised in the
East. In several parts of South
America they parch the ripe corn,
never making it into bread, but
grinding it between two stones, mix
it with water in a calabash, and so
eat it. The Indians make a sort of
drink from this grain, which they
call bici, &c.
Whey. Serum lactis. The fluid

part of milk which remains after the

curd has been separated. It contains

a saccharine matter, some butter,

and a small portion of cheese.

Whispering. Alownessofspeech,
caused by uttering the words so

feebly, as not to produce any vibra-

tion of the larynx.

White swelling. See Arthropuosis

,

Hydnrthrus, Joints, &c.
Whites. Leucorrhoea. Fluor alius,

*^* The vagina is always mois-

tened with a fluid, secreted by th<

lacunae on its surface. To this is

added the seqretion from the glands

of the cervix uteri, and the serous

exhalation from the membrane of

the uterine cavity. Naturally th<

balance between secretion and ab-

sorption is such, that, except oi

particular occasions, no fluid is dis-

charged from the vagina. But in

diseased state, the quantity of tin

secretion is greatly increased, ain

the discharge, whether proccedinj

solely from the vagina, or parti]

from the womb, receives the nami

of Jluor alius, leucorrhoea. Soun
confine the term strictly to a dis-

charge from the inner surface of tin

womb ; and in order to determine

whether the secretion proceeds froi

the uterus or not, it has been pro-

posed to stuff the vagina completely

for some time, and then inspect tin

plug, to ascertain whether that pai
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corresponding to the os uteri be mois-
]

tened. (Chambin, Malud. des Filles,

p. 104).—But this test is not satis-

factory, and will seldom be submit-

ted to. The most ample and fre-

quent source is the vagina.

To distinguish leucorrhcea from
gonorrhoea, it will be very necessary

to attend to the symptoms. In the

latter the running is constant, but

in a small quantity; there is much
ardor urinse, itching of the pudenda,
swelling of the labia, increased in- !

clination to venery, and very fre-

quently an enlargement of the glands :

in the groin ; whereas in the former,

the discharge is irregular, comes
,

away often in large lumps, and in

considerable quantities, and is nei-

ther preceded by, nor accompanied
with, any inflammatory affection of
the pudenda.

Fluor albus may occur in two very

different states of the constitution,
,

either as an effect of these, or pro- >

duced in them by accidental causes. !

These are, a state of plethora, or

disposition to vascular activity, and
a state of debility. The one is

marked by a full habit, a good com-
plexion, and a clear healthy skin. The
other by a pale countenance, a sal-

low surface, a feeble pulse, and ge-

nerally a spare habit. The one is

attended with vertigo, or disease

produced by fulness. The other by
dyspepsia, palpitation, and those
complaints connected with debility.

It should also be remembered, that

fluor albus may be caused by local

irritation, including the effect of dis-

eased structure, or misplaced ute-

rus ; by a state of increased vas-

cular action, and by debility, either

preceded by increased action, or di-

rectly produced by weakening causes.

—See Principles of Midwifery, &c.
by J. Burns ;

—Smellie, vol. i. p. 67;— Vigorous, Maladies des Femmes,
t. i. p. 26\ ;

—

Stall, Pra?lectiones,

t. ii. p. 383 ;

—

Mead, Med. Precepts,
chap. xix. lect. 3, &c. &c.

Whi'ting. Chalk cleaned of its

grosser impurities, then ground in a
mill, and made up into small loaves,

><Ad under the name of whiting.

Whi'tlow. Panaris. Panaritium,

Paronychia. An exceedingly painful

inflammation about the end of the

finger, very much disposed to sup-

purate.
*
#* Whitlows are usually divided

into four kinds. In the first, or

mildest form, a vesicle filled with

matter, commonly arises near the

root or side of the nail, after a su-

perficial inflammation of trivial ex-

tent. The matter is situated imme-
diately under the cuticle. The ab-

scess sometimes takes place under
the nail, in which case, the pain is

severe, and not unfrequently shoots

upward as far as the external condyle

of the brachium. The second kind

is generally seated in the cellular

substance under the cutis, and for

the most part occurs at the very end
of the finger. In this case, the in-

flammatory symptoms, especially the

pain, are far more violent than in

other common inflammations of no
greater extent, although it does not

extend far from the affected part.

The third kind is distinguished by
the most excruciating pain, very lit-

tle swelling in the finger affected,

but a great deal about the hand,
particularly about the wrist, and
over the whole fore-arm. The pain

extends to the hand, wrist, elbow,

and even the shoulder. When sup-

puration takes place, a fluctuation

can never be felt in the finger,

though it may very often be dis-

tinctly perceived in the hand, wrist,

or somewhere in the fore-arm. The
case is frequently accompanied with

considerable fever. The disease is

seated in the tendons and sheaths,

:

and the power of motion in the fin-

,

ger, and even the hand, is lost.

Whitlows occasionally attack the

i toes.—For a particular species of

whitlow, u onychia maligna," see

Wardrop, in Med. Chir. Trans, vol. v.

;

p. 3 35, 136, 138;

—

Richter's An-
fangr. &c.

JFhortle-berry, bears. See Arbutus
uva ursi.

Jf
rhortie-berry, red. See Vacci-

niurn vitis ida>a.

Widow-wail. Sec Daphne mezcreum.
41 2
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Wild carrot. See Daucus sylves-

tris.

Wild cucumber. See Momurdica
claterium.

Wild navew. See Brassica napus.

?fallow, crack. See Salix.

Willow, sweet.

Willow, white.

JJrillow-herb.

JMyrica gale.

See Salix.

See Lythrum sali-

cana.

Jf
r
illow-herb, rosebay. See Epilo-

hium angustifolium.

Tnilow-leaved oak. See Quercus
phellos.

Wine. Vinum. The fermented

as well as to produce the effects of
new wine.
The general effects of wine are,

to stimulate the stomach, exhilarate

the spirits, warm the habit, quicken
the circulation, promote perspira-

tion, and, in large quantities, to

prove intoxicating, and powerfully
sedative. In many disorders, wine
is universally admitted to be of im-
portant service, and especially in fe-

vers of the typhus kind, or of a pu-
trid tendency : in which it is found to

raise the pulse, support the strength,

promote a diaphoresis, and to resist

juice of the ripe fruit of the Vitis
\

putrefaction ; and in many cases it

vinifera, of Linnseus ; which see. proves of more immediate advan-
%* The wines chiefly used me-

j

tage than the Peruvian bark. Deli-

dicinally are, the vinum album His-
j

rium, which is the consequence of
panicum, or sherry ; vinum Cana- ! excessive irritability, and a defective

rium, canary or sack wine ; the vi-
j

state of nervous energy, is often en-
num Rhenanum, or Rhenish wine ; tirely removed by the free use of
and the vinum rubrum, or Port wine. It is also a well-founded ob-

servation, that those who indulge in

the use of wine are less subject to

fevers of the malignant and inter-

mittent kind. In the putrid sore

wine.

New wines are liable to a strong
degree of acescency when taken into

the stomach, and thereby occasion

much flatulency and eructations of throat, in the small-pox, when at-

acid matter ; heartburn and violent
j

tended with great debility and symp-
pains in the stomach from spasms ! toms of putridity, in gangrenes, and
are also often produced ; and the I

in the plague, wine is considered as

acid matter, by passing into the in-
|

a principal remedy ; and in almost
testines, and mixing with the bile, is

j

all cases of languor, and of great

apt to occasion colics or excite diar- ,' prostration of strength, it is expe-
rhceas. Sweet wines are likewise

J

rienced to be a more grateful and
more disposed to become acescent in

|

efficacious cordial than any that can
the stomach than others : but as the

I

be furnished from the whole class of
aromatics.

Winter bark. See Winteranus cor~

tex.

Winter cherry. See Physalis alke-

kengi.

\\ inte'ra aroma'tica. The sys-

tematic name of the winter bark
tree. See Winteranus cortex.

Wintera'nus co'rtex. Wintera-

nus cortex magellanicus. The bark
of the Wintera aromatica, pedunculis

aggregatis terminalibus
,
pisti'lis qua-

tuor. It is closely allied in its pro-

perties to the canella alba. See Ca-
nella alba.

Wintera'nus spu'rius.

nella alba.

Wolfs bane.

Wolf's bane, blue.

quantity of alcohol which they con-
tain is more considerable than ap-

pears sensibly to the taste, their

acescency is thereby in a great mea-
sure counteracted. Red port, and
most of the red wines have an astrin-

gent quality, by which they strengthen

the stomach, and prove useful in re-

straining immoderate evacuations
;

on the contrary, those which are of
an acid nature, as Rhenish, pass

freely by the kidneys, and gently

loosen the belly. But this, and per-

haps all the thin or weak wines,

though of an agreeable flavour, yet

as containing little alcohol, are rea-

dily disposed to become acid in the

stomach, and thereby to aggravate
all arthritic and calculous complaints,

|

See Aconituvis
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Womb. See Uterus.

Womb, inflammation of. See Hys-
teritis.

Wood-louse. See Oniscus asellus.

Wood-sorrel. See Oralis acetosella.

Woody-nightshade. See Solatium

dulcamara.

Worm-bark. See Geoffrwa.

Worm-grass, perennial. See Spi-

gelia.

Worm, gu'nea. See Draciuiculus.

Worm, ring. See Herpes.

Worms. Vermes. . Invermination.

Several kinds of animals infesting the

human body.

%* Such is the nature and office

of the human stomach and intestines,

that insects and worms, or their

ovula, may not unfrequently be con-
veyed into the intestinal canal with
those things that are continually

taken as food ; but such insects, or
worms, do not live long, and seldom,
if ever, generate in a situation so

different from their natural one.

Besides these, there are worms that

Jare never found in any other situa-

tion than the human stomach, or in-

testines, and which there generate
md produce their species. Thus it

ippears, that the human stomach and
ntestines are the seat foranimalcula,
vhich are translated from their na-
.ural situation, and also for worms
broper to them, which live in no
jther situation, &c.
Dr. Good divides the species of

toorms into three : viz.

Ielminthia alvi, Alvine worms.
podicis, Anal worms.
crratica, Erratic worms.

:

The worms that chiefly infest the

lvine or abdominal region, may be
rranged under the following va-
ieties :

iscaris lumbricoides, Long round
worm.

>ichocephalus, Long thread-

worm.
aenia solium, Long tape-

worm,
amia vulgaris, Broad tape-

worm.
fasciola, Fluke.

These exist and find a proper ni-

dus in the stomach, or alvine canal,

chiefly of children, and sickly adults,

producing emaciation, a swelled hard
belly, gnawing or pungent pain in

the stomach, pale countenance, fetid

breath, and irritation of the nostrils.

Under the species of anal worms,
are included the following varieties :

Ascaris vermicularis, Thread- worm.
Maw-worm.

scarnbreus,... Beetle-grub.

oestrus, Bot.

These worms, orlarves of insects,

exist and find a proper nidus within

the verge of the anus, where they
excite a troublesome local irritation,

accompanied with tumour, frequently

preventing sleep, and producing pain

or faintness in the stomach.
Of the erratic worms we know

but little
;

yet the ensuing instances

may afford sufficient reason for form-
ing it. It might easily be enlarged,

but the authorities for extending it

further are doubtful.

Gordius, Hair-worm.
Hirudo, Erratic leech.

Musca, Maggot.

The symptoms of worms are, va-
riable appetite, fetid breath, acid

eructations and pains in the stomach,
grinding of the teeth during sleep,

picking of the nose, paleness of the
countenance, sometimes dizziness,

hardness and fulness of the belly,

slimy stools, with occasional griping
pains, more particularly about the
navel, heat and itching about the
anus, short dry cough, emaciation
of the body, slow fever, with even-
ing exacerbations and irregular pulse,
and sometimes convulsive fits, &c.

For the treatment of worms, and
efficacy of various vermifuges, see
Mr. Ramsey ofBeaconsfield, in Trans,
of the Medico- Chir. Soc. vol. ix. ;

—

Swedianr, Nam, Xosolog. Meth. Syst.
vol. ii. p. 245 ;

—

Dr. Heberden, in
Truus. of the Coll. ofPhys. of I,ond.
vol. i. p. 54 ;

—

Diseases of Tropical
Countries, by C. ChishUm, p. [;<)

y

Loud. 8vo. 1822;

—

Mr. Thomas
Leigh, in Med. Trans, of the Coll.

4 1 3
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See Artemisia santo-

See Artemisia absin-

vol. i. art. iv. p. 64 ;—Mr. Kerr, in
Med. Comment.;—Dr. Bancroft, Es-
say on the Natural History of Guiana,
Lond. 1770;—Dr. Wright, in Phil.
Trans, vol. lxxvii. ;

—

Mr. Duguid,
Essays, Physical Sf Literary, vol.ii.

;

—Dr. Monro, in Edinb. Med. Com-
mun. vol. i. p. 329, and Dr. Rush,
vol. ii. p. 97.

Wormseed.
nica.

Wormwood,
thium.

Wormwood, mountain. The Arte-
misia glacialis, of Linnaeus, which is

common about the Alps, and similar
in its virtues to the common worm-
wood.

Wormwood, Roman. See Artemisia
absinthium.

Wormwood, sea. See Artemisia
maritima.

Wort. An infusion of malt; found
useful in the cure of the scurvy, &c.

*** Dr. Macbride, who, in his

very ingenious experimental essays,

lays it down as a principle, "that
the cure of the scurvy depends on
the fermentative quality in the re-

medies made use of," was led to

enquire after a substance capable of
'being preserved during a long sea
voyage, and yet should contain ma-
terials by which a fermentation might
occasionally be excited in the bowels.
Such an one appeared to him to be
found in malt, which is well known
to be the grain of barley, brought
suddenly to a germinating state by
heat and moisture, &c. The sweet
infusion of this he proposed to give

as a dietetic article to scorbutic per-

.sons, expecting that it would fer-

ment in their bowels, and give out
its fixed air, by the antiseptic pow-
ers of which, the strong tendency to

putrefaction in this disease might be

corrected. It was some time before

a fair trial of this proposed remedy
could be obtained ; and different re-

|
jrts were made concerning it. By

Kcmie cases, however, published in a

postscript of the second edition of

the doctor's work in 17()7, it appears

that scorbutic complaints of the most

dangerous kind have actually been

cured at sea by the use ©f wort. Its

general effects were to keep the pa-
tient's bowels open, and to prove
highly nutritious and strengthening.
It sometimes purged too much, but
this effect was easily obviated by
the tinctura thebaica. (See Medical
Essays and Inquiries).—The use of
wort has hence been adopted in other
cases, where a strong putrid dispo-

sition in the fluids appeared to pre-

vail, e.g. cancerous and phagedenic
ulcers ; and instances are published

in the fourth volume of the work
above mentioned, of its remarkable
good effects.

As the efficacy of the infusion

of malt, depends upon its producing
changes in the whole mass of fluids,

it is obvious that it must be taken in

large quantities for a considerable

length of time, and rather as an
article of diet than of medicine.

From one to four pints daily have
generally been directed. The pro-

portion recommended in preparing

the malt infusion, is one measure of

ground malt to three equal measures
of boiling water. The mixture must
be well stirred, and left to stand co-

vered three or four hours. It should

be made fresh every day.

Wound. Vulnus. A cutting or

lacerating the continuity of the parts

of the body.
*
# * Wounds are subject to con-

siderable variety, as regards their

nature, degree of danger, facility of

cure, &c. and the consequences to

be apprehended from them. Some
wounds are perfectly trivial, not ex-

tending deeper than the skin and

cellular membrane ; while others of

a more serious nature penetrate the

muscles, tendons, large blood- vessels,

and important nerves. Others again

are not confined to the soft parts,

but even do injury to the bones ; e.g.

sabre wounds, &.C. Many wounds of

the chest, head, and abdomen, injures

the vessels contained within these

cavities, &c.
The varieties and degree of danger

attending wounds in general, very

much depend on the following cir-

cumstances : viz. the extent of the in-
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jury, the kind of instrument by which
the wound was inflicted ; the violence

which the fibres of the part have
suffered, in addition to their division

;

the size and importance of the vessels

and nerves wounded ; the nature of

the wounded part, as regards its

general power and disposition to heal

favourably or otherwise. Whether
the operations of the system at large,

and life itself, can be well supported,

or not, while the functions of the

wounded part are disturbed, inter-

rupted, or suspended, by the acci-

dent ; the youth or advanced age of

the patient ; the state of the con-
stitution ; the opportunities that may
present, of having recourse to proper
surgical and other assistance

rally, &c.
By surgical writers, wounds are

distinguished into several kinds ; e. g.
incised, punctured, poisoned, gun-
shot wounds, &c. Another important
division is also made into wounds of
the head, thorax, abdomen, &c.
For general information on wounds,

COn8Ult John Hunter's Treatise on the

Mood, Injlammatifm
9 &c. ;— John

Bell's Principles of Surgery , and his

Discourses on Wounds;— //'". Balfour,
Observations on Adhesion, &C. Bvo.

Edtnb. 1814 ;

—

Guthrie on Gun-shot
Wou?ids, 2d edit. ;

—

Larrey, Mcmoires

gene-

de Chirurgie Militaire;— Jones on
Hemorrhage

;

—Thompson's Lectures

on Inflammation, 8vo. 1813, &c. ;

—

Henneri'sMilitary Surgery , 2d ed. 8vo.
Edinb. 1816 -,—Sabatier, Med. Ope-
ratoire;—Mead, Fontana, Orfila, &c.
on the Bites of Venomous Animals and
Reptiles;—Ireland, in Med. Chirurg,

Trans, vol. ii. ;

—

Sir E. Home, in

Philosoph. Trans, 1810, &c. &c.
Woundwort. See Laserpitium chi-

romum.
Wrist, bones of. See Bones.

Wry neck. Caput obstipum. For-
ticollis. A fixed inclination of the

head towards one of the shoulders

;

a disorder not mentioned by the an-
cients.

*** This disease should not be
confounded with simple rheumatic
tension and stiffness of the neck ;

nor with the faulty position of the

head, a consequence of the defor-

mity of the cervical vertebra?. For
treatment, and cases of wry neck,

see lioyer, Traitc des Mai. Chir.

t. vii. p. 61. 8vo. Paris, 1821;—
Rasp's Treatise on the Operatioi s

of Surgery , chap. xxxv. ;

—

Chirurg:-

cal Jf
rorks of B. Gooch, vol. ii. p.

81 ;

—

B. Bell's System of Surgery

;

— Encyclopedic Me thod7'que, Partie

Chirurgicale, torn. ii. art. Forticollis,

&c. &c.

X
^Xala'ppa. (From the province of

Xatappa in New Spain, whence it

comes). Jalap.

Xa'ntiiic oxyde of the blad-
der. A stony concretion not hitherto

described, found in the urinarv blad-

der. it approaches to the cystic

calculus, but gives, which that does
not, a bright lemon residuum on
evaporating its nitric solution.

*.£* T\\qfibrinous calculus, another

not yet described, is thus called,

from its possessing properties ex-

actly similar to those of the fibrine

of the blood, and no doubt formed
by a deposit of this fluid.

\ t'NTHiUM. (From lavQoQ, yel-

low ; so called, because it is said to

make the hair yellow). The lesser

burdock. This herb, Xanthium stru-

marium, of LinnaBus, was once es-

teemed in the cure of scrofula, but,

like most other remedies against this

disease, proves ineffectual. The seeds

are administered internally in some
countries against erysipelas.

Xa'nthium struma'rium. The
systematic name of the lesser bur-

dock. See Xanthium.
Xera'sia. (From fypoc, dry). An

excessive tenuity of the hairs similar

to down.
Xerocolly'rilm. (From Znpoc,

dry, and icoWvpiov, a collyrium).

A dry collyrium.

Xeromy'rum. (From hipoe,, dry,
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and /ivpovy an ointment). A dry
ointment.

Xerofhtha'lmta. (Htipog, dry,
and o<p9a\pia, an inflammation of
the eye) . A dry inflammation of the
eye without discharge.

Xi'phium. (From Zityog, a sword ;

so named, from the sword-like shape
of its leaves). Spurge-wort.

Xiphoid. (Xiphoides
9 from %Kpog,

a sword, and tidog, likeness). A
term given by anatomists to parts

which had some resemblance to an
ancient sword, as the xiphoid cartil-

lage.

Xiphoid cartilage. See Cartilago

ensiformis.

Xyloa'loes. See Lignum aloes.

Xyloba'lsaMUM. See Amyris gi-

leadensis.

'J

I am. See Dioscorea.

Yarrow, common. See Achillea

milefolium.

Yaws. The African name for rasp-

berry. See Frambcpsia.

Yeast. Cervisiee fermentum. The
scum which collects on beer while
fermenting, and has the property of
exciting that process in various other
substances.

*
#* Medicinally it is antiseptic

and tonic ; and has been found use-
ful internally, as well as in making
the fermenting cataplasm.

Yellow fever. See Febris continua.

Yellow saunders. See Santalum
album.

Yorkshire sanicle. See Pinguicula.

Ypsiloglo'ssus. (From vipikot ideg ,

the ypsiloid bone, and_ yXtoucra, the

tongue). A muscle originating in

the ypsiloid bone, and which termi-
nates in the tongue.

Ypsiloi'des. (From v 9
the Greek

letter, called ypsilon, and a^oc, a

likeness). The os hyoides, so called,

from its resemblance to the Greek
letter ypsilon.

Y'ttria. The heaviest of the

earths. Its specific gravity is 4.842.

It resembles glucine in several of its

properties.
*
#
* The attraction of ytlria for

the acids is generally stronger than

that of glucine, and its saline com-
pounds have not the same saccharine

taste. Its other properties have not

yet been examined.

Za'ccharum. See Saccharum.
Za'ffran. (Arab.) Saffron,

Zai'bac. (Arab.) Quicksilver.

Za'rza. An ancient and provin-

cial name of the sarsaparilla.

Ze'a mays. The systematic name
of the Indian wheat plant, a native

of America, and cultivated in Italy

and various parts of Europe, for its

grain, which is ground for the same
purposes as our wheat, to which it

is little inferior.

Zedoa'ria.— 1. A genus of plants,

in the Linnaean system : Class, Mo-
nandrid; Order, Monogynia. Ze-
doary.—2. The pharmacopoeial name
of the Ktempferia rotunda; which see.

Zedoa'ria lo'nga. The long roots

of the Zedoaria rotunda, of Lin-

naeus.

Zedoa'ria rotu'nda. The syste-

matic name, according to some, of

the zedoary plant. See Zedoaria.

Zedoary. See Zedoaria.

Ze'rna. An ulcerated impetigo.

Lepra.
Ze'ro. The commencement of a

scale marked O. Thus we say, the

Zero of Fahrenheit, which is 32° be-

low the melting point of ice; the

Zero of the centigrade scale, which
coincides with the freezing of water.

*
#
* The absolute Zero, is the

imaginary point in the scale of tem-

perature, when the whole heat is

exhausted ; the term of absolute cold,

or privation of caloric.

Zi'bethum. (From Zobeth, Arab.)

Civetta. Civet. A soft unctuous odo-

riferous substance, about the con-
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sistence of honey or butter, of a

whitish, yellowish, or brownish co-

lour, sometimes blackish, contained
in some excretory follicles near the

anus of the Viverra zibetha, of Lin-
naeus.
*
# * Civet has a grateful smell

when diluted, and an unctuous sub-

acrid taste, and possesses stimulating,

nervine, and antispasmodic virtues.

Zimo'me. The gluten of wheat,
treated by alcohol, is reduced to the

third part of its bulk. This dimi-

nution is owing, not merely to the

loss of gliadine, but likewise to that

of water. The residue is zimome,
which may be obtained pure by boil-

ing it repeatedly in alcohol, or by
digesting it in repeated portions of

that liquid cold, till it no longer gives

out any gliadine.

%* Zimome is to be found in se-

veral parts of vegetables. It pro-

duces various kinds of fermentation,

according to the nature of the sub
stance with which it comes in contact.

Zinc. [Zincum, Germ.) A me-
tal found in nature combined with
oxygen, carbonic acid, and sulphuric

acid ; and mineralized by sulphur.
*** Native oxydc of zinc is com-

monly called calamine. It is found
in a loose, and in a compact form,
amorphous, uf a white, grey, yel-

low, or brown colour, without lustre

or transparency. Combined with car-

bonic acid, it is called vitreous zinc
ore, or native carbonate of zinc. It

is found in solid masses, sometimes
in six-sided compressed prisms, both
ends being covered with pentagons.
Its colour is generally greyish, inclin-

ing to black. It is often 'transparent.

Sulphate of zinc is found efflorescent

in the form of stalactites or in

rhombs. Sulphuret of zinc, or blende,

is the most abundant ore. Zinc is a
very strong conductor of galvanism.
The use of zinc in the arts is very con-
siderable. In medicine the sulphate
of zinc, or white vitriol, is the pre-

paration most employed. See Zinci
sulphas ; unguentum zinci, &c.
Zinc, vitriolated. -See Zinci sulph'ts. \

Zl'NCI OXy'dum. Zincum calci- I

natum. Oxyde of zinc. Flowers of

zinc. Nihil album. Lana Philoso-

phorum. Its properties are analogous
to those of the sulphate (except that

it is hardly active enough to excite

vomiting) , if given in larger doses :

but it is more precarious in its effects.

It is chiefly used at present as an
external astringent.

Zi'nci su'lphas. Zincum vitrio-

latum. Vitriolum album. Sulphate
of zinc. White vitriol. This occurs
native, but not sufficiently pure for

medical use.
*
# * Sulphate of zinc is given in-

ternally in the dose of from 3j to

3ss, as a vomit. In small doses it

cures dropsies, intermitting head-
achs, and some nervous diseases

;

and is a powerful antispasmodic and
tonic. A solution of white vitriol is

also used to remove gleets, gonor-
rhoeas, and for cleaning foul ulcers,

having an astringent or stimulant

effect, according to its strength, &c.
Zi'ncum. See Zinc, .

Zi'ncum calcina'tum. See Zinci
oxydum.

Zi'ncum vitriola'tum. See Zinci
sulphas.

Zi'ncum vitriola'tum purifica'-

tum. See Zinci sulphas.

Zi'ngi. An ancient name of the

stellated aniseed. See Illicium ani-

satum.

Zingiber. (Ziyfi€tptg, Indian).

Zingiber album. Zingiber nigrum.
Zingiber commune. Zinziber. Gin-
ger. Amomum zingiber , of Linnaeus.

%* The white and black ginger

are both the produce of the same
plant, the only difference depending
upon the mode of preparing them.
Ginger is generally considered as an
aromatic, and less pungent and heat-

ing to the system than might be ex-

pected from its effects upon the organ
of taste. It is given as an antispas-

modic and carminative, in flatulent

colics, debility, and laxity of the

stomach and intestines, and in torpid

and phlegmatic constitutions, to ex-

cite brisker vascular action.

Zingiber a'lbum. The root of
the Amomum zingiber, of Linnaeus, is

so termed when deprived of its rad&*

cles and sordes.
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Zingiber commune. See Zin-
giber.

Zingiber ni'grum. The root of

the Amamum zingiber, of Linnaeus,

is so called when suffered to dry with
its radicles and the sordes which
usually hang to it. See Zingiber.

Zi'nz ber. See Zingiber.

Zircon, An earth discovered in

the year 1793, by Klaproth of Ber-
lin, in the Zircon or Jargon, a gem
first brought from the island of Cey-
lon, but also found in France, Spain,

and other parts of Europe. Its co-

lour is either grey, greenish, yellow-

ish, reddish-brown, or purple.

Ziza'nia aqua'tjca. The syste-

matic name of a reed whose grain is

much esteemed.
*
#* The JVater zizania grows in

the swampy parts of Jamaica and
Virginia. The Indians are exceed-

ingly fond of its grain, and account

it more delicious than rice.

Zi'zyphus. The jujubes were for-

merly so called. See Rhamnus zizy-

phus.

Zo'na. (From ((ovvv/jit, to sur-

round). Zoster. The shingles.

Zoo'logy. Zoologia. (From tyov,
an animal, and Xoyoc, » discourse).

That part of natural history which
treats of animals.

Zoo'nic a'cid. In the liquid pro-
cured by distillation from animal

substances, which had been supposed
to contain only carbonate of ammo-
nia and an oil, Berthollet imagined
he had discovered a peculiar acid, to

which he gave the name of zoonic.

Thenard, however, has demonstrated
that it is merely acetic acid com-
bined with an animal matter.

Zoono'mia. (From (wov, an ani-

mal, and vo^iocy a law). The laws

of organic life.

Zoo'tomy. Zootomia. (From ^mov,
an animal, and repvu), to cut). The
dissection of animals.

Zo'ster. (From ^lovvvfu, to gird).

A kind of erysipelas which goes
round the body like a girdle.

Zi/ciiar. (Arab.) Sugar.

Zu'mates. Combinations of the

zumic acid with the salifiable bases.

Zu'ndererz. Tinder ore. An ore
of silver.

Zygo'ma. (From £vyog, a yoke ;

because it transmits the tendon of the
temporal muscle like a yoke) . The
cavity under the zygomatic process

of the temporal bone and os malae.

Zygomatic pro'cess. An apophy-
sis of the os jugale, and another of

the temporal bone are thus called.

Zygoma'tic su'ture. Sutura zygo-
matica. The union of the zygomatic
process of the temporal to the cheek
bone.

Zygoma'ticus ma'jor. A long,

slender muscle, arisingfrom the cheek
bone near the zygomatic suture,

taking a direction downwards and in-

wards to the angle of the mouth, and
ending by mixing its fibres with the

orbicularis oris and the depressor of

the lip.

Zygoma'tic us mi'nor. This mus-
cle arises a little higher up than the

zygomaticus major, upon the cheek-

bone, but nearer the nose ; it is

much more slender than that mus-
cle, and is often wanting.

*
#
* The zygomatic muscle marks

the face with that line which ex-

tends from the cheek-bone to the

corner of the mouth, which is par-

ticularly distinguishable in some per-

sons. The use of the zygomatic
muscles is to pull the angles of the

mouth up, as in laughter, and from
rendering the face distorted, it has
obtained the name of distortor oris.

The strong action of these muscles

is more particularly seen in laughter,

rage, or grinning.

Zytho'gala. (TtvQoyaXa). Beer
and milk, which make together what
we commonly call possct-dri?ik ; a

term often met with in the writings

of Sydenham.
ZZ. The ancients expressed Myrrh

by these two letters, from ^fxvpvij, a

name for it common amongst them ;

but late writers use them only for the

Zinzihcr, ginger.



APPENDIX.
I. NEW FRENCH WEIGHTS AND MEASURES,

(CALCULATED BY DR. DUNCAN, JUN.)

1 . Measures of Length : the Metre bei?ig at 32°, and the Foot at 62°,

English Inches.

Millimetre = .03937

Centimetre ^^^ .39371

Decimetre := 3.93710
Metre * = 39.37100 Mil. Fur. Yds. Feet . In.

Decametre — 393.71000 = 00 10 2 9.7

Hecatometre z= 3937.10000 =00 109 1 1

Kilometre = 39371.00000 =04 213 1 10.2

Myriometre = 393710.00000 =61 156 6

2. Measures of Capacity,
Cubic Inches.

Millilitre — .06103

Centilitre — .61028 English.

Decilitre ss 6.10280 Tons.Hhds. Wine G. Pints.

Litre 61.02800 = 00 0. 2.1133
Decalitre -tr 610.28000 = 00 2. 5.1352
Hecatolitre — 6102.80000 = 00 26.4U1

Kilolitre — 61028.00000 = 1 12.19

Myriolitre = 610280.00000 = 10 1 58.9

3. Measures of Tf'eight.
English Grains.

Milligramme .0154

Centigramme — .1544

Decigramme = 1.5444 .. Icoirdupois.

Gramme = 15.4440 Poun. Gun. Dram.
Decagramme = 154.4402 = 5.65

Hccatogramme = 1544.4023 = 3 8.5

Kilogramme = 15444.02;; 1 = 235
Myriogramme — 154440.2344 = 22 1 2

Correspondence' of English Tf'eights and Measures with those used in Franc

t

before the Revolution.

§ 1. //''eights.

The Paris pound, poids de marc of Charlemagne, contains 9216 Paris,

grains ; it is divided into 16 ounces, each ounce into 8 gros, and each gros into

72 grains. It is equal to 7561 English troy grains.

The English troy pound of 12 ounces contains 5760 English troy grains,

and is equal to 7021 Paris grains.

The English avoirdupois pound of 16 ounces contains 7000 English troy

grains, and is equal to 8532.5 Paris grains.

To reduce Paris grains to English troy grains, divide by \ .

English troy grains to Paris grains, multiply by J
To reduce Paris ounces to English troy, divide by

English troy ounces to Paris, multiply by

§ 2. Lo)ig and Cubical Measures.
To reduce Paris running feet, or inches, into English, multiply by

English running feet, or inches, into Paris, divide by
To reduce Paris cubic feet, or inches, to English, multiply by

English cubic feet, or inches, to Paris, divide by J

}•

2189

015734.

1.065977

1.211278

' Recently determined by Captain Kater to be 39.37079 inches.—(Phil.Trans. 1818, p. 109).
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II.

—

Correspondence between English and other Foreign Weights and
Measures.

I.

—

English Weights and Measures.

Pound.
1

Troy Weight.

Ounces. Drms. Scruples.

12 = 96 = 288 =
1 = 8 = 24 =

1 = 3 =
1 =

Grains.

5760
480
60
20
1

Pound.
1

Avoirdupois Weight.

Ounces. Drms. Grains.

16 = 256 = 7000.

Gal

1

1 =

Pints. Ounces.

8 = 128 =
1 = 16 =

1 =

16 = 437.5 =
1 = 27.34375=

Measures.

Drms. Cubic Inch.

1024 r s 231.

128 = 28.875
8 = 1.8047

1 = 0.2256

Grammes.
372.96
31.08

3.885

1.295

0.06475

Grammes.
453.25
28.328

1.7705

Litres.

3.78515
0.47398
0.02957
0.00396

N. B.—The English ale gallon contains 282 cubical inches. The wine
gallon contains 58176 troy grains ; and the wine pint 7272 troy grains.

II.

—

German.

71 lbs. or grs. English troy ... =74 lbs. or grs. German apothecaries' weight.,

1 oz. Nuremberg, medic") - , n n ^ ,. .

weight J = 7 dr
*
2 sc

*
9 Sr -

English -

1 mark Cologne = 7 oz. 2 dwt. 4 gr. English troy.

III.

—

Butch.

1 lb. Dutch = 1 lb. 3 oz. 16 dwt. 7 gr. English trov.

787| lbs. Dutch = 1038 lbs. English troy.

IV.

—

Swedish Weights and Measures, used by Bergmann and Scheele.

The Swedish pound, which is divided like the English apothecary or troy

pound, weighs 6556 grs. troy.

The kanne of pure water, according to Bergmann, weighs 42250 Swedish
grains, and occupies 100 Swedish cubical inches. Hence the kanne of pure
water weighs 48088.719444 English troy grains, or is equal to 189.9413

English cubic inches ; and the Swedish longitudinal inch is equal to 1 .238435

English longitudinal inches.

By Everard's experiment, and the proportions of the English and French
foot, as established by the Royal Society and French Academy of Sciences,

the following numbers are ascertained :

Paris grains in a Paris cube foot of water at 55° F. = 645511
English grains in a Paris cube foot of water = 529922
Paris grains in an English cube foot of water = 533247
English grains in an English cube foot of water ••• = 437489.4
English grains in an English cube inch of water ... = 253.175

As a cubic foot ofc water weighs very nearly 1000 ounces avoirdupois, the

specific gravities of bodies express the ounces in a cubic foot of them, the

density of water being called 1000.
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— Correspondence of the Thermometers of Fahrenheit and Reaumur, and that

of Celsius, or the Centigrade Thermometer of the modern French Chymists.

ihr. Reaum . Celsi. |Fahr Reaum 1 Celsi
i

*Fahr . Reaum . Celsi. 1 Fahr. R« aum |Cel>i.

12 80 100 | 148 51.5 64.4 85 1 23.5 29.4 22 4.4 5.5

11 79.5 99.4 147 51.1 63.8 84 23.1 23.8 21 4.8 6.1

10 79.1 98.8 146 50.6 63.3 83 22.6 28.3 20 5.3 6.6
09 78.

G

98.3 145 50.2 62 7 82 22.2 27.7 19 5.7 7.2

08 78.2 97.7 \4\

143
49.7 62.2 81 21.7 27.2 18 6.2 7.7

07 77.7 97.2 49.3 61.6 80 21.3 26.6 17 6.6 8.3

00 77.3 96.6 142 48.8 61.1 79 20.8 26.1 16 7.1 8.8
05 76.8 96.1 141 48.4 60.5 78 204 25.5 15 7.5 9.4
04 76 4 95.5 140 48 60 77 20 25 14 8 10
03 76 95 1 139

94.4 i 138

47.5 59.4 76 19.5 24.4 13 8.4 10.5
02 75.5 41.1 58.8 75 19.1 238 12 8.8 11.

1

01 75.1 93.8 ] 137 46-6 58.3 74 18.6 23.3 11 9.3 11.6
00 74.6 93.3 |! 136 46.2 57.7 73 18.2 22.7 10 9.7 122
99 74-2 92.7 135 45.7 57.2 72 17.7 22.2 9 10.2 12.7
98 73.7 92.2 134 45.3 56.6 71 17.3 21.6 8 10.6 13.3
97 733 91.6 133 44.8 56.1 70 16.8 21.1 7 11.1 13 8
96 728 91.1 132 44.4 53.5 69 16.4 20.5 6 11.5 14.4
95 72.4 90.5 131 44 55 68 16 20 5 12 15
94 72 90 130 43.5 54.4 67 155 19.4 4 12.4 15.5
93 71.5 89.4 129 43.1 53.8 66 151 18.8 3 12.8 16.1
92 71.1 88.8 12S 42.6 53.3 65 14.6 183 2 13.3 16.6
91 706 88.3 127 42.2 52.7 64 142 17.7 1 13.7 17.2
90 70.2 87.7 126 41.7 52.2 63 137 17.2 14.2 17.7
89 69.7 87.2 125 41.3 51.6 62 133 16.6 1 14.6 18.3
88 69 3 86 6 124 40.8 51.1 61 12.8 16.1 2 15.1 18.8
87 68. S 86.1 123 40.4 50.5 60 12.4 15.5 3 15,5 19.4
86 68.4 85.5 122 40 50 59 12 15 4 16 20
85 68 85 121 39.5 49.4 58 11.5 14.4 5 164 20.5
84 67.5 84.4 120 39.1 48.8 57 11.1 13 8 6 16.8 21.1
83 67.1 S3.8 11!) 38.6 48.3 56 10.6 133 7 17.3 21.6
82 66.6 83.3 118 38.2 47.7 5.5 10.2 12.7 8 17.7 22.2
81 66.2 82.7 117 37.7 47.2 54 9.7 12.2 9 18.2 22.7
80 65.7 82.2 116 37.3 46.6 53 93 11.6 10 18.6 23.3
79 65.3 81.6 115 36.8 46.1 52 8.8 111 11 19.1 23.8
78 64.8 81.1 114 36.4 45.5 51 8.4 10 5 12 19.5 24 4
77 64.4 80.5 113 36 45 50 8 10 13 20 25
76 64 80 112 33.5 44.4 49 7.5 9.4 14 20.4 25.5
75 63.5 79.4 111 35.1 43.8 48 7.1 8.8 15 20.8 26.1
74 63.1 78.8 110 34.6 43 3 47 6.6 8.3 16 21.3 26.6
73 62.6 78.3 109 34.2 42.7 46 6.2 7.7 17 21.7 27.2
72 62.2 77.7 108 33.7 42.2 4.5 5.7 72 18 22 2 27.7
71 61.7 77.2 107 33.3 41.6 44 5.3 6.6 19 22.6 28.3
70 61.3 76.6 106 32.8 41.1 43 4.8 6.1 20 23.1 28.8
69 60.8 76.1 105 32.4 40.5 42 4.4 5.5 21 23.5 29.4
68 60.4 75.5 104 32 40 41 4 5 22 24 30
67 60 75 103 31.5 39.4 40 3.5 4.4 23 24.4 30.5
66 59.5 74.4 102 31.1 38.8 39 3.1 3.8 24 24.8 31.1
65 59.1 73.8 101 30.6 38.3 38 2.6 3.3 25 25.3 31.6
64 58.6 73.3 100 30.2 37.7 37 22 27 26 25.7 32.2
63 58.2 72.7 99 29.7 37.2 36 1.7 2.2 27 26.2 32.7
62 57.7 72.2 98 29.3 36.6 35 1.3 1.6 28 26.6 33.3
61 57.3 71.6 97 28.8 36.1 34 08 1.1 29 27.1 33.8
60 56.8 71.1 96 28 4 35.5 33 0.4 0.5 30 27.5 34.4
.59 56.4 70.5 95 28.0 35 32 31 28.4 35
.38 56 70 94 27.5 34.4 31 0.4 0.5 32 28 35.5
57 55.5 69.4 93 27.1 338 30 0.8 1.1 33 28.8 36.1
.56 55.1 68.8 92 26.6 33.3 29 13 1.6 34 29.3 36.6
55 54.6 68.3 91 26.2 32 7 28 1.7 2 2 35 297 37.2
54 54.2 67.7 90 25.7 32.2 27 2 2 2.7 36 30.2 37.7
53 53.7 67.2 89 25.3 31.6 26 2.6 3.3 37 30.6 38.3
52 53.3 66.6 88 24.8 31.1 25 3.1 3.8 38 31.1 38.8
51 52.8 66.1 87 24.4 30.5 24 3.5 4.4 39 31.5 39.4
50 52.4 6 .,5 86 24 30 23 4 5

I

40 32 40
49 52 65

1 1

4 K
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TIL— Of the Elastic Force of the Vapour of Water in inches of Mercury\ by Dr. IJRE.

1 emp,

24°

32
40
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85

90
95

100
105

110

Force. Temp

0.170

0.200

0.250

0.360

0.416

0.516

0.6303

0.726

0.860

1.010

1.170

1.360

1.640

1.860

2.100

2.456?

115"

120
125

130
135

140

145

150

155

160
165

170
175
180
185

190

Force.

"27820

3.300

3.830

4.366
5.070

5.770

Temp.

195°

200
205
210
212
216.6

6.600 220
7.530 221.6
8.500

9.600

10.800

12.050

13.550 234.5

15.160

16.900

19.000J240

225
226.3
230
230.5

235
238.5

Force |Temp,

.880 248

21.100

23.600

25.900 245
28

30.000

33.400*2

35.540

36.700|2

39.110

40.100
43.100
43.500
46.800

47.

50.300

51.700J269

.220 26

242°

245
.8

.5

250
1.6

254.5

55
257.5

260
260.4

262.8

264.9

267

Forcp. Temp
53.600 270°

56.340 271.2
57.100 273.7
60.400

61.900
63.500

66.700
67.250
69.800

72.300
72.800

75.900

77.900
78.040

81.900

84.900

275
275.7

277.9

279.5
280
281.8

283.8

285.2

287.2

289
290
292.3

294

Force.
[

Temp. Forct

$6,300,295.601130 A(
88.000

91.200
295
297.1

93.480,298.8

94.600

97.800
101.600

101.900
104.400

107.700

112.200

114.800
118.200

120.150
123.100

126.700

300
300.6

302
303.8
305
306.8

308
310
311.4

312

129.0(

'133.9C

137.4(

139.7(

140.9(

144.3(

147.70

150.56

154.4

157.7

161.30

164.80€

167.00

Another expert

312° (165.5

IV.— Of the Elastic Forces of the Vapours of Alcohol, Ether, Oil of Turpentine,
and Petroleum, or Naphtha, by Dr. Ure.

Etli Br. |Alcoh.sp.gr.0.813.|Alcoh. sp. gr. 0.813. Petroleum.

Temp.
Force of 1

Vapour. |
Temp. !

Force ofl

Vapour. 1
Temp..

|

193.3°

Force of

Vapour.

46.60

Temp. Force of
Vapour.

34° 6.20 j

8.10

32°
j

0.40 316° 30.00

44 40 0.56 196.3 50.10 320 31.70

54 10.30 45 0.70 200 53.00 325 34.00

64 13.00 50 0.86 206 60.10 330 36.40 .

74 16.10 55 1.00 210 65.00 335 38.90

84 20.00 60 1.23 214 69.30 340 41.60

94 24.70 65 1.49 216 72.20 345 44.10

104 1 30.00 70
75

1.76

2.10

220
225

78.50

87.50

350
355

46.86
50.20

2d. Etner.
80
85

2.45

2.93

230
232

94.10

97.10

360
365

53.30

56.90105 30.00

110 32.54 90 3.40 236 103.60 370 60.70

115 35.90 95 3.90 238 106.90 372 61.90

120
125

39.47

43.24

100
105

4.50

5.20

240
244

111.24

118.20

375 64.00

130
135

47.14
51.90

110
115

6.00

7.10

247
248

122.10

126.10

OH of Turpen.

Temp. Force of

140
145

56.90
62.10

120
125

8.10

9.25

249.7

250
131.40

132.30

Vapour.

304° 30.00

150 67.60 130 10.60 252 138.60 307.6 32.60

155 73.60 135 12.15 254.3 143.70 310 33.50

160 80.30 140 13.90 258.6 151.60 315 35.20

165 86.40 145 15.95 260 155.20 320 37.06

170 92.80 150 18.00 262 161.40 322 37.80
(

175 99.10 155 20 30 264 166.10 326 40.20

180 108.30 160 22.60 330 42.10

185 116.10 165 25.40 336 45.00

190 124.80 170 28.30 340 47.30

195 133.70 173 30.00 343 49.40

200 142.80 178.3 33.50 347 51.70

205 151.30 180 34.73 350 53.80

210 166.00 182.3 36.40 354 56.60

185.3 39.90 357 58.70

190 43.20 360 60.80

362 62.40
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TABLES, exhibiting a collective View of all the Frigorific Mixtures
contained in Mr. TValker's Publication, 1808.

V.v—Frigorific Mixtures, having the Power of generating, or creating Cold, icithout the aid

of Ice, sufficient for all Useful and Philosophical Purposes, in any part of the

World, at any Season.

Frigorific Mixtures without Ice,
1

Mixtures.
iDeg-

. of cold

Thermometer s>inks. | produced.

Muriate of ammonia - - 5 parts

Nitrate of potash - - 5

Water - - - 16
From + 50° to+10w 40°

Muriate of ammonia - -5 parts

Nitrate of potash - - 5

Sulphate of soda - - 8

Water - - - - 16

From + 50° to + 4° 46

Nitrate of ammonia - 1 part

Water .... 1
From + 50° to + 4° 46

Nitrate of ammonia - - 1 part

1 Carbonate of soda - - 1

Water - 1

From + 50° to — 7° 57

Sulphate of soda - -3 parts

Diluted nitric acid - - 2
From + 50° to — 3° 53

! Sulphate of soda - - 6 parts

Muriate of ammonia - - 4

1
j
Nitrate of potash - - 2

1
Diluted nitric acid - - 4

From + 50° to — 10°

1

60

!

Sulphate of soda - - 6 parts

Nitrate of ammonia - - 5

Diluted nitric acid - - 4

From + 50° to — 14° 64

Phosphate of soda - 9 parts

Diluted nitric acid - - 4
From + 50° to — 12° 62

Phosphate of soda - - 9 parts

Nitrate of ammonia - - 6

Diluted nitric acid - - 4
From + 50° to — 21° 71

Sulphate of soda - - 8 parts

Muriatic acid - - - 5
From 4 50° to 0° 50

Sulphate of soda - - 5 parts

Diluted sulphuric acid - 4
From + 50° to + 3° 47

N. B.—If the materials are mixed at a warmer temperature than that expressed in the.

Table, the effect will be proportionably greater ; thus, if the most powerful of these
mixtures be made when the air is + 86©, it will sink the thermometer to -f 2o.

VI.

—

Frigorific Mixtures, composed of Ice, with Chymical Salts and Acids*

Frigorific Mixtures with Ice.

Mixtures. Thermometer sinks.

Deg. of cold
produced.

Snow, or pounded ice

Muriate of soda

- 2 parts

- 1 B
/ to — 5° *

Snow, or pounded ice

Muriate of soda
Muriate of ammonia -

- 5 parts

- 2
- 1

+->

au
u

s
B
aM
o
t-i

to — 12° *

Snow, or pounded ice

Muriate of soda
Muriate of ammonia -

Nitrate of potash

- 24 parts
- 10
- 5
- 5

to — 18°
•*

Snow, or pounded ice

Muriate of soda
Nitrate of ammonia

- 12 parts
- 5

- 5

V to — 25° *

4 K :2
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VI . (Continued) .-

•

—Frigorific Mixtures with Ice.

Mixtures. Thermometer sinks.
Deg. of cold]
produced.

Snow -

Diluted sulphuric acid

3 parts

2
From + 32° to—23° 55

Snow --...-'•--
Muriatic acid

8 parts

5
From + 32° to— 27° 59

^m Snow --_--
Diluted nitric acid

7 parts

4
From + 32° to— 30° 62

^now -

Muriate of lime -

4 parts

5
From + 32° to — 40° 72

Snow --.,--
Cryst. muriate of lime

2 parts

3
From + 32° to— 50° 82

Snow -

Potash -

3 parts

4
From + 32° to— 51° 83

N. B. The reason for the omissions in the last column of this Table is, the thermometer
sinking in these mixtures to the degree mentioned in the preceding column, and never
lower, whatever may be the temperature of the materials at mixing.

VII.

—

Frigorific Mixtures selected from, the foregoing Tables, and combined

so as to ijicrease or extend Cold to the extremest Degree,

Combinations of Frigorific Mixtures.

Mixtures. Thermometer sinks.

Deg of cold

p reduced.

Phosphate of soda
Nitrate of ammonia
Diluted nitric acid

- 5 parts
- 3
- 4

From 0° to— 34° 34

Phosphate of soda
Nitrate of ammonia
Diluted mixed acids

- 3 parts

- 2
- 4

From— 34° to — 50° 16

Snow -

Diluted nitric acid

- 3 parts

- 2 )

From 0° to — 46° 46

Snow -

Diluted sulphuric acid

Diluted nitric acid

- 8 parts

- 3
- 3

From — 10° to 56° 46

Snow
Diluted sulphuric acid

- 1 part
- 1

From — 20° to 60° 40

Snow -

Muriate of lime -

- 3 parts

- 4
From + 20° to 48° 68

Snow -

Muriate of lime -

- 3 parts

- 4
From + 10° to— 54° 54

Snow -

Muriate of lime -
-

- 2 parts

- 3
From — 15° to — 68° 53

Snow -

Oyst. muriate of lime

Snow - -

Cryst. muriate of lime

1 part
- 2

1 part
- 3

8 party
- 10

From 0° to — 66°

From — 40° to— 73°

66

33

! Snow -

Diluted sulphuric acid
From — 68° to —91° 23

N.I). The materia s in the fust column are to be cooled previously to mixing, to the
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VIII.—Of the Solubility of some Solids in IVater,

•J mm 1/

XT A AtPC rf"\T> w. \ I T* C?

Solubility in 100 Parts Water.
.NAMES OF SALTS.

At 60° At 212°

Acids. _

Arsenic - 150 w
* 4.17Benzoic - 0.208

Boracic - - 2
Camphoric - 1.04 8.3

Citric - - -
v

- 133 200
Gallic 8.3 66

Mucic -" - - 0.84 1.25

Molybdenic - 0.1

Oxalic • - - 50 100

Suberic - 0.69 50
Succinic - - - 4 50

Tartaric - Very soluble

Salifiable Bases.

Barytcs - - 5 50

crystallized 57 Unlimited
Lime - - - 0.2

Potash - Very soluble

Soda - - do.

Strontites 0.6
.

crystallized 1.9 50

Salts.

Acetate of ammonia Very soluble

barytes do.

lime - - do.

magnesia - do.

potasli 100

soda Very soluble

strontites 40

Carbonate of ammonia + 30 100

barytes - . Insoluble

lime - - do.

magnesia - 2

potash 25 83
soda - - 50 + 100

strontites Insoluble

Camphorate of ammonia - 1 33
barytes - 16

lime - - - 0.5

potash - 33 + 33
Citrate of soda - - - 60

lime Insoluble

Chlorate of barytes 25 + 25

mercury - • - 25

potash 6 10

soda 35 + 35

Muriate of ammonia 33 100

barytes 20 + 20
lead - - - 4.5

lime 200
magnesia 100
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VIII. (Continued) —Of the Solubility ofsome Solids in Water,

NAMES OF SALTS.

Solubility in 100 Parts Water.

At 60°
J

At 212°

Muriate of mercury - - 5 50
potash - 33 ,

•

silver
' m O.To

soda - «, 35.42 36.16

stronites - • 150 Unlimited

Nitrate of ammonia • 50 200
barytes • - 8 25
lime . 400
magnesia - fr 100 + 100

potash - 14.25 100

soda • 33 + 100

strontites - 100
i

200
Oxalate of strontites - • O.T^

Phosphate of ammonia • 25 * + 25

barytes -

lime - -

magnesia - - 6.6

potash - m Very Soluble <<- /

soda - m
- 25 50 ^B

strontites *~ ,
J

Phosphite of ammonia 50 + 50 1

barytes m 0.J
potash m 33 + 33

Sulphite of ammonia 4» 50 100

barytes - 0.002

copper - 25 50
iron - - 50 , 100
lead - • 0.T2

*

lime # 0.2 0.22 1
* magnesia - 100 133

potash - 6.25 20
soda - M 37 125
strontites - * 0.02

Sulphite of ammonia 4p 100
lime tm 0.125
magnesia - 5
potash - 100
soda - . 25 100

Saccholactate of potash m 12

soda • 20
Sub-borate of soda (borax) • 8.4 16.8

Super-sulphate of alumina and
potash (alum) 5 133
potash - 50 + 100

Super-oxalate of potash - 10
tartrate of potash - t-4 3.j

Tartrate of potash - 25
and soda - 20

antimony and potash 6.6 33

Jfi nte.
»

h. M'lVlillan, Printer,

Do w. Sheet, Covent-Ganlen.
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